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All Musical

Instruments
With Complete

Outfits

Trial
A New Plan. Wurlitzer will send you any musinstrument you wish for, of the finest
quality, with a complete outfit of everything
you need, for a full week's trial in your own
home. No obligation to buy. If you decide to
keep it pay in small monthly sump. Wurlit2er
makes complete outfits cost little more than inical

strument alone.

You

get factory price on

everything.

handsome carrying case, velvet and plush- lined; self instructor, instruction aids; all attachments and extra
parts, books of musical selections, etc.
Outfits include

you everything you
need at once, on free trial and on easy payments, and at a tremendous saving, Wurlitzer is the largest musical firm in the world
today. Wurlitzer musical instruments are
standard of the world.
Buy the Wurlitzer
way. Send for the instrument you wish on
trial and judge for yourself.
Wurlitzer plan gives

Convenient Monthly Payments
A few cents a day will pay for your instrument. Have it now and enjoy it while you
make the easy monthly payments. These
Complete Outfits are ready. Send for yours
on

free trial.

Violin

Clarionet

Cornet
Saxophone

Flute

Trombone

Bugle

Mandolin
Tenor-Banjo
BanjoMandolin

Mellophone
Trap Drum

Fife

Binjo-Uiielele

Guitar
Viola

Guitar

Banjo

Cello

Piccolo

Beautiful

New

Write For

Banjo-Guitar
Utelele

Hiwa

Catalog
Today

ian-

Free

It

Full details of all instruments and outfits and detail9
of free trial and easy payment offer. Illustrated in
color. More pictures and more information about
musical instruments than in any other book published.
veritable musical encyclopedia. Free, no obligation. Send for catalog today.

A

The Rudolph Wurlitzer
4th Street
CINCINNATI

1 1 7 E.

329

S.

Co., Dept. 1583

Wabash Avenue
CHICAGO

The Rudolph Wurlitzer Co., Dept. 1583
117 E. 4th

Send

St., Cincinnati,

—329

S.

Wabaib An., Chicifo,

me your new catalog with

III.

illustrations in color and
full description of the Wurlitzer Complete Outfits and deI

|

tails of

the free trial and easy payment, offer.

Name
Address

J
S

:

(Mimical instrument in which I

am oupueiuUy interested)
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Was $100
Now $57

A Finer Typewriter
at a Fair Price

Send Mo Money!
No money in advance. Not a cent Simply make
your request via the coupon below if you want this
brand new Oliver Typewriter for five days free
trial in your own home or office.
Use this Oliver
for five days as if it were your own. Type all your
letters or any other work with it.
Put it to every
conceivable test. Compare it with any $100 typewriter on the market. Compare it for simplicity of
construction.
For beauty of finish. For ease of
operation. For speed. For neatness of work. Then

after 5 days free trial you do not wish to keep the
typewriter for any reason whatsoever, simply send
it back to us and you won't be out one cent for the
free trial.
If, on the other hand, you decide that it
is the finest typewriter, and you wish to keep it,
then pay us at the easy rate of only $3 a month.
This is the open, free trial offer we make to you on
the Oliver to let you see for yourself that if any typewriter is worth $100 it is this splendid, speedy Oliver
No. 9, our latest model and the finest we ever built.

if

!

Users of the
Oliver
Pennsylvania
Bank

Boston Ele vat ed
Railway
Hart, Schaffner

We

new and economical method of distribution.
During the war we learned many
lessons.
found that it was unnecessary
to have such a vast number of traveling salesmen and so many expensive branch houses
throughout the country.
were able to discontinue many other superfluous sales methods.
Result
we can afford to sell at $57 the
very same Oliver formerly priced at $100.

1253 Oliver Typewriter Bldg., Chicago,
Ship

&

S. Steel Corporation

U.

New York Edison
Company

American B ridge

Company

Diamond Match

tion.

month.

me

a

If I

The

HI.

new

Oliver Nine for five days free inspeckeep it, I will pay $57 at the rate of $3 per

title to

remain

in

you until

fully paid for.

We

We

—

Mail the

Marx

Company

THE OLIVER TYPEWRITER COMPANY

ically

Columbia Graphophone Co.
R. R.
NationalCity
of N. Y.

For $57 you can now obtain
identical
Oliver Typethe
writer formerly priced at $100.
are able
to save you nearly half because of our rad-

Save $43

Famous

My

shipping point is
._
This does not place me under any obligation to buy. If I
choose to return the Oliver, I will ship it back at your
expense at the end of five days.

Do not send a machine until I order it. Mail me your
"The High Cost of Typewriters
The Reason
book
and the Remedy," your de luxe catalog and further in-

—

—

formation.

Coupon Now

Check the coupon to get the Oliver for five days
free trial in your own home.
If you decide to keep
the typewriter you can pay for it on terms so easy
that you won't miss the money only $3 a month. If
you prefer to have further information before ordering-, fill
the coupon for our free catalog. Clip the
coupon now and mail at once.
Canadian Price, $72

—

m

Name
Street Address

City

....

THE OLIVER TYPEWRITER COMPANY
1253 Oliver Typewriter Bldg., Chicago,

111.

Occupation or Business..

...

State..

(©CLB454696
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Favorite Picture Players

Ship Alioy! It's Saturday Night
A glimpse of the film colony's favorite

Howe

Herbert

.

pleasure craft

— with

sketches by Oscar

Frederick Howard.

Ye Old-Time Songbook

Verse

Concerning a Fairy Princess
Mary Miles Minter

In which

.

.

talks about her

.

Vara Macbeth Jones

30

.

Charles Gatchell

.

31

.

34

.

37

new

career.

Martin

Fighting Cressy

J.

Bent

Cupid can conquer even a transplanted Kentucky feud.

A

Miracle

Man

of

Make-Up

Lon Chaney's powers are

.

.

Herbert

.

High Carnival
An

A

Charles Lewis

shows you how a big "set" looked

artist

Swedish Nightingale

.

.

It

to Get a Job

Editorial

.

42

if

.

.

Gordon Brooke

.

44

,

45

,

.

47

.

.

49

.

50

.

53

Vara Macbeth Jones

54

she chose.

......

comment on timely

Our

friend

Tom

.

.

.

.

.

.

Showing what kept Mae Marsh from the screen

Do

It, Marjorie"
and last installment of a screen aspirant's own

Speaks Her

Mind

what's more, she does

it

.

.

Shirley

Mason

story.

Marian Lee King

in verse.

Alias Cinderella

Her View

Edna Foley

for a time.

third

A Woman
And

Tom Moore

Moore writes his autobiography for you.

Have You Missed Her, Too?

The

-

.

topics concerning the screen.

the Ladder to Stardom

"Don't

Remont

Fritzie

.

was a queer difficulty that confronted Lois Lee.

The Observer

Up

.

Wrenn 40

to him.

Winifred Westover might be a songbird even now,

Too Pretty

Howe

limited only by his imagination.

really lived the old fairy tale

— and His— Verse

.

.

— with
.

B.

Henry Smith

some changes.

Continued on the Second Page Following
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I'd hike to See It

Right Over Again"
O

make you

say that

to be a pretty

But these

good

it's

got

picture.

better pictures are

not so rare as they used to be.
You've noticed that.

More and more

often you

them.

Genuine

run
portrayals of

and

human

and

follies

across

virtues

and ventures

perils that are all the

more

fascinating and thrilling because so clippedfrom-life, as it were.

The kind

you

—

an aeroplane and you've no deback to earth till the journey's end.

off like

sire to get

The kind— as you've probably noticed also
—that bears the brand name Paramount.
In

every

Paramount Artcraft Feature,

Famous Players-Lasky Corporation

recog-

nizes no limits

No
No

limits
limits

on the

on the scenes but the earth.
on the machinery but machinery.
on the cost but money. No limits

No

cast but artists.

plot but clean,

new and

limits

on the

thrilling.

And that's what brings the encores from you

of motion picture that carries

(paramount pictures
Latest

Paramount Artcraft Features released to March

Burke in

"WANTED— A HUSBAND"

Irene Castle in

"The Amateur Vt ife"
"ALL OF A SUDDEN PEGGY"
"YOUNG MRS. Winthrop"

Billie

Marguerite Clark in
Ethel Clayton in

With Lionel Barrvmore
Cosmopolitan Production

"The Copperhead"

"The Cinema Murder"
Cosmopolitan Production
Cecil B.

De

"The Miracle of Love"
Mille's

"Everywoman"

Production

"Male and Female"
WITH All STAR CAST

Ferguson in
"COUNTERFEIT"
George Fitzmaurice's Production
"On with the Dance"
Dorothy Gish in
"TURNING THE TABLES"
D. W. Griffith's Production
"SCARLET DAYS"
Houdini in
"The Grim Game"

Elsie

"Huckleberry Finn"

WITH ALL Star CAST

Vivian Martin in
"His OFFICIAL FIANCEE"
Wallace Reid in
"Double Speed"
" 1 he Teeth of the Tiger"
With David Powell
Maurice Tourneur's Production "VICTORY"
George Loane Tucker's Production

"The Miracle Man"
Robert Warw'ck jV'The TREE OF KNOWLEDGE"
Bryant Washburn in "The Six BEST CELLARS"
THOMAS H, INCE PRODUCTIONS
Enid Bennett in

"The Woman

in

the Suit Case"

1st
"BLACK

Dorothy Dalton in

IS

WHITE"

Ince Supervised Special
"Behind THE DoOR"
Ince Supervised Special "DANGEROUS HOURS"
Douglas MacLean & Doris May in

Charles

Ray

in

"Mary's Ankle"
"RED Hot DOLLARS"

Wm.

Hart in

"John Petticoats"

S.

PARAMOUNT COMEDIES
Paramount- Arbuckle Comedies
Paramount-Mack Sennett Comedies
Paramount-De Haven Comedies

PARAMOUNT SHORT SUBJECTS
Paramount Ma-azine
Paramount-Burton Holmes
Travel Pictures

issued weekly
issued weekly

Contents —Continued

Robert W. Sneddon

Stronger than Death
India furnished the background

The Great
The

and

is

They're especially effective

Her

C. L. Edson

.

.

.59

....

Helen Ogden

.

.

.60

Smalley

.

.

62

.

.

64

.

.

.65

.

.

.68

.

.

.69

.

.

.70

Harry

Gentle gibes

56

when worn by Louise Glaum.

Fade-Outs
fads

the

.

brought up to date.

of Peacock Feathers

at

.

intrigue.

Air Robbery

old-time "thriller"

The Lure

for this tale of love

and

of

follies

the screen,

with sketches

J.

by H. L. Drucklieb.

Muriel Andrews

Infinite Variety
Alice Joyce's roles are never quite the same.

....

Concerning Invisible Stars
In which

A Tabloid

we

learn who's really responsible for

Review

.

.

.

.

Brief criticisms of the best of the

"It's

new

she swears

she'll

never do

it

Herbert

Howe

successes.

Peter Milne

.

pictures.

a Man's Job," Says Lillian
And

some current

.

.

.

Rarbara

Little

again!

The Rystander

Over the Teacups
Good-natured gossip about your friends of the screen.

Hints for Scenario Writers

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

William Lord Wright

.

73

Dorothy Faith Webster

.

75

W. Rarran Lewis

.

.

76

Charles Carter

.

.

78

Information and advice for the amateur writer.

Don't Change Your Hair

—

You might as well

From

How Tony
It's

The

made

Keeps

—Ruy a Wig!

the stars are doing

Rroadway

Rogabilla to
Sylvia Breamer

all

in

.

it.

.

the trip not so very long ago.

Trim

....

one reason for Antonio Moreno's success.

82

Picture Oracle
Answers

to questions

from our readers.

The Screen

Screen Gossip

and answer several hundred
of Picture-Play Magazine,
who write us either to ask for information on some
subject pertaining to the screen, to tell us of something

week we read
EVERY
letters from readers

we have

printed that they liked, or to call us to task for

something they did not like.
We're always glad to get these letters. Sometimes we
get so many that we can't answer them all as fully as
we should like to, but we do the best we can, for we
believe that this magazine should strive to gain and to
maintain as close a personal touch with its readers as possible.
Moreover, we learn a good deal from our friends;
we learn what kind of pictures they're getting back in

home town, and what they think of this or that
tendency of the picture producers. And all of that helps
us to come closer toward getting out a magazine which
will meet the wishes of its readers.
For some time we have been intending to inaugurate
a department in which we would print, each month, a

their

selected number of these letters, whrch will reflect the
observations and points of view of some of our readers.
This department is to be an open forum, a sort of "What
Do You Think?" department, to which every one is invited to contribute.
It should be made something of
considerable interest and value. Naturally, it will start a
good many controversies and arguments, which are good
things, so long as they are kept free from rancor.
But

Colonist

.

.

99

the main point is that the constant changes in the picture
world, the new tendencies and movements should be commented upon and interpreted by the readers of the magazine as well as by our own staff writers. If time and circumstances will permit, we expect to begin this department in our next issue.
We say that we expect to start this department in the
next issue. We do not like to promise to do so, since we
find so often that we have to change our plans at the last
minute.
For example we plan and announce a certain
story or article, and then, just as we're about to go to

—

comes something much more timely, and we
quick change.
Something like that happened
this month and prevented us from using in this issue R.
W. Baremore's history of the beginning anc the development of motion pictures. That article, however, will
certainly appear in our April number.
With it will be the usual number of stories about different stars, several other articles on interesting screen
subjects, such as one about the great demand for blondes
of late on the part of casting directors, and one about
the patricians of the picture world the girls and women
who came to the screen with unusual mental or social
equipments. For the rest you will have to wait. There
is no more space left in which to talk about what's to
come.
press, along

make

a

1

—

—
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WILLIAM FARNUM
&feart Strings
soon to appear
at the better

motion picture
theatres, there

is

told in really dra-

matic form the
sublime story of
a brother's sacri*
fice for his little

sister

-

natu*

It is so
ral,

and

so true

so engaging as to

move the hearts
of millions

(jhis is

*

another of the supreme

ENTERTAINMENTS
Pf)Y
A V_y
V
J_

them

(Jylttend the theatre that presents

FOX FILM CORPORATION^
WILLIAM

FOX.

,

PyesCetent

Picture-Play Magazine
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Patents and Lawyers

Agents and Help Wanted
are desirable.

Let our expert former Government Examiner
prepare you.
Write today for free booklet
giving
C.vil
full
information.
Patterson
Service School, Box Y, Rochester, N. Y.

MOW MUCH GASOLINE CAN YOU SELL

AT

PER GALLON? World

2c.

tests for four

years to prove it.
Secure exclusive rights
"Carbonvoid," Box "2,"
for vour countv.
Bradley Beach, N. J.

Railway

month

Traffic
Inspectors;
$110.00
a
start and expenses; travel if de-

to

No age limit.
unlimited advancement.
months' home study.
Situation arPrepare for permanent position.
Write for booklet CM 28. Standard Business
Training Institute, Buffalo, N. Y.
sired

Section

Advertising

01a»jsifi«3ci
GOVERNMENT POSITIONS

—Advertising

;

INVENTORS desiring to secure patents
should write for our guidebook "How To Get
Your Patent." Send sketch or description for
Ranour opinion of its patentable nature.
dolph & Co., Dept. 412, Washington, D. C.

PATENTS

Personal,
Promptly Procured.
Highest referCareful and Efficient service.
Moderate fees. Send sketch or model
ences.
for actual search and advice. George P. KimLaw. 18D Loan &
mel, .Master of Patent
Trust Bldg., Washington, D. C.

PATENTS.

Write for Evidence of ConSend
and free guide hook.
sketch and description for free
Highest
opinion of its patentable nature.
references.
Prompt Attention.
Reasonable
Victor J, Evans & Co., 767 Ninth,
Terms,

Three

ception

ranged.

model

DETECTIVES EARN BIG MONEY. Travel.
demand.
We train you. Particulars

Songs, Poems, Etc.
Write a Song

WRITE

Washington, D. C.

dios,

WE START YOU

IN BUSINESS, furnishing everything; men and women $30 to $100
weekly operating our "Specialty Candy Facanywhere.
Booklet
Box 9S, East Orange, N.

tories''

Co.,

BE A DETECTIVE.

Ragsdale

free.
J.

Excellent opportunity,

—We have an
assortments for

SIDE-LINE SALESMEN
premium

atlive

salesmen.
Commission from $5.00 to $20.00
per order.
If you want an up-to-date line,
write today.
Canfield Mfg. Co., 4003 Broadway St., Chicago, 111.

—

158 Genuine Foreign Stamps Mexico War
issues, Venezuela, Salvador and India Service,
Guatemala, China, etc. Only 10c. Finest approval sheets 50% to 60%.
Agents wanted.
Big 72-page lists free. We buy stamps. Established 25 years.
Hussman Stamp Co., Dept.
65, St. Louis, Mo.

MEXICAN DIAMONDS
Few

the price.

flash

stand

experts,

fool

tests, yet
live agents

like

genuine,

for l-50th
wanted to sell
big profits, pleassell

from handsome sample case
ant work.
Write today.
Mexican Diamond
Imptg. Co., Box C D 3, Las Cruces, New
;

Mexico.

WE

pay $100 monthly salary and furnish
rig and expenses to
introduce guaranteed
poultry and stock powders.
Bigler Company,
X369, Springfield. Illinois.
SELL our hosiery and underwear direct to
consumer.
Large line good profits prompt
deliveries
guaranteed.
Samples
ready.

—

Write.
Rapids.

The C &

D

—

Co.,

Highest references. Rates reaPromptness assured.
Best results.
Watson E. Coleman, Patent

free.

Lawyer, 624

Dept.

PATENTS,

Washington, D. C.

Trademark,

Copyright

Long experience

Prompt

solicitor.

sonable.
procured.

Street,

free.

— fore-

as patent
charges very rea-

advice,

Results
Correspondence solicited.
Metzger, Washington, D. C.

17 to 55.

Experience unneces-

make secret investigations, reSalaries expenses. American Foreign
Detective Agency, 114, St. Louis.
Travel

;

;

DO YOU WANT TO EARN $3,000 to $5,000
a year?
You can do it easily.
See Advertisement Anderson Steam Vulcanizer in
this issue.

you

:

;

great

write,

pay; easy
demand everywhere we show
Wagner, 186 East 79th St., New
;

York. Dept. 502.

MEN— WOMEN.

-

18 up, wanted.

$100-$150

month.
Hundreds government jobs op»n.
Write for list. Franklin Institute, Dept. N-2,
Rochester, N. Y.

SALES AGENTS WANTED
to give all or spare time.
$750 to $1,500 yearly.

We

in every countv
Positions worth
train the inex-

FARMS ON CREDIT.

Fine for grains,
Hardwood land in
Stock and poultry
Only $15 to $30 per A.
do well. 40,000 A.
Very easy terms. 10 to 160 A. No swamps or
stones.
Fine schools, churches, markets,
Money loaned to
climate, lakes and streams.
Large Co. Write to-day for informabuild.
Swigart Land Co., X1265 First NatT
tion.
Bk. Bldg.. Chicago. 111.

grasses, fruit, vegetables.
Michigan's best counties.

—

;

:

WILL start you in the cleaning and dyeing
business, little capital needed, big profits.
Write for booklet.
The Ben-Vonde System,
Dept. B-E, Charlotte, N. C.
Duplicating^ Devices

—

A Business Getter.
$1.50 up.
50 to 75 copies from pen, pencil,
typewriter no glue or gelatins. 40.000 firms
use it. 30 days' trial. You need one. Booklet free. LT, Durkin, Reeves & Co., Pittsburgh, Pa.
"Modern" Duplicator
;

write mu-

WRITE WORDS FOR A SONG — We

write

Submit

poems on any subject.
The Metropolitan
Studios, 914 S. Michigan Avenue, Room 120,
Chicago.

FREE!

SENT

Contains valuable instructions and advice.
Submit song-poems for examination.
We
will furnish music, copyright and facilitate
publication or sale.
Knickerbocker Studios,
301 Gaiety Bldg., New York.

—

SONG WRITERS Have you song poems?
have best proposition.
Write me immediately. Ray Hibbeler, D102, 4040 Dickens Av„
I

Chicago.

PHOTOPLAYS wanted. Big prices paid.
Great demand. We show you how. Get free
Rex Publishers, Box 175

particulars.

—P

5,

Chicago.

$50

— $100

weekly writing Moving Picture

Plays.
Get free book valuable information
prize offer.
Photo Playwright College, Box
:

;

278 XY8. Chicago.

FREE to writers — a wonderful little book
money-making hints, suggestions, ideas
the A B C of successful Story and Movie

of

writing.
Just address
Absolutely Free.
Authors' Press, Dept. 89. Auburn. N. Y.

—

Write News Items and Short Stories for
pay in spare time. Copyright Book and plans
free.
Press Reporting Syndicate (406), St.
Louis, Mo.

—

Wanted

to

Buy

Short Stories and Photoplays

$50 to $150 A WEEK, Writing Stories and
Photo Plays.
Send for Special Free Offer.
Department "S," New York Literary Bureau.
145 W. 36th St., New York City.

LEARN TO WRITE PHOTOPLAYS.

CASH FOR OLD FALSE TEETH.— We pay
up to $35.00 per set (broken or not). Also
buy discarded gold jewelry, gold crowns,
bridges, platinum, diamonds, watches, and silver.
Send now. Cash by return mail. Package held 5 to 10 days for sender's approval of
our offer.
U. S. Smelting Works, Dept. 64,
Chicago, 111.

—

;

HOW TO WRITE PHOTOPLAYS.

old gold,

;

;

silver,

teeth,

Candy

—

Ave., Chic.iTo.

Coins, Stamps, etc.

any
magneto points, old watches

platinum, old or broken jewelry,
gold or silver ores or nuggets.
War Bonds & Stamps. Send them to us toHighest prices paid in cash by return
day.
mail.
Goods returned in 10 days if you're
not satisfied. The Ohio Smelting & Refining
Co., 253 Lennox Bldg., Cleveland, Ohio.
false

Our

book tells how also where to sell. Contains
model scenario, list of 50 buyers, and all information necessary
price 25c.
Photoplay
Book Company, Dept. 2 4838 Champlain

MAIL DIRECT TO THE REFINERS
diamonds,

My

book tells how, where to send, gives model,
copyright and pointers for 50c.
Lester deFrates. P. O. B. 1461. Boston.
WRITE PHOTOPLAYS $25 $.300 paid
any one for suitable ideas.
Experience unnecessary
complete outline Free. Producers
League, 439 St. Louis.
:

Novelty Cutlery Company, 14 Bar
Canton. Ohio.

AGENTS Get particulars of the best paying proposition ever put on the market something no one else sells
make $4,000 yearly.
Address Albert Mills, Mgr., 1459 America'n
Bldg.. Cincinnati. Ohio.

We

FREE BOOK OF FLORIDA FACTS. Own

your own orange grove in beautiful Fruitland
Park. A few cents a day you now waste will
buy it for you. A few dollars a month may
Schnitzler
provide you with a life income.
sold his twenty acre grove here for $40,000
two thousand an acre. He saw the same opportunity that's offered you and planted a
grove.
Result
he reaped a small fortune.
You have the same chance but you must act
now. Write TODAY for Free Book of Actual
Photographs, Florida Facts and the interestLearn
ing story of a Fruitland Park Farm.
of crops that help you buy it. Address today.
Lake County Land Owners' Association, 321
Sunset Way, Fruitland Park, Florida.

perienced.
St..

for a song.

music, publish and secure copyright.

BECOME DETECTIVE.— Big

work

words

guarantee publisher's acceptance.
Submit poems on patriotism, love or any subject.
Chester Music Co., 920 S. Michigan Av.,
Room 323. Chicago.

Motion Picture Plays

Farm Lands

Grand

15,

F

Mich.

MEN — Age

sary.
ports.

Booklet

most word

good pay, travel.
Write C. T. Ludwig, 43G
Westover Building, Kansas City, Mo.

tractive line of

PATENTS.
sonable.

write

sic,

SONG-WRITERS GUIDE

free.

We

for a Song.

159C Fitzgerald Building, New York.

WRITE

Great

Write American Detective System, 10GS
Broadway, N. Y.

Words

the

music and guarantee to secure publication.
Submit poems on any subject. Broadway Stu-

Blank

or

—

Love, mot her. home, childhood, patriotic or any subject. I compose music and guarantee publication.
Send words
today.
Thomas Merlin, 222 Reaper Block,
Chicago.

OLD

Coins, Large Spring Selling Catalogue

Coins for Sale, free.
Catalogue quoting
prices paid for coins, ten cents.
William
Hesslein, 101 Tremont St., Dept. O, Boston,
of

Mass.

We buy Old Money. Hundreds of dates
worth $2 to $500 each. Keep all old money,
Get posted,
you may have valuable coins.
send 10c for New Illustrated Buying Price
List,

size

Clarke

4x6.

Coin

Co.,

Box

33,

Le Roy. N. Y.

CHERI

Super-Chocolates Assorted lb. box
Best you ever
$1.25 P. P. prepaid, insured.
tasted or the box with our compliments.
Cheri. 142 S. 15th. Phila.

Miscellaneous

ELECTRICIANS. Wiremen. Linemen. And
others interested in electrical work. Send
for descriptive literature of our Modern Blue Print Chart Method of electrical
wiring.
Electrical Wiring Diagram Co., Box
E.173. Altoona. Pa.
all

name

Personal

DO YOU WISH TO KNOW

whether you

are to gain success, win friends, be happy,
or the reverse?
Scientific, convincing information.
Wonderful results claimed by
patrons.
"Key to Success" and personality
sketch for 10 cents and birthdate. ThomsoriHeywood Co., Dept. 300, Chronicle Bldg., San
Francisco.

—THE CRAZE
stamped envelope for

CRYSTAL GAZING
self-addressed
structions.
Zaneig's
N. J.

Studio,

;

SEND

free

Asbury

in-

Park,

ST-STU-T-T-TERING
cured at home.

AND STAMMERING

Instructive booklet free. WalPotomac Bank Building,

McDonnell. $0
Wash'neton. D. C.

ter

Shorthand

SHORTHAND.

Best practical system. K.

I.

Shorthand, learn in 5 hours speed with easy
practice.
Proof lessons, brochure free. King
Institute, EA-26, Station F. New York.
;
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Your Voice

Success - Compelling, Friend - Winning
Does Your Voice Attract or Repulse People? Read Here How You Can Have a
Perfect Voice of Magnetic Force That Will Draw Friends and Success to Your Side.

—

for a moment what
THINK
toue of your voice plays

I

work again

striving.

—

sincerity."

are

it
if

you

to

Droning
Voice.
The
Tiresome, sing-song, mo-

notonous as the bum of
a dynamo. Bores people,
doesn't -get its message

—you

If

woman

a

means much

takes the color
and life out of every
word and sentence utwearies,
tered disgusts,
across,

people can say,
"What a

—

sweet, cultured voice she has
it's a real pleasure to
listen to her." Every
man or woman in
business or social life,
nr nnli
every sino-nr
singer 01
puDlie speaker, every one

who

its
loses
and repels;
listener's interest before
it

The

Saw-tooth

stammers, or lisps,
can
now, through a wonderful uuv
uiiiui
new method
un uuu oj.
of
voice
culture,
gain
stutters,

in
business—
Pression
antagonizes, annoys, and

any one within

repu ses
ear

reach,

this splendid power
a perfect voice of success-compelling,
winning force.

Make Your

Voice.

grating
Sharp, rasping,
0ets
as a sIate I)e ncil.
- n
people's
nerves."
loses friends, breeds distrust, makes a poor im-

friend-

Voice Perfect

A perfect voice can now be yours. Eugene Feuchtinger, A. M., the famous voice
culturist, has proven that any voice can be

made perfect.
No matter if your voice is
weak or wavering, harsh and grating, dronnasal, stammering, stuttering
—
Eugene Feuehtinger's amazing
tem will make
perfect.
ing,

ing

or

lisp-

new

sys-

it

A few minutes each day in silent practice
soon gives you the perfect singing voice or
speaking voice that will open the door to
numberless social or business opportunities.
Within an amazingly

is a person of culture, refinement, sincerity, char-

short time you will
notice the difference
in your voice
it will
be
reaching
that
beautiful tone and
richness of volume
which you have so
often
admired
in

acter.

others.

Make

u r
y
speaking voice

Snpaln'nouucanmg
ring

with

voice

Make

that will

who hear
upon

and

conviction

sincerity.

thrill

a
all

and impress

it

them

HERE

that

Make

Sitioinouiugmg

it

your

singing
voice
smooth, steady, full and
strong
the kind of voice
you have always longed
for.
Your voice can
easily be made perfect,
siniing
the
best
voice
among all of your friends.

—

rioforriuo
Utiettive

No one
su ffer

—

nee d

any

longer from
vantages of

the disada
defective
Stuttering, stammering, or
lisning
can
overcome for
be
good
and all.
A defective
voice is a business and
social
obstacle.
Break
down that obstacle you
can have a perfect voice.

voice.

—

Wonderful New

and social
Wherever you

fessional
go.

fmpression
on othupon
depends

the

you
ers

your
voice

make

voice.
is

harsh

your

If

weak,

distinct,
or

inshrill,

hollow,

you cannot be
judged at your best

it.

In conclusion let me say that I have studied under some of the celebrated teachers
of New York, but their methods did not
help materially, for unlike your method they
were based upon actual science.
Believe me, your grateful pupil always,

Samuel Harden Church,

Birmingham, Alabama.

—

my

in

voice.

Well. I am grateful and more than
simply wild about it and never fail to

As you
vocal
results

real-

of success and
popularity.
Whether
you use your
voice for singing or
public speaking, or
whether you use it
only In the everyday
course of your business and social life,
you cannot afford the constant handicap of a
Yet not
voice of inferior quality and power.
one person in a hundred knows how to use
has
one
Nearly
every
the voice properly
one or more serious faults in his or her
voice.
The trouble is that scarcely any one
knows how to control the vocal organs which
produce the voice. Unless you know the fundamental principles of this control, no
amount of practice or exercises of the ordinary kind will make your voice perfect.
But now the secret of a perfect voice can
A wonderful new method enables
be yours.
any one to quickly develop a voice of surIn an amazingly short time
passing beauty.

ure

!

you can have a wider range of tone, more
A rich, vibrant
volume, more resonance.
voice that every one will admire can now
be yours through the wonderful scientific discovery of Eugene Feuchtinger, the famous
His remarkable, exclusive
voice culturist.
method has received endorsement of Fnropean operatic singers, of eminent public
speakers, of men and women in every walk
Here are just a few of the delighted
of life.
expressions of opinions he has received
:

Pa.

My Bear Professor Feuchtinger I want to
write you a few lines to tell you of the
wonderful benefit I have received from your
method of voice production after only a few
lessons.

had previously been engaged in church
and light opera work but after a time was
I

forced to discontinue because
I
ing had been inadequate.

my

vocal trainquite dis-

was

began to study with you.
couraged
Now I am delighted with my daily improvement, for your method is precisely what you
No fault can escape your
infallible.
claim
notice and all vocal defects are corrected by
your ability.
until

—

I

grateful

training

were

my

tell

know.

—

am

1

friends.

had

have

I

before. b..t
negligible.

the

My

months

under
your system has blossomed out
voice

full

ize

Jr.

With two days' studying of my first lesson 1 have
accomplished wonders.
I am,
W. F. Morton.
My Dear Mr. Feuchtinger No doubt you are wondering whether I feel any gratitude for the marvelous
results which you and your system have brought about

—youyourcannot meas-

—

A poor voice is a
tremendous
handicap in business, prolife.

has even gained

Pittsburgh.

Method

am

preparing to take up professional
in a very short time and feel
that the strength and brilliancy which my
voice is acquiring will help me to attain
the goal of success for which we are all

a big part tlie
in your life
How many times after hearing a person's
voice have you remarked, "Oh. 1 don't trust
him." or "How tiresome she is," or "What
a nerve-racking experience it is to hear his
And so it is with you.
voice."
l'eople are either attracted or repulsed by
If you are a man
your voice.
it means a
great deal to your future business and social success if people can say of you, "I like
that man's voice, so
strong, deep, and mellow that it just rintjs

in

four

way that not only wholly
astonished anit delighted me
has created a deep impression on all who have heard
me sing. My voice has developed a "violin" style of expression and every time 1 sing,
some one makes that compari-

in a

but

son.

The Defective Voice,
are
longer

disadvantages

Its

known

to all.

No

endure
disadvantages
stammering. stuttering,
lisping can now quickEach
ly be overcome.
defective voice can be
made a perfect voice.
need

anyone

—

these

To say that I am satisfied,
doesn't convey my meaning at
all.
I am simply wild with
delight.
I never miss an opportunity to recommend your
course and I trust that thousands of others may take heed
Vou certainly
as I have done.
have the one correct method of
Beliove me
voice development.
ever.

Tour grateful
Matilda

A.

pupil,

Schmitt.

Send for Free Booklet
a success-magnet, a friend -winner.
let it misrepresent you. antagonize people against
a good
If you want
you. thwart your ambitions.
singing voice, clear, true and vibrant if you want
a good speaking voice, strong, vigorous, and confidenceinspiring if your voice is in any way defective let
Eugene Feuchtinger show you the way to perfect voice.
His interesting book exHis methods are guaranteed.
plains fully about them and what they can mean to you.
Read
Mail the coupon at once for this FREE book.
how easily you can, in a few minutes at home each
day, make your voice perfect a wonderful voice that will
draw people to you and impress them with your sin-

Make your

voice

Don't

—

—

—

—

Send for this
culture, and winning personality.
interesting illustrated book now fill out the coupon at

cerity,

—

once and mail

it

today.

PERFECT VOICE INSTITUTE
Studio 1583. 1772 Wilson Avenue, Chicago

PERFECT VOICE INSTITUTE
Studio 1583, 1772 Wilson Avenue, Chicago,

Illinois

Send me your free illustrated book. "Voice Culture,"
I have put
and facts about the Feuchtinger Method.
I as(X) opposite subject which interests me most.
whatever.
obligation
no
sume absolutely
Stammering
Singing
Lisping

Speaking

Age

Name
Address
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RUTH STONEHOUSE

-

MAY ALUSON-

r

In "The Wonder Book for Writers," which we will send to you ABSOLUTELY FREE, these famous Movie
Stars point out the easiest way to turn your ideas into stories and photoplays and become a successful writer.

Millions of People Can Write
Stories and Photoplays and
Dorit Know It /
THIS

the startling assertion reE. B. Davison of
New York, one of the highest paid
writers in the world. Is his astonishing statement true? Can it be possible
there are countless thousands of people
yearning to write, who really can and simply
haven't found it out? Well, come to think of
it, most anybody can tell a story. Why can't
most anybody write a story? Why is writing supposed to be a rare gift that few posIsn't this only another of the Missess?
taken Ideas the pa=t has handed down to
us? Yesterday nobody dreamed man
could fly. To-day he dives like a swallow
ten thousand feet
LETTERS LIKE THIS above the earth and
laughs down at the
ARE POURING IN
tiny mortal atoms
"I wouldn't take a million dol
WATSON.
lars for
"-MARY
is

made by

cently

it.

FADSMONT, W. VA.
"It is worth its weight in gold."
-G. MOCKWITZ. NEW Castle.

Wash.
"Every

obstacle that menaces

success can be mastered through
this simple but thorough system.' '— MRS OLIVE MICHAUX.
Charleroi, Pa.
"It contains a gold mine of
LENA
valuable suggestions.
.

of

ity"

—

MATHEWS,

Montreal, Can.
"I received your Irving System
some time ago. It Is the most

remarkable thing I have ever
seen. Mr. Irving certainly has
made story and play writing
amazine'v simple and easy."-.

ALFRED HOMO.

Niagara

Falls. N. Y.
"Of all the compositions I have
read on this subject, I find yours

most

the

authors."

helpful

to

aspiring

- HAZEL SIMPSON

NAYLOR

.

Literary Editor,

Motion Picture Magazine.
"With this volume before him,

the veriest novico should be able
to build stories or photoplays that

willfindareadymarket. Thebest
treatise of its kind I have encountered in 24 years of newspaper and literary work." —
H. PIERCE WELLER.
Managing Editor, The Btnghampton Press.
"When I first saw your ad I
was working in a shop for $30 a
week. Always having worked
with my hands, I doubted my
to make money with my
brain. So it was with much skepticism that 1 sent for your Easy

ability

Method of Writing When the
System arrived, I carefully studevenings after work. Within
I had completed two
plays, one of which sold for $500,
the other fo'- $450. I unhesitatingly say that I owe it all to the
Irving System. "--HELEN KINDON, Atlantic City. n. J.
ied

a

it

month

a reality to-

is

day.
will

come," writes the same
authority, "when millions of people will be
writers
there will be
countless thousands of
playrights,
novelists,
scenario, magazine and
newspaper writers
they are coming, coming a whole new world

—

—

—

of

them!" And do you

know what
ers-to-be

now?
the

them

machines,

these writare
doing
are

Why, they

men— armies

—

of

young and
now doing mere

old,
clerical

work, in ofkeeping books,
selling merchandise, or
even driving trucks,
fices,

running

elevators,
street cars, waiting on
tables, working at barber chairs, following

the plow, or teaching
schools in the rural

and women,
and old, by
now pounding

districts;

young
scores,

typewriters, or standing behind counters, or
running spindles in
factories,

bending over

or
— but

own Imagination may provide an

doing housework.
Yes
The Writers of

mine

these are

THE BOOK

So why waste any more time wondering, dreamSimply fill out the coupon below

—

BUYING anything, you're getting it
ABSOLUTELY FREE. A book that may prove

the Book of Your Destiny. A Magic Book through
which men and women young and old may learn to
turn their spare hours into cash!
Get your letter in the mail before you sleep tonight.
Who knows it may mean for you the
Dawn of a New To-morrow! Just address The
Authors' Press, Dept. 4, Auburn, New York.

—

ffis Book.FREE

—

How many
conceived, written, perfected, sold.
who don't dream they can write, suddenly find it
out. How the Scenario Kings and the Story Queens
How bright men and women, withlive and work.
out any special experience, learn to their own
amazement that their simplest Ideas may furnish
How one's
brilliant plots for Plays and Stories.

— BUT

you're not

—

W

endless goldSuccess and

ing, waiting?

imagine they need a fine
education in order to write. Nothing is farther
truth.
Many
of
the greatest writers were
from the
the poorest scholars. People rarely learn to write at
schools.
They may get the principles there, but
they really learn to write from the great, wide, open,
boundless Book of Humanity! Yes, seething all
around you, every day, every hour, every minute,
the flotsam and jetsam of
in the whirling vortex
Life
even in your own home, at work or play, are
endless incidents for stories and plays a wealth
Every
of material, a world of things happening.
one of these has the seed of a story or play in it.
Think! If you went to a fire, or saw an accident,
you could come home and tell the folks all about it.
Unconsciously you would describe it all very realistically. And if somebody stood by and wrote down
exactly what you said, you might be amazed to find
your story would sound just as interesting as many
you've read in magazines or seen on the screen.
Now, you will naturally say, "Well, if Writing is as
simple as you say it is, why can't / learn to write?"
Who says you can't?

—
—

names

WILL TELL YOU.

of people

wonderful FREE book has recently
been written on this very subject a book that
tells all about the Irving System
a Startling
New Easy Method of Writing Stories and Photoonder Book
plays. This amazing book, called " The
for Writers," shows how easily stories and plays are

Happy

How new writers get
How to tell if you ARE

ABSOLUTELY
YOUR
NOW. GET

study, a little patience, a little confidence, and the thing that looks hard often turns
out to be just as easy as it seemed difficult.

LISTEN! A

bring

Royalties.

into print.
How to develop your "story fancy,"
clever wdd-pictures and unique, thrilling,
realistic plots.
How your friends may be your
worst judges. How to avoid discouragement and
the pitfalls of Failure. How to WIN!
This surprising book is
FREE.
No charge. No obligation.
copy is waiting
for you.
Write for it
IT. IT'S
YOURS. Then you can pour your whole soul into
this magic new enchantment that has come into
your life story and play writing. The lure of it, the
love of it, the luxury of it will f.ll yoar wasted hour3
and dull moments with profit and pleasure. You
will have this noble, absorbing, money making new
profession!
And all in your spare time, without
interfering with your regular job.
Who says you
can't make "easy money" with your brain!
Who says you can't turn your Thoughts into
cash!
Who says you can't make your dreams
come true! Nobody knows
their

little

—

that

weave

essential in
writer. First,
of writing. Second, to learn to exercise your faculty of Thinking. By exercising a thing you develop
Your Imagination is something like your right
it.
arm. The more you use it the stronger it gets.
The principles of writing are no more complex than
the principles of spelling, arithmetic, or any other
simple thing that anybody knows. Writers learn
to piece together a story as easily as a child sets up
a miniature house with h!s toy blocks. It is amazingly easy after the mind grasps the simple "know

A

Ideas

a writer.

two things are
order to become
BUT
a
to learn the ordinary principles

how."

of

Handsome Cash

For writing isn't only for geniuses as most people
think. Don't you believe the Creator gave you a storywriting faculty just as He did the greatest writer?
Only maybe you are simply "bluffed" by the
thought that you "haven't the gift." Many people are simply afraid to try.
Or if they do try, and
their first efforts don't satisfy, they simply give up
in despair, and that ends it.
They're through.
They never try again. Yet if, by some lucky
chance they had first learned the simple rules of
writing, and then given the imagination free rein,
they might have astonished the world!

Thousands

"The time

"—

BAILEY, Mt. Vernon, III.
"I can only say that I am amazed
that it is possible to set forth the
short story and
principles of
photoplay writing in such a clear,
GORDON
concise manner."

fellow -men

his

below! So Yesterday's "impossibil-

sewing

you may laugh
Tomorrow.

I

THE AUTHORS' PRESS,

I

f^nd

Dept. 4, Auburn, N. Y.

me ABSOLUTELY FREE "The Wonder Book for
Writers." This does not obligate me in any way.

I
I

I

|

Name

.......
Address

i
,

I

I

City and State

:

-
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Idea for a

Have You an

Section

Motion Picture Story?

Needed

5000

SELECT your own sub-

This Year

ject

write

— love, patriotism—^

what the heart

then submit your

We

dictates,
to us.

poem

write the music and guarantee pubacceptance. Our leading composer

lisher's

Stars and producers arc searching the country for new workable
story-ideas. Literary genius not essential. Learn how this new art
is

MOW
^

many times

mastered more easily than you may

Uncommon

Not

enough men and women writing for the
screen, even though incredible prices are
being paid. More must be trained if the
industry is to survive. So if you have a
spark of creative imagination, if you have
any story ideas, the opportunity is golden.

Advisory-

directed

is

men

in

by

industry.

the

are:

Mille,

Director

Famous
poration;
of

De

B.

Cecil

They

head

policy

biggest

the

General of
Players-Lasky Cor-

Weber,
wom:;n
Rob
director

Ince Studios; Lois
greatest
America's

and

Wagner,

well

picture

tion

Saturday

:

known

Evening

Producers now pay $100 to
$500 for a clever comedy $250 to
$3,000 for a five-reel manuscript.
One of our students, formerly a minister, sold
The recent success of
his first story for $3,000.
Douglas Fairbanks. "His Majesty the American,"
and the play, "Live Sparks." in which J. Warren
Kerrigan starred, were both written by Palmer
students.
James Kendrick, of Texas, has sold
four stories since enrolling less than a year ago.

mothe

for

writer

Post.

;

Many
in

of our members have taken staff positions
studios, four in one studio alone.

our successful students begin to sell
their photoplays a few months after enrolling.
For you start to work on your manuscript almost
immediately.
We teach by direct example. We
furnish you with the Palmer Handbook with cross
references to scenarios that have been 'produced.
We give you a glossary of studio terms and
phrases.
Jn short, we bring the studio to you.
of

Then you begin the real work with our Advisory
Service Bureau.
This Bureau gives you personal,
constructive criticisms of your manuscripts free
and unlimited for a year.
Every critic in this

—

bureau

is

an

experienced

photoplay

writer.

Special Contributors
Included in the Palmer Course is a series of
by twelve leading figures in the Motion

lectures

Picture

industry.

They

cover

every

technical

phase of motion picture production.
You can
judge their value from the fact that they are
contributed by such notables as Frank Lloyd and
Clarence Badger, Goldwyn directors; Jeanie MacPherson. noted Lasky scenario writer: Col. Jasper
Ewing Brady, of Metro's scenario staff: Denison
Clift, Fox scenario editor: George Beban, celebrated actor and producer; Al E. Christie, presi-

We

Write the words for a song.
revise
song-poems, compose music for them, and
guarantee to secure publication on a royalty
basis by a New York music publisher.
Our
Lyric Editor and Chief Composer is a
song-writer of national reputation and has
Mail your
written many big song-hits.
song-poem on love, peace, victory or any
other subject to us today.
Poems submitted
are

examined

free.

BROADWAY COMPOSING STUDIOS
104 E

Fitzgerald Bldg.,

Broadway

For those who are really interested in this great, new opportunity, we have prepared an elabora t e
book. "The Secret of
Successful Photoplay Writing,"
which lays before you the Palmer
Course and Service in greater

at

Times Square,

NEW YORK

TABLETS
FOR

Grippe

If

you have any story-telling

ability,

Cold

you owe

to yourself to write for this book.
Remember
that many photoplaywrights have never written
a line for periodicals.
Literary ability is not
what is wanted.
Producers want outline plots
written from a knowledge of their specific needs.
A simple story with one good new thought is
enough.
For motion pictures are made for the
masses.
it

There

Most

Send for the Book
and Investigate

Write the Words
For a Song

detail.

one peculiar thing to remember about
Unlike any other course in
special training, one single successful effort immediately pays you for all your work.
In this new, uncrowded field success is rapid.
The need is growing greater every day.
Never
were rewards greater and quicker than in this
new field. At least investigate. Mail the coupon.
the

Not a Tedious Course
of Study

etc.

Sidney Drew, helps you sell your
work.
In constant touch with
the studios, she knows theirneeds.
When members so desire, she
submits their plays to Directors
and Scenario Editors in person.

Thomas H. Ince,
the
Thomas H.

producer

etc.,

Our marketing bureau, headed
by Mrs. Kate Corbaley, formerly
photoplaywright for Mr. and Mrs.

Council
educational

Our

It

$1,000 for a Story

CHESTER MUSIC C0.I5e°.fsS»S Chicago, III.

at the present time producers
cannot get enough good stories. Over
95% of
5,000 are needed each year.
book material is not suited to the screen.
And at present there are simply not

pher,

Our

and others the sales of which ran into millions of conieR. Send
as many poemB as yon wish. Don't D-lav. Get Busy — Quick,

But

;

The Palmer Photoplay Corpoextravagant
makes no

—

to

dent Christie Film Co.
Hugh
McCIung,
expert
cinematogra-

Literary Genius
not Essential
merely points to the
list of successful photoplaywrights
people from all
it has developed
walks of life: mothers with children to support, ministers, clerks,
magazine writers who failed when
In
they tried for the screen.
short, we have demonstrated that
any one with story ideas can
write photoplays, once he learns
the fundamental principles.

one of America's well-known musicians, the
author of many song successes,
such as "Meet
Me Tonight in Dreamland,"" Let Me Call You
Sweetheart," "When I Dream of Old Erin,"

success.

have you felt that you could write a
better plot for a play than some you
have seen in the motion picture theatres?
At least
Well, perhaps you could.
And
there are many people who could.
producers want you to make the attempt.
For there has been a big change in motion
People
pictures in the last few years.
don't go for the novelty any more. They
want to see a story with a good plot.
A scene with fat women rolling down hill
no longer packs a theatre. The star is

ration
claims.

Mi\ Leo Friedman

believe.

no longer able to carry a poor story

few years

in the last

is

Head

Headaches

is

Neuralgias

Palmer Plan.

Palmer Photoplay Corporation
504

in the

I.

Department of Education
Bldg.,
Los Angeles, Cal.

W. Hellman

Palmer Photoplay Corporation
Department of Education.
504 I. W. Hellman Building,
Los Angeles, California.
Please send me. without obligation, your
new book, "The Secret of Successful Photoplay Writing."
Also "Proof Positive," containing
Success
Stories
of
many Palmer
members, etc.

Spanish Influenza
Women's Aches and

(If

he cannot supply you, write us)

Dozen Size

Small Size

lOc

Fac-Simils

See Monogram

.

.

25c

on the Qenuine

The Aotibamnia Remedy Company,

Name

Ills

Rheumatic and Sciatic Pains
Ask Your Druggist for A -K Tablets

Si. Louis,

Mo.

Write for Free Samples

Address.
City

Comics, Cartoons, Commercial, Newspaper and Matrazine

Illustrating,

Pastel

Crayon Portraits and Fash-

State

By

Mail or Local
Classes. Write for terms and
list of successful" students.
ions.

Associated Art Studios,
5C Ftatiron Bldg. New York
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Winning Personality
Your Right
Happiness

Women!

for

to

Dear Reader:
I

wonder why there are so

often

many unhappy,

discontented

women

Truly my heart goes
in the world.
out to the young girl vainly reaching
for that joy in life, for the lightness
of heart enjoyed by others who seem
to have everything their hearts desire.
Compassion arises within me when I
see women of more mature years
struggling in the grasp of something
that ever holds
love, popularity
much crave.

them back from the
and attention they so

How I do long to help them all, to whisper in
ears the secrets of success, the secrets of
personality that have changed many a woman's
life
from gray obscurity to one of rosy-hued
happiness.

their

Study the Picture
have had an artist draw the picture you see
I
on this page to Illustrate one particular case I
have In mind.
I will call her Betty Brown because that wasn't
her name.
Betty lived with a girl friend in one
She was a nice girl, really
of our great cities.
pretty, with soft brown hair and a heart of gold.
But Betty never seemed to get ahead.
From
her earliest school days until the time I speak of
she went through her uneventful, uninteresting
unnoticed,
life
envious of other girls whose
pleasures and friends she could not share, un-

happy in the simple joys she missed, despairing
of ever being anybody but just the unfortunate
she was, ignored in favor of others not near
BO good looking in face and form.
girl

You

Must Have What She Lacked
Betty Brown's
function In
seemed to
be that of her
dally routine of
work.
To her
lot fell the selfassumed task of
keeping
their

one
life

quarters

little

clean
and
in
shape, while her
girl friend went
along bright and

sought

happy,

whenever
was a

for

there
Juliette

Fara

party or ball,

a

dozen suitors

at

her

making
charm all

feet,

admiring friends constantly, seeming to
whom she met.
Poor Betty! How she did long for just a little
of the admiration and attention showered on her
more fortunate friend.
How she pined for a
tithe of the pleasures with which she saw others
surrounded.
Then, one

day she poured out her soul to a

woman who seemed sympathetic
"My Dear," this new found friend

told her.
but, dear girl, you
Undeveloped Personality.

"You have a good education
are

Chained

to

Your

You lack that something by which other girls
make themselves sought after, attractive, charmYou must be content with your lot for you
ing.
were born so."

Charming Personalities
Can Be Developed
But oh, how

little

h ad a ch arm ing per son ality
which, combined with her goodness, made her so
' s

f rl e n d

popular.

The unrealizinp advisor of Betty also had a
charming personality which had helped her husband much to achieve his success in life. And
to think, neither of them could help Betty Brown.

—Success

But to Betty the thought was a revelation.
need a personality,
she kept repeating to
'

"I

'

herself, "one that will make me liked, one that
will draw friends to me, one that will bring me
the love, happiness and success I so much want."
This she would murmur over and over again. It
became an obsession until one day she cried,
"Eureka, I have found it at last."

And what she found was an advertisement of
the Gentlewoman Institute in a magazine she was
reading.

Perhaps

was

she

Juliette Fara,
possess, that I

a

little

doubtful

that

I,

teach her the secrets I
really be able to transform
nonentity she was to the lovely,

could

would

har from the
popular girl she became afterwards.

Why

You Learn?

Don't

life.

All this our Betty Brown told me in a confidential letter and it is but hypothetical of many
other letters of appreciation from women whose
lives I have helped to change from gloomy dusk
to bright sunshine.

My

Secrets

What

are these wonderful secrets of personality,
by what wave of magic wand can any girl or woman become fascinating, compelling and successful?
Let me tell you how I learned and why I
know.
I spent many years in foreign climes,
I have been privileged to study the ways of

women

and other countries.
notes of the results of
I pried my way
beneath the veneers that disguised many a secret
successful

And always have
my observations,

in

I

this

made

always

have

womanhood.

Always have I uncovered that little something that was destined
to go down in my book of booksv my life's work,
so t h at my sisters, all women, shoul d have the
benefit of the accumulated knowledge of ages of
womankind.
of

charming

No matter what
your trouble may be,
no matter what is
keeping you chained
to the post of an
Undeveloped Person ality,

my

find

secrets will

out

it

change

and

all.

it

may be a
household
drudg*,
You

slave

in

a shop or

f actory.or lead

a miser-

able, wretched life at

Then
you
home.
have great reason to

But Betty Brown took a chance. She wrote the
Gentlewoman Institute just as I advised in the
advertisement. She absorbed the vitally important
secrets such as I am ready to impart to you,
she found out her faults, trivial as they were, she
became mistress of herself, she commenced to share
the happiness that was her God-given birth right,
the joy and contentment are purposed to which
you, dear reader, cannot get a great deal out of

want to know what
I can do to help
can
how I
you
show you ways to

—

change

the attitude
life
brutal
or gain the
and
respect
loive,
your
of
obedience

of
a
partner

children.

Win Admiration
I have not room on this page to tell you half I
would like, so I wish you would send right to the
Gentlewoman Institute for my Free Book "How."
They will send it to you in a perfectly plain
wrapper, just with your nama and address. And
they want me to ask you to please write your
name on the coupon below plainly, so there will
be no mistake. Of course, you may write me a
letter if you wish, attaching coupon.
Now, I wish to say that I want to hear from
Young girls in
you, no matter what your age is.
their 'teens, women over 30 and in middle age,
even women over 60, have benefited by what I
have to say in my book "How."
I
h ave seen to it
Remember it is Free
personally that the Gentlewoman Institute does
not change you a single penny under any circum-

—

.

stances, not even postage.
I wrote "How" to help you and it cannot help
If it doesn't you lose nothing.
but do so.
Won't you write today?

Become Fascinating
And such simple things they
not as some
might think of— beautiful gowns, brilliant edubeauty or the questionable charm
cation,

Very truly yours.

are,

artificial

But just the thousand and one
a libertine.
things by which any woman can make
h?r=elf as charming as the best, finest and most
popular woman she knows.
You may be shy, retiring, so unconfident of
instead of
yourself that you positively repel
attracting as you should.
You may be oversensitive, bashful or without the strength and
of

little

surety

this woman knew, how little
she realized that she herself would have been, the
same as Betty Brown if accidentally or otherwise
she had not learned the secrets of a charming
personality.

B etty

—

Love Happiness
For You

of

perfect

You

Free Book

"How"

womanhood.

can make you forceful, adorably daring
and sweet with a manner so fascinating that the
world will evidence its admiration.
If so,

Mail Coupon for

I

GENTLEWOMAN INSTITUTE

may

be cverbofd, too assertive, scaring
unintentional but well-meant, friendly
advances.
You may be uncouth in little ways
you may never realize until you study my secrets.
If so I can, change you to the sweet, lovable girl
you should want to be.
You may be setflsh and not know It, you may
be stubborn and not realize it, you may be able
You
to make friends and still not hold them.
may be handicapped by private sorrows and worry.

615 West 43d Street, 106F
New York, N.Y.

men with

Please send me, postpaid, free of cost and
without airy obligation on my part, Madame
Juliette Fara's little book entitled "How."

Name.

YJ\

Y~~\

W~\

T~1 T~l Obtain Juliette Fara's book

Hi H—

,

wrapper, by filling out and sending in the coupon or
merely write a letter requesting it. Be sure to write plainly.

GENTLEWOMAN
O |CZ3QEZ=?,

"HOW" free, postpaid, in plain
;

INSTITUTE

SIVS

Address.

czhoez)
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Nerve Force?

Is
By

Section

Paul von

Boeckmann

Lecturer and Author of numerous books and treatises on Mental and Physical
Energy, Respiration, Psychology, Sexual Science and Nerve Culture
Force
NERVE
the nervous

an energy created by

is

system.
do not know, just as

what

electricity

What
we do

it

not

we
know

is,

ances;

Step Up to a

Better Jab!
That better job and the bigger pay that

—

— the

is within your
job you want
reach, it's only a step to the really big jobs from
where you are. That step is simply "knowing how."
The practical books for self-training described below will give you that "know how." They are the
steps by which you can reach the job you want.
Some of the best authorities in the world wrote
these books in plain, everyday language. Anyone
who can read and write English can understand
them. Thousands of pictures, diagrams, etc., make difficult
points as plain as day. Over 1,000,000 volumes have been sold.

goes with

it

Pay-Raising Books
Reduced Prices

at Greatly

Automobile Engineering,

6

volumes, 2600 pages.

Now
Now
1.00 pictures. Was $25.00
Civil Engineering, 9 volumes, 3900 pages, 3000 picNow
tures. Was $46.00
Accountancy and Business Management, 7 volumes, 3000 pages, 2000 pictures. Was $36.00. Now
Fire Prevention and Insurance, 4 volumes. 1600
Now
pages, 600 pictures. Was $20.00
Was

2000 pictures.

$30.00

19.80

29.80
24.80
16.80

Electrical Engineering, 8 volumes, 3800 pages. 3000

Now
Was 40.00
Machine Shop Practice, 6 volumes, 2300 pages, 2600
Now
pictures. Was $30.00
Steam and Gas Engineering, 7 volumes, 3300 pages,
Now
2500 pictures. Was $36.00
Law and Practice (with reading course), 13 volumes,
Now
Was $72.00
6000 pages, illustrated.
Telephony and Telegraphy,

24.80
19.80

21.80
44.80

4 volumes, 1728 pages,

Now

14.80

Sanitation, Heating and Ventilating, 4 volumes,
Now
1464 pages, 1400 pictures. Was $20.00
Practical Accounting, 4 volumes, 1840 pages, 800

14.80

Was

2000 pictures.

$20.00

Now
Now

Was

$20.00
Drawing, 4 volumes. 1578 pages, 1000 pictures, blue$20.00
prints, etc.

pictures, etc.

Was

Send

14.80
14.80

Mo Money
7 Days' Trial

Shipped fop

Write the name of the books you want on the coupon
and mail it today. We will Bend the books at once, express
collect, and you can use them just as if they were your own
for a whole week. If you decide you don't want to keep
them, send them back at our expense.

50c a Week
If you like the books, as thousands of other men have after
examination, just send us $2.80.
You can 6end the balance of the
special reduced price the same
way 82.00 each n^onth (50 cents
a week). Send $3.00 a month if
you order the Law books.
Step up to a better job with
bigger pay. MAIL THE COUPON NOW. It's your arst step.

—

aft**
t

AMERICAN
TECHNICAL SOCIETY

ft-

Please send

me

X-833,Chicago, U.S.A.

set of

!

j

DAYS'

examination, shipping charges collect. \
I will examine the books thoroughly and, if satisfied,
will send $2.80 within 7 days and S2 each month ($3.00 I
for Law) until I have paid the special price of $
§
If I decide not to keep the books I will return them at >
your expense within one week.
for 7

;

force.
If an elephant had the same degree of
nerve force as a flea, or an ant, he could jump
over mountains and push down skyscrapers.
If an ordinary man had the same degree of
nerve force as a cat, he could break all athletic records without half trying. This is an
example of Muscular Nerve Force.

Mental Nerve Force

is indicated by force
personal magnetism, moral
courage and mental power.

character,

of

Organic Nerve Force means health and
long

life.

a well balanced combination of PhysMental and Organic Nerve Force-' thathas made Thomas Edison, General Pershing
and Charles Schwab and other great men
what they are. 95% of mankind are led by
It is Nerve Force that does
the other 5%.
ical,

the leading.

In our nerves, therefore, lies our greatest
strength; and there, also, our greatest weakness for when our nerve force becomes depleted, through worry, disease, overwork,
abuse, every muscle loses its strength and
endurance; every organ becomes partly paralyzed, and the mind becomes befogged.

—

The noted British authority on the nerves,
Alfred T. Schofield, says: "It is my belief
that the greatest single factor in the maintenance of health is that the nerves should
be in order."
Unfortunately few people know that they
waste their nerve force, or will admit that
So long
it has been more or less exhausted.
as their hands and knees do not tremble,
they cling to the belief that their nerves
are strong and sound, which is a dangerous
assumption.

How often do we hear of people running
from doctor to doctor, seeking relief from a
"something-the-matter"
with
mysterious
them, though repeated examinations fail to
indicate that any particular organ is weak
or diseased.

"nerves" or "you are run down," the
doctor tells the victim.
Then a "tonic" is
prescribed, which
temporarily
the
gives
nerves a swift kick, and speeds them up, just
as a fagged-out horse may be made to speed
up by towing him behind an automobile.
It is

Chicago, U. S. A.
I American Technical Society, Dept.

Nerve force is the basic force of the body
and mind. The power of every muscle, every
organ in fact, every cell is governed and receives its initial impulse through the nerves.
Our vitality, strength and endurance are directly governed by the degree of our nerve

It is

$21.8Q

Carpentry and Contracting, 6 volumes,. 2138 pages,

pictures.

life.

Name..

The symptoms of nerve exhaustion vary
according to individual characteristics, but
the development is usually as follows:

Address
Reference.,

(Please

fill

out

all lines.)

J

Serious mental disturbworry; melancholia;
organic disturbances;
suicidal

undue

fear;

dangerous

tendencies, and in extreme cases, insanity.
is evident that
nerve depletion leads
a long trail of evils that torture the mind
and body. It is no wonder neurasthenics
(nerve bankrupts) become melancholy and
do not care to live.
It

to

only a few of the symptoms mentioned
to you, especially those indicating mental instability, you may be sure your nerves
are at fault
that you have exhausted your
Nerve Force.
If

—

Nerve Force

Paul

It

von

Culturist,

is

means everything

who

Nerve

for 25 years has been the lead-

ing authority in America on Breathing,
Nerve Culture and Psychophysics, has written a remarkable book (64 pages) on the
Nerves, which teaches how to soothe, calm',
and care for the nerves. The cost of the book
Bound in
is only 25 cents (coin or stamps).
elegant cloth and gold cover, 50 cents. Address Paul von Boeckmann, Studio 460,

World's Tower Bldg., 110 West 40th St., New
York City. You should order the book today. It will be a revelation to you and will
teach you important fact6 that will give you
greater Physical, Mental and Organic Nerve
If you do not agree that this book
Force.
teaches you the most important lessons on
Health and Mental Efficiency you have ever
read, your money will be refunded by return
mail, plus the outlay of postage you may
have incurred.

The author of Nerve Force has advertised
his various books on Health and Nerve Culture in the standard magazines of America
during the last twenty years, which is ample
evidence of his responsibility and integrity.
The following are extracts from letters written by grateful people

who have read

the

book:
"I have gained 12 pounds since reading
your book, and I feel so energetic. I had
about given up hope of ever finding the cause
of my low weight."

"Your book did more
tion than

for

me

for indiges-

two courses in dieting."

"My heart is now regular again and my
nerves are fine. I thought I had heart trouble, but it was simply a case of 3 bused
nerves. I have re-read your book at least ten
times."

"The advice given in your book on relaxation and calming my nerves has cleared
my brain. Before I was half dizzy all the
time."

A

physician says: "Your book shows you

and profound knowledge

mending your book
sleepless-

—

Boeckmann, the noted

the back and knees.

Nervousness;

i

the most precious gift of
your happiYou
ness, your health, your success in life.
should know all there is to learn about your
nerves; how to relax, calm and soothe your
nerves, so that after a severe nerve strain
you can rebuild your lost Nerve Force, and
keep yourself physically and mentally fit.

Nature.

have a

ness; irritability; decline in sex force; loss
of hair; nervous indigestion; sour stomach;
gas in bowels; constipation; irregular heart;
poor memory; lack of mental endurance;

1

apply

First Stage: Lack of energy and endurance; that "tired feeling," especially in

Second Stage:

neuritis;

Third Stage:

'

is.

We know this of Nerve Force: It is the
dominant power of our existence.
It govIt Is Life; for, if we
erns our whole life.
knew what nerve force were, we should know
the secret of

headache; backache;
rheumatism, and other pains.

dizziness;

scientific

the nerves and nervous people.
to

my

I

am

of

recom-

patients."

A prominent lawyer in Ansonia, Conn.,
says: "Your book saved me from a nervous
I"
collapse such as I had three years ago.
now sleep soundly and am gaining weight.
I can again do a real day's work."

—
!

!
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Artist

Enjoy the freedom of an
Let the whole world be your workshop. The woods,

this fascinating business

artist's life.
fields, lakes,

!

mountains, seashore, the whirl of current events

furnish material for your pictures. With your kit of artist's
materials under your arm you can go where you please and make
plenty of money. Your drawings will be just like certified checks
all

Crying
as

Demand

for Artists

Never before has there been such an urgent need of artists
there is right now! Magazines newspapers advertising

—

—

—

—

—

Dozens of artists get as high as $1,000 for a single drawing!
Read what Frank Godwin, one of America's most prominent
magazine cover artists, says about our course. And this high-

salaried artist's letter is typical of the dozens oi letters we reagencies business concerns department stores all are on the
ceive
every week from our students.
lookout for properly trained artists. Take any magazine look
Our course covers every possible angle of Comat the hundreds of pictures in it
And there are
mercial Art. It does away with all the superfluous
48,868 periodicals in the United States alone!
Success to
technique and entangling hindrances of the orThink of the millions of pictures they require.
dinary art school. It brings the principles of sucDo you wonder that there is such a great deCourse
In
cessful drawing right down to fundamentals.
mand for artists? Right this minute there are
"Some of your pupils stop at
a word, you get all the benefits of a three year
my studio from time to time to
over 50,000 high-salaried positions going begging
show me samples of their work,
course in art at a residence school right in your
just because of the lack of competent commercial
and they are certainly a promown home and for just a few cents a day.
ising lot.
I shall never cease to
artists.
be grateful for the wonderful
few
Your spare time is all that is required.
foundation in art that you and
minutes a day will accomplish wonders for you
I scarcely
your school gave me.

—

!

Owes

Our

—

No Talent Needed, Anyone
Can Learn in Spare Time
NEW

a drawing but what
the basic principles you
me
into
so thoroughly drilled
I have all
are brought into use.
the work I can handle and more,
and I feel that my present success is due, more than anything
else,
to your course and your
ever

some

make

A

Free Book and Artist's Outfit

of

METHOD of teaching
Mail coupon now for this valuable book "How
It's just full of interesting
to Become an Artist."
by mail has exploded the theory that "talent"
pointers on drawing. Reveals the secrets of sucwas necessary for success in art. Just as you
Shows drawings by our students.
cess in art
have been taught to read and write, you can be
wonderfully efficient method of
See for yourself what amazing progress they
instruction."
taught to draw. We start you with straight lines
have made through our course. Book explains
Frank Godwin.
then curves then you learn to put them tocourse in detail, and gives full particulars of our
Philadelphia.
gether, Now you begin making pictures.
ShadFREE ARTIST'S OUTFIT. Fill out coupon
ing, action, perspective and all the rest follow in
Mail it TODAY
their right order, until you are making drawings that sell for
Washington School of Art, Inc.
$100 to $500.
No drudgery you enjoy this method. It's
WASHINGTON, D. C.
1479 H Street N. W.
just like playing a fascinating game
Our wonderful

art

—

!

—

NOW

!

!

The

—

!

Beginners Earn $50 a

Week

Every drawing you make while taking the course receives
the personal criticism of our director, Will H. Chandlee.
Mr.
Chandlee has had over 35 years' experience in commercial art,
and is considered one of the country's foremost authorities on
this subject.
He knows the game inside and out. He teaches
you to make the kind of pictures that sell. Many of our students have received as high as $too for their first drawing!
$50 a week is often paid to a good beginner

j

The Washington School

[Please
book

cf Art, Inc., 1479

H

Street, N.

W., Washington, D.

send me. without cost or obligation on

"How

to

Become an

my

part,

Artist."

Name

"

j

I

Street

I

j

City

...

State

C.

your free

•
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Famous Violet Ray Treatment
for Health ,Yitality and Beauty

Now fossible in Your Own Home
many years
FOR
derful
results

the

to

A new machine has been perfected by scientists
which enables anyone to enjoy the benefits of
the Violet Ray treatment at home. The tonic
—
effects of the Violet Rays upon the system '-ow

won-

be

ob-

tained through the application of electricity to the
body have been known to the
scientists. Early investigation

they are used to increase health and strength and
to overcome specific disorders of the body.

and experimentation opened
amazing possibilities for the
future development of elec-

indigestion and neuralgia.
Hitherto, however, the costly apparatus
necessary for giving Violet Ray treatments
has limited them only to the well-to-do who
could afford the time and money to go to
an establishment equipped with the Violet

Ray machine.
But now scientists have perfected a new
Violet Ray machine, operating on the same
principle, but smaller in
more consize,
venient to use and infinitely less expensive
in cost.
This little machine is adapted to
home use and requires no special electrical
equipment.
The wire which supplies the
current simply fits into any electric light
socket and the machine is ready for use.
Where no current is available, special equipment is furnished at small extra cost.
Now, any one can enjoy all the benefits
of the famous Violet Ray treatment.
Those
who are suffering from some particular ail-

The Discovery of Violet Rays
was Nikola

most

Tesla, one of the

brilliant of modern scientists, who mystified the world with the discovery of the

Tesla had found a
peculiar Violet Ray.
way to convert a current of electricity
into high frequency discharges. This can
be described in simple terms as the diffusion of a solid current into a mistlike discharge. It is similar to a light, invigorating spray of water compared to the force
of a solid stream.
One of the most remarkable properties
of the Violet Ray is its ability to penetrate solid bodies, even including glass,
which acts as an insulator for electricity
are all familiar
in its ordinary forms.
with this phenomenon in the use of the

ment
this

This illustration shows the ivonder/ul new machine which enables
anyone to enjoy the remarkable
Violet Ray treatment at home.\

,

It was in the discovery of Violet Rays
that the ideal way was found of applying
electricity to the human body and obtaining all its wonderful, beneficial effects
without any of the
dangers that might
its

more

its

use

in

violent

forms.
It is just like the
invigrefreshing,
orating effects of

bath
shower
a
upon the system
compared to
as

shock

the

of
a
of
torrent

solid

water.

The Violet Ray,
used in the
treatment of the
sends
a
body,
mild,
spray
of

a Violet Ray treatment one is left with
such a delightful feeling of health and
buoyant energy. You have only the suggestion of this feeling in the effects of
You know how
an ordinary massage.
restful and refreshing it is how it brings

—

a

glow of health

Now

imagine

currents
every

through
part

and

flowing
This man is using
let

the- Via-

Ray machine tor a local

trouble— in this case rheuClothina offers
no obstruction to the pasiaoe of the Violet Rays.

matism.

eacrl
cell,

organ,

through

infinitesimal

massaging

invigorating

ana
,

inat

vitnlirnur
tallzln K

y
is

why

It,

it
it'
lr
-

after

to

this

your skin.
massage applied not

only to the surface of the body, but to
every part, every organ, every single cell,
internal as well as external.
that a Violet Ray treatment'

No wonder

makes one
feel "completely made over" and has such
a delightful tonic effect upon the system.
It acts upon the brain cells just as upon
the other cells of the body, and that is

why

it

is

so often used by business

to overcome brain fag
gishness.

men

and mental slug-

Wonderful new Machine Now
Brings Violet Ray Treatments

as

tiny

wonderful
to

help
th-jm.

—
—

Ray Treatment

attend

the

others will be delighted to avail themselves of its wonderful tonic effects in creathealth
ing
and strength, vitalizing the nerves,
energizing the cells of the brain and body.
Already users of the machine have written enthusiastic letters to the manufacturers, telling of the results obtained through
it
how it enables them to sleep better
how it has soothed their nervous troubles
how it has cleared and beautified the complexion.
And even those who thought they
were well before say that Violet Rays have
brought them an entirely new feeling of
health, strength and energy.

X-Ray.

Violet

appreciate

'will

handy new instrument brings

And

We

The

I

insomnia.
treatment of neuritis, rheumatism, lumbago,

tricity as a curative agent and a vital
source of health. Probably we all recall
the first crude contrivance of a storage
battery in a box from which a mild current of electricity could be passed through
Then came electric vibrating
the body.
machines which, however, simply made
use of the principle of mechanical massage and did not apply the action of electricity itself to the organs of the body.

It

disorders for which Violet Rays
are used, for by restoring normal activity and life 1o every
part of the body, they eliminate
he abnormal conditions whose
presence is generally responsiFor
ble for any local ailment.
example, as the free circulation
of blood through the body is established, congestion is removed,
eliminaling the cause of headaches, catarrh, nervousness and
The same principle applies to the

to

Your home

The Violet Ray treatment has long since
As its reits experimental sta.se.

passed

markable

results

were

demonstrated,

it

re-

ceived the endorsement of eminent physiViolet Ray machines
cians and scientists.
became a part of the equipment of hospitals
treatment of specific
in
the
sanitariums
and
diseases and then were adopted by famous
beauty specialists because of their effectiveness in eliminating skin diseases and blemishes such as eczema, blackheads, pimples,
etc., and bring the glow of healthful color
to the complexion.
It is almost impossible to list all the various

Try the Violet Ray Treatment Without Cost
In order that every one may know what
Violet Rays will do in his or her own particular case, the distributers of this new
machine are willing to send it to any one
interested for free examination and trial.
This liberal offer enables you to enjoy the

Ray

delightful sensation of the Violet

treat-

ment without any cost or obligation to buy
unless you want to keep and own the machine.

It is

only necessary to mail the cou-

pon below and you will .receive
of this

special

free trial

Interesting

full

details

offer.

Book Sent Free

impossible to tell in this small
space all about the Violet Ray what it is
and how it acts and all the disorders and
diseases it is used to treat successfully.
But
an interesting book has been prepared, fully
illustrated, which describes in full the Violet Ray treatment and explains the New Violet Ray machine for home use.
It tells just
how to use the machine to get the same results as are obtained by physicians, drusless
It

is

—

sanitariums and beauty specialists.
copy of this book will be sent free upon receipt of your request on a post card or the
coupon below.
healers,

A

As the

special Ten Day Trial Offer is made
limited time only in order to introduce the remarkable machine and to enable
you to see for yourself just what it is and
how it operates, you are urged to send for
particulars at once.
Just write your request
on a post card or fill in coupon and send
it to the manufacturers.
There is absolutely
no cost or obligation in doing this.
for

a

Dept. 153,

VI-REX ELECTRIC CO.
326 West Madison St.
Chicago,

111."
1

VI-REX ELECOTIC CO., Dept. 153, 326 West Madison St, Chicago, ll
Please send me your free book and particlars of your 10 days' free trial offer, without
any cost or obligation on my part.

Name
Address
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Here's
The American Beauty

Katherine MacDonald
The star of "The Thunderbolt" and "The Beauty Market/' in

"The Turning Point"
By Robert W. Chambers

The romance

of

a woman's supreme

for the

man

sacrifice

she loves.

,-4^1 HBgP*\

/^T

Presented by

The

Katherine MacDonald Pictures Corp'n,
Directed by J. M. Barry

Watch for
at

this picture

your theatre

?4 First Nationalyitfraction

J?

Picture-Pi.ay Magazine

— Advertising
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SELZNICK
M PICTURES *Y
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OTION

picture patrons have so many varied likes and dislikes that it
always an easy matter for a producer to make pictures that
not
is
will please everybody.

Everv

individual has individual likes and dislikes; but
collectively, have a certain amount of the same preferences.

And

it

is

because

of

the

Selznick

knowledge of what everybody wants that

Pictures

all

individuals,

organization's

keen

SELZNICK PICTURES

are

so well liked.
In

SELZNICK PICTURES

demand; you get the
artistic

stories that

production that

it is

you get the stars that you yourself
you most desire and you get the most

—

possible to give a picture.

1
CREATE
HAPPY
HOURS

That's

why
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Hoover

ANNA

Q.

NILSSON

entitled to join in the "Once I
all the rights to stardom, including the Scandinavian, as her name implies.

is

a lovely picturesque blonde

was an

artist's

model" chorus.

whd

is

She has

ELSIE FERGUSON
promises that her return to the stage does not mean her retirement
from the screen. The sophisticated audiences to which she is dear
intend to hold her to her word.

iiliiiiiM

MADGE KENNEDY
the cause of Goldwyn's establishing a studio in New York,
working in California when her home and husband
are three thousand miles away.

may be

as she objects to

Owing

to the

dense

traffic, it

took us almost twenty minutes
to

make

the twenty miles.

1

Ship

Ahoy!— It's Saturday

Into the ark of pleasure they enter

and the juveniles, the leading

Night

two by two, the gunman and the gunwoman, the ingenues

ladies

and

the leading gents, the vampires, male

and

.

female.

By Herbert Howe
SKETCHES BY OSCAR FREDERICK HOWARD

TO

ordinary landlubber "The Ship" might
suggest any oceanic vehicle from the Pinta,
It
Nina, or Santa Maria to the Leviathan.
might recall delightful hours in a deck chair or somber
moments over a deck rail when volcanic disturbances in
one's equatorial region give amusement only to the
porpoises. But to the resident of that strange territory
on our Southwestern coast known as Filmland, The

apostrophe a "sanitary significance." It was the night
of the busy bathtub. Upon achieving the age when your
dignity was no longer outraged by maternal query as to
the sanitary condition of your neck and ears, the significance shifted.
It became social.
Along with age
you had achieved the -art of fox trotting without counting aloud and, perhaps, shimmying without dislocating

It is the staa definite and particular craft.
players,
the pleasure
of
film
excursion
boat
tionary
center of the studio metropolis toward which joy-riding

no longer ended in the bathtub, but

Ship

the

is

on "high" every Saturday night.
If Scheherazade lived to-day she would probably entertain the Sultan with tales of Saturday nights aboard
The Ship instead of Arabian Nights, particularly if she
happened to be in pictures, as she probably would be.
No better setting for her gossip could be found than
stars gravitate

a scapula, and

the

rajahs,

the

Saturday night

gala night everywhere for proand bourgeoisie, for bootblack and broker, .for
billionaires and bolshevists, for shopgirls and shoplifters, for moviegoers and moviemakers.
Then, if ever,
the whole world's akin.
It is the
one night when you may revel
without the dread Nemesis of an

alarm clock in the morning. The
same law that requires a minimum
eight-hour sleeping night for the
machinist or stenographer

efficient

applies to the screen worker.

houri, the Ali

Babas

and

—y

application

e a,

more

-the

thieves,

of

titiously

sees

ll^

every

sleep

is

imperative

your stock
will
soon
be
quoted
below

else

held

par.

n
in

his vaudeville

camera which
reports

your face is
your fortune, beauty

Julius
e

and

When

sport-

T a n n
terms

subjected to the

trace of the night before.

everywhere. In the
days of your

what

is

relentless eye of the

all,

it

even

may doze surrepunder the casual eye of the

same

hood,

is

While the machinist

boss, the player

Saturday
night is
much the

real

the latter

to

rigorous.

Its

or stenographer

too,

celluloid

Bagdad.
After

is

letariat

the

sultanas,

other social feats. The week
in the ballroom

or basket social.

the Sybaritic vessel, for here congregate the princes, the
caliphs,

—various

Hence the

screen
'Fatty" Arbuckle

was enthroned across

the

way

^^MS^T^

any

player,

other
laboring mortal,
like

Ahoy!— It's

Ship
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Whirring over the asphaltic highway, we passed
through an illumined gate and up a wooden gangway
thickly parked with motors.
Before us loomed The
Ship.
Its white walls gleamed with a ghostly phosphorescence against the shroud of night sky. Its masts
and rigging traced by electric lights
formed an incandescent lacework in
the darkness above.
To all appearances it was a regular sea-going craft
in dry dock, its keel resting on heavy

Jack Pickford
paused at our
table

ex-

to

change saluwith

tations

Night

Saturday

Tony.

piles driven in the beach.

From

the

promenade deck a sweeping view of
land and water may be had. Just below are the blinking lights of merrygo-round and Ferris wheel, the tunnel
of thrills, death wave, and various
s'}'

'

[/

concession booths.
Beyond this carnival scramble are the semicircling
hills, their bases set in a brilliant tiara
of yellow diamonds the lights of

—

Sherman, Culver City, Hollywood,
Los Angeles, merging into a sparkling crescent.
Here and there in the

anticipates the license of

Saturday night.

far hills sparkle tiny points of light

was

It

six-fifteen p.

when

m. of a weekly

like stars fallen

arrived in the world's cinema capital,
facetiously termed by one seeker for wickedness, the
City of Lost Angels.
Contrary to my expectations,
there was not a Sennett girl at the station. Nor did I
festal eve

I

see any of Bill Hart's bad boys shooting up the orangedrink bars. I made my way to the Los Angeles Athletic
Club, where the male celebrities of filmland thrive
thickest. Determined to observe the customary seventhnight rituals despite the wear and tear of a transcontinental trip and the loss of luggage, I inquired of the
doorman, "What's doing in town to-night ?"
He hesitated a moment and then, with a flash of
divine inspiration exclaimed, ''There are the movies,
I

satin sea as

remarked that I had heard of them, whereupon the
Los Angeles was very quiet.

—

f r

years' servitude

are you doing to-night?" he inquired.
"That's what I'm wondering."
"There's only one place to go Saturday night," he
replied.
"That's to The Ship. I have reservations if
you would like to go with me."
I didn't know then whether the reservations were for
a stateroom or a sailor's hammock. Nevertheless, I set
out for the mysterious bark in Tony's car, especially
built after his design and termed by some "Tony's
Terror." The name fits. It is capable of eighty miles

an hour when a cop's not looking. Owing to the dense
traffic on the way to Venice, where The Ship is moored,
we had to go slow. It took us almost twenty minutes
to make the twenty miles.
The town of Venice, suburban to Los Angeles, is
located on the Pacific beach. Originally it was planned
as a replica of the city of doges and gondolas, but
aside from a bridge labeled "The Bridge of Size" and
stucco facades above shooting galleries and hot-dog
it is

a better version of

m

Coney

Island.

out to

!

the

shimmied the
jazz

cacoph-

ony.

My

obo n s
were abruptly
t

i

from
sublime

the

to

rag-

time.

"Captain"
the

Collins,

"What

stands,

!

o

jolted

two

from the velvet field
you gaze far over the

portholes

the

in search of recreation after

rolls

the boat

Vamp
Vamp

"Vamp

Vamp

Proceeding to the grill upstairs I observed a familiar
film face, that of Antonio Moreno.
Only a few weeks
before I had met Tony in New York whence he had
in California.

it

prow of

meet the sky, toward the
where West becomes East.

sentinel said that

come

the

place

serva

sir!"

From

above.

genial

com-

mander
the

Anna Q. Nilsson was
delicately applying a
powder puff where

of

boat,

re-

ceived us at
it wasn't needed.
the door.
Yes, he had reserved Mr. Moreno's table the very
best point of vantage, in a corner just beneath the steps
leading to the hatchway of the upper deck or balcony,

—

also occupied

by

tables.

open space of the dance
the orchestra ties

up when

Directly across the cleared
floor
it is

was the funnel where
not perambulating about

the room.

We were a little late. Nearly all the film delegation
and about half of tourist Iowa had arrived.
Tony
bowed

steadily for fifteen minutes after being seated

on the wall lounge which semicircled the table.
I
thought he was going through a form of calisthenics
for neck development until I began to discern various
"Fatty" Arbuckle,
oft-filmed faces in the throng.
Falstaffian monarch of the place, was enthroned at a

Ship

Ahoy!— It's

In the same group was James
table across the way.
Kirkwood, the director, and near by was Kenneth Harlan.
Behind the mainmast was seated Al Ray with his
eye-attracting wife, whom you may recall as Roxanna
MacGowan. Viola Dana, with a little red-topped hat
bound with fur, tripped birdlike across the floor to a
table where her sister, Shirley Mason, was seated with
hubby Bernie Durning. Jack Pickford paused at our
table to exchange salutations with Tony. He had come
all the way down from the hills where he was filming
"The Little Shepherd of Kingdom Come" to help man
The Ship. With him was Nigel Barrie, wearing a longshoreman's beard, which duty compelled him to grow
for a picture. Anna O. Nilsson, just arrived, was delicately applying a powder puff where it wasn't needed,
while Rosemary Theby in dark splendor smiled languorously from another table.
Betty Blythe, one of
the most opulent figures of the motion tapestry, trailed
Following her came Virginia Caldwell, an
into view.

ex-empress of the "Follies," who has importance in
"The Right of Way," with Bert Lytell, and accompanying was a golden beauty named Madeline Fairchild,
pleasantly resembling Corinne Griffith.
So numerous were the players, the place looked like
I had the feeling that one of the directors
a "set."
was about to yell "camera !" Instead, the orchestra
raged forth with that quivering lullaby "Jazz Baby,"
and dancing commenced. Bert Lytell and Alice Lake
glided gracefully forth on the hardwood expanse, followed in couples by other filmers and by the extra
guests from Iowa and similar agrarian districts who
were spending
a gay winter
Bert Lytell

and
Alice

Lake

glided
gracefully
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therC

were any who

visited The

Saturday Night
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when I saw a large green bottle piloted in
our direction. Then the label faced me. "Arrowhead
table water" was the prescription.
Despite this lack of Bacchic stimulant, The Ship
has a bohemian freedom about it. Not that it bears
any resemblance to New York's Greenwich Village,
where pose short-haired women and long-haired men
behind rubber-tired goggles.
Without any of these
sham properties, The Ship has the spirit of genial camaraderie which is true bohemianism.
All the players
know one another well enough to accost by first names.
That fine class distinction, which you have read exists
to capitalize,

between

stars

and players of

lesser luminosity,

female

who

high in dry dock. Only the "tiny kick" of 2.75
permitted. I had a thrill, which I momentarily hoped

left
is

it

not

performance and had received a princely bonus from
Moreno to fling into the yawning mouth of the funnel,
which serves as their safety deposit vault, they returned
to the orchestra stand to oblige with another dance
number. Whenever weary of so obliging, they halt
suddenly and one cries, "That will be all for the present
any customers?"
Some one tosses a dollar on
the floor. Jack pounces upon it, flings it to the funnel
and the music resumes. Usually the violinning seal,
with his fiddle to his brow, dances through the crowd.
During dinner hour exchange calls are paid at the
tables and the latest news or jokes of the colony are
retailed. Just as the waiter ushered up our salad, which,
as Tony remarked, contained everything but the chef's
shoes, Texas Guinan
parked at our bench.
"Can you imagine
!"
exclaimed the
it

—

Ship cafe that night for the purpose of being shocked
by the carryings-on of movie people, they must have
wanted their money back. All was as decorous as an
Old Settlers' picnic, except for syncopated melodies
instead of selections by the Veterans' Brass Band.
There was a time, I'm told, back in the pre-Bevo
days when The Ship was listed as a piratical schooner,
naughtycally speaking. But the prohibition wave has

is

apparent here.
The musicians circulate among the tables, serenading
various parties where they recognize players of a generous disposition. The leader seats himself and obligingly sings any ditty of his repertoire that may be requested. Upon the completion of each ballad he arises
and remarks, "The next on 'the program was a young
Yiddish goulash eater who sang as follows." This is
the signal for some such rhapsody as "The love of a
wife is a beautiful thing, but it's something that a husband never has." Jack Taylor, the violinist, whom
every one calls "Jack," fiddles with his instrument
against his ear, forehead, or chest, at the same time
shimmying so gelatinously as to make Doraldina appear
rheumatic.
"He looks like a seal," observed Betty Blythe from
her swath of furs. Therupon the violinning seal grinned
and became static.
The saxophonist laid aside his
horn to warble a lay of his own composition, which had
to do with the heart-smashing attributes of Tommy
Meighan, Jack Pickford, Antonio Moreno, Bert Lytell,
Lew Cody, and other idols of the hour.
When these jazz troubadours had completed their

quick

Bill

Hart,

as

is

of

l

had a

thrill

when

I

saw

a lar?e green bottle being
piloted

in

our

direction.

Ship
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wit as she

want me
tures

Ahoy!— It's

on the draw. "They

is

make wild-West

to

pic-

Can't
gunning-to-

Philadelphia.

in

see me going
on a bobbed-tailed horse with a bunch
of ribbon-counter outlaws bobbing up and
down behind me?"
We sympathized with Texas and denounced "they" who were endeavoring to
Quakerize her.
She reassured us as she
flitted on that

you
kill

there wasn't a

Saturday Night
Many

is the one that has started on the high seas
and ended on shore. I always attributed it to
the rolling motion of the boat. One is liable to
grow dizzy and lose his head, which, after all,

a less painful loss than that incurred by
other forms of seasickness.
But The Ship
does not roll. Nevertheless, many a celluloid

is

heart has been lost there.

It

has been the location for the
opening of numerous unfilmed
romances and of fade-outs,

—

too.

But why
blame
it

chance in the
world to reform her gun-

The

woman.

It's

the

Satur-

day

night

spell,
which

is

No more
likely

is

the

reform of the
"male vampire,"
Lew Cody, who
stole past with a fair
damsel in his arms
Oh, it was perfectly legiti-

mate
They were dancing.
"Such a sweet boy," sighed a
young lady to my right as she
rouged her lips. She, too, was of
!

the films.

"You

see," she contin-

same wherever you may be.
last Tack packed up his fid'He looks like a seal," observed Betty Blvthe.
j
j
really very, very sweet off duty."
ale. Ihe crowd was broke, and so
Nevertheless, his Lothario record unfilmed is not to
was the day. Out of the ark filed the gunmen and the
be scorned. Solomon may have been wiser, but Lew
gunwomen, the comedians and the comediennes and all
has done very well. His sweetness has not been wasted
the motley crew. The Saturday night festivities had ended
on the desert air.
until, after seven days, the call again would sound
What is it that makes for romance aboard a ship?
"Ship ahoy! It's Saturday night."
ued,

pires

"Lew

is

vamon the screen, but

just like the lady

—naughty

the

At

™

i

,

—

YE OLD-TIME SONGBOOK— REVISED
^^/AY down

upon the Suwanee River,

Far, far away,
That's where the movies go in winter,
To get summer scenes they say.

—

Oh, don't you remember sweet Alice, Ben Bolt?
Sweet Alice, whose hair was so brown
Well, she's gone into pictures as sure as you live,
And now she's a star of renown

Just a song at twilight,
When the lights are low
Doesn't thrill my family
They want a picture show.

In the gloaming, oh, my darling,
.Will you sometimes think of me
And the evenings we meandered
Off upon a.fillum spree?
Vara Macbeth Jones.

Concerning a
Fairy Princess
Whose name

is

Mary

Miles Minter.

Charles Gatchell

"It is reported that Adolph Zukor is going
to try to make Mary Miles Minter take the
place on the screen so long held by Mary
Pickford."

THAT
months

bit

of gossip,

printed

some

ago when Miss Minter's
contract with Realart was announced, caused a good deal of comment

among motion-picture
be possible that the astute
head of Famous Players-Lasky had announced such an intention? And if so,
could it succeed?
In order to allay the fears or calm the
and

folk.

speculation

Could

it

of any of the millions of
Worshipers at the shrine of America's
Sweetheart who may have chanced to read

indignation

these preceding lines,

let

me

hasten to add
may be

that, so far as present indications

trusted as a basis for prophecy in the
kaleidoscopic world of the screen, there

seems to be no danger that any one is
going to usurp, very soon, the place held
by Mary Pickford. Nor have I any posi-

knowledge that Mr. Zuker is trying
have any one take her place.
But in any event, there are some inter
esting and significant things to observe in
tive

to

connection with Mary Miles Minter's new
career, and with that bit of gossip.
For
example, the picture on this page almost
a perfect example of the Mary Pickford
type of portrait, isn't it? Then the fact
that Miss Minter, who has a tremendous

—

following, despite some of the very stupid
pictures in which she has had to appear in
the past, is now being given plays in which

she can assume

human, character
months before her
screen reappearance, her name was being blazoned in New York on what is said
to be the biggest, and therefore, the most expensive
electric sign in the world, and that very large sums are
parts.

And

last,

real,

that

being spent to procure for her the best available screen
vehicles of the type which Miss Pickford uses. In fact, it
it said that the Realart company is engaged in the pleasant task of spending a million dollars in exploiting Miss
Minter during the first year of her three years' contract
with them that famous document which, according to

—

little lady considerably more than a
and which includes the stipulation that
while it is in force she shall refrain from marrying.
I met Miss Minter early last autumn while she was

report, gives this

million dollars

of her new pictures, 'Anne of
Green Gables." It was with a little shock of surprise
that I found her very much the girl whom you have
seen on the screen; for though she is still, I believe, in
her teens, she certainly as passed the age when the
still

at

work on

the

average American

first

girl

wears

frocks and long

girlish

And I was still more surprised, later on, when
saw her on the screen as Anne, to observe how very
slight and childlike she appeared.
There was no doubting the sincerity of her excitement and happiness over her new contract and her new
curls.

I

associations,

though for that matter

I

fail

to see

how
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Concerning

a

Fairy

Princess
any one,
could
a

even a motion-picture star,
be excited and happy over

fail to

new

"million-dollar contract."

"Every one is so perfectly lovely to
me," she exclaimed, as she curled up on
the huge divan in the drawing-room of
her apartment overlooking Central Park,
where I had been asked to call. "They
are trying so hard to do everything possible to make my new pictures the very
best that can be made.
Why, just for
example, they insisted that I make the
first one in the old Famous Players'

good luck!

Fifty-sixth Street Studio, for

You know
studio

there's a tradition about that

— so

many

And

taking on this picture
feel

that

have

successes

great

been made there.

the time we're

makes me

It all

!

have a very big responsi-

I

bility."

To which

remarked, of course, that I
had no doubt as to her being equal to
the responsibility, and, after seeing her
as

Anne,

I

I

am

my

inclined to think that

confidence, to say nothing of that of

Mr.

Zukor and the other Realart directors,
was quite well placed.
Then we resumed our talk about her
work, and Mary confided in me the fact
that she had not been happy about some
of her pictures in the past that some
of them she had even refused to see after

—

their completion.

now I'm

"But
stories

of

real

emphatically.

going to

people,"

she

"Do you know

have real
went on
the

Anne

stories?" she asked suddenly.

Being obliged to confess that I did not,
she started to tell me the tale of the
quaint little girl who had been rescued
from the orphanage -by the New England
farmer and his wife, and of the childhood
adventures which followed her adoption, and
while she talked I could not help but think
that Mary Miles Minter has a sort of storybook mind that, as a matter of fact, she
was, herself, a good deal like Anne, in that
she lives in a land of fancy an idea which
was borne out later when she talked to me
about all that she wanted to do to make
children happier, and to have a home of her

—

;

The pictures we
took in Central
Park.

own some day

—a

home

which she was continually
planning and dreaming
about.

"I

know

exactly

how

I

said

with

seriousness.
"
Just
to have

"It's

want

it,"

she

great

what
must confess has since somewhat
escaped me, and I'm not
it

was

to

have

I

going to risk quoting her

And

incorrectly.
it's

this

then,

quite possible that

time

she

has

by

quite

Concerning
changed
tion

—

its

a

Fairy

Princess
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scheme of arrangement and decoramost natural thing in the world

that's the

to do; in fact, that's the nicest ,part abour
building castles in the air
the fact that we

—

can alter them as much and as often as we like.
But I do remember that she had very pronounced ideas about hew a home should look.
"I can't come into this room," she said
it
was an apartment which her mother had taken
for their temporary stay before they returned
to California for the winter
"without wanting to move the furniture all around to take

—

—

down
more

a

lot

of

sunlight.

the

pictures

—and

Not

that

isn't

it

—
to

very

let

in

nice,''

she added, as though apologizing to the owners for having criticized their home, "and it's
so nice to be near the park. I have a horse-

back ride

park every morning."
reminded me that I wanted to
take some snapshots of Miss Minter, and I
suggested that we take a short walk through
the park to find a suitable setting.

And

in the

that

was a very pleasant walk, and I wish,
here and now, to bow my acknowledgments
It

Miss Minter for knowing what makes an
She had no sooner spied
a group of boys fishing in the small pond near
the plaza then she tiptoed over back of them
so that I might snap her interest in their endeavors without their looking up to spoil the
picture.
And a few minutes later, when a
tired but sweet-faced mother came along one
of the walks with her brood of youngsters
out for an airing, Miss Minter stopped them
to

interesting picture.

Copyright Alfred Cheney Johns

She

is

to

play real character parts.

and announced that she was going to tell them a
whereupon they gathered around her with wideopen eyes, as she perched on the low iron railing.
And I was not surprised at their wonderment, for I am
all

story,

sure that never before or since has such a lovely,
golden-haired fairy princess stopped them in Central
Park, or anywhere else.
And when the sweet-faced

—

mother whose name and address I procured by the
promise of sending her a picture receives a copy of
this rhagazine I am sure she will be quite as surprised
and that she and the children will have a topic for
conversation throughout the neighborhood that will
last for some time to come.
For Miss Minter did not merely gather them around
her to have a picture taken. She started in to tell them
a story, and she kept right on, while I stood on one leg
and then on the other, until the story was finished. I
wish I could remember which story it wast It's so unfortunate, the way we forget the important things
It
either
the
story
of
the
princess
in
the
tower
was
who let
down her long, golden hair, or the story of the three

—

!

—

at any rate, I am sure, at least, that it was
one of those familiar old fairy tales which we have all
known and loved, and though, to my sorrow, I must
confess having forgotten it, I'm sure the children

bears, or

Continued on pa?e 103

She was

the

most warlike member of the family.

Fighting Cressy
Even

a transplanted Kentucky feud dies out

By

—

Martin

J.

when

love interferes.

Bent

soon they wouldn't kill him, after
sighed Cressy as she reached the front gate
and looked back along the path through the hills.
"But if pa catches a Harrison on our land
I
might-a been a little nicer to him and told him to git,
afore he got shot at."
She was thinking of the stranger whom she had met
some minutes before. His name was Joe Masters, he
had told her, and he was visiting the Harrisons. When
he admitted relationship with that family, Cressy had

"Glad they didn't git him the fust shot," she muras she turned to pass through the broken gate,
"but, ef he gives 'em another sight, he'll be gone fer
sure." She turned and went into the house.
"Fighting Cressy" McKinstry, the most warlike member of the family, was not used to being overcome by
sympathy for a stranger, and she quickly rearranged
her thoughts to convince herself that his fate, whether
killed, wounded, or entirely unharmed, really should not
concern her. As well as being a stranger he was allied

immediately broken off the conversation.
As she stood gazing back, a sudden puff of white
smoke spread into the air from a bushy hilltop half a
mile from the house, and near the edge of her father's
claim.
She knew that the watchers had fired on the

with the rival clan of Harrisons. Still, the thought that
she had been dressed in one of her new Sacramento
outfits when she met the member of the hostile tribe,
came back again and again during the next few minutes.
This was consoling, though she professed to herself that she cared absolutely nothing whether the
stranger, Joe Masters, lived or died.
"Got a misery in yer head, Cress ?" asked her mother
when she noticed the love-sick girl. "I'll mix yer up a
mess o' sulphur an' lasses. Never you mind complainin'
any. This here stuff won't do yer no harm ef it don't
do yer no good.

I'd just as

I'D all,"

and the brown of two little freckles on
her nose contrasted sharply with her white face. Her
flesh had suddenly become bloodless as her heart
bounded and then ceased its action for an instant. But,
before she caught the sound of the gun, another white
cloud sprang, mushroomlike, from a clearing on the
trespasser

;

opposite side of the ravine.

mured

—

.

—

Fighting Cressy

—

" Mrs. McKinstry suddenly
"Cressy come quick
"Look-a here yer eyes er better'n mine.
broke off.
Air they carryin' that man to here, or air he steppin'?"
I reckon
"Why, it's one of dad's men from the hill
there's been shootin'," answered Cressy innocently.
The front door opened as Mrs. McKinstry shouted
from the rear of the house for her husband.
"I ain't sayin' but what Jake was a might rash and
promiscuous, Mr. McKinstry," spoke up one of the
"Jake
three who had entered with the wounded man.
sees a young feller and don't ask no questions, jist biles
in, and the young feller wings him," he concluded in ex-

—

!

planation of the affair.
"Were he a Harrison?"

asked McKinstry as his
wife and Cressy bathed Jake's wound.
Soon's he
didn't ask him.
"Maybe he were.
steps into the open from yon side of the gully, Jake
he knowed he were a-trespassin' Jake up an' takes a
shot fer luck. Orter found out who the stranger were
afore tryin' ter pot him."

We

—

them fellers
walkin' all over a man's property," finished McKinstry.
"Jist as soon as I git ca'm I'm goin' out. and git two
no

"Hadn't

business

here,

anyway,

er three Harrison scalps.

"C-r-e-s-s," he drawled,

"what brung you home so

out
frum school?
"Sent hum," answered Cressy.
Tain't

airly

"Sent

hum

—

let

hum?" queried her

an'

wot

yit, air it?"

father.

"Who

sent yer~-

fer ?"
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Now, all the resentful spirit of revenge had left her.
Most prominent in her mind was the thought of the
stranger, and whether the first shot
aimed by the
wounded guard had injured him. There would be
no opportunity to learn what happened to the supposed

—

—

of the Harrisons, until she could return to the
and explore for herself. That, she could not do
until the next day, for there were various duties which

ally

fields

fell

Cressy and kept her busy for the rest of the

to

afternoon.

"What'je do ter him, pa?" she asked when her father
returned from his "interview" with the teacher. But
the reply did not satisfy her.
She was ordered to
return to school the next day.
"Strange man, that Mr. Ford," mused McKinstry
"Strange

half to himself.
an' the birds

and

little

—

about.

"Wat'd pa say when he

McKinstry
"I'll

now and

"Fighting Cressy"

jis

cum

over here yisterday?"
she began.

Told from4he Pathe picture based on the story by Bret
Harte, and produced by the following cast:
Cressy McKinstry.

cerning the trouble
with you and why

Blanche Sweet

Joe Masters

Pell Trenton

Hiram McKinstry.

sent

Russell Simpson

John Ford
Uncle Ben Dabney.

mean-

"Why, he asked

Edward

Peil

yer

Walter Perry

interview

dad,"

shouted

he shoot
I

don't

So he came over

rifle

to be embarrassed by what he termed my
'calmness.' He couldn't seem to understand

Cressy

after her father as he disappeared

the path with his seven-foot

had
had

here to shoot me, did he?
Now that I think of it, I
recollect that he seemed

John

schoolhouse,

I

r

know.

By permission of
Houghton Mifflin Company.

that

didn't

"Why—why,

go over

conI

you home."

"Why

Ford who's
a-sendin' girls hum."
"Ye'll find him in the
Mr.

so well-behavin'like.

—

fer?"

makin' love to
Seth Davis."
"Don't he know as how
you and Seth's engaged?"
"I told him."
"Reckon there won't be
no school arter ter-day,"
ingly.

all

so genteellike

never been that ca'm in all my life. It kem to
me that I had no right thar.
"Cressy, air it always so ca'm and peaceful at the
school ? Air it like that every day, Cress ?"
"Yep," she spoke up quickly, "an' I reckon there's no
place thereTer me. / ain't a little child nor a bird, an'
an' I won't be treated like one."
"Reckon it won't do yer no harm, like as not."
The next day Cress stayed after school- to learn, if
possible, what had made the change in her father's
attitude.
The teacher-must have-some wonderful influence to have brought it

PHH

"Fer

said

children,

—and

I ain't

"Teacher."

"Wot

man

down

why

in the crook of his arm.

Hiram McKinstry, late of "Kaintuck," had settled in
Tuolumne County, California, in the early sixties. Never
content without a feud to add interest to life, he had
picked a quarrel with a neighboring family over the
ownership of a strip bordering on the two claims.
The daughter, nicknamed "Fighting Cressy," was the
most rambunctious one of the family, and, with her
Kentucky blood, liked, as well as her father, to take a
shot at one ofJhe opposing faction.
queer but lovable
mixture of young womanhood, this mountain girl, with
her early training of fight, fight, fight for what you
want, and the gentler side which had grown since she
began attending the district temple of learning. And
now, at sixteen, the troubled spirit of Mars showed only
in her eyes, which were capable of blazing with the
fire of revenge when she was riled, only to be quenched
by sorrowful tears the moment she had caused pain.
When thoroughly stirred up by anger, however, her
whole being was at once in the fray like a wild cat.

A

I

should talk and stop to learn what

was about, when a man was
More than
pointing a loaded rifle at me.
learn
the
secret so
anxious
to
be
that, he seemed to
that he could try out the experiment himself.
"That answers your question fully, doesn't it, Miss
Cressy?" he concluded in his pedagogic phraseology.
the argument-

"Yep

!"

"Now suppose you answer a few questions for
Do you intend coming to school regularly— or is it
for a

few days

—

until

"

But she anticipated

me.
just

his

thought.

"You mean about Seth

arfd

me

goin' to be married?"

she asked, and paused for an answer. None being forthcoming, she added: "Oh, that's all over. As a beau,
Seth weren't nothin' to brag about, an' ever since I
been to Sacramentie a-gettin' these new clo'es, I got
to thinkin' things over."
"But you really were engaged, weren't you?"

"Yep!"

:.

Fighting Cressy
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"But

thought

I

"

to be

—

er-

-isn't

an engagement supposed

got to thinkin', an' I figured that by
lookin' around a little 1 could easy find some one more
"Oil,

my

to

At

jes

I

likin'."

the school-teacher's eyes brightened,

this,

Ford?" Cressy

back as

called

and he

asked eagerly

"But what about Seth?

Hasn't he to be consulted in

the matter?"

Pa jes'
"Oh, there weren't no trouble about that.
Said if he saw him hangin'
drapped him a hint.
around any more, he'd take a shotgun to him. Reckon
it'll make a sort of coolness betwix the families."

if

there were a flaw-

in

Miss Cressy?"
She did not turn

to answer, but, shouting a gay note
of assent, swung her bonnet by the strings and danced
along the path homeward.

Some minutes

later,

her explanation.

Uncle Dabney entered the classroom. He opened the
session
tion

neglected

in

"About the law and

it

teacher looked suspiciously

tioner

:

not to a great extent."
"Well, Mr. Ford, I
been a-wonderin' ef I

his

Of

He did not
venture to inform her
er's voice.

Dabney
had
confided to him con-

Cressy dragged him into
cerning a secret gold
mine, which the old man had been operating until he
had amassed a fortune of fifty thousand dollars.
Neither did he tell the girl that the pay streak ran over
onto the McKinstry property.
By one stroke, he might gain all his desires a wife,
wealth, and safety. He shuddered when he remembered
the promise given to another woman, whom he had
deserted in San Francisco, though he knew that she
:

?" finally

man

er

didn't

Mr.

asked Cressy.
his

just thinking that

—

—

present for gathering information.
"Yer'll be at the dance ter-night,

seem

to

stack

—

very high with her so one day I just skedaddled."
"A very questionable procedure, Mr. Dabney, but
let's get to the lessons for the day. There's a dance tonight, and I'm hoping to attend."
"Needn't 'mind me of the dance I'm a-goin', too.
I'd like to drap the studyin' fer one arternoon, an' see
the town ter-day when they celebrate the openin' of the

—

new

stage route."

had known earlier that you weren't going
work here this afternoon," replied Ford.
They left the schoolhouse and walked toward the
"I wish I

wandering thoughts to reply: "I
it must be a wonderful thing
to be engaged to a girl like you, Miss Cressy."
"Well, I'm a-goin' to walk home from school an' I
reckon there ain't no one else wants to go along
'ceptin' lest you do, Mr. Ford."
"I'd like to, child, but
oh, yes, now I remember! I
must wait until Uncle Dabney comes to take his lessons." He had not yet learned all the details concerning
the whereabouts of the streak of pay dirt that Uncle
Ben had been working, and there was no time like the

was

the shelter of the barn.

to her lawful husband.

air you-all a-thinkin' about, all this time,

He woke from

ain't."

she
but
somehow
thought I didn't size
up to the bargain

what

Ford

a married

I

Uncle Dabney."
"Yep, it be.
I
wunst wuz married,

sincerity in the teach-

"What

was
ef

"Certainly a queer
state of mind to be in,

course she did not detect the tone of in-

would never return

ques-

the

at

and answered

guardedly
"I know
it
somewhat, though

he

particu-

larly interest her.

The

practice?"

its

younger days."
Cressy
had
not
heard
this
before,
neither did

import-

the lor?"

with
me? He comes every
afternoon.
Seems to
be much interested in
that

seemed of

that

ance to him.
"Mr. Ford, do you
know anything about

again

studies

with a ques-

considerable

"Did you know,
Miss Cressy, that old
Uncle Ben Dabney
has taken up some

the

was leaving the

If Joe Masters appeared also, as he had promised,
she could let each size up his rival and doubly enjoy
the evening.
"Yes, yes," he answered, "and we'll have some
waltzes together, I hope. And, by the way, won't you
let me walk home from school with you to-morrow,

Cressy did not notice
Ford's narrowing, crafty eyes as he
looked at her to learn

lessons

she

building.

to

settlement referred to as "the town."
"D' yer mind, Mr. Ford, when I went ter Sacramentie
last week?" asked Uncle Dabney.
He was proud of his

record as a globe-trotter

this

had been

his second such

"Well, when I wuz there, I seen that travelin'
photographin' man what wuz here last month and tuk
all our pictures.
An' ef he didn't have that one of you
and Fightin' Cressy stuck up on the side of his wagon.
Most surprised, I were, to see it seemed ulmost like
;

a piece of

home

The next
won't yer, Mr.

—

trip in ten years.

—away out there."

day, as Uncle

Dabney was approaching

Continued on page 94

the

—

A

Man

Miracle

Make-Up

of

Lon Chaney is the
Hyde of pictures.
accomplished

Dr. Jekyll and Mr.

the

He

tells

miracle

how he
The

of

Frog — not by contortion, but by

By

ARE

Herbert

you

faith.

Howe

a contortionist?"

That's

the

every

question

one wanted to ask The Frog
seeing
"The Miracle Man." And
after

was the first question I blurted at
him, even though it is bad interviewing form to start with a question
it

mark.

Whenever I recall "The Miracle
Man," the twisted figure of that
paralytic faker trails across
I

see

him

my

mind.

in the gutter begging.

I see

into the room and unRose and Tom and The
Dope. I see him wriggling up the hill,
led by the cripple boy, toward the
I see him performing his
Patriarch.

him crawling

coiling before

fake cure, arising

from

a

groveling
heap

erect

to

an

and

When he wears

sturdy man.

his

I see

own

—

it is

personality.

an indelible vision

nacy, one of wood
and bigotry, an-

washed with tears as he kisses the
hand of the faith worker who has passed on.
So the question, "Are you a contortionist?"
"No," said Lon Chaney with that kindly
smile you see at the close of "The Miracle
Man," when The Frog has become man.
"Then it was a miracle. How did you do it?"
"Through faith," he said simply, with the
same smile in his brown eyes.
"It was rather curious," he continued
slowly. "George Loane Tucker called me for
the part of The Frog without explaining it

other of lead and
dissipation
Chaney

or the nature of the picture.
asked if I could play a cripple.

his face

A

character

iron

and

of

obsti-

—

emphasizes

their differ-

ences with skilled hands

was

my

He

simply

'Certainly,'

answer. Mr. Tucker was not
convinced, because he knew the miraculous transformation that had to be performed. He wouldn't tell me of this.
The story was being kept a secret from

A

38

Miracle

Man

of

Make-Up
Again Mr. Chaney smiled.
"Then Mr. Tucker took me aside and

me

told

the story."

You

to enter a groveling, deformed
then you are to arise up before the
camera a cured, whole man,' said he."
Mr. Chaney paused and regarded me.
"I was beaten. That's all, I was beaten. But
I was determined not to show my defeat.
I
Mr. Tucker was still skeptical.
said, T can do it.'
The day came when I was to do the big scene of
It was the first scene taken
that
the picture.
of the fake cure.
I knew I could twist my
hands and roll my eyes back into my head but

are

paralytic,

—
—

that's all

I

" 'Lights
right,

"Up

did know.

Camera

!

!'

Mr. Tucker.

called

'All

Mr. Chaney.'

moment

until that

should do.
some way.

I

just

had

I

didn't

know what

faith that I could

do

I

it

Then, like a flash, I remembered a
dance I did years ago in musical shows. It ended
I
with a sort of whirl and twist of the legs.
threw myself on the floor, twisted my legs and
hands, rolled my eyes back into my head, a fluid
make-up streaming like matter from the eyes,
and I squirmed over the floor toward
the camera.
" 'Ugh
exclaimed
Mr. Tucker.
'That's horrible.
We can never show
!'

the

public

a

close-up

of that

face!'

"And

It
they never have.
really was a miracle to me
that sudden conception of how

He

is

er of

a workscreen

miracles

in

characterizations built not

only from the

make-up box.

As Pew,

the Pirate, in "Treasure Island," he will

strike terror to

He

every one.

many a

asked

me

childish heart.

to give a

demonstration of

what I could do. That seemed unreasonable to me.
Mr. Tucker was familiar with my work and knew
the range of characters I have played. So I refused.
Finally,

able

me

consider-

after

he assigned

debate,

the part.

I

went

to

the studio with a mental
outline of

my

would wear
leg,

place a

make-up.
a

wooden

hump on

one shoulder, and
roll my eyes back

as
blind.

though
Oh,

I

I

A

Man

Miracle

of

Make-Up
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might appear a twisted, limp, repulsive rag of a man, and then
suddenly transfigure directly before the camera into one physiI

—

—

cally sound."

Lon Chaney

is

known throughout

the film zone of California as

of make-up. But even those who knew his magic
powers were amazed by the feat he performed as The Frog. Mr.
Tucker had been holding a professional contortionist under conthe miracle

man

New York for the part. He needed an actor, however, a
great emotional actor for the final scenes. That is why he gave
Chaney the chance. It is doubtful whether any other player
could have had the faith to realize the miracle.
When you know Chaney you realize that he really is a sort of
tract in

Frog, a crafty dissembler.

He's a worker of screen miracles.

On the screen
He is a wife-beater. He is a
Legree. He is decrepit age. He

depraved beast.
is

Prussian.

He

He

is

a

Simon

is Irish, Italian,

Invariably he is the personification of cruelty,
lust, deceit
all the evil passions of man.
Off the screen
He is a home man. His hobby is cooking. He is young. He is
an idealist in his work. He is an artist, who paints in water color,

Russian, Hindu.

—

and builds odd pieces of furniture for his home. He is an American
of French descent, entirely devoted to his home and to his wife.

He

is

the complete antithesis of his screen self.

The fraudulent Frog, his sleeves rolled up, received
evening shortly after dinner at his Hollywood
home. The only thing tricky about him was
the door of his residence.
I groped about
on the veranda for several minutes before
discovered that the entrance to his apartment wore the disguise of French windows.
It was a homey room with gray walls
and dull-rose draperies. The only pretentious piece of furniture

wore

was

a butler.

a purple coat, a pink nose,

hose.

He was

and

me one

He
silk

four feet in height and

carried in his hands a server

match holder and ash
did he

This

move or

man with

tray.

Never once
He was

utter a word.

the whip

is

the broad-

hatted one on the opposite page, twenty
years later.

As Merry, another

pirate,

whose

likeness

he bore in "Treasure Island."

wooden.

This

servant
is a Chaney creation, carved of
wood, carefully inlaid and realefficient

When

istically stained.

entirely

completed he will have veins of
electric wires to light a lamp
above his toupee.

"He

solves

the

servant

problem," remarked Chaney
with a satisfied grin as he
rolled

down

his

linked the cuff's.
cooking:
That's

sleeves

and

"I've been

my

hobby,

proud of my
Italian and French dishes.
You see my wife is Italian

really.

I'm

High Carnival
at five a day.

Is

it

any wonder that the studios

are so besieged by applicants for jobs as extras?
Sketched

at

the

Famous Players-Lasky Studio in New York
by Charles Lewis Wrenn.

A

—

may look at a king and an organ
grinder's monkey may look at a star, if she's
Irene Castle, who owns a monkey herself, and
cat

furnishing local color for one of her
In this case the monkey in question
was engaged for the Greenwich Village carnival scene of "The Amateur Wife."
he's

pictures.

Why

not hold high
carnival when you're

paid five dollars a day
for
it,
and Irene
Castle is looking on?

To-morrow's assignment may not be so
pleasant

It's

—or so

a shifting scene

on

which Cupid looks down
not merely the back drop
carried by these stage
hands, but the gay revelry
indulged in by some hundred-odd extras, affords
food for reflection to this
charming understudy for
the winged god of Love.

easy

The Famous Players-Lasky Studio where
"The Amateur Wife" was made, used to be
a riding academy, and is big enough for all
outdoors, seemingly but the Greenwich Village set took so much room that very little was
left over for passageways, and such emergencies as this constantly arose.

—

Pictures may come and
may go—but the "Jacob's

then
lad-

ders" in one's stockings go on
forever, and there's no better
place to catch up on one's darning than a rack of Klieg lights,

even though they do

"On with

—or words
— while Rome

Nero

cried
that

the dance!"

effect

to

burned. "Action Lights !"
shouts the modern di!

—Edward Dillon,
—and we ven-

rector

in

in this case

ture to state that he gets

more merriment

and

a

brighter glare than Nero.

sizzle.

A Swedish
Nightingale
Winifred Westover would
still
be singing if D. W.
Griffith
hadn't turned her
thoughts movieward.

By

Fritzie

Remont

San Francisco

Griffith visited

for the premiere of one of his
productions, happened to see

Winnie

in

the lobby of the

theater, readily

found an

in-

troduction through mutual acquaintances, and told her she

was

the

blond

ideal

screen

type.

Shortly

after,

a

telegram

summoned Miss Westover to
Los Angeles, and when she
arrived,

the

startling

news

was imparted that five new
starships were contemplated.
The little ingenue began
"photo-drammering" in quite
distinguished company, having for her chums Bessie
Love, Carmel Myers, Colleen
Moore, and Pauline Starke.

And

they

all

twinkled in the

firmament
save Winifred.

celluloid

—that

is,

A

chain
of strange circumstances always chanced to prevent the
Swedish Nightingale from
joining the constellation of
diminutive flappers.
all

David Griffith has described
Winifred Westover as "a
cross between Blanche Sweet
and Mary Pickford" since she
has the wistfulness blent with
emotionality seen in the former, and the blond curls and
the roguish manner of Little
Winifred didn't enjoy the idea of being a
Mary.
hybrid and has worked hard to be individualistic. She
has waded through showers of custards, been the "Angora" for "Fatty" Arbuckle comedies, played character
leads, which she prefers to a display of vapid ingenueity, and finally signed a contract with Lehrman which
kept her out of the public eye for nine months, even
though her pay envelope appeared as regularly as a
Saturday-night bath.
But now
It has come
the longed-for opportunity
to show what the versatile Scandinavian can do if
placed in proper environment. Winifred Westover has
just finished a characterization with William S. Hart
which took her on a delightful trip to New Orleans,
a trip long to be remembered, for Mr. Hart made it a

She's a Norse maiden with bright-yellow hair

wouldn't do to imply that Winifred Westover
IT warbles
in the witching hours of the night that's
;

a nightingale habit which she doesn't indulge in

but this Norse maiden with bright-yellow hair and a
tipped-up nose sometimes wonders if she didn't make
a great mistake when she gave up her chance of being
one of the world's professional songstresses and turned
to the silver screen instead.
She honestly did have a musical career ahead of her,
you know; in fact, John Metcalf, composer of "Absent"
and "At Nightfall" predicted a real future for her, when
she studied with him in San Francisco some years ago.
Her voice is a rich contralto, well suited to light opera.

But
Just about the time she

was studying

hardest, D.

W.

!

—

A

Swedish Nightingale
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personally conducted tour and pointed out all the
interesting spots en route, besides piloting her around
in the quaint old cafes of that most delightful city.
"Oh what a place that is for perfumes !" reminisced Miss Westover blissfully. "Do you know, I
found the same eau de cologne for which I pay
fifteen dollars a bottle in Los Angeles, for just one

and a quarter dollars in New Orleans? And my
favorite 'amber antique' is so much cheaper there
That is the scent Norma Talmadge always
also.
used, do you remember? Mary Miles Minter clings
to 'jasmine' and I used to love that myself, but I
found so many entrancing stoppered bottles in the
quaint Southern shops that it's difficult to cling to
one only until death shall us part."
And if you remember that picture it was "John
Petticoats" you can fill in a sort of background for
it in your own mind, with glimpses of this blond
little person looking on with awed interest while
Bill Hart showed her New Orleans' famous old burial
grounds where the bodies were placed one above the
other, or reveling in the shops where she discovered
It's an intimate glimpse behind the
the perfumes.
screen that's most interesting.
"But aren't you ever sorry that you gave up the

—

—

idea of a concert or operatic career for the screen?"
I asked, when we had exhausted the subject of

perfumes.
"Yes, indeed

I

am," she answered quickly. "You
hours a day on the piano

see, I practiced at" least five

up

to the time I

was

fifteen,

when

I

was

called to

was playing leads when I was
with no understanding of life at

the Griffith Studio.
just a little girl

I

"It has
she broke off, almost apologetically.
been a long time, this waiting for the position which
Bessie Love and Pauline Starke achieved years ago.
So I always ask myself Ts all this worth while?'
Sometimes, I dream at night, over the piano, and see
myself on the stage waiting for honest-to-goodness
applause flowers the things which are tangible,
!"
which go nearer to the heart than just fan letters
Yet ten minutes after she was telling me how she
had enjoyed her role in "Watch Out, William," with
Charles Ray.
little later on she was confessing that she loved
spent most of last summer at it, in fact, beto read
cause she wants to understand life from every viewpoint, and doesn't believe that any one who merely
studies screen and stage plays can really act. Hence
all,"

—
—

—

A

—

—

the novels for characterization and dissection of
motives and acts.
"And you don't think of marriage at all ?" I probed
inquisitively.

"Oh,

many

I

am

too young, have too

much

to learn, too

interesting things to do," laughed Winifred.

"Perhaps I might think of

it if I were not selfsupporting so many girls do.
And then there is
the motive of wanting to get away from home for
so-called independence and freedom.
I haven't that
because, you see, my mother has always been just
a chum.
have the prettiest new apartment on
Hollywood Boulevard and some night soon I shall
have a reunion of the girls who started in pictures

—

—

We

when I did."
Now, that's

a

"Do-you-remember-when"

that I'd really like to attend.

P.

P.-3

party
"Sometimes

I

see myself on the stage.'

Too

Pretty to Get
a Job

By Gordon Brooke
her
SHE had been working
two days when
in

picture for

first

the

star spied her.

my

"Oh,

beauty.

stellar

too

dear,"

— too

exclaimed

the

"I'm afraid you're

young for

this part."

though Lois Lee's wardrobe
had been purchased by the company
and several of her scenes taken, she
So,

was

regretfully

dismissed not betoo young, but be-

cause she was
cause she was too beautiful.
She tried elsewhere for a place as
an extra, but didn't get it.

"You're too pretty," the director
told her. "I'll make you a lead." But
she felt that she hadn't had enough
experience, so refused that opportunity, and applied as an extra at another studio.

"You're too beautiful," said this
"You ought not to be trying to get work as an extra wait for
a worth-while part."
director.

;

Now,

Lee had
Los Angeles from Lincoln,
Nebraska, where she had been sing-

come

Claire Lois Butler

to

ing in a church choir when, as winner of a beauty contest she had gone

New

She had posed there
for some calendars and posters, but
hadn't really wanted to get into the
movies until she went back home
and thought it over. And by the time
she finally got to Los Angeles she
didn't have much money.
"I've only got twelve dollars and

to

York.

twenty cents," she explained
director.

to the

"I can't afford to wait for

a part."

So she enrolled herself as an extra.
That was at the Fox Studio in Hollywood, just about the time that big
Russell arrived from New York
make some scenes for "The Lincoln Highwayman." In fact, he was
at the studio that day
and was making known his wants regarding a
Bill

to

—

leading lady.

—

"She must be blond

and have
he declared emphatically.
Then his eye happened to light on the
"That is, she
very newest extra.
must be brunet, and have brains."

brains,"

And

so,

out of the twenty-five ap-

plicants for the part, Lois

the one selected.
Bill Russell,

who

Lee was

Three cheers for
doesn't

ing opposite a pretty girl

mind

play-

:

-

:

THE

ERVER
vou on Interesting Topics
concerning the Screen

Brief" Cheats with

r
William A. Brady, president of the
Association of the Motion-

the

National

Five

picture

with a

Best

Industry,
list

1919.

It

takes a brave

into

the

ring

what he considers to be
moving pictures produced

of

the five best
in

steps

man

to choose only five of

the best. 'Coward that we are we should hesitate to
take a stand and announce that "these are the five best."
Rather, we would qualify with some such phrase as

"among

the best are

some one
are

else

" or lay the responsibility

"

But Mr. Brady, having once managed James

—as

fear.

upon

with "experts seem to agree that the best

a fighter, not as a moving-picture actor

Here's his

J.

Corbett

—knows no

list

"The Miracle Man."
"Male and Female."
"Eyes of Youth."

It
to be one of the finest pictures ever made.
not be as popular as some it is not a sensational
piece of work but it towers over almost any other
picture we can think of in dignity and sincerity. The
man or woman who sees "The Copperhead" without
being deeply moved will be a strange sort of American
citizen
and we wish that every American citizen could
see this picture just now.
"The Copperhead" was originally written as a stage
play by Augustus Thomas, dean of American playwrights. It was produced two seasons ago, with Lionel
Barrymore as the star. Barrymore again took the star

perhead"

may

—

role in the screen production.

have a friend who doesn't like motion pictures "because the stories are tawdry," take him
If that picture fails to
to see "The Copperhead."
If

you happen

convert him

"Twenty-three and a Half Hours' Leave."
Mr. Brady goes on to point out as The Observer
has remarked many times that the best of the pictures
these days are the pictures without stars. Clara Kimball
Young in "Eyes of Youth," is the only star in the five.
That Mr. Brady is not speaking just because he wants
publicity is indicated in the fact that he does not include
in his list any of his own productions nor any of those
of his daughter, Alice Brady.
Mary Pickford, Douglas Fairbanks, Charlie Chaplin,
Bill Hart, D. W. Griffith, Norma Talmadge, Charlie
Ray, Elsie Ferguson, Wallace Reid, Pearl White, Mabel
Normand, Bill Farnum, and the rest are politely ignored.
The roll of honor of persons responsible for these pro-

—

is

George Loane Tucker.

De

Mille.

Clara Kimball Young.
Allan Dwan.

Thomas H.

Ince.

There you have the five who, in Mr. Brady's opinion,
have done the best work of the year. Do you agree
with Mr. Brady?

Our First
Selection

for

1920

stand near the

Good

—

,

Cecil B.

to

— he's hopeless.

Are eggs good or bad?

"Soldiers of Fortune."

ductions

—

—

Though we leave to such daring souls
Mr. Brady the picking of the best
pictures of the past, we are going to
hazard a guess that when the 1920 lists
are made out, a picture which will
top will be "The Copperhead," which
as

Famous Players-Lasky has just released.
In some respects The Observer believes "The Cop-

It depends.
persons will attempt, no matter
extensive their experience with
e §S s to come out flat-footed and say
whether eggs are good or bad. Some

Few
how

or

Bad?

<

some the
you that the egg
are one,

other,
is

and the man who announces to
and of foul

a thing unfit for food

man who

shouts out that the egg
is a perfect food for old and young.
There are eggs
and eggs. Even the market reports recognize something
like thirty different kinds and qualities and prices of
eggs of the edible class.
So with motion pictures.
But not so with the
average critic. He tells you that motion pictures are
rotten, or that they are wonderful.
He recognizes no
grades. A woman will carefully choose her grocery store
smell

is

as crazy as the

and carefully choose the sort of eggs she buys. But
go down to any kind of a motion-picture store and
pick out any kind of a picture.
Fortunately, however, the public is learning to buy
But it is learning
its entertainment as it buys its eggs.
she'll

slowly.

Optimists have hoped that there would come a time
We have
all motion pictures would be good.
hoped the same about eggs.
There never will be a time when all pictures will be
There always will be
worth seeing, nor all plays.
A producer al"strictly fresh" and "rots and spots."
going
turn
a
to
ways believes he is
ou^ good picture—
but he doesn't, always. A man may write a great
scenario, the cast may be excellent, the director a genius
but the picture may be low grade.

when

—

Such

is

the perfidy of the

human

race that the

man

The Observer
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who

money

make that picture, even
going to go out and sell the
picture and try to get his money back. Seldom has there
appeared a public benefactor who tossed a fifty-thousand-dollar film into the ash can because he thought it
had not turned out well. Some theater in our neighborhood is going to show the picture and we are going
to buy a ticket and get less than our ticket of admission
called for.
And we're going to kick, but it won't do
any good as far as getting our money back is concerned.
Perhaps the theater manager thinks that we are inconsistent because whenever we get more than our money's
worth we seldom stop at the box office and hand in a
quarter to pay the bonus the manager perhaps thinks
he should have for giving a fifty-cent show for a
puts up

though

it is

the

a stupid one,

to

is

quarter.
It all

averages up, you

more than buying

oil

may

say.

But

it

any

doesn't,

stock or betting on the races or

any other kind of gambling averages up. If you guess
which picture you will see, the percentage is against you.
If you just ramble downtown and go to any picture
you happen to see advertised, you're gambling.
Pick 'em. Watch the averages of the men and
women who are making and acting in pictures. And
place your bets according to their past performances.
Or, ask some one who went last night.
It is interesting to note that the big
motion-picture productions of the last
few months have almost invariably been
Original
based upon stage plays or novels or
^critrt
stories.
Douglas
Fairbanks,
short
Charles Ray, and Bill Hart are among the few stars
who are having stories written for them, although
D. W. Griffith and Cecil B. De Mille have produced a
few original scripts.
believe,
moreover, that
William Lord Wright claims that there are still good
markets for original stories of merit.
are concerned, however, with the big productions.
Look back over the best feature pictures you have
seen recently and you will find that hardly a one but is
made from a play or a published work. Metro seems
to have gone in entirely for stories of known value. Famous Players buys hardly one original script a year.
Goldwyn likes stuff that has been published or acted.
Thomas H. Ince is the only big producer who remains
true to the scenario writer and now that C. Gardner
Sullivan is going on a vacation of a year or more the
Ince trend seems toward books and plays.
Original scripts usually are cheap. Books and plays
cost money. The big story is slowly but steadily beginning to take a position equal to that of the star. In
many cases the rights to a play cost more than the salaries paid all the actors who work in a production.
It may be discouraging to the writer, but it all helps
the fan pick the good ones. You can almost be certain
that if a producer buys a well-known play or story he
is sure to do his very best to put on a production

The

We

We

worthy of the

knew

this star's name would bring only fair
So he eliminated her name from the adverand advertised the producer.

that

houses.
tising

"One of the greatest
company ever made!" he

broke that star's previous record in his theater
by several thousand dollars.
And everybody was
pleased with the picture.
Had he let the public know the name of the star, hundreds of people would have stayed away saying, "Oh,
she's made so many bad pictures that I don't want to see
her."

The wise manager thought he was eliminating the
But he wasn't. He only was reacting to public
opinion that had eliminated the star some time previous.
It works both ways.
This star system. The name
star.

of the leading player

Which
Brand?

in

weak

a guide, helping

star,

in

was much

attraction

—had

You Make
a Star?

an d attractive girl with undoubted
beauty and some talent for acting. It
was decided by Famous Players-Lasky
that Lila should become one of their headliners.
She
was heavily advertised, everybody knew about her before she appeared on the screen. She had an entrance
like that of a star in the first act of a musical comedy.
She arrived. But except for the acclaim from her
friends, there was little cheering.
Folks looked at her
once and then were glad to see the future advertisements
on her pictures. After seeing her once her advertisements weren't advertisements, they were warnings.
Admitting that she wasn't a star, Famous PlayersLasky put her in support of Wallace Reid, and Cecil B.
De Mille gave her a good part in "Male and Female."

Then the folks rose up and cheered, for she was good.
Take the case of Douglas MacLean and Doris May
especially the case of Douglas. The first thing anybody
knew about them, they were in town in "Twenty-three
and a Half Hours' Leave." The people drifted in to
see them, came out on the run and chased up and down
Main Street telling their friends to be sure to go to see
In Atlanta, for instance, the picture was
the picture.
booked for three days, and held by public demand

—

for

two weeks.

Their second picture, "What's Your Husband Doing?" packed 'em in. Doris May was pretty good and
Douglas MacLean was a riot. Why? Because they had
first-class stories to start with and first-class direction
Thomas H. Ince is the man to
to give them a push.
doff
your derby. He put 'em over
whom you are to
with one count it one picture because he went out
and got a good story and put it on right.

—

—

We

Los

better than that star

ever

done before.

—

He

to avoid the

of how not to make a
take the case of Lila Lee, a sweet

recently

who was
shrewd theater manager

you

to see the ones that

As an example

How Do

in

met

a

Pennsylvanian

favor of motion-picture

He was a teacher, and was
condemnation of a theater man-

censorship.
bitter in

ager who was fighting censorship.
"You also are in favor of prohibition?" we asked him.
"Of course," he answered. Then he smiled. "But

Angeles, realizing that a star's name is
a trade-mark for a certain standard of
entertainment, had booked a picture
that

rather

is

you do not like, helping you
your opinion are real stars.

stars

Consistency

A

the

He

plot.

•

pictures

told the public.

it

won't

hit

me

for a long time," he added with a wink.

"I've got a stock in

my

cellar."

THE

world seems much concerned with ladders.
Usually new hats, parlor rugs, and little pleasure
trips hang near the lower rungs.
As we ascend
further the "fruit" ripens from roadsters and bungalows into touring cars, mansions, and coupons and we
;

pluck as many as we can, as decently as we can. I
think the prize plum of all
even more than a RollsRoyce is the satisfaction of having made good. I've
been asked to tell just what sort of spikes I wore since
I seem to have ascended a few rungs.
But to tell the
truth, I always feel as though I wore rubber heels.

—

—

—

That doesn't mean that I didn't hear any loud knocks
or that I didn't ever travel with men who regarded
"shined" shoes as a sign of effeminacy. I did. But
my rise to actual stardom was so quiet that I never
realized

how

which leads

when

I

far I

me

was

getting.

It is

to say that I

was

was made a Goldwyn

star

a
;

no false modesty

little bit

surprised

any one

in the pro-

know

the distance

fession will understand, because they

between a leading man and a blazing stellar light.
Yet there is something incongruous to me in the
idea that the son of an Irish cattleman
as my father
was- should become an American screen favorite.
When I was a lad over in Erin, the ghosts of feudal
serfs still sat on our Blarney stone and no matter how
brilliant the hue of the native shamrocks, we could not
live on them.
So, eventually, a jaunting-car was secured and our parents and their six children prepared
to set out on an adventure for prosperity.
There followed one of the curious incidents of my life. With
family goods and family piled in the car, it developed

—

—

;

that

my

father, that incorrigible Irishman, didn't

where he was going

thought of Dublin and
he had been able to make up
mother did it for him. She wrote the
!

of America, but devil
his

mind!

My

He had

know

if

words "Dublin" and "America" on two slips of paper
and tossed them about in baby Joe's cap. Then I drew
one out and the paper read "America." And that's a
true tale, as true as my name, which is Thomas Joseph
Moore.
I

haven't forgotten the trip in the steerage.

We

landed in New York, but immediately went to
Toledo, Ohio, where we had relatives. There the twin
spirits of my soul, tribal and wandering, tugged with
each other. Irksome family errands were the deciding
factor.
At the age of sixteen I ran away, and reached
Jersey City, in some way, without the nickel to cross the
ferry to my goal, Manhattan. But I finally got there;
and for a year I did all sorts of jobs, the most aristoAt the
cratic of them being a mixer of soda waters.
end of that year I had just enough money to buy one
suit of clothes and go home to brag and show myself
'

off.

But the wanderlust was on me and soon I was off
This time my brother Owen, also destined to be
We struck
a motion-picture star, went with me.
again.

Chicago as poor as a pair of the proverbial church mice.
One day chance dictated that we should see an advertisement for supers in a dramatic version of "Parsifal"
those were the days of the "Parsifal" craze, when
performances lasted ten hours and got the jobs. So it
was that our stage careers began. From the first I liked
the atmosphere of the theater perhaps I can best de-

—

—
;

scribe

my

first in

reactions

which

by saying

I felt

finds a job like that,

"On

that

my

super job was the

thoroughly at home. When a man
he has found his vocation, I think.

my

"Parsifal" experience, I got
a job with a road company, which went broke. I remember pawning my only possession, my suit case, not overthe strength of

heavy from

its

contents

—

in

Owen

Sound, Ontario, for

Up

48

the

Ladder

Those were the days when actors never struck.
walked, stole rides, rode freights, and did odd jobs
by the way to get back to Chicago.
However, I liked the stage enough to risk another
stranding; and soon was leading man at twenty-five
dollars a week.
"Thorns and Orange Blossoms" used
to close the schools, and I fancy that woodshed correctives were used to combat our questionable influence.
I doubled my role and played the part of a pawnbroker, helping to ruin the honor of my wife, whom I
was protecting. It was a little complicated. In "East
Lynne" we did one-night stands in towns of five hunThere were no advance notices.
dred people.
We
passed handbills from house to house during the
day to the' sort of people who argue it must be a
good show because there are five acts. Eventually,
I left the company because of a disagreement with
He hadn't paid any salaries to
the manager.
speak of for some time, so I guess he
a meal.
I

—

Stardom

to
The

makes

a star.
Bear that in mind.
I
have learned since I became one that the people in the
litlle towns where pictures were being shown in which
I was the leading man, asked the exhibitors about me
and said they wanted to come to the theater again when
I

was

public

my name

When

Every well-known

film,

ing

O. K.'ing

manage

bills,

the

chief office boy.

does held me in a lot of ways.
In fact, he maintains the dignity of my
being a star more conscientiously than I

Wk
mm

rades" because I went un shaved through
a good part of the picture, which she
thought most disgraceful.

m
WE

I

who

I like to

lead the simple

life,

play just

keep me in condition, and
liking
for the books of H. G. Wells
my
and Robert Louis Stevenson is no af-

enough golf

writing stories, helpand acting as

another company where

My

small daughter Alice is another
appreciates to the full her
father's position; she heartily disapproved of my role in "The City of Com-

studio,

Finally, I

star

—

person

went back to stock
playing in the fall, I kept mighty quiet
about my stoop to the camera. But the
following summer I was back in the
shameful fold, playing, directing, cutting-

Finally, I

(the star) and Tom
on the screen holds
his or her honors because the public sent them where
they are. The screen is the one place where pull fails
the public likes what it likes
and gets it.
When I was promoted, my friends made me buy
more suits and a car and a Japanese valet, arguing
that I had a peculiar position which could only be
maintained by having such things. I don't know.
I feel apologetic about having a valet, but he really

Moore."

do.

I

an eye to
with the star to
became enough of a

side-show to be billed "Miss

Pie looked pretty good to me in those
days, so I accepted an offer to go into the
movies, ashamed when I did so of my
action, for like most actors of the time, I

well-being.

exhibitors, with

in the billing

attract the questioners.

won.

despised the silent drama. However, it
was summertime, the curse of actors'

The

in the picture.

business, put

fectation.

was called to
had a chance

I

to

am

Irish Nationalist

deeply interested in the

movement and an

to specialize.

Film Observations
By Vara Macbeth Jones
Mohammed

once summoned the mountain, in vain.
But that was in ancient days
He could nowadays behold any mountain he wished.
If he went to the picture plays

Side view

Then
I

know

—

—the
a

But my girl loves the picture-play lover,
So I'm trying his method to learn."

I

He

of

them

all is

your favorite role?"

asked a soaring star
winked as he solemnly answered me,

"The pay

end you've seen

roll is

—by

far

!"

For successful advertising

wedded couple

In the movies often seen
Folks say they act like lovers,
So they do upon the screen

The department

;

—

"I'm a screen devotee," said my brother,
"Though it's not for such pleasure I yearn;

"Which

body meet a body
on the screen,
kiss
And a body
a body
If a

ar-

dent admirer of the late Charles Stewart
Parnell.
I hate to be interviewed.

"We
!

stores should say
guarantee t6~ctuplicate

Any room

in a picture play

!"

—
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Have You

If

you have, these pictures
will explain her absence.

Missed
Her,

By Edna Foley

Too?

W
movies

HY

don't

see

we

Mae

Marsh
i n
any more

she

isn't

ever going
another picture?"
That's a question we've
been asked hundreds of
times in the last year and

make

a half

—and here's the answer: young

Mary Marsh Armes, who was born
last

June.

Certainly she's a perfectly

good reason for keeping most any devoted mother from the studios.
However, Mother Mae is still interested in the movies tremendously,
but from a new angle, for it's her

—

greatest joy to place the family projection machine on the dining-room

down

her
Long Island home,
and throw pictures
chubby
of
her
daughter on the wall.
But the public won't
let its favorites enjoy the
luxury of just staying
home with a winsome new
daughter for very long, and so Mae
table,

Marsh

at

returning to the screen;
she's working hard out in California
is

now, and
sister of

we'll

soon have the little
a Nation"

"The Birth of

with us again.

And

let's

hope that before so

many years have gone
young Mary Marsh herself
be making her bow on

very

by,
will

the

screen.

Photo by
C. Smith Gardner
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{Jetting

"Don't
The
was a
IT of
the

grimy

third

and

little office

ready for a big night scene.

Do

last installment of

that I

theatrical agent to

found

whom

I

at the

a

girl's

address

went with

my

letter it was in the Forties, between Sixth Avenue
I went
and Broadway.
up the narrow, dark flight
of stairs that led from the
street, and into a room
that was literally jammed
with people. There were
men, women and children
—even babies and they
;

Marjorie"

It,

experiences in breaking into the movies.

when he'd engaged some one he'd write the
name and the price he was going to pay opposite the
name of the role.
Some of the people
came in very briskly, and
board

;

they were important
others were awfully digas

if

nified.

in

when

—

One woman

languidly,

trailed

and

then

the director told her

rassed

somebody
wanted
and gay, she threw
back the long veil on her
hat and sat down on the
arm of a chair and tried
to show him how flippant
and bright she could be. I
wanted to cry. But it en-

And

couraged

he

except the babies,
looked dreadfully stagey.

lively

all,

Both men and women
had make-up on some of
the
women were so
painted that it embar;

me to look at them.
they were all so intent on
themselves, so
anxious to impress each

much

other.

the girls he selected.

The snubby

so

me

lots;

I

felt

sure that I could do
better than

most of

Usually the reason for
not engaging people was
that they weren't
"the
type."
Once a man the
A typical studio anteroom
director wanted wouldn't
take the part because it
told me to come in
his
employer was with some casting directors whom he
was just one day's work, and would pay only ten dolwas helping select several types, but he had sent word lars he said that for only a day's engagement he'd
that I could come inside and wait in his office.
But usually the people were
have to have fifteen.
"They're casting a big picture he's awful busy,"
awfully glad to get a chance at anything.
Sammy told me, as I followed him out of the big office,
After about an hour the directors left, and the
with all the waiting people looking at me with almost
agent sat down and talked with me. As he talked he
office

boy

everybody
him
called
Sammy took my letter
into an inner office, and
pretty soon came out and

—

;

—

—

—

malignant interest.
The agent shook hands with me cordially, and said
I'd have to wait a while, if I didn't mind. Then he gave

leafed over the pages of a big scrapbook it was filled
with photographs of leading men, and there were two
other books on the table beside him; one marked

me

"Heavies" and the other filled with women's pictures.
He said he was dreadfully tired; that he'd been uf>

a seat beside his desk.

and one had a long

list,

Two men were seated at it,
fastened to a small, polished

—
"Don't

Do

It,

Marjorie"
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Such scenes are the extras' Paradise.

nearly

the night before, looking for criminal types

all

down on
the

the lower East Side, and that he'd got to

same thing again

do

that night.

being the type," he told me. "You saw
how those men picked the people they wanted this
afternoon types were what they were after. The old
idea that a man's got to be good looking, or a girl pretty,
You've got to look the
is blown higher than a kite.
small
bits
or
and in
when extras are engaged that
part
doesn't always mean being good looking, by any means.
Why, look at these pictures," and he spread out
"It's all in

—

—

brought to see the director who was coming later to
cast a scene that called for lots of children past shabby
men, and amazingly well-dressed men, and men that
looked like criminals, and so out to the street. I felt so
much more fortunate than they were, because I didn't
have to depend entirely on pictures for my living, and
because I knew at least two persons of some influence
personally.
Surely I'd get something good soon.
I clung to that hope of an engagement for two long
dreary weeks before anything happened. Once I almost
gave up and went home,
;

as

realized

I

a pile that lay on his desk.

"Are they pretty? Not
one
Yet these people

ing

!

engagements

get

straight

they

into

fit

faces

have

Have

you

photograph
I

roles

—their

character.

brought

I'd

fact,

One

three.

me

showed

a

?"

had— in

brought

right

because

along,

in

riding

and

that

vanish-

only

I'd

earned three dollars and a
half.
I was trying to be
as economical as possible,

my room

rent was five
week for a tiny
little room not as nice as
the one our maid had at

but

dollars a

home.

I

cents

for

—

paid twenty-five
breakfast not

—

a very good breakfast—

clothes, the others in eve-

and

ning dress.

crackers for lunch.
dinners I got at a

Now

"Fine.

information."
jotted

down

for

some

And

he

a lot of facts

—my age, height, general
type — he put me down as
a society
— experience,
girl

and

my

that

money was slowly

just

room

ate

fruit

and

My
tea

seventy cents
apiece
they were pretty
good, but somehow, the
for

;

things

all

tasted

alike

not like the food I'd had

at home.
could ride,
How the "types" are kept on file.
swim, dance, play tennis,
This kept my meals
and golf.
I was very sorry I couldn't skate, too.
down to only a little more than .a dollar a day. My
"I haven't anything on hand now," he told me when
If
laundry was about a dollar and a half a week.
could
he'd finished. "But something's likely to turn up any
room
I
have
running
water
in
my
there'd been
day, and I'll let you know when it does. I won't forget
washed things out for myself, but there was only the
you." And he shook hands with me and turned back
one bathroom in the apartment, and I couldn't very well
to his big scrapbooks.
do it there.
I went out through the crowd in the outer office
And I'd have hated to leave the neighborhood and
slowly past women telling Sammy they were sure he
move farther out, for I was near enough the- agent's
didn't have their phone number right, because he said
office and the studio where Mr. Rowe was so that I
he'd call them if he had anything for them, and he
could walk to them in a little over half an hour, and
hadn't phoned; past tired youngsters who'd been
that meant that I saved on carfare.
[Continued on page 98]

that

—

I

A Woman Speaks

Her Mind

By Marian Lee King

P\EAR

Editor of Picture-Play: I read "A Man's Complaint" to-day,
Of how man's awkward side is seen presented on the picture screen.
I think he's right.
I also feel that women get too bad a deal.
A lip-stick is a thing that few would flaunt before another's view
But in the movies Mercy, me
What flocks of lip-sticks men may see.
You'd think each maiden and each saint plus sweethearts, wives, and sisters

—

!

paint!

Myself,

I

do not think they do

!

—I'm sure they must be very few.
But

if

they do,

To everybody

!

why make

In painting on a Cupid's
If,

it

plain

What's the gain

bow

when you meet your sweetheart

oh!
He's moviewise, and knows just how
You did it ? They should not allow

A

dressing table on the screen
us up is simply mean

To show

Now

suppose that

I
it

is

We pound

true

our fingers black and

V

blue

Some

things that

—

We

men can do

with

skill

1

never can and never will.
But such things should be hid from sight
To show them up is hardly right.
I'm quite aware that some are found

Who
And
But

by the pound
bed their breakfasts take,
feed their lap dogs tea and cake.
stuff in chocolates

Who,

in the

all

these things bring

If they exist,

Why

why

it's

women

blame,

a shame.

them forth in black and white
Before the men, night after night?
Such sights their hearts are bound to vex
flaunt

With wrath

against the fairer sex,
Until the girl that's true and fair

Can't catch a husband anywhere

:

Alias Cinderella
The famous
in

self

glass-slippered heroine has an up-to-date

Shirley Mason, one

By

B.

of the

new Fox

stars.

Henry Smith

MAYBE you
—

thought you knew all about Cinbut did you know that she once stuck
chewing gum on the knee of the venerable
Joseph Jefferson, screamed so that she fairly startled
him out of his whiskers during one of
his biggest scenes, and on another ocderella

At

this

age she

had her
speaking

first

part.

come home in a cab behad parted with some

casion had to

cause
rather

she

—

well, rather intimate parts of

her wardrobe and donated them to

some brand-new poverty-stricken acFurthermore, I'll wager
?
you didn't know that her name wasn't
Cinderella at all
it's Shirley Mason.
She began her career not by sitting
in the ashes, but by sitting beside her
mother in a box at an Elks' entertainment in Brooklyn, which may be
less picturesque but certainly is more
comfortable and interesting. And the
two elderly, ugly sisters of the fairy
tale,
who really were remarkably
pretty, were dancing on the stage.
But when the orchestra swung into
quaintances

—

and saw Jefferson facing the audi-

gum

ence with the

Then she

to his knee.

Another
lina,

she

sticking tight
hid.

South Caroasleep in the wings

night, in

fell

her favorite tune Cinderella cut such

and

somebody called for
and she bounced out on the stage
and danced a waltz that brought down

midst of a tense emotional scene
she awoke from a nightmare with
a loud scream. Jefferson almost
jumped out of his whiskers. He
wasn't at all mad oh, no, not at

cute capers that
her,

the house.

gum

was on

night

"Yes,

And

—

I'll

as

my

forgive you."

for the day

when

she

her wearing apparel
the orphans in a charity

distributed

among

happened also when

hospital, that

she was playing on the road with

"Rip Van Winkle."

The imp became
Jefferson

needed a

when her

cue came, in Boston, she was caught
with gum in her mouth, and when she
knelt down before Rip the only way
to get rid of it was to stick it on his
knee which she did. As she left the
stage she took one backward glance

Jefferson

"Are you going to beg
pardon?" she answered:

—

One

When

duty.

said

"Rip Van Winkle," with
and the chewing-

episode.

When

make up, the imp of the
Perverse, which you frequently
see peeping from her eyes,

again, and she was
picked from a roomful of youngsters
to play Little Hal in the "The Squaw
Man," with William Faversham.
After that came an engagement as
in

!

lap to

wand waved

Joseph Jefferson

in the

he went off the stage,
But
she was again in hiding.
when at last she jumped on his
all

—

Meenie

was

—

Now, the mother of the family had
decided on a stage career for the two
older girls, because they danced so
well, and when they went to interview
theatrical agents and managers Cinderella tagged along.
So when the
fairy godmother waved her wand itwas in a manager's office, and Cinderella got her first job, with no less
a person that Peter F. Daly, at the
age of two.
Furthermore, it was a
speaking
part
she
had to say
"Daddy" at every performance.
She played the part two years. Then
the

just as Jefferson

so active that

decided

the

child

he ordered the
understudy into

rest, so

elderly sister

other elderly
sister in turn taking hers.
the

At

part,

Shirlev boasts

r.ow of her dignified

teens.

the

the hotel

window

posite the theater that

ning

our

Cinderella

disconsolate.

opeve-

stood
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Alias

Cinderella

"I don't think, mother, they'll have a very good
house to-night," she said. And then
"Those who do go won't see much of a show."
It's a curious thing, this baby brand of jealousy.
Interesting because it is so surely the real thing.
It
cropped out again and again, as on a night some-

"The Squaw Man," when the
child almost fainted in the wings before she would
give way to her understudy.
She would not be taken
to the hotel, but watched her sister from the wings,where

and

in

Montana,

in

denly jump back leaving a look of cool surprise at
your suspicion of his existence.
After Little Meenie she had a boy's part, Jerome, in
"The Barber of New Orleans," with Faversham again;
then as Little Ed it ha in "The Burglar," Little Jan in
"The Piper," with Edith Wynne Matheson then a boy
again in "Passersby," with Richard Bennett and
Charles Cherry. By this time she had reached the ripe
old age of eleven and took a turn in
pictures with the Edison Film Com;

loud enough for the audience

in a voice quite

pany.

Between

reels she was on the
road again in "The Poor Little
Rich Girl," this time as understudy for one of the elderly
sisters, who by this time you must
have guessed is none other than
the lovely Viola Dana.
"Vi" stepped

to hear she cried

She

"Ha-ha-ha!

can't

do

it

at

all.

She's

^

bow-legged."

Our
not

Cinderella,

all

other

you

sugar and spice

things

in the fairy tale.

it's

that very

imp

the

like

nice,

one

was
and

see,

But

from

in her

makes her a pi
quant rogue you
want to pat on
that

her

sister,

screen

you may
star

1

spite

star part

little

into

Cinderella.

as well learn here,

who

twinkles

water

c u r y,
bobbed head,

in

this

her shoes to our

pictures,

leaving

The other elderly
is Edna Flugrath, a

on the other side of the
with the London Film
Company. Flugrath

of

is

the

name

to

now boasts.

which all three
of them were
born, and the

You

name

the dignified
she
teens

to see

like'

him

blinking
at you

is

still

good

enough

for

Father

Flugrath.

out of

Somehow

those

fancy

g

don't

r e e n-blue-

gray eyes, and
then sud-

names
seem as

necessary
in
the printing

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiim

HER VIEW
I

AST

Anyfan, "I went with John to see
That so much talked of movie play, 'Domestic Tragedy.'

It really

night," said Mrs.

was

Depicting

a masterpiece, I cannot call

how

it

less,

a husband's faults can cause unhappiness.

—

Anne Sweet portrayed the noble wife I thought she was just grand—
The villain's role was taken by the noted Howard Bland
The story was so true to life, we see it every day,
The awful price that womankind is often forced to pay.
The wife was truly wonderful long-suff'ring, patient, sweet,
She tried so hard in every way her husband's whims to meet

—

her efforts were in vain, endeavor though she would,
many wives she was misunderstood
called
extravagance her friendships were reviled
thrift
was
Her
By a cruel, unjust husband, who posed as meek and mild
He really was despicable, a surly, jealous bear
Who let his wife take all the blame, and seemed to think it fair.
The end, of course, was rather sad it almost made me cry

But

all

For, like the lot of

—

—

—

Yet
I

it

seemed the law of recompense that the husband had to die.
although he would not say
that John was much impressed
!"
feel he grasped the moral of that realistic play

know

But

I

—

"

—

—

—

!

—

;

!
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Alias Cinderella
I wonder why
business as they do in filmland.
Our little Cinderella has found her prince,
He's tall and strong and handsome,
too.

derella,

Perhaps you saw him in
"When Bearcat Went Dry." Along
side Cinderella
Flugrath-Mason-Durning, Prince "Bernie," as wee wife calls
him, towers a giant. At present the royal
pair are living in the Hotel Hollywood,
but that's because it is almost as hard for the
name.

is

housewife.
ous sprite.

little

palace

eves

in

ma'.e,

k

her

ha

)

in

—

—

the pains of the inner life.
You'll see the imp happy, carefree, and joyous
a-pranking in her eyes when she plays "Her Elephant
Man," her first picture as a Fox star.
And she promises a parade of merry plays to
low.
One thing she's "simply dying to do" is

a Chinese part.
"That's because Viola is an Oriental maid in 'The Willow Tree,'
remarked Cinderella's mother with
a wise nod of the head.
"Why! it's not!" contradicted Cinlllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll

AND

HIS

wife would have me go
see 'Domestic Tragedy,' that highly lauded show.
It really was unusual
a story true to life
The wrecking of a man's career by the folly of his wife.
The hero was the actor, Bland, the vampire was Anne Sweet,
And their portrayal of their parts I thought was quite a treat.
night," said

Mr. Anyfan,

"My

—

The husband was a splendid type, the sort most folks admire,
But the woman was a frivolous moth that liked to play with fire;
Her life's ambition seem to be the hearts of men to break,

And yet so subtly could she 'vamp,' her husband seemed the rake!
And when he tried to interfere, she'd rave and fume and fret,
Until her mad extravagance drew him into the net
The chap was game, and

held his peace

— as

husbands usually do

And seemed to think his duty was to see the venture through.
And the plot was woven round the way he tried to set things right,
in the midst, fate took a hand, and he gave up the fight.
thought the ending rather good, with the little thrust it gave
That the only peace some husbands know is that found in the grave
I'm mighty glad my wife was there, for I could plainly see
The lesson that the play contained impressed her mightily!"
Vara Macbeth Jones.

But
I

slipall,

the
Or,

perhaps, a
1

*

!

To

a

nn e
JHH^^^B ddance.

a

all

AST

ball.

(

She does not
When they are over, she
pokes a saucy tongue out at them.
"I've never known what it is to feel really sad,"
she twinkled. "Except when Johnny Collins died
my brother-in-law, Viola's husband, you know.
Since then, and it's over a year, I've had to go out
and buy something now and then flowers, a dog,
a hat, or a new automobile just to forget."
The imp within her takes this way of rejecting

I

being

for
The imp

to think of tiny

pictures.

of

pers and

their own.
Mrs. Durning as a
She is such a dancing, merry mischiev
I asked her if she enjoyed serious parts

hard

inference

vanished,

prince to find a suitable home in Hollywood as
it was for the story prince to find the suitable foot
for the slipper.
It will not be long, however, beIt

the

"Of course not," I agreed diplomatically.
"That's a Japanese part, entirely different than a
Chinese."
"Of course," exclaimed Shirley, casting a reproving glance at her mother.
Just then the Prince strolled in, and Cinderella

with black curling hair and dark eyes
just the sort you might fancy as bearing
off dainty Cinderella in his muscular
Bernard Durning is his
arms.

fore they have a

resenting

"copy-cat."

r

—
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Death

Stronger than
A

tale of love

heroism

—

and hate
mystic

laid in

— of

sacrifice

and

India.

By Robert W. Sneddon

At

their

head strode a priest bearing the sacred prayer wheel.

SMITHY
must

They

!

all

The

aren't such sticks after

all.

have accepted my invitation."
companion of the lovely

elderly

They

days,

woman

looked surprised.
"They recognize their own kind, my dear," she whispered with a cautious glance at the crowd of army
officers, government officials, and the ladies of the army
post gathered under the tented awning. Truth to tell,
this little bit of England in far-off India had been most
eager to come to the tea.
"Even if I am a dancer from the music halls of
Paris and London?"
"You are a lady first, my dear."
"Thank you, Smithy. You are such a comfort. Tell

how much money have we
"A thousand pounds."

me,

left ?"

Sigrid Fersen started and swayed.
"Oh, my dearie, your heart," cried

the

faithful

"It's all right, Smithy dear.
When that is gone, time
enough to think of having to marry a rich man. Come
and help me play hostess."
The slender figure came down from the steps of

the bungalow.

"By Jove !" murmured a callow subaltern. "No wonder they went crazy over her at home. What do you
padre?"

The

regimental chaplain adjusted his glasses.
like a goddess.
I might quote the origi-

"She moves

my

all

that since

your Eton

boy."

There was

a

moment

in

which Sigrid faced the bat-

was a general movement
toward her, and she was soon the center of a crowd
which surrendered to her charm.
Soft-footed native servants were serving tea when a
soldierly, elderly man walking somewhat unsteadily
paused at the gate of the bungalow inclosure. As he
tery of curious eyes, then there

dark-skinned fellow in well-cut riding
clothes, laid his hand on his arm.
"Why do you refuse to recognize me, Colonel Boucidid so, a

tall,

cault ?"

"Take your hand from

my

arm, you half-breed,"

snarled the colonel.

Smithy.

say,

you have forgotten

nal, but

Barclay drew back with a flash of deadly hate in his
dark eyes, and allowed the other to pass in.
"What is it?" asked Sigrid as the officer who had
been talking to her paused in the middle of a sentence.

They

call him the Tiger Sahib," he
"He's
a martinet of cruelty and
whispered cautiously.
Fine soldier
he never draws a sober breath now.
though. It's a shame. His wife is a dear and his son
Tristram is one of the best."
The colonel advanced and stared at her with inflamed
eyes, then laughed coarsely.
"Since no one seems anxious to introduce me, Miss

"Our

colonel.

Fersen, allow

me

— Colonel

Boucicault."

—

—
Stronger

Than Death

Sigrid bent her head courteously.

"Do

"We

A

have heard all sorts of things about your doings
in Paris and London," continued the colonel brusquely.
"If you ever think of doing anything here, glad to act
as master of ceremonies."
Sigrid trembled. There was no question of the brutality of the remark.
"Thank you, colonel, I have been used to looking
after myself," she said, meeting his eyes steadily.
With a grim sneer, the colonel turned on his heel and
walked away.
"You say he has a son?" Sigrid asked of her companion.

"Yes, Major Boucicault, doctor of the district."

"Where

he?"

is

"Fighting cholera at Bjura
a little place near the temple of
Vishnu."
"He must be wonderful,"
sighed Sigrid.
"He is," concurred the officer.
"By Jove, I wish I had
his nerve and heart.
Nurses
the

natives

like

mother

—please,"

said Sigrid faintly.

in Barclay's eyes, as with a sneer
he withdrew his still outstretched hand, and hurried
away. A moment later he was spurring his pony to
the temple of Vishnu.
The high priest, Vahana, hastened forward with uplifted hand as he recognized the man who was about

dull

anger flared

on the steps of the inner

to place foot

"Have

"

STRONGER THAN DEATH"

Charles Bryant
Charles W. French
Herbert Prior

Colonel Boucicault

James Barclay
Released by Metro.

stroyer of virtue

whom

The

here, Tristram."

herself between

man, whose eyes were heavy as
drew himself up and saluted.
"I have just been over at the bungalow, sir, and seen
my mother. Let me tell you, sir, that if you ever lay
finger on my mother again, if ever I see such bruises
as she bears from your hands, I will thrash you like
a dog, father or no father of mine."
"This is rank insubordination, major!"
"I warn you, touch another thing I love, and I kill
tall,

well-built

from lack of

sleep,

you."

The
his

colonel

stared at him,

then

went slowly on

him and

he had

the knife and

was

when she

defiled
slain.

cast

Then

bade the Englishman go, for his time was not yet

The child was you."
"And my father?"
Vahana leaned forward and whispered the name.
The unhappy man stared at him incredulously, then
broke into a harsh laugh. He was about to hasten away
when the priest stopped him.
"Patience!
The time is drawing near. Use thy
money wisely. Scatter it abroad among the faithful
who wear the uniform of the English. Fan the flame
of mutiny. Now, go, my son."
come.

way.

Mr. James Barclay waited
bush of

a

moment behind

his

shelter, smiling malevolently to himself.

"Mutiny there, too," he murmured. "Well, it will
not be long in coming to a head on the drill ground.
Then we shall see if the Tiger's claws are still sharp.
Now to see if I have any friends among the cursed
whites."
With an ingratiating smile he strolled into the bungalow garden and approached the guests of the woman
whom he had greedily recognized as she passed him the
previous day in her pony cart. His reception left him
no illusions as to his welcome. Voices died away, and
backs were turned upon him.
"Permit an ardent admirer of your art in London
add

homage

of your guests," he said
suavely and held out his hand.
"My name is James
Barclay."
For a moment Sigrid was taken aback. All eyes
were upon her. Was she about to break the traditional
race-caste rules of Anglo-Indian society?
She contented herself with bowing.
"You are very kind, Mr. Barclay."
"May I bring you another cup of tea," said the
chaplain, rushing boldly into the breach.

to

I

son,"

of Vishnu, a holytemple maiden, so that she
They
bore a man child.
were brought before me. I
was about to slay the de-

Nazimova

Sigrid Fersen

Major Tristram Boucicault

my

"Many

brides

halting with a stupid swaying.

know you were

patience,

years
English
ago a man of the
wrought evil to one of the

Adapted from the Nazimova production based on a novel
by I. A. R.Wylie, and played by the following cast:

and

com-

manded. "Once before was it defiled and evil came
upon us."
"Tell me," cried Barclay, "I must know who is my
father.
Why did you bring
me up and send me to England to be educated ? I come
back to find myself neither
one thing nor the other. I
have no people, no friends."

toward his own quarters,

"Didn't

court.

"Defile not the threshold of the temple," he

said the priest.

father in one."
"Hulloa," exclaimed Colonel
Boucicault, who had sauntered
off

57

his

to that

"Smithy," asked Sigrid one morning, "have you ever
seen a hermit?"
The old lady shook her head.
"No. And I don't think I want to. They are so
dirty."

"Well, this one isn't, I'm sure," Sigrid assured her
with a laugh.
"I'm going to see one. Don't argue,
Smithy, he's a doctor, and I must see him about that
heart trouble of mine. I'm going, and I'll be perfectly
safe. You know I always carry my little automatic with
me." And five minutes later her pony's hoofs were
clattering

"I

down

the road.

must be dreaming," stammered Major Boucicault,

blushing under his tan as he greeted her. "You here
of all persons in the world.
But what brought you?
Don't you know this is a hotbed of cholera?"
"I know it," she said quietly. "Can I be of any help?"
"Good God, no You mustn't stay in the sun. Please
go back to the cantonment."
"Mayn't I see how a hermit lives?" she asked plead!

ingly.

"A

hermit

you know,

—

so that

if I let

you

is

what they

into

ing a confession to you."

my

call

bungalow,

me.
it

Well, I
be mak-

will

Stronger

58

Than Death

She smiled dreamily.

"Then

go

I will

in."

She pushed aside

swung

die curtain

and started as something

past her.

my monkey,"

"Only

said

her host.

"Mischievous

rascal."

little

"You're not so lonely, after

all,"

said Sigrid as she

bent over a basket of kittens, laughing at their antics.
"I have a dog, too.

W

Here,

i

c

"I must go now," she said faintly.
"But we shall meet again," the doctor pleaded.
"Some day," she said, and let him lead her to her
pony cart.
She heard from him indirectly, however, very soon.
Only a few days later his native servant came to her
door, Wickie in his arms.
"Sahib Daktar very ill; he say you keep Wickie,
please." he said, and

k e
must
i

with a deep salaam
hurried away to the
bungalow where he
found
his
master
stretched on a couch.
He reported concerning the dog, and then
regarding
another

!

Wickie
He
have
gone
for

a

prowl."

Suddenly

Sigrid

stopped in her examination of the contents
of the rude bungalow.
Staring at her out of
a silver frame was
her
own
face
printed reproduction
of a photograph.

mission.

"Is

—

this

is

confession?"
asked softly.

help,"
sadly.

"Then
Ayeshi.

she

hear? Stop that gibbering I'm not sick.
I must go myself."

—

last

night

"The sahib commands," said the serv-

was my

It

there.

ant sadly.

I

As

went to the theater.
Everything else was

cault

you came on,
then you you took
my soul in your hands
dull

—

carried

When

heaven.
curtain

fell

I

program

a

the

leaped from
and ran in
the direction of the
heart-rending sounds
he had just heard.
listened,

the

sat

Bouci-

into

his pony,

to

it

Major
rode

cantonment
in
the
moonlight, he stopped,

till

a,nd

my pony,
Do you

get

your

He nodded.
"Yes, I saw you in
London.

no send
he announced

"Colonel

—

till

boy

touched me on the
shoulder and brought

Some one was

me

from the program and there it is,"

horror as
he came up he recognized his father as the
culprit, and secured

he concluded lamely.

to a tree

was silent.
There was a strange

was Wickie.

out a moment's hesi-

moisture in her lovely

tation

he threw him-

eyes.

self in

between.

down

again.

I

to

earth

tore

your

ing a dog.

Sigrid

"Thank you," she

colonel,

rage

and held out her

hands.
He took them eagerly, and her eyes fell
before the ardency of

a

feeling of

picture

said,

beat-

With

by

his leash

blind

and

With-

The
with

many

whisky pegs, cut sav'Keep your bargain. Stand back from me!"
cried Sigrid sharply.

man's adoration.
There was a low moan and they turned quickly, A
dog had just limped in holding up an injured foot.
"Wickie!" exclaimed Major Boucicault.
"Oh, look, he's hurt," cried Sigrid; "the poor fellow."
She watched the strong hands of the doctor, as
tender as those of a woman, bandage the bleeding
wound.
"Here is a man," sang her heart exultantly then
she checked her emotion. She must not allow herself to
fall in love with a poor man.

sternly

confronting

him motionless

the

;

agely at the face of
man who stood

the

in his

All at once, Wickie, in a final effort, stirred
by this attack on his master, broke the leather and

contempt.

leaped at the colonel.

There was a

shot.

Wickie with

Major Boucia last effort licked his master's boots.
Disregarding the
cault's anger could be held no longer.
smoking automatic in his father's hand, he drew back
his arm. His fist caught the drunken man on the point
of the chin, and sent him toppling to earth. Tristram,
worn to a shred by his unremitting labors, staggered
and fell as Sigrid ran forward.
[Continued on page 80]

!

The Great

Air

Here's a

Robbery

The stagecoach robber

Had

!!

!

new

Kind of picture
For rhymed review.

So there are
That fly

his day,

evil stars

The stage he robbed
Has passed away.

Like meteors through
The teeming sky.

Th'

And in this
Upon the

train robber

ol'

And
Then

his

band

ruled awhile

Si

Next was

seen,

flourished in

A

Of

limousine.

And now,

sails.

lanes that once

The
"Oh,

eagles knew.

surely,

now,"

The people cry,
"No thieves can touch

Them

in the sky."

"No bad man

ever

Rose so high."
But you are wrong. Remember well
That Lucifer, the king of hell,
Once rode in heaven's guarded car,
Sinned, sank, and fell a flan: ng star.

and

brains.

;

The mails go buzzing
Through the blue

On

skill

flash, blood spurts,
Planes break in two
Thieves battle in
The starry blue
Up higher than
These spires of ours
Higher than Illium's
Topless towers

Go winging by
canvas

screen,

Guns

behold

The aero mails

On

play

The good stars, and
The bad are seen.
Brave men that guide
The U. S. planes
Meet wicked men

In choo-choo land.
The auto bandit

He

;

No

vivid words
That pen can write
Could tell the thrills

Of
And

such a fight
if

thrills

those

The
of

Peacock
By Helen

mm
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THERE'S

a glamour about

there?

The

and metal
the jewels and plumes and

cloth,

them,
chiffon

isn't

cling-

ing robes that are the peacock
feathers of the profiteer in love

—they

have an attraction all
own.
Perhaps you don't
like them, but can you resist
looking again at the gorgeous
costumes which Louise Glaum
wears in "Sex"?
their

Lure
Feathers
Ogden
uiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii

':

.r

!

:
:

,

:

Dissect them,

M

!M"...'i:

if

iil::-

;.i

you're in-

terested in the art of

making

character tangible by means
of clothes. The trailing robe
pictured down in the corner,
for example, hints at a for-

mula

in
moral
chemistry
which might react strangely
under certain circumstances.
But don't ask me if your de-

ductions

have

to see

are

right

"Sex"

—

you'll

to find out.

Hear Ye!
It is

rumored

Hear Ye!
Motion Picture

that an organization of

Directors are about
to demand of Congress that

all

calen-

dars be set ahead six
months. Gotta have

more

Outs is the sole
maining
toiler
glorious U. S.

who

We

what an ultimatum

meant.

We

to be in style

demand unlimited production

bathing-girl comedies

and

insist

of

—o

May Showers.
When we

a

'Tis

fanciful

:

Villainous Verse.
He has a mean look in his glim,
You feel like a-murdering him

demand

that eighty-six

birthday

every

months

Smug, sleeky and slick
He's a son of Old Nick

for ingenues.

twelve

months

brings them too close together, and an

Is

with too many birthdays
ceases to be an ingenue. Usually she doesn't
but the optience does

ornery Robert

—o

ingenue

know

In spite of his sumptuous salary a film star seldom contributes to the support of his wife, although he legally

Neither Did We.
left Keystone for a quieter tone

Mary Thurman, who

of comedy, says she hopes to never again look a bathing
suit in the face.

we

—

ask you when the mydriatic
a-wearing 'em did you always look
thought not
o
Fellows,

—

We

binds himself to do so when he sticks his head in the yoke.
Lou Tellegen is the only subventitious film husband
we can think of right now, as we patter to press.
o

—

Random Remarks.

Mary was

(Inspired by Current Titles.)

"Sky-Eye"

—

——Sounds stepping on the dog!
— thatsa deep one

Sponged dollars
—
"The Splendid Sin"
Us — (meditatively underwooding) "Lillian Hall,
— That gallon of
who made us bawl" — nope, that won't do — sounds
— "Beautiful
hootch you're hiding
Hall, the
Walt Mason —
try —
Paragraphs Are Made."

like

let's

Lillian

er

completely adorable, infinitesimal blonde who soddened
our handkerchiefs by her portrayal of Beth in 'Little

Women'

—

lian says:

ah, that's

more

"One cannot

like

it

!

—

well,

anyway

like

"In Wrong" 'Grown'Money"—
"Soft

Educational, (One Reel).

"How

McKim

Now, Don't Misunderstand Us

it

—o

'not

in the

of one Jules Verne. Now, when we wish to be
unveraciously kidded, we sit us down and list to the
lilting pipe o' the publicist.
Spear this one from Universal "Mae Murray, during the making of one of her pictures, had to cry for a husband who was
supposedly dying out West.
The little
actress
felt
her imaginary sorrow so
keenly that she wept fully half an hour
after the scene was filmed
wept for a
husband that never existed !"

waste of essential

constitute a year

shall

were younger we reveled

flights

material.

We

A

—

protest against actresses kissing

actresses.

raw

in

—

upon

absolute freedom of the see.

We

speedometers

that selling

would constitute the apex of extremes
meeting but we were mistaken.
Many scenes for "The Hell Ship" were taken at "The
Golden Gate," Frisco.

in

has oozed no demand nor hurled an
ultimatum.
never could think of
anything to demand and

However,

We've always thought
Philadelphia

re-

more-or-less

these

sure

—

Making Both Ends Meet.

(or are) demanding
something.
Fade-

just

—

sunlight

This surprises us
none at all. Everybody these days is'

were not

Don't bet very heavily on that, Miss Lillian. Certain
painful experiences of ours have proven the contrary.
When our in-a-manner-of-speaking-beloved editor tells
us to be funny, if we can, but not to get gay
we immediately amass knowledge that is valuable to us and
posilutely priceless to our readers
o

—

in the cellar

"The

Winchester

!

Woman''
Don't

tell

secret,

her a

she's

a

repeater

"The

Maniac

Speed
"

—

lightningbug?

Lil-

gain knowledge by being told

to' ".

I

—

!!

—

!

—
!

!

! !

—— —

!

Fade-Outs
Must
The

feud movie

It

feud story

first

we

Ever Be So?
we ever read and

ever saw interested us.

the

63

first

After that

bla-a
all alike, and we're betting
answer to any of 'em with our eyes
shut and both hands tied behind our bony back.
Nothing to it
Girl And Boy Of Opposite Fighting Factions Fall In Love And Busts The Feud

In one respect they are

we can guess

the

!

To

further convince ourself that

We

we

were, as usual,

we viewed "Cowardice Court."

correct,

you so
and toddling along with this inevitable conclusion came the usual Girl Put Out In The Storm At
told

Yessir

!

Night

Gosh don't they never
!

A

get the gate in the daytime

?

—o

Maybe They Went To Look At The

:

Literary Masterpiece.
Seemed to us "The Hellion" was a nawful title to
serve as a vehicle for such a perfectly nice little girl
as Margarita Fisher
but the worst was yet to come
Lookit how an exhibitor dished it up on his program
reader: "The star appears in the double dual role of
a cabaret singer and an insane daughter who is substituted for her and sent to an asylum.
Her
sweetheart is killed in the war and the shock
deprives her of reason, which however, returns
when he does, and thev are mar-

—

poorly constructed and much
of it is repulsive and sensational.
The scenes in the
forest where the heroine does acrobatic stunts clad
only in a leopard's skin, is entertaining, but the rest is
cheap melodrama."
Well, sir, there were six fellows present when we
delivered this knockalogue, and at the close every one
of 'em rushed out to view the picture. Now, how
do you account for that?
o
spectators.

A

Leave
all

it

Policeman!

to Universal to surpass

when

the

is

:

it comes to increasing
punch
You've seen lotsa pictures having to do with that police
"third degree" thing, haven't you?
Sure, you have!
Well, in "The
Trembling Hour," Universal goes
'em one better and gives us a
"fourth degree." Ever hear of it?

'em

story

Answer to Correspondent:
Pansy Pancake, Wahoo, Nebr.
Met
your brother Buckwheat this morn. He
disappeared shortly afterwards.
No, I
am not "The Oracle"; I'm the "Oracus."
Which is from the Latin and means *'a
little guy who talks."
Nope, I never attend problem plays.
Not being very

—o

Ask

The

—

!"

ried

!

bright at arithmetic
I didn't see Billy
I

hope

—but
Aunt

—

—

!

Robert Warwick

!

is

a

husky chap and

generally able to get around right peart,
casting director of "In Mizzoura" musta

but the
thought Bob had been bitten by lassitude, ennui, or
some other hook-worm microbe.
Looking over the cast of that play we find Robert
supported by a Short, Brown Cain a Blue Davenport,
and a Morris
o
;

—

Bear Talk.

!

An

interrogative ad of "Fair And Warmer" shouts
one at us:
"If you found your wife under a
bear-rug in another man's apartments, and she poked
her head out and said, "Wuff, Wuff !" what would
vou do?"
We'd bark "Ruff Stuff !"— right back at her!

this

—o

with

Try

in
e

Butterfly

your

^o

keep his blood circulating, she made him her director
And he sure got busy D'ja notice what he pulled off
In the last reel he gave us both the
in "The Brat" ?
sad-but-logical ending of the stage version and the boxoffice-happy-ending of the film adaption
To our simple mind this constitutes the greatest
achievement in adaptology since Mary Pickford stabbed

"M m

How's

D'ja Notice 'Em.

!

lake

gave 'em up. Naw,

I

est's last picture

Jemima ?

Keeping Charlie Busy.
Often we have wished we were
You know a life of roseate
the husband of a star
luxury picking out autos and trundling her salary to
Well, sir, it
the bank, and, oh little chores like that
seems these chaps have to hustle same as you or us
He is also
Charles Bryant is Nazimova's husband.
her leading man and business manager. And just to

herself

W

was.

it

—o

—

Forest.

After viewing A Certain Picture, several of our
friends asked us if we could recommend it. We quoted
to them the words uttered by an expert criticizer regarding the play
"It will never appeal to intelligent

!"

It

Sometime!

Viewing Fatty in "A Desert Hero" it seemed to us
his humor was skidding a bit.
Some time afterwards
we lamped a headline in a tradepaper "Arbuckle Better After a Week's Illness."
M Well, sir, later on we participated as party-of-the-

—

second-part in a seven-day contract with the
Continued on page 104

mumps.

"Her

Infinite

Variety"
The quotation might have
been written

By

THE

tranquility

of cloistered halls and
days infolded Alice

quiet, prayer-filled

— and

"A Woman Between Friends''
"The Sporting Duchess" all this old

Joyce in
in

earth's worldliness claimed her as its embodiment. Yet in both she was Alice Joyce for
her professional ways lie not in one comfortable,
time-worn rut in a well-known road, but rather
on the highway, where she selects roles as
varied and dissimilar as the blossoms in a
child's midsummer bouquet, gathered at random from wild fields and sheltered gardens.
And the country's audiences are grateful to
her; they'd love her if she were always the
same but it's so refreshing to see her so often

—

—

different

for

Muriel

Alice

Joyce.

Andrews

—

Concerning
Invisible

Stars
In which the reviewer calls
for a re-distribution of the

some

credit for the success of

recent releases.

By

Howe

Herbert

THE

term "star"

was a

nally

origi-

citation

for theatrical merit.
But like the Croix de Guerre,
it now may be obtained without authority. It is bestowed
usually upon the entertainer
who appears before our eyes,
be
should
whereas
it
awarded as liberally to the
writer,

and

director,

de-

signer of sets.

After visiting studios for
I have concluded

some time

that the player

is

the only

person on the "set" who
never works. He lounges in
coma
while
electricians,
camera men, and directors
are preparing the scene. At
the call of the megaphone he
across the camera line
goes through motions

strolls

and

dictated by the director.

I

refer to ordinary players, including
numerous
stars.

The hero of Allan Dwan's latest picture

an

Irish

plumber.

—

There

are stars- a few
build on the director's ideas and even create
a character from the script.

who can
But
finest

is

it

is

the invisible star who has given us the
the first month of 1920. I sing not

work during

of Pickfords and Chaplins and Harts, but of Dwans,
Tourneurs, Irving J. Martins, Lillian Duceys, and
Charles Kysons all invisible stars.

—

The most luminous of these is Allan Dwan, creator
of "The Luck of the Irish." Mr. Dwan has produced
many good pictures in the past, but a new Dwan is

—

revealed through this picture a master of wit and
whimsey as well as of grandiose spectacle. "The Luck
of the Irish" is the best 1920 picture I have seen and

unsurpassed in popular entertainment value by any
viewed in 1919.
The plot, strung on a pearl necklace which might
have been borrowed from De Maupassant for the occasion is fragile paste.
The producer has given it
the semblance of reality, burnished it with wit and
poetry, and restudded it with gems of human interest.
is

I

—

—

Lillian

Ducey has written

subtitles as entertaining as

the pictures they interpret.

The

acting

is

so harmoniously good that again credit

must go

to

the star behind

the

megaphone.

James

Kirkwood returns to view, after several years of directing, a fit nominee for stardom.
Excellent, too. is the
inexperienced boy actor, whose lady friend remarks, "I
boys smoked cigarettes ;" to which the
swaggering kid replies, "I don't, except when I'm out of
cigars." Anna O. Nilsson never came so close to projecting genuine feeling. Even such a bit as the boardine-house vamp is memorable as played by Lois WoodThe hero of the comedy-drama is an Irish plumber.
In a Griffith play he might be dubbed Knight of the
Strong Arm and Simple Heart. Through the narrow
window of his basement you see many feet scurrying
along the streets of New York. The plumber, being a
romantic chap, conceives a pedal romance. The pair
which gives him the cardiac kick has cuban heels and
smooth hose. You follow the feet to a boarding house
and meet the owner. Aboard a transatlantic steamer
the plumber meets her and enters her drama. He has
inherited twenty-eight thousand, seven hundred and
didn't

know

fifty-six

from
villain

a

little

She is fleeing
dollars and thirty-one cents.
lizardous gentleman with tar-roofed head, a

so passionately evil that he

follows her half-

Concerning

66

Invisible

Stars

When

Lillian

Gish

know

you

appears

now

she

is

She gets
Greatest Ques-

due for a beating.
it

"The

in

A

Society for the Prevention of Screen Cruelty to
Lillian Gish should be organtion."

ized.

This

illumined

fragile, spiritually

a fine tragediever emotionally true.
It is a mistake to let her
droop, forever a broken blosgirl is

enne,

som.
Spiritualism

may

be a great

question, but not as advanced

by Mr.

Griffith.

It
is
radically unfair to
claim that the visible stars are

Charles Ray, in "Red-hot Dollars,"

way around

the globe.

by the plumber's

Such

fist

His circumnavigation

is

is

the

whole shou

stopped

in his frontispiece.

the substance of Harold MacGrath's story,
but not of Allan Dwan's. The director has pictorially
is

the best play. From this you
may guess I am partial to Mr. Ray. I am, but when he is
made to pass off such counterfeit as "Red-hot Dollars,"
I

weaken.
It's one of those stories about a poor boy working

hypnotized you into a state where logic matters not.
Since my typewriter will not transcribe in
In "The Fear
pictures, I refer you to Mr. Dwan's camera,
Market," Alice

which does.
„,

.

r~„T,r

a

1

1

Brady runs
down the owner
Q^ a scan d a i

he appearing stars of Marys Ankle are
Douglas MacLean and Doris May; the nonsheet.
appearing is Irving J. Martin, who originated
the animated subtitle by which the letters are made to register
almost as much emotion if not more than the actors
The jazz duo, MacLean and May, maintain the pace set in
that delightful A. W. O. L. spree, "Twenty-three and OneHalf Hours' Leave." Mr. MacLean plays a youth out of college with an M. D. degree.
Douglas MacLean is our best little farceur. He has brisk
breeze and a smile like Douglas Fairbanks', yet different because
they are his own. Watch this star grow. He's going to be
one of the big few. Doris May is decorative rather than
active, and, as such, excels.
That unscreened star of star
discoveries, Thomas H. Ince, selects and develops talent wisely.
.

I

—

Air.

MacLean and Miss May

—

will travel singly

some day.

Speaking of the unseen, we now have with us spirits of the
other world in "The Greatest Question," advanced by D. W.
Griffith. I scarcely include them as unseen stars.
In fact there
is nothing stellar about the picture.
It is sensationalism in the
guise of spiritualism with subtitular quotations from the Bible.
The familiar climaxes of the Griffith machine are evident.
There is the scene of innocent youth being attacked by degenI
erate age, while suspense is held by a race-to-the-rescue.
think that nothing more foul has been depicted on the screen
than this episode. Besides offending decency, the picture insults
the intelligence by its utterly unconvincing and maudlin ending
the tearful conversion of the wicked old couple,

—

all
slackers in raising our
month's quota of entertainment. Charles Ray in "Redhot Dollars" is the whole
show.
I have said I would
rather see Mr. Ray amble
around the screen without a
play than any other star in

in

Concerning
a

steel

place.

and

Invisible

Stars

67

or some such
saves the boss' life

plant

He

adopted by the wealthy
Of course, he falls in
love unwisely with the daughter of old Muir, who was defrauded some way by the
wealthy
gent,
Charlie's
adopted dad.
It is up to
is

gent.

Charlie and the girl to bring
antagonists
together.
This they do at the end of

the

five reels.

Mr. Ray

is

a great artist,

but there are too many Rayisms in this picture. It would

seem as though the star had
become conscious of his unconscious mannerisms. "Redhot Dollars" was coined too
rapidly.
Mr. Ray did not
have time to develop his own
part nor the bits of business
for which he is famous. When
you consider that this star has
turned out a picture every
four weeks or so during 1919
and yet held up his standard

Bill

Russell plays the gallant deceiver in

you may anticipate with delight his 1920 productions
when he will give two months to a production.
It's a Charles Ray year.
Only don't judge him by
"Red-hot Dollars." In this picture the visible star does

his bit, but the

" The

Lincoln

Highwayman.

much-needed unseen forces weren't on

the job.

"The Third Generation," with Betty Blythe and
Mahlon Hamilton, is the original movie. The chief
reason for keeping awake is Miss Blythe. Suspense is
sustained solely on her Parian shoulders. The
Miss Binney
story is that one of the wife who frivols and
looks her part
the husband too honorable to cheat and too
in "Erstwhile
poor
to live.
He disappears and leaves the
Susan."
life insurance.
That was all right, but he had
to spoil it all by reappearing just as wine was about to marry
another.
Being a lawful and loving wife, she halts the Mendelssohn and goes buggy riding with her first and only.

Miss Blythe's elysian beauty shines resplendently even under
poor lighting. She has a sensitive face which remains lovely
even while expressing emotion. When she has better support
in the way of story and production she will be established
permanently as one of our best emotional actresses. Mahlon
Hamilton, impressive in "Daddy Long-Legs," seems bored in
this play.
In emotional scenes he opens and closes his mouth.
Perhaps he was yawning. He wasn't the only one.
Tourneur's "Victory"

is

not so

much dramatic

It is a true vivification

pressionistic.

very shadows are sentient.

as

it

is

of Conrad's story.

Jack Holt and Seena

Owen

im-

The
are

They are not as interesting as the evil
trinity presented by Lon Chaney, Bull Montana, and Ben
Deely.
Mr. Chaney, The Frog of "The Miracle Man," pre-

the heroic sufferers.

sents another subtle

"Victory"

man

is

and

sinister study.

a genre painting of the elemental passions of

as contrasted with those of nature in a volcanic zone.

Its

because the story is of brute forces
loosed in a land of primal savagery. The "Conradicals" object
that it is not Conrad.
Other persons, however the supersensitive excepted
should find it of considerable interest.
brutality

is

justifiable

—

—

"Erstwhile Susan" is the coming-out party for the star deb,
Miss Constance Binney.
The real
[Continued on page 96]

"In
Old
Kentucky"—
Charles T. Dazey's deathless

melodrama

race-track
taining

con-

the original thrills

all

and a few new ones supplied
by Marshall Neilan, through
which Anita Stewart pilots
herself gracefully and prettily.

"The Corsican Brothers"
Alexandre Dumas on celluloid.
An interesting drama of
duels,
costumes,
strong brotherly love, and romance, with Dustin Farnum
Full of stagy
in a dual role.
frills and lace but the punch

ancient

is

there, too.

"When

the Clouds Roll

—Douglas

By"

Fairbanks at his
optimistic, athletic, and smiling best. Ingenious directorial contrivances such as the
visualization of a nightmare,
and a realistic flood serve as
crutches to a very wobbly
story. Every man is supposed

to

have dreamed of entering

ballroom in his pajamas.
Fairbanks does it here. It's
a scream.
a

A

Tabloid

Review

By

We

indeed,

Of some recent plays
offered for

Pleasure"—
"A
Day's
Charles Chaplin relying on a Ford joke and seasick
tummies for the major portion of his comedy.
expect something more original, more startling and,

more humorous from

the

man who made

"Shoulder Arms" and "A Dog's Life." The concluding scenes showing the comedian attempting to pilot
his vehicle across a street intersection and ever going

your guidance.

Peter Milne

contrary to the signals of the traffic officer are up to
Chaplin standards but the rest are of the merit of his

limpid

imitators.

THE

Gay Lord Ouex," with

in the titular part, is

the gay

Tom Moore

an interesting picture be-

cause it gives a peep into Continental morals,
Continental, of course, meaning European.
Quex is a
hero, but he has had loads and loads of naughty affairs
with women
True, he reforms in this pictured play
by Sir Arthur Wing Pinero, but a midnight visit to the
boudoir of a former love is not the least of his escapades. Mr. Moore makes Ouex quite a delightful fellow
!

by acting just as he would around the club. Naomi
Childers is a beautiful Duchess, and English all over,
but the rest of the players never look as if they could
sound a broad "a."

"Everywoman"

—An expensive picturization of Wal-

Browne's

allegorical play in which Everywoman, in
her search for Love, encounters the pitfalls laid by
Wealth and Passion and Vice. It is filled with lavish
ter

scenes and points divers excellent morals. Though allegory it possesses the personal touch and, though not
dramatic, its narrative is ever-interesting.

—

"Flames of the Flesh" Gladys Brockwell turning to
the erstwhile Theda Bara type of muchly emotional
movie.
betrayed female who swears vengeance on

A

all

men

until the right

man comes

along.

Written ac-

cording to a formula but not written expertly. When
will Miss Brockwell
and all the other Fox stars to
boot learn the true art of making up for the camera?

—

—

—

"Forbidden" Another of Lois Weber's sweeping
condemnations of big cities. It looks as if Miss Weber
would have us believe that every city man is a roue
and every city woman a mistress of sorts. Here again
rural life is upheld as of spotless purity. Mildred Harris Chaplin is the star who makes the discovery that
"down on the farm" is a little bit of heaven after all.

—

—

"In Wrong" Jack Pickford in a delightful countryboy characterization, humorous, appealing, and true.
Written and directed by James Kirkwood, but might
Continued on page 102
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It's

a Man's Job," Says
By

Barbara

Lillian

Little

iniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiih

AND

added Miss Gish as she greeted me at Mr. Griffith's studio
"It's the most nerve-racking work
and no housewife on
a limited allowance was ever half so much worried over her finances as I am! You see,
they give you a story and so much money and tell you to make a picture and can you imagine
how I felt one day last week when I'd engaged forty people, and had them here, all made up,
and knew that my leading man had to leave town in a few days and I must make the most of that
opportunity to finish up some big scenes, and then the lights went out and wouldn't go on again !"
"But how do you happen to be doing this?" I wanted to know.
"Well, there was nobody to direct Dorothy, and Mr. Griffith was going south, and something
had to be done in a hurry. So I said 'Let me try it, won't you?' and he did. And now I'm nearly
frantic
even in my sleep I work on this picture. You see, a director has to take care of everyat

I'll

never tackle

Mamaroneck,

it

again

New

!"

—
—

York.

—

Why, it'll be such a relief to me when I get
back to just acting that I won't know what to do. Why,
nowadays, when I get up in the morning I just leap into
the first clothes I find handy, slick my hair back, jam
a hat down over it, and hurry to the studio. Acting is
strenuous enough, goodness knows but it was never
thing.

—

like this

!"

However,

in spite of all her woes, she

was handling
when you

the task in a most professional manner, and
see

Dorothy

in

"She Made Him Behave," you'll be able
how good a director Lillian really is.

to see for yourself

now you know,

daughter of Dr. Armstrong, who, with
William Stowell was killed in
Africa; they were both members
of the picture-making expedition
backed by Universal and the
So it's
Smithsonian Institute.
nice for Edith to have something
come along as a sort of compenshe's the

;

sation, at least."

"Yes,

Fanny.

isn't

"I

it,"

— oh,

commented

look

at

Jack

Dempsey, shaking hands with
Jim Corbett just as if they were
going to stage a

— Dempsey's

fight.

Isn't

it

taken Fanny
Ward's home, to live in while he's
filming his serial over at the Brunton Studios.
I simply can't imhis
burly
form
agine
seeing
against Fanny's delicate background. Isn't it nice that Corbett
decided to make some more pic-

funny

She's beautiful enough to be an excuse for tardiness.

Over the Teacups
Fanny the Fan adds

gossip, as well as lemon, to her tea.

By The Bystander
iiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii

luncheon with Katherine MacDonald," I began,
the tea table and pretending not to feel guilty over
being half an hour late. "Isn't she the loveliest thing you ever saw?
I tried to rush away and get here on time, but it simply couldn't be done
I just sat and looked at her."
"Well, that's a good enough excuse for any one," admitted Fanny,
beckoning to the waiter. "Heard any thrilling news lately? I have
Wallie Reid's wife, Dorothy Davenport, is back on the screen. She's in
'The Fighting Chance,' with Conrad Nagle and Anna Nilsson. And by
the way, did you ever see a more devoted couple than the Nagles are?
They were married not so very long ago, you know, when he was still
appearing on the stage opposite Alice Brady in 'Forever After.' And Ruth
Helms that's Mrs. Nagle has a part in this picture, too she went over
to the studio one day, and the minute the casting director saw her he
shouted that she was just the type he'd been looking for and insisted on
offering her a part
which she accepted."
"That's just some people's luck," I lamented gloomily.
"Here, I've
visited studio after studio and talked with any number of casting directors,
and never have I been asked to do anything more thrilling than to stand
on the wrong side of a wall and hold it so that it wouldn't shake when
somebody shut a door that was cut into it. Ah well
Guess who's going
to be the next new star."
"Beulah Bains," replied Fanny promptly. "What never heard of her?
My dear, where have you been ? She's playing with Charlie Chaplin he
thinks she has such remarkable talent that he says he's going to produce
he's written the story for the
five-reel features and star her in them
first one himself."
"That wasn't the one I had in mind; I was thinking Little Edith
of Edith Roberts. She's a regular Universal star nowaRoberts is a
star nowadays.
days, you know. I'm glad for her to have this happen
been having
I'VE
joining Fanny at

—

—

;

—

!

—

;

;

>

Over the Teacups
tures after he finished his serial

He and

?

Mrs. Corbett certainly are
devoted to each other shows
they aren't really born to the films,

—

doesn't it?"

"That sounds
a

film

cynical,

colonist,"

I

even for
objected.

"There go Bert Lytell and his
wife; just look at them and you'll
have a picture of domestic bliss
that will

make you

forget the di-

vorce statistics."

"Oh,

yes,

and

I

know

—only

there are

you hear so
unhappy
ones," sighed Fanny.
"By the
lots of others

much more about

way,

the

hear that the reunion with
which Jack Pickford
rushed off across the country was
somewhat marred; Olive Thomas
Pickford lost a wonderful bracelet that Jack gave her for Christmas, and was broken-hearted over
Speaking of Jack Pickford
it.
I

his wife for

—

We

see Louise Huff far too seldom on the screen.

do wonder why Louise Huff doesn't make more pictures ? She was such
a delight when she played opposite Jack in things like 'Seventeen,' and I've
seen her in only one picture lately 'The Stormy Petrel'."
"Well, I can't tell you about her, but I do know of another old favorite
who is coming back, and that's Dick Travers. Remember him back in the
old days at Essanay, when he was everybody's hero ?
I hadn't heard
anything about him for some time he took an active hand in the war,
I

—

they
in

tell

me

—but

—

now

he's with us again, playing opposite Pearl

'The White Moll,' her

"Oh, and that reminds

—

first

me

Fox

White

picture."

that another

Essanay favorite

is

making new

connections Agnes Ayres," Fanny burst forth. "She has an important
part in the next Cecil De Mille production
isn't that 'The Wanderer' ?
And it came about in such a funny way. When Gloria Swanson was in
New York she went to a little shoe shop where she'd heard they had the
new French pumps, and as she was sitting there being fitted, in came a
girl who glanced at her once, rushed up, and threw her arms around
Gloria. It was Agnes Ayres
they'd been together at Essanay. So- Agnes
sat down and they both ate the old-fashioned peppermint candy which she'
had tucked in a little bag in her muff, and had a regular reunion. And
Gloria told Mr. De Mille about her, he saw Agnes, and this engagement
is the result."
"Elliott Dexter is coming back in that production, too, I've heard. For
a while there was a rumor that he hadn't recovered from the illness that
has kept him from the screen for so long, but now I hear that he's quite
well again and wild to get to work."
"Well, I think these returns to the screen are awfully interesting," I
remarked. "But I wish some of the stars we have on the screen wouldn't
leave it. Here's Elsie Ferguson deserting us the name of her stage play
and there's no telling when
is 'Sacred and Profane Love,' by the way
And Theda Bara's going on the stage. Yes,
she'll come back to pictures.
really she is she found a play she liked awfully well, named 'The Lost
Soul,' which they say is a melodrama in three acts, and gives her a chance
to be a sweet, unsophisticated young girl as well as a vampire, and wear
Well, she took the play straight to a producer,
all sorts of gorgeous clothes.
and he jumped at the chance of having her do it so at last we can hear the
famous Theda act out loud."
"Really, after a while we won't be able to tell the
Dick Travers is
stage from the screen," declared Fanny prophetically.
back again in
"I hear that John Barrymore used one of the scenes
a Fox picture.

—

—

—
—

;

—

Over the Teacups
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from

big stage success, 'The Jest,'

his

'Doctor Jekyll and Mr. Hyde' when he
it before the camera, which ought
to be awfully interesting. Oh, here
comes ZaSu Pitts. I hear that

had

Selznick

a

to the party

see,

this

Brentwood expires soon, you
know."

this stately

Cumberland

She's directing John
in a film version of
'After

Julian

Street's

Thirty,'

and she wanted a

stories,

soul

went

who

fitted the part.

to a dinner party,

nedy,

woman

to play the lead, but didn't

know

And

person

the eye-

in

glasses is Norma Talmadge
none other. She wore that costume in 'She Loves and Lies.'
Isn't this dear of Madge Ken-

"I heard an interesting thing
about Mrs. Sidney Drew the

other day.

when

I,

;

with

contract

Neither did

is?

went

wonderful offer from

— her

it

where I got it. You
party was a sort of guessing contest there were pictures of
famous screen stars in costumes
that disguised them, all spread out
on a big table, and then you had
And
to guess who they were.

1

did

she's

know who

Don't

A.nd
a

in

this

one

here's

quaint

—now,

dress?
guess who
old

that is."

then she

and met a Mrs

I

racked

"It

looks

actress

Do you recognize Madge ?

who's a so-

woman

ciety

and a greatgranddaugh-

of

e r

t

Martha
Washington
and all that

sort

of
But

thing.

takes

it

more than
family

a

tree

scare

to

'Polly'
Drew,

and

she engaged

Mrs.
Peck
on the spot,

lady's

horthe
au-

gust

rela-

the

to

ror

of

tions."

"Well,

a

lovely?

o p

1

e

seen

ever

or three pictures," I offered at
a little dubiously.
Fanny triumphantly.
cried
are !"

at

picture she made years ago.
They had heaps of other pictures

the party, and

I

won

the

first

The next person was

prize

—a

Isn't

in-

the

she

like these

dear

little

one point behind
vanity bag.
me she didn't recognize Richard Barthelmess in his
'Scarlet Days' costume, and I did."
"I'm glad I wasn't there I'd have gone raving mad,"
I declared firmly.
"It's all I can do to recognize the
stars themselves. Oh, did you know that Anita Stewart's
William
big blond brother has gone into pictures?
Russell engaged him for the chief juvenile part in his
picture, 'Bruce of the Circle A,' and swears that George
has a big future ahead of him."
"And there goes another young man who has a future
coming his way," I commented. "You know him surely
Eddie Ring Sutherland only he's 'Edward' now
you must have seen him with Marguerite Clark in 'A
Girl Named Mary,' he had the leading male role.
He
says he has a terrible time living up to the honor of
his family
Frances Ring, Tommy Meighan's wife, is
his aunt, so that makes him related to Blanche Ring, too
he has a whole list of stage celebrities waiting to see

—

just

;

—

—

;

—

him succeed."

"Mercy

e

Swedish

!

Dust,'

the street

p

famous

over here years ago and

—

of

have you

that

"Wrong you
"That's Mary Pickford famous Swedish actress
deed
That's how she looked in 'Less Than

augustlooking

speaking

like

who came

made two
last,

Lewis Peck,

my memory hopelessly.

— that
!"

must be Tony Moreno coming down
gasped Fanny, as an automobile whizzed

"Have you seen his new car? Somebody said that he designed it himself, and one of the big
automobile manufacturers is putting out a model like
it,
so that any one who's rolling in wealth can have
past the window.

a n yt

hing

one."

more

digni-

haven't seen it, but I know a funny story about
it," I contributed.
"A tourist saw it parked in front of
the Alexandria Hotel the other day, and, noticing the
initials, 'A. M.,' on the door asked the chauffeur what
they stood for. And the answer was 'After Midnight'

fied

and im-

pressive
than this?"

And Fanny
laid

pho-

a

tograph
the

table.

Who'd
this

on

think

was Norma

Talmadge?

"No,

I

—which

is

a good one

on Tony."

"Well, I'd never go to bed at all if I had that car of
his," declared Fanny, gathering up her furs as I signed
"However, I was given a charge account
the check.
with a taxi company for my birthday so let's ride
home in .state I'm giving all my friends a lift these
days."

—

;

—

By William

Lord Wright

Perusing my morning newspaper reI encountered an item which
stated that another university has instituted a "department to teach mo-

The Essen-

cently,

tials for

Screen

Writing

tion-picture scenario writing"

and that

—
—

Professor Horatio Jenkins, or some such name in
any event, a chap I never had heard of before was
going to become the genial preceptor.

Now

studio for a few months; a close study of the screen
and, above all, the talent for plot writing and the writing

of action are essentials that no university can inculcate.
The use of a typewriter, white paper, and the writing
of the synopsis in perhaps two or three thousand words,
devoid of attempts at fine writing just the plain, terse
writing of descriptive action these are the prime

—

requisites.

name

the

of this university is a justly famous
name, and with the above announcement, this particular institution of learning enrolls with some other

which I think should know better.
I have a due regard for the knowledge of Professor
Horatio Jenkins or some such name.
Doubtlessly,

universities

The popular author makes

Business

rights

QUESTIONS

concerning scenario
writing, addressed to this depart-

ment, will be gladly answered, when accompanied by a stamped and addressed
return envelope. Beginners, however,
are advised first to procure our "Guideposts for Scenario Writers," a booklet
covering all the points on which beginners usually wish to be informed, which
will be sent for ten cents. Those who
wish the names and addresses of the
principal producers, with statements of
the kinds of stories they want, may
procure our Market Booklet for six
cents. Please note that we cannot read

J.

of motion-picture scenarios undertake to conduct a department

And

crazy.

point

or law,

would think him

the universities

yet they coolly ap-

members of

academic
or criticize scripts.
staffs to teach a subject of which
they must be virtually ignorant.
If the person engaged to teach scenario writing were
well qualified with studio experience and with successfully produced scenarios to his or her credit, then the
theory of the profession might be taught. But I contend that the art of writing motion-picture scenarios

—

;

—

and camera men and that there are perhaps
two dozen men and women to-day who can write socalled "sure-fire" continuity.

Even

these cannot write

produced just as they hand it in. It
and changed because of mechanics, markets,
and so forth.

stuff that can be
is

altered

lengths,

As

to the teaching of motion-picture synopsis writing,
frankly doubt that a university can do it very successfully.
close study of the motion-picture trade
journals, in order to ascertain the sort of plots that are
being released an opportunity to sojourn in a movie
I

A

;

the plot

When

listen.

and

all in all,

advances

the stock of the author.

There

producers, you
know who cannot recognize a
good plot submitted to them
primarily in manuscript form.
But when they read the selfsame story in some magazine, or
are

some

film

as a book, then there is a grand
rush to secure it at any price.
Or if the self-same story is pur-

their

motion-picture continuity, in other words is a distinct
profession, and a very practical one one requiring years
of studio experience, close association with stars, directors,

But

do.

novel is first published in
one of the well-known magazines, that fact brings a certain
prestige to the story, it brings it
early to the attention of the film
editors, may induce bidding for
the

Should a professional writer

for teaching medicine,

his photo-

play rights a "by-product" so to speak.
The chances are
It's canny business.
that the serial rights to his novel do not
bring in the cash that the photo-play

It's Canny-

—

Professor Jenkins holds many
high-sounding degrees. But I repeat, I never encountered H.
Jenkins around any movie studio nor have we ever read any
of his scenarios, nor do I know
any one in the movie profession
who ever before heard of Professor

—

chased in manuscript form before ever being submitted to a magazine, the price paid
therefore is not half so much as it would be were the
tale first printed as a serial or short story.
This is a
strange situation, but a true one. Maybe the day will

come when an original story will command just as high
a price when first submitted to a film concern in manuscript as when submitted as a magazine.
Since this

way

best

is

true, a

the magazines.

There

of that procedure.
persons, especially,

come

good many persons hold that the

to write for the screen
is

a

is

to write first for

good deal

to be said in favor

am inclined to think that young
who have a definite ambition to beI

writers, should not confine their efforts to screen

writing, but while trying this, if they wish, they should

ambitious form of writing. It
any one that all persons
cannot be expected to begin by producing a vehicle
suitable for a production which is to cost from twenty-

also attempt

must be very

five

some

less

clear to almost

thousand dollars to one hundred thousand dollars
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or more, and that many a writer who does not yet
possess the training to plunge into this work, might
succeed in gelling a foothold nearer the bottom of the
literary ladder,
It must be added, however, that there

are persons who, through a native plot and story sense
have been able to invent interesting plot bases which
they can present well enough in synopsis form to answer

same
authors lack the style and finish, which usually comes
only with years of training, and which is so necessary
the needs of the scenario writer, whereas these

Good white paper, a typewriter and the clear presentation of your idea is the
proper form. As to the continuity or scenario in scenes
it cannot be successfully accomplished by the beginner
or the outsider.
Every producer, every star, every
confusing to the beginner.

way

director has his or her favorite

to write continuity

and each differs from the other. For further comments
on the subject of how to get started in this work, I
refer you to our booklet, "Guidepost for Scenario
Writers."

for magazine-fiction writing.

One

So many persons complain about

Wa ^

The

the

Right Idea

that

the beginner

cn th e r scripts are treated by
scenario editors, their being de-

ner's Choice

not do things which he sees evidence

'

n

it

un

is

'

'

lost,

following one from
writes

thumb-marked and

torn,

a relief to receive a letter like

He

Mr. Harold A. Crain.

.

scripts

It must be evident that both Mr. Darling and Mr.
Grain are working in the right direction.
No ^editor
has time to comment on the utterly impossible scripts
that are sent to him, and it would be wrong of him to
encourage the writers of those scripts if he were insane
enough to try to do so. But every editor worthy of his
job finds time to give a word of comment to any
When
writer who appears to have real possibilities.
they begin doing this it's a good sign.

receive a

good many requests for

information of all kinds concerning
...
..
i
writing for motion pictures, but +this is
Padding"
e first time I have ever, to my recollection, had just this kind of an inquiry.
It is sent by Anna Thompson, whose letter reads as
follows
,

About

i

,

•

•

^

I read with great interest your reference to a letter from
Gertrude Brown, for I. am in the same boat. For two years
I have been writing without success.
I receive encouraging
letters from editors and might add further, that a prominent
motion-picture critic read several of my stories, told me that
I have great talent and should stick to the work by all
means, but that my stories' were too short for five reels,
needed "padding," and were .not in proper form? I" am at a
Can
standstill just now and anxious to get out of- the rut.
you suggest a way for a determined beginner to help herself?

The art of "padding" needs not to be learned;
only too naturally acquired. The important thing is to
There is far too much padding in the
unlearn it.
pictures
and then we have what is called a "draggy"
production. Try and find action bearing on the plot
business having a reason for being business and not just
put in to pad out a feature to five or six reels. "The
proper form" is also a much abused expression and
it

—

is

to

is

^ iat

be told that he must

ex P er ence d persons are conAnd one of the most
difficult things in the world is to convince the beginner
that there are good reasons why he should not do these

of Material

'

stantly doing.

things,

In your October number, Mr. R. C. Frank states that Mr.
W. Scott Darling's letter telling of the very fine and helpful
letters which he has received from scenario editors commenting on scripts submitted, seems to him a very uncommon
occurrence.
Personally I do not find it so.
If I send a
synopsis of a story to a picture company and they find it
is not what they want at that time* but see in it points that
show the writer has the "stuff" in him they invariably write
a return letter giving good hints and suggestions to the
writer.
I have a letter from the V. B. K. Film Company
commenting on a synopsis of a short two-reel picture for
Mrs. Sidney Drew and her late husband, and the letter is
made up of four hundred and twenty-seven words. There
must have been a good reason for such a letter and it just
goes to prove that no editor will let a good chance for a
word of advice go by. I'll say that they do comment on the

I

for

The Begin-

laved,

the

of the most trying things

the

:

As

which others do.

attention

to

the

following

case

a

letter,

writer's point of view very clearly
Please consider

my

In

plaint.

all

in

point

I

call

which presents the
and fairly:

my

five

years of failure,

have never whimpered a sympathetic "symphony" to any
toiling script reader; neither have I cast any bombastic comment on the thousand and one ways "to write, and not to
write,"
each differing from the other.
However, your
November "Hints" have ruffled the frayed edges of my
smoldering silence.
To begin with, you suggest that the
sex problem-play is coming back.
Mine come back four
times recently and three of these rejections have been honored
I

with a personal reference as to excellence of merit but lack of
in submitting a type that is "not being done." Where
do you' get it, in the face of these contradictions from the
"big, boys" themselves?
You also blast the theory that plots
About
should be in line with important issues of the day.
half the successful plots, at any given time, deal with the
This holds true of
pet agitation at that moment in vogue.
The Pickford people come
type, as well as news or creed.
out with the "orphint child," and about every star, who can
sufficiently camouflage as a child, springs the same or "something just as good." While I do not advocate the poverty of
minds that resorts to clippings, it is quite apparent that the
old rule holds true: Study the trend of the market and beat
You also stated that the scenario
the other fellow to it.
I failed
writer was coming into his Christmas, this winter.
to see any change, with practically all the producing companies buying their features from "Literary Lights, Ltd."
Your ability to see the coming big costume play gives me
the belief' in your expert and keen foresight, and your judgment is not to be discredited by a near writer, but I beg to
differ with you on the conclusions stated above because I can

judgment

see

no indications that point

As

in the

direction

you

offer.

have stated previously, the "timely stuff" plots
on current events of the day have a certain market demand but this market is not a good one for the free
Nine times out of ten these stories have their
lance.
I

inception in the studio,

among

staff writers

who

are

If the outside writer
to write them.
submits a plot of this kind to a certain studio and the
story is rejected, he probably loses out everywhere because -it -is too late, after its rejection, to submit it

commissioned

elsewhere.

Producing companies buy "features" from "Literary
it is true, but they will also buy the outside
fellow's stuff provided it meets their requirements.

Lights, Ltd.,"

Some people think that if their stories strike a certain
grade they should, like potatoes or pork, sell for the
market price. But, as an editor aptly remarks, the
motion-picture producers do not buy everything that
comes along above a certain grade. They pick and
"

Continued on page 104
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Don't Change

Your Hair-Buy
a Wig!
Every star's doing it
and here's the reason why.

By Dorothy

Y

Nazimova's "Red
Lantern" wig.

OU used to be such

mured

Mae

Cooper.

"Your own

hair

beautiful

a

blonde,"
sadly

number

—

"Speaking of Zan," she said with a funny
toss of her bobbed hair, "Just wait till ycu
see what he did for me!"
"You, too?" I faltered.
"Oh, my, yes," she breezed on. "You don't
suppose I played the weeping heroine in 'The
Willow Tree' with this hair, do you?"
"Well, Dorothy Gish is wearing her sixth wig
now," remarked another member of the group.
"And somebody told me that Lillian has a dark
one, too, that she wears around the house just
little

for fun."

then somebody took pity on my ignorance
and held forth for five minutes on the great Zan.
"He's a wig maker," my informant began.
"And he's known to professionals everywhere

And

— takes

his

work

seriously,

and

has a wig library that
harks
back
to
the
Pauline Frederick's

bobbed

hair.

Garden of Eden period.
the Hen-

You remember

is

W

film

had bobbed her hair?" remarked Betty
"Miss Frederick calmed the tempest by
announcing she still retained her'natural coronet
the bobbed hair was her wig. That was a warning to me. I was about to bob my hair, but instead I bought the stunningest wig Salome's own
erick

Blythe.

!

never looked better."
Again, there are a number of actresses who use
wigs as protection for their hair. The curling
irons tend to vitiate hair growth, and the strong
Klieg lights of the studio have a similar effect.
One of our stately stars has four wigs, perfectly
matched with her own hair, which her maid
keeps properly coiffed. All the lady needs do
when she reaches her dressing room is to slick
back the locks God gave her and slip on those
that Zan provided.
"Such a time-saver," she remarked. "I used
to spend hours with my hairdresser every day.
Perhaps I'd have a scene where my hair became
Ten minutes later I'd be called
all mussed up.
for another scene where
I
was to appear with
What Zan did for Edna
I
every hair in place.
Mae Cooper.
simply couldn't make it,

because my
least

at
thirty

you?

And minutes

George

Befunny

build

forelock ?
did those."

Now

o

my

to

style

coiffure.

f

all I

have

Zan
There

are

on a different

several

rea-

wig."
"That's

for

the

tresses with

"You remember what a clamor arose from
when a newspaper said that Pauline Fred-

quires

don't

n,'

own

fans

Ma

sons

coiffure.

a

shears.

of the 'Miracle

little

The "Willow Tree"

have the heart to attack their

hairdresser re-

ban's

that

our

of

a r d y Beecher
coif

r

screen

the

beauties desired a bobbed coiffure but did not

—

a real artist

among
One

Edna

"I still have it, and it's
same color it used to be. But I want to do
heavy parts and one never expects a blonde to
be a tragedienne. So I just went to Zan."
I was about to ask what kind of a fortune
teller Zan was, when along came Viola Dana
we were at a tea balancing a cup of Orange
Pekoe and a macaroon on the same plate.

is

hair
folk.

"Is," she corrected.

the

recent fashion for false

mur-

I

to
"

was

Faith Webster

to

do

is

Continued on page 104

to slip

just
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From

B

L

mm

Bogabilla

AUNCELOT,
!"

Launcelot

The

big sheep-

herder dropped his outstretched, pleading

"Tom,

arms and hung

you'll never, never play Launcelot, you're too

big a fool!

"HT'm

He's not a
tryin'

a

bit,

Romeo;
miss;

he's a

HTm

The gangly legged

herder pleaded.

gazing out on the plains
of Western Queensland,

clown!"

tryin' a

the
stood

bit,"

who

little girl

upon a chair in the center of the great living
room of the ranch house, impatiently flung

A

Australia.
lighted

away

his head.

in

him.

moon
far

the quarters

of
the natives she glimpsed

a score of moving figures,
their black skins painted
with white root, striped
like

skeletons,
dancing in the

moonlight.

ragged-edged

So small was she

bright

sky and

the

copy of
Shakespeare to the floor and ran to
dog-eared,

a

Broadway

to

And

the

little

that she

couldn't reach the collar of the
tall

man who

turned a puzzled

face to her, so she caught his

arm and shook him.
"Stupid

"

"Sylvia, that will do now.
Off to bed, you men !" The
head of the household stood
in the doorway.
"Practice
to-morrow if you want; it's
bedtime now."
And the
"I reveled

in beautiful clothes."

dreamed just as thousands
American girls are
dreaming, and vaguely she saw
a stage, and an actress who resembled her very, very much,
only grown tall and slim.
That little girl who dreamed in
girl

of

little

the moonlight of Bogabilla, a sheep
station

in

Australia,

was

Sylvia

Breamer, star of half a dozen Blackton
pictures,

We wish the sheep-herders could see her no n
half

who

dozen men
made up the

cast

Sylvia

of

Own

Breamer's

Company

in

"The

Merchant

of
Venice," slouched

from
"/

didn't

room,
good night

the

calling

even bark

to

my

rectress.

shin!"

the

di-

little

chair

went
near

window and

is

fa-

little girls

and

big girls and not a few men.
Miss Breamer told me all about these girlish dreams
while sitting in her dressing room between scenes of
"The Blood Barrier," Cyrus Townsend Brady's mystery
drama. I had asked her twenty questions and after a
dozen years spent as an interviewer I think she's the
most modest and hardest person to induce to talk about
herself that I know.
"Then what did you do?" I asked very patiently.
"Well, my mother didn't want me to go on the stage
my father was dead and she didn't approve because he
never did and we were living with my uncle out there
in Bogabilla.
So, I ran away."

—

Upstairs in her
own room the
child

whose screen work

miliar to thousands of

to

a

the
sat

"Where?"
"Well, a regular troupe came to the station and they
gave some plays in a tent and I was nearly fourteen
then, and I went to see them and then they went on

—

,
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It

was

a long

trail

many turnings
home in the wilds

with

from her girlhood

By W.

that brought Sylvia

Breamer

New

of Australia to

York.

Barran Lewis

L

and

I

just nicked

it

to

and
the next station
"Nicked
joined them."
it,"

little

means

American
"beat

to

our slang.
"I
went

girl,

"You
now ?"

—

visit

over

then you should see the lot of letters I get from everybody I ever knew who sees my releases. That's what I
call visiting."

Which must be

I

ing

got a real en

gagement

— there

"Oh, yes," she turned and laughed. "Every time I
have a picture released it is shown in Australia and

Australia with them and
the next year I was in

Sidney and then

fectly serious.

in

it,"

all

mirror that she was per-

;

rather nice, I decided, wonder-

couldn't squeeze into the background
of some picture just so the folks back
if I

every-

in

Kansas

City

could give a bespectacled interviewer the once over,
horn-shell glasses and all.
"I was very sad when I went
to Bogabilla," Miss Breamer
turned from the fascinating
mirror to me.
"My father,

body

who was

a

majesty's
died.

of

I

time

father.

she's

what she dreamed

of being.

you know, sometime," she
"It was with 'The
Whip' and I played one of the
wax figures I got a pound a
week for that." Judging by the

does,

smiled.

—

present

standards

cost

of living I

that

any

girl

of

the

figured

who would

high
quickly
start

at

a week
great deal of courage.

must have a
So I persisted
"Then 'Ben Hur' came to Australia and
I joined that, in the chorus you know,
just a walker-on, and I got two pounds
a week, and we went to New Zealand
and had quite a tour before I got back to

five

dollars

Your ambition

is

never really

satisfied.

Sidney— Sidney is just like New York out there, you
know everybody starts in Sidney. Finally I got a chance

"

thing

him

a

;

missed

I

But

lot.

my

;

Law that was my real chance."
"But the dream wasn't realized?"
"Oh, dear, no
It isn't yet.
I don't suppose it ever
will be entirely.
You know, no matter how far you
go your ambition is never fully and completely satisfied.
I want to play Shakespeare again, some day not now,
but some day I do, and I'd like to go back to Australia
again, at the head of my own company.
"I visit out there now."
I didn't catch Miss Breamer's eye as she made this
amazing remark, for she was busily engaged in doing
something to her eyelashes, but I could see in the
to play in 'Within the

;'

!

;

at the sheep
ranch was fine for
There
me.
life

learned to ride
and I could
even throw a

boomerang
real,

b

;

a

honest,

oomeran g

you

know,

curved around
Continued on page 101

in his

had

just

navy,

used to spend a lot
aboard ship with
He taught me to

swim and
Nowadays

commander

sail

and every-

How Tony

Keeps

in

C5i

Trim

A glimpse at Vitagraph's famous serial star which ought
to convince

any one that

he's

no muscular masquerader.

By Charles

HE

matinee

the

Carter

of

idol

drama

society

may fool us into
thinking he's a fine figure
of a man and a husky athlete when he's not
but a
serial star has to deliver
the goods.
You can't go
through such break-neck
;

riding and such
as

swimming

Antonio Moreno does,

"The

In-

Hand," with an

imi-

for example,
visible

in

will

asked
his

athlete

Moreno is an all-around
and he loves keeping fit for the

pleasure

it

a necessary

means

"You won't
get

stale

you go back
features

let

to

your

when
into

to

visit

York.

my

you

give

blurting

an end.

I

on

"I certainly will not
I

word!"

affords him, rather than as

In Los
Angeles he lives at the Athletic Club,
and scarcely a day passes without his
spending an hour in the gym. Boxing,
swimming, and fencing are his favorite
indoor sports, while out of doors he
goes in for almost every game
wherein strength and agili
are required.
self

—

him,

last

New

tation of a fine physique.

you ?"

he

exclaimed,

out

pet

his

phrase with his characteristic

earnestness.

"Why,

I

can hardly wait to get back
where I can get out doors

and play."
"I've always kept
on.

"Look

here

fit,"

he went

"

And

diving into his bureau drawer he
produced a photograph album.
"Here's a basket-ball team I was

on six years ago. And here's
"I'll take your word for that,"
swered. "I've seen you work."

And Tony

grinned.

"
I

an-
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Marjorie
in

Daw

"The

River's

End"

Here

is visual evidence that prohi-bish-hun is actually here. Even
in the movies they have to serve
it in teacups. Keep your reel eye
on Marjorie, she's twinkling with
ever-increasing brightness as a

movie

star.

Vitagraph Picture

want to add my word to the
you hear everywhere for
Ingram's Milkweed Cream. It
I

praise

does actually have a wonderfully

upon the skin and
a day go by without

healthful effect
I

never

using

let

it.

7n

Ingttitrts
Milkweed

Ctecml

i

desire, your skin
softens, and "tones

must have

a.

up" the skin

cream that

h/ery

Jar

not enough to cleanse the skin, though that is important. To really achieve the soft, colorful beauty you

It is

cleanses,

tissues.

The name and fame of Ingram's Milkweed Cream are built
upon its exclusive therapeutic quality, combined with
softening and cleansing properties. The difference between Ingram's Milkweed Cream and other so-called face
creams

is apparent in the course of two or three treatments. Get a jar at your druggist's today.

Buy it in

Either 50c or $1.00 Size

Ingram's

IngratiCs
5Rx>uge

ySouvcraitte
FACE POWDER

"Just to

touch

A complexion powder especially dis-

F.

INGRAM

Established 1885

Windsor. Ont.,

a proper glow" use a
Ingram's Rouge on the

cheeks. A sate preparation for delicately heightening the natural color.
The coloring matter is not absorbed
by the skin. Delicatelv perfumed.
Solid cake. Three perfect shadesLight, Medium and Dark -50c.

tinguished by the fact that it stays on.
Furthermore a powder of unexcelled
delicacy of texture and refinement of
perfume. Four tints-White. Pink.
Flesh and Brunette— 50c.

FREDERICK

show

of

Canada

Tenth Street

DETROIT.

U.

S.

A

Foreign Distributors
Philippines: F. A.

Thompson

Commercial Co.

La Campana Bldg

Inc.
,

Africa, South: C. A. Bolus
Steytlers Bids.

Manila

Johannesburg

Trinidad:

L

C. Wharton
San Fernando

*

W. Cotton, Pty.. Ltd. Africa, British E.: A. Ambrose Smith China: Mustard &
Melbourne
Standard Bldgs., Nairobi
Shanghai
Canary Islands: Mendez Bros.. Veira y Clavijo 26 Las Palmas, Santa Cruz de la Palma

Australia: T.

(Look for proper address
I

Co.

at left)

enclose 6 two cent stamps in return for

which send

me

your Guest

Room

Package

containing Ingram's Milkweed Cream.
Rouge, Face Powder, Zodenta Tooth.
Powder, and Ingram's Perfume in Guest

Room

CO.
31

Coupon

sizes.

Stronger than Death
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Boucicault

When

Tristram came to his senses
in Sigrid's bungalow, it was to find
her bending over him.
"I must give myself up," he said

my superior ofHow — how is my father?"
"I struck

hoarsely.
ficer.

"Very

But do nothing about
No one saw it but

ill.

the matter yet.

I was looking for Wickie, who
had slipped out."
"I must go and attend to my
father," cried Tristram, rising wea-

me.

"Yes, that
ment."
rily.

He had

part of

is

scarcely gone

my

punish-

when Bar-

came in unannounced.
saw what happened, and who
has just left here. There is only one
way to save Major Boucicault from
clay

"I

being drummed out of the army, perhaps worse marry me. I am rich,
I can give you everything you want.
Is it yes or no ?"
Sigrid shrank away, covering her
face with her hands as he continued
implacably threatening. At last she
looked up.
"Promise me that you will keep

—

and I will marry you
name, only."
Barclay hesitated, then with a
gleam in his cunning eyes assented.
"Very well," said Sigrid, "send for
this a secret,

in

the chaplain."
When the chaplain, perturbed be-

yond measure, had

left

them, Barclay

ostentatiously locked the door,

upon

advanced

her,

with

and

greedy,

"Keep your bargain. Stand back
from me," cried Sigrid sharply.
Barclay grinned evilly at the sight
of her automatic.
"Very well," he said smoothly. "I
can wait."
The long night of watchfulness
wore to an end. The servants opened
the shutters as the baffled man rose
to his feet.

"You have won

this

time,"

he

snarled and left her.
Into the wedding reception given
to the pair by the colonel's wife came
figures.

The

colonel,

deeply repentant for what he had
done, supported by his son, advanced
with a face of horror and repulsion
as he saw seated at the head of the
table the exultant Barclay and his
shrinking bride.
Drunken with his

admission to society, and with the
wine he had been pouring into his
mouth, Barclay raised his glass.

"A

toast.

With

the

into

am

"I

Our drunken

trembling

hands

colonel."

Colonel

throng strode a priest bearing

the

aloft the sacred prayer wheel.

"The

leering face.

Colonel

still

Boucicault,"

he said.

worshipers of
Vishnu
cried Tristram. "We must hide."
"It

"You

my

too late," said Sigrid.

is

have seen me.

Not you.

have you driven from the army, you
and your son who struck you."

hind that

No. Let

"Your father!"
The colonel pitched forward on
the table.
Sigrid drew the wedding

shipers of the god

are

father,

but

will

I

ring from her finger.

"Go

!"

she said to Barclay.

"You

have broken our bargain. I am no
longer your wife."
Like a beast robbed of its prey,
Barclay glared at her, then rushed

from the

As

pillar.

Tristram tenderly led Sigrid out
into the anteroom.

!"

"They

Stay be-

me

dance."

crowd of fanatical worsaw the wonder on

the

the temple steps, they wavered, then

upon their knees in reverence,
the uprising against the British forfell

gotten for a moment.

"Behold the bride of Vishnu hath
returned to us in

As

the cry

spirit."

was repeated, Tristram

said in a low voice

"Sigrid, can

table.

you hold them for a

while I ride for help ?"
"Yes. Go, my beloved."

little,

Sigrid

Unobserved, Tristram slipped to
the ground and crawled to his pony.
In the cantonment the suppressed
muttering of revolt was now open

haps

and

"What was

the bargain ?" he asked

sternly.

"It

is

too late to

you, now,"

tell

answered wistfully.
"Peryou come to the temple tonight, you may come upon the anif

swer."

"The temple?" he
"Yes,
light

I

shall

— for the

She

left

him

repeated.

dance

in

the

moon-

last time."

standing, as

if

he had

not heard her.

Barclay had ridden posthaste to
Vahana, who was quick

the priest,

upon his
"Revenge you

to seize

fury.

.

shall have,

and

this

full-throated.

The

native sol-

diers, rifles in hand, Barclay at their
head, gathering recruits from the native quarter armed with whatever

weapons they could collect, swept
upon the officers' quarters.
Suddenly the door opened and Colonel
Boucicault in his regimentals stepped
and stern, the Tiger Sahib
of old.
out, erect

"Halt !" he commanded. "Fall in
Right shoulder arms.
Companies
form
Your officers will take command. Gentlemen," he said, turning
to the group of British officers at his
back, "I rely on you."
For a moment there was an ominous
silence,
then
mechanically
awed by the cold composure of the
!

very

he cried exultingly.
"Spread the word. To-night we rise
night,"

against the rule of the English."

seeking hands.

two haggard

out a glass of wine

filled

and dashed the contents

And
British

Barclay,
dress

casting

forever,

aside

his

returned

that of his mother's people,

and

to

gal-

loped off on his mission of rebellion.
to the temple that
night, still wondering, he saw dancing upon the steps in the moonlight a
vision of loveliness which set his
heart beating. For a time he watched
her, reluctant to break the spell, as
the white draperies swirled in the
brilliant white light, then he could
restrain himself no longer.

As Tristram came

"Tristram," sighed Sigrid, "so you
came."

"Yes; oh,

my

queen of loveliness,
tell me now what you meant."
Sigrid trembled.
She was about
to answer when upon the scented air
came the beating of tomtoms, the
jangling of bells, a sound of shouting.
The thud of bare feet, like the
sound of muffled drums, came nearer
and nearer. Through the trees Sigrid

could see the flare of torches
at the head of

above running men

;

colonel, the native infantry fell into
line.

A

The mutiny had been quelled.
horseman dashed up and sa-

luted.

"There

is

an uprising

at the

tem-

ple, sir."

The

colonel

A

son.

shot

gravely

saluted

rang out.

his

Barclay,

alarmed by the failure of his scheme,
had fired at the colonel, then rode off
at full

tilt.

The

colonel

drew

himself

up

proudly.

"You see, my children," he said,
using the old familiar phrase, "bullets are useless against me.
Major,
I intrust my command to you. Companies double time March !"
As the files of running men passed
out of sight. Colonel Boucicault
sagged, then fell in a heap.
"Sorry, my dear," he whispered

—

!

Continued on page 95
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Try This Delicate Lotion

Wash Away
What

DALA

Is

Your Ailment?
All forms of eczema and violent skin
trouble succumb to the D. D. D. treatment. Many cases are on record where
a single bottle has been successful after
years of suffering. In other cases skin
sufferers who sought relief in vain
from many other remedies as well as
professional treatment, found that a
few bottles of D. D. D., persistently
used, were successful.

to

Skin Disease

a wash, has a record of twenty-five years
success in thousands of cases of skin
suffering throughout this continent.

T^v

-LA^ of

Treatment for skin disease
itself. Not so with D. D. D.
it is

a

wash

often as embarrassing as the disease
disappears the moment it is applied
that sinks into the pores to do its healing, soothing work.
is

—

It

Yes, the first touch of D.D.D. gives relief as if by magic in the
most persistent cases of eczema or other skin troubles. Minor skin
blemishes often disappear over night.

D. D. D., on account of

its soothing,
penetrating nature is very effective in
cases of facial blemishes.

Try D.D.D. Twenty-five years of success recommends

D. D.
Send Coupon
D.D.D.LaboratorySoap

An absolutely hygienic

for

A

Trial Bottle!

appreciate the importance of
using a pure soap to protect
and preserve a beautiful

We

Skin Disease

—

Please send me a trial bottle of
Gentlemen:
D. D. D., the Standard Skin Wash. I enclose 10c
to cover postage and packing.

send a trial bottle of
skin sufferers who wish to
feel its instant soothing effect. Simply mail
the coupon and enclose 10c to cover cost
of packing and mailing.
shall gladly

D. D. D. to

The Lotion for

D. D. D. Laboratories, Dept. 1583
3845 East Ravenswood Ave., Chicago, III.

soap

(not medicated) for sensitive
or tender skins.
wonderful cleanser for those who

complexion.

D

it.

all

Name..

Address

D.D.D. Laboratories

Dept. 1583

— Chicago,

111.

J

Town

_

State

ABIE. — You

see your luck is still runHere you land at the
ning good.
head of The Oracle on your first offense.
Rock, Blackton, and Smith were .the
original members of the Vitagraph Com-

pany, but it was really Rock who started
the thing and not Blackton, as you surmised.
He put in two thousand dollars
and got Blackton and Smith to do the
same. They didn't think so much of pictures that time, and while they put their
good money in it, they wanted to have
Shortly
their names kept out of it.
afterward the three were dividing something like twenty-five thousand dollars
every week, and then Blackton and Smith
came to the front. Albert E. Smith now
has control of the company, and J. Stuart
Blackton is making his own productions.
Mr. Rock passed away several years ago,
after making millions out of the company.

—

Miss Bertha B. You might write to
William S. Hart and see. He was born
in Newburgh, New York.
Viola Dana's
correct name is Flugrath.
She is the
widow of John Collins, the director, who
died of influenza and pneumonia during
the epidemic last year. All addresses will
be found at the end of The Oracle.

—

The Nurse. Louise Lovely opposite
William Farnum. She has just been engaged to play opposite him in all his pictures to be made at the West Coast studios of William Fox.

— Herbert

Rawlinson has blue
eyes.
Nazimova was born in Yialto,
Crimea, Russia.
I don't blame her for
coming to America, do you? She is five
feet four inches tall and weighs one hundred and twenty-five pounds.
Her eyes
are violet and her hair black.
Yes, it's
really bobbed.
She is the better half of
Bing.

Charles

man

in

Bryant,

who

plays

her leading

most of her features for Metro.
Hayakawa was born in Tokio,

Sessue
Japan, in

1889.

He

is

five

feet

seven

A CoIvTstant Reader.
addresses at the end.

—Look

for

the

—

Chums. You will find your questions
already answered in these columns.

tion.

—

Dorchester Fan. Your questions have
already been answered in this issue.

THE

ORACLE

will answer in
these columns as many questions of general interest concerning the movies as space will allow.
Personal replies to a 1 i
i te d
number of questions such as will
not require unusually long answers
will be sent if the request is accompanied by a stamped envelope, with return address. Inquiries
should be addressed to The Picture
Oracle, Picture-Play Magazine, 79

*

sister

years

Ada and

actress,

is

Al Jennings Fan. — Al Jennings has
own company and is making tworeel Westerns, taken from his own ex-

in

Edith Johnson and not Johnwas born in Rochester, New York,
in
They might try and see.
1895.
Hedda Nova had the title role in the
Vitagraph serial, "The Woman in the
Web."

—

—

Blondie. Gail Kane is not playing in
pictures at present.
Jackie Saunders is.
Dell Boone is the wife of Niles Welch.
Connecticut,

on July

That's a good idea, and we will
it.
I'm quite relieved to
find out that there is some one who
doesn't care whether I am old or young,
married or single, as long as they get
their questions answered.

son when he died of influenza.
Mary
Pickford's
husband is Owen Moore.
Why isn't she interviewed? She certainly is if any one is.
Olive Thomas is
Mrs. Jack Pickford in real life. Jack is
working at the Goldwyn studios in Cul-

make use of

Salisbury

his

inches tall and weighs one hundred and
fiity-seven pounds.
His eyes and hair
are black.
His wife is Tsuri Aoki, and
she is now being starred by the Universal.

— Monroe

certainly aren't a bit partial.

Scotland.

Hartford,

Alice.

'

ston,

in

Ohio,
arrived on

He lives in Los Angeles
not married.
You refer to Casson
with his mother.
Ferguson. Yes, I've heard that Ima joke.
Natalie Talmadge is the younger sister of
So you saw
Norma and Constance.
Well, well,
Wallace Reid personally?
I suppose that's all you have been
well.
living for, and are ready to turn up your
You
toes? Yes, I have been in Seattle.

department.

born

Dayton,

Ireland.

personal application at a studio.
Questions
scenario
concerning
writing must be written on a
separate sheet of paper.
Those
who wish the addresses of actors
and actresses are urged to read
the notice at the end of this

He was

in

Norma Talmadge

1896,

hemisphere at Niagara Falls, in 1897.
Winifred Westovcr made her debut to
Dustin
the world on November 9, 1899.
Farnum was born in Hampton Beach,
Maine, in 1874. The three Moore brothers,
Tom, Owen, and Matt were all born in

since the only possible way of ever
getting such a job is by direct

Duncan was born

Dorothy
later.

was
and
two

Gish

Lillian
in 1895.
Springfield, Ohio, in

City,
in

this

Seventh Avenue, New York City.
The Oracle cannot give advice about

—William

rado, in 1884, and not in Ireland. Patrick
Creighton
O'Mallcy was born in 1892.
Hale was born in Cork, Ireland, in 1889.
Richard Barthelmess was born in New

York

—

becoming a movie actor or

was born in New
Eugene O'Brien was born in Colo-

Bessie Barriscale

York.

born

m

—

Pansy.

"The Little Shepver City, California.
herd of Kingdom Come" is his latest picture.
Olive is in New York making features for the Selznick Pictures Corpora-

No, Douglas Fairbanks
is not married.
His wife was Beth Sully,
and he has a nine-year-old son. Harold
Lockwood left a wife and a ten-year-old
29, 1888.

periences
studios in
out to be
He
him.

as a bandit,

Los Angeles.

old Metro
Al did not start

at the

a bandit, but fate was against
became a lawyer in Canadian
County, Indian Territory. His early trainHe is not
ing must have benefited him.
an ignorant man as you suppose, but very

well

read.

You must know

you know, to be

something,

a lawyer.

—

A Reader Letitia. Mr. Joseph
Schenck is the husband of Norma Talmadge. Eugene O'Brien had the leading
male role opposite Norma in "The Safety
Curtain."

Charles

Clary

is

married.

Theda Bara is still as free as the air.
Your Nazimova question has already
been answered. William Farnum is marBarthelmess is not.
her screen career
Dick Baras an extra at the Vitagraph.
thelmess started in to take an interest in
ried,

but

Richard

Norma Talmadge began

Continued on page 84

—
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Avenue Styles— Direct from the Maker— Saves $5 to $10

Fifth

Send Today for Your Free Copy of

THE HAMILTON CATALOG FOR SPRING
The Newest

Fifth

Avenue

Styles!

Little

These are not the usual" "mailorder styles." They are
the very same garments we are showing in our fivestory Fifth Avenue building
the same frocks the best
dressed women in New York are buying by hundreds.
Every one is new, smart, and distinctive just the sort
of garment you've longed for.

—

—

o/ictual Photographs From- Life!
every coat, every dress, every blouse is shown as
actually looks when worn
not as an artist hopes it

And
it

will look.

—

It is

photographed from a

living model,

and

camera never lies! Over 300 of these photographs
are reproduced by Rotogravure in the Spring catalog.
Be sure to see them!

the

With

1920

More Than Wholesale Prices!

going up, a saving of $5 to $10 on
every garment is certainly worth while. By buying
from us the manufacturers you save the middleman's profit. 200,000 pleased customers are now making this great saving, Couldn't you use the extra
money too?
price's still

—

—

Our SMore Than

Liberal Guarantee!

You cannot

lose by buying from us. If a garment is
unsatisfactory in any way, return it at our expense.
guarantee everything
even the fit. You can exchange it for another garment or have your money
trial costs nothing
refunded without question.
postage is prepaid!

—

We

A

COATS, $9.95 up
SUITS, $16.95 up
MILLINERY, SWEATERS, FURS, WAISTS, SKIRTS AND SHOES

DRESSES, $9.95 up

THE OBJECT Of this advertisement is
to have YOU send for our catalog. No
need to write a letter. A postcard will do
it.
Send it TODAY!

BE CURIOUS Even if there is nothing
!

you need just now — get this beautiful
book anyway and enjoy the latest Fifth
Avenue stales— Remember, it's FREE

HAMILTON GARMENT

CO.

K2, 307 FIFTH AVE.

NEW YORK
J No. 190. EMBROIDERED!
$h.95
VjGEORGETTE
1

CITY
191.

FINE VOILE

WAIST

$).25

No.
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when he used to act as an
usher on Saturdays and Sundays at the
Bijou theater on Fourteenth Street, New
York City, just so he could have a chance
He began his screen cato study acting.
reer as an extra with Herbert Brcnon.
There arc lots of other stars who are
It
married.
would take up too much

theatricals

space to give you the whole

Walter

B.

—What

makes you

There is nothing
so go ahead and write.

skeptical?
of,

A

Many

Wife Too

Into the hotel lobby walked a beautiful woman and a distinguished man.
Little indeed did the gay and gallant
crowd know that around these heads
there flew stories of terror of murder
and treason. That on their entrance,
half a dozen detectives sprang up from
different parts of the place.
Because of them the lights of the
War Department in Washington blazed
far into the night. With their fate was
wound the tragedy of a broken marriage, of a fortune lost, of a nation
betrayed.
It is a wonderful story with the kind
of mystery that you will sit up nights
trying to fathom. It is just one of the
stories fashioned by that master of

—

—

mystery

CRAIG
KE
American
<Jhe

Sherlock Holmes'

ARTHUR R

He

the detective genius of our
sciscience
ence that stands for this age
and allied it to the mystery and
romance of detective fiction. Even
to the smallest detail, every bit
of the plot is worked out scientifically.
For nearly ten years,
is

—

He has taken

America has been watching his
Craig Kennedy marvelling at the

—
strange, new, startling things that
detective hero would unfold.

P

O E
Volumes

10
To those who send the coupon
promptly, we will give FREE a
set of Edgar Allan Poe's works in
10 volumes.

When

a

wonderful combina-

the Reeve at a remarkably
low price and the Poe FREE for
a short time only.

QuJr&uX

Coupon

HARPER & BROTHERS (Established 1817)
HARPER & BROTHERS, 106

P

Franklin Square, New York 3 |6
charges prepaid, set of Arthur B. Reeve
12
volumes.
Also
send
me.
absolutely free, the set of
in
Edgar Allan Poe— in 10 volumes. If the books are not satisfactory I will return both sets within 10 days at your expense.
Otherwise I will send you $1 within 5 days and $2 a month
for 14 months.
all

.

nounce Hayakawa as Heya-kawa.
lyn Williams is the lady's correct maiden
name. She is Mrs. Charles Eyton in real
life.
Cleo Madison is still on the screen.

Her latest picture
Radium Mystery,"
wick

the

is

in

new

serial,

"The

which Eileen Sedg-

featured.

is

Ernest Boyd.

Constance

Tal-

Gerber was born

—

Gish Fan. Lila Lee is five feet two.
Dorothy Gish just tops the five- foot
mark. Lillian is the same height as Lila.

May

Allison

Barthelmess

York

feet

five

is

Richard

five.

feet nine.

five

is

not married.

—

Katherine D. No,
madge is not married.

— Neva

Chicago, Illinois, in 1895. She is five
feet two inches tall and weighs one hundred and twelve pounds.
She has just
completed a serial with Ben Wilson
called, "The Trail of the Octupus."
Her
hair and eyes are brown.
Ben Wilson
hails from Corning, Iowa.
He is five
feet eleven inches and weighs one hundred and seventy-five pounds.
He has
black hair and eyes. He is not related to
Neva Gerber.

in

Lillian is

Lee was born

Lila

Your

City, in 1902.

New

in

other questions

Religion is one
not discuss in The Oracle.
She was educated at the Erasmus Hall
High School, in Brooklyn, New York,

have been answered.

and started

was taken from the stage play of
name in which the Dolly sisters were

question

we do

Vitagraph as an extra.
After leaving Vitagraph she went to the
National Film Corporation, and played in
comedies opposite the late Smiling Billy
She went from National to
Parsons.
Griffith's,
from Griffith's to Select, and
at

Alice

Lela Neal.

least.

married for four
questions have all
been answered in these columns.
has

been

Your other

—

Helene R. R. Charles Ray did not
play in "The Perfect Lady."
That was
a Madge Kennedy picture for Goldwyn,
and John Bowers had the leading male
role opposite the star.
I never heard of
that other picture. Are you sure you got
the name right?

Helen

C.

—Olive

Thomas was born

—You

your ques-

find

will

—

I

He

fea-

tions already answered.

Charles
Girl in Griffith's "Intolerance."
Ray was born in Jacksonville, Illinois, in
1891.

that

tured.

from Select to First National, where she
making pictures at present. She first
came into prominence as The Mountain

years.

—Tom

Mix is married to Victoria
Edward Earle played opposite
Brady in "Her Bridal Night." It

E. L.

Forde.

Neil Bear. Neither little Madge or
are working in pictures at the time
write these lines.
George Cohan has

Mary

deserted the screen for the time being at

Peggy

— Marguerite

Clark was born
Mildred
1887.
Harris-Chaplin had a baby son born to
her, but it died three days after it was
born.
Yes, it is the safest way.
Your
other question has been answered.
L.

Cincinnati,

in

Ohio,

in

—

Deaf Reader. Yes, that was a Famous
Players picture, with Marguerite Clark in
the

title

You

role.

aways with your

in

Lina

C.

— Seena

like to

pictures,

go back quite
you?

don't

Owen had

the leading

He has black hair
Corporation. Her correct name is Olivia seventy-five pounds.
Duffy.
Bessie Love was born in Los and brown eyes. Yes, he played in "The
Angeles twenty years ago. Her first pic- Westerners." He is thinking very seriously of giving up playing villains, and
ture for the screen was "The Flying Tor'go in for directing. Guess Bob must be
pedo."
tired of being beaten up by the hero in
Jack George R. George Walsh was nearly all his pictures. He will probably
born in New York, in 1892. He is an like sitting on the outside looking on
exceptionally good athlete. "From Now much better.

classic.

is

get

Occupation

his

ProKath-

You

American

—

tion.
Here are two of the greatest writers of mystery and scientific detective stories.
You can

Address

correct name.

she

is

it.

Charleroi, Pennsylvania, in 1898.
She
started her career as a model for Harrison Fisher, who pronounced her at that
time to be "the most beautiful girl in

This

Name

Maybe

Yes, that
No, he isn't married.

takes time.

No, you didn't ask too
will find your William Duncan one already answered.
out in

questions.

the police of Paris failed
to solve one of the most fearful
murder mysteries of the time, Ed<;ar Allan Poe
far off here in New
York found the solution.
The story is in these volumes.
In England and France. Edgar
Allan Poe is held to be the greatest writer that America has produced.
To them he is the great

—

Send me,

all

It

so

feel

to be scared

is

SHeAsncrican Conan Doyle
age.

will.

list.

me

vite

many

From posing as a model she
went into the Midnight Frolics in 1914,
and from the Follies to the Triangle Film
America."

opposite
Sheriff's Son."

role

White

Ray

Charles

in

Warner Oland with

"The
Pearl

"The Lightning Raider."

in

Evelyn

L.

—Robert

McKim was

born

Jacinto, California, in 1887. He is
six feet tall and weighs one hundred and

in

San

—

On" is his latest picture, which was written by Frank L. Packard, author of "The
William Desmond was
Miracle Man."
born in Dublin, Ireland. Can you guess
his nationality?
Jack Pickford had the
leading role in "Mile A Minute Kendall."
Louise Huff and Lottie Pickford were
also prominent in the cast. Yes, I like to
ride when I'm not busy, but as I am always busy, I never ride. Yes, do learn
how to run the machine before you in-

Bill C.

—

quested.

I

mailed the

letter as

you

re-

They probably haven't gotten

chance to answer

it

as yet.

I

am

sure

you inclosed the quarter your photograph will soon be on it's way. If not,
drop another line and inquire about it.

that

if

Gladys.

—Vivian

Rich

playing in
not working
at present, but there is a rumor that she
is to have her own company rery shortly.
pictures.

is still

Lottie Pickford

is

.

Picture-Play Magazine
Mary
tie

is

the elder sister; then comes LotMitchell Lewis was born in

and Jack.

Syracuse, New York.
Viola Dana was
born in Brooklyn, in 1898. May Allison
was born in Georgia the same year. Pearl
White was born in Springfield, Missouri,
in 1889.

J.

Warren Kerrigan was born

—Advertising

Watch

Section

the Luster

Come Back

in

Kentucky,
the
same year.
Fatty Arbuckle arrived in Kansas two
years previous to Pearl and J, Warren.
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Your Teeth

to

Louisville,

All Statements Approved by High Dental Authorities

Dorothy Bernard had a leading role in
Women."
Peggy Hyland was
born in Worcester,
England
Helen
Holmes, in Chicago'; and Vivian Martin
near Grand Rapids, Michigan. The other
questions you will find already answered
"Little

;

in these

columns.

—

Ruth Roland Admirer. Yes, Ruth
Roland was Mrs. Kent, but she secured a
divorce. Carol Holloway was married to
Jack Holloway, but is divorced. She was
born

in

Williamstown, Massachusetts, in

1892.

—

Yours Truly. William Russell is now
making features for Fox. His latest release is "The Lincoln Highwayman."
So
you think he is quite the nicest boy you
have seen? Charlotte Burton is his wife.

—

Constant Reader. Your Norma Talmadge question has been answered.

—

Miss A. B. Any
heads The Oracle

relation to Abie

who

this month?
Alice
Brady's eyes are brown. Eugene O'Brien
is at present working in the New York
studios of the Selznick Pictures Corporation.
Mildred Harris was married to
Charles Chaplin in October 1918. It was
kept secret
for
several
weeks until
"Cupid" Sparks, the marriage license
clerk of Los Angeles let the cat out of
the bag.

Constance and Harriet Dodge.

— That

name

of Harrison Ford.
is
The gentleman in question is not married.
He is in New York City at present
playing opposite Marguerite Clark in
"Easy To Get." Bert Lyttell has no special leading lady.
Alice Lake has been
playing his leads, but she is going to be
starred on her own by the Metro company, so Bert will have to get another
leading woman.
the

correct

—

A Little Gisher. That was a mistake
about Marguerita's birthplace.
She was
born in Missouri Valley, Iowa. If people
didn't make mistakes they wouldn't have
to put rubbers on lead pencils.
Mabel
Normand is a fraction under
Mary Pick ford weighs one

five

feet.

The Cloud
There

on

now urging its adoption.
For home use the method

are

slimy film,
ever-present, ever-forming. It clings
to teeth, gets between the teeth and
is

all teeth a

ten-day test to show them what

Brushing in the usual way does
not end this film.
That is why so
many teeth discolor and decay. Most

That film

is

now

Based on Pepsin
Pepsodent

—not

A

recent

Pepsodent is now doing for millions of
what nothing else has done.
We
urge you to see what it does for your
Compare it with the old-time
teeth.
methods and judge the results for your-

It

self.

science,

after

years

of

The

test is free.

REG. U

s.

Make

it

and your children's sake.
coupon now.

*|^% OMHBMHMHBHHHHHM

Blue Eyes.—Elliott Dexter was born

discovery makes this method

teeth

searching, has found a way to combat this film. Able authorities have

hundred

di-

Pepsin must be activated, and
the usual agent is an acid harmful to the
But science has now found a harmteeth.
Now active pepsin
less activating method.
can be constantly applied.

Millions of germs breed in it.
They; with tartar, are the chief cause
of pyorrhea.

Violet
Mersereau is fifteen
pounds heavier than Mary. Bebe Daniels
is five feet three and weighs one hundred
and sixteen pounds.

based on pepsin, the

possible.

cay.

Dental

is

gestant of albumin. The film is albuminous
matter. The object of Pepsodent is to dissolve it, then to constantly combat it.

the teeth. It is the basis of tartar. It
holds food substance which ferments
and forms acid. It holds the acid in
contact with the teeth to cause de-

Now We Combat

it

does.

traced to film.

what discolors

em-

is

bodied in a dentifrice called PepsoAnd all who ask are sent a
dent.

stays.

tooth troubles are

to Film

proved this by many careful tests.
Leading dentists all over America

pearly teeth grow clingy they
are coated with a film.

pounds.

Houston, Texas.
His wife is Marie
Doro.
Eugene O'Brien is six feet and
weighs one hundred and sixty pounds.
He has light brown hair and blue eyes.
He was on the stage with such wellknown stars as Elsie Janis, Ethel Barrymore, Margaret Illington, Ann Murdock,
and Fritzi Scheff before he began his
screen career with Famous Players.
He
played opposite Mary Pickford in "Rebecca Of Sunnybrook Farm," after which
he went to play Norma Talmadge's leads.
He was then secured to star in Selznick

Due

is

When

PAT. OFF.

for your sake

Cut out the

Jj

wamma^m^mmmmmmmmmmmm^mm
The New-Day Dentifrice

in

Druggists everywhere are supplied with large tubes
296

Watch

Ten-Day Tube Free

the Results

For Ten Days

THE PEPSODENT COMPANY,
11

Send
Tube.

this

coupon for a 10-Dav

Note how clean the teeth

Mark the absence of the slimy film.
See
how the teeth whiten as the fixed
film disappears.
feel

04 S. Wabash Ave., Chicago,

Mail 10-Day Tube

after using.

Name

.

Address.

of

Pepsodent to

Dept. 59
111.
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Pictures.
"The Perfect Lover," and
"Sealed Hearts" were his first two starring vehicles.
Marguerite Cortot was
born in Summit, New Jersey, in 1897.

Her

is
the "Bound and
which Palhe is releasing.
.Marion Davies was horn in Brooklyn,
New York, in 1898. She started her pro-

serial

career as

fessional
will

picture

latest

Gagged"

find

chorus

a

your

all

other

girl.

questions

You
an-

swered.

—

Cutie. As I am not fat myself, and
haven't become familiar with any safe
and sane antifat remedies I cannot tell
you how to go about reducing. Theda

I

I

NTT}

Y-AT HQ ME
forty or fifty

may

still

a

But no

how well preserved her
skin may be, how clear the
sparkle of her eyes or how
painstaking she may be in
matter

other details of her toilette
in the

end she

will

be judged

by the appearance of her
For there
for

is

permitting

hair.

no longer any excuse
the hair to remain

gray, faded and streaked.

In one's

own home, with no other help than
a bottle of

BROWNATONE,

all its

original color and beauty can be instantly
light to

black

and

restored

— any

shade

from

medium brown, dark brown or

— making

it

even more glorious

attractive than

it

was

twelve at the present writing.
Billie

woman

not feel more than

twenty-five years old.

Bara weighs one hundred and thirty-five
pounds and is five feet six inches tall.
Mary Miles Minter is four inches shorter
and weighs twenty-three pounds less.
Wanda Hawley is the same height as
Theda but weighs eleven pounds less.
Ann Luther is five feet five and weighs
one hundred and twenty-nine.
Gloria
Swanson's poundage is one hundred and

youth.

in

Hundreds of thousands of women
use and all leading druggists recommend this safe and harmless hair

born

in

—

Burke Fan. Billie Burke was
Washington, D. C., on August 7,

Her

1888.

father,

well-known

actor,

daughter should follow in
She made her first hit on
the stage in Glasgow.
that his

fair

his footsteps.

—

Kathleen. You
matter up with the

BROWNATONE
Send 11 cen ts for
r
na/ QoHle

to take that

—

D. Mabel Normand's leading
"Mickey" was Wheeler Oakman,
and the heavy in the piece was none other
than our new blushing star, Lew Cody.
Conway Tearle is married. He was born
in New York, in 1880.
Robert Ellis was
born in Ireland. He's as free as a season
He has given up acting for the
pass.
present, and is directing for Selznick.
Harrison Ford played opposite Marguerite Clark in "Girls," and is now doing
D.

C.

man

in

another picture with her in

New York

"Easy To Get." "The Spite Bride"
one of Olive Thomas' recent pictures.

called,
is

Charles Ray's latest film

Out William."

You

is called,

will find

"Watch

your other

—The same for you.
Eric M. —Juanita Hansen

Medium Brown"

50

cents

and $1 .50.

and Phyllis

California, while Phyllis is
bathing girling for Mack Sennett's
comedies. Neither is married. The only
way to find out about the pictures is to
write for them.

Helen
and
give you

tures,

— Irene

Castle has sent picI guess she still does.
I can't
the personal address of any

B.

—

Pauline
Frederick
Fan. Pauline
Frederick started her theatrical career as
a singer, but shortly afterward decided to
go on the stage, and secured an engagement with the Roger Brothers in their
musical comedy, "The Roger Brothers at
Harvard."
She was one of the eighty
members of the beauty chorus in that
play.
Her first picture was "The Eternal

Famous

for

City"

England and

to

It's against the rules.
Grace La
Rue is not playing in any picture. I don't
know how you can get that picture.
Irene makes her pictures at the Famous

player.

Windsor 48 2 coppiN

ONTAmo

b'ld'g.

COVINGTON, KY. U.S.A.

—

to

for that
exceptionally big production, as it cost twenty-two thousand dollars to make.
Nowadays they spend that
much before they start on a picture.

considered an

M.— "The Right Of Way"
Bert Lytell's latest picture for Metro.

Miss Hazel
is

John Bowers was born in Indiana. He is
six feet and weighs one hundred and
eighty pounds. Harry Carey was born in
New York, in 1880. He is the same
height and weight as Bowers.
He has

May

blond hair.

Allison

is five

feet five

and weighs one hundred and twenty-five.
She has golden hair and large, light-blue

They

eyes.

are married.

—

Shirly L. Edmund Lowe played the
male lead opposite Dorothy Dalton in
Gaston Glass was
"Vive La France."
He has dark hair and
born in 1895.
brown eyes.
He played in "Oh, You
Women," and "A Honeymoon For
Three."

Sunny Skies. —Wanda Hawley used
Wanda Petit. She had the leading

to be

feminine role in "You're Fired" with
Wallace Reid. "That's his correct name.
Vivian Martin has light-brown hair.
Wanda has blond hair and blue eyes
Yr ou will find your other questions answered.

M. M. T.— If
away the
that would spoil
giving

I told you I would be
secret of the serial, and
it for yourself, the ex-

hibitor, and producer, as there isn't any
attraction in going to see something you'
Do
already know all about.
It there?
you mean Edna Mayo? Ask the editor

Your other

questions have al-

—

Betty Bingo. Robert Harron is not
He was born in 1894. Eugene
He was born ten years before Bobby.
is.
Crawford Kent was born in London,
England. Milton Sills was born in Chicago, Illinois. Lew Cody used to be Mr.
Dorothy Dalton. Frank Mills was born
in Kalamazoo, Michigan.
married.

—

Constance Talmadge's hair is
brown. You will find the answers
to your other questions in these columns.
Edi.

light

Toots

work

G.

—Anita

in California.

Violetta. The Edison Company
has not been producing pictures for a
couple of years.
Your favorite couldn't
be playing with that firm, you see. Yale
isn't working in any picture at the pres-

Stewart

Her

is

hard

Poison
dress.

Ivy.

—That

By no means.

is

at

latest picture to

be released is "In Old Kentucky."
has come back bigger than ever.

Players' studio.

La

They went
make some of
piece, which was

Players.

Italy

exteriors

the

for that.

are both blondes. Juanita is working in a new serial at the Selig studios
still

Charles

ready been answered.

Haver

in Edendale,

and '"Dark Brown to
'Uwo sizes:
{Black.. "
35 cents and $1.15.

addresses at the end

Izzy.

the care of the hair.

HjWo colors: "Light

— See

of this department.

and valuable booklet on

Canada,

have

editor.
I haven't anything to do with that end of things.

Fannie M.

In

will

questions answered in this issue.

tinting preparation.

to

Billy Burke, was a
so it was but natural

Hal Cooley played the heavy
Ray's picture,
"The Girl
Dodger."
His correct name is Hallam
Burr. Surely, any time you like.

ent time.
in

the

correct

She

ad-

Elmo Lincoln and

E. K. Lincoln are two distinctly different
They are not even related.
people.
Write to the editor about that as I have
nothing to do with that end of things.

—
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Margarita Fisher was the wife of Harry
Pollard, the director, and not the
Pollard who plays Snub in the
Lloyd comedies.
You refer to

Harry
Harold

Percy
Richard Barthelmess in
Marguerite Clark's, "Three Men and a
Girl."
Yes, that was Elliott Dexter with
Alice Brady in "Woman and Wife."
Alice is five feet six inches tall. She has
dark hair and eyes.

Marmont and

Mildred.

— See

James H.
teach you
It

answer

K., Jr.

how

to

— I'm

sorry, but

would take too much

Have

Betty Bingo.

to

make-up

They

in

The

I

can't

Such

Oracle.

space.

—

I

Christ Church, New Zealand. Yes,
have quite a few correspondents from

New

Zealand.

The more

the merrier.

have never made an actual count of

An

I

all

the theaters in the 'big city," but it is
many times six. You can find more than
that on Fourteenth Street alone.
It is

Edward
in

and not

Peil

Racine,

Wisconsin,

in

Dorothy Green

five feet ten inches tall.

was born

Petrograd, Russia, in 1895.
Naturall}', she is Russian.
Montagu Love
was born in Calcutta, India, in 1877. He
is one inch over six feet.
Ethel Clayton
was born in Champaign, Illinois, in 1890.
They ought to change the name of the
town.
It brings up too many memories
of days gone by. William Russell is six
feet two.
Ethel measures five feet five.
Gloria Swanson is two inches shorter
than Ethel. Irving Cummings was born
in New York, in 1888.
He is five feet
eleven.
You will find your other questions already answered.

Hollis

S.

— Irene

and

nine lead opposite him.
You refer to
Carol Holloway. Mary Pick ford has not
left the
screen.
Her latest release is
"Pollyanna," her first production under
the Big Four banner. Wallace Reid was
born in St. Louis, Missouri, in 1892.
Your other questions have been answered.

Fan.

— Olga

Petrova's birthplace is given as Warsaw, Poland.
No,
her right name is Petrovavitch, but the
former is much easier on the speaking
apparatus.
She is not working in any
picture at the present writing.

—

Blondie. Come right in.
acquainted I do is
through The Oracle pages, so that will
have to do. Besides, if you met me personally you might not like me half so
well.
It is Ollie Kirkby and not Olive.

Blue-eyed

The

only

getting

She hasn't any sister working in pictures.
She does not play in pictures since she
became Mrs. George Larkin.
George
Chesboro started the part, but was called
to war, so George Larkin stepped in and
took his place in the Pathe serial, "Hands
Up !" Frank and Edna are not related.
Neither are any of the others you mentioned.
Of course, you're welcome.

A Western

—

am

glad that you
Missouri Valley, Iowa, is the place Margarita Fisher
gives as her arrival point in this world.
You claim she hails from Silvertown,
Oregon. Margarita ought to Know where
she was born, as she was there at the
find

Way

in

Mrs. Vernon
Castle are one and the same.
William
Duncan's latest serial is "Smashing Barriers."
Edith Johnson plays the femi-

Petrova

Appetizing

He was born
He is
1884.

Peel.

Girl.

I

The Oracle amusing.

HUNGRY, or just want to be; at the table or away

—

from it; at home or out-doors you'll always find
an appetizing, satisfying bite in any National Biscuit

Company

product.

For instance Uneeda Biscuit, the favorite of the
nation; N. B.C. Graham Crackers, the nut-brown
nourishers Zu Zu Ginger Snaps, the greatest snap
;

of

all.

Or N. B.C. Butter Thin Biscuit, round morsels
of tenderness; Premium Soda Crackers, mealy and
mildly salt ; and theentire hostof otherN.B.C. delights.

NATIONAL BISCUIT COMPANY

NATIONAL
BISCUIT

y COMPANY

—Advertising
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She didn't get a chance to choose
her birthplace then, so why not let her
have that privilege now? Yes, Willard
Mack is Mr. Pauline Frederick. Elsie
Ferguson is Mrs. Clarke. Her husband
time.

not in the theatrical profession.

is

Impossible Audrey.
Cleo Madison

self?

Her

pictures.

latest

Radium Mystery."
born

— Nothing

why

sible these days, so

is imposdiscourage your-

working in
"The
George Larkin was
is

still

is

the

serial,

New

York, in 1890. That's Ruth's
name.
Cleo Madison was born
Bloomington, Illinois.
in

correct
in

W.

E.

about

E. W.
the Big

S.

— You

are quite

The

Four.

right

gentleman

seated in the picture, whom you couldn't
You will
out, is D. W. Griffith.
find your other questions answered.

make

—

Some one
Richard Barthclmess is under contract to the Dorothy
Gish productions, but has been lent by
Betty. No, Warner
has been stringing you.

nUomen ofRefinement
BoOe Pearls
What gift will bring such continuous pleasure
as a necklace of dainty and charming La Tausca
Pearls.
It

has

favourite
priate

been

gem

truly

of

said

women,

that pearls are the
for they are appro-

JO

gold spring

— ring

clasp,

\V. Griffith

could

I

that

tell

for sevby the

a serial at the Gasnier studios in GlenEileen Percy
is the feminine chief interest in the same
play.
Pearl White isn't doing any more
serials.
She is making features for the
Fox Company. That's probably the best
reason I know why Warner isn't doing
any more serials with her. Your other
questions have been answered.
dale, California, at present.

$500.00.

—

$25.

Cowboy. William S. Hart was not
born to the West. He was just made for
it.
His birthplace is Newburgh, New
York.

Jack C.
especially

[

to D.

011

opalescence of
a class beyond

At Your Jeweler's.

Pedes de Ceylon.
18 inch length.

pictures.

postmark on your letter, so you didn't let
in on any secret.
Warner Oland was
born in Sweden, in 1880. He is working

compare.
In qualities as high as

company

eral

me

on every occasion.

The beautiful iridescence and
La Tausca Pearls put them in

that

isn't.

— Yes,

that

is

one of

my

habits,

when

busily occupied dashing
so the gum came in very

off answers,
handy. Billie Rhodes has not made any
features since her husband, "Smiling"
Bill}- Parsons, died several months ago.
Previously, she had been starring in fivereel films for the National Film Corporation, of which her husband was president.
You refer to Cullen Landis. Mary McAllister is not playing in any picture at
present.
That must have been some big
bed with the three of you in it at the
same time, and all with the "flu." too.
Yes, Pearl White is through with serials
for the time being, at least, and is con-

a

fining

Fox.

herself

You

to

making

didn't bore

me

features
a

bit.

for

Write

again.

A
It

—

SPECIALIST

has

at

last

perfected a

pure face powder that is guaranteed
harmless to the most delicate baby skin.
beautifies wonderfully, because it helps to

and lighten the skin and protect the
complexion from blemishes.
And it really
stays on better than any other
face powder. Of course, every
one knows the famous La-may

clear

(French,
Poudre
This is the powder
that does not contain starchy
rice powder or dangerous white
lead to make it adhere. White
lead is a deadly poison and rice
powder turns into a gluey paste
that ruins the complexion by
causing enlarged pores, blackheads, and rice powder irrita-

Powder
L'Ame).

Five thousand dollars reward will be
given any chemist who finds that La-may
contains any white lead or rice powder. All
dealers carry the large sixty cent box, and
many dealers also carry the generous thirty
When you use this harmless
cent size.
powder and see how beautions.

tifully

it

improves your

com-

you will understand
why La-may so quickly became
plexion

the

most popular

beauty

sold in New York.
will
also give you five
thousand dollars if you can
buy a better face powder any-

powder

We

where

at

any

Roystone,

18th Street,
this notice.

Herbert
V, 16 East
York.
Save

price.

Dept.

New

Cleo. I almost thought you were going to escape being in this issue.
I see
you are up to your old tricks of changing
your stationer}-, so I won't recognize your
Catherine MacDonald began her
letters.
screen career as an extra in her sister's
pictures, but that isn't the start of her
theatrical career.

She

first

appeared on

the stage as a "show girl" with Al Jolson
at the Winter Garden in New York, but
didn't like the work, and gave it up soon

She is married. Mary
after she started.
MacLaren is the young lady's correct
name.

MacDonald

is

the married

name

of Katherine.

—

E. Z. Mark.
I haven't seen you either
for quite some time, E. Z. Explain yourCharles Ray has not been signed
self.

!
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Who

gave you that idea?
features for his own
company, which will be distributed by
His home is in
National.
the First
Beverly Hills, California, just outside of
Albert Ray is no longer
Los Angeles.
His latest picture is "The
with Fox.
Honey Bee," from the novel of that name
by Samuel Merwin, and produced by the
Your other
American Film Company.
by Universal.

He

now making

is

questions

been

answered.

New

regarding Charles have
Albert was born in
Rochelle, New York, in 1893..

—

Lotta Dough. Yes, Phyllis Haver continues to play in Mack Sennett's comeShe did some small bits at the
dies.
Lasky studio before joining Sennett.
That is her correct name. She arrived in
world

Douglas, Kansas, in 1899.
every bit as funny off the
He
screen as he is on, if not funnier.
has a great line of comedy chatter that
He can make
is lost in his screen farces.
me laugh off or on the silver sheet.
this

at

Ben Turpin

is

You've Gone

New

York, in 1886. Gloria
appeared opposite
screen.
Gloria made her
with Essanay, playing in

Swanson has
him on the
screen

Ruth

Jim"

Past Me,

"Today good old Wright came to my office. All day the boys
had been dropping in to congratulate me on my promotion. But
with Wright it was different.
"When I had to give up school to go to work I came to the plant seeking
any kind of a job— I was just a young fellow without much thought about re-

Frank Mayo Admirer. — Frank is not
He was born in
related to Edna Mayo.
never

Way

debut
Stone-

They put me on the payroll and turned me over to Wright, an
assistant foreman the 11 as now. He took a kindly interest in me from the first.
'Do well the job that's given you, lad,' he said, 'and in time you'll win out.'
sponsibilities.

house's pictures, and also in the comedies
produced there with Wallace Beery and
Ben Turpin. She went from Essanay to
Sennett's, and from Sennett's to Triangle.
Lasky signed her up after she left the
Triangle Company. Frank is married.

It was Mary's first big
six years ago.
feature.
Owen Moore and Ernest Truex
had the leading male roles in the film.
Your other questions have been an-

I did my best at my routine work, but I soon realized that if ever I was going to get
must not only do my work well, but prepare for something better. So I wrote to
Scranton and found I could get exactly the course I needed to learn our business. I took it
up and began studying an hour or two each evening.
"Why, in just a little while my work took on a whole new meaning. Wright began giving
me the most particular jobs— and asking my advice. And there came, also, an increase in
pay. Next thing I knew I was made assistant foreman of a new department. I kept right on
studyin g because I could see results and each day I was applying what I learned. Then there
was a change and I was promoted to foreman
t
—at gooJ money, too.
"And now the first big goal is reached— Winter natio nal 16orr esp u n d e n c e schools
am superintendent, with an income that
BOX 4573, SCRANTON. PA.
means independence, comforts and enjoyExplain, without obligating me, how I can qualify fof

swered.

life

W.

R.

—"Caprice"

Sunny
opposite

Man."

Skies.

was produced about

the lady you refer
dark hair and eyes.

An

From

Admirer

woman

^

in

Little is

couldn't a

ments at home — all those things that make
worth living.
"Wright is still at the same job, an example of the tragedy of lack of training.
What a truth he spoke when he said today,
'You've gone 'way past me, Jim— and you
deserve to.' Heads win— every time!"
Yes, it's simply a question of training.
Your hands can't earn the money you need,
but your head can if you give it a chance.
The InternationalCorrespondence Schools
have helped more than two million men and

Hawley played
"The Lottery
decided blonde. Anna

a

is

to.

She has

Oregon.

— Why

me?

Better

talk like

I

,

— Wanda

Wallace Reid

Wanda

"Well,

ahead

women

what I am. Viola Dana's
husband, John Collins, dird of influenza
during the epidemic.
She was born in
Brooklyn, New York, in 1898. Yes, by
find out first

money,

to
to

win promotion, to earn more
know the joy of getting ahead in

business and in
Isn't

it

life.

about time to find out what they

can do for you?
You, too, can have the position you want
in the work of your choice, with an income
that will make possible money in the bank, a
home of your own, the comforts and luxuries
you would like to provide your family. No
matter what your age, your occupation, your
education, or your means you can do it
All we ask is the chance to prove it— without obligation on your part or a penny of cost.
That's fair, isn't it? Then mark and mail

the picture only.

—

Carrotty Jane. You can't be as bad
as you paint yourself.
Mary Pickford
has real hair that grows out of her scalp.
It was not purchased in a hair shop.
Write him again, and tell him about it.

—

this

—

Freckles

making features for the
United Theaters, but it is rumored that

—

Hands Across the Sea. Thanks very
much for the nice Christmas cards. Also
the post-card views of Australia. I have
never been to your country, so the cards

EI.EOTIUOAL ENGlNEElt

Wiring
Telegraph Engineer
Electric

I

Telephone Work
MECHANICAL ENGtNEKK

j

(Uaclilne

Shop

ENGINEER

Surveying and [flapping
MINE EOltEDIAN or ENti'K

ILLUSTRATING

I

Private Secretary

3 BOOKKEEPER

Stenographer and Typist
Cert. Pub. Accountant

I

TRAFFIC MANAGER.
Railway Accountant
Commercial Law
GOOD ENGLISH

STATIONARY ENGlNEElt
Marine Engineer
w Ship
Draftsman

ARCHITECT

Contractor and Bnllder
Architectural Draftsman

Concrete Builder
Structural Engineer

I

I

Teacher
Common School Subjects
Mathematics
CIVIL SERVICE
Railway Mall Clerk
AUTOMOBILE OPERATEN9

I
I
I

B PLUMBING AND HEATING
Worker

T«xtll* Overeeeror Snpt.

j

Auto Repairing iQSpaDblb

I

_ CHEMIST

Navigation

Painter

Railroad Trainman

BUSINESS

Gas Engine Operating

Sheet Metal

X.

Q Cartooning
MANAGEMENT

1'raotlco

DToolmaker
CIVIL

mark

Window Trimmer
Show Card Writer
DSign

I

Mechanical Draftsman

I

SALESMANSHIP
ADVERTISING

I

Electric Lighting and Kys.

AGRICULTURE iLJErfrch

I

Q Poultry Raising g Italian

Name
Present
OccupationStreet

City_

California,

he will shortly sever his connections with
that concern and make pictures for the
First National.
His latest release is "The
Corsican Brothers," in which he plays the
well-known dual role of the brothers.
This is said to be the best film he has
ever made, so you don't want to miss it
when it is released. Yes, he's married.

the position, or in the subject, before which

and No

coupon.

Dusty's Friend. You are quite right
about Dustin Farnum.
He is Bill Farnum's older brother.
Dustin is now
working at the Gasnier studios, in Glendale,

I

:

arenas a cloud before the sun,"

hidinj

Reduce Your Flesh
Exactly where desired
by wearing

Dr. Walter's
Famous Medicated

yourbrifithtness^yourbeauty. Whynot
remove them? Don't delay. Use
9

C

Reducing

FRECKLE

Rubber Garments

O CREAM

For

Made

:

especially to remove freckles.
Leaves the skin clear, smooth and without a blemish. Prepared by specialists with
years of experience.
Money refunded
if not satisfactory.
60c per jar. Write
today for particulars and free booklet

—

for

many beauty

hints,

and describes a nuralier of e'epant prr-naraHons indispensa 1
to the toilet. Sold by all druggists
.'

STTLLMAN CREAM CO
Dept. \\

Aurora,

illustrated

Booklet.

Dr. Jeanne G. A. Walter
353 Fifth Avenue, New York

'WooIdstThouBeFair?"
Contains

Men and Women

Cover the entire body or
Endorsed by
any part.
Send
leading physicians.

111

WIlin?s Building:. 4th FIoor\
lEnt. on 34th St., 3d Door East/
Pacific Coast Representative:
/

Bust Reducer, Price $6.00 AdeleMillarCo.,SMStncHonSt.,
San Francisco, Cal.
Chin Reducer, Price $2.50
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They were a bit
very interesting.
due to the slow mails, I guess, but
I suppose your
better late than never.
batch of questions will be coming along
in the next mail.
I shall be on the lookcut for them.

are

late,

—

Ottawa Olga. I should say you
haven't written for ages, but I haven't
forgotten you.
Wallace Reid will next
ie seen in
"Speed Carr." I don't think
)orothy Davenport has any idea of returning to the screen, at least not at presYoung

ent.

HIGH SCHOOL

COURSE

TWO

IN

TOU ARE BADLY

if

you lack

HANDICAPPED gft*^

You cannot

attain business or social

You are barred from
a successful business career, from
the leading professions, from wellpaid civil service jobs, from teaching
and college entrance. In fact, emprominence.

ployers of practically

worth-while
positions demand High School training. You can't hope to succeed in
the face of this handicap. But you
can remove it. Let the American
School help you.
all

YOURSELF FOR A
Course,
BIG FUTURE This
which has been

of

Valley

it

you why Ann
Little doesn't play opposite Wally in all
That's up to the Lasky
hi> releases.
management, not me. Marie Prevost was
born

Sennett.

I

can't tell

Natalie
Sarnia, Canada, in 1898.
the screen every

in

Taimadge appears on

once in a while. Yes, I saw the Prince
when he was in New York. He certainly
has all the earmarks of being a "regular
fellow." The "welcome" is always on the
mat.

Where

did

you

see

those old pictures?

Betty

Compson you mean,

Your

other

questions

don't

have

Most people idle away fifty hours a week.
Probably you do. Use only one-fifth of your
wasted hours for study and you can remove
your present handicap within two years. You
will enjoy the lessons and the knowledge
you will gain will well repay the time spent
in study.

TOU BUN NO
RISK

So that you

may

see for

how thorough and
complete our training is,
we invite you to take ten lessons in the High
School Course— or any course of specialized
yourself

below— before deciding whether you wish to continue. If you
are not then satisfied, we will refund your
money in full. We absolutely guarantee
training in the coupon

satisfaction.

yourself to

On that basis you owe
make the test.

it

Check and mail the coupon NOW for
and Free Bulletin.

to

full

particulars

AMERICAN SCHOOL
OF CORRESPONDENCE

Dept.

H -763

Chicago,

Illinois

TRAINING— THE KEY _TO SUCCESS
Explain how I can qualify /
for the position checked.
Lawyer
High School Graduate
Business Manager
Electrical Engineer
Certified Pub. Accountant
Elec. Light & Power Supt
Hydroelectric Engineer
Accountant and Auditor
Telephone Engineer
Bookkeeper
Telegraph Engine.
Stenographer
Fire Insurance Expert
<„.. Wireless Operator
Architect
Sanitary Engineer
Building Contractor
.Master Plumber
Heating & Vent. Engineer
Civil Engineer
.Automobile Engineer
Structural Engineer
.Automobile Repairman
Mechanical Engineer
.Airplane Mechanic
Shop Superintendent
Steam Engineer
General Education Course
Common School Branches
Draftsman and Designer

Name

Fatty's Faithful Friend.

— Roscoe

Alice.

— Did

if not.

and doesn't need any one

The majority

how simple and easy it is and gives
Special introductory offer if you
Write today, then judge for yourself.
Address

Free book Bhows
full

information.

answer at once.

U. S.

SCHOOL OF MUSIC
New York City

533 Brunswick Bldg.

DIAMONDS
SEND FOR FREE CATALOG
There are over 2,000 photographic

illus-

trations of Diamond Rings, Diamond
La Vallieres, Diamond Ear Screws,
Diamond Scarf Pins, Diamond

Studs, Watches, Wrist Watches;
also our wonderful showy assembled Solitaire Diamond Clusters.

Diamonds

Win
Hearts

Cased

Handsome Ring Box

in

Loftis Perfection

Diamond Rings
Each Diamond is specially selected
by our diamond experts and is skilfully mounted in our famous Lof''Perfection" 14-karat solid
gold 6-prong ring, possessing
every line of delicate grace
and beauty.

tis

you

a
quarter with your request for a photo of
Ruth? I am sure that if you did, the
picture will be forthcoming.
Douglas
Fairbanks does all the stunts you see him
do on the screen. He is very athletic,

him.

ABC.

has

and

soon be seen in a regular five-reel
feature, which is now under way at the
Lasky studios.
George Melford is directing it.
It will certainly be a novelty
to see friend Roscoe in a film of that
length.
Buster Keaton, who supported
Roscoe in his two-reel comics is now
Buster is a
being featured by himself.
very clever comedian with plenty of good
ideas, and should make good on his own.

Anxious

New way. Any instrument you like now made easy.
Piano, Organ, Violin, Banjo, Mandolin, Cornet, Harp.
Saxophone, Piccolo, Clarinet, Flute,
Trombone, Guitar, or Singing, all by note. Don't even
need to know one note from another to begin. Lessons
by mail in simplified chart and picture form take you
step by step, and make every step as simple and clear
Prepared by foremost musicians. Over
as
225,000 people, from seven years old to seventy,
have learned through these simple lessons. Many havo
become teachers. This new method succeeds even after
old methods of personal instruction fail. Entire course
on trial— you to be the judgo and jury; averages only
a few cents a week if satisfied and nothing whatever
'Cello, Ukelele,

an-

will

to

inclose

double for

Down, S5 a Monthbuys a S50 Ring.
Down, $10 a Month,
$201buys a $100 Ring,

$10

Down,$12.50aMonth,

$25]buys a §125 Ring.
Every Article fn Our Large
Jewelry Catalog is specially
selected and priced unusually
low. Whatever you select will
be sent prepaid by us. You see
and examine the article right In your own hands. If sat.

the

are
It is very difficult to get
in California.
into the studios of New York to see the
actors work, and you would have to get
a permit from the management, to get
of

studios

isfied, pay one-fifth of purchase price and keep it; balance
divided into eight equal amounts, payablemonthly. Standard world-renowned watches on credit terms as low as
$2.50 a month. Send for Catalog. LIBERTY BONDS ACCEPTED.

The National Credit Jewelers
Dept. L9 27

inside.

—

Inquisitive Peggy. You should not
shaky about writing to me, because I
don't bite or anything like that.
The
Market Booklet does not contain the
names and addresses of the movie stars.
It gives a list of all the companies, and
the kind of stories they are in the market
Mary Pickford is not dead, and she
for.
isn't going to retire from the screen right
away, either. She is twenty-seven. Robert Harron is the young man who played
opposite Lillian Gish in "Hearts of the
World." He does not always wear his
mustache in pictures. He has dark hair
and eyes.
Elmo Lincoln still plays in
Your other questions have alpictures.
ready been answ ered.
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CHICAGO,
BROS & CO.

STORES

I8&8

IN

N. State St,

ILL.

LEADING CITIES

feel

r

Address..

you?

been

laid off the two-reelers for a while,

USE SPARE TINE ONLY

A TEACHER

No obligation.

—Where

do you get that "Jimmy"
from? Lottie Pickford had the featured
role in "The House of Bondage." It was
an all-star cast in "Eyes of the World."
Dod.

prepared by some of America's leading professors, will broaden your mind, and make
you keen, alert and capable. It is complete,
simplified and up-to-date. It covers all subjects given in a resident school and meets all
requirements of a High School training.

you are

WITHOUT

is.

swered.

the first lesson to the last
carefully examined and coached.

LEARN MUSIC

the

FIT

From

her

keeps

Jr.,

Yes, I liked "The
much.
very
Giants"
"Mickey" was made three years ago,
when Mabel Normand was working for

mighty busy as

Mack

TEARS

Wallace,

Do You Want
Get

in

to
the Movies?

Thousands of new faces needed for this att' active
and profitable profession.
Beauty or experience

We

not r.ecessary. All types required.
co-operate
direct with big movie directors whose endorsements
of our service are published in the handsome illustrated booklet "The
Road to Film Fame." Send
10 cents today for this booklet and questionnaire.
It explains plan fully and contains letters from
famous film stars. If you are sincere in your desire
to get in the movies, send for this book today.
It may be your first step to film fame and fortune.
Screen Casting Directors Service, Dept. E - 1,

New

Wilmington, Delaware.

Picture-Play Magazine
Clarice R.

— See

—Advertising
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addresses at the end

of this department.

Delia H.

—

Billic

Burke's husband does

He has all
not write or direct her plays.
he can do to look after his Zeigfeld FolShe hasn't a studio of her own.
lies.
June was not a Red Cross nurse during
Your other questions have been
the w ar.
answered.

Mrs. Fink.
to you.

I

instructive.

— The

Booklet has been sent
it very

am sure you will find
You should apply

casting director of the studios
about getting on the screen.

Cream.

Ice

— That

picture

to

the

to

see

The normal

must have

been released in England under a differTell me who produced it, or
ent title.
who played in it, and I may be able to
help you.

C —It

Jack

won't do a

You must

write.

of

tors

the

see

bit of good to
the casting direc-

companies

you mentioned,

Evelyn

is

fresh in color-

A Dry Skin Is a Hungry Skin

personally.

—

craves a liberal supply of an oily preparation.
Tissue Cream has been compounded for this particular purpose and may be used not only at night for
massage but at any time during the day that the skin
feels dry and drawn.
Send 15c for Traveler's Trial Package
miniature package
of the cream you select from the chart: Nardy's Face PowderNardy's Toilet Water; Rouge Vanitab; Rose Leaf Jelly and

M.— You

should have inclosed a
envelope for a
personal reply.
Edith Storey had the
leading .feminine role opposite Antonio
Moreno in "The Island of Regeneration."
I think Elaine will send you her picture.
Antonio is thinking very seriously of giving "up serials, and returning to features
again.
Alice is not a vamp.
"Turning

stamped

self-addressed,

skin

ing—fine in texture— soft, pliable and
provided with enough natural oil to keep the
surface moist and free from any tendency to wrinkle. If
your skin is dry and rough, it is lacking in natural oil.
Stop use of soap and water on the face and instead use
Lettuce Cream for the purpose of cleaning. This cream
removes the dirt and grime imbedded in the pores and leaves
the dry skin refreshed and ready
for an application of nourishing
Tissue Cream.

it

—

Chart of Marinello
Seven Creams

booklet on care of the skin. Marinello Co., Dept. 519 Mailers
Bldg.. Chicago or 366 Fifth Ave., New York.

"

Lettuce Cream for
cleansing the skin.
Cream for a
rough, dry skin.
Astringent Cream for
an oily skin.
Whitening Cream for
Tissue

^Tables" is Dorothy Gish's latest.
Ralph Craves and George Fawcett have

the

the other leading roles.
They will all
send pictures, but you had better inclose
a quarter with your request.
See ad-

a sallow

skin.

Acne Cream
ishes

for blem-

and blackheads._

Motor Cream for

skin

protection.

dresses below.

Foundation Cream before using Powder.

—

Jordon. Tom Nix and William
Farnum are both married. Their wives
do not appear on the screen.
Victoria

H.

S.

Forde

is

"Mrs.

Tom

Mix.

Just Us.— Bert Lytell is
born and educated

He was

name.

his real
in

New York

[D IAMON DSlSIWATCH ESI

ATrainload of Books

Rhea is considered a clever actress.
Bert was a well-known stage favorite beCity,

i

'F.

E:

Lloyd— Your

letter

—

Sea. I was right
expecting your answers in the next
mail, wasn't I ?
I
don't know how the
last batch of answers reached you first.
Kathryn MacDonald and Wallace are not
related.
William S. Hart, Douglas Fairbanks, Viola Dana, and Constance Talmadge are not wed. Harry Morey, Rob-

Warwick, Frank Keenan, and Norma
Talmadge are. Wally Reid and Florence
Reed are not related. You seem to be
quite a good judge of pictures.

V2

%

,

Yearly

months
selected from the

credit on any article
No money in advance.
catalog.
Shipment made for j our examination. First
payment to be made only after you have
values
convinced yourself that
nn
be e
Only $0.20
?? ?twhat 1 ua,, ?d;
If n °t
you wish
Per Mont £1

SWEET

SWEET

return atourexpense.

M inter

April

was born

14, 1898.
deville before

five feet

Admirer— Jack

in Atlanta, Georgia,

He was

in stock

on

and vau-

going into pictures.

nine and one-half inches

He

is

and

weighs one hundred and thirty-five pounds.
He has brown hair and blue eyes. "Anne
of Green Gables" is the latest Mary Miles
Minter feature,
released
by Realart.
Douglas Fairbanks is still playing. His
latest release is "When the Clouds Roll
By."
Eileen Percy is married to Ulric
Busch. Norma Talmadge's latest release
is "A
Daughter of Two Worlds," the
P.P.-G.

X

3S
;K
5Z

$1

V

i

-aw^

creased value of
7/^% more than
you paid
No Red Tape-No Delay
-

,

^^XV'

transaction
JrtT%,TnfWKK Every
ills HI All CONFIDENTIAL.

You
do justice to
iTOl JftJVAjpUJ
•C?A l\l fl#*S« yourself and your dollars
"9T

unl(,rfs

tJ£"~'VF~^nt

yo u inspect our

unusual values
Diamonds, Watches,
.

Vt\LiU£i;Jewelry, Silverwear,

Sweet's Cluster; Phonographs,

etc.

SWEET

7 Fine Diamonds, set Send TODAY for
in Platinum.
Looks f>e Luxe Catalogue. Write
to Dept. 50H.
like $350.00 Solitaire.

^^^^&&'J£^^every book was bought from me.
Because t have no agents and sell you just
the book you want — all new— many at a saving off

WHY?

£
—

from 50 to 90 per cent. You examine the books
your own home for five days before paying for them.

SS

not satisfied, return at

™

S2

I

10% discount for cash.
Liberty Bonds Accepted at Face Value.

vy

THE HOUSE. OF <^UALIT>°

Supply Any Book in Print
Sample Prices — Write Me

pub. price, $120.00.

My

12 vols.,
price, $39.50.

% leather;

Fighting the Traffic in Young Girls, $1.50— 85c.
Woodrow Wilson's Speeches and Letters, $1.15.
Instructor Library (100 books for children), $10.00.
Farrar's Life of Christ, $2.76— $1.39.
18,000 Words Often Mispronounced, $1.45.
Encyclopedia of Quotations, $2.50— $1.40.
Famous Orators Best Speeches, $2.50 $1.46.
Jiu-Jitsu, or Art of Self-Defense, $1.25— 87c.
Liberty Atlas (New Maps) .$2 25. Poems of the South.86c.
Famous Pictures, $6. —$2.25. How to Perfect Memory, $1.
Culture of Will Power, 86c. Ingersoll's 44 Lectures. 95c.
Rare Bits of Humor, 45c. Successful Salesmanship, 98c.
What All Married People Should Know, $3.00— 90c.
Here are DeLuxe Sets, Morrocco Bound, complete works, many
of them at less than 25 cents on the dollar. Hugo. Kipling. Poe,

—

Eliot,

—

Dickens. Thackeray, Stevenson and scores of others.

Get

My Big New

Catalogue

My new catalogue,

sent free for the asking, tells you howtoaavo
per cent on thousands of books. It is a course in literature, eiving nationalities, date of birth and death of authors,
author's life and standing in literature, etc. Hundreds of sets and
thousands of single volumes listed. 1 sell more books direct to the
booklover— the individual reader — the rich man who insists upor

50 to 90

his dollar's worth— the man who watches his pennies— and sell
them for less money than any other man in America. Every book
is new, fresh and guaranteed to please you— you to be the judge.

do not quibble—T would rather have a book or set of books
turned at my expense than to have a dissatisfied customer,
I

2-4 MAIDEN IANE, NEW YORK

in
If

my expense—owe me nothing.

Century Dictionary and Cyclopedia,

NOW

Price, $77.50,

I

I

£e£HL
^SflHL

iss

be returned for exchange at an in-

J

tall

g
S
S
52

Any diamond ™
bought of us may

ert

Mary Miles

Guaranteed

Increase

SPECIAL. TERMS-Ten

fljr

Doing

—

:

|g 7

is

Book Buyer

In several hundred thousand LiTpp' braries.in the homes of people in every
walk of life from the day laborer to
the college professor and high government official .from the persons who buy
nra. a few books of popular fiction to the
/ persons who pride themselves on having
the complete works of all standard
authors in DeLuxe Sets artisticif ffr-Tin
jRlBj^y^ ally printed and bound- almost
]

him.

to

in

Sherril

for the

Wallace

to

MacDonald has been forwarded

Hands Across the

What Clarkson

TEN PAYMENT PLAN

fore going into pictures.

DAVID B. CLARKSON, The Book
328 Clarkson Building

re-

^

Broker

Chicago,

Illinois
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picture on the First National profirst
gram, Doris May used to be Doris Lee.
She has blond hair and blue eyes. Mary
.Mi its A inter never wears false hair.
She
doesn't have to.
Harriett Hammond,
Phyllis Haver, Myrtle Lind, and Marie
Prcvost are the most famous of the

Good Time."
Eva M.

I

Mack

bathing beauties.
Your
description sounds very good.
Of course
I want you to write again.
Sennett

Mrs. G.

S.

ter to Lillian

—

R. I forwarded your
Gish as you requested.

let-

—

Billy Penn. Park Jones was the city
chap in Charlie Chaplin's, "Sunnyside."
Larry uses different girls in his comedies.
Which one do you mean? Why not tell
Dorothy yourself about the wig? The
names sound very appropriate.
You
should have named one Question and the
other Answer.

—

cRgmoves Hair
Im mediately

—

Mrs. V. H. R. See addresses
end of this department.

safely

it is

own

sure

to be safe. Unlike pastes and
powders which must be mixed by the
user, DeMiracle is a liquid just the
right

strength for instant use.

—

the

reply.

It

—

M. J. You do very well for one who
has mastered English without the aid of
a teacher.
It certainly was a shame that
Flarold Lockwood died.
It
was Constance Talmadge and not Norma you saw
Henry Walthall and
in "Intolerance."
Lillian Gish had the leading roles in "The
Eric von Stroheim
Birth of a Nation."
did not play in that white slave picture
you saw." Matt Moore and Jane Gail
had the leading roles in that play, which
was called "Traffic In Souls."

never deteriorates. DeMiracle is more
economical because there is no waste.
It is the quickest, most cleanly and
simple to apply.

To devitalize hair you must use
DeMiracle. Being a liquid it permits
absorption. Therefore it is totally different. It attacks hair under the skin
as well as on the skin which is the only
common-sense way to remove it from
face, neck, arms, underarms or limbs.

Only the

original sanitary liquid

DeMiracle has a money-back guarantee in each package.

all toilet counters, or direct
in plain wrapper, on receipt

from

of

—

Maurice

Three sizes: 60c, #1.00, #2.00
At

the

Chicago. Ford Sterling does not
Mack Sennett Company, or any
part of it.
Ford is merely one of Sennett's chief
fun makers.
You should
have inclosed a stamp for a personal
S. B.

ONLY a chemist should mix
a depilatory, then

at

H. Write to
She was born

her photo.

us,

in

63c.

Priscilla

in

New

for

York,

1896.

$1.04 or $2.08, "which includes war tax.

—

Loys T. It would take all the space in
Picture-Play to publish the names and
addresses

of

motion-picture

the

acthe United States.
Look at the addresses at the end, and if
you don't see what you want ask for it.
But be reasonable.

Dept. C30Park Ave. and 129th St.
New York City

all

and actresses

tors

B—

FREE BOOK Learn

Piano!

This Interesting Free Book
shows how you can become a
skilled

playerof piano or orpan

in

R. G.
Lottie Pickford and Jack
Pickford are brother and sister of Mary
Pickford.
Helen Eddy is the name. I
think Mae would send you a picture.
You had better send that poem to May

and Mary yourself.

your own home, at one-quarter usual
cost. Dr. Quinn's -famous Written
Method is endorsed by leading musicians and heads of Stute Conservatories. Successful 25 years. Play
chords at once and complete piece in every key. within 4 lessons.
Scientific yet easy to understand. Fully illusi rated. For bejrinne> s or
Diploma granted. Wr te
teachers, old or younir. All music free.
today for 64 -pane free book, "How to Learn Piano." IM. L. Quinn
Conservatory, Studio JO, Social Union Bldg., Boston, Mass.

E. R.

want

—You

at

will find the addresses

the end of

The

—

Lorna H. Arline
now, and not serials.

is

you

Oracle.

making features

over a year while he was in the army.

He
j

[

lam

more than

satis-

brows*"

— Leah Baird.

LASHNEEN COMPANY,

25 and 50 Cents
Druggists — Lashneen

now working

making

slocked

it,

serials.

sells

Dept.28,

If

you have not

write us.

Philadelphia, Pa.

|

the

Fox

studios.

own company, and

don't think it is
probable that Grace Cunard will play
with Francis Ford again. Jewel Carmen
She played with William
is now a star.
Farnum in several of his pictures. I
think Bebe will send you a picture.
is

|

and repeats.

at

Francis Ford has his

coming eyelashes and eyebrows is merely a matter
of assisting Nature to grow
them. Let Lashneen help Nature and long, lustrous lashes will be the result. At drug!
stores or direct from us.

fied with -what Lashneen
does for my eyelashes and

is

Ralph McK.

Annie

I

—See addresses

—Kenneth

at the end.

Harlan played opposite Mildred Harris in "The Price of a
J.

best to send a shill-

L.

—

and

you to get into
you whether you

can't help

1

can't

I

tell

would make good or not, as descriptions
nothing. It is good looks combined

mean

with acting ability that counts. The best
thing I can suggest for you is to read
an article entitled, "Would you screen
well?" in the People's Magazine for February.
It was written by the editor of
Picture-Play Magazine, and contains all
the information which he could gather on
the subject.
B.

C.

Yukon"

Skinner.

— "The

was

Triangle

a
Dalton,

Flame of

the

with

picture

Kenneth Harlan, and
MacDowell.
Melbourne is
now playing in Peggy Hyland's latest picDorothy
Melbourne

ture with Fox.

—We

V. M. G.
have already had the interview on Charles Ray.
have had
one recently on Albert Ray, too. It de-

We

how

pends upon

big the star

is.

When

they become very popular they have to
have a secretary as it is impossible for
them to take care of all their correspondence
helped
themselves.
That
some.

—

Francis S. Mary Pickford's mother,
Charlotte Smith, was on the legitimate
stage quite a few years ago.

Olga

19.

—

don't

I

believe

there

are.

Esther hasn't changed her name that I
know of. It costs a star about twentyfive cents to send out a photograph to
an admirer, and that is why it is customary to inclose a quarter with your reDoris Lee has had her name
quest.
changed by Thomas Ince to Doris May.

She is now
comedies with
Lorraine was
Ray's picture,

co-starring

in

Paramount

Douglas MacLean.

La Rue

Pinkie

"The

Girl

in

Leota
Charles

Dodger."

—

H. M. J. George Chesboro and George
Larkin played the male leads in the Pathe
serial,

"Hands Up

!"

—

N. T. No, the stories of those films
have not been published in fiction form
in Picture- Play.
You can get copies of
the back numbers by sending twenty
cents for each one to the circulation manager.

—

Lincoln Fans, H. B. Elmo Lincoln
played the part of Tarzan in "Tarzan of
the Apes."

—

Helen Holmes is still on the
and still working in serials. Her
latest is "The Fatal Fortune."
Margarita
has a new lead in every picture.
Jack
Arlie.

Mower

—

Original

is

screen,

L. G. S.
Ernest Shields is still playing
He was off the screen for
in pictures.

Eyelash Beautider
To obtain beautiful, be-

pictures,

in

—

It

ing with your request for a photo.

tle

played opposite her in "The Manof Charity."
Three times is a lot to

see any ten-reel feature.

—

Ted B. That's a shame. Maybe you
overlooked your answers.
It only takes
a two-cent stamp to find out.
Richard
Barthelmess was born in 1895. He has
not as yet signed a marriage certificate.
His latest picture is the D. W. Griffith
film,
"Scarlet
Days."
"Turning the
Tables," for Dorothy Gish.

Helen H.

— Sessue

in Tokio, Japan.
Billie

Burke

Paramount.

Hayakawa was born

He

is

the real article.

making features for
"Sadie Love" is her latest.

is

still

Picture-Play Magazine
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Anita's latest film is "In Old Kentucky."
Write to her for the picture.

—

Helen V. What do you mean "when
is Pauline Bush?" Write to Alice Joyce
and Mary Pick Cord for those pictures.

— Look

Stephanie.

for that book at any
Pearl White is her cor-

large book store.
rect

name.

Cupid's Belles.

— Elsie

Yes,

no

is

4

not married.
was Elaine's father who died re-

it

is

Ann Pennington

cently.

She

York.
N. T.

—Your second
Write to

You

will do.

lives

New

in

Thanks.

not married.

is

I believe.

offense this month,

English

her.

money

will find those other ques-

answered

tions

Ferguson

He

relation of Casson's.

in these

columns.

I

don't

wording of that subNorma Talmadge was San San,
title.
Michael Rayle was Mandarin, Thomas
Meighan was John Worden, L. Rogers
Lytton was The Emperor., and Norma

remember

the exact

also played her

own

44

—

have just had

I

lunch, so your heading doesn't make me
Alia and Madame
the least bit hungry.
Nazimova are one and the same. Bebe
Daniels has left Rolin comedies, and is
working at the Lasky studios. I haven't

At night apply Satin Skin Cold Cream to wet skin
Day and evening use Satin Skin Greaseless Cream
III. Satin Skin Powder gives satiny finish. Choice of

I.

II.

Do you
teeth lately.
chew on knives or something?
No, that book hasn't been produced as

my wisdom

cut

think

flesh,

I

yet.

believe

I

and

as they feel,

one

that

feel quite

I

Em—Wallace

Ole

just

is

white, pink, brunette or naturelle.
Sold at leading

old

as

young.

Reid's latest photo-

Faces

Made

—

A. M. H.

— Pearl's

hair

is

Young
The

auburn.

sent to any

shows

that time or
or any other
cause is stealing from
her the charm of girlhood
beauty. It will show how
illness

Her

eyes are blue.
Anita Stewart has
light-brown hair and brown eyes.

stand for?
You're not

born

in

King

in 1898,

GLORIA swanson

that

Viola was
to me.
Francis X. in 1885, Mollie

talking

Thehair willstay dressed after Hermo "HAIR-

the life of the hair, as well as its
beauty. Dress it in any of the prevailing styles,
it will stay that way.
Gives the hair that
soft, glossy, well groomed appearance so becoming to the stars of the stage and screen. Guaranteed harmless and greaseless.

and

Two

—50c and $1

SEND FOR

grath.

IN FULL.

is

stars.
She is not being
featured at the present time ,but is supporting the Lasky male stars.
She appears opposite Wallace Reid in his latest
picture.
I know of no home that was
given to her. Pearl White is Mrs. Wallace McCutcheon in private life.
Can't
you decide that for yourself? I can't
help you to get on the screen.
If you
are bound to become a motion-picture
Continued on page 95

Sizes

fl size three times the quantity or 50c size.
JAR TODAY. Remit in coin, money order, orU. S. stamps,
and we will send Hermo "HAIR-LUSTR," and the Hermo
Booklet, "Guide to Beauty," prepaid, under plain cover,
at once.
Use it five days and if hot entirely satisfactory,
return what is left, and we will

,

Lee

Adds a charming sheen and

luster, insuring

r

—Lila

of age from her countenance. Every woman,
young or middle aged, who has a single facial
defect should know about the remarkable

Beauty Exercises

LUSTR" has been applied. No moremussy, untidy looking hair.

will

REFUND YOUR MONEY

HERMO

"HAIR-LUSTR" vou
SFArD YOUR ORDPR TODAY.
63rd SI., Dept. 63. CHICAGO

Once you use Hermo

never be without

it.

CO., 542 E.

creams, massage, masks,

plasters, straps, vibrators, "beauty" treatments
or other artificial means, she can remove the traces

(Keeps the Hair Dressed)

Ruth Roland in 1893, Dougin 1883, and Charles Chaplin in 1889.
Francis X. Bushman and
Beverly Bayne have deserted the screen
for the present, at least, and are being
featured on the legitimate.
Viola Dana
and Mary Miles Minter are not related.
Mary has a sister named Margaret
Shelb3 and Viola's two sisters are Leonic
Flugrath (Shirley Mason) and Edna FluAdmirer.

without cosmetics,

FOR MEN AND WOMEN

Fairbanks

Pearl White
one of the new

Paramount Star

Hermo "Hair-Lustr

What do you mean, Jack?

1895,

WALLACE REID

Cecil B. DeMille Artcraft Player

all

woman

whose appearance

—

M. N. U. R. J.—What does

secret of a

youthful face will be

Pearl & Anita Admirer. Pearl White
was born in Springfield, Missouri, in 1889.

las

counters

Mnfr., Detroit, U. S. A.

is

Kato. Did you inclose a quarter with
your request? If you will, it will probably bring the desired photo. What gender? Neutral.

I.

toilet

SATIN SKIN LABORATORY,

"Hawthorne of the U. S. A."
Constance Talmadge's latest is "The Virtuous Vamp," while sister Norma's newest offering is "The Isle of Conquest."

play

one wayWW

to Secure a satin skin
"Use Satin Skin Cream & Satin Skin Powder"

daughter, Toy.

Macaroni & Cheese.

There's only

which remove lines and "crow's feet" and
wrinkles; fill up hollows; give roundness to
scrawny necks; lift up sagging corners of the
mouth; and clear up muddy or sallow skins. It

show how five minutes daily with Kathryn
Murray'ssimple facial exercises will work wonders. This information is free to all who ask for it.

will

Results Guaranteed
Write for this Free Book which tells just what
do to bring back the firmness to the facial
muscles and tissues and smoothness and beauty
to

to the skin.

Write today.

KATHRYN MURRAY, Inc.
Suite 359

Garland Bid g.

Chicago

Illinois

48

TTftinO!
I

QAM

I

fl Ukulele, Hawaiian Guitar, Violin,

01 UH DAI1JU Mandolin, Guitar, Cornet or Banjo

Wonderful new system of teaching note music by ciaO. To first
papila in each locality, we give a $20 superb Violin, Mandolin,
Ukulele, Guitar, Hawaiin Guitar, Cornet, Tenor Banjo or Banjo absolutely free. Very small charge for lessons only.
guarantee success or no charsre. Complete outfit free. Write now. Mo obligation,

We

SLINGERLANO SCHOOL OF MUSIC.

Inc.

Dept.

29 CHICAGO,

ILL.

Photos of Movie Stars
reproduced in half-tone.
On cardboard suitable
Arbuckle,
for framing.
PickChaplin,
Bara,
Anita Stewart,
fords,
Pearl White, etc. Both
male and female STARS
are all here in CLASSY
POSES. By mail postStamps
paid 15 cents.
Ardee Pubor Coin.
lishing

Co.,

Dept.

Stamford, Conn.

149,
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Fighting Cressy

fashion says

or

the use

so lon£ as
and sheer fabrics for

necessary
is
sleeveless feowns

freedom of movemodest elegance and

sleeves are worn.

It assists

ment, unhampered

fcrace,

That

correct style.

"they
Delatone

is

Continued from page 36

^

why

is

all use Delatone"
an old and well known scientific -preparation for the
quick, safe and certain

removal of hairy

growths, no matter how
thick or stubborn. Al ter
application the skin is
clear, firm and hairless,
with no pain or discoloration.

Beauty specialists recommend Delatone for
removal of objectionable
hair from face, neck or
arms.

SHEFFIELD
PHARMACAL CO.

Druggists sell Delatono;
or an original 1 ox. |ar
bo mailed to any
address on receipt of
*1 by

WCxeORO BLOC

CHICAGO

"There were supposed to be six
Even you three will be no
of you.
match for old man McKinstry when
he sees that you're going to settle in
his .barn to establish a homestead.

Of

course, as

Harrisons

339

S.Wabash Ave.. Chicago,

111.

"No

TOBookletFRE
You can cash (n your ''happy though to" and
big; money right in your own homo in spare
time. No previous experience necessary. Our
eaay home course turns oat more successful
nconarlo writers than oil other schools together.
Write now and iret by return mail FREE Booklet,
earn

and Prixo Offer.
Chicago Photo playwright College.Box 2R 1 X Chicago
valuable information, Special Price

THE STANDARD TRA/M/HC
SCHOOL FOR THEATRE ARTS

23 YEARS

AI^TEEIWB SCHOOL

DRAMATIC ARTS
TOU(? SCHOOLS IN ONE. PRACTICAL STAGE
TRAINING. THE SCHOOL'S STUDENTS STOCK"™.THEATRE AfFORD PUBLIC STAGE APPEARANCES
Write for caluloic mentioning sludy desired to

D.

IRWIN,

225 W. 57th

St.

Secretary
New York City

and

that's

no
what

is

same speaker continued,
some question. "I'm the
the case, and Ford, the

lawyer in

school-teacher at this place, has to
for the
stay out of the muss, too

—

present, anyway.

Photoplay Ideas Bring $25 to $200

with him
there

is,

the

!"

in reply to

dSfl

it

and the

contending,

lawful occupant,
you're here for.

wilt

The Sheffield Pharmacal CckJ
Dept. MB.

schoolhouse, he noticed three horses
half hidden in the brush and trees
behind a little hut bordering the path.
As he passed the shanty he thought
he detected voices. One was saying

You men

ride over

men

left the hut,

was

past before the

and

in half a

minute

up the path and out of
all, it was none of his
these feuds and the rival
hogging more land than they

well

After

Love, Mother, home, childhood, patriotic
music and
I compose
or any subject.
guarantee publication. Send Words Today.

he
schoolhouse
Reaching
the
unnoticed,
door
walked in the open
and stood amazed.

the only way to prevent the hair from growing again.
Easy, painless, harmless. No scars. Booklet free. Write today
enclosing 3 stamps. We teach beauty culture.
Providence, R. I.
183-X. Mahler Park,
D. J. Mahler.
is.

Learn VaudevilleActing
Stage Work and Cabaret Entertaining successfully
taugnt by mail. Your opportunity to enter fascina— see the
ting, money-making profession — to travel
World— as vaudeville actor or actress. My simple,
easy, complete.
its

— only

Professional Course

ldnd-COVERS ALL

BRANCHES.

one of
Develops

yp Personality, Confidence, Skill and tells you just
*\
how to get on the Stage. Send 6c postage for il'uBtrated booklet "All About Vaudeville." State age and occupation.

Frederic LaDelle, Sta.27Q, Jackson, Mich.
Monologs T^T A 17<1 Vaudeville Acts

Dialogs,

^

r|

How to Stage a Play
Readings
,f\ jf
Make-up Goods
Pageants
Tableaux, Jokes. Folk Dances, Entertainments, Recitations,
Pantomimes, Minstrel Material, Speakers, Commencement
Catalog Free.
Manual full of New Ideas and Plans.
Musical

Drills,

T. S.

Denison

&

Co., Dept.

Watch the

67,

Chicago

stands

for the April issue.

Best yet!

could use.

"John, don't strike me," shrieked

Chicago

The Hair Roof

Kill
My method

they're

tryin'

to

Ford and some others
has sent men to settle on it this
Hurry get yer father
arternoon.
and stand them off."
She turned and raced away.

—

I ain't afeered, Joe Masbut you'll be, when I tell yer
there's men a-comin' to take this barn
this afternoon. Why d'you come up
here to protect our property, and
ain't my father cum yet ?" She spoke
to Joe Masters whom she had seen
standing near as she passed the
structure at the contended dividing
line on her way back to get her

"Naw,

ters,

father.

toward them down the hill.
Immediately one of the others answered, and Masters fell. Struggling
with all her strength, Cressy dragged
him within the shelter of the barn
and bolted the door before the riders
reached it.
She had managed to
bring the gun along also, and, shooting through a crack in the door, she

Dabney hastened

settlers

If you stammer attend no stammering schooltill yon get my
big new FREE book and special rate. Largest and most successfulschoolin the world curing all forms of defective speech by
advanced natural method. Writetoday. North- Western School
ior Stammerers, Inc., 2365 Grand Ave., Milwaukee, Wis.

child,

hour."

sight.

STAMMER

"Cressy,

steal yer land.

"I'm not afraid, and I'll stay here
while you're in any danger, little
Look out !" he
Fighting Cressy.
added as he pushed her behind him
and, lifting his gun with his free
arm, dropped one of the men riding

WRITE A SONG
Reaper Block,

this

walk home together
"
afternoon, and here
a-goin' to

Tell him
the ridge and get Luke.
it's a job of mine, and he'll come
with you. With him you men will
be more than an equal for the Harrisons and McKinstry together. Now
hurry, and you can get back in an

affairs,

THOMAS MER LIN, 268

wuz

a

woman whose back was toward

him. "My husband was good to me,
and you you took me away, and
then deserted me. I saw your pic"
ture and
But the sentence went unfinished,
for the blow crashed into her face,
and she fell back against the wall.
As Uncle Dabney had run forward
to interfere, she had turned toward
him.
"Nellie!
My Nellie!" he gasped
and lifted her to one of the benches.
"Just a minute, Mr. Ford," he
snarled as he caught a full grasp
on the throat of the man who tried
to rush from the building.
Then,
delivering a crushing smash to the
man's face, which sent the schoolteacher backward halfway through

—

the window, Uncle

Dabney

knelt

by

"Why, Uncle Dabney, what

;

sters

and Old

Man

Harrison as well

as her father.

no one goin' to
here dividin' strip
you been a-fightin' about so much,
cause Joe Harrison Masters and
Mrs. Masters-to-be has done tuk
persession of it an' we're settlin'.
Ain't we Joe?
"An'," she continued as the warring patriarchs glared at each other,
"so fer's yer old feud goes, why yer
can jes keep on a-feudin', but we
don't see no bit of use in it nohow.
"Pap, there

make claim

ain't

to this

"Hain't yer better honor the occasion by shakin' an' callin'

the limp figure on the bench.

you

kept up the fight.
Suddenly the noise stopped.
"That you, pap?" she called.
"Come around to the front we ain't
a-goin' to hurt yer."
Masters had recovered from the
shock of the scalp wound and, together, they opened the door and
walked out. There stood the gang-

air

a-doin',''

gasped a voice from

the doorway.

"Mr. Ford and me

it

off?"

And, with a smile, the men approached and stretched out their
hands.

:
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ASPIRIN

Picture Oracle

Continued from page 93
I
star you will have to try yourself.
have hundreds of pleas for help, but no
producer has given me a star's job to fill,
so I can't do a thing for any of them on

that

score.

Her

hair

not

is

"The Corsican Brothers,"
which was produced once before, in 191 5,
with King Baggot as the star.
latest picture is

—

benefit of the advance in
photo-plays during the last few years to
begin with. Your other questions regarding Wally have been answered in these
columns.

having the

—'Penrod"

to

is

be filmed on

the screen by Marshall Neilan, and Wesley Barry will have the title role. Some-

thing to look forward

Dustin

Farnum

to,

I

Fan.

should say.

—Yes,

Dustin

and William Farnum are brothers, and
great pals, too.
Dustin began his career
in
a professional way at
Busksport,
Maine.
The Ethel Tucker repertoire
company came through the town, was
short an actor, and Dustin got the job
no, not as leading man, but as a heavy.
Incidentally, Ethel Tucker is the mother
of George Loane Tucker, the well-known
director.
He was exactly nineteen when
he got the job.
When the stage play,
''The Squaw Man" was revived in New
York, Dustin played the role created by
William Faversham, and Bill Hart played
the murderous villain, Cash Hawkins.

—

Theodore Roberts, the Lasky character
actor, protrayed Taby-Wana, the Indian.
In 1914 Lasky decided to go into the motion-picture business, and purchased the

"Squaw Man" to begin with.
Dustin
Farnum was secured to play the title role,
and later on made "Cameo Kirby" and
"The Virginian," his famous stage vehicle, for the same company.
"Dusty,"
as his friends call him,

is

a great sports-

man, and owns one of the fastest motorboats on the Pacific Coast.
Several
mpnths ago he won the Nordlinger trophy
with his boat, "Miss Los Angeles." His

following
THEeach
month,

list,

which

is

changed

&

Burke, and Mrs.
Irene Castle at the Paramount Pictures Corporation, 485 Fifth Avenue, New York City.
Mary Miles Minter, Margaret Shelby, and
Alice Brady at the Realart Pictures Corporation, 469 Fifth Avenue, New York City.
Douglas Fairbanks. Fairbanks Studios, Melrose Avenue, Los Angeles, Cal.
Fatty Arbuckle, Lehman Studios, Culver

Marguerite Clark,

Billie

Ethel Lvnn. Christie Studios, Gower Street,
Hollywood, Cal.
William S. Hart, the Hart Studios, Sunset Boulevard, Los Angeles, California.
Enid Bennett and Doris May, Ince Studios, Culver City, California.
Earl Metcalfe and Wyndham Standing, the
Green Room Club, New York City.
Fred Stone, the Lamb's Club, New York

to his wife, "been a brute.

Forgive
now Tristram boy."
With arms and limbs which failed
her, her heart beating as if about to
burst, Sigrid danced on and on, holding motionless the mob of worshipers.
Would Tristram come before
she must surely fall dead?
There
was nothing left but death. She did
not notice that behind her stole Vahana, consecrated knife in hand. The
bride of Vishnu was about to give
her blood in sacrifice.
all

right

—

—

on unbroken packages

Insist

BAYER-TABLETS
ofASPIRIN
Boxes

Aspirin is the trade mark of Bayer Manufacture of
Monoaceticacidester of Salicylicacid

Keeps Skin Smooth, Firm, Fresh
Youthful Looking

—To

Peggy Hyland, William Farnum, and Gladys Brockwell at the Fox
Film Corporation, 130 West Forty-sixth
Street. New York City.
Clara Kimball Young, the Selig Studios,
Ray,

Edendale, California.
Mildred Harris, Anita Stewart, and Juanita Hansen, the Louis B. Mayer Studios,
Los Angeles, California.
Charles Ray, the Charles Ray Studios,
Sunset Boulevard, Los Angeles, California.
Katherine MacDonald, the First National
Exhibitors
Circuit,
West Forty-eighth
6
Street,

New York

Wallace

Ann

Reid,

City.

Lila

Lee,

Ethel

Clayton,

Wanda Hawley.

Bebe Daniels,
Mildred Reardon. Gloria Swanson, Thomas
Meighan, and Elliot Dexter, the Lasky Studios, Vine Street, Hollywood, California.
Colleen Moore. Vera Stedman. and Molly
Malone, Christie Film Company, Gower Street,
Hollywood, California.
Mary Pickford. Betty Compson, Norman
Kerry, the Brunton Studios, Melrose Avenue.
Los Angeles, California.
Sessue Hayakawa and Edith Storey, the
Sunset Studios, Los Angeles, California.
Little,

!

The custodian
At once round
the desecrator surged a wave of huat the fanatical priest.

of the temple

manity.
blood.

fell.

From their knives dripped
From their throats came a yell

of frenzied rage which turned to one
of terror as there fell upon them,
without warning, a compact mass of

dispel the tell-tale lines of

age, illness or worry— to overcome flabbiness and improve facial

— there

contour

good as

is

nothing quite so

plain

Powdered SAXOLITE
Effective for wrinkles, crowsfeet,
enlarged pores, etc., because it
'tightens" and tones the skin and
underlying tissue. No harm to tenGet an ounce package,
derest skin.
see what just one applifollow the simple directions
Sold at all drug stores^
cation will do.

—

freeman's
FACE POWDER
WOMEN whose
preference for
Freeman's Face Powder
has never lessened during 40 years know that
the exclusive use of this
pure, smooth

youth and

Suddenly a voice rang out
She is mine."
With shaking hands Barclay
pressed through the crowd, and fired
"Devil

and 100

Also capsules

City.

Albert

of 12 tablets

Bottles of 25

City, Cal.

Continued from page 80

—

uine Aspirin introduced in

gen1900

made up

of names
selected from the month's inquiries.
Taken collectively these lists give a
cumulative directory of screenland's
players.
If you wish to write to any
player whose name you fail to find in
this directory, in any of your numbers
of Picture-Play Magazine, you may address your letter to the player in care
Ingalls, Wright and
of either Willis
Callender building, Los Angeles, Cal.,
or in care of the Mabel Condon Exchange, 6035 Hollywood Boulevard,
Los Angeles, and it will be forwarded.
is

Stronger than Death
me

identifies

Addresses of Players.

Admirer. Wallace
Reid
Wallace's
was not the first one to be featured in
"The Lottery Man," as you think. It
was produced several years ago by the F.
Ray Comstock Photo-play Corporation,
and starred Thurlow Bergen. The Lasky
production was far superior to the other,

C. B.

Name "Bayer"

naturally

curly.

C.

95

powder in

later life

is

largely responsible for
their clear, fresh, velvety skins.
All tints at all toilet counters
50c (double the quantity of old
25c size )plus 2c war tax. Miniature fcox mailed for 4c plus lc

war

tax.

THE
FREEMAN PERFUME CO.
Dept. 105

Cincinnati, O.

Lift off
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Corns

soldiers, driving

with Fingers
Doesn't hurt a

bit

costs only a

and "Freezone"

them with

rifle

— Advertising

I was dead. I wished to die in beauty,
but love has conquered death, and I

butts

into frantic flight.

Sigrid opened her eyes with a
long-drawn shudder, then looked up
into Tristram's patient eyes.

"I thought," she said faintly, "that

few cents

you would never come and

I

thought

Concerning

Section

know

shall live."

I

"For me, beloved?"
"For you, my hermit doctor, my
man of all men," she said, and put
her arms about his neck.
.

Invisible Stars

Continued from page 67

You can lift- off any hard corn, soft com,
or corn between the toes, and trie hard
Bkin calluses from bottom of feet.
Apply a few drops of "Freezone" upon

corn or callus.

the

Instantly

stops

it

hurting, then shortly you lift that bother-

some corn

or callus right

without one

off,

root and all,

bit of pain or soreness.

Truly!

star of the piece is

Mary

plays the

done on the stage

who

Alden,

by Mrs. Fiske.
Why not give us
pictures with character leads of this
Miss Alden is interesting
type?
every second she is on the screen.
She presents exquisite satire as the
"elocutionist."
Miss Binney looks
her part, that of Barnabetta, a stolid,
chubby little Dutch girl. She is nat-

The play, like Barnabetta,
rather stolid and chubby.

ural.

Tiny bottle of "FFeezone" costs
few cents at any drug store

Bessie Love closed her Vitagraph
year with one good play, "The Fighting Colleen," and one bad one,

story

illumined

by

me one cent—just

humor-

let

this treatment

FREE,
simple

It is

year.

"The Lincoln Highwayman," with
William Russell, is an example of a
star

rected,

absolutely

a wonderful .yet

you almost instantly of
it removes the cause of
the bunion and thus the ugly

Foot Remedy Co. ,3661 OgdeaAve. Dep.

The

acted.

is

A

133 CMi

Miracle

MISERY

IS

successfully mystifies.

him not only for

own good work

among

the "extras" and elevated her
once to position of leading woman.
She qualifies with distinction.

at

have selected

with

at

with visible
invisible.

random
stars

the pic-

and those

The score is
Even players

in

favor

menand magnetic as Charles Ray and
Bessie Love cannot excel without
fair
cooperation
from directors,
writers, camera men, and scenic
architects.
Yet a picture without a

of the latter.

as

tal

such as "The Luck of
scores very-good-plus
entertainment as the result of harmonious collaboration from Allan
Dwan, Lillian Ducey, Charles Kyson,
visible star,

the

Irish,"

and the players.
This is not propaganda against the
star system. It is only argument for
its

vacuum

cleaning; for the removal

of star dust that does not belong;
for star-crediting the workers who
are known not by their facial actions

but by their works alone. The balance of power is continually being
better adjusted.
It is one of the
best signs of the times.

Man

Make-Up

of

Continued from page

39

know because t'was Dear and had Head Noises

for over

30

My

years.
invisible Antiseptic Eat
Drums restored my hearing and stopped Head Noises,
and will do it for you. They are Tiny Megaphones.
Cannot be seen when worn. Effective when Deafness
is caused by Catarrh or by Perforated, Partially or
Wholly Destroyed Natural Drums. Easy to put in,
easy to take out. Are "Unseen Comforts." Inexpensive.
Write for Booklet and
sworn
Statement of how I recovered my hearing.

my

Suite 28

di-

other until
the final
revelation.
Genial Bill Russellplays the gallant

deformity disappears— all this
while you are wearing as tifrhtshoes
aaever. I know it will do all this and
I want you to send for "Fatryfoot"
FREE because I know you will then
tell all your friends about it just as
these 72,500 others are doing. Write now, as this
announcement may not appear in this paper again
Just send your name aha addressand "Fairyfoot*
will be sent promptly in plain sealed envelope.

I

well

continually leaping from
one solution of the mystery to an-

pain;

DEAFNESS

well written,

and excellently

spectator

home treatment which

relieves
all

picture

who

are indebted to

but for his discovery of Lois Lee, who appears as
his leading woman.
Miss Lee has
rare beauty illumined by intelligent
expression.
Mr. Russell found her
his

I

ous situations and titles.
Miss
Love's eyes are wonderfully eloquent. Unfortunately, they have had
trite things to say during the past

me prove i. to you as I have
done for over 72,500 others in the
last six months.
I claim that
"Fairyfoot" is an absolute succesful bunion remedy. Hundreds
of thousands say bo and I want
you to let me send it to you
FREE, entirely at my expense.
I don't care how disgusted you
feel with yourbunion— you have
not tried my remedy and I have
such absolute confidence in it
that I am going to send you

We

tures

old

instant Relief

deceiver

is

"Pegeen." I think of Miss Love as
I do of Mr. Ray.
She would be interesting in a scenic.
"Pegeen" has
about as much plot as a travelogue.
"The Fighting Colleen" has a movie-

No humbug!

Don't send

title role,

A. O.
70 5th Avenue

LEONARD
-

GET WELL-BE YOUNG

-

New York

City

GROW TALL.

This University discovery is the most Important health invention of
the century. It remakes and rejuvenates the Human Body. It produces normal spines. It frees impinged and irritated nerves, corrects
contracted muscles, shortened ligaments, eliminates congestion,
improves circulation and drainage of the body. It will increase the
body's length.
THE PANDICULATOR CO., 312 Advance BIdg., Cleveland, O

and

I

am

of French descent, so

we

are pretty good culinary partners."

Then ensued an

appetizing

dis-

cussion of ravioli, grenadine steak,

and anchovies, rabI became sudbit cooked in olive oil.
denly homesick for GufTanti's and
Lucca's and the other Italian table
d'hotes of New York.
Whereupon
Mr. Chaney advised me to visit Victor Hugo, who, it seems, is now a
salad of endive

restaurateur

in

Los Angeles,

spe-

cializing in dishes Italienne.

The longer I talked with Lon
Chaney the more paradoxical he
proved to be. I had expected to find
he was a circus contortionist or, at
least,
is

a veteran character actor.

merely a talented young

man

a hobby for cooking, painting,
carving,

modeling

grease paint.
tions

He

in

clay

He
with

wood

and in

contradicts all noof what an actor and villain
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has never been in
New York, never played in drama
on the stage, and doesn't have any
Acting to him
ambition to star.
means the creation of a man,
whereas most of our favorite actors

When the Lights
and all within is snug and cozy despite the howlingwind and drifting snow without— when sparkling
eyes reflect thejfirelight's glow, and the lilt of melody
tingles through our veins— then do we know the sweet
thrill of real companionship, when soul meets soul on
that blessed plane of mutual understanding to which
music opens the way.
And of all music, there is none so intimately, humanly appealing as the silvery
voices of

Instruments
is

We tell more about GIBSONS in the GIBSON
Book, and in some intimate bits of GIBSON
romance, which, a postat will bring you.

a millionaire.

Gibson Mandolin-Guitar Co.

toured from Canada to
Florida, but the closest we came to
New York was Buffalo. We played
the flag stations.

down

GIBSON

more than a mere
instrument. It is a pal; an understanding friend; comforting; cheering; always
ready to sing our heart thoughts; exquisite in design, finish and tone —
truly a GIBSON is a "joy forever!"
And too, the GIBSON is easy to play—and
easy to pay for. A few short, interesting lessons, and the joys of music-caressed companionship are yours.
Really, a

"We

all

Low

are

portray with their personalities as
pigment, Chaney, like the artist of
sculptor or painting, creates from
an imaginative model which has
nothing to do with himself.
His first stage experience was
He
around the age of seventeen.
organized an amateur company to
present Gilbert and Sullivan operas
He
in his native State of Colorado.
sold out his interest in the company
for six hundred dollars, but continued to tour with it at a salary of
fourteen dollars a week.
The man
who purchased the organization
thereby laid a foundation which

made him
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He

should be.

23 Parsons

Kalamazoo, Mich.

St.,

Oldest and largest exclusive manufacturers of hiyh grade
fretted instruments. Developers of Mandolin Orchestras.

Teacher salesmen

—men

or

women— wanted

everywhere.

At one place

Oklahoma the owner of
was questioned by
manager as to whether he had
in

the opera house

the

'hard'

tickets.

rural Belasco.

said the

Write -the

got two color of

f"W>rds for a Sontf

'Oh, yes

T

!'

Later in the evening he
rushed to our ticket taker and said,
tickets.'

well-nigh forgot to tell you that the
yellow tickets are pints. Them's for

!

the Music

'I

The green tickets are
quarts. Them's for adults.' It seems
our friend was impresario of a
children.

dairy as well as of the op'ry house.
During his stage tour, Chaney
acted as singer, dancer, wardrobe
mistress,
property man, baggage
juggler, carpenter, scene shifter, and
scene painter, just as occasion de-

manded.
His versatility has been demonstrated in an equal degree in pictures.
He wrote, directed, and appeared in "Her Escape." He directed
J. Warren Kerrigan in seven features, then put down the megaphone

and Ml write °

yes, you, write the
YOU,
song and submit to me.

!

words for a

If I find the
subject or idea suitable for use in a song,
will agree to give your poem a musical setting
and have the complete song printed accord-

ing to the plan of the

Metropolitan Studios
»» ke n »
You Can Succeed -,
,
mistake about
I

that!

You maybe interested in knowing
my musical education at the

that I received

of Music, Moscow,
the royal court pianist.

Moscow Royal Conservatory
Russia, and later

became

have appeared in concerts in all the leading
Europe and this country. Among my
greatest song successes are: "If I were a Rose,"
of which a million copies have been sold, and
the national hymn, "America, My Country."
Do not let another day go by without submitting a poem to me. Who knows — you may be
the song writer of tomorrow.
Address me as follows:

I

—

cities of

Edouard Hesselberg

—

ject

write

love,

patriotism—'

what the heart

dictates,

then submit your poem to us.
We write the music and guarantee publisher's acceptance. Our leading composer

is

Mr. Leo Friedman
one of America's well-known musicians, the
author of many song successes, such as "Meet
Me Tonight in Dreamland," "Let Me Call You
Sweetheart," "When I Dream of Old Erin,"
and others the Bales of which ran into millions of copies Sena
as many poems as yon wish. Don't Delay. Get Busy— Quick.
.

METROPOLITAN STUDIOS
914 S. Michigan Ave., Suite 137

SELECT your own sub-

Chicago,

111.

CHESTER MUSIC

CO.SJf.fsu'iSSSS Chicago,

III.

make-up box again. When
visited him he was creating two

for the
I

Tourneur's
"Treasure Island," the principal one
being that of Merry, the pirate.
He not only has transfused himself into virtually every type of human being, but he has assimilated the
vocations of a dozen individuals. I
wonder that Leonidas Chaney, now
known as Lon, has not long ago lost
different

his

own

He

is

characters

identity.

the Dr. Jekyll and Mr.

of pictures.

VZ Price $2.5Q

in

Hyde

SEND Can
NO MONEY
from a

IP You
GENUINE

To prove that onr blue-white

Tell it

DIAMONDSenditback

MEXICAN DIAMOND closely SUBMIT YOUR SONG POEMS ON ANY 5UBJECT
FOR MY PERSONAL CRITICISM AND ADVICE
ACCEPTABLE WORDS WILL 8E REVISED, FURNISHED
WITH APPROPRIATE MU5IC, COPYRIGHTED AND
EXPLOITED UNDER MY ORIGINAL METHODS FOR
FACILITATING THE PUBLICATION OR OUTRIGHT
SALE OF SONGS. VALUABLE BOOKLET ON SONG
WRITING 5ENJ_FREEQN REQUEST. WRITE TO ME TO-DAr

resembles the finest genuine South African Diamond (costing 50 times as much), with same DAZZLING RAINBOWFIRE, (Guaranteed 20 yrs.) wewillsend thisLadies Solitaire
Ring with one carat gem, (Catalogue price $4.98) for Hall
Price to Introduce, $2.50, plus War Tax 13c. Same thine
but Gents. Heavy Tooth Belcher Ring, (Cataloge price $6.26)
for $3.10, plus WarTaxlBc. Mounting's areour finestl2 karat
gold fillei. Mexican Diamonds are GUARANTEED FOR 20
YEARS. SEND NO MONEY. Just mail postcard or this ad.,
state size and we will mail at once C. O. D. If not fully
pleased, return in 2 days for MONEY BACK, less handling
charges. Act quick; offer limited: only one to a customer.
Write for FREE Catalog. AGENTS WANTED.

MEXICAN DIAMOND IMPORTING CO.

Las Cruces,
(Exclusive controllers Mexican Diamonds)

Dept. CD;;

N. Mex.

t

Author 'of m Vying the leaver 'so Tmey won't come
llown-'dojlt forget old dixieland" and others •

10

i

OAIETY THEATRE

BLD.

MEW

YORK.
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SIMPLIFIED

Don't

SHORTHAND
LEARN

IN

5 Evenings

No

necessary

lines

ruled

Taking Notes in
K. I. Shorthand
eliminated.

frietion

WONDERFUL SUCCESS.

test

Legions

of

imouials.

Try lesson below.

Here's\

o

p anc^thie is

C

P?

eet

,

<^

pat

tap and

.

A

you have learned the above in 5 minyou should learn the whole system
within 5 hours
after which you develop
speed with pleasant practice.
$5,000 reward on superiority of K. I. Shorthand.
Whatever your occupation is you may add
to your value and do better financially if
you learn K. I. Shorthand.
It will imIf

utes

;

prove your capability of action, your memory
and your general efficiency.

down

speeches,
dictation, talks,
telephone messages, orders, sermons make
your memoranda quickly.
Improve your
efficiency.
K. I. Shorthand is used by
professional and business men personally
and by stenographers, including U. S.
;

;

service.

FREE

Lessons

To prove
simplicity

to you the
of
K.
I.

Shorthand

we would

send you FREE
the new brochure With

part

two
"Talk as fast
you like.
I

trial

guarantee,
as

am

als,

and

lessons,

testimonifurther in-

formation about this
it down in
K.
I.
SHORT- easily learned system.
Inexpensive as a box
HAND."
of
cigars
or a few
boxes of candy
Recommended by nutaking

!

morbus readers of this magaziu
Fi'll out
or copy the coupon below and mail to us
promptly.
You will be surprised and de
lighted. Mention "Picture-Play Magazine.'

8 South Wabash Ave.

CHICAGO.

ILL.

or

154 East 32nd

black,

—

and made

St.

NEW YORK, N. Y.

week

another
was one of six

later I got

—that

I

is,

little

when
crowd.

and a

you're just one of a bigger
each got seven dollars

We

was

in three

got a little part, which paid me
seventy dollars, as something went
wrong the first time they took the
scenes and they had to make retakes,
I

paying

me

Then
months.

I

for

all

my

didn't get a thing for
I

two

went around

several

times,

—

body

in

the

business

told

me

so

they said it was an unusual thing for
a beginner to get parts when she'd
never done anything before. But of
course I was worried when things
let up like that
the time that I
waited seemed simply interminable.

—

K. J.
Guarantee and Testimonials.

Name

I'd earned.

Address

send Free Brochure EK-151 of
Shorthand, with Two Lessons,

Deduct from that the

seventy-two dollars for my riding
habit— which I needed only that once
and what I'd spent for carfare and

—

I

and valuable acquaintances. I
several directors, two or three
of whom I felt sure had me in mind
and would send for me if anything
suited to me turned up. It was quite
ence,

knew

they told me, that in less
than a year I might work up to playing really big supporting roles, possibly those next in importance to the
star, and in time I might be featured.
Probably before that time I could
get a "stock" engagement with one
of the big companies, so that I'd be
paid regularly, even though there
wasn't anything for me to do. And
there was always the chance that
luck would come my way, that some
producer would want just my type to
star in a big production
and that
my name would be made. But
whether that ever happened or not,
possible,

—

had

I really

—

good

a

start in pictures

chance

the

just

make good.

If

it

wanted

I'd

was

to

the road to

success in the movies that

I

wanted

to follow, I could feel sure that

my

were firmly planted on it.
But I began to wonder if, by the

time

reached

I

my

goal, I wouldn't be

worn out with waiting that nothing Would really be very much worth
so

thought of

I

my

friend Jean,

and wondered still more. It was a
most unsatisfactory sort of existence. And while I was wondering a
letter came from home saying that
my sister was going to be married,
and asking if I wouldn't come home
for the wedding.

time, of course.

to the stubut they just
simply didn't have anything for me.
Yet I'd been awfully lucky every-

dios

that

see

you'll

couldn't have lived long on what I
made. I still had some of my five
hundred dollars left, but not much.
On the other hand, I had experi-

while.

half.

more mob scenes in
the next four weeks. A month later
I

and

make-up,

girls,

I'd been in New York six months.
You can figure up for yourself what

Please

Marjone"

It,

feet

and when you're in a small group
like that you get paid more than

like to
I

was

sale,

AMAZINGLY EASY

Government

— mine

I bought my riding habit at
and got it and a little felt hat
and some boots for only seventy-two
dollars altogether, which was a bargain. And the part was a good one,
really, though I had hardly anything
But I had one close-up with
to do.
one of the principals, and one scene
showed me riding alone, so that even
though I didn't make as much as my
clothes cost I felt that it was well
worth the outlay.

Already you have learned four K.I.
Shorthand signs you won't forget.
Wi'th the other signs and easy directions you can learn to indicate
every v.-ord in the di c tio n a ry in
quarter to twentieth of the time Required in ordinnry writing, as rn pidly as words are spoken!

Take

— and

ning clothes there'd be five days'
work, and I'd get ten dollars a day.
The
I was delighted, of coursfc.
fact that I'd have to buy a riding

a

so it is easy to wr'ite

t

eve-

— one with

Well,

movements of your pencil, you have
made s word that needs 16 p e ri c i 1
movements- when written in longhand.
|

wear a white riding habit
a long coat and trousers

picture and have a part.

ply write^o and v/ith these two easy

Here's

young girl
I was to

with a divided skirt didn't bother
me at all, because I was so happy
over getting this chance to be in a

To mekc path you sim-

tli

to act as the star's sister.

habit

Write

a

the two tof-.othcr, and you have
Here's

one rainy evening when
I
was sitting cross-legged on my
lumpy bed, writing home, there was
It was the
a phone call for me.
agent he had a part for me in a
Finally,

;

no

;

Mental

shading.

Do

Continued from page 51

picture that called for a

—

pastime
here's
study
the
genuine SIMPLIrnethod.

Section

;

Absolutely astounding
the quickness, t Lie certainty
and ease with
which you learn K. I.
Shorthand.
Spare-time,

FIED

— Advertising

I

went, of course

—

I

was

so wild

home folks again, and
people who didn't even

to see the dear
to

talk

to

know how
a director

"cut!"

I

camera looked, or what
meant when he shouted
didn't give up all idea of
a

ccming back, though I knew I'd
have to ask dad for more money
I just sort of compromised with myself, and didn't make any irrevocable
plans.

But

—

I

didn't go back.

irrevocable plans,

if

I

Ted had

didn't

—and

they included a little house near
mother's, with me in it.
Ted had
gone into business with his father,
and neither his folks nor mine
thought twenty- four was too young
to marry. As for me
neither did I.

—
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Screen Gossip.
By

the Screen Colonist.

Charles Ray has purchased "Pleasant Valley," the famous old Sol
Smith Russell stage play, for production by his own company under
his First National contract.

Lake comes forth as star
Metro version of "Shore Acres."

Alice
in a

Persons

who enjoyed Olga

Petroscreen will be
interested to know that the great
Polish actress is a gifted writer as
well, and that she has written a oneact play which is beings published in
the March number of Atnslee's Mag1-

va's picture's "on the

"The Ghoul," and

It is called

azine.
is

to be given a stage production this

season, with

the role of

author herself in

the

The Woman.

Clyde Fillmore, who appeared in
"Blind Husbands," has signed a
four-year
roles in

play leading
Players-Lasky pro-

contract

Famous

to

Flat

Belcher
Rini
olid sold
mounting

with

wide tlat band. Ala carat, guaranteed Pennine Tifnrte Gem. Price

only

al.

Balance

"3.00

per

month.

"The Battle of Youth" is the temporary title of King Vidor's initial
production for First National.
In
the cast are Florence Vidor, Charles
Meredith, Roscoe Karns, little Ben
Alexander, and Harold Goodwin.
The picture is from an original story
conceived by Mr. Vidor.

To quickly introduce

lost

516.50;
$4.60 on arriv-

ductions.

Put It Beside
a Diamond
beautiful

into every locality our
absolutely and positively

TIFNITE GEMS, we will

send them out FREE and on trial for 10 days' wear. You
simply pay only $4.50 on arrival, balance $3.00 per month if
satisfactory. In apnearanee and by every test, these wonderful gems are so much like a diamond that even an expert can
hardly tell the difference. But only 10.000 will be shipped on
this plan. To take advantage of it, you must act quickly.

Send the coupon NOW! Send
no money. Tell us which ring
you prefer. We'll send it at once.
Afteryou see the beautiful, dazzling gem and the handsome
solid gold mounting— after you
examination
an
and decided that you have
have carefully made
a wonderful bargain and want to keep it, you can pay for it in
such 6mall payments that you'll hardly miss the money. If
you can tell a TIFNITE GEM from a genuine diamond, or if,
for any. reaspr. at. all, you do not wish to keep it, return it at

Solid Gold

Mountings

our expense.

Remarkable Gem

Closest thing
to a diamond
ever discov-

Joe Ryan, who has appeared in
Vitagraph serials starring William
Duncan, has commenced work on a
new serial in which he will be
starred.
Vitagraph has placed him
under contract for three years. Jean
Paige will be co-starred with Mr.
Rvan.

ered. In appearancea TIFNITE
and a diamond are as alike as two
peas. TIFNITE GEMS have
the wonderful pure white color of diamonds of the first
water the dazzling~fire, brilliancy, cut and polish. Stand every
diamond te6t fire, acid and diamond file. Mountings are ex-

Viola Dana denies that the terithousand-dollar diamond she is wearing has anything to do with a matrimonial engagement.
Nevertheless,
she wears it on the finger.

measurement as explained.

Discovery
—

clusively fashioned in latest designs

Send No Money
r

How

Just Mail
Send now and get a TIFNITE

GEM on this liberal offer.

Artcraft

Wear

Mountings. Decide then whether
you want to keep it or not. Send
sure.
for yours now — today

—

Send no money.

"The

production,

Round-Up" from

the famous stage

play of that name.

to

Rins|s

-The Coupon
for 10 days on trial. Every one
set in the latest style Solid Gold

the

solid gold.

Just send coupon. Send no reference, no money, no obligation-to you in any way! You run no risk. The coupon brings
you any of the exquisitely beautiful rings shown and described here for ten days' wear free. Be sure to enclose strip
of paper showing exact finger

it

Roscoe Arbuckle has stopped batting pies and gone in for serious
drama. He will play the sheriff in

— guaranteed

Order

ToBet theright

size ring, cut a
-*
strip of heavypaper so that
the ends exactly meet when
drawn tightly around the
second joint of finger on
which you want to wear the
ring. Be careful that the

measuring paper

fits snugly
hotrt overlapping, and'
at the second
joint. Send the strip of paper
to us with order coupon.

w-i t

measure

THE TIFNITE GEM CO.
109

E. 39th St., Dept.

Send me ring No
(In

566

Chicago,

III.

on ten days* approval.

ordering ring, be sure to enclose size as described above)

agree to pay $4.50 upon arrival, and balance at rate of $3.00 per
month. If not satisfactory, I will return same within ten days at
your expense.
I

"The

Four

Horsemen

of

the

Apocalypse," the novel by V. Blasco
Ibanez, is to be filmed with an allstar cast by Metro.

Name
Address

«••

••••
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Francis X. Bushman and Beverly
Bayne were given an ovation by the
film colonists when they appeared in

Los Angeles in their stage
Master Thief."

"The

play,

Mildred Harris Chaplin

will

star

"Polly of the Storm Country,"
by Grace Miller White, author of
"Tess of the Storm Country."

Baird-North Book

Advance Styles
Now Ready

Mailcoupon below for yourfree
copy. Seeat what agreat saving
yoo can dress in themodesset by
Paris and New York as (his seaBon's leading sty los
Supreme quality is what you
naturally expect in any garment offered by this old established firm of Baird-North

Company and you

will

be

delighted with the splendid values in our Spring
Style Book.

AllWool
French
erge Dress
12A317- Navy Blue Only.
Asa specimen of Baird-North
value, note this beautiful, stylish "straight line" dress of All
Serge, an ideal
spring weight fabric. Braid-

Wool French

bound at neck and braid-trimmed
on the stylish narrow string belt
and on tabs giving effect of pockets. Neat rows of buttonson front
panels and tabs lend a pleasing
finish.
Sizes: 14 to 20 for Misses
with36-in. skirt. d»
Worn- S>
en with 39-inch

152§

34 to 46 for

Price - Shipping weight

skirt.

lbs.

1

China Piping
Straw
Hat 9A 42i
Black with Copenhagen Blue Satin

Mahlon Hamilton has been signed
by Goldwyn to appear in leading
roles of Eminent Authors productions.

Conway Tearle has been lured to
the West coast to act as leading man
with Clara Kimball Young.

China Piping Straw
I

in

drooping brim

style ao generally becoming. Plaiting
of satin on brim is overlaid with a handsome wreath of vari-colored satin and
velvet flowers, and satin I
foliage and grasses. Priced

Mary Pickford

has been taking a

month's vacation since the completion of "Pollyanna."

Most of her

stories in search of a screen play.

from the novel of
being filmed by
Allan Dwan. The players are James
Kirkwood, Mary Thurman, Noah
Beery,
Rhea Mitchell, Bernard
Durning, Philo McCullough, and
John Burton. This will be released
after "The Heart of a Fool."

"The

is

.

"The Glory of Love"
of a Tourneur production

at

amazinglow for guaranteed high
prices

ly

quality.

now under

way.

Be Fashionable," an

story

Sullivan.

Providence, R. I.

Allison

TO PAY
NINE MONTHS
on
Immediate possession

our

lib-'

eral Easy Monthly Payment plan
—the most liberal terms ever offered
OD a high grade bicycle.

appearing in the
"Judah," screen

play,

"Fine Feathers."

«

FACTORY TO RIDER prices save

We

"Eliza

make our bicycles
in our own new model factory and
put real
sell direct to you.
quality in them and our bicycles
must satisfy you.
44 STYLES, colors, and sizes to

We

choose from inour famous

is

scenes of
adaptation of Henry Arthur Jones'
play.
She commences work soon in
the film version of Eugene Walter's
final

.

Address.

line.

Comes

to Stay," the stage

comedy by H. V. Esmond, is being
filmed by Metro with Viola Dana as

RANGER

advance the first
payment and energetic boys by odd
jobs — paper routes, de'ivery for
stores, etc., make the bicycle earn
money to meet the small monthly Payments.
DELIVERED FREE on Approval and 30 DAYS
TRIAL. Select the bicycle you want and terms
thatsuit you— cash or easy payments.
TIDCC lamps, horns, wheels, sundries and parts for

is

appearing in a

Bessie
at the

Love has commenced work

head of her

own company.

Jack Gilbert has signed a twoyear contract to appear in Tourneur
productions.
He is the first player
to be signed by Mr. Tourneur on a
long-time contract.

Sign on a Los Angeles theater:
"Don't Change Your Husband for

bicycles— at half usual prices. SEND

Dempsey
and

CYCLE COMPANY

Dept.

one
thousand

receive

will

eighty-five

dollars for his services as star of a
serial

now

being filmed

Pathe

Monte Blue
Paramount.

is

at the

Brun-

will release

to

it.

be starred by

Florence Deshon, "the most beautiful brunette of the screen," has an
important role in "Dangerous Days,"
from the Mary Roberts Rhinehart
story.

Albert Ray has left the Fox Company. He has the leading role in a
seven-reel production made by the

American Film Company, and

di-

rected by Rupert Julian.

Olive Tell is to star in the first
picture made by the new Jans Company.

Matt Moore has been engaged by
Marshall Neilan, who has placed un-

Margarita Fisher has been engaged to go around the world on a

all

NO MONEY

but write today for the big new catalog, prices and terms.

EAD

Jack

hundred

Kathlyn Williams is building a
royal mansion in Hollywood.

v

llltM

Juanita Hansen
serial for Pathe.

star.

Send for big beautiful catalog.

Many parents

I

She

York.

will no longer play the sub-deb, but
the young matron, we are told.

ton studios.

May

you money.

New

Capitol Theater in

origi-

Gentlemen: Please send me a
copy of your book of advance styles

Name

Messmore

title

Enid Bennett has completed "The
Man in the Moon," by C. Gardner

BAIRD-NORTH CO
,

the

lin-

hosiery,

Send today!

312 Broad St.

is

by Mildred Considine,
adapted by Luther Reed, is the latest
Ince production starring Douglas
MacLean and Doris May.

theBaird-North

gerie, millinery,

pictures for

Scoffer,"

Val Cleveland,

nal

things shown in

Coats, suits, dresses,

make

fifteen cents."

You will be delighted
with the beautiful

shoes, etc.

Vivian Martin has signed a con-

been devoted to reading

time has

"Let's

Coupon Now!
Book

Howe

has invented a camera
improvement employing the use of
He
three or four complete lenses.
alleges that the invention will accomplish by a single exposure what
has hitherto required three exposures to accomplish.
Eliot

Kendall, one of the owners of the

Mail This

Style

Douglas Fairbanks has joined the
A mob of thirty roped and
hog-tied the athlete and took him to a
lodsre at Santa Monica.
He came
cut an Elk.

tract to

i

One of many smart styles at lowest
prices for high Baird-North quality.

Wesley Barry, MarDaw, and Jane Novak.

contract

jorie

Elks.

in

of

der

S 101,

Chicago

:
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United States picture-taking expedition, made for the purpose of making educationa

films.

"Milestones," by Arnold Bennett,
one of the most successful plays produced in recent years, is to be filmed

by Goldwyn.
It

rumored

is

—Mrs.

that Pauline

Dwan—will

Allan

Bush

soon

re-

turn to the screen.

Frank Mayo makes

his first ap-

pearance as a screen star in "Luck,"
a Universal production.

From

They work

Broadway

Bogabilla to

Continued from page 77

and

shiny

like

a

In
tumble

down

and a

over,

a

hill,

slide

natura

pictures.

do a
and
from a window,
I

rolling over

Dunn, who
heavy, flings me around

and

crooked

great

That helped me in
'The Blood Barrier'

tooth.

plays

Billie

a

room

the
;

if

I weren't just as strong as could be,

and hadn't the healthful training
that life on the sheep ranch provided,
I'd be a wreck.
Not all my pictures
are

habit

with that sort of thrills,
Commodore Blackton

filled

however.

made a perfectly beautiful picture,
'My Husband's Other Wife,' in
which

I

At the

Broadway; then, too, in 'Respectable by Proxy,' a pretty story of
the South, I just reveled in beauti-

Stores only

star of

ful clothes,

shin

Sooo

played Adelaide Hedlar, a

and

didn't even bark

8 for lO C
14 for 15 «
oOfor SO'

my

^iiMIMilffW' " in itn fiffiiiiirnin-i

!"

"Dreams

are hard to

HAWAIIAN

make come

MUSIC THE

true," she said softly after a moment's silence.
"When I came to

America from out there it was very
hard; I didn't know any one, and
New York oh, what a lonely, lonely
place it can be
But I did get a
chance with Miss Grace George in
'Major Barbara,' and then almost
immediately I was offered a contract
in pictures after a test by Tom Ince.
Life has been very good to me, but
there are many, many times when I
see myself again directing my wonderful sheep-herders in plays by

minus

—

!

Shakespeare, just a little girl with a
!"
of dreams
I thought that was a very pretty

lot

way

to

in

March

Because Piso's wards

my

one
door and called
"Miss
Breamer,
Blackton is waiting!"

Commodore

S AreVbu
Popular?

off

ill effects of cold,
rainy weather. For 55
years it has ended disr
tressing coughs and eased inflamed, irritated throats, hoarseness and throat
tickling.
Keep it in the medicine
cabinet ready for immediate use at
the very first symptoms.

30c at your druggist's. Contains no
opiate.

Good

for

young and old j

end an interview and

I adhorn-shell glasses just as
of the "grips" rapped on the

justed

Important
as umbrellas

PISO'S
&
for Cou'ghs

Colds

this famous player
LET
be your instructor.

Let him teach you to
produce wonderful, sympathetic melodies
No more exon the Hawaiian Ukulele.
quisite music was ever given to mankind.
Draw to your home and yourself charmed
circles of friends and admirers— know the
delights of popularity. Sing and dance to
the tender strains of Hawaiian music.
Write us at once for information how you
can obtain ABSOLUTELY FREE a genuine Ukulele, which we are giving away to
introduce Harry J. Clarke's new and wonderful easy system of instruction by mail.
Smsll cost

great results!

Write Mr. Clarke personally today.

HAWAIIAN INSTITUTE OF MUSIC, Inc.
Dept.

4C

1400 Broadway, N. Y.
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DRAW A

GIRLS!

A Tabloid

MOIST CLOTH

have been done by Booth Tarking-

querite

ton.

comedy with the accent on the
mance not farce.

ro-

"Wanted— a Husband"— Here

Bil-

Let "Danderine" save your

vogue

Clark's

romantic

is

—

"The Day She Paid"— The

woman

miliar

and double

fa-

with the familiar past

who makes

Burke manufactures a mythical
the familiar sacrifice to
protect her stepdaughter from the husband and then has to produce one.
sheep-skinned wolf with the familiar Al Christie has produced this in ten
results.
A vehicle for Francelia different ways and has made considerably more of it than has Famous
Billington.
Players here.
Miss Burke has at
/'The Broken Melody" Eugene least two full reels of close-ups.
O'Brien in a pure, unmixed romance.
The star is a delight to be sure, spe"Jubilo"—Will Rogers in a likcially to fluttering femininity, but
able hobo role that would make him
even this species prefers its sugar a star overnight if he were not almixed up with something solid so ready one. Full of dry wit, humor,
that it will take the shape of candy. and human nature, it is a picture that
"The Broken Melody" is plain sugar can be recommended without any
qualifications whatever.
too sweet for most of us.

beauty

its

Review

Continued from page 68

THROUGH HAIR
hair

Section

lie

—

—

—

"More Deadly Than
with Ethel Clayton

—

the

"The Last of His People"—Very

Male,"

It is indeed.

old-fashioned.

Oh,

such an abundance of thick,
heavy, invigorated hair; a perfect mass
of wavy, silky hair, gloriously fluffy,
bright and so easy to manage.
girls,

Just moisten a cloth with a little
"Danderine"
and
carefully
draw it
through your hair, taking one small

strand

at

moves

all

time
this magically
redirt,
excess oil and grease,
hair is not left brittle, dry,
a

;

but your
stringy or faded, but charmingly soft,
with glossy, golden gleams and tender
lights.

The youthful

glints,

and

tints

"Heart

—

sort that piloted her to her present

fame

comb,

I

neat and
attractive
Miss Betty Parker

Jay Dillon

Featured in Jack Norworth's "Odds and Ends'

Adopted by-Screen-Stage-Society
Because Hair-Dress will makethe most stubborn hairstay the
way you comb it and retain a smooth, dressy appearance the entire evening.
With Hair-Dress you can comb your hair any
fashionable style— straight back— any way you want it. HairDress will also give to your hair that beautiful lustre so much
in vogue with men and women of the stage, the screen and
Is harmless

and

acts as

an excellent

Send
a

iar.

today for

Use

it

—

five

Send $1.00 for Three Months' Supply.
920 Windsor Ave., CHICAGO
,

sort

she has

ever

done.

"The
Hyland

Web of

Chance," with Peggy
absurd detective story
bolstered up by subtitles containing
practical jokes and puns. To be enjoyed most by those who read the
comic supplements of the Sunday
papers before they scan the news.

—An

Miracle
of
Love"— By
Cosmo Hamilton, who delights to
skate over thin ice.
He usually
brings a social code into the lives of
people who haven't any. This offering is considerably better than many
of

his

made

for

contains

it

beautiful

by

a

the

romance
delightful

characterizations rendered by

ham Standing and Lucy

tonic.

y«nts

fift

trial

days.
If It isn't just what you have been looking foi
send
it back.
Your money will be cheerfully returned to you.
Send United States stamps, coin or money order. Your iar o f
delicately scented, greaseless Hair-Dress will be promptly
mailed postpaid. Send for this wonderfultoilet necessity today.

HAIR-DRESS CO., Dept.43

best

man although we are inclined to
think that some photo-playgoers will
question his eyesight after witnessing what the exigencies of his role
ing

subject

him

to.

"The Fear Market"—All about
girl

a

determined on running to ground

owner of a scandal sheet and
finding
him her father!
Alice
the

—

Brady's

weak

Interesting but, in
climax, disappointing.

latest.

"The

hair easy

Send for
Iar
JC11U
l%Jl Trial
*ri<U JSr

—the

its

stubborn

society.

honest, clean In-

against

—

"Danderine" is a tonic-beautifier.. Besides doubling the beauty of the hair at
once, it checks dandruff and stops falling hair.
Get delightful Danderine for
a few cents at any drug or toilet counter
and use it as a dressing and invigorator
as told on bottle.

to

pitted

the

o'

color are again in your hair.

Makes

An

superficial and
Hills"— Mary Pick- intriguing whites. The Indian wins
ford in the Kentucky mountains, gun out after providing Mitchell Lewis
shootin' and awkward.
Civilization many wearisome opportunities- to
gets hold of her and makes her a lady suffer in his most suffering style.
and she returns in time to save her
mother from the man who killed her
"She Loves and Lies" Norma
father
also to marry her childhood Talmadge here forsakes the emosweetheart.
Not much of a story tional role and takes to light comedy.
but the star makes it a very delight- It is a welcome variation and the star
ful piece of entertainment, full of proves her versatility time and again.
humor and humanisms. It's the same Conway Tearle is a delightful lead-

dian

"Luck

Pawn"

Wynd-

story

!

Cotton.

—An

unusual
farce idea, that of a girl putting her
"luck" in the pawnshop has been
rather maltreated here. The best is
not derived from the story, and Marin

—

An unwith Gladys Leslie as
the central figure.
Innocent, she is
compromised by a dying old roue,
who calls her his "little sweetheart"
in his will, and then meets and falls
in love with his son
dramatic
idea handled expertly indeed.
"The Golden Shower"

usual

A

—

"Beckoning Roads" Bessie Barmeting out vengeance on the

riscale

man who

caused her father's death.
An entertaining, though wandering,
picture with the star giving of her
best.
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a Fairy Princess

Continued from page 33

haven't

—and

that,

after

all,

is

the

really important thing.

And when
end, in which

she finally reached the
"They all lived happily

ever after," and apologized for hav-.
ing kept me waiting, she added, very
simply, "But I am so found of them
And if you had watched her
all."

with the children around her, you
would have known that without being told.

Probably nearly every reader of
this story knows something of the
career of Mary Miles Minter. But
for those who do not, and in order
freshen the memories of those
who do, a few words may not be
without interest.
She was born in Shreveport,
Louisiana, in 1902, and made her
to

appearance on
childhood with the late Nat Goodwin, in "Cameo Kirby." Following
that engagement, she appeared with
Dustin Farnum in "The Squaw
Man," and then with Robert Hilliard, with Mrs. Fiske, and with
Madame Bertha Kalich.
Vaudeville saw Miss Minter in a
playlet of the Civil War.
So popular was this little sketch that it was
elaborated into a play called "The
Littlest Rebel," the title role being
played by Mary. It was one of the
big Broadway successes of its year,
and picture fans will be interested to
know that with her appeared both
Dustin and William Farnum. During this engagement she dropped her
own name, Juliet Shelby, and took
the name of a deceased cousin, Mary
Miles Minter, in order to convince
the child labor commission in Chicago that she was sixteen.
It was after the close of this production that she became a screen
star,
playing with different companies in a long list of releases, the
titles of which are too many to enumerate.
As to whether or not she
has ever thought of taking Mary
Pickford's place, I'm sure I don't
know. She spoke, I remember, of
Miss Pickford, in terms of the greatest admiration and devotion, and
the stage in early

first

said, quite frankly, that for

had looked up

years she

Miss Pickford as
her idol of the screen. I'm sure that
Mary Miles Minter thinks too much
of the other Mary ever to wish to
take her place.
And besides, I'm
sure she must think she has quite
enough to do just to be herself.
to

TL
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Chin-Chin and Jack -o-Lantern fame.

The highest paid musical
the Six Brown Brothers,

act of today.

Nearly every member of
Tommie Brown's Clown Band, Tommie Brown's Musical Review and Tommie Brown's Highlanders USE
BUESCHER INSTRUMENTS. ASK THEM.

Buescher True-Tone
o

Easy to Play
Easy to p ay

1

Saxophones
A

Buescher True-Tone Saxophone opens the way for you to
double your income, double your opportunities and double your
popularity and pleasure. It is easy for the beginner— you can
learn to play the scale in one hour's practice and take your place
in the band within 90 days. Practice is a pleasure rather than
clarinet player can make the change almost at once.
an effort.
Buescher is the oldest maker of Saxophones and makes more
of these instruments than the combined products of all the other manu-

A

facturers.
it

Get This Free Saxophone Book
It tells you what each Saxophone is best adapted for.when to use singly,
in quartettes, sextettes, octettes, or in regular band or full Saxophone
Band. Tells how to transpose for cello parts in orchestra, and familiarizes you with many facts you would like to know, whether you are a
beginner, amateur or professional. It illustrates arid describes the virtues

of each model of the Saxophone Family from
for your copy.

RUDY WIEDOEFT

"The Saxophone Wizard"
Wiedoef t's True-Tone Saxophone started him on the
road to success. He can
now name hisown prieesf or
engagements he accepts.

Bb and Eb Soprano Saxophone

Ask

to Contra Bass

Buescher -Grand Cornets and Trombones
With all its wonderful volume, the Buescher-Grand Cornet is exceptionally easy to blow, requiring
little exertion to start the tones, or to keep them sounding, that jumps of thirds, fifths or octaves
can be taken without the slightest stopping or breaking or spacing between the tones. Its "Split-NoTone" Bell is an exclusive and patented feature.
so

The Buescher-Grand Trombone
sically.
ease in

bTlS^Ss mu-

Possesses an unrivalled smoothness and velvety
the slides and perfect balance.

Free Trial

— Easy

Payments

You can order any Buescher instrument without paying
one cent in advance, and try it c'x days iu your own home,
without obligation. If perfectly satisfied, pay for it on easy
f>ayments. Ask us to send you names of users in your
ocality Illustrated Catalog of True-Tone Band and Orchestra Instruments free.
.

BUESCHER BAND INSTRUMENT CO.

The Famous Buescher-Grand Cornet
The biggest and most

284 Jackson Street

any Cornet

perfect tone of

Elkhart, Indiana

mm

Learn

How to

Write

Metal. Holder keeps Rubber
Clean, Firm and Keen-edged.
Works Better Lasts Longer
Two Rubbers, the length of
the Holder, are made, one for
ink. one for Pencil.
By slight
pressure, clean Rubber is fed

Sanitary

—

Short Stories SsSi^l

stories, photoplays and feature articles.
9 can
learn how to write at home in spare time,

Y yu

down

JJack

London said so. He and other great writers have endorsed our home Btudy course. Course in fascinating
and takes only a few of your spare hours.
toil0-of °^-Um^""t»>Writs for free book

3S^

Hoosier Institute, S. S.

Offer.

Dept

No

Ft.

as

used.

Price 15c each; Fillers 5c each,
"O.K" Booklets
50e per do?..
FREE.
Adjustable Brush to
fit

They Erase

obligations.

Wayne, Ind.

Holder

—.Jfsk Your Stationer
Makers <>t w asnhurne's 'O.K

10c.

K. Mfg. Company
Syracuse, N. Y., U. S. A.
Paper Fasteners & Letter Opentra.

The

0.

YOU HAVE A BEAUTIFUL FACE
BUT YOUR NOSE!
day and age attention to your appearance is an absolute necessity
if you expect to make the most out of life.
Not only should you wish to
appear as attractive as possible for your own self-satisfaction, which is
alone well worth your efforts, but you will find the world in general judging
you greatly, if not whollv, by your "looks, " therefore it pays to "look your
best" at all times. Permit no one to see you looking otherwise; it
will injure your welfare!
Upon the impression you constantly make rests
the failure or success of your life
which is to be your ultimate destiny?
My new Nose-Shaper "TRADOS" (Model 24) corrects now ill-shaped noses
without operation quickly, safely and permanently.
Is pleasant and does
not interfere with one's daily occupation, being worn at night.
In this

—

Write today for free booklet, which

Noses without

M. TRILETY,

Face Specialist,

tells

uou how

to correct

Ill-Shaped

cost if not satisfactory.

1274 Ackerman Bldg., Binghamton, N. Y.
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Don't Change Your Hair

— Buy a Wig!

Continued from page 75

what Edith Storey says," put in another of the party.
She's wearing
a stunning wig in her

'The Greater
is

Profit.'

new picture,
Her own hair

beautiful, but hopelessly straight.

She says she simply hasn't time
labor over

You

MORE

Experts are
Print
Finger
Men who are masters of
needed.
this profession are scarce. The defor Finger Print Experts is great.

mand

a special inducement we will give you
free of charge our new easy reading
course in Secret Service Intelligence if
you act at once.

As

Be a Finger Print Expert
Build up a business on the basis of a
trained brain. You can do it as a master
There
of the Finger Print profession.
is crying need for Finger Print Experts
right now and the demand for these
trained men is growing every day.
profession that offers wonderful opportunities for advancement.
Governments,
corporations, police departments, institutions and individuals have constant use
for these specially trained men. The work
is fascinating and

A

it

know

never

hair

favorite's

was Nazimova

You
necessary.
can become a master of this profession by
studying at home in your spare time. Expert Finger Print men travel all over the
country solving mysteries that baffle alF
others.
They are important men and
highly regarded and envied by every one.
special education

is

the color of your

any

There
"The Red Lan-

in

more.

one minute a blond English
girl and the next flash a brunet China
girl.
Wigs were worn by both characters.
And Alice Joyce assumed
golden locks for "The Vengeance of
Durand."
Then there's Louise Glaum. She
tern,"

sticks

to

color

but

not

;

from the very best that is
what seems the most avail-

choose,
offered,

for their needs at any given

able
time.

And

the

movie business

Mail the Coupon

mand

is

Get

night.

tery of these two closely allied professions
places a brilliant career within your grasp.
Achievements that will immediately place the
stamp of success upon you. are now possible.

Send this coupon for

-

information

full

NOW.

1583, 1772 Wilson Ave.,

fickle,

Any

it

may

is

ize

to

just

Public dechange over-

scenario editor

may

ceive orders at any time not to
all,

re-

buy

at

buy only comedies,

to special-

Westerns, to cut

down on

in

however, certain types
of stories, based upon the elemental
passions and emotions which are
never out of date, and which are
more likely to be in constant demand.
I may mention, as an example, the

Chicago

Gentlemen Without any obligations whatsend me your new FREE book on
Finger Prints and your offer of a free
:

ever,

course in Secret Service Intelligence.

Name

are,

"Cinderella" story

Address

"My

gracious

!" I

exclaimed,

"Has

everybody got a wig in the closet?
There's Dorothy Gish, Lillian, Betty
Blythe, Pauline Frederick, Louise
Glaum, Nazimova, Helene Chadwick, Edna Mae Cooper, Seena

Owen,
mered

"

Dana

Viola

I

stam-

for breath.

"And, since every one's not as

we are, you'll never know
how many more," was somebody's
frank as

parting shot.

poor

who, after bitter heartmeets the "fairy
him,
and lives happily
prince," weds
ever after.
Thousands of stories
have been built on this theme, and
countless thousands of others will be
built on it
and used, too. Whether
it seems unfair or not, the fact remains that the beginner has the best
chance if you stick to these elemental
little girl

break,

finally

—

human

The acceptance

themes.

his story will depend, then,

society.

There

University of Applied Science

Desk

York," suddenly interrupted Helene Chadwick,
who had been discreetly silent. "I
wasn't going to say anything about
it until you all started this scandal
about store hair. You see I craved
short hair, so one night I took courage and the shears. The director of
the next picture for which 1 was
cast insisted upon a long hairdress.
So I just bought a wig that matched
mine perfectly."

Continued from page 74

"show business."

information about this great profession and our big offer of a free course
in Secret Service Intelligence.
The mas-

New

Hints for Scenario Writers

plain

full

length.

to

Sometimes her hair is abbreviated
that's her own.
On other occasions
she appears with as much crowning
glory as Elsie Ferguson that's not
her own.
"You should behold the wig I

The Pay Is Big!
No

to

— hence the new hair."

brought back from

—the

story of the

of

upon the

novelty of treatment, the ingeniousness of his plot, the possibility for

human

appeal, and

upon

who wants

producer

his finding a

to use just such

a story at that time, and

who knows

of no better story of that type which
he can purchase.

\

Age

Fade-Outs

Occupation

Write the Words
For a Song
We

Write the words for a song.
revise
song-poems, compose music for them, and
guarantee to secure publication on a royalty
basis by a New York music publisher.
Our
Lytic Editor and Chief Compose* is a
song-writer of national reputation and has
written many big song-hits.
Mail your
song-poem on love, peace, victory or any
other subject to us today.

Poems

submitted

are examined free.

BROADWAY COMPOSING STUDIOS
104 F

Fitzgerald Bldg.,

Broadway

at

Times Square,

NEW YORK

Continued from page 63

A

Upon

recovering we went forth to
see Fatty in "Back Stage."

The scheme worked

—o

Eight 'Ates.
"The House Of Hate" (Pathe)
"The Law Of Hate (Doo Lee)
"The Kiss Of Hate" (Metro)
"The Bride Of Hate" (Ince)
"Heirs Of Hate" (Horsley)
"The Brand Of Hate (Univ)
"Heiritage Of Hate" (Univ)
"Hate" (Fairmount)

We

Brave Director!

are ever quick to .applaud di-

That is why
your attention to
"Bringing Up Betty," (World).
The villain in this play is bought
off with a check for $700,000.00.
You will no doubt picture in your

rectorial

we

originality.

joyfully

call

mind's eye the terrific struggle the
director fought with Kid Conventional, to prevent the check being the
usual million.

Givem

credit,

boys

Picture-Play Magazine

Send
No.7A1410
This solid gold solitaire is the most popular ladies' ring in the
world. Beautifully finished, the essence of
good taste. Setting is
a Sashing Lacbnite

Gem weighing about
1

carat.

$18.75

Price

Deposit

Monthly

4.75
2.50
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Coupon

sendyou

No.7AlS04
This solid gold ring

is

shaped and finished by
hand. Nofinerormore
fashionable ring could

a Lachnite

CiEND NO MONET.

Just send us your

be made.

a

It is set

brilliant

Gem

with

Lachnite

weighing about

% carat.

Price
Deposit

Monthly

name and

$18.75
4.75
2.50

address and

you, prepaid, on approval, a genuine Lachnite Gem mounted
|J in a solid send
gold ring. Wear it ten full days. These sparkling gems have the eternal
fire of diamonds. Their brilliance and hardness are guaranteed forever. We want you to select one
of the rings from this advertisement and wear it 10 full days at our expense. Then, if you can
tell it from a diamond, send it back. Over 100,000 people have accepted this offer
and today
are enthusiastic in their praise. The verdict of a hundred thousand is supreme.

we

will

—

Pay As You Wish
When

the ring comes just make the first small deposit ($4.75) with the postman.
This is only a deposit. It is not a payment. The money is still yours. Put the ring on
your finger and wear it everywhere you go for 10 full days. Then, if you decide to keep it,
pay the balance at the rate of $2.50 a month without interest. But if, during the trial, you
decide to send the Lachnite back, your deposit will be refunded instantly. You run no risk.
£KSm

Send the Coupon!

31IIIIII

Ef

El

Harold Lachman Co.
12 North
Dept. 1583
Send

me

days' free

Avenue

Michigan

Chicago,

Illinois

prepaid Ladies' Rjng

on ten
comes I will deAfter ten
with the postman.

men

trial.

When

s

it

Don't send us a penny. Just put your name and address in the
posit $4.75
^ days.
will either return the ring or send
you $2.50 a month until the balance has been
coupon and give us the size of the ring.
Be sure to send us your finreturn
If
Total cost tome $18.75.
paid.
the ring you will refund me $4.75 immediately.
ger size. To do this cut a strip of paper that will meet just around the
finger
size*
enclose my
middle knuckle of your ring finger.
Send coupon today for a Lach
nite on
days' trial.
Remember you will not be obligated to buy. ^* Name
t

I

I

I

1

Harold Lachman Company

12 North Michigan Avenue

>

Address

ior>
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Si-:ction

Send 1 5c

to

Vivau

lou,

Times Bldg.,

N. Y., for a generous sample of Mavis

—

perfume or belter still, asfy for any
one of the delightful Mavis preparations at any toilet goods counter.

,

Gloria Swanson
Stat in
Paramount Artcraft
Pictures

Gloria Swanson's

BEAUTIFUL EYES
EYELASHES

are framed in long, silky, luxuriant
and well formed
and these are largely responsible for the deep, soulful, wistful
expression of her eyes and the great charm of her face.
No face can be really
beautiful without the aid of beautiful Eyelashes and Eyebrows.
You too, can
have beautiful Eyelashes and well formed Eyebrows, if you will just apply a little

EYEBROWS,

them for a short time. It is a pure, harmless, delicately scented cream, which
nourishes and promotes the growth of Eyelashes and Eyebrows in an amazing
manner when used as directed. Long, thick, luxuriant Eyelashes and well formed
Eyebrows lend charm, beauty and expression to an otherwise plain face. Stars
of the stage and screen, as well as hundreds of thousands of women everywhere, have been delighted with the results obtained by its use.
not you?
to

Why

Generous Size 50c

or sent direct, in plain cover,

At Your Dealers
upon

receipt of price.

The wonderful success attained by "Lash-Brow-Ine" has caused the name to be closely
imitated. Look for the picture of "The Lash-Brow-Ine Girl," which appears on
every package of the genuine "Lash-Brow-Ine " and refuse substitutes.

SATISFACTION ASSURED OR MONEY REFUNDED

MAYBELL LABORATORIES
430S-47 Grand

CHICAGO

©PHOTOGRAPH BY fVAKS

Blvd.

^

orienf

r

^lowers of fhe

Orient

—

Q^watdecl^Jit'sh place- ~overu ahovc -imporied perfunieAj
Ihj a/v iiiT^ariiab Juf^
didawni/iatifUjf -women/
One

can aimost hear the conversation
swing from husbands to hats
then from
and then from
hats to complexions
complexions to perfumes.
"Yes, my dear," remarks the girl An
blue, "I thought the same' 1 flntjl I rnade
'The Perfume Test'. Then I found that

—

—

.

it

•

1

isn't

the foreign label or the elaborate,

fancy bottle that makes a perfume what
it should be."

"He
did
you ?" asks the
"What is then?"
"The character of it," comes the

hostess.

it

answer.

" 'The Perfume Test' showed me

—

my own taste which
think
guided me straight to Florient."

is

I

that

good

The Test by an impartial jury of women
compared 'three popular foreign perfumes

pared also

with three of Colgate's. There were no
names or labels the perfumes were judged
by their quality alone. More than half of
this jury chose Colgate's— Florient being

Full details of the Test and materials for
making it yourself will be sent for 2c in
Address Colgate
stamps.
Co., Dept
22, 153 Fulton Street, N. Y.

—

the favorite.

Florient delightfully pre-

in toilet water, face

powder, etc.

&

H
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10c a day soon buys an

FREE

Oliver Typewriter

TRIAL
No
Money
Down

—

latest

model

Before you realize it you have this splendid Oliver
paid for. And you get to use it right away
while

—

you pay.
price, for we now
sell the $100 Oliver for $57.
It is our latest and best
model, the No. 9. ,Tbe finest product of our factories.

you save $43 on the

,To begin with,

We

make

saving for you through
the economies we learned during the war. We found that
it was unnecessary to have great
numbers of traveling
salesmen and numerous expensive branch houses through
the country. We were also able to discontinue many other
superfluous sales methods..
[You may buy direct from us,
are able to

this great

We

even send the
via coupon.
Oliver for five days free trial, so
that you may act as your own
salesman. You may use it as if it
were your own. You can be the
sole judge, with no one to influence you.

Now
$57

Let us send you the Oliver for
Free Trial. The coupon brings it.
?ti« Oliver Typewriter <p, _
This coupon brings you £
If you agree that it is the finest
CHICAGO, U.S.*..
<J
\lrV
,,Ke«pMaciHne cleaned and
X
\J
typewriter, regardless of price, pay
Free Trial Oliver without
for it at the rate of $3 per month.
paying in advance.
your
iWe ask no partial payment in advance. You have over a year to pay. And
Decide yourself. Save $43.
you'll have the Oliver all that time. There is no
need to wait until you have the full amount.
Or this coupon brings further information.
If, after trying it, you wish to return it, we even re
Check which you wish.
fund the out-going transportation charges. So the trial
does not cost you a cent. Nor does it place you under
.

1.

\J.

oiled.

a O

obligations to buy.

Our new plan has been a tremendous success. We are
ing more Olivers this way than ever before. Over 800,000

Olivers have been soldi Oliver popularity is increasing daily.
This, the Oliver 9, has all the latest improvements.
It is
noted for its sturdiness, speed and fine workmanship. It is
handsomely finished in olive enamel and polished nickel. If any
typewriter is worth $100, it is this Oliver, for which we now ask
only $57, after its being priced for years at $100.
Mail the coupon for
a free trial Oliver or further
information. Be your own salesman and save $43. This is your
great opportunity.
Canadian Price, $72

1254 Oliver Typewriter Building, Chicago,

HI.

(29.02)

r-i

1254 Oliver Typewriter Bldg., Chicago, HI.
a new Oliver Nine for five days free inspection.
1£ I keep it, I will pay $57 at the rate of }3 per month.
I
Tlie title to remain in you until fully paid for.
I

I

Ship

me

I

1
i

My

EITHER

THE OLIVER TYPEWRITER COMPANY

71

THE OMVEB TYPEWRITER COMPANY.

sell-

shipping point is..
This does not place me under any obligation to buy. If I
choose to return the Oliver, I will ship it back at your expense at the end of five days.
Do not send a machine until I order it. Mail me your
book
The Reason and
"The High Cost of Typewriters
the Remedy," your de luxe catalog and further information.

—

—

I
I

1

I

s

Name
Street Address

a

Q

...

City..

Occupation or Business-

State..

I

i
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The Day

of the

Male

"Angel Bloom"

Movies

in the

Our young leading men

are

....

...

Favorite Picture Players

Herbert

.

making hay while the Kliegs

—Plus Madge Kennedy

Howe

.

19

27

shine.

Emma-Lindsay Squier 30

.

In which a pink elephant makes his debut in print.

The Movies' Family Tree
A

.

the

Tune

Many

Why

W. Baremore

R.

.

"How Motion

from Homer Croy's book,

To

.

.

32

.

36

John Edgar Graham

37

brief history of the beginning of motion pictures, illustrated with photographs

of

Temple

Bells

Pictures Are Made."

Barbara

.

.

Little

a picture takes on an Oriental aspect nowadays.

Change Your Wife?
Why, indeed

The Observer
Editorial

Around the

.

.

—when such a story proves that
.

.

comment on timely

.

want

.

to

change back again?
.

.

topics concerning the screen.

Hollywood

Hills of

.

you'll

.

.

.

.41

....

43

Glimpses of the players which you might have snapped with your own kodak.

He Was Lured By

a

Wesley Berry hopes

The Lady

of the Square

Florence Deshon

To

Vamp

is

.

she'll learn

.

Room

Walter

.

the truth about

him some

.

MacNamara

Gordon Brooke

.

temperamental, and dares to admit

the Purple Born

46

day.

.

48

it.

Agnes Smith

ical royalty, and yo
you should
Lionel and John Barrymore are of America's theatrical
be acquainted with their careers.

The

Star of the Doll's
But the house

is

House

Jane Novak's, not

Hints for Scenario Writers

Selma

Howe

52

Ibsen's.

.

.

.

....

William Lord Wright

53

Marian Spitzer

55

Information and advice for the amateur writer.

A

Hero

in

Homespun

—

Here's a surprise for you

it's

David Powell

whom

this title

A Jack-of- All- Arts
Theodore Kosloff

John Addison
is

an

artist in

more ways than

.

fits.

Elliott

56

one.

Continued on the Second Page Following
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Know before you Pay
^^TOT

motion pictures are good.

all

Neither are

all

books,

all

That's the secret of buying your
motion picture entertainment right.
A motion picture can't be Paramount

music,

paintings.

all

unless

You

have to use judgment in selecting your motion picture entertainment.

Sounds
Just
ticket
If

difficult.

make
that

it

is

it's

The name Paramount

a

go

in!

you buy your
Paramount Picture.
It's

the bind-

is

ing guarantee personally to you from
Famous Players - Lasky Corporation
that the picture is right.

not.

sure before
it's

—

But

Paramount.

it's

No

when

need to take chances
you can know before you pay.

good.

(paramount ^pictures
Latest
Billie

Burke in

Irene Castle in

Marguerite Clark in
Ethel Clayton in

"The Copperhead"

Paramount Artcraft Features—Released to March

"Wanted— A Husband"

"Huckleberry Finn"

"The Amateur Wife"
"All of a Sudden Peggy"
"Young Mrs. Winthrop"
"The Cinema Murder"

De

"The Miracle of Love"

"Everywoman"

„

"Male and Female"
With All Star Cast

Ferguson in
"COUNTERFEIT"
George Fitzmaurice's Production
"On with the Dance"
Dorothy Gish in
"Turning the Tables"
D. W. Griffith's.Production
"SCARLET Days"
*Wm. S. Hart in
"John Petticoats"
Houdini in
"The Grim Game"

Elsie

Charles

Robert Warwick iV'The Tree of Knowledge"
Bryant Washburn in "The Six Best Cellars"
'"Supervised by Thos. H. Ince

Mille's Production

'

THOMAS

H.

the Suit Case"

FAMOUS PLAYERS -LASKY CORPORATION

%~

ft.

-.h^-*.

^|^ES'^:€»^Ee^;€-^EB--^;g«0=lB-'$;€'^E13»^;g;>i^»'g=B-'

WHITE"

Ray

in

"Mary's- Ankle"
"Red Hot Dollars"

PARAMOUNT COMEDIES

INCE PRODUCTIONS
in

IS

Paramount-Arbuckle Comedies
Paramount-Mack Sennett Comedies
Paramount-De Haven Comedies

Enid Bennett in

"The Woman

"BLACK

Ince Supervised Special
"Behind the Door"
Ince Supervised Special "DANGEROUS HOURS"
Douglas MacLean & Doris May in

"The Miracle Man"

Cosmopolitan Production

1st

Dorothy Dalton in

Vivian Martin in
"His OFFICIAL FIANCEE"
Wallace Reid in
"Double Speed"
" The Teeth of the Tiger"
With David Powell
Maurice Tourneur's Production
"VICTORY"
George Loane Tucker's Production

With Lionel Barrymore
Cosmopolitan Production

Cecil B.

WITH ALL STAR CAST

PARAMOUNT SHORT SUBJECTS

1^1*3*31

Uflflg

Paramount Magazine
Paramount-Burton Holmes
Travel Pictures

issued weekly
issued weekly

JHL

«-g=13-?;g-^l=e-»?;g'a=B-'?tg'CEE-lp|

Contents —Continued

Harry

Fadc-Ouls
Gentle gibes at the lads and
Drucklieb.

follies

A

it,

when Jim Kirkwood can put up

Hossier from Texas
King Vidor makes

screen,

pictures with a

Tom Forman — Lone

Star

The Busy Bathtub

She's

H.

Truman

Handy

B.

Louise Williams

Now

a Crook

.

58

.

.

60

.

.

62

.

64

Emma-Lindsay Squier

the screen as on.

off

Grace Kingsley

.

.

66

Martin

.

.

68

.

.

.69

.

.

.70

.

.

.73

.

.74

it.

J.

Bent

Anita Stewart's mighty proud of him.

Come Back

.

L.

a good fight in every reel!

Apparently no up-to-date movie can get along without

And

Smalley

J.

by

James Whitcomb Riley touch.

He's a bashful Texan who's as interesting

He's Her Big Brother

with sketches

....
....
....

"I'm a Lazy Man," Said Jim
But who believes

the

of

.

Jean Hatherall

!

Edith Storey discusses her return to the screen.

Undressed

Drama

Praise of the stars

A

Tabloid Review
A schedule of the

Herbert
who dare change

Peter Milne
month's best pictures for your use.

The Bystander

Over the Teacups
Fanny the Fan proves

knows

that she

the Fans Think
A new department in which

What

The

about everybody in the film colony.

77

....

Alice Ceased to Smile
If

all

you can express your views on matters concerning

the screen.

Why

Howe

their faces occasionally.

she hadn't, Alice Lake would

Jane McNaughton Baxter

.82

Picture Oracle
Answers

to questions

Screen Gossip

78

be doing comedies, she says.

still

from our readers.
.

.

.

.

•

'

.

The Screen

.

Colonist

.

.

104

NOTICE TO OUR READERS
Owing to transportation tie-ups and delays due to the severity of the winter, the unusually heavy
and other causes —and these delays coming on the he.els of the strike which temporarily
stopped our publication last fall — it has been impossible to get Picture-Play Magazine on the news
stands on schedule time of late. Every effort is being made to overcome this, and we expect to be
making deliveries on time very soon. Meanwhile we hope that all our readers will watch for the

traffic,

publication so as not to miss any numbers.

HOW

can I become a movie actor?
That question in a thousand different forms
comes every week to every movie star, director,
So far, no one
producer, and movie magazine Oracle.
has ever been able to answer it satisfactorily. So many
schemes have been devised to trick the unwary and to
cheat young persons out of money under the pretense of
making actors of them, that those who understand the
business are at a loss to tell these ambitious young persons what to do
But the time is near when there will be a definite, pracor at least
tical way to become a movie actor or actress
to find out whether one has the necessary talent for this
It is to come about through the founding of a
work.
school for applicants by a great producer a man who has
developed a dozen great stars whose motives in founding such a school would be unquestioned who would
found the institution not to make money but as an aid
both to the aspirants and to the industry.
That man is Thomas H. Ince, and the plan for a great
movie training school which he is developing is to be announced for the first time through the .columns of the
next issue of Picture-Play Magazine. In this exclusive
interview Mr. Ince tells his reasons for planning the

—

—

—

—

—

—

school, and also something of his own slant on what it
takes to make a success on the screen.
This is but one of the many and varied articles we shall
For example, there's the
offer to you in our next issue.
one about blondes. Did you ever notice how many more
blondes than brunettes there are on the screen?
There's a reason for that several reasons, in fact and
they will be explained in our next issue.
C. L. Edson. whose Actionized version of the "Skin-nay"
stories of the Briggs Comedies will be remembered by our
readers, is writing the story version of a Will Rogers picture which will soon be released. Emma-Lindsay Squier,
who specialized in interviewing the four-footed actors
around about Hollywood, will have an amusing chat with
the Mack Sennett cat. Fatty Arbuckle will explain why
he has "parked the pies" and is going in for the "heavy

—

—

stuff."

So much by way of anticipation.
close

— just

a

And now,

before

we

word about "What the Fans Think." which

on page 77 of this issue.
your page. If you don't agree with any of our
contributors, write and tell us, and if you've made your
point clear and interesting, and we've room to print it.

you'll find

That

we'll

is

do

so.
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The sight

of her in the

arms

of another had stricken
to

the

heart,

him

but he had

learned that she was fighting desperately against this

beastof society, and that she
was true to her very soul.

Katherine MacDonald
The
in

A merican

Beauty

"The Turning Point
By Robert W. Chambers
The

most beautiful photoplay, and the
wonderful romance of a woman who was
willing to sacrifice her own love and happiness for the good of the man she loved.
year's

It will

make your

heart strings sing.
Presented by the

Katherine

MacDonald

Directed by J.

Watch for
your

it

theatre

Pictures Corp'n,

M.

Barry

at
::

A "First

National" Attraction

Magazine
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Less Than

Shoes

Retail
Prices _

for All

Women Now Share
SECRETS OF
FASCINATION

Unusual conditions force as
to offer

many (treat bargains

In diamonds

Through owners

failure to pay money loaned,
we are offering values to the
public so low that do retailer
can match them at 40 per

cent more. Write for great
free bargain bulletin.

Write at.Once for Great

Diamond
Loan Bulletin
W
rite

us for our aplendld bargain bulletin of marvelous dia-

values. We have loaned money on valuable diamond?
T more than one- third nf a cm tury. See for yourself bow
much cheaper you can buy from us. Write today.
Send your name only for the latest bargain bulletin. Lists
newest bargains In diamonds. Frenb from the press. Great
values just released. Bat only • few. Write lb now before

mond
f

AT BARGAIN PRICES
finest catalog of high grade shoes for every
of the family.

The

member

you are too

Hurry.

late.

L.foldWsSoni.

Dept. I284.1303Gru<lAve.,KusisGt7.Mo.

Juliette

At low factory prices
Bend post card, get

NOTED FEMIN0L0GIST TELLS
How

how we

this book, learn

Save You $3 to $5 on Each Pair
Madame

Shoe

SUBMIT YOUR SONG POEMS ON ANY SUBJECT
FOR MY PERSONAL CRITICISM AND ADVICE
ACCEPTABLE WORDS WILL BE REVISED, FURNISHED
WITH APPROPRIATE MUSlCCOPYRIGHTED AND
EXPLOITED UNDER MY ORIGINAL METHODS FOR
FACILITATING THE PUBLICATION OR OUTRIGHT
SALE OF SONGS. VALUABLE BOOKLET ON SONG
V/RtTlNG^^pRj^M/?EQUE3T. WRITE TO ME TOW

Bargains

Men's Black Dress
Shoe at $3.98. Style 104.

Mo

Jacob V. Gilman,
Keesport, Pa. t wrote
regarding this shoe,
*'The shoes yousent me
ere what they are pay>
ing $? t $8, and $9 for
here in McKeesport.'*

Fara,

Feminologist, Writer
Successes, says:
"There are so many, many women who struggle
along unloved and unloving, bo many who are groping their way through gray, uninteresting lives and
Juliette

and Translator of Dramatic

Six Month's Guaranteed Shoes

Two Remarkable

Everyone Can Have
Charming Personality

A

Latest styles In shoes for every member of the family, at
prices unheard of, from 79c up.

Read the remarkable story of these
ehoes in our catalog—shoo experts
ere astonished at the high quality,
and our low prices.

Fara

Author of^i m Vying tm e ibave^ so they wo«Y comb
BDWN-'OOMT FOR6ET OLD OmELANO"AND OTHERS *
YORK.
10 GAIETY THEATRE BLD.

NEW

Vz Price

*2.5P

SEND NO MONEY
From a

IF You Can Tell it
GENUINE DIANONDSenditback

To prove that onr bine-white

—

unnecessarily.

so

all

"With the
command, the

secrets

winning

of

plainest

at her
herself ir-

personality

woman may make

charming.
Not with
but simply by using

cosmetics or expensive
clothing,
the methods employed
by successful and fascinating women the world over."
"During my residence In Paris," Madame Fara
continues, "I was able to acquire the secrets of personality which, it is said, the French woman alone
possesses, and by which she has made herself admired throughout the world.
"I have gathered them all together within the covresistibly

my

ers

of

for

the

boo!;,

"HOW,"

which any woman can have

asking."

FREE TO YOU!
a woman who finds something lacking
in life, if you crave the attention or devotion accorded other women, if you would be radiantly charming, if you would be sweet and winsome, attracting
friends by the score, send at once for "HOW," which
will be mailed in perfectly plain wrapper.
You incur
no obligation. Send no money, just name and address.
If

you

"HOW"

are

is

ABSOLUTELY FREE.

GENTLEWOMAN

MEXICAN DIAMOND closely

resembles the finest genuine South African Diamond (costing 50 times as much), with same DAZZLING RAINBOWFIRE, (Guaranteed 20 yrs.) we will send thisLadies Solitaire
Ring with one carat gem, (Catalogue price {4.98) for Hall
Price <o Introduce, $2.60, plus War Tax 13c. Same thing
but Gents. Heavy Tooth Belcher Ring, (Cataloge price $6.26)
for $3.10, plus WarTaxl5c Mountings areour finest 12 karat
gold fille-l. Mexican Diamonds are GUARANTEED FOR 20
YEARS. SEND NO MONEY. Just mail postcard or this ad.,
state size and we will mail at once C. O. D. If not fully
pleased, return in 2 days for MONEY BACK, less handling
charges. Act quick; offer limited: only one to a customer.
Write for FREE Catalog. AGENTS WANTED.

West 43d

615

St..

106-F.

INSTITUTE,
New

York.

N.

'

Y.

''

MEXICAN DIAMOND IMPORTING CO.

Las Cruces, N. Mex.

Dept. CD2
<

Exclusive controllers Mexican Diamonds)

send a penny. Just Bend your name and say: ''Send mc
DON'T
a Lachnite mounted in a solid gold ring on 10 days' free
trial." We will send it prepaid right to your home. When It
and then wear the

Women's Vlcl Kid Clove
Hi-Cut, $5.98.
$9 value. Minnie
kins, Greensboro, Ala.,
writes, "The shoes are
'much better than I expected,
Fitting

Get
that FREE
catalog today!

Learn how to cut your
shoe bills in half.

UNITED STORES CO., Box 276,

Lancaster, Pa.

.

IMPROVE YOUR APPEARANCE
WRINKLES ON YOUR FOREHEAD
OR BETWEEN YOUR EYEBROWS

small" are deceitful marks that
weak, ugly ard many years older
WHY MOT REMOVE THEM-can be done in a few nights
by using a FOREHEAD WRINKLE REMOVER
which elasticly press and smooth the skin of the

No matter how

make you

look

its original form— Order One To-Day
PRICE "Post Paid" $2.00, Send for FREE BOOK

forehead to

FURNITURE BARGAIN

FACIAL SPECIALTY CO.

66 Warrenton

mm

Catalog

FREE

Street

BOSTON, MASS

k

mat

of a letter or postal. You
can have any article listed
shipped for a small paywill ship
free trial. It

WRITE FOR CATALOG.

L. Fish Furniture Co., Dept.

1284, Chicago,

111.

Bound volumes of Picture-Play Maganow ready. Price $3.00 per volume.
Address Subscription Department, Street &
zine

Smith Corporation, 79-89 Seventh Avenue,

New

York.

Peak System of Mail Instruction.
Diagram Method. Easily learned;
no music needed: thousands taught successfully.

New

Write for Special Terms. Send today
for

FREE information and surprisingly lowoSer.^
WILLIAM CHANDLER PEAK. M. 6.
701 1 621 CrtKsot Place - Chicago, IIL

We

We

for 30 days
not satisfactory, return it
at our expense, and your
money refunded.
Send for a free copy of
the "Home Maker's'* catalog which is absolutely free.
Send letter or
See the wonderful bargains listed.
postal will do. Write today.
it

can learn Fox-Trot, One-Step, Two-Step,
Waltz and latest "ap-to-the-minute" society
own home by the wonderful

dances in your

Write the Words
For a Song

at once for a

ment down.

Learn
to Dance!
Yon

Root*

copy of
the "Home Maker's CataThis book listing
log."
thousands of articles, will
be sent to you on receipt

Send

comes merely deposit 14.76 with the postman
ring for 10 full nays If you, or 11 any of your friends can tell
from a diamond, send ft back. But if you decide to boy it
—send ua $2.50 a month until $18.76 baa been paid.
«r_±j. A Tnilii/ Send your name now. Tell oa which of the
VVrfilC lUUdy aolld gold ringe Illustrated above yon wish
(ladies' or men's) . Be sure to send finger size.
Harold Lachman Co., 12 N. Michigan A^. Dept. 1 584 Chicago

It

Haw

them to be. Iam certainly
proud of them."

Send Your Name and We'll
Send Yon a Lachnite

For 10 Days Wear
Just ask ue to Bend yoa either of the^e
wonderful, dazzling, genuine Tifnite Gem rings to wear for
10 days. If you can tell it from a diamond, send it back.
No. 2. Solid gold
No. 3. Solid gold
No. 1. Solid gold
mounting. Eight- Ladies* newest Gix-prong tooth
Has a mounting.
Guarclaw design flat mounting.
genu- anteed genuineTifwideband. Almost guaranteed
a carat, guaran- ine Tifnite Gem, nite Gem, almost a
almoBt a carat*
carat in size.
teed Tifnite gem
In sending, send strip of paper fitting around second joint
of finger. If satisfied upon arrival send $4.50 then $3 monthly
until the price. $16.60, is paid for either one. Otherwise return the ring within ten days and we will refund any payment
made. This offer is limited. Send while it holds good.

bend no money.

—

The Tifnite Gem Co.

f

Dept.

633

Chicago,

III.

revise
Write the words for a song.
song-poems, compose music for them, and
guarantee to secure publication on a royalty
Our
basis by a New York music publisher.
Lyric Editor and Chief Composer is a
song-writer of national reputation and has
Mail your
written many big song-hits.

song-poem on love,

peace,

other subject to us today.
are

examined

victory or

Poems

any

submitted

free.

BROADWAY COMPOSING STUDIOS
104 F

Fitzgerald Bid?.,

Broadway

at

Tunes Square,

NEW YORK

—

!
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Why do women weep?
Why do men chuckle?
Why

does the whole audience clutch

hands and strain

their

REMEMBER

how

the

fat

man

ha ha'd right out and got
^ the audience giggling and the
old lady laughed until the tears ran
down her cheeks. What a wonder'
ful picture that

And

was

week even the gruff old
had red eyes when the

last

bachelor

went on. You felt as though
you had lost your own sister when

The outdoor

real houses.

were

their eyes?
pictures

—

vacation for you
out
in the open
daisy fields, sunshine,
mountains, deserts.
like a

—

Perhaps you didn't notice the
photography, you were so interested
in the story, but you will remember

how clear it was

— how

beautiful the

lights

lighting.

Melissy died.

These are the things you will
always find in a Goldwyn picture.
Interesting stories
your favorite

All the

way home you

discussed

star

the story.

Why

do you enjoy
or that one so much ?
ever stopped to think

was such

First

it

And

the star

part.

a

this

picture

Have you

why?
human

story.

so sweet in the
did like her. All

the characters seemed just like the
real people.

And

the scenes

—

tography.
all.

settings

—perfect pho'

Goldwyn combines them
you see a Goldwyn

When

you forget your troubles'
forget the baby's croup and the
cook's leaving.
picture

you

was

You always

—beautiful

—

You come home

feeling as fine as

though you'd had an outing.

Never miss

a Goldwyn picture.
are the ones you know you
will enjoy.

They
real

rooms in

GOLDWYN PICTURES
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— a Voice that Wins Admiration
and Success — Easily Obtained

for you

Every voice CAN be beautiful—every voice WILL be beautiful ifproperly d&»
veloped and trained. The Feuchtinger Method means perfect voice for ALL
method is an
THIS
of voice culture.

—

absolute science
It develops Na-

ture's own sound organ by proved
principles. It is the science of toneproduction, tone strength, clearness

and harmony. ALL voices can be
trained by it to great power and beauty.

social

Few Minutes Daily

Simple

— silent exercises —just

a few

New and beautiful
tones will develop, with perfect muscular control.
You will gain that selfconfidence necessary to develop a strong

Easy PaymentsPhenomenal Besults

personality.

WKITE! Send
our

Correct Breathing

Means Health— Beauty
This course teaches the exact scientific manner which alone can explain
and direct the correct way of inhaling
and exhaling breath. Correct breathing
is the root of health and perfect physical development.

Don't Stutter—
Don't Stammer

and business opportunities.

Just

stuttering. The Feuchtinger Method
does away with speech impediment. It
gives command of muscles and cord9
which produce vocal sounds. Harshness, hoarseness, huskiness will be
banished.

what you are doing.

Improves Your Voice
Almost At Once
This method will improve YOUR
voice as it has for countless students
all over, the world.
Mr. Feuchtinger
has received letters from men and
women in all walks of life, telling what
the Power of the Voice has been to
them after studying this unfailing
method. Those friendless before taking
this course now find themselves popular
wherever they go. All our students
testify that a fine singing and speaking
voice is responsible for unexpected

minutes every day and you will be
amazed at the immediate improvement
in your voice. You study this method
in your own home. A knowledge of
music is not required. You practice
silently.
No one need be aware of

is

.

(Illustrated).

It

tells

wonderful method

is,

—
—

STAMMERING

Age

Nam p

Q

—

—

1772

Wilson Avenue
Chicago,

Studio 1584

Illinois

Send new free book (illustrated) and facts about the Feuchtinger
Method. I have put (x) opposite subject that interests me. I asBume absolutely no obligations whatever.

LISPING

this

used

No obligation. Just
it will do.
mail coupon. Scientific vocal training
often
that in the past cost hundreds
is yours for small
thousands of dollars
easy payments. Phenomeinvestment
no matter what your voice.
nal results
Get all the facts— FREE.

Studio 1584 -1772 Wilson Avenue, Chicago

SPEAKING

what

what

Perfect Voice Institute

SINGING

just

how it. is

Perfect Voice Institute

no greater handicap in business or society than stammering or
There

the coupon and get

NEW FREE BOOK ON VOICE

(method,

oi voice culture

—
Picture-Play Magazine
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HAWAIIAN

Teach Piano

I

MUS IC THE

INSTRUMENT =

CanYouPlay-

i Are^bu
Popular?

A

So people said when I first started in
1891. But now, after over twenty-five
years of steady growth, I have far more
students than were ever before taught
by one man. I make them skilled players of the piano or organ in quarter
the usual time at quarter the usual cost.
To persons who have not previously heard
of my method, this may seem a pretty bold
statement. But I will gladly convince you of
its accuracy by referring you to any number
of my graduates in any part of the world.
There isn't a state in the Union that doesn't
contain a score or more skilled players of the

this famous player
LET
be your instructor.

Let him teach you .to
produce wonderful, sympathetic melodies
on the Hawaiian Ukulele.
No more exquisite music was ever given to mankind.
Draw to your home and yourself charmed
circles of friends and admirers— know the
delights of popularity. Sing and dance to
the tender strains of Hawaiian music.
Write us at once for information how you
can obtain ABSOLUTELY FREE a genu-

or organ who obtained - their entire
training from me by mail.
Investigate by writing for my 64-page free
booklet, "How to Learn Piano or Organ."
My way of teaching piano or organ is en-

piano

derful easy system of instruction by mail.
Small cost - great results!

hour

Learn

How to
home

You

lack
London said so. He and other great writers have endorsed our home study coarse. Course in fascinating
and takes only a few of your spare hours.
details of oar Limited IntroUf..:*— TOr
iree hnnEf
DOOM and
Write f At- free
No obligations.
ductor» Offer.
Ft. Wayne. Ind.
Hoosier Institute, S. S.
Oept 1584

Dialogs,

Musical

Drills,

Monologs
Readings
Pageants

write at

A

TfcT
wr

~

in spare time,

understand

Vaudeville
How
3
^ Make-up
Goods

Denison

&

Co., Dept.

67,

;

nothing better at any price.
You may be certain that your progress is
at all times in accord with the best musical
thought of the present day, and this makes

you

the difference in the world.
Course is endorsed by distinguished musicians, who would not recommend any Course
It is for beginners, or experibut the best.
enced players, old or young.
You advance
as rapidly or as slowly as you wish. All necessary music is supplied without extra charge.
A diploma is granted. Write today, without
cost or obligation, for 64-page free booklet,
"How to Learn Piano or Organ."
all

My

other keys as well.
I make use of every
possible scientific help
many of which are
entirely unknown to the
average teacher.
My
patented invention, the

to Stage a Play

Tableaux, Jokes, Folk Dances, Entertainments, Recitations,
Pantomimes, Minstrel Material, Speakers, Commencement
Catalog Free.
Manual full of New Ideas and Plans.

T. S.

what

——

are doing. Within four
lessons I enable you to
play
an
interesting
piece not only in the
original key, but in all

Acts

M.

Music.

of

"old school," who still
think
that
learning
piano is solely a problem of "finger gymnastics."
When you do
go to the
keyboard,
you accomplish twice
as much, because you

Write

photoplays and feature articles.

how to

save you months and years of wasted
They can be obtained only from me
and there is nothing else anywhere even remotely like them.
Men and women who have failed by all
other methods have quickly and easily attained success when studying with me.
In
all
essential ways you are in closer touch
with me than if you were studying by the oral
method yet my lessons cost you only 43
cents each
and they include all the many recent developments in scientific teaching. For
the student of moderate means, this method
of studying is far superior to all others
and
even for the wealthiest student, there is

This is an awful shock
to most teachers of the

Short Stories SsStflSfl
1 stories,
can learn

Laws

The

—

Chicago

SONG POEMS WANTED

COLOROTONE.
away playing

famous

effort.

about

1400 Broadway, N. Y.

the

DEX

entirely
the keyboard

— learningHarmony
something
and

Write Mr. Clarke personally today.

QUINN AT HIS PIANO—From

sketch by Schneider, exhibited at the
St. Louis Exposition.

spent

is

away from

HAWAIIAN INSTITUTE OF MUSIC, Inc.
4D

DR.

tirely different from all
others.
Out of every
four hours of study. "one

which we are giving away to
introduce Harry J. Clarke's new and wonine Ukulele,

Dept.

Funny Way

sweeps

difficulties

that have troubled students for generations.
By its use. Transposition
usually a "nightmare"
to
students
easy
and

SONGWRITERS— Begin to make your talent
pay. Get acquainted with our plan purposed
to effect quick exploitation, royalties or outright sale. We furnish music, copyright and
iron bound contract.
Booklet,
MAKINC
SONGS PAY" free to bona fide authors. Send
best work today.

—

'

becomes

fascinating.
lesson

fifth

SONGWRITERS SERVICE, 1431 Broadway, 104-A, New York

With my
I

•

introduce

another important and

exclusive

invention,

QUINN-DEX.
Dex

Quinn-

a simple, handoperated moving picture
device,
which enables
you to see, right before your eyes, every
is

-

.

-

movement

of

my hands

at the keyboard.
You
actually see the finders
Instead of having to reproduce your
teacher's finger move-

move.

ments from MEMORY
which cannot be
—
ways
accurate — you

FREE BOOK COUPON
QUINN CONSERVATORY,

Studio JP.
Boston, Mass.
Please send me without cost or obligation, your free
booklet, "How to Learn Piano or Organ," and full
particulars of your Course and special reduced Tuition

al-

have the

correct

Social

-

mod-

els
before you during
every minute of prac-

TONE

and

Studio

JP

Social Union BIdg.

—love, patriotism—^

,

Offer,

QTJINN-

Marcus Lucius Quinn Conservatory

SELECT your own sub-

BIdg.,

COLORO-

The

tice.

Union

of

Name
Address

Music

•

Boston, Mass.

ject

write

dictates,
to us.
write the music and guarantee publisher's acceptance. Our leading composer

then submit your

We

LEARN

what the heart

poem

is

Mr. Leo Friedman
one of America's well-known musicians, the
author of many song successes, such as "Meet
Me Tonight in Dreamland," "Let Me Call You
Sweetheart," "When I Dream of Old Erin,"
and others the sales of which ran into millions of copies Send
as many poems as yon wish. Don't Delay. Get Busy—Quick.
.

CHESTER MUSIC CO.^fsu^^S Chicago, III.

Movie Acting!
A" fascinating profession that pays big. ' Would you,
Send
to know if you are adapted to this work?
10c for our Twelve-Hour Talent-Tester or Key
to Movie Acting Aptitude, and find whether or not
A novel,
you are? suited - to take up Movie Acting.
Send dime or stamps
instructive and valuable work.
today. A large, interesting, illustrated Booklet on Movie
..
..
Acting included FREE!

TCtU fi D D k M

FILM INFORMATION BUREAU,

SLINGEBLAND SCHOOL OF MUSIC,

like

.

Sta. R,

Jackson, Mich.

I

Guitar, Violin,
I fi Ukulele, Hawaiian

CllUn DflUJU Mandoi'n, Guitar, Cornet or Banjo

Wonderfnl new system of teaching note mnsic by

Ctafl.

To first

©apils in each locality, wo give a $20 superb Violin, Mandolin,
Ukulele, Guitar, Hawaiin Gultar, Cornet, Tenor Banjo or Banjo absoguarantee anelutely free. Very small charge for lessons only.
ceas or no charge. Complete outfit free. Write now. No obligation.

We

Inc.

Dept.

29 CHICAGO, ILL

Magazine
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Let our
prepare
giving
Service

expert former Government Examiner
Write today for free booklet
you.
Patterson C.vil
information.
full
School, Box Y, Rochester, N. Y.

HOW MUCH GASOLINE CAN YOU SELL
four

AT

PER GALLON ?

2c.

World tests'for

Secure exclusive rights
prove it.
"Oarbouvoid," Box "2,"
for j our county.
Bradley Beach, N. J.

years

to

r

Railway

month

to

Traffic
Inspectors
start and expenses

$110.00

;

travel

;

a
de-

if

No age limit.
Situation armonths' home study.
ranged.
Prepare for permanent position.
Write for booklet CM 28. Standard Business
Training Institute. Buffalo, N. Y.

sired

;

unlimited advancement.

Three

DETECTIVES EARN BIG MONEY.

Travel.

Great demand.
We train you. Particulars
free.
Write American Detective System, 1968

Broadway, N. Y.

WE START YOU

IN BUSINESS, furnishing everything men and women $30 to $100
weekly operating our "Specialty Candy Factories'' anywhere.
Booklet free.
Ragsdale
Co., Box 98, East Orange, N. J.
;

BE A DETECTIVE.

Excellent opportunity,

good pay, travel.
Write C. T. Ludwig, 436
Westover Building, Kansas City, Mo.

SALESMEN— We

"SIDE-LINE
tractive line of

have an

premium assortments

Patents an d Lawyers
IN VENTOUS desiring to secure

Songs, Poems, Etc.
patentli

should write for our guidebook "How To Get
lour Patent." Send sketch or description for
our opinion of its patentable nature.
RanIcilpli &
o.. Dept. 412. Washington. D. C.
PATENTS. Write for Evidence of Conception Blank and free guide book.
Send
model or sketch and description for free
opinion of its patentable nature.
Highest
references.
Prompt Attention.
Reasonable
Terms.
Victor J. Evans & Co., 767 Ninth,
t

Washington, D. C.
PATENTS. Highest references. Rates reasonable.
Best results.
Promptness assured.
Booklet free.
Watson E. Coleman, Patent
Washington,
Lawyer, 624 F Street,
D.
PATENTS, Trademark, Copyright foremost word free.
Long experience as patent

C

—

solicitor.

sonable.
procured.

Prompt

charges very reaCorrespondence solicited.
Results
Metzger, Washington, D. C.
advice,

PATENTS PROMPTLY PROCURED.

Per-

sonal. Careful and Efficient service. Highest
references.
Moderate fees. Send sketch or
model for actual search and advice. George
P. Kimmel, Master of Patent Law, 18 D
Loan & Trust Bldg., Washington, D. C.

LEGAL QUESTIONS ANSWERED.
court decisions.
operative Law
Box 455.

Latest
Remit $1 when notified. CoBureau, City Hall Station,

Farm Lands

at^

for live

salesmen.
Commission from $5.00 to $20.00
per order.
If you want an up-to-date line,
write today.
Canfield Mfg. Co., 4003 Broadway St.. Chicago, III.

Section
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RAISE BIG CROPS

on our splendid hardMichigan.
No swamps or
stones. Only $15 to $35 per A.
Easy terms.
Schools, churches, markets,
10 to 160 A.
R. R.
Fine climate
pure water, lakes &
streams.
Money loaned to settlers. Oldest
and largest company. Write today for free
booklet.
Swigart Land Co., X1265, First
Nat'l Bk. Bldg., Chicago, 111.

wood lands

MEXICAN DIAMONDS
experts,

the

price.

flash like genuine,
tests, yet sell for l-50th
live agents wanted to sell
sample case ; big profits, pleas-

stand

Pew

from handsome
ant work.
Write today.

CD

Box

Imptg. Co.,
Mexico.

Mexican Diamond
Las Cruces, New

3,

SELL our hosiery and underwear direct to
consumer. Large line good profits prompt
deliveries
guaranteed.
Samples
ready.
Write.
The C & D Co., Dept. 15, Grand
Rapids. Mich.

—

MEN —Age

—
copies

;

DO YOU WANT TO EARN

$3,000 to $5,000
a .year?
You can do it easily.
See Advertisement Anderson Steam Vulcanizer in

BECOME DETECTIVE. —Big

you

write,

:

demand everywhere

great

;

pay
:

Wagner, 186 East 79th

easy

;

we show

New

St.,

York. Dept. 503.

SALES AGENTS WANTED

in every county
give all or spare time.
Positions worth
$750 to $1,500 yearly.
We train the inexperienced. Novelty Cutlery Company, 14 Bar
St.. Canton, Ohio.
_J_
to

—

AGENTS $40-$100 week. Free samples.
Gold Sign Letters any one can put on store
windows.
Liberal offer to general agents.
Metallic Letter Co., 431 T. N. Clark, Chicago.
SCIENCE creates new auto wonder.
Solves puzzling problem
no more rain or
snow-blurred
windshields
Mystic
Cloth,
works like magic
deposits invisible chemical film
one rub keeps glass clear 24 hours
one agent sold 5.000.
Security- Mfg. Co.,

CHERI Super-Chocolates Assorted lb. box
$1.25 P. P. prepaid, insured.
Best you ever
tasted or the box with our compliments.
Cheri, 142 S. 15th, Phila.

Personal

DO YOU WISH TO KNOW

;

:

Dept.

241.

;

CRYSTAL GAZING—THE CRAZE

article.

Something new

;

Wonderful
sells

like

ASTROLOGY— STARS

in pocket.
Write at once
sample.
Albert Mills, Mgr., 1456
American Bid.. Cincinnati. Ohio.
WANTED for Detective work. Write
J. Ganor, Former Govt. Detective, 121 Dan-

for

free

MEN

Ville.

111.

SALESMEN— CITY

OR

TRAVELING.

Experience unnecessary. Send for list of lines
and full particulars. Prepare in spare time
to earn the big salaries
$2,500 to $10,000 a
year. Employment services rendered Members.
National
Salesmen's Training Association,
Dept. 107. Chicago. 111.
Government
COMMENCE $110 month.
wants Railway Mail Clerks.
List positions
open free.
Write Franklin Institute, Dept.

—

P2.

TELL

LIFE'S

Send birth date and dime for trial
reading.
Eddv, 840 East 55th, Chicago,

story.

—
Rochester.

N. Y.

Automobile
AGENTS: $100 WEEKLY.
owners everywhere wild with enthusiasm.
Marvelous invention doubles power, mileage,
efficiency.
SensaSaves ten times its cost.
Territory going like
wildfire.
$26 Sample Outfit and Ford Car
Write quick.
L. Ballwey, Dept. 1S2,
free.
Louisville, Ky.

tional sales everywhere.

SENT

SONG-WRITERS GUIDE

FREE

I

instructions and advice.
We
Submit song-poems for examination.
will furnish music, copyright and facilitate
Knickerbocker Studios,
publication or sale.
301 Gaiety Bldg., New York.
HAVE YOU SONG POEMS? I have best
proposition. Ray Hibbeler, D 102, 4040 Dlckens Ave., Chicago.
PIANISTS SINGERS! Send us 50c and
we'll forward $2.00 worth New York's latest
hits immediately, also place you on our mailing list. George Sanders, Park Theatre, Bay
Ridge. Brooklyn. N. Y.

valuable

Contains

—

__

Coins, Stamps, etc.

—

158 Genuine Foreign Stamps Mexico War
Salvador and India Service,
Guatemala, China, etc. Only 10c. Finest apAgents wanted.
proval sheets 50% to 60%.
Big 72-page lists free. We buy stamps. EstabHussman Stamp Co., Dept.
lished 25 years.
65, St. Louis, Mo.

issues, Venezuela,

Wanted to Buy
LIKE FINDING MONEY when

you
IT'S
mail us false teeth (with or without gold fillbroken jewelry, diamonds,
or
old
ings)
watches, old gold, silver, platinum, magneto
War
points, gold or silver ores and nuggets

—

Highest

prices

paid.

Goods returned in 10
days if you're not satisfied. The Ohio SmeltLennox Bldg., Cleve253
Co.,
Refining
ing &
land, Ohio.

Short Storie s and Photoplays
Write News Items and Short Stories for
pay in spare time. Copyright Book and plans
Press Reporting Syndicate (406), St.
free.
Louis, Mo.
$50 to $150 A WEEK, Writing Stories and
Send for Special Free Offer.
Photo Plays.
Department "S," New York Literary Bureau.
1 5 W. 36th St., New York C ity.
.

My

LEARN TO WRITE PHOTOPLAYS.

book tells how, where to send, gives model,
Lester decopyright and pointers for 50c.
Frates, P. O. B. 1461, Boston. Mass.
WRITE PHOTOPLAYS $25 $300 paid
Experience unany one for suitable ideas.
Producers
necessary complete outline Free.
League. 439 St. Louis.
new
WANTED Stories, Articles, Poems, fortyped
Cash paid on acceptance,
magazine.
Send MSS.
or handwritten MSS. acceptable.
Vanderbilt
51
Magazine,
Story
National
Bldg., New York.

—

:

;

-

Suite 74.

WHY BE ONLY HALF

ALIVE ?

My

free

Man The Master tells vou how to become a NEW BEING. Write Ogden Health
Inst.. 622 Andrews Bldg.. Cin.. 0book

Shorthand

lit-

wild-

Carry right

fire.

SEND

:

self-addressed stamped envelope for free instructions.
Zancig's Studio, Asbury Park,
N. J.

Toledo. Ohio.

AGENTS— 200% PROFIT.

tle

whether you

are to gain success, win friends, be happy,
or the reverse?
Scientific, convincing information.
Wonderful results claimed by
patrons.
"Key to Success" and personality
sketch for 10 cents and birthdate. ThomsonHeywood Co., Dept. 300, Chronicle Bldg., San
Francisco.

;

;

Chicago.

Bonds and Stamps.
Cash by return mail.

Candy

this issue.

work

The Metropolitan
poems on any subject.
Studios, 914 S. Michigan Avenue, Room 120,

Getter.

from pen, pencil,
50 to 75
$1.50 up.
typewriter ; no glue or gelatine. 40,000 firms
use it. 30 days' trial. You need one. Booklet free. LT, Durkin, Reeves & Co., Pittsburgh, Pa.

make

secret investigations, reSalaries expenses. American Foreign
Detective Agency, 114, St. Louis.
;

SONG—

WORDS

^^^^

Duplicating Devices
"Modern" Duplicator A Business

Experience unneces-

17 to 55.

Travel

sary.
ports.

—

—

Love, mother, home, childhood, patriotic or any subject. I compose muand guarantee publication.
Send words
today.
Thomas Merlin, 222 Reaper Block,
Chicago.
WRITE the Words for a Song. We write
music and guarantee to secure publication.
Submit poems on any subject. Broadway Studios, 159C Fitzgerald Building, New York.
WRITE words for a song. We write muSubsic, guarantee publisher's acceptance.
mit poems on patriotism, love or any subject.
Chester Music Co., 920 S. Michigan Av.,
Room 323, Chicago.
We write
WRITE
FOR A
Submit
music, publish and secure copyright.
sic

in

;

fool

Write a Song

Miscellaneous

SHORTHAND.

Best practical system. K. I.
Shorthand, learn in 5 hours speed with easy
practice.
Proof lessons, brochure free. King
Institute, EA-26. Station F. New York.
;

Motion Picture Plays

PHOTOPLAYS wanted. Big prices paid.
Great demand. We show you how. Get free
particulars.

Rex Publishers, Box 175

—P

7,

Chicago.

weekly writing Moving Picture
— $100
Plays.
Get free book valuable information
$50

;

prize

offer.

;

Photo Playwright College, Box

278 XY10. Chicago.

FREE to writers — a wonderful little book
money-making hints, suggestions, ideas
the A B C of successful Story and Movie
of

address
.Tust
Absolutely Free.
Authors' Press. Dent. 89. Auburn. N. Y.
writing.

Vaudeville

THE

Experience uni
:T ON
STAGE
necessary.
Send stamp for instructive booklet "All About Vaudeville." LaDelle, Sta. 255,
Jackson, Mich.
(

!

OWN

PROPERTY, save
commissions, new plan, quick results, free
Simplex, Dept. 192, 1123
book tells how.
Broadway. New York.
SELL

YOUR

ST-STU-T-T-TERING

AND STAMMERING

Instructive booklet free. Walter McDonnell, 80 Potomac Bank Building,
Washington. D. C.

cured at home.

SAFETY RAZOR BLADES resharpened
single-edge, 25c
We pay postage

double-edge, 35c. per dozen
per dozen. Mail your blades.

;

White Star Safety Razor Co.. 611
St., North Side, Pittsburgh. Pa.
GENUINE Navajo Indian made blankets.

one wav.
Chestnut

Beautiful rugs, all sizes, priced very reasonable.
Write Navajo Curio Co., Gallup, New
Mexico.

EXPENSE

SAVER, $1,
AUTOMOBILE
simple, practical, guaranteed, get yours today.
Kautch Sales Co.. Stockton. Cal.
on 35 linen cards and case
Agents wanted for easiest selling
20 cts.
Outfit free. John W.
world.
novelties in the

YOUR NAME

Burt, Coshocton, Ohio.

—

!
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anyone

learn

to

Cartooning, or Commercial Art.
Hundreds of our students
And many of them never touched a
are now making splendid incomes.
drawing pencil before they studied with us. If you have ever had the
desire to be an artist
here is your opportunity! Our vitally interesting
free book explains our wonderful new method in detail. Send for it
before you do another thing!
illustrating.

—

The

You
You

NOW

simplicity of this method will astound you.
will be amazed at your own rapid progress.
learn by mail yet you receive personal instruc-

—
—

from one of America's foremost
Commercial Artists Will H. Chandlee.
tion

Get into this fascinating game NOW.
can easily qualify. A few minutes'
study each day is all that is needed.

You

Crying Demand for
Trained Artists

you

to draw.
then curves.

for

concerns

men and women

—

all

and

are looking

to handle their art

you with straight

I

feel

that
is

my

due

largely to your course
and your wonderfully
method of in-

zine cover artist, says about our course. And
this high-salaried artist's letter is typical of the
dozens of letters we receive every week from
our students. Write for Interesting Free Book.

FREE Book!

efficient

Mail

coupon now for

struction.

book

"How To Become

Frank Godwin

!

high salary. Many earn more than the cost of the
with a little
course while they are learning
easily and
can
spare time study in your own home
quickly get one of these big-paying artists' jobs.
!

No

YOU—

—

Talent Needed

interesting

14S4 H

offer to a limited

num-

Street, N.

Washington,
W.
'FREE COUPON'

D. C.

Washington School of Art, Inc.
1484 H Street, N. W., Washington, D.

C.

Please send me without cost or obligation
book, "How to Become an Artist."

Name.
Address.

free

an Artist."

NOW
WASHINGTON SCHOOL OF ART

This amazing method has exploded the old idea that
Just as you
talent is an absolute necessity in art.
have learned to write, this new method teaches

this

Explains
-about this amazing method in detail. Tells of
our students and their wonderful progress
and how we can qualify you for a highsalaried artist's position.
Also tells of our

There are hundreds of vacancies
Philadelphia."
—
A trained commercial
right this minute
artist can command almost any salary
free artist's outfit and special low
he wants. Cartoonists and designers are at a
premium. Dozens of our students started work at a ber of new students. Mail coupon
work.

lines,

!

your school gave me.
I have all the work I
can handle and more,

Newspapers, advertising agencies, maga-

start

learn how to put them
together. Now
you
begin
making
pictures.
Shading, action, perspective, and all the
rest follow in their right order, until you
are making pictures that bring you from
What Well Known
$50 to $500 or more Many artists get
Illustrator Says:
as high as $1,000 for a single drawing!
"I shall never cease
to be grateful for the
Read what Frank Godwin, well known magafoundation you and

present success

zines, business

We

Then you

on

my

part,

your free

Magazine
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LEARN MUSIC

WITHOUT

A

TEACHER

New way. Any instrument you like now made easy.
Piano, Organ, Violin, Banjo, Mandolin. Cornet. Harp,
Saxophone, Piccolo, Clarinet, Flute,
Trombone, Guitar, or Singing all by note. Don't even
need to know one note from another to begin. Lessona
by mail in simplified chart and picture form take you
step by step, and make every Btep as simple and clear
as ABC. Prepared by foremost musicians. Over
225,000 people, from Beven years old to seventy,
have learned through these simple lessons. Many have
become teachers. This new method succeeds even after
old methods of personal instruction fail. Entire course
on trial you to be the judge and jury; averages only
a few cents a week if satisfied and nothing whatever
'Cello, TJkelele,

|
I

I
I
I
I
I

I

Imagine the Thrill of
Seeing YOUR Song

On Sale!

was the proudest moment of my
when I saw my song on sale at the local

"It
life,

music stores," said one of our writers.

I
I

I
I

Why Don't YOU

Write the Words for a Song?

will write the music, and we
have the complete song printed according to our SPECIAL PLAN.

I
I

I

I
I
I
I

I
I

I
I
I
I

5
h
u
n
(I

1

,

—

if not.

II
II
[I

how simple and easy it is and gives
Special introductory offer if you
Write today, then judge for yourself.
Address

Free book shows
full

information.

answer at once.

No

obligation;

U. S.

SCHOOL OF MUSIC
New York City

534 Brunswick Bldg.

[I

Our composer, Edouard Hesselberg,
will

m

II

(I

GET ON THE
VAUDEVILLE
I tell

(I

Edouard Hesselberg, Our Composer

c

received his musical education at the Moscow Royal Conservatory of Music, Moscow,
After perfecting himself under
Russia.
Rubinstein, he began a brilliant concert

II

g

yon how! Fascinating profession

ft,.r

LEARN

at

HOME

"VfrSl^

My gTeat course in Vaudeville and
Cabaret Entertaining shows the
waytoBigPaj. Simple, easy lessonsl Result of thirty vears" experience. HIGHLY ENDORSED BY
AMERICA'S GREAT PROFESSIONALS.

[I

Managers Want NEW ACTS

[I
II

such world famous
artists as Sembrich, Nordica and de Reszke.
He has played before and received valuable decoracareer, appearing with

(I
(I

VaudevilleisboomingI Gctinline! Travel, seo
'the world! Make delightful friends! Earn bigmoneyt
Rare chance for young men and women to start
*

NOW

illustrated

Book, "All About

Vaudeville,"

My

Send 6c postage. State ape and occupation.
Learn priceless SECRETS, the inside facts, of this

n

ACCFPr
THIS BIO FRt E OFFER TODAY 1 WRITE QUICK.

FREDERIC LaDELLE.Sta.232, Jackson, Mich. •

[I
[I

G

TABLETS

c

FOR

[I

you Can Succeed by

I
I
I

Grippe

II
II

Metropolitan Studios Plan

Cold

(I

in the

(I

I

I
I
I
I
I
I

and make no mistake about it. There is a golden opportunity
offered people who can furnish real "words for a song." PopularIf you are in earnest, read
ity follows a successful song writer.
over a few of the popular songs—study the words and the way they are written.

Every magazine and every newspaper

is filled with ideas for a
homesong. Just use your imagination. Select any subject love patriotism
mother sweetheart. Tell the story in simple language in two verses and chorus,
will examine it without charge. If our Lyric Editor
and then send it to us.
finds your words contain an idea for a song, we will offer you the benefit of our

—

service.

I

\()

D
II

B
I]

E
D

—

—

—

We

_

REMEMBER, YOU INCUR
OBLIGATION IN SENDING

I

_

Dept. 155.

916

Gentlemen:

WHO KNOWS — YOU
MAY BE THE "SONG WRITER

S.

Michigan Ave.,

CHICAGO,

Enclosed find poem entitled:

for your inspection.

OF TOMORROW."
916

S.

Michigan Ave., Dept. 155, Chicago

ESQSSSSSSSSSBS

[0
ID

Headaches

DO

Neuralgias

Spanish Influenza
Women's Aches and

Rheumatic and Sciatic Pains

ILL.

Dozen Size

Small Size

lOc

Fac-Simile

The Antikamnia Remedy Company,

I

City

D3

25c
St. Louis,

Write for Free Samples

Address.

St.

Tablets

See Monogram /jfc on the genuine

Name.
|

Ills

(If he cannot supply you, write us)

PASSES.

Metropolitan Studios

Head

Ask Your Druggist for A-K

tm

METROPOLITAN STUDIOS

US A POEM FOR INSPECTION.
GET YOUR LETTER INTO THE
MAIL BEFORE ANOTHER DAY

I

CDCC

and Literature rllEL

fascinating, highly profitable profession.

tions from the former Czar of Russia, the present King
of Italy, and other Royal families. He is an interpretative artist of rare and distinguished ability as pianist and composer. Among his greatest song successes
are "If I Were a Rose," of which over a million copies
EDOUARD HESSELBERG
His latest song, _ "America,
have been sold.
Country," the new national hymn, is now in its fourth edition
Our writers
are indeed fortunate in securing the services of this great musician.

I

either

Big salaries. ExpeneDce unnecessary.
Splendid engagements always waiting-

•State.

Mo.

1
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Pafhe
Review
m
agazine ^ £ijamilyJuiJoriU

Si film

npHERE is

a motion picture
that disarms criticism.
It
has no story nor stars; it needs
neither the one nor the other.
It is a film magazine
the
Pathe Review.

—

In each

"The

number Julian Ollendorf has

of the Dance," with the
world's most famous dancers interpreting the various dances of ancient and
Spirit

modern

times.

In each

number

is Pathecolor, a revbeauty; films showing the
scenic loveliness of the earth's wonder
spots, in natural colors.

elation

in

Slow Motion Photography has made
a sensation; you yourself have been impressed with the pictures of the galloping horse, moving at a snail's pace,
every muscle, every movement clearly
revealed;
with the record breaking
sprinter who seems to swim across the
tape, and other such amazing and instructive things.

Pathe first presented Slow Motion
Photography, and you'll find it in the
Pathe Review, some in Pathecolor,
some by the Novograph.
In Pathe Review ure also charming

and instructive nature pictures, taken by
well known naturalists, such as Dr. R.
L. Ditmars; pictures revealing the secrets of science; pictures making clear
the arts, etc., pictures for you
for the
whole family.

—

Once a week and always
Ask

interesting.

manager of your favorite theatre the days
on which he shows the Pathe Review.

the

PATHE EXCHANGE,
25 West 45th

Street,

Inc.

New York

Drawings Copyright,

1919,

by Julian Ollendorf
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Millions of People Can Write
Stories and Photoplays and
Dorit Know It/
the startling assertion recently
THIS
made by E. B. Davison of New
is

HIGH SCHOOL

COURSE

IN

TWO YEARS
YOU ARE BADLY you lack
HANDS CAPPED ^f^hool
if

You cannot

attain business or social

prominence. You are barred from
a successful business career, from
the leading professions, from wellpaid civil service jobs, from teaching
In fact, employers of practically all worth-while
positions demand High School train-

York, one of the highest paid
Is his astonishing
writers in the world.
statement true? Can it be possible there
are countless thousands of people yearning to write, who really can and simply
haven't found it out? Well, come to think
of it, most anybody can tell a story. Why
can't most anybody write a story? Why is
writing supposed to be a rare gift that
few possess? Isn't this only another of
the Mistaken Ideas the past has handed

down to us? Yesterday nobody dreamed
man could fly. To-day he dives like a
swallow ten thousand feet above the
earth and laughs down at the tiny mortal
So Yesatoms of his fellow-men below
terday's "impossibility" is a reality to-day.
!

"The time will come," writes the same
"when millions of people will

and college entrance.

authority,
be writers

—

Let the American

there will be countless thousands of playwrights, novelists, scenario,
magazine and newspaper writers they are
coming, coming a whole new world of

rOURSELF FOR A
BIG FUTURE which has been

And do you know what these
them?"
writers-to-be are doing now? Why, they
are the men— armies of them — young and
old, now doing mere clerical work, in of-

You

can't hope to succeed in
the face of this handicap. But you
ing.

can remove

it.

School help you.

Flf

prepared by some of America's leading professors, will broaden your mind, and make
you keen, alert and capable. It is complete,
simplified and up-to-date. It covers all subjects given in a resident school and meets all
requirements of a High School training.
From the first lesson to the last you are
carefully examined and coached.

USE SPARE TINE ONLY
idle away fifty hours a week.
Probably you do. Use only one-fifth of your
wasted hours for study and you can remove
your present handicap within two years. You

Most people

will enjoy the lessons
you will gain will well

and the knowledge
repay the time spent

in study.

YOU RUN NO
d£ 9£ So

that you may see for
yourself how thorough and
complete our training is,
we invite you to take ten lessons <n the High
School Course— or any course of specialized
training in the coupon below— before deciding whether you wish to continue. If you

Bfe

H

jgtg

are not then satisfied,

money

in

satisfaction.

yourself to

full.

We

Check and mail the coupon NOW for
particulars and Free Bulletin.

OF CORRESPONDENCE
Chicago,

Illinois

Explain how I can qualify
for the position checked.
Lawyer
....High School Graduate
Business Manager
Electrical Engineer
Certified Pub. Accountant
Elec. Light& Power Supt
Accountant and Auditor
..Hydroelectric Engineer
.Bookkeeper
Telephone Engineer
Photo-play Writer
Telegraph Engine .r
£mp loyment Manager
.....Wireless Operator
.Sanitary Engineer
Architect
Foreman'sTraining Course
Building Contractor
.Heating & Vent. Engineer
Civil Engineer
.Automobile Engineer
Structural Engineer
.Automobile Repairman
Mechanical Engineer
.Airplane Mechanic
Shop Superintendent
General Education Course
Steam Engineer
Common School Branches
..Draftsman and Designer
,.,

,

by some lucky chance they had first learned the simple rules of writing, and then given the Imagination
free rein, they might have astonished the world

LETTERS LIKE THIS

ARE POURING

IN!

the compositions I have
read on this subject, I find yours
the most helpful to aspiring
all

authors."— Hazel SimpBon Naylor, Literary Editor Motion Picture Magazine.

"With this volume before him,
the veriest novice should be able
to build stories or photoplays that
will find aready market. The best
treatise of its kind I have encountered in 24 years of newspaper and literary work " — H.
Pierce Waller, Managing Editor
The Binghamton Press.
"Mr. Irving certainly has made
story and play writing amazingly
simole and easy, just as you say.
I have sold three stories and one
play which have netted me exactly $825.00."— Alfred Horto,

—

Niagara

Falls,

N. Y.

But two things are
essential in order to beFirst,
come a writer.
ordinary
learn
the
to
writing.
of
principles
Second, to learn to exyour faculty of
ercise

By exercising
Thinking.
a thing you develop it.
is
Imagination
Tour
your
like
something
The more
right arm.
you use it the stronger
gets.

it

writing

of

"Whpn I first saw your ad I was
working in a shop for $30 a week.
Always having worked with my
hands, I doubted my ability to
make money with my brain. So

was with much skepticism that
sent for your Easy Method of
Writing. When the System arrived. I carefully studied it evenings after work. Within amonth
I had completed two plavs
one
of whifh 5old for $500.00. the
other for $450.00. I unhesitatingly say that I owe it all to the
Irving System. " — Helen Kindon,

The principles
are no more

the prinof spelling, arithmetic, or any other simple thing that anybody
Writers learn to
knows.
piece together a story as
easily as a child sets up

complex

than

ciples

house

miniature

a
his

toy

blocks.

with
It

is

amazingly easy after the
mind grasps the simple

"know

little

tience,

study,
a

how."

A

a litle paconfilittle

and the thing
dence,
that looks hard
turns
out to be just as easy
it
seemed
difficult.
as

it

I

Atlantic City, N. J.

Address

—

For writing isn't only for geniuses as most people
think.
Don't you believe the Creator gave you a storywriting faculty just as He did the greatest writer? Only
maybe you are simply "bluffed" by the thought that
you "haven't the gift." Many people are simply afraid
to try.
Or if they do try, and their first efforts don't
satisfy, they simply give up in despair, and that ends
They never try again.
Yet if,
They're through.
it.

—

Name

and

old,

—

"Of

full

;

by scores, now
pounding typewriters, or standing behind
counters, or running spindles in factories,
bending over sewing machines, or doing
Yes you may laugh but
housework.
these are The Writers of To-morrow.

women, young and

to

ANERICAN SCHOOL
Dept. H-7S4

teaching schools in the rural districts

will refund your
absolutely guarantee
it

Copyright, Lumlere

Miss Helene Chadwick. versatile screen star, now leading
Tom Moore of Goldwyn Film Company, Bays
"Any man or woman who -will learn this New Method of
Writing ought to sell stories and plays with ease."

lady for

:

the principles there, but they really learn to write from
the great, wide, open, boundless Book of Humanity
Yes, seething all around you, every day, every hour,
every minute, in the whirling vortex the flotsam and
jetsam of Life even in your own home, at work or
play, are endless incidents for stories and plays
wealth of material, a world of things happening. Every
one of these has the seed of a story or play in it.
Think! If you went to a fire, or saw an accident, you
Uncould come home and tell the folks all about it.
consciously you would describe it all very realistically.
what
down
exactly
wrote
and
And if somebody stood by
you said, you'd be amazed to find your story would
sound just as interesting as many you've read in
Now, you will natumagazines or seen on the screen.
rally say, "Well, if Writing is as simple as you say it
Who says you can't?
learn to write?"
is. why can't
1

keeping books, selling merchandise,
or even driving trucks, running elevators,
street cars, waiting on tables, working at
barber chairs, following the plow, or
fices,

we

On that basis you owe
make the test.

—

—

Thousands

of

people

imagine they need a fine
education
in
order
to
write.
Nothing is farther
from the truth.
The
greatest writers were the
poorest scholars.
People rarely learn to write
at schools. They may get

—

—

—

I

A

wonderful free book has recently been
Listen!
written on this very subject a book that tells all
about the Irving System a Startling New Easy Method
This amazing book,
of Writing Stories and Photoplays.
called "The Wonder Book for Writers," shows how
easily stories and plays are conceived, written, perHow many who don't dream they can
fected, sold.
write, suddenly find it out.
How the Scenario Kings
How bright men
and the Story Queens live and work.
and women, without any special experience, learn to
their own amazement that their simplest Ideas may furHow one's
nish brilliant plots for Plays and Stories.
own Imagination may provide an endless gold-mine of
that
bring
Happy Success and Handsome
Ideas
How new writers get their names into
Cash Royalties.
print.
How to tell if you are a writer. How to develop your "story fancy," weave clever word-pictures

—

and

unique,

—

realistic

thrilling,

plots.

How

your

be your worst judges.
How to avoid discouragement and the pitfalls of Failure. How to win!
friends

may

This surprising hook

is

absolutely

free.

No

charge.

Write
Your copy is waiting for you.
Then you can pour
now.
It's yours.
Get it.
that
enchantment
new
whole
into
this
magic
your
soul
The
has come into your life story and play writing.
your
will
fill
it
it.
the
love
it.
the
luxury
of
lure of
of
wasted hours and dull moments with profit and pleasure.
You will have this noble, absorbing, money
making new profession!
And all in your spare time,
Who says
without interfering with your regular job.
Who
you can't make "easy money" with your brain!
into
cash!
Who says
you
can't
turn
your
Thoughts
says
you can't make your dreams come true! Nobody knows
but the book will tell you.
So why waste any more time wondering, dreaming,
waiting?
Simply fill out the coupon below you're not
A
buying anything, you're getting it absolutely free.
A
book that may prove the Book of Your Destiny.
Magic Book through which men and women young and
old may learn to turn their spare hours into cash!
Get your letter in the mail before you sleep to-night.
Who knows it may mean for you the Dawn of a New
To-morrow!
Just address The Authors' Press, Dept.
108, Auburn, New York.

No

obligation.

for

it

—

—

—

—

THE AUTHORS'
Send

PRESS, Dept. 108. Auburn, N. Y.
me ABSOLUTELY FREE "The Wonder Book for
This does not obligate me in any way.

Writers."

Name
Address
City and State.

*••*
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HOPE
HAMPTON
PRODUCTIONS,
Inc.

$3,000 in cash to the motion picture
audiences of America for their opinions
about Miss Hampton and her initial stellar
screen production
will give

"A Modern Salome"
YOU

can be one of the 37 prize winners

Your

theatre will

show

"A Modern Salome"

HOPE HAMPTOfS)
^s^^^

a colorful Twentieth Century version of
the romantic tale of King Herod, Salome
and St. John the Baptist
conceived and directed by Leonce Perret
from the famous play "Salome," by Oscar Wilde,

by

distributed

METRO

St.

1

new star

—and

to enrich

your bank account at
the same time!

5

5|

pri:
PRIZES

Essays must be
than 500 words
long and must be
submitted
through
your local exhibitor.

ANSWER THE FOLLOWING QUESTIONS:
—Who was Salome in
CI

5 Winners of $ 1 00 each

1

Biblical

mr

tzzc

pi
PRIZES

20 Winners of $25 each
of

totalling
in cash

and what

is

the strongest dramatic situation

in the plot of

—How
4 —What

A

Modern Salome"?
Hope Hampton's

3
would you describe
type of beauty?
star

is

your ideal of what a motion picture

should be?

5 — What is the
"A Modern Salome"?

lesson

taught

by the

story

The judges of the Hope Hampton Prize Contest are:
Mr. Eugene V. Brewster, editor and publisher of the Motion Picture
Magazine, Motion Picture Classic and Shadowland.
Mr. Burns Mantle, dramatic critic of the New York Evening Mail
and contributor to Photoplay Magazine.
Mr. Penrhyn Stanlaws, one of the foremost artists of America.

$3,000

may participate in this contest: you
who show "A Modern Salome"

sees or reads the story of this great picture

from the exhibitors

history

did she do?

2_What

EE

get the story

^

$500 in cash

PRIZES

Anyone who

1

less

10 Winners of $50
each

37 Prizes

$1,000 in cash

PRIZE

When you see

the picture, or read the
your essay about it and
hand it in to your local exhibitor; he
Here is
will forward it to the judges.
your chance to get in on
the screen debut of a

All essays

must be submitted
by
August
5,
1920.

Pictures Corporation.

story, write

PRIZE

in

your

city

can
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Kathleen Clifford
The

Law

that Divides'

Were you

disappointed? So were
in these prohibition days everybody had given up
keeping money in their strong
boxes. Well, we'll wager Kathleen
was disappointed too. By the way,
have you noticed what a drawing
card the Clifford name is? It's
S.R.O.everywhere when she plays.

we.

We thought

Plaza Picture

There are two particular features
of Ingram's Rouge that have won
my approval. One is the smoothness with which it goes on. And
the other is its ability to stay on
despite

warmth or

exercise.

IngtUm's

woman

To

any
at a disadvantage.
best, she needs a finishing touch of
color; a soft, natural, girlish tint, such as Ingram's Rouge
Pallor places almost

appear at her very

imparts.

Ingram's Rouge is excellent in every way, and unusual in
some ways. It will not run; it will not streak; it is not
affected by perspiration; nor will it harm the skin, for its

not absorbed. Prepared in daintily scented cakes,
less wasteful than loose powder, it is sold in
three perfect shades, Light, Medium and Dark. Price 50c.
color

is

which are

Ingram's

Ingram's

stive ola,

M&Kw&ed

t

Souvcraine

CtSatn

FACE POWDER

is beauty in every jar." It
clears clogged pores, banishes slight

"There

A complexion powder especially dis-

imperfections, soothes

and roughness and keeps the delicate
texture of the skin soft and smooth. Its
exclusive therapeutic properties keep
the complexion toned up and healthy
all the time. Two sizes, 50c and $1.00.

tinguished by the fact that it stays on.
Furthermore, a powder of unexcelled
delicacy of texture and refinement of
perfume. Four tints— White, Pink,
Flesh and Brunette— 50c.

FREDERICK
Windaor, Ont.,

F.

INGRAM

Established 1885

Canada

Tenth Street

DETROIT,

U.

S.

A.

Foreign Distributors
Thompson

Trinidad: L. C. Wharton
Africa, South: C. A. Bolus
Inc.
San Fernando
Steytlers Bldg.,
Bldg., Manila
Johannesburg
Australia: T. W. Cotton, Pty„ Ltd. Africa, British E.: A. Ambrose Smith China: Mustard & Co.
Melbourne
Shanghai
Standard Bldgs., Nairobi
Canary Islands: Mends? Bros., Veira y Clavijo 25 Las Palmas, Santa Cruz de la Palma

Philippines: F. A.

Commercial Co.

La Campana

(233)

(Look for proper address at
I

left)

enclose 6 two cent stamps in return for

which send

me

your Guest

Room

Package

containing Ingram's Milkweed Cream,
Rouge, Face Powder, Zodenta Tooth

Powder, and Ingram's Perfume in Guest

Room

CO.
31

Coupon

away redness

sizes.

began her career when, the sixteen-year-old daughter of the costume
designer at Vitagraph, she played leads opposite Earle Williams. At
present she

is

in

Supreme Comedies.

\
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The Day

of

the Male in
the Movies
It's

here,

a time, and

for

some of the wise youngsters
are taking advantage of

By

Herbert

I KNOW
motion

it.

Howe

of nothing related to
pictures
which has

greater interest than the strange
ebb and flow in the currents of popular favor,

and the way

which

in

these currents sweep certain groups

of players "on to victory" when
they embark at the right moment.
Public fancy is as fickle in sticking by its screen favorites as it is
in all things else; and in eddying
back and forth it has caught up, in
turn, different groups of players,
distinguished principally by being
divided into to quote Scripture and
Mr. De Mille—"male and female."
And this is the day of the male in
the movies.
I am going to tell some startling
facts about some of our young men
of the screen, recently elected to

—

reveal also

some

figures,

since

they are large and represent

money

popularity.

I shall

—interesting

figures

—

real

money.

I

shall tell of lead-

men who
many a star;

are paid more than
of salaries that have
Casson Ferguson is an example of the type of leading man whose name
doubled and tripled within the
has box-office value.
twelvemonth of but let us begin
back at the beginning.
In the beginning there were just "the movies" there
retained a devoted following was Mary Pickford.
The
were no stars. Gradually certain luminous forms be- The inevitable revulsion of feeling followed.
gan to appear. The spectators of the picture world,
worshipers turned inconoclasts. The matinee gods
like savages studying the mysteries of heaven, began
with the curled hair and gray derbies were dragged
to recognize the dawning stars, and to call them the
down from their perches in the Cooper-Hewitt sun.
Biograph Girl, the Kalem Girl, the Selig Girl, and the
The female of the species returned to her throne.
Vitagraph Girl. All of the very earliest stars were
Mary Pickford was proclaimed queen ever-glorious.
girls
woman was created before man, on the shadow Many feminine stars were elevated from the ranks
sphere.
Eventually arose a demand for the real names
Anita Stewart, Norma Talmadge, Mae Marsh, the Gish
of the shades. They were identified as Mary Pickford,
sisters, Pearl White, Bessie Love, Bessie Barriscale,
Alice Joyce, Florence Lawrence, Florence Turner,
Louise Glaum, Dorothy Dalton, Pauline Frederick,
Mary Fuller, and Kathlyn Williams.
Vivian Martin, Theda Bara, and all the others. Alice
ing

;

—

—

;

Then came the revolution. The male was hailed
conqueror. The public elected as stellar gods Maurice
Costello, John Bunny, Arthur Johnson, Broncho Billy
Anderson, Francis X. Bushman, Earle Williams, Crane
Wilbur, J. Warren Kerrigan. Idol worship was established as a matinee cult.
The only star goddess who
P.P.-3

Joyce, the

Kalem

Girl,

who had gone

into eclipse, re-

turned with greater effulgence.
The male stars continued to exist, but they were
quite as likely to be the objects of smiles, as of admiration.
The original type of screen matinee idol was in
as bad repute with a large proportion of the fans as

The Day
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once more the other sex. At any rate, the bonbon consumers rallied their union and elected several matinee
mummers to stellar office. Noticeable, too, is the tendency
of male appreciation for the male.
If you will peruse the latest reports of the star ticker
you will find the market is being cornered by the trousered
faction.
New male favorites are being starred, and old
ones are being reinstated. In the line-up of the newly
starred are Eugene O'Brien, Douglas MacLean, Owen
Moore, Robert Gordon, Lew Cody, Buck Jones, Joe Ryan,

George

Seitz,

Thomas Meighan.

Some

of these

won

their

brown derbies last year; others are 1920 fledglings. Edward Earle, former Vitagraph star, who Houdinied from
view, has dashed back as star of Charles Miller productions.
David Butler, seen in King Vidor's "The Other

forming a company of his
medal last year but did
until
Prince Chap." Joe
receive
it
this
year
in
"The
not
Ryan, heretofore appearing as bearded "willun" of William
Half," and other pictures,

own.

is

Thomas Meighan won

Duncan

serials,

now

his

stars in serials of his

own

direction.

Antonio Moreno has been featured for long; he is now a
While the public has put
star on his own.
to rout the female vampire, the sleek and smiling Lew Cody, whose avowed purpose is to
play serpent in the garden of Eves, is earning money as "the male vampire." Evidently
the sins of the female are now the virtues of
the male.
Kenneth Harlan,

who

is listed

as drawing

$750

a week, though not a star.

the female vampire

is

to-day.

His successor

in the male line was the virile gent who said
"damn," who didn't shine his shoes or his
nails— such men as Bill Hart, Bill Farnum,
Bill Russell, Harry Carey, and Doug Fair-

Charles Ray is, without doubt, the most
popular figure of the day. He has the unanimous support of all parties. I have never
heard any one express dislike for C. R.
Tom Forman
Wallace
Reid has
a
is one of the
mighty feminine following,
present favorites.
and a considerable attrac-

banks.
It

was not

until

last

year that another

Toward
decided revolution was apparent.
the close of 1919 the male again was noted
Some say the heroic
in the ascendancy.
knights
in khaki caused the
actions of our
who compose the larger
girls and women

—

percentage of picture patronage
Darrell Foss has established

—

to idolize

a strong

personal following.

tion way Tearle is said to receive

tion

for

men

as

well.

more than many a

William

S.

star.

Hart,

Douglas Fairbanks, Charles Chaplin, Tom
Mix, William Russell are others of the old
The only strong rivals
line stars still on top.

among
Nazimova, Mary

of

these,

feminine forces, are
and possibly
Pickford,

the

Norma Talmadge.
There are a number of leading men with
genuine box-office lure.

Certain of these will
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be stars within the next twelve months. I refer to Richard
Barthelmess, Monte Blue, Loyd Hughes, and Conway Tearle.
Tom Forman might be a star, but he has decided to be a
director.
Others who are mentioned continuously in the letters pouring into the Picture-Play box are Harrison Ford,
Casson Ferguson, Niles Welch, Cullen Landis, Mahlon Hamilton, Darrel Foss, Kenneth Harlan, Jack Mulhall, John Bowers,
Nigel Barrie, Robert Anderson, Albert Ray, Ralph Graves,
Jack Holt, David Powell, Wyndham Standing, Charles Meredith, Edward Sutherland, Al Roscoe, Norman Kerry, Percy
Marmont, Conrad Nagle, Walter MacGrail, Jack Gilbert,
Wheeler Oakman, Rod LaRocque, Roscoe Kearns, and Roy
Stewart. I make no attempt to scale them in order of popularity.
If I did, I would be denounced a Bolshevist by various of their devotees.
Producers say there is a positive dearth of capable leading
men. Please note, movie aspirants of the male gender, that
I said capable.
Proof of this is in the salaries paid screen
lovers.
Conway Tearle was imported from New York to
California, to act as leading man for Clara Kimball Young.
His salary has been quoted at $1500, which is more than
many stars receive. Now we are informed
he is to be a star.
Mahlon Hamilton recently was engaged by Goldwyn at a wage
close to a thousand If not that figure.
He
had been employed at $650. Kenneth Harlan is listed at $750 per seven days.
James
:

Kirkwood threw
help Allan

aside the

Dwan make

megaphone

a flesh-and-blood

to

man
Jack Mulhall

out of a plumber In "The Luck of. the Irish."
He received $750 a week during the production of the picture.
I am

informed that he now receives a thousand and is
being offered as high as
$1500 with stellar position.

in

"Soldiers

of

known

Robert Gordon came out of military servhe was informed he would have to
take a smaller salary because of his absence from the screen.
He refused to
be a loser because of patriotism.
He
about-faced and marched over to Vitagraph as leading man for Bessie Love
at a figure double that which he commanded before learning to do squads
right.
Of late he has been costarred with
Sylvia Breamer in Blackton pictures.

Fortune."

is one of the younger favorites
of the Famous Players-Laskv Studio.

in

"The Family Honor."

Edward Earle quit starring for the Vitagraph
a year ago at a salary substantially less than
$500 to act as leading man at $500. He now
takes his place as a star with a term contract
that will bring him into the fotir-figure class.
Thomas Meighan was content with a dinky
wage of five or six hundred dollars about a
year ago; now he takes some $1700 from the
Lasky exchequer, without a thrill.
When

patrons

ice

Monte Blue

Roscoe Kearns will be seen

to

of Metro pictures.

Norman Kerry

appeared

is well

[Continued on

page 98]
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Angel Bloom"
One

— Plus Madge

Kennedy

of our best comediennes shares the honors of an interview with a pink elephant.

Rv Emma-Lindsay Squier
when
was shaking hands with
JUST
Madge Kennedy and murmuring someI

thing about being glad to meet her, I
looked over her shoulder and stopped right
in the middle of a word, blinking rapidly
to clear my vision.
I also swallowed twice
before I could speak.
"Do do you see what / see?" I demanded
with a gulp, unceremoniously giving Madge a

—

right-about-face.

"I certainly do," she said carelessly. "That's
a pink elephant."

"A

pink

—there

said indignantly.
ale too

many, or

any such animal !" I
"Either I've had one ginger
isn't

my

eyes are in need of atten-

tion !"

"Oh, he's
pinch him

real,"

you

if

Madge

laughed.

"You can

like."

But I didn't care to. Pinching, of course,
wouldn't hurt an astral elephant; but if he
were real and he did seem to be, despite the
roseate hue of his skin, which no other elephant known to science or history has yet
attained he might resent my familiarity in

—

—

elephantine fashion.
"A pink elephant!"

I

stupidly repeated.

"Yes," said Madge sweetly and patiently,
"he works with me in this picture, which is
called 'The Blooming Angel' from the story
in the Saturday Evening Post.
He is supposed to be covered with 'Angel Bloom' complexion cream, and to create a sensation when
he is led through the streets as an advertisement."

—

"Sensation well, rather!" said I, unable to
take my eyes from the amazing spectacle of
the rosy pachyderm who stood weaving from
one monumental foot to another, blinking his
small eyes and running a delicate and inquisitive trunk over his blushing sides, scraping off
some of the extraneous "Angel Bloom" and
then inserting the end of the proboscis into
his mouth, licking it off like a baby who has
stuck his finger into a pot of jam.
"We have a beautiful set for this scene,"

Miss Kennedy said gently, and it suddenly occurred to me that I was there to interview her
rather than the Angel Bloom elephant, unusual
though the latter was. So I came to with a
jerk, said indeed it was a lovely set, and allowed myself to be piloted not without regrets
away from the elephant, and down the
spacious street of what seemed to be a densely
Imposing buildings flanked
populated city.
the avenues
a pseudo-sandstone post office,

—

—

;

an

brick chamber of

Madge got

her dimples

from her mother.

ing

bank and an artificialcommerce building. Look-

imitation-granite

down one

of the intersecting streets,

we

"Angel Bloom"— Plus Madge Kennedy
morning jacket for her daughter

caught glimpses of druggists' signs, restaurant
;

the

populace

of

me.
Of course

to

have,

before.

the Angel

if

that

the

I

would

Bloom

ele-

is

the color of bronze,

and her eyes are dark brown
and gentle. She has the
loveliest smile which shows

—

helmina, the pink elephant, who
notwithstanding
a
lady,
Miss Kennedy's frequent allusions to her as "him," was to
parade down the avenue an-

vague

little

dimples in her

and she smiles at
you as if she liked you and
were really interested in
what you were saying, and
if she wondered why you
cheeks,

nouncing to the world through
the medium of the lettering on
her blanket: "Angel Bloom did
it will
this for my complexion
do the same for yours."
Victor Schertzinger,
She smiles
the director, was megaas if she
phoning instructions to liked you.
the populace from a
Miss
platform,
and
Kennedy and I ensconced
ourselves on the running
board of her limousine,
where her mother, who
has lovely white hair
and Madge's

could prossibly be interested

—

in her.

"I am awfully bad copy,"
"I
she confessed promptly.
hate publicity and I don't like
being interviewed. Oh, you
you're different !" she hastened
"You don't seem proto add.

—

but so many interviewers ask me such personal
things, like how long do I stay
fessional;

my

and what do I eat for
I feel like an animal
on exhibition, and I get so selfconscious.
You know," she went
on very earnestly, "I don't believe in
publicity.
I want to get to the point
where my work will talk for me. I haven't
reached it yet, but some day I am surely
in

bath,

breakfast.

was

knitting
i

should have described

phant hadn't temporarily upset
my program. She has hair

is

a p

I

Madge Kennedy

ready-made city, and were to
supply atmosphere when Wil-

dimples,

to wear.

"Madge always reads in the morning
when she wakes up," she explained

windows, and cigar-store fronts while on
the other side of the broad avenue was
the prominently located shop of "Angel
Bloom Cold Cream," where Miss
Kennedy was supposed to hold forth
and lead her country- jay husband,
played by Pat O'Malley, to fame
and fortune. Five hundred extras
furnish
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n k

going to."
"Indeed you will, lambie," Mrs. Kennedy broke
in suddenly, and Madge smiled at me
with a fetching little \mannerism all her
own, turning her head sidewise and
tucking her chin
k

into

fur

the

her

collar of
suit.

"Mother

is

the best fan I

have,"
said

she
grate-

fully.

I

Madge
and the
world's

only pink

couldn't
d o elephant.
anything without her."
Just then Mr. Schertzinger called Miss

\

Kennedy away for some close-ups, and I
Mother Kennedy in the limousine.
"Madge is so retiring," she told me. "She simply
stayed with

zvon't talk about herself,

and she

is

so talented,"

"You've
she went on with true maternal fervor.
"
Continued on page 80
no idea
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The Movies'
Family Tree

You

from which the screen play
springs is long-lived and two of the grandparents are
still hale and hearty.
The photograph and the speaking stage are actively with us and need no introduction.
Old lady Pantomime and gradmother Shadow
Play are not so strong and thriving as they once were,
however, and we do not see them in public so often.
They were both born mute which is particularly unfortunate for the ladies but we recognize in them
worthy ancestors for the picture play to be proud of.
The shadow play was, and still is, sometimes, produced
on a screen or sheet behind which the players go
through the acting of the story, and their shadows
show through the sheet for the audience because of a
lighted lamp placed on the stage behind them.
Pantomime also occasionally is produced by live players,
see that the stock

—

—

;

usually in costume,

Eadweard Muy bridge, who

is

often called the father of the

motion picture.

YOU

know that Marconi invented wireless telegraphy, that the Wrights made the first practical
But do you know anything about
aeroplane.
the beginnings of motion pictures, a greater industry
than either of these other marvels of modern science,
and not much older?
If you don't, don't feel ashamed of your ignorance.
Few persons have any information on the subject. I
found that out when I began making some casual inquiries myself and that led me to see what I could do
in the way of looking up the remote beginnings of the
fifth greatest industry.

Before taking up the work of the different inventors
whose work contributed toward the finished movie of
to-day, let us consider, for a moment, the things that
foreshadowed the modern screen drama, and we find
this curious genealogy
SHADOW PLAY
PHOTOGRAPH
SPEAKING STAGE
PANTOMIME
COMEDIA DEL' ART

STEREOPTICON
PICTURE PLAY

who

because their object
words.

The

is

act with exaggerated gestures
to

tell

without using

stories

stereopticon inherited the "still" picture char-

from

its parent, the photograph
and aplike
screen
or
sheet
the
shadow
play.
It is
pears on a
merely a magic-lantern show, and was an attraction until the movies came.
But the baby of the family quickly
proved such a favorite with its obscure godfathers and

acteristic

;

—

—

godmothers which means us, friend readers that we
have been watching him grow and paying tribute regularly ever since he was a little fellow.
It is strange that the comedia del' art, the offspring
of robust parents who have outlived generations of us
humans, shottld have died so young that few of us
know anything about the lady. She was born in Italy,
a place where the speaking stage and the pantomime
are always welcome, are treated with true hospitality,
and where they still thrive.
Screen acting is a direct inheritance from Italian

—

improvised comedy comedy
performers were adepts in

some

lines,

del' art.

this

The old Italian
They spoke

work.

but only the absolutely essential ones, which

Some of

the results of Muybridge's early experiments.
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Which

includes

and godmothers

By
Illustrated

R.

some godfathers

— great

and small.

W. Baremore

by photographs from Homer Croy's book,
Motion Pictures Are Made."

"How

ml if
were written out and rehearsed in advance. The idea
was to improvise in the spirit of the theme as the play
progressed. A player had only a few lines prepared
as "leads," and only those which were necessary for
cues and which gave a fair idea of the story, the same
principle by which subtitles are used in the modern
movies. You are probably less interested, however,
in these remote ancestors, or predecessors of the
movies, than in the practical steps by which motion
pictures as they exist to-day were developed.
Most any one who is asked, "Who was the real
inventor of the movie?" will answer: "Thomas Edison."
That may not be entirely incorrect, but there
were other men who, perhaps working on parallel
Some of these men were
lines, deserve as much credit.
plodding along without the slightest idea that they
were helping to develop what we recognize to-day is
the crowning of their efforts. Yet they did much to
hasten the discovery and the perfection of motion
pictures with which we now are so familiar.
For instance, there was Dr. Sellers, of Philadelphia,
who, in the early sixties, took plate photographs d*f his
two young sons and showed them in action by means
of the cinematoscope a metal contrivance containing
On this wheel, by means of a handle, the
a wheel.
photographs were revolved, and thus shown in animated form. The value of this toy was that it suggested the possibilities made real later on through
the efforts of other inventors. Dr. Sellers also invented
the glycerine bath, which has since become one of the
greatest aids to photographers the world over.

—

Then came George

C. Eastman,

who began his career
The genius of

in a Rochester insurance office in 1868.

young George was evident very

early, for, during his
year of employment, he succeeded in saving thirtyseven dollars and fifty cents. The saving of fifty cents
alone in that year would have been a noteworthy
achievement for he was at that time helping to support a family and clothe himself, all on the bounteous
"salary" of three dollars a week. Later, the little capifirst

—

It

was George

C.

Eastman who discovered

was almost wiped out when

film.

his promising business
began
to show signs of
manufacturing
of dry-plate
failing
so much of the income had gone into experimenting on film rolls. Mr. Eastman was aided in his
experiments in taking photographs direct on celluloid
Not
film, by cooperating with a man named Walker.
the
films
on
put
until 1885, however, were the first roll
market. You are, of course, aware that modern motion
pictures would have been impossible had not celluloid
film been invented.
Oddly enough, though, this big
motion-picture
development was made without
step in
Mr. Eastman's knowing it. He was not interested in
paving the way for movies, but merely sought a lighter
substitute for the ordinary photograph plate.
California became the scene of an attempt to make
moving pictures. In 1887, Leland Stanford, of Palo
Alto, the founder of the university which carries his
name, wanted some photographs made which would
show one of his trotting horses in action. A man named
Eadweard Muybridge was in that section and was eager
to make the attempt to please the sportsman. After discarding many schemes, he hit upon the plan of placing a
tal

—

The
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The first studio, a tar-papered affair

number of cameras
around the

Returning

at different points

track, with a string to each that

would oper-

Thus he secured
screen by means of

ate the shutter as the horse passed.
series that,

when

projected on a

a
a

zeotrope wheel, gave a satisfactory likeness of the trotter.
This was a long way from the modern methods, though.
It would take sixteen thousand cameras if that method
were still followed, to secure enough film for one-fifth
of one of our feature pictures.
must not omit mention of
Augustin le Prince, a Frenchman,
who secured a patent for a successful motion-picture camera in 1888.
His achievement was recognized by

was manager

some British capitalists who commissioned him to go to Spain and take
pictures of a bullfight but he mysteriously disappeared on the way,
and no one yet knows what happened
to him.
The idea which he had
worked out was to take a number of
;

many

main road, Wil-

liam Friese Green, of Brighton, England, secured a
patent in 1891 for a machine that is very like those in
Three years later, another Englishman,
use to-day.
Robert Paul, gave the first public exhibition of moving
This was held in a jewelry
pictures in this country.
store in Richmond, Indiana.
C. Francis Jenkins, an
employee of the treasury department in Washington,

We

pictures with as

to the

He had spent a lot
of spare time in perfecting the apparatus to be used, and gave a
screen picture of a dancing girl.
The film was highly colored, but,
owing to bad projection, the spectators were barely able to make out
the figure of the actor.
Up to this time, there was no
way to take care of the film as it
unrolled from the machine after
showing the picture.
Some one

for the performance.

thought up the method of having it
rewind on another spool as it left
the first. That did away with the
mess of tangling film around the

cameras, but

they were all placed in one machine
and thus had the same point of view
as the human eye does. It was in
this particular that Muybridge's ef-

—

projectors' feet, as well as the great
fire

hazard due to so much exposed

celluloid.
had been improved upon.
There were a few "blind-alley" inThus were the steps to perfection
ventors, which suggested the modern
made gradually, at the cost of much
movie, but which were not direct
money, thought, labor, and time.
steps toward it.
One of these was
At the age of five, that is exactly
the sort of
twenty years ago, the movies made
"movie" now seen
through the penny slot machines, in
their New York debut. This was in
Dr. Sellers kinemato scope and the pictures
which a series of card pictures folused in it.
a music hall in Twenty-third Street.
low each other in rapid succession.
Koster & Bial, the proprietors of
Then there was the pack of cards which was flipped the theater, were alwavs searching' for novelties. The
between the thumb and finger.
Numbers of these, main attraction at that time was a girl who did the circus
showing a boxing scene, were given out some twentydisrobing act, but a feature consisting of a moving train,
five years ago by a progressive tobacco company. Also
rushing toward the audience at sixty miles an hour, was
there was the "black box"
introduced on the screen, of course.
a cylinder in which was
This made a
placed a strip of pictures. As the box spun round on
great hit with the crowds.
an axle, the spectator looked in through a number of
Then the wizard, Thomas A. Edison, decided that it
slits in the near side and saw the figures in motion.
was time for him to take hold of the idea, and things

forts

'

;

—

The
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mam

rapidly

began to move.

"Black

The machine that projected the first motion picture.

Maria" was the name given the first studio that Mr. Edison built. It was erected in Orange, New Jersey, turned
on tracks and had a slide in the roof like an astronomical
observatory, to take advantage of the sunlight.
conditions were, "no sun
no picture-taking."

—

The

"Educationals" and "scenics," were the main subjects
to this period, but the public began clamoring for
"stories." This inspired the Biograph Company to open
a real studio on Fourteenth Street, New York City. At
this old studio many of our well-

up

known

and

celebrities

much-loved

got

their

starts

Mack

Sennett,

screen

— Mary

The producers,

became

in spite of

who

not then see the use in bringing out
"stories" and would not consider
buying picture rights to published
books, short stories, and plays.

The demand
faster

for movies

than

the

was

as

parts

of

their

acts.

so sordid

is

—

was

exhibited.

At last pictures began to improve, and with this improvement

in-

supply.

came
in

The Strand
was erected by

better theaters.

New York

men who

City,

dared carry out an idea

He had come
from a Middle-Western city, and
paid no attention to the laughs generously handed out by most persons

of Samuel Rothapfel.

J.

Stuart Blackton, then a stage magician, and Albert E.
Smith, a
quick-sketch artist, enlisted the in-

it

it

of the picture that

William A. Brady was operating
a "store" show only a few blocks
from the Biograph Studio and
could not get enough pictures.
Vaudeville actors wanted to use

them

of

had better be forgotten.
At first any vacant store with a
white wall and rows of loose chairs,
was thought good enough for a
movie show. To make sure that his
neighbor might not present a more
attractive
front,
each
manager
would gather the most lurid posters, attach a "To-day" sign, and be
sure of good patronage regardless
that

their chief director, could

creasing

And much

tell.

Owen

the arguments of Mr. Griffith,

that, the

—

Moore, Henry Walthall, and many
others.

At

"makes and breaks," and the millions charged to profit and loss in
the movies would take volumes to

Pickford,
Blanche Sweet, Mae
Marsh, Dorothy and Lillian Gish,
Florence Lawrence, David Wark
Griffith,

sen ted- his- discovery.

sun retired to the rear, and Mr. Hewitt's invention has
held first place ever since. Of course, these lights were
not perfect at once, but the annoying "flicker" was
gradually done away with, and they are now supreme.
Closely following the discovery of a satisfactory artificial light, the industry was crowded with struggling
producers.
Many of these organized working companies and incorporated but the histories of the great

The primitive film slitting board made by
Jenkins in 1890.

who heard

of his idea.

A

beautiful

terest of old

housing perfect pictures,
assisted by a symphony orchestra, metropolitan sing-

Company.

ers,

"Pop" Rock and formed the Vitagraph
Mr. Smith is now president of the company,

while Mr. Blackton is heading another.
On the roof
of a building on Nassau Street this combination of
progressive men produced many pictures.

But the great need of that time was an artificial light
would make sunlight unnecessary. To fill this gap,
Peter Cooper-Hewitt stepped "down stage" and pre-

that

theater,

—

—

was the
a success financially
except that prothe laughing stopped
voked by the delight of the audiences. The Strand
was so great a success that the Rialto was erected soon
after, on the sight of Hammerstein's famous old playand trained ushers

result.

Then

house, the Victoria.

Then

—

the Rivoli Theater

Continued on page 103

came

To the Tune of
Temple Bells
By Barbara

Little

An

Richard Barthelmess as
the "Yellow

s

trees

newcomers

and
and

tures

sounding across
Accord-

the role of a girl who
sings in a Chinese

"Man-

in

you've
if
heard the East calling you through its
myriad voices, "you
nothin'
won't
'eed
else." And more than
one picture producer
of late has heard that
siren call— hence the
dalay,"

wave of Oriental

opera.

In "The Willow
Tree" Viola
Dana
dons a sleek black wig
and slants her eyebrows to make herself
the charming Japanese heroine of this
screen success.
And our one feminine star from the

pic-

tures that has surged

across the screen.

,

Nazimova began

Flowery
Kingdom,
Tsuru Aoki, chose a

it,

gorgeous
the
as
Chinese goddess in
"The Red Lantern,"

and equally

tale of

in

stellar

effective

her

which

to

debut.

on

was

own among

its

more Chinese

Call,

it

easily holds its

these pic-

through which
we hear the chiming
of temple bells.

tures

seemed

in spirit.

And now we

Based

the Gods," a powerful
story by Sidney Mc-

less in the picture

physically, yet

own land
make her

"The Breath of

English heroine.
Richard Barthelmess,'
as the Yellow Man of
"Broken Blossoms,"
as

these pic-

Chinese.

Dorothy Phillips, m
"Ambition" assumes

lagoons.
sailor

is

the
Orient.

in

the

Only one of

ing to Kipling's British

of

field

temple

tinkly

bells,
still

was Nazimova.

Man."

UNSHINE
palm

elective Chinese girl

have

Viola

Dana

in

Ambition" does
Dorothy
to

this

Phillips.

"The Willow

Tree.''

Tsuru Aoki
is

really

Japanese.

:

Wall Street has gone into the motionpicture business.
That means that the
men of millions have investigated motion pictures and have decided that

What
Wall Street
Says

they are as

much

life

of America as cigars, wheat,

and

railroads.

a part of the daily

rubber

steel,

tires,

Before these investors put their millions into moving
made the first real motion-picture survey
ever attempted and they brought forward facts as

pictures they

follows

Gross revenue of picture theaters of the country in
one year $800,000,000. This is $100,000,000 more than
the combined gross of thirteen leading rubber com-

—

Show him

you are willing to patronize first-class
pictures
that you are ready to pay twice as much for
a ticket if He will give you twice as good a show.
In many towns clubwomen, chambers of commerce,
and other organized bodies have improved the class of
motion-picture entertainment.
How? Not by threatening to burn down the theater, but by the more effective
plan of showing the exhibitor that he can make more
money if he puts on better shows. That's the argument
that will get more than throwing bombs or bad language.
Perhaps some of The Observer's readers have had
success in persuading theaters to put on better shows.

—

that

If so, for the education of other readers, won't the suc-

cessful ones write in

and

tell

us about

it?

panies.

The

15,000 picture theaters seat 8,000,000 people.

Nearly every town of 1,000 population has at least
one theater.
Twelve hundred new theaters are being built at a
cost of $72,000,000.

$300 a seat to build a good theater these days.
At the conservative figure of $100 per seat as the
present value of the theaters, it is found the investment
It costs

houses totals about $800,000,000.
All other countries of the world have 17,500 theaters
but 2,500 more than the number in the United States.
Consumption of positive films averages 10,000,000

in motion-picture

—

feet a week, as against 3,000,000 in 1913.

Admission prices run up
cent house

is

to $2 per seat.

The

five-

a dim memory.

Seventy thousand dollars rolled into the box office of
the new Capitol Theater, New York, its first week.
American film producers have a combined income of
$90,000,000.
are buying eight hundred million dollars' worth

We

of motion-picture entertainment each year.
getting our money's worth ?

Let us answer our own question.
Some of us are. Some of us are not.
The fault is our own if we are in the

The

Answer
often

is

Are we

is

—

for that matter.

But now comes Frank L. Packard, who wrote "The
Miracle Man," with nothing but praise for the way in
which George Loane Tucker produced his story, and
Tucker, as you may know, took some liberties with
Packard's original version.

The

point of the matter, as

latter class.

In small towns the general feeling
that the local exhibitor isn't playing fair
that

—

we

see

it,

is

this

:

When

a director and a continuity writer take a masterpiece
of literature and deliberately cheapen it on the assumption that an average audience has no appreciation for

anything save sensation and slush, it is sacrilege. When
they alter a story because the technique of the screen
demands it, if they do their work intelligently and sincerely, it is not sacrilege.

But we believe that the screen version

The Spirit

showing bad pictures for good money. How many
times The Observer has heard, "There's a great opening
for a really good picture show in our town. The manager of our theater never gets good pictures."
The way to remedy the situation is not to bring in
another theater, but to reform the local manager. Make
clear to him your feeling regarding motion pictures.
he

Authors, it seems, are beginning to
admit that perhaps a director and a
first-class continuity writer should be
the
allowed to do something more, in putStory
ting on a picture, than merely to photograph an author's words.
Not long ago all authors held that the directors who
changed their stories, committed sacrilege. And, as a
matter of fact,. the way in which stories were mutilated
and cheapened was sacrilege and, too often, still is,

Altering

of the

Original

of a literary masterpiece should be kept
as close, at least, to the spirit of the
original as possible.

rary light fiction

With contempo-

we cannot

see that

it

makes any difference what the producers do with the
But the
story so long as they make a good picture.
books and plays that we have come to love we do not
they so often are on the screen.
Much as we enjoyed "Male and Female," we are inclined to hope that De Mille will confine his efforts in

like to see so distorted, as

The Observer
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the future to stories especially built

for his peculiar

methods instead of giving us De Mille versions of the
works of authors whose books and plays are pitched in
a key so different from that used by the master of
exotic and luxurious screen creations.
That line productions can be kept close to the original
in key was shown by Griffith's "Broken Blossoms," and
a more recent example is Famous Players-Lasky's production of "Huckleberry Finn."
William D. Taylor,

who

directed

surely deserves a

it,

word of

praise for

manner

in which he followed the spirit of
masterpiece, proving that it is not always
necessary completely to distort an original story.

the faithful

a

lot

Now

There was

Alo?ie Is

featured prize

fighters, ball players, notorious

What

^

day when vaudeville

a

thrived on acts which

—in

'

founts

anybody who had

fact,

name

in the

women

his or her

papers a great deal could

But the public,
of this.
No laws were necesgo to see them not necessarily

get a contract to appear in vaudeville.

not the law, stopped all
sary.
People. just didn't
because the public disapproved of the pitching of the
ball players or of the .shooting of the chorus girls.
It
was just because these persons were uninteresting and

—

The production had

it.

there

—

'

prodigal son.
All of these are spectacles, but they also are costume
plays, in that the characters will not wear the sort of
clothes you see advertised in the daily papers.

When picture people speak of
W. Griffith's "Intolerance,"

be only a trick-lariat thrower. He
succeeded in vaudeville, not because he
could do things with a rope, but because
he was really funny.
He went into
pictures. He is rapidly gaining popularity, not because
he is a roper, but because he is an actor—he has personality.
No doubt there are as good lariat throwers
as Will Rogers, or as good gunmen as Bill Hart, but
unless they show something more than an agile wrist
or a quick-trigger finger-they won't do. for pictures.
,

to

spectacles they think

and point to it as an
example of a spectacle that failed. But it never has
been decided whether "Intolerance" failed because it
was a spectacle or because the story was so mixed up
in the telling that nobody knew |what it was all about.
Now and then, perhaps, a spectacle will gain the
of D.

favor of the fans.
They like to see big shows, with
thousands of people circuses on the screen. But the

—

bigness alone can't please the ticket buyers. There must
The people in the
be a real story a human story.

—

spectacle

must not be

lost

W.

D.

Some

Down

Casn.

so

price mentioned

f ar

is

amid

their surroundings.

Griffith

has paid $175,000 for

mot ion-picture

t 'ie

r 'ghts

"Way

to

East." This is the record price
f or trie rights to dramatic ma-

We

terial.

The Case
of Will
Ropers

—

is

the story of

—

incompetent as actors.
So with moving pictures. You have to be interesting,
not merely notorious, to get away with it to-day.

Take Will Rogers, who was supposed

only fair

a report that "Chu Chin Chow"
which
"The Forty Thieves" and "Aphrodite"
pronounced Af-ro-dy-ty"— are to be made into pictures.
And the Holy Bible is to be filmed. And De
Mille is to make "The Wanderer," the story of the
is

Mark Twain's

Acting

of people in

success.

happen

to

know

that the

not the product of a press agent's

imagination—not by very many

dollars, at least.

Here is a production that has succeeded on the stage.
It made three or four fortunes for William A. Brady,
who evidently thought he would rather take real money
for the moving-picture rights than to produce

it

in pic-

tures himself.

lump of money, but

it will be a cheap
expensive sets or gowns and
Mr. Griffith's stock company already has demonstrated
in "True-Heart Susie" just what it can do with such a

It's

quite a

picture to produce

—no

—

subject.
-

'

:

It S the

Show Business

Now

The

finest thing that

the motion-picture industry
I

last

the

is

it

^
where

show business

is

that at.

—meaning

kst ^ as rea ched the stage

a*
it

There are persons who predict that Mr.

can be said for

really entertains.

No

longer

can a picture succeed merely because it satisfies somebody's curiosity.
For a long time we were little beyond the stage in

which the chief attraction of the moving picture was
movement. At last we have reached the stage where
the producers realize that a story must have movement
of plot and of drama as well as movement of the legs
of horses and bathing girls.
They're making us weep. And that's the final test.
The motion picture has reached the emotions. It is
such good drama that it makes lumps come into our
throats.
When you get that in books or music or in
painting you are producing art.

not get rich with the motion-picture production of this
famous play. They say "Way Down East" is out
of date.
But Mr. Griffith is a keen showman. He usually

guesses rather well as to the taste of the public, and
we are inclined to believe that he will not lose anything.
But whether he wins or loses, we're glad, personally,
that "Way Down East" is going to be produced, and
by a producer who is capable of as great things as Mr.
Griffith

A
Spectacle

company

announced that

recently

inadvertently

was going to produce
Then it hastily reit would make a "spec-

it

a "costume play."
tracted and said
tacle."

It

made

its

spectacle,

which

turned out to be nothing more than a costume play with

is.

A
The College
Boys
Complain

college fraternity has complained

Alas,

we never

see ourselves as others see us.

drama.

The

shown

of the types of college boys

in

motion pictures and has asked the proQueers to quit showing the " 'rah 'rah"
type.

all

The Costume
Play and the

Griffith will

Types

will
will

be able

to

remain

in

general conception of the college boy,

the reporter with the notebook, the chorus girl with
the limousine, the traveling

man who

tells

funny

stories

always be with us. They're not true to life, but
how are you going to change as long as your pictures
are directed by neither college boys, reporters, chorus
girls, nor traveling men?
will

—

—

Around the
Hills of Hollywood
Some odd

bits

snapped

about the Western

in

and

studios.

M

—L^l

£Li

You've heard of the hills of Hollywood, where the wars of European kingdoms rage on one
slope while cowboys dash down the next one, and society folk have tea in the valley between
all in front of grinding cameras.
Well, there's more than that to these Hollywood hills. Maybe
it's because the road of the old Spanish padres leads you down the coast to them
El Camino
Real, they still call it or maybe it's because the ever-beckoning Pacific is so near; anyway, there's
a lot of romance about the hills of Hollywood, and Director Clarence Badger, like many another member of the Western screen colony, has built his new home in their very midst, as
you can see for yourself.

—

¥'
3

I

PP

wrm
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"Oh,
sings

I

am

Doug

the

Hills

of

Hollywood

the cook and the captain bold and the crew of the

— and

Marjorie

Daw and

Little

Mary

Nancy

brig,"

agree, since the brig in ques-

Charlie Chaplin's airship, and he and Mildred Harris are on hand to
Notice that the girls cling to each other and to
Charlie but Doug clings to the mascot!

tion

is

protect their property rights.

—

—

"A camel can go seven days without a drink but
who wants to be a camel?" We quote the old, old
saw

just in proving that

desert

is

at

perfectly contented

least

— but

one steed of the
that self-satisfied

wholly due, not to a private stock of liquid
refreshment, but to the proximity of pretty Olive
smile

is

Thomas.

It's

a great

—playing

game

tennis

if

with

—

you don't weaken
Jack Dempsey,

champion pugilist and it's a lot milder
form of recreation than playing in his serial

with him, we'll venture

to

surmise.

Around

To quote
is

Will Rogers, Art Acord
here "entirely supported by noth-

you can't call the leg of
a hostile Indian really adequate support, even in a Universal serial, with
a rescue scheduled as soon as somebody's make-up is on right.
ing," for

You've seen him in the funny
supplements of the newspapers and
on billboards for years for George
McManus, the cartoonist, has been
"Bringing Up Father" for a long,
long time. And here's Johnny Ray

—

as Mr. Jiggs, or "Father,"
the screen.

him on

putting

the

Hills

of

Hollywood
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He Was Lured
by a Vamp!
Wesley Berry confesses that that's
how he was intrigued into a screen
career.

By Walter MacNamara
IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIH

convincing - vampire - in - captivity
Miss Louise Glaum.
"Ah," you say, "we've been
tricked. Now we'll be told that Wes
Berry played in a picture with Miss
Glaum and was kissed by her before
the camera." Sh you're wrong. It
was a clandestine meeting and a case
of love at first sight. Sirenic Louise
"vamped" Wes shamelessly in his
own father's grocery store

—

!

If you think from this that young
Mr. Berry is a loquacious chap who
boasts of his love affairs you are

mistaken.

I

learned the secret only

after several visits to his home.
It

quaint

a

is

smothered

bungalow

little

in flowers, nestling

There

the foothills of Hollywood.

Wes

a

is

Mrs.

with his mother.

lives

Berry

among

widow and

the world

all

Wes. She is the sort of mother
that a boy always carries reverently
in his memories when he journeys
into the rugged paths of manhood.
They are a typical pair, this mother
and son, just country folks. Their
like may be found in thousands of
happy homes in the West. As soon
as you meet them and enter their
house you fancy the fragrance of
to

preserving
guess
to look
YOU'DWesnever
Berry—he with
it

at

him

has a "past."
You know him only as the youngest villain of the
screen.
He drank hard cider with Mary Pickford in
"Daddy Long-Legs" and acquired a dizzy "bun." He
peeped through the keyhole of Gloria Swanson's boudoir
in "Male and Female" and saw
He's a hardboiled young egg in screen villainv, this lad of twelve.
But I never dreamed that his peppered face and
tangled hair hid such a secret.
Wes Berry was lured to the screen by the kiss of
a vampire
He confessed it to me shamelessly, even with a bit
of braggadocio.
He even told the wicked woman's name and said he
hoped she would read this story that she might remember her cast-off victim.
The lady of Wes Berry's "past," is none other than
the famous home-wrecking, picturesque, alluring, only-

boiling

in

the

are sure there are

jam on

the pantry shelf and

a big crock of

doughnuts secreted

!

the sparrow's egg face-

fruits

You

kitchen.
jars of

some

place.

When
lace

saw Wes, with

I first

curtain of

freckles,

of time parted and

tieres

other boy

—the eternal boy
How

one loves.

—

it

all

I

his

the por-

saw an-

that every

came back

to

me the rush from the schoolhouse
with its musty smell and mystic
shadows, the intoxicating run through
!

meadows

to the

swimming

pool, the

gang that rent the air with shrieks
of unholy joy as pants and shirts were
tossed on the grassy
He

liked

this better

than society
stuff.

bank

-

Wes

is

America

in

embryo.
The wicked
twinkle in his dare-devil

—

!

He Was Lured
eye, the broad grin of his impudent mouth, the tangle
of his comb-resisting hair, his ever-ready appetite for a
fight or a dinner, all stamp him as boy
our boy.

—

On

the table before the fireplace in the Berry living

room you find such books as "Robinson Crusoe," "The
Swiss Family Robinson," and "Treasure Island," indicative
of adventurous boyhood, while "Soldiers
Three" and other Kipling works denote the gradually
maturing mind. In one corner of the room are some
Indian clubs and dumb-bells, on the hearthrug one of
those woolly, indefinite dogs, which should have been
white, but wasn't. I was introduced to the dog Tootsie
is its name.
"Toots ain't got no pedigree nor breeding much,"
explained Wes.
"But say she can
fight
I'll betcha she could clean
up one of Theodore Roberts'
;

—

by

a

Vamp
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just a bit sobering to the boy.

who peered up

His eyes were on Tootsie,

sympathetically.

some

saw you in the store and
engaged you as a type," I ventured.
Wes squirmed a bit uneasily, then resolutely determined to see the interview through.
"Naw, that wasn't it," he retorted. "I was just a kid
He spoke with the
then that was five years ago."
reminiscent tone of a gentleman in his sixties.
And
again he paused.
"Well, one day Louise Glaum came into our store.
Do you know Louise Glaum?" He glanced at me
"I suppose

director

—

quickly, quizzically.

"Yes.

She's a splendid girl," I replied.

That seemed
a

!

Airedales

was the

made over
think, that

to take

his

off

chest.

she ever got

if

started."
It

load

fuss

I

the dog,

disarmed

he grows up he's going to
do Western stuff.

I
all

Wesley's
suspicions
and brought about the
confessions
of
his

We

"past."

friends

became

instantly

Toots and Wes and I.
After he had put the
dog through its entire
repertoire of tricks, he
settled

down

"Well, she
came

in a chair

store

with his knees on a level
with his eyebrows and relapsed
into
a
communicative
mood. That was my cue for ques-

and kissed me.
Right in front of dad
and a bunch of people,
!"

too

rupted

He

eyed

me

with just a glint of
about in the
big rocker and scratched his
shifted

head.

discouraging

silence

after that admission.

wondered how
going

to

from the

urge

I

was

Wes

store to the

Perhaps the
memory of dad was
studio.

Wes' mother

I

the

inter-

narrative

with a laugh, remarking:
"Wesley ran straight home to
tell me about it.
His face was
think some of that
stayed
permanently in

red.

still

color

"When dad was alive he
had a grocery store over by
the Kalem Studio," began
Wes.
There was a lapse of

our
thing

knew she picked me

I

"Well, Wes," I said nonchalantly,
"how did you tumble into pictures

suspicion,

first

up

tions.

anyhow ?"

into

and the

I

I never noticed so many
freckles before that time."

spots.

His mother's jest of the
sacred episode did not seem to
disturb
Wes.
He continued
ruminative.
"I often wonder," he said, "if
Miss Glaum remembers that

was

the kid she kissed.

kinda like to
"I'll

in

let

the

tell

her

her
story

I

Gee, I'd

!"

know about

it

I'm going to

write," I volunteered.

The Lady

Square

of the

Room
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiy

might have agreed

—

a contract is a scrap of paper where
gypsies are concerned. I ventured to reveal my impression to
Miss Deshon. She smiled, rather pleased, I thought.
"I am gypsy, partly by blood, mostly by instinct. My mother

was

a

Hungarian gypsy,

my

father English."

"How

temperamental you must be!" I observed, expecting
the customary denial.
"I am," replied Miss Deshon.
She spoke with a velvet
drawl. "But I'm not freaky. I have only one idiosyncracy.
I cannot stand a long narrow
I must live in a square room.
one.
Its walls seem drawing together to crush me.
I don't

mind how small

the

room

is,

if

only square. And I've
can assure you

it's

—

lived in a very tiny one, I

New York
"~

-~

——

!"

in a New York hall bedroom
seemed grotesque. But this Carmen
has a sense of humor.
"That was when I was 'a show~—^~r^

A

.

bedroom

hall

Carmen

with

girl

"

lines,'

Miss Deshon.

—

showgirl

'a

lines.'

She

She once was "a showgirl

smiled

with lines."

continued

"I love that

with

"
lit

—a

a cigarette and

drowsy

slow,

smile.

was
IT gold

"A

Lights poured
through
orange

night.

silken

shades.

Over

the

"All the friends of
the family would say to
me, 'Florence is so beausis.

mantel a silver strip of Japanese paper took on a copper

From the grate shot
topaz flame.
The room was
symmetrical. The four equally spaced
walls were of a powder-gray as though dusted with
pollen.
At intervals were splashes of color small
paintings by Zorn and Parrish. The floor was velveted with
soft blue. There was simplicity, without severity, about the
writing desk with
furnishings. All were of olive-leaf gray
a single candle, wicker chairs and wicker table, a lounge
tinge.

clear

—

—

with orange velvet flung across it.
The high light of the interior was a woman. She vivified
the room, a part of it yet in startling contrast to its modulation.
Large black eyes of smoldering brilliance were
shaded by a wreath of dusky hair wound carelessly about
her head.
Soft material of ebony sheen flowed from her
cerise scarf, like a stream of
shoulders in graceful line.
The Japanese servant ushered
fire, fell over one shoulder.

tiful she'll surely

vinced of

my

con-

charms,

I

was

went on the

stage.

in a musical

comedy, 'The

It

Sunshine Girl.' All of the
were assigned evening gowns for dress

girls

was long.
My gown was not. It
came somewhere between
rehearsal.

I

the knees and ankles in
front,

and the

trail

just

grazed

the

floor.

I

strolled onto the stage,

imagining myself a peaIn reality, I must
have appeared more like
a kangaroo. I paused in

cock.

me toward her.
Had Carmen

lived in the hills of Hollywood instead of
Hispania had she attended lectures and theaters instead of
bullfights
had she read Plato and Balzac and Conrad
instead of aces, deuces, and tea grounds had she lived in
picture romance of to-day instead of in Spanish lore of
yesterday, she, Carmen the Free, might have been Flor;

the center of the stage
and turned slowly about

;

;

ence Deshon.

my

marry a

So,

millionaire.'

A

impression of this sultry beauty who
recently signed an agreement to appear in
Goldwyn pictures for the next five years. "Florence is so beautiCarmen would not have bound herself to ful she'll marry a V««J
millionaire," said her friends.
any specified time or place. Perhaps she

That was

showgirl!"

"With lines," appended
Miss Deshon with empha-

haughtily.

I

was

fasci-

myself!
with
From the black depths of
the orchestra came a sepul-

nated

—the

stage di-

rector's
" 'Fur the lova

Mike who

chral

voice
:

let

it

in!'

Once a hall-bedroom Carmen, now

in lux-

be a

star."

ury, she remarks, "I

shall

By Gordon Brooke
lllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll

"I

Illlllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll

was dumb with astonishment.

Then

the blood raced to my face."
Nevertheless, the girl who was sure to
marry a millionaire was retained as part
of the chorus and eventually became the
showgirl with lines, meaning, of course,

had a small speaking part. But
she had the habit of going A. W. O. L.
and sending telegrams of fantastic excuses to the manager.
"I thought I was getting away nicely
with my telegraphic apologies," she went
on, "until one day I visited the manager's
He had framed them for his wall.
office.
that she

He

said they served the

same purpose

as

the 'Keep Smiling' sign in the dentist's of-

Anyway,

found I had at
last exhausted his patience and had become
a showgirl without lines."
While appearing in musical comedy, the
Carmenesque chorister posed for James
Montgomery Flagg and Charles Dana Gibson.
She was considered the ideal brufice.

Fancy

!

I

nette.

Finally she secured a dramatic part in

an English play, "My Lady's Dress," and
appeared to such advantage that William
A. Brady engaged her for two plays running simultaneously in New York.
She
appeared in the first two acts of "Life,"
then dashed across the street to another
theater for the last acts of

"Too Many

Chances,"

While playing in "Seven
under Belasco direction, she

was lured

to lenslight for a role in "Jaf-

Cooks."

She resembles her mother, a Hungarian gypsy.

Rex
fery," picturized by the Frohman company.
Beach saw her in it, and gave her a leading role
in "The Auction Block." Then she became a leading woman at Vitagraph, and later, while spending
her

summer

vacation playing in a musical ver-

"Seven Chances," she was seen by Samuel
Goldwyn and promptly offered a five years' contract and sent West, where she has recently appeared in "The Loves of Letty," "The Cup of
Fury," and "Dangerous Days."
She has been
sion of

called "a second Pauline Frederick."

"I have no exalted view of myself," commented
Miss Deshon the evening I met her. "But I am

going to be a
the chance,

I

star.

If

shall find

"But the contract

—

Goldwyn
it

doesn't give

—elsewhere."

five years !" I

me

reminded.

Carmen

reincarnate shrugged her shoulders.
"I shall always be free to do as I choose.
I'm

extremely primitive."
And one can afford to be
is
a square room.

—

when

the only

demand

To

the Purple

Born
and John

Lionel
royal

heritage of

they

have

Barrymore have a
artistic talent which

come

into

only

recently.

By Agnes Smith

playing "Cyrano de Bergerac," they are giving
to the screen presentations as great as those
which have secured their fame.
That is one of the wonderful things about
motion pictures in their most recent developments.
How many "shut-in" persons, living
in the more inaccessible parts of our great
country, longed, in vain, a few years ago, to
see, if only for once, the acting of Irving,
Terry, Joseph Jefferson, and the other great
ones of that day which they had read and
heard so much about. To-day their wishes
would not be in vain. They could see in
or, at least, in some neartheir own village
by city, such screen plays as those into which
the Barrymores are putting the finest of their
great talents.
Yet these fine productions of theirs were
made possible only after years of waiting, and
years of playing in vehicles unworthy of their

—

abilities.

Lionel Barrymore
neither

Lionel

is

John,

not

is

for

who came over

that

new

to the movies
matter, but it is

in the

to

Mayflower, so
speak,

played

who
small

parts in the old,

days at the
Biograph Studio,

old

when D.W.
John Barrynwre as Dr.

fith
Jekyll.

was

background
MOVING
world
purple and beaten
of

scarlet

and

vivid with
gold, in a
the unbridled love and hate of medieval Italy,
Lionel and John Barrymore last season brought New

York

to

its

singly before,

'The Jest." They had done it
Lionel in "The Copperhead," which on

feet

in

night received one of the greatest ovations in
American theatrical history, and John in Tolstoy's "Redemption." But with "The Jest" they won their places
its

first

among the country's foremost actors.
They were born to the royal ermine of theatrical

forever

were these two,
who was a star in her
circles,

make
picture

ginning to

motion
against a

Grif-

just be-

yet, unlike their sister, Ethel,

teens, they traveled

winding

paths to reach their goal, climbing up from obscurity
as painstakingly as many an actor of less famous
name. And now, with the mantle of Mansfield infolding them both, with John playing "Richard the
Third," and Lionel doing "The Letter of the Law,"
based on Brieux's "The Red Robe," and talking of

-

history,
Blanche

Mary

and

Sweet,
Pickford,

His Milt Shanks, of
" The Copperhead/'

made Lionel's
fame secure.

s

and Henry B. Walthall, though they were the
big stars, received less mention in the .press,
than Bill Hart's favorite horse does nowadays.
Lionel usually played character parts he

—

probably did duty as Indians, Italians, pioneers, and Southern gentlemen.
He wasn't
doing it just to fill in, however. He had been
on the stage, playing in Charles Frohman's
companies, but had yearnings that weren't at
all theatrical, and the movies helped to gratify them.
"John, who's an

artist,

wants

to

be an actor,

and Lionel, who's an actor, wants to be an
artist," Ethel Barrymore is said to have remarked about her brothers.
And that was what kept Lionel in the
movies. He'd work out at the Bronx studio
of the Biograph Company in winter, and
when spring came, pack his belongings and
run over to Paris, to study and paint. Then,
after the Biograph Company ceased to exist,
Lionel vanished from both stage and screen
for a long time.

John, back in the early days of his career,
a clever cut-up. He was starred
in a musical comedy called "A Stubborn Cinderella," in Chicago, and was wont to warble
a little ditty entitled "If They'd Only Let

was "Jack"

—

Poor Adam's Rib Alone." Later he achieved
fame as an excellent farce comedian, with
"The Fortune Hunter" as one of his big successes.
He was the first of the Barrymores
to become a screen star; Famous Players appreciated his ability as a comedian, and engaged him to be funny on the screen. He was
funny uproariously so, but he didn't enjoy
it, and when his contract ended, in
191 7, he
went back

—

to the stage

and gave a
performance
of the hero

Gals-

of

worthy'
"Justice"

Lionel, as the brutal Neri,

that
made

all

New
sit

York

up

and

exclaim with

amazement.
Mr.

Hyde gives

John fine opportunities

to

display his peculiar

talents.

of "The Jest," was unforgetable.

In the meantime, Lionel had ventured into pictures
this time under the Metro banner, in comedy
dramas. But he was no more of a success
than was his sister Ethel, who was wretchedly miscast in most of her pictures, and
both left pictures before long.
Lionel went back to the stage and, after
a short season with John in "Peter Ibbetson," did "The Copperhead," two years
ago.
The critics "discovered" him
then, and swore they'd always expected
the eldest of the Barrymores to do
something startling. John, the following season, appeared in a stage version
of Tolstoy's "Redemption," and made
its hero one of the great figures of the

gain,

American theater
orable

Shanks

one

a
in

as

—

in

his

fact,

as

brother's

"The Copperhead."

(Continued on page 99)

memMilt

And

She

is

berg.

Her name

animated.

She

picture star,

is

the

whom

Her

Virginia Rita

Newthe

Virginia calls "muzzer."

At home "Muzzer" Jane
berg.

is

manager of Jane Novak,
is

Mrs. Frank

New-

pale-gold hair and delft eyes match

How pretty she must
be at breakfast, her delicate fingers fluttering over
china cups, as she pours for young "Daddy"
the sunniness of her home.

Newburg!
"Daddy was an

actor," Virginia tells me.

"Now

he's just daddy."

"It really

was Frank's confidence

made everything
Newberg.

possible," says pretty

in

me

that

Jane Novak

am

not a star, but I have what
many stars have not good parts in good stories
directed by Marshall Neilan."
You will see her in "River's End," the Marshall
Neilan production.
You already have met her
with Charles Ray in "Claws of the Hun," "String
Beans," and "A Nine O'clock Town," with William Hart in "The Tiger Man" and "Wagon
"I

—

Tracks," and with Earle Williams in "The Wolf."
But her best part is star of the doll's house.

—

-

The

Star

of the
Doll's

House

By Selma Howe

a Prunella cottage. In a
of white, embroidered
with rosebud vines, with a
is

IT robe
red

tile hat, it

resembles the maid

who lives within.
You enter through wide French
windows. Literally it is a doll's
There are cretonne hangings bright with flowers and birds.

house.

Along
is wicker.
on a wicker lounge are
many dolls, kewpie and Jap and
French and pickaninny.
They are beautiful dolls. One
is more beautiful than the rest.

The

furniture

the wall

;

Where do

How

Plots

stories?

is

the question that per-

Harold
many of whose

plexes every aspiring writer.

Are
Found

MacGrath, the novelist,
works have been used

as

screen

an article written for the Los Angeles
he picked up one of his plots, and I take

vehicles, tells in

Times how

the liberty of reprinting from it the following, in which
some of you will recognize "The Luck of the Irish."

One day some
The movie
The only parts of
Paris,

one

saw

was

ago I was in a cinema theater in
watched was entirely unusual and French.

years
I

—

feet

;

stories for the screen at

newspaper work, it
seems to me, as I run over the names
School
of those who have achieved unusual
success in this work. I know former city and telegraph
editors, special-feature writers, marine, police, and
courthouse reporters, paragraph writers, and Sunday
editors.
In the newspaper shops they learned to write
plain, unvarnished stories under the most difficult of
other have done

Training-

circumstances.

They learned human

doing.
The audience played the
imaginations.
picture
their
with
From that I got the idea of a young
Irish American, a plumber, working
in a shop beneath the level of the
Every day he saw hunsidewalk.
dreds of passing feet and one day
he fell in love with a very neat and
sensible-looking pair of feet.
Then,
inheriting a fortune, he bought him-

round-the-world

trip

•

baby

and movements of their feet was
suggested what the characters were

a

The Best

the characters that
their

shoes, jeweled slippers, riding boots,
high-heeled shoes. By the positions

self

Most prominent writers of original
some time or

writers get their ideas for

That

ticket

and met the feet he loved on the
steamer and you know the rest.
You see, a few years before I had
made a trip around the world, and

—

what
That

QUESTIONS

concerning scenario
to this departaddressed
writing,
answered,
when acgladly
ment, will be
and
addressed
stamped
a
by
companied
return envelope. Beginners, however,
are advised first to procure our "Guideposts for Scenario Writers," a booklet
covering all the points on which beginners usually wish to be informed, which
will be sent for ten cents. Those who
wish the names and addresses of the
principal producers, with statements of
the kinds of stories they want, may
procure our Market Booklet for six
cents. Please note that we cannot read

is

and learned, above ail,
meant by heart interest.

why

is

newspaper people.

The

best

having
having

written
healthy
minded. And by the way, the most romantic character to-day
He is the young
is not the Irishman, or the Frenchman.
American.
His possibilities from a writing standpoint are
enormous. He is the quintessence of romance to-day.

else for that

be a little unseasonable, but
The writer
better late than never!
wishes to thank the hundreds of readers
1 hanks
w h have sent him Christmas and New
Year's greetings and encouraging letters.
These are all appreciated, even if it is not always

answer them personally. I am certainly glad
to know that the department is so popular and, best
of all, that our readers find beneficial material therein.
The writer wishes each and every one of his readers
to feel that the department is his or her very own and to
write whenever the spirit moves. Questions which are
not answered in our "Guideposts" booklet will be given
a personal reply at all times, as promptly as possible.

to-day

in

—

for magazines,

Start

office.

and stay with

is

the newspaper

as a reporter
for two years.

in
it

Not every
The Screen
Needs

—

person
tempts

who
it

can

become

a

suc-

at-

screen
cessful
writer of anything
for the ability to write well must
writer

— or

be based upon a God-given talent, developed through
hard work. But for those who have this gift there is
nothing so wonderful or difficult in preparing a motionpicture synopsis.
And you must remember that the
person who has not had a year or more experience
around a studio cannot by any possibility do anything

more than

may

matter

school

which to learn the art of writing
whether it be for the screen or

Originality

—

successful

the

scenario writers of to-day were,
nine out of ten of them, former

or criticize scripts:

characters, color, action. There is no particular art in
a man blow out his brains at the close of a story, or in
a deserted wife reading a love letter from her husband
during their betrothal.
Americans are happy and

possible to

zation, learned the habit of ob-

servation,

hence that part of plot.
"Easy, isn't it, to get a best-seller
Try it romance, lovable
plot?

It

nature, characteri-

that, cannot, in other

words, write continuity

must know not only everything
about the technical side of making pictures, he must
for the continuity writer
also

know

the peculiar abilities of the star for

whom

being prepared. He must know the likes
and dislikes of 'the director who has been selected. He
must know the policy of the producer. Even then,
after his continuity has been written, there usually is
a conference between the continuity writer, director,
producer, star, and other experts, with a result that the

the script

continuity

is

is

practically rewritten.

There will always be a market for original work
from outsiders. Those who have been working in the
Their work
an open secret that most of

studios for a long time lose their freshness.

becomes hackneyed.

It is

Hints for Scenario Writers
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and scenario editors are
persons who are "written out." They only prepare for
the screen the stories created by others.
The movies
continually need freshness and originality, and they get
it either by buying books and plays written by persons
who never had the movies in mind, or by buying original
stories from persons who never saw a studio.
I knew
a former school-teacher, a plumber, and a gardener, all
of whom are succeeding in writing movie plots. They
write these plots devoid of any embroidery, but they
give new ideas that can be seized upon and elaborated
in the studios, and their work is of untold value.
the successful continuity writers

A Game

There

show

is

no way

to foretell success in

This applies to the
movies as well as to stage productions.
More than almost any other legitimate
undertaking the show business is based
on speculation. It is the gamble that gives it such a
fascination, the fascination of pursuing the pot of gold
which disappears, alas, too frequently when the end of
the

business.

That Is a
Gamble

thewainbow is reached.
Take "The Miracle Man" as a recent

illustration.

This production will make a million dollars. I was at
the Brunton Studios when this picture was in production.
Neither Mr. Tucker nor any one else knew what
he had.
The picture was put on at a Los Angeles
theater without any extraordinary fanfare of trumpets.
Then, and then only, did the director and others realize
what a wonderful play they possessed.
What makes the amusement game a gamble? Because, one never knows what the public will like or
dislike.
It is an accepted rule among movie people
those concerned actively in the manufacturing of pictures
that the picture the profession predicts will be
great, generally proves a failure
and that usually the
picture that seems just acceptable passable, as it were,
to movie makers, is the one which becomes a commercial
triumph. Maybe the makers are too close to the pro-

—

—
—

duction.

And it is the same with the writing end of the game.
Many a good story has been rejected, to be made into
a great picture later on. Motion-picture editors are not
infallible.
If they were their services would be worth
untold money. To sum up
The fact that some editor
refuses your idea may be no criterion that the idea
is not a worthy one.
Maybe later, another editor will
perceive your originality.
:

Succeed at

One Bound

human

nature for the beginner,
work, to expect to achieve
at a single bound.
The first real step
towar d success is taken when he realIt is

You Can t

in

any

line of

izes the utter impossibility of this.

So

long as he expects to do without an apprenticeship
what experienced craftsmen required years to accom-

he is governed merely by desire and ignorance.
When he comes to appreciate something of the nature
of the work he is undertaking, he cannot but see how
foolish, how unreasonable, were his first expectations.
If he is made of the right stuff, and continues to feel
plish

somewhere within him there lies the latent ability
which needs only developing, even though that is going
to require some hard work, he will tackle the job all
the harder unless he decides that the venture is too
much of a gamble for him to afford it, or that his rethat

—

demand that he should bend all his eneron some other, some more practical task. A great
many of our readers have had the experience of Air.
Vivian M. Van Home, who writes us an optimistic letter
from California, from which we quote the following:
sponsibilities

gies

I
have found companies to whom I have submitted stories
courteous and prompt in returning my scripts.
I have been
told by a successful writer that my construction is good, and
that is encouraging to me.
Some day, I believe, I shall have
a good story to offer.
1 do not expect to sell until I do.
I
know a lot of amateurs who cannot see a fault in their stories
and who are heartbroken when the stories come back. No
one with good sense buys anything that is worthless to them,
yet the picture companies are expected by the budding authors
to do that very thing.
I admit that I thought my first story
a winner; now I look at it and wonder how the editors keep
from going mad. I am going to keep pegging away.

—

Every beginner thinks his first story a winner at
least as good as those he has seen upon the screen.
That's only human nature again. It is a good idea to
keep those first stories of yours, the ones which, when
returned, caused you sorrow and resentment at some
particular company. After you have continued to study
the game for six months, or a year, bring forth those
You probably
first stories again and read them over.
will perceive more clearly the reason they were not acceptable.

Dream
Stuff

"Why is it that editors have placed
th^ 1 taboo on dream stories? I have
always thought them a great medium
f or emotional expressions," writes John
"

Reese, of Iowa.

"Young men
see visions," I

dream dreams and old men shall
think the quotation goes.
But it does
shall

not go in motion pictures.
"Dream stuff," so-called,
means visioning back and halting the continuity of the
plot.
When motion pictures were young, the dream
plots were many, but they are classed as old effects
nowadays.
There are several sorts of dream plots.
There is the one in which the entire story is a dream,
and is only revealed as a dream at the end. There is
another in which some character or other has a dream,
or vision, during the course of the plot. The first procedure is considered bad because it is essential to deceive the audience in order to put over the plot. There
is a widespread belief that it never does to deceive an
audience that they resent it. The other method halts
the action and thus weakens the plot. Of course, there
are exceptions to both rules. But editors are prejudiced
against dream stuff in the main, and it is inadvisable to
write such plots.
The original dream story was Dumas' "The Corsican
Brothers," recently released with Dustin Farnum as
the star. In this, the twin brothers have a psychic bond,
and when one meets death in Paris, the other has a
Ever since
vision of that death while in Corsica.

—

Dumas,

plot builders

have been endeavoring to imitate

the idea, but not with the success of the original.

We

have recently issued a new ediour Market Booklet, with the
needs
of
the scenario editors brought
Market
U P t0 ^ ate- ^ s usua l> there have been
Booklet
many changes in the plans of the various producing companies since our last edition was

A New

printed.

tion to

The new

booklet will be sent for six cents in

stamps to any address.

—

—

edly foreign accent, "I am Mr.
I apologized and he apologized.

Kosloff."
I

said

of

course I should have known, and he said he
would have dressed if he had known of my
coming. He had been outside painting some
poinsettias.

But

I

pected.
the

was glad

that

He seemed

so

soiled

my

visit

was unex-

much more human

in

smock and hay-seed hat than

in

the barbaric glory of Prince Igor.

And, being decidedly "more human," he
was also more bashful or perhaps it was
just reticence. He makes you delve for every
bit of information concerning himself and his
art.
I found out quite by accident that he
had designed the costumes for De Mille's
forthcoming production of "The Wanderer."
However, he couldn't be secretive about his
dancing, because he knew that I'd seen him

—

dance.

"And

I know about your dancing classes,
though I don't see where you find time
to teach them," I declared.
"Ah, yes my children," he murmured affectionately.
"I have big class.
And many

too,

—

—

motion-picture people Nazimova takes a lesson a day and she works so hard!"
He
paused to struggle with his English.
"She
learn difficult steps
oh, she have danced before, of course
but she learn so many new
steps.
And Ruth Stonehouse, and Gloria
Swanson, they take lessons they know nothing is so good for figure as dance."
"You have time to paint, play the violin,
and teach dancing, besides acting on the
screen?" I summed up, almost incredulously,
indicating the paint-smudged smock.

—

:

;

—

"Oh, yes," he answered earnestly, "I
not live without hard

work

to do.

I

am

cotild

used

As he appeared on

and crimson of

the stage in the barbaric gold

Prince Igor.

back in Russia I worked far into the night." And
knew it, he was telling me of his life in that
far-off country.
It was the story of a little boy, born
of artistic parents.
His grandfather had played in the orto

it;

before he

chestra of the imperial theater for sixty years
in that same chair for forty years it

had played

;

his

was

father

have
been his lot to take up the bow when his father laid it by;
so he was made to practice six and eight hours a day but
he was also allowed to take up dancing in the imperial ballet
class, and the two arts were in constant conflict in his heart.
He could not choose between them.
"But," said Theodore Kosloff, "in hunting
He's really a
nce, I took bad cold that go
how you say
naive, grown^Q m
]e
them
ver'
stiff and every
S
m
ade
ft
y
g
up child.
„
1n1
;

to

;

—

j

.

Continued on page 101

Fade-Outs
By Harry

A Movie

SKETCHES BY

Smalley

J.

H. L.

drucklie:

As

Miracle.

the time approached for the opening, it was discovered that the chap essaying the role of Antony,
was missing.

Mae Murray in
"The A B C Of
Love" "A slave

—

He was

found in the "Gem" theater, opposite
Street
watching a movie in which
cavorted a famous bunch of bathing beauties.
"For Cleo's sake he cast the world away" and then
ditched her for Sennett's sumptuous squad
finally

—

Main

the square, on

—

«

A
to the pots

and

pans of the kitchen,
she escaped to a life of
wealth and ease. Love made
it

possible

!"

nothing
'Twas the scenario
writer the only force in existence that
can bring about such wondrous change
o

Love,

!

—
—

Reel Things and Real Things.

Some

I

of these five-reel plots are like the
of Mack Sennett's Beauty

bathing-suits

They end before they

really begin.

But, as far as we can see, the last-mentioned are not padded
o

—

Hint to Scenario Writers:
Please, oh, please, look up the meaning
of the words "bolshevik" and "soviet."
'em mean "anarchist,"
"assassin," "scoundrel" nor "murderer"Neither

of

really they don't

"The Lord Loves The

no doubt
—but never before did He make one so dainty and
beautiful as Warren Kerrigan's cop in the play of that
Irish,"

Irish

policemen and pulchritude seldom travel the

beat.

Look

about. ye, lad!
o

—

May He Beam For
(And The Day

Ever!

After.)

After what Fate, or. some other busybody slipped us
last year, we- took a solemn vow that hereafter all
July Firsts would be observed by us with woe and
lamentations, beatings of our breast and moping around
in sack-cloth

and ashes!

But we've switched our dope.
July First isn't such a gloomy date, after all. This
year, on that date, Thomas Meighan becomes a Lasky
star.

Hooray

—o

The Greater Attraction.
amateur dramatic society in a Nebraska city
was to give Shakespeare's "Antony and Cleopatra."

An

is

full

of eccentric

kinks, f'rinstance

When

queen becomes critically ill, but resay she is "out of danger."
As a matter of fact wasn't she out of danger the
moment she ceased work upon the serial?
covers,

a serial

we

'Member
Manager
Co., says

:

J.

It?

L. Frothingham, of the Bessie Barriscale

"The

public would rather see Miss Bar-

riscale in society

drama than

in

any other type of

play."
don't know how the public feels about it,
but we're betting that if Bessie would only
give us another "A Corner In Colleens"
the world's joy supply would
immediately jump one hundred per

—

cent

—o
Film Waste.

Desert pictures.
Billy West comedies.
Lotsa other comedies.

Sex stuff.
Vamps.
Fatty's equator.

—o

A New

name
same

Perilous and Paridoxical Profession.

so-called English language

We

Squad.

;

Our

—o

Indoor Sport.
Arbucklesterlinghamperiolatimorenovalegerbernardizoninokuchildegarderemersereaugustarkellarbuckle.
This plate of hash is a rainy-day diversion we have
evolved for our younger readers. You kids residing in
Arizona or on the Mohave Desert need not wait that
long.
You can tackle it anytime.
The idea being to start with the name of a player
link another one to it; stretch it out as far as. you can.
and then get safely back to the first-named taking in
as man)' performers en route as possible.
Selecting Mr. Arbuckle as a solid foundation, we

—

!

—

:

——

!

:

!

—

!

— —

—

!

—

!

Fade-Outs
fared forth, as you can see, and coralled twenty-two
players before we got scared and sneaked back to

Very absorbing, we assure you.
Auto-Suggestion.
kisses of

Norma Talmadge

are the most

endeavors since the battle scenes in "The Birth
Of A Nation"
And when sister Constance osculates for the celluloid,
she well, Constance evidently believes
"when you
start anything, don't be a piker!"
Yes, sir whenever there's a shortage of sugar, we
hunt up the Norm and Con films, and watch 'em kiss.
Our coffee tastes sweet for weeks afterwards
P. S.
And, s-sh we've viewed the cocktail scene in
Who's afraid
"Fair And Warmer" eighty-seven times
(Hie !)
of Prohibition
realistic

—

:

—

—

—

!

!

—o

—

Speaking of "Male And Female"- wouldn't that
have been a perfectly gorgeous title for a Julian Eltinge

Huh?

film?

Clothing Cupid.
In

Universal's

—

Well,
considering
the
usual
adamesque
ap-

pearance of Cupid, a
coat
even of paint,

—

would help considerably

these

days

The Middleman.
When Cecil De
Mille began work upon his film adaption of "The Admirable Crichton," he proceeded to feel out exhibitors
throughout the country as to the pulling qualities of
that

title.

And

exhibitors began sending in queries like this,
"What's this Admiral Criton, anyway, a war

—o—

play? Our patrons won't stand for
us something else."
So, Cecil changed

—

—
And—

—

this exhibitor,

Movies.

did.

were.

—o

"Pep!

never have to worry
is going to end.

Just so

it

does.

how

Rambunctious Females.

Well,

let's

the

see—we've had—

Dash

Drama!

Ex-

!"

but, oh, those initial

caps

—o

-

Beware

!

NOTICE

!

Beware

!

WARNING:
To
actors

all

—

"The Wild Cat Of Paris"
"The Spitfire Of Seville"—

ner in

Why

cold!

not give us
"The Fury of Frisco"
"The Mad Maid of Milwaukee"
"The Violent Vixen

!

The publicist who picked that array of
hokum to boost his picture, meant well

the

—o

Danger!

Action!

citement

edy.
latter

is

—o

As compared to the five-reel drama,
something may be wheezed in favor of
the (you know the kind) two-reel com-

We

Mr. and Mrs. Fan,

chap selected by Fate or Misfortune, or some
other unmerciful personage to explain to the
producers just what pictures you like!
Too bad a method cannot be devised which
would allow the fans to tell the producer directly what they think they want. Any ideas ?

Having read a whole lot of glittering boosts
anent a certain Broadway stage production
"we'll take it in !" sez we.

We
We

"Male And Female."

ing tales he peruses in his box-office balancesheets
his knowledge of literatoor is nix.
If you don't believe this
test some of 'em.

?

And Returned To Our

to

it

Give

it.

The average exhibitor, dear readers/ is a
mazumably busy man, and outside of the thrill-

!

play

chilly

—o

Before viewing "The Wings Of The
Morning," we had no idea what a Dyak
was unless it was something for a Rotterdam dam but now we know
D'ja
'Tis Malaysian for "acrobat"
notice their manner of dying in the

—

"Bonnie,

Bonnie Lassie" "Romance
mixes in paint-pots and
brushes, and out of this
!"
mixture came Love

Fatty's ample bosom.

The screen
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Say,

And

scenario

writers,

directors,

producers,

and

and never-was
you folks don't stop making fun of the manwhich we absorb our soup, we'll quit the movies
real, near, alleged

:

if

then, where'd ya' be?

(Signed)

"Fade-Outs."

Of Vincennes"
"Malicious Maggie

Of Mendota."

Our Own Movie Reviews:
"Anastatia Of The Snowdrifts" delighted the four
back rows at the Idle Hour last evening. After two
atmosphere the audience got out of the snow
and began to understand the drift of the plot. The
film was scratched in the more emotional mileage. Miss
Flortense Bourion sang, "Come Out
Come Out Into
The Spring," with barnyard effects furnished by Sylvanus Smucker. There were three "A Year Later"
snd one "Ten Years Winged Their Flight." The film
seemed about thirty years longer than the average.
reels of

!

P.P.-4

i i

Lazy Man,

I'm a

Said Jim
But

his fighting record

By Truman

B.

belies

it.

Handy

he could hardly be persuaded to work
under the Cooper-Hewitts. But a few months later,
when Henry Miller wanted him to go to London with,
"The Great Divide," Kirkwood refused because he was
in love with making pictures and couldn't leave them.
So he went on in the movies, when Mabel Normand,
Mack Sennett, Owen Moore, and the rest of the pioneers
were working as extras. But gradually he began directing, and afterward mingled the two professions. Finally
he went to Famous Players, first as leading man, later
as a director he held the megaphone for Jack Barrymore in "The Lost Bridegroom," and for Hazel Dawn
Later he wrote "In Wrong"
in a number of plays.
for Jack Pickford and directed him in that and "Bill
Apperson's Boy." That's where Allan Dwan persuaded
him to come back to his place in front of the camera,
stars.

At

first

—

There's nothing

instead of beside

movie
hero about him.

of

the

it.

Kirkwood

There's none of the
about him.
The
wave in his hair is real not a
curling-iron product
and he has

old

is

likable.

movie-hero

stuff

—

enough muscle

SAID
Dwan

Director
to

Allan
Director

Kirkwood

James

smith's shop

such a fancy.
enjoying the star's
prerogative of being brushed
off by
the third assistant
property boy the day I met
him, and he seemed to be
enjoying it.

He was

An

geles Athletic Club

"Jim,
of

the

if you'll

Irish,'

act in 'The
I'll

Luck

produce

it."

Said Jim to Allan
"Allan, it sounds like a plot to
get me out of the way so you
can be the greatest director on

"Why
I

Being

a

so-called

'well-

dressed man' on the screen

has

its

own

penalties,

you

into a scene,

know; you go
mess up, and get messed up,
and then have to rush off and
your adfet cleaned up so that

"
destinies

asked.

it

But being Irish and a believer
luck,
in
Jim good-naturedly
agreed to exchange the megaphone for the paint stick.
"Sure, and acting is an easier
job than making others act,'
Jim opined. "I'm getting lazy anyhow, so me for 'The Luck of the

Thus are

all this f ussiness ?"

"Oh, I'm too lazy to do
myself," he sighed. "Too
lazy to make myself presentable for the camera.

earth."

Irish.'

run a blackhe should happen

to

to take

one

night at dinner in the Los

if

—

changed over

rers won't think you're sportsomething new sartorially."

demi-tasse.

This wasn't Kirkwood's screen debut
of like this leading-man life,
few years back
though, by any means.
don't you?"
he was one of that great coterie of matinee
"Sure it's got directing beat a mile. No
film favorites, when he played opposite Mary
He
says
he's
more goggles and megaphones for me
D. W.
Pickford in "Behind the Scenes."
back in make"I suppose I need more brushing up than
Griffith had literally dragged him onto the
up to stav.
the average actor, because I'm always havscreen, one day when he visited the old Bioing to get into so many screen fights," he
graph Studio. Kirkwood had been on the stage
went on apologetically, as we strolled back toward the
before that, playing with Blanche Bates in "The Girl of
"Even in the old Biograph days they kept me
set.
the Golden West," with Margaret Anglin and Henry
scrapping. Screen fighting's an art, you know it's got
Miller in "The Great Divide," and with other stage

A

—

—

—
"I'm

Dwan

away with

—we

couldn't

you see
on the stage and yet you can't hit your
opponent hard enough to lay him out, or
mess up his looks so that the picture
will have to be held up till he's presentable again. You have to hit him just so
sort of tap him lightly on the chin and
pat him gently on the side of the head.
I've never put anybody out of commis-

—

the sort of fight

—

sion permanently, but if all the screen

had had been

real, I'd long
been too battered up and
scarred to be of any more service as an

fights I've

ago

Lazy Man," Said Jim

Lazy?

brought him back to the screen.

to look like the real thing

get

a

have

actor.

"Being disfigured

is

a thing that we
None of us

actors all secretly dread.

want to get into anything that will spoil
our faces.
We're like the milkmaid
we've got to look out for our looks or we
lose our fortunes."
Kirkwood's speech has a piquant Irish
twist
he burrs his "r's" ever so slightly,
and has a characteristic mannerism of
chuckling softly at intervals. His manner is straightforward, and he's inclined
to be bashful
enough so to prompt
some one to ask if he'd ever had a proposal, in order to find out whether he'd
blush or not.
Incidentally, let me add
that he did.
"Well, I suppose you'll have to keep

—

—

on

Not so you'd notice

fighting," I said.

be able to
tion as a

live

it!

"You'll never

down your

fighting hero,

reputa-

especially

when you chose that sort of role in
which to come back to the screen,"
I warned him, memories of "The
Luck of the Irish" strong in my
mind.
"I had about four hundred fights,
roughly estimating, before I took
on that crop of 'em, so it won't be
much of a hardship if I do go
punch in each fist," he replied with
through the rest of my life with a
a chuckle.
"Why, when I was a
kid, back in Grand Rapids
still, I
guess I won't go into detail about
that, after all
it might set a bad
example for the youngsters who'd
happen to hear about some of my
early escapades."
"What was that I heard about indolence a while ago?" I inquired.
The ghost of an Irish grin flit-

—

;

ted across his face.

"I'm a lazy man," he drawled,
turning away as some one shouted
"Ready !" "But— I like to use my
fists!"

And

I believe

it.

Anybody would who'd seen him
in "The Luck of the Irish."

'

A
King Vidor

is

Hoosier from Texas

carrying into the movies

some

of the traditions of the Indiana school of literature.

By Louise Williams
IIIIIIIIIIIIUIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIH

up your
LOCK the
family

stereopticons and take the

off

town.

wax

flowers

whatnot when King Vidor gets to
He's a perfect sleuth when it comes to hunt-

down things of that sort. He confided his mania to me
over a luncheon table not long ago, and his lovely wife,
Florence Vidor, sat demurely by and aided and abetted him.
The orchestra was wailing dreamy and exotic music,
the woman at the next table was declaring that if she left
her sable scarf in a taxicab again she hoped she'd lose
it, it was such a bother anyway, and a man near by was
bewailing the lack of genuine imported caviar. It was
not exactly the sort of place in which to discuss family albums and cookie jars
\
Yet there's a genuine simplicity about King
Vidor that even the most exotic atmosphere never
could dispel; after the first glance at him you

ing

m

wonder
"The Turn

that he likes to direct pictures like

don't

Road,"

the

in

and "The

Family

Honor,'' for he's so honest and frank and straight-

forward that you can't imagine his being

inter-

ested in anything less sincere than his productions
are.
I

V

•;../
?
*

And

his

amounts

love of old-home things

He

to a veritable passion.

should, by rights, have

Indiana, where James Whitcomb Riley,
T.
McCutcheon,
and Booth Tarkington lived
John

come from

among

simple,

homely

and from them drew

folks,

the inspirations for their work.

"Do you remember

the horse

in

'Poor Rela-

Mr. Vidor asked. "We got a fly net
for him, and one of these funny little straw hats
that horses wear in summer, and he was the
most old-fashioned-looking thing you ever saw."
I could imagine it, though to picture a really
chic fly net and horse's hat while the orchestra
played "Jazz Baby" was something of a task.
But Vidor's enthusiasm was unquenched.
^
"What kind of pictures are you making now that you have your own comI asked.
It seemed like such a
wonderful opportunity that this young
tions'?"

man
and

work out his own ideas,
wanted to know what they

has to
I

were.

"The same kind I did for the
Brentwood Company," he answered

promptly.

Suzanne

is

"It's

the really

member of

the

important

the family.

—
A

Hoosier from Texas
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home things that I want
the oldinto pictures
put
to
atmosphere
fashioned, homely
real

of

—

For

Americanism.

real

'Poor Relations'

in

instance,

we used an

old stereoscope
one of those things that you
look through at

two

pictures,

you
know."
It was the enthusiasm on his face at that moment that led me to fear for
held

a

in

rack,

little

the antimacassars of the na-

"But more than anywant to show the

tion.

thing else, I

of

influence

the

— of

big

really

and
love and truth and hope on
forces

of

life

faith

every one.

"People make their own
world to such a great extent,
you know and I just want

—

show what

to

way

right

believe

I

of doing

is

the

Then,

it.

too, I want my studio to be
one where people like to stay.
Why, out at Brentwood, when
I'd
tell
an actor he was
through and could go home,

he'd be

quite

up a book and

likely

pick

to

down

for
the rest of the day.
It was
that
kind of place really

homelike

settle

—and

—

from the way

people seem to feel I believe
that the new studio has the same atmosphere.
I
feel that a studio ought to be like a home
and

—

want mine always to be the sort of place where
I'm glad to have my wife and baby come."
That led the conversation straight up to the
most important member of the family Baby Suzanne, who arrived a year ago last Christmas. And
Florence Vidor, who'd been serenely playing chorus
up to that moment, forgot to be just background
I

Bobbie Alexander and Mrs. Vidor in "The Family
Honor," thefirst picture made by the Vidor Company.

tented

to

Now, you

can't make a really friendly
interview stick to mere questions
and answers, and we got sidetracked, presently, on the sub-

—

while she talked about her daughter.
Florence
is one of those lovely-looking people
who
deserves all the attention that's at large
any group of persons. She has big, darkeyes and really beautiful features,

ject

be a

more obtrusive, somehow.
But there's
nothing of the brass band
is

to

about
she

is

little

Florence
perfectly

Trust Vidor to find an
old family album.

Vidor
con-

;

of some recent big pronotable chiefly for

ductions,

their artificiality.

Vidor

and one can't help expecting
any one as attractive as she

husband occupy the

her

let

center of the stage.

"I don't want to make pictures like that !" declared Vidor
so

emphatically

waiter

the

that

rushed over to see if something
were the matter with the food. "I

want

to

make

pictures that will give

people something to think and talk
about when they leave the theater.
That's not original, of course every
But if people
director says it, I suppose.
are only amazed at the bigness, or the daring of a production, or at the stunts the

—

actors do, the picture hasn't really been

my

has merely
entertained them while they were in the
successful, to

notion.

theater.

I

It

want

to

make

pic-

tures that will give people at
least

one

little

worth while,
they

leave

so

the

idea

that's

that,

when

theater,

they

Tom Forman
Lone Star
ing the boat," heaving the bulky set up and down so as
to give the appearance, when seen on the screen, of the
motion of a ship at sea. Noah Berry, as the Sea-Wolf,
stood gloating over the prostrate body of an old man
whom he had just thrown down the companionway.
Tom Forman, as Humphrey Van Weydon, the author,
was standing by with a sick, disgusted look on his face,
his hands clenching spasmodically as he restrained him-self from attacking the brutal skipper.
He was dressed
in shirt and trousers too large for him, with a rope for
a belt his brown hair was rumpled, and there was a
week's growth of hair on cheeks and chin.
;

"Come

on,

Noah!"

called

George Melford

as

ihe

Klieg lights sputtered into action, "Kick the old man
Look at him, Tom look at him
You want to choke
him, but you can't
He's master of the ship you
realize that
look away out !" And while the cameras
were being shifted for
a close-up of the Sea!

—

—

!

—

Wolfs
nance,

IT'S
all

man, who in real life is
Fred Huntley, rose with
alacrity, and from a pan
some
readyapplied

good thing that we don't

a

think alike about the peo-

ple of the screen.

If

we

did,

countekicked old

brutal
the

made gore

/tear-

to his already

one per cent of them would live
in luxury, while the other ninety-

bloody countenance.
Tom Forman took a

nine would die in attics of neglect
and starvation. Naturally I have
my own preferences and aversions.

reef

I detest

in

his

rope-held

trousers, took a look at

me

standing expectantly
near the Kliegs, and
gave a sigh as he picked

male stars who brilliantine
and give their finger nails

their hair

his
way between the
a super-polish.
I also dislike the
piles of rope and lumber.
ones who pretend they were born
I know he sighed, bein New York and who talk about
He was less bashful with Wanda Hawley than
cause I heard him. Just
art with a capital "A."
with me.
And that,
the same, he was mighty
by the same token is the reason I
liked
polite: as polite as if he'd wanted to be interviewed.
"fell for," to use sub-deb vernacular
for Forman of the Lasky aggregation, principally because his
"I'm powahful glad to meet you," he said with a
hair and finger nails are just the way nature made them,
smile that displayed a row of nice white teeth, "I'm
because he didn't mention art with a capital "A" or
not much on interviews, but if you think I'm worth
"
otherwise, and because
talkin' to
oh, well, just because.
found a seat on a pile of lumber.
Then too, he didn't want to be interviewed, and I
"What part of the South did you say you were
)ike that, notwithstanding the fact that interviews are
my profession. He is well, shy, in the nicest sense from?" I asked him.
Caught off guard, he forgot to be shy. "Now hour
of the word with blue eyes and a naive little-boy smile.
When he talks it is in a soft Southern drawl that forgets did you know I was from the South?" he demanded,
"I'm
with that unmistakable Mason-Dixon drawl.
.all about "r's" and "g's."

—

—

—

—

We

—

;

—
—

He was on one of the boat sets when I spied him for
my interviewial meat. They were making a scene from

from Texas bo'n up in the Panhandle district. I'm
that is," he hastened to add, "I don't
a Lone Star

"The Sea-Wolf," with George Melford directing, and
the set represented the-Jower deck of The Ghost with
stateroom doors opening into it and a companionway

mean I'm a star, but they
"And you haven't been

at the back,

showing the steering wheel

at the top of

the "stairs" and a glimpse of canvas sea beyond.

Six carpenters, three on each

side,

were busy "rock-

the State that."
out of the service long, have
you ?" I asked, wondering mentally why all male screen
stars didn't have boyish, unsophisticated mouths.
Instantly his face took on an expression that bor-

dered on panic.

call

"Please don't say a

lot

about

my

I!lll!lllllllll!llllll|||||||||||||||||||||||||||||l!!lllllll!l!llll!llllll!lllllllliy

which the interviewer
answers the question, "I wonIn

der if he's as nice off the
screen?" in the affirmative.

By Emma-Lindsay Squier
being

the service," he
"People might think

in

begged.
I

wanted

to

make

capital out

of it, and I don't.
couldn't help going

—

the blood

—

all

My

Revolution.

War

in

were

folks

back

clear

fighters,

Civil

my

just

I
it's

the

to

was a
on the

father

veteran

—

Southern side, of course," he
added proudly, and a bit defiantly.

"But I think it's splendid
you went," I said quickly.
"Did you attend an officers'
training camp or something?"
This last was because I had
seen and admired pictures of
that

Tom

lieutenant's

a

in

uniform.
"Gee, no!"
he answered,
"I

Even a bashful
Texan eats when
fed by Mabel

enlisted

just

a

as

natty

buck private,

julienne

Scott.

but

I

stay

one forever," he added
pardonable pride.
"I

with

didn't

worked up from corporal

to

sergeant, then to second lieu-

and

tenant,

was promoted

I

to the rank of first lieutenant

shortly before the armistice.

sure

"I

was disappointed

not to get over on the other
side," he went on earnestly,
"they kept me over here drilling men and breaking in raw
recruits

and

tried to

how important

—but

the

tell

me

work was

I sure wish I had been
some of the fightin' !"
While we talked war, Tom
Forman was in his element.

in

-

But when I mentioned picand personalities, he re-

tures

treated

with

into

that

his

getic smile that

is

again

shell

naive,

half-apoloso fascinat-

ing.

"Now there isn't anything interestin' about me," he
said

"My

deprecatingly.

came up to Los Angeles
from Texas when I was a

folks

"

kid of fifteen, and
Continued on page

1

02

The Busy

Bathtub

Gloria

T
less

Swanson created a sensation with
"Male and Female."

her bath

in

HE

peeking concessions to a great many
bathrooms are now owned bv the dear
public.

Of

drama of the

course,

films.

I

It's

deed, nowadays, that can't

refer to the death-

a poor studio, in-

show a house

"set"

with a bathroom half as large as the Grand
Central Station, decorated with one of those
handsome, ingrowing Pompeian bathing pools.
The bathtub used to be relegated to comedy.
The minute we saw one projected into a scene,
we knew its legitimate and professional use was
going to be subjugated to the demands of art,
and that presently, substituted for a Ford, it
would land the whole comic family at the beach.
Or, in serious plays, if the heroine wanted to
take a bath, she went out of doors to do ithanging her clothes on a hickory limb and choosing a fern-fringed pool or stream as near as
possible to the road where the hero would presently travel. And what hair that girl always had
I don't see how a bob-haired heroine ever got
!

A

is taken by Mae Busch
" The Devil's Pass-Key."

ladylike bath

in

There's

always a maid handy with a towel
or bathrobe.

a bath
Then there were the jitney Kellermanns of the Sennett forces and the bath!

bathing beauties of Sunshine Comedies.
But now the bathtub has obtruded itself
right into the heart of our very best film
society
And, of course, no picture heroine, if she be wealthy, can take a bath by

less

!

herself.

It

takes

at

least

two maids

to

give her one.

And
is

that bath

no hurry

is

in the

picture heroine.

a ceremonial, for there
luxurious home of the

First a

maid comes out

of the nowhere into the here, bearing a

dumps into
Then another comes along and

barrel of rose water which she

the bath.

Giving you keyhole
concessions to Godiva's
boudoir.

By
Grace Kingsley

was

It

in

"Wanted, a Husband," that
took a shower in public.

Billie

Burke

boudoir cap on the top of her dollar-and-a-half

and she looks so clean it doesn't seem
She peels off
she needed a bath anyhow.
the lingerie while the spectators sit on the edge
Cut
of their chairs.
Then Blooey
Just at
the most exciting moment she's gone, vanished,
vamosed
When next you see her she seems
to be standing in a well, with only her head
sticking out, or maybe a coy shoulder, and not
a curl of her carefully coifed head is ruffled
or even damp.
She's so busy being coy and careful, I don't
know how she ever gets herself clean! I'll bet
she just goes away by herself when it's all over,
chosen strictly
puts on her woolly bath robe
hair-do,

as

if

—

!

!

!

for

warmth and comfort

—
— even as

you and

I,

hops into her bathtub, swears because she has
to search around for a towel when she's got
soap in her eyes, scrubs good and plenty with
a nice, scratchy Turkish towel, hops out with
Continued on page 89

Emmy

Owen Moore

enjoyed the bathing privileges of

the screen in "Piccadilly Jim."

temperature with a gold thermometer set with precious stones. Another maid casts some fragrant bath tablets
tests

its

which is the first inkling a
of the guys out there in the audience
get that bath tablets are not something to
take internally in place of a bath. In fact,
everything is provided for that bath, ex-

into the tub,
lot

cept soap.
Finally,

in

trips the

heroine.

Usually

she is fully dressed when she enters the
bathroom, and you don't see how on earth
she's ever going to bring herself to get wet.
She has on embroidered slippers and satin
pajamas and a lace negligee. There's a

Wehlen had one of the most luxurious of
movie bathrooms.

IIIIIIIIIHIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII

He's Her Bi
And

—I
at
I

Ill

I

IIIIIIHIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII

Illllllllllll

Ill

some

that

isn't

it,

sisters are

!"

Gables,"
Minter,

but didn't appear in it after
all, because,
after several
thousand feet of film had
been taken, it had to be
thrown away and the picture begun again, and as

when

"But

you'll
be
soon
Anita Stewart insisted, and then, turning to
me, "He's awfully good,

there,"

know

Bent

"Ann of Green
with Mary Miles

top?"

don't

J.

in

day

on the screen her-

funny,

Now

Brother

Anita told me later that
he really was good on the
screen, and that he'd been
engaged for a leading role

never

Anita

days

I

I

;

I'm really just starting in
now, and she's clear at the

but

Illlllllll

how

—

;

Illillll

I'm rotten, but Anita swears
I'm great stuff you know

Kalem, you know, when
was thirteen and in

self

Illl

Martin

sister

she'd be

Illlllllllllllllllllllllllll!

it.

brag

dreamed

Ill

By

used to
I
because
was in the movies
played with Alice Joyce

those

Illllllllll

Anita Stewart's

rather glad of

MY

Ill

George wanted
coast, he gave

He was

want
somehow,

that I

to

up

go

to the

the part.

given a role in

at

"Bruce of the Circle A," by
William Russell, when he
got out there, and seems to
be headed toward a motionpicture career, even though

this

impersonal discussion of

his sister does think he'd bet-

his

future,

him

to be

an actor

;

him to be
or maybe a

I'd like

a business

man
Young

director."

—

shuffled

Anita

George
his

left

feet

Stewart

uneasily

and the instant
us he unburdened

his soul.

"I do

want

to be

an actor,"

he burst forth, "but I'm not
going to horn in with my sis-

company.

ter's

says

it'll

—but

I

Everybody

be pretty soft for

Sup-

can't see that.

I

few moments later. "Why, I
don't know whether I'm good or bad
—I wish somebody'd tell me. I think

on, a

They're all Anita's,

all

three

stop

he's twenty-one; he's

•

twenty now.
He ought to be good on
the screen; he has Anita's
clear
eyes
and charming
smile,
and is thoroughly
likable
in
fact he's very
triuch the type of young
American one likes to see on
the screen. And if he does
do well in his first pictures, I'm wagering
that Anita will find that her kid brother's
a grown-up one now, and that her plans for
him are upset as a result. And may his
plans be upset, too, so that he'll appear in
pictures with her after all.

—

me

should fall down
now, wouldn't that be nice for
her?" And with that scornful demand he lapsed into silence.
"I worry a lot' about it," he went

pose

picture-making

ter

when

—

Brother, home,

and dog as

well.

I

!

Come

She's

Back
a Crook!
Edith Storey's great-

changed since

ly

we saw

By Jean

last

her.

Hatherall

YOU

don't happen to be ac-

with

quainted

any
you

do

criminals,

Edith

asked

Storey

we

anxiously,

as

down

in

settled

her ivory and old-rose
living room.

was obliged

I

rowfully

sor-

confess

to

though poor, I
was honest, and that I
didn't happen to have
any friends either in
that,

the city

San

or at

jail

Quentin.
"I

must

crook,"

talk

she

to

said

her

decisive

"I've

got

to

a
in

way.
play

a

crook part in The
Greater
Profit'
a
girl brought up in the
most exclusive circles
'

;

of crime, who looks
upon her profession
with a great deal of
pride,
but
regards
profiteering
as
the
lowest depth of de-

Of

pravity.

course,

there's a clever

not

girl

punch

when

at the end,

the

only

goes
straight herself but
defeats the plans of
a gang of profiteers in
the bargain.

can see

how

must

just

But you
it

is

—

talk with a

crook."
I

suggested that

try a

little

expedition

we

shoplifting

— nothing

She looks

dignified, cold,

ambitious, but just a trip through a couple of depart-

ment

stores,

or something like that;

we might

get ar-

—

and get a crook's sensations at first hand and,
besides, it would make such a corking interview.
But
Miss Storey's mother, who happened in just then with
a bowl of apples, took me seriously, much to my embarrassment, and her brother, whom she calls "Kid,"
held up his hands in horror.
rested

and haughty— but she's

not.

"Don't put any wild notions like that into her head,"
he begged. "She's got enough now. Why, do you
know what her greatest desire is at present? She wants
to ride my motor cycle down Hollywood Boulevard at
fifty

miles an hour."

And from that you
the camera man is in
always

can see how great a prevaricator
Edith Storey's case. Hadn't you

supposed that

she

was

dignified,

cold,

and
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Well, I had. I'd been prepared not to find
her beautiful but I hadn't at all anticipated the magnetism of her personality.
It grips you by its frank
sincerity and charm rather than attracts you by mere
physical beauty. Her hair is a crinkly, soft brown that
makes a perfect frame for her rather patrician features,
and her eyes are an indeterminate shade of gray. Her
sense of humor is rapier-keen, and she has an idealistic,
sympathetic outlook on life that I'd give worlds to

haughty?

—

possess.

—

her how glad picture fans myself included
were to have her back on the screen after her absence
of more than a year.
"I'm glad to be back," she answered with a soft, yet
decisive tone that is characteristic of her.
"I thought
when I gave up pictures, a year ago last August, that
but I found myself getting homeit might be for good
I told

;

So many

have
have been away, along
the lines of direction, stories, and photography, that in
some respects it is like taking up a new line of work.
This crook play is my second one I really .came back
to the screen in 'The Golden Hope,' a Western story."
"And what about the war work you did when you
left Metro?" I wanted to know.
"I've heard that you
sick for the screen.

been made, even in the time

strides in pictures

I

;

drove an ambulance day and night, were your own
mechanician, took wounded men to the hospitals,
"

and
"You've heard far too much," she declared, cutting
me short. "Lots of other people did just as much and
far more.
How's Sooner, Kid?"
same."
Her brother, who had come in
the
"Just
carrying a white poodle, laid the dog in her lap. "No
pep at all."
"I'm afraid he's got the sleeping sickness or hook-

worm
"Kid

or something," she confided to me anxiously.
thinks there's nothing the matter with him, but

Sooner never acts this way if he's well."
"Sooner?" I repeated. "Isn't that a funny name for
a dog?"
"He's a funny dog," she retorted promptly. "I gave
him that name because he'd sooner do something else
than what I tell him to."

And as

her imploring the lackadaisical poodle to
sit up and take notice, I had just one great yearning
not to have Edith Storey meet a crook, not even to
enjoy her really sterling ability as an actress, much as
I wanted to see her aboard
that treat is to be desired.
that motor cycle
with a dazed policeman in bewildered
I left

—

pursuit
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Undressed Drama
But not what you

think, for this concerns the stars

who

change their

faces.

By Herbert Howe

WHEN
S.

Irvin

Cobb

"The thing
industry

is

me most about the film
de Mille wears puttees de-

that impressed

that Cecil B.

signed by Lucille."
If personal foppery were limited to off -screen appearLambs Club after
ances there would be no right
his return from
In"The W\
for complaint.
But isn't the
California, one of
low Tree'
entire
industry
mutoverdressed?
fraternal
the
visited the

Viola

tons inquired his
impression of
film land.

tuous
thus

wag

The uncis

quoted

Dam

gives us

I,

physically

accurate

Nipponese
maid.

for

one,

paying a

resent

(

dime

to see department-store

dummies

in motion.

Producers say that the
public is to blame for
preferring

plumage,

prettiness,

and "per-

sonality"
ing.

to

actI

am

not so sure
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about that.
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The

had much choice

public hasn't

;
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where

Richard Barthelmess in

screen

beach comber to his
of characterizations.

"Mary's Man" adds a

has, the real actor gets the ballots.

There

two

are

distinct

classifications

of

the character actor and the hero actor.
George Jean Nathan defines a character actor
as an expert in preventing his mustache from

players

coining

list

:

American
girlhood.
These players are
not

off.

the one ex
pert in keeping a mustache or other
growth from coming on. He exInversely, the hero actor

a c

is

the

portray.

they

They

trans-

have

beauty that God and
He
druggists gave him.

char-

e r s

t

ploits the

fused their

the

dividualities

not

will

play

parts

that

into these

re-

o'ershadowing of his
native loveliness, nor will
if
he can
he,
quire

help
a

it,

a

characters.

envisage

splurge

hope

Charles

Ray

is

gullible

of

gawk he appears on the
screen don't

his

negotiate a

hinders

mannerisms,

If

you
the

character

which

in-

personal ro-

meet-

coco.

ing

"The

with

Miss

great opporfor

tunity

doing some-

dif-

thing

ferent

in

screen plays
lies
not in

not an ingenuous Pollyanna; she is a
shrewd artist-manager and million-getter. William S.
Hart did not arrive on the screen by way of the plains.
As for the rest of the stars in the lens circle you'll
find few of them assuming characters for more than
two reels. Some couldn't others wouldn't and a few
shouldn't because they are delighting audiences as
they are.
The dread monotony of screen entertainments is due extensively to this inability or unwillingness on the part of the star to impersonate.
This will not always be. The tendency toward characterization is now evident.
One reason for the sucpicture over
of
no-star
advertised
"all-star"
cess
the
the one-star vehicle is that the former presents a story
of people, the latter of a person.
The greatest stars of the stage won their positions
Ethel Barrymore
not as personalities, but as actors.
slang
of art, until
never really "got over," to use the
she played Mrs. Jones, the charwoman of John Gals-

Pickford

plot but in characterization."

So

C.

Gardner Sullivan,

the photo dramatist, told me recently.
That's why we have so little of "the something dif-

No

wants to play a character other than
His
his own, and he may not have much of that.
motive has less to do with personal vanity than with
the desire for pecuniary gain.
He will not lose his
identity in a character for fear of losing money.
It
is argued that the public pays for personality.
If you
ferent."

don't

star

believe there

is

stellar

prejudice against char-

acter roles just attempt to sell a play with such a lead
to any featured male or female.
Some of the men

might accept

but you wouldn't need the aid of a
census taker to get their number. As for the femmes
perhaps with Lady Duff Gordon adaptations.
This supposition that the film fans will not love the
player who does not dress up like a plush horse and
it,

—

perform

match is quite erroneous. The enduring
of the screen to-day are those who have
established screen characters.
don't care for
to

favorites

We

Charles Spencer Chaplin we love the pathetic clown
the bag-breeched, mustached, and dent-derbied buffoon immortalized by a great actor. Charles Ray
alpined his way to the top pinnacle in the guise of the
pitchforking, pinch-hitting, clodhopping ruralite.
William S. Hart has given to the screen what Remington
has to canvas.
Mary Pickford is the symbol of

—

;

—

is

;

;

—

—

—

worthy's "The Silver Box." Margaret Illington is remembered for her tenement woman in "Kindling."
Joe Jefferson owes immortality to "Rip Van Winkle."
David Warfield still triumphs as "The Auctioneer" and
"The Music Master."
Now comes Lionel Barrymore to the silver ground;
His personification of the
with "The Copperhead."
Civil Warrior on the stage, even with the benefit of
voice, was no more vivid than that in the silent drama
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bitious actor.

At present

Lytell

is

endeavor-

ing to secure for production a story, the chief

character of which is an old Jewish shoe-string
peddler.
gauge something of the Lytell

We

potentialities

"Alias

Jimmy

by "The Right of

Way" and

Valentine."

Richard Barthelmess attacks character roles
and with great success, since he
stopped playing in comedies with Dorothy
Gish and donned make-up for "Broken Blossoms." In a new Griffith production, "Mary's
Man," he is a beach comber a vagrant bit of
the world's driftwood, living by his wits in
the languid atmosphere of a tropical island.
As in "Scarlet Days," Barthelmess proves that
he can turn his back on barbers and haberdashers and not lose his popularity.
Viola Dana has given us a physically accurate Nipponese maid in "The Willow Tree."
fearlessly

—

venture the prediction that Priscilla Dean
has not already aroused
when she appears as the beautiful beggar in
"The Virgin of Stamboul," genre of the
Orient.
She was never more alluring than
as the glowing houri.
In her next picture,
"False Colors," she will play a French lady
of dissipations, and then she gleefully announces a Hawaiian maid with raffia drapes,
expressive eyes, and eloquent hips.
The costume play has long been tabooed
among picture makers. Yet now we are
promised "Romance" with Doris Keane, directed by Chet Withey under Griffith supervision.
No more fascinating creature was
ever created on the stage than CavaU'un,
I

will startle those she

—

—

prima donna of crinoline days.
Some time ago Louise Glaum told me she
looked forward to the day when she might
play characters. I have never seen this actress
more charming than in the prologue to "The
Lone Wolf's Daughter." She appears as a
French coquette of a past generation. This
prelusive chapter was the best part of the
play.
Miss Glaum excels as an actress, not
as a mere decoration, although she is the most
Not Gibsonipicturesque of scenic sirens.
cally beautiful, but mentally luminous and
vivid, she will magnetize you in "Sex" and
"Love Madness." And she is to do the Sardou roles in pictures which Bernhardt vita"Theodora" will be prolized on the stage.
Later we are to see
duced this summer.
"Fedora" and "Cleopatra."
When I said there are a few players who
Italian

Priscilla

Dean

is

most alluring as

the

beggar

in

"The

Virgin of Stamboul."

directed by Charles Maigne.

more

will

I believe Lionel Barryearn great quantities of ducats henceforth

as a picture favorite.

And

soon you will behold his brother John as "Dr.
and Mr. Hyde." The Barrymores top the list
of Broadway stage gods because of their invigoration
of "The Jest," and they will take high positions in the
screen lists by similar work, as has been noted elsewhere
Jekyll

in this issue.

Bert Lytell is ambitious to lose the reputation of being the idol of the matinees.
He sees the inchoate
manifestations of public desire.
Also, he is an am-

should not play other than themselves I was thinking
of Anita Stewart.
Hers is a personality so refreshing, so delicate, so altogether ambrosial that it is an
art in itself.
Few authors could devise a character
as interesting as the girl Anita.

If

you wish

to be-

hold a triumph of personality see "In Old Kentucky."
I dare say you will plan to see "The Fighting Shepherdess" and "The Yellow Typhon" with the fair
Stewart.
She is what a princess should be, but never
is, outside of a fairy book.
William Russell has been generous toward members
Continued on page 85

;

Fanny the Fan serves gossip with
French pastry most efficiently.

By The Bystander
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiim

more

and then, Joe
Ryan, who was booked to make a serial with
Jean Paige, hurt his foot so that he couldn't
work, and Tony had to leap in and take his
!"
place. And he says he's so tired of serials
"I don't blame him."
Fanny was most
emphatic about it. "I'd certainly get tired
of the on-and-on-forever style of pictures.
"
I should think that they
But just then William Farnum and his
wife appeared in the doorway, and a moment
later they were telling us all about the new
home in Hollywood, which they'd just
bought. Mrs. Farnum and their little daughter were enthusiastic about the opportunity
to be outdoors a lot, and William was rejoicing over solving the difficulty of finding
a place to live; he now has quarters for his
chauffeur and his press agent under his
own roof, which is nice for them.
"Wish somebody'd take me
that way
I'm living at the Hollywood Hotel, and it's
of doing any

serials,

m

so full of movie people that I expect the
head waiter to shout 'Camera
most any
!'

minute,"

lamented.
not rent some absentee film star's
palatial home?
Fatty Arbuckle has Theda
Bara's, you know; the thought of him in
her pink satin boudoir is almost too much
I

"Why

Rosemary Theby

is

back on the screen to stay.

Being an early spring bride

is

Priscilla's

latest venture.

for me, and I can't imagine what he'll do
with the shrine where she used to keep that
little Buddha.
He says he's going to change
the Japanese garden at the back of the house
a little thing like exto a swimming pool
travagance doesn't worry Fatty any."
"Well, they tell me that one of the most
extravagant things that's ever happened in
picttires took place at the Goldwyn studios
when they were filming one of the Edgar
comedies you know, the ones Booth Tarkington has written specially for the screen.
Little Kenneth Earl, who's only five, plays
Edgar's young brother, and in the picture
he had to wax destructive and burn up a
lot of expensive mechanical toys.
And of
course, every time he was made to stick
a self-winding steam yacht or a miniature
flying machine into the fire he just wept
and wailed as if his heart were broken. The
;

—

P.P.-5

Over the Teacups
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only

way

him to do it properly
was to promise him a new toy for every one he burned
and they tell me the bill was something ghastly."
they could persuade

—

"I

know

don't

any worse than it is to
bribe a star with high-priced scenarios and expensive
sets," commented Fanny.
"Really, though, to be quite
honest, I haven't heard much lately about who's paid
the most for a story, or spent hundreds of thousands
in duplicating the Bridge of
that that's

Sighs or the Mammoth Cave
or something like that every-

son, himself, wasn't there, but that mattered not at all.
then, suddenly, no less than three irate directors

And

seems that their actors had turned up
knew without a moment's hesitation
where to find them. But incidentally, the directors
themselves sat down and had some cider before they
shooed their charges back to the studio.''
"Speaking of cider reminds me that I had some with
Enid Bennett the
other
day,
and
stalked in;

it

missing, and they

she

;

body's

so

for

plans
that

interested

new

the

they

in

can't

talk

the

church
about

I

you

him

do

!"

B

George

e

passed our

traveling

trying

faiths.

y o u

and

time

what

isn't

rest,

know,

about to different
colleges with her
husband's seventeen-year old son.

cathedral on Hollywood
Boulevard, for people of all

how

been taklittle

she said that she
spent part of the

little

Interesting,

the

thing,"

contributed.

"She's
ing a

anything else; I saw Enid
Bennett discussing them the
other day with Father Dodd
he's the rector of the Church
of St. Mary of the Angels,
you know, and has been the
unrecognized chaplain of the
motion-picture world out here
for over a year; he's back of
this plan to build a lovely

And^oh,

me

told

funniest

decide

to

would

be

the best place for

it ?

do

said

a s

to

she'd

ba n

call

'Son'

She

go.

that

the

when
him
regis-

table.

trars or deans or

did

whatever the peo-

you hear of what

ple
were, to
whom she talked,

"My
Sol

dear,

Lesser,

man who
Sennett

the

took the
bathing

would gaze
in

amazement,
she
heard

Doodle

man

lin,'

is

He's
t

h e

in
Berplanning?
gone into
producing

will take

and has
had a brilliant idea for taking a star and his picture
on the road together. Beban is the first one he's to
business,

;

appear

in

person in his vaudeville

the Rose,'
lion,' is

when

shown.

And

and her new screen

—but

act,

'The Sign of

'One Man in a MilAnnette Kellermann's the second
this way she'll do her diving act

new

his

star who'll appear in

play.

picture,

;

Quite a plan,

isn't it?"

know that it's a good precedent
people will want to see all the stars with
their pictures, first thing we know.
And it would be
disappointing, sometimes.
Oh, there's Tom Forman;
I'm awfully sorry that he's to be a director now instead
of a leading man I'm sure he'll be a good one, but
somehow I'd rather see Tom making love to the girl
than know that he told somebody else how to do it."
Fanny chuckled as she turned to survey a tray of
pastry which looked quite indigestible.
''I don't blame him a bit for wanting to direct," she
observed. "Not since I had tea the other day at Casson Ferguson's bungalow.
It's right near the Lasky
studio, you know, and everybody has acquired a habit
of dropping in there along about tea time for tea or
cider or whatever else the Jap cook has on hand. Cas"It

is

tc establish

say

I don't

;

;

Louise Glaum

to Italy,

we

these
keep

hear.

and
one

'Isn't

remarkable
Sardou's "Theodora"

her

wide-eyed

beauties traveling
w t h 'Yankee
i

at

it

how

actresses

their
"

youth
would please Enid," commented Fanny.
"She's so proud of that boy of Fred Niblo's that she'd
love having people think she was really his mother.
Oh, there goes King Baggot. Isn't it nice that he's
really back in pictures again?
And House Peters is
in the new Tourneur picture
did you know that?"
"No but I did know that Rosemary Theby is the
lost angel in 'Michael and the Lost Angel,' with Conway
Tearle. Wasn't it funny about the Tearles ? He's been
tremendously popular as a leading man, of course, and
then when he came out here to play opposite Clara
Kimball Young, supposing it was just to be a onepicture trip and bringing his wife along, he got this
starring offer and decided to stay and accept it.
So
his wife
she's Adele Rowland, the actress, you know
had to go home alone, because she had a stage engagement to fill."
"These starring engagements get me awfully excited
here's ZaSu Pitts, who I'd supposed would be
!'

"That

—

—

—

—

;

a Selznick light, agreeing to

make

pictures this spring

for that new Smith syndicate.
ZaSu's their first star,
and says she's going to do the kind of pictures she
did at Brentwood."
(Continued on page- 97)

What
On

different subjects concerning the screen, as revealed

An
To
I

the Fans Think

Usher's Point of View.

Picture-Play Magazine.

the Editor of

have ushered for two years in one of Chicago's

highest-class theaters, so

am

in a pretty

finest

good position

and

to an-

swer some of the questions asked by The Observer. First,
think the average fan goes to see Mary Pickford or Charles
Ray or Elsie Ferguson, the story having little value as a boxI

office

The

attraction.

all-star picture,

unless

it

contains big,

well-known stars, does not draw as a rule. Take, for instance,
Harold Bell Wright's "Eyes of the World," Longfellow's
Very few theaters in
"Evangeline," and others of this sort.
Chicago showed them, because of the small box-office attraction. And so I think the majority of people go to see the star.
I know I always go to see my favorites, regardless of the story.
T.

"Youthful Ladies with Mature

M. P.— Chicago,

Illinois.

by

letters selected

from our mail pouch.

of women are too partial in their preferences to use much disAnd as stars are
crimination in their choice of favorites.
classed by their box-office value, this is the cause for many
For instance,
really great players being cast in the shade.
Charlie Chaplin was never overly appreciated by the feminine
set, though he is one of our greatest artists, and is king of the
movies to the men and boys. And while the young misses place
Eugene O'Brien above all others, the majority of masculine
The men are slower to
fans are inclined to laugh at him.
pamper, more exacting, but the best choosers of talent, and the

favorite of the masculine fans is generally worth while.
And there's where Nazimova comes in; she is a player who
can count her followers in all classes men, women, girls, and
even the small boys she satisfies all. She is doing more toward teaching the audiences of photo drama to appreciate
and recognize histrionic art in its highest form than is any
screen star to-day.
Plainfield, "New Jersey.
E. R.

—

—

—

Emo=

tions."

To

A

the Editor of Picture-Play Magazine.

have been very much interested in Mr.
Howe's recent articles in Picture-Play
I
concerning the future of the screen.
think he has a remarkable grasp of the

—

—

;

preme Nazimova.

These women, with Mary Pickford and

are the true artists of the silversheet.
Who
would think of placing any younger or prettier actresses above
them? Yet the majority of the fans do not seem as yet to be
educated up to appreciating art in its truest form. And not
until that defect is remedied will the screen play reach its highLillian

est

Gish,

motion-picture

fault lies with this "idol"

They
The majority

ship of the feminine fans, especially the matinee girls.

add nothing

to the betterment of the pictures.

but

of course
E. L. E.

What's the Matter with Comedies?
To

What

Picture-Play Magazine.

the Editor of

the matter with screen comedies? Nowadays custard
pie, dough, and flour seem the recip'e.
They are all of a color.
not try molasses or chocolate eclairs for a change?
I
saw a supposedly funny film the other evening, and all the
comedian did was to throw pies and other soggy missiles at the
"heavy." It ended with a fade-out comedian kissing the leading lady.
I suppose lots of people must enjoy meaningless
gymnastics and a bedlam of swapblow and slapstick, or producers wouldn't keep putting them on the market, but why can't
they give us a connected story? In the early days of the screen
the novelty of the cinema excused that sort of comedy, but not
now.
Griffith, Tourneur, Ince, Terriss, and others have put
into regular productions comic situations that convulse the
audience through refined elements.
can't comedy directors and comedians do the same?
The Drews also proved
that comedy isn't rough-house and horseplay or assinine antics.
Even Charlie Chaplin, Larry Semon, Harold Lloyd, Fatty Arbuckle, and Mack Sennett fall under the temptation to exploit
rough stuff of an ancient vintage. But their genius partially
redeems them.
Otherwise comedy producers have gone pellmell up the side alleys of flub-dub film exploitation, and have
abandoned all sensible methods. The endless chase in a car or
on a motor cycle, with scenery racing past in a fuzzy mass, is
not only a sign of their lack of new ideas, but a fairly good
criterion as to the state of their minds.
The possibilities in
are all waiting
screen comedy have not yet been tapped.
patiently for the day when we can see one that will give us
a maximum of laughter with a minimum of darned foolishBrooklyn, New York.
ness.
S. O. S.
is

Why

—

Why

We

—

If

and "personality" wor-

acting myself,

this is impossible.

development.

The main

—

I
like
the magazine and even
though I am a minister, have not as yet joined
the condemnation of the movies by the pulpit.
Rather do I appreciate the great merit
of motion pictures in working for uplift of
In opposition to unmerited
life and morals.
calumny, I have often wished I could go into

pointed.

As a fan,
tendencies of public opinion.
and an ardent one, I thoroughly agree with
most that he says. But I must take issue
with him when he says of Pauline Frederick, "At one time she was the unrivaled
emotional star of the screen.
Now competition is more keen and the public is
alert
for new personalities," and also,
"youthful ladies of mature emotions are
needed."
I do not believe that picture fans are
quite so fickle that without some very good
reason they are going to drop any star who has been a real
favorite not a sensation, or what I believe you call a "publicity-made star" but an actor or actress who has actually
won the public's heart. Nor can I be convinced that any newcomer, no matter how talented she may be, can act mature,
emotional roles with the skill of a seasoned player, whose art
has been developed by years of experience.
That is true of
the stage, it must also be true of the screen.
As for "youthful ladies with mature emotions," how is that
possible? Youthful ladies may be emotional after the fashion
of Betty Compson, Lillian Gish, or Clarine Seymour, but these
young emoters keep their emotions youthful. Two very youthful actresses who make the mistake of acting mature emotions
instead of feeling youthful ones are Alice Brady and Norma
Talmadge, whose only fault is that they attempt too heavy
roles.
As they are young and appear so, they cannot get thoroughly "under the skin" of their mature characters sometimes
they carry their emotionalism almost to the point of exaggeration, giving the audience merely the effect of the imaginary
woes of very young womanhood.
Even if competition is keen, and the public is recognizing
new personalities, as far as I know such stars as Pauline Frederick and Clara Kimball Young still hold a monopoly on the
emotional honors of the screen, including, of course, the su-

—

Minister Speaks.

To the Editor of Picture-Play Magazine.
The article by Mr. Whitman Bennett in
your March issue was very illuminating and

I

To
I

You Don't Like

It,

Say So!

the Editor of Picture- Play Magazine.

am

sorry that

dissatisfied with

all

persons

who

are

the play they have just

/ Continued on \
t
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Why
Ceased
and wicked
flected.

lifted

real

parts

to Smile

wink for nothing,"
must have been that

little

"Il

that

Alice

her out of

— and

mob

I re-

wink-

scenes

into

she's certainly got fifty-

seven varieties of zizz-z to go with the
wink!''

—

Well, she still has the wink and the
paprika cast of character are still the joy
of Alice's friends. But did you see her
in "Should a Woman Tell?" her first picture as a Metro star? It was a revelation
to me.
In her big scenes, as the brokenhearted girl telling her mother of the
wrong done her; and as the young wife
who realizes that she must confess to her
husband what she thought he already
knew, even though the confession wrecks
her happiness, she was an emotional actress who recalled the sudden transformathat used to remold Mae Marsh's
charming girlishness and make her face

tion

a tragic
isn't

mask

that

wrung

one's heart.

It

always beautiful emotion, but Alice
in her first picture as

Lake has shown
a star, that she
terial in its

"Why
her. the

"Why,

is

pliable

and willing ma-

grasp.

did you do it?" I demanded of
day after I'd seen that picture.
in

some

homely, and I
had the courage

almost
see how you ever
make yourself all

scenes

don't
to

you're

over that way."

Her eyes look the same

color here.

A
glimpse

of

I

DON'T

believe I'd have the courage to do

what Alice Lake has done if I'd been as
pretty as she is
and I'm not sure that
many girls would. For it must take a lot of
courage to turn your back on just being lovelv
to look at, no matter how ludicrous the circumstances are, and for moments at a time
lose all your loveliness for the sake of doing
the kind of work you really want to do.
You remember Alice in comedy, of course,
with Fatty Arbuckle she was unforgettable.
Why, when I first met her, last
fall, I went home with the impres

—

her

one
lapse

from
tragedy
into

laugh
makers.

AM

:

sion that she Avas just a natural-

born imp of Satan
tially a comedienne.

"She

wasn't

given

that

saucy

chin,

and
tilted

t

i

p-

nose,

— essen-

I

I
I

Illllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll

long as she was
gay she had to stay
in comedy.

As

ByJaneMcNaughton Baxter
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiii

"Well, in the first
place,
I'm happiest
when I'm sad," she
answered, quite cheerfully.

"They wanted to
make an ingenue of
me, you know, but
just wouldn't.

'Mercy, no
thing but that

I

!

—

I

said

Any-

charor anything!'
think
Just
of being one of those indestructible ingenues with curls, and a lisp, and that
awful dolly drawl. Why, they get that way and then after a while they can't
help it." And she subsided with dancing eyes that suddenly made me forget
the subject of her career.
"What color are they?" I demanded. "I've never noticed it before, but
to-day they look well, they look so odd."
"They are," she answered promptly, opening them wide so that I could
acter

woman

—

"One's brown and the other's gray. But you can't notice it in picsome stills. I used to think they were tragic enough to
get me out of comedy I'd go around looking sad and droopy for days,
hoping some one would notice them and cast me for a tragic role, but
the most a director would do was to ask if I felt well and suggest a
tonic.
Then I'd smile and a cutey part would be hurled at my head.
And I did so want to get out of comedy. But I never was a bathing girl
And I stopped a pie only once. It was intended for Al St.
no siree
John, and Roscoe Arbuckle threw it, but he just happened to be a bum
shot that day.
I guess I did some tragedy acting that spoiled the picture
anyway, it was never released."
"But you were in comedy a long time?"
"Yes, weep as I might it was no use, really until Maxwell Karger
saw me. Even then I came near to ruining my chances with him by
laughing, I was so happy.
My fate all hung by a thread for a minute.
He saw me doing a weepy scene with Bert Lytell, and he praised me.
I was so happy I laughed, and he paused a minute.
'But you'd make a
wonderful ingenue,' he considered. I guess I must have worn an awfully
tragic look at that, and he looked thoughtful, and said, 'No, I really
think you should play dramatic roles.'
I became a real actress then and
didn't smile, though my heart was beating in jazz time."
She paused and smoothed the back of one glove with her other hand.
She was going shopping, I learned that was why she had on her winecolored gown, and trim little Napoleon toque.
"All crouched ready for a spring at the new styles," she explained.
Now, most women bent on a shopping tour don't want to be detained
while they answer questions about bygone days, but Alice Lake was as
calm and unhurried as if she hadn't a thing in the world on her mind.
"I'm one of the Brooklyn gang, you know," she went on, vivaciously
slangy.
"There are a lot of us from Brooklyn Norma and Constance
Talmadge, Anita Stewart, Lucille Lee Stewart, Alice Joyce, Clara Kimball
Young, Clarine Seymour, and lots of others.
all started in with
Vitagraph. I was only sixteen, and I wanted to go on the stage, but father
and mother wouldn't let me. Then I went visiting one day at the Vitagraph studio, and they took me in and let me play extras and bits. I used
to go down to the studio dressed in long frocks, and hats with high things
Sticking out of them, and earrings, so I'd look old and they'd give me
see.

[

tures, except in

m

m

:

—

—
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—
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"Angel Bloom"— Plus Madge Kennedy
Continued from page 31

"Oh, but I have," I broke in, "I've
seen every screen production of hers
"
since "Baby Mine.'
"Oh,

mean her talent for
Kennedy said earnestly.

don't

I

acting," Mrs.

really consider that

"I

the least of

—

accomplishments." Take that,
you admirers of the inimitable
her

Madge

"Why,

!

she draws and car-

toons and paints wonderfully
She
hasn't much time for it now, of
course but when she was a mem!

;

ber of the Art Students' League in
"
New York City
Madge came back at that juncture,
having disposed of the close-ups, and
I pursued the subject of art
not,
however, the screen variety.
"Oh yes," she said, brightening at
once, "I loved art work- I still do,
but of course I have no time for it
now. When I was studying at the
art school I had no idea of ever go"
ing on the stage

—

—

YOU should have GOOD HEALTH

'

PERFECT FIGURE

and a

CAN"

you

and

says

Annette Kellermann
I

wish

sonally,

could speak with you per-

I

would be so much

it

easier to

convince you.
could tell you all about my own experience how, as a girl, I was puny and
underdeveloped
how. by devoting myself
to a study of my body, I gradually perfected my figure, health and appearance
to such an extent that I became known
the world over, as the PERFECT
I

;

:

WOMAN

— Think

of

it.

could show you how the very methods
did so much for ME can perfect
YOUR figure, increase YOUR energy and
improve YOUR health and general appearance; how they can do all this without the use of drugs or apparatus, and in
the privacy of your own room, for only
fifteen minutes each day.
I'd give you
proof conclusive, from the thousands of
cultured and refined women who have fol1

that

my methods

lowed

with such remarkable

success.
Even if

I can't meet you personally, I can do the
next best tiling and write you fully regarding your
condition, for I know you want to find out
more about a system that can do so much for

f

you.

How you

k

(

'

Send

can find out

my

called the "Body Beautiful"
lustrated with photographs of

and

is

il-

myself.

This little book which you may have for
the asking outlines my system and explains my methods frankly and clearly.
It
points the way to good health, and a perfect figure and
proves that you can be
master of every muscle in your body.

.

Send a two cent stamp now and "The
Body Beautiful" will reach you
by return mail.

You owe

it

to yourself at least to in-

NOW the time.
ANNETTE KELLERMANN

vestigate,

jjk

A

Suite

and

is

904P, 29 West 34th

St.,

N. Y.

C.

i

Miss Kellermann enjoys the distinction of
being accredited the most Perfect formed

woman

her mother.
"Well, of course," Madge admitted modestly, "I was in amateur theatricals and things like that, then I
took the lead in some of the performances given by the art students."
"And she had three offers from
managers of local companies directly
afterward," proudly finished Mrs.
child, baby," said

Kennedy.

"And

while

on

the

stage

played 'Twin Beds' and 'Fair

Warmer,'
"Yes,
velvety

didn't

risque.

much,"

I

asked.

did," she said, turning her

I

brown

eyes upon me, "and
featured in that type of

I've been
picture,

you?"

you
and

too

—you

I

she

know, innocently

wouldn't

mind

confided,

that

"but

so

lately

they've been talking of giving me a
picture with a sex appeal in it, and
/ will not do it!

I

don't believe peo-

want to see me in that sort of
thing and I don't want to do it."
"You're
exactly
right,"
said
Mother Kennedy decidedly, and I
chimed in and said I thought so, too,
so we were all agreed.
"Don't you ever get nervous or
temperamental ?"
I
asked.
She
doesn't look as if she knew what the
word temperament meant.
She
ple

free booklet.
It contains information that is of vital importance to all
women and 1 want you to read it.
It is

for

"But you were very talented as a

somehow gives the impression of being always calm, always gentle, and
always well poised.
"No, I don't get excited in the way
you mean," she answered.
"I get

in the world*

terribly flustered at times, but I al-

ways hide it by an exaggerated digand dramatic calmness. For instance, once I was
awakened by
some one under my window screaming that the garage was on fire.
Mother was terribly excited on the
instant, but I rose from my bed with
nity

great dignity, tied a pink hair-ribbon

around my braid of hair, then seized
her hands and said, 'It's all right,

mother
of

—

it's

Meanwhile,

!'

was blazing

the garage

course,

away

right

all

merrily.

Then

proceeded to

I

the phone, and in a haughty voice

wished to report a
saying 'please, and 'thank you.'
And when I heard a ring at the doorbell I opened the door, just dressed
told central that I
fire,

in a nightie,

you know, and when the

woman who was standing there told
me that the garage was on fire, I
said, 'thank you,' in

an icy tone and

shut the door in her face.

"Mother, all this time, was running around in circles. But I was
calm oh, absolutely so By the time
the fire department had arrived,
Freda, my maid, had extinguished
most of the blaze by spraying it with
the garden hose, and I received the
firemen with frigid politeness and

—

told

!

them

to come. I

of

was 'very nice' of them
wonder what they thought

it

me !"
"And

the time the bear got up in
the tree with you, baby," Mother

Kennedy reminded.
"Oh, yes, that was funny, too.
This bear was working with me in
'Through the Wrong Door.'
We
were out on location and I was up
in a tree.
The bear got playful and
climbed up in the same one.
The
company was incoherent with excitement, and my chauffeur almost
fainted.
But I— oh, / gave the bear
the haughty once-over and said, 'No,
no go away now go on down
And the funny part of it is that he
did! Talk about mind over matter!"
Director Schertzinger came up
again, determined to have those
close-ups even if he had to kill an

—

—

!'

interviewer.

anyhow,

you

watch
them make these scenes," said Miss
Kennedy as she w as led away, almost
"Well,

can

r

forcibly.

And

of course

could have, but I
didn't.
I went over and talked to
Wilhelmina. One can see close-ups
made any day. But pink elephants
well, once to every man
I

—

.
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Try This Delicate Lotion

Wash Away
What

DT^v
J—

Is

Your Ailment?
All forms of eczema and violent skin
trouble succumb to the D. D. D. treatment. Many cases are on record where
a single bottle has been successful after
years of suffering. In other cases skin
sufferers who sought relief in vain
from many other remedies as well as
professional treatment, found that a
few bottles of D. D. D., persistently
used, were successful.

to

Skin Disease

a wash has a record of twenty-five years
of success in, thousands of cases of skin
suffering throughout this continent.

T"^

v

Treatment for skin disease
itself. Not so with D. D. D.
it is

a wash

often as embarrassing as the disease
disappears the moment it is applied
that sinks into the pores to do its healing, soothing work.
is

It

Yes, the first touch of D. D. D. gives relief as if by magic in the
most persistent cases of eczema or other skin troubles. Minor skin
blemishes often disappear over night.

D. D. D., on account of

its soothing,
penetrating nature is very effective in
cases of facial blemishes.

Try D.D.D. Twenty-five years of success recommends

D. D.
Send Coupon

D

for

it.

The Lotion for
Skin Disease

D. D. D. Laboratories,

Dept.

3845 East Ravenswood
D.D.D.LaboratorySoap

An absolutely hygienic

—

Gentlemen:
Please send me a trial bottle of
D. D. D., the Standard Skin Wash. I enclose 10c

soap

(not medicated) for sensitive
or tender skins.
wonderful cleanser for those who
appreciate the importance of
using a pure soap to protect

A

and preserve a beautiful
complexion.

Trial Bottle!
We

to cover postage

send a trial bottle of
skin sufferers who wish to
feel its instant soothing effect. Simply mail
the coupon and enclose 10c to cover cost
of packing and mailing.
shall gladly

D. D. D. to

D. D. D. Laboratories

1584

Ave., Chicago, III.

and packing.

all

3845

Name..

Address

Ravenswood Ave.
Dept. 1584
Chicago, 111.
E.

—

.1

Town

State..

Pi
Questions
are

AGNES

D.

— Pearl

White was born

Springfield, Missouri, in 1889.

in

Her hair

She has

an older brother
older sister named
Grace
also a younger brother, Fred.
Her first experience was at the age of
six, when she played Little Eva in an
auburn.

is

named George and an
;

show which was
Missouri.
They stopped at
touring
Greenridge, where Pearl was living, and
the little girl playing Eva had the measles.
Pearl had been hanging around
the show, which was given under a large
"Uncle Tom's

Cabin"

schools for acting or scenario writing to
readers.
No book was ever printed
which could make you a successful actor
or writer. You have to have the ability.
They can teach you the technique of
acting or writing, but they can't give
you that natural aptitude which you must
have to make a success in either field. If
its

.

HP HE ORACLE

will answer in
these columns as many questions of general interest concerning the movies as space will allow.
Personal replies to a limited
number of questions such as will
not require unusually long answers
will be sent if the request is accompanied by a stamped envelope, with return address. Inquiries
should be addressed to The Picture
Oracle, Picture-Play Magazine, 79

and they rehearsed her all one day,
Her
her do the part the next.
father found it out and put an end to
let

—

Wallace Reid's

latest

release

is

Cuckoo Klock.

Studio Directory,
Motion-Picture News,

published by the
729 Seventh Avenue, New York City, is
the only book I know of giving the names
and addresses of all the actors and actresses in motion pictures.
See addresses
at the end of this department for the
ones you asked for.

—

into the realm, of

get

The

Oracle, don't for-

our monthly meetings

attend

to

in

Picture- Play.

Jimmie G.

G.

— By

all

means

inclose a

stamp whenever 3^ou expect a reply from
one of the players, or from one of the
Los Angeles agencies. You may think
that a stamp doesn't amount to much, and
so it doesn't.
But when you realize that
these people get requests by the hundreds
from all over the world every single day
you can see what it would mean if they
had to furnish the stamps for the answers.
Even without that expense, it
costs them a good deal to pay secretaries
to handle all of this correspondence.
I.

it

a

Picture-Play Magazine makes
point never to recommend any

F.

James
Evelyn

— See answer to
AIiller. — Didn't you

L. S.

I.

F.

like

your

old heading of "Bunchee"? I don't know
the name of the cemetery where Harold
Lockwood is buried. Nell Lockwood was
his wife.
Albert Ray was born in New
Rocnelle, New York, on August 27, 1893.

becoming a movie actor or actress,
since the only possible way of ever
getting such a job is by direct

—The

Lottie
Schomer. I
don't
know
whether Constance and Norma would
have time to answer a letter, but I am
sure they would send you one of their
photos.
The same with Jack Pickford.
Now that you have been duly initiated

R. Chaplin did not play both the
chap and the drudge in "Sunnyside.''
Park Jones was the city chap. Charlie's
Ella Hall has a litbaby was a boy.
tle baby girl.
J. Warren Kerrigan is not
married.
Beth Sully was Douglas Fairbanks' wife.
He has a son ten years
old.
I can't say whether Alay will answer your letter or not.

Seventh Avenue, New York City.
The Oracle cannot give advice about

Eugene O'Brien's most
is "The Broken Melody."

Carr."
recent offering

—

W.

city

—

Lillian S. Creighton Hale has just
been signed to do a picture with D. W.
Griffith.

—

alias
Inquisitive.
Shirley
Mason,
Leonie Flugrath, made her entrance into
the Flugrath home at Brooklyn, New

York, in 1901.

—

Her next experience
her early career.
was seven years later, when she went
with a traveling circus as a trapeze performer.

"Speed

Scotland.

in

*

tent,

and

It
was Margaret Marsh you saw with
Houdini in "The Master Mystery." Edith
gets quite a lot of publicity. What makes
She was born
you think she doesn't?
Wilin Rochester, New York, in 1895.
liam Duncan was ushered into this world

—

personal application at a studio.
Questions
concerning
scenario
writing must be written on a
separate sheet of paper.
Those
who wish the addresses of actors
and actresses are urged to read
the notice at the end of this

Ardienne. Frankie Lee is not related
Jane and Katherine Lee. I am sure
you can get their pictures if you send
Write to
a quarter with your request.
the editor about any pictures you would
like to see in Picture-Play.

department.

good

you have
leave

it

it

in

to

C.

Pearl White has abandoned serials, and
now making features for Fox. She
is quite pretty, and gets one of the bigis

you—go

to

— Your

other

it

;

if

not

alone.

Katherine

questions
did not arrive soon enough to be printed
in that number.
Pearl White and Antonio Moreno had the leading roles in
"The House of Hate." Theda Bara and
Mary Miles Minter are not married.
B.

—

A. P. You have selected a very
collection of favorites, I should say.

—

gest salaries in motion pictures.
Norma
Talmadge is one of our best actresses.
I wouldn't be surprised if Arnold Daly
would return to the screen at any time.
Mary Pickford doesn't seem to be losing any of her popularity, judging from
the bookings of her recent pictures.

—We

Mabel Imelli. Harrison Ford is not
married.
Vivian Martin is Mrs. Jefferson in real life. Niles Welch is married
Both Jack Mulhall and
to Dell Boone.
Wheeler Oakman are married.

Louise S.
do not publish the home
addresses of the players/ They prefer
to have their mail sent to the studios or
offices, since they receive such bales of
letters every day.

—

Minnie. There is no telling how long
Jane and Katherine Lee will continue to

An Admirer of Edith Johnson.
"Smashing Barriers" is the latest serial
with William Duncan and Edith Johnson.
William and Edith are married but not

—

to each other.

a

great

many

Yes, Edith has played in
pictures besides serials.

—

play in pictures.
their

lives in

You

are
Virginia

wrong about

Lee Corbin
Los Angeles with her mother and
Continued on page 84

nationality.
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Continued from page 82
sister.
"Swat the Spy" is the picture
you refer to. Certainly children are allowed to play in features as well as in

short subjects.

Well-Wisher.
end of

—

See addresses
department.

this

at

the

—

De Norville. I don't know of that
concern in Cleveland. Your other questions have been answered.
No trouble
at all, I assure you.
You should see the
research work I have to do on some of
the

questions

—

and neither

ried,

Out of a deep

sleep he

woke

She
Yet

her.
so well.

thought she knew him
now, at two in the morning, he burst
on her with this terror this mystery

—

— this what?

It's the beginning of one of the best
mysteries ever solved by the great de-

tective

CRAIG
KENNEDY
HxeAmerican
Sherlock Holmes \

,

I

Blonde.
ber

Their

single

ARTHUR RXEEVE

_

still

latest is

is

—

Wilson and Neva Germaking serials together.
called ,"The Trail of the

yet.

Two Talmadge
tions regarding the

Lovers.

—Your

Talmadge

answered

find already

our age.
He has taken science science that stands
for this age
and allied it to the mys-

will

tery

Bushman and Beverly Bayne

—
—
romance

and

of

detective

fiction.

Even to the smallest detail, every bit of
the plot is worked out scientifically.
For
nearly
ten
years,
America has been
watching his Craig Kennedy,
marvelling at the strange, new,
startling things that detective
hero would unfold.
Such plots
such
suspense with
real,
vivid people moving through the

—

—

maelstrom of life
Frenchmen
have mastered the art of ter-

Norma was born

English
writers
have
whole nations by
their artful heroes.
Russian ingenuity has fashioned wild tales
of mystery.
But all these seem
old-fashioned
out-of-date
beside the infinite variety
the
weird
excitement
of
Arthur
B. Reeve's tales.
ror

stories.
thrilled

—

—

—

PO E

10 Volumes
To those who send the coupon
promptly, we will give FREE a set ot
Edgar
Allan
Poe's
works
in
10
volumes.

When the police of New York tailed
to solve one of the most fearful murder
mysteries of the time. Edgar Allan
Poe far
off
in
Paris found
the
solution. The story is in these volumes.
He was a detective hy instinct he
was a story-teller by divine inspiration.
Before or since no one has
ever
had his power to make your
hair stand on end to send chills up
your back to hold you in terror

—

—

—

—

—

—

horror

This is a wonderful combination.
Here are two of the greatest writers
mystery
and
scientific
detective
stories.
You can get the Beeve at
a remarkably low price and the Poe

of

FREE for a short time only.
HARPER & BROTHERS, Established 1817
Pict-P.
4-20

& Brothers,

Harper
Send

me,

106

Franklin Square,

New York

charges prepaid, set of Arthur B.
Reeve in 12 volumes.
Also send me, absolutely free>
the set of Ed^ar Allan Poe in 10 volumes.
If the
hooks are not satisfactory I will return both sets within
10 days at your expense.
Otherwise I will send you
$1 within 5 days and $2 a month for 14 months.

—

Name
Address

all

—

....
.

.

Occupation

in

in

ques-

sisters
this

you

issue.

Francis X.
are now
a melodrama pro-

1897.

touring the country in
duced by Oliver Morosco, called "The
Master Thief."
Darrel Foss had the
juvenile role with Nazimova in "The Red
Lantern."
Beverly is Francis' second
wife.

—

!

Just Me. Lucille Lee Stewart has
been playing opposite Eugene O'Brien in
It is merely
his latest Selznick features.
In some localities
a matter of opinion.
one

be the best liked, while in another an entirely different type of star
Herbert Rawwill be the most popular.
linson is married to Roberta Arnold.
Mrs. Charles Ray was Clara Grant before
Herbert is now making
her marriage.
a series of Craig Kennedy detective
stories.

Florence G. W.

He

in

F.

Boston,

—William

Farnum

Massachusetts,

in

thoroughly American. William Farnum is his correct name. He is
married and is a brother of Dustin Far1876.

is

num.

—

Brown Eyes. Ruth is not married at
do not answer
the present time.
questions concerning religion.

We

Abie.

— See

answer to "Just Me."

—

Mary Pickford's hair
Bessie Barriscale has a son
who goes to military school. Mildred
She was born in
does not wear a wig.
Bessie
Cheyenne, Wyoming, in 1001.
Barriscale does not have to wear a wig
with her own wonderful crop of hair.
Vivian was born near Grand Rapids,
Michigan. She uses her own hair. Why
all
the questions concerning the top
Evelyn M. H.

is

natural.

pieces

An
have

?

—

Oracle Reader. Grace
whole Dana-Mason

the

to

Flugrath.

Bernard

Durning, and Viola's husband, John Collins, died over a year and a half ago
with influenza. There are several postalcard companies and art stores who advertise photos of motion-picture stars.
They will be able to sell you a photograph of Harold Lockwood. Jane and
Katherine Lee started in playing extra
parts, but their talent was soon discovered, and eventually they were starred.

—

Edward G. Carol Holloway is not
married, but William Duncan is.
Eileen
Sedgwick is not married to Eddie Polo.
M.

&

F.

B.

married, and

is

May

Doris

Thomas H.

—You
family

is

now

in

a

being costarred with
series of pictures by

He was

born

in Phila-

delphia.

—

Sister Sue. Ruth Roland is doing a
with her own company for Pathe
You refer to Harat the present time.
rison Ford, opposite Lila Lee.
serial

—

Ole and Chubby. It is always best to
send twenty-five cents with your request
for any of the star's photographs.
J.
Warren Kerrigan was born in 1889. Mary
Pickford is the liveliest girl you ever saw
for a dead person.
Who spun that yarn
to you?
Margarita Fisher is not married

at

present.

Yvonne

E.

—I'm
Why

assure you.
ten before

perfectly harmless, I
you haven't writ-

is it

when you have been reading
Picture- Play for so long? I think we'll
get along fine.
I
have never heard of
your friend Louise on the screen, so
maybe when she got to California she
changed her mind about becoming a motion-picture star.

Hazel

I.

S.

—Monte

Blue was born in

Indianapolis, in 1890. He has dark-brown
hair and eyes.
He is married to a nonprofessional.
That's his real monicker.

—Here

are your answers, so you
no myth. Betty and Harry are
not married to each other. You can obtain the Robert W. Chambers novels at
almost any bookstore.
They vary in
price.
Mrs. Earle Williams is not an
actress.
Edith and Billie are both married.
That serial was never published
in book form.
Eileen and Josie are sisAn actress did not have her picters.
G. B.
see I am

ture taken for that locket.

June Day.

—

I think the full name very
picked it out for you? Certainly, I'll tell you who I am.
I'm The
Picture Oracle. I am sure you will get
the pictures if you write for them. Better inclose twenty-five cents with your
request to make sure.
Theda sends her
photos.
Gloria Swanson was born in
Chicago.
She recently married Herbert
Sanborn, and gave her age on the marriage license as twenty-one.

pretty.

L.
tions

S.

U.— Douglas MacLean

Ince.

will

was born

is

Lila Lee.

Ben is not married to Neva.
Octopus."
His wife is Jessie McAllister.
I don't
think that serial was ever published in
book form. Thomas Meighan is now being featured in photo plays by Lasky.
Harrison Ford does not play opposite
Constance Talmadge any longer. He is

,

She American Conan Doyle
He is the detective genius of

— Ben

are

Shirley

receive

I

Lois C. Norma Talmadge is married
to Joe Schenck.
Constance is not mar-

"IVe Must Fly To-night"

The family name
Mason is married

wrong.

plies

Who

—

You will find all your quesanswered by looking over the reahead of yours.
Continued on page 86

M. K.
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Undressed Drama
Continued from page 72
in

cast

his

of

"Shod with

Fire."

a case of too much star,
one of too little. PerRussell realized the role

Usually

it's

but this

is

haps Mr.
was not one of great interest, hence
did not endeavor to keep it in the
An interesting anecforeground.
dote concerns this star's appearance
as a negro waiter in "Hobbs in a
Hurry." Mr. Russell cares not for
He likes
the handsome hero stuff.

When

character.

the script of this

play was given to him he announced
his intention of wearing "black face."

The

manager was

studio

flabber-

He

wired Charles Hutchinson, president of the company, and
Mr. Hutchinson replied "Don't let
him do it. It will kill him with the
public."
Bill laughed at death, so
to speak, and shuffled through one
gasted.

Glistening Teeth

:

Are Seen Everywhere Now

hundred scenes as a negro. What
other star would do this?
As for

"Hobbs in a
makes records, and Mr.

— This

is

Why

All Statements Approved by High Dental Authorities

the public execution,

Hurry"

still

Russell,

now

a

Fox

star,

is

having

a success as substantial as himself.
It appears that Lon Chaney, miraculous Frog of "The Miracle Man,"

coming

own.

He

has the
chief role in "The Penalty," an
Eminent Authors' production of the
is

into his

Gouverneur Morris
a

man

tion

without

story.

legs.

He

What

Look about you and you'll see that
It
countless teeth look whiter nowadays.
evident on every hand that a new
is
method of teeth cleaning has come into
vogue.
All over America leading dentists are
And millions of people have
advising it.
proved it at home, by using a 10-Day

ing in the dentist's chair is to remove it.
But between times it may do a ceaseless

Tube.
That

food substance which ferments and forms
acid.
It holds the acid in contact with
the teeth to cause decay.
Millions of germs breed in it.
They,
with tartar, are the chief cause
of
pyorrhea.
Dental science has for years sought a
way to fight film. Now that way is found.
Able authorities have proved this beyond
question.
The use has spread, through

this is

new method
what

Pepsodent,

is

damage.

Film Ruins Teeth
That
teeth.

and

does.

it

plays

disposi-

Mr. Chaney has made of

There

lower scaffolding he will not divulge.
Mr. Chaney long has been listed as
one of the finest of "character actors."
Accordingly, he has never
had a good leading part.
I dare
say his work in "The Penalty" will
be a study commanding interest.
Incontrovertible
proof
that
a
character actor has drawing power

You can

supplied by Frank Keenan.
His
magnetism on the screen seems equal
in power to that he exerted on the
is

stage.
Channing Pollock says:
"Wherever Frank Keenan sits is the

center of the stage."

The star willing and capable of
playing any one of the seven ages
of man will endure, whereas the one
who specializes on "the lover sighing like a furnace" is liable to have
an existence as brief as that particular age.

reported that Florence Reed
is planning to
wear five reels of
jewels and eight close-ups of late

Combats Film

It

his

It

is

forms
feel

it

on teeth a viscous
with your tongue.

the teeth's great

enemy

film.

—

the cause
Yet brushing in

most tooth troubles.
the old ways left much
of

of

No

intact.

it

Pepsodent
digestant

buminous
sodent

combat

A

is

is
based
albumin.

on

pepsin,

8

made

is

embodied

in a dentifrice

viscous film. See
the fixed film dis-

pepsin pos-

Do this for your sake and your family's
sake.
There are few things more important.
The damage which film does to
teeth is life-long in effect.
Cut out the

T

-—

— —
-

HP

m

i

w

ii

II ill

|

PAT. OFF

coupon now.

323!

»

10-Day Tube Free

fcpppBPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPP»BH>

J
s

The New-Day Dentifrice
scientific film

combatant,

now

ad-

I

vised by leading dentists everywhere and

I

supplied by druggists in large tubes.

I

|

THE PEPSODENT COMPANY,
Dept. 164, 1104

S.

Wabash

I

Ave.,

Chicago,

It is

millinery creations in a forthcoming
feature film.

the
holds

appears.

discovery has

REG.U.S.

The

It

Pepsodent.
And everyone who
us is supplied with a 10-Day

Mark the absence of the
how the teeth whiten as

agent

^

— not

Send the coupon for a 10-Day Tube.
Note how clean the teeth feel after using.

the

The

Pepsin must be activated, and the
is an acid harmful to the
teeth.
But now a harmless activating
method has been found. Now active pepsin can be constantly applied.

•f?

discolors

the Quick Results

sible.

usual

what

Tube.

it.

new

is

the basis of tartar.

The method
called
writes

film is almatter.
The object of Pepto dissolve it, then to constantly
of

is

dentists and through home tests, until millions of teeth are now benefited by it.

So millions
tooth paste could dissolve it.
of teeth, despite the brushing, discolored
and decayed.
enters
It
clinging.
film
is
The
The periodic cleancrevices and hardens.

Watch

film
It

111.

Mail 10-Day Tube of Pepsodent to

-

I
I

J

!
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George McDonald A. You refer to
Broncho Billy, with the Essanay several
years ago. His name is Gilbert M. Aronson.
He used the name G. M. Anderson
for his screen work.
He is a theatrical
producer now, and although he recently
returned to the screen, he has retired
again, for the time being. Jack Pickford
is being starred in Goldwyn features, but
sister Lottie is not appearing on the silver sheet right now.

Dorothea

S.

—Your

Ruby

friend

She

—

R. P. Mary Pickford does not work
for a fixed salary. She gets the big per-

centage of the profits from her pictures.
Norma Talmadge's hubby is in the theatrical-producing business. He is the head
of Norma's company.

—

E. M. K. Alice Joyce did not play in
"The Birth of a Nation." Edith Storey
is now making features for the Haworth
Company.
She recently returned from

where she has been driving a

France,

Red Cross ambulance during
Etta
a

The
Final

Touch
Have a complexion that stands the most

Win the admiration that
only the bloom of youth can win, by using

critical gaze.

Carmen

Com Plexion

Powder

imparts to the most lovely natural
complexion an added subtle charm and
gives even rough skins a velvety smoothIt

ness that challenges close inspection.
White, Pink, Flesh,
Exquisite New

Cream and

CARMEN

NETTE Shade— 50c
Trial
Off*»f
* * 1^1 V/Iicr
ular

BRU-

Brunette ha9 proved bo popto try

it.

So

aend 12c to cover postage and
packing and we
will

send you

the vanity size
box with two or

three weekB'
supply. Or we
will

any

send

other

shade

preferred.
Stafford

-

Miller

Company.
Mo.

St. Louis,

STANDARD TRAIWINC
SCHOOL FOR THEATRE ARTS

25 ytAKS

THE

ALVIENE SCHOOL
DRAMATIC ARTS
FOUR SCHOOLS IN ONE. PRACTICAL STAGE
TRAINING. THE SCHOOL'S STUDENT'S STOCK
THEATRE AFFORD PUBLIC STAGE APPEARANCES
Write for catalog mentioning study desired to

D.

IRWIN,

226 W. 67th

St.

Ann's

wig.

own

her

California furnished the setfeature.
William Russell
has not left the screen.
He is making
pictures for Fox.
His latest is "The

in Africa.

hair

is

auburn.

before she changed

Owen

it.

—

Miss Josephine 76. You should be able
get the book you want in any bookstore.
Would you make a movie star if
you had Mary Pickford's hair, Fannie
Ward's eyes, Mary Thurman's figure,
May Allison's teeth, Dorothy Dalton's
to

Secretary
Now York Cll

is

still

playing in pictures.

—

A. M. S. It all depends on what kind
of a show you intend to run, what the
cost of operating a motion-picture theater would be.
If you want to use firstrun features they would cost you more
than if you waited until the same pictures were shown in other theaters first.
You can find the exact cost of the film
rentals by getting in touch with the mo-

Lincoln Highwayman."

Lester Aleram.

will give

You
theater is to be located.
the tastes of your patrons.
Harvey.
latest

—"The

serial

in

Invisible

must

Hand"

is

suit

the

which Antonio Moreno

appears for Vitagraph.

We

answered, just shoot them along at
any old time, and I'll be only too glad
to answer them for you.
like

Kitty. I am sure Billie will send you
one of her photos. Juanita Hansen was
born in 1897.

—

Arlie. You're rather late this month,
but as you are all laid up in bed with
a bad cold, I'll forgive you. You refer to
William Sheer with Fritzi Brunette.
Look below for the addresses you want.
Hope you have forgotten you ever had
a cold by this time.

Juliet Shelby.

—"The

Intrusion of Isa-

"The Amazing Impostor," "Mary
O'Rourke," "Homespun," "Yvonne From
Paris," and "The Bachelor's Wife," are

bel,"

Mary

Miles Minter productions
name. Her latest releases are
"Ann of Green Gables" and "Judy of
Rogues' Harbor."
She hasn't any special leading man now.
She changes with
the other

you

didn't

every picture.

Lillian

Gish

Admirer.

—

I

am

they will all send you their photos
inclose a quarter.

sure
if

you

—

Pearl White

is

for Goldwyn.

—

Master Reg Ellis. You can send the
equivalent in your coin to twenty-five
It may be
cents in American money.
that the stars never received the letters
you sent. I know the one you wrote me
came to the office with six cents due
postage on it, and a notice to inform you
to have your letters correctly stamped

AnWallace McCutcheon.
tonio Moreno was born in Madrid, Spain,

when sending

in 1888.

I ever got the time to get
might, but answering questions
keeps me so busy that I never have a
chance to think about it. You will find
all your questions already answered in

to

M. A.

mind

readers.

—

|

—

Pte. Percy Laidlaw. I can't give you
the address of C. C, as the letter has been
destroyed by this time.
don't file all
the letters we receive because the building wouldn't be large enough to store
them all in. Besides, they don't make
enough filing cabinets to hold them all.
If you have any questions you would

last feature

exchanges in your city.
you information concernThe kind of
ing the projector as well.
pictures you should show depends entirely
upon the neighborhood in which your

not

tions for ua<( _ SO d by a n druggists.

—

Bright Eyes. Doris Lee changed her
She is known now as Doris May.

name.

tion-picture

—

vv ax
iviercouzea Wnv

—

Your friend Edward
not playing in pictures at present.

They

Elsie B. The first step in getting a
photo is to ask for one. The stars are

Beneath the soiled, discolored, faded or aged complexion is one fair to look UDon. Mercolized Wax gradually, gently absorbs the devitalized surface skin, revealing the young, fresh, beautiful skin underneath.
Used by refined women who prefer complexions of true
naturalness. Have you tried it ?
*n one ounce package, with direerVT«i-<-rtl;-y<orl

this

Ruby G. D. Maxine Elliott has not appeared on the screen for a couple of
"The Spreading Dawn" was her
years.

married

Bring Out the Hidden Beauty

for

ting

—

hair and not

Moore is married to Mary Pickford and
Tom Moore was married to Alice Joyce.
George Walsh is Seena Owen's husband.
Signe Auen used to be her screen name

Jack Mulhall

Everywhere

like

—That's

smile, and Juanita Hansen's nose? Well,
you would have a fine start, anyway.

the

Tne new shade Carmen

we know you would

Z.

the war.

new

Nellye Mae.— William Farnum's pic"The Jungle Trail," was not made

is

—

a

ture,

dead.

Miss A. D. See addresses at the end
of this department.

making

expected back
before long, as she has been in that country for several months.

not

is

present in Japan,

is at

serial for Universal, but is

Dan J. C. Mary MacAllister was featured in a series of pictures by the Essanay a couple of years ago. She is not
working in pictures at present, but is expected to make her reappearance soon.
Vera A. Marie Walcamp is the young
lady who had the leading feminine role
in the Universal serial, "The Red Ace."

—

tired

to

America.

—If

I

this issue.

Eskimo,

in

Africa.

— Some

combina-

way you

Chaplin's
put it.
feet are not the size they appear on the

tion,

either

screen.

G—

"After the Bawl" was meant to
H.
be funny, and not an error of spelling

.

:

.

Picture-Play Magazine- -Advertising Section
Baby

the subtitle.

in

cries

—bawls.

Get

it?

ydur Skin

Val Marciel. — Lottie Pickford and IrCummings are not married to one

ving

you did see it happen in
"The Diamond From the Sky" serial. I
can't tell you who plays that character
in the serial, because it would tell you
the whole secret, and every one else who
read it, and your curiosity would be satisfied, and you might not even go to see
another, even

if

feituctCream

os-^ May Become

Margaret K.

Correct this condition in time.
0{strwgent

Cream

especially prepared for the sallow skin.

,

WhiteningCream— one of the "Seven
Marinello Creams"— penetrates to the
deeper layers of the skin, where the
coloring matter is located, and effect-

pf

was

—>"The

Daughter

cMotprCrqarn

of

How

I

eyes.

don't

Use

HRssti*

eral shades

619, Mailers Bldg,,

Chicago,
or 366 Fifth Avenue,

New York,

N. Y.

Cfavndation

Crearn

At
Drag and

CA/eng

Movie Fan.

Store*

-.

Delivered at your door: standard
authors fine editions, new books,
all at biggest savings. Be sure to
send nosteard for Clarkson's catalog,
fjhrr Write for our great bookcatI ixEC alog
This catalog is a short
course in literature and is so used
by some ot America's leading unibook lovers buy
versities.; 300,000
from it. Free if you write now.
th e b k

to the coast, Mabel was
behind, and she went over to Vitagraph, where she played in some comedies with John Bunny, and a couple of

work with Mack

Department

Jor Every jjeed

a?n^5tol00aWee
BECOME A PROFESSIONAL

IN PRINT

left

She went back to Biograph
return and started in to

Cream

04 'BeautyAid

ANY BOOK

company went

A

Cream before
using Powder.

Send 2c

Btamp for sample.
Marinello Company, Dept.

—

their

Fou ndation

lighter, fresh-

er, fairer, lovelier.

Cream

for
blemishes and blackheads.
Motor Cream for
skin protection.

notice a marked improvement—the skin will be sev-

Cream

—

upon

icne

.

'

for

a sallow skin,

After carefully cleansing your
face and neck each nieht wif
Lettuce Cream, rub in Whiten
ing Cream until every bit has
been absorbed You will soon

pictures.

Cleo. Yes,
Mabel Normand played
with a company other than Mack Sennett's outfit, prior to her contract with
Goldwyn. She was an artist's model at
the time of her entry into pictures at
the old Biograph Studios.
Alice Joyce,
who was also a model at the time, got
Mabel to go down to the Biograph Studio,
where she secured a job at five dollars
When the
a day when she worked.

dramas, too.

an oily skin.

she would
She gets hun-

letter or not.
dreds of them, you know, and it would
be impossible for her to find time to anMrs. Vernon Castle is
swer them all.

making

to

know whether

answer a

still

for
cleansing the skin.
Tissue Cream for a
rough, dry skin.
Astringent Cream for

Whitening Cream

the

He

has
been dangerously ill for several months.
He is married to Marie Doro. Alice
Brady is married. She was born in New
York City.
She has brown hair and
Elliott's latest picture.

Lettuce Cream

plexion.

of this department.

is

Seven Creams

removes sallowness, restoring
the rosy glow of youth to the com-

—

Inquisitive.

Chart of
Marinello

ively

E. C. L.
You forgot to inclose a stamp
Addresses at end
for a personal reply.

Wolf"

f

Use the cream that has been

forgot to put a
self-addressed envelope

for a personal reply. Fannie Ward
born in St. Louis, Missouri, in 1875.

lL

—

— You

your

Several

Shades Darker in a Day
can grow sallow, faded and
dingy before you realize it.

the finish of the serial for that reason.
It's lots more fun to guess who it is,
and then follow up the serial and see
if you are right.

stamp on
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DAVID B. CLARKSON b r o k°e°r
428

CLARKSON BUILDING, CHICAGO.

ILLS-

PHOTOGRAPHER
Big opportunities NOW.
Quality for this fascinating profession. Three
months' course covers all
branches

Motion Picture

— Commercial— Portraiture

Cameras and Materials furnished free
Practical instruction modern equipment.
Day or evening
classes ; easy term*. The School of Recognized Superiority.
Call or write for complete catalog No. 19.
;

N. Y.
141

INSTITUTE of

W.

36th

St.,

PHOTOGRAPHY
505 State

N. Y.

St.,

Bklyn.

Sennett.

-He's the same William

Carleton.

—

Deaf Reader. Metro produced the
two pictures with Viola Dana. Yes, J.
Warren Kerrigan had the leading role
in "Landon's Legacy."
The picture was
made by the Universal. The names of
all those reissues have been changed since
reaching England, so you will have to

me the plot
you who played

tell

of each

if

I'm to

Complete Musical Outfits

tell

On Trial

the different characters.

Kathleen Clifford and Cullen Landis had
leading roles in "Who Is Number
One?" Charles Richman had the leading role in "The Hero of Submarine
D-2."

the

Marjorie

m?v have your choice of instruments and a complete musical
YOU
Outfit includes
outfit for a week's free trial in your own home.
case, music rack, ail accessories, instruction book. etc. at factory
prices.
tremendous saving.

A

Convenient Monthly Payments

Chambers, Luella Knapp,

After trial return outfit at our expense if vou wish. If you decide to bay
you may pay the low direct price in small monthly amounts.
Wurlitzer for 60 years has meant highest quality.

—

Kathryn Emmons. That's quite along
heading the three of you have.
Billie
Burke is married to Florenz Ziegfeld.
She is a very well-known and popular
stage

and screen

star.

Tom Moore was

married to Alice Joyce. Roscoe Arbuckle
is married to Minta Durfee.
He weighs
about two hundred and fifty pounds, but
is
very muscular.
Antonio Moreno is

lend this

mm.

Coupon //*

The Rudolph Wurlitzer Co.

We'll send you free and without obligation the Warlitzer IGU-paee illustrated catalog. Mai) the coupon.
The Rudolph Wurlitzer Co.
Dept. 1F81
E. 4tb St., Cincinnati— S. Wabash Ave., Chicago

X

S

>

f

s 829 H „E-WabashStcVAve.C
...

4th

*

e

Pn'i«
incrnn at

i,

ru,a~
Ohio

Chicago, III.
Pend free your 160-parre catalog with
full details of complete musical outfit
on easy terms.
.3.

Name

Address
Instrument I am
Specially Interested!*.,

—

.
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married.
His latest serial for the
Vitagraph
is
"The Invisible Hand."
Roscoe was born in S87. I think Milton
Vivian
will send you one of his pictures.
Martin is married. Pearl White is married.
Gladys Smith is Mary Pickford's
right name.
She was born in 1893.
not

Make Your Music Dreams ComeTrue
A great orchestra;
— a mighty chorus;
— a marching band*

J

*

—don't

words send tingling
your veins? In
through
music thrills
imagination don't you hear and feel
the swelling harmonies, the crashing chords and blended notes?
Why, the vibrant joy of music is your very
birthright.
The mere sight of an instrument
the very

'

Every One

a

Gibsonite"

Gibson Mandolin Orchestra, Seattle, Wash. Pa"l Goerner,
Teacher ami Director, writes: " With one accord we endorse
the Gibson and expect many more to use them soon."

you with music-yearning; whether you
to play or not, you fairly ache to
take that instrument in your hands and make
music: Naturally rightly you covet music's
greatest thrill; to make an instrument speak
your music-thoughts; to produce music for
fills

know how

—

yourself; to play in an orchestra and be

—

part and parcel of the tonal mass isn't
the ecstatic height of
this the hope

—

—

J.

Ave., P.

I.,

Peakl of the Orient.

—

What docs all that stand for?
can make out is your name and

All I
Philipwas not

pine Islands.
Madam Muscle
Baby Marie Osborne
given in the cast.
Ben Turpin was not born
is not dead.
cross-eyed. He got that way while playing Happy Hooligan on the stage. Harold Lloyd and Bcbe Daniels are not marThe others are. I'll see about
ried.
Mary Miles Minthose serials for you.
Phyllis is twenty.
ter was born in 1902.
Bebe Daniels is nineteen. Marie Prevost

was born

Priscilla

1898.

in

Dean

ar-

rived in this world at New York, in 1896.
You will find your other questions already

your music dreams?

answered.

—

F. M.
Richard is not playing in any
He was a captain
pictures at present.

nmenls

i

have made the music-dreams

thousands come

true, for the
the reach of everyone.
almost entirely eliminated and music study is made easy. The original and exclusive
GIBSON construction features, recognized the world over by
musicians and connoisseurs, provide the perfect instrument for
amateur or professional, for solo or ensemble playing. Unlimited
in scope, satisfying in power and quality of tone truly the
GIBSON is an ideal medium of music expression.
ol'

GIBSON brings self performed music within
With the GIBSON, technical obstacles are

—

-

Send a postal for the GIBSON Book, which will
give you the up-to-date information about fretted
will also send some intimate bits
instruments.
romance that will interest you. Write us.
of GI

BSON

WM. PLACE,

We

Gibson Mandolin-Guitar Company,

Jr.

America's Greatest Mandolin Virt"oso, sa' s
"The Gibson is the instrument supreme, for
results can be obtained on the 'Gibson' that
are impossible on any other make produced."

Parsons Street, Kalamazoo, Mich,

24

-

:

The only exclusive manufacturers of high grade fretted instruments.
Developers of Mandolin Orchestras. Teacher-salesmen wanted everywhere

GET WELL-BE YOUNG— GROW TALL

Money

in

Photoplays!

Big demand and high prices paid for the right kind.
Can you write them ? Here is an easy and sure way
to find out.
Send 10c for our Test-Lesson and TalentDetector, which wili quickly show whether or not you
are adapted to this work.
Get this unioue and instructive publication at once and learn if you have
or have not the necessary imagination and ability to
produce picture-play scenarios.
Delay may mean lost
opportunities.
Send dime or lOcts in stamps today.

PHOTOPLAY

INSTITUTE,

Dept. 3, Jackson, Mich.

OtyvM^

to the present time it has been almost impossible to get a face powder
to stay on the face longer than it takes
You powder your nose nicely
to put it on.
and the first gust of wind or the first puff
of your handkerchief and away goes the
powder, leaving your nose shiny and conspicuous, probably just at the
very moment when you would
give anything to appear at your
A specialist has at last
best.
perfected a pure powder that
really stays on; that stays on
It does
until you wash it off.

contain

white lead

or rice
stay on. This
improved formula contains a
medxinal powder doctors preimprove the comscribe
to
plexion.
In fact, this powder
helps to prevent and reduce en-

not

powder

to

make

it

Henry

Anna

"The Splendid Hazard"

Walthall's

latest.

—

Marie

Powers. I'll bet the
fudge will be good. Katherine MacDonShe is a sisald is her married name.
She hasn't a
ter of Mary MacLaren.
Neither has Cleo.
baby, as you think.
Irene hasn't played in any pictures for
a long time.

—

Wallace Reid is married
Dorothy Davenport and has a son a
Dorothy was born
little over a year old.
in 1895 and Wallace arrived on earth in
Jack Pickford is with Goldwyn,
1892.
He was born in 1896.
Genevieve.

to

—

This University discovery is the most important health invention of
the century, u remakes and rejuvenates the Human Body.
It produces normal spines. It frees impinged and irritated nerves, corrects
contracted muscles, shortened ligaments, eliminates congestion,
improves circulation and drainage of the body. It will increase the
body's length.
THE pan Die ULATOR CO., 312 Advance Bldg., Cleveland, O.

ert&ut*,

UP

during the war.
is

-^act

^frur«W

also
pores and irritations.
It
is
astringent, discouraging flabbiness, crow's
feet and wrinkles.
This unusual powder is
(French, Poudre L'Ame).
called La-may
Because La-may is pure and because it stays
on so well, it is already used by over a million American women. All dealers carry the
large sixty cent box and many
dealers also carry the generous
When you use
thirty cent size.
this harmless powder and see how
beautifully it improves your complexion you will understand why
La-may so quickly became the
most popular beauty powder sold
in New York.
will give you
five thousand dollars if you can
buy a better face powder any-

larged

We

at any price. Herbert Roystone. Dept. V, 16 East 18th St.,
New York. Save this notice.

where

Chatterbox. You must have overlooked a number, Chatter, because we
had an interview with Gladys Brockwell
Picturein the August, '19 issue of
Play. She was with the old New York
Motion-Picture Corporation six years
She was born in Brooklyn, New
ago.
Previous to her N. Y.
York, in 1894.
M. P. C. engagement she was with the
Her marriage to
old Lubin Company.
Harry Edwards was annulled by the
She has been married twice.
courts.
Albert
William Scott is not married.
Roscoe was Doctor Max in "The DocCharles Ray is
tor and the Woman."
Billie Brockwell used to be a
married.
She is the
very well-known actress.
mother of Gladys Brockwell, but honestly, Chatter, they look more like sisters.

is

—

"When the Clouds
the latest Douglas Fairbanks

Little Boy Blue.
Roll By"

Pearl White completed "The
She
Black Secret" a long while ago.
has already finished her first Fox feature, "The White Moll," from the pen of
Frank L. Packard, the man who wrote
"The Miracle Man." Yes, I have seen
It is
some of "The Midnight Man."
picture.

entertaining.
"The Grim Game"
was Houdini's last. Any scenario questions you may have, take up with William Lord Wright, who handles that de-

quite

He will
for this magazine.
be glad to help you in any way that he
partment
can.

Continued on page 90
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The Busy Bathtub
Continued from page 67

and wet and her
thanks Heaven nobody
can see her, and hollers downstairs
to mother to turn out the gas under

her hair

all

stringy

face, all red,

the heater.
The picture heroine

*****

mm

4$

may

not have
time to write letters or play golf
or order the groceries over the phone
or practice her music lesson, but she

always has time for that bath. She
dresses and undresses for it, lingers
in it in all the most becoming attitudes, does everything but get clean
in

it,

ing
as

and

fools the public into think-

going to see as much of her
could if she had on an eve-

it's
it

ning gown. But it doesn't there's
always a maid on hand with a
gigantic towel or a bath robe.
But accidents will happen, and
some day that shielding towel is go-

one way

there's only

;

ing

drop,

to

or

a

conscientious

camera man, feeling that something
being put over on the innocent

is

to Secure a Satin Skill"
Use Satin Skin Cream & Satin Skin Powder

1*

At night apply Satin Skin Cold Cream to wet skin
II. Day and evening use Satin Skin Greaseless Cream
III. Satin Skin Powder gives satiny finish. Choice of

I.

—

flesh,

or at least pretty innocent public,
is going to do his duty, let the chips
fall

see
I

Sold at leading

"Wanted, a Husband," appears in a
shower bath, and Vivian Martin
ditto.
Mae Busch takes a ladylike
dip in Von Stroheim's latest Universal

picture,

"The

Passdoes something novel in "The A-B-C of Love"
by bathing in the stationary washtub down in the kitchen
while
key," and

Devil's

Mae Murray

;

Mabel Normand

in

into a bathtub after

Dear, dear

seems
ducer

to
is

!

"Pinto" dashes

some

Really,

toilet

SATIN SKIN LABORATORY,

where they may. Then we shall
what we shall see
think it was dear little dimpled

Betty Compson who started this wild
bathtub-picture orgy when she revealed her pretty shoulders and blew
smoke rings in the bathtub scene
of "The Miracle Man." Then Gloria
Swanson created a sensation by appearing in one of those luxurious
baths in "Male and Female," and
now it is said that after you've
viewed Miss Swanson in the bathing
scene of "Why Change Your Wife ?"
no studio in the business will be
considered
complete
without
its
Pompeian bathroom.
Lasky studios appear, in fact, to
be fitted up with as fine an assortment of professional bathtubs as
could be seen anywhere outside an
exhibition at a plumbers' convention.
Billie
Burke, you remember, in

white, pink, brunette or naturelle.
counters

Mnfr., Detroit, U.

goldfish.

that

A.

The Best Diamond
Bargains in75"V&ar
%

Never in nearly
of a century business existence have we offered such amazing
bargains as against prevailing prices. Due
to very unusual conditions, this old diamond
banking house, rated at more than $1,000,000.00,
has been making thousands upon thousands
of additional loans on high grade jewels.
Many loans not repaid means extremely large

numbers
below

full

diamonds to dispose of away
market prices.

of

Why Pay Full Prices
We

send the diamond or watch you
on approval.
Try to match it for 60%
more— that's our challenge. Customers write:
My> $45 cluster valued here at $150.00"
The stone I bought of you for $75 I could not
select
4

duplicate for less than $162.00." Hundreds
of letters like these. Names on request.

Send Coupon for
Latest Bargain List
It is radically different from the ordinary catalog. Every jewel described in detail. The list contains hundreds of rare bargains. Put your name
and address in the coupon or a letter or on a post
card and mail today. You will be under no obligation. Send the coupon now.

Joa.

/

De Roy & Sons, 2961 De Roy BIdg.

Only Opposite Post Off ice
Pittsburgh, Pa.
References by 'permission — Bank of Pittsburgh, N. A.. Marine

National Bank, Union Trust Company, Httsburgh, Pa,
Your ban/; can look us up in mercantile agencies.
'

all

S.

now

/
/

A&drem..

Dc Roy

2961 De Roy

&

Sons

BIdg.

Gentlemen

:

Please send

me

free and prepaid, yonr latest

b^rpain list of diamonds,
/ watches
and other jewelry. It

/

is

understood

any

remain for the poor prothe glass bathtub!

/

.Jos.

~Pittsburgh, Pa.

Only Opposite Poet OJlot

/

kind.

I

assume no obligation of
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F. M. D. S.— Dustin and William are
brothers.
Monroe Salisbury is not married.
Pearl While and May Allison are
not related.
Your other questions you
will

answered elsewhere

find

in this de-

partment.
I.

way

S.

— Mary

to spell

McAllister

it.

is

the correct

She was born

in

1910,

Los Angeles, California. Your other
questions have been answered.
at

article shown
EVERY
special value, every
.

a

diamond genuine,

blue-

white, perfect-cut. Your
choice ON A 1'1'ROVA L,

NO MONEY
VANCE.

after

ance

AD-

IN

Pay

one-fifth

examination, balten payments,
discount for cash.

Body— Valeska

Suratt is now
Orpheum with her vaudeville
don't know whether Valeska in-

act.

1

tends to return to the screen or not. If
she does, she has kept quiet about it.

in

10%
SWEET'S

policy

You

:

no

mvist be satisfied or

PROFIT-SHAR-

sale.

3h

Busy

touring the

7y2 %

PLAN:

ING
yearly

increase in exchange value on every

diamond
from us.

purchased

Beautiful

DeLuxe

Catalog FREE
We are Maiden Lane's
Greatest Credit Jewelers.

Send for catalog of pregems,
watches, gifts,
cious

jewelry,
etc.

The

Floyd R.

Nobbin.

—You

should have
stamped envelope
if you wanted a personal reply.
Roscoe
Arbuckle has deserted the two-reel comedies for the present, and is making a
feature at the Lasky studios, playing the
part of the Sheriff in .the well-known
stage play, "The Round-Up."
The part
sent

was

a

self-addressed,

played behind the footby Macklyn Arbuckle. I think he
would send you a picture.
originally

lights

Jo. — You

Alabama

forgot

to

inclose

the picture of Charlie you mentioned in
letter.
He looks better off than
on, I should say.
"Hawthorne of the
U. S. A." is the latest picture with Lila
Lee.

your
24
$100.00

—

Anna Weeden. You certainly had a
number of questions to get out of your
system, didn't you?
You will find your
Talmadge questions already answered,
and most of the others you ask. Billic
Burke and Billic Rhodes are two different

"THE HOUSE OF QJJAUITy-"

LW SWEETNEW£C0
YORK

2-4 MAIDEN LANE,

DEAFNESS
I

IS

MISERY

know because I'was Deaf and had Hfead Noises

My

invisible Antiseptic Ear
for over 30 years.
Drums restored my hearing and stopped Head Noises,
and will do it for you. They are Tiny Megaphones.
Cannot be seen when worn. Effective when Deafness
is caused by Catarrh or by Perforated, Partially or
Wholly Destroyed Natural Drums. Easy to put in,
easy to take out. Are "Unseen Comforts." In-

Suite 28

expensive.

Write

statement

of

how

my

Eooklet and
recovered my hearing.

for
I

A. O.
70 5th Avenue

—

Bianca.

sworn

LEONARD
New York

City

I

am

sure

both

Niles

and

Bobby would send you their pictures if
you inclose the two-bits you mention.
Viola Dana is her stage name.

—

Hops. Thomas Meighan is married.
Mee-an, with the accent on the "mee," is
the pronunciation.
Ethel Clayton was
married to Joseph Kaufman, who died
of pneumonia about two years ago.
Kathryn Adams is five feet seven inches.
So are Florence Billings, Ruth Blair,
Adele Blood, Sylvia Breamer, Irene Castle, Dolores Cassinelli, Jane Cowl, Helen
Eddy, Francelian Billington, and several
others.
Betty Blythe is one inch taller,
and June Elvidge lifts the mark to five
feet nine.

Miss Jackie Wood.

—

I guess it's merely
have never heard of him.
I think Marguerite would send you one
of her autographed photos.

gossip,

for

ford's

—Juanita

Baby Midget
Hose Supporters hold the socks securely and
allow the little one absolute freedom of action,
so necessary to health, growth and comfort.
The highly nickeled parts of the "Baby Midgef'have smooth, rounded corners anddonot
come in contactwith the baby's skin. Like the

Marjorie Daw are not
Mulhall and Ben Wilson are. Jack Mulhall and Juanita Hansen have not played together since "The
Brass Bullet" serial. You refer to "The
Spite Bride," with Olive Thomas.
Yes,
Jack Mulhall played opposite Mary MacLaren.
Fairbanks, and
married.
Jack

—

HOSE SUPPORTERS
For Women, Misses and Children
has the famous Oblong All Rubber Buttonproof against slipping and ruthless ripping.
Silk, 15 cents; Lisle, 10 cents
SOLD EVERYWHERE OR SENT POSTPAID
GEORGE FROST CO., MAKERS, BOSTON 17, MASS.

Pinkie. I don't think there is any
chance of Norma Talmadge and Eugene
ConO'Brien playing together again.
Natalie has
stance is twenty years old.
appeared in pictures every so often. She
doesn't seem
steady diet.

to

believe

in

them

Norma Talmadge

is

as

a

five

and weighs about one hundred
They have been
twenty pounds.
married for about two years.
feet two,

and

Chaplin

picture with the Biograph
"Caprice" was her first big
feature.
Charles Chaplin was born in
Paris, France, in 1889.
Pauline Frederick was born in Boston, in 1889.
Fannie Ward is now in England.
"The
Loves of Lctty" is Pauline Frederick's
latest.
"The Fighting Shepherdess" is
Anita Stewart's latest vehicle.
"Two
Weeks" is the current release of Constance Talmadge.
Anita Stewart was
born in Brooklyn, New York, in 1896.
first

—

Do De. The sentences were very
funny.
You must have had a lot of
fun correcting them. Nazimova sees jusft
as well as any one. Pearl White has auburn

Eugene O'Brien

hair.

Miss

R.

L.

—

I

hasn't.

forwarded your

letter

Mary

Pickford, as you requested.
I
guess you must be some happy little lady
to have your brother back again.
Do
you like your painting or writing best?

to

A. B.

— Yes,

I

don't

I

answer a

know Peggy Hyland perknow whether she would

or not, but there is no
She has left Fox, and
is now making features for an English
producing firm, Samuelson Productions.
She is making her first picture in California.
It is understood that she will
work there for six months, and will then
go to England for six months.

harm

C.

in

letter

trying.

A.

U.

— Charles

Ray was born

in

Jacksonville, Illinois, in 1891.
He livein Beverly Hills, California.
"The Village Sleuth" is his latest picture.
Bert
Lytell is married.
"The Right of Way"
is

He

his latest picture.

geles,

played

California.

any

lives in

Jack

Los An-

Mulhall

hasn't

"Brass
Bullet." You are thinking of Neil Burns.
Your other questions have already been
answered elsewhere in this department.

I

Hansen is not married.
Enid Bennett is Mrs. Fred Niblo, and
Madge Kennedy is Mrs. Harold Bolster.
Neva Gerber, Dorothy Gish, Douglas
B. C.

Charles

Company.

sonally.

W

Mrs.

persons.

was Mildred Harris before she was married.
'A New York Hat" was Mary Pick-

Algi.

in

—Your

serials

the

since

question

has

been

an-

swered.

Eleanor

C.

McC.

—You

will

find

addresses you want at the end of

the

The

Oracle.

—

A

Picture-Play Devotee. Some one
has been kidding you. Norma Talmadge

You can't compare
hasn't any children.
her with Mary Pickford, because they
are entirely different in every way, and
don't attempt the same kind of plays.
Edith.

—Your

stationery

is

very pretty,

and goes well with the violet ink. The
reason I don't like poor stationery^ that
it
doesn't take the ink very well, and
the writing is generally blurred and indistinct.
I
don't know whether Mary
Fuller or Julia Dean intend to make any
more pictures or not. Evelyn Nesbit has
June
quit pictures for the time being.
Frank Mayo hasn't any
is five feet nine.
He's always changspecial make of car.
ing them. Thanks for all the compliments.
Continued on page 92
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Think

the Fans

Continued from page 77
seen don't write to the producing company or to some magazine devoted to
such topics, and tell whether the story
or the star was the reason they didn't enjoy the play. When I go to the movies it
most certainly is to view the story, and
not the star.

my

And

which

story,

pals to see

if,

luckily, I see. a

seldom,

is
it,

good

persuade all
hold a confer-

I

and we

ence afterward and discuss it.
E. S. Bridgeport, Connecticut.

—

The Simple Play Wins.
Picture-Play Magazine.
that the movie stars
It
are divided into two classes perhaps
three, if you include the vampire, though
But
the latter, thank goodness, is passe.
we still have the other two the ingenue
and the emotional type of star. I have
always enjoyed looking over an audience between "flickers," and invariably

To

the Editor of

me

seems to

—

—

simple

And then, through

a beautiful

and lifelike play wins the day. Middleaged people, young girls, children, and the

I discovered home

Electric

star

the

find

who

portrays

unsophisticated —there

the

some left
watch eagerly for a visit from Mary Pickford, Marguerite Clark, and the Gish
are

Massage !

^»

!

girls.

i

*HIS

t I

X

stage beauty, a radiant, youth-

woman who

ful

On the other hand, the emotional actress
reigns in popularity with theatergoers,
people who enjoy the problems in life,
and like stunning
crave excitement,
This last statement has nothing
clothes.
to do with acting, but has much to do
with an audience.
'

However, a good many of these stars
will have to get better stories; if they
continue in such mediocre plays their popSo often the proularity will cease.
ducers depend on the name of the artist
to make the production perfect, even
though the play is inferior; then again,
we find a famous play or book thrown on
the screen without a well-known artist,
and such occurrences sometimes create a
E. L. Salem, Oregon.
new star.

massage
insists

she told

me

youthful contour.

As

that this

that

electric

is

a matter

of fact
not a luxury but
So I bought a

an absolute necessity.
'Star' and I'm delighted!"
Likewise, to every
at

all times,

woman who

is

not

she looks her very best,

satisfied, unless

home

massage

electric

is

the one health-and-beauty treatment she

She knows that massage,

can rely on.

when

properly

complexion

applied,
fresh

clear,

her figure supple, attractive and or

dition

me

the one daily luxury that she

is

on having.

her hair and scalp in the pink of con-

has been famous

confided to

for years,

will

keep her

and

colorful

;

;

Such beautiful women as Grace DaviCorinne Griffith, Evelyn Gosnell,
photoplay stars shown below and scores ot
others, use and endorse the Star Electric
Massage Vibrator.
Get a "Star'' today.
Price $5 for complete outfit.
At leading drug, department and electrical-goods stores or direct from us on
receipt of $5 and your favorite dealer's
name and address.
(Price in Canada,
Fitzgerald Mfg. Co., Dept.
$7.50.)
223, Torrington, Conn.
son,

r
jge

tarM^ Vibrator
e

—

^or
Make

actress,

use in vjour

the Player Fit the Part.

Lonnne

own home

Griffith

To the Editor of Picture- Play Magazine.
The Observer asks how people pick
I have always been a great
novel reader, so naturally, go to see plays

their plays.

made from books I have read.
As for the stars, "what's one man's
meat

my

is

another man's poison."

I

have

—yet "The

Miracle
Man" impressed me more than any other
picture that I have seen, and not one of
them was in it. But in this picture every
favorites, of course

part to perfection, and
actor
their work was so natural that you felt
you were living the picture. Having the
actor fit the part makes all the difference
in the world with a picture. For instance,
take Wallace Reid he fitted his rale in
"The Lottery Man" to perfection, but to
my mind he was not at all Bruce CardiI
gan in "The Valle}' of the Giants."
wish you could tell me whether the actors,
the producers, or I am to blame for a disfitted

his

—

appointment

like this one.

M.
P.P.-6

E. S.

—Chicago,

Freckles

i

are "as a cloud before the sun," hiding
your brightness, your beauty. Why not

remove them? Don't

delay.

The masterpiece of watch man-

Use

ufacture — adjusted to the second,
positions, temperature and iso-

STILLMAN'ScS
remove

freckles.
Made especially to
Leaves the skin clear, smoothand without a blemish. Prepared by specialists with
Money refunded
years of experience.
60c per jar. Write
If not satisfactory.
today for particulars and free booklet

—

chronism Encased at factory Into
your choice of the exquisite new
watch cases. The great Burlineton watch sent on request. Pay at
rate of J3.50 a month. You pay only
rock-bottom price— yes, **bed rockbottom price" —the lowest price at
which the Burlington is sold.
See color iliustrafrOday tions of all newest
Write T^J^ir
designs in watches that you have to
choose from. Name and addreBe on
a postcard is enough. Write today.

*

^|

l"WouldstThouBeFair?"
Contains

many

beauty hints,

and describes a number of ele-

Burlington Watch

gant preparations indispensable
to the toilet. Sold by all dinggists

STILLMAN CREAM CO.
Illinois.

JEWEL
BURLINGTON

Dept. 1\

Aurora,

111.

MONTH

Company

Deptl284. 13th St. and Marshall
Bivd., Chicago, Illinois
Canadian Office: 333
Portage Avenue,
WinnipeK.Marn,

Magazine
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for a
Cents a
your name and address and we will Bend
SEND
you our 128-page book of diamond bargain!.
It is the result of nearly 100 years' experience
and shows you millions of dollars' worth of
Jewelry to choose from— and pay for at the
rate of only a few cente a day.

— Mahlon

not in the army.

—

Dividends

A. M. G. Alice Joyce was born in
Kansas C y, Missouri, in 1890. She was
married to Tom Moore. Beverly Bayne
is Mrs. Francis X. Bushman.
All your
other questions have been answered.
:

Write Today
Send yoar name and address today— NOW. You
under no obligation. You will receiveour
128-page diamond book by the next mail. Send
til it
your name and address
'to Dept.
will be

—

NOW

Nurse. Dustin Farnum is not married
Winifred Kingston. Francis X and
Beverly Bayne are on the stage in "The
Master Thief" at the present time.

cJ M LYO N & GO.
New

is

Hamilton played
the role of Daddy Long-Legs in MaryPick ford's play of that name.
He was

nre
8 per cent yearly Increase in value on all exchanges You can also
earn a 5 per cent bonus. The book tells how.

Maiden Lane,

It

Daniel D.

be sent upon yoar

simple request—without a penny down. Then If
you do not think it the greatest bargain you hava
ever seen, send it back at our expense. If yoo
decide to keep it, your credit is good

1

luck.

awfully
Zealand. I'm
about your extreme had
certainly very discouraging.

hear

more cheerful news.

No Money Down

Yearly
8%guaranteed
You
an

to

Cheer up, you'll get what you go after,
if you go hard enough.
There have been
quite a few cases of the sleeping sickness
in this country, too.
I
don't think you
will ever see me unmasked.
The shock
would probably kill all our readers. You
certainly received some fine photographs,
and I don't wonder that you value them
Maybe Dorothy Gish thought
so highly.
you would like a photo of her as she
really is, so sent it minus the wig. Yes,
that address will reach them all right.
I hope, too, that your next letter bears

Diamonds
Day
Few
select will

sorry

Section

—

New

Kiwi,

The diamond you

— Advertising

to

York, N. Y.

—

Constance De Luxe. Bert Lytell is
an American.
Hal Cooley has been

Instant BunionRelief
Prove It At My Expense
Don't send me one cent— just let me
prove it to you as I have done for over

i
72,500 others in the last six months,
claim tohavethemostsuecessful remedy
for bunions ever made and I want you to
let

me send you my Fairyfoot treatment
I don't care how many so-called

Free.

or pads you ever tried
without success— i don't care how disthem all -you have
with
gusted you are
not tried my remedy and I have such
confidence
in it that I am goabsolute
ing to send it to you absolutely
FREE. It is a wonderful y~t simple

cures, or shields
,

home remedy which

relieves

you

al-

most instantly of the pain; it removes
the cause of the bunion and thus the
'ugly deformity disappears— all this
while you are wearing tighter shoes
than ever. Just send your name and address and Fairyfoot will be sent you
promptly in plain sealed envelope.
FOOT REMEDY CO., 3GG1 Oorien Ave.. Dept.. 7 . Chicago

playing heavies lately. His last nice part
was in Rex Beach's "The Girl From
Outside."
Jack Perrin is not married.
They can't all be starred, some one must
play the supporting roles. Haven't heard
of your friend Doris for a long time.
She manages to return to the screen
every once in a while. You're thinking
of her during the old Thanhauser days,

you? Ruth Clifford is in New
York making a serial for the Frohman
Amusement Company. She is being costarred with Jack Sherril.
Hedda Nova
aren't

not Suzette. Ann Pennington is bus}'
with her stage work at present.
Edna
Mayo also has again deserted the screen.
Your other questions have been answered.
is

—

never heard of the people you
mention connected with either the stage
or the screen. They're new ones to me.
Fair.

I

—

Gerry. You are not going to try to
write to all the players whose addresses
you want, are you? You'll never get

through if you try. Dorothy Dalton was
born in Chicago, Illinois, on September
She was married to Lew
1893.
22,
Cody.
I don't know whether Herbert
Rawlinson and Robert Warwick answer

«-

l

all their letters or not.
I don't see how
they can.
You are going to swell the
addresses terribly with your long list.
Look for them at the end of this department.

V

—

QELECT your own sub- *^

O

—

love, patriotism
write what the heart dictates,
then submit your poem to us.
write the music and guarantee publisher's acceptance. Our leading composer

ject

We

is

Mi\ Leo Friedman
one of America's well-known musicians, the
author of many song successes, such as "Meet
Me Tonight in Dreamland," "Let Me Call You
Sweetheart," "When I Dream of Old Erin,"
and others the sales of which ran into millions of copies. Send
as many poems as you wish. Don't Delay. Get Busy Quick.

—

CHESTER MUSIC CCS&fsESEiBS Chicago, HI.

Native Daughter. Your Charles Ray
Dorothy
questions have been answered.
Gish was born in Dayton, Ohio. Do you
mean Virginia Lee Corbin or Frances
Carpenter?
I never heard of Francis
Corbin.

—

Miss Esther I. If you saw an advertisement in The Oracle about a hook containing all the names and addresses of
the actors and actresses, you saw something no one else did.
You must have
gotten it mixed up with the Market Book-

which gives the names and addresses
the leading film companies, with
names of some of their stars, and the
kind of stories they are in the market
let,

of
the

all

for.

—

Ann. You are quite right
Greenville, Michigan, being the
birthplace of Vivian Martin.
With Mrs.
Robert Mantel, the opera singers, and
the famous Naval Base Quartet, your
Theresa

about

town has turned out quite a
rities,

W.

list

of celeb-

hasn't it?

H.

P.

—

It

is

Benjamin

Chapin

Chaplin.
Syd Chaplin and Charles
brothers.
Casson Ferguson is not
related to Elsie Ferguson.
Benjamin

not
are

Chapin died about two years ago.

—

William Duncan 2nd. Mary Pickford never played in any of Douglas
Fairbanks' pictures.
Edith Johnson was
born in Rochester, New York, in 1895.
Her screen career dates back to the old
Lubin and Selig days. She was also with
Universal before joining the Vitagraph
Company to do serials with William Duncan. You must want to see me murdered.
I

name

the best serial actor and
That is mereby a matter of opinUndoubtedly the best known was

can't

actress.
ion.

Pearl White, before she left

serials.

Bill

Duncan was a good wrestler, but I can't
say as much for his baseball playing.

NAMES AND ADDRESSES.
The following addresses

are the ones
asked for in the letters to which The
Oracle has replied in this issue. If you
wish to write to any one connected with
the screen, whose address you are unable
to find here, send your letter in care of
either the Mabel Condon Exchange, 6035
Hollywood Avenue, Los Angeles, California, or of Willis & Inglis, Wright and
Callender Building, same city, and it will
be forwarded.
William

the Hart Studios, SunLos Angeles, California.
Douglas Fairbanks, the Fairbanks Studio,
Melrose Avenue, Los Angeles, California.
Mary Pickford, Lottie Pickford, Peggy HyHart,

S.

set Boulevard,

Mary Thurman, Norman Kerry, Milton Sills. Pauline Starke, George Webb, and
Bessie Barriscale, The Brunton Studios, Melrose Avenue. Los Angeles. California.
Albert Ray. The American Film Company,
Santa Barbara, California.
Ben Turpin, Phyllis Haver, and Harriet
Hammond. Sennett Studios. Edendale, Cali-

land.

fornia.

Eileen Percy,

Dustin

Farnum.

California.
Jack Pickford,

Kennedy.

Will

Lew Cody. Mae Marsh, and
Gasnier

Studios,

Glendale,

Pauline Frederick, Madge
Rodgers, and Tom Moore.

Goldwyn Studios, Culver

City,

California.

Lewis Stone. Marshall Neilan, and Marjorle
Daw. Marshall Neilan Studios, Edendale.
California.

Gloria Swnnson. Wallace Reid. Jack Holt.
Lila Lee. Thomas Meighan. Robert Warwick,
and Elliott Dexter. La sky Studios. Vine
Street. Hollywood. California.
Eueene O'Brien. Olive Thomas, and Lucille
Lee Stewart. Selznick Pictures Corporation.

729 Seventh Avenue. New York City.
Mildred Harris Chaplin. Anita Stewart.
.Tuanita Hansen, and Mary Anderson. Selig
Studio, Eastlake Park, Los Angeles. California.

Dana. Bert Lytel. Mr>y
Wehlen. and Tack Mulhall,
Metro Studios. Hollywood, California.
Nazimova.

Allison.

Viola

Emmy

Charles Ray. The Charles Ray Studios.
Sunset Boulevard, Los Angeles, California.
Richard Barthelmess. Robert Harron. Lillian
and Dorothy Gish. Carol Dempster,
Ralph Graves, and Creishton Ha'e. The Griffith

Studios.

Mamaroneck. New York.

Kimball Young and Conway Tearle,
Garson Studios. Edendale. California.
Clara

"

!
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Continued from page 73

a background of sawdust and canvas
and elephants and peanuts and pink
lemonade the circus
It is Shirley
Mason's first Fox picture and her

—

playing

is

ill

!

better than her best.

Her

small, lithe figure permits her to play

the child to a degree of reality un-

attained by any other actress,

and

her talent for the expression of true
emotional feeling, running through
a series of changing moods, is
brought out to its fullest in her portrayal of the child grown to young

womanhood.

"Her Elephant Man"

has the glamour of the real circus,
parade and all, and all the deep heart
interest of a love story interpreted
with the utmost appreciation.
It is
the big top and romance in one.

"Two Weeks"

—What

would our

be without Constance Talmadge
and her always mirthful pictures?
Constance Talmadge, the female exponent of pep, so delightfully and
naughtily sophisticated, so pretty, so
charming, so approximate to mere
lives

man's idea of a mate to lay his

slip-

pers out for him at night; but then

Constance Talmadge would never lay
out his slippers no, she'd be dragging him off to the theater, then to

—

supper, cabaret, and all. Constance,
the girl who irresistibly contradicts
herself at each turn.
As for "Two

Weeks,"

—
—

one of her best but
then each is one of her best they
are all best.
Conway Tearle is her
leading man and George Fawcett
and Templar Saxe have most congenial

it

is

comedy

parts.

"The Beggar Prince"
Sessue

—In

which

Hayakawa

happily departs
from the gruesome and the plot in
which he was wont always to sacrifice himself for the happiness of
lovers. This time he shows us what
he can do in the line of comedy with
a moral.
It is a dual role he portrays here. An arrogant prince and
a poor fisherman.
An exchange of
places, and presto
The fisherman
cleans house diplomatically, while
the prince gives his brain cells a

"$1,000 Saved!"
"Last night I came home with great news! Our savings had passed the $1,000
mark
"I remember reading one time that your first thousand saved is the most important money you will ever have, for in saving it you have laid a true foundation for success in life. And I remember how remote and impossible it
seemed then to have such a sum of money.
"I was making $15 a week and every penny of it was needed just to keep us
going. It went on that way for several years. Then one day I woke up
I
found I was not getting ahead simply because I had never learned to do anything in particular. As a result whenever an important promotion was to be
made, I was passed by. I made up my mind right then to invest an hour after
!

supper each night in my own future, so I wrote to Scranton and arranged for
a course that would give me special training for our business.
"I can't understand why I had never realized before that this was the thing to do. Why, in a
few months I had a whole new vision of my work The general manager was about the firstto
note the change. An opening came and he gave me my first real chance— with an increase.
!

A

little

another promotion came with,

later

KSseT£Vra
So went.
it

"Today I am manager of
two increases this year.

deny ourselves up to now.
And there is a real future ahead with more money
than I used to dare to dream that I could make.
What wonderful hours they are — those hours
after supper
For 28 years the International Correspondence
Schools have been helping men and women
everywhere to win promotion, to earn more
money, to have happy prosperous homes, to

airing.

The

story

is

a myth,

|
i

|

to

,

the joy of getting ahead.
More than two million have taken the up road
Over 100,000 are now turning
with I. C. S. help.
their spare time to profit. Hundreds are starting
every day. Isn't it about time for you to find out
what the I. C. S. can do for you?
You, too, can have the position youwantinthc
work of your choice, you can have the kind of a
salary that will make possible money in the
bank, a home of your own, the comforts and
luxuries you would like your family to have. No
matter what your age, your occupation or your
it

-without obli-

penny of cost. That's
Then mark and mail this coupon,

gation on your part or a

Wiring
Telegraph Engineer
Telephone Work

Q Window

Writer
Sign Painter
Railroad Trainman

MEOIIANIOAL ENGINEER.

ILLUSTRATING

Cartooning
BUSINESS MANAGEMENT

'

I

|
i

i

|
.

Toolmaker
Gas Engine Operating
CIVIL ENGINEER
Surveying and Mapping

MINK FOREMAN orENG'R
STATIONARY EN6INEF.lt

Private Secretary

B BOOKKEEPER
Stenographer and Typist
BCert. Pub. Accountant

TRAFFIC

Railway Accountant
Commercial Law

Contractor and Hnllder
Architectural Draftsman

Teacher
Common School

Concrete Builder
Structural Engineer
PLUMIIING AND HEATING
Sheet Metal Worker

Mathematics

Textile Overseer or Snpt.

Auto Repairing

ARCHITECT

GOOD ENGLISH

Railway Mail Clerk
AUTOMORILIi 0PERATIN9

"The Right of

Way"—

Bert Lytell
the luminary in this, the second
of Sir Gilbert Parker's novels. It is

Poultry Raising

Name_
E resent

tl
Occupation.

.

Street

and No..
.

YOU HAVE A BEAUTIFUL FACE
BUT YOUR NOSE!
to \ our appearance is an absolute necessity
Not only should you wish to
to make the most out of life.
appear as attractive as possible for your own self-satisfaction, which is
find
the world in general judging
well
your
efforts,
will
alone
worth
but you
you greatly, if not whollv, by your "looks, " therefore it pays to "look your

day and age attention

you expect

best" at all times. Permit no one to see you looking otherwise; it
will injure your welfare!
Upon the impression you constantly make rests
the failure or success of your life
which is to be your ultimate destiny?
My new Nose-Shaper "TRADOS" (Model 24) corrects now ill-shaped noses
Is pleasant and does
Without operation quickly, safely and permanently.
tot interfere with one's daily occupation, being worn at night.

excellently

done.

No

one can

sit

Write today for free booklet, which

Noses without

M. TRILETY,

Face Specialist,

tells

you how

to correct

IQ Spanish

AGRICULTURE IDFreneh

Navigation

—

is

Sableeta

CIVIL SERVICE

_(inFM18T

j

MANAGER

Marine Engineer
Ship Draftsman

Clty-

In this

Trimmer

Show Card

Maohlne Shop Practice

'

I

prove

Electrlo lighting and Rys.

Meohanloal Draftsman

I

|

to

SALESMANSHIP
ADVERTISING

ELECTRICAL ENGINEER
Electric

]

know

fair, isn't it?

out herl

[

!

if

but some of the best entertainment
has come from mythology.

have a thousand

!

!

moral

We

We

means— you can do it!
All we ask is a chance

T e*r

Explain, without obligating me, how I can qualify tat
the position, or in the subject, before which I mark X.

my department— with

And this is only the beginning,
dollars saved
are planning now for a home of our own.
There will be new comforts for Rose, little enjoyments we have had

..

{INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS
BOX 4574, SCRANTON, PA.

Ill-Shaped

cost if not satisfactory.

1408 Ackerman Bldg., Binghamton, N. Y.

State.

I

Italian
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unmoved while witnessing

the

S e ct i o

old

familiar scenes surrounding Charley

Steele; his sensational defense of a

murderer, his bold challenge of a
God and his redemption through his
strange experiences in the little
Canadian village, scenes handled so
that the fullness of their drama has
been vividly realized. Gibson Gowland of "Blind Husbands" fame is
the Joe Portugais," guilty as hell,"
but not so guilty after

protagonist

proving process

the

in

which was evolved by S. Jay Kaufman, newspaper man extraordinary.

"The Cyclone"
possible thrills

—A

thrown

ern setting with

Underarms

WHETHER

protaste

fame

your costume
evening
gown, the underarms should be

"The Barrier" and its half brother
"The Bar Sinister," and utilizing the
always new and blooming situation

smooth.

of the strong brother who takes the
place of the weak brother and tri-

be

The

to

remove

underarms
DeMiracle,
alone works

arms,

to devitalize

is

the original

on

way

only common-sense

or limbs

in

athletic togs or

hair from face, neck,

it.

sanitary liquid,

umphs over

this principle.

just

the right

strength

for

instant

what mould you do if you, having believed your husband dead, had
married again, and seen your second
mate painfully crippled for life and
constantly calling for the blessing of
just

use.

never deteriorate;.

It

DdVI

racle

and

easiest

hair

and

it

the quickest, rrnst cleanly

is

Simp'y wet the

to apply.

gone.

is

FREE BOOK

death,
with

testimonials

of

and Medical Journals, mailed
plain sealed envelope on request.

practically accused of his

tologists

his brother after

Try DeMiracle

just once, and if you
are not convinced that it is the perfect
hair remover return it to us with the

DeMiracle Guarantee and we
fund your money.

will

had returned

your

to the land of the liv-

It's a thousand-to-one shot
never happen to you, but at the
same time Dennison Clift has made
an intense picture by working out

all toilet counters, or direct from us,
in plain wrapper, on receipt of 63c.
$1.04 or $2.08, "which includes war tax.

this

iraefe
Dept. DSOPark Ave. and 129th St.

g

City

y

series

of

interrogations

Learn

in

5 evenings home

Shorthand.

Amazsngiy

simple, easy. Approved oy
experts. Write dictation, messages, etc. t rapidlyss spoken,,
after brier, pleasant practice.
^Favorite method for personal
f use; make notes at lectures,
f meetirurs:
keep confidential *
*
diary. Used in Army, Navy, courts, commercial school?: bv public and private siunoc-ai^e^s, teachers.
Slight cost. K. I. Shorthand — for br-sr peor:!e, including YOU.
Let ns. mail you Proof Lessons with Refund Guarantee and
Brochure FREE, postpaid.
Address:
KING INSTITUTE. EL- 151, Stat ion F.
YORK CITY

the flicker of a doubt.

stick

them all. It is slapcomedy represented as melo-

drama, causing emotions which seesaw between the laugh and the thrill.

styles, colors

choice of

and siz"S

froflf
treignt
eight rrocs

in the
bicycles.

bicycle

you

Trial

allowed
on the
.2;

select, actual riding
g test.

EASY PAYMENTS

,

line of

pay the
Chicago to your town.

30 Days Free

if

desireH, at

a

small advance over our Special Faetory-to-Rider cash prices.
Do not buy until you get our great
new trial offer and low FactoryDirect-To-Rider terms and prices.

T jjDEO LAMPS, HORNS, pedals,

lilbv single wheel? and repair
parts for all makes of bicycles at
SEND
half u^ual prices.
but write today for the
big ri^w Catalog.
I

MONEY

NO

CYCLE COMPANY
IHEAU Dept. S101 CHICAGO
ISCJlfi

— If you en-

which Katherine MacDonald
there is that is commendable.

FREE
Delivered
Your
44
^ "RANGES?"^mcagofamous
We

—A society com-

edy by the Hattons, authors of "Upstairs and Down."
Seems as though
you always had to move, off or up
or down, to keep up with Frederic
and Fanny. The picture is mildly
amusing and has May Allison as
the star.

"What's Your Husband Doing?"
second picture offered by
Thomas H. Ince with his new team,
Douglas MacLean and Doris May.
Not quite as good as "Twenty-three
and a Half Hours' Leave" but brisk,
original, and highly laughable. Well
worth seeing.

— The

"Double Speed"— Wallace Reid

in

another automobile comedy with
pretty Wanda Hawley as the lucky
girl.
The action travels on "high"

from

start to finish.

—

"The Cinema Murder" Melodrama by E. Phillips Oppenheim.
and the best picture that Marion
Davies has appeared

in.

—

"Piccadilly Jim"
Owen Moore in
version
of
P. G. Wodea screen

funny story which, in its
form, is mere foolishment
that fails very often in getting over.
The best things about it are the star'?
clothes, his scene on the elevated
when he throws peanuts in his neighbor's lap, and a punching bag connecting with a fat boy's face while
house's

present

—

MEW

1
Sj '7
y

a

joy gazing upon a series of pictures
of a very beautiful young woman
and if your appetite craves no more
stimulating entertainment but then
a beautiful woman is stimulating
then see "The Beauty Market" in

StUtly; then acquire speed with
I.

to

denouement of sweeping power in
which task he has been ably assisted
by Madlaine Traverse, who herein
proves her emotional ability beyond

"The Beauty Market"

Easiest Shorthand

West-

the chief

it

will

At

K.

murder by
husband

first

ing?

re-

Three sizes: 60c, #1.00, #2.00

New York

and then, on putting the means

of kind death in his hands, you were

Derma-

eminent Physicians, Surgeons,
in

his enemies.

"What Would You Do?"— Well,

Unlike pastes and powders which must
be mixed by the user, DeMiracle is

1
g

thor-

im-

interpreter of

all.

"Other Men's Shoes"— A
oughly interesting melodrama
duced with infinite care and
by Edgar Lewis, who gained

into a

Tom Mix

"The Walk-Offs"

Hair- Free

of

series

is

all

Sel-

dom

has a story of society life been
misrepresented on the screen with
such consistent incompetency.

—

"Greater Than Fame" A production from Selznick's much advertised studio, in which it is proven,
rather tiresomely, that love .is greater
than fame, though it is very nice to
have them both hand in hand.
Elaine Hammerstein is the principal

he

is

munching

a pie.

"The Luck of Geraldine Laird"
A picture made from Kathleen Norwhich every woman is
ris' story,
bound to enjoy. Bessie Barriscale
again

proves

herself

one

of

the

screen's ablest actresses.

The death

scene in that gripping,

Western drama of love and
"Shot In The Veranda," was

six-part
hate,

The director forgot
the
boys
order
to take off their
to

utterly spoiled.

hats.

—

—

;
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Why

Changi
Continued j

Was

too badly

if

was

what you thought, too
better not be where we'd

that

that w e'd

I

stayed.

that

see each other?"

He
"I

nodded, not daring to speak.

know now what

a

silly

thing I

used to be, dear," she went on presently.
"It just came over me last
night that I'd been a fool not to

—

you when I had you not
you as I should have when

appreciate
to love

had the chance."
"Oh, Beth." Gordon would have
given anything in the world for the
right to take her in his arms at that
moment, but instead he moved back
to his own seat and swore softly at
himself the rest of the way back to
L

New

York.

At the Pennsylvania Station he
saw her to the main floor, and was
escorting her to the taxi stand

when

Fate once more interposed, this time
through a harmless, insignificant
banana peeling. Unable to catch his
balance as he stepped on it, Gordon
fell

heavily, striking his head.

As the crowd gathered Beth
turned cold with fright. And when
the ambulance came and a doctor
lifted Gordon's head from her lap,
Beth spoke almost in a daze.
"I'll

take him straight home," she

and then, in reply to an inquiry from him, "I'm Mrs. Gordon."
And then, when the doctor had
told her that everything possible had
been done, and that they must simply
wait, she got Sally by long distance,
telling her what had happened.
Sally arrived on the first train,
and lost no time in summoning an
ambulance and hurrying to Beth's
home. There was a vague dread in
her mind Robert was her husband,
and she didn't want him to stay in
somebodv else's house and be nursed
said,

—

—by

Beth.

"Why, give her three days at
nursing him and she'd have him back
again !" sputtered Sally, powdering
her nose and straightening her hat
as her taxi drew up in front of Beth's
house.

"But you
he's too

Beth,

ill

can't
to be

moved," protested

when informed

tentions.

him away

take

of Sally's in-

"I won't allow

"You won't

!"

And

it."

Sally tried to

brush past her to the door of the

room where Gordon
have you to say about

lay.

it?"

"What

:
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Your Wife?
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p^ige
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For answer Beth locked the bedroom door and stood with her back
against it. All that was primitive in
each woman came suddenly to the
surface. They were fighting for the
most valued possession
a

mmmn
Name "Bayer"

gen-

identifies

uine Aspirin introduced in 1900

world

in the

— the love of one's mate.
With

95

scream Sally snatched at
it, threw

the key and, failing to get
herself

upon the other woman, only

to be hurled back.
Furious, she
caught up a huge jardiniere.
second later it crashed into the tall pier
glass beside the door, while Beth,

A

sinking to the floor, dropped the key.

A

quick grab and the triumphant
Sally was about to pass through the
door when, as she paused, triumphant, she was frozen with terror as

Beth seized a small bottle from a
cabinet, held it aloft and cried
"If you turn that key I'll fix you
so that no man will ever want to
look at you again
You'll be scarred
for life !" Then, as Sally sank down
into a chair, she added coldly, "Come
in quietlv if you want to
but he
stays here."
!

It

was long

after

"Such an awful dream, honey," he
murmured, "I thought I was married
to somebody else
to a dreadful

—

"

°fASPIRIN
Boxes

of

12 tablets
and 100

Bottles of 25

Also capsules
Aspirin is the trade mark of Bayer Manufacture of
Monoaceticacidester of Salicylicacid

sitting

beside him, he smiled feebly.

woman

BAYER-TABLETS

dawn when Gor-

As he saw Beth

don awoke.

on unbroken packages

Insist

"So, that's the way you feel about
is it?" Sally blurted out, realizing
that she had lost.
"Well, she'll be
" and
dreadful, too
she'll
be
furiously she threw into Beth's face
the contents of the bottle with which
she herself had been threatened the
night before.
it,

Lift off

Corns

with Fingers
Doesn't hurt a

bit

costs only a

and "Freezone"
few cents

—

Gordon

struggled

to

rise,

and

Sally cowered back against the door,

frightened at what she had done.
But Beth was calmly drying her face.

"Don't be alarmed, dear," she told
her husband calmly.
"It was only
my eye-wash."

And then, as Sally turned and
swaggered out of the room, consoling herself with thoughts of alimony,

Beth drew her husband's head to
her shoulder. Almost unconsciously
her eyes rearranged the room. The
dressing table would go there a"nd
the mirror there, when the other
twin bed was brought back again.
Other things would be different, too,
she thought, with a feeling of satisfaction.

You can lift off any hard com, soft corn,
or corn between the toes, and toe- hard
skin calluses from bottom of feet.
Apply a few drops of "Freezone" upon
Instantly it stops
the corn or callus.
hurting, then shortly you

lift

that bother-

some corn

off,

root and

or callus right

without one

tit of pain or soreness.

all,

Trulyl

No humbug!
Tiny bottle of "Freezone" cost9
few cents at any drug store
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DIAMONDS

|/WATCHE5

Continued from page 63

Send for Free Catalog
There are 128 illustrated page9 of

Diamond Rinprs, Diamond La ValDiamond Ear Screws, Diamond Scarf Pins, Diamond Studs,
lieres.

Watches, Wrist Watches; also our
wonderfully showy assembled Soli-

Diamond Clusters.
EVERY ARTICLE IN OUR CATALOG

taire

specially selected and priced unusually low.
hatever you select wdl be sent prepaid by ns.You see
and examine the article right In your own hands.
If satisfied, pay one-fifth of purchase price and keep
it, balance divided into eight equal amounts, payable

W

Diamond Rings

won't just say 'Well, where'll we
go to eat?' but will take away some
idea about the picture instead, something that's going to carry over into
the next day's work. But I'm afraid
I've been preachy," and, because he's
a big, likable boy rather than a successful man, he
hid his embarrassment behind

menu

a

We

are offering wonderful
values in Diamond Rings,
Solitaires

and Clusters,

in all

the popular mountings, plain
and fancy engraved, at $40,

$50, $75, $85, $100,

$150 and up.

Credit terms,

down, oalarce in eieht
equal amounts, payablemonthly.

it

queer

realize

you

can

that
look

back

five

years,

to

Watches
illustrates
the standard
and

—

used
to think I'd be
or

ten

I

describes all

world-renowned Watches— solid
gold and gold filled cases. Splendid bargains in 25-year guaranteed Watches on credit terms as

w

$2.50 a Month.

as

LIBERTY BONDS ACCEPTED
The National Credit Jewelers
108 N. State St.
Dept. M827
CHICAGO, III.
STORES

IN

LEADING CITIES

$500.00 a Month
,3

I

have averaged

$500.00

a month

ever since I started acting as your
representative a year ago/' writes
Garrison. "60.00inoneday," writes
Lamar. Think of it. Thousands of agents
all over the country ere making bier money
representing us. You can too. Here ib a
bonafide proposition. Absolutely guaranteed
way. The biggest money making offer
ever given. Write at once.
In every

FREE

Yes, we will give yorj a
splendid grey worsted
water- proof top coat Sn the latest
snug smart
style— of fine material
belt
roomy patch pockets. Write in

—

—

at once if you want this wonderful
This offer is oniy
coat free, but don't wait.
onen for a limited time. Write io Bow to

IOODYEAR MFG. CO.
Dept, 284, Goodyear Building, Kansas City, Mo.
1

frightfully

when

I

old

could do

remarked
wife, com-

that,"
his

ing to

the

res-

"But just
morning I

cue.
this

was

thinking

about

how

dif-

ferent things are

now than they
were when we
came West five
years ago."
"I was trying
then to do what
I'm making an

do

now

real

hu-

effort to

—put
man

interest in-

o

pictures,"

t

and King as director and writer. He
rushed around in his flivver, peddling
his scenarios, and later directed the
Judge Brown pictures for Universal,
before the Brentwood Film Company
gave him a free hand, and he made
"The Turn in the Road," for the
amazingly small

sum

A CREED AND
A PLEDGE

card.

"Isn't

one-fifth

'

Hoosier from Texas

I believe in the motion picture
that carries a message to humanity.
I believe in the picture that will

help humanity to free itself from
the shackles of fear and suffering
that have so long bound it with
iron chains.
I

will not

knowingly produce a
contains anything I do

picture that
not believe to be absolutely true to
human nature, anything that could
injure any one, nor anything unclean in word or action.
Nor will I deliberately portray
anything to cause fright, suggest
fear,
glorify mischief, condone
cruelty, or extenuate malice.
I
will never picture evil or
wrong, except to prove the fallacy of its lure.

So long

as I direct pictures,

I

will

make only

those founded upon the
principle of right, and I will endeavor to draw upon the inexhaustible source of good for my
stories, my guidance, and my in-

spiration.

KING W. VIDOR.

Vidor
in.

chimed
"I was writ-

ing comedies for
Universal,
and

King

Victor's

his

pledge which hangs above
desk at the studio.

and they'd say 'You'll
some
to put
pep into this,' and
then I'd go home and put in some
slapstick stuff and take out the huI'd take 'em in

VIOLET RAYS
New way to banish poor health to get back vigor and energy— to have
a clear beautiful skin and healthy hair
and scalp. Treat yourself at home with

man

it

possible.
Not a vibrator.

No

shock.

No

pain.

Wonderful even for infants. Soothes
and relieves while vitalizing every
cell and every tissue. Does for human
system whatsunshine does for plants.
Requires only few minutes each day.
Recommended and used by leading

TREAT YOURSELF
AT HOME FOR

Treatment without cost

Asthma
Constipation

On

this liberal offer, you can mnke a
free examination of this wonderful ma-

You can enjoy the delightful
sensation of the Violet Ray treatment
without cost or obligation to buy. Just
write to-day.

Headache
Rheumalism

chine.

NEW B09H
SENT FREE

'

Neuri _
Neuralgia
Catarrh
Pimples
Blackheads
Dandruff
Goitre
Pains
Skin Diseases

A

fully illuL
trated, thoroughly descriptive booklet
telling in detail of this great new machine will be sent you free. It tells
about our Ten Day Free Trial offer
which is made for a limited time.
Don't delay. Write now, while this
special offer is still in effect. Address:

Vl-F.EX ELECTRIC CO., Dept. 154
326 W. Madison St., Chicago, 111.

in

a flivver, I learned, with a few
manuscripts and a great deal of determination.
Both set to work,
Florence Vidor as an actress she
already had a good start in pictures
and got an engagement soon playing
leads with Famous Players-Lasky

—

physicians and beauty specialists

Try Violet Ray

interest."

They had come on from Texas

the famous -Violet Rays — handy new
small high frequency instrument makes

"I

say
going

don't

I'm

that

make

to

better

pictures

t

h a n

anybody

else

he

can,"

de-

"But

clared.

going

I'm

make

to

the

best

pictures I can."

And, remembering

creed,

his

which hangs in
little
frame

a

over his desk,

had a

good

I

pretty
idea

of

what that "best"
be like.
"We went

will

to

Suzanne

see
then.

She's one

of those friendly

babies

who

likes

and
up
arms I

strangers,

as she curled

have

Through Magic-Like

eight

of

thousand
dollars, by way of
showing
what
he wanted to do.

in

my

noted that she
has her mother's
elusive dimples and her father's
light hair and eyes.
Her parents
had bought her a toy piano that
morning, and if King Vidor could
have stood in the doorway and photographed himself and his wife and
the colored nurse watching the babv
as that piano was unwrapped he'd
have had a human-interest scene that
he never can excel at the studio. It
was as homelike and old-fashioned
as

as

any Rogers group, and as modern
King Vidor picture.
well, as

—

FILM OBSERVATIONS
By Vara Macbeth Jones

nptlERE was a man in our town,
And he was wondrous wise
For every church he quicky
A movie twice its size.

built

—
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Over the Teacups
Continued from page 76

"Well, what interests me is the
revival of stories that have been
screened once for new productions.
Goldwyn's to do 'The Christian,' by
Hall Caine, even though Essanay did
screen it years ago and they've
bought 'The Slim Princess,' which
Essanay did with Ruth Stonehouse
and Francis X. Bushman, for Mabel
Normand. Won't she be funny?

—

"She

will

—and how

interesting

it

be to compare the new versions
of stories like that with the old ones.
And, speaking of old stories, Will
Rogers happened on 'Seven Oaks,'
which he's doing under the title 'Jes'
Call Me Jim,' in an awfully funny
way. His wife was reading it one
evening, and Will saw her drying
her eyes and wanted to know what
will

"Y"OU can always look forward to a pleasant and comfortable
* day when you have given your hair the best possible treatment, by the use of

CANTHROX
SHAMPOO

was the matter.
"

T

can't help crying over this

but

it

makes me laugh, too

to

see

And

it

on the

screen,'

;

I'd like

she said.

Will, recognizing the recipe for

a good picture, promptly reported the
fact to the

he and
working

.

powers that

his

be,

four-year-old

and now
son

are

Especially this is true if you appreciate the value of waviness and brilliance.
Canthrox is the shampoo that rapidly softens and removes dandruff, excess
oil and dirt.
It makes a perfectly healthy scalp which will naturally produce
Canthrox also gives that massy fluffiness and softattractive, vigorous hair.
ness that makes doing up the hair a pleasure.

At

in it."

"Well, it's nice to have a picture
all in the family, so to speak, but
desire," I
that's not my heart's
sighed.
"I just caught sight of
Louise Glaum, and every time I see
her nowadays it's all I can do not
to rush out and buy a ticket to
Petaluma or Chico City or somewhere she told me the other day
that she's going to Paly to make
Sardou's 'Theodora,' and Pm green
with envy."
"What's she going to do with that
house she rented, and the dogs and
chickens and other livestock that
went with it?" demanded Fanny.

All

Drug Stores

none is
hair wash costs less
Just dissolve a teamore easily used.

No good

;

Offer
Free Trial
most
Canthrox
To
prove

pleasant,

H.

S.

that
the

the

is

most

simple.

PETERSON

all

& CO., Dept.

spoonful of Canthrox in a cup of hot
water and your shampoo is ready.

ways the most

effective

hair wash,

we

will gladly send one perfect shampoo
free to any address on receipt of postage to cover mailing expense.

115, 214

W.

Kinzie St., Chicago,

111.

;

"Just leave them to somebody else?
That's what makes me envious why,
every time I run up to San Francisco I have to call a quorum of the
family first and see who's going to
;

home with

Everybody's going abroad now, though
Anita Loos and John Emerson, and
everybody swears Mary Pickford's
really going to accept Lord Northcliffe's
invitation and rush off to
England; she may play in the Christmas pantomime in London."
"Well, let's crawl humbly out and
see if we can get a taxi to take us
stay

the goldfish.

three miles or so

my

traveling,'

I

;

that's the limit of

suggested.

GLORIA SWANSON
Because

Piso's

pro-

the children by
eoothing irritated and
allaytickly throats
tects

—

ing

troublesome

coughs

and

ness.

Piso's in the medicine cabinet
It save9
for instant use.
weary trips at night and brings

Keep

ready

quick

relief.

30c atyour druggist s. Contains no
opiate. Good for young and old

ArUraft Player

WALLACE

Kill)
Paramount Star

Hermo "Hair-Lustr"
(Keeps the Hair Dressed)

FOR MEN AND WOMEN
Thehair will stay dressed after Hermo "HAIR-

LUSTR" has been applied. No more mussy, unAdds a charming sheen and

tidy looking hair.

luster, insuring the life of the hair, as well as its
beauty. Dress it in any of the prevailing styles,
and it will stay that way. Gives the hair that
(

PISO'S
&
for Coughs

Cecil B. DeMille

Colds

well groomed appearance so becoming to the stars of the stage and screen. Guaranteed harmless and greaseless.
soft, glossy,

Two

Sizes

—50c and $1

SEND FOR

f 1 size three limes the quantity of 50c size.
Remit in coin, money order, or U. S. stamps,
and the Hermo
and we will send Hermo
Booklet, "Guide to Beauty." prepaid, under plain cover,
Use it five days and if not entirely satisfactory,
at once.
return what is left, and we will

JAR TODAY.

IN FULL.
will

REFUND YOUR MONEY
"HAIR-LUSTR" vou
SEND YOUR ORDER TODAY.

Once you use Hermo

never be without

HERMO

"HAIR-LUSTR,"

it.

CO., 542 E. 63rd St., Dept. 64.
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FREE

By Vara Macbeth Jones

CHE

should discover
chap
resembling
Some favorite screen lover.

A

Wonderful book which should
be read by everyone, especially
those who want to capitalize their
undeveloped writing talent.

met her hubby
No him charms could I trace;
His was not a Tom Mix figure,
Or Elliot Dexter face.

author of hundreds of photoplays.
sensational successes, has written
Fascinating Career" which tells' how.
he discovered that Scenario
(allures,
Writing was not a mysterious art at all. hut was based
on simple rules, which the person of average intelligence can Quickly master and apply to his own prolit.
Endorsed by Producers, Directors and Stars
how hundreds, who, like yourself, had no
It
tells
their
writing,
have coined
experience
ill
previous
Imaginations and Inventive genius into dollars, sold
their Ideas, plots, or put them into Scenarios from
whirh they draw handsome royalties.
a

of

score

"A

His income

of
for

The Day
Upon

successful

Write immediately, requesting also particulars
Adrian
Cash Prize Scenario Contest, just starting.
Johnson Photoplay System, Inc.. 260 West 42nd Street,
M.

Y.

capital

Makes
stubborn
hair easy
to

(

comb,

neat and
Miss ttetty Parker

Jay Dillon

Featured in Jack Norworth's "Odds and Ends'

by—Screen—Stage—Society

Because Hair-Dress will make the most stubborn hair stay the
way yuueomb it and retain a smooth, dressy appearance the enWith Hair-Dress you can comb your hair any
tire evening.
fashionable style — straight back — any way you want it. HairDress will also give to your hair that beautiful lustre so much
in vogue with men and women of the stage, the screen and
Is

society.

Send

harmless and acts as an excellent tonic.

for Trial Jar

??%J^Ttite&
—

what you have been looking for send
will be cheerfully returned to you.
Send United States stamps, coin or money order. Your jar o f
delicately scented, greaseless Hair-Dress will be promptly
mailed postpaid. Send forthis wonder tail toilet necessity today.
Send $1.00 for Three Months' Supply.
days.

If

back.

it

the expiration of his contract

the

in

way

reputation.

of

He's a shrewd business man, this
He knew he had a great deal
boy.
to learn and that D. W. Griffith is,
Mr.
perhaps, the greatest mentor.
Griffith has said that fame and fortune awaits Mr. Barthelmess at the
fount head of 1921. There will be
such strenuous competition for this
young man's services when he quits
Griffith that his stipend will be not
less than $3000 every Saturday, and
star-sized type thrown in.
Tom Moore only came into his
own last year. But he certainly
came fast
Theater managers have
told me his is the high ace of the
Goldwyn pack, although he does not
.

attractive

Adopted

Male

he will be ready for single stardom.
Richard Barthelmess to-day is exerting a personal attraction no less
than that of our highest-salaried
He has remained with Grifstars.
fith at half the amount he could get
elsewhere because he is laying up

your own

of

York.

of the

isn't just

Your money

!

HAIR-DRESS

Dept.44, 920 Windsor Ave., CHICAGO

CO.,

|

fashion says

receive a fifth the salary of Geral-

of

the use

is necessary so lon& as
sleeveless gowns and sheer fabrics for
sleeves are worn. It assists freedom of movement, unhampered grace, modest elegance and
correct style. That is why

"they
Delatone

is

all use Delatone"
an old and well known scientific

preparation for the

quick, safe

and

certain

removal of hairy

growths, no matter how
thick or stubborn. After
application the skin is
clear, firm and hairless,
with no pain or discoloration.

For,

,T,!ii y

l

?

i,-%.nrf!l(jiii

I

I

P3

IW

I

Beauty specialists recom-

mend

Delatone

.

for

removal of objectionable
hair from face, neck or
arms.
Druggists sell Delatone;
or an original 1 oz. jar
will be mailed to any
address on receipt of
SI by

339 S.Wabash Ave.. Chicago,

111.

dine Fafrar.
Will Rogers, the likable Ichabod of the screen, surprised
every one by winning his way in
competition with his more hand-

some competitors.
Each month, as

make

CSi

I

endeavor

to

a schedule of interview sub-

unfair sex monopolizing attention.
There seems to be
any number of young men making
bids for popular favor
and only a
comparatively few young women. I
refer not to established stars but to
newcomers, or "discoveries."
Not
all of them are winning on their
merits as actors.
Very few are.
jects, I find the

—

The movie-going

The Sheffield pharmacal Co n
Dept. MB.

in the

Movies

Continued from page 29

stories.

it

exactly

is

as William Hart's

today."

dreamed you possessed.
It tells how to obtain model scenarios
plays for perusal, study and as patterns

New

secret of his likeness
wise friend soon imparls;

The same

book is absolutely free to every sincere
aspirant for photoplay honors
Send no Money. Yours for the asking.
It tells why so many literary persons failed, while
"Unknowns"' are continually jumping into prominence.
It explains the secrets of getting your plays read by
producers, criticized by experts, and how our Sales
It
Dep't may help you market them when available.
will set your imagination working, start you analyzing
plots, stories and plays, and stir up talents you never
it

I

But the

A

This valuable

Get

she

closely

But when

Johnson,

a book called
after
repeated

vowed she would inner marry

Until

A

Including

Section

A PLEASING LIKENESS

Amateur

to

Photoplay
Writers

Adrian

— Advertising

public cares

little

about acting ability.
The only requirements seem to be youth and

personality, or

good

looks.

Perhaps

my

appreciation for such qualifications is a bit cramped.
I must say

cannot discern acting talent, peror beauty in some of the
young men I have mentioned, yet
unquestionably they are attracting
notice.
To analyze their popularity
is as profitable as to seek causes for
I

sonality,

woman's love. And women, particularly young women, elect the
Examine any
stars of the screen.
a

and you'll find few
The} are from
letters from men.
women and children. Since there
is no rhyme or reason to a lady's
love there's no rhyme or reason for
a lot of the male favorites Avhich
mail

player's

-

feminine amour
If
establishes.
took sufficient interest in picture
personalities to have patron stars,
like patron saints, there would be
a general shake-up of the whole system. Perhaps the Mack Sennett girls
would then be crowned queens of
the day, but even as it is, these onepiece models are doing fairly well.

men

While men have favorites among
they are not

stars,

in their preferences.

so

enthusiastic

And most men

"crush" age prefer male
stars
such
as
Ray,
Fairbanks,
Chaplin, Hart, Russell, and Rogers.
Well, the clerk at my hotel served
notice the other day: he's going in
the movies.

past

the

—

"How come yoh

get that

way?"

the colored porter inquired.

"Oh,

I just got tired of seeing all

these birds getting

away with mur-

der," replied the former key-taker.

"So I'm going to get a checked coat
and spats and a poiple shoit, and go
after the jack myself."
It

certainly

in the

movies.

is

the day of the male

—

—Advertising
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To

the Purple Born

The Newest Victory

then

together they presented ''The
Jest," Lionel playing Nerl, the bully,
Electricity

a brutal, swaggering, merciless brig-

John appearing

you are

as Gianetto,

IFchance

the delicate, artistic, romantic figure

who taunted

enemy

Section

Itself

Again

— the

It was a drama of colossal force
and undeniable beaut)', and New

York

internal

it

to

tain.

tor.

"The Barrymores are charming,
lazy;

so

bad they won't

too

it

too bad, isn't

is

work

Yes,

thetic

that they can't

it,

they can play
such exacting roles as they did in
"The Jest" and at the same time
make screen productions of the caliber of "The Copperhead," Lionel's
first big picture, and "Dr. Jekyll and
long

ago.

Lionel's

role

no ordinary one, and
the dual role which ]ohn assumes in
"Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde" taxed
the nervous energies of Richard
Mansfield when he did it on the
is

We .hear interesting rumors of
what the Barrymores will do both
on stage and screen. Of one thing
we can rest assured that, whatever

—

unworthv of

common

mal device, already endorsed by many
doctors and by a legion of users, is likely
to be the one thing that you have so long
been seeking an indispensable adjunct
to health and happiness which operates

—

stipation.

the

—

•

their talents.

ordinary home electric-lighting
No
by a simple storage battery.
shocks, no pain; just soothing, beneficial
heat directly applied. In truth veritable
internal sunshine baths at your disposal
at any time of the day and night.
Write at once, in confidence, stating
Let us send you a
your ailment.
brochure that should meet the conditions

on

circuit or

—

they offer us, it will be notable, for
the Barrymores have come into the
royal purple which they inherited,
and have won the right to refuse
to be associated with a production

of

—

playing through your chamber window.
Life may sometimes seem not worth the,
living.
Oils, drugs, massaging, external
application of hot water bags, douches,
injections, and other methods in cases
perhaps yours are teasing promises of
a final relief which never comes.
From early infancy you have learned
to rely upon the good old hot water bag.
It has soothed away your ear-ache, toothache, and allayed griping pains in stomach and abdomen, and you may have
used warm injections.
These have been
friends indeed, but with limitations.
Indeed they were useless in the relief of, or
making for a cure of bladder, kidney or
prostate disorder, piles and chronic con-

stage.

solar
the
heat that

heat,

the troubles

Blood answers
culate in a normal way.
the call of heat. So apply it directly to
the seat of the trouble so that full and
immediate advantage may be the result.
The new invention, the Electrother-

to digestive
disorders which have
extended their distressing, nerve-disturbing, efficiency lessening, life shortening
effects to the bladder, kidneys, and other
organs.
Maybe you are subject to headache, backache, or any of the other well
known and painful conditions peculiar to
disorders of the alimentary tract and the
expulsive muscles. These include constipation, prostate gland ailments and piles.
You may spend your night hours in
wakeful but vain endeavor to find relief that is as elusive as the moonbeams

"The

in

is

Perhaps you are subject

or other

Mr. Hyde," which John finished not

Copperhead"

through your

all

electric

to

It applies
radiates exactly within you!
itself in close proximity to the organs
which need it, flooding the inner being
with internal sunshine.
It is the call of heat that brings to afflicted parts of the body your own healing
blood to invigorate, nourish and exert
its inimitable healing influence in behalf of better health.
When bladder, glands, abdominal
muscles and other lower organs go wrong
they need blood all you can get to cir-

proving all the time that many cases are
not to be treated successfully by swallowing things.

when

harder,

nervous system

directly

Not
inner man and woman.
must strike from the outside in, wasting
and dissipating itself through flesh and
bone which does not need it; but gloriously gentle and soothing warmth that

warmth that you now may obWhat we have for you is nothing

body and modern therapeutic science

carrying

for

warmth

doubtful, nothing that could harm you.
It is a splendjd adaption of electric heat
applied internally to your organs, where
external heat cannot reach, where douches
or enemas are ineffective and weakening,
and where any drugs are toxic irritants.
You know, of course, there's a sympa-

which Barrymore was the better ac-

work,'' I've heard people say.

vice

You know

spent nearly a year going to
again and again, trying to decide

but

But now comes a new and perfect de-

sufferer, here is your
something new in medan internal sunshine bath

a

—

for Health

Health, Comfort and Longer Life

to

to try

ical science

madness.

Lends

Electrothermal health device.
the curative value of the external sun bath with its soothing, healing
warmth. And more potent still is the

his

99

The Internal Sunshine Bath

Continued from page 51

and, and

4

It will come in a plain
of your case.
sealed envelope. Then if you would like
a free trial of the remarkable Electrothermal device you may have it.
Address your letter to John G. Homan,
Manager, Electrothermal Company, 14-A,
Homan Building, Steubenville, Ohio.
You will not be obligated in any way
and your letter may prove the most
valuable to you, that you ever wrote in

your whole life. Why? Because it may
change many hours of misery to contentment, increase your efficiency and add
years to your life.

AVS

PTa-tn *
*
ville

tor Amateurs; Mcnologs, Recita*-*
tions, Drills, Minstrel and VaudeJokes and Sketches; ideas for entertainments.

Send
642

for free catalog.

DRAMATIC PUBLISHING CO.
So. Dearborn St.

CHICACO.

BE
A REAL
MUNI
LOOK
UNO
ONE
LIKE OKIE

FEEL LIKE

Broaden
your
shoulders,
deepen your chest, enlarge
your arms, and get a development that will attract

The

»YOHO

Baffling Psychic

F»
What

i:?

is

Phenomenon

Do you want

to

be

attention.
of energy

Century

of the 20th

!

ASTONISHED!

yourself

full

of
PSY-

startlingly
true
claims.
With nnjier
tips
resting
lightly

This nook is illustrated with
25 full page photographs of
myself and of some of the
world's finest developed athletes whom I have trained.

on this instrument

It

CHO

will

prove

its

it

will interest
'greatly.

and

benefit

«ni write intelligent

you

answers

Send for a copy NOW, today,
while it is on your mind.

to

Qasch Book

"Muscular Development"
Will Explain How

MYSTIFIED!
Investigation
the mysterious

Fill

and be powerful.

MY NEW BOOK

questions

asked.

EARLE LIEDERM AN,
203

Broadway,

Dept. 1403

New York

ojf'

Money

,

Saving" Bargains

See the money saving diamond oargains which the
great house Oi 3asch still offers in this book, in spite of
rising prices. % carat at S48.75; % carat at S72. 00. Every
diamond sent on free examination; money back guarantee.
et this DOok ; ses what Basch offers before
f>
Writ'
1 *- c
you buy a diamond. Big bargains in jewelry and
watches, too. A post card brings it free. Write today.
State and Quincy
LRQer>ll)
GS «TV> Depfc3F60
.
Streets. Chicago, Illinois

^

tiaSCn

City
Submit your Song-Poems on any subject for our advice
revise POEns.cotiPosE music of any descrip-

We

Is this

Psycho

CoiWete t\

is

force
to

speaks for

I

SPIRITS?

rushing

Only

V

yourself.
Order
Only dollar fifty.

$1.50

%

ball-bearing

DIRECT SALES CO., 19071Times

itself

explain.

Science

Convince

PSYCHO

Beautifully
instrument.
Building,

today.

made

Now York

City

Photoplay Ideas Bring $25 to $200

Yon can cash in your "happy thoughts" and
learn big money right in your ownhomeinepare
S time. No previous experience necessary. Our
easy home course turns oat more successful

AND

EriP_L0Y ORIGINAL

METHODS FOR FACILITATING FREE PUBLICATION OR OUTRIGHT SALE OF SONGS
UNDER THIS SUCCESSFUL

I

CONCERNS GUARANTEE^r^J

lecenarta priters than all other schools together.
I Writ© now and eet by return mall FREE Booklet,
valuable InformaUon. Special Price and Frlw Offer,

T 0N
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feXJ-^KNlCKERBOCKER

Chicago Photopteywrtgnt College.Box 278X4 Chicago
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Alice Ceased to Smile
Continued from pa^e 79

a better chance.

and

clothes,

I

made my own

I

must have been awfully

trick-looking in those days.

why

that's

For\bur
Photoplay Plots

is

it

costing you

possibly preventing

money and a name

money

you making big

The Secret of Selling
Scenarios

me

ful to
to

during that picture

me

on serving

insist

at

four.

was

I

Here was

a

—used

tea

every

em-

so

mob

of ac-

standing around, and I knew
they were thinking 'Oh, she's so
temperamental now since she's doing

dramatic roles that she just can't
work unless she has her four o'clock

your photoplay ideas. It covers all the
fundamentals of scenario requirements.

tea
And I wondered
them remembered a ludicrous thing
that happened once before when I
was making a comedy certainly
It was in an
I'll never forget it.
Arbuckle picture.
There was an
elevator
one of those cuckoo things
and
pulled up and down by a horse
sticking out of the elevator shaft was
a broad board on which Fatty and
And the elevator
I
were sitting.
came down suddenly, hit the board,
and threw us up in the air. I landed
on the horns of an elk's head hanging above the elevator door, and
there I had to stay not one of the
!'

It's free.

AMERICAN SCHOOL
of Correspondence, Dept.P764,Chicago
of Correspondence

Dept. P764, Chicago

if

any of

—

—

Without obligation you may send me
your free booklet describing course
of instruction in Photoplay Writing.

NAME
ADDRESS.

Men
Wanted
become Draftsmen
to

Salary $-60 to $300 a month when competent. Chief Draftsman
will train yoa personally until you are placed Inhigh salaried position. The day you start I will give you absolutely FREk a
draftsmen's complete working outfit. Thousands of draftsmen
are needed. Big pay, clean work.
XMIwit** AUUd)' Send your name and addrcBS for my bookIt car| et "Successful Draftsmanship."
riesa vital message to you. Sent free. No obligation. Write today.
CHIEF DRAFTSMAN DOBE. Engineer's Equipment Co., Inc.
ii
Div. 1284 Chicago, ill.
i

WrEie Tniiov
i

heavies,

is

tors

sell

,

the

who

afternoon

—

I

play

barrassed.

Just as the lawyer prepares his "briefs" in
legal language so it is necessary for you to
follow the "technique" or style and language
of the photoplay studio in submitting your
plots. Correct technique enables the Editor
to "get" your plot at a glance. You can
quickly master the art of writing scenarios
with the help of "PHOTOPLAY WRITING"
an up-to-date and simplified course of instruction. This course will enable you to

^American School

there," said Alice, "I used

"But you had one relapse into
comedy after you'd made your way
out and played in a straight picture
or two with Bert Lytell, didn't you?"
I wanted to know.
"Yes, with Al Christie, in 'Shades
He was wonderof Shakespeare.'

for yourself.

Send for descriptive booklet.

seri-

!

right at this minute you
have a good idea cr plot in your head
that would make a good "movie."
Perhaps you are under the impression
that t needs special talent to write

because

"And
Haller,

No doubt

Dismiss that wrong idea

me

while Edith
about two heads taller
than I, played the ingenues
After
that I went to Thanhauser, and
from there to Roscoe Arbuckle."

today are
making big money in their spare time
by helping supply the enormous demand for photoplays. Scores of producing companies are ready to pay for
good ideas. They must have them.

scenarios.

they didn't take

don't know."

I

Finally she left Vitagraph to work
with Stuart Holmes.

to

men and women

Scores of

ously,

was

I

Maybe

always made up for a laugh.

m

Diamonds
Learn to judge Diamonds. Then you
will know how to buy economically for
yourself or a present

WRITE FOR

THE ROYAL CATALOC
It is packed full of interesting, solid
facts regarding Diamonds, Watches
and Jewelry. Tells you how to buy

—

;

company even

so

much

as offered to

me

I
shouted and
down.
screamed, but somebody yelled at
me to go on acting that it was fine
Oh, I never was
stuff
so I did.
funnier in my life, I'm sure, and the
people down below laughed and
clapped and pretended they thought
it would be great stuff on the screen.

help

—

—

I

don't

mind admitting

that I thought

so, too."

sighed.
isn't

it?

roles, and then, when we saw that
part of the picture run off in the
I found they'd cut
out a lot of my stuff and that most
of the time I was struggling and raving on the elk's head I was doing it
just for the amusement of the rest
of the crowd they never intended
to use it all.
And to add insult to
injury, they finally all went away and
left me hanging up there in the

projection room,

;

air."

"But even so, don't you think
comedy's pretty good training for
the sort of parts you're doing now;
in roles like yours in 'Should a
Woman Tell?' and 'Shore Acres?'"
"Wonderful,"
she
answered.
"You have to put over a thought or
expression in double-quick time, in
comedv, and it teaches you to think
fast."

"Well, you

"That's

Your

a

moment and
the

way,

efforts

don't

always
best

may

like

tragedy on

I'll wager it's comedy
most popular at home," I re-

the stage, but
that's

marked

as I rose to go.

"You're more or
that," she laughed.

a

in

live

less right

bungalow,

little

about

"Mother and

and an Airedale,

canary

with

and

I

a

my

greatest tragedies are hats that dis-

Hats are my great,
you know I'm
simply crazy about them
in fact,
when I called the roll last I had
me.

appoint

undying

—

passion,

;

ninety-two."

"How
"No

about matrimony ?"

yearnings in that line," she
"My big ambi-

answered promptly.
tion

"

is

"Shakespeare

!"

—

"No musical comedy. Why, I'd
be willing even to ingenue in that.
You see, once for a whole summer
I danced with a partner at the Waldorf, in New York, and we had a
dancing act all fixed up with booking
at the Palace, but mother interfered."

So
tragic

She stopped for

1X\J YAL DIAMOND &W£g H
•35 MAIDEN LANE ~ NEW YOI)K

count for anything.
There I was,
going around thinking I'd really done
something that would amuse the
multitudes and that maybe it was
more worth while to make people
laugh than to play heavy emotional

if

Alice ever does doff her

mask

we'll

have

to

thank that

ambition of hers for restoring her

wink to a place where
viewed by the public.

it

caiT

be

a
I

;

;
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Jack-of-All-Arts
Continued from page 57

move
said,

that

hurt me.
The ballet master
'how you dance with legs like

?'

my

So

father say,

'It

is

to

be the violin.' And I worked hard;
but not for me was that chair in the
orchestra that my grandfather and
my father had spent their lives in.
I

—what

do you

wanted

bigger

life,

and

I

left

call

it

Moscow

—

for

Petrograd to study law.
There I
work all day and almost all night
I
I sleep only two
three hours.
get so thin in the face that I never

—

get fat again."

But,

let

the scoffers say that mir-

no more; after Kosloff had
taken his degree and was ready to
practice law, the rheumatism that
had stiffened his legs vanished suddenly.
Pie could dance once more.
And dance he did, with all the pentup fervor of three years' enforced
abstinence.
He toured France with
a company which was presenting the
Russian ballet, and France went wild
over the new Russe dancing. England was conquered next, and then
the young Russian was signed for
an American tour, with Gertrude
acles are

Hoffman

in ''Scheherazade."

He

re-

turned to Russia for a period, but
came back to America on a vaudeville tour shortly before the revolution, and was induced by Cecil de
Mille to play the part of Prince
Guafamatzin with Geraldine Farrar
in ''The Woman God Forgot." Since
then he has worked in other De Mille

A

Hero

in

"Why Change

including,

pictures,

Your Wife," "The Tree of Knowledge," and "The Prince Chap."
But, somehow, it was not Kosloff,
the dancer or the artist or the violinist,

who

appealed to me.

It

was

His lack of pre-

Kosloff, the man.

tense and his naive delight in the
simpler things of life are charming.
He took such pride in showing me
his trained pigeon, "Belka," who has
worked with him on the stage, and
who will fly to him whenever he
goes outside the house, alighting on

And

he was
proud of the fact that he could cook
his housekeeper acknowledges that
he can make better waffles than she
can.
Then, too, he looks so youthful
though if one counts up the
years he has spent in study and in
the dramatic world, one realizes that
he must be far older than he looks
and indeed, he admits that.
"Hard work keeps me young," he
said with his earnest yet youthful
his head or shoulder.

—

—

smile.

"Work, and

—

—how you

living

I do not
it
in straight line.
smoke, I do not drink, I just work
and play and live."
And then he gathered together

call

—
—

admitting a guilty secret.

was born in Wales," he went
on, "but went to school in England,
and later worked in London as a
"I

commission man,' that is, a
sort of bond salesman.
Then I was
seized with a desire to go on the
stage, and succeeded in doing so,
'half

Advance

of

Styles

Now Ready

Mail coupon below for your FREE
copy. See at whatagreatsavingyou
can dress in the I
modes set by Paris
and New York as this
season's leading styles.
Supreme quality is what
you naturally expect

garment offered by
North Co., and

in

any

this old

of Baird-

established firm

you'll

bemore

than agreeably surprised at
this superb showing of the
very latest styles displayed in
our Style Book.

All Silk Taffeta
12A309— Navy Blue

FT^^fitCt
J-^A
Only.

This beautiiul

design, latest style All Silk Taffeta
Dress is a happy illustration of the
splendid values in this season's Baird-

North Style Book.

It

would be

diffi-

cult to equal this attractive costume
else whereat anywhere near the BairdNorth price. Coat style waist with

white Georgette Crepe vesteeof sheer
with
fibre ribbon in twoharmonizing
colors; lined with (inequality silky mull.
Sizes: 14 to 20 years for Misses with 36-

texture, girdled and trimmed

fancy

^amsm^

inch Skirt.
34 to 42 for

*j§g|S^| Shipping
^BiwHfc weight

!

if

Women

M>

I

,

lb

=

skirt,

Belka, his pigeon, and Pisca, the little yellow cat, who was "ver' thin

and

all

hungry" when she came

to

him, and played with them and
chatted with me like a naive, grown-

—

up child which
Theodore Kosloff

is

exactly

really

StrawHat

what
l

is.

Homespun
by way of Sir Herbert Tree's dramatic school. Finally I secured an
engagement with Ellen Terry, and
came to America in her company.
"I broke into pictures at the old
Biograph studio, working occasionally as an extra, but never took them
seriously in those days. But since I
appeared on the stage in 'The Outcast,' w ith Elsie Ferguson, I've been
alternating between calcium lights
and footlights, and now I'm signed

ILUP
H

—

19A421- Black,/
vnlh Copenhagen Blue Satin.
'

One of irmny "fetching" styles in the BaireJ-l
North Siyia Book. This smart China Pipingl
Straw is in the drooping brim effect so becorn-|
ing to most every woman. A plaiting of satin |
on brim is overlaid with a handsome wreath of
vari-colored satin and velvet fi? E
flowers, satin foliage and ^*
'

grasses.

Continued from page 55

David laughed, showing something
amazingly like a dimple in one cheek.
"Being domesticated isn't necessarily synonymous with being married. I'll bet your wives don't think
I just like to potter around my
so.
place down on Forty-seventh Street,
to scrape the paint off old chairs and
repaint them the way they belong,
and all that sort of thing. And if
you must know the real truth
went on the stage because I needed
the money," he whispered, as though

Baird-North Book

Genuine bis vaSue. Price

B

™"

Coupon

Mai! This

NOW!

You will be delighted with the beautiful things shown in
the Baird-North Style BGck at prices amazingly low for
guaranteed high quality. Coats, suits, dresses, lingerie,
millinery, hosiery, shoes, etc. Send today!

m

~

TIaIrd^no^tiTcoT
Providence, R.

3 37 Broad
Gentlemen:
vance styles.

St,

Please send

Name

me

I.

a copy of your book of ad-

.

Address.

T

up for a year at least of the movies."
David glanced at his watch.

"Now

thoroughly
interviewed," he said pleasantly, but
firmly, "maybe you'll excuse me.
This is my vacation and I've an engagement to skate in Central Park."
I excused him, of course; what
else could I do?
that I've been

Gents Ring. Solid Gold F. Mtg.
1 ct. gem. Special price $4.85

Ladies Ring, Solid Gold F. Mtg.

% ct. gem.

Special price

$3.15

LA RAYO

IM.

DIAMONDS

the only rival of the finest South African diamonds.
It
Genuine La Rayo is a marvelous new discovery.
has no paste or foil backing and cannot be distinguished
from the genuine diamond when placed beside it.
is

This dazzling brilliancy is= lasting. Set in these finefy mooTefed Solid
Gold F. Mtgs. this rin>- will he a revelation to you when yon receive it.
To advertise quickly onlv 10,000 will be sold at *-j catalogue price
as listed above. Tell us which you desire, ladies or gents rirg. Be
sure to state finger size. Order at once. Send morey order or
currency. Write for catalogue.

THE LEON BECK CO.,
918 Calhoun

Street

.

Sole distributors of

.

.

Deot. S
Fort Wayne, Indiana
in America.

La Rayo gems
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Tom Forman — Lone

Star

Continued from page 65

"And you went
tures."
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He Was

^Indoors aroutS

directly into pic-

"Will

finished artfully, pretend-

I

down.

ing to write

it

that the only

way

From

talk

more

about himself was to let him correct
my supposed errors.
"No, I didn't," he rose to the bait,
all
unsuspecting.
"I was stage"
struck, but I was kind of"Shy?" I put in, and he nodded,
running his hand through his mussed
hair with an embarrassed gesture.
"Yes, I reckon I was," he admitted, "so all I did for quite a
while was to tote a spear down at
the old Belasco Theater here, and
then I got some bits, and after a
while I worked up to be a leading
man then I toured the country."
fith's

studio?"

showed
"No,

I

Drop on
that Cough

JJOUSEWIVES

Sudden

!

changes from the overheated kitchens to cooler
rooms or outdoors or vice
versa
often mean a cold.
Prevent it!
Use Dean's
Mentholated Cough Drops.

—

—

Get them anywhere.

Dean Medicine CompanyMilwaukee, Wisconsin

down.

he corrected.
"First I was in pictures with Kalem,
then I did some directing, and finally
when George Mel ford began directing for Lasky, he wanted me to work
here and so I did."
He finished
with a look that begged me not to
quiz him any more.

—

They

tell

^MENTHOLATED

Lubin,"

at

me

at the studio

CoughDrofs
Kill
My method

I

yourself
asked.

"Oh, nothing much," he answered
hesitatingly.
"I don't jazz around
much no, I'm not married I just
go home at night and read but I'm
a nut on hunting and fishing," he
added, brightening.
"I have the
grandest little ranch you ever saw
up in the high Sierras, with two
trout streams on it
and say, you

—

—
—

—

ought to see

my

D. J. Mahler.

Providence, R.

184-X. Mahler Park,

Beautifully
Curly, Wavy

Hair Like

"Nature's

Own"
Try the new
way — the Silmerine way
and you

The

II never again use the ruinous heated iron,
curliness will appear altogether natural.

Liquid Silmerine
Is
applied at night with a clean tooth brush.
Perfectly harmless.
neither sticky nor greasy.
Serves also as a splendid dressing for the hair.
Directions with bottle. At your druggists.
is

Lasts a Week
Flower Drops— the most con*
centrated and exquisite perfume
ever made. Produced without alcohol. A single drop lasts a week.
Bottle like picture, with long
glass stopper, Rose or Lilac SI. 50;

>m
mm I

cabin, full of bear"

Lily of the Valley or "Violet $1.75;
Flower Drops Toilet Water,
charmingly fragrant. 5-oz.botties

Flower Drops Gold Cream
76c: Flower Drops Talcum glaps
jars 50c. At druggists or by mail.
S1.50;

W
Ffowertrops

skins and deer heads

.

He was

I found that he could
talk out-of-doors as well as war.
I
off.

all,

and

all

the

if

he

there were, he wouldn't be what
is at present
a Lone star.

—

"Alcazar*" a new Oriental perof mystic charm, $2.0(f an
bottle. "Alcazar" Toilet

ounce

Water— better than most perfumes— 4 ounce bottles S2.00.

little

worldlets, that I wish more screen
actors were like Tom Forman. Still,

TOILJ.T-'WATER

fume

I'd like to tell the

world-and-his-wife and

«:

Rieger's "Mnn Amour" and
"Garden Queen" high-grade perfumes $1.50 an ounce. Rieger's

think he forgave me for being an interviewer. Anyhow, a pleasant time

was had by

point on,

Wes

He seemed

talked

relieved

by

picture ?"
"

the only way to prevent the hair from growing: again.
Easy, painless, harmless. No scars. Booklet free. Write today
enclosing 3 stamps. We teach beauty culture.

—

"What do you do with

thai

easily.

Gee, it was a swell picture!"
"Which do you think is your best

is

me, Tom didn't give me this information that he is one of the coming stars of the cinema, having a
most engaging personality that "gets
over" on the silver screen, besides

outside of pictures ?"

brightened.

that.

The Hair Root

—believe

possessing talent of a rare quality.
"The Sea-Wolf" gives him a splendid opportunity, as will later Lasky
features in which he is to appear.

he

always ran when I saw her, so it
didn't do me no good.
One day,
though, Mr. Neilan saw me and
thought I was a type for a picture.
When he went to Selig and put on
the 'Bloom-Setter' series he sent for
me and put me in them. Mr. Neilan
never forgets his friends, you know."
"You have worked a lot for Mr.
Neilan?"
"You bet. I was in 'Rebecca of
Sunnybrook Farm' with Mary Pickford.
I played the ringmaster in
that, and I worked in 'Amarilla of
Clothes-Line Alley' with Mary, too.
I played her brother, Flamingo, in

when he

inquired,

you?"

"I used to hang around the studio looking for Miss Glaum, but I

Get

a director at Grif-

signs of slacking

Vamp!

the harrowing confession.

;

"And you were

a

"Thanks."

found out

I

make Tom

to

Lured by

Continued from page 47

EXACT SIZE
OF BOTTLE

"Honolulu Bouquet" —our latest
perfume— SI. 00 an ounce.
Send S1.00 for souvenir box of
five 25c bottles, different odors.
PAUL RIEGER, 137 First St. San Francisco

I.

'Daddy

Long-Legs.'
Say,
exclaimed
suddenly,
turning to his mother. "Matt Moore
said yesterday that he looked just
like me when he was a kid. He's got
freckles still. Maybe I won't be too
homely to be a leading man when I

mums,"

grow

he

up."

now young Mr. Berry is
than any leading man in
Hollywood.
He is under a longterm contract with the director who
"never forgets his friends." He will
appear in Tarkington's "Penrod"
stories.
And the name of Wesley
Berry will be featured, I'm told,
along with that of his pal, Mr.

Just
busier

Neilan.

"What are your plans for the future?" I inquired.
"Well," he mused, "I gotta have
more education, I s'pose. I've got a
tutor now.

When

do Western

to

He

I'm a

man

I

want

stuff."

thrust his hands in his pockets,

and I heard the rattle of marbles. I
knew, the interview was over right
there.
So, after I had been shown
the garden, the chickens, and the
place where the gymnasium is to be
built for Wes' training preparatory
to doing "Doug"' Fairbanks' stuff,
I made my departure.
The boy and
mother waved their hands in
from the porch of the
house. And as I went down the path
his

farewell

I

caught myself whistling.
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The Movies' Family Tree
Continued from page 35

being and claimed the

into

of

title

Meanwhile, similar
up in all the
And now, for size and
large cities.
magnilicance, all the previous showhouses have handed the palm to the
"the best yet."

theaters began to spring

new

great,

"Capitol,"

called

the

more than

five

structure

seating

thousand persons, which has been
put on Broadway.

flow

Luxuriant Lashes
Aid the Expression

The old nickelodeon has passed
away and the more high-priced and
high-class show has taken its place.
We think it is well worth while, nowadays to pay more for the privilege

Long, luxuriant, silken eyelashes that enchance good
looks and charm

Real Beauty

of watching the growth of our godchild.
He has, in twenty-five years,
come into full stature, become a fair
competitor with the speaking stage,
and has thrown the lure of the rest
of his ancestors into the shadow.
The picture play has taken a prominent place in the state institutions,
the school, the factory, the church,
and in conferences, and gatherings
great and small.
The Federal government has recognized the value of

moving

—

being to enlist the aid of the
movies toward more rapid development of Americanism among our embryo citizens.
The use of motion
est step

Where will it
Now, while

a

in

aration.

shades',

also

deeply
indebted to each of the great men
here mentioned, it also owes something to "all outdoors," and to each
and every one of you readers for,
without the stimulus given by your
keen interest and judgment, it could
not have attained the degree of perfection which we recognize in the
screen to-day. Moreover, each time
you present your money at the ticket
office window, an increment
as the
mathematicians say is added to
bring to perfection the whole endeavor. Every dime or quarter spent
by you for the movies makes all those
who in any way work for the advance of the industry, strive just a

It

is

PRIDE

little

harder to please us

So you, you and

among

us,

mothers and
silver screen.

are
little

I

used after

BROWN AND DARK,

uncolored.

Adaptable to

is

ever so delicately scented

the lashes to grow.
attractive

brown box

is

only

Accept no substitutes.
Remember "Real Beauty Is In

50c.

—

The Eyes."

Ross Chemical Co.
26 East 23rd

St.,

New York

Sold by most Drug and

INNOCENCE

Department
Makers

Stores or Direct from the

—

all.

and every "fan"

also

no other prep-

may be

and contains properties that aid

The

—

—

is like

It

any complexion.

stop?
the industry

beautiful eyelashes

the face has been powdered, supplying natural nourishment.
It
is a harmless cream which darkens eyelashes instantly.
Two

MIRTH

version.

film

You can have

be,

before retiring.

is well known.
"Film-your-own" machines are becoming more and more popular. It
is even rumored that the Bible is to

interpreted

may

sion

LASHLUX

pictures in advertising

be

your

expresbeautiful
eyes make it doubly captivating.
Who knows, indeed, of any famous beauty, whose eyes have not
been her paramount attraction?
*

and brows to enhance your
charm, by massaging a tiny bit
of LASHLUX into them at night

and makes use of
many ways the lat-

pictures,

the industry in

HATEVER

*

SORROW

Is

Eyes

in the

little
godgodfathers of the

lASMLUX
means luxuriant lashes
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SCREEN GOSSIP

LET "DANDERINE"

By The Film Colonist

BEAUTIFY HAIR

Thomas Meighan
"The Frontier of the

Have

Girls !

mass of long,

a

to

is

star

TONIGHT

TOMORROW

in

Stars" by Alfollowing

ALRIGHT

Paysoh Terhune,
"The Prince Chap."

bert

gleamy hair

thick,

Section

Al Christie
vaudeville

is

directing Chic Sale,

top-liner,

named "The

in

a

picture

.Smart Aleck."

"Hop O' My Thumb/' by James
M. Barrie, will be Mary Pickford's
next play.
Get a

Your

254 Box

Druggist

Louise
Glaum has completed
"Love Madness," her picture to follow "Sex," and will start production
of Sardou's "Theodora," this spring.

Anita Stewart is said to have purchased "Saturday's Child," by Kath-

Let "Danderine" save your hair and
double its beauty. You can have lots
of long, thick, strong, lustrous hair.
Don't let it stay lifeless, thin, scraggly
or fading. Bring back its color, vigor

and

vitality.

Elliott

—Hurry

De

:

104 E

Screen-

Faces for the Movies

reported that Richard Barthelmess has signed a three-year
is

contract to star at a figure close to

Beauty or Experience Not Necessary
first

it is

time in the history of moving

now

possible for screen aspirants

everywhere to get consideration from the. big
film directors.
No matter where you live or
whether you are considered good looking, we
get your photograph before the directors,
many of whom are in urgent need of new
"screen-faces."

We

Ralph
do not teach "movie" acting.
famous Selznick director, says "There
are many young girls who could make good in
Ince,

quarter of a million per annum.
His contract with D. W. Griffith expires at the end of this year.

has certainly been
doubling in brass. He is the author
of the scenario for "The Round-up"
from Edmund Day's stage play, and
he also is the leading juvenile of the
picture.
Upon the completion of

Tom

became director for
Ethel Clayton in "The Ladder."

the picture

:

In Tourneur's production, "The
Pavilion cm the Links," adapted from
Robert Louis Stevenson's story of
the same name, you will see Jack
Gilbert, Janis Wilson, Wes Berry,

With the assistance of famous directors
and motion picture stars we have prepared a
printed guide, "The New Road to Film Fame."
just off the press, which tells you what to do
and gives full directions.
It also contains
endorsements of our service from famous people, statements from directors, portraits of
celebrated stars and direct advice to you from

and

I

:

:

J.

Remember that salaries in this profession
are big that beauty plays but a small part
that experience is not necessary and that
thousands of all types will be needed to meet
the tremendously growing demand.
Send ten
cents (Postage or Coin) to cover postage and
wrapping this new guide. Get it at once
it may start you on the road to fame and
fortune.
Address
Screen Casting Directors
Service, Dept. E-2, Wilmington, Delaware,

—

Bebe Daniels is leading woman
for Wallace Reid in "Sick-a-Bed."

—

Bessie Love will have two direcJoseph de Grasse and Ida May
Parks, for the first of her own productions, which is from the novel,
"The Midlanders."
tors,

:

you are not sincere in your desire to
get in the movies, please do not send for this
If

printed

guide.

Broadway

at

Times Square,

NEW YORK

^TAGE

CET ON THE
VAUDEVILLE

you how! Fascinating' profession. Big salExperience unnecessary. Splendid engagements always waiting.
Opportunity for travel.
Theatrical aprenta endorse my methods.
Thirty
years' experience as both manager and performer.
'*
book,
About
Vaudeville, " Fit EE.
Illustrated
All
Send 6 cents postage and state ago and occupation.
I tell

aries.

FREDERIC LADELLE,Sta.21?, JACKSON. MICH.

WRITE A SONG
Love, Mother, home, childhood, patriotic
music and
any subject.
I compose
guarantee publication. Send Words Today.

or

THOMAS MERLIN, 268
Bound volumes
zine

now

ready.

of

Reaper Block,

Chicago

Picture-Play Maga-

Price

per volume.

$3.00

Address Subscription Department, Street &
Smith Corporation, 79-89 Seventh Avenue,
New York.

Barney Sherry.

Mollie King.

—

Fitzgerald Bldg.,

If you stammer attend no stammering schooltil] you get my
big new FREE book and special rate. Largest and most successfulschoolin Lhe world curing all forms of defective speech by
advanced natural method. Writetoday. North- Western School
for Stammerers, Inc., 2365Graod Are., Milwaukee, Wis.

Tom Forman

will be very glad to take advantage of your service."
Marshall Neilan,
known everywhere for his work in directing
Mary Piekfbrd. says "I am convinced that
the service you render screen aspirants offers
many new personalities to moving picture directors."
P. A. Powers, of Universal, says
"A new crop of film stars will be needed at
once to supply the insistent demand."

the movies.

submitted

free.

STAMMER

Thousands of All Types Needed

For the

examined

BROADWAY COMPOSING STUDIOS

cast.

a

pictures

Poems

other subject to us today.
are

!

It

Wanted

to the screen

Mille production. Monte Blue
Gloria
and
Swanson are also of the
B.

brightness and abundance

color,

return

Dexter returns

after a period of illness, in a Cecil

;

will

We

Write the words for a song.
revise
song-poems, compose music for them, and
guarantee to secure publication on a royalty
basis by a New York music publisher.
Our
Lyric Editor and Chief Composer is a
song-writer of national reputation and has
written many big song-hits.
Mail your
song-poem on love, peace, victory 01 any

leen Norris, for production.

Get a 35-cent bottle of delightful
"Danderine" at any drug or toilet
counter to freshen vour scalp check
dandruft and falling nair. Your hair
needs this stimulating tonic, then its
life,

Write the Words
For a Song

"Burning Daylight" is the first of
a series of Jack London stories in
which Mitchell Lewis will appear.

HAIRMODE|0

mm

Jfflk Dresses y
ILwk u the Hair^f
.

Keeps

it

Dressed!

Stubborn, wiry, mussy

unruly

hair becomes snky and beautiful.
Gives it that lovely gloss characteristic of the hair of stage ar.d
screen stars of both sexes. Fine
for the scalp— a tonic as well as a
beautifier

Favorite of

both

MEN

and WOMEN. Guaranteed harmless
and greaseless. TRIAL BO'ITLE,
postpaid, 50c. Lanrer size (three
times quantity) $1
Satisfaction or
price refunded. Order TODAY.
Goddess Laboratories, Deri. 10, Chicago
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Cartoon Stars
make
money
Sidney Smith, Clare Briggs, Fontaine Fox and other
.cartoon stars make from $10,000 to $50,000 a year.
Bud Fisher makes over $50,000 a year from Mutt and
R. L. Goldberg's yearly income is more than
Jeff.
Yet both Fisher and Goldberg started as $15
$125,000.
a week illustrators.
Ministers, bookkeepers, and
mechanics have become successful illustrators and cartoonists through the Federal School of Applied Cartooning.
Don't let your present job hold you back.
Capitalize your cartoon ideas.
The way is now open
to you.

Send Six Cents for

A Road to Bigger Things

This book shows studio pictures of the 32 greatest American
who are on the staff of the Federal School. It tells
how in one course you can learn cartooning, animated cartooning, chalk talking, and window card writing.
One of these is
your big field. It shows how by home study, you can learn the
skill, stunts, short-cuts, and the professional touch of these famous cartoon stars on the Federal Staff.
cartoonists

make

big money from simple cartoon ideas. Do
fame and incomes? Just fill in your name and
address, and mail the coupon with six cents postage for this
book that tells you how. Do it Now.

These
you want

stars

their

Federal School of Applied Cartooning

—— —

— ————

0422 Federal Schools Bldg.
Minneapolis, Minn.
TEAR OUT COUPON ALONG THIS LINE-"—

— — ——

Please send by return mail my copy of "A Road
Bigger Things." I enclose six cents for postage.

To

NAME.

ADDRESS
0422

CITY

AND STATE.

-'•""•fe-

lt

wm

HP
Maybell Laboratories,
Chicago,
: I am sincerely pleased to have
the opportunity of

Qentlemen

recommending your
remarkable preparation" Las h-Bro w-Ine
for

stimulating

lashes

the

of the Eye-

growth

and Eyebrows.

Sincerely yours,

Ethel Clayton.

Ethel Clayton's Wonderful Eyelasheslong and curling

—

form a charming fringe for her eyes and give them that
appeal which adds so greatly to her facial beauty and attractiveness.
Beautiful Eyelashes and well-formed Eyebrows
how wonderfully they bring
out the natural beauty of the eyes
They are now within the reach of all
women who will just apply a little
wistful

—

!

for a short time.
circles, as

Hundreds

of thousands of

well as stage and screen

stars,

women, prominent in social
recommend

use and enthusiastically

this harmless, delicately scented cream, which nourishes and promotes the
growth of Eyelashes and Eyebrows making them long, thick and luxuriant.
Why not you P

TWO SIZES, 50c and $1.00. AT YOUR DEALER'S or sent Direct
It

in plain cover,
was to be expected that
has been.

on receipt of

SATISFACTION ASSURED.

price.

"LASH-BROW-INE"

so conspicuous a success as
So, to be sure of getting the genuine, look for the picture of "

INE GIRL"—same

as at left— on every package,

would

be imitated, as it

THE LASH-BROW-

and thus avoid disappointments.

LABORATORIES
MAYBELL
4305-47 Grand Blvd.
CHICAGO

ROTOGRAVURE SECTION OF FAMOUS PL AVERS

Advertising Section

Way

The Old

Two Ways

3

The

of Selling the

New Way

Factory
Branch

House

•

—

The New Way Saves You $43

Agent

THE OLD WAY:
you

sell

offices

many

in

It

THE

$43 to
Rents of

com-

cities, salaries,

WAY: We

Why

missions and other costly practices
each demanded its share.

You

NEW

ship from the facThis
tory to you, eliminating all wastes.
saves the $43, and it now goes to you. A
waste
$100 Oliver costs you but $57.
$43 by buying typewriters the old way?

cost

typewriter.

a

—

These Facts Will Save You Money
Note that this advertisement is signed by The Oliver Typewriter Company itself. It is not the
advertisement of a concern offering- second-hand or rebuilt Olivers of an earlier model.
The
Oliver Typewriter Company makes only new machines.
The old way, as explained above, was wasteful and wrong-. So people have welcomed our new
economical plan and our output has multiplied.

We

FREE TRIAL

for $57 the exact machine which forThis is our Model Nine, the
$100.
nnest typewriter we ever built.
It has the universal
keyboard so any stenographer may turn to it without the slightest hesitation and do better work more
offer

merry sold

Ccl

at

coupon below, asking us to send a
We do not ask a penny down,
When the Oliver arrives, try it out. Put it to evenCompare its workmanship.
test.
Then when you are convinced that the Oliver Nine
is all we claim, and you prefer it, pay us at the rate of
$3 per month.
During the free trial, you are not under the slightest OD lig" a tion to buy.
If you wish to return it, we
Merely

f ree

SUV
'

_

I

And

has dozens of superiorities not found elseinstance, it has far fewer parts.
This
means longer wear, and naturally few or no repairs.
it

where.

For

This Oliver Nine is a 20-year development. If any
typewriter is worth $ioo, it" is this splendid model. "
•

as

Used typewriters accepted in exchange at a fair
viWirvn
vamauon.
you would rather know more about our plans

,

1

;

United

States

Steel Corporation. National City
York, Pennsylvania Railroad Otis Elevator Company and hosts of others.
Such concerns
demand the best. Yet they are not wasteful.

Bank

of

Oliver.

even refun d the outgoing transportation charges.

same machine used11bv great concerns such

Tt is
c tino
It
the

trial

clip the

New

'

before ordering a free-trial Oliver, check the coupon
for our amazing book entitled, "The High Cost of

t^j

VVaS

jdSBBBlbL

1NOW

-—^

$100

rfft

catalog describing the Oliver Nine.

jjlp

$57

—

The Reason and the Remedy." We accompany it with our beautifully illustrated

Typewriters
'117'

The Oliver Typewriter Co.
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Canadian Price
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1355 Oliver Typewriter Bids., « liirngro
Ship me
w « Oliver for five days free inspection. If
keep it. I will pay $57 at the rate of $0 per month. The
to remain in you until fully paid for.

I

|

1

This does not place me under any obligation to buy. If I choose
to return the Oliver, I will ship it back at vour expense at the
end of live days.
Do not send a machine until I order it. Mail me vour book
"Tho High Cost of Typewriters The Reason and the
I
I
Remedy," your de luxe catalog and further information.

I
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The Real Thing

Olympus— 1920

.

.

The pagan gods come down

A Maud
We

The

Muller Movie

....
....
new

Harry Hamilton

guise.

Robert W. Sneddon

Never did mosques and minarets look down upon a stranger

An

iVctor

by Inheritance

Little

and go into the movies.

present a famous heroine of literature in

Virgin of Stamboul

Barbara

.

to earth

.

.

38

tale.

.

Charles Carter

.

J.

Arthur Rankin conies of theatrical aristocracy.

By Way

Model Throne

of a

The Observer
Editorial

.

.

B.

comment on

as a stepping-stone to the screen.

timely topics concerning the screen.

...

Snapped About the Studios

....

Interesting bits of news in picture form.

The Beautiful Faker

Mary Thuiman makes known some unsuspected

"Fifteen

Men

Waye

..... ...

Yvonne Gardelle used one

its

way

Hints for Scenario Writers

Jerome Weatherby

.

48

.

50

facts about herself.

"

on a Dead Man's Chest

"'Treasure Island" has found

...
.

...

.

to the screen.

.

.

.

....

William Lord Wright

51

Information and advice for the amateur writer.

An

Alaskan Interlude
The Far North made

A

Star from Lotus

iMarjorie

Land

.

.

Tsuru Aoki transplants the Flowery Kingdom

"Romance" Comes
One

to the Screen

of the stage's greatest successes

is

.

.

to

McNaughton Baxter 53

glimpse of scenario buying on a

Freeman Henderson

54

our shores.
.

\

.

.56

caught by the camera.

Why I Paid $175,000 for "Way Down East"
A

J.

Rambeau more than welcome.

mammoth

David Wark

Griffith

57

scale.
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SOME OF THE
LATEST PARAMOUNT
ARTCRAFT FEATURES
Listed Alphabetically

John Barrymore

in

"Dr. Jekyll and
Mr. Hyde"

"The Copperhead"
With Lionel Barrymore
Directed by Charles Maigne

Cecil B.

DeMihVs

Production

"Male

&

Female"

"Every woman"
Directed by George\Melford
With All Star Cast
t"

George

^ ADMIT

ONt^ AO Ml

t
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ADMIT QN€

Fitzmaurice's
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^""M'T

Illustration
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^

flOMIT °
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j

by Norman Rockwell

Production

'On With the Dance"

Wm.

S.

Hart

"The
A Win. S. Hart

in

Toll Gate"

S7x)urplease

Production

William D. Taylor's

family

affair:

Production

"Huckleberry Finn"
With All Star Cast

Maurice Tourneur's

1

hat's the

mount

way

to get the

most out

of Para-

Pictures.

Multiply the pleasure by sharing

it

Production

"Treasure Island"

George
Loane Tucker's
Production

"The Miracle Man"
And remember that any Paramoun t or Artcraft Picture that
you haven't seen is as veto as
a book you have never read

Good

You
any box

entertainment

can see
office

it

logic,

illustrated

and happy

by smiling

logic, too.

faces at

where money paid buys a view

of

Pictures that are Paramount!

Know

before you pay.

Make

sure

please"

it's

a Paramount.

Then

"four,

is right.

^paramount ^pictures

....
.....
....
Contents

An

Interview with Pepper
Tlie

Mack

Continued

Emma-Lindsay Squier

Hollywood Ruins

Verse

Clara Orwiji

Glimpses of a Magic Garden
Its

.

38

Sennett comedy cat talks abuut herself.

.

Everett Leighton

.

.

.59
.

60

flowers are Nazimova"s varied roles.

"Does Pearl White Wear

a Wig?"
know— and she tells

All the fans want to

Elizabeth Bemieche Peterson 62

.

them.

Harry

Fade-Outs

J.

Smalley

64

Gentle gibes at the fads and follies of the screen, with sketches by H. L. Drucklieb.

A Few

Plain Facts About Gladden James

Gladden James demands

Over the Teacups
Some

.

A

.

interesting gossip

The Healing Drama
A

an interview

is

without

.

•

.

Edna Foley

66

The Bystander

67

Trills.

passed along by Farm) the Fan.

Herbert

.

.

.

view of current productions from

a

Howe

71

angle.

spiritual

Tabloid Review

Peter Milne

74

C. L. Edson

75

Brief criticisms of the month's best releases.

The Strange Boarder
His belief in the goodness of mankind almost imprisoned him for

Golden Gleams
The

What

is

.

.

.

Celia

Brynn

78

analyzed and explained.

80

the Fans Think
Some

The

for the Silversheet

screen's deluge of blondes

life.

of our readers express their views on affairs of the screen.

Picture Oracle
Answers

82

.

from our readers.

to cpjestions

Screen Gossip

.

.

•

•

-

The Screen

•

Colonist

92

NOTICE TO OUR READERS
and delays due to the severity of the winter, the unusually heavy
these delays coming on the heels of the strike which temporarily
stopped our publication last fall it has been impossible to get Picture-Play Magazine on the news
stands on schedule time of late. Every effort is being made to overcome this, and we expect to be
making deliveries on time very soon. Meanwhile we hope that all our readers will watch for the
publication so as not to miss any numbers.

Owing

to transportation tie-ups

and other causes

traffic

THE

—and

woman

most beautiful

in

—

America

— who

is

she?

Since Lillian Russell retired to private life, there
has been no one who has borne that title. But Her"

a candidate

bert

Howe

stars

upon whose shoulders the mantle

believes there

is

among

the movie

of the distinguished
has written an article

He
is about to descend.
about this present-day beauty, comparing her with her
famous predecessor, and this article accompanied by
photographs taken especially to illustrate it will appear

stage star

—

in the next

number

—

Picture-Play Macazine.

of

You have read a good many times what it costs to
make a movie production. But have you any idea of how
much a successful picture earns? The figures are interand some of them are astounding. For several
weeks Al Cohn, who knows the movies inside and out,
has been digging into this subject, and at last he has
esting,

completed a review of
June issue.

it.

It will

likewise appear in the

And now — ah!

Perhaps you thought we had forgotten
We have not. We have been
that this was leap year.
very busy getting together a compilation of opinions
from the male stars those heartbreakers whose very
profession keeps them surrounded with beautiful women
on the ideal types of the fair sex. There will be some

—

—

—

valuable suggestions in this article suggestions
which should be of very practical use to many a young
woman in this eventful year.
very

of simple, human appeal, we are going to print
Actionized version of "Shore Acres," which, next to
"Way Down East" and "The Old Homestead," was the
most popular of those dear old New England plays of a

By way

a

generation ago. This beautiful story of rural life has been
filmed recently by Metro, and is about to be shown, so
that the printing of the story is timely.

Theda Bara is appearing on the stage, as no doubt you
Perhaps that mysterious woman, who
are well aware.
used to give us such thrills on the screen, has appeared in
your city, and you have had a chance to see her. If not.
you no doubt are curious to know something about her
first stage appearance, which has created such a curious
sensation in the cities in which she has been seen in
person, and in the June issue of Pictuke-Play Magazine
you

will find an account of

it.

will be a good many other interesting articles
story about Clara Kimball Young and her "dad.'" to
whom she is devoted; one on the blase, cynical Conway
Tearle, who has a personality quite all his own: an inof
teresting account of the rise of Monte Blue; a story
how Zena Keefe was groomed and trained for stardom—

There

a

There will
a surprisingly exacting procedure.
whose
Squier.
Emma-Lindsay
Martin
by
with
Joe
be a chat
interview with the Mack Sennett cat you will find in this
number, and— several other stories which have not been

which was

finally

decided upon as yet.

By the way, the new department on "What the Fans
Think" has brought in a surprising and a pleasing reThere is still room, however, for more letters
sponse.
from fans who really have something to say—some
newthe
opinions about the screen— about
definite
tendencies— about the shortcomings and the excellences
If any of the letters in that department in
of pictures.
this number give you an idea of your own which you
would like to express, why not sit down and send it to us?

Advertising Section
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Q^yil every
theatre in
the world
where the
management
can afford
the best

Mostly

Two Thousand feet
and
Two Thousand Laughs
wide
long'

^Jkeyjorni only one of ike
distinc t ive jeatures of

T^ryV ENTERTAINMENTS
them

JL

V^/^/X.

Attend

the theatre that presents'

FOX EILM CORPORATION. WILLIAM ZQX.Tresideni
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Patents and Lawyers

Agents and Help Wanted
CUVKliNJlKM' POSITIONS aiv

il.

i i ;»

1

. 1

-

Let our expert former Government Examiner
Write today for free booklet
prepare you.
Patterson
Civil
giving
full
information.
Service School, Box V. Rochester. N, Y.

HOW MUCH GASOLINE CAN YOU SELL

AT

PEE GALLON? World

2c.

years
for

Secure exclusive rights
"Carbonvoid," Box "2,"

prove it.
county.

to

your

Bradley Beach, N.

Railway
month to

tests for four

J.

Traffic
SI 10.00
Inspectors;
a
start and expenses
travel if de:

unlimited advancement.
No age limit.
Three months' home study.
Situation arranged.
position.
Prepare for permanent
Write for booklet CM 28. Standard Business

sired

;

Training Institute. Buffalo. N. Y.

DETECTIVES EARN BIG MONEY. Travel.
Great demand.
We train you. Particulars
free.
Write American Detective System. 1968
Broadway, N. Y.
WE START YOU IN BUSINESS, furnishing everything; men and women $30 to $100

weekly operating our "Specialty Candy Factories'.'
anywhere.
Booklet free.
Ragsdalo
Co.. Box 08, East Orange. N. J.

BE A DETECTIVE.

Excellent opportunity,

good pay. travel.
Write C. T. Ludwig, 4:',';
Westovcr Building, Kansas City, Mo.
SIDE-LINE SALESMEN We have an attractive line of premium assortments for live
salesmen.
Commission from $5.00 to $20.00
per order.
If you want an up-to-date line,
write today.
Canfield Mfg. Co., 400.", Broadway St., Chica go. 111.

—

MEXICAN DIAMONDS
fool

flash like genuine,
tests, yet sell for l-50th
live agents wanted to sell
sample ease big profits, pleas-

stand

experts,

Few

the price.

from handsome
ant work.
Write today.

:

Mexican Diamond
Las Cruces, New

CD

Imptg. Co., Box
3,
Mexico.
SELL our hosiery and underwear direct to
consumer.
Large line good profits prompt
deliveries
guaranteed.
Samples
ready.
Write.
The C & D Co., Dept. 15, Grand
Rapids, Mich.

—

—

MEN — Age. 17

to 55.
Experience unnecesmake secret investigations, reSalaries expenses. American Foreign
Detective Agency. 114, St. Louis.

sary.
ports.

Travel

INVENTORS

desiring

Washington

It.

.

PATENTS.

patents

C.

Highest references.

Rates rea-

Best results.
Promptness assured.
free.
Watsou E. Coleman. Patent
Lawyer. 024 F Street. Washington. 1). C.
PATENTS, Trademark, Copyright foremost word free.
Long experience as patent
sonable.

Booklet

—

Prompt

solicitor.

sonable.
procured.

advice,

charges very reaResults
solicited.

Correspondence
Mctzgcr. Washington, D. C.

PATENTS PROMPTLY PROCURED.

Per-

sonal. Careful and Efficient service, nighest
references.
Moderate fees. Send sketch or
model for actual search and advice. George
Law. 18 E
P. Kimmel. Master of Patent
Loan & Trust Bldg., Washington. P. >'.

Farm Lands
GOOD HARDWOOD LAND ON CREDIT
in Mich, best counties.
truck.
Only $15 to

Raises line grain, fruit,
.Very
$35 Per Acre.
No
easy terms.
In tracts of 10 to 160 A.
swamps or stones. Free farm advisers and
insurance. Money loaned after land is paid
for to erect buildings and buy livestock. Near
good markets, schools, churches, hard roads,
Best land offer in TJ. S. from
R. R.. etc.
largest Co.
Write to-day for free booklet.
Swigart Land Co., N1265 First Nat'l Bk.
Bldg.. Chicago, 111.

Duplicating Devices
"Modern" Duplicator A Business
50 to 75 copies from pen,
$1.50 up.

—

Getter.
pencil,

typewriter no glue or gelatine. 40.000 firms
use it. 30 days' trial. Y'ou need one. BookReeves & Co., Pittslet free. LT, Durkin.
burgh. Fa.
:

CHERI
Cheri. 142

Assorted lb. box
Best you ever
our compliments.

Super-Chocolates

r. prepaid,
or the box

1'.

insured.

with

15th, Phila.

S.

this issue.

pay:
:

York. Dept. 504.

—

AGENTS $40-$1 00 week. Free samples.
Gold Sign Letters any one can put on store
windows.
Liberal offer to general agents.
Metallic Letter Co.. 431 T. N. Clark, Chicago.

SALESMEN— CITY

OR

TRAVELING.

Experience unnecessary. Send for list of iines
full particulars.
Prepare in spare time
to earn the big salaries
$2,500 to $10,000 a
year. Employment services rendered Members.
National
Salesmen's Training Association.
Dept. 107. Chicago. Til.
AGENTS: $100 WEEKLY.
Automobile
owners everywhere wild with enthusiasm.
Marvelous invention doubles power, mileage,
efficiency.
Saves ten times its cost.
Sensational sales everywhere.
Territory going like
wildfire.
$26 Sample Outfit and Ford Car
free.
Write quick.
L. Ballwey, Dept. 182.
Louisville. Ky.
AGENTS Quick sales Big Profits Outfit Free.
Cash or Credit.
Sales in every
home for our high class line of Pure Food
Products. Soaps. Perfumes. Toilet Articles,
etc.
Write to-day for Money-Making Plans.
American Products Co., 2342 American Bldg.,

—

'

—

—

—

DO YOU WISH TO KNOW

MEN, get into the wonderful tailoringagency business, big profits taking orders and
youi own clothes free. We furnish fine sample outfit and everything free.
No experience
needed. Write to-day. Banner Tailoring Co.,
Dept. 599. Chicago.

WANTED— Men

IS

up.

Railway

Commence $110 month.

Mail

List posi-

free.
Franklin Institute, Dept. R2,
Rochester, N. Y.
$10.00
of finest toilet soaps, perfumes. toilet waters, spices, etc., absolutely
free to agents on our refund plan. Laeassian
Co.. Dent. 427. St. Louis. Mo.
SAVES NECKTIES— Necktie Wrinkle Remover (no ironing required), 25e. Send one
dollar for Six and get a Six- Way Necktie
Holder Free. Necktie Novelty Co., 190 Pilgrim.
Highland Park, Michigan.
Agents

tions,

WORTH

—

Wanted.

whether you

are to gain success, win friends, be happy,
or the reverse?
Scientific, convincing information.
Wonderful results claimed by
patrons.
"Key to Success" and personality
sketch for 10 cents and birthdate. ThomsonHcywood Co., Dept. 300. Chronicle Bldg., San
Francisco.

CRYSTAL GAZING— THE CRAZE: SEND
self-addressed stamped envelope for free instructions.
Zancig's Studio, Asburv Park,
N. ,T.
YOUR FUTURE. Send dime, name, complete birth date, for reliable test to Plato,
Box 102. Buffalo, N. 1". One year's events one
dollar.

WHY BE ONLY HALF
book

come
Inst..

Man The Mastei
a New Being.

ALIVE?

tells

Write

My

Words

the

We

for a Song.

write

159C Fitzger ald Building. New York.
We write muwords for a song.

WRITE

guarantee publisher's acceptance.
Submit poems on patriotism, love or any subject.
Chester Mush' Co., 920 S. Michigan Av.,
Room 323. Chicago.
_____
WRITE WORDS FOR A SONG— We write
Submit
music, publish and secure copyright.
poems on any subject.
The Metropolitan
Studios, 914 S. Michigan Avenue. Room 120,
Chicago.
sic,

SONG-WRITERS GUIDE

SENT

FREE!

Contains valuable instructions and advice.
We
Submit song-poems for examination.
will furnish music, copyright and facilitate
Knickerbocker Studios,
publication or sab'.
301 Gaiety Bldg., New York.
HAVE YOU SONG POEMS? I have best
proposition. Ray Hibbeler, D 102, 4040 Dickens Ave.. Chicago.
SONG WRITERS Have you been deceived
Have you
by guarantees of publication?
Learn inbeen rejected by big publishers?
side facts free." Hdqs. American Society of
Writers,
Song
Box
1258,
Non-Professional
Denver, Colorado.
WANT your song poems accepted? Send today for best offer, immediate publication and
Song writing booklet free.
free examination.
:

Authors & Composers Service Co., Suite 530,
14.",1
Broadway. New York.
IF YOU WILL WRITE 'The words for a
song, I will write tbe music and guarantee
Poems on any subpublisher's acceptance.
ject acceptable.
Ethwell Hanson. Room 102,
3808 Broadway. Chicago. Illinois.
Y'OU Write tbe Words for a Song. We'll
compose the music free and publish same.
Send Song-Poem to-day.
B. Lenox Co., 101
West 42d St.. New York.

—

—

SONGS FOR

$1.
In order to populargreat
hit
"Desertland."
retail
price 30c, for a short time we will offer it
and eleven other popular song hits postpaid
Offer limited,
$1.
send $1 to-day sure.
Riviera Music Company, Iioom 102, Chateau
Theatre Bldg.. Chicago. Illinois.

our

!

SONG WRITERS

!

ATTEN-

Our proposition

to ambitious
investigating.

song
We have
poems, composing wonderful, original melodies, exploiting and publishing good songs.
Information upon request. Manuscripts examined without charge.
Superior Song Studio. 1547 Broadway, New
!

is worth
facilities for revising

writers

Y'ork.

Coins, Stamps, etc.

—

158 Genuine Foreign Stamps Mexico War
issues. Venezuela. Salvador and India Service,
Guatemala. China, etc. Only 10c. Finest approval sheets 50% to 00%.
Agents wanted.
Big 72-page lists free. We buy stamps. Established 25 years.
Hussman Stamp Co., Dept.
Go, St. Louis. Mo.

free

you how to beOgden Health

022 Andrews Bldg.. Cin., O.

Wanted

to

Buy

IT'S LIKE FINDING MONEY when yon
mail us false teeth (with or without gold fillings)
old
or
diamonds,
broken jewelry,
watches, old gold, silver, platinum, magneto
points, gold or silver ores and nuggets
War
Bonds and Stamps.
Highest prices paid.
Cash by return mail. Goods returned in 10
days if you're not satisfied. The Ohio Smelting & Refining Co., 253 Lennox Bldg.. Cleveland, Ohio.

—

Shorthand

SHORTHAND.

Best practical system. K. I.
Shorthand, learn in 5 hours speed with easy
;

practice.
Proof lessons, brochure free.
Institute. EA-26, Station F. New Y'ork.

Cincinnati. O.

Clerks.

dios,

TION

Personal

easy

work
great demand everywhere
we show
you: write. Wagner, 1 SO East 79th St.. New

and

WRITE

music and guarantee to secure publication,
Submit poems on any subject. Broadway Stu-

ATTENTION

BECOME DETECTIVE. — Big
;

Love, mother, home. Childhood, patriotic or any subject. I compose music and guarantee publication.
Send words
today.
Thomas Merlin. 222 Reaper Block,
Chicago.

12

$1.25
tasted

—

Write a Song

ize

Candy

:

$3,000 to $5,000
a year?
You can do it easily.
See Advertisement Anderson Steam Yulcanizer in

Songs, Poems, Etc.

secure

should write for our guidebook "How To Get
Your Patent." Send sketch or description for
Rauuur opinion of its patentable nature.
dolph & To,, Dept. 412. Washington, D. C.
PATENTS. Write for Evidence of ConSend
ception Blank and free guide book.
model or sketch and description lor ire.'
Highest
opinion of its patentable nature.
Reasonable
references.
Prompt Attention.
'Terms.
Victor .1. Evans & Co., 707 Ninth.

;

DO YOU WANT TO EARN

to

King

Motion Picture Plays

PHOTOPLAYS wanted. Big prices paid.
Great demand. We show you how. Get free
Rex Publishers, Box 175

particulars.

Chicago.

—P.

8,

weekly writing Moving Picture
— $100
Plays.
Get free book valuable information
$50

1

:

:

offer.
Photo Playwright College. Box
278 NY11. Chicago.
FREE to writers a wonderful little book
of money-making hints, suggestions, ideas
the A B C of successful Story and Movie

prize

—

Absolutely Free.
Just address
Authors' Press, Dept. 89. Auburn. N. Y.
writing.

Short Stories and Photoplays
Write News Items and Short Stories for
pay in spare time.. Copyright Book and plans
free.
Press Reporting Syndicate (406), St.
Louis. Mo.
$50 to $150 A WEEK. Writing Stories and
Photo Plays.
Send for Special Free Offev.
Department "S," New Y'ork Literary Bureau.
145 W. 36th St., New York City.
WRITE PHOTOPLAYS: $25 $300 paid
any one for suitable ideas.
Experience unProducers
necessary complete outline Free.
League. 439 St. Loin's.
'

—

;

For Sale

Vaudeville

GET ON THE STAGE!
necessary.
let "All

Experience unSend stamn for instructive book-

About Vaudeville." LaDelle,

Jackson, Mich.

Sta. 255,

PAINTS
resisting
list.

Sacrifice large gallonage damp
Secure
paint walls, floors, roofs.
:

Continental

Company, 405 Lexington

Ave., N. Y.

(Continued on page 99)

—

—

—

'

Advertising Section

HELENE CHADW1CK

»-

CLARA WILLIAMS

-

LOUISE

FAZENDA

-

RUTH

way

to

RUTH STONEHQUSE

-

MAY ALLISON

'

ABSOLUTELY

will send to you
FREE, these famous Movieturn your ideas into stories and photoplays and become a successful writer.

In "The Wonder Book for Writers," which we
Stars point out the easiest

ROLAND

Millions of People Can Write
Stories and Photoplays and
Dorit
It /

Know

THIS

the startling assertion re-

is

cently

made by E. B. Davison

of

New York, one of the highest paid
writers in the world. Is his astonishing statement true? Can it be possible
there are countless thousands of people
yearning to write, who really can and simply
haven't found it out? Well, come to think of
it, most anybody can tell a story. Why can't
most anybody write a story? Why is writing supposed to be a rare gift that few posIsn't this only another of the Missess?
taken Ideas the past has handed down to
us? Yesterday nobody dreamed man
could fly. To-day he dives like a swallow
ten thousand feet
LETTERS LIKE THIS above the earth and
laughs down at the
ARE POURING IN
tiny mortal atoms
"I wouldn't take a million dol!

it."— MARY WATSON.
Faibmont. W. Va.
"It is worth its weight in gold
— G. MOCKWITZ. New Castle.
lars for

. '

Wash.
"Every

obstacle that menaces

success can be mastered through
this simple but thorough sys-

tem."— MRS. OLIVE MICHAUX.
Charleroi, Pa.
"It contains a gold
valuable suggestions."

it is

GORDON
MATHEWS, Montreal, Can.

"'I received your Irving System
some time ago. It is the mOBt
remarkable thing I have ever
seen. Mr. Irving certainly has
made story and play writing
amazingly simple and easy."--

ALFRED HORTO.

Niagara

Palls. N. Y.

"Of all the compositions I have
read oa this subject, I find yours
the most helpful to aspiring
authors."

- HAZEL SIMPSON

NAYLOR,

ity"

Literary Editor,

a reality to-

is

day.

mine of

possible to set forth the
principles of
short etory and
photoplay writing in such a clear,
concise manner. "-that

So Yester-

!

day's "impossibil-

will

come," writes the same
authority, "when millions of people will be
writers
there will be
countless thousands of
playrights,
novelists,
scenario, magazine and
newspaper writers
they are coming, coming a whole new world

—

—

—

of

them!" And do you

know what

these writare
doing
Why, they are

ers-to-be

now?

men — armies

Motion Picture Magazine.
"With this volume betore him,

the

the veriest novice should bo able
to build stories or photoplays that
will find a ready market. The best
treatise of its kind I have encountered in 24 years of newa-

old, now doing mere
clerical work, in of-

work." -MANAGING Editor. The Binghampton Press.
"When I firBt saw your ad I
was working in a shop for $30 a
week. Always having worked
gaper
I.

and

literary

PIERCE WELLER.

my

bands, 1 doubted my
ability to make money with my
brain. So it was with much skepticism that I sent for your Easy
Method of Writing. When the
with

them

—

mine

essential in order to

YOURS. Then you

can pour your whole soul into
magic new enchantment that has come into
your life story and play writing. The lure of it, the
love of it, the luxury of it will fill your wasted hours
and dull moments with profit and pleasure. You
will have this noble, absorbing, money making new
profession!
And all in your spare time, without
interfering with your regular job.
Who says you
can't make "easy money" with your brain!
Who says you can't turn your Thoughts into
cash!
Who says you can't make your dreams

become

Your Imagination is something like your right
The more you use it the stronger it gets.
The principles of writing are no more complex than
the principles of spelling, arithmetic, or any other
simple thing that anybody knows. Writers learn
to piece together a story as easily as a child sets up
a miniature house with his toy blocks. It is amazingly easy after the mind grasps the simple "know

ing, waiting?

how."

you're not

arm.

study, a

little

patience, a

little

fices,

—

young

keeping

of

and

books,

selling merchandise, or

even

driving

running

trucks,
elevators,

street cars, waiting on
tables, working at barber chairs, following
the plow, or teaching
schools in the rural

come

the Book of Your Destiny. A Magic Book through
which men and women young and old may learn to
turn their spare hours into cash!
Get your letter in the mail before you sleep tonight.
Who knows it may mean for you the
Dawn of a New To-morrow! Just address The
Authors' Press, Dept. 109, Auburn, New York.

—

—

—

ffis

—

If you went to a fire, or saw an accident,
you could come home and tell the folks all about it.
Unconsciously you would describe it all very realistically. And if somebody stood by and wrote down
exactly what you said, you might be amazed to find
your story would sound just as interesting as many
you've read in magazines or seen on the screen.
Now, you will naturally say, "Well, if Writing is aa
simple as you say it is, why can't / learn to write?"

BookJREE

Think!

Who

wonderful FREE book has recently
subject a book that
I been written on this very
tells all about the Irving System
a Startling
New Easy Method of Writing Stories and Photoplays. This amazing book, called " The Wonder Book

LISTEN! A

—
—

and women,
and old, by

who

how

easily stories and plays are
perfected, sold.
many
they can write, suddenly find it

I

THE AUTHORS* PRESS, Dept. 109, Auburn, N. Y.

I

Send

me ABSOLUTELY FREE '"!%« Wonder Book for
me in any way.

Writers.*' This does not obligate
j

How

don't dream
How the Scenario Kings and the Story Queens
live and work.
How bright men and women, without any special experience, learn to their own
amazement that their simplest Ideas may furnish
brilliant plots for Plays and Stories.
How one's
out.

^WRITERS

says you can't?

now pounding

bending over

THE BOOK

around you, every day, every hour, every minute,

young

factories,

— BUT

BUYING anything, you're getting it
ABSOLUTELY FREE. A book that may provo

con-

in the whirling vortex
the flotsam and jetsam of
Life
even in your own home, at work or play, are
endless incidents for stories and plays a wealth
of material, a world of things happening.
Every
one of these has the seed of a story or play in it.

districts;

typewriters, or standing behind counters, or
running spindles in

Nobody knows

So why waste any more time wondering, dreamSimply fill out the coupon below

of people imagine they need a fine
education in order to write. Nothing is farther
from the truth. Many of the greatest writers were
the poorest scholars. People rarely learn to write at
schools.
They may get the principles there, but
they really learn to write from the great, wide, open,
boundless Book of Humanity! Yes, seething all

scores,

the other for 2450. I unhesitatingly say that I owe it all to the
Irvine System."— HELEN KINDON, Atlantic City, N. J.

true!

WILL TELL YOU.

fidence, and the thing that looks hard often turns
out to be just as easy as it seemed difficult.

for Writers," shows
conceived, written,

System arrived, I carefully studiediteveningsafterwork. Within
a month I had completed two
plavs. one of which sold for $500,

WIN!

ABSOLUTELY FREE.
YOUR copy is waiting
GET IT. IT'S

this

it.

little

endless goldSuccess and

How new writers get
How to tell if you ARB

Royalties.

the pitfalls of Failure. How to
This surprising book is
No charge. No obligation.
Write for it NOW.
for you.

a writer. First, to learn the ordinary principles
I) of
writing. Second, to learn to exercise your faculty of Thinking. By exercising a thing you develop

A

Happy

that bring

their names into print.
How to develop your "story fancy,"
weave clever wo.d-pictures and unique, thrilling,
realistic plots.
How your friends may be your
worst judges. How to avoid discouragement and

thought that you "haven't the gift." Many people are simply afraid to try.
Or if they do try, and
their first efforts don't satisfy, they simply give up
in despair, and that ends it.
They're through.
They never try again. Yet if, by some lucky
chance they had first learned the simple rules of
writing, and then given the imagination free rein,
they might have astonished the world!

two things are

Ideas

a writer.

think. Don't you believe the Creator gave you a Btorywriting faculty just as He did the greatest writer?
Only maybe you are simply "bluffed" by the

TJUT

of

Handsome Cash

Thousands

"The time

— LENA

BAILEY. Mt. Vernon, 111.
"I can only say thatl am amazed

fellow -men

his

of

below

own Imagination may provide an

sewing machines, or doing housework.
Yes
you may laugh
but these are The Writers of
Tomorrow.
For writing isn't only for geniuses as most people

I

Name

I

|

Address

-*.•»

I

1

City and State

mm*u> ot

Advertising Suction

How We Become

NERVE EXHAUSTION
By
Lecturer and Author of numerous books and

THERE
than

hut one malady more terrible
Nerve Exhaustion, and that is
Only those who
kin. Insanity.
its
have passed through a siege of Nerve Exhaustion can understand the true meaning
of this statement. It is HELL; no other word
can express it. At first, the victim is afraid
he will die, and as it grips him deeper, he is
is

afraid he will not die; so great is his mental
torture.
He becomes panic-stricken and irresolute. A. sickening sensation of weakness
and helplessness overcomes him. He becomes
obsessed with the thought of self-destruction.

Nerve
ruptcy.

Exhaustion means Nerve BankThe wonderful organ we term the

Nervous System consists of countless millions of cells.
These cells are reservoirs
which store a mysterious energy we term
Nerve Force. The amount stored represents
our Ner've- Capital. Every organ works with
all its might to keep the supply of Nerve
Force
itself

in these cells at a

high

level, for Life

depends more upon Nerve Force than

on the food we eat or even the air we breathe.
If
we unduly tax the nerves through
overwork, worry, excitement, or grief, or
if we subject
the muscular system to excessive

strain,

we

consume

more

Nerve

organs produce, and the
natural result must be Nerve Exhaustion.
Nerve exhaustion is not a malady that
comes suddenly.
It
may be years in
developing and the decline is accompanied
by
unmistakable symptoms, which, unfortunately, cannot readily be recognized.
The average person thinks that when his
hands do not tremble and his muscles do
not twitch, he cannot possibly be nervous.
This is a dangerous assumption, for people with hands as solid as a rock and who
appear to be in perfect health may be dangerously near Nerve Collapse.
One of the first symptoms of Nerve
Exhaustion is the derangement of the Sympathetic Nervous System, the nerve branch
which governs the vital organs (see diagram). In other words, the vital organs become sluggish because of insufficient supply
of Nerve Energy. This is manifested by a
cycle of weaknesses and disturbances in the
digestion, constipation, poor blood circulation and general muscular lassitude usually
being the first to be noticed.
I have for more than thirty years studied
the health problem from every angle.
My
investigations and deductions always brought

Force

than

PAUL VON BOECKMANN

treatises

on Mental and Physical Energv, Respiration, Psychology, Sexual Science and Nerve Culture

The mile-a-minute life of to-day, with its
worry, hurry, grief and mental tension is exactly the same as Shell Shock, except that
the shock is less forcible, but more prolonged,
Our
and in the end just as disastrous.
crowded insane asylums bear witness to the
truth of this statement. Nine people out of
ten you meet have "frazzled nerves."
Perhaps you have chased from doctor to
doctor seeking relief for a mysterious "something is the matter with you." Each doctor
tells you that there is nothing the matter with
you; that every organ is perfect. But you
know there is something the matter. You are
tired, dizzy, cannot sleep, cannot digest your
food and you have pains here and there.
You are told you are "run down and need
a rest. Or the doctor may give you a tonic.
Leave nerve tonics alone. It is like making
a tired horse run by towing him behind an
automobile.
Our Health, Happiness and Success in life
demands that we face these facts understanding^. I have written a 64-page book on
this subject which teaches how to protect the
nerves from every day Shell Shock. It teaches
how to soothe, calm and care for the nerves;
how to nourish them through proper breath-

the

not. Your nerves are the most
precious possession you have. Through them
you experience all that makes life worth living, lor to he dull nerved means to be dull
brained, insensible to the higher phases of
lile
love, moral courage, ambition and temperament. The finer your brain is, the finer

—

and more delicate is your nervous system
and the more imperative it is that you care
for your nerves. The book is especially important to those who have "high strung"'
nerves and those who must tax their nerves
to the limit.

The following are extracts from letters
from people who have read the book and
were greatly benefited by the teachings set
forth therein:
"I have gained

12 pounds since reading
your book, and I feel so energetic. I had
about given up hope of ever finding the cause
of my low weight."
"I have been treated by a number of nerve
specialists, and have traveled from country to
country in an endeavor to restore my nerves
to normal. Your little book has done more
for me than all other methods combined."
"Your book did more for me for indigestion
than two courses in dieting."
"My heart is now regular again, and my
nerves are fine. I thought I had heart trouble, but it was simply a case of abused
nerves. I have reread your book at least ten

A woman
my
-Bronchials

Ghcst lin athing

writes:

"Your book has helped

I
am sleeping so
well and in the morning I feel so rested."
"The advice given in your book on relaxation and calming of nerves has cleared my
brain. Before I was half dizzy all the time."
physician says: "Your book shows you

nerves wonderfully.

A

have

a scientific

and profound knowledge

the nerves and nervous people.

mending your book

to

my

I

am

of

recom-

patients."

A

— Diaphragm
Stomach

prominent lawyer in Ansonia. Conn.,
says: "Your book saved me from a nervous
collapse, such as I had three years ago. I
now sleep soundly and am gaining weight. I
can again do a real day's work."

SOLAR PLEXUS

—Liver
—
— Kidneys

Intestines

to the immutable truth that Nerve
Derangement and Nerve Weakness is the

System.

your nerves or

times."

me back

basic cause of nearly every bodily ailment,
pain or disorder.
I agree with the noted
British authority on the nerves, Alfred T.
Schofield, M. D., the author of numerous
works on the subject, who says: "It is
my belief that the greatest single factor
in the maintenance of health is that the
nerves be in order.
The great war has taught us how frail the
nervous system is, and how sensitive it is to
strain,
especially
mental and emotional
strain. Shell Shock, it was proved, does not
injure the nerve fibers in themselves.
The
effect is entirely mental.
Thousands lost
their reason thereby, over 135 cases from
New York alone being in asylums for the
insane. Many more thousands became nervous wrecks. The strongest men became paralyzed so that thev could not even stand, eat
or even speak. One-third of all the hospital
cases were "nerve cases," all due to excessive strain of the Sympathetic Nervous

Shell-Shocked in
Every - Day Life

The Sympathetic Nervous System
Shoicinp hou< Every Vital Organ is governed by
the Nervous System, and lioiv the Solar Plexus,
commonly known as the Abdominal Brain, is the
Great Central Station for the distribution of
Nerve' Force

ing and other means. The cost of the book
Bound in cloth, 50 cents.
is only 25 cents.
Remit in coin or stamps. See address at the
bottom of the page. If the book does not
meet your fullest expectations, your money
will be refunded, plus your outlay of postage.
The book "Nerve Force" solves the problem for you and will enable you to diagnose
your troubles understandingly. The facts presented will prove a revelation to you, and the
advice given will be of incalculable value to
you.
You should send for this book to-day. It
is for you, whether you have had trouble with

The Prevention
Of

of Colds

books, pamphlets and
treatises which I have written on the subject
of health and efficiency, none has attracted
more favorable comment than my sixteenpage booklet entitled, "The Prevention of
Colds."
There is no human being absolutely immune to Colds. However, people who breathe
correctly and deeply are not easily susceptible to Colds. This is clearly explained in my
book NERVE FORCE. Other important factors, nevertheless, play an important part in
the prevention of Colds
factors that concern
the matter of ventilation, clothing, humidity, temperature, etc. These factors are
fully discussed in the booklet above mentioned, and I shall agree to send this booklet
free to purchasers of NERVE FORCE.
No ailment is of greater danger than an
"ordinary cold," as it mav lead to Influenza,
Grippe, Pneumonia or Tuberculosis. More
deaths resulted during the recent "Flu" epidemic than were killed during the entire war,
over 6.000.000 people dying in India alone.
Send for a copy of the booklet "The Prevention of Colds." You will agree that this
alone is worth many times the price asked
for both books.
the

various

—

PAUL VON BOECKMANN
Studio 461, 110

West 40th

St.,

New York

—
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An Amazingly Simple Secret
that Makes Every Voice Meet
A

the birthright of every man
Imperfect and defective voices are

pleasing voice

and woman.

is

the result of improper control. The Feuchtinger
method can improve the most unpleasant voice
The world estimates your worth

largely

on

impression. If a voice is unconvincing
and wavering, its owner is adjudged unimportant and lacking in character. If it is harsh and
rasping, he is considered tiresome and disMany failures in all walks of life
agreeable.
can be traced directly to the handicap of an
imperfect voice and the resulting wrong impressions.
On the other hand, remarkable
success has come to others the direct result
of the perfect voice. Riches and fame come
to the man whose voice proclaims a steadfast
power and assurance. The destinies of nations
have been moulded by the power of speech.
Consider such a success as Sarah Bernhardt,
the most famous actress France has ever
Blase indeed is the man or
produced.

the

DO YOU STAMMER,
STUTTER OR LISP?

first

—

No

longer

is

there any need of suffering from

and embarrassment of a
stammering and
lisping
can be banbhed forever by this
remarkable new method.
If you have any
defect of speech, you owe" it to yourself to takeadvantage of this opportunity to correct it.
the

disadvantages

defective voice.

Stuttering,

Neglect is almost criminal when there is such
an easy and simple way to obtain a perfect
Write Prof. Feuchtinger to-day.
voice.

A

can sit dry-eyed through Mme.
Bernhardfs performance of Camille. What

woman who

and men and women in every walk of life. Here
is just one of the hundreds of grateful letters
that have been received from students:

that has enabled her to gain such a
remarkable hold on an English-speaking
How is it that great crowds who
public?
is it

cannot understand a word of French,
throng the theaters whenever she appears?
Rich,
The secret is her wonderful voice.
poweiful and resonant, its very sound has
Perstirred the hearts of a million people.
feet control of every tone that expresses
human emotion has made Mme. Bernhardt
the wonderful artist she is.

Pittsburgh, Pa.

My

Dear Professor Feuchtinger: I want to
write you a line to tell you of the wonderful
benefit I have received from your method of
voice production after only-afew lessons.
I had previously been engaged in church and
light opera work but after a time was forced to
discontinue because my vocal training had been
inadequate. I was quite discouraged until 1
began to study with you. Now I am delighted
£ with my daily improvement, for your method
1^ is precisely what you claim infallible. No
fault can escape your notice and all vocal
defects are corrected by your ability.
I am preparing to take up professional work
again in a very short time and feel that the
strength and brilliancy which my voice is

J

J

Recall, if you can, the phenomonal sucthe prima donna
cess of Adelina Patti
who had the world at her feet. There have
been other singers of greater versatility,
other voices of greater musical technique,
but none have equalled that beautiful
perfection of tone quality. On her opening
night in New York, she received the greatest
Men
ovation anv singer has ever known.
and women in evening clothes, with tears
streaming down their faces, stood up on their
seats and shouted for the sheer wonder of her
voice.

i

—

—

Take such noted speakers as William Jensilver-tongued orator, most
noted speaker in the world to-day. Those
who have heard him can realize to what extent
nings Bryan, the

his remarkable voice is responsible for his
Every word, every syllable is uttered
success.
Through the magic
with petfect control.
power of his voice he has the ability to sway
great throngs of men at will.

You may
which

ivill

acquire a powerful, commanding voice
be one of the greatest business assets

you can

have.

When you stop to think of the remarkable
power of the human voice it is inevitable that
you realize the value of vocal perfection. Other
people base their first impression of you largely
on the sound of your voice. A clear, resonant
tone produces an instant impression of power.

—

First impressions are lasting
if
people put
you down as unimportant at first meeting,
they will likely hold to that opinion always.
Personality is largely a matter of voice quality

—and personality

is

now acknowledged

of the greatest success factors in

Why

Don't

modern

as one
life.

You Have

a Perfect Voice ?
Whether you use your voice for singing or
speaking, or whether you use it only in the
everyday course of your social and business
life, you cannot afford the constant handicap
in eri
and P er In
a
ce
?l TT°l
^°L
/ there
t
T QUality
.T >four
United
States
are more than
the
million persons who possess imperfect and
Scarcely anyone knows how
defective voices.
to control the vocal

Unless you

Nothing can convince others more strongly than

a

clear, resoilani voice.

Any man who

expects to

Speak in public should take advantage of
markable offer.

this re-

singing voice can be yours through
marvelous, new method of voice culture.

beautiful

this

know

organs which govern the voice.
the fundamental principles

which underlie this mechanical control, you
rmnnt
nerfect voire
attain a
a penect
nope to att-iin
cannot hone
\ oice.
Eugene
But a perfect voice can be yours.
Feuchtinger, A.M., the famous voice culturist,
has proven that any voice may be made
No matter if your voice is weak.
perfect.
harsh, wavering, nasal, droning, stammering,
lisping
this
amazing new
or
stuttering
method will improve it in a surprizingly short
This system has received the endorsetime.
ment of European opera stars, public speakers

—

acquiring will help me to attain the goal of
success for which we are all striving.
In conclusion let me say that I have studied
under some of the celebrated teachers of New
York, but their methods did not help materially,
for unlike your method they were not based
upon actual science.
Believe, your grateful pupil always,

SAMUEL HARDEN CHURCH,
Send for Free

JR.

Voice Culture Book
We

send you our free book on
Voice Culture without obligation or cost. Find
out how you can make your voice your greatest
Learn how you can obtain
business asset.
a clear and beautiful singing voice, vibrant
and true. Make your voice a success-magnet.
Don't let others misjudge and underestimate
Let Prof.
you because of a vocal defect.
Feuchtinger show you the way to a perfect voice
Mail the coupon at once for this great free
book. It tells you how easily you can obtain
a perfect voice through a few moments of
practice each day. The cost of the Feuchtinger
method is unusually small, the book "Voice
Send for it today.
Culture" is free
will gladly

—

PERFECT VOICE INSTITUTE

*

STUDIO 1585-1922 SUNNTSIDE AVE., CHICAGO,

_,

,

illustrated

...

.

me wlthout
book— "Voice

^

c

...
..
„ your
„„„, free
f ,„
cost or obligation,
.

Culture" and

the amazing new Feuchtinger method.
(X) opposite the subject which interests

about
have put

fact:,
I

nSinging

me most,
Stammering,

DSpeaking

DLisping

Wame
Address..
City

ILL.

«

twqttttttf
nTrir ^STITUT^
VOICE
PEa ™CT „
Please send

...

—— ——

.

State
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TABLETS

THE MISSOURI WALTZ

FOR

AH

Lessons That Mean Fortunes to Those Who
Learn Them History Repeats and Fame! Is
Achieved^- An Old Story Retold

Little

—

Dining the summer of 1914 John ValenEppel, who leads the Eppel Dance

tine

at Oskaloosa, was a visitor clown
Ozark Mountains of Missouri, and

Orchestra
in the

while there he heard the natives humming
a bit of a waltz tune that was a part of
their very life.
He brought it forth and
tried it out as a dance offering.
It was a
waltz and the wise people all said that a
waltz was impossible that people wanted
nothing but the fox trot or a one-step; but

—

is the way people generally say and
do when a good thing is about to be started
on its onward march.

that

Frederick Knight Logan took that little
theme and arranged it for the piano. He
then tried to sell it to the Barnhouse Publishing Co., of Oskaloosa, la. And, by the
way, one real reason why Barnhouse just
naturally turned it down was found in the
fact that this same Frederick Knight Logan also lived at Oskaloosa.

Young Logan found

that

it

was quite

easy to compose music, but it wasn't so
easy to sell it to a publisher. So he proceeded to publish it himself. That was in
1914.
He first got out the arrangement
for a piano, then he put it out for eleven
parts and piano as an orchestra; then as a

was later arranged as
By that time this young
local venturer found himself swamped with
orders, and he had about worn out the
full

a

orchestra.

It

band number.

wheelbarrow transporting his output to the post-office, so one day he got on
the train and came to Chicago, determined
family

to find

the publisher, asking for 100,000 copies of
this same international favorite and with

Women's Aches and Ills
Rheumatic and Sciatic Pains

the sales rights for the German-speaking countries.

Ask Your

it

Yes, the "Missouri Waltz"

is an internaNot simply because F. J. A.
holds an international copyright

tional affair.

Foster

on it, but because the people all over the
world sing it, play it and listen to it. More
than a million copies have been sold
abroad, and it is still raging.
This is more than mere boost for a song
for the "Missouri Waltz" does not need
boosting
to
is

— to

paint the
for those

boost
lily.

is

it

like

lOc

Size

25c

JMf
Fac-Simils

Monogram Jj^ on

See

Dozen

fe^ffl^m

the Genuine

The Antikamnia Remedy Company,

St. Louis,

Mo.

Write for Free Samples

written

to learn the lessons

that this wonderful success has to teach.

Don't think that Frederick Knight Logan grabbed this success right out of the
air.
He worked for it. He earned it. It
didn't come to him he went after it. For
years he worked to prepare for his service.
Those who saw his mother at the convention and saw her efficient help, saw the

—

inspirational assistance that she
rendered, didn't need any one to demonstrate that song poem with words that
divine"
tells of the "lingering moments
that animate her work and her very life
as she collaborates with her talented son
in the work that has made Frederick
Knight Logan, "The Waltz King" of our
day.
Reprinted from The Billboard
Feb. 14, 1930
talented,

Inside

—

The Movies
The Secrets!

—

Have you heard about The Photoplay Associates, the powerful organization of motion picture lovers that
is spreading its membership all over
the country?

The Photoplay Associates is a cooperative organization which supplies its
members with

inside information on every
of the motion picture business.
it has no scenario courses, books,
etc. to sell, it is enabled to give members
honest, candid advice on scenario writing,
acting, business ventures, etc. and data on

phase
Since

and players.

pictures

Any

or information requested
by members is supplied them at all times
free of charge and by personal letter.
Membership in The Photoplay Associates
will also bring each month the spicy publicaadvice

of the organization "Film Truth." exposing movie frauds, giving inside studio
news, advance tips on pictures, worth while
helps on writing, markets for scenarios and
stories on stars.
Photoplay Associates are on the inside
they KNOW. They are the "wise ones."
Associates are able to tell their friends

tion

flivver.

dealer to show you

Small Size

attempting

What we have

who want

A'K

Druggist for
Tablets
he cannot supply you, write us)

(If

—

he had picked a

Neuralgias
Colds and La Grippe

lyceum and chautauqua movement when a cablegram was received by

a real publisher.

Ask your

Headaches

lation to the

Of course the usual thing happened.
The big city publishers pronounced it too
cheap; it was really musically rotten to
all of them
except F. J. A. Foster. That
hustling, pushing plugger soon saw his
judgment rewarded with orders. The more
orders he received the more advice he also
received, most of which was to the effect
that

Pain

how many

ways the "Missouri Waltz" has been published; see if you can find any sort of arrangement that it hasn't been put thru;
see if your player piano doesn't offer it in

:

a half dozen

down and
of talking

see

different

how many
.

then run it
different kinds

styles,

machine records you would have
you would own one of each kind.

buy if
These household necessities have the "Missouri Waltz" in every conceivable style,
from its own original instrument, the
mouth organ, to a symphony orchestra
record.
Grand opera stars and cabaret
singers, soloists and choristers have all
taken a trial at presenting this number.
More than 2,000,000 records have been
to

made

of the "Missouri Waltz."

Not long ago we were sitting in at a
little conflab discussing music and its re-

HOW OLD

O ELECT your own subO — patriotism—"
ject

write

Is Charles

love,

Bara?

what the heart

dictates,
then submit your poem to us.
write the music and guarantee publisher's acceptance. Our leading composer

name?
picture
is

Leo Friedman

one of America's well-known musicians, the
author of many song successes, such as "Meet
Me Tonight in Dreamland, " "Let Me Call You
Sweetheart," "When I Dream of Old Erin,"

and others the sales of which ran into millions of copies. Send
as many poems as you wish. Don't Delay. Get Busy— Quick.
2 ",5

CHESTER MUSIC

CO.Iv

^^

Chicago,

at

the

What's

MARY PICKFORD?

Ray married?

Where

is

Thcda

What is Norma Talrnadge's married
What will Charlie Chaplin's next
What salary does Mary Miles
be?

Mintei really get?

We

Mi*.

IS

local

Is the picture advertised

theatre

tonight

a

good

one?

about?
You can't imagine the
it

thrill of being "one
in the fascinating movie
you have learned about The Photoplay Associates.
Four cents in stamps will
bring you full details. Address

of

the

game

insiders"

until

:

THE PHOTOPLAY ASSOCIATES

II!.

Dept. B,

2255 Broadway,

New

York, N. Y.

Advertising Section
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ALBERT E.SMITH- presents

THE COURAGE OF

MARGE O'DOONE
BY

JAMES OLIVER CU1WOOD
A

Photodrama of Breathlei
Mystery and Red-Blooded Adventure!

Vigorous, Fighting

Directed by
begins on a Transcontinental
ITtrain,
snowbound on the edge
of the Arctic — a scene that already

summons a thrill. David Raine, a
young man who has "lost himself"
is running away from the misery
and tragedy of a shattered romance.

Then comes

thrill

on

thrill,

ad-

venture toppling on adventure in
that vast white arena of the frozen
North that breaks the hearts and
sinews of men. It is a smashing
story of surprise and suspense, of
primitive men, beautiful, courageous
women, fierce huskies and malemutes, a thrilling fight between

—

grizzly bears, a gruelling battle be-

tween men

woman,

for the possession of a

the flight with the girl, the
stand and then a thundering
climax beyond all anticipation.

last

—

A masterpiece of dramatic writbeen turned into a
motion
picture.
masterpiece
ing that has

A

Northwest Classic!
See

It

A

at Your Favorite
Theatre

Vitagraph

Spgm

David Smith

Advertising Section
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HAWAIIAN

MUSIC THE

CanYouPlay-

5000

1 AreYou

A/eu;

Popular?

Photoplays
Wanted
Frank LlnvJ

this

LET

this famous player
be your instructor.
Let him teach you to
produce wonderful, sympathetic melodies
No more exon the Hawaiian Ukulele.
quisite music was ever (riven to mankind.
Draw to your home and yourself charmi <1
circles of friends and admirers— know the
delights of popularity. Sing and dance to
the tender strains of Hawaiian music.
Write us at once for information how you
can obtain ABSOLUTELY FREE a genuine Ukulele, which we are giving away to
introduce Harry J. Clarke's new and wonderful easy system of instruction by mail.

Year

Producers and stars are searching the country
for now, motion picture stories. The industry is
face to face with a famine in good photoplays.
More men and women must be trained to write
for the screen if the industry is to survive. Literary genius is not a prime factor to success.
Learn how you can now master this new remunerative art

more

than you may

easily

believe.

$250

to $2,000
For Motion Picture Stories
If you have a spark of creative imagination
you have any story-ideas even if you have
never written a line for publication, the motion
picture industry now offers you an exceptional
opportunity. Big prices are being paid for ideas
and stories that can be used for motion pictures
$100 to $500 for short comedies
$250 to
$2,000 for five-reel dramatic scripts.
A little over two years ago the famine in photoplays began to become acute.
Public taste
changed. Play-goers began to demand real stories.
Plenty of manuscripts were being submitted, but
most were unsuitable for writers did not know
how to adapt their stories to the screen. A plan
for home study had to be devised.
So Frederick
Palmer, former staff writer for Keystone, Triangle, Fox and Universal Studios, arid writer of
hundreds of scenarios that have been produced,
was induced to organize a correspondence course
in photoplay writing and selling.
The leading
producers enthusiastically endorse the Palmer
Plan as the one proven method for developing
new photoplay writers.

—

if

Jennie

MacPhcrson

Small cost

—

HAWAIIAN INSTITUTE OF MUSIC, Inc.
Dept.

4E

1400 Broadway, N. Y.
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;

Write the Words
For a Song

;

Clarence Ba.lpc

great results!

Write Mr. Clarke personally today.

$3,000
One

for

One

We

revise
Write the words for a song.
song-poems, compose music for them, and
guarantee to secure publication on a royalty
Our
basis by a New York music publisher.
Lyric Editor and Chief Composer is a
song-writer of national reputation and has
Mail your
written many big song-hits.
song-poem on love, peace, victory or any

Story

our students sold his first storv for
.S3, 000.
The screen success. "His Majesty the
American" (starred by Douglas Fairbanks), and
"Live Sparks," in which J. Warren Kerrigan
starred, were written by our students.
James
Kendrick of Texas has sold six stories since enrolling less than a year ago. Many of our members have taken staff positions in studios and
many of our successful members begin to sell
their stories shortly after enrolling.
For you
start work on your picture play almost immediof

Poems

other subject to us today.
are

examined

submitted

free.

BROADWAY COMPOSING STUDIOS
/

104 E

Fitzgerald Bldg.,

Broadway

at

Times Square,

NEW YORK

ately.

Palmer students are entitled to the free and
unlimited use of our Consulting Service for one
year. This service gives our members the privilege of calling on our staff for help and counsel
at any time desired.

Special Contributors
Included in the Palmer Course is a series of
printed lectures by prominent motion picture people, whose pictures arc shown in this announcement. They cover every technical phase of motion picture production.

•/ Our Composer will
/ write the music w e'll
have complete sonfe
printed and copyrighted

—

Advisory Council
The educational

policy of the Palmer Photoplay Corporation is directed by the biggest figures
in the industry.
(See the four illustrations at
the top of this advertisement.)

Send for

this

your name according
our special plan.

in

Submit Poems to
Us on any Subject

Free Book

For those who are really interested in this great, new opporwe have prepared an elaborate book, "The Secret of
Successful Photoplay Writing-." It lays before you the Palmer
Course and Service In greater detail. Mail the coupon for it now.
r

tunity,

Edouard Hesselber&,
Our leading Composer is

Palmer Photoplay Corporation
Department of Education
652 I. W. Hellman Building,
Los Angeles, Cal.

^««*

^,

^ ^ Palmer Photoplay

Corporation
Department of Education
I. W. Hellman Building, Los Angeles, Cal.
Please send me, without obligation, your new
book, "The Secret of Successful Photoplay Writ-

^ 552
*

Also "Proof Positive," containing
ing."
Stories of many Palmer members, etc.

"IF

I

State

WERE A ROSE"

of which a million copies

have been

sold.

Don't let another day go
by without submitting a

The

Address
City

Success

a
world's famous pianist, apwith
pearing in concerts
such celebrated singers as
Semhrich, Nordica and de
Reszke. A:.ion| his greatest song successes are,

poem

Name

to

to us.

Do

it

today.

'Metropolitan Studios

Department 137
916S. Mich. Ave.,Chicafeo

Advertising Section

FORTUNE

OFFERED TO THE
FILM FANS OF KP\E\l\Ck BY

F>E
HO
HAMPTONS
the dazzling star of

"A Modern Salome"
Distributed by

METRO

— brush up on your history!
—whet your
—sharpen your eye for beauty!
— exercise your descriptive powers!
critical faculties!

Then answer

—

Who was Salome
what did she do?
1

2

— What

is

these questions:
in

history

Biblical

and

the strongest dramatic situation in

"A Modern Salome"?
How would you describe Hope Hampton's

the plot of
3

—

type of beauty?

—

What is your ideal
picture star should be?

4

5_What

is

the lesson

of

what

a

taught by the

motion
story of

"A Modern Salome"?

WIN THESE CASH PRIZES
1st Prize— $1,000
2nd Prize— $500
3rd Prizes 5 winners at $100 each
10 winners at $50 each
4th Prizes

5th

—
—
Prizes — 20

winners

at

The judges guarantee the
Mr. Eugene V. Brewster,
Magazine, M.

$25 each
contest:

publisher of M.
and Shadowland.

P. Classic

P.

Mr. Burns Mantle, dramatic critic of the N. Y.
Eve. Mail and contributor to Photoplay Magazine.

Mr.

Penrhyn

artists of

YOU

Stanlaws,

one

of

the

foremost

America.

—

can be among the 37 prize winners Your
Give him your essay.
exhibitor will help you

—
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Do You Know How
Do You

Rich

You Are?

Realize that Your Photoplay Ideas, if Brought to Life
FAMOUS STARS
Upon the Screen, Might Make You Wealthy? FAMOUS
HOLES
IN

matter what your profession, vocation or trade, be
doctor,

it lawyer, teacher,
advertising writer, accountant,
clerk, stenographer, salesman, or telephone girl, etc., you have
ideas for Photoplays which, if put into proper form, as we can teach
you to do, may be worth anywhere from $500 to $5000 each.

newspaper-man, engineer,

editor,

A PROFESSION OPEN TO ALL
Photoplay writing

a profession of the first rank, from the standpoint of
yet it is open to "unknowns" and persons without
previous writing experience, to a degree which no other profession is. It
is not limited to "Geniuses" and so called "Born Writers"
no one has a
monopoly of it.
are bringing forward a new army
New York City, 2-25-20.
of photoplay writers, recruited from the ordinary walks
Dear Mr. Johnson
Your system is proving
of life, and they are producing screen plays of amazing
what I have always conis
tended. — that
there
quality.
Producers, Artists, and Directors are searching
ample genuine writing talent in any group of men
for the man or woman who can contribute a fresh note
and women in any vocation, if it can be organized.
or new idea, and are ready to reward them handsomely.
What they lack is a
is

enormous earnings, and

LUCY COTTON
"Miracle of Love"

;

We

knowledge of the mechanand that you
can teach this there is not

ADRIAN JOHNSON FORMULATES SYSTEM

ics of writing,

slightest doubt.
Sincerely,

the

The profession of photoplay writing has been brought to your very
Adrian Johnson, the master scenarist of the entire profession,
whose name you see, almost weekly, thrown upon the screen, or in
desk.

Dir. for Robertson Cole in

forthcoming
pentier

Georges

Car-

productions.

New

York, N. Y.
Feb. 15. 1920.

Dear Adrian Johnson
I
have
spent
several
hours nosing through your
photoplay system.
It is at

most

the

once,

complete,

comprehensive and satisfying thing in correspondence
instruction
that
I
have
seen.
It

is

teachers,
and folks

yers,

men,

newspaper
who have

never written before,
as
your correspondence shows.
We need this new infusion

—

That

A'ery

Star

1

and satisfying textbook produced up to date,
on how to write photoplays.
It
deals
clearly
with
fundamental principles of
writing for the screen, and
any one who has a good
idea and possesses a little
cise

is

the

"Miracle

of

Love."

star.

tional produced photoplays.

assured

uable

yours.

Parlor.

"Miracle

criti-

7

on approval, allowing you several days
can teach you photoplay writing.

"A FASCINATING CAREER"
It

tells

what

is the name of an interabsolutely free to you, for the asking.
the famous artists and directors shown here
is

think of our System. The Adrian Johnson Photoplay System,
New York City.
Inc., 257 Am. Theatre Bldg.
,

ADRIAN JOHNSON PHOTOPLAY SYSTEM,

Inc.

257 Am. Theatre Bldg.,
Please send without obligation free book
Career."

New York

"A

Folly"

"The Typhoon"
"The Ruse"
"Camille"

"Honor"
"The Devil"
'Wrath of the Gods"
"The Marriage Bond"
"Tiger

SEND NO MONEY
esting book that

City

Fascinating

Woman"

"A Royal Romance"
"A Small Town Girl"
"Romeo and Juliet"
"Lure

"Battle

of

of

Life"

"Cleopatra"

and

over

300

others

Address

A QUINTETTE OF FAMOUS DIRECTORS WHO ENDORSE
" Mothers of

Men"

"Fortune Hunter"

of 100 Sue esses

Heart's

of

"Daughter
France"

Bath.

TOM TERRIS

CARLYLE BLA CK WELL

Desire"
"Darling of Paris"
"Madame du Barry"
"Every Girl's Dream"
"Three
Musketeers"
"Heart and Soul"
"Her Greatest Love"

Bedroom

EDMUND JOSE

"The Capitol"

"Checkers"

So unqualified is our confidence in our System, and the
w e provide, that the complete system is sent you
to decide whether it

service

LEAH BAIRD

Love"

of

"April

Name
Dir.

ADRIAN JOHNSON
NOTABLE
SUCCESSES

ADVISORY AND SALES BOARDS

good margin of sucby following this valsystem.
Very truly

young

Mr. Johnson heads the Advisory board which reads,

'Miracle of Love.

sense,

brilliant

with Marion Davies,

cises and suggests the necessary improvements to make your
Our Sales Department exiGts on commisscripts salable.
It is an exsions earned by the sale of successful scripts.
pert organization with entree to all producers, artists and
directors who buy plays, and is as eager to receive a salable script as you are to write one.

Gentlemen:
I
have critically read
your Photoplay System and
consider it the mgst con-

of a
cess

photoplay

Miss Lucy Cotton,
and "Checkers." Mr.
Johnson's latest three successes, are now being shown from
coast to coast. Mr. Johnson has written more than 300 addi-

truly.

New York City, 2-14-20.
The Adrian Johnson Systern, New York City.

common

remarkahle

featuring the
"April Folly"

writing blood.

of

"Romance of Undenrtn-ld"

"THE MIRACLE OF LOVE"

am

I

CATHERINE CALVERT

It comprises 20 lessons, 2 model scenarios of successful productions, to study ami
the very words, terms, expressions and
imitate, a Dictionary of "Studio Language"
phrases used among artists, directors and producers, besides a wealth of necessary inspirational and developmental material gleaned from the personal experiences of this
famous writer in his meteoric rise from an unknown to the highest pinnacle of sucWith this material at hand you know when your scripts
cess in his profession.
measure up to professional form, and that they will reacli the producer in condition to
invite reading and not rejection.

form.

amazingly

simple
not at all surprised that usable scripts
are coming in from law-

and

electric lights over the theatre entrance, as author of the play, has reduced the science of screen writing to a teachable, learnable system
of simplicity and accuracy.
The person of average intelligence can
master and put it to practical application.
His system covers the basic rules of photoplay writing which experienced writers
invariably follow and which beginners must know to get their material in required

R.

WILLIAM NEIL
"Yes and No"

E.
*'0.

THIS SYSTEM
H. GRIFFITH
GEORGE D. BAKER
Henry Stories"

EVELYN GREELY
"Aladdin's

Lamp"

"Cinema Murder"

EMMY WEHLEN
'Miss Robinson Crusoe"

—a
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Tonight the daughter of

—

an earl tomorrow you
marry a cowboy
— you
PRESTO
gown and

are in

Normandy. You wear a
Your lovers duel

with dukes.
moonlit garden.
flirt

velvet
in the

Tomorrow night the same magic may transport you to
Wyoming. In khaki you gallop over the plains sheriffs
horse thieves fights at the water hole and up into the saddle
with dare-devil Dan and you are off into the night.

—

—

Whenever you are tired of yourself and your work-alife — when you wish to be whisked away to other
worlds go to a Goldwyn picture.
day

—

Gone are your troubles.
lead
can
a thousand lives.

One day you
sweetheart

mother

are a

— the next

a.

— a princess — a

You

young

woman

girl

are the

heroine

— you

blushing at her

pampered

New York

feel-

fine are Goldwyn stars — so real are Goldwyn
— so absorbing Goldwyn stories— you are in their

So

fascination at the

set-

lost

first

flash of the picture.

Never miss a Goldwyn
to a

—

wife.

Goldwyn pictures are true to the simple human
ings.
You laugh, you weep, you love, hate and pity.
tings

first

detective stalking a spy

thousand new

picture.

They open

the door

wo rids.

GOLDWYN MOTION PICTURES
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( "1"

1

N

"

K^PICTURES

TNFINITE CARE

in

the production

of Selznick Pictures gives

you the

surance that any Selznick Picture

is

as-

good.

Every production
that

carries

the

Selznick trade-

mark must meet
a

proved quality

standard.

That's

why
OWEN
MOORE

EUGENE
O'BRIEN

Create

At

Theatres

ELAINE

HAM M ERST El N

Happy Hours
IVhere

Quality

Rules

a romantic young Spaniard whose fame as a serial star didn't
him hence he has returned to five-reel feature films and is
trying to forget that he was ever "continued next week."
is

satisfy

iiiiiiiiuiMiiitt

—

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiriiiiHiiiiliiffliiiilin

BETTY BLYTHE
is

a cosmopolitan who, after living in Los Angeles, New York, and
back on the coast, starring in a First National release, "The

Paris, is

:

A

School for
Stars

Thomas H.
is

needed

he

Ince says that such an institution

for

developing

new

talent,

planning the establishment

is

and that
of

one.

By Herbert Howe

MOTION-PICTURE
knocks to-day
can youth."'

at the

opportunity
door of Ameri-

Such is the statement of Thomas H. Ince,
most expert of all picture producers in
detecting talent in the rough and in polishing
it to stellar brilliance.
His dictum is authoritative and commands interest because
Thomas H. Ince is a gambler in talent who
the

has never lost.
He has never engaged a ready-made picture star.

"There

is

a magnificent opportunity for young men and

women

in pictures

to-day," said Ince.

He has developed ten great stars of to-dayHe knows what the public wants.
He is an artistic creator as well as a shrewd

busi-

ness man.
And he plans to swing open the doors of picture
opportunity to all American youth.
I sought an interview with Mr. Ince for the purpose of learning his patent formula for picking star
winners and for developing them.
He was seated before a massive mahogany desk
piled high with manuscripts.
His office resembles a
drawing-room. The walls are paneled and of French
gray.
The woodwork is enameled cream. An oldfashioned clock on a mantel ticks off the precious
money-making seconds.
colonial mahogany chair
upholstered in blue was brought forward for me.
I looked at the clock and wondered if I would be
granted any of those high-salaried minutes.
Mr. Ince seemed also to be considering. It was not
a pecuniary consideration.
"Mrs. Ince is downstairs," he explained. "If you
will excuse me I will see her.
She has first call on
my time."
When he had returned to the room and took his
place behind the desk I stated my question:
"What is your method of picking talent and developing it to permanent success?"
"It is hardly a method," he replied reflectively.
"I
think it is intuition. I like to deal in terms of human
nature.
I am a gambler in talent.
And so far" he
paused to knock on the wood of his
,,
c
Entrance to the
ur
j
desk
have not had a single
1
Ince studios in
loss."
Culver City, Cal

A

—

,

,

PP

3

—

,

,

,

,

A

School for Stars
"But there are certain definite requisites for success as a picture player? I ventured.
"Certainly," he replied.
And he gave these:
1. Intelligence
Mind.
2. J breeding.
-

'

—

3.

Naturalness.

4.

Photographic fitness.
Natural expression.

5.

"And the greatest of these is intelligence," he
emphasized.
"It is my opinion that a man can
accomplish anything if he knows how to draw on
the resources of mind.
Without positive mentality
a player is never more than an automaton."
"But aren't most of them automatons controlled
by the director?"

"No. I have no such star. Charles Ray is and
always has been a serious, conscientious student
with a fine mind. Douglas MacLean is conversant
on most any subject. His mind is alert and adaptive.
Doris May has a remarkable intellect. She
is well-read.
I know of no woman more cultured
and intellectual than Enid Bennett.
"Intelligence

because

is essential to motion-picture acting
thought photographs.
It
which
is that

gives individuality to the
tractive or unattractive.

face and

Features

—

makes

it

— eyes,

at-

nose,

mouth, chin are of less consideration. Without
an imaginative mind a person can never create a
character before the camera.
"Naturalness is scarcely less important. I would
not gamble on a person cumbered with affectations.
It takes too long to make them forget acting and
learn how to act naturally.
Naturalness is even
more essential on the screen than on the stage,
because everything is real in a picture real scenery,
real properties, real atmosphere.
Personal artificiality glares in contrast with such background.
"By breeding I mean deportment. I would not
expect an ice peddler to be able to play a society
gentleman. And he couldn't be taught.
"I have no rigid rules as to photographic qualities.
Beauty of feature is by no means essential,

—

as I explained when I discussed intelligence.
Of
course, a person positively homely or of freakish

appearance would be difficult to cast.
be harder to secure proper stories.
I

Look Within

It

now

would
speak

Yourself!"

Says Mr. Ince

.

Have You These Requisites?

—Mind.

1.

Intelligence

2.

Breeding.

3.

Naturalness.

4.

Photographic Fitness.

5.

Natural Expression,
or Talent.

Louise Glaum, one of th? early luce stars

A

School

for

Stars

As a character player he might serve
of stars.
for various types.
"As for dramatic talent, all human beings have
it in a greater or less degree.
Those of high intelligence and refined feelings usually are able to express thought.
And that is motion-picture acting
reflection of thought on the face.
There are
some people who have mobile faces. They speak
Or,
through their eyes as well as their mouths.
they may have mimetic gifts. Fine! But all these
are valueless unless they can be controlled and

—

by a creative mind."
Mr. Ince explained that those six

directed

requisites

were

not before his mind when he picked a potential
star, but they did have a place in his subconscious
thought.
I wanted to ask him outright whether he really
was a discoverer or whether he was just lucky. His
analysis seemed convincing. Nevertheless, I asked
"Have you always seen stellar possibilities in
your stars at the outset of their careers with you?"
"Yes. When Charles Ray came to see me years
ago, I said 'There's a boy who will do something.'
:

When

work and knew his sincerity I
some time he would rise above the
average. I was so sure of Douglas MacLean that
I placed him under contract for a year, eight months
He had been
of which I was unable to use him.
No one
playing in stock around Los Angeles.
else seemed to see anything unusual in him.
In
fact, the betting was five to one that I would lose
on him. He became a star overnight. The year
for which he was under contract I spent in looking
for proper stories.
It is more work putting a star
over than it is discovering them easier to kill them
than to make them. I saw in 'Twenty-three and
saw

I

was sure

his

that

—

Half Hours' Leave' the sort of role MacLean
could excel in. He could play any role well, but
not any role would bring forth his best points.
"If you want further proof of my gambling combination," said Mr. Ince with a smile, "I'll offer a
bet that another boy, whom you don't know so
well, will be a star within six months or a year.
He is Lloyd Hughes. His first part here was in
'The Haunted Bedroom.'
My casting director
Continued on page 88
a

Ince Epigrams
"Motion-Picture Acting; Reflection of Thought

on the Face."
'Don't

Listen to Friendly Advice;

Usually

It

Proves Unfriendly."
'Talent Will
'A

Out— You

Can't Hide

It."

Man Can Accomplish Anything If He Knows
How to Draw on the Resources of Mind."

'Without Positive Mentality, a Player
More Than An Automaton."
'Look Within Yourself!

—

If

is

Never

— Know What You Are

You Don't Know You Will Never Be
in Any Business."

Success

a
Enid Bennett, on whose success Ince gambled.
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novelists to write frenzied paragraphs
about "unplumbed depths" and "still

forest pools."
She is small, just
nineteen, and pretty as
well, as these
pictures declare her to be. And she's
charmingly frank about herself.

—

"Il was a question of high school
or studio with me," she said, prodding
the oil cloth with her fork.
"Art or
education so to speak.
Examinations came on the same day as my
first call for Essanay.
It was a dreadful struggle
I was only twelve, and
the decision looked awfully big to
me. But art won hands down in the
end, and I've never regretted it.
In
the vernacular of the boys
Fate
rolled the bones that day, and they
!"
sure were good to me

—

;

—

"And

did
"

part

I

you step
commenced.

right

into

a

"Part?" she interrupted. "I should
I started as an extra, and
I remained until two years

say not
an extra
!

later

when

I

made my way

general
manager's
tary and into his

There

Miss Friendliness
Her

name

Helen Ferguson, and she's
especially partial to the male stars
she has played with.

real

is

M
By
was

IT that

Willie

Goldbeck

the ghastly, greenish lights of the Metro studio
first met Helen Ferguson, on the set with Mitchell

in
I

She was playing stenographer to his Tired Business Man
Jack London's "Burning Daylight," and before we'd talked two minutes I learned that she
simply loved the story and everybody with whom she was
working, and greatly admired Mr. Lewis.
A few minutes later, as we strolled off across the studio to
Lewis.

in the first scenes of

luncheon,

—

discovered that that's a habit of hers liking everybody and setting tip a sort of little altar for impersonal worship
She even gave
of the male stars with whom she has worked.
me a list of her heroes, beginning back in the days when she
And as I listened it occurred
started as an extra at Essariay.
to me that it must be nice to receive even impersonal
worship from any one as pretty as Helen Ferguson.
She has big brown eyes the kind that inspire
I

—

She's
small,

and
just
nineteen.

I

pleaded

secreoffice.

for

a

past the

!

Miss Friendliness
chance, and. strange as such
is, I got it.
"Do I remember the names
of some of my pictures? I'll
never forget the first. It was
Henry B.
with
'Temper'

an occurrence

Walthall, and I watched him
like a cat looking at its faI
did nothingvorite king.
as you can tell
from the two long years that
followed, but it would be im-

remarkable

Then
possible to forget it.
there was Sunday ing in Fairview,' my first feature picture
'

—a

two-reel

was

a success,

That
comedy.
and 1 followed
"
it with 'Seventy and Seven.'
"That was a two-reeler, too,
I suppose ?"
"Yes.

didn't get to rive-

I

reelers until just before

I

left

Then I did 'Fools
Essanay.
Luck,'
with
Taylor
for
Holmes.
He was so nice!"
She sighed a little.

"You

never

played

with

him again?"
"No. I went to New York,
and he was busy with some

new cinema
get a

much.

or legitimate proI didn't really

But

duction.

chance to mourn him
The problem of living

worked
kept me bus}-.
I
during the period following
MeManus,
for
Yitagraph,
Metro, Goldwyn, Fox, and a
few others. Some of the pictures I did were 'The End of
the Road,'
for the government, 'Safe for Democracy'
for
Yitagraph, and lately,
'Shod with Fire' with William Russell for Fox. He was
a dear, too, William Russell,
the nicest man to work with
I think I have ever met.
I'm
going to appear with him
again in a dramatization of
the bonk 'The Iron Rider.'
It's by Parker. I think."
"And you've never met an
honest - to - goodness
'bad
man'

?"

"That's
perfectly
ridicuof course.
I've met a
few men whom I don't care
for particularly, but never
one whom I hated."
She shrugged her shoulders
lous,

impatiently.

"Don't
things.

"let's

Ah

!"

talk about

bad

as the waitress

returned, "pie a. la mode
I
!"
love it
I
can only remark, that
I hope that she
!

classes

inter-

with
leading men

Helen has

big-

brown eves

—

viewers

the kind that
inspire novel-

and pie

ists.
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The Real Thing
a fair start for "the wickedest man in the movies"
eh? Jones was born in the effete common-

—

wealth of Indiana, but was carried in a bundle
to the- Osage country in Indian Territory while
it was still a place where boy babies played with

Winchesters in their cradles and it was bad form
any man where he came from or why
especially why.
Jones and Ryan in essentials are as like as two

to ask

bullets

—

in fearlessness, chivalry, spirit, ambition.

In looks, speech, and part of their thinking they
are as unlike as only brothers can be.
Buck Jones looks the typical Westerner. Remington painted his type frequently.
Jones speaks the Western lingo, short of letters,
rich in slang. Ryan speaks like a college professor,
He talks always of motion
in the softest voice.
pictures, never movies, and says "eyther," not
Some of his male forbears have been
"eether."
his
and
Congress,
in
mother was an elocutionist.

Ryan was born
Devil's

at the foot of the
Tower, Wyoming.

ALK

up, ladies

gents
to get tip

Roll

!

and
up,

tumble up, any way
and see a close-up

of the only real live

cowboy

stars in captivity

Here's where you meet
Joe Ryan and "Buck" Jones,
the beatin'est pair in the
pack.
pair of brand-new
shooting stars.

A

Meet

'em

alive

—

alive

alive

On
Los
over

every movie lot round
Angeles you stumble

cowboy
you take.
But, between you and me,
most of 'em never spent a
day on a cattle ranch,
a

fellow

in

clothes every step

wouldn't

from
from

know

a short-horn

a tin-horn, a

a

maverick

prairie

schooner.
They can ride like a whirlwind, cut circles with a rope,
and make a fearsome racket

with blank cartridges, having
learned these tricks to get
a job in a wild West show.

He's been called "the wickedest man in the movies,"
thanks to his Vitagraph villainy.

They wear

the biggest hats and spurs, the loudest
you know anything about cowboys they are
just about as convincing as Caruso in "The Girl of the Golden West."
But when you bump into Buck Jones of the Fox studio and Joe Ryan of

bandannas and

fussiest chaps, but

if

the Vitagraph, you're bumping into the real right thing.
Ryan got the edge on Jones in the get-away, for he was born on his grandfather's Campstool Ranch by the Devil's Tower, in Crook County, Wyoming

:

They, Joe Ryan and Buck Jones, don't tote guns
or wear fussy chaps they're real cowboys.

—

By

B.

Henry Smith

full of broken bones and bullet
squeeze into the war as volcouldn't
holes they
Between interunteers or pa'st the draft board.
vals of cow-punching, Buck Jones served three
years in the regular army, chasing renegade Indians and taming Igorrotes in the Philippines.
He never got a cent of pay the first year, being
a regular member of the court-martial for such
pranks as swiping a sergeant over the head with
a wet mop when he was laying for another bird,
and riding a bronc to drill, and breaking up the
But he left the army as regimental
formation.
sergeant major.
While the war was on, Joe Ryan had two exciting years in Mexico, but he's
as a clam
about those years.
Each has robbed the pictures of a beauty and
made said beauty think it more fun to fry eggs and
darn socks than ride or dance before the camera.

Both are so

mum

Jones says "when you say
cowboy you're talkin' about
the real American."

Jones hails from effete Indiana,
but grew up in Indian Territory.

Maybe you'd
you a

to tell

like

each one

bit of the story

of his life?

Listen then, to

Joe Ryan
"At twenty

I weighed one
hundred and ten with my
saddle under my arm. I was
at every stampede with some

rancher's string of racing
ponies and always finished
in the money.
I've 'repped'
every wagon outfit in Wyoming that is, ridden with
the wagon outfit at a roundup to pick out stray cattle
from neighboring ranches."
"How then, were you exposed to the movie fever?"
I queried.
"One day they began to
When
Wyoming.
fence
Mondell went to the Senate
and put through an act giving homesteaders three hundred and twenty instead of
one hundred and sixty acres
you should have seen them
coming across the prairies. I rode to the top of a hill and watched them
coming, clear from the horizon, on everything with four legs and two or
more wheels except automobiles. There was just one rattletrap auto in
the procession.
For me that spelled the doom of Wyoming.
brother, Chet, and I had the address of our people in Denver, so we
headed for there, but decided on the train to ask no questions of anybody.
It must have been five miles from the station, but we walked it, and we certainly attracted attention along our line of march.
You see, we'd had some

—

—

—

My

snappy clothes made back home before we

started.

We

had enough weapons

The

34

Real Thing

of ourselves if anybody started anythin,!.',
Imagine us among felbut they only looked.
Willi peg-top trousers, plenty of tail to their coals,
lows with
and hard little city hats screwed on their heads -us
in our tight trousers, little, round-cornered coats, md
Stetson hats
"We didn't walk the streets of Denver again in our
snappy clothes. Early next morning we hunted a fel-

on us

to take care

low we knew
us up right.

in

and told him to hx
cowboy never buys reach-

a clothing store

A Wyoming

"

The other day when I signed as a star for serials,
they wanted me for five year-. 1 told them that looked
like a lifetime to me; that I meant to work in pictures
just long enough to be able to buy a hundred whitefaced cows and land enough to run them on perhaps
in South America, some place unspoiled by wire fences;
and I told Marjory we'd tear up the still and go back
to the only life worth living."
The way Marjory looks at him when he's talking. I
believe that whilher he gbest, thither goest she.
Knowing Buck Jones' idea of life, I quizzed Joe

—

He wants stuff he can roll up in his
war kit containing soap, razor, and Ryan about his.
with
his
blanket
"Every cowboy's a bit of a gambler. I'll go into a
tobacco and be sure it will not be wrinkled when he
we
couldn't
game if I can feel the dice first, and if there's a
dance.
But
for
crap
a
wait
tailor,
goes to
a
so friend picked us out suits, shirts, ties, and socks to
heaven where they play harps and ride gray horses,
I'll
I screwed a little hat
take my chance riding any
match.
they pick for me, but life is
on my head, but Chet, after tryjust what a fellow makes it."
ing on every hat in the store,
Is Lillian Russell's
"Life's just luck," is the dicdeclared his old John B. was
tum of Buck Jones, who sudgood enough for him.
Successor?
denly jumped from cow-punch"In these clothes we tried
ing at twenty-five dollars a month
Denver again, but T only stood it
years Lillian Russell was
into a movie job with a salary
three weeks, then went back to
generally conceded to be the
that scales quickly to a thousand
Wyoming to break a bunch of
most beautiful woman in America.
a week.
horses.
There
is a famous movie star who
"Those wire fences were too
"I'd left my uncle's ranch in
will be considered as her successor,
much for me, and when mother
Texas to go with Miller's '101
in a brilliant article by Herbert
got sick I went to. Denver and
Ranch' show to New York.
stayed.
This time aunt Jess,
Howe, in which the charms of these
Back there I heard fellows talkabout three years older than myin' about gettin' five a day in
two celebrities are analyzed and
self, took me in hand to make
pictures.
So I beat it for Calicompared. This article is to appear
a gentleman of me, teach me
fornia.
in an early issue of PICTURE-PLAY
when not to use my knife and
"I was standin' round watchMagazine. Don't miss it!
a few other little things.in' a picture at Universal one
"Aunt Jess did such a good
day when a director asked me if
job that when, one summer day,
I was workin'.
I told him no.
we went to a wild West show at Lakeside I was in and he asked if I wanted a job.
white trousers and shoes, blue coat, and straw sailor.
"'Sure!' I said, tryin' to look easy.
" 'Then go an' make up
There was a standing offer of fifty dollars to any
as a sheepherder.'
one who could ride the wild bull 'Dynamite.' When
"Now, sheepherder to a cowboy means fight, so I
they called for a rider, I put my blue coat in
went over to a fellow Lknew and asked if the director
aunt Jess' lap and went into the ring. I had fixed it
vvas kiddin' me.
He said no. so I decided it was all
with a friend in the show to have my saddle, bridle,
right, and, while I didn't like the part of a sheepherder.
chaps, and spurs, and while the showmen threw and
it was a job— see?
After that Monroe Salisbury put
saddled the bull, I donned my togs, the audience roarme in three of his pictures. He taught me a lot of
ing 'Kill the tenderfoot.' With the bull down I slipped
things, and they paid me forty a week
more'n I'd
into my saddle
then the Dynamite went off. It wasn't
ever seen in my life.
a cinch, but I won the fifty.
"And there's another reason I say life's all luck.
"In thirty days I owned that show.
From there it As soon as I got to earnin' real money I won more
was but a step to vaudeville, and I had the greatest at craps. Sometimes I cleaned up as much as one
vaudeville act ever got together all ready for the road
hundred and fifty dollars. But somehow, when I was
when along came Otis B. Thayer, of 'Cherry Blossom' earnin' real money, I couldn't take my winnin's."
fame, and picked me for the feature of some Western
"Will the other fellows take it back?" I asked.
pictures planned by the Colorado Motion Picture Com"Well, there's ways o' doin' it.
You can lend it
pany.
or put it all on the table for a high throw. I used to
"When the war came on and I couldn't go to the wish somebody'd do that when I was broke, and I
front, I went to Mexico
but we won't talk about that."
remember that feelin' now.
There's a merry twinkle in Ryan's eve when he tells
"When you say craps you say cowboy, and when
of going to California later, expecting to find the moyou talk about a cowboy you're talkin' about the real
made

clothes.

—

—

Who

UOR

.

—

—

—

tion-picture world stock-still awaiting" his return from
Mexico and found instead that nobody had ever heard

of Joe Ryan.
"I told the Vitagraph people what I had done and
could do, but when it came to the money, W. J. that's
Manager Smith shook his head and said he couldn't
see me as a heavy.
Two weeks later when I began
work in serials with William Duncan, he saw me on the
lot with a two weeks' beard and the clothes I wore
out of Mexico, and said to my director: 'That's the sort
of fellow I had in mind for this part instead of Ryan.'
" 'That's the fellow you've got,' said the director and
W. J. almost hugged me.

—

—

American."

At
little

what

last!

"It's a
isn't,

Like Diogenes, I'm always abroad with

lantern, hunting this much-vaunted thing.
is the real American?"
it's

fellow that's square, and

if

my

"And

the other fellow

a fight."

Some

little dimensions I think, don't you?
"Speaking of fights, do you wear a gun off the

screen ?"

A

"No," said Buck Jones. "Never did.
gun's a
fellow's worst enemy.
If I can't lick a man with
fists, he's the better fellow, and I'm ready to shake
Continued on page 86)
hands with him.

my

Olympus- 1920
By
Barbara
Little

UBIAN

slaves, whirling across the floor, clear it of dancers;
then come groups of maidens bearing peach-blossom wands.
Next, a nymph dances out, pursued by satyrs, and then
mounted on a white horse and accompanied by warriors,

o,

the way for a chariot in which ride the gods, come down from
Olympus for the revel. Athena, goddess of wisdom, Mars, the
war god, and Venus, goddess of beauty they come to this
ultra modern ball in all their glory.
The gods feast, but when the revelry is over, you will find

—

and ambrosia are far less satisfying than the
sandwiches which Marion Davies, resting in a far corner of

that their nectar

the

studio,

offers

you.

She

is

Athena

in

this

"Ball

of the

Gods," which is part of an International picture based on
Robert W. Chambers' story, "The Restless Sex." And she
is

;>
\f

t

resplendent in a

gown made

Worthy of

special

picture, for they

1

of

rhinestones and silver
a helmet fashioned

ornaments sewn to silver cloth, and
of sequins and brilliants.

mention are the sets for this
were designed by Joseph Urban,

an artist, who has made the beautiful settings for
such theatrical productions as "The Follies" and
so is known all across the country and has been
widely imitated. The fact that his first motionpicture sets are seen in "The Restless Sex"
the picture doubly interesting.

makes

A

Maud Mu

1

e

1

Movie

r

Maud

Muller, on a summer's

Raked

the

clay,

meadow, sweet with

hay.

She combed the fragrant crop until
The Judge came, panting, down the

He

doffed to

And

Maud

hill.

a silken lid

whispered, breathless, "Hide me, kid!

"The Blackjack Gang
Is out again

and on

I

my

sent to

jail

trail !"

"Lie down!'' cried Maud. "I'll save you. Judge.
Quick! Hit the hay, and dontcher budge!"

The Judge, outstretched upon
Became a rich alfalfa stack.

his

back.

With such

a gusto where be lay
Did Miss Maud Muller pile the bay.

And

then with pistols' bang-bang-bang

There came the dreadful Blackjack "Gang.
"Hast seen, you girl, a judge pass by?"
"No," answered Maud, and it 'twas no He.
like the boy who attended sheep,
under the haystack fast asleep.

For the Judge,

Was

"They've gone," said Maud in a joyful tone
The Judge embraced her and cried, "My own

'

;

He

married

White from
But the gay

And

Maud
its

in the

far-off town.

hill-slope looking

life palled,

and

a

a nameless longing filled

down.

vague unrest,

Maud's

breast.

!"

;

—
!

(As John Greenleaf Whittier might have been asked

By Harry Hamilton

Moreover, the Judge's female folk
Regarded Maud as an awful joke.

They made her feel, from the very start,
As a fifth wheel feels on a four-wheel cart.

One
She

fled

when

Judge gave a formal ball,
from the house in an old plaid shawl,

night,

the

Fled through the night, and of course you guess.
'Neath that old plaid shawl was a rich

She

left

Which

A

but a note

said she'd

—

And Maud,

to the fields of hay.

house

;

all

light,

alone, in the pitiless night.

The morning comes

Maud

was found next day

it

gone back

heart-throb close-up

ball dress.

;

in

her ball dress

rakes the hay on the sun-kissed

still,

hill.

She stops and looks, then looks again,
For the Judge comes chugging down the

lane.

He runs to meet her arms go round,
And a hunch you have that Maud is found.
;

An

effective

With

picture,

standing there

the breeze aplay in her golden hair.

The Judge, unmindful of female kin,
Cries, "Nix for me on the Might-Have-Been
"I've

burned

I've left

And
"I've

my

books on tilts and torts
the bench and I've canned the courts."

then, at the finish, a fade-out view:

come

to

make hay

—here—with

YOU!"

to prepare

it

for the screen.)

The

Virgin of

Stamboul
Among
she
lover

the intrigues of the city streets

and when her
she rode across the
desert sands to rescue him.

walked

was

in

unafraid;
peril,

By Robert W. Sneddon

young
I

let

in

years as she was,

her come and go within

my

store without reproof.
came to pass, as ever
does, that there came into

"It
it

life two men, and of these
must speak in turn.
"Then, as to-day, there
were those who did not dis-

her
I

dain the coffee of Yusef, even
those from far lands, such as
we call giaours, and of these
the most welcome was the American, Pemberton. You
marvel glibl)' I speak the Frankish name.
I
am a
merchant, and it is my business to speak glibly a smattering of all tongues.
Pemberton Effendi was young
and goodly to look upon, a man of adventure and courage, and he commanded a troop of the Black Horse.
Irregulars they were, men who chafed at discipline,
perhaps even evildoers, wherefore were they stationed
in the desert that they might learn to obey.
And in
time, as Allah willed, their commander brought them
from being jackals to be lions. Many 'hings he taught
them and they bent to his will, even as a son to his
father, loving and respecting.
His second in command
was one Hassan, between whom and himself were the
bonds of friendship, and him he left in command when
he came to visit Stamboul. growing Weary of the desert.
For he was a man who loved cities, crowds, and
strange peoples.
"And here in this very spot would he meet his friends,
an Englishman who served the customs, and one Hector Baron, a young man of light mind whose thoughts
ran ever upon love and secret meetings and strange
intrigues forbidden by the law.
Ah, they knew not
that I listened with the ears which were given to me
by my father, to whom Allah give peace, and marked
what they said. Ever Pemberton Effendi dissuaded
Baron from his doings, but he laughed lightly and
scorned to heed him. "Wherefore misfortune fell upon
him, as I shall tell you in time.
"Mark how strangely things fall out, effendi. One
night Sari, in her rags, yet more beautiful than the
beauteous ones of paradise, peeped within my store
and came shyly within. Verily, the heart of a man
dwells close to his eyes, and I did not fail to note that
seeing Sari, Pemberton lost his weary look and smiled
with gladness.
"Baron thinking her a light woman, a gypsy, for
she went unveiled, would have spoken lightly with
her, but Pemberton stopped his speech and gave to
Like a child with a newher a coin, a silver dollar.
found toy was she, for this meant much to her, and

Seeing that she was fair to Look upon, the sheik took counsel with himself

I

SAT

in the dim store of Yusef, merchant of
boul, that city of mystery which we of the

Stam-

West

Constantinople, dreamily noting him as he
muttered over his rugs, pulling his long beard in perplexity as he set those in order which had been unceremoniously handled by a tourist in search of barcall

gains.

sipping from my tiny cup of
spoon might have stood upright in
it,
for as the Eastern custom is where men bargain
there also is found the coffee cup and a lounging place,
the conviction grew upon me more strongly with each
moment that here, about me, pulsated romance, adventure, love, mystery.
At my back was the grilled window looking onto the narrow street swarming with the
peoples of the East, Moslem, Christian, and Jew, passing in an endless stream, making way for the porters
with their warning cry of "Varda
Varda!"
A beggar whined for alms and thrust a claw through
the bars, and I gave him a piaster and called down upon
my head the blessings of Allah.

And,

as

I

sat there

coffee, so thick that a

!

At this Yusef came out of his business and seated
himself beside me, lighting his chibouk.
"Verily, there are beggars and beggars, effendi," he
said, "and of all kinds whose history bears not retelling,
being one of weakness and misery, but there was one
of whom' I have a tale to tell wherein love was not
suffered to be slain by many evil mischances.
"I speak of a beggar maiden, by name Sari, and in
beauty she was like a young gazelle, wandering the
streets of Stamboul, unveiled yet modest, touching
evil at every turn yet herself untouched, so that men
called her the Virgin Of Stamboul.
T knew her mother,
an honest creature who strove against poverty as feeble
women do without much avail, so that the few coins
which Sari brought home were to her more precious
than the treasures of Suleiman.
Sweet as honey was
the voice of Sari, yet within it as within the bee lurked
a sharp sting for those who would profane her. Such
she would greet with scoffing, so that they went their
way confused and shamed. In fact, effendi, a woman.

The

Virgin of Stamboul

wrapped it in a napkin and set it next her heart.
With such warmth of good will was it given that it
wanned her heart to the giver, and indeed for all his
And this
courage he was a gentle and kindly man.
coin she showed to her mother, hut would not give it
to her, whereat her mother was sore distressed, as is
she

And
the way of women with daughters unmarried.
many times thereafter Pemberton would follow Sari
secretly, watching how all creatures loved her, the dogs
who live in the street, the doves in the market place,
oxen in the carts, the sheep going to slaughter,
and from much watching of her love, love came to
him. Yet was she a beggar maid and he a commander
of horse, and set above her in station.
"Now it befell that there dwelt at Broussa a sheik,
by name Achmet Hamid, blessed with many wives, of
which the first and fairest was Resha. This foolish
woman had forsaken the love of her husband for the
love of Baron, and not once, but many times in the
absence of her husband had she admitted him to the
haremlik and abandoned herself to his embraces.
"One time in the sweet forgetfulness of love-making
they paid no heed to
die

,

the passage

of time,

there

sounded

until

knocking
a
and
gate,

at

the

behold
the
stood

without

A

sheik.
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"

'Then she can be taught to pray,' said Pemberton
Effendi, and hearing the other laugh scornfully, poor
Sari could not forbear from uttering a sob and running away.

"But not so swiftly that Pemberton did not hear
and follow.
Times without number he thought he
had lost her, so swift of foot was she, but he came
upon her house just as she closed the door. There,
seated at the barred window, she within and he withhe taught her to pray. Whether it was a prayer
the Christians or the Moslems I know not.
All
prayers are good, effendi, and if for guidance, go not
unanswered, Allah be praised.
"Consider what cometh out of evildoing.
Baron
Effendi receiving a letter bidding him meet Resha at
the door of the mosque, as he stood waUing, saw one
enter whom he thought was she, and followed her
within. As he stood looking about him for the woman
who had gone before him and whom he saw not in
out,

of

sight,

him

from behind

a

pillar

hidden by Resha
a cupboard.

in

"Of
...

.

.

.

-

^

i?.-^ .a-..-'

all

might

"The

Virgin of Stamboul"

on the story by H. H. Van Loan,
and played by the following cast

'Then

I

as
to

Sheik
returned to
Resha and gave her a
knife red with blood
" 'Here,
then,
is

Hamid

!

Dean
Captain Pemberton,WheelerOakman
Sari

Priscilla

,

Achmet Hamid
Yusef

Wallace Berry
E. A.

Warren

t

""'

^

'

'

'

-

have been

^

what
wife
said,

sumed with weariness, so that I sought this means
to free my mind from longing,' answered Resha.
"The sheik stood with wrinkled' brows, for he saw
that she lied, and the cigarette was such as Americans smoke, and he knew that surely within the room
some one was hidden.
the longing at an end,' he said, smiling
'And to reward thee for thy love I shall
give thee as a present what thou most desireth as a

with his

w

all this

learned in time,
Allah pleased so

"Meanwhile

written from the Universal picture based

well, but fatal mistake, there still smoldered upon the
low table a cigarette.
" 'Since when, light of my life,' demanded the sheik,
'have you taken to smoking, a thing unfamiliar to you?'
" 'Since my lord went away my heart has been con-

"

stabbed

grant.

:

"The sheik entered,
and Resha greeted
him w
dutiful
h
words of love, and

who

the face of the murderer.
Ah, yes, forgive the trick of the story-teller, one witnessed the deed, that
one a woman, and
that
woman, Sari,
seeking a place where
she might learn more
of prayer.

panic-

bore
stricken
slave
word to her mistress,
and Baron, there being no escape, was

i

stepped one

None saw

to his death.

is

lips.

good wife.'
"Whereupon, womanlike, she besought him with
questions, but he smiled, bidding her be patient, and
hastened from the haremlik. No sooner had he done
so than Resha released Baron from his prison, and
he escaped, as he thought, secretly. But one saw him
go, and by means of spies gained the knowledge of
his name and where he might be found.
"One night Sari, gazing through the grille, this very
grating at our backs, effendi, heard talk of herself.
" 'What do you want to bother with that beggar
girl for, Pemberton?'
" 'Sari ?
She may be poor in money, but she is
rich in so many other things.
She is as pure as
" 'As the streets of Stamboul.
What can you expect from a Turkish girl who goes unveiled?' said the
The girl has
other with an evil laugh.
'Nonsense.
no soul. I do not believe she ever said a prayer.'
'

him who would dishonor her husband.

most

a

good

desireth,'
'the

blood

he
of

Speak no word

of this, else thou, too, shalt die.'
"And Resha promised, being but a weak woman
and fearing the anger of her lord.
"What fear was now in the heart of Sari
Pale
she was and trembling, so that she started at shadows,
yet must she save her mother from want.
And as
she went about her begging she came, in a cafe, upon
one she knew, he whose arm had been upraised in
murder, the Sheik Hamid, who thought himself safe
from discovery, albeit the police sought the criminal.
Moved by what spirit of mischief I know not, for
effendi, there was still much of the child in her who
had become woman, she begged for a cup of coffee,
and when he refused, made known that she had witnessed his crime.
And seeing she was fair to look
upon, the sheik took counsel with himself.
There
were two things to be gained by his taking her to
himself, one, that he would silence her so that his
life might be safe, and second, that his harem would
be made more beautiful by her presence. Wherefore,
being a man of craft, he sent for his lieutenant, and
gave him instructions to seek out the girl's mother and
pay a dowry to her, the marriage to follow.
"But before this came to pass Pemberton had gained
the confidence of Sari and heard her tale, that she
could not declare this crime since she, a woman, had
Whereupon
set foot within the shrine of the mosque.
!

seeing her peril, he decided he must go back to his
troop of wild horsemen and take leave of them, then
return to marry and take her away.
And Sari was
glad, for she loved him with a love exceedingly great.

The

40
And eagerly,
his return.

when he had

gone,

did

she

Virgin
look

Stamboul

of

for

"One day there came to Agia, mother of Sari, he
well-spoken emissary of the sheik, and dazzled her
eyes with gold and her ears with the promise that her
daughter should have a rich wedding, a wedding dress
lit
for a sultana, and precious jewels, and the poor
woman, who knew nothing ot her daughter's heart,
gave her consent. For as you know, effendi, marriage
arwith
is
us
so
ranged, and dutiful
are the daughters of
Turkey.
The lieut

the sheik who waited outside, for that we could not
hinder, and he with greedy eye leaped from his carriage and entered the bridal chamber.
As Sari beheld her bridegroom she shrank away and plucking
off her jewels, his gift, cast them at him with scorn
and reviling. It was then that Pemberton Effendi entered and threw himself upon the sheik displaying his
legai claim to Sari.

"What

then,

you ask?

Verily, evil

hard

to overthe wicked
prosper, but only for
a time, praise be to
Allah.
is

come and

as

"As happiness was

proxy for his master

the dawning, certain of the
sheik's

was

tenant

act

to

in

who kept

well out of
sight so that he might
not frighten away the
bird which he had enAgia was
snared.
bent upon the wedding, since she had
tasted the savor of
gold for which she

men came upon us,
who were unarmed,
and without delay
snatched up bride and
bridegroom and flinging them on speedy
animals
bore
them
off.
Whither w e
knew not, and for
days they were lost
to us as though some
evil jinn had carried
them into the air.

had starved so many
years.
And all went

w

h o u

t

i

obstacles.

t

The wedding day was
and the bride

fixed,

"What

home with
misery for company.
"Now y o u may

pair

wonder how

turn.

sat

of

at

this.

this

a

I

I

got

it

knew

"The

from

same

veyed

lieutenant,
talkative
fellow,

who

gossiped
with
over his coffee

me
and
deed

And

pipe.

had

all

befell

this

of lovers
learned from each

con-

sheik

them

to

his

stronghold

o n

desert's rim,

and

Pemberton

in-

the
cast

a

into

was

This

cell.

I

in

his

threat to Sari

fallen

"

'Thou

come

out as his master desired, had not Pemberton
Effendi

to

walked

shall thy lover starve

By

Allah,

was torn

my

upon

in

his
in

tidings.

us.

two

until

I

but

ringers of this servant
of
the
sheiktwitched
for
gold,

she had learned

much

from

adroitness,

about
his
service.
I took pity
upon Sari and her

of

scruples

She went

to

him and he drew her

to

him

the

mind

manner of lovers

the

— cunning,

streets

and that he had no

quickness
body.
her chance

and

Waiting
overpowered a
fled to StamArab
steed
swift
on
a
sentrv and leaping
What
a chase
soldiery.
sheik's
the
boul, pursued by
gates
very
the
to
even
up
and
yea,
across the sands,
by
For
aid.
found
she
indeed,
here,
of the city! But
Hassan,
store,
my
in
was
there
Allah,
the blessing of
captain of "the Black Horse, and he, hearing her tale,
without delay bore her with him to rally his wild
riders to the rescue of their beloved commander. And,
too, Resha, greatly daring, had gone to the chief of
police with her tale, and he dispatched a troop of
horse to smoke out this wasp from his den.
"What a galloping of brave men when Hassan
At their head rode Hasroused his two-legged lions
in

she

lover.

So, cunningly, I led the matter to a point of
agreement, and for twenty lira in gold the lieutenant
promised that he should stand proxy, not for the
sheik, but for my effendi.
Behold, I loved Pemberton even as that son which Allah willed should not be

mine and the comfort of my old age.
"Came then the wedding day. The lieutenant and
I repaired to the house of Agia.
Behind the curtain,
where she might not look upon the bridegroom's face,
stood the poor girl in her bridal finery, as he had
said, fit for a sultana.
The holy iman asked the marriage questions thrice, and the contract was signed,
but I, Yusef the merchant, was clever. Yeah! While
none watched I changed the contracts for I had two
and that which was signed and attested as the true
one bore the name of Pemberton as lawful husband of

—

Then

!'

7

at

had marked that the

Sari.

thou dost,

did the
"Little
sheik know
that in
Sari he had caught a
hawk, and not a dove,

heart

Now

me

— for

shalt

a willing bride

the lieutenant bore the false contract to

!

san

—

"A

and beside him
distant

Sari.

outpost bore

word

of

their

coming

to

the sheik, and he gave instant orders to close the great
[Continued on page 90]
gates and arm every man.

An Actor by
Inheritance
By Charles

Carter

the youngest member
the largest group of
stage celebrities in

HE'Sof

America connected by blood and
marriage ties the Drew-Barrymore-Rankin families. Through

—

Doris Rankin,

his

aunt,

he be-

comes the nephew of Lionel Barrymore, and was thus connected
with the other two

members

of

famous family, Ethel and
John.
Through another aunt,
Gladys Rankin, who was the first
wife of Sidney Drew, he became
the nephew of that best loved of
all screen comedians, and could
that

claim a distant sort of kinship to

John Drew.
His mother, Phyllis Rankin,
and his father, Harry Davenport,
are both of the stage, while his
grandfather, McKee Rankin, was
one of the best-known actors of
a generation or two ago.
With such family traditions it
is
not surprising that Arthur
Rankin has taken advantage of
the opportunity to which he has
fallen heir, and has entered the
profession himself. And it is interesting to note that he has
chosen the screen, despite the fact
that

most of

his celebrated rela-

Artluir Rankin.

In the oicture

the right, as he appeared in

below he

may

be seen at

"The Copperhead" with

Lionel Barrymore.

tives are better

known

for their Avork before

the footlights.

Perhaps you remember him as Joey, the
son of Milt Shanks, in "The Copperhead," in
which he played with his uncle, the famous
Lionel Barrymore. If not, you probably will
see him in "Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde," in
which he is also cast with his equally famous
uncle, John Barrymore. And, lest you shouVl
think that he only acts with his relatives, it
might be well to add that he's also to appear
in
the forthcoming Griffith production of
Doris Keene's "Romance," for, so far as I
know, he hasn't a relative in the cast nor did
he have in Irene Castle's "The Amateur
Wife," in which he also played.
It will be interesting to watch the career
of Arthur Rankin, for the indications are that
he will carry on successfully the traditions

—

to

which he

is

heir.

By

Way

of a

Model Throne
Yvonne Gardelle found
taking one job

By

J.

led

B.

to

that

another.

Waye

THEREtumbling many
are as

of

ways
the

into

movies
are
as
there
recipes in a French chef's cookbook for preparing eggs. You
never can tell what is to be the
stepping-stone that will help you
to a place in the lens light.

Yvonne

Gardelle,
be a model throne.

it

For

chanced

to

Yvonne's father, Carton Garis a sculptor, and he was
chosen to make the statues which

delle,

are

shown

completion

in different stages of

in

William De Mille's

"The Prince Chap"
supposedly the work of Thomas

picture,

Meighan, who. in the title role,
takes the part of a sculptor.
Now, Gardelle needed a real

work from, and
to
Meighan needed a screen model
for the picture.
So when De
Mille saw the girl whom the
sculptor had chosen for his work
it occurred to him that she was
model

quite attractive enough and quite
talented enough to take the part
on the screen as well. For she
has not only been a professional
model, but has also had a great
deal of stage experience as a
singer and dancer.

:

THE

OBSERVER
Brief Cheats v)it\i ^you on Interesting Topics
concerning the Screen

What a small business is the speaking
drama compared to motion picThere's
tures
The United States government
One
knows exactly from its amusement
tax reports how much stronger pictures are in their universal appeal but the government
won't tell.
many persons
Make a guess in your own town.
go to see pictures every night ? How many go to stage
plays ?
Few persons appreciate how insignificant the speaking drama is, compared to motion pictures, and therefore great surprise is being expressed over the plans
of the Famous Players-Lasky Corporation to make the
speaking drama work for it.
!

—

—

;

How

The Famous Players plan, which undoubtedly will be
followed by Goldwyn, Metro, and other companies who
are in search of the best dramatic material available, is
to finance plays for the speaking stage and take in return the moving-picture rights.
The stage always tries its plays "on the dog," taking
them to New Haven or Atlantic City for first performances.
If at the try-out they don't seem to take,
they are abandoned. If New Haven and Atlantic City
like them, the plays are taken to New York.
The Famous Players idea is this to make the speaking stage the "dog" for the try-out of motion-picture
material. If a play fails on the speaking stage, it probably won't do for pictures.
If it does fairly well on
the stage, the trial production affords an opportunity
for the dramatist to make changes that will strengthen

—

it

for pictures.

In other words, before the picture fans are given a
play, that play will have been tried as a speaking drama,
rewritten and strengthened and polished until it is fit
for the films.
It is a good plan for the producers.
speaking
drama can be staged at a nominal sum often for as
little as five thousand dollars.
It is easily altered after

—

A

produced.
motion picture costs from fifty thousand to two
hundred and fifty thousand dollars to produce, and
after it is made it cannot be changed very much.
The speaking stage will get the temporary production, the motion picture the permanent one.
To carry out this idea, Famous Players bought
Charles Frohman, Inc., and is said to be entering into
deals with the Shuberts and other producers.
It's kind of tough on the poor old stage, but it's
rather good for the moving-picture fans.

it

is

first

A

An Endowed
MovingPicture
q-,

1 lieatei

It

son

has been suggested that some pertn money, who is keenly inter-

w

'

ested in
picture
man or

the

success

— some person
.\dolph

of
like

the

moving

George East^

— contribute

Zukor

a

fund for maintaining an endowed moving-picture theater
p p

it

in

New

York, Chicago, and perhaps one or two other

cities.

The Observer

forgets

now who

conceived the idea,

seems that the plan would be something like this
A committee of the most cultured persons in the
community would look at all the pictures produced
and would select the ones they believe would be
but

it

a great credit to the motion-picture art.
If advisable these persons would cut

and

edit

the

pictures to make them fit their standards.
The theater would remain open only when a fine;
picture was available.
When nothing suitable could
be found, the house would be dark, and the endowment
fund would pay the rent.
The programs selected by the committe system would
serve as a model for other theaters throughout the
United States, so that the programs selected could be
shown everywhere, and the influence of the committee
of cultured persons would be felt in every city and town.

The persons who feel that they take a chance on
seeing a stupid show everv time they go to a motionpicture theater would thus have a guide.
When the
stamp of the cultured committee was upon a film, there
would be no reason for hesitating.
Thus, it is pointed out, an enormous audience would
be created for every picture that played in one of the
endowed theaters, and, therefore, producers would find
it worth their while to make pictures suitable for the
O. K. of this committee.
Eventually, it is the boast of the proposer, these
cultured persons would be the court to decide exactly
what sort of pictures should be released.
How do you like the idea ?
It's a wonderful idea, except that it
won't work. In effect it is now being
used in Pennsylvania, where the censor
for
^ard
acts as the cultured committee
'Somebody
that decides how pictures ought to be
altered, and that agrees that it is not proper to show
,

~,

T
s Kjreat
It

would give intimation that there is social
unrest going on in the sovereign State of Pennsylvania.
In the first place, there would be trouble in selecting the cultured committee.
Then the cultured comEven
mittee wouldn't agree as to what is cultured.
the Pennsylvania censor board seldom has a unanimous
vote as to a production. No body of men and women
will agree exactly upon a novel, a play, or a picture.
Recently we discussed five moving pictures with six
men and women of genuine culture. The pictures were
"The Miracle Man," "Blind Husbands," "Male and
Female," "The Brat," and "The Great Air Robbery."
Had a unanimous vote been necessary to pass these
pictures as good entertainment, not one would have
been reported favorably. Each picture failed to appeal
to one or more of the persons who were engaged in
the discussion. In each picture nearly every one found

pictures that

The Observer
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something he or she would have changed
on these changes.

The

general public

knows

that

it

is

—a

few agreed

impossible for

any committee to decide what is good entertainment
and what is not. And so do producers.
But if a picture is really good, the public finds out
about it without waiting for any indorsement of a
Any good picture will draw the
cultured committee.
crowds most of the time. And that's the real test.

The

between the American
*s
motion-picture producers and the Enghsh and Canadian motion-picture fans
Engldlld
Our cousins are
are ra ^icr strained.
Ri*rht?
getting fed up on American films and
w ant to do something about it.

retakes of some of the perhaps too American scenes.
Business experts say that the reason we have failed
in the South American market in sales of machinery
and other goods is that we have tried to force South
Americans to lake what we wanted to give them, instead of making the goods they want.
Let's not jeopardize film business by doing the same thing in England and her colonies.

Mary

How Do

relations

Charlie

Pickford, Douglas Fairbanks,
Chaplin, and D. W. Griffith

Thty

— the

Do

^'^ names

It?

Big Four

pull in the

l
>

'

ie .v

— are

seeing the

light.

can no longer
The production is

realize,

crowds.

"

There was

Here's the way it stands
Ninety per cent of the pictures shown

in Canada
and England are American. British film production
was nothing during the war, while during those same
years American films had their greatest development.
Griffith, you remember, completed "The Birth of a
Nation" within a few weeks of the time the great

war started.
With a five-year

start on the film producers of England and France, it is only natural that American films
should at present dominate.
The British don't care why their own pictures are
not giving their competitors a battle. They only know
that nearly every picture they see is American, and
they're getting might)' tired of American heroes and

the

American

flag

and American boasting.

To make

worse, they're getting our pictures of a year ago.
We'd set up long howls if
don't blame them.
It's human nature.
were English.
all our pictures
You may like your relatives, but, if when they come
to visit you, they talk of nothing but their own business and their own prosperity and their own virtues,
you mighty soon want to throw them out.
England complains that we are circulating propaganda that the United States won the war. Personally
the Observer believes the more modest way for us
to state our case is that "the war couldn't have been
won without us." Neither could it have been won
without England and her colonies or France or Italy.
Just because we came up in a pinch and knocked
the ball out of the lot we should not forget what happened in the game before we went into it.
And so we should use some diplomacy in presenting
American pictures to our Allies. Let's edit our picit

We

tures

we

to

edit

make them

suitable

our conversation

in

and acceptable, just as
talking things over with

a British friend.
believes that England has a just
especially proud of Famous Players
and Goldwyn, who are going to produce pictures in
England and bring English-made films to America and

The Observer

grievance.

He

is

to give England a chance to say a few words in this
heretofore one-sided film conversation.
Let's encourage all the good English films as we
encouraged the good Italian ones before the war
stopped Italian production of such spectacles as
"Cabreria."
We're not braggarts. We're not trying to force our
have made pictures
ideas upon the British people.
foreign market
because
the
own
people,
and,
for our
England and
"as
is."
them
have
sold
w^e
was good,
France and many other countries have demanded
never have forced them to buy.
American pictures.
But since we control the market, let's be generous
and diplomatic, and give Canada and England what
they want, even if it does take rcediting and a few

We

We

the thing, with the story as the starting point.

when any

a time

of these four could pack-

theaters with any sort of $500 scenario that they could
find.
Griffith rather boasted that he made up hi^ stories

he went along.
Things have changed and we are inclined to think
that the Big Four are changing, too.
Mary Pickford
tremendous
prices
is paying
for the best available material of her sort, such as "Pollyanna."
Fairbanks is
as

—

using great care in choosing his stories.
as
Griffith
is
noted elsewhere has bought "Way Down East."
Charlie Chaplin, reports have it, is working on definite
plots, altering his old-time system of making his pictures only a string of "gags."
Some persons ask how these big people continue to
be big. The answer is that they are right up in front
with ideas and they realize that the production story,

—

direction,

and

.

1 lie rive-

Reel

p

—

star-

j

—

is

the unit now.

The cost of comedy production is
causing a general rush toward four and
hve reelers, instead of the two reelers
the former standard length.
It isn't

that there is a special demand for fivecomedies.
It is merely a case of where the producers have to make five reelers in order to get their
money back.
In the old days a two-reel comedy could be made
for from $5,000 to $ro,ooo, and no theater thought
of paying more than $5 or $10 a day for a comedy.
Most of them paid about $3. But competition became
keen.
Mack Sennett and Fox and Harold Lloyd and
Larry Semon and several other producers found that
in order to keep up with Chaplin and Arbuckle they
had to put more time and money and expensive stunts
into their comedies, with the result that costs ran high.
Nowadays it often costs as much to make a comedy as
But they can't get
to make many a five-reel feature.
the theaters to' pay as much for two reels as they will
pay for five.
The result is that the comedy, if it is to be made
So Mack
profitable, must be the feature of the bill.
Sennett is coming along with "Down on the Farm,"
"Fatty" Arbuckle has made a comedy-drama out of
"The Round-Up," Chaplin, keeping up with the bunch,
is said to be planning a five reeler, and Fox has a five
reel

reeler

all

made.

thing to be learned is whether the public wants
a five-reel comedy, or whether they want their laughs
If they like long comedies the
confined to two reels.
producers will be able to get high rentals for them
and will prosper. If not, the comedy producers will
go back to two reelers and will have to be content with
being classed as second in importance and receive sec-

The

ond money.

—
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Snapped About the Studios
An odd

assortment of pictures, each of which carries a rather unusual and— we think an interesting story.

—

|
1
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In the snapshot above you see the
beginnings of a tragedy; a woman
and her gifts have come between
these hitherto devoted brothers, Pat

and Micky Moore, and what the outcome will be nobody can tell least
of all Mildred Harris Chaplin, who
presented the Teddy bear to Micky,
the young man on the left, when
he was working with her in ''Polly
of the Storm Country."
Pat, who
had just completed work in ''The
Heart of a Fool," felt impelled to
let the bear get acquainted with his
live relations at the Selig Zoo, and
Micky's objections precipitated the
thrilling scene pictured above.
De-

—

the fact that they're not related to the famous Moore trio
Owen, Tom, and Matt these youngters come from an old theatrical
f
family,
and so inherit their ability.
1
You've
seen them often;
Micky
names "The Big Little Person,"
"The Unpainted Woman," "A Divorced Wife," "Parted Curtains,"
with Henry Walthall, and "The
Mask," as some of his recent releases.
Pat's list includes "The
Squaw Man," "Fires of Faith,"
"Sahara," "Luck in Pawn," "The
Turning Point," and "Their Mutual
Child."
spite

—

>

He's Francis X. Bushman's eldest
son, is less than twenty years old,
stands six feet something, and is
now appearing in Christie comedies.

That should properly introduce the
young man on our left to picture
His name is
fans old and new.
Ralph Everly Bushman, sometimes
abbreviated to "Eves," and until a
short time ago he made his headquarters at the Staunton Military
Virginia.
He
father, who is now
appearing on the stage in "The
Master Thief;" also like his young
brother, familiarly known as Giddy-

Academy, Staunton,
looks like his

Boy.

The gap between the boys

is

Virginia, and
Lenore, and now that Ralph has
taken to the movies like a duck
to water it seems possible that the
other young Bushmans will feel the
Ralph used
urge and do likewise.
to insist that he'd never be an actor,
despite the fact that when he was
very young he had played in some
Essanay releases with his father.
But the family home in Baltimore
seemed tame after he left school,
so he went West and got a job on
which speaks well
his own merits
for his future.
filled

by

Josephine,

—

Notice, please, the care with which Our Mary clings to
When
the clog's tail, for thereby hangs a long, long story.
"Pollyanna" was begun a dog was needed, and Howard
Ralston, who played the part of Jimmie Bean, volunteered
to let his Airedale, Cootie, face the camera.
But when
the picture was half finished a tragedy took place; there

was a fir.e at the studio, and Cootie took the long trail
from which no traveler returns. Miss Pickford and young
Ralston wept, and the casting director almost followed suit,
for Cootie's main beauty had been an exceptionally long
tail, and the prospect of getting another Airedale with a
similar appendage was no joke.
Eventually, after harrowing experiences, he engaged an otherwise suitable canine
and wired several addit c,nal inches of tail to the dog.
Then began the trouble, for the animal was quite likely to
take a stroll between scenes and return minus his extra
tailage.
Mary took no chances with his
make-up in this "still," as you can see.
:
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Here you have Fred Niblo, husband and director
Bennett, and

Thomas H.

of Enid
Ince, peering through the latter's

Miss Bennett, who is enjoying her morning
high over their heads. That's for publication. And
strictly for private edification is the snapshot hi the far
corner of the opposite page, which shows how the lovely
Enid and her husband looked a few moments earlier, before she "hopped off." There's just one thing missing, and
we can't remedy the lack why not make public the reason
why Fred Niblo laughs so heartily in the first picture?
field glasses at

flight

—

If

you've missed the vaudeville appearances of

—

famous Singer midgets, take heart they're
in the movies now, making a five-reel
Sunshine
Special" for William Fox.
There are nineteen
of these miniature men and women, and they
have brought into pictures with them their entire troupe of animals, which includes a four-yearold midget lion.
It's a full-grown woman who
sits on the toe of the shoe
measure them with
the

'

—

her, if you're interested in their size.

Dummies

are of great importance in motion-picture

making nowadays; every star must have one. Constance Talmadge acquired the lady whom John
Emerson is holding upright to pose for her while
the camera man was getting the proper focus and
the electricians were trying out the lights, and Olive
Thomas engaged the gentleman in riding clothes to
take a dare-devil ride which she didn't care to risk.
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The

Beautiful

Faker
ONE

And

more swindle exposed!

usual verdict

—acquittal —

the

because

all

she's a beautiful girl.

she was the water nymph of Sencomedies we thought her a twentiethcentury Bacchante plainly speaking, a wild
woman
Of her swimming championship
we were assured.
And during all that time, we were in
reality seeing a demure little ex-schoolma'am
from Richfield, Utah, who couldn't swim a
stroke.
But such is life in the movie colony
just one delusion after another.
And now she's climbed out of the comedy
pool and plunged into the deep waters of

When

nett

;

!

—

She's learning the draAnd she
matic stroke under Allan Dwan.
has learned to swim in the ocean, too. When
I asked her for one of her old Sennett bathing pictures, she said
"Oh, please don't use any of those. I'm
You see, I've
in much better trim now.
serious productions.

learned

We
studio

to swim!"
were having lunch

at

the

Brunton

when red-headed Mary Thurman

ex-

posed her swindle.

Now

it's

quite a step cross-country

from

grade three of the Richfield public schools,

where Mary presided at the teacher's desk,
to a leading woman's dressing room in Hollywood via the squad of bathing beauties
that did for Mack Sennett what the Nevada

—

divorce laws did for Reno.

"But it all came about quite naturally,"
paragon of beauty-plus-brains who is,
by the way, a University of Utah product
assured me. "When I finished college, my

—

this

family gave me a trip to California for a
graduation present.
I landed in Los Angeles with two other girls, early in July.
After we had admired the climate and the
scenery, we did just what ninety per cent
of the tourists do
headed for a motionpicture studio.
It wasn't so hard in those
days, to enter the sacred portals, as it is
now, and I never will forget the afternoon
we spent at the Sennett studio. As we were
leaving, a man said to me, 'How'd you like
to be a comedienne, sister?'
I told him in
fun that I'd love it. and when he asked my
name and address I shocked the girls by
giving them to him.
Imagine how I felt
when he phoned the next morning to our
hotel, asking me to report for work in half

—

an hour.
When I hung up the receiver,
I turned to the girls, who stood staring at
me as though I'd suddenly gone insane, and

—

!

!

Mary Thurman who has been
us

deceiving

years

for

—at

last

the truth.

tells

By Jerome Weatherby
Photographs taken exclusively for PicturePlay by Hoover.

be humorous,

trying hard to

said,

where Richfield
school-teacher and gains a

'Here's

loses

a

celebrity

!'

"I just couldn't stand the prospect

of teaching school

her

serious.

"And"

—

nod

"'But wasn't

she

—

comedy making

"Oh, dear me,

work from

yes.

But
Many's the

meant hard

It

four every
was always colorful.

eight

day.

terri-

?"

bly strenuous

my

life,"

red-brown eyes very
with an emphatic
!"
"I'm glad I didn't

finished,

little

my

all

it

until

pie I've

had thrown

in

face," she said, dreamily remi-

custard and meringue.
"But I wouldn't have missed it for
anything; neither," she added conof

niscent

"would

scientiously,

return to

I

it

for anything."

Brick

"Hello,

\"

interrupted

a

shrill little voice.

"'Hello,
erstwhile

Brick,'

yourself!"

schoolma'am

the

inelegantly

"Come

over here and meet
the lady."
And mine was then the
pleasure of presentation to one small
boy yclept Wesley Barry.
replied.

"Have

man

a ham-an'?"

Miss Thur-

invited.

"Nope." ungratefully replied this
animate edition of a Briggs cartoon.
"A guy just told me about a new
kind o' dope for freckles. S' long!"
And he dashed meteorlike past us.

Marv's learning the dramatic stroke now.

"Poor kid," mused Mary, "his freckles are the bane
young life. You know, we're sort of kindred
spirits with our scarlet locks, Wesley and I," she added
of his

whimsically.

But Mary Thurman's bobbed hair
it

is

is not scarlet
exactly the shade of burnished bronze; just auburn

enough to guarantee her the creamy complexion that
lucky redheads have.
"And how did you happen to leave comedies?" I
inquired, as, luncheon over, we strolled across the
Brunton lot toward her dressing room, where she had
promised to show me some 'perfectly gorgeous gowns.'
"Well," she told me, lowering her voice as if about
to divulge some deep, dark secret, "I got ambitious

And

seem

get away from that idea of
So I stopped Sennetting as suddenly as I began.
No, I hadn't another 'prospect' in
the world," she went on naively, "I was simply tired,
after three -years' comedy making.
So I treated mvself
to a trip to New York.
I used to dream of that trip,
I

couldn't

becoming an

to

actress.

the days when my favorite indoor sport
correcting examination papers."
too,

in

did New York come up to your expectations ?"
"Oh, absolutely!" Mary remarked with enthusiasm.
"And when I came back to Los Angeles, I found the

"And

was

big opportunity waiting for me.
Isn't it funny how
?"
things happen
she mused, forgetting, I am sure,
that she was being interviewed.
"I guess it's true that
when you want something badly enough and long
enough, it's bound to materialize," she religiously

—

—

"knocked wood."
"Oh, I haven't really done very much," she assured
me, when I asked for details. "First of all, I played
opposite Bill Hart, in 'Sand.' Now, out here at Brunton, we've just finished William Allen White's 'The
Heart of a Fool,' and next week we're going up in the
Big Tree country to begin 'The Scoffer,' with James
Kirkwood. I'm going to love that picture a lot of
action" and then she giggled
"sort of a return to
Sennett days, as it were; but don't say I said that,
please," she begged me
and now you see that an interviewer is utterly devoid of honor "the picture is
really very dramatic.
And I do hope people will like

—

me

it

—

—

—

it."

I'm betting that they will

—
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Fifteen

Men on

a

Yo, ho and a bottle of rum!
Drink and the Devil had done
rest,

Dead Man's Chest—

Yo, ho, and a bottle of rum.''

A

John

CLEVER

once drew,
comes but once

cartoonist

as a "thrill that

in a lifetime,'" a picture of a boy
propped up in bed, excitedly reading
"Treasure Island."'
To all of us who have enjoyed the

wondrous

treat of reading that greatadventure tales, there comes
now the opportunity of another thrill
the chance to see on the screen that
famous crew of pirates Billy Bones,
Black Doy, Pew, the blind man. Long
est of all

—

for the

—

Silver, and all the rest
and to
the shivery terrors of boyhood
again, as we set sail with the doctor
and the squire on the quest of buried
treasure, and, like Jim Hawkins, discover that we're sailing with as murderous a crew of cutthroats as ever
sailed under the black flag!
That it's a picture of rich backgrounds, color, and tense moments is
assured by the fact that it was made
feel

bv Maurice Tourneur.

:

By William

Lord Wright

have often predicted that the author
of plays was coming into his own
I

Prices

Are Going

—

means of

identification.

Now

at times.

to

Even

the professionals do

Mr. Warner's

it

letter:

so far as the writing for the

at least

motion-picture screen was concerned.
The good old days of the "five hunmaximum"
for movie plots is about over,
dollars
dred

Up

and writers, whether "inside" or "outside,"

so-called,

within a year or so will be receiving one thousand
dollars as a minimum price for their stories.
Along this very line comes a recent New York letter
from Harry Carr, studio manager for D. W. Griffith,
which I take the liberty of quoting in part
"Although the price paid for 'Way
East' fairly takes your breath
away, it is evident it will not remain the high-water mark very long
When you rein screen purchases.
flect
that the standard price for

Down

ten
only
motion-picture
writing
years ago was $25 a reel, the prices
seem to be rising a little, but they
are due to rise still further.
"It has begun to occur to the
author that the girl actress and
the directors in puttees are getting
an unfair share of the proceeds.
The fact is Edward Sheldon's 'Romance' brought $150,000 last month,

Lew Wallace estate is asking $500,000 for the rights to 'Ben
Hur.' The rights of this latter play
and the

"I was surprised, to read that some of us would-be photoplay writers are having trouble in getting synopses returned.
I have sent out quite a few myself and. have always had each
one returned promptly. If any picture concern ever holds
one of my stories for six months, I shall : then believe that
I am getting good; that the plot is getting more than one
.

-

reading.
"As organist at the Orpheum Theater, I have a very fine
opportunity of judging pictures. Nine out of every ten pictures I see encourage me more and more to keep on writing
with hope of future success; and
nearly all of the pictures taken from
books and plays are so different
from the original that about all one
concerning scenario
can accuse the producing companies
writing, addressed to this departof doing, is using the idea. I bepicture
eventually the
that
lieve
ment, will be gladly answered, when acplay
or
the
book
the
from
taken
companied by a stamped and addressed
see practically no
will pass.
return envelope. Beginners, however,
stage plays taken from the pictures;
are advised first to procure our "Guidetherefore, why should pictures be
Furtheradopted from the stage?
posts for Scenario Writers," a booklet
stories
many
of
charm
more,
the
which
begincovering all the points on
lies in not knowing the finish be•

Q'iUESTIONS

We

_

ners usually wish to be informed, which
will be sent for ten cents. Those who
wish the names and addresses of the
principal producers, with statements of
the kinds of stories they want, may
procure our Market Booklet for six
cents. Please note that we cannot read

forehand.
"Eventually, when more photoplaywrights have been developed I
believe we shall see all, or nearly
I also beoriginal photo plaj's.
that the amateur author will
fill
the demand, as there certainly
must be more original ideas among
the new writers than among those
who are gradually exhausting their
all,

lieve

or criticize scripts.

from
have risen to that figure
$50,000 in the course of four or
five years."*
-The old-time plays— those still protected by copyright— are
not many, and the supply will soon be exhausted. The classics
are being done— the works of Dumas, Dickens, et cetera. And
after they are all utilized, what then? The popular author
cannot supply all the movie plots, and the, producer must^ sooner
or later, turn to the great army of writers now striving for

invention."

.

the movie market. Those who have originality will cash in
very soon the demand will be greater than the supply.

—

There
George

is

a reason for the fact that

Warner never experiences
trouble in having rejected manuscripts
Reason
returned. I will wager that he incloses
a self-addressed and stamped envelope,
and that he has his name and address on the first page,
at least, of the manuscript, and that he uses a typethe number of scripts
writer. It is absolutely amazing
that come into every scenario editor's office without
^here's

a

P.

—

*The play "Ben Hur" has been the goal many movie producers have striven for for years. Col. Selig offered $200,000
for the film rights to the Wallace story five years ago, and
J. A. Berst, when he was general manager of Pathe, offered
a half million.
But I understand that a clause in the Wallace
This may
will mitigates against this play being picturized.
or may not be true. Mr. Carr is in error, however, as to the."
It was never
price for "Ben Hur" four or five years ago.
so

low as

$50,000.

—W.

L.

W.

Too many beginners depend on newsThe editor
papers for plot material.
Plot
of experience learns to anticipate a
Material
deluge of manuscripts affected by the
current news. For example, during the
Great War, we had the deluge of "spy" plots now we
get the high-cost-of-living plots, the League of Nations
stories, et cetera.
Anything of timely interest that fills
the columns of the newspapers can confidently be expected to turn up in the editorial mail sooner or later,
It is better to let the
disguised as a photo-play plot.
;

news events alone. If a story is wanted on the
League of Nations, the "Bone-Dry" situation, or the
like, the movie producer will order a staff writer to

timely

Remember that the
employ persons who are as alert

prepare

it.

—

producer, has" in. his
at reading the daily

former newspaper men and Avomen
prints as you are
studying
of the news is a daily habit.
to whom "the
Rather learn to look through the newspapers for the
unusual item that may furnish the nucleus of a story
that would be good any time.
Henry Albert Phillips, a pioneer in the film field, in
an

article

tells

A

recently printed in

The Writer's Monthly,

He

about news clippings that count.
sublime deed of a poor shoemaker

is

says:

of greater impor-
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as a piece of plot material, than the crowning ol an
emperor. The following are intensely interesting items of
news, hut contain little dramatic value:
Antwerp Surrenders. Wilson Defers Talk on Treaty. Call
tancc,

Governors

to

On the other hand,
are highly dramatic

the

Boy Causes Burglar
to $400,000 Is Found

Scare,.

following,

vital

less

news

in

Dumbwaiter.

Heir

:

display almost as much plot construction as
a piece of fiction. They arc dramatic illustrations sharpened
by satire or made to become bludgeons through irony. Comic
and satirical publications contain many worth-while reflections
of dramatic life. You will find that wherever red-blooded
life is discussed, reported, or reflected in the penciled line
or the printed word, there you will find excellent material
to build life

anew

in

play or story.

Fundamentally, there is nothing new
under the sun " A11 thc basic plots
Concerning° have been done, including every posOriginality s D e variation of the time-worn triangle
two men and a woman, or two women
and a man. All we can hope to do is to make some
little twist or turn in one of the ancient plots that
Even Shakespeare had
will tjive it seeming freshness.
to do this, and Shakespeare was writing some time
Here is
before the movies demanded plot material.
an example of how a motion-picture plot often is deSome time ago a story was needed for Mr.
veloped.
The material was needed at once,
Dustin Farnum.
and there was nothing on hand. Mr. Eerst, Mr. Farnum, the scenario writer, and Mr. Berst's Western
representative sat down together and built a story.
There wasn't a thing new in it. But the story opened
fast, built right along, carried love interest and diversified atmosphere, two reels in the Fast and three reels
in the West.
It was the old stuff of the one brother
who shouldered the blame of another, served a sentence in the penitentiary and returned with the stigma
of a felon's stripes. Then he made a man of himself.
Old stuff? Certainly. Yet it carried action, color,
The picture, when made,
love interest, and conflict.
proved highly acceptable to the exhibitors and to the
public, and, after all, this is the final iudgment.
Now, though this was "old stuff" fundamentally,
the men who" put it together knowing, as they did,
were able to devise sitso much about the movies
uations and touches which were novel, and thus ma.de
And it is the inthe story attractive and interesting.
ability to do this that makes for so many failures on
The beginner puts together a
the part of beginners.
story which, to him, seems like a very marvel of
originality.
But the scenario editor, who has followed
the screen for years, sees instantly how hackneyed
j

-

—

—

the story is.
The same thing holds true of nearly all
forms of writing. I know a newspaper man of unusual writing ability who decided to break into fiction.
He conceived an idea for a novel a mystery and
adventure story which he said was certain to be
Nothing
a hit because it was "so original and new."
But the
like it ever had been done, he felt sure.
reader on the first magazine to which he submitted it
said. "If you had read our magazine for the last ten
years, as I have, you would never have written this
plot, for you would have known that it was one of
the most common ones which occur to writers.
have printed at least six serial novels along the same

—

—

We

line."

use.

the

The

to
train

offer

them

work before

to get the best of their

producers?" the letter concludes.
Yes.
Give them this advice.
Use the typewriter.
W rite your story in synopsis form, clearly and conas possible, taking into consideration that the
editor must be given a fair idea of what it is all about.
Eliminate "padding," such as descriptive paragraphs
regarding some particular locality with which you are
familiar; a word picture of a sunset; or of how the
sweet girl looked as she wended her way through the
pine trees to the trysting place.
Write action, love
interest, and color.
Always inclose a self-addressed,

cisely

stamped envelope with every manuscript, and it is betto place your name and post-office address at the
top of every page of your manuscript.
Don't write

ter

l

—

On

would help me to

which

and also

efficiently

Locked

is

"Have you any suggestions

Them

items,

Even cartoons

wherewith

to

Train

Confer on Coal.

Warfield writes that she
conducting a class of pupils in the
art of preparing plays for the screen.
Elizabeth

How

other hand, originality run riot is of no
limitations of the story form demand that

The problem is
certain formulae be followed always.
this: Adhere to the form demanded by the photo play,
but strive for novelty in treatment.

long personal letters to editors.
Read the motionpicture trade journals, movie magazines, and attend the
picture shows.
Sit through a picture twice: First to
absorb the story, the second time to watch the characters, the manner in which the plot develops, the "long
shots," the foregrounds, the close-ups, the titles, in
short, all the details of construction.
Never try to
write a picture-play plot in continuity form, meaning
by numbered scenes, et cetera. Learn to observe. If
possible, spend a year as a newspaper reporter.

"A young
railed

writer in California has

hard for six months to sell a story
an d has failed," writes Win. Wright
tried

to Start

Farmer who continues:

Fast

conclusion

"I

came

to the

be needs encouragement. His story, remarkably good, stamps him as one
w ho possesses ideas that could be worked into worthwhile stories for the screen. However, he has the failing of starting his story in a very conventional manner."
It is fatal to start a movie story conventionally or
slowly.
The day of the reel of atmosphere and introductions before something happens is gone.
The
one salvation of the motion picture in the aggregate
is action
starting the story with a bang and keeping
up the pace, building and building until the final wallop.
The stuff may be conventional to start, but it must
If there is a let down it should be
be fast action.
along in the third reel somewhere, but there should
It is not conventionality that causes
be no sagging.
this beginner's story to fail
failure is caused by one
or two things: the story starts too slowly, or there is
not enough plot for five or six reels of stuff.
If this young writer has original ideas, as Mr. Farmer
asserts, he will land sooner or later.
Mr. Farmer has written an interesting letter concerning his own experience which we think will prove
encouraging to others struggling to succeed.
that

—

;

is
my name. To write screen
experience started with a one-reel
back in the days of Pop Lubin.
drama of
Biograph, Selig,
Phil Lang sent me my first rejection slip.
Lubin, Kalem, Crystal, Bison, Edison, Smallwood, and a
dozen others who have passed into the everlasting land of

Wright Farmer

William

plays

is

my

My

ambition.
sixteen scenes

slumber, each joined in wishing me well by crowding the
August, 1915, was
mails with neatly printed rejection slips.
the date that Essanay bought my first story "The Market
Then, like hundreds of other writers, my
Price of Love."
typewriter worked overtime, and my brain lagged far behind, dreaming over the flood of checks that were to come.

—

The fact that I was
"Alas; What 'fools ye mortals be."
writing for checks killed the goose that laid the golden egg.
Continued on page 87
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An Alaskan
Interlude
Marjorie

Rambeau

talks of

one which preceded
her present success.

the

By Jane McNaughton
Baxter
IIIHIIIIIIIIIU

taught dancing to
children in the
waltz,
afternoons
and
two-step, and polka
evenings their parents came
my dramatic school.
to
Alaskans
those
Really,

SO

I

the

—

—

were wonderful to me

;

I'd

stranded in Dawson
again for the sake of meeting such people as they
were."
be

"But Miss

Rambeau—

thought they were all sort
It
of savage up there !"

was a protest from a New
Yorker for whom "Farthest North" means Boston.
"Savage
Why, they go
abroad once a year to buy
clothes, and
well, go to
Alaska and meet them for
!

—

yourself." Marjorie Rambeau curled up in one of
the chairs used in her set
for "The Fortune Teller"
she was doing it for the
screen, after having made
a great success in it on the
stage
and chuckled at my
ignorance.
Incidentally, this is the
first time that Miss Rambeau has appeared in the
screen production of one of
her stage successes
she's
clung to the theater, her

—

—

ight Strauss- Peyton.

It's

;

impossible to imagine her shifting scenery.

and Clara Kimball Young has fallen heir
screen versions of such interesting plays as
"Cheating Cheaters" and "Eyes of Youth," in which
Miss Rambeau was a sensational success.
But she
couldn't resist playing in the screen version of "The
first

to

love,

the

Fortune Teller."
"Of course, mother and I wouldn't have been in
Alaska if the theatrical company I was touring with
hadn't failed.
I thought I was an old-timer; I'd
been on the stage since I played 'Camille' at the age
of twelve, you see but being stranded in a brand-new
country was too much for me, and I don't know what
I'd have done if it hadn't been for the kindness of the

—

people in Dawson.
When they realized that I just
wanted to earn my living, and wasn't an adventuress,
they gave a benefit performance at which I performed
and took in seven hundred and thirty dollars for me.
Mother and I worked like slaves after that hired a
hall for my dancing classes and dramatic school, got
advertising for the programs of the theatrical perform-

—

—

—

we

ances

gave, shifted scenery

— sometimes
—

my

hands

would be so full of long slivers that I couldn't bend
them
But even so, it was wonderful and when I
came out across the ice on the way to the States I
could have cried at leaving Dawson."
Now, Marjorie Rambeau is very beautiful and has
a gracious way about her which makes it perfectly
She is
impossible to think of her shifting scenery.
very charming and very natural, but your imagination
supplies a gilded cage for her without any effort at all.
I gave up the struggle to picture those early days.
"But you bought wonderful furs, of course." To
me that has always been the main reason for going to
Alaska to buy furs.
"We did we traded at the different posts on the way
out, and among other things I bought silver-tipped
!

—

;

ermine

—the kind kings' robes are made of— for a

coat.

course. After I got to San Francisco, a furrier offered me a wonderful price for that
And then the boarding
coat, but I wouldn't sell it.
It

was wonderful, of

—

A
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Star

house where I was living, burned down, and
with it uninsured !"

—

"Ready!" Capellani, the
and as she went away

her,

Fortune Teller."

1

director,

my

from Lotus Land
coat

was waiting for
"The

to finish a scene of

talked with a friend of hers about her.

"She deserves every bit of her success !" I was told
"'She worked so hard for recognition
emphatically.
even turned pirate, you know, and produced successful plays under new titles, without giving credit to
any one, hoping that the managers who owned the plays
would sue her and thus realize that she existed. But
Some of the
things didn't turn out quite that way.

big managers did come to see if the rumor that she
was putting on stolen plays was true, saw her act, and
promptly offered her engagements. She accepted one
from Oliver Morosco, and played in San Francisco,
at the Alcazar Theater, for nearly a year, before coming to New York."
"And now what?" I asked Miss Rambeau, as she
joined us just in time for the end of the recital.
"Now I'm going abroad, for the very first time!
Hubby's going to take me," she told me as rapturously
as any youngster going to a Sunday-school picnic.
"I love making pictures, and 'The Fortune Teller' isn't
to be my only one, by any means, but I'd like to begin
screening a play before
a new way of doing things

—

A

stage.
You see, in a picture so many
things are included that must be left out when a play
is produced in a theater; on the screen the story can
begin many years before it does in the stage production,
and this gives the actors the real atmosphere of the
play, and creates a foundation on which they can build
up their character portrayals. I've seen it work out
with 'The Fortune Teller.' I thought that after playing that so long on the stage I knew it backward, yet
since we've been screening it I've got quite a new idea
of the whole story.
Plays would be less inconsistent
if they were thoroughly worked out in this way."
"Rut wouldn't the actors get frightfully tired of the
play then? And aren't you tired of this one, when it
makes you wear that white wig and make up as an
old woman?"
Marjorie Rambeau's blue eyes twinkled as she drew
the white wig down farther over her own brown hair.
"I don't believe they'd be tired, and I'm not," she
answered. "And I've an idea that even when I'm sail"
ing the seas I'll sort of miss 'The Fortune Teller.'
And then, catching a glimpse of "hubby" who happens to be Hugh Dillman, the actor who appeared in
the offing, laden with steamship catalogues, she rushed
away to decide whether she'd rather land first in Naples
or Liverpool.
it's

done on the

Star from Lotus

—

—

Land
Tsuru Aoki blends America
and

NO,

far Japan.

siree

When the sweet soprano
voice says "hello" in a perfectly ail-American tone over the
telephone, you'd never believe that
the aforesaid S. S. V. belonged to
a petite person whom we've grown
to know in the films as a contemporary Madame Butterfly as a
child of the cherry blossoms, who

—

wears

kimonos

and

dances

little

graceful geisha steps, and who eats
with chopsticks so deftly before the

camera.
In short, you would never be at
all convinced that Tsuru Aoki were
Japanese if your acquaintance were
restricted
to
over-the-phone conversations.

And

yet,

when

Goto,

man-

the

opens the door, and Lily,
a diminutive Japanese girl, invites you to await the coming
downstairs of Miss Aoki, you
are more apt to be convinced,
because the room in which you

servant,

find yourself seated is a peculiar admixture of the Orient
and the Occident a sort of

—

crossroads of the
East, as it were.

West

and

You see the colonial decoration of the reception room
the
ceiling and walls adorned with

—

coats of

arms of England's

est families

;

the

mahogany

oldfur-

A

Star

from Lotus Land
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through the
doors leading to the music room, the babygrand piano. Exactly the sort of abode you
yourself would want, you think and then
your gaze is captivated by the queerest, most
samurai-looking Nipponese print of a geisha
dancing before some pagan idol, that ever
was evolved by the fertile brain and brush
of some artistic son of the Rising Sun.
And you glance at the book rack upon the
table, expecting to see some unreadable volumes of Japanese poetry, and find Shakeniture, the Brussels carpet, and,

—

—

speare.

And,

enter Miss Aoki unobtrua far portal of the room.
She
hardly five feet tall, and is dressed in the

sively
is

at

length,

from

very height of Occidental fashion. Her hair
is marcelled.
You think it strange that she
makes no sound as she enters the room. You
look at her feet; they are in Chinese house
slippers.

"A few

hours' rest from work," she vouchPerfect English!
Another illusion
gone up in smoke.
Tsuru Aoki, in private life Mrs. Sessue
Hayakawa, is quite decidedly the most American member of the Hayakawa family. She
has been in this country since she was a
mere child, having come here with her aunt,
the renowned Mme. Sadda Yacco, perhaps
Japan's most famous actress, and her uncle,
safes.

Kawakimi

—

who, until his death, was owner
of the Imperial Theater of Japan when the
duo made a stop-over in San Francisco some
fifteen years_ ago while on their way to the
Paris Exposition.
And ever since she has been in the United
You
States, Tsuru
Aoki has studied, studied.
First her ambition was to return to Japan
and work in the Japanese theater, uplifting it following in the footsteps of her uncle, continuing his work.
Later, she became attracted to motion pictures when
the late Fred Mace wanted her for a part at the KayBee studio half a dozen years ago.
Still later her whole life was taken up with Hayakawa, and now, having seen "Ses-shoe" definitely
launched as one of the big dramatic stars of the film
world, she has branched out as a Universal luminary

—

—

herself.

But the studio, with its myriad Klieg lights, its tinsel,
and hurry-scurry, business air, lacks something which
Miss Aoki says she cannot describe.
"Perhaps," she remarked, "it is the quiet of the
home that I must have. I love my home. Sessue and
I are fond of our friends.
We like to entertain. But
then, there are my books
Shakespeare, Suderman,
Hauptmann, Strindberg, Oscar Wilde— old friends that
no human beings can really supersede; soulmates, as
it were, that open one's heart to the beauties
of every-

—

thing about him."

Shakespeare

is
something, says Miss Aoki, that
her more than almost anything else.
And
Shakespeare, she adds, she will translate into modern
Japanese "modernize" the bard so that her countrymen in Nippon can get his viewpoint through associating him with their own history and traditions.
And, perhaps in a very few months, she will journey
across the Pacific to her land of lotus and supervise
the production of "Macbeth" and "Othello" in Tokyo.
And, when Iago, Rosalind, Cordelia, and Falstaff become popular by-words abroad, she will, she says, endeavor to present other great masterpieces.

interests

—

—

will find

her dressed

in

the very height of Occidental fashion.

Ever since they've been married, the Hayakawas
have kept up their study. He is of a naturally poetic
bent of mind she is more musical.
She has had her
voice cultivated and now sings little lilting ballads
while Sessue rests from his camera work.
And every once in a while, when she is not unduly
occupied with the costumer or in reading her scenarios,
Tsuru dons her apron, instructs the gardener to kill
a chicken, and proceeds to make chop suey.
Or again,
;

she will attend to the row of lily bulbs planted in the
rear garden of her home.
Or still again, she will take
her dancing lesson from Ruth St. Denis or journey
to Leopold Godowsky's to hear the master pianist.
The Hayakawas, in their magnificent Hollywood
home, live a life of retirement and ease. The entire
house has that atmosphere of art even in the arrangement of the bowls of flowers Mrs. Hayakawa keeps
on the tables and in the corners of the rooms.
It has been nearly six years since Tsuru Aoki first
stepped before a motion-picture camera at the old
Mutual Kay-Bee studio, and in that time she has appeared in Ince, Triangle, Essanay, Lasky, Haworth,
and Universal plays. Those she likes best have been
"The Soul of Kura San," "Bonds of Honor," and "The
Call of the East," with her husband; opposite Henry

—

Woodward

in

"The Beckoning Flame," "The Wrath

of the Gods," an Tnce feature and lately, as the star
of her own special productions at Universal City, of
which "The Breath of the Gods" is the first,
When Tsuru Aoki talks, you are carried back to the
sound of the gentle ripple of quiet waters. It's exactly as if the lotus flower were to open its heart and
give you a peek at the world-old culture of wise Japan.
;

"Romance" Comes
half the world knelt at her feetuniforms of man)' nations, women
make their how at the Court of St.

London

IN men

in the

who

New York, Chicago, and Boston had
James'.
long since paid homage to Rita Cavallini, the
lovable, wondrously beautiful little opera singer
whose story, told in "Romance," makes a play
that has been performed almost continuously for
over six years, ranking as one of the theater's
great successes.

And
during

Doris Keane,
all

who

has played Cavallini

the play's unequaled run,

and

for

whom

to the Screen
it

brought
last.

was written In Edward Sheldon, has
famous character to the screen at

this

Brilliant as a bird of paradise, elusive as

quicksilver, with a genuineness which leads her
to lean from the window of a fashionable rector's study and sympathize with the organ grinder
below, over his children who are sick, and his

monkey who has

—

fleas
Doris Keane's Cavallini
sure to hold your heart in her slim hands when
And the canvas of your
you have seen her.
memory can never he drab if a hit of it hears
the glorious color of "Romance."
is

r

Why

Paid $175,000 for
"Way Down East
I

By David Wark

Griffith

The purchase of "Way Down
East," for the screen rights of
which Mr. Griffith paid William
A. Brady $175,000, is, up to date,
the record price for a transaction
of this kind.

"Way Down East" is one of the
classics of the

American stage.

It

has been played in almost every
town and city in the United
States and Canada, and no play
holds a more tender place in the
hearts of those who have seen it.
It will be of interest to the
older fans that John Bunny was
a prominent member of the
original stage production, a picture from which is shown below.

No-

NEW YORK

9X0

January

26th

Harriman National Bank
r

Above is Griffith, at work on
the screen production with "Bil ly"

!FTh

AVENU

WK. A.

£

AND FORTY FOURTH ST^E£'

BRADY

,

Bitzer, his famous camera man,
and below them is a reproduction
of the check by which the transaction was made.

ART

and money have

little

EVENTS. FIVE THOUSAND

in

common;

but, unfor-

tunately money Has become a kind of standard
these days.
are accustomed to hear on
all sides, "How much did it cost ?"
When we have
been acquainted with the price paid, we very often
base our judgment of values accordingly, and if we
purchase it we value it all the more, because it cost
so much.
Now there is a certain justification for all this.

We

We

have been taught from childhood to regard more
highly those things upon which the greatest money

-

—

value has been placed. The finest candies in the corner store always brought the biggest price; the doll
that had the lovely hair and the eyes that opened and
closed, always seemed to be just beyond the reach of
mother's or father's pocketbook, and the little baseball that fitted so snugly into the palm of our hand
cost so much more than the large, loosely wound one
that could be had for a nickel. When we became older
and went to the circus or to the theater, the best seats
always cost so much more than the others, and the
costlv seats

were always the best ones.

An

58
And

when

I was asked the quite natural quesdid you pay $175,000 for 'Way Down
East,' " 1 realized that the value of the little J am
able to accomplish in the world of the motion picture
may, after all, be judged by the money invested or
the money expended, rather than in the more lasting
reward of accomplishment.
While $175,000 is in" itself a small fortune though
perhaps others may consider it quite a large one it is
the least significant feature in connection with my desire to immortalize this classic of the American stage,
to immortalize it in so far as immortality can he estab-

tion:

so,

"Why

—

lished by the motion picture.
As the years pass by, there

is

a

Pepper

Interview with

—

rapidly disappearing.

In but a very fewhave passed beyond that most delightful "rural America" which, even to-day, is but
a remnant of what it used to be in our grandfather's
time.
The passing of "Old Dobbin" and the one-horse
shay in favor of the more modern motor car is removing one of the most treasured of American customs. In but a few years there will be no "Way Down
hast" and no "Way Down South," no deep-tangled
wildwood and no old oaken bucket. Instead, we will
become quite modernized, and the old log fire will have
given place to the electric heater or the steam radiator.
Even to-day the farm hand has about been replaced
life

that

years

is

now we

phase of American

will

Continual on page 91

An Interview with Pepper
By Emma-Lindsay Squier

been kicked by Theda Rara, bitten by Mary
I HAVE
Pick ford, and cursed by Lew Cody. But never
ever met a star who was
recently— had
—
until

I

so rude as to spit at me when I was introduced.
That's the kind of treatment I was subjected to out
at the Mack Sennett studio when I went to interview
one of their lady stars who is a cat.
But before I bring upon myself a libel suit, I will
mention in passing that Theda Bara is a trained mule.
Mary Pickford is a pet bear, Lew Cody is a parrot
with a profane vocabulary, and the spitting star is
Pepper, the feline comedienne, who lends her Maltese
charm to the Sennett comedies.
She didn't want to be interviewed, and she didn't
When I addressed her in
give a darn who knew it.
the honeved tones reserved for cinema twinklers, be

they possessed of four feet or two, she slunk away
from me with the undulating motion of a vamp, lowered her ears to half-mast, and when I persisted in
my request for her nine lives' history, she arched her
back, narrowed her eves, and actually spat at me.
Then she walked away, her tail in a perpendicular
quiver that fairly dared me to come on and try to
get

fresh.

The Sennett

publicist suggested that Pepper's temper
and temperament were improved by food, so I obtained from the cafeteria a supply of meat scraps which
I proffered the gray lady, and which
she accepted
with a dainty twitch of the whiskers and a resigned
shrug of the tail.
She invited almost
"Well, sit down, won't vou?"
graciously.
'Can I offer vou a saucer of milk?"

;

An

Interview

I declined with thanks, and Pepper settled herself
on her haunches to nibble at the scraps of meat while
I humbly nibbled at the scraps of wisdom flung in my
direction by the renowned screen artiste.

been starring with Mack Sennett for three
she told me in a voice that finally subsided
pur as the meat scraps diminished.
"I was
extra at first
oh, yes, I have no objection to
speaking of my humble beginnings.
I was born of
poor but honest parents father was a traveling man,
so I saw very little of him, but mother thought I had
a good figure, and that I would do well in the movies."
"I've
years,"
into a
just an

—

—

She began complacently

wash her face.
"I strayed into the studio when I was
well, much
younger than I am now," she said kittenishly, "and
Mack Sennett saw me and recognized my screen talto

—

—

He tried me out in a picture I've forgotten
the name one can't keep track of all one's starring
vehicles
and he declared that I could 'register' expression as well as a human being
and, of course, I can,"
she added affably.
"Then he used me in almost every picture he made.
I have starred in 'Back to the Kitchen,' 'Down on the

ents.

—
—

Farm,' and

—

I

have been supported by Louise Fazenda,

Charlie Murray, Ford Sterling, and Teddy the dogall very clever beginners," she interpolated graciously,
"except Teddy who is a Swede or maybe a Dane anyway, he's a foreigner, and I consider him a regular

—

hound."
"Cat !" thought

I,

but

I

didn't

—

say

it

;

her claws

were too near.
"I have had

to do some very trying stunts," she
continued, bringing her tail around to be polished up
"I have had to go into a tank of water
which
a bit.
I thoroughly detest
and I've had to work with a mouse
and restrain my natural cravings.
"No, I'm not one of those cheap performers called
trick cats
I simply do what I'm told to before the
camera, and, though they accuse me of being tempera-

—

—

—

with Pepper

I am always on the lot, ready for my part.
never leave the studio in fact, I have my summer and
winter bungalow here."
And she indicated, with a padded paw, a wire inclosure with an ultra-modern, though miniature house
which was labeled with a sign, "Villa Paprika."
"And have you er, that is, have you ever thought
of deserting the screen in favor of domestic life?" I
hesitated, with one eye on the paw that was being
buffed by Pepper's pink tongue.
"Oh, dear me, yes," she replied promptly. "I have
raised a large and flourishing family
but" she suspended the paw in mid-air while she gazed at me with
melancholy green eyes "one of the sorrows of my
lives is that none of my children inherit my genius.
I regret that I, their mother, should have to say this,
but they can't act, they're afraid of a camera, they
prowl around with low companions, and to speak categorically, they are just plain
bums !"
I expressed my sympathy as best I could, with the
suggestion that other artists had to bear the same cross.
"Yes," she sighed, "it is certainly a disappointment.
And Mack Sennett regrets it, too. He expected to star
some of my progeny, but they prefer the commoner
alleys of life rather than an artistic career.
"I suppose you know that I am heavily insured?"
She went on, standing up and stretching herself as a
polite hint that the interview was over.
"Oh, yes, indeed.
I can't say just how many thousand dollars my
lives are valued at, but I've heard my friend Mack
say that there are just two things he'd never forgive
one is to burn down the studio, and the other is to kick
me.
So you can see for yourself how important I
am. Those bathing girls and those comedians are well
enough in their way, but they don't weigh much !"
"What a catty thing to say!" I remonstrated, but
Pepper merely flicked the end of her tail at me and
walked away. So that's why I say she is a cat, and
I don't care if she knows that I think so.

mental,
I

;

—

—

—

—

HollyWOOd RuinS,
KING
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by Clara Orwig

of Movieland in 4 B. P.*
Erected divers ornamental walls,
Statues and columns.
In his gorgeous halls
He staged a spectacle most sumptuously
And had it filmed for all the world to see;
He was more thoughtful than most royalty

To-day, the travelers seeing Hollywood

Who

Have taken

A

no pictures of their famous
carnivals, and revelry.

left

Fiestas,

balls,

at the ruins where King David
stood
Directing revels through a megaphone.
Perched on a lofty ladder for a throne.

Gaze

Alas

!

now

dissolution
toll

;

soon

pass away.

*Before Prohibition

4

p

i-

and decay
all

shall

—

llllllllllllllllllllllllillliiiiii

minimum
II

Glimpses
of a Magic

Garden

"Does Pearl White Wear
you want
looked

in

to
it,

a

Wig?"

63

how she
look at the
her on this
see

portrait
of
page. Not that she's wearing the wig in that picture,

but
it's

when she does wear it,
so like her own hair

that there's hardly any difference.
"I wear this for much
the same reason that society women wear paste
imitations
of their diamonds for
protection,"
explained,
she
she
as
tucked the mass of fluffy
hair back into her dressing-table drawer. "Motionpicture work is so hard on
the hair; the strong lights
are dreadful.
Then, too,
the serials I used to make
were bad for it my hair

—

;

would

soaking
w et
when we were makingwater scenes, without a
wig to keep off the moisture,

be

and

r

then,

too,

the
These youngsters

make up

for her

unhappy childhood.

wig kept my hair from being burned when we worked
an awfully hot sun for hours at a time or from
getting horribly dusty when we were out on location
in a sandy country.
It's not unusual nowadays for
a motion-picture actress to wear a wig, though,
vou know. I just happen to be the first one who
in

did

it."
!"

just the color of your own hair
I protested; a wig always suggests a radical departure from Dame Nature's scheme of things to my

"But

this

one

is

mind.

—

"Of course, it's the same color it has to be, because, especially now that I'm making five-reel pictures instead of serial thrillers, I nearly always just
appear with my own hair in evidence; the wig is
a rare indulgence nowadays.
So it has to match.
And another reason is that a girl who was meant
to be blond looks simply ludicrous if she tries to
change her coloring and have darker hair just as
a brunette does when she attempts to turn blond.
Why, if I had to wear a wig all the time, I'd choose
one matching what my own hair ought to be."
And she knows whereof she speaks;.
Pearl and
her own buttercup-yellow hair and
her assistant
brown eyes make a perfect combina-

—

hostess.

tion.

The
settled,

arrived.

important' matter of the wig
to the party which had just
that is, the guests
a borrowed party

we proceeded
It

was

—

imported from neighboring homes, and had
been asked by the little daughter of one of the
neighbors, as they were much younger than Miss
not
A'Vhite and not very well acquainted with her
when they came, at least. By the time their frantic
parents were telephoning to have them sent home
for dinner they were calling her "Pearl" and getting
her to help stage a circus in Hughie James' barn
the next afternoon.
"You know this is just part of what's been coming to me for years and years," she told me, as she

were

all

—

ladled out ice

cream

in

the butler's pantry, and I

Continued on page 90

Fade-Outs
SKETCHES BY
DRUCKLIEB

H. L.

Into Matrimony.
Husband," Billie Burke, as

the

man

into

The Punch

Putting

—A

In "Wanted
heroine, decides to

and yank

forth

fare

a

wedlock.

And
starts

she
off

by taking
boxing lessons

.

rear-

wards we

now

that our

wife

first

— or

can see
was

it

our second

— must

have had the same idea of preparedness.

—o
Have You

Do
him

you wish

A

Little

to

have a

a note stating that

Censor In Your Town?
Write
lot of fun with him?
in the picture to be shown at

"Gem"

next Saturday night, you understand that
one of the actresses appears in a bombycinous costume.
Betcha he rushes right around to the "Gem" to
Huh ? No he'd never think to look up the
kibosh it

the

!

water
water, in recent film plays, has caused more
cut up more devastating didoes than all
the previous alcoholic dramas recorded by the camera

Yes,

sir,

damage and

Lookit what happened in "Male And Female," "Wait
The Clouds Roll By," and "The Sagebrusher"

Till

!

Chasing
our memory

we were curious to know what sort of a subscenario writers would find to supplant booze
Tis
as a destroyer.
Well, they found it all right
Also,

stitute

!

A Light Suit.
have seen Clara K. Young in a picture, wearing a fragmentary leopard skin, sixteen dimples, a
We've seen
coat of tan, and a harassed expression..
Annette Kellermann in a costume consisting chiefly of
Atlantic Ocean. We've seen various Bathing Beauties
who appeared to have nothirfg on them but the camera.
And after viewing these optromatics, we decided that
the girls had about reached the apex of undressyness.
Until we read this ad of Constance Talmadge in "Two
Weeks": "her filmy costume made of moonshine and
!"
midnight witcheries
We

—

—o

—

!

meaning of the word! If censors had anything to think with
they'd be in other business than
other peoples' business

Usually, in

Novelty.
plays and

"Seize That Woman!"
I've never known a Theda vamp,
Because my life is proper,
And if I met one on the street
I'd holler for a copper

aw.

Betcha

'The Blindness Of Youth' a beautiful
love story based on a thrilling romance of
the mountains.
It has happened
in your

own town

you
Right there our aghaster blew up with a thundering

—but

when

!

it

yells

like

that

it

to-

be

il

—

up.

Our

only regret

more of The Awful
than

we wanted

Stuff

in Chicago.

is

in

—o—
(Suggested by current titles).
^"His Wife's Friend"

Hubby's pay-check.

"The Hell Ship."

—

Hope we miss it when our time comes
"Flames Of The Flesh"
Hives ?

"The Cup Of Fury"

When

its

But

Ma

with N. B.
Business."
Pickford looks

filled

after

aridity.

get

in that ad for folks
Cleveland or on the level

Random Remarks.

and we
that we didn't want

when we could

flat

"Mary Minds Her

!

Woe and Water.
We have become thoroughly acclimated to
We had but one thirst to give our country,
gave

kinda

!"

merry ha ha contained

There';- a

who happen

!

noticed the hound that follows Lionel Barrymore in
Well, sir, in order to get that hound to
the play?
properly and enthusiastically hound Lionel through the
plot, the producers filled Lionel's pockets with ground
beefsteak

talks

wrote

—

"

—

Money

woman

Mountains Are Scarce In Some Towns.

Careless Of Expense.
Often have we stood aghast at the prodigality of production
see back numbers, for sale
Inasmuch
as we, personally,
by all dealers.
three
and
never had over
a half in negotiable copecks
all
once
spend, we continue to be
person
at
to
on our
aghasted at the sight of chrematistic movie magnates
spending money with both hands and three shovels.
You
Lookit what they did in "The Copperhead"

scares us

a

—o

!

sow!

the

that play

o

BEEFSTEAK— mind

'tis

surprised we invite your attention to
Bessie Barriscale's "Beckoning Roads."
Therein you'll find the loving
couple sundered by father-m-

—o

—

stories,

mother-in-law who puts the crimp into
the happy marriage.
Refreshed and

it.

"The Copperhead."
The Chief.
"The Round Up."

more

The

full

moon

—

tee,

hee

—

—

:

—

!

—
!

!

Fade-Outs

A

Goldwyn By-Product.

Card Of Thanks.

Thrift being at all times commendable, we hereby
ap a loud plaud for Goldwyn. Upon adding Will Rogers
to their roster of hired men, the)- commissioned a chap
to follow Will around with a block of scratch-paper
and a No. 2 lead pencil.
His duty is to jot down the impromptu gems of wit
and wisdom that Will ejaculates during the day. These
are afterwards used for subtitles.
Those of you who are acquainted with the inimitable
Mr. Rogers know, too, that he is keeping this pedestrious person fairly busy.
But this idea would not work so successfully with
some other masculine skylights we have in mind oh,

—

dear, no

We

To

scenario writers,
producers, and
actors
In the April issue
of this clutter of chroniqtie
we asked you to lay offen
something that annoyed us
all

directors,
:

very much.

We

are

pleased

see

to

you bewared of our
warning, or were warned
by our beware or whatever you did and we're
that

—
—

still

friends.

With

!

know

three you could follow around
thataway from St. Patrick's Day to The Day Of Judgment, and when you got through, all you would have
would be some calloused feet, an unused No. 2 lead
still white
pencil and a block of scratch-paper
o
at

least

—

—

Belongs In

He

Films.
most recent melancholy hour was the one during
Bill

Our

65

which we viewed Bill Farnum
and emoting through five reels of sticky,
sobby "Heart Strings."
What would "The Riders Of The
Purple Sage" have thought could they
They
have seen Bill acting thataway
sure would have felt like spanking him

the sincerest gratiand all its synonyms which we haven't time to look up we chronicle the fact that during the past month we have viewed
about sixty-eight dramas, comedy-dramas, comedies,
fication

—

—

and comedy-tragedies, and NOT one of them made
fun of the manner in which we absorb our soup!
Folks,

we thank

you.

(Signed) "Fade Outs."
o

—

fiddling

P-L-A-Y B-A-L-L
(With remarks from the bleachers.)
"Batteries."

Douglas Electricity Fairbanks
Dorothy Galvanic Gish.

!

—o —

!

•

"A

Horrorculture.
Writers of subtitles for society plays
ever insist upon referring to the dear
little ingenue as a "bud."
We wish they
would not do this, for the expression
always fills us with bleak dismay
which is the most depressing style of
dismay you can possibly have.
Especially at this time of the year do
we sadden when we see the word "bud"
poulticed to the dear little ingenue.
You know, in this, the gladsome springtime, buds invariably swell up and bust.
Now, you wouldn't wish that to happen to the dear little ingenue, wouldyou ?

"A Double!"
Lyons And Moran.
"Three-Base Hit!"
and Mary and Doug.

Charlie

"Triple Play!"
Lionel, Ethel, and John.

"Good

—o

of four

Sacrifice!"

Missing a meal to see Fatty.

"Out!"

C'mon Fellows— A 4"6 Brew.
Mae Murray in "On With The Dance" :— "Into
the great

Hit!"

Charlie Chaplin.

F. X. B.

Manhattan cauldron are poured the destinies
there to brew as their wills and the fates

"Error!"
West.

Billie

lives,

decree."

"A Bunt
AdviceTo Girls
From "Lost
Money" (Fox)
—"It was then

Snub

"Take

A

!"

Pollard.

Good Lead

!"

Harrison Ford, for instance.

that she learned

wash dishes

to

the first
And it

for
time.

"Wonderful Curves
Marie Prevost.

was

then that
she learned what

!"

"Assist."
usher.

The

true love is!"

you

There
are,

"Don
apron

—

the
dishes

cleanse,

"That's

way

to

mens

!"

"Three Outs!"
Exit

girls

t

h

e

win the

Exit

!

;

—
!

Exit

Turn Over
Jobyna Howland, who appeared with Norma Talmadge in "The Way Of A Woman," is one of the tallShe is so tall that her
est actresses upon the screen.
(Continued on page 85)
gowns have to be

With Gladys Leslie

" The Midnight Bride."

in

"Why, I remember when Connie Talmadge and Allie Lake
were just youngsters and set the Vitagraph studio by the ears
"They'd black their
a dozen times a day," he remarked.
faces, dress up in outlandish clothes, and dash across a set
That was in the days
just as the camera began to grind.
when Commodore Blackton and Albert E. Smith took a hand
at everything in their studio, from painting the sets to turning
the camera
and chasing the youngsters. I was making pictures during my vacations then and acting on the stage during
the winter and the motion-picture business was conducted
entirely with an eye to the foreign market if they could make
expenses over here, that was all they hoped for."
"And nowadays you play things on the screen that you've
done on the stage and consider the two productions on a par," I commented, remembering
him in both versions of "The Third De-

—
—

;

gree."

"Yes -or we desert the stage altogether, as I've done, because pictures
offer so

HAT
gushers,

Gladden

actresses, with

kind,"

James

madge.

—about him.

"Norma Talmadge

enthusiastically.

that

the

"She's

so

if

;

—

—

marks

—

is

you 'give' her
play up to her in
a scene, you know, or do something that makes her action
more effective she reciprogenerous
anything

has yellow hair and
eyes,
and the un-

manner

Talfacts

wonderful person to
work with !" he exclaimed

young man

lawyers or brokers or well,
any sort of successful man
who isn't actory, in the unflattering sense of the word.
And he seems like a very -old
young man when he gets to reminiscing, because he's been on the
stage since he was six.

the

most

—

tractive-looking-

Norma

Perhaps

enough

very plain facts as plain
as they can be about an at-

bine

me,

about the stage weren't plain

my

affected

to

Mr. James com-

ing out strong for

told
me, confidentially.
"Just
the plainest kind of plain
facts are the joy of
soul."
So here are the

He

better opportunity.".

but he veered gently away from
the subject, and I found that
we were discussing our favorite

gush
I —
not

terview

much

That sounded interesting

r

cates,

monopolizes
she's the star

with

So
The
Third Degree."

'And she never

always.
a

scene

because

and could get awav

it."

I

went

away

with

a

few

plain facts about Norma,
as well as about the very

honest Mr. James.

Over
the Teacups
That's where Fanny the Fan
the

tells

gossip of the film colonies.

By The Bystander

Mary's divorce started a deluge of matrimonial speculation.

you surprised?"
WEREN'T
before she'd reached

demanded Fanny, almost

where I awaited her.
before I could answer, she rattled on.
"Of course, it's the news about Mary Pickford that I mean.
Somehow, even though every one knew that she and Owen
Moore had been separated for a long time, there was a general feeling that they'd make things up sooner or later. They'd
actually been married twice, you know; once by a justice of
the peace, and the second time just four years ago, at the
old mission church down at San Juan Capistrano, when Alan
Dwan and Pauline Bush were married. And wasn't it funny,
the way she had had her divorce two days before people knew
about it?
She had bought a little farm near
Alice Joyce is
Minden, Nevada, and she and her mother went
now Mrs. there, just saying that Mary was going away
James Regan,
the table

And

then,

for a rest.

junior.

And

then,

when Mary went

to court,

she put on her old clothes and goggles and wept
while she was giving her testimony, and nobody knew her.
Then somebody said that she certainly looked like Mary
Pickford, and somebody else began to wonder about things
Owen Moore was in town, you see, pretending to be making
a picture
and finally the townspeople put two and two to!"
gether and made about six and out came the whole story
"Did you see Mary when she got back to Los Angeles?"
Tasked, as Fanny stopped for breath.
"No she wouldn't see a soul, but a very near and dear
friend of hers told me then that she was going abroad to

—

—

—

—

Over the Teacups
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summer

last

Betty

see

to

Blythe, and she had the loveli-

apartment, way up
where you could look out
over Central Park and see half
est

little

high,

the city.

Well, they say Alice
and orchids
and looked

a mauve suit
at the ceremony
perfectly beautiful

wore

— and

hope

I

both she and Little Mary will
be riotously happy, don't you?"

"Yes, but between the people

who

— or

are revising their

unwedded

—

wedded
and

states,

those who are emerging into
stardom, life moves too fast
"Ora
for me," I confessed.
Carew is one of the new crop
of stars she's signed with Mr.
Spitzer, who's starring Conway
Tearle.
And I can remember
Ora as a bathing-suit beauty
of the Sennett crop of a few
She's been doing
years ago.
awfully good work with Uniher
versal since then, though
isn't
sudden
as
so
rise to glory
Betty
others.
And
some of the
Compson has blossomed out not
only as a star, but with her own
company, too, think of it
There she is over at that table
by the door now who's the

—

—

—

man

with her?"

Fanny squirmed around
seat,

—

7

It's

rumored that Lois Lee

is

headed toward stardom

to pick out a car

— she says

make

picture,

a

'Hop
if

o'

My

we

Thumb,' and

that

we

should hear the news of a

second matrimonial venture made by Mary and a man
whom every one knows has been devoted to her for
a long time."
"Wasn't it odd that Alice Joyce should have married
again so near the date of the Pickford-Moore divorce?
Some one told me just a little while ago that she and
Tom Moore were going to be remarried, and then, the
first thing I knew, I heard that she was married to
lames Regan, Jr., of New York. Know anything about

him ?"
"Oh, yes." Fanny always knows something about
everybody
"His father is the proprietor of the
Knickerbocker Hotel, right in the center of the theater
district, in New York, and Caruso's home in the bar!

And young Regan

gain.

soon.

wasn't
hotel

Interesting
it,

—the

when

is

to take his father's place

marry a hotel man,
a success of her own
went there one afternoon

for Alice to

she's

made such

Hotel Joyce

?

I

that

have to get one now because stars always have cars, though really she'd much
rather use a taxi, because'then she hasn't any sense of
Even a bad
responsibility, no matter what happens.
smash-up doesn't scare her, because she knows some
one else will have to face the judge and foot the bills."
"She feels just as I do," declared Fanny, "and so
does somebody else, about another subject. The somebody is Anna O. Nilsson, and the subject is what to
do w'hen you're rich and famous. We both think the
thing to do is to go back to your own home town and
talk to the people who didn't think you'd succeed. And
Anna's going to do it, now that she's a Hampton star.
She came to America from Stockholm, Sweden, you
know, just for a vacation, and while she v as here she
posed for a famous artist in New York and liked it
Then somebody asked
so w ell that she kept right on.
her if she wouldn't like to be a motion-picture actress,
and she thought it over and said she would if they'd
give her forty dollars a week.
That was a good deal
for a beginner to ask, but finally she got it
and she's
she'll

needn't be surprised

in

gazed long and earnestly, and turned around again
with the information that it
was a young, red-haired chap.
"But she never wastes time
on just men before seventhirty, so who can this one be
some one in the new company?" she went on.
I also had
"Art Rossen."
"He's her
squirmed around.
director
he
directed
new
Henry Walthall in a big feature, and he's smart as a whip.
Maybe he's been helping Betty
her

y

r

r

—

I
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been in the movies ever since,
though not at that same salary.
So now she's going back and
if
tell the home folks about it
she can still speak Swedish !"
"There'll be some more new
stars before long," I proph-

—

—

"Mona Lisa whoever
she may be has just signed up
with Lois Weber, who brought
Mildred Harris Chaplin into the
limelight
and Lois Lee, that
awfully pretty brunette, is another girl whom people are
watching for budding signs of
stardom, though she's been
leading lady in only one picture, with Bill Russell."
"Lucille
Cavanaugh,
the
dancer, is in Fox pictures now
she married a San Francisco
merchant and left the stage,
you know, but now she's decided that the attractions of the
screen are irresistible."
esied.

—

;

—

"I wonder if that's what will
happen to Peggy O'Dare ? She
was in Eddie Polo's last serial,
you know, and a nice, sane
business man, named Pegge,
saw her on the screen and fell
madly in love with her. Then
he came to Los Angeles, a
friend introduced them and
now they're honeymooning far
from the studios.
Romantic

—

isn't it?"

—

"Yes and, speaking of romance, I had a post card from
Harlan Tucker the other day,
from the Philippines, where he
and Marie Walcamp are finishing their serial.
They fell in
love shortly after they left the
States,

you know,

and were

—

married in Japan and now
they're on the way home to display their happiness."
"Romance or a raise in salary always excite me equally,"
I
confessed.
"And when' I
realized that

ZaSu

Pitts'

"The Miracle Man" brought Betty Compson a company of her own.

weekly

check has leaped from seventy-five to a thousand,

I

was as overcome as if my best friend had eloped.
Seing a star certainly has its advantages."
"It has!" agreed Fanny warmly.
"And think of the
people who want to find out what they are.
Why,
Mrs. Frank Gould, who before her divorce was one
of the great and only Goulds of American society, has
signed a contract with a London film company. And
I hear that after one of the matinees of Theda Bara's
play, 'The Blue Flame,' in Boston, five thousand people crowded into the alley leading to the stage door
and refused to leave till they saw her come out and
start for home.
So I do hope she'll go on tour with

—

her play instead of just appearing in the East
wouldn't miss it for anything."
The waiter interrupted with Fanny's hectic choice of
a conclusion for her tea
I wouldn't be surprised to
see her order ham and eggs instead of sandwiches and
mints and by the time he'd left her ice cream and
gone, she'd discovered a new relay of people.

—

—

"There go~ Nazimova and her husband," she announced, nearly tumbling from her chair as she watched
them. "He's having her house remodeled for her, you
know, after the design of one she saw in Italy a long
time ago.
There's to be a pergola in the breakfast
room, with real vines climbing over it, so that it'll be

Nazimova says she's
quite like eating out of doors.
always intended to have a house like that, but never
has been sure of staying in one place long enough to
make it worth while to do a house over. That looks
as if she'd stay out here for some time, doesn't it?"
"Agnes Ayres is staying on the Coast, too," I offered.
"She came out to play a part in one De Mille picture,
and now has signed up with Al Kaufman for several
years.
And that reminds me did you hear that June
Caprice is really a Pathe star under the terms of her
new contract? She's just played leads and been fea-

—

tured till now. And Corinne Griffith has signed again
with Vitagraph.
That's interesting, isn't it, for she's
been with them ever since she first went into pictures."

Over the Teacups
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she went on, as we turned down
"She's to make six
the street.
pictures according to her contract
and speaking of Fox reminds me that Elinor Fair, who
used to be costarred in Fox plays

"I'd
"It is,'' agreed Fanny.
had an idea, somehow, that perhaps she was to he the new Real-

—

whose name was kept

art

star
a secret

for so long, but when
the news came that that was to
be
anda Hawley it seemed
perfectly obvious that she should
And weren't
be it, of course.
you surprised, even though such
things never ought to surprise
any one, when Geraldine Fajrar
announced that she'd left Goldwyn? And isn't it nice that little Ann May is signed up to play
By the
opposite Charles Ray?
way, she insists that she isn't

W

with Al Ray,

me

Whereupon

the Clouds Roll By' ? But
say that from the little
ouija board scene she had with
Doug she caught the popular

craze.

"Well, I can't contribute anything on that subject, but I do
know that a Mayflower star is
in
our midst.
She's Nancy
Deaver, and they say she has a
wonderful part in 'The Law of
the Yukon'
which sounds like
some of Dorothy Dalton's releases, doesn't it ?"
"Yes the first thing I ever
saw her in was a Farthest North
story.
And did you hear that
she's making a picture called
'This Woman and This Man/
by Avery Hopwood, who's a
regular playwright.
She seems
to be wedded to New York
I
don't believe she'll ever come
back to the Coast even after
'Aphrodite' gives her a chance
to leave the stage if she wants

!"

for breath, and I took advantage
of the chance to give the rest of

my

—

news.

"Have you seen Wallie Reed
on the stage?" I asked.
"Oh,
yes, he's been appearing at the
Little Theater in Los Angeles,
in 'The Rotters,' an English play.
But it's just a short engagement,
and didn't interfere with his

—

making at all. And did
you hear that Madge Evans has
gone into business? A hat cornpan}- was formed for her, and
now you can buy Madge Evans
picture

;

hats for your nine-year old sisters and cousins and nieces at

most any

to."

"My, but Wanda Hawley must
be happy !" I commented, as we
passed a billboard advertising
the new Realart star.
"Do you
know her husband? He's Burton Hawley, and they're building

milliner's."

"Somebody

was

telling

me

about that at Anita Stewart's
birthday dinner," Fanny cut in.
"Oh, yes, Anita had a party
twenty-three candles on the cake,
too.
And during the evening
her brother, George, told me that
he is to play juvenile leads with
Douglas Fairbanks.
His first
picture was 'Shod with Fire,'
with Bill Russell, you know."
"I hear that Bill has packed
up his wild West togs and taken
to light

comedy,"

I

new home, right between William Hart's and Wala beautiful

in

beautiful

commented,

homes

cars and
horses."

says there's

a

couple

of

saddle

"Well, Wanda deserves her
stardom," declared Fanny.
"I
knew her back in the days before
she went on the screen, when she
was studying for opera. Then
her voice failed, and she was so
plucky about it that she certainly

in

Santa Barbara."
"Well, I week-ended up there
once, and didn't know my hostess well enough to ask her where
she got the wall paper on the
living room," declared Fanny,
following me out to the street.

"I'm going to rush straight to
wall-paper man and ask him
to go to that picture with me
perhaps he'll recognize it and
order some for me.
"I hear that Eileen Percy
signed up with Fox a while ago,"

Wanda

lace Reid's.

going to be an aviary in the back
yard, where she can have every
sort of bird imaginable, and her
husband is planning a duplex
garage, big enough for two zoo

searching in my bead bag for
a tip for the waiter. "In 'Leave
It to Me' he's all dressed up,
and some of the scenes were

made

at

they

was
Fanny stopped
she

working over

'When

engaged to marry Ralph Graves
— and a friend of her best
friend's told

is

the Brunlon studios in a production starring Kathleen Clifford.
Wasn't little Miss Clifford cute
Fairbanks'
picture
in
that

had success in some other line
coming to her. And she's played
leading lady to jnst about every

male star on the Lasky lot.
which ought to bring her some

my

sort of recognition

Anna Q. Nilsson's going home

to

to celebrate her stardom.

Stockholm

And,
shop,

spying

!"

her

wall-paper

Fanny departed abruptly

with her invitation to the proprietor to attend the movies with
her.

:

The Healing Drama
A symposium

of faith pictures, including

previews of some unusual forthcoming productions.

By Herbert Howe

MM
There

A

is

an

interior scene in

LADY

of

my

"The Family Honor" which some old master might have

acquaintance,

who

is

a

disciple of the movies, has such faith in
the salubrity of pictures containing faith

cures that she exclaimed to an ailing friend
"My dear, throw your medicines out the window and go to the movies !"
Evidently the friend is an infidel so far as
pictures are concerned, for her retort was:
"I'd rather take the medicine."
I condemn her not.
I have the same prefer-'

ence at times. Castor
picture lasts an hour.

oil is

downed

swiftly.

A

called

"The Lady at

the Harp."

The healing drama, however, happens to be
the most palatable of present picture prescriptions.
Jaded with sex problems, Martian spectacles, black studies of white slavery, and dramas
about Bolshevism a subject of which the producer knows less than the spectator, film devotees
welcome the fresh thought emanating from "The
Miracle Man" and the King Vidor plays. While
these entertainments may not cause one to substitute prayer for pellets, they do exalt thought
from things material to those spiritual.

—

As

I

predicted

in

my

"Forecast of Future

The Healing Drama
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A scene from De

Films"

Mille's

new production

—

unnamed at
and his return

January issue of

this magazine, the spirmultiplying. It is the screen's reflection
of contemporary thought.
Spiritualism, particularly
the phenomena described by Conan Doyle and Sir
Oliver Lodge, has become a daily newspaper topic.
Naturally the sensitive celluloid has registered this
spiritual fermentation.
Thus far, none of the photo plays have had the taint
of propaganda. They have been as nonsectarian as the
Bible.
Their primal motive has been, as it should be,
entertainment.
itual

in the

drama

is

King Vidor, the director, interprets life much as does
Charles Ray, the actor. He portrays the homely realities, threading them with themes of moral truth.
I
awaited "The Family Honor," his first 1920 picture,
with greater interest than any other photo play of the
year.
It is the first of his independent production for
First National.
Last year, working under supervision
and with pecuniary restriction, Mr. Vidor created such
excellent tableaux as "The Turn in the Road," "Better
Times," and "The Other Half."
"The Family Honor" is a family picture. It is for
the family, of the family, by the family.
It is as
difficult to analyze the charm of Vidor plays as it is
the charm of personalities.
They have a humanizing
influence.
I would call it "style."
Daudet once said,
"It is style that perfumes a book."
The "Family
Honor" is flooded with the fragrance and beauty of
the old South. With Vidoric simplicity the story un-

this writing

—celebrating

the recovery of Elliot Dexter

to the screen.

folds in an atmosphere perfumed with traditions.
In
a crumbling manse of Dixie a girl strives to hold the
family honor above degrading poverty. Her brother is
a slacker in the fight.
He is brought to trial for a

murder committed

in a gambling joint which he frehis sister at his side he faces judgment.
The courtroom is filled with a miasma of lies. From
Into this
without it is darkened by lowering clouds,

quents.

With

atmosphere comes a bright-faced youngster, the little
brother of the family.
As he enters the room and
moves down the aisle, the sun smiles through the clouds
and casts a halo over him. The false witnesses turn
index of purity and
to gaze into the face of the child
Right
right thinking.
strange disturbance occurs.
thought, like a spiritual alchemy, purifies the air.
Perjury melts in its radiance.
One by one the evildoers confess.
The elder brother is acquitted, and,
with chastened mind, sets forth on the right way.
The significance of the scene is delicate, but, when
understood, is emotionally stronger than the physical
The action
climax which we know as "the punch."
Less time
leading to this climax might be swifter.
could be devoted to laying the foundation of character
and situation. Yet the Vidor style is such that you
are absorbed constantly.
Florence Vidor, who plays the girl, has a quaint
She is one of the most
loveliness that suits the role.
In "The Family
beautiful women of the screen.
Honor" she proves also to be one of the best actresses.
Young Ben Alexander, as the little brother, never did

A

—

—
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Roscoe Karns, the erring brother, is
So, too, are Charles Meredith and the
Nature plays an important part in the
The boat scene on the river at
picture.
beauty of the
and gold," as rich in color
blue
in
nocturne
night is "a
There
is an interior scene which
painting.
as a Parrish
done and called "The
have
might
master
some old
Honor" is a simple
Family
"The
Harp."
Lady at the
fine composer who
of
a
expression
life,
the
melody of
will produce yet greater symphony.

better work.
entirely real.
other players.

So

efficacious

was the "Miracle Man's"

faith

cure

that producers were at once converted. They promptly
As my friend, the exhibitor says, "It sure
tried it.
heeled the box office."
Mary Pickford tried it in "Pollyanna." True, she
mixed it with medicine, and in that way she suited all
tastes.

In the
Peggy Hyland offers another testimonial.
"Faith,"
from
she
is
raised
production,
William Fox
healer.
This
ministrations
of
a
by
the
a mortal swoon
It
business."
in
"good
thrown
as
evidently
was
scene
was not in consonance with the general theme, although
capitalized in the

title.

In the skeptic yesterday we might not have been receptive to such a scene as Alan Dwan presents in "The
Scoffer," wherein James Kirkwood, as the agnostic
physician, prays for light that he may perform an
operation at night in a backwoods cabin. As a divine
answer comes the lightning to enflame a pine near the
cabin window. By this heaven-sent glow a life is saved.
While this is not faith-healing, it is the element of faith
in divine aid, which makes the scene emotionally potent.
This is the climax which reclaims the atheist
and gives him a glorified faith. James Kirkwood, of
rugged masculinity, obtains an emotional reaction from
the spectator by his honesty of feeling. Mary Thurman
strikes out into the dramatic deep with as much skill
The cast in
as have other Mack Sennett swimmers.
totality, including Teddy-Whack, the canine cripple,
is excellent.
The settings are of Dwanesque realism.

"Judah," by Henry Arthur Jones, parallels "The
Miracle Man." When it is released in film form as
"The Cheater," many perspicacious ones will proclaim
it a "steal."
In fairness to "The Cheater" may it be
known that "Judah" was on the stage before "The
Miracle Man" was on the bookstands.
May Allison
is seen as a quack faith healer, who with her male
partner gleans bcaucoup d'argent in return for her
abracadabra.
The climax occurs when a little girl,
beloved by the fraudulent healer, begs relief from a
mortal affliction. The faker repents her deception. She
cannot confess without destroying the love and faith
of the child.
So she prays with a fervency which,
before, was only simulated and because both she and
the child do according to the commandment
"What
things soever ye desire when ye pray, believe that ye
receive them, and ye shall have them"
The child is
healed.
Directed sympathetically by Henry Otto and
enacted by competent players, "The Cheaters" is worth
an hour's devotion.
;

Even

—

De Mille, who has been occupied princhanges of matrimonial relations, such as

Cecil B.

cipally with

"Don't Change Your Husband," and "Why Change
Your Wife?" and with such physical revelations, as
"Male and Female" particularly by Gloria and Bebe

—

creating within his secret sanctum at the Lasky studio,
a celluloid in which faith plays a part.
This is the
"welcome home" reception for Elliot Dexter, who reis

Ma v

Allison, as she appears

in

"The Cheater."

turns to the screen with new vigor and understanding.
He plays a cripple. On the histrionic committee with
him are Mile. Swanson the Glorious, Monte Blue, and
Theodore Roberts.

Allen Holubar, another of our directorial stars, plans
production of a story treating of spiritualistic influences.
Whatever one's persuasion as to the theory of

which Conan Doyle is now the world protagonist, the
picture should interest. Mr. Holubar has made a thorough study of his subject, and he is earnest. He will
have the advantage of an excellent star, Miss Dorothy
Phillips, his wife.

What

the prophecy of spiritual
of the Bible to la langae
cinemese? The rumor was bruited for some time. I
wasn't interested at first because I was told that the
play would start with Genesis and continue to RevelaI felt that by the time the
tions
all at one sitting
fade-out came I'd be in the place of final revelations.
Then I heard it was to be modernized. That zvas
exciting
Fancy Flerod's party being censored by the
But plans changed.
e hear
Pennsylvania board
now that the great book will be filmed in episodes,
Continued on page 95

could better

drama than

a

fulfill

translation

—

!

!

!

W

The Six Best Cellars," with Bryant Washburn and

Wanda Hawley

A Tabloid Review
MY

colleague and coreviewer has been expounding what he is pleased to call "the spiritual

drama."
have chosen as the anti-prandial cocktail to precede
my own celluloid feast, an example of "the drama of
spirits''
ardent spirits, to borrow a phrase from our
I

—

forefathers.
In these days
to

when

the prohibition question seems

have come very much

— "The

to life again

— judging
and

from

in various State legislatures,
elseSix Best Cellars" is very timely.
don't. be alarmed
the picture is no argument for
It is sheer amusement, and
either side;. of the. debate.
if you have a sense of humor you'll laugh at it, no
matter what your politics or moral attitude on the question may' be.
The story concerns the very amusing attempts of a
young couple, moving in the very best circle of a suburban town, to make a stock of home-made wine. As
all of us have known of some very amusing experiences
along this line if we haven't had them ourselves

the

activities

where
But

—

—

bound to strike a universally responsive
deliciouslv funny
as entertaining as a
bottle of wine— and with no, after effects.
Moreover,
it's a novelty, and that is always a treat.
Bryant Washburn and Wanda Hawley represent the two principal
this picture is

chord.

It

is

—

characters in this very timely comedy.

is

a distinct novelty, and deliciouslv funny

Of some recent screen plays offered

Bv

,

to boot.

your guidance.

for

Peter Milne

—

"His Wife's Money" A husband who objects to
on his wife's millions is the central figure of this
engaging drama, which is by all odds the best Selznick
picture that has been awarded Eugene O'Brien since
he achieved star's estate. Zena Keefe appears as the
wife who couldn't understand her husband's feelings.
Their conflict is always very human and interesting.
living

"The Sporting Duchess"

Dairy Lane melodrama

with the familiar but always useful race-track
finish, made sustaining and often thrilling, despite plot
absurdities, by the splendid acting of Alice Joyce, Percy
oSfairi

Marmcnt, and Gustave von
"Silk

Seyffertitz.

Husbands and Calico Wives"
homespun wife unable

—Utilizing

the

keep stride
A realistic work, but
with her ambitious husband.
one which the author, Monte Katterjohn, has piloted
House Peters is effective
to no dramatic conclusion.
as the silk husband.
situation of the

"The Stolen Kiss"

—Which traces the

to

life

of one of

from early girlhood to
those ever
maidenhood. An ample vehicle for Constance Binney
in the way of characterization, but one which is episodic and at times quite false in "conception.
"glad"

"The Road

heroines

—An

elemental story based
to Divorce"
Continued on pane 94
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In which

so

many

is

it

why

explained

blondes are seen on

the screen nowadays.

By
iiiiiiiiilliiilii

mill

liliiiiu

Celia

Brynn
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I

rued the day she'd heard of chemicals.
just happened that her new coloring
photographed somewhat muddily she
It

—

was essentially
and now she's

brunette,

a

an awful

in

can't paint the lily

— without

you see—
fix.

— or bleach the

You
rose

running risks."
From another source I had it that
one reason for the blondes' popularity
is not because there are so many of
them, but because so few of our lead-

ing

men

are

light.

"The law of opposite attraction
works even on the screen, and with a
dark-haired man we must have a lighthaired woman," was the explanation.
''Then, too, a blond girl seems more appealing; no one expects belligerency of
a fluffy-haired little blonde, you know,
and that helps the audience
ciate

1j.

the

hero's

efforts

in

to appre-

protecting

H

ver.

Charlie Chaplin's heart

~

was won by

golden-haired Mildred Harris.

^

would be

foolish to assert that blond popuan entirely new thing, for cinematically
speaking,
we have always adored yellow
tresses. Mary Pickford, Blanche Sweet, Lillian
Gish, and Kathlyn Williams are among the
"old-timers" whose golden coifs have helped
make them famous. But until recently within
It

larity is

—

the last year, says

my

friend the casting director

—there has been no indication of an overpowering urge on the part of producers to illumine the
screen with yellow hair exclusively.
The unheralded "blond wave," to quote the
casting director again, has brought into the
limelight many ingenues who, heretofore have
done little except lend their youthful beauty to
the silversheet in minor parts and "bits," and
who are now in demand for the most important
roles.

Louise Lovely
period of private

is

back on the screen after a

life,

recalled to cinema's

arms

by the insistent demand of producers and public for her blond Lovely-ness.

Mildred Davis, a demure little Quakeress
from Philadelphia, who, a few months ago was
furnishing "atmosphere" for Universal pictures,
has now come into prominence as Harold

M^shkin.

Anna

Q. Nilsson

is

Continued on page 86

one of our most

beautiful blondes.
I
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What
On

To

the Fans Think
by

different subjects concerning the screen, as revealed

the Editor of

We

Picture-Play Magazine.

assail the plots of the movies.
Calling them hackneyed and stale

We
We

Yes,

I

wonder

if

we would

life,

—

wonder whether we do?
relish

A

change from the usual plan
Huh! 1 prophesy that "different" plots
Would soon be under a ban
For instance, suppose that the villain
;

—

!

A

Won

the heroine for his bride,
'Or the vampire's sinuous tactics
Lured the hero to her side

To

Those who remember these early efforts at "period" pictures
recall that they were ugly and graceless, that the wigs
were obviously wigs, and that the costumes looked as though
they had been rented from firms that specialize in furnishjng
garments for masquerade balls. Certainly these plays were put
on without any regard for pictorial beauty of cither costume

the angel child's sweet pleading
Failed the parents' hearts to unite,
And no kindly hand saved the "old folks"
When the mortgage loomed in sight

"newness,"

Or demand that henceforth our movies
With such new style plottings must teem?
No, sir! we would beg for the old kind
Where virtue's reward soon is seen,
W here the wicked go down to destruction,
And a kiss and a clinch end each scene
!

Let the Leading

To

the Editor of

Men

— Chicago,

Illinois.

Alone,

Picture-Play Magazine.

Here's something that strikes me as peculiar. Why is it that
as soon as a leading man has shown himself entirely capable,
his producer takes him out of his natural and proper environHere are Eugene O'Brien,
ment, and makes him a star?
Elliott Dexter, and now Conway Tearle, doubtless three of the
most popular leading men that ever graced the screen. O'Brien
is a star, Dexter will be seen in his own pictures, Tearle is
now working on his first starring picture.
Wouldn't a boxing promoter be censured if he took a champion lightweight and called him a heavyweight just for the
Not that all
additional publicity such an act would receive?
our screen leading men are lightweights in any sense of the
word, but they often are not "heavy" enough to
stand alone without the support of a feminine
star.
To cite a case in point, I have seen all the
pictures in which Eugene O'Brien has starred,
and not one of them even approaches anything
he ever did when he was appearing in support of

or scenery.

But since that time both stage and studio decoration ha^
advanced marvelously.
Art directors are achieving pictorial
Many
effects that were unimagined only a few years ago.
modern stories are photographed in backgrounds that would
be appropriate to medieval dramas.
Even when a producer buys a story that properly should
be photographed "in period," he tries to make it as modern as
he can instead of attempting to retain the flavor and charm of
the original.
For instance, it would be preposterous to film
Dickens with a modern atmosphere, and yet plays and novels
that date back to Dickens' time are spruced up and varnished.
The successes of the eighties and nineties should be filmed
with full regard to costume and manners. When these dramas
are modernized we find a curious conflict between the clothes
and the ideals. Some of the old-fashioned stories are ridiculous
in their new clothes.
If they were presented "in style," they
would gain a certain appeal and charm.
Modern lighting, modern costuming, and the skill of the
art directors can do away with the ugliness and artificiality of
the costume play.
Why doesn't some producer give the costume play a chance?
John R. Daniel Brooklyn, New York.

—

A

Plea for the Screen Father.
the Editor of Picture-Play Magazine.
There is a certain thing in pictures that strikes
me as being rather peculiar, and I've never heard

To

explained.
While the
is the screen father so old?
heroine is invariably depicted as being eighteen
or twenty, her father is generally shown to be
sixty or seventy.
In real life all around us we find daughters
of that age whose fathers are only forty or
forty-five which is not considered old these
do we not see them on the screen?
days.
Is the screen father shown aged just to give
the character actor a chance? Respectfully,
Lake Forest, Illinois.
G. D.

it

Why

Norma Talmadge.
Of course, there is a distinction in being a star
But
instead of merely a supporting character.
when better performances are given in support,
why make pictures weaker by separating a cracking good team like the Talmadge-O'Brien comAnd good leading men are all too
bination?
scarce on the screen to-day. Wouldn't a way out
of the difficulty present itself by having the producer costar his
feminine luminary withhis masculine lead? Or won't most of
the famous ladies permit it?
A. Fan San Francisco, California.

—

"Boys!

Boys!

Boys!"

Picture-Play Magazine.
After reading Mr. Herbert Howe's forecast in the February
number of Picture- Play, I just had to write and tell you that

To

the Editor of

the article suited us to a T.

Plea for the Costume Play.
Picture-Play Magazine.

will

Or

R. G.

the Editor of

It is apparently one of the superstitions of the motion-picture
producer that the public doesn't want costume plays.
The
chief basis of the belief is the fact that several produced a
few years ago were failures.

Suppose the spy passed undiscovered,
Or the "wrong" horse won the race
The dishonest cad was triumphant,
And the honest chap died in disgrace

Do you think we would thrill at such
And admire the "original" theme,

We

earnestness, and promise?
are movie fans, and,
other fans, have our favorites. Charles Ray heads the
list.
He has a plaintive, appealing look in his eyes which seems
to ask us to love him, and we do. How different from Gloria
Swanson, who has a haughty look which seems to ask us not
and we don't.
Dick Barthelmess is our next
to like her
favorite, and Cullen Landis after Dick.
Of course, John Barrymorc is perfection. His face often comes before us as he
appeared in "The Test of Honor."
But then, he can't be
counted as a movie actor.
Why can't we get some of these
boys' pictures on the front pages instead of so many girls with
so many curls?
B. F. H. Nashville, Tennessee.

of

full

sneer at their "utter sameness,"
And their "passe style" bewail;
plead for original stories
beg for plots "fresh" and "new,"
And we really think we mean it,
I

!

like all

We

But

!

from our mail pouch.

You know, some of us mothers and fathers
And what is more interesting than a boy's face,

love boys

have boys

We

letters selected

—

Why

—

Comedies Again.

To

the Editor of

Picture-Play Magazine.

am so glad of your invitation to offer a word concerning
many, many times have I hoped
comedy in pictures.
against hope that a story was coming when a promising scene
was thrown on the screen at the beginning of a comedy, only
to settle back with a feeling of disappointment when, as you
put it, a series of "gags" was flashed be-j
Continued on )
J
I do believe most of us love
fore me.
page 93
)
fun; I believe most of us feel wonderI

How

(

I

-
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A

new

era in teeth

protection
These new discoveries mark
era in teeth cleaning.
Tooth
comes through removing the
him coat.
But that also means
.

more.

means

a

new

beauty
cloudy
vastly

cleaner teeth.
And it doubtless will mean, in the years
to come, a vast reduction in tooth
It

safer,

troubles.

Dentists everywhere are urging peonew protection.

ple to adopt this

Why Teeth
Millions of

Glisten

Them Now

All Statements Approved by High Dental Authorities

You

glistening

see

teeth

in

every

For millions of teeth are
being cleaned in a new way. They are
not only whiter, but cleaner and safer.
now.

circle

And

A

dentists everywhere
method's adoption.

this

ten-day

which costs

test,

show what

ing, will

To end
The purpose

is

means

it

noth-

3-011

to you.

end the film

—the

cause of most tooth troubles.

Film is that viscous coat which you
feel with your tongue.
It is ever-presever- forming.

ent,

enters crevices
It

that

is

and

It

clings

to

teeth,

which

the

is

embodied

in

And

a

denti-

this tooth

paste in all ways meets modern requirements.
Millions of people have
already tried it, and the results you
see

on every hand show what

The

discolors,

Film is the basis of
tartar.
It holds food substance which
ferments and forms acid. It holds the
acid in contact with the teeth to cause
not

The method

frice called Pepsodent.

it

means

to teeth.

stays.

film-coat

a combatant

Dental science, knowing these facts,
has long sought a film combatant.
It
has now been found.
Convincing clinical and laboratory tests have proved it

beyond question.

the film
to

Now

are

leading

urging

color and decay.
Few people escape
tooth troubles, and it is largely because of that film.

teeth.

Pepsodent

Mark

based
digestant of albumen.
is

buminous matter.
sodent

is

to

The

dissolve

on

The

object of Pepit,
then to day

by day combat

The}',
Millions of germs breed in it
with tartar, are the chief cause of
pyorrhea.

But pepsin must be activated, and
the usual agent is an acid harmful to
the teeth.
So this method long seemed
barred.
Now science has found a
harmless activating method, so active
pepsin can be every clay applied.

The ordinary tooth paste does not

much

film.

of

brushed

it

So

intact.

teeth,

on

brushing

has left
Millions of well-

this

account,

^^

—I—

dis-

Pepsodent

it.

accomplishes

two

other
all-important

great results.
But its
quality is this action on the film.

PAT. OFF.

I

j
I

m » Jh.HBMMiUJ.llM JWMijaMBMKteiai^mB
The New-Day Dentifrice

REG. U.S.

A

I

f

now

advised for daily use by leading
dentists everywhere.
In three great ways it meets modern requirements. Druggists supply the large tubes.
scientific

film combatant,

ten days

pepsin, the
film is al-

decay.

dissolve

the results in

vital facts

One cannot
They

effects.

question the Pepsodent
are too conspicuous.

Send the coupon for a 10-Day Tube.
Note how clean the teeth feel after

Mark

using.

cous

absence of the visthe teeth whiten

the

See

film.

how

as the film-coat disappears.

Compare

the

you get now.

results

with

Then read

the

results

reasons

After such a test, neither
for them.
you nor yours will be content with old
methods of teeth cleaning. Cut out the
coupon now.

10-DAY TUBE FREE

1

THE PEPSODENT COMPANY,
Dept. 373, 1104

S.

Wabash

Ave., Chicago,

III.

;j

Mail 10-Day

Tube

of

Pepsodent

to

j

I

I

i

s

I

1

1
f

ONLY ONE TUBE TO A FAMILY

\

WESTERN

DOLL.— I never heard of
your friend Mabel. Gloria Swanson was married recently in California
to Herbert K. Sanborn, president of the
Equity Pictures Corporation. She gave
her age as twenty. Natalie Talmadge has
played in several pictures, but has never
stuck to it.
She plays in one of Norma's
"The

recent films,
Daughter of

madge's

Isle

of Conquest."

Two Worlds"

latest

is

Norma

"A
Tal-

film.

—

Loutse L. Constance Talmadge is not
married. "Susan Rocks the Boat" is the
name of Dorthy Gish's newest picture.

—

Sophia S. Marie Walcamp has
Japan making scenes' for her
latest serial, "The Petals of Lao-Tze."
She married her leading man, Harlan
-Miss

been

in

Tucker, while over there.

— Bebe

Daniels was born in
on January 14, 1901. She
is not married.
Antonio Moreno arrived
on this earth at Madrid, Spain, in 1888.
William Duncan is married.
Harold
Lloyd was born in Nebraska in 1893. His
most recent comedy is called "From
Hand to Mouth." Sorn-, but I can't help
you to get into pictures.
S.

F.

J.

Dallas, Texas,

Norma Talmadge and Wallace Reid
Admirer.

—We gb.e

no personal addresses
of the players. Your only chance to communicate with your favorites is by sending your letter to their studio addresses
given at the end of this department. Your
letter will be received by them O. K.
I

am

Norma Talmadge

sure that

is

quite too

busy to make a personal call on you.
Between work at her studio and attending to her enormous correspondence she
is kept hustling, and as Wallace Reid is in
California, I am afraid you will have to
forgo that pleasure from him.
Miss
Talmadge was born in Niagara Falls,
New York, in 1897.
.

played the lead
"The Feud."

opposite

Tom Mix

in

—

Anxious Maiden. Frank Mayo has
not left the screen. Fie is being featured
by Universal. Rub}' de Remer was born
That ought to tell
in Denver, Colorado.
you her nationality. Edith Johnson is not
married to Bill Duncan. Evelyn Greely
was born in Lexington, Kentucky. John
Bowers has not left the screen. He is
under contract with Goldwyn, and is appearing in Pauline Frederick's latest film.

T>HE ORACLE

will

answer in

these columns as many questions of general interest concerning the movies as space will allow.
i te d
Personal replies to a 1 i
number of questions such as will
not require unusually long answers
will be sent if the request is accompanied by a stamped envelope, with return address. Inquiries
should be addressed to The Picture
Oracle, Picture-Play Magazine, 79
'

m

—

—

Seventh Avenue, New York City.
The Oracle cannot give advice about
becoming a movie actor or actress,
since the only possible way of ever
getting such a job is by direct
personal application at a studio.
scenario
concerning
Questions
writing must be written on a
Those
separate sheet of paper.
who wish the addresses of actors
and actresses are urged to read
the notice at the end of this

department.

—

Alice Brady Admirer. Your favorite
was born in New York City. You will
find her address at the end of this department.

—

I.
W. William S. Hart has his own
producing company, and is making films

for Famous Players-Lasky.
He was
starred in "The Silent Man," but it was
a feature and not a two-reeler, as vou
think.

—

Miss Catherine T. Juanita Hansen
has just finished work on her new serial,
"The Lost City," for Warber Brothers.
She appeared with all the famous Selig
wild animals. Jack Mulhall is not married to Juanita.

John N.

—

Jane Novak was born

Amerher younger sister. Eva

Louis, Missouri, in 1896.
icans.

Eva

is

They

in St.

are

Bright

Eyes.— Wallace

McCutcheon,

Pearl White's husband, played with her
The subscription
in "The Black Secret."
price to Picture-Play
dollars a year.

Magazine

is

two

well-known

Harold
making

"Follies'" to the screen.

She

1896.

Baby

Marie

now

Harry Watson of Bickle & Watthe

is

fellow

who appeared

in

the

Musty Suffer series of pictures for
George Kleine some time back. Harry is
now headlining on the Orphcum circuit
with his Battling Kid Dugan act.

—

Hartwell B. Constance Talmadge
mails pictures to her admirers, but I don't
see' how she could possibly answer all
the letters she receives.
If she did she'd
have enough corresponding to do to keep
her busy day and night. She probably
Write again
didn't receive your letter.

and

find out.

—

The Scenario
been mailed to you.
Pearl K.

Booklet has

—

Angela B. You- should have sent a
self-addressed, stamped envelope if you
wanted me to mail those addresses to
you. You will find them all at the end
of this department.

—

Anita Stewart was born
Brooklyn, New York, in 1896. That is
her correct name. Enid Bennett is Mrs.
Fred Niblo in real life. Her hubby directs her in her productions for Paramount. It isn't a case of where one
wants to go, it's Where can one go? What
was the lock of hair for? The Motion
Picture News, 729 Seventh Avenue, New
York City, publishes a directory with
the names and addresses of all the actors
and actresses. You can get any address
you want by writing and asking yours
Yes, you could sing in the movies,
truly.

"Catch Me."

in

but no one would know it. You certainly
have some wonderful plans mapped out
for yourself, haven't you?
Frances A. Smiling Bill Parsons died
several months ago. Look at the end of
The Oracle for the addresses you want.
Your taste seems to run to comedies.

—

McM.—What did you write there
Mabel Normand is not dead. She
is busily engaged making comedy dramas
for Goldwyn at Culver City, California,
Neal Hart is appearing
at "the present.
for?

two-reel westerns for the Capitol Film
It isn't Harold or Howard
"
Graves. The young man's name is Ralph
Graves. You will find the addresses you
want at the end of The Oracle. Marin

Company.

Farrar

tall.

— Lillian

is

son

guerite Clark

B.

Lloyd

edies.

and

Lois L.

— Harold

his new contract for Pathe,
a series of special two-reel com-

She
has been starred in nine features.
is a regular blonde and is five feet four
a half inches

A.

C.

working on

Irene

—Marion

Davies was born
New York, in 1896. Her
She began
real name is Marion Doris.
her career as a member of the chorus in
Her first success on the
"Chin Chin."
stage was in the popular play, "Stop
Look, Listen." She went from Ziegfeld's

Lillian B.
in Brooklyn,

features for her father, Leon T. Osborne.
will be released by the Republic
Pictures Corporation. There is no studio
which uses children more than any other
at present.
They all use them.

They

Gish was born in

Osborne

is

making

guerite,

is

was born

five

years

in 1887.

older

Geraldme
than_ Mar-

and Douglas Fairbanks
Continued on page 96

is

one

—

.
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A Room Full

of Furniture

Send only $1.00 and we
6-piece library set.
or only $33.90 in

all.

A

will ship you this handsome
Only $1.00 down, then $2.90 a month,

positively staggering value

and one of the biggest

bargains we have ever offered. Look at the massive set, clip the coupon below and have it
shipped on approval. Then see for yourself what a beautiful set it is If you do not like it,
return it in SO days and we will return your money. All you have to do is to send the coupon
with $1.00. This magnificent library set is not shown in our regular catalog. The value is so
wonderful and the demand so great that there aren't enough to go around, so send today
sure. Either have set sent for you to see, or tell us to mail catalog.
Thia superb ?ix-pieee library set is made of selected solid oak throughout, finished in rich dull waxed, brown
fumed oak Large arm rocker and arm chair are 36 inches hign, seats 19 x 19 inches. Sewing rocker and reception
chair are 36 inches high, seats 17 x 17 inches. All four pieces are padded, seats upholstered in brown imitation
Spanish leather. Library table has 24 x 34 inch top, with roomy magazine shelf below, and beautifully designed
ends. Jardiniere stand measures 17 inches high, with 12 inch top. Clip the coupon below, and send it to us with $1.00, and we will ship the entire
Wo C. O. D. Shipped knocked down so as to save you as much as one-half of the freight charges.
six pieces, subject to your approval.
Easy to set up. Shipping-weight abont 175 pounds. Order by No. BI971A. Send $1.00 cash with order; $2.90 monthly* Pric*f 32.90i

6 Pieces
No

Act

.

discount for cash.

Now—While This Special Offer Lasts

Sit down today and send in the coupon for this 6-piece fumed Solid Oak Library
*'ti«mnminiiim
we are able to offer you this stupendous bargain. Prices, as you know, on everything are
*
going up, up, up. It is impossible to tell just what day it will be necessary forus to increase the priceof this wonderful
p
fumed Solid Oak Library Set. So act. but act quick. Fill out the couDon and send it to us with the first small payment
f BT68 T11131I #»LOUDON
and we will ship you this wonderful 6-piece fumed Solid Oak Library Set Pieces not sold separately.
Straus
Schram

Don't wait a day longer.

Set.

For a limited time only

Easy Payments! Send This Coupon
us. We trust honest people anywhere in the United States. Send for this wonderful bargain
shown above, or choose from our big catalog. One price to all.
cash or credit. No discount for cash. Not one penny extra

Open an account with

for credit. Do not ask for a special cash price. We cannot offer
any discount from these sensational prices. Ne C. O. D.

30
Our

Along with $1.00 to
now Have this fine

us

send

guarantee protects

Send for it. Shows thousands
of bargains in furniture, jewelry,
carpets, rugs, curtains, silver-

Catalog listing

Could any offer be fairer 1

STRAUS & SCHRAM

find $1.00.

6-Pitce Library Set, No. B5971A.

our big

Bargain

thousands

of

amazing bargains.
Only a
small first payment and balance
in monthly payments for
anything you want. Send
Send
the coupon today.

Dept. 1585

W. 35th

West 35th Street
CHICAGO, ILL.

Ship special advertised 6-piece Fumed Oak Library Suite. 1
am to have 30 days' free trial. If I keep the
4p
suite, I will pay yon S2.90 monthly. If no
satisfied. I am to return the suite within 80 days
and you are to refund my money and any freigb
Charges I paid.

Enclosed

We

Free Bargain Catalog
ware, stoves, porch and lawn
furniture* women's, men's and
children's wearing apparel.
Send
the coupon today.

1585

library set shipped on 30
will also
days' trial.

Days Trial

you. If not perfectly satisfied, return the article at
our expense within 30 days
and get your money back
—also any freight you paid

/

&

Dept.

Street

~

f

CHICAGO, ILL

Shipping
Point

/Post

State
ONL1 want catalog put X In proper box bslet?
you ONLY
Furniture, Stoves and Jewelry
M«a'«, Women'* and Children'* Clothing,
Office

If

$32.90.
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The

Strange Boarder
Continued from page 77

TELLS TALES

Banish It!
AS

discordant as
costume of
pink and orange, or
as a precious jewel

a

a tarnished

set in

so

tant detail of the toilette is
responsible for the failures of
many women of otherwise im-

appearance

to

win

recognition in society or advancement
in the professions or in business.

Gray,

mottled

or streaked hair
more readily con-

may not be any
doned than soiled linen or a shiny
nose.
To be well groomed the hair
must be neatly coiffed and any gray
spots or streaks must be tinted.

BROWNATONE
Absolutely

harmless ana instant

results

BROWNA.

the
method for restoring to faded,
gray hair all its pristine beauty and
any shade from
exact original color
in

its

is

TONE

—

golden

to black.

Send

llcenis

forfiTal J}oHIe
and valuable

booklet

on,

the care of the hair.

Two

colors:

"Light

to

Ale dium Brown " and
"Dark Brown to Black."

Two

sizes:

35

me, and
fidence

highly responsible
her honesty had
never been doubled.
"Why didn't you tell me," the inspector said to Gardner, "that you
had a perfectly good alibi?"
Jane and Sam left the station together.
But before they departed,
Inspector Ryan gave Sam this parting advice: "Stick around town, old
chap, for that alibi might blow up,
and then we would want you again."
And sure enough it did blow up.
But not before it had cost Jane her
position in the bank. The bank officials said they were sorry, but for
the sake of the bank, she would have
to be dropped. They didn't relish the
sort of publicity she brought them.
The next day the police found witnesses that had seen Sam Gardner
in the vicinity of Jake Bloom's place
immediately after the murder. Sam
was returned to prison.
Jane Ingram, now almost insane
with her troubles, started to the jail
thai

with Gardner in his cell. It
seemed incredible that she should
have permitted herself to be dragged

Inattention to this impor-

cents

In Canada,
$1.15.
cents and $1 .50.

and

50

m

low.

She, a well-bred,

comely,

and brilliant young business woman
had wrecked her career, perjured
her word by false swearing, and had
become the intimate of gamblers,
thieves, and murderers.
Jails had
become almost as familiar to her as
the filing cabinets in her own office.
She foresaw the life imprisonment,
possibly the hanging of Sam Gardner, and there was no one to take
charge of little Billy unless she did
it
herself.
Hence she nerved herself to pass once more within the
prison portals and learn from Sam

what property he

really

how he wanted poor

had

— and

innocent

little

As

she entered the visiting room
of the cell house, she saw the snakefaced Mr. Hindi talking through the
bars to Gardner.
"You're the strangest man I ever
knew," Hindi told Gardner with a
peculiarly significant accent to his

words. "And you just sit tight until
to-morrow afternoon."
When Hindi left. Jane stepped
forward and began thrashing out her
bitter business with the jailbird. She
demanded the truth from his lips
now, if ever he told the truth in his
life.
She showed him the clipping
of the advertisement for suckers that
she had found in his room.

© N TARIO
oak* i

Sam

in

her surprise.

No wonder

said, "that's

this

man, after his

treatment by the city sharpers had
become embittered, and finally, in

win back his losses at
had shot the crook
who balked him when he was win-

his effort to

the

gaming

table,

"This fact will help mitigate things
your trial," Jane said.
"They ain't gonna be no trial,"
Gardner replied with his same childish candor and good humor.
"Why not ?" Jane demanded with
startled hopes and fears.
"Because the man that did this
at

murder

will

confess

it.

stand up in court and
will tell the whole
story and say he was justified."
Jane thought this was the best
way out of it. Sam's confession
•would not let him off scot-free, but
ic would gain him an indeterminate
sentence, and he could hope to be
paroled after serving a year.
So
she busied herself trying to get his
money matters in hand. He told
her he owed nothing in Chicago except his current week's board bill.
He gave Jane nineteen hundred dollars which the police were keeping
for him, and told her that he would
be out before she had used tip that
money. Jane told him not to worn-,
as she had four thousand dollars in
a savings bank herself.
Jane went home and began arranging her affairs. She would take her

He

money and Sam's and remove

to

some smaller town where Billy could
ride a pony in safety, and there she
would find another job in a bank
or an

office.

Two

Billy cared for.

"Yes,"

in your own bank, the conmen. got it and walked out."
"Was that your" Jane exclaimed

held a

and

to talk

mounting, is a youthful, piquant face framed
5n gray, faded hair-

peccable

that she
position,

evenings

later,

as

she was

packing her trunk, some one came
into the room and, putting one hand
over her mouth for a 'gag, blindfolded her with the other hand. She
could not scream nor see who her
assailant was.
Strong arms lifted
her clear off the floor.
Then the
hands slipped from her face, and she
was turned about and let down gently
in the embrace of Sam Gardner. Her
face, white with surprise, now flamed
red.

Sam

boldly kissed her.
find her tongue.
Sam realized then that she had not
heard the news.
He held an evening extra before her eyes, and she

She could not

read

how

big
a fool I was.
That advertisement
lured me from my Arizona ranch.
I brought ten thousand dollars with

Gardner spent half the night with me
pleading for me to forgive Bloom. This
guy Gardner is the best man that ever
lived.
He forgives his enemies as fast

—

—

:

Advertising Section
as they

do him

But

dirt.
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couldn't never

I

forgive Jake Bloom for ruinin' my home.
1 went and shot him as soon as Sam GardYou police are nuts right in
ner left.
arresting a man like Gardner and trying
a whiter man
10 hang this crime on him
I'm in
than him never trod the earth.
Canada now, and I'm going to turn
;

IMPORTED FROM FRANCE

square.

Charles Hinch.

(Signed)

Tears of joy gushed from Jane's
eves as she read the lines, and, turning to Gardner, she threw her arms
about him and said
"I knew it, I knew it, I knew it."
Sam smiled, and his own tears
seeped out on his eyelashes.
"You're all packed up," he said.

Just Slip it on!

"We're going back to Arizona."
"But how about your big business
Chicago ?" she asked.
laughed. "Didn't you read in
I invested
that sucker-baiting ad?
my ten thousand dollars in hot air.
I'm a permanent stockholder in the
sucker-plucker business, ain't I?"
"It's a pity that a noble man like
you should come to the city to be
swindled," Jane commiserated.
interests in

Sam

"Swindled

!"

Sam's laugh

MURIEL OSTRICHE,

rang

"Do
out as carelessly as a child's.
you call it being swindled when a

Lovely Star of the Screen, Knows the

rancher comes into a great city
and goes into the leading
bank and walks off with the biggest

Fascination of the

fool

Veil

like this

treasure in

it

Glance at yourself in a mirror through the exquisite

?"

And Jane was

silken

too modest to re-

meshes of a ]f^niC^ Veil and see how your

eyes sparkle, your skin glows and your

ply.

redder and

Fade-Outs
The

plot

"Anne

of

termed

is

fuller.

for the clever,

Of Green

'simple

and

Pat. No. 113.
Latest
French origination — a
butterfly in scroll design.
Worn over small hat. %
Price 25c.

well-groomed

slender silk elastic

and

Reminds us somewhat of our physical and mental condition Sunday

signs in chenille

:

In Taylor Holmes' "Nothing But
it is demonstrated that
a man cannot tell the truth for twenty-four hours and get away with it.
utterly,

Why, we've

ridiculously

silly.

nothing but the
truth all our life and we doubt if
any of our readers doubt we doubt
they doubt it.
Do you ?
told

—o —

Puzzle Picture.

"The Day She Paid,"

the herocleanse her soul, confesses her
sin, although it rent her heart in
twain.
Which leaves us a bit in the dark
whether the day she paid was
Wash Day or Rent Day.
ine, to

—

The

and

silk

"just slip

and

trigly.

it

on"

Myriad de-

embroidery.
it is

from

all

and Veiling Counters of the better shops.
If your dealer cannot supply you send us
his name and 25 cents for the Veil Miss Oslriche
is slipping on.
Pat. No. 116. Money-back tuar-

At

the Notion

anfee on^al^JUmnS^Q Veils.

"W ihwtbap?"

The Truth,"

In

You

stays adjusted, smoothly

others.

Can You Answer: "Yes" or "No"?

How

of America.

Get a fipvtiZjQ Veil and see how different

—o

Poor Season for Princes.
"The Prince And Betty" teaches
us that even a pauper can become a
prince, but, as Mike Kelly, the mail
man, says

it

women

drawn through the edge does away

with pinning and knotting.

clean."

mornings.

appear

Every big liner from France brings ]fenn&lfi Veils

Continued from page 65

Gables"

lips

THE

/fcppnZtf

222 Fourth Ave.,
Also Importers. /if

CO.,

Inc.

New York
tht'.famous

^w«z£23 Hair Nets

Advertising Section

The

Real Thing

Continued from pa^e 34

"Bein' a star's just luck. .Monroe
Salisbury was goin' to let me do
three more pictures when Selig offered me seventy a week to come
over there, and after my first picture
was shown I had three offers in a
week. That was too much for me,
so I hired an attorney like they all
do out here. Think o' me, just a
He told
cowboy, with an attorney
me how to play the game to get the
best offer, and before I got through
with it I was pretty scared for fear
they'd all blow up, and I be a dead
But they didn't and here I
bird.
am doin' drama. Last month for
the first time in my life I had money
The first time
to put in the bank.
I
had an extra two hundred, 1
started buyin' an automobile, and
now I'm beginnin' to look at bungalows.
It's the first time in my life
I ever felt satisfied to settle down."
It's my guess that Mrs. Buck Jones
!

How

to Find

Cream

the

You Need
Stand in a good lightexamine your face carefully in a mirror, and
then

Study

this

Chart

—for

Acne Cream

pimples

and blackheads.
Astringent Cream

— for oily

and shiny noses.
Combination Cream
dry and sallow skins.

skins

and a quite new
had something

— for

Miss Jones have
do with this feel-

little

to

ing.
Mrs. Buck is described as "just
a regular girl" who found life in
Philadelphia dull and ran away to
ride in the ioi show.
She must be
a pretty good sport to marry a cow-

boy who never knew what it was to
have anything coming to him on pay
day, but she did it and took chances
with him in the pictures.
"I've picked out a great bunch of
boys, champions at rope throwing,
Imlldogging steers, fellows that can
ride all over a horse.
lot of these
fellows may not like to talk about
their past
my own uncle would go
just so far back and then stop, for
you know the law's a thing you can't
bend when you get up against it,
and fellows come out to the cattle
ranches from everywhere but if
the} don't play square when they get
among cowboys, they don't stay
there, see?
So if I want a square
deal, I'll go to a cowboy every time."
After talking with Buck Jones and
Toe Rvan, I believe I'd do that same.

A

—

—

-

Foundation Cream — for
use before face powder.

Lettuce Cream

Golden Gleams

— for cleans-

ing in place of soap
water.

and

for the

Continued from page 79

Motor Cream — for

skin
protection, before exposure.

of women.

Lloyd's leading woman, and Doris
Baker, a blond sub-deblet of fifteen,
w ho until a year ago was only heard
of in occasional child parts, is nowplaying with Margery Wilson, and
also has a contract with the Santa
Monica Film Company to be featured in future productions.
Juanita Hansen, who is one of the
most popular baby-doll
screen's

The

blondes,

Tissue Cream

and crows'

—for wrinkles

feet.

Whitening Cream — for
freckles

and

bleaching.

You do not experiment
whenyou use Marinello
Creams. Their

value has

been established by use in
mote than 4000 Beauty Shops
and employment by millions

perts

advice of Marinello Exmay be secured at our

used

have "bits" that
and every one was

to

suited her type,
I

1404 Mailers Bldg.

Chicago
Eastern Office

66 Fifth Avenue

New York

|

IELLO

—

sentiment
turned golden and demanded more
satisfied

Wesfern Office

public

until

ferf
the fair Juanita, so now she is
playing the leading role in Selig's
serials, and promises to be as popular
a leading lady as she was an ingenue.

Winifred Westover, Anna O.
Nilsson, and Clara Horton are three

Csf'Beauty Ji4

JbrfperyJ/eed"

other

drama

Marinello Toilet Preparations

Silversheet

may be had

at all
Stores, Department
Stores and Shops.

of
the
silent
golden locks have
their
popularity
several
by reason of the great

beauties

whose

boosted
notches
"blond wave"

Drug

rector

would

i

call

the
it.

casting

di-

Winifred has

"John Petticoats" with
William Hart who, by the way,
has a penchant for blondes.
Such red-blooded masculine stars
as Douglas Fairbanks, Bill Duncan,
and Jim Corbett all maintain that
their best work is done when the
just finished

i

as

—

lady in the case has fair hair. Doug
has fairbanked for such blondes as
Wanda Hawley and Pauline Curley,
while Bill Duncan maintains that a
blonde is the ideal heroine for a serial
full of thrills and throbs.
Edith
Johnson has been his leading w oman
for the last three serials he has made
for Vitagraph, and if her health
holds out under the strenuous job of
being rescued by the doughty Bill,
she will continue to be the rescuee
of many other serial episodes. Jim
Corbett had Kathleen Kirkham for
a leading woman in his "Midnight
Man" serial, made at Universal, and
in making other pictures, promises to
have a fair-haired leading woman
if he can find one who isn't working.
But oh, little girl with the golden
curls
don't think that this means
that you could walk straight into the

—

studios

and

find

wonderful

roles

waiting for you
Old Dame Fate
always tucks a joker into the pack,
and in this case it takes the form of
:

word

—

So don't
begin hunting up time-tables for Los
Angeles or New York, and begin
fitting on the imaginary halo of stardom.
Everybody wants blondes
but they must be actresses first and

one

little

''capable. "

blondes afterward, so to speak.

—

!

!

!
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Hints for Scenario Writers
Continued from page 52

was a fact that the first sale brought
hundred and fifty-seven rejection
slips as a reward for the many months
But that was,
labor over a typewriter.
It

one

of course, before I learned that my
typewriter could not write stories, and
that the little machine must be employed
by busy fingers that moved at the reThanks to
quest of a creative brain.
the grand old characters of the old days
who never failed to lend a helping hand
where it was deserved, I learned my
little

lesson.

William Lord Wright gave

advice that set me on my feet.
The result of that advice was the sale
of "Nadine of Nowhere," "Leap and Look
Revenge,"
".Married' for
Thereafter,"
"Bluffing Father," "A Jitney Driver's Ro-

me some

-

With the realization
et cetera.
that scenario writing was a serious business that required serious thought, study,
and work, came the small measure of sucmance,"

cess that has crowned my efforts. I have
yet a long ways to travel before I can
"reach the desired goal, but my pathway
is strewn with the roses of bitter experience, and I know that some day my reward will come. I hold a soft spot in my
heart for those who offered aid and advice in my struggles to make good, and
among them all there is not one who I
could accuse of ever stealing an idea.
Whatever success I may attain I shall
never forget that I owe a debt of gratitude to Grace Emerson, Monte Katterjohn, William Lord Wright, Epes Winthrop Sargent, Shannon Fife, Allen Curtis, Jasper Ewing Brady, Phil Lang, and
a score of others, each of whom have did
something to aid me in the struggle to

Twenty produced stories
sounds good to most young writers. To
me it is merely the bright spots irr a hard

make good.

fight to gain recognition.
name
I hope some day to make
stand for honest, creative effort that will
help to make the new art something

my

bigger and better than we even dream
of to-day.
If I succeed in my ambition
it will be because I am not afraid of work
and because I am always willing to learn
from those who have traveled the same
road before me. Youthful writers will do
well to earn the respect of the editors by
submitting careful work and spending
less time in condemning men and women
who are just as anxious to discover merit
as you are to attain it.
Help the 3'outhful and aspiring writers by showing the
editors that only a small per cent are
hopeless boobs.
To do that you must
work and study the art before you flood
the
studios
with conventional
trash.
Make your 1920 resolution read WORK,

—

WORK, WORK, AND MORE WORK.
That's

There

"I'll

the
is

"open

Sesame"

to

success.

other.

The "Go-Get-'Em" Girls.
Get Him Yet !" said Dorothy,

"Nor

And

no

rest until I

weddum !"

smooth and peppy work
She to the altar leddum
"I'll get him yet !" piped Lillian,
As little "True Heart Susie"—
And so she did but had to wade
Through doings sad and bloozey
Can you imagine any chap
A-going 'gainst their wishes ?
They'd have it easy getting ME
These go-and-gettum Gishes
after

—

In Store Everywhere

— N*B*C* Goodness
t^ROM small country shops

A to great city stores
throughout the land there
awaits constantly an everfresh, ever- appetizing and
ever-reliable supply of
National Biscuit Company
products to appeal to a

good things.
There's an N. B.C. prod-

nation's love of

uct for every course and inbetween occasion. You will
buy these famous biscuit for
their nourishing wholesomeness. You will eat more and
more of them because they are so positively tempting.
They solve many a baking and serving problem because
they are always and everywhere at your instant command.

NATIONAL BISCUIT COMPANY

Advertising Section
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School for Stars

Continued from pa^e 29

recommended him to my attention.
When he came through that office

0UOU6T
.

W.L.DOUGLAS
PEGGING SHOE

door

I

exclaimed

wonder

it

single glance
sonality,

and

I

act?'

A

knew he had

per-

can

breeding, and
of good looks.
I
looking for the proper plays

a certain

am now

to myself, 'Gee, I

kid

that

intelligence,

amount

for him."

IP1

A»
W.L.DOUG LAS NAME ANDTHE
'RETAIL PRICE IS PLAINLY

WHEN ELEVEN YEARS OF
WHO PEGGED

AO E "THE BOY

PEDON THE SOLESOFEVERY
OFSHOES BEFOR ETHEY LEAVE
THE FACTORY. THIS PROTECTS THE
^WEARER AG AIN ST HIGH PRICES
AND UNREASONABLE
j^STAM

SHOES" FREQUENTLY HAD TO^
WHEEL LEATHER AND OTHER
MATERIALS FROM TOWN IN A BARROW, A DISTANCE OF ABOUT
TWO M LES

'/ph\H

*V*9.qe<r!

I

PR OFITS

W LHOfKlLAS
MANUFACTURING

FOR
MEN
AND

WOMEN

BOYS'
SHOES
$4.50
$5.00
$5.50

THE SHgi ^Skr HOLDS ITS SHAPE "
$^.oo $822
$922 *1022 SHOES

&

W. L. Douglas shoes are sold through 107 of our own stores direct to the
All middlemen's and manufacturing profits are
v/earer at one profit.
eliminated.
W. L. Douglas $9.©0 and $10.00 shoes are absolutely the
W.L.Douglas name and
best shoe values for the money in this country.
the retail price stamped on the bottom guarantees the best shoes in style,
comfort and service that can be produced for the price.
The quality of W. L. Douglas product is
Stamping the price on every pair of
guaranteed by more than 40 years
shoes as a protection against high
experience in making fine shoes. The smart
prices and unreasonable profits is only
styles are the leaders in the fashion centers
one example of the constant endeavor
They are made in a wellof America.
of W. L. Douglas to protect bis customequipped factory at Brockton, Mass., by
ers. W. L, Douglas name on shoes is
the highest paid, skilled shoemakers,
his pledge that they are the best in
under the direction and supervision of exmaterials, workmanship and style posperienced men, all working with an honest
Into
sible to produce at the price.
every pair go the results of sixty-seven
making shoes,
years experience in
dating back to the time when W. L.
Douglas was a lad of seven, pegging
shoes.

determination to make the best shoes for
the price that money can buy. The retail
prices are the same everywhere. They
cost no more in San Francisco than they
do in New York.

W. L. Douglas shoes are for sale by over 9000 shoe dealers
besides our own stores. If your local dealer cannot supply
you, take no other make. Order direct from the factory. Send
for booklet telling how to order shoes by mail, postage free.
Pre3i n t W
LAS
CAUTION. — Insist upon having W. L. /,///
s>
fe o E coMPA°N#
Douglas shoes. The name and price is plainly M/l^tA
P
,
=pap&
wprpVt
stamped on the sole. If it has been changed fi^^SO^>-Z^qK^
v ^J'J^
m a <U
'
or mutilated, BEWARE OF FRAUD.
ioi

Learn Screen Writing
Fascinating-, profitable profession.

—Acting
Send

$1 bill for

Directors copy, complete Scenario, 5 reel photoplay.
Scenarists Bureau B, 1400 Broadway, New Yo k City.

iL

i

There are reasons for Mr. Ince's
gambling apart from zest in the
game.
It is almost impossible to
engage established stars, because
they are under contract. Then, too.
the

public

is

fickle.

It

constantly

demands new favorites.
"So far as money is concerned it
would be cheaper to engage a readymade stai:," said Mr. Ince. "If you
intend to make a star from an unknown player you must put him under contract for a long term, and
you must devote money and time to
getting him the right plays and exBy the time he has arploitation.
rived as a star and is valuable his
contract is up, and you have to pay
as much as you would had you
engaged him ready-made.
"There is a magnificent opportunity in pictures for young men and
women. There is a dearth of really
True, the field is
good .players.
overcrowded with those who have
no chance as are all fields of worth-

him

—

—

while endeavor.
"It is not so difficult to determine
whether you can be an actor or not.
Look
Just be fair with yourself.
Don't
squarely into the mirror.
mistake the desire for ability. That's
something that so many do. Don't
listen to friendly advice; it usually
proves unfriendly. Above all, look
within yourself."
The appraising blue eyes of Mr.
Ince were directed on me.
You
"Look within yourself
know what you are, your strength
and your weakness, your assets and
!

Kill
My method

The Hair Root

the only way to prevent the hair from growing again.
Easy, painless, harmless. No scars. Booklet free. Write today
enclosing 3 stamps. We teach beauty culture.
Providence. R. I.
D. J. Mahler.
185-X. Mahler Park.
is

your liabilities. If you don't know,
you will never be a success in
Look within yourany business.
self !"

wanted to protest that I had no
examine my interior, that
I never did want to be an actor.
Because after I
Thank the gods
I

Freckles

!

are "as a cloud before the sun," hiding
your brightness .your beauty. Why not

1

remove them? Don't
Ladies Ring.Solid Gold F. Mtg.

%

is

Gents Ring-. Solid Gold F. Mtg.
gem. Special price $3.15
1 ct. gem. Special price $4.85
LA RA Y0 IM. DIAMONDS
the only rival of the finest South African diamonds.

ct.

Genuine La Rayo is a marvelous new discovery.
It
has no paste or foil backing and cannot be distinguished
from the genuine diamond when placed beside it.
This dazzling brilliancy is lasting.
Set in these finely modeled Solid
Gold F. Mtgs. this rim? will be a revelation to you when you receive it.
To advertise quickly only 10,000 will be sold at W catalogue price
as listed above. Tell us which you desire, ladies of (rents rinpr. Be
sure to state finger size. Order at once. Send money order or
currency. Write for catalogue.

918 Calhoun

THE LEON BECK
Street

.

Sole distributors of

CO., Dept. 5

.

La Rayo gem3

Fort Wayne, Indiana
in America.

delay.

Use

—
—

Made especially to remove freckles.
Leaves the Bkin clear, smooth and without a blemish. Prepared by specialists with
years of experience.
Money refunded
if not satisfactory.
60c per jar. Write
today for particulars and free booklet

—

rWonldstThoii Be Fair?"
many beauty

hintg,

and dosoribee a number of elernnt preparations indiepensnb
to the toilet. Sold by all druggists

STILLMAN CREAM CO
Dept.

I I

Aurora,

through looking within myself
with the Ince eyes looking at me
I'd have done a Sarah Bernhardt
lachrymal scene.
"Suppose you are pleased with the
panorama of your inwards ?" I coun"Suppose you have confitered.
dence that is not conceit, how in the
name of Christopher Columbus and
got

STILLMAN'Screa"

Contains

desire to

III

—

\
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Thomas H. Ince do you
being discovered
twinkled.

"It's

You

talent will out.

am

I

about

?"

"Ah, there's the rub."
eyes

set

The Ince
but

difficult,

can't hide

it.

a strong believer in dramatic
well and honestly run.

—

schools

89

Five dollars for a lovely
girlish complexion

My

often
I
conducted one.
tours.
road
taught classes between
father

The

f

training required for the stage

the

Working

as an extra in pictures is
a long hard road to parts, unless
you are so striking as to impress a
"blind man, and most directors are
blind to the individual in the mob."

Then Mr. Ince made

the revela-

which will sound like a divine
He
message to screen aspirants.

tion

said:

"I

am

ment of

contemplating the establisha school for motion-picture

There
acting here in Los Angeles.
are no schools at present that I could
intend to interest
I
recommend.
other producers in such an institution and form a board of supervising
It is not a money-making
directors.
project.

There

is

enough money

half a million

women

keep their skin and hair beautifully youthful by a once-or-twicea-week home treatment with
The Star Electric Massage Vi-

same as that for pictures. Perhaps it is a little more arduous, because the voice must be cultivated.

is

ORE than

brator.

Quick. Convenient.

Eliminates "beauty parlor" worries.
Skin, scalp and hair re-

spond surprisingly
delightfully soothing method.

soon to

this

Don't have a pale, oldish, unattractive complexion. Or course, brittle unmanageable hair.
Stir up your circulation! Bring back the roses
of girlhood. Look and feel your best always.
Electric massage is the secret!
for headaches,
insomnia, neuralgia and fatigue. Martha
Hedman, Evelyn Gosnell, Olive Tell, Gladys
Leslie and many other stage and screen beauties
use and endorse The "Star."

—

At

all

drug, department

and

electrical-goods

stores. Price, $5 for complete outfit. (Canadian
price, $7.50). If your dealer hasn't the "Star,"
send price, with his name and address, to us,

We'll ship direct to you.
Fitzgerald
Mfg. Co.
Dept. 223, Torrington,
Conn. Get a "Star" today!

to

be made in pictures. Any time spent
elsewhere is loss to me. However,
this school would not be altogether
It
for the benefit of the aspirants.
profitable to all producers
because it would be a market where
they could get what they badly need

would be

—new

A

person with ability
would not be in such a university
two weeks before a producer would
As for the rest, they
grab him.
would have a chance to work until
they definitely proved their ability
or their inability. At present it is
obviously impossible for me to see
talent.

It is
applicants at this office.
impossible even for my casting director.
So many mistaken ones
come to us. At a school with a good
examining director in charge they
would be given a definite answer.
all

There

is

now

for
school it

much

observation

would be

talent going to

waste

want of a chance. At a
would be under constant
of

instructors

who

recommend
Then when we

in a position to

to our attention.
needed a particular type of player
either for star or for minor parts,
the big chance would come."
I can think of no one better qualified to be founder and dean of such
an academy than Thomas H. Ince,
from whose tutelage have been graduated to stardom Charles Ray, William S. Hart, Dorothy Dalton, Frank
Keenan, Sessue Hayakawa, Louise
Glaum,
Bessie
Barriscale,
Enid
Bennett,
Douglas MacLean, and
it

Doris May.

$100 9? A DAY
MORE TH
AN
CLARE
BR1GCS,

the

man who draws "U hen

a

Fellow Needs a

There are many other
Friend," receives more than $100 a day.
cartoonists whose income would look good to a bank president.
If you have ideas and like to draw, you may have in you the making of a grea cartoonist.

Claie Briggs drawing
one of his "When a
Fellow Needs a

Friend"
cartoons.

Developing natural ability is the surest road
Through the Federal School of Applied
Cartooning-, the 30 most famous cartoon
What this
ists of America teach you.
school will do for you by mail in your
spare time is told in the 32 page book,
"A Road to Bigger Things." Itcontains
studio pictures of Briggs, McCutcheon.
Sid Smith, Fontaine Fox and the other
stars on the Federal Staff. Write for
your FREE COPY today. Just tear out
this advertisement, put your name and
address in the margin and mail it now.

WRITE FOR THIS BOOK TODAY
FEDERAL SCHOOL OF APPLIED CARTOONING
0522 Warner Building, Minneapolis, Minnesota

to success.
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The

Virgin of Stamboul
Continued from page 40

"Ah, many a one
rise

fell

never

The smoke of powder

!

to

rose

thicker than the fumes of Eblis.

men made

"Hassan's

a staircase
of their bodies that their comrades
might climb the walls, but all was
in vain.
Then Sari in her turn

up the

climbed

living

ladder,

and

biding her chance when one within
bred, dropped over as though shot.
Lying in wait till none watched
she crept to the gates, and with
her slender hands still torn and
bleeding she put
forth
her
all
strength and turned the windlass
which revolved the swinging portal.

"Two

of the sheik's

Hair Remover
—
Genuine

BY

actual

test

Original

genuine DeMiracle

When

the safest and surest.

use

it

is

you

you are not experimenting with a

new and
has been

untried depilatory,

because

like

as the leaves of the late tree in par-

it

use for over 20 years, and is
the only depilatory lhat has ever been

endorsed

men sprang

hungry wolves upon
a lamb, but it was too late.
"Through the open gates dashed
the troop from Stamboul, horses
steaming, and in a moment swords
were flashing and heads falling, even

upon her

in

by

Physicians,

adise.

"By

Surgeons,

Dermatologists,

Medical Journals and
Prominent Magazines.

"A

DeMiracle is the most cleanly; after use
is no mussy mixture to wash away.
You simply wet the hair with this nice
DeMiracle sanitary liquid and it is gone.
DeMiracle alone devitalizes hair, which
is the only common-sense way to remove it

free.
But not wholly,
upon him leaped the sheik who
had come upon the scene.
Long
they struggled, man to man, yet
set

remover return it to us with the
DeMiracle guarantee and we will refund your money.
Send for free book.

himself

for

sizes: 60c, 51.00, S2.00

At

all toilet counters, or direct from us
plain wrapper, on receipt of 68c,
tl.Oi or SJ.08, which includes war tax.
in

iracie
St.

York

STAMMER

unfairly on one side for the sheik
held a sharp and crooked knife.
"Now while the fight without was
coming to a close, Sari stole within
the inner halls and searched wildly
for her lover. How fiercely beat her
heart when she found the cell empty.
"Suddenly she heard a sound, a
sound of horror, of one gasping and
groaning, and down the stairway

stumbled one gory and terrible

If you stammer attend no stammering schooltill yon get my
big new FREE book and special rate. Largest and most successfulschoolin the world curing all forma of defective speech by
advanced natural method. Write today. North- Western School
for Stammerers, Inc., 2365Grand Ave., Milwaukee, Wis.

Reduce Your Flesh
Exactly where desired
by wearing

Famovs Medicated

Rubber Garments
Men and Women
body or
Endorsed by
physicians.
Send

Cover
any
part.
for

entire

illustrated

Booklet.

Dr. Jeanne G. A. Walter
353 Fifth Avenue,

New York

Building:, 4th Floor\
'Ent. on 34th St., 3d Door East J
Pacific Coast Representative:
Adele Millar Co., $•& Stockton St.
San Francisco, Cal.
/Billinprs

Reducer, Price $6.00
Reducer, Price $2.50

t

at

her with

blooch

fea-

tures.

was the sheik.
"Held to the spot by horror she
stood unable to stir as he came
nearer, hands groping at her garments.
He was upon her, when,
without warning, he fell forward
upon his face, dead.
"Then looking up she beheld another, gory with wounds, but smiling
down upon her as though undisShe
mayed, Pemberton Effendi.
went to him, and he drew her to
him in the manner of lovers. As
he did so they heard, without, the
"It

triumphant shouts of the victors,
crying aloud their thanks to Allah
the All Merciful."

Yusef ceased and drew a long
Suddenly he withpuff at his pipe.
drew the stem from his mouth and
listened intently.

From

the minaret of the neighboring moscpue the muezzin was
chanting in a thin voice the azan or
call to prayer.

"Allahu Akbar!

Allah

is

most

great
Come to prayer. I bear witness that there is no god save Allah.
I bear witness that Mohammed is
sins are
the Prophet of Allah.
Allah's
is
mercy.
great,
greater
Allahu Akbar!"'
!

My

Gravely Yusef bathed his hands
then turning toward the holy city of
Mecca, repeated his prayers to Allah, Lord of the Universe, the Merciful, the All Compassionate.
When he had finished his prayers
he turned to me and, nodding his
head with an expression of simple
content, said
"Of a truth Sari and Pemberton
Effendi, although he be a giaour,
have found favor in the eyes of Allah.
May they be blessed as is the
May Allah prefruitful fig tree.

serve them in happiness and peace
as he will all who trulv love each
other."

Does Pearl White Wear

a

Wig?"

Continued from page 63

cut the cake. The maids were havlike
ing
holiday
they
don't
a
parties.
"When I was a youngster
I lived on a run-down farm in Missouri it had been the show place of
;

Reducing

leading

who

;

Dr. Walter's

tlie

Then

effendi dragging the body over
by the rifle still in the clutching
hand, took the keys from the dead
guard's belt, and passing his hand
through the wide grating of his cell

hair

For

shot passed through a
and killed the man who

stood guard over Pemberton.

Try DeMi racle just once, and if you
are not convinced that it is the perfect

New

must have been

to see

my

from face, neck, arms, underarms or limbs.

Dept. N-30. Park Ave. and 129th

that

men

stray

window

there

Three

Allah,

a fight for

grimaced
to'

the town when my mother came
there as a bride, but she died before
I was old enough really to know her,

and my sister and brother and I
had a bleak, drab childhood without
any bright spots at all. I joined a
traveling circus when I was just a
kid couldn't stand the other life
any longer, but later on, when my

—

was ended by
broken wrist, and Ed joined a
dramatic company and was traveling
with them, I missed even the sort
career as a tumbler
a

I spent my
of home Ed known.
Buenos
in
birthday
seventeenth
Aires the loneliest birthday a girl
of that age ever had, I believe at
I'd hate to
least, I hope it was!
think any other youngster had ever
been as ttnhappy as I was that day.
So that's why I love having these

—

youngsters

—

—

around me
have had

"what I'd like to

it's
!"

just
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that made me reflect that
the fans only knew it, there are
lots of more interesting questions
they could ask about her than the

And

if

one about her hair.
They could ask about that home
of hers at Bayside, for instance.
It's an interesting old house, one of
the oldest in that part of the country, and the grounds stretch away
for miles. She has furnished it herself, scorning to engage a decorator to do it for her, and going
through it with her is like taking
a personally conducted tour through
the countries
"'This

is

where

my

They work
naturally

and form
no

she's lived.

trophy

told

me when we came

den

at

room," she

to a little
the end of one of the upstairs halls.
"All those screens, and
the walls are covered with especially
nice little notes and remembrances
from my fan friends all over the
world; I just couldn't bear to tuck
them away somewhere out of sight."
I didn't blame her for that, but
I wondered if even she really knows
how widespread her popularity
is.
It's a curious fact that, though
she shares honors with many another screen favorite in this country,
in foreign countries she is usually
the most popular of the stars. That
is partly due to the fact that serials
are especially well liked by the South
Americans, Europeans, and fans of
countries still farther away, and
partly to her daring, which particularly appeals to them.
Then, too,
she screens unusually well, better
than some actresses who perhaps
have stronger claims to actual
beauty, and her stunning appearance
in pictures has been no mean factor

They work
naturally

and form
no habit

They work
naturally

and form
no habit

They work
naturally

and form
no habit
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in shaping her success.

Why

Paid $175,000 for
"Way Down East"
I

Continued from page 58

by

machinery, and the milkmaid
her occupation gone through

finds

the

introduction

of

the

electrical

milking machine, the old oaken
bucket has been thrown into the
discard,
and filtered water runs
through modern pipe right into the
farmhouse.
Rural life in America is a sacred
memory. It should never be for-

Send the Coupon and Well
Send You a Lachnite

gotten.

For many years I have received
innumerable requests for a produc-

Don't send a penny. Upon yoursimplerequestwe'llsendyouagenuineLachnitegem mounted
in eitherof these solid gold ringsonlO d^ys trial. These exquisite perns have the eternal fire of diamonds.
Over 150,000 people have accepted this offer and have found the way to own beautiful jewelry at a trifling cest.

would recreate those "good
old days down on the farm." I believe,
in
selecting
"Way Down
East," I have come upon the most
representative story.
It will be a

tion that

If YouCanTell It
When

Send Coupon

work of pleasure and

love to place it
upon the screen, and for the realization of that opportunity the cost does
not matter.
P.

P-6

the ring comes make the

first

Froma Diamond Send It Back

small deposit ($4.75)

with the postman. Wear it 10 full days. If you can tell it froma
diamond send it back and we'll refund your deposit. If you decide to buy, merely pay the balance at $2.60 a month. The
total price of either ring is only $18.75.

— No

Money

Send us your name and address today. Use the coupon or

letter or a post card. Be sure to send your finger size. To do this
cut a strip of paper just long enough to meet over the second
joint of the finger on which you wish to wear the ring. Send
the coupon now — and not a penny in cash.

a

HaroldlachmanCo,,Dept

ok

1585

^R^^l

11 '

Harold Laehman Co., AvenaQ^Sn^is^mmiS
Send me. prepaid,
ring on IQdeys'freetrlal. When
comes I will deposit $4.75 with the postman. After ten
days I will either return the ring or send you $2.50 a month

fit

until the balance has been paid. Total cost to me $18-75.
I return the ring, vou will refund
$4.75 immediately

If
I

enclose

Name.

my finger size.

my
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A MASS
OF WAVY, GLEAMY

GIRLS!

Screen Gossip
By

BEAUTIFUL HAIR
Let "Danderine" save and
glorify

your hair

Roy Barnes,

T.

the Screen Colonist

vaudeville

star,

appears in the Eminent Authors'
production "Scratch My Back," by
Helene Chadwick
Rupert Hughes.
role.
feminine
leading
has the

Johnny Jones is the boy selected
to play Edgar in a series of Booth
"The Edgar
stories,
Tarkington
Comedies," now being produced by
Goldwyn.

series of pictures in which he will
reveal the secrets of palmistry.

Kitty Gordon and her daughter,
Vera Beresford, are appearing on
the stage in a musical comedy called
"Lady Kitty. Inc."

Another opera singer is joining
the motion-picture ranks
Margaret
Namara, of the Chicago Opera Com-

—

who will appear in American
Cinema Productions, her scenarios

pany,
of Masks," by Harold

"The City

Warwick's

being written by her husband, Guy
Bolton, a well-known playwright.

Marie Doro has signed a contract

Burke, feeling that she can't
pictures
make
days and appear on
the stage evenings, has left "Ca?sar's
Wife," her stage production, and is
making a picture called "Away Goes
Prudence," with Percy Marmont as
her leading man, before she begins
her stage production of "A School
for Scandal."

MacGrath,

Robert

is

next picture.

to

appear

in

Pioneer productions.

Grace Darmond has the leading
Goldwvn's "The Great Acci-

role in

dent."

When "Nothing a Year" is released by Jans Pictures, Inc., Lucille
Lee Stewart, Anita's sister, will be
seen in an important role.

liillie

David Butler, who now heads his
"The
company, announces
Cheer-Up Boy" as his first produc-

own
In
In a few moments you can transform
your plain, dull, flat hair. You can have
it
abundant, soft, glossy and full of life.
Just get at any drug or toilet counter a
small bottle of ''Danderine" for a few
cents.
Then moisten a soft cloth with the
Danderine and draw, this through your
hair, taking one small strand at a time.
Instantly, yes, immediately, you have doubled the beauty of your hair.
It will be
a mass, so soft, lustrous, fluffy and so easy
to do up.
All dust, dirt and excessive oil
is removed.
Let Danderine put more life, color, vigor
and brightness in your hair.
This stimulating tonic will freshen your scalp, check
dandruff and falling hair, and help your
hair to grow long, thick, strong and beautiful.

Metro's

production

of

"The

Marriage of William Asche," by
Mrs. Humphrey Ward, May Allison
is

the star.

The first motion picture prepared
under the direction of the Centenary
Committee of the
Conservation
Methodist Church is now being
shown.
with Ruth
Clifford in "The Invisible Ray," recently plunged from an aeroplane
into the St. John's river, fifty feet
below, by way of adding one more

Jack

Sherrill, costarring

thrill to this

Mary Miles

stubborn

Frohman

serial.

hair easy
to

comb,

W. Chambers

neat and
attractive
Miss Betty Parker

Jay Dillon

Featured in Jack NorwortWs "Odds and Ends'

Adopted by-Screen-Stage-Society
Because Hair-Dress will make the most stubborn hairstay the
•way you comb it and retain a smooth, dressy appearance the entire evening.
With Hair-Dress you can comb your hair any
fashionable style — straight back— any way you want it. HairDress will also give to your hair that beautiful lustre so much
in vogue with men and women of the stage, the screen and
society.

Is

Minter.

Sylvia Breamer has left the J.
Stuart Blackton Company and signed
a contract with Mayflower, for whom
she will star in a series of Robert

J

harmless and acts as an excellent tonic.

Send for Trial Jar t&FZr^S&gl

A

stories.

"In the Days of
has recently been
made in Ireland, all the characters
being played by Irish people.
Saint

film

entitled

Patrick"

Send $1.00 for Three Months' Supply.
HAIR-DRESS

CO., Dept.45

,

920 Windsor Ave., CHICAGO

Universal.

W estover
r

has signed a
contract with a Swedish
motion-picture firm, the pictures to
be made abroad.

two-year

Bessie Love is to play Little Nell
"The Old Curiosity Shop," as one
of her 1920 roles.
in

"Forty-five Minutes from Broadway," George Cohan's great stage
success, is Charles Ray's first picture under his new First National
contract.

Madame

Yorska's most recent
appearance is in "It Happened in Paris," based on a story
by Sarah Bernhardt, whose protege
screen

Yorska

is.

Barbara Castleton has the leading
"The Branding Iron," a story
of tremendous interest, now being
filmed by Goldwyn.
role in

Gladys Leslie appears in "A Child
for Sale," an Ivan Abramson production.

—

days.
If it isn't just what yon have been looking for
send
it back.
Your money will be cheerfully returned to you.
Send United States stamps, coin or money order. Your jar of
delicately scented, greaseless Hair-Dress will be promptly
mailed postpaid. Sendforthis wonderfultoilet necessity today.

Robert Anderson, remembered as
M'sien Cuckoo in "Hearts of the
World," and Paul Patricia in "The
Heart of Humanity," is acting in
and directing two-reel comedies for

Winifred

Margaret Shelby is appearing in
"Jenny be Good," with her sister,

Makes

tion.

Mother Goose
has
Alon
Universal
engaged
Bement, a Columbia professor, to
make for its Screen Magazine a

is

at

last

coming

into her rights on the screen, in a
series of two reelers now being
filmed.

—

!
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What

the Fans

S3

Think

Continued from page 80
benefited,
by
relaxed, and then
fully
hearty, spontaneous laughter, but the foolishness now so prevalent in comedy can,

seems

it

me, provoke nothing really

to

mirthful or satisfying. And it does seem,
at this point in picture-play evolution, that
even comedy should be made to satisfy
a certain need within us.
J.

L.

Why

A.— McCook,

Nebraska.

Not Experiment?

To the Editor of Picture-Play Magazine.
Not long ago the head of one of the
large motion-picture companies said that
the "movies" were beyond the experimental stage. He meant, 1 suppose, that
most of the companies can gauge pretty
accurately the commercial status of a picture, a director, or a star.
But it will be too bad when the movies
For when they do
stop experimenting.
they will cease to advance as an art.
The)' will simply become an extraordinarily successful industry. A few years
ago the theater was in the same situation.
It was sure of itself, and managers had
stopped experimenting. Then entered the
"little theater," or the art theater, if you
care to call it that. The art theater ventured in paths that the commercial theater
was afraid to tread. It was sponsored
largely by amateurs a word derived from

""

Cupid says: Secure a Satin Skin
A

manly

a

the French

Learn

How

Photoplays
*

at the

would sponsor an experimental company, they would find that the
results would repay them. They would be
able to test new methods and original
ideas.
The experimental company would
big companies

*>

be in a position to go on the adventures
that the commercially successful director
or player cannot afford to undertake. The
best of the results brought forth could
be placed at the disposal of the commer-

companies.
such organization would also bring
to motion pictures a finer type of brain
and a higher idealism than is to be found
among those who are just now attracted
by what seems a good money-making

My book tells how,
what, where to send,
encourages talent,
gives
able

and lighting.
head of some of the

decoration

men

SATIN SKIN POWDER

is

dense,

"holds tight," clings with the tenacity of the true friend that

your skin.
a
smart*

Bestows refined

it is to
fairness,

well groomed appearbest party and theatre
powder, because it stays on. Satin

ance.

The

Skin

is stunning in street effect, neutralizing the brightness of day and
sunlight, with a satiny soft glow.
Made in five finest shades: Flesh,

white, pink, brunette, naturelle.

At night apply Satin Skin Cold Cream to wet skin.
II.
Day and evening use Satin Skin Greaseless Cream.
III. Satin Skin Powder gives satiny finish. Choice of 5 tints:
Sold at hading toilet counters.
SATIN SKIN LABORATORY. Mnfr.. Detroit. U.S. A

To Write

stage

fellow

I.

Reinhardt and Gordon Craig. Broadway
producers are no longer afraid of Ibsen,
Tolstoy, or Shaw.
The art theater has
been responsible for the revolutionizing
If the

The same

attractiveness, comfort and charm,
by daily using Satin Skin Cream

It is

of

fair faced, clean look-

fellow.

prefers natural beauty, a girl with
satin skin.
The secret of a satin
skin is found in Satin Skin Cream
(Cold or Greaseless), an essence of
perfuming flowers, healing herbal
extracts, beautifying balsams. You
can make your skin a smooth, satin
skin, free from blemish, add to your

—

word for love.
not likely that motion pictures will
develop a group of loving and zealous
amateurs. And yet the screen is in need
of such a movement. Hundreds of good
ideas in drama, acting, and staging are
rejected every year because producers
are afraid that they "are not what the
public would care for," and that they
would be a commercial failure. The public never gets the chance to decide.
The commercial theater has benefited
immensely by the art-theater movement.
Managers have adopted the methods of

girl likes

ing,

9

model and valu-

pointers

that

every beginner should
know, also telis about
laws
the copyright
that bother so many
beginners, lor $1.00.
Lester de Frates
Dept. B,

Learn

How to

Write

Short aiUriCd
Stories

There is a hlg '
«7JfffWff"C
demand for short
You
stories, photoplays and feature articles.
ff

can learn how to write at home in spare time. Jack
London said so. He and other great writers have endorsed our home study course. Course in fascinating
and takes only a few of your spare hours.
IAFim+a
ft hnnBc and details of our Limited IntroVVrBLC fiftr
IQir fro
liee
UUU1K dnctor* Offer. No ohlie-ationa.

Hoosier Institute, S. S.

Dept

1585

Ft.

Wayne. And.

Box 1461, Boston,
Boston. Mass.

Glam^ ert^u*, «^ac& ^HAMa/t,

cial

Any

proposition.
C. N. L.

A
To

— Oakland,

California.

Tribute to Little Mary.

Picture-Play Magazine.
add my say about movies

the Editor of

I

want

to

for I'm a typical fan.
Of course, Mary Pick ford is the best
actress on the screen.
She's the dearest,
most human person there. There are people who prefer Nazimova, of course, but
to me she doesn't seem like a real person.

I

shall

when I'm
the

go to see Mary Pickford
I have to be carried to

so old
theater

Mary's Faithful Admirer, Washington,
D. C.

UP

to the present time it has been almost impossible to get a face powder
to stay on the face longer than it takes
You powder your nose nicely
to put it on.
and the first gust of wind or the first puff
of your handkerchief and away goes the
powder, leaving your nose shiny and conspicuous, probably just at the very moment
when you would give anything to appear at

your

A

best.

specialist

has

at'

perfected a pure powder that

last

that stays on unIt does not
off.
contain white lead or rice powder
to make it stay on. This improved
formula contains a medicinal
powder doctors prescribe to improve the complexion.
In fact,
really stays
til

on

you wash

;

it

powder helps to prevent and
reduce enlarged pores and irrithis

tations.

It is

also astringent, dis-

couraging flabbiness, crow's feet and wrinThis unusual powder is called La-may
(French, Poudre L'Ame). Because La-may
is pure and because it stays on so well, it is
already used by over a million American

kles.

women.
All dealers carry the large sixty
cent box and many dealers also carry the

When you use
generous thirty cent size.
harmless powder and see how beautifully
it improves your complexion you
will understand why La-may so
quickly became the most popular beauty powder sold in New
York.
We will give you five
thousand dollars if you can buy
a better face powder anywhere
There is also a
at any price.
wonderful La-may talcum that
sells for only twenty-five cents.
Herbert Roystone, Dept. V, 16
East 18th St., New York.

this
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Tabloid Review
'

Continued from page 74

played.
Not worthy
Brockwell's talents.

on the simplest version of the eternal
triangle
selfish man, hard-working
wife, and the butterfly.
A great

—

credit

en^lour Eyes

and the

J^e^ister"

star,

Mary MacLaren.

—

little

Not

as rich in production as "Stepping
Out," but a companion piece in realism, entertaining quality, and tine

^motion

lesson.
Marguerite Clark back in
her proper element again, praise be
lo the

effect.

LonK, luxuriant,
silken lashes enhance the charm
of your expres-

whatever

sion,

may
DOUBl

it

the

in

is

You can better your
good looks by the use

LASHLUX.

of

Adventurer"

— Adapted

from, but not credited to, the romantic costume play, "Don Caesar
An excellent comedyde Bazan."
drama, a relief from the modern
story, in which the observer is transported back to the swashbuckling,

"Real

be.

beauty
eyes."

"The

conniving, romantic, and
adventurous days of old Spain, and
dueling,

It is

prepabe used
or in the

like no other
ration. It can

which shows William Farnum

at night,
harmless
day.

A

in his

cream which darkens
and makes them

—A

long,

luxuriant, silky. Two
shades. Brown and
Dark, also uncolored.

"The Blue Pearl"
mystery "story raised to

Thus adaptable to
any complexion. Ever

gree of sustaining" charm by skillful writing and direction and revealing the talents of three beautiful
women, Edith Hallor, Florence Billings, and Faire Binney.

so delicately scented.

Attractive brov/n
.

EOc.

.

.

At drug and department stores or direct

—

"Huckleberry
Finn"
MarkTwain's rare humor and characterization on the screen in all its fascination and never-ending glory, produced in fine spirit by William D.
Taylor and bringing out Lewis Sargeant as the ideal Huck,
Put it on
your "Must" list.

ROSS

CHEMICAL CO.
26 East 23d

New York

criminal
»th de-

its

from makers.

PLEASURE

£t.

City

ASHLU
means

Luxuriant

"The Virgin of Stamboul"
ish

-Lashes,

— Turk-

—tempestuous heroine — covetous
young
American.
—gallant
and served with

the "best
ouradvi:e_^<'A

Submit your Song-Poems on any subject for
VVf REVI5E P0EI15, COMPOSE MUSIC OF ANY DE5CRIP
<
NONSECURE COPYRIGHT AND EMPLOY ORIGINAL^-^n|

J

V <J3 liXff
§A|JJNTAIN5

METHODS FOR FACILITATING ^EE^BLlM-^rtf^ 5>*v»LUABLE INSTRUCTION OR OUTRIGHT SALE OF
T0 be&INNERSANDTELLS
UNDER THIS SUCCES5FUL^j-^<ffl5!l^[HETRUTH CONCERNING EVERT BRANCH
CONCERNSGUARANTEE^^^jj H i^^OFTHIS ESSENTIAL AND FAC1NAT1NG PROFESS

SONGS^lfCI^J-^5

Ti0N

]
'

|1>^I0N.1HE

^"tTrV klJ^'ilLARSONG

IN

GREAT

WORK ACCOMPLISHED BY THE POP-

WINNINGTHE WAR

IS

ONLY AN INDEX TO THE

MLICJI

w^Vl [IjP^VIOER SCOPE AND GREATER OPPORTUNITIES AFFORDED BY PEACE.
BlllJ^KN ICKERBOCKER STUD1OS201Gai£TY Bldg.,N.Y.Ciu
,

«/2

Price $2.59

NO MONEY
SENDCan
From a

IF You
GENUINE

To prove that our blue-white

prescription

down

vertised as "best" and "greatest" and
"most stupendous." It's one of that
kind, and a fine sample.

—

man

frees the

she loves, from suspi-

Newspaper

cion.

stories,

MEXICAN DIAMOND closely

MEXICAN DIAMOND IMPORTING CO.

Las Cruces,
(Exclusive controllers Mexican Diamonds)

N. Me*.

—

Forbidden
Woman"
very hackneyed woman-with-a-past

"The

plot, laid in

Clara

handsome

Kimball Young

settings,

with

the

title

in

role.

"The
the hero

woman

Devil's Riddle"— And here
suspects the heroine is a
Remarkable
with a past
!

conventionalitv and artificialitv dis-

when

properly handled, as is this, always
attract and so does "Deadline at
Eleven," despite an inadequate plot.
Griffith is the star.

"Black

White"

Is

may
a man

caliher

tion's

the fact that

woman

twice and

—

This producbe measured by
marries the same
to wake up
Such men need

fails

until she tells him.

not plots, particularly
is Dorothy Dalton.

alienists,

when

woman

the

—

"The Fortune Hunter" In which
Earle Williams steps into the shoes

worn by John Barrymore on
Figuratively

stage.

their

feet

the
are

not the same size at all, but Winchell
Smith's comedy comes to the screen
with all its humor reen forced by appreciable handling while the star delivers a

good performance and leaves

a pleasing impression.

"The

Woman Game" — Naughty

societv on the screen once again to
the tune of a romance started in jest,
but concluding seriously and happily, and which shows a cleverly maneuvered plot. Elaine Hammerstein
is the central and very engaging fig-

ure.

"The

—

"April Folly" From the general
incompetence displayed in all departments this might well be subMarion
titled "Producer's Folly."
Davies seen as April with Conway
Tearle opposite.

Tell it

DIANONDSenditback

resembles the finest genuine South African Diamond (costing 50 times as much), with same DAZZLING RAINBOWFIRE, (Guaranteed 20 yrs.) we will send this Ladies Solitaire
King with one carat gem, (Catalogue price 54.98) for Kail
Price lo Introduce, S2.S0, plus War Taxl3c. Same thing
but Oents. Heavy Tooth Belcher Ring, (Cataloge price $6.26)
for $3.i0. plus WarTax 15c. Mountings areour finestl2 karat
gold filled Mexican Diamonds are GUARANTEED FOR 20
YEARS. SEND NO MONEY. Just mail postcard or this ad.,
state size and we will mail at once C. O. D. If not fully
pleased, return in 2 days for MONEY BACK, less handling
charges. Act quick; offer limited: only one to a customer.
Write for FREE Catalog. AGENTS WANTED.

Dept. CD2

seller"

tc a nicety.
Priscilla Dean as the
Virgin.
You'll probably see it ad-

Harrison

the husband.

is

"Deadline at Eleven" A newspaper melodrama in which the sob
lister solves the murder mystery and

sheik

frills and
Juggled
thrills by H. H. van Loan, who has

OFSATISFAC-^«T>

Ford

intelligence

And

producers.

instantly

eyelashes

box

;

awakened

finally

the

of

Corinne

exactly appropriate environment.

Gladys

of

"Easy to Get" Very delightful
comedy in which the new wife,
hearing her husband boast that she
was easy to get, teaches him a severe

the author, Grubb Alexthe director, Philip Rosen,

to

ander,

'

Daredevil"

— An

array

of

and unusual stunts, a Western atmosphere and Tom Mix. By
all odds his best picture to date, and
thrilling

be

it

all

to

his

and directed

credit,

as he

wrote

it.

"In Search of a Sinner"

— The

ir-

Constance Talmadge again.
Herein she searches for a naughty
life after her husband, whose idea
of a good time was a trip to the
Spirited
museum, has passed on.
and funny but not ouite as good as
we expected from the title and the
talk about it.
John Emerson and
Anita Loos prepared the scenario
resistible

and

titled

it.

—

.
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The Healing Drama

^FRECKLES

Continued from page 73

each a

story complete

and true

Now

to

cal

That a

right

The Time To Get Rid of
These Ugly Spots

There's no longer the slightest need of
//rtf
fy.S/ feeling ashamed of your freckles, as Othine
double strength is guaranteed to remove
f'/ll
Simply get an ounce of
jfAfl these homely spots.

—

Basch Book

thought constantly

held before the retina of the mind
will strengthen a weakling will is
proved by Charles Ray in "Alarm
Clock Andy." Andy's intentions are
clear, but his tongue and initiative
are stuttering.
He represents the
multitudes who cannot achieve success, because they lack faith in them-

Is

,

Complementary to each biblitale will be a modern parable.

time.

Money Saving Bargains

of

OTHINE

— double strength — from your druggist, and apply

in.

of it night and morning and you should
soon see that even the worst freckles have begun
to disappear, while the lighter ones have vanished

a

'diamonds
See the money saving diamond bargains which the

little

entirely.

great house ot Basch still offers in this book, in spite of
rising prices.
carat at $4R. 75; '% carat at $72.00. Every
diamond sent on free examination; money back guarantee.
et
tn
' s book; see what Basch offers before
Write
c you buy a diamond. Big bargains in jewelry and
watches, too. A post card bring? it free. Write today.
3560 state and Ouincy
I*,
«SE V-Q. DsbI.
Street. Chicago, Illinois

It is

seldom

that

more than one ounce

needed to completely clear the skin and gain a
beautiful clear complexion.
Be sure to ask for the double strength Othine as

%

is

^

"

—

this is sold

to

L DdSCD
Rasrh

remove

under guarantee of money back

fails

if it

freckles.

selves.

"Alarm Clock Andy" is a bright
brochure on the business of gaining
success by the right mental attitude.
It is genuine comedy with a thought.
Mr. Ray's impersonation is so vivid
you forget you are viewing a shadow.
In the theater where I saw it, the
spectators applauded, unmindful that
the screen actor lacks auditory sense
of appreciation.
Happily Mr. Ray
was in the theater and could enjoy
the

which

tribute

could not.
I like

It

I detest

his

screen

self

alarm clocks, but

Andy.

would be unfortunate, indeed,

Mr. Howe's

article

Violin,

I fl|

I

Wonderful new system of teaching note music by

nialD.

To

firBt

pupils in each locality, we give a $20 superb Violin, Mandolin,
Ukulele, Guitar. Hawaiin Guitar, Cornet, Tenor Banjo or Banjo absolutely free. Very small charge for lessons only.
guarantee success or no charge. Complete outfit free. Write now. No obligation,

We

SLINGERLAND SCHOOL OF MUSIC,

Inc.

Dept.

29

CHICAGO, ILL.

visBookietFftj

i

4

GAUNT,

Prices

De Roy & Sons,

2962 De Roy Building
Pittsburgh, Pa.

WRITE A SONG

_

Write for Particulars
Ii.

Why Pay Full

Everything sent
letters prove tremendous savings.
on approval.
Try to match for 60 per cent more.
Write for Latest Bargain List.
Send your name and addresB
for latest bargain list. No obligations. Write today now.

Customers

References bu permission: Bank of Pittsburgh, N.A.. Marina
National Bank. Union Trust Compauy. Pxttsburgh, Pa,

PICTURE THEATRE ORGAN FOR SALE
28 Stops — 2 Banks — Pedal Base
PERFECT CONDITION — Cost $2,000.00 — SACRIFICE
W.

%

Never in nearly of a century business existence have
we offered such amazing bargains as against prevailing prices.
This diamond banking house rated at over $1,000,000 00 lends
money on hi«o. grade jewelry. Unpaid loans must be sold.

Quill Opposite Post Offief

Photoplay Ideas Bring $25 to $200^2
I
You can cash in your "happy thoughts" and
I earn big money right in your own home in spare
time. No previous experience necessary. Our
I easy home course turns out more successful
lscenarl(i prltera than ell other schools together*
? and {ret by retort) mafl FREE Booklet,
_»
n o,
r>_i —
r>— —
_
*

The Best Diamond
Bargains in 75 Years

Jos.

I

»t..

not to include in this article a review
of Famous Players-Lasky's
"Dr.
Jekyll and Mr. Hyde," with John
Barrymore in the leading role, and
since this picture was not shown until
after

TQIOO DAM Ukulele, Hawaiian Guitar,
LJlUn D HH J U Mandoiin, Guitar, Gornet or Banjo

43 Leonard Street,

New York

Love, Mother, home, childhood, patriotic
any subject.
I
compose music and
guarantee publication. Send Words Today.

or

THOMAS MERLIN, 268

Reaper Block,

Chicago

was com-

pleted, this really notable production

must be made the subject of a special note.

Be a

Within its own bounds it is not a
healing drama, of course yet its
sharp differentiation between a man's
finer and grosser natures has a more
far-reaching
and salutary effect
than does the theme of many a more

cSONGWITER

—

obviously uplifting picture.
John Barrymore's acting is the
dominating force of the production
it depends for its success almost en-

Yoix wJrite the words

and I will compose the m u
sic and duararitce publica tion.
-

on his remarkable work. His
characterizations are built not merely
with his own talent and personality
as material Hyde, scuttling through
the dark streets of London on his
sinister errands, is molded with all
the spectator's power to imagine evil
and fear it. And in contrast with
the moral and mental disintegration

•

•

cAibniifcpoems today on-

;

tirely

Amon^my cfreat hits is

BESERTiyAND

,

any subject.

,

ETHWLXL HANSOM. 4
38IO BROADWA5T, R P.P. £3)
CHICAGO, U S A

;

of the monster, Jekyll, keenly intellectual, tender, sympathetic, stands
out like a fine-cut cameo laid on a
1

i

mud-smeared
For those
:

symbolism,

Ask your

dealer for

rag.

able to

appreciate

its

"Dr. Jekyll and Mr.
Hyde" will be as effective a spiritual
tonic as was "The Miracle Man."
For others it will be one of the most
gripping and unforgettable pieces of
acting they will ever see.

People's Favorite Magazine
Only 25 cents the copy, but a great
pleasure and a big surprise!

Advertising Section
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Now

lig-

should have

the

year younger than Geraldine.
ure it all up for yourself.

Lawrie Leask.

— You

eorrect postage on your letters mailed to
the United States. There was six cents
postage due on the one you sent me.

—

Pearl White Fan. The leading male
White serial, "The Black
Secret," was taken by Walter McGrail.
role in the Pearl

—

Frances R. Your questions will not be
answered in Picture- Play because you
did not inclose a return stamped envelope
with them. By the time you sent me the
envelope your letter had been answered
and destroyed.
Send the question again
if you want a personal answer.

charm of a beautiful
THE
complexion merits none but the
finest

and daintiest of face powders.

reemans
FACE POWDER
For 40 years the choice of

women

who prize their beauty. Of lovely
fragrance and closely clinging.

Dept.

I

Co.,

least,

Instant BunionRelief
Prove It At My Expense
Don't send me one cent— Just let me
prove it to you as I have done for over
72,600

others in the last six months.

I

claim to have the most successful remedy
for bunions ever made and I want you to

let me send you my Fairyfoot treatment
Free. 1 don't care how many so-called
cures, or shields or pads you ever tried
without success— I don't care how disgusted you are with them all —you have
not tried my remedy and 1 have such
absolute confidence in it that I am go-

it to you absolutely
FREE. It is a wonderful yot simple
home remedy which relieves you al-

ing to send

most instantly of the pain; it removes
the cause of the bunion and thus the
ugly deformity disappears— all this
while you are wearing tighter shoes
than ever. Just send your name and address and Fairyfoot will be sent you
promptly in plain sealed envelope.
FOOT REMEDY CO.. 3661 jjpden Ave.. Depl.17 . Chicago
Dialogs,

Musical

Drills,

Monologs
Readings
Pageants

A
nf
r "^
I,/*

W

Vaudeville Acts

7^ How to Stage a Play
Make-up Goods

Tableaux, Jokes, Folk Dances, Entertainments, Recitations,
Pantomimes, Minstrel Material, Speakers, Commencement
Catalog Free.
Manual full of New Ideas and Plans.

T. S.

Denison

&

Co., Dept.

fi7,

Chicago

fashion says
the use

or

iMHI

is necessary so lon& as
sleeveless Jowns and sheer fabrics for
sleeves are worn. It assists freedom of

ment, unhampered
correct style.

"they
Delatone

is

ferace,

That

is

movemodest elegance and

why

preparation for the

quick, safe

and

certain

removal of hairy
growths, no matter how
thick or stubborn. After
application the skin is
clear, firm and hairless,
with no pain or discoloration.

Beauty specialists recomm e n d Delatone for
removal of objectionable
hair from face, neck or
arms.
Druggists sell Delatone;
or an original 1 oz. Jar

be mailed to any
address on receipt of
SI by

will

The Sheffield Pharmacal
Dept. MB.

— Here you are, punctual as usual,
certain that

one

letter a
telling
all

me

I

shall

receive

week from you at
the new plays you

have seen and what you think about them.
Your letters are always very interesting,
Arlie.
Florence and Billic are one and
the same. Yes, all three sisters have their
hair bobbed now.
H. B. Warner was
born in London, England.

Wk
who

S—Yes,

A.

stars

in

the

James

Universal

the

J.

Corbett,

serial,

"The

Midnight Man," is the same James who
used to be heavyweight champion pugilist
of the world.

Lena

—Fred Stone was Johnny

C.

Wig-

gins and Mary Anderson was the maid
in the Artcraft Picture "Johnny Get Your

Gun."

A

—

Oracle Lover.

—Francis

Movie Fan. Lucille Lee Stewart is
the girl you refer to in "Sealed Hearts"
with Eugene O'Brien.
on the legitimate stage

X. Bushman

is

at the present time,

being costarred with Beverly Bayne in
Oliver Morosco's "The Master Thief."

Ccx^,

339 S.Wabash Ave.. Chicago. 111. Os)

the present, at least.

—

Amelia

B.
T'm sorry I can't help you,
never heard of your friend in pictures.
You say he played in several pictures with Universal, but they have no
record of him on their books, so that's

but

I

the best I can do.

L.

A.

R.
right

— George

Loane Tucker

will

producing. He has had
some trouble in the courts over "The
.Miracle Man," which has slowed him up
a bit in production. His latest picture is
called "Ladies Must Live."
"Peg o'
My Heart" will be Wanda Hawley's latest picture if the injunction placed on
the picture by J. Hartley Manners, author
of the stage play, is ever lifted by the

keep

on

courts.
Fred Stone made three pictures
lor Lasky, "The Goat," "Under the Top,"

and "Johnny Gel Your Gun."
He has
since made two pictures for his own company before returning to the stage.

Leo

J.

— Yes,

the

actresses

and actors

send their pictures to their admirers upon
request.

It

twenty-five

customary

is

with

cents

to
inclose
request, as
like the high

each

photographs have gone up

cost of living and .even-thing, and it co'sts
a player even more than that to send
out
fair-sized
autographed photo.
a
Betty Compson is not married to

Tom

Meighan.

—

Gus. It is not required that one take
lessons in acting to become a motionpicture actor.
Nor will taking lessons
help you in the least with a producer.

They want people who have had some
kind of experience, and as there is always
a good supply of capable artists on hand,
It is
the producers choose from them.
very hard these days for a person with
no experience to break into the game.
The player furnishes all of his or her
wardrobe except for costume plays.

—

Freda Welcome. You are as welcome
as your name. You certainly figure things
down to their smallest degree, don't >r ou?

The above answer to Gus will tell you
what you want to know about movie
acting.
Mabel Normand, Lew Cody, and
Wheeler Oakman were the principals in
"Mickey." Theda Bara is now that lady's
used to be Theodosia
it changed legally
by the courts. "John Petticoats" is William S. Hart's latest. "When the Clouds
Roll By" is Douglas Fairbanks' newest
film.
Jack Pickford is Mary's brother.
They lead a pretty strenuous life making
motion pictures, and a little thing like a
roll down a hill means nothing in their
It

Goodman, but she had

young

lives.

—

Helen Mae H. Received the six cents
in stamps. The Scenario Booklet is being
mailed to you.

—

Leo V. If you will give me the
of the producers of those pictures

names

may

I

be able to tell you who played in them.
They are about six or seven years old.
Olive Thomas and Norman Kerry had
the leading roles in "Toton." Alia Nazimova and Charles Bryant had the leading
parts in "Revelation," Man- Pickford and
Conway Tearle in "Stella Maris." "The

Narrow

Trail"

was a

W illiam
r

S.

Hart

feature.

—

I. C. N.
-Kay was an American citizen.
Pearl White was born in Springfield,
Missouri.
Olive Thomas first saw the
light of day in Charleroi, Pennsylvania.
Charles Ray is
Creighton has plunged.
Tommy
married to a nonprofessional.
Corrigan was "Checkers."

—

Marjorie McE. Pearl White is not
She has just finished her first

dead.

feature, "The White Moll."
She has
auburn hair, but always wore a blond
wig in her pictures. Do you win or lose
your bet?

correct name.

—

Billte G. The Fairbanks twins are not
playing in pictures. They are dancing in
Ziegfeld's Follies.
There is always a
demand for actresses, but I'm afraid the
supply far exceeds the demand at the
present time.
There is a great big demand for stories for pictures right now,
and. if you can deliver what they want
you can practically name your own price.
William Lord Wright handles all the
I am
questions dealing with scenarios.
sure that he will be very glad to advise
you regarding your story. Jess Willard
He made
is not acting in pictures now.
a feature before his fight with Jack
Dempsey, but has retired to his ranch for
_

all use Delatone"
an old and -well known scientific

B.

am always

about

Cincinnati, O.

105

F.

Arlie.

counters 50c (double the
quantity of old 25c size) plus 2c war tax.
Miniature box mailed for 4c plus lc war tax.
All tints at all.toilet

The Freeman Perfume

—

K. You are quite right
about the leading lady for Elmo Lincoln
in the serial "Elmo the Mighty."
It is
Grace Cunard, the same Grace who used
to be featured with Francis Ford.
.Mrs.

Fox

Babs.

—Why in awe?
who

There

aren't

any

are employed regularly
by any studio. They are just engaged
when there is a scene in a picture which
There aren't
calls
for toe dancing.
enough child stars to fill even a tenth of
an issue, much less devoting the whole
magazine to them once a year. There was
quite a bit of kid-picture producing two
toe dancers

Advertising Section
years or so back, but the public didn't
take to them any too well, and so the
producers quit making them.

—

!

May

Doris

Fan.

— Doris

She
are one and the same person.
is being costarred in a series of pictures
for the Paramount program by Thomas
H. Ince.
She started with Ince as an
extra girl, and has worked rapidly to
Neither Doris Lee nor Doris
the top.
May is her right name. Both were given
her by Ince. In private life she is Helen
Garret.

—

The only place to get origiL. F. W.
nal photos is from the stars themselves.
You will find the addresses you want at
the end of The Oracle.

—

Martorie Moore. Ruth Roland first
came into prominence with the Kalem
Company years ago in a series of comShe
edies directed by Marshall-Neilan.
is now making serials for her own company.
George Larkin is married to Ollie
Kirby.

—

An Admirer of Anita Stewart.
Anita Stewart was born in Brooklyn, New
York, in 1898. Rudolph Cameron played
opposite her when she was with the Vitagraph Company. "In Old Kentucky" was
She has a sister,
released in January.
Lucille Lee Stewart, who also_ plays in
pictures.
Lucille has been playing oppoYou can get
site Eugene 'O'Brien lately^.
a photograph of Anita by writing to her
Better inclose a quarter with
for one.
your request to make sure of getting it.
M. J.— The Pathe and the Bell &
Howell cameras are the two most popular
makes used by the various film companies.
You can get the prices of these cameras
with equipment from the two firms.
Some of the studios may have an extra
one on hand that they would be willing
to sell you.
B.

—We do not give the personal

addresses of the players. Look for the
studio address at the end of this department.
J.

W.

B.

and has

You

—Violet
not

making pictures
from the screen.

is still

retired

will find her address below.

—

Signet. I am very sorry, Signet, but I
help you any.
Wardrobe is one
of the real big items with a screen actor
and actress, and they hold on to all
they get, as they can never tell when
they will need the same kind of clothes
again.
They do not sell them when they
have finished with them in a picture, but
keep them for further use.
can't

— You

E. Vinilia S.
the screen, not

Doris

is

still

the

working

mean

retired
stage, don't
in pictures.

from
you?
Pic-

does not recommend any
school of acting to its readers.
That is
something for you alone to decide. Just
going to a school of dramatic art will not
make a motion-picture actress out of you.
You must have the ability and not mereh'
the desire.
"The Little Shepherd of
Kingdom Come" is the title of Jack Pickford's latest picture for the Goldwyn
Company. His next one will be "Officer

ture-Play

666."

Brown-Eyed Mary.

—Yes,

it is

true that

Mildred Harris Chaplin and Charles
Chaplin had a little son which _died three
days alter its birth. Marie "Walcamp is
really married.
George B. Seitz began
his career with Pathe as a scenario writer.
He later directed Pearl White in her
serials, and then branched out for himself
as director, author, and costar of "Bound
and Gagged," the Pathe serial. Outside
of that he had nothing at all to do with it.

Lee and Doris

May

Ethel

cover.

The

Nojushi. Welcome to
Glad to hear that you like Picture-Play so well in Japan. Pearl White
has written an autobiography called "Just
It will shortly be placed on the
Me."
market. You can probably find out when
by writing to the publicity department of
the Fox Film Corporation, Tenth Avenue
and West Fifty-fifth Street, New York
City, when you read this answer.

Kixzo
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Mrs. Marie D. W.— The Market Booklet is being mailed to you under separate

H.

G.

J.

— You

your questions

will find

already answered in this issue.

Ruth

—

H. Mary
blonde.
Beauty helps a
any actress.
Both the
blondes.
Dorothy wears
R.

Pickford

famous

a

Gish

girls

are

a brunette wig
thinks it

pictures, because she
photographs better than her

own

hair.

Thelma

Davis.

—Dustin

Farnum

delicately perfumed powder; removes hair;
leaves skin smooth, white; for arms, limbs,
$1.00 size which includes cold
cream, mixing cup and spatula.
face, 50c; also

AT DRUG AND DEPT. STORES

Farnum and
brothers

are

— not

Send 10c

Men and women. Your eyes are
under a constant strain. Artificial
dust reading motoring and
the movies and a thousand and one
other causes make your eyes henry,
dull and listless.

York, in 1893.
He started in pictures
with the Biograph Company before Griffith went with that concern.
His latest
pictures are "Vagabond Luck," "Tin Pan

Folly"

Marion Davies' latest
find your other ques-

is

You will
picture.
tions answered in this issue.
Viola A.

P.

—There

is

magazine is always ready to consider
any worth-while material that may prove
of interest to

readers.

its

—

Mrs. Lesley B. A. Address all scenario questions to William Lord Wright,
who handles that department for PicturePlay. He will be only too glad to help
you in any way that he can. Send six
cents in stamps for a copy of the Market
Booklet, which will give you the names
and addresses of all the producing companies, and a list of the type of stories
they are in the market for-^

— Ethel

Alice V.
Champaign,

light

Clayton was born in
in 1890.
She has
golden-red hair and blue eyes. I agree
with you.
Ethel is a very attractive

—

—

—

EYHH96HT
BEAUTIFUL EYES

a scientific, harmless preparation that
should be on the dressing table of every
man and woman. It will brighten and

Is

refresh the most tired and irritated eyes,
bringing back the sparkle and fascination
that bright, healthy eyes alone possess.

Give Your Eyes a Chance to

Be

no vacancy on

the staff of Picture-Play Magazine at
the present time, so I can't tell you how
you can get a job that isn't open. The

Sample and Booklet
104 Waverly PL, N.Y.

WARNING!

I think both Mae and Carmel
would send you their pictures. Albert
Ray was born in New Rochelle, New

"April

for Trial

HALL & RUCKEL,

cousins.

Alley," and "The Honey Bee."
All of
the Moore brothers are on the screen
with the exception of Joe. He used to
be before he went to war. Carmel Meyers is her right name.
She is the daughter of Rabbi Meyers of Los Angeles, California.
She first went into pictures with
Fine Arts, Triangle, and then went with
Universal. The "o" is long in Roland
Mildred Moore was Ruth Clifford's
schoolgirl chum in "The Game's Up."

Depilatory

A

Your other questions have been answered.
William

FRENCH

removing hair

for

good deal with

her

in

is

Beautiful!

Nature intended your eyes to be clear
and beautiful.
They are the "windows
But very few people are
of the soul."
wise enough to give their eyes the attention they demand.
That, more than
any other reason, is why 20.000,000
Americans near glasses. Give your eyes a
chance by using "Eyebright."
An absolutely harmless and scientific preparation
made purposely for tired and irritated
eyes.

Send for

Trial Bottle

Send $1.00 for a large bottle of "Eyebright."
Use it five days. At the end of
that time you will find your eyes have
been magically refreshed and brightened.
They will look better and they will feel
better.
If they do not we want you to
send back the remainder of the bottle
and we will cheerfully and immediately
refund your money. This is our guarantee
that you must be satisfied.

LA ROSE COMPANY

Illinois,

Room

404,

225

New York

Fitfh Ave.,

City

lady.

—

Ruby Walker. Julian Eltinge
He is now making a tour

dead.

world

with

road show.

his

Owen Moore
the man

are brothers.

is not
of the

Tom
Niles

and

Welch

"Stepping Out." Mary
Pickford's home is in Los Angeles. June
lives in New York.
Antonio Moreno
was born in Spain not Italy.
Bessie
Barriscale's husband is Howard Hick-

was

in

—

man.
O. P.
feel the

B.

—

It

is

all

right of course to

way you do about sending money

with your requests for a photograph of
a player, but look at it from this angle:
Photographs cost the player about twentyfive cents up to send out to an admirer
even more when you figure that they
must pay some one to send them out,

—

Write the Words
For a Song
We

revise
Write the words for a song.
song-poems, compose music for them, and
guarantee to secure publication on a royalty
Our
basis by a New York music publisher.
Lyric Editor and Chief Composer is a

song-writer
written

of

many

song-poem on

national

big
love,

and has
Mail your
victory or any

reputation

song-hits.

peace,

other subject to us today.

Poems

submitted

are examined free.

BR0ADV/AY COMPOSING STUDIOS
104 F

Fitzgerald Bldg.,

Broadway

at

Times Square,

NEW YORK
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Advertising Section
have just time to autograph them,
and some one else must address them,
put them in envelopes, stamp and send
them on their way. The prominent players receive several hundred requests a
week, a lot of them running into a thousand.
Now figure this up at over twentyfive cents a piece, and you will have someas they

idea of the expense attached to the thing.
You can sec now why it is customary to
send a quarter with your request.

O. EL— I'm sorry, Molly, but I
help you get into pictures.
T
only
wish
could, because then I could also
help thousands of my other readers to
accomplish the same desire.

Molly

is

in

it

Where We
Got Our Start"

" Here's

Ike.

Remember
me to send it in to
Scranton ? Then how happy we were
when I came home with the news of my
first promotion ? We owe it all, Nell, my
"Look, Nell—this coupon

— Does

it

lake that

much courage

your

local theater.

Matt Moore with

Mae Marsh. Crane Wilbur writes under
his own name.
"The Finger of Justice"
was written

by Reverend Paul Smilh.
Grace Darling is not dead. Marion Fairfax is not Grace.
She is a scenario
writer at Lasky's.
Yes, we he?id the
explosion.

can't

I

—

Ask one of the managers
he will run "Ramona" for you. That
the only way thai 1 know of to get

Valkyrien.
if

Lillian B.

know

—

That's the best wiay that I
of 10 insure your getting a picture.

Peter Van Kluck.
was born in Brooklyn,
White is not dead.

— Clarine
New

Seymour

York.

Pearl

the night you urged

to write me?
I
always thought I was
pretty easy to get acquainted with. Grace
Cunard recently finished playing opposite

Picture- Play.

place as Manager, our home, our com-

Elmo Lincoln in the Universal serial,
"Elmo the Mighty." George Walsh was
born in 1893.
Kilty Gordon is Lady
Beresford in real life. She has a grown
daughter.

Flimsy Fan. Roscoe Arbuckle hasn't
been with Mack Sennett for several years.
He has his own company and is making
He is presicomedies for Paramount.
dent of the Vernon Baseball Club, which
won the pennant in the Pacific Coast
Roscoe is naturally smiling all
League.
over these days. Jewel Carmen has not
appeared on the screen since she left
the Fox Film Corporation. She was with
Keystone in the early days, and was at
She
that time known as Evelyn Quick.
first played opposite William Farnum at
the Fox Studios, and was later starred
by that concern. She is said by the camera men to be one of the easiest photographic subjects on the screen, being
equally well photographed from any angle
of the camera.

!

forts— to this coupon."
Thousands upon thousands of men now
know the joy of happy, prosperous homes
because they let the International Correspondence Schools prepare them in their
spare time for bigger work. You will find
them in city, town and country in office,

—

factory,

shop, store, mine and mill, on

farms and on railroads.
There are clerics who became Advertising Managers, Salesmen and Executives; carpenters who
became Architects ar.d Contractors; mechanics
who became Engineers and Electrical Experts

;

men and boys who rose from nothing at all to
splendid responsible positions.
More than a million men ar.d women in the last 27
years have advanced themselves in position and
salary through I. C. S. help. Over 100,000 are studying right now. You can join them and get in line
for promotion.
The first step to success in the I. C. S. way is to
choose your career from this list and mark and
mail this coupon here and now.

—
—

Chas. P. R. No, you don't have to
be rich to break into the movies.
Very
few of them are when they start. Tom

Mix

lives

Hollywood,

in

California.

—

B. V. D.
I like blondes and brunettes.
Harrison Ford is not married. William
Russell was married, but isn't now. Yes,
Milton is. Mrs. Vernon Castle has mar-

ried again.

E.

Z.

making
gram.

—

Mark. Elsie Ferguson is still
pictures for the Artcraft proElsie Ferguson was Stella Der-

Vernon Steel, Dick Hazelwood ;
Warner
Oland,
Captain
Ballantyne
Wyndham Standing was Henry Thresk
and George Fitzgerald was Wigney Derrick;

-,

(NTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCF. SCHOOLS
BOX 4575. SCRANTON, PA.

Explain, without obligating me, how I can qualify for the
position, or in the subject, before which I mark X.

electrical engineer
Electric Lighting and Uye.

Electric Wiring
TTelegraph Engineer
J

Telephone Work
MECHANICAL ENGINEER

]

Uechanloal Draftsman

]

DIaclilne

1

Toolmaker

]

Shop lYactlce

SALESMANSHIP
ADVERTISING
Q Window Trimmer
Show Card Write*
CD

Sign Painter
Railroad Trainman

ILLUSTRATING

Q Cartooning

BUSINESS MANAGEMENT

Gas Engine Operating
] CIVIL ENGINEER

Private Secretary

]

]

J
J

Surveying and Mapping
MINE FOREMAN or ENtt'll

STATIONARY ENGINEER

Marine Engineer
] Ship Draftsman
]

]

ARCHITECT

BOOKKEEPER
TRAFFIC

MANAGER

Q Commercial Law

Contractor and Hnllder
] Architectural Draftsman

Concrete Builder
.Structural Engineer
I'LUMRINQ AND HEATING
] Sheet Metal Worker

]

]

J

Textile Overseeror Snpt.

Teacher
Common School Subjects
Mathematics
CIVIL SERVICE
Railway Mall Clerk
AVJTOMORILE OPERATING

tOSpanUb
AGRICULTURE iDrrenelK

Auto Repairing

Ponltry Rilsine

I

posite

Italian.

Bruce played opin

of

Olive

in

Thomas

Douglas MacLean by Thomas H. Ince.

Mary V.—William S. Hart is six feet
tall.
When he isn't acting he

Present
Occupation-

one inch

Street

lives in

and No

geles.
C!ty_

.

iCATOW

State-

—

WRITE FOR

THE ROYAL CATALOG
It posts you on values, prices, discounts
and the way to cut out middlemen's pr< fits
Learn how to get a high class arlicle.al a moderate price. The Royal Catalog is filled viiih ir for-

mation about high grade Diamonds,
Watches and Jewelry, and tells
ps- how to buy on charg" account,
paying monthly or weekly, as you
Liberty Bonds Accepted. Ask
It is Free!
for Edition 116.

like.

an apartment house in Los Anis his correct name.

That

Amos. Things are not always what
they seem. It was a piece of trick photography with John Barrymore playing
both parts, and not his double as you supposed. You will have to admit now that
You must
his double isn't a better actor.
say that you liked John better in his second part, eh ?

f

Diamonds

\35

Dana

arrived on terra
firma in 1895.
Cleo does a great deal
of traveling, and doesn't seem to be in
any one place long.
Doris Lee is now
Doris May; and is being co-starred with
1896.

Name-

TV

— Clifford

"Weaver
Jack Pick ford was born

Viola

Dreams."

GOOD ENGLISH

]0IIEMIST
j Navigation

with Ben.

Polly ann a.

Stenographer and Typist

Railway Accountant

—

,

\K 75

.

MAIDEN LANE - "NEW YORK

Billie D.

answered

—Your questions have

been

all

in this issue.

—

Teddie.

—

I

should say I'm flattered,

though when

al-

went to school, I would
much rather have written to some one
I

than study Latin.

You

write a jolly

lit-

makes me feel as
if we v ere friends instead of mere corHow did you ever come
respondents.
tle

letter

and one

that

:

now

BCert. Pub. Accountant

3

]

rick.
Yes, I have quite a few readers in
The
Japan who write me regularly.
Japanese are great picture fans. Benjamin Hampton and Jesse Hampton are
running
different
entirely
companies.
Warren Kerrigan was with Jesse but is

—

G. L. Garrison. Write the editor about
any interviews you would like to see in

June Fairest. May Allison has golden
She is one of the
hair and blue eyes.
She is five feet five
screen's beauties.
Violet Mersereau is one
inches tall.
inch shorter than May, and weighs but
Yes,
one hundred and fifteen pounds.
I
get enough inquiries to keep me busy
all

the time.

nickname of "Scrapper?" It
doesn't sound like you at all. You mustbe Irish, eh? I think that Harold Lloyd
would send you one of his pictures.
Write and ask him. Yes, True Boardman is dead. He died a year ago in Los
Angeles, California. He was best known
for his work in the "Stingaree" series of
films produced by Kalem, and then for
to get the

work with Mildred Harris
Doctor and The Woman."

his

—Your

in

"The

showed up fairly
never received that
poem you mentioned, so how could I
answer it ? That's a good one on the
editor. It handed me quite a laugh, Hope.
I shall now have something to hold over
his head. You mean Ruby de Remer, not
You must have her
Sylvia de Remer.
"Pals
confused with Sylvia Breamer.
It
First" was a very .interesting story.
made a good play on the stage, too.
"Mickey" was an exceptionally good picture, especially if you happen to know
Hope.

letter

early this month.

I

two years in the vaults in
waiting for legal entanglements to be straightened out before it
could be released. Compare it with other
films produced three years ago, and you
will think all the better of it.
that

it

lay for

New York

Advertising Section
Sessue's Friend.

—Ha-ya-ka-wa,

/fre Yoxx Satisfied

syllable.

third

the

—

Red. You don't worry me at
Go right ahead.
rather like it.

^"^with your Appearance
—
—

I

all.

Clifford
longer in films.
of

— Crane

He

Wilbur

no

is

devoting his time

is

and is making quite a sucH. Woods is going to

to playwriting,

cess

B.

A.

it.

The first one,
produce three of them.
"Arabian Nighties," is now in rehearsal.

Owen Moore

now

is

starring for

Selz-

B.

C.

Betty.

— Sherman

you want that healthy,
wholesome look that wins admiration, that brings
success, that helps make friends, then here is a
10-day trial offer it will pay you to know about.

Many moving picture stars enjoy a daily vacuum
massage with the Clean-O-Pure which science has acclaimed the only perfect method of massaging.
Vacuum Massage is the greatest natural aid to better
health and better appearance. It cleanses the pores as
nothing else can, takes out the poisonous trouble -making
impurities and puts new" life and health into the tissues

THE CLEAN-O-PORE
A

show wonderful

results.

'

Jack E.

— You. will

find all

your ques-

Thessalis.

—

can't help

you the

least

getting a job as a motion-picture
wish I could hand out these jobs
Theda Bara
to my readers, but I can't.
is not dead,
and she is not with Fox.
Chicago would be the nearest place.
in

I

Uncle

Bob.

—Yes,

featured in pictures.
Mary Jane Irving
plays right along in different pictures.
She is a very clever little tot. Zoe Rae
was born in Chicago, July 15, 1910.
Shirley Mason is playing the leading role
in Robert Louis Stevenson's "Treasure
Island," under the direction of Maurice

—

—

—

—

—

—

Only $3.00

If

It— Nothing

You Keep

Write Today •

.

Evelyn H.

Richard

is

just

five

feet

—Winifred

Kingston played

the leading feminine role opposite Dustin
Farnum in "Davy Crockett." You are
quite right about June Elvidge.
She is
five feet nine inches tall.

is

If

You Don't

special advei
for a limited time only.
is

it

CO., 398 Broadway, New York City
Please send nie a Clean-G-Pore Massage Outfit comand prepaid (with full directions for using, also
your book on the care of the health and complexion),
If
1 enclose $3 in full payment.
on 10 days' trial.
not entirely satisfied, 1 will return the outfit and you
are to promptly return my money.

plete

Name

Real Estate

OWN

TOUR

PROPERTY, save
commissions, new plan, quick results, free
book tells how.
Simplex, Dept. 192, 1123
Broadway, New York.
SELL

RIDER
FACT0RY-T0°
SAVES YOU MONEY
Buy direct and save $10 to $20 on a
BICYCLES row
bicycle.
in 44 styles, colors and sizes.

RANGER

come

Miscellaneous

FREE INFORMATION gladly sent regarding earnings made raising Canaries. No caprequired.
Ilirdlore. Lynnhaveu. Virginia
100 Iuduction Motor Winding Diagrams. 1,
2 and 3 pbase. Star, Delta. 2 to 12 poles inelusive. Postpaid $5.00. E. Glass, 2810 East
.

Eigbtli Street.

Kansas

t'ily.

Missouri.

A

BUILD A PHONOGRAPH.

thing.

Catalogue of
Reliable Dayton Motors, Tone Arms & Hardware for stamp. Sam R. Kremer, 116 West
Court Street. Dayton. Ohio.
cured at home.

WE

Greatly imnroved; prices reduced.
DELIVER FREE to you on approval and
SO days trial, actual riding test.
EASY PAYMENTS if desired, at a
small advance over our Special Fao
tory-to-Rider cash prices.
TIRES, lamps, wheels, parts and
supplies at half usual prices.
Do not buy a bicycle, tires, or sun=
dries until you get our big free
Ranger catalog, low prices and
postal brings every
liberal terms.

CYCLE COMPANY
Dept.

SI01

Chicago

AND STAMMERING

Instructive booklet free. WalPotomac Bank Building,

McDonnell, 80
Washington, D. C.

ter

SONC WRITERS -Begin to make your talent
pay. Get acquainted with our plan purposed
to effect quick exploitation, royalties or outright sale. We furnish mu?ic. copyright and
Booklet,
iron bound contract.
SONCS PAY" free to bona fide authors. Send
best work today.

Business Opportunities

RAISE SILVER FOXES.
Easy

to raise.

Easy terms.

portunity.
New Syndicate.
C. T. Dryz, 5244-02 South
Chicago.

Large

'MAKING

profits.

Exceptional opParticulars free.

Maplewood

SONGWRITERS SERVICE, 1431 Broadway, 104-A, New York

Ave.,

YOU HAVE A BEAUTIFUL FACE
BUT YOUR NOSE!
853

In this day and age attention to your appearance is an absolute necessity
you expect to make the most out of life. Not only should you wish to
appear as attractive as possible for your own self-satisfaction, w_hich_ is
alone well worth your efforts, but you will find the world in general judging
you grentlv, if not whollv, by your "looks, " therefore it pays to "look your
best" at all times.
Permit no one to see you looking otherwise; it
will iniure your welfare!
Upon the impression you constantly make rests
the failure or success of your life
which is to be your ultimate destiny?
My new Nose-Shaper "TRADOS" (Model 24) corrects now ill-shaped noses
Is pleasant and does
without operation quickly, safely and permanently.
not interfere"- with one's daily occupation, being worn at night.
if

—

tall.

it

CLEAN-O-PORE MFG.

—

seven inches

— the

and body massage.

A Lovelorn Lass. Richard Barthelmess was born in 1895. No, he is not
married. You might write him and see.
He made his first appearance on the

and slender.

of

A

Tourneur.

screen in a small part with Nazimova in
"War Brides." Your description is correct with the exception that he is not tall

circulation

through the parts

—

rate appliances for face, scalp

ST-STU-T-T-TERING

Zoe Rae has been

free

soothing it is after shaving how it invigorates
scalp and hair and takes out dandruff and how
downright fun to use.

SepH-

ital

I

a
all

Think of it!
face, scalp or complete body massage
every day for three years at a total cost of only $3.
Simply attach the Clean-O-Pore to any faucet and
turn on the water no electricity needed.
The running
water creates the vacuum giving suction massage massage in its most beneficial form. No water touches the
skin.
The Clean-O-Pore brings the benefits of massage within the reach of all.

—

in

tions answered.

creating

and purifying

—

Instead of

not playing
Warren Kerri-

received his education there.
He was with Essanay, American, and
Universal before going with Paralta. He
is six feet one inch tall, and weighs one
hundred and ninety pounds.
His hair
Yes, he
is black and his eyes are hazel.
is musical.
She answers all the mail that
she can. It is impossible to give personal
answers to all admirers. Write any old
time you like.

by

it

-

You can try it 10 days free. Use it on face, scalp or
any part of the body see for yourself how it improves
your appearance by stimulating a vigorous circulation
that feeds the tissues and carries away impuritieshow it brings color to the cheeks and a sparkle to
the eyes how it cleans the pores, smooths out wrinhow it builds up the neck,
kles and makes firm flesh
bust or other hollow parts of the body soothes and
strengthens the nerves, and relieves headaches how

pounding the sensitive skin as an
electric vibrator does, this wonderful machine by its soothing SUCTION opens and cleanses the pores,
ating a clear healthy skin—removes pimples and blackheads,
smooths out wrinkles and sagging flesh— develops neck and
bust— invigorates the scalp and
dears it of dandruff. In hand-

some leatherette case.

underneath; does
blood, nourishing
massaged.

FACE— SCALP-BUST

Outfit

fuw minutes' use a day will

He

1889.

star.

Vacuum Massage

is

any longer. J.
gan was born in Louisville, Kentucky,

It

MEN—WOMEN- If

playing in pictures.

in pictures

bit

Days' Free Trial to Prove

1

His first release is called "Piccadilly
Helen Holmes is making a serial
Jim."
"The Fatal
for the S. L. K. Company.
Fortune," is the title of it. Lou-Tellegen
is appearing opposite his wife Airs. Tellegen in Goldwyn pictures. Mrs. Tellegen
June Caused to be Geraldine Farrar.
price is doing features for Pathe. Paralta
Marc MacDermott and Wilis no more.
still

Day

All from 5 Minutes' Fun a

nick.

liam Clifford are

—

I

1893.

22,

R.

\

Look Better Feel Better Make Your
Appearance Count For You and Not
Against You No Drugs or Cosmetics

think
Dorothy Dalton would send you one of
That's
her pictures if you asked her.
She was born
the only way I know of.

on September

O

accent

Na-zim-o-va, is
Accent on the second syllable.
correct.
She was born in Yialta, Crimea, Russia.
Hayakawa was born in 1889. He weighs
one hundred and fifty-seven pounds. He
five feet seven and one-half inches
is
Certainty, it would be all right to
tall.
write him for his picture.

on

99

Write today for free booklet, which

Noses without

M. TRILETY,

Face Specialist,

tells

you how

to correct

Ill-Shaped

cost if not satisfactory.

1408 Ackerman Bldg., Binghamton, N. Y.

Advertising Section
You.
wrote

Wrinkles
Gone!
results

Wrinkles and age lines
Yes. this

new

Learn

how

complexions of the Japanese women. (You know
how soft, satiny and lovely
their skins are.) No matter
how long you may have suffered from these blemishes,
no matter what you have
tried, pet the information we
will gladly send about
thi
Princess lokto treatment. Gei
the Princess Tokio Heauty Book
It la free. It tells you how to ha
the perfect skin beauty that
women long for. Yours for thi
pon. Send.

|

I

j

A
FEW DAYS
And
Gone

Edna Hunter

Your Wrinkles

Famous *'Movie"

No Massage. No Plasters. No Masks.
No Rollers. No exercises. None of

Star, says of the

Princess Tokio

But a simple, easy treatmentyou
use in the privacy of your room. Only
a few minutes required. The skin made
flawless, fresh, young looking. Used
and recommended by society leaders
nnd prominent actresses everywhere.
these.

Treatment

binding money-back guarPntee goes with each treatment. If the
Princess Tnkio treatment should fail in
ynur case, taken according toour plain.
simDle directions, your money will be
vilhngly and cheerfully refunded upon

serve.

'

iMI

Princess Tokio

The whole story of the Princess Tokio
treatment told. The wonders it accomplishes. How complexions, once "hopeless," have been restored to youthlul
beauty. How years have been taken off

women's

looks.

All this valuable, private

information is given m this book now ready
for distribution. Get your copy now.
(Sent in plain, sealed envelope.) Learn
the secret of a perfect skin. Learn how
the American woman can rival the complexion charms of the Japanese. No cost.
No obligation whatever upon you. It is
free for the asking.

Coupon
\ Send NOW!

Just Rl^n and mail the coupon,
thatiiall. It will bring you tlie
Princess Tokio Beauty Boole by
Every woman
return mail.
ought to have it. We want
you to have it. Don't put off
\sendinir. Put the coupon in
the mail right now.

^

^

\

Name-

Princess Tokio Co.
159 N. Stato
Dept.

4k

*

Address.

Iti i

DEAFNESS
I

know because

IS
I*

St.

S14

CHICAGO,

ILL.

wmtMiiiummmi

MISERY

was Deaf and had

My

Head Noises

for over 30 years.
invisible Antiseptic Ear
Drums restored my hearing and stopped Head Noises,
and will do it for you. They are Tiny Megaphones.

Cannot be seen when worn. Effective when Deafness
is caused by Catarrh or by Perforated, Partially or
Wholly Destroyed Natural Drums. Easy to put in,
easy to take out. Are "Unseen Comforts." Inexpensive.
Write for Eooklet and my sworn

statement

how I recovered my
A. O.

of

hearing.

LEONARD

Suite 28

— Carrol

Dempster

her

in

is

Yes, she was a Los Angeles girl.
She studied under Ruth St. Denis, the
dancer, before going into pictures with
D. W. Griffith.
I guess she is the same
girl you refer to.
She has auburn curls.

New York

70 5th Avenue

City

Bert Lytel

is

Anna May M.—Molly Malone was
in

W?) TO NIGHT
ALRIGHT

Helen Gibson arrived on

1807.

this earth three years

Holloway's

before Molly. Carol

is
Williamstown,
and the glad event hapShe was married to Jack

birthplace

Massachusetts,

pened in 1892.
Holloway, but has since been divorced.
Molly Malone isn't married.

Wallace and Clara.— There will
ways be room for yon in The Oracle,
Harry

awav.
Hyland.

fire

Hilliard opposite

al-

so

Marsh man. — I

can't help

you get

into

hundreds of such requests every month, but my position is
as Oracle and not booking agent.
pictures.

get

I

Yvonne.

— Ruth

Stonehouse

recently

playing opposite Hale Hamilton
at Metro.
That is a question for you to
finished

Pudge.

—Mary

Pickford began her ca-

Norma is two
years difference in them.
years older than Constance Talmadge.
Burke was
is

now

born

1886.

Jack

Theda Bara was

-

in

in

starring in features for

Goldw3 n Company.

born

1890.

—

Inquisitive. William
Duncan
was
in Scotland.
I don't know why you
haven't had more of his pictures.
That
lies entirely with the manager of your
local theater.
He books the films he
thinks his patrons want to see.
Yes.
the actors and actresses like to have the
fans write to them.
That is the only
way they have of telling how the public

born

like

their

pictures.

Catherine
questions in

Get a
25i Box

Florence
help you.

B.

in

see.

New York

— Wallace

good many

Jackie.
swered.
E.

— Your
H.

D.

me

hit

related.

—

times.

questions have been an-

miss the

didn't

]

pretty hard, but

1

"flu."

It

came out of

it

Douglas Fairbanks' latest picture is "When the Clouds Roll
By."
John, Ethel and Lionel liarrvmore are
brothers and sister.
Robert Harron,
Robert Anderson, Lillian and Dorothy
Gish, George Seigman, Kate Bruce, and
George Faucett had the leading roles in
D. W. Griffith's, "Hearts of the World."
right.

all

You

are excused.

Yes,

I

remember you.

—

Jim, Vancouver, Canada. Clara Horton was born in 1906. Madge Evans came
three years later. Bobby Connelly arrived
at the same time as Madge.
1
was born
well not so long and not so short,
either.
I
can't help you get a job as a
motion-picture actress.
I'm sorry.

—

J.

B.— How

R.

—

Kiwi. Your
answered.
O. U. Kid.

did

look to you?

questions

— You

answered

it

in

have

will find all

this

all

been

your ques-

column.

—

Peter Pax. At least that will do.
Write to the editor and inclose six cents
in stamps for a copy of the Market Book-

Norma TalIrene Castle is
five inches taller.
No, it does not matter.
There are all kinds of eyes on the screen.
English

let.

madge

is

money

five

will do.

feet two.

brown, black, etc.
I
order in which
I
"First come, first anreceive them.
swered," is the motto of The Oracle.
Blue,

gray,

answer the

violet,

letters in the

— Miriam

Cooper had the leading
"The Honor System" with Milton
Sills as her leading man.
Yes, George
Walsh had a small part in it. It was
Raoul Walsh who directed the picture,
and not D. W. Griffith. He never was
role in

reer in motion pictures with D. W. Griffith as an extra on five-dollar checks.
Yes, it's quite different with Mary now,
but she always looks back on that time
Lillian and Doroas the good old days.
thy Gish are not twins.
There is two

Pickford

C.

Yes, a

914.

decide.

and

try

Reid and Florence
Their names are
not even spelled the same.
That is his
correct name.
Yes, Wally is married to
Dorothy Davenport, and they have a little
Wallace junior. That is her right name.
B.

tions

—

the

A.

Peggv

Free-Lance. -You are full of the philosophy of life, aren't you?
And such
compliments about myself!
But where
were all the questions?

—

Reed are not

He

married.

seen any girl extras chewing tobacco, and
Who's been tellI've seen lots of them.
ing you such tales? So you want to be
a girl on the stage? That certainly is a
Eunny ambition for a boy.

Billie

/a

:

— Yes,

I

roughness vanishes
like magic. I gave it to
a friend whose facewas
becoming wrinkled and
she says it wiped the
wrinkles off in no time.
[ wish you all the success you so richly de-

legal,

^^

answered.

born

:

"After a nard day

just apply Princess Tokio and every trace of
fatigue strain and

Guaranteed

Princess Tokio Co.
159 N. State St.
CHICAGO
Dept. Sit
Please send me, free and
without obligation on my
part, Princess Tokio Beauty
Book in plain sealed envelope.

City.

1

You might
Ferguson was born

Lettuce.

forget that name? Certainly they are lifeMade small in the reprosized people.
You will find your other quesducing.

Rae.

the skin ns
smooth, clear
and
beautiful aa the famous

Our

could

was born in New York City. He weighs
one hundred and fifty-five pounds and
is five feet ten and one-half inches tall.
Write to the editor about that. Be sure
and make up your mind about the company you want to be with.
haven't
I

it

makes

All

How

j

secret method works
marvels. You should
learn about it right

now.

same person you

the

time.

last

Curious.

of Youth Restored

Wonderful

still

Elsie

to

teens.

I

baiiiHhed.

am

I

ever

tions

New Wonderful WayCharm

—

— You

will

The

Oracle.

Def.

— Can't

do

find

a

all

your

thing

to

with Fox.

Ward

McDonough.

— Grace

Cunard's

picture was the Universal serial.
"Elmo the Mighty."
Joe isn't working
Arin any pictures at the present time.
latest

Ashley was born in New York.
Stewart is married to Rudolph
Cameron, her former leading man at
Vitagraph. Millard K. Wilson was born
D. W. Griffith
in Louisville, Kentucky.
and J. Warren Kerrigan were also born
William A. Brady is the
in Louisville.
father of Alice Brady, and not Anita
Niles Welch was born
Stewart's papa.
thur

Anita

Cleo Madison still uses thai
the screen. Mary Fuller has deOnce in a while he
serted the screen.
Clara Kimball Young is not mardoes.
ried.
Bert Lytel is with Metro. Mahlon
Hamilton's latest picture is "Her Kingdom of Dreams" with Anita Stewart.
Send six cents in stamps to the editor for
Your
a copy of the Market Booklet.
other questions have been answered.
in

1888.

name on

Advertising Section

— Do

you mean Olive FranShe is known on the screen as
ces?
She has a cousin by the
Gloria Hope.
name of Durham. Carol Holloway is the
lady's correct name.
Theodore.

—

B. N. Violet Mersereau isn't working
on any picture at present. She was born
She has a sister named
in New York.
Claire.
Her hair is always curly, so it
must be natural. That is for you to decide.
There is two years difference in the
ages of Jane and Katherine Lee.
J.

K.

— If

I

would not only give

away
sand

any of them will
Of course it would

Why

not

?

should tell you, it
the plot of the serial

to you, but to two hundred thouother readers, and the exhibitors

want them to come to their theaters
showing the serial to find out.
They
need the money, so I won't tell.
Ruth
Roland has her own company now.

Marion

Y.

— Marguerite

Clark is the
or it was, I
should say. She is now Mrs. Palmerson
Williams. You will find the rest of your
questions among the answers to B. N.
Bessie Barriscale was born in New York.
She has been in pictures for several years.
Her first picture was done with Lasky,
"The Rose of the Rancho." was her first
motion picture.

young

lady's

correct name,

James B.— Eddie Polo is an American.
He was born in Los Angeles, California.
Eddie's early career was spent with circuses, doing stunt work on the trapeze.
I can't help you any to get into pictures.
The nearest studio to you is in New York
City.

Anita Stewart Fan.— Your questions
for the

most part have already been answered in this issue.
The first picture
that Anita Stewart appeared in was "The
Wood Violet," in which she supported
Earle Williams.
It was directed by her
brother-in-law, Ralph Ince. She had just
left high school in Brooklyn, New York.
Delia Lee Dugas.— No, that was not
Virgi nia Lee Corbin.
She is still under
contract with the Fox Film Corporation,
although not working in any pictures
lately.
She has not appeared in any of
Harold Lloyd's comedies either.
Rhea
Mitchell is the daughter you refer to in
the Fox picture, "The Blindness of Divorce." Bertha Mann played the mother.

Miriam Cooper had the leading role in
the "Woman and the Law."
Doris Lee
has never played in any of Bryant Washburn's pictures. You must be thinking of
Mildred Davis in "All Wrong." George
Fisher opposite Lois Wilson in "Alimony." The rest of your questions have
been answered.

—

Waiting. You couldn't make the work
any harder, so go right ahead.
Your
course in movie acting won't get you a
job.
It might help you to act, but getting a job on the strength of it is an entirely

different

proposition.

I

can't

ad-

vise you to do that, because I know it
wouldn't do you any good.
You will
have to use your own judgment in the

matter.

—

George B.

Name "Bayer"

am

I

—You

will find

identifies

uine Aspirin introduced

in

gen1900

your questions

already answered.

lin,

rule

ASPS RIM

That is quite too
afraid that you will have
to ask Mary that question yourself if
you want to, but I am sure that you
would be wasting your time, because she
might think it a bit too forward.

too.

send you a picture.
be perfectly proper.

Lucille R.

Mary, Mary, Mary.

personal.

H. K.

— Yours
Phoolish. — As a

E.

—

Antonio Moreno is still with
S. G. L.
Picture- Play Magazine is
Vitagraph.
published only once a month.

— Alary

and D. W.

Where

alive.

Charlie

Pickford,

Griffith are all

very

did you hear that

Chap-

much

rumor?

—

The Twin Boobs. Yes, those are their
correct names. Lottie plays on the screen
herself every once in a while, but is not
working at present. Crane Wilbur played
opposite Pearl White in the first Pathe
"The Perils of Pauserial ever made.
"The Adventures of Kathleen,"
line."

Insist

on unbroken packages

BAYER-TABLETS

It was
first serial ever made.
produced by Selig, with Kathryn Williams and Tom Santschi in the leading
roles.
It made a mint of money for its
producer, and is the reason the other
firms began making them.
Yes, Earle
Foxe is married, and so is Douglas MacLean.
Madge Kennedy is married to
Harold Bolster. Jackie Saunders is Mrs.
E. D. Horkheimer in private life. "Shoulder Arms," was taken in and around Los

was the

ofASPIRIN
Boxes

of

12 tablets

and 100

Bottles of 25

Also capsules
is the trade mark of Bayer Manufacture
Monoaceticacidester of Salicylicacid

Aspirin

Angeles.

Norma

T.

Admirer.

— G.

M. Anderson

leading man in motion pictures.
He played the lead in the first
picture ever produced, "The Great Train

was

the

first

It was made by the Edison
Company, and made four hundred thou-

Robbery."

sand dollars for its producers.
It cost
Benine hundred dollars to produce.
cause Eugene O'Brien is now a star in
his own right and no longer a leading

man.

—

She doesn't play in any specompany.
She works by the picture.
Don't know what has become of
her.
Pauline Frederick was born in
Boston.
Lillian
alker was born in
Brooklyn, New York.
Ann Pennington
is in
"Scandals of 1919," on the stage.
Alary Thurman left Sennett's to break
into drama.
G. G. G.

cial

GLORIA SWANSON
Cecil B. DeMille

W

—

Ralph M. K. You will find
tions already answered.

(Keeps the Hair Dressed)

FOR MEN AND WOMEN

!

—50c and $1

will

SEND FOR

send

Hermo "HAIR-LUSTR," and the Hermo

"Guide to Beauty," prepaid, under plain cover,
Use it five days and if not entirely satisfactory,
what is left, and we will REFUND YOUR MONEY
IN FULL. Once you use Hermo "HAIR-LUSTR" vou
will never be without it. SEND YOUR ORDER TODAY.
Booklet,

at once.

return

HERMO

1

CO., 542 E. 63rd

St..

Dept. 65,

CHICAGO

Farn*35to'100aWeSf
BECOME A PROFESSIONAL

I/-,

fs\

PHOTOGRAPHER Jae^*
^VjBjjrSgg

«»tr3?Ka

5)^«s||gg
j

picture.

did you get the

Sizes

TODAY.

and we

her

Where

Adds

tl size three times the quantity of 50c size.
Remit in coin, money order, orU. S. stamps,
JAR

studio.

—We haven't any book such

Two

I

"Cuddles" Edwards.
She was adopted
by Gus Edwards, the theatrical producer.
Miriam Cooper is still with Fox. Douglas Fairbanks is working at his own

Bernice, P.
as you mention.
idea?

been applied.

tidy looking hair.

—

new

after Hermo "HAIRNo moremussy, una charming sheen and
luster, insuring the life of the hair, as well as its
beauty. Dress it in any of the prevailing styles,
and it will stay that way. Gives the hair that
soft, glossy, well groomed appearance so becoming to the stars of the stage and screen. Guaranteed harmless and greaseless.

The hair will stay dressed

LUSTR" has

Senior. Lila
Lee's
hair
is
black.
Jesse L. Lasky's name is his real one.
Lila Lee was known on the stage as

husband, James Crane.
You are
quite right about Anna Q. Nilsson.
She
played in both pictures.
I
guess I'm
doomed always to remain a mystery.
You haven't asked too many questions.
Tom Aleighan has started work on a

1'aramonnt Star

Hermo "Hair-Lustr"

your ques-

Clara B.— You had better not fall in
love with Alice Brady's leading man in
the play "Forever After," because that's

WALLACE KE1D

Artrmft Player

Big opportunities NOW.
Qualify for this fascinat-

n

profession. Three
months' course covers all

£*jj3|fis^j|

int:

**PlMft\
Motion Picture

|K|jjfSP^p|B

pJUKei^l^
^jgpi|Pt

— Commercial — Portraiture

Cameras and Materials furnished free

1

Day or evening
Practical instruction ; modern equipment.
classes; easy terms. The Scho .l of Recognized Superiority.
Call or write for complete catalog No. 19.

INSTITUTE

N. Y.
141

W.

3Sth

St.,

N.Y.

of

PHOTOGRAPHY
505 State

St.,

Bklyn.

A
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AN

heading

ARTIST

thought

I

I

"Hawthorne, U. S. A." Bert Lytell is married, and his mustache is a 'real one, not
one made from crape hair. What were
the names of the pictures he played in
with Bessie Barriscale and Clara Kimball
Young? It might have been Nigel Bar-

in this issue.

—

know what to expect
consequently when you
write on different note paper every time,
it
is hard recognizing your letters until
I have opened them.
I used to be able
to tell you by your orange and black enCleo.

O-—

never

I

from you

FROM

CHECK

Kay Gettings. — It was Harrison Ford
who played Wallace Reid's friend in

I
would hear from
had answered this month's
mail.
Your questions have already been
asked and answered by other readers, so
you will find them ahead of your own

Abie.

you before

BE

N G SlCCTION

I

so,

;

rie.

—

E. L.
Give them a little time to send
their photographs.
It takes more than a
few days to send out the stack of photographs they mail to their admirers. _ I
don't know that I have any favorite
name. They all sound pretty good to me.

velopes, but now you change all the time.
Wallace Reid's latest picture is "The
Dancin' Fool."

Drawn by
Boy

14- Year-Old

The above cartoon was drawn by Master Bob Brennan of the
WashinKtt>n School of Art. Bob writes that he is srllintr his
work and that he is cartoonist on a small paper in Bvaftsville,
Intl.
He is but one of our many students and srradunl:<'s who
are making money as cartoonists, illustrators and designers.

LEARN BY MAIL AT HOME!
By our new method of teaching drawing by mail you can learn
in your own home, in a short time. Get into this fascinating work yourself and earn $50 to $101) or more per week!
The stU'lyis uiscinating. Only a few minutes a day! Havo
your own studio or secure high-salaried position. Or work
Many students earn while they are learning.
in spare time.

BOOK AND ARTISTS'
P'OITP't
r
AVUilIi. OUTFIT! WRITE TODAY
A

complete outfit free to all students. Includes everything
required to produce hundreds of dollars' worth of pictures.
Write today.
Special terms to a limited number of new
Mail postal or letter for beautiful Booklet, "now
students.
.

to Become an Artist, " filled with drawings and full particulars of our extraordinary offer. Do it now— Before you forget.

R.

S.

—

never heard of your

I

The writing paper was very nice.
Edward B. The editor is mailing you

friend

Are you sure you have the last
name right ? Gloria Swanson was a memLeah.

a

ber of Mack Sennett's bathing squad before she joined the Triangle Company,
leaving the latter organization to go with
Lasky.
She was with Essanay before
joining Sennett, playing in Ruth Stonehouse films and also in the Sweedie com-

ulars in the cast.

1492

H

Street. N.

W.

Washington, D. C.

A REAL
M/\NI
BE
ONE
ONE UNO
LOOK
FEEL LIKE

LIKE

Uroaden

your
shoulders,
deepen your chest, enlarge
your arms, and get a development that will attract

—

don't

attention.
of energy

yourself full
be powerful,

Fill

and

MY NEW BOOK
"Muscular Development"
Will Explain How
This book is illustrated with
25 full page photographs of
myself and of some of the
world's finest developed athletes whom I have trained.
will interest and benefit
It
you greatly.
Send for a copy NOW, today,
while it is on your mind.

EARLE LIEDERMAN,
203

Dept.

1404

New York

Broadway,

City

Send No Money!
Ladies' Solita're
Examination Free,
10 Months to Pay.
Examine ring FIRST,
then if you decide
to keep it
ing

direct

assures
you the

1

To

will

now

cut bluein

Miss Marie T .— I have received the six
cents in stamps, and the editor is mailing
you a copy of the Market Booklet.

B—

—
—

You should have your
Cyril O.
Market Booklet by the time you read this.

Marjorie B. The editor has mailed
you the Market Booklet.
H. S. W. W. There are quite a few
Elsies in pictures, so you will have to
tell me more about her than that before
What comI can tell you her full name.
pany does she work for or what picture
have you seen her in? There is no studio
I
never heard of any
in Johnstown.
picture being made there on the date you

Robert

—

A. Mueller. Thanks very much
for the copy of y^our witty little paper
you sent me. More power to your enter-

Take Advantage

prising

of this amazing offer

YOUR

No
if you are not satisfied.
Security— No red tape.
A POSTAL BRINGS YOU THE GREATEST DIAMOND
WATCH AND JEWELRY BOOK EVER PUBLISHED
Whether you order this ring or not, let us send
you this De Luxe Catalog FREE, containing descriptions of rings, watches, diamonds and other
articles of jewelry. Everything sent on FREE
EXAMINATION. Address Dept. 50K.
Liberty Bonds accepted at face value

MONEY BACK

litle

club.

—

Rose.
_

"THE HOUSE OF qUALITX"

LWSWEETNEWINC

1650-1660 BROADWAY,

YORK.

—

It

was

after

"The

The Wallace McCutchBlack Secret."
eon Pearl White married is the same
Major Wallace McCutcheon who was inHe
valided home because of wounds.
plaved in "The Black Secret" in New
York.

don't

think Picture-

prints

That's
St. Louis, Missouri, in 1892.
the surest way I know of to break into
in

pictures.

—

O. H. R. Gloria Swanson
Angeles at present.

Anxious.
>

Chicago,

— Gloria

Illinois.

is

in

Los

Swanson was born in
Your other questions

have been answered.

Lightning Raider.
born
1889.

—Eugene Acker was

Stockholm, Sweden, on May 13,
He received his education there.

in

in European profeet one inch tall
and weighs one hundred and fifty-six
pounds. He has light hair and blue eyes.
Does he sound like your long-lost brother.

His stage career was
ductions.

I don't know the names of
G. U. Y.
those two children who appeared in
They were only
Charles Ray's picture.
extras, and they don't remember their
names at the studio. Your Mary Pickford and Marguerite Clark questions have
already been answered in this issue.

The Mystic

D—You

enough about Wallace Reid?
We have had quite a bit in our pages
concerning the Lasky star. He was born

Play

—

Mary

discount

own stories for Universal.
picture, "Blind Husbands," has

quite a big hit throughout the
House Peters' last screen apcountry.
pearance was in "Silk Husbands and Calico Wives," for the World Film CorporaI don't know what his future plans
tion.
are at the present time.

start

is

first

made

her own company.
She used to change her leading men with
Nigel Barrie, King Bageach picture.
got, Forrest Stanley, and Emory Johnson have been her opposites lately. Jack
Pickford was in the navy for about a
year. Norma is older than Constance.

E. H. The best way to_ get the
to inclose a quarter with your
That's probably the reason you
request.
have not received more than you have.

for cash.

to-day.

and

it.

directing his

His

Margarita Fisher
to God's Country."
has finished her last picture for the Amer-

photos

ladies' solid gold setting: at only $2.80 a

month!

Elizabeth Risdon,

—

ican Film Company,
out at the head of

have had the

—

was not born on September cjth.
Margarita Fisher Fan. Grace Darmond is the name of the young lady who
had the leading role opposite Wallace
Reid in "The Valley of the Giants." Nell
Shipman was the leading lady in "Back

Miss

Diamond

white

is

We

Muriel F. Eric von Stroheim was
born in Austria, and was educated in a
He was an officer
military school there.
in the Austrian army before coming to
America, where he began his career as
a newspaper man and also a magazine
He was on the Orpheum circuit
writer.
for a while in a dramatization of a novel
by himself, and was also coauthor of a
He was
stage play called "The Mask."
with Fine Arts and Griffith for a long
while before going east to do "Panthea"
with Norma Talmadge and "Draft 258"
for Metro. He is at present acting and

mention.

Rock Bottom Price.

A perfectly

— There

films.

You must have overlooked

interview.

stage in a play called "The Blue
Flame."
Albert Roscoe and Thurston
Hall had the leads with her in "Cleopatra." Marguerite Clark's picture, "Easy
It was made
to Get," has been released.
in New York.
B.

Goldwyn

larly in

know the three
gentlemen you mention. What did they
ever do? There is a camera man by that
name. Theda Bara is now appearng on

E. A.
but she

His

7

the

Washington School of Art, Inc.

don't think people

son looks quite a bit like him. It is hard
to say whether he w ill ever go into moThat is up to him
tion pictures or not.
not me. John Bowers is playing regu-

pin.

The Vamp. —I

I

have forgotten Harold Lockwood.

Wallace Beery and Ren Tur-

edies with

—
L'Andase. — They were extras — not regcopy of the Market Booklet.

He

is

Miss Maud

five

—

Look at the end of
S.
department for the list of addresses
you wanted. If you want a personal answer you must be sure to inclose a selfaddressed, stamped envelope with your
this

letter.

Earl S.— The back numbers of PicturePlay which you ordered have been mailed
you by the
X. and Z.

editor.

—You, too.

Advertising Section

D—

M. K.
.

not necessary but quite
-acknowledge-' the ^receipt* of -a-

polite -to

It is

Henry Wal-

photograph from a player.
thall,

ert
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.Miriam Cooper, Lillian Gish, RobHarron, Josephine Crowell, Jenny

Elmer Clifton, George Seigman,
Marsh, Walter Long, Mary Alden,
Ralph Lewis, Wallace Reid, and Joseph
Henaberry all were in "The Birth of a
Elmo Lincoln, Enid Markey,
Nation."
Cleo Madison, Thomas Jefferson, Kathleen Kirkham, Colin Kenny, and Gordon
Griffith had the leading roles in "Tarzan of the Apes" and "The Romance of
Tarzan." Your other question has been
answered.
Lee,
-Mae

—

Gypsy Dale. Ruth Roland was formerly Mrs. Kent. Irving Cummings had
Gladys
the leading role in "The Whip."
featured lady in "Too
Your other questions
Crooks."
have been answered.

was the

Leslie

Many

Hurrah

—

Pat Moore. Pat
Moore brothers,
Owen, and Joe. "The Man

relation

Matt,

for

is

no'

Tom,

the

to

in the

an earlier release. Your
other questions have been answered.
Moonlight"

is

—

Conway Tearle is playing oppoClara Kimball Young in her latest

Pep.
site

"The Forbidden Woman." LuLee Stewart is playing opposite Eugene O'Brien. Your other questions have
release,

cille

been answered.

— The

stars receive and read
except when they receive so
that they have to have the aid of

Dimples.
mail,

their

much

Wallace MacDonald

a private secretary.

think he would send
not married.
I
you one of his photos.
is

Edith Adelle Cummins.
num.
in

is

Far-

He was born

don't blame you a bit for
go to pictures to get your
Monte Blue is all of
things.

1874.

I

wanting

mind

— Dustin

older than William.
to

off

"Windows of the Soul 99
EYES— the most noticeable feature of the
face — to possess charm, beauty and exmust be framed with long, luxuriant
Eyelashes and well-formed Eyebrows. They

pression,

add to the Eyes as does a beautiful frame to a

that.

picture.

—

Tall Timber. They all seem to like
Picture- Play in its new size.
It certainly has grown, hasn't it ?
Gail Henry
is
with the Model Comedy Company.
Robert Warwick is starring for Lasky.
"Wolves of the Night" was taken at Palm
Springs and Los Angeles, California.
You are getting to be quite a critic of
-More power to

film.

j-ou

greatest of

—

mighty

fine actor.

Kyle F.
Hoodlum"

J.

— Mary

Pickford made "The
own company. I don't

for her

think that Peggy Hyland resembles Marguerite Clark.
Madlaine Traversers still
with Fox. Lottie and Mary are sisters.
Write to Mary Miles Minter for her
photo.

—

Miss Bert S. The scenes for that
Nazimova picture were taken in California, and not at Palm Beach.
Izzy.

—You

asked

already

ahead

of.

B.

will

find

answered

everything you
in the replies

yours.

M. H. M. D.

—You,

Stars of the stage

thousands of
all

and

screen, society beauties,

women

everywhere, use and
beauty aids, why not yon!

and hundreds of
recommend this

!

Arlie. You have certainly been making up for lost time.
Yes, it was Robert Edeson who played Eugene O'Brien's
father
in
"Sealed Hearts."
Richard
Barthelmeis has certainly developed into
a

applied nightly will aid Nature in a marvelous manner in nourishing and promoting the growth of the Eyelashes and Eyebrows.

too.

Price

SOc

at

your dealer's

or direct, in plain cover, prepaid.

Avoid disappointment with imitations. A Iwatjs look for picture of "TTie
Maybell Girl"— name as below—which adorns every box of
genuine

LASH -BRO 1V-INE.
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Ain'KRTISlNG SECTION

—

John E. McG. I can't say as lo that.
You would have to write them and sec
for yourself.
You will find all the addresses you asked for at the end of The

Corns

Lift off

\

Doesn't hurt a

costs only a

M.

1).

.

—

doesn't

It

make any

differ-

ence how long a reader of Picturic-Play
has been writing to The Oracle, the litters arc all answered in the order in
which they are received.
The Oracle
plays no_ favorites.
"First come, first
served" is my motto.
Yes, I like them
all, because
I
know all of them. You
forgot to ask any questions. Auburn hair
is very pretty.
Write again when you
think up your questions.

and "Freezone"

bit

were released at
Olive Thomas was horn
in 1898.
Elaine is her middle name. She
began her screen career with Triangle.
"Upstairs and Down," "The Spite Bride,"
"The Glorious Lady," and "Out Yonder"
are the four Olive Thomas releases for
Selznick that you inquired about.
the

Oracle.

with Fingers
few cents

Essik Knight.

\

j

—

any hard

lift off

".Men,

between the toes, and trie hard
skin calluses from bottom of feet.
Apply a few drops of "Freezone" upon
or corn

1

following
THEeach
month,

for the
booklet.
Blanche Sweet's latest picture is
called "The Deadlier Sex," from the original story by Bayard Veillcr. She has had
several releases lately, so you should look
them up. "Fighting Cressy," by Bret
Harte, was her preceding picture.
Bryant Washburn's newest film is called "The
Six Best Cellars."

list,

Taken

corn

the

or

Instantly

callus.

stops

it

hurting, then shortly you

lift

that bother-

some corn

off,

root and

or callus right

all,

without one bit of pain or soreness. Truly!

No humbug!
Tiny bottle of "Freezone" costs
few cents at any drug store

Learn

Piano!

This Interesting Free Book
shows how you can become a
skilled player of piano or oryan in
yourown home, at one-quarter usual
cost. Dr. Qui nn's famous Written
Method is endorsed by leading- musicians and heads of State Conservatories. Successful 2f> ears. Play
chords at once and complete piece in every key, within 4 lessons.
Scientific yet easy to understand. Fully illustrated. For beginners or
Diploma grained. Write
teachers, old or youn^. All music free.
today for 64-pa,r e free hook, "How to Learn Piano." M. L. Quinn
Conservatory. Studio JR. Social Union Bldg., Boston, Mass
<

f

AMONDS
WE

WILL SEND
YOU ANY DIAMOND,
'

WATCsiJEWELRY.SHOWN
OUR CATALOG FOR

Mo»t
Popular
Rings

There are 128 illustrated pages
5T\of Diamond Rings, Diamond La
.

Diamond Ear Screws.
Diamond Scarf Pins, Diamond
Studs, Watches, Wrist
^Watches; also our wonderfully showy assembled
Solitaire Diamond Clus7
^S^ters. Our Catalog shows

Vallieres.

\

the standard world

all

renowned Watchessolid gold
filled

and gold

cases. Splen-

,V.did bargains in 26
/,/,/Vyear guaranteed
WMyS&i a t c h e s on

Hart Fan.

—Your questions have

been answered in

all

this issue.

—

Winifred M. No, the parents of the
Lee children, Jane and Katherine, do not
play in pictures. I have never heard of
your friend Violet on the screen. The

Fairbanks twins, Madeline and
are about nineteen years old.

Marion,

—

Quts
the

Tiff.
Cullen Landis started with
Balboa Company as an extra.
He

then played in a couple of pictures for
the American Film Company, after which
he went with Christie comedies, until he
was signed up by Goldwyn.

Miss Inquisitive.

—Your

questions re-

garding Pearl White already have been

answered

IN

FREE EXAMINATION

S.

in this issue.

Dorothy W. K.

He

married.

is

— Paul

Willis

just twenty.

is

not

Richard

in New York City
"Scarlet Days" is his latest release with D. W. Griffith.

Barthelmess was born

in

1895.

—

a

r

credit terms
a s low as

offering

wonderful
values in
these and all

$2.50 a
month.

other Diamond
Rings, at $50,

We

$75. $8S, SlOO,

.Bonds

$150 and up

article in our
Catalog is priced un
usually low. Whatever
you select will be sent
prepaid by us. If satisfied,
pay one- fifth of^ purchase
price and keep it, balance
divided into eight equal
amounts, payable monthly.

Every

LOFT1S BROS.

Accept
liberty

THE NATIONAL CREDIT JEWELERS
Dept. N927 108 N. State St., Chicago,
Stores in Leading Cities

Two Lonely

Booklet has

—

Soldiers. I'm awfully
against the rules of The
Oracle Department to publish names and
addresses of any of its readers.
sorry,

but

Mary

P.

it's

— There

were no motion-pic-

Company made one with Francis X.
Bushman and Beverly Ba3 ne, and Fox,
?

III

not to be outdone, produced the same
thing with Theda Bara and Harry Hil-

names

these

inquiries.
lists give a

it

will

Condon ExBoulevard.

be forwarded.

Hollywood, California.
Eugene Acker, The Greenroom Club.

York

Nen

City.

Albert Ray, Charles Kay. Owen Moore, and
Antonio Moreno, Los Angeles Athletic Club,
Los Angeles, California.
Viola Dana, Alia Nazimova, Bert Lytell.
and May Allison, Metro Studios. Hollywood.
•

California.

Molly

Maloue,

George

Belaseo, Christie Studios,
lywood. California.

and

Jay

Street,

Hol-

French,

Cower

Frank Mayo, Mildred Moore. Eddie Lyons
and Lee Moran, Tsuru Aoki, l'riseilla Dean,
and Edith Roberts. Universal City, California.
"Slim" Summerville, Fox Studios. Western
Avenue, Hollywood, California.
Betty Compson, Warren Kerrigan, Bessie
Barriscale, Lottie Piekt'ord. and Roy Stewart.
Los
Studios,
Melrose
Avenue,
Brunton
Angeles, California.
Sessue Hayakawa at the Sunset Studios.
Sunset. Boulevard, Los Angeles, California.
William S. Hart. Hart Studios, Sunset
Boulevard, Los Angeles. California..
Mason. George Walsh, William
Shirley
Farnum. and Tom Mix at Fox Film Corporation. 130 West Forty-sixth Street, New

York City.
William Duncan and Edith Johnson, Vit-igraph Studios, Los Angeles. California.
Hutchinson, Anne Luther, June
Carles
Caprice, Juanita Hanson. Ruth Roland, and
Frank Keenan, Rathe Exchange, 25 West
Forty-fifth Street, New York City.
Harold Lloyd and Mildred Davis. Rolin
Film Company, Culver City, California.
Marguerite Clark, Elsie Ferguson. Dorothy
Dalton, Ann Little, and Billie Burke, Famous
Plavers-Laskv, 485 Fifth Avenue, New York

California.

Market

of

Gloria Swanson, Wallace Reid, Elliott DexBryant Washburn. Lois Wilson. Reinand Thomas
Theodore
Roberts,
Daniels,
Meignan, at the Lasky Studios, Vine Street,

American born.
Darrell Foss had the
leading male role in "Under Suspicion."

Ralph M.—-The
been mailed you.

changed

is

ter,

City.

ture stars in 1903.
There were two versions of "Romeo and Juliet." The Metro

& CO

Los Angeles, and

Anita K. Alary Pickford's correct
name is Gladys Smith. Yes, Marguerite
Clark wore a wig in that film.
She is

i

We

collectively

or in care of the Mabel
change, 6035 Hollywood

Ashton Dearholt was born

W.

which

made up

cumulative directory of screenland's
players.
If you wish to write to any
player whose name you fail to find in
this directory, in any of your numbers
of Picture-Play Magazine, you may address your letter to the player in care
of either Willis & Ingalls, Wright and
Callcnder building, Los Angeles, Cal..

fessional.
played with Charles Ray in
his last picture for Thomas H.
Ince.
in Milwaukee,
Wisconsin. He is six feet tall and weighs
one hundred and seventy-eight pounds.
He hasdark hair and eyes. In private
life he is the husband of Helene Rosson,
the
former American Film Company
star.
Ashton is not working in any new
film at present, but will shortly return
to the screen in a new production.

is

from the month's

selected

He

I

Women, and Money."

Addresses of Players.

Lawrence-Cooley-Dearholt
Fan.
Hal Cooley was born in New York in
1888.
Hallam Burr is his correct name.
He is six feet tall and has brown hair and
blue eyes.
He is married to a nonpro-

corn, eof j corn,

—

M. Jewel Carmen had the
feminine role opposite William
Farnum in "When a .Man Sees Red." Lew
Cody played with Ethel Clayton in

never forget a corre-

I

pictures

lime.

Arthur

—

You can

same

leading

Thanks very much

spondent.

Both

liard.

Douglas Fairbanks and Mary Pickford.
Clime Studios, Melrose Avenue, Los Angeles,

Mabel Normand, Geraldine Farrar, Madge
Kennedy, Pauline Frederick, Tom Moore, Cullen Landis, and John Bowers, Goldwyn Studios, Culver City, California.
Neal Hart. Capitol Film Company. Los
Angeles, California.

Norma and Constance Talmadge,
Forty-eighth Street,

Conwav
Circuit, G
York City.

Tearle,

West

New York

.117

East

City.

First National Exhibitors'
Forty-eighth Street, New-

and Dorothy Gish. Richard BarthelRalph Graves, and Robert Harron,
Griffith Studios, Mamaroneek, New York.
Any stars whose addresses are not given
here may be reached either through Willis &
Inglis. Wright and Callender Building. Los
Angeles, California, or Mabel Condon Exchange,
Hollywood Boulevard, Hollywood,
Lillian

mess,

California.

!

As sure as you
are a foot high
you will

like this

Camel Turkish and
Domestic blend!

k

YOU

will prefer

Camels smooth,

de-

blend of choice Turkish and
choice Domestic tobaccos to either kind
smoked straight! It gives you an entirely new idea of cigarette enjoyment.
lightful

Camels never tire your taste no matter
how liberally you smoke. They are always appetizing and satisfying, because
they have a desirable, mellow body.

—

Camels leave no unpleasant

cigaretty

aftertaste nor unpleasant cigaretty odor.

every angle you get on Camels is
so different from any other cigarette that
you will be won as you were never won
In

Camels are sold everywhere In
packages ot
20 cigarettes for 20 cents; or ten
packages '200 cigarettes) in a
glassine- paper - covered carton.
scientifically sealed

fact,

before

We

strongly recommend this
carton for the home or office sup*
ply or when you travel.

R. J. Reynolds

Tobacco Co.

Winston-Salem, N. C.

That's

why we

say frankly

— compare

Camels with any cigarette in the world
at any price! We know the answer.
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On

Rainbow After the Storm.

the First

Day of Every Month

a Prudential

Check Can be Put

Hands of Those You Love.

into the

Hundreds of American Homes

Know

This

Day

as

PRUDENTIAL DAY
THE NATIONAL PAY DAY
Your Life and Memory Can be

Made
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a Constant Benediction

Those You Leave Behind.
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This
injure,

how

clear, pure, and entirely greaseless product, cannot possibly
and does not dry the scalp or make the hair brittle, no matter

often

you use

it.

Two

Copyright, 1919, R. L.

W.

Co.

or three teaspoonfuls will cleanse the hair and scalp thoroughly.
Simply moisten the hair with water and rub it in. It makes an abundance of rich, creamy lather, which rinses out easily, removing every
particle of dust, dirt, dandruff and excess oil.
The hair dries quickly
and evenly, and has the appearance of being much thicker and heavier
than it is. It leaves the scalp soft and the hair fine and silky, bright,
fresh-looking and fluffy, wavy and easy to do up. You can get Watkins

Mulsified Cocoanut Oil Shampoo

at

any drug

store.

A

4-ounce

bottle should last for months.

THE

R. L.

Splendid for Children
Cleveland, Ohio

WATKINS COMPANY,

ROTOGRAVURE SECTION OF FAMOUS

PfAYE,

HkSAZINE

EUGENE

ELAINE

HAM M ERSTEI

O'BRIEN

OWEN
MOORE

OLI

THOMAS

YOUTH,

Beauty,

very soul of picture

Romance,

SELZNICK PICTURES
understanding of

The

qualities

in these

— these

are the

art.

are-

made

with a practical

this great principle.

you seek

in

friend or lover,

productions, and that

is

you

find

why

SELZNIQf
Create

At

m

Theatres

Happy Hours
Where Quality Rules
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Fitter

'Typewriter
at a
Fair Price

Month

Pays
for

New

Latest and Finest
A year and a half to pay

Oliver

Only $3 a month. Payments so small as to average only
about ten cents a day. That is our easy payment plan on the Oliver. And you have
You may now order direct
the use of the typewriter while you are paying for it.
from the Oliver Typewriter Company and get the latest model Oliver at a saving of
$43 and on payments so easy that you won't miss the money.
!

Only $57
A

$100 Oliver

for the

saving to you of $43 on the famous
Oliver No. 9 our latest and newest model.

a vast number of traveling salesmen and so
many expensive branch houses. We were able

what our new selling plan makes possible.
During the war we learned many lessons.
We found that it was unnecessary to have such

to

That

full

—

is

Try
Not a
kind.

No

It

Free

cent in advance.
obligation to buy.

you need send.

No

many

superfluous

sales

you don't want to keep the Oliver, simply
it back at our expense.
If you do agree

that

it

If

all

The Oliver comes

to you at our
your own home.

Money

send

deposit of any
is

other

methods. As a result, $57 now buys the identical Oliver formerly priced at $100.

—Send No

The coupon

risk for five days' free trial in

discontinue

is

the finest typewriter, regardless

Decide for yourself whether you want to

buy or

not.

Only the Coupon!

1356 Oliver Typewriter Bldg., Chicago,

No pre-payment required. This is a real free trial offer. All
our expense and risk. Fill out and mail the coupon and get
the Oliver for free trial. If yeu should wish further information
before requesting a free trial, mark the coupon for the free books
mentioned therein. Clip and mail the coupon now.
at

II
I

|

I

I

My shipping point is
This does not place me under any obligation to buy. If I choose to retum t he Oliver, I will ship it back at your expense at the end of five days.
~] Do not send a machine untii I order it.
Mail me your book—
"The High Cost of Typewriters— The Reason and the Remedy,"
your de luxe catalog and further information.
I

Canadian
"flic

OLIVER

Price,

$72

1256 Oliver Typewriter Bldg.

Chicago,
169.02

I

^^jt Name

Typewriter (pmpan?

^^^^^r

y£r.

|

Street Address

111
j|

^^^^^

III.

Ship me a new Oliver Nine for five days' free inspection. If
I keep it, I will pay $57 at the rate of 53 per month.
The title
I
to remain in you until fully paid for.

I

^Occupation or Bu

State

.
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Ferdinand Pinney Earle has devised a new way of taking motion pictures.
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SOME OF THE

LATEST PARAMOUNT
ARTCRAFT FEATURES
Listed Alphabetically

John Barrymore in
"Dr. Jekyll and

Hyde"

Mr.

John

Directed by

S.

Robertson

"The Copperhead"
With Lionel Barrymore
Maigne

Directed by Charles

Cecil B. DeMille's
Production

"Male and Female"
Cecil B. DeMille's
Production

'Why Change Your
Wife?"

THERE'S a place
it's

better

Paramount night

Home

is

a great place

not to stay in

all

to

than

home when

at the theatre.

come back

the time, as any

to.

woman

With All Star Cast

But
tell

"On With

Wm.

Make up

You

George Fitzmaurice's
Production

can

any man.

Good-time

"Every woman'
Directed by George H. Melford

a party over the wire and

trail that's

take

the

"The
A Wm.

blazed with Paramount.

the

Dance!"

Hart in
Toll Gate"

S.

S.

Hart Production

Geo. H. Melford's
can't

go wrong, because the thousands of

theatres that really have

Paramount Pictures say

so

in their advertising.

Production

"The Sea Wolf"
William D. Taylor's
Production

"Huckleberry Finn"

(paramount PQeffem yes!

Maurice Tourneur's
Production

"Treasure Island"

George Loane Tucker's
Production

"The

Miracle

And remember

that

Man"

any Paramount

Artcraft Picture that you haven't seen
is as new as a book you have never read

FAMOUS PLAYERS -LASKY CORPORATION

M

Tctur&s

Contents —Continued

Too Good

....

a Steak for "Polly"

Mrs. Sidney Drew couldn't resist a tempting

For

Men

Only

Charles

!

Tuesday nights every male star on the coast
With ringside sketches by Ray van Buren.

Dad

Just Clara's

Louise Williams

Edward Kimball

.

.

56

.

.

58

role.

is

off duty.

And

Condon

here's the reason

......

Howe

Selma

.

.

.60

content to shine in reflected glory.

is

Over the Teacups

"In the spring the young man's fancy lightly turns to thoughts of
declares Fanny the Fan.

The Bystander

.

.

62

Grace Kingsley

.

.

66

.

68

— separation!''

Six-Shooters for Slapsticks

Fatty Arbuckle has abandoned the two-reel comedy for five-reel melodrama.

How

the President Sees the Movies
They have become

What

the Fans Think

Made-to-Order Star

Which Would You Rather

Do

It

Do—Or

it

Go

was hard work,

Fishing

Hortense Saunders

.

70

too!

Celia

.

Brynn

.

.

.72

Paul Hubert Conlon

...

.

few glimpses of some forthcoming

Tabloid Review
A guide to the best
La Rocque

—

74

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Herbert

Howe

.

.

75

features.

.

......

Peter Milne

.

.

.79

of the recent releases.

Rod

Rejuvenating

.

can turn his hand to anything connected with picture taking.

Forecast of Films

A

— and

!

Bill Hart's director

A

69

of the film favorites indulge in Izaak Walton's favorite sport.

Let Hilly er

A

Donald MacGregor

.

......

Zena Keefe had a debutante's training

Most

.

.

White House.

a few side lights on the movies.

Our readers turn

A

quite the thing at the

that's his last

name, has been growing younger of

Charles Reed Jones

late,

.

80

thanks to the

casting directors.

The

Picture Oracle
Answers

to letters

84
from our readers.

NOTICE TO OUR READERS
Owing to transportation tie-ups and delays due to the severity of the winter, the unusually heavy
and these delays coming on the heels of the strike which temporarily
traffic, and other causes
stopped our publication last fall it has been impossible to get Picture-Play Magazine on the news
stands on schedule time of late. Every effort is being made to overcome this, and we expect to be
making deliveries on time very soon. Meanwhile we hope that all our readers will watch for the

—

—

publication so as not to miss any numbers.
you follow closely the news of the screen, you have
noticed that practically all the important producers
of comedies have suddenly abandoned the standard
two-reelers, and have been madly at work getting out fivereel productions, which they are about to spring upon us.
Perhaps you've wondered about this new phase of the
picture industry, and are curious to know something about
the reasons for it.
Charles Phelps Cushing recently went out to Los Angeles
and took a run around the studios. He became interested
in the new plans of the makers of comedy, and in the new
things they are doing. He has written us a vivid account

IF

Calico Girl?"

ment.

Macazine.

tell

In the same issue

women,

we

have an article of especial
"Are You a Velvet or a Calico

will

entitled,

Girl?" Perhaps you recall an interview with Claire West,
the designer of costumes for the De Mille productions,
which we printed a few months ago. It contained a good
many practical suggestions about the selection of garments to bring out a woman's best points, and to illustrate
the points Mrs. West showed how she worked with Gloria
Swanson and Bebe Daniels. Louise Williams, who wrote
the interview, is the author of "Are You a Velvet or a

is

an interview with one of the best-

We shall also offer what we think is one cf the most
novel features ever printed in a motion-picture magazine
the first-hand account by a very little girl who works in
one of the big Western studios of her impressions and
ideas about being a screen actress. This quaint little story
is to be printed exactly as she wrote it, without a single
bit of editing. It is a frank and refreshingly human docu-

of what he heard and saw in their "fun factories," and
his article will appear in the July issue of Picture-Play

interest to

This

gowned women of the screen, Louise Glaum. Miss Glaum
is known as the designer of her own costumes, and, like
Mrs. West, she has a good many suggestions which are
of practical value to all women.

Thomas Meighan, who

just returned from Cuba, will
us something of his impressions of the winter oasis,
to which so many Americans have been flocking of late.
Robert Gordon has some interesting things to say about
Alice Joyce, with whom he now is playing.
Lou Cody
will chat to us about what he whimsically terms " 'Everywoman's' little devil," and which has a bearing on his
present type of plays.
With summer coming, we shall offer an unusually attractive lot of pictures, especially of bathing girls and
out-of-door scenes.
Don't miss the summer numbers of

Picture-Play Magazine!

.
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Wurlitzer
Violin Outfit

Free Trial
^fEND

ij

now

and free

for the New Wurlitzer catalog
blank. You may have any

trial

musical instrument known, with a complete
musical outfit, for a week's trial at home. Return
the instrument at our expense at the end of the
week if you decide not to keep it.

You

will get

a complete musical

outfit,

including the instru-

ment and all accessories — velvet and plush lined carrying case with lock and key, self instructor,'! instruction
aids, book of music, all attachments and extra parts— everything you need. This new Wurlitzer plan effects a tremendous saving for you if you decide to buy, as everything goes
in at factory cost. Wurlitzer supplies the outfit and instrument practically for the cost of the instrument alone.

Convenient Monthly Payments
A few cents a day will pay for your
instrument and

outfit.

of Wurlitzer instruments

is

known

rustic quality alI over the world. Wurlitzer
instruments have been the favorites of artists and have
been used in the finest orchestras and bands for years.
This outfit offer includes genuine Wurlitzer instruments.
A«-<-;<?<-is*

Every known sttinged instrument or wind instrument
included in this offer offree trial in your own home. Have
your pee trial now. We do not charge you a penny for it.

New

Send for

Catalog
and Free Trial Blank

Every instrument known illustrated and described, with
payment terms. More pictures and more
information about musical instruments than in any other
book published. It is a veritable musical encyclopedia.
Free trial blank comes with it. Catalog is FREE. There
is no obligation. Write for it today.
price and small

Wurlitzer

Tenor Banjo Outfit
Wurlitzer

Banjo
\

L

Ukulele /
Outfit i

The Rudolph Wurlitzer Co.
1 1 7 E. 4th

329

S.

Dept. A159

Street, Cincinnati,

O.

Wabash Ave., Chicago, 111.

The Rudolph Wurlitzer

Co., Dept. A159

329 S. Wabash Ave., Chicago, III
Send me your new catalog with illustrations in color and full
description of the Wurlitzer Complete Outfits and details of the
free trial and easy payment offer.
4th

1 1 7 E.

Name.

St., Cincinnati,

O.

.

Address.

(State musical instrument in

200

YEARS OF

which you are specially

interested")

i
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Agents and Help Wanted

GOVERNMENT POSITIONS

Patents and Lawyers

are desirable.

Lot our expert former Government Examiner
prepare you.
Write today for free booklet
giving full
Civil
information.
Patterson
Service .School, liox Y, Hocbester, N. Y.

HOW

AT

2c.

MlUT! (1ASOLINE CAN YOU SELL

PER GALLON? World

tests for four

years

to prove it.
Secure exclusive rights
your county.
"Carbonvoid," Box "2,"
Bradley Beach. N. J.
for

WE START YOU

IN BUSINESS, furnish-

nu n and women .$30 to .$100
weekly operating our "Specialty Candy Facing everything

anywhere.
Booklet
08, East Orange, N.

torles"
Co.,

:

Box

BE A DETECTIVE.
good pay, travel.

free.
J.

Ragsdale

Excellent opportunity,
4:;G

MEN — Age

—

Experience unneces-

17 to 55.

Travel make secret investigations, reSalaries expenses. American Foreign
Detective Agency. 114. St. Louis.

sary.
ports.

•

;

;

DO YOU WANT TO EARN
You can do

a year?
vertisement

Anderson

.$3,000 to .$5,000
easily.
See AdSteam Vulcanizer in
it

this issue.

—

AGENTS $40-$l 00 week. Free samples.
Gold Sign Letters any one can put on store
windows.
Liberal offer to general agents.
Metallic Letter Co.. 431 T. N. Clark. Chicago.

SALESMEN— CITY

OR

—

AGENTS: $100 WEEKLY.
Automobile
owners everywhere wild with enthusiasm.
Marvelous invention doubles power, mileage,
efficiency.
Saves ten times its cost.
Sensational sales everywhere.
Territory going like
wildfire.
.$26 Sample Outfit and Ford Car
free.
Write quick.
L. Ballwey, Dept. 182,
Louisville. Ky.

MEN, get into the wonderful tailoring
agency business, big profits taking orders and
your own clothes free. We furnish fine sample outfit and everything free.
No experience
needed. Write to-day. Banner Tailoring Co.,
Dept. 599. Chicago.

WORTH

$10.00
of finest toilet soaps, perfumes, toilet waters, spices, etc., absolutely
free to agents on our refund plan. Lacassiah
Co.. Dept. 427. St. Louis. Mo.

RAILWAY TRAFFIC INSPECTORS

earn

from .$110 to $200 per month and expenses.
Travel if desired.
Unlimited advancement.
No age limit. We train vou. Positions furnished under guarantee.
Write for Booklet
CM 2S. Standard Business Training Institute,
Buffalo. N. Y.

MAIL

Commence $110 month.

to

.

PATENTS.
ception

Write

Evidence

for

of

Con-

Blank

model

or
of
references.

opinion

and free guide book.
Scud
sketch and description for free
patentable

its

Terms.
Washington, D.

C.

PATENTS.

Highest references. Rates reaBest results.
Promptness assured.
Watson E. Coleman, Patent
Lawyer, 024 F Street, Washington, D. C.
Booklet

free.

most word

Trademark,

Copyright—fore-

Long experience

free.

Prompt

solicitor.

as patent
charges very reasolicited.
Results

advice,

Correspondence
Metzgcr, Washington, D. C.

sonable.
procured.

PATENTS PROMPTLY PROCURED.

for free book.

Per-

Contains

valuable information for inventors.
Send
sketch of your invention for Free Opinion of
its
patentable
nature.
Prompt
service.
(Twenty years experience.)
Talbert & Talbert, 4307 Talbert Bldg., Washington, D. C.

CLERKS

Duplicating Devices

"Modern" Duplicator

—A

Business

Getter.

50 to 75 copies from pen, pencil,
$1.50 up.
typewriter no glue or gelatine. 40,000 firms
use it. 30 days' trial. You need one. Booklet free. LT, Durkin,
Reeves & Co., Pittsburgh. Pa.
;

Candy

CHERI

Super-Chocolates Assorted lb. box
Best you ever
$1.25 P. P. prepaid, insured.
tasted or the box with our compliments.
Cheri, 142 S. 15th, Phila.

Sample examination

AGENTS— CASH

IN

ON PROHIBITION.

New, Fast Selling Ar$46 Weekly.
Going like Wildfire. Agents Cleaning
Up. Write Today for Particulars. American
Products Co., 2343 American Bldg., Cincin-

—

nati. Oh'o.

Wanted to Buy
MAIL DIRECT TO THE REFINERS

DO YOU WISH TO KNOW

whether you

are to gain success, win friends, be happy,
convincing inor the reverse ?
Scientific,
formation.
Wonderful results claimed by
patrons.
"Key to Success" and personality
sketch for 10 cents and birthdate. ThomsonHeywood Co., Dept. 300, Chronicle Bldg., San
Francisco.

magneto points, old watches,
platinum, old or broken jewelry,
false teeth, gold or silver ores or nuggets.
War Bonds & Stamps. Send them to us today.
Highest prices paid in cash by return
mail.
Goods returned in 10 days if you're
not satisfied.
The Ohio Smelting & Refining
Co., 253 Lennox Bldg.. Cleveland, Ohio.
diamonds,

Michigan Farm Lands

LANDLESS

MEN —Bo

independent
on
hardwood lands in Kalkaska and Antrim
Counties, Michigan.
Fine for grains, fruit,
poultry, truck, dairying. Good fishing, hunting. Fine climate. Railroads, markets, schools,
churches. Only $15 to $35 per acre.
Easy
terms. 10 to 160 acre tracts. We help settlers.
20 years' experience. Largest Company in U.
S. Write for free booklet.
Swigert Land Co.,

N1265

First Nat'l

Bank

Bldg.. Chicago.

111.

WRITE

guarantee publisher's acceptance.
Submit poems on patriotism, love or any subject.
Chester Music Co., 920 S. Michigan Av.,
Room 323. Chicago.
WRITE WORDS FOR A SONG— We write
music, publish and secure copyright.
Submit
poems on any subject.
The Metropolitan
sic.

Room

Studios, 914 S. Michigan Avenue,

120,

Chicago.

SENT

SONG-WRITERS GUIDE
Contains

valuable

Submit

song-poems

for

and facilitate
Knickerbocker Studios.

copyright

furnish music,
publication or sale.

New

Cniely Bldg..

::01

FREE!
advice.
We
examination.
and

instructions

York.

HAVE YOU SONG POEMS? I have best
proposition. Ray Hibbeler, D 102, 4040 Dickens Ave.

.

Chicago.

WANT

your song poems accepted? Send today for best offer, immediate publication and
free examination.
Song writing booklet free.
Authors & Composers Service Co., Suite 530,
1431 Broadway. New York.
IF YOU WILL WRITE The words for a
song, I will write the music and guarantee
publisher's acceptance.
Poems on any subject acceptable.
Ethwell Hanson, Room 102,
3808 Broadway. Chicago, Illinois.
YOU Write the Words for a Song. We'll
compose the music free and publish same.
Send Song-Poem to-day.
B. Lenox Co., 101
West 42d St., New York.

—

ATTENTION! SONG WRITERS ATTENTION
Our proposition to ambitious song
!

!

investigating.
is worth
We have
facilities for revising poems, composing wonderful, original melodies, exploiting and publishing good songs.
Informat'on upon request. Manuscripts examined without charge.
Superior Song Studio, 1547 Broadway. New
York.

writers

SONG WRITERS. We Compose Music.
Copyright In Your Name.
Submit To Publishers.
Send Poems.
Terms Reasonable.
United Melody Studios, 623 Main Avenue.
,T.

poem
alty.

us for composing melody for
until satisfactory.
Direct sale, or roy-

Poem examined

lishing

Suite

Co.,

Stork Music PubGaiety Theatre Bldg..

free.

S,

T

New Y ork.
Coins, Stamps, etc.

—

158 Genuine Foreign Stamps Mexico War
Salvador and India Service,

issues, Venezuela.

Guatemala, China,

Shorthand

proval sheets

SHORTHAND.

Best practical system. K. I.
Shorthand, learn in 5 hours speed with easy
practice.
Proof lessons, brochure free. King
Institute, EA-26. Station F. New York.

PHOTOPLAYS wanted. Big prices paid.
We show you how. Get free

Great demand.
particulars.

Rex Publishers, Box 175

—

P.

9,

Chicago.
.$50
$100 weekly writing Moving Picture
Get free book valuable information
Plays.
prize offer.
Photo Playwright College, Box
278 XY12, Chicago.
;

FREE to writers — a wonderful little book
of money-making hints, suggestions, ideas
the A B C of successful Story and Movie
Absolutely Free.
.Tust
address
Authors' Press, Dept. 89, Auburn, N. Y.
writing.

WRITE News Items and Short Stories for
pay in spare time. Copyright Book and plans
free.
Press Reporting Syndicate (406), St.
Louis. Mo.
$50 to $150 A WEEK. Writing Stories and
Photo Plays.
Send for Special Free Offer.
Department "S." New York Literary Bureau.
145 W. 36th St.. New York City.

WRITE PHOTOPLAYS
necessary
League. 439
:

—

$25
S300 paid
Experience uncomplete outline Free.
Producers

any one for suitable

St. Louis.

:

ideas.

50%

etc.

to

Only 10c. Finest ap60%. Agents wanted.
We buy stamps. Estab-

Big 72-page lists free.
Hussman Stamp
lished 25 years.
65, St. Louis. Mo.

Co.,

Dept.

Real Estate

OWN PROPERTY, save
commissions, new plan, quick results, free
book tells how.
Simplex. Dept. 192. 1123
Broadway. New York.
YOUR

SELL

Short Stories and Photoplays

:

old gold, silver,

15UC Fitzgerald Building, New York.
words tor a song. We write mu-

dios.

DON'T pay

—

any

WRITE the Words for a Song. We write
music and guarantee to secure publication.
Submit poems on any subject. Broadway Stu-

Passaic, N.

questions free. Franklin Institute, Dept. S2,
Rochester. N. Y.
.$37 to
ticles

Chicago.

Personal

;

WANTED.

—

Love, mother, home, childhood, patriotic or any subject. I compose music and guarantee publication.
Send words
today.
Thomas Merlin, 222 Reaper Block,

will

sonal. Careful and Efficient service. Highest
references.
Moderate fees. Send sketch or
model for actual search and advice. George
P. Kimmel, Master of Patent Law, 18 F,
Loan & Trust Bldg., Washington, D. C.

PATENTS— Send

Write a Song

Highest

nature.

Prompt Attention.
Reasonable
Victor J. Evans & Co., 7G7 Ninth,

TRAVELING.

Experience unnecessary. Send for list of lines
and full particulars.
Prepare in spare time
to earn the big salaries
$2,500 to $10,000 a
year. Employment services rendered Members.
National
Salesmen's Training Association,
Dept. 107. Chicago. 111.

RAILWAY

Songs, Poems, Etc.

secure

patents
should write tor our guidebook "How To Get
XOUf Patent." Send sketch or description for
our opinion of its patentable nature.
Randolph & Co., Dept. 412, Washington. D. C.

PATENTS,

SELL our hosiery and underwear direct to
consumer.
Large line good profits prompt
deliveries
guaranteed.
Samples
ready.
Write.
The C & D Co., Dept. l.r>. Grand
Rapids, Mich.

—

desiring

sonable.

Write C. T. Ludwig.
Kansas City, Mo.

Westover Bu ilding.

INVENTORS

Business Opportunities
you 4%. Would you be
Bankers Finance Co..
interested in 18%?
802-4 Western Indemnity Bldg.. Dallas. Texas.

THE BANK PAYS

For Sale

PAINTS
resisting
list.

Sacrifice large gallonage damp
Secure
paint walls, floors, roofs.
:

Continental

Company. 405

Lexington

Ave., N. Y.

Vaudeville

THE

Experience unGET ON
STAGE
necessary.
Send stamp for instructive booklet "All About Vaudeville." LaDelle. Sta. 255,
Jackson. Mich.
!

Cigarettes
Send

"SPECIAL OFFER.

—

SI. 00 for

box of

Genuine Turkish Cigarettes. Delightful
Smoke. Mail your order to-day. with cash or
money order. Yak Oussani Co.. 106 Liberty
50

St..

New

York."

;
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How Every Woman Can Have

A Winning* Personality
Become an

Me

Introduce Myself
READER / wish to tell
you how to have a charming,
winning personality because all
my life I have seen that without it
any woman labors under great
handicaps.
Without personality, it

Let

DEAR

is

almost impossible to

on

make desirin business

and yes, often must a woman give
up the man on whom her heart is
set because she has not the power

For Married

During my career here and abroad, I
have met a great many people whom I
have been able to study under circumstances which have brought out their weak
or strong points, like a tiny spot on the
lens of a moving picture machine will magnify into a very large blot on the screen.
And I have seen so many people, lacking

Winsome Manner

Acquire Your Life's Victory

Now!
What we call personality is made up ofi
a number of little things. It is not something vague and indefinable. Personality,
charm, good looks, winsomeness and success can be cultivated.
If you know the

but possessing certain secrets of lovableness, a

certain win-

You may have all those
that men adore

someness, a
knack
certain
of looking right

and saying the right
word would get ahead
Nor were
delightfully.
forward

they naturally

Nor were

men
Some of

they the kind that
clever.

you

studied

their features

closely,

them,

if

were decidedly not
handsome;
yet
they
seemed
Juiiette

so.

do this

Fara

;

ng

t i, e ; r

They

by
f aces

didn't

cover-

w jth

And often
cosmetics; they knew file true means.
the winning women were in the thirties, forties,
Yet they "appealed." You know
or even fifties.
what I mean. They drew others to them by a
power which seemed to emanate from them.
Others liked to talk to them and to do things
for them.
In their presence you felt perfectly
at ease
as though you had been good, good
friends for very long.

subtle

—

French Feminine Charms
to

The French women among my friends seemed
me more generally endowed with this ability to

fascinate
alities.

than did my friends among other nationIn the years that I lived in Paris, I was

amazed to find that most of the women I met
were enchanting.
"Is it a part of the French character?" I asked

my

friends.

"Were you born that way?" I would often ask
some charming woman.

And they smilingly told me that "personality"
America, is an art, that is
as we know it here
studied and acquired by French women just as
they would learn to cook, or to sing by cultivating
the voice. Every girl and woman possesses latent
personality.
This includes you, dear reader.
There are numerous real secrets for developing
personality.
your
In France, where the women
have always outnumbered the men, and where opportunity for our sex is restricted, those who wish
to win husbands or shine in society, or succeed
in their careers, have no choice but to develop
their charms in competition with others.

m

How

Men's Affections Are Held

Lately, the newspapers have been telling us that
thousands and thousands of our fine young army
men have taken French wives. It was no surprise
to me, for I know how alluring are the French
girls.
Nor could I help conceding the truth in
the assertion of a competent Franco-American

f-mnrtrf'/ynf'
tfc
2f^2£Z——

°^ a n Madame
'

send in; or you

Women

he is finding far greater pleasure in
life than when he was inconsiderate. There
are secrets in my compilation that are likely
to change a turbulent course of married life
for one that is entrancingly ideal.
And
this power lies within you, my dear Madam.

J saw numerous failures that were so distressing that my thoughts could not help
dwelling upon those shattered and vain
conditions. I have seen women of education,
and culture and natural beauty actually
fail where other women minus such advantages,

call

is

—
but

in personality, try to make a success of
their plans and fail completely, in a way
that has been quite pathetic.
I am sure
that you also are familiar with one or
more such cases.

women.

Woman

woman who

There are some very important secrets
which married French women know that
enables them to hold the love, admiration
and fidelity of their men. How the selfish
spirit in a man is to be overcome so ingeniously that he does not know what you
are accomplishing until some day he awakens to the fact that his character and his
manner have undergone a delightful-change
that he is not only making you happy,

to attract or to hold him.

Success of a

girl or

ignorant or careless of her appearance, or
the girl who dresses unbecomingly and instill in her a sense of true importance of
appearance in personality; I can enlighten
her in the ways of women of the world, in
making the most of their apparel. All this
without any extravagance; and I can show
her how to acquire it with originality and
taste. You realize, of course, that dressing
to show yourself to advantage, is a real
art and without that knowledge you will
always be under a disadvantage.

:

able friends, or get

Attractive

/ can take the

attractive qualities
in women

journalist that "American girls are too provincial,
formal, cold and unresponsive while the French
girls radiate warmth of sympathy, devotion and all
those exquisite elements of the heart that men
adore in women."

And I who am

successful

and probably known

you by reputation through my activities on the
Faubourg St. Honore can tell you in all candor, as
one woman confiding in another, that these French
secrets of personality have been a very important
factor in the successes of mine.
But it is not my
tendency to boast of myself, the Juliette Fara
whom I want you to feel that you already know
as your sincere friend, but I speak of YOU and
to

for

YOU.

continued residence in France enabled

me

to observe the ways and methods of the women
closely.
I studied and analyzed the secrets of
their fascinating powers.
I returned to the dear old U. S. A., I
set myself at work putting together the facts,
methods, secrets and formulae that I had learned

When

while in France.
Of one thing I

woman who

am

wishes

it

can have an appealing personality. Don't
it is impossible.
Don't think you must be
born that way. Don't even think it ought to be
hard to acquire it; because the secrets of charm
that I have collated and transcribed for you are
more interesting than the most fascinating book
you have ever read.
Once you have learned my lessons, they become
a kind of second nature to you. When you notice
the improvement in your appearance, how you get
on easier with people, how your home problems
seem to solve themselves, how in numberless little
ways (and big ones, too) life gets to hold so many
think

more prizes for you, you will decide to put more
and more of the methods in practice in order to
obtain still more of life's rewards.

No Fad — the

French Secrets of Fascination

My

secrets, if you learn the rules and put them
into practice, you can be charming, you

—

absolutely convinced every
may have a winning person-

ality.

Overcoming Deterrent Timidity
I know I can take any girl of a timid or overmodest disposition, one who lacks self-confidence,
or is too self-conscious for her own good, and
show her how to become discreetly and charmingly
daring, perfectly natural and comfortable in the
presence of others. I can show you how to bring
out charms which you do riot even dream you

Success of Ages

am

well enough known by the public not to be
taken as advancing some new-fangled fad. All my
life I have understood the value of plain common
sense and practical methods. And what I have
put into my course on the cultivation of personality is just as practical as anything can be.
/ could go on to tell you more and more about
this truly remarkable course, but the space here
does not permit. However, I have put some important secrets for you into an inspiring little
book called "How" that I want you to read. The
Gentlewoman Institute will send it to you entirely
free, postpaid, in a plain wrapper, just for the
asking.
advice to you is to send for the free book
if you want to gain the finest of friends
and to possess happiness with contentment that
will come to you as the result of a lovely and
winning personality.

I

My
"HOW"

possess.

Uncouth Boldness

— or

Tactful

Audacity?
If you are an assertive woman, the kind that
from too great forwardness, I can show
you in a way that you will find delightful, how to
be gentle and unassuming, to tear away the false
fabric of your repelling and ungracious personality and replace it with another that wins and attracts.
By this method, you will succeed, oh so
well, while by uncouthness or misapplied audacity
you meet with setbacks.
/ can take the frail girl or woman, the listless
one who usually feels that the good things in life
are not for her and show ber how to become vigorous and strong, tingling with enthusiasm and
good cheer and how to see the whole wide world
full of splendid things just for her.
suffers

Mail
4Re
Coupon.
£m&
,

Fji»ee A

Boo&rf

Free Book Coupon
Simply cut out this coupon, pin
it to a sheet of paper, mail to
us, with your name and address
written very plainly, and we will
send you Madame Juliette Fara's
little
hook entitled "How".

Fara's little book "How," free, you may fill out the coupon and
Address as below:
write by letter or postcard requesting it.

may

We

Address,

GENTLEWOMAN INSTITUTE

d

GENTLEWOMAN INSTITUTE VL ^i\ J%?.

'

615 West 43d

Street, 106-H,

New

York, N. Y.
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AND FILM FAME FOR A

$1,000

SCENARIO LIKE "APRIL FOLLY"
ADRIAN JOHNSON

By

One of the world famous producing companies has just made this generous
offer for a story suitable for Miss Marion Davies, star of "APRIL FOLLY" and
asks you to see Adrian Johnson's widely exploited photoplay and pattern your
story along similar lines.

TO ENCOURAGE NEW WRITERS
The express purpose
as advertised in all
is

encourage

to

SELECT your own sub-

of the contest,
papers,

—

New York

NEW WRITERS

ject
love, patriotism
write what the heart dictates,

and

then submit your poem to us.
We write the music and guarantee publisher's acceptance. Our leading composer

New

The Cosmopolitan ProIdeas.
ductions agree to buy all Scenarios
which are suitable for
submitted,
You have until May 15
production.
to

Mr. Leo Friedman

submit your story.

one

of America's well-known musicians, the
author of many song successes, such as "Meet
Me Tonight in Dreamland," "Let Me Call You
Sweetheart," "When I Dream of Old Erin,"

YOU NEED THE ADRIAN
JOHNSON SYSTEM
A mastery of Adrian Johnson's simple, practical, successful system will
admirably equip you to successfully

CATHERINE CALVERT
"Romance of Underivorld"

LUCY COTTON

bureau.

THE ADRIAN JOHNSON SYSTEM

it

capitalizing

in

into

his

or

We

Criticize

We

Your Plays

Our advisory board, headed by Adrian
Johnson, himself, is made up of Producers, Directors, Stars and Writers.
It gives you counsel and constructive
criticism of your scripts

Our

This Interesting Free Book
shows how you can become a
skilled player of piano or organ in
yourowD home, at one-quarter usual
cost. Dr. Quinn's famous Written
Method is endorsed by leading musicians and heads of State Conservatories. Successful 25 years. Play
chords at once and complete piece in every key. within 4 lessons.
Scientific yet easy to understan d. Fully illusi rated. For beginners or
teachers, olii or youn«. All
Write
usic free. Diploma granted.
today for 64-paue free book, "How to Learn Piano." M. L. Quinn
Conservatory, Studio JS, Social Union Bldg., Boston, Mass.

Mary Pickford's charm — Charlie Chapfun— Douglas Fairbanks' smile and Billy
The compelling; force of successful
business men is personal magnetism. Your success, your
happiness, your ability to make friends, to be popular,
of

depends on your personal magnetism. You can develop
power by studying and practicing.

this wonderful

" The

Art and Science of
Personal Magnetism"
EMMY WEHLEN
"Miss Robinson Crusoe"

workings.

Piano!

Sunday's apneal.

We

"The Capitol"

Learn

Is the secret
lin's wistful

FAME
We

for themselves
and a place in this desirable field.
supply 2 Complete Directors' Copies of
Successful Photoplays, for study and
give you a Dictionary
as patterns.
of Studio Language, technical terms
In short we bring
of the profession.
the studio right into your home, acquaint you with its inner secrets and

LEAH BAIRD

-

Personal Magnetism

her

"RED HOT DOL-

LARS" and win

"^!^

m

Comprises a course of 20 lessons, covering every phase of photoplay writing, reduced to absolute simplicity and accuracy, so that the person of average intelligence
in any walk of life can master and
time

and others the Bales of which ran into mi llionn of copies. Send
as many poems ae you wish. Don't Delay. Got Busy— Quick.
6
CHESTER MUSIC CO. 92
Chicago, IB.

"Miracle of Love"

compete in contests of this character, which will be numerous in the future, and will
prepare you to enter the fascinating profitable profession of Photoplay writing, as a
Free Lance or Staff Writer.
All Adrian Johnson system students, entering the above contest, may submit their
stories and scenarios through our school, and avail themselves also of our service

apply
spare

is

written by that maryelous French Scientist Theron Q.
Dumont. Study this book chapter by chapter. Read It

in your own home nights. Practice these wonderful lessons day by day.
Every young man, every young
woman, every husband and wife should take advantage

of this special offer.

Sell

Your

Sales bureau

is

Scripts

DAY

FIVE

an expert organi-

zation of Play Agents with entree to all
producers, directors and stars who buy
plays.
It can get a hearing for your
wares, where you never could individually.

TRIAL
OFFER
We

Send only $1 .50 for this great work
on personal magnetism. Study it
five days.
Then if you are not
sure that

it

is

going

to bring
into

more power and happiness

send it back.
Your
money will be instantly returned.
guarantee this to you and to the Picture-Play
Magazine. Send coin or money order to

H. E. GRIFFIN,

4652

your

life,

N. Campbell Ave., Dept. 10,

CHICAGO

JUST AVERAGE INTELLIGENCE
You need
you

are.

If

not

be a '"genius" or a "born writer," or anything

you have average

intelligence, a story telling
imagination, even in embryo, we can
Obteach you to write photoplays.
scure, unknowns are jumping into Fame

and Financial independence

but

ability

just

and

GET ON THE
VAUDEVILLE

what

creative

STAGE

you howl Fascinating profession. Big: salExperience unnecessary. Splendid engagements always waiting'.
Opportunity for travel.
Theatrical agents endorse my methods.
Thirty
years' experience as both manager and performer.
Illustrated book, "All About Vaudeville, " FREE.
Send 6 cents postage and state age and occupation.
I tell

aries.

daily.

FREDERIC LA DELLE,Sta.217,JACKSON. MICH.

A TRULY WONDERFUL BOOK

CARLYLE BLACKWELL
of 100 Successes

Our Free SOUVENIR book, "A Fascinating Career," illustrated with nearly
100 photographs of Studio scenes, settings, etc., Stars, Directors and Producers, is yours for the asking. Ask for
details of our own Cash Prize Scenario
Contest just starting.
'THE ADRIAN
JOHNSON PHOTOPLAY SYSTEM, 350
American Theatre Bldg., 350 W. 42nd
St.,

New York

Citv.

A

Brings Bigger Pay

"Aladdin's

Increase your income by home study
your srare time. Our new catalog
of home self helps w ill show you how.
No matter what your line of work you will
of self-help
find in our FREE
books many valuable suggestion's as to
how you can easily increase your income.
Especially valuable to all interested in
the Automobile, Machine Shop, Carpentry,

CATALOG

EVELYN GREELY
Lamp"
Electricity,

Adrian Johnson Photoplay System, Inc. T. S. 350 American Theatre Bldg-., New York City
Please send without obligation the Souvenir book, 'A Fascinating Career."

Painting,

Farm Mechanics and Machinery, Cas and Steam
Modern Languages.

Engineering, Railroading or

Sent

Name
Address

Valuable Book

bring

ABSOLUTELY FREE.
it.

Send

for

your

A postal will
copy NOW.

FREDERICK J. DRAKE & CO.
1038

MICHIGAN AVENUE,

CHICAGO

—a

—
Advertising Section

"Countless thousands of

from the drudgeiy of

men and women

life

are now doing work they dislike when they could be free
enjoy all the happiness and prosperity of successful authorship"

— could

Millions of People

Can Write

Stories
Dorit Know It /

and Photoplays and
THIS

is

the

startling assertion

re-

cently made by one of the highest
paid writers in the world.
Is his
astonishing statement true? Can it
be possible there are countless thousands of
people yearning to write, who really can and
simply haven't found it out? Well, come to
think of it, most anybody can tell a story.
Why can't most anybody write a story ? Why
is writing supposed to be a rare gift that few
possess? Isn't this only another of the Mistaken Ideas the past has handed down to us?
Yesterday nobody dreamed man could fly. Today ho dives like a swallow ten thousand feet
above the earth and laughs down at the tiny
mortal atoms of his fellow-men below
So Yesterday's "impossibility" is a reality to-day.
"The time will come," writes the same authority, "when millions of people will be writers
there will be countless thousands of playwrights, novelists, scenario, magazine and newspaper writers they are coming, coming
whole new world of them !" And do you know
what these writers-to-be are doing now? Why,
they are men
armies of them young and old,
now doing mere clerical work, in offices, keeping books, selling merchandise, or even driving
trucks, running elevators, street cars, waiting
on tables, working at barber chairs, following
the plow, or teaching schools in the rural dis!

—

—

—

—

and women, young and old, by scores,
now pounding typewriters, or standing behind
counters, or running spindles in factories, bendtricts

;

ing over sewing machines, or doing housework.
Yes you
may laugh but these are The
Writers of Tomorrow.
For writing isn't only for geniuses as most
people think.
Don't you Relieve the Creator
nave you a story-writing faculty just as He (lid
the greatest writer? Only maybe you are simply "bluffed" by the thought that you "haven't
the gift."
Many people are simply afraid to
try.
Or if they do try, and their first efforts
don't satisfy, they simply give up in despair,
and that ends it. They're through. They never
try again.
Yet if, by some lucky chance they
had first learned the simple rules of writing,
and then given the imagination free rein, they
might have astonished the world

—

—

!

things are essential in order to beBUTcometwoa writer.
First, to learn the ordinary
principles of writing. Second, to learn to
exercise your faculty of Thinking.
By exercising a thing you develop it.
Your Imagination
is something like your right arm.
The more
you use it the stronger it gets. The principles

11

of writing are no more complex than the principles of spelling, arithmetic, or any other

thing that anybody knows.
Writers
learn to piece together a story as easily as a
child sets up a miniature house with his toy
blocks.
It is amazingly easy after the mind
grasps the simple "know how." A little study,
a little patience, a little confidence, and the
thing that looks hard often turns out to be
just as easy as it seemed difficult.
Thousands of people imagine they need a fine
education in order to write. Nothing is farther
from the truth. Many of the greatest writers
were the poorest scholars. People rarely learn
to write at schools.
They may get the principles there, but they really learn to~write from
the great, wide, open, boundless Book of Humanity
Yes, seething all around you, every
day, every hour, every minute in the whirling
vortex the flotsam and jetsam of Life even
in your own home, at work or play, are cn'lless
incidents for stories and plays
a wealth of
material, a world of things happening.
Every
one of these has the seed of a story or a plav
Think
in it.
If you went to a fire, or saw
an accident, you could come home and tell the
simple

!

—

—

—

!

folks all about it. Unconsciously
scribe it all very realistically.

you would

And

if

de-

some-

body stood by and wrote down exactly what
you said, you might be amazed to finl your
story would sound just as interesting as many
you've read in magazines or seen on the screen.
Now, you will naturally say, "Well, if Writing
is as simple as you say it is, why can't / learn
to write?"
Who says you can't?

charge. No obligation. YOUR copy
Write for it NOW,. GET
waiting for you.
Then you can pour your
IT.
IT'S YOVRS.
whole soul into this magic new enchantmeut
that has come into your life— story and play
writing.
The lure of it, the love of it, the
luxury of it will fill your wasted hours and
You
dull moments with profit and pleasure.

FREE. No
is

money-making

will have this noble, absorbing,

new

profession!
And all in your spare time,
without interfering with your regular job.
Who says you can't make "easy money" with
your brain
Who says you can't turn your
Who says you can't make
Thoughts into cash
vour dreams come true
Nobody knows BUT
!

!

!

THE BOOK WILL TELL YOU.

So why waste any more time wondering,
dreaming, waiting? Simply.fill out the coupon
below—-you're not BUYING anything, you're
getting it ABSOLUTELY FREE. A book that
may prove the Book of Your Destiny. A Magic
Book through which men and women young and
old may learn to turn their spare hours into
cash
Get your letter in the mail before you sleep
to-night.
Who knows it may mean for you
Just address
the Dawn of a New To-morrow
The Authors' Press, Dept. 155, Auburn, New
York.
!

—

!

This BooK FREE

A wonderful FREE book has reLISTEN!
cently been written on this subject — a book

that tells all about a Startling New Easy
Method of Writing Stories and Photoplays.
This amazing book, called "The Wonder Boole
for Writers," shows how easily stories and plays
are conceived, written, perfected, sold.
How
many who don't dream they can write, suddenly find it out. How the Scenario Kings and
the Story Queens live and work. How bright

men and women, without any special experience, learn to their own amazement that their
simplest Ideas may furnish brilliant plots for
Plays and Stories. How one's own Imagination
may provide an endless gold-mine of Ideas that
bring Happy Success and Handsome Cash Royalties.
How new writers get their names into

ARE

print.
How to tell if you
a writer. How
to develop your "story fancy," weave clever
word-pictures and unique, thrilling, realistic
plots.

judges.
pitfalls

This

How your friends may be your worst
How to avoid discouragement and the
of Failure.
How to WIN!
surprising
ABSOLUTELY
book is

I
'

I
J
I

THE AUTHORS' PRESS, Dept. 155, Auburn, N. Y.
Send me ABSOLUTELY FREE "The Wonder Book for Writers." This does not obligate
me in any way. (Print your name plainly in
pencil.).

Name
|

I

Address
City and State
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TABLETS

Be a
cSONG 1VRITER.
"Yon \\7rite the words

and i will compose the music and duaraiitee publica.tion.
••••

Headaches
Neuralgias
Colds and La Grippe

Arnx»iT<Cmy >£reatnitsis

DESMlTiyAND

•

cAibmitpoems today on*J

Women's Aches and Ills
Rheumatic and Sciatic Pains
Ask Your Druggist for A'K Tablets

ETHWELL HANcSON. J

38IO BROADWAST.R
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(I£

CHICAGO, U.S.A

he cannot supply you, write us)

Small Size

Dozen Size

lOc

25c

Monogram Jj^ on

See

the Genuine

The Antikamnia Remedy Company,

St. Louis,

Mo.

Write for Free Samples

Write the Words
For a Song

FREE
6000 Mile

Lyric

Editor

written

of

many

and

Composer
and

Chief

national

big

reputation

song-hits.

song-poem on love,

peace,

Mail

Fitzgerald Bldg.,

Broadway

at

a
has
your

A15S

Ft.

«/2

$7.40
8.00

32x4 1/6

32x3HS.S.only9.10
31x4
10 35
82x4
10.70
33x4
11.15
34x4
11.50

34x4J4
35x4!4
36x4
36x5
37x5

33x4^

H

$12 00
12.50
13.15
13 40
1S.S5
14.85
14.95

Rellner Free With Every Tire
State whether yon want straight side or clincher.
Elain or non-skid. Send $2 depoBi* for each tire ordered,
alance C O.D., subject to examination, or 6 percent
discount if full amount is sent with order.

UNION RUBBER COMPANY

Dept. IIS,

Racine Ave.

&

15th

CHICAGO

St.,

MUSIC THE

Dept.

Wayne, Indiana

Price $2.50

SEND NO MONEY

Prices Include Tire andTube
80x3
30x3VS

NEW YORK

HAWAIIAN

Dept.

PUNCTURE PROOF TUBE FREE

any

'aii/it/niiiiiiiiimi

HOOSIER INSTITUTE, Short Story

Their

that under ordinary conditionswill last
ten to 20.000 miles. Our 6.000-mile tire
guarantee certificate with every tire.

submitted

Times Square,

WritA TVidnv
U

reinforcement of 4 extra layers of
fabric reduces gTeatly blowout and
puncture possibilities. Over 200,000 in
use. To further increase mileage, we
include with every tire ordered A

BROADWAY COMPOSING STUDIOS
104 E

tires.

a Story!

tune. You can learn to write, too. A new practical course of
instruction will give you the training right in your own home
during your spare time. Endorsed by eminent writers Ineluding the late Jack London,
' or Dew booklet "How To Write.'
* No obllkratlons-the booklet Is fret.
»
„
,
Special oner now being made. Write Today— Now I

Guarantee

ard in reconstructed

is

victory or

Poems

other subject to us today.
are examined free.

TUBE

for

T~)ECENTLY an American writer was paid $1800 for a«
in ,e short story. By learnin«r to tell the stories of her
1
5 ^
* £\. dreams
this woman has fouc<i her way to fame and for-

UNION TIRES hl^Sand!

We

Write the words for a song.
revise
song-poems, compose music for them, and
guarantee to secure publication on a royalty
basis by a New York music publisher.
Our
song-writer

Proof

$1800
^

IF You Can Tell it From a
GENUINE DIAMONDSenditba

To prove that onr blue-white

MEXICAN DIAMOND closely

resembles the finest genuine South African Diamond (cost*
ire 50 times as much), with same DAZZLING RAINBOW.
FIRE, (Guaranteed 20 yrs.) we will Bend this Ladies Solitaire
Ring with one carat gem, (Catalorrue price $4.98) for Hall
Price lo Introduce, $2. SO, plus War Tax 13c. Same thine
but Gents. Heavy Tooth Belcher Ring, (Cataloge price $6.26)

for $3.10, plus WarTaxl5c Mountings areour finestl2 karat
gold filler!. Mexican Diamonds are GUARANTEED FOR 20
YEARS. SEND NO MONEY. Just mail postcard or this ad.,
state size and we wilt mail at once C. O. D. If not fully
pleased, return in 2 days for
BACK, lesa handling
charges. Act quick; offer limited; only one to a customer.
Write for FREE Catalog. AGENTS WANTED.

MONEY

MEXICAN DIAMOND IMPORTING CO.

Dept. CD2

Las Cruces,
(Exclusive controllers Mexican Diamonds)

Submit your Song-Poems on any subject for ouraovice^x<3"S
We revise poems.compose music of any descrip-^-j'H
tionsecure copyright and employ original
m^contains
methods for facilitating free publica-^flrt
*l^vau«bl£ in5truc
TION OR OUTRIGHT SALE OF S^SS^^JjlKg^^TIONSTO
BEGINNERSANDTEUS
UNDER THIS SUCC E35FUL^^--^«g|rl!JJ*p
HtTRljIH (;o Ntt N NG EytRY BRANCH
CONCERNSGUARANTEE^r-'g 2 i^-^OFTHlS ESSENTIAL AND FACINATING PROFESS

INSTRUMENT =

(;

CanYouPlay-

OF

this famous player
LET
be your instructor.

'

introduce Harry J. Clarke's new and wonderful easy system of instruction by mail.
Small cost— great resultsl

Write Mr. Clarke personally today.

HAWAIIAN INSTITUTE OF MUSIC, Inc.
4F

I

JLARSONG

IN

WINNING THE V/AR
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ONLY AN INDEX TO THE nUOf

^J\\ .[i^WIDER SCOPE AND GREATER OPPORTUNITIES AFFORDED BY PEACE.
mJ^KNICKERBOCKER STUDIOS201GaietyBldg.,N.YCit«

Let him teach you to
produce wonderful, sympathetic melodies
on the Hawaiian Ukulele.
No more exquisite music was ever given to mankind.
Draw to your home and yourself charmed
circles of friends and admirers— know the
delights of popularity. Sing and dance to
the tender strains of Hawaiian music.
Write us at once for information how you
can obtain ABSOLUTELY FREE a genuine Ukulele, which we are giving away to

Dept.

|

SATISFAC-^T . |J>'l0Ut1E GREAT WORK ACCOMPLISHED BY THE POP

^XnYii^^

AreYou
Popular?

N. Met.

1400 Broadway, N. Y.

iTllltllllllllllllJlllillllllllljjllltjjlljlJIjljlllllllll

Submit Poems to
Us on any Subject
Edouard Hesselber^,
Our leading Composer is

a
world's famous pianist, appearing in concerts with
such celebrated singers as
Sembrich, Nordica and de
Reszke. Amonfe his greatest song successes are,

A

ROSE"
"IF I WERE
of which a million copies
have been sold.
Don't let another day go
by without submitting a

poem

to us.

Do

it

today.

The Metropolitan Studios
Department 137
916 S. Mich. Ave.Xhicafeo

SUBMIT YOUR SONG POEMS ON AMY SUBJECT
FOR MY PERSONAL CRITICISM AND ADVICE
ACCEPTABLE WORDS WILL 65 REVISED, FURNISHED
WITH APPROPRIATE MUSIC, COPYRIGHTED AND
EXPLOITED UNDER MY ORIGINAL METHODS FOR
FACILITATING THE PUBLICATION OR OUTRIGHT
SALE OF SONGS. VALUABLE BOOKLET ON SONG
WRITING SE^FJJErjjON REQUEST. WRITE TO ME T0-DAK
AUTHOR OF* rr-CrYlistG Th £ LEAVES SO THEY Won't COW?
£Dwn-"dont forget old dixieland" and others •

10

GAIETY THEATRE

BID.
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always

the center of attention because

power

of his or her pleasing, convincing

speech —positive

of

proof of the value of a

perfect voice.

how you can have a voice of
magnetic force that will draw friends and
Read

here

success to

your

side.

AVoice of Magnetic
Power and Beauty
Yours Through This Amazingly Simple Method
What man

ality

or

woman

is

there

who

does not covet a magnetic person-

— that indescribable force that makes and holds friends and wins success?

And do you

realize that the most striking characteristic of such a personality
a perfect voice?
It is by your speech that the world judges and estimates your worth.
No matter how fine your thoughts, how valuable your ideas, their force is
dependent entirely upon the clearness and strength with which they are
spoken. If you are a man and your associates can say of you, "I like that
man's voice, so strong, deep and mellow that it fairly rings with sincerity"
then you have a voice that is a priceless asset to your success in fife.
If you are a woman, it means much to you if people can say:
"What
a sweet, cultured voice she has it's a real pleasure to hear her speak."
Every man or woman in business or social life, every singer or public
speaker, every one who stutters, stammers or lisps, can now through a wonderful
new method gain a perfect voice of success-compelling, friend-winning force.

is

Sinning. Make your singing voice smooth,

steady,

and strong— the kind of voice you have always
longed for. Your voice can easily be made the best
singing voice among all of your friends.
full

—

The Secret
Not one person

of a Perfect Voice
in a hundred knows how

Nearly every one
has one or more serious faults in his or her
to use the voice properly!

The trouble is that scarcely anyone
knows how to control the vocal organs which
produce the voice.
Unless you know the
principles of proper control, no amount of
voice.

or practice of the ordinary kind
voice perfect.
But now,
through this very simple secret, a perfect
voice can be yours both in speaking and
singing.
Through the magnetic force of
your voice you can draw people to you,
sway them to your wishes, win popularity
and success wherever you go.
exercises

Speaking. Make your speaking voice ring with
conviction and sincerity. Make it a voice that will
thrill and impress all who hear it.
There is no
greater aid to lasting business and social success
than the power of your voice.

make your

will

No

matter what your present voice may
be, you can easily make it perfect through
<
.1
.. c
j
r r>
r
the wonderful scientific
discovery of Prof.
Eugene Feuchtinger, the famous voice culturist.
This internationally known authority
J
,
j
r
as perfected a simple system ot vocal training that strengthens the controlling muscles
of your voice and brings out its full beauty
j
and power.
:

i

he

i

-

.

,

Use This Easy Method at
A
Learn how you can have the beautiful singing or
speaking voice you have so often admired in others,
and how defective voices can now quickly be made
perfect. This wonderful new illustrated book tells
how. Mail the coupon today— it will bring this
book to you.

Home

in silent practice

v
.i
j
by the exclusive reuchtinger
method
soon
crivp« vnn
anrl Speaking
cnpaL-inff
gives
>OU dn nprfp^t
perieCt cinrrinoSinging ana
voice.
In an amazingly short time you will
^1
-ii
r
i
be thrilled with pride to ieel your voice
rapidly developing a power and beauty you
never
dreamed possible.
Thousands of
people all over the world have already had
i

FREE BOOK on VOICE CULTURE

few minutes each day

.

i

..i

i

•

.-

XT'

l

-

i

•

marvelous results through this remarkable
method. Famous European operatic singers,
emi " ent public speakers, men and women
in
U w * lks of 1,fe have S iVfen thelr enthusi "
?
astic endorsement.

Stammering, Stuttering, Lisping Banished

No longer need anyone suffer the disadvantages and embarrassment of a defective
Stammering, stuttering and lisping

voice.

harsh,
overcome.
Strident,
voices
droning, tiresome, sing-song
voices, are all transformed to rich, wellmodulated voices of pure beauty. Control
of the vocal organs is the secret which
makes a perfect voice possible for every one.

quickly

are

shrill

—

Send for Free Illustrated Book
Make your voice a success-magnet, a friend-winner
D ".'* let il misrepresent you, antagonize
people against you, thwart your ambitions. If you
wan t a good singing voice, clear, vibrant and trueif you want a good speaking voice, strong, vigorous
and confidence-inspiring-if your voice is in any way
defective, let Prof. Feuchtinger stow you the way
t0 a perfect voice. His method is guaranteed. It is
explained fully in an intensely interesting Book
eh fill be sent to you on request without cost.
£,'-n
Fill out and mail the coupon today.
It might prove
tne biggest thing you ever did.
-

,

Studio
r
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I
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It

1

Singing

(

]

Speaking

]

[

Stammering

Name

j

_

Address
j

|

C!ieo ,

rr:

Voice Institute, Studio A-158, 1922 Sunnyside Ave., Chicago, III.
Ple3s „ send mfi wjthout cost or ob i(ration , your free illustrated
book— "Voice Culture" and facts about the amazing new
Feuchtinger method. I have put <X) opposite the subject which
interests me most.

I

|
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~r-;-z
Perfect

c:ty

:

state

[

1

Lisping

I
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the sensational experiences and
the hair-breadth escapes from
death of the cameramen of the
Pathe News were written up, what
an exciting story it would be.

A

Front

line

trenches in the

World War;

cramped quarters on a Russian battleship
during an engagement with the Turkish
following Huerta's army in Mexico;
crossing the border with the regulars;
filming a daring aviator as he flirts with
death above the clouds; catching a mob,
bent on lynching, as it storms a courthouse; or, faithful to duty, taking a terrible
forest fire while buried almost to the neck
What diversity of subin an icy torrent.
ject and variety of hazard in order to make
the Pathe News, the most famous of all
fleet;

1

motion pictures, interesting!
See it and the world passes in review
before your eyes.

Ask the manager of your favorite motion
picture theatre the days on which he shows
the Pathe News.

Pathe Exchange, Inc.
25 West 45th Street, New York

/If

!

What
Some interesting facts and

figures concerning the

huge sums of money which have been made by certain famous

By

The gross revenue done

to

was the most eventful
IT history
of the company.

moment

The

president had reported to the
apologies profuse and
almost tearful, that the unheard-of
sum of eight thousand dollars had
been spent on a single picture

when chosen

promised

as head of the concern, he said,
that there would be an economical administration of its affairs,

and

felt

for the
director

somewhat
whose

brought about

much

to

extravagance

blame
of

work

this

crisis,

Alfred A.

Cohn

in the

He had

started it as a two-reeler, but by the
time he had finished shooting he found
himself with a seven-reeler that seemed
to defy further cutting. He had named
it

"Traffic in Souls."

That was back

about two

American film that brought in
"big money." Deducting exploitation and distribution costs,

the

"Traffic

had

in

Souls," to pi'oduce

which cost slightly less than
eight thousand dollars, brought
in net profits of something

so

he stood
reimburse the com-

more than half a

pany for the outlay. In fact,
he had a check already made

lars,

out, and, if the necessary reso-

was forthcoming, he
would turn over the check and

lution

take possession of the picture
with the view of seeing how
much salvage he could get.
But he was not to make the
sacrifice.

After a brief pause, one of

in 1913,

years before Griffith gave the screen
his "Birth of a Nation."
"Traffic in Souls" was the first

so, in fact, that

ready to

films.

date by "The Birth of a Nation" totals somewhere between two and three million dollars.

directors, with

He had

Earns

a Picture

ever made by a film play in
proportion to its cost.
Last year, according to figures
compiled by experts, the people of the United States and
Canada paid seven hundred million dollars to see "movies."
Of
this sum, something like seventydollars went to the
That is a tremendous
sum as compared with the picture
revenues of a decade ago, yet most of
the movie millionaires got rich in the
five

t

directors arose and declared that
it's
worth eight thousand to
Laemmle, it's worth that much

million dol-

perhaps the most money

million

producers.

company."
earlier days of the industry because of
So the Universal Company had on its hands
the bigger proportionate profits
although
a seven-reel photoplay that had
several groups of producers have
Charles Ray's sad appearance mav be due to the fact
been directed by a young man that, up to the present, he has had a verv small
become millionaires during the
named George Loane Tucker, share of the huge profits made by tits pictures. pas t five years. But the "game"

—
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What

a

Picture Earns
Spanish-American

During

conflict.

the year of that so-called war, George
Melies sent to this country a film
called "A Trip to the Moon."
This

made more money than any moving
picture had made prior to that time.
Then there was a lull for several
years, due largely to litigation.
The
next financial coup was pulled off by
Edison with the making of "The
Great Train Robbery," which also
antedated the store show and the
nickelodeon.
In those days positive
prints were sold outright by the foot,
so that there is no way of telling how
much money a picture made. Of the
pictures of the early "movie-theater"
days, two of the biggest money makers
were Edison's "Dream of a Rarebit

and Vitagraph's "Haunted
Bedroom." Eight hundred copies of
the latter were sold.
These, as well
Fiend"

as other favorites of that day, relied
mostly on trick photography. About
the same time also appeared the forerunner of the animated cartoon. J.
Stuart Blackton, one of the partners
"Intolerance," the most expensive production ever filmed, was a financial failure.
in Yitagraph, drew the pictures himself, and they went out as "Lightning Sketches."
has progressed, and at least a half dozen of the early
About this time, San Francisco did its famous
leaders, unable to keep step with modern methods, have
"shimmy,"
dropped by the wayside.
and the continent had its most spectacular
To get back to the real beginning of the money- catastrophe. Movie cameras were rushed to the stricken
making side of pictures, we must go back much farther city by Vitagraph, and its laboratory worked day and
than "Traffic in Souls." Edison and Selig were making
night making prints for distribution all over the country.
According to pioneers in the business, it was the
theater "chasers" fifty or a hundred feet long before the
shake
really
Frisco
that
started the epidemic of store
shows. That was in April,
1906, just fourteen years

ago.

Seven years later the industry was still in the hands
of the pioneers, most of

whom had
duction

gone into the pro-

business

from the

"movie" house or the exchange.
Foreign producers
were apparently devoting
more thought to production,
and their pictures were in
great demand. "Quo Vadis,"

made

in Italy,

was

the first

film play to reap a gross re-

turn of one hundred thousand dollars. The next high
spot in film history was UniSouls,"
the
"million-dollar"
film,
first
although the gross returns
were
actually
something
three-quarters
around
of a
versal's

which

"Traffic

was

in

acclaimed

million.

In the last few years a
great deal has been printed
million-dollar
about
the
picture," but
no
date
"Male and pe . to

produc-

male" will make
more money, it is tion has ever
cost
said, than "The actually
Miracle Man."
that tremen-

What

a

Picture
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dous amount of money. In fact, not
more than a half dozen pictures have
brought

in a

gross business of a mil-

lion dollars.

The most expensive production ever
filmed was, of course, "Intolerance,''

which was a financial failure. Exact
figures cannot be obtained, and even
Griffith would probably be unable to
to

tell

how much

But there

is

it

actually

cost.

no doubt that between a

and three-quarters of a million
was spent before the public had a
look at it.
The next most expensive
film was William Fox's "A Daughter
of the Gods," the negative of which
cost Mr. Fox the sum of four hundred and forty thousand dollars.
It
cost him half again that much for
advertising and other exploitation exhalf

He is said to have made a
on the picture, so that the gross
must have been around three-quarters
penses.

profit

of a million dollars.
Then there were "Joan the Woman"
and "Cleopatra," which cost something around a quarter of a million
'Cleopatra" cost nearly a million dollars to produce.
each notable examples of costly pictures a few years ago.
"Broken Blossoms," although he lost nothing by its
"The Birth of a Nation" was the first picture to do
failure.
The "Limehouse Nights" story was last year's
a gross business of more than a million dollars, and
worst flivver. United Artists bought it for a quarter
the total business done by the famous Griffith masterof a million, and, although it was acclaimed an artistic
piece to date is somewhere between two and three miltriumph in the big cities, the country at large refused
lion dollars.
It is unlikely that its record will ever be
to accept it.
exceeded, although the cinema industry is one in which
As nearly as an outsider can determine, the pictures
records are short-lived.
The
cost of the picture, with the
;

was someone hundred and
thousand dollars, al-

initial

exploitation,

thing

like

thirty-five

though, like "Intolerance," the
exact cost can only be estimated, as people used by Griffith himself were also playing
in other pictures at his studio
during the filming of those
"specials."

"Intolerance"
a

financial

was rated

somewhere around
lion

dollars

as

Costing

failure.

a half mil-

produce, although the advertised cost was
to

much

greater, it failed by many
thousands to bring in that much
money. The big runs in New
York and Chicago were not
lucrative, because of the money

spent in exploiting the picture
the large cities.
In the
smaller places the public didn't
"get" it at all. As a matter of

in

fact,

"Intolerance"

did

better

abroad proportionately than

in

country.
The rights for
England alone sold for seventyfive thousand dollars, the
most
ever paid for the
this

English rights to
H
a picture.
fith

cally

had
the

experience

is

predlcted

Grif- that "The Mir-

Man"
same make two

practi- acle

with

Hon

will

mil-

dollars.

What
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Earns

that have done a gross business of
dollars can be counted on the ring

again and picking up cinema history,
some other great money producers which had no star, notably
"Cabiria," which gave us our first
great spectacle play, and Thomas 11.
Ince's "Battle of Gettysburg" and
"Civilization."
"Cabiria" was the
first
picture to be shown for
which
regular
theater
prices
were charged. Then there were
Paul Rainey's African jungle
e also find

one hand.
One of Charlie Chap
"A Dog's Life," his first for First J
tional, is reported to have passed th
million

mark some time

ago, with

"Shoulder Arms" headed that way.
"My Four Years in Germany,"
also distributed by First National, is also said to have taken
in more than a million, largely
r
because it appeared at the
proper psychological time. Another popular money maker of

pictures,
theaters

drama

war period, Universal'
"The Beast of Berlin," also

which were shown
at

prices.

in

spoken

regular

These made

a

great deal of money for Universal, as did the first Annette

the

Kellermann picture, "Neptune's Daughter."
The latter
made close to half a million
dollars, although the finished
production cost Universal only
thirty-five thousand dollars.
Although a large number of
pictures made more money than

"cleaned up," but fell short of
the million mark.
The next
largest money maker of First
National was "Tarzan of the
Apes." It was something of a
surprise picture, as neither producer nor buyer had any idea
that the picture would be received as it was. It has grossed 1
to date something around threequarters of a million.
Last year's sensation, both from
the standpoint of picture excellence
and earning capacity, was Geor
Loane Tucker's "The Miracle
Tucker will be remembered for his "
in Souls."
It is estimated the new
Tucker picture will bring in close
to two million dollars. It is the first

"A

Fool There Was,"

it

lace in this story because
3

'has a
it

gave

Theda Bara and gave William

x his real start as a picture producer.
No story could be written about the
financial
returns of motion pictures
ithout some figures dealing with the earning power of the most popular stars.
The temptation is great to classify the
"Pollyanna" is expected to enter
stars, or seek to do so. according to
the "million-dollar picture" class.
Famous Players-Lasky release to
their respective monetary rewards,
but the writer will endeavor to refrain from treading
gross a million dollars, and immediately following it

M

came "Male and Female" and "Why Change Your
Wife?" both C. B. De Mille specials for Famous PlayersLasky, each of which,

Man's"

said, will

it is

exceed the "Miracle

financial record.

has perhaps occurred to the reader that each of
these big money makers, with the exception of the
Chaplin comedies, were nonstar productions.
Going
It

"The Daughter of

the

Gods" cost nearly a

on such dangerous ground.
doesn't necessarily follow that the star is paid
proportion to his or her popularity.
As a matter
of fact, there are several stars who make a great
deal of money for the exhibitors who play their pictures, yet who do not share in. the theater man's
prosperity, either because they
[Continued on page 96}
It

in

million dollars to produce

and

to exploit, yet it is said to

have earned a

profit.

tmmm

«

ELSIE FERGUSON
now appearing in person on the New York stage in "Sacred and
Profane Love" and, like the parrot, the city is repeating enthusiastic
comments on her success.

is

51

the first star of the new Smith Syndicate, as well as the first one
ZaSu's road to
of her own unique type to win favor on the screen.
fame lay through Brentwood pictures.
is

ShoreAcres
story of an old New
England homestead and of

A

the part

it

whom

to

played

in

the

the lives of those

crisis of

By C.

was

it

dear.

Edson

L.

HERE'S
mother

where
stood and

watched
father put out to
time."

when

sea— the

last

The two brothers stood
on a promontory, while the
older one, a gray-bearded

man

in his late fifties, lifted

battered seaman's cap
and stood reverently bowed
above a little mound. "And
she's here yet," he continued, "watching and waiting until that hour when
the sea gives up its dead.
another
"That's
reason why I
his

want
the

to invest,"

younger

brother,

farmer
patched
spun,

moving

argued,
uneas-

"It

ily.

bring

a

in
home-

me

will
a lot

and
we can put up

of

money,

monument

that

on

mother's

The children were Uncle

grave that you
have been saving up for

money enough

to

all

these years

Nafs most

and never had

buy

yet."
that's a noble

"Yes, Martin,
thought," the graybearded brother agreed.
"But that's only lookin' on
one side of it. If the investment turns out good, you
can build the monument and fix up the old farm. But
if the investment fails, you'll lose the farm.
You can't,
afford to gamble with it, Martin. Think what this farm

—

—

to you
and to me to all the Berrys. Our
family has had Shore Acres ever since our forefathers
bought it from the Indians. Our mother lies buried
here overlookin' the sea.
And out yonder under that
reef, our father's bones lie cradled in the eddying tides
awaiting eternity, when we shall all be home together.
Look way back twenty-five years, to the days of '61,
when I was goin' off to war, and you was bringing
home Anna as a bride to Shore Acres. Why every
stick and stone, every clod of dirt is dear to our hearts
by a thousand lovely memories. I love every inch of
this old farm, from the old stone wall of the pasture
to the lighthouse there on Jarred Point overlookin' the
land and sea. I can't forbid you to mortgage the place,
because it ain't mine.
I deeded ybu my half of the
2PP

means

—

frequent visitors, and

among

his stanchest friends.

farm when you married Anna. The old farm has made
you a livin', and I have made a livin' tendin' the light.
Your girl, Helen, is growed up now and will be marryin'
and leaving you. They'll be nobody but you and Anna,
and you don't need to get rich late in life, where you
are now. Most speculations fail, and, if you lose, you
have speculated your home away. Strangers will take
Shore Acres, and alien feet will trample this mound
or turn it over to the pasturage of beasts. It's mother's
Don't gamble with
grave that you're gamblin' with.
mother's grave."
Uncle Nat's voice trembled, and he walked silently
back toward the lighthouse. His brother, Martin, with
a downcast, frowning face, walked in the opposite direction toward the old farm home. He was taking his
brother's advice he was not going to mortgage the old
farm. He had already done so. The money had been
borrowed, and the mortgage signed, but in view of
Uncle Nat's frame of mind Martin had not had the
courage to tell him. He would wait until the oil investment turned out a big bonanza, and then Uncle
Nat would be glad that the risk had been run, since
it brought wealth to the old homestead of Shore Acres.
;

Shore Acres
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That evening, while Uncle Nat sat in the lighthouse
for some of the neighborhood children
who were his most frequent visitors and among his
stanchest friends, there came a knock at his door,
and he opened it to admit young Sam Warren, a friend
of the family.
Sam was a bank clerk with high aims
but low salary.
He was also a suitor for the hand of
pretty Helen Berry, Martin's daughter.
Sam seemed to be unusually nervous, and Uncle Nat

making a boat

could detect in his lighted eye the signs of a suppressed
excitement the excitement of grief over a great disappointment.
"What's troublin' you, Sam?" asked Uncle Nat, laying aside the boat.
"Nothing's troubling me," Sam replied, "But I've
come to report on those pension claims I've been handling for you."
"Bet they've turned 'em down," said Nat. "I'm glad
they did, 'cause I don't want no pension I never earned
it.
I wouldn't never have put in no claim myself, Sam.
You did it. But I'm thankful to you just the same."
"But they didn't turn t':em down," Sam said excitedly.
"They've allowed the claims at last. It has
taken me two years to get action, but here is a voucher.
When you sign it, you can cash in on two thousand
five dollars and fifty cents back pension.
Aren't you

—

;

srlad

was

colorless as a

summer

—

"But

—

—

— —

;

earth!"
"I
"But I can't do anything," the youth cried.
I've been
haven't got money to pay the mortgage.
slaving in the bank as assistant cashier for two years
on a salary of eight dollars a week. I couldn't save
a cent. And now I haven't even got that job. Blake
fired me because I told him that Helen was promised
to me."
"Then you'll have to go away to find another job,"
Uncle Nat said. "But when you go, take Helen with

—

Written from the Metro picture, which was based on the play
by James A. Hearne, and played by the following cast:

sign
that money."

not?"
I

Helen Berry

Alice Lake

Sam Warren

Robert Walker
Edward Connelly
Frank Brownlee
Joseph Kilgour
Margaret McWade
Franklyn Garland

Uncle Nat Berry
Martin Berry
Josiah Blake
Anna Berry
Captain Ben

didn't earn

that
pension,
Sam.
I
didn't go to war because

wanted

Go

to-night
Get
hurry
and
once
at
!

the
dock and get
aboard the Nancy Ann.
Captain Ben is sailin' toto

"Shore Acres"

said tenderly.
don't aim ever to
that paper and get

"Because

face

—

Helen

I

"Why

his

goin'
banker
to
"Shore Acres
Blake?" stuttered the old man. "My God, he sold our
!"
mother's grave
"Yes," Sam cried, "and he has sold his daughter!
The arrangement that Blake is making is that when the
time comes he will not foreclose on the farm, but will
marry Helen and be one of the family." The young
man broke down and covered his face.
"And you are running away because you can't bear
this
happen?" Uncle Nat clenched his fists
to see
and rose out of his chair. "Listen to me, boy don't
Don't
run away. Don't give up the girl you love.
do it. I can give you this advice because I've tried it.
Don't give up the girl you love to any other man on

you.

man

old

chair,

cloud.
mortgaged an'

?."

"I'm glad if your success with this claim has
made you happy, lad," the

save the
Union. I went because
well, I've never told the
story.
But the government hadn't ought to pension the cowards along
with the brave.
I went
to war because I was a
coward. Something was happening here at Shore Acres
that I couldn't bear to see.
And so, like a poltroon, I
ran away to war.
But I'll
I see my mistake now.
never sign that voucher nor touch the money that is
meant for a reward for heroism."
When Uncle Nat looked again at Sam, the youth
was dashing away the tears from his own cheeks.
"What's the matter, Sam ? I knowed somethin' was
a-troublin' you. Tell me all about it; I'm your friend."
"Oh, Uncle Nat," the young man burst out, "I'm a
coward, too. I am running away like you did. Something is happening here at Shore Acres that I can't
bear to see."
sob ended his words.
"Is it trouble 'tween you and Helen ? Don't be foolish, Sam; she loves yon.
Tell
I know she loves you.
me what's the matter."
"I know she loves me," the youth stammered, "but
I'm afraid she's going to marry Josiah Blake. I s'pose
I ought not to tell you the cause of it.
Your brother
made me promise not to tell you. But two months ago
he mortgaged Shore Acres at the bank. Josh Blake
got him to put a thousand dollars into an oil investment.
The oil stock has turned out worthless, and Blake is
telling him about it to-night. The mortgage Blake holds
will take the farm— unless
unless some arrangement
can be made."
I

Uncle Nat staggered back into his

to

—

A

—

night

for Portland; he'll

weigh anchor the fust of
the ebb."
to

"But I've got no money
pay our passage."
"You won't need no

money

for

that.

Tell

Captain Ben that I'll settle that when he gets back
to port. You'll need some
money when you land
enough to keep you and
Helen until you get work.
Will ninety-eight dollars
be enough ?"
Uncle Nat went to a cupboard and took out a yellow
earthen crock. Out of it he poured the money in silver

and small bills. He thrust his treasure into the young
man's pocket, and, opening the door, he pushed him
out into the night, saying, "Hurry. Don't be too late!"
and the drizzle that had begun with
had developed into a driving sou'easter.
The wind howled and dashed the seething spray against
Within, unmindful of the storm, old
the lighthouse.
Uncle Nat sat motionless in his chair. He had sat
It

was hours

later,

the end of day

there like a cataleptic figure all evening, for the storm
of recollected wrongs that raged within his heart had
made him oblivious to the outward wrack and tempest.
Suddenly the door was jerked open, and, muffled in
a gust of wind and spray, his brother Martin plunged
into the room.
"Where is he?" the newcomer cried.

"Where

is

Sam

who— Sam?"
!"

the exasperated Martin roared.
"I
a finger in it. AVhere have you hid him?"
"I haven't hid him.
God hides him upon the face
of the deep. He sailed with his bride-to-be at the ebb
When they get out to sea past the three-mile
tide.
limit. Captain Ben will marry 'em without need of
license nor clergy, accordin' to maritime law."

"Yes,

knew you had

—
I

!

Shore Acres
"Damn you, Nat you've
me dirt all your life!

29
thrashed night.
Cottage
doors opened, and people
rushed out.
Life-savers,
with torches glinting on
their yellow slickers, were
launching a boat in the
angry surf.
Nat turned and staggered down the stairway

;

done

knew you was in this
scheme to ruin me! I figgered that you had gone
off with 'em when I saw
you'd left the light to go
I

out."

words,
your
"Mind
man !" Uncle Nat cried.

to his stricken brother.

storm and took their
stand upon the knoll where
their mother had made her
last vigil in the tempest
that took their father's life.
Martin collapsed and fell
the

The booming of a signal
gun was heard in a pause
of the tempest.

Uncle Nat started toward the spiral stair of the

to his knees.

tower.

cried.

the Nancy Ann
floundering in the dark!
There goes the gun again.
Them children are out
the
in
helpless
there
storm."
Martin seized Nat by the
arm and jerked him away
"Leave
from the stair.
them in the dark !" he cried

was crazy

"God

maniac.

Nat

help me,
"I

didn't

!"

know

he

—

Nat closed
eyes as if to shut out
the tragedy.
He did not

"It's

like a

To-

gether they went out into

Then, realizing the significance of the last remark,
he exclaimed: "The light!
Is it out?" ,

!"

his

answer.
"I've lost Shore Acres
my child I ain't

—

I've killed
fitten

to

live!

Oh, God!

Why don't you strike me
dead?"
He reached his
arms imploringly toward
heaven.

"Let them
It

upon the reef
will teach them a lesson
They have ruined me. and

Nat turned from the sea
where the lifeboat had been
upon the
back
driven

!"

beach, vain to rescue the
helpless ones awash in the
He looked down on
sea.
his stricken brother and
put his hand on Martin's

drift

now

!

let

the devil take 'em

"Your

own

flesh

and

on the
Nat staggered from the blow that
Martin dealt him in thrusting him away from the
blood,

perishing

deep

black

!"

head.

He

reeled back to
and there he
picked up his old war
musket. With a trembling
hand he raised the loaded
stair.

Then he dropped

his arm, and Martin, without a word, rose and stood

beside him. Together they
again looked out upon the
thrashing flood.
"Maybe they were not
weapon until it pointed at
on the boat. They didn't
/ know she loves me," said Sam.
money
they
his
demented
brother's
no
have
breast.
"Now you've got
couldn't have booked pasto listen," he cried.
"I've been playing second fiddle to
sage to-night."
Martin began to hope.
you all my life. I looked after you when you was a
"Yes, they had the money; I gave it to them," Nat
baby I fought your battles for you.
I saved your
said sadly.
life once in the surf."
"You? You didn't have any money. Where did you
"I know all that.
You can't scare me. Put down get the money?"
!"
that gun
"I gave them the money I have been saving for all
"I'll not put down the gun.
I'll
shoot you down
these years to buy a tombstone for mother's grave."
first.
You're going to hear what I have tg say. I
At that moment a flash light from the shore picked
gave up the girl I wanted and went off to war and let
up a piece of wreckage that was plunging on an inyou have her. I might have married Anne she told
coming roller. The form of a man and a girl were
me so. I gave you the mother but / won't let you
clinging to the wreckage.
The wave receded, and the
murder the child!"
wreckage was left on the beach. The life-savers ran
The signal gun had ceased its booming. Martin realto it and picked up the fainting bodies of Sam and Helen.
ized that in truth he was conniving at the murder of
"Thank God, they are back to us alive," cried Nat,
his own daughter.
He sagged down limply and turned and he clutched at his beard and laughed hysterically.
his face toward the window.
"Praise Heaven!" exclaimed Martin. "My child, my
Nat let the heavy musket
fall and climbed up the ladder toward the tower.
can bear the loss of Shore Acres, now that
He child.
reached the lamp, refilled it with oil, and lighted it.
my baby has been given back by the sea."
Martin, with his frantic face to the pane, beheld the
"Martin, my poor, dear brother," Nat said like a
dim flare of rockets rising from the doomed ship.
priest absolving a sinner.
"We have suffered much.
"Nat Nat! She must have struck.
But we are glad to-night. And you won't lose the farm,
God, it's
too late! They're on the reef!"
either.
I told Sam I would never sign that voucher,
The clanging of bells rang through the windbut I'll sign it now."
the

wall,

;

—

—

—

We

—

My

The House That Mary
It will

be a honeymoon

By

home

Martin

in

J.

more ways than

Built
one.

Bent

more or

less a house of dreams, though the dreams are
materializing, for Mary Pickford Fairbanks has had that
home in mind a long, long time, planning it just as any girl would
if she could have anything in the world she wanted in the way of a home.
just imagine yourself in Mary's place; think of the fun you'd have,
planning a suite of rooms for mother, one for sister Lottie, and the
cunningest nook in the world for three-year-old Mary Pickford Rupp,
Lottie's little daughter.
Somehow, voting Mrs. Fairbanks can't help
being more interested in that nursery than in any other part of the
house, for her heart has always overflowed to children.
And just imagine furnishing a home as Mary's going to furnish that
Ever since March twenty-eighth, when she and Douglas Fairone
banks were married, she has been trying to hurry things along so that
they could get started on their honeymoon abroad it will be particularly
interesting to see this prehoneymoon picture on that account it's made
Thumb," but will be called "The
from a story called "'Op o'
Duchess of Suds," and Mary plays the part of a little laundress.
But to go back to honeymooning. Just picture Doug and Mary motorstill

IT'Srapidly

!

;

;

Me

ing along through some quaint little town in
England or France or Italy, and coming suddenly to a halt, as Mary sees, tucked away almost out of sight, just the odd old chair she
wants for this room, or the table she needs for
that one. Antiques will go well in this new home
of hers ; it is Italian in architecture and built of
stone but the living room, which Mary designed
;

is done
in English style, with high,
vaulted ceiling and a huge fireplace.
There will be a projection room, of

herself,

Despite

all stories

to the

contrary

Mary
to

is

not going

abandon
screen.

Mary formally
ground

broke
for

the

house

of dreams
while

Mother

Pickford looked
on.

the

;

The House That Mary

As

the

new home,

Mary wants

the cost of which

is

Built

estimated at half a million, will look after

31

its

completion.

leaving the screen, the rumor of which has been spread
about so at various times during the last few months.
Like the story that she was dead, which persisted so
long during the influenza
epidemic,
can't start at the
not start
and like most other
If
word - of - mouth
at the bottom? Being a star or a writer of "sure-fire"
stories from which
stories isn't all there is to do around a studio.
no one who attains
So, for those who would like to know what other opporgreat
prominence
tunities there are, we've been collecting facts and photographs
can escape, it is
about all the many and curious jobs the movies have to offer
quite without foun—from errand boy to electrician. You'll find it in the July
dation.
For Mary
issue of PICTURE-PLAY.

to be able to see her friends on
and pass judgment on her own productions
without having to go to a theater to do it. Incidentally,

course;

the screen

Fairbanks

has

a

clever arrangement
in his Beverly Hills
;

moves a rug that
hangs on the wall
behind
in

it is

which

is

fop— why

you

home in a small
room next the living room he re-

a niche
a pro-

jection
machine.
At the opposite end
of the living room a motion-picture screen is
and the movies go merrily on.
While Douglas and Mary are abroad
they are expected to see a good many notables.
Lord Northcliffe, the famous
journalist, some time ago sent a man all
the way from London to California to
Avrite the story of Mary's life for his newspapers, and to invite her to visit his country estates in England and Ireland.
Somebody else urged her to come over and
appear on the stage in London's annual

Christmas pantomime.
that even the king

And rumor

has

it

and queen want to meet

America's sweetheart.

The honeymoon

isn't to be just a pleasnot by any means. For
Mary has several English stories which she
wants to make, and, of course, they must
be made in England. Then there's a most
interesting project on foot for her and

ure

trip,

however

;

Douglas to make a picture together, as
costars it will be a sort of wedding;

present to the fans

from the bride

and groom.

To set at rest the fears of her
thousands of followers, it may
be said with authority that
Mary has no intention of
Doug's smile sets a high standard
for the season's bridegrooms.

is

planning to

let

down,

go

making
the sort of pictures she's always made for some time
to come; that is, she's not going to turn to grown-up
right

on

parts, but she will continue in roles such as

those she had in
Maris."

"Pollvanna" and "Stella

Mary's romance has been of the greatest
on account of the position she has held as the undisputed favorite
of more persons than any other motionpicture star, and on account of the peculiar
manner in which that popularity has remained unchanged through so many years.
Perhaps the greatest proof 'of that
popularity and appeal was shown
during the great drives for money
during the war.
Voicing the
nation's need to great crowds
of her admirers day after day
on long, hard, cross-country
interest, of course,

amazed the other
members of her party less

trips, she

by breaking

drive recfund of
energy and strength which
she displayed, and which
she gave so freely. As lor
her private charities but
those are seldom spoken of,
save by the many who have
benefited by them.
From those and from
many others will be extended the hope that happiness long may reign in
"the
house
Mary
that
built," and that she and
ords,

all

by

than

—

Doug may

both "live long,

and prosper."
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Get Busy and
Monte Blue uses

a shovel

instead of a rabbit's foot.

By Gordon Gassaway

anybody wants
IF sign
a coat of a

Monte Blue, I c
them a good hunch
on a hunch that is

—

to

his

whole

character and career.

Give him

a shovel, rampant,
on a disembodied smile
that stands for wholesomeness and a good disposition.
For he has dug his way into
pictures
and
clear
up
through a mass of mob
scenes and small parts till

He's no "varnished-haired hero.'

he's pretty close to stardom,
according to popular report, and has grinned cheerfully all the way.
He didn't even begin with mob scenes, either. He started in parts
that could be compared to "crash without" and "thunder in the disif we were talking about the speaking stage.
He began by
digging graves that were to be used in an old Griffith production of
"Enoch Arden" and was mighty thankful for that chance to dig himself into the movies.
But you'd better hear him tell about it himself,
as he told me the other day in his dressing room out at the Lasky studio.
When I came in, he greeted me by my first name.
Now, a great many individuals, who are approaching A glimpse of his
stardom, wax suddenly diplomatic possibly with a
"doubling" days.
wary eye on future "I knew him when" interviews.
They get so blamed diplomatic that they won't tell you their real
names, where they were born, or anything else really interesting. But
not so with Monte he potired out a story of the inside workings of
bis past life, which will gladden the hearts of some several thousand
youths who want to go into pictures but don't know where to start.
Beatrice Fairfax has nothing on Monte Blue when it comes to advice about how to do it.

tance,"

—

;

Dig!

I

"Well, you see, I came to Los Angeles right off
I walked right in, and
walk right out again, I sure
kept on walking. For days and days, I tramped the
Then,
streets looking for some kind of work.
one day, I met a man who was leaning up against a
telegraph post watching the world go by, and he
asked why I didn't go out to Hollywood and try
and began to dig."
I went
to get into pictures.
That's when he wielded a shovel off-screen in
"Enoch Arden." That shovel kept the wolf from
Then he got another good role he furthe door.
nished the power that moved the wings of a large and
He had some more experiobstreperous windmill.
ence as one of the great unknowns, when he
a double life during these early days of his career.
He was a stunt man, "doubling" for De Wolf Hopper and others, for the first two of his five years of
screen experience. And, though he actually appeared
on the screen in "Intolerance," he had to use a telescope to distinguish himself in any of the hundred
or so scenes in which he appeared.
Presently he was graduated to regular mob scenes
and played in them till one day a director found
fault with a mob for being so well fed and prosperous looking. He wanted somebody to show the
crowd how to look hungry. Monte could do that
to the queen's taste and did it so well that the director put him on a salary of ten dollars a week,
and the mob lost its moving spirit.
After that, he was a heavy.
He "heavied" all
over the place, with Doug Fairbanks and Mary
Pickford, particularly in "Joanna Enlists." He was
still digging in hard, though his own efforts had
supplanted the shovel of his early days, and doing
it to such good effect that Cecil B. De Mille sent for
him to play a small part in "You Can't Have Every-

a Montana

cattle

ranch.

then, though I didn't

—

—

thing."
"I certainly knew I couldn't," Monte told me, with
that wholesome, likable grin of his, as he smeared
a lot of pale pink stuff over his almost swarthy face.

"But playing in a De Mille production looked to
like having a good deal, even though the part
was a small one."
I know more than one young man now fighting
for a hold on the ladder to fanre who'd scorn a
small part.
But, according to Monte, getting upstage is the rock of defeat in many a starward

me

course.

studied hini as he sat there at the dressing
and stopping now and again when
his make-up reached a precarious stage.
Not
that he bothered a great deal with it; his eyes
are dark brown, with a prairie glint, so he
did not use much of that gummy black stuff,
whatever it is, and his hair is dark and
thick and satiny, but he scorned the slicking down with brilliantine advocated by
those whom he disgustedly termed "varnished-haired heroes."
In fact, Monte
scorns most of life's little affectations.
I couldn't help being struck by his
I

table, talking

wholesomeness
like

a

to him,

it

;

it

wraps him around

and, when you
envelops you, too.

blanket,

talk

He got his first good chance to be
an everyday, wholesome sort of hero
in "Private Pettigrew's Girl," with
Ethel Clayton.
Then he found that
he could afford to saunter along with
his shovel over his shoulder, for those
Continued on page 92

He came
Los Angeles
Montana cattle

to

off a

ranch.

The "Rubaiyat"
of

by a novel system

will benefit

making

pictures.

By Gene Copeland
senled.

from the

Strange,
ceiling

filigreed lamps from Korea hung
Venetian chairs were almost buried
under great heaps of colorful fabrics
scarlet, orange, green, rose, and
purple— all faded to soft, dull shades.
An Arabic rug draped the doorway;
an ancient fragment of a camel's saddle and some brilliant scarfs lay on
a big table, with palette knives, tubes

—

of paint, books, and rare old prints.
But the most interesting things in
the room were the paintings.
They

—

were everywhere on easels at the end
of the room, on the walls, on chairs—
and, despite the fact that they were
in black and white, they were full
of color.
For they visioned
all the romance and glory of
which

Omar Khayyam

sang
mysterious
mountains, gardens, narrow streets
glimpses of a cyprus-guarded
Persia's

sea.

You

are going to see them

One of the pots
come to life.

that

Ferdinand Pinney Earle and two of his "sets

was such a very little house any one would have been misled by it,
even as I knocked on the door, I was planning to make record
time back from Hollywood to Los Angeles and denounce the person
who'd told me that there was a motion-picture studio at the place where
they had sent me.
Why, anybody know.s that a movie studio
is a huge barnlike building, bustling with action, and as efficient as an automobile factory, from its great, glass-covered
stages that look like giant hothouses to its little waiting room
where the extras apply for jobs. And
this was just a cunning, rose-covered cottagelike affair there certainty was some

IT and,

;

;

mistake
"This isn't Mr. Earle's studio, is it?"
I asked confidently, as a tall, athleticlooking man, with recalcitrant hair, opened

He was wearing a paint-stained
smock and in one hand held a
palette and some brushes obviThe
studio.
ously he had nothing to do with

the door.

;

motion pictures.
But he had, and it was a studio. And
furthermore this was Ferdinand Pinney

—
—the

Earle himself

With

difficulty I

man

I'd

regained

come

my

to see.

equilibrium

and followed him into the tiny building.
It was just one room; bits of all the
ends of the earth seemed to be repre-

!

:

In a

Persian

Garden
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Mr. Earle makes such "locations"

on the screen, those paintings, when the "Rubaiyat"
is filmed, but you probably wouldn't know them for
what they are without this warning beforehand. For
Mr. Earle has perfected a new system of pic-

as

The

ture-making, as interesting as it is novel.
He
has already used it in several screen productions.
He used it in "The Blue Bird," and in
several similar other pictures, such as "Daddy
Long-Legs," in the scene that showed a cottage

the

surrounded by tall trees in front of which children played, and also in "The Miracle Man,"
for which he did a New York street scene,
showing an elevated station and a crowded
street.
I cannot divulge the exact details of this
system of picture-making, but the general prin-

ciple is as follows

Instead of building large

sets,

such as those

which form the background for

pictures
save those taken in a natural location, the scenes
are all painted on these small canvases
all

which measure about twenty by thirty
inches.
These are placed in turn
before a motion-picture camera
and are photographed on strips
of film at such close

range

that,

when

thrown on the screen,
the

buildings,

trees,

and other objects appear as large as those
taken in the ordinary
way.
But the actors, of
course, can not be
•photographed at such
close range.
So they
are photographed by
another
camera as
they go through the
action

on a stage

Continued on page 92
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staff'

/

at

this easily

work

crowded

in

a corner of

studio.
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Shooting

"Snow Stuff
of-door picture like that next winter.
and
I'd do it on a lumberjack's diet
!"
no
complaint
make
It was the first time I had seen the
star of the O. Henry pictures since
he had gotten back from Port Henry,
New York, where he had been for
the greater part of the winter, playing
the principal role in "The Law of the
Yukon," the new Realart production
made by Charles Miller. And he certainly looked the picture of health

—

and vigor.

"You
had any
several

see,"
real

years,

he went on, "I hadn't
wild

life

how much we enjoyed
town for three months

—

director doing "snow stuff" has to adapt himself
any emergency, even to helping drag the leading
lady in this case, Miss June Elvidge through
to

—

—

the drifts.

EDWARD
back

EARLE

leaned
the chimneycorner seat at the
Lambs' Club and sighed
contentedly.
"I'll
bet you didn't
in

have any lamb chops or
fresh

cauliflower like
there in the
timber country," I observed, as I finished my
demi-tasse.

up

this

I didn't," he re"That was one reason I
was glad to get back to New
York.
You can get good meals
here
no one can deny that.

"No-o-o,

plied.

get acquainted

— —

Earle and Miller— after a

—

stall

and keep

ing order
nical

all

in

work-

the tech-

equipment where

the thermometer

from
jblfr

fall.

enough

"Well, I want to hand it to the
boss," he went on.
"That wasn't
the only thing he did.
Do you
realize the responsibility a director has when he takes a big
company up into the country
in winter?
Think of what
it
means to shelter and
feed such an outfit to in-

jj

-

for

staying in a

—long

— really

;

But, say"- his face bright
ened "I hope I can
go out on another outiffl

that

acquainted
with 'home folks' sort of people
talking with the townspeople at the
grocery store and at the hotel. And
"
for winter sports
"You certainly picked out a good
winter for snow," I observed.
"I guess we did," he replied.
"You
heard about how the mails got stalled by
the drifts, and about how Mr. Miller got
them through by our dog team?"
"Saw the pictures of it in the
I nodded.
to

A

like

and you can imagine

was

twenty
to
thirty
below

llllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll

a big undertaking for the director

It's

who

takes a

company up

timber country, but

it's

into

the

quite a lark

for the actors.

By Charles

Gatchell

iiiiiiiiiin

Why, he even had to turn fire
chief once, when a frame building in
all turned
the village caught fire.
zero.

We

and helped.
And when the flu
came along, he became the company
physician.
He made up his mind he
wasn't going to have his players
taken down with an epidemic, so he
sent for two hundred bottles of disinfectants and gargles, and lined us
all up as though he'd been an army
in

surgeon."
"I suppose it's slow work making
a picture under such conditions?" I
asked.

"Yes," he answered,

slow at

"it's

times when you have to depend so on
the weather.
In the city everything

can be arranged to go like clockwork,
the studios.
But when
out for a location to do
the shots that called for a big snowscene setting, and then after plowing for hours
through the drifts we'd get there just as it would clear
off
that was a bit discouraging.
And it was even
worse when Ave had to wait day after day because
the clouds were so heavy that there wouldn't have been
light enough for the shots we wanted.
However, directors some way seem to be gifted with a special sort
of patience, and even Mr. Miller seemed to be able
to throw off his responsibility when there was nothing
he could do but wait. In fact, he'd encourage us to
get out and play and forget all about the delays
just
to keep us on our toes.
"I learned a good deal about skiing and snowshoes.
Miller and I both took a lot of falls at first here are
some pictures of our first attempts but before we left
we felt quite proud of our Skill.
had one or two
pretty bad scares, of course
got caught in a blizzard
at

least

we'd

in

start

—

—

—

—

We

—

First attempts are likely to be disheartening.

when we were

off on a trip up one of the mountains
the timber and didn't strike the village until way
after dark. But that's great to look back on now.
"We had a lot of fun, too, getting up entertainments
especially the children, and you
for the townspeople
Our being
can imagine how much they enjoyed it
up there was about the same as if a circus had come
Natto town and stayed two months instead of a day.
urally there was all sorts of talent in our outfit, and
we put on a vaudeville show and several other entertainments around about Christmas time. In that way
we raised a big fund for the youngsters of the community.
had a big Christmas tree and an auction,
'
too."
"I presume the townspeople all wanted to become
movie actors, didn't they?'' I asked. "Nearly every"
body does these days
in

.

—

!

We

Continued on page 97

a

from the rhythmic movements of a Hindu
snake dance to the lithe flippancy of a terpsichorean satire
attuned to the "Marche Grotesque."
Margaret Loomis made the most of her time, to such good
effect that, when she had been at the school only six weeks,
she was chosen as one of the twenty girls who were to accompany Miss St. Denis on a tour of the big cities of the country.
Later she went on another such tour, acting as Miss St. Denis'
assistant and understudy. And her only stage experience was
gained when she acted as substitute in a few performances
of "The Light of Asia," a big outdoor spectacle presented in
Los Angeles a few years ago. After such preparation she
was quite ready for the part of the solo dancer in "Every-

learn everything

woman."
one of the screen's "younger set" whose progress
be interesting to watch, for she is well equipped for
a motion-picture career and has already gone some distance
on the highway that leads to success. She made her debut
in pictures about three years ago, "When a Man Loves," with
Earle Williams being one of her first appearances on the

She

it

is

will

screen.

"The

Bottle -Imp,"

and "Hashimura Togo," with
Sessue Hayakawa, gave her
good roles.
And since appearing in "Everywoman,"
she has been working in "The
Sins of Saint Anthony," with
Bryant Washburn.
But don't make the mistake
asking her about her
achievements if you do you'll
find that within herself she's
always cast as Modesty.
of

;

So This
Is Modesty!
Incidentally

it's

By

She was the most modest Modesty
imaginable but her dancing- costume
was a shock absorber.

—

also Margaret Loomis.

Caroline Bell
mum

WHAT

a sweet girl that Modesty
exclaimed the friend who
went with me to see "Everywoman," the big allegorical picture. "So
different from the one who's the dancer
in the big banquet scene !"
is !"

And, though

I longed to disillusion her,
For, as it happened, Margaret Loomis played both roles, and is quite

I refrained.

as nice as Modesty,

and quite

as

—

well,

expert as the dancer.
She played the first role with a lavender-and-old-lace fragrance that would
have charmed even those quaint old
ladies who used to drape the legs of
their square pianos.
She was as demure as any little Quaker maid just
out of a Friends' school nowhere could a more modest Modesty have
been found.
And then well, then she went to her dressing room and put on a blond
wig and raiment which was far from being either modest or demure.
Probably you remember it a creation of sequins, brilliant ornaments, and
nothing else on
jewel-incrusted net.
It was a perfect shock absorber
the set, not even the dancing girls who played around in the pool placed
in the middle of the banquet table, could hope to startle any one when
Margaret was on hand in that costume. And she did a dance which
went the costume one better.
And she can dance! Before her motion-picture days began, she studied
at Denishawn, the school near Los Angeles, conducted by Ruth St. Denis,
the famous dancer. There the pupils literally live for their dancing, and

—

—

—

—

—

THE

OBSERVER
Brief Cheats \Pith ^you on Interesting Topics
concerning the Screen

A

School

for

Actors

It wasn't so long ago that the motion pictures were clamoring for the
stars of the stage.
the stage is
There was
after stars of the screen.

Now

a time when the goal of every motionpicture producer was David Warfield and Maude Adams.
All over New York, men with ideas and men with
money now and then the same qualities were found
in one person
were gathering to formulate plans
to get David Warfield in "The Music Master" into a
picture and to put Maude Adams in "Peter Pan" on
the screen.
Now, to the dismay of the speaking drama, the motion picture is greater than the stage, and nobody
seems to care much whether or not David Warfield or
Maude Adams are ever put on celluloid.
Instead, the legitimate producers are trying to hold
out inducements to the motion-picture stars. They find
that they need them to build up the stage
that pictures no longer are dependent upon the noisy drama.
Dorothy Dalton, Elsie Ferguson, and Theda Bara
are notable examples of moving-picture stars now on
the stage who are drawing the big crowds.
And the
critics go' so far as to say that Dorothy Dalton and
Elsie Ferguson have become better actresses as a result of their screen training.
The success of these actresses on the stage has
inspired the theatrical magnates with big ideas.
Their
plan now is to persuade Mary Pickford or Douglas
Fairbanks or Charlie Chaplin to go to New York to
play on the stage. They are willing to pay big money,
and they point out to these stars that they can appear
in person at night and make pictures in the day time
as Elsie Ferguson and Dorothy Dalton are doing.
It seems to work out rather well
this doubling in
the loud and soft drama. Alice Brady and Constance
Binney have done it. Studio facilities can follow the
star into the big cities where the shows run a month
or more.
There is, of course, little chance that "Doug" or
Mary or Charlie will go in for this sort of thing.
There's too much profit in making shows that can
play in ten thousand theaters at the same time.
But
some of the others are becoming interested.

—

—

—

—

"You'll find better acting on the
screen all other things being equal
than on the stage," a leading director
Director
pointed out to The Observer the other
Steaks
"
day.
"Take John and Lionel Barrymore, who, I believe, are the greatest actors on the
stage as well as in motion pictures.

^

—

"Consider John Barrymore's 'Dr. Jekyll and Mr.
Hyde,' of the films.
Here you have acting that I
firmly believe is greater than was Mansfield's interpretation of the same role on the stage.
Mansfield was

a greater actor than John Barrymore, but the latter has
In
the advantage of a finer medium of expression.
pictures, remember, an actor has an opportunity for
He works upon each
as many retakes as he desires.
If he isn't in the
scene until he has perfected it.
proper mood for emotional acting, an orchestra helps
him.
"On the stage an actor is running a mile without
stopping.
In making a picture he does a series of onehundred-yard dashes with a rest after each one,
and these dashes are pieced together into a mile run.
No wonder he does better work.
"You go to a theater to see a spoken drama, and
any number of things may interfere with an actor to
keep him from giving his best performance in every
scene.
In a picture it's in the film forever the actor

—

always at his best.
"Acting for motion pictures makes an actor more
careful.
He is continually brought near to his spectators through the medium of close-ups, and he is
front

taught to act for the

row instead of for the

Did you ever go to a legitimate drama
entire theater.
and get a seat in the front row and wish you were
Of
sitting farther back, because you saw too much?
course, you have. It's like getting too close to a paint'

'

ing.

.•

-

.

'

-

•
.

"Motion pictures turn an actor
emotions

who pays
is that when

into

.

a

.

painter

attention to the finest details,

of

and

that actor goes on the stage
giving a more finished
details,
careful
of
always

the result

he is
performance.

"On the stage, Lionel Barrymore's 'The Copperhead
was pronounced an example of as fine acting as the
I saw him play it many times
stage had ever seen.
and from different parts of the theater, and there were
nights when his performance varied a great deal. But
in pictures he has established scenes that never will
be changed. The screen has shown us what real act!"
ing is
director neglected to mention
Personally, The Observer
believes that she is the screen's greatOn the stage she was very
es t actress.

The

Nazimova.

Take
_

.

Naztmova

good, but The Observer, at least, never
appreciated her until she got into pictures.
Nazimova is an actress who paid close attention to
But, bedetail before she went before the camera.
you're
down in
unless
cause detail is lost in the theater
her
as just
looked
upon
Observer,
for
one,
front
The
good
actress.
very
another
On the screen, however, through the medium of the
close-up, all the world, from front row to back, could
see what an extraordinary face she had for portraying
delicate emotions.
The projection machine was the magnifying glass

—

—

The Observer
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that

showed the delicate engraving which was not
naked eye.

vis-

ible to the

Percentage

„

,

.

Hooking
you belter

In
the business of selling motion
pictures there is much talk now about
"percentage booking." This, you may

saVj

means

ten.

It's

your life. But lisa big step toward getting
in

little

pictures.

Theater managers, in

many

to the percentage plan, for

instances, are objecting
mean that they will

will

it

have to pay the producers more money for the big
successes. To The Observer, the percentage plan seems
fair
its fairness, of course, depending on how the
percentage is divided on whether or not the theater
gets its proper share.
The idea is that a producer offers a big picture Mary
Pickford in "Pollyanna," for instance, or Lionel Barrymore in "The Copperhead" on a percentage payment.
Instead of paying three thousand dollars a week for
"Pollyanna," the theater in a "first run" city is asked
to pay a percentage of the box-office receipts.
One of the plans is for the producer to take out
of the receipts a small guarantee the theater takes out
its running expenses, and producer and theater divide
the remainder fifty-fifty.

—

—

—

—

;

What It
Will Do

basically sound
that if we
moving-picture patrons don't think
for the
enough of a picture to rush in a mob to
Pictures
pay money for it, neither the producer
nor the theater profits. But if the producer and the
theater give us a good show, and we go right out and
tell all our friends that they ought to go, thus causing
big business, what happens? Everybody's happy.
see a picture worth while the theater profits, and so
does the company that made it. The system tends to
eliminate the bad pictures because it pays the producer
only what the general public thinks he ought to have.
And it makes the production of poor pictures unIt

an<^

is

a plan that

equitable.

It

is

means

We

;

profitable.

Under the percentage system, many pictures we could
name never would have been released.

A

great evil in the motion-picture industry has been
the rental system by which a theater manager paid
about the same for bad pictures as he did for good
ones.
The public, judged in a mass, will not pay as
much in gross box-office receipts for a bad picture as
it will for a first-class one.
as its friends assert
If the percentage plan will
stimulate the production of good pictures and discourage the release of poor ones, it not only is a firstclass plan, but it is an inevitable plan.

—

A„

Free

oC1 een

of the legislature.
The New York State Conference
of Mayors of Cities has decided that censorship is
unnecessary. Other States are dealing deathblows to
legislation designed to create censor boards.

The Ohio censors kept "The Birth
of a Nation" out of Ohio for several

In
Ohio

Governor Cox came into office
and decided that the picture was a good
one and gave permission for showing
it.
The Ohio censors had barred it on the theory that
it was unjust to negroes.
They said they were afraid
it would cause the negroes to start race riots.
The first showing was in Dayton, and, in order to
learn whether trouble might be expected, a negro detective was sent arotmd to try to organize a negro
demonstration.
The plan was, first, to learn whether
there was any feeling against the picture and, second,
to keep it under control by having it led by a detective.
The detective went to a negro pool hall and started
talking. "We ought to do something about this 'Birth of
a Nation,' " he said.
No one paid any attention to
him.

years.

He

repeated his

statement in a louder voice.

The men kept on shooting

He

pool.

shouted his statement.

he was out

The next

thing he

knew

on the sidewalk, and the proprietor
of the pool hall was yelling at him, "Stop your noise
around here. Leave these gemmen play pool without
in front

interference."

There was no demonstration. Negroes went to see
the picture and came out saying it was a good picture.
So well did they advertise it that after two weeks
the attendance was nearly all negroes, and white people
stopped coming. So much for the fears of the censors.

„_

While the 'shackles of censorship
are gradually being loosened, some of
the more far-seeing exhibitors are bethe News
'
g mn i n g to protest against what they
Reel
say is a new and a growing evil the
use of the news reel for the spread of political propaganda.
Hugo Riesenfeld, the astute manager of the Rivoli
and Rialto Theaters in New York City, has been loud
in his criticism of this abuse of the news reel.
"The evil lies in the printed subtitles," he said recently.
"We may select a piece of news film which,
if run simply with explanatory titles, would not offend
any one.
But half the time we find that political
opinions have been injected into the title. This is all
very well for the patron who shares in those views.
It is keenly resented, however, by those who do not,
and we heartily dislike to see any of our patrons
offended.
If this evil continues we shall end by having special theaters for persons of different political
,

WatCfl

—

The motion picture is "sitting pretty."
^ * s ^ e °bject of attack, it is only
because it is human, and the human

beliefs."

^

That last statement sounds fanciful. But is it? In
view of the tremendous growth of motion pictures, and

race, as a whole, always is subject to
attack.
The motion picture is the pub-

the unlimited power which, it is generally conceded,
they are coming to have in molding public opinion
why isn't it easily possible that we will, some day,
have theaters especially built for the followers of the
just as we have pardifferent great political parties

property, and the public will make of it what it
The people of the United States have done a
rather good job of making this country, and the motion picture can safely be left in their hands.
Whatever the people want they get. They want better theaters and better pictures, and they are getting
them.
Better pictures are coming so fast that we
lic's

will.

can hardly keep up with them.
The people want a free screen, just as they want a
free press, unhampered by censorship and the whims
of politicians or cranks.
They're getting it. Virginia
recently kicked a motion-picture censorship bill out

—

newspapers?
There is a good deal of talk about the influence
which the movies will have in electing the next president. The Observer has heard the opinion voiced that
by 1924 motion pictures will be the greatest single
tisan

determining the result of the presidential
If that is so, would it be so surprising if,
by that time, what Dr. Riesenfeld prophesies should
be brought to pass?
factor

in

campaign.

l

Told You
So,

Vivian!"
By
Barbara

Little

THE

last

was

time

I

saw Vivian Martin she

sitting in

the sunshine,

dressed

in a gingham dress and her little old
red house slippers, and enjoying the society
of two very intimate friends an Irish setter
and a blase young man in overalls. They
were just far enough South to make New
York's studios look cold and unattractive and
California's seem millions of miles away.

—

And Vivian

declared that she didn't believe
she'd ever go back to pictures, she was so

happy

right there.

"You'll go back, though," I prophesied, remembering some of her Famous Players-

Lasky

releases.

And

I

she's down
company,
own
very

was

right

;

now, with her
making a picture based on one of William J.
Locke's delightfully whimsical stories, and
Fm taking advantage of this opportunity to
say publicly and with much emphasis, "I told
you so, Vivian !"
in Florida

Knee-deep
Those

delightful,

few glimpses

Men may come and men may

go, as a

— or

famous brook

a man and a maid
may stop altogether, of course, for reasons which need
And when
no explanation at all, especially in June.
the scenario offers an opportunity such as this, why
should Owen Moore and his pretty companion of course
Maybe this
fail to take advantage of it?
she's pretty!
is a wishing bridge; if you make a wish and throw a
twig into the water, and it's carried safely past a cerIt looks as if the
tain point, your wish comes true.
wish might have come true first, in this case.

once went on record as saying

—

—

A healthy pig's tail curls tight, so Louise
Fazenda's expression isn't caused by the condition of these two porcine actors in "Down on the
We

Farm."
that

what

don't

know what it is in the story
this way
but we do know
Any one who's ever raised pigs

makes her look

—
—

might be.
knows that two in the hand or, rather, in the
bucket
are worth seven just scrambling under the fence to stage a cafeteria scene in a
neighbor's garden, for runaway pigs can rival a
jack rabbit in speed and a mosquito in elusiveness.
And a scowl like Louise's doesn't half do
justice to such a calamity!
it

—

3.PP

dreamy days
of

some

of

will

our

June

in
soon

be

upon

us,

so

here

are a

screen friends in typical June settings.

It's

wonderful

laurel
birch trees

tain

is

in the

still

make

woods

lifting

in June,

its

when

the

moun-

pink blossoms, and the

slim, silvery arcs across the path.

It's

enough to hear the tumbling water below a distant
mill dam, and if you stop a while to pick wild strawberries, along toward evening, you may catch the chirp
of a cricket, tuning up for his twilight concert.
In
still

fact, it's exactly the place for a Charlie

and when

Ray

love scene,

one was snapped Charlie sort of forgot
about the camera, and didn't much care whether he ever
heard the director say "Cut!" or not.
this

Raking hay may be

all

very well,

especially when you have a poet to
write about you while you're doing it,
as Maud Muller did.
But it's far nicer
to expend your energies on the garden
path, where the lilac
bushes have
dropped their shiny leaves and purple

blossoms.

Anyway,

that's

Wanda Haw-

opinion.
Clad in a big gingham
apron as pink as her cheeks, she's up
bright and early, finding out exactly

ley's

how her garden

grows. Being a motionpicture star doesn't at all interfere with
her being an expert raker.

44

Knee-deep

in

June
It's

White

hardly fair for golden-haired Pearl
stand under a bower of pink Dorothy

to

Perkins roses and show how charming a young
suburban wife ought to look as she waits for
"'hubby" to come rushing home on the fiveIt's rumored that suburban wives,
bereft of cooks, are more likely to be standing
in the kitchen than in a rose arbor at this
hour of the day, even in June.
But then,
Pearl's not a realist, and she says that it does
no harm to show how they ought to look, at

iorty-five.

least.

June brings the sweet girl graduate,, of
course.
If she"s the sort of girl who lives in
a homey little town, and has spent many a
sun-filled afternoon out on the porch, helping
her mother make her simple, fluffy little net
dress, which she'll wear to parties next winter, and if the boy next door sent her her
bouquet of roses and carnations well, then
she's the sort of girl Corinne Griffith looks
ike here.

—

Waiting near the gate may be pretty pleasant, under the right circumstances. Alice Joyce never has done
much of it, even when the twilight was hurdling the
distant hills, with his soft gray robe fluttering behind
him. Alice is more accustomed to city twilights, when
the dusk is strewn with electric lights, and one hears
the honk of homeward automobiles rather than the
mooing of cows. But that's not saying that she doesn't
appreciate a sylvan environment, or rejoice that picture
making frequently calls its stars to very pleasant places.

Knee-deep
Douglas MacLean makes
bound suburban husband.

a perfect

homeward-

He

has the joyous
grin of the man who thinks he has remembered
all the vacation essentials
bathing suits for the

—

children,

new

oilcloth

for

the

summer

cottage,

chains for the flivver.
He feels that he's
bought everything in the world, and he threw
h.s shopping list away just before the train
reached Homeville.
He's forgotten that his
stenographer didn't remember the stuff to keep
mosquitoes from biting you, which he asked her
to get when she went to lunch
but he won't forget it long!
tire

'

—

—

The June bride, of course but the June bride
good many years ago. However, Ora Carew's
own grandmother couldn't have looked any pretof a

tight-fitting
basque and quaintly
than she does, we're sure. And, with
the touch of blue ribbon around her sleeves, the
tier

in

draped

this

veil

borrowed cameo pin, the string of pearls that's
certainly old, being a family heirloom, and the
brand-new wedding gown, could any bride be a

more conscientious follower of the old rhyme
than Ora was when she donned this fetching
costume?

—

It's a great feeling, isn't it
having the sun beat down
on your back, and perching on a decrepit old wagon,
with the whole June day before you, and nothing to do
but sit and think of all the things you ought to do,
and then not do them? Shirley Mason would rather sit
there, wriggling her bare toes in her sandals and
munching the juiciest apple she could find in the barrel down cellar, than be seventeen times as popular a
star as she is
which is saying a whole lot!

—

in

June

The Extra
Every one
ency

Specialist

own in this day of efficimen and women of the movies.

finds a niche of his

— even

the extra

By Frank

H. Williams

CAN

you imagine a healthy, normal young man of
about thirty or thirty-one years of age wearing
a perfectly luxurious bunch of whiskers of his
own free will and accord?
It's difficult to conceive of such a situation in these
days of safeties and plentiful soap supplies, but it's
being done, and that, too, for a decidedly legitimate,
sane reason the whiskers assure the man of a good
job at a large salary
Of course, the business in which this occurs is motion pictures
anything can happen in a movie studio
and the bewhiskered gentleman in question is a familiar figure at all the Fort Lee and surrounding Eastern
studios.
Studio managers have him carefully labeled
on their lists of actor "types" probably under the general title of "Whiskers"
and, whenever a production
calls for a man with a plentiful facial adornment, there
he is, smiling through the foliage and ready for work
at his customary stipend of seventy-five to one hundred dollars a week.
Without the whiskers, what would he be? Well,
let's have a little chat with this man, whose name is
never prominently displayed on the lithographs and
who is seldom, if ever, mentioned in the cast of a picture, but who is always satisfactorily employed.
"I'd simply be an 'extra' without these," declared
the subject of our little interview, as he rubbed his hand
across the spot where his chin was entirely concealed.
along with a lot of other am"I broke into pictures
bitious people
about three years ago. Every other
week or so I landed a job for a day or two at five

—

!

—

—

— —

—

—

—

dollars or so a day, playing office clerk, butler, chauffeur, or something else.
But I couldn't live on that,
and I didn't develop enough talent or initiative or whatever it is to land me among the ranks of the stars or

leading men.
So I looked about to see how I could
extract more money out of the game.
Being around
studios so much, I heard constant agonized wails from
directors and studio managers for well-dressed, distinguished-looking men with whiskers.
So, as I'd always had a heavy beard and been a good dresser and
rather good looking, I simply laid away the shaving
mug and honing strop, let 'em grow, and here I am."
As a consequence of being where he is, this clever
business man
for it certainly is clever business to
scent an opportunity and hop right to it
makes a
decidedly good salary and has variety and constant,
congenial work.
Failing in being a star what more
could he ask?
This is an age of specialists for movie "extras." Mr.
Whiskers, though particularly successful, is but one of
many others who have specialized in some particular
."type" of acting or mannerisms or method of cutting
the hair, et cetera, for the purpose of assuring themBeing speselves of regular employment as actors.
cialists, they are lifted out of the ranks of the multitudinous "extras" who besiege the studios and eagerly
grab the sops in the way of "bit" parts that are occasionally thrown to them by the casting directors.
It seems strange that because a man has whiskers he
can make a good living in the movies, while another
Continued on page 82

—

—

—

;

An Accomplished Villain
Holmes

Stuart

many

can do

things besides act.

By George Arthur Gray

HIS

hair was rumpled, there was a daub
of wet clay across his forehead, and
he was wiping his hands on the wellseasoned smock that he wore. But I'd have
known Stuart Holmes in spite of all that if
In the old
it hadn't been for his mustache.
days it was a striking thing, with long, waxed
ends and a generally debonair aspect now
it's expressive of less polished villainy, perhaps but villainous, nevertheless.
"But I'm not a villain I'm an artist just
now," he protested. "I'm riding my hobby
between scenes have to do it here at the studio
;

—

;

;

because I never have time at home. This is
a bust of my mother that I'm working on
I'm doing it from memory and some photographs, but friends who knew her agree with
me that it's a very good likeness."
Now, I've seen Holmes play polished vilI can even relains for a long, long time.
member his work before he went into pictures
at all, when he played with Henry Dixey, in
"Mary Jane's Pa." But I hadn't known of
his days at the Art Institute, in Chicago, nor
had I ever heard that he's quite a painter, as
well as a sculptor.

He convinced me of something else;
that a motion-picture actor does well
to learn everything that comes his
way.
So don't be surprised if you
him speaking the deaf-and-dumb
language on the screen or throwing
a lariat or pulling some clever stunts
with a revolver these are among the
accomplishments that he has stored
up all ready to use if the time ever
comes when he can. And as he enjoyed his work in "Trailed by Three,"
a current Pathe serial, and swears
that he's going right on with serials,
doubtless he'll have a chance to use
all his tricks before he's through.
see

—

||

li,
lillf

Is

She

Lillian Russell's

|

Successor?

question I wished, I confessed thai
I was interviewing her on a het, that
I didn't know how to write an interview or anything else, having
flunked in English composition three
times, and, finally, that I had never
seen so much beauty assembled in

one gown.
Miss Russell laughed.
"I'll tell you how to write an
terview

in-

win,"

she said.
"Write as though you were writing
a letter to your mother about me.
that

will

That

style never fails."
Lovable, beautiful, charming, and
generous Lillian Russell
From
moment I was her chamthat
!

pion.

was with loyal resentment
went to interview the screenboasted "American Beauty," Miss
Katherine MacDonald. I didn't do
That original wager
it
on a bet.
was the Verdun of my industrial
life.
I wanted to be an official inSo

that

it

I

spector of beautiful women forever
Nonchalant as I've since be-

after.

The two portraits on this page are of Lillian Russell,
for years America's undisputed reigning beauty.

WHEN

I

lege,

me

was
one

a "fresh" in colof my f raters bet

five dollars I hadn't the

nerve to interview Lillian Russell for
the college paper.
Miss Russell was
then appearing at a local theater.
My idea of an interview was deduced from one I granted the college
dean after a certain keg party in
which I had been implicated.
But
what was a spectacled solon compared
to
the most beautiful woman in

America

?

sent in my card to "Colonel Lil."
as they called her.
moment later
I

A

stumbled through a barricade of
roses and a bevy of maids into her
dressing room.
She extended her hand and said,
"Sit down beside me."
I

I

collapsed

deck chair

My

in

heart

electric fan.

like

"A

Charlie

Chaplin's

Day's Pleasure."

was revolving
I certainly

like

an

couldn't have

passed a military draft-board examination that day.
When she asked

me

to

put

any

I

K

8S8S338SSSSSSSSSgS835a@S8SSS)
Katherine MacDonald's charms
certainly

seem

m

to indicate that

she

is.

By Herbert Howe
Photographs of Miss MacDonald taken
for Picture-Play by Hoover.

eeesssssssesss&ssessssssse?
come by gazing upon high-salaried
brows, I still got an aesthetic kick in
contemplation of a living close-up of
the beautiful Miss MacDonald.
"If she's as beautiful as the camera
makes her, I'll drop dead," I told

her manager,

Sam

"Then come

Rork.

the undertaker," said
ister

and send for
Sam, with sin-

right in

affability.

Miss MacDonald was indulging in
an armchair lunch in the Rork office.

A tea tray was placed beside her.
There was chocolate cake in defiance
of beauty dietists
sandwiches, and

—

a milk bottle half

filled

—

with

tea.

Miss MacDonald extended a hand
with the same cordiality, the same
direct, pleasant "how-do-you-do" as
did the original American beauty.
No drawls, no lisps, no English accents were there.
She is not at all
the conventional movie actress.
I
suspect her chief interest in the films
is the weekly remittance of several
thousand dollars which proves she's
intelligent
Take that either way.

—

And

here are similar poses of Katherine MacDonald,
the

new "American Beauty" of

the screen.

"You couldn't drag me into a movie
theater two years ago," she remarked.
"I was absorbed in bridge then.
I
came out here, from New York, to
help my sister,
Mary MacLaren,
through her legal difficulties with
Universal and to go through some
myself via Reno."
Frankness distinguishes Miss MacDonald. Only the true aristocrat can
afford to be natural.
Beautiful?

Yes.

Without make-

up, she has the freshness of the rose
that sells for twenty a dozen on Fifth
Avenue. Her eyes are sapphirian, her

brown with rifts of gold. I
asked her for a portrait.
"We are preparing a section of
American beauties
for
PicturePlay," I explained.
"What do you mean American

hair of

beautie-s?"
at me.

Sam Rork

"There

is

hissed, the "s"
only one American

beauty."

"You

are quite right," Miss

Donald declared vigorously
Continued on page 88

in

Macsup-

Fade-Outs
SKETCHES BY
DKUCKLIEB

H. L.

HCOL

If this
thing continues to scrape the clouds,
next year we'll he "Burning Daylight" in the furnace
and dressing "Even As Eve."

The Luxury

hero

plumberin "The

Luck

of

the

Irish,"

falls

heir to
000.00,

$28,-

and

as

just

fragile,

—o

Sun-nyside— ( First National )
Mon-ey Corral (Artcraft).
Tu-rning The Tables (Paramount).

—

Wed-lock—

he imquits

plumbing and proceeds to travel.
You folks with morbid memories of the plumbing
bills you paid last winter should get a large and luscious
leer outa that.

The idea
Why, say
money every month
!

—

a

plumber makes that much

—
—

Yitagraph )
Thu-nderbolt Of Fate
(Pathe).
Fri-sky Lions And Wicked Husbands
Sat-an Junior
(Metro).
(

—

this
enormous sum in
mediately

—o

Seems

to us the girls of to-day are

We

have received twelve leap-year proposals so far
year by mail and not one of the ladies mentioned
the fact that she had money.
But every one of 'em asked if we had it.
Oh, wotta world, wotta world!

—

this

—

——

Ballad:

The World's Moviest Movie.
Emma-Lindsay Squier, who knows more

(Slowly

\\

will also

face, I

know, would

is

:

Be

forget

to

the limit

the

to

sir

And

never

Bill

if

bank

roll

How

Film

Co. is contemplating filming
the Bible. There are a whole lot of you fans who will
not be able to determine if the original story is being
followed.
And just think how the critics will have to read up!
o

——

be!

Paramount-Artcraft tells us that "Huckleberry Finn" will bring back your child"
hood will make of a you a boy again for
;

a day.

That kinda scares us. There
were a whole lot of days in
our

fresh

— fresh

is

right

young boyhood that were extremely and personally painful

to

us,

and we'd hate

sixty to see 'em

dawn

like

again.

'Cause it would just be our
luck
that
the
day

brought back would
be one of those days

—o

And More Completely!
After safely going through five months of dangerous
and death-defying doings as the lead in Universal's
serial, "The Iron Man." Jack Perrin sprained his ankle
at home on the front steps.
It goes to show vou these seemingly tough serial

Would

Let 'Em Rest!

and go

Unfamiliar Ground.
Historic

all

—o

We

The

com-i-dee,

nice

That

!"

—

Blue!

and Alice took vacations,

some joys and much elations—

a picture

could easily discover which
of these gents were correct in their
ideas
but for one thing.
While we are delightedly familiar with Doug's offerWhat are
ings, we've not yet noticed a C. P. C. film.
thev like. anyway r

gloom and

bright

made another

I'd revel in

endeavor to cut

make

its

And

—

Yes,

"

"The way

lose

My

cootie.

production costs
Ex-converso. Doug Fairbanks, re-

marks

Billv

scow-el,
skies

ager for Character Pictures Corp.,

"We

Mr.

ould only go away to Timbuctoo,

My

Economy Attracts No Attention.
Tamar Lane, production mansays:

and

Howell

:

—

"Day Dreams."
And With Feeling.)

West

Alice

If

about the stars than the ex-Mr. Gallilo, soulfully inquires
"Where is the spot so remote
that the movies have not invaded?"
"Ah, where indeed!" echoes the exdoughboy— nervously reminiscent of the pe-

— the

extremely care-

less as to essential details.

—o —

enemy

— (Century).

Isn't It Distressing?

!

destrian abilities of his
o

you and we.

screen, as

An Anomalous Assembly.
(All week — but still going strong!)

with

his jeans,

off

(Only we're broke more often!)

of

Labor.

The

stars are

Try Mabel For The
Blood!
In

"The Thunder-

bolt" one of the playriding
ers wears a

— —
!

—

!

!

—— ——

:

!

Fade-Outs
and four years later in the play appears in the
Whether the actor indulged in an extraordinary lengthy ride or was merely demonstrating
we no knot.
that a good habit should be retained

habit,

same

51

—

We

Which

In

The aforesaid English

language

This particular habit-cherishing happening, however,
There's Mabel
does not constitute a world's record.
Normand, for instance. Dere Mabel still possesses a
habit she used 'way back in her halcyon Keystone days.
'Tis that of smiling and winking into the camera
and eventually into your optics, which causes the blood
to cavort through the male veins as rapidly as gossip

and woolly

in Hickville.

inoffensive

to her, and may she never lose the
If she does, a whole lot of us will have hard-

More power

habit!
ening-of-the-arteries right away.

A
In "The
this

:

Wings of

"Send an

S.

—o

Fox-pas.

the Morning," a subtitle slips us

O.

S.

—we're

!"

on the breakers
Nearly as terrifybe in

That's an awful position to
ing as being on the waves
My, my
Mr. Fox and "reef"
o

—

!

—

!

so easily spelled

Busy B. Barriscale.
the busy Bessie B.
Improves each shining minute,
And, goodness me, how she improves
A play by being in it

Lo

!

how

—

little paragraph, as innocent of
wickedness as a Hottentot is of chilblains,
but we allow it to fade
away instead of out, lest some dyslogistic reader should

get

mad

at us.

Here's a case in point, as the physician said while
examining the chap who had mistaken a cactus for a
chair.

moment we're just busting to say something
about the darned dress worn by Lila Lee in "Hawthorne
of the U. S. A."; the blamed heroine
in "The Day She Paid," and the dam
flood in "When the Clouds Roll By"
but we dassent
At

this

—o

Going Up!
In "Sky Eye," the loving leads did their courting
and were married above the clouds.
At that rate and considering the direction
they were traveling, they probably spent the
honeymoon in space and settled down to
housekeeping on the moon
o
How Did They Ever Photo It?

in the clouds

A

Wife."
"Just
Well, what more do you want?

"One Week-End."
Ours is under our hat.
"Locked Lips."
Who's to who's?
"Other Men's Shoes."
They made C. C. famous.
"Two Weeks."
Near-beer and the Crown Prince.

—

—

the English

Which

just

b a d
awfully

f s

!"

"See 'The Invisible Ray.'"
is our idea of some Herculean

in opticology.

A
According
tire

Why

not present the discarded gowns to the peacocks and ostriches?
'Twould be highly acceptable to them these chilly
days and would serve to cover their embarrassing bareness, while new foliage is sprouting, later on to adorn
other Glorias and Bettys and Anitas.
o

—

to

.

In "The Isle of Conquest," a subtitle informed us
that the hero was going forth in quest of food. He returned with an armful of wood.
But while
we were un-

buttonu

r e s

to

augh
— right
1

out,

we

took

an-

other look at his
burden.
'Twas
all
r i g h t
t hey
were

—o
Gauzy Garment.
the critics, Dorothy Dalton

—o

Two-For-Five.
One of the smallest casts ever assembled for a fivereel picture is presented in Goldwyn's "Two Cents'
Worth of Happiness." Only five players are in the
production.

ing our feat

effort

covered herself with glory in the stupendous
production of "Aphrodite."
Those of you who saw the play will not disagree
very strongly with the critics. We didn't.
Especially after we looked up the word "glory" in
the dictionary. "Glory" mean a "nimbus," and, nuzzling down into the "n's," we learned that "nimbus," as
near as we could make out, meant a haze, so
But why continue ?

Grub-Stakes?

stakes!

—b n

language

F'rinstance

—o

fluffies.

!

As we have often remarked
"ain't

wonderful

Feed Our Old Shoes To The Cows.
Gloria Swanson and Betty Blythe own
gowns of peacock feathers, and Anita
Stewart has a dress of ostrich feathers.
Girls, we earnestly hope you will do
the right thing by these poor denuded
Being feminine, you will, no doubt, soon
birds.
of these feathery

Oftentimes we are
tempted to wheeze an

o

(Suggested by Current Titles.)

WE

straddle.

—

Random Remarks.

.,

a wild

is

rambunc-

tious cayuse that we,
personally, can never
hope successfully to

Morris
is

Keep

Still.

habit.

—o

(Answer to Correspondent:)
Minn. Glad to know
J. Thomas O'Toole, St. Paul,
you, and thanks for the "flu" pome. It is too cute for
publication, so I have placed it in my safe-deposit vault,
Us
far from the critical eyes of an unfeeling woild.
potes should help each other. You shoot me, and I'll
Only give me the first shot. If you like
shoot v ou
Fade-Outs, write to the editor. It must be done volun-

—

-

Continned on page 87

"Married?

Sure, But

So said Joe Martin,

in a

I

Wish

I

most amazing interview.

By Emma-Lindsay Scmier

== =

—

Weren't"

—

_

MARTIN, the Universal orang-utan, eyed me with cynical indifference
JOEfrom
the bars of a trapeze where he was taking his morning constitutional.
"Come on down and

be interviewd,"

I

coaxed.

"Too much monkey business about it," he responded morosely, but he came
down, swinging hand over hand to the ground, and ambling along on his knuckles
He blinked at me and accepted a slick of peppermint candy,
like a crab.
after which he was more gracious.
"This public

life

will

be the death of me," he sighed.

that a screen star can't entirely escape notoriety, but

it

is

"I

know, of course,

extremely distasteful

Interviewers are always asking me about my early life in Borneo
was a simple country monkey who had never heard of the bright lights
Ever
of Universal City, and they annoy me by prying into my private affairs.
to

me.

when
since

I

my

"You

"Here's her
he

picture,"

remarked.

-"

marriage

are married, then?" I interrupted at the risk of being snubbed.

"What

a disappointment for your jungle lady fans!"
Joe finished the candy and rubbed his ear with his left hind foot. "Sure,
I'm married," he replied with a strange lack of enthusiasm. "You know,
"Of course, Sarah that's my
I sometimes wish I weren't," he went on.
wife Sarah has her good points, to be sure. For one thing, she's in pic-

—

—

and that helps the family finances. She was making L-Ko comedies
Now she's signed a contract with Universal and
I first met her.
costar with me."

tures,

when
will

"How

fine!" I exclaimed.
"Well, yes," he admitted, still without ardor, "Sarah's a good girl and

very clever,
tion

to-day

trio

— she

—here

you'd like to see

s

it."

s

a way

her

on loca-

picture

if

<

„„„ a aA

;

!

Lord Wright

By William
wrote

I

Wet

from

away

and

month about keeping
propaganda and from

last

But something seems to hold me back
cannot understand. My mind is full of wonderful plays, plays that should dazzle the eyes of editors,
but alas, to write them is far different from thinking them.
lieve that I can win.

—something

I

timely newspaper topics.
In that conDry
The scenes, how to place them the characters, when to present
nection I wish to call to your attenthere are hundreds, yes, thousands of things that seem
them
tion that the most dangerous subject
to stand in my way. What can a new writer do without an
right now to try to work into a movie story is the
encouraging word to help? Rejection slips here, rejection
wet and dry question. The wise producers have menslips there
no wonder so few succeed
Recently I submitted a play entitled "The Heart of Swede
If a story
tally resolved to stay out of the argument.
Larson." I wrote and rewrote it ten times hoping that some
that savors too much of the evils of drink is filmed,
editor would find a story in it, but like our old black cat,
then the wets are loud in condemnation if a characI spent another
it found its way back to the starting place.
ter is shown to be partial to dope, now "that he canday retyping it and sent it out again. It has been out three
weeks. What would you advise me
not procure a drink," then the
to do ?
drys become wild and shout that
For a year and a half I have been
the movies have been subsidized.
interesting game and no
this
at
concerning scenario
richer than when I started. One
So the writer should stay away
thing I can see, which consoles me
from the liquor question. It is
writing, addressed to this departimprovement I have
greatly the
true that we see such stories
ment, will be gladly answered, when acgained. My first play was a mass
done.
It is also true that cercompanied by a stamped and addressed
of words meaning nothing. My last
play,
with fewer words, had, I
tain pictures
return envelope. Beginners, however,
some representknow, something like a story in it
ing one and some the other side
are advised first to procure our "GuideHowever, I am
yet it came back.
of the question smack loudly
posts for Scenario Writers," a booklet
never disappointed, always underof propaganda. Just the same,
covering all the points on which beginstanding that the editor must know
business, otherwise he would
his
ners usually wish to be informed, which
most of the producers are steer;

—

—

;

QUESTIONS

—

—

—

ing a clear course and wisely
think that it is best not to offend
either side. Either side numbers
millions
and they all go to the
movies, you know!

—

wish the names and addresses of the
principal producers, with statements of
the kinds of stories they want, may
procure our Market Booklet for six
Please note that
or criticize scripts.
cents.

Paul Pearson
has trouble in

Getting

be somewhere

Those who

will be sent for ten cents.

Rejection slips are cold propositions, but remember that the
editor reads many, many scripts
besides your own and could not
possibly take the time to answer
Giles R. Warren,
them all.
pioneer scenario editor for Lu-

we cannot read

Your Ideas

getting his ideas
on paper.
He
on Paper
says he has wonderful ideas, but so
many things seem to stand in the way of expression.
This is not at all strange. One of the best newspaper
reporters I ever knew, a man, who had an uncanny
nose for news, could not write a line properly. He'd get
out and cover a story and then phone it to the office
and some "rewrite man" would take the facts and

weave them

into a cleverly told story.

isn't a clever style,

it

the movie editor desires.

unvarnished

plot.

The

painting, the better.

But, happily,

or any other sort of style, that
less

All he wants

attempt you

Get the idea down.

is

the plain,

make

at

Here

word

is

Mr.

bin, tried

can no longer hold back that which I have always wished
to say to you.
My only wish is that I could speak to you
face to face.
Each month I read other people's letters to
you on the art of writing photoplays. It is the most interesting half hour of the whole month. I enjoy this beyond
measure, for the simple reason that I also am a struggling
author holding the ladder with one hand and vainly trying
But some day, even though
to reach the top with the other.
It is
it must be one step at a time, I will climb to the top.
a bold thing to say, but without confidence one can never

it.

He

acknowledged

the receipt of each script by printed post cards, stating
that the script would have careful and early attention,
and this little system saved a lot of correspondence.
Warren also had a habit of writing encouraging letters
to those who showed promise, and it paid in those
good old days. But it seems to be out of fashion
these days.
More new writers were developed then
than now, and individual encouragement was the
reason.
And, while we are discussing rejection slips,
let me suggest that three weeks is not a sufficient time
to wait for a rejection slip or an acceptance; wait six
weeks and then inquire about your script if you wish.

Pearson's letter:
I

else.

Not

the

One

we Have

of the hardest things

to learn is that the things

we

are told
avoid seem to be the very things
that the successful person is allowed
Fault
I appreciate the resentment that
to do.
many beginners feel when they are criticized for doing
the very sort of thing they see on the screen.
Here

Author's

is

to

a case in point.

Mr.

J.

It is

an extract from a

letter

from

Donald Heebner:

hope to succeed.

And

so with

my

star of

hope shining

brightly, I fondly be-

One

thing that puzzles

me

is

a recent criticism

of one of
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stories by a scenario editor, in which he objected to my
Now 1 admit that it was a
story as being "implausible."
story which was not likely to have happened in real life,
but the incidents might have happened, could have happened,
and, had they happened, they would have been very humorous.
After having received this criticism, 1 decided to study more
carefully the best pictures I could sec, with a view to their
plausibility.
I am not going to name the first one I viewed
and had a
it was put out by one of the biggest companies
But, for
very well-known and very popular actor as the star.
well, compared to that one, mine read like the
plausibility
multiplication table.
It was the most absurdly far-fetched
and it wasn't funny.
lot of nonsense I ever sat through
After such an experience, do you wonder that a would-be
writer gets disgusted with the advice and admonition that
he so often gets?

my

—

—

Sometimes it does seem that the writer who has
But, please, in
"arrived," can get by with anything.
order to be fair, remember that the writer is not responsible for the picture as you saw it on the screen.
If there were an iron-clad rule by which the director
and the writer of the continuity of the picture were
afforded the final say, many of the weird plays which
are shown on the screen to-day might not appear so
In many instances the versatile star
"implausible."
more often the starette has a clause in a contract that
gives him
or her an opportunity to dictate "business."
Then we sometimes have the ruination of a good picture because the star thinks some other character has
too much "business." Jealousy is the most pernicious
vice now standing in the way of perfect picture plays.
I know of one star
who compelled ana man, too
other character to stand with his back to the camera
during the playing of a strong scene. The other actor
was a good one, and the star was afraid that the scene
would be stolen. When we have such goings-on as
this, can you wonder that screen stories are not always
clear or plausible, when the star, the star's personal
representative, the director, the scenario writer, the
"big boss," and half a dozen more may tear each one
to pieces and change it around until the author cannot
recognize his own plot? You cannot.

—

—

—

—

—

^

^ ew autnors submit their movie
yarns in printed form. This is to get
Yo ur Stor- around the copyright law, which requi 1 65 that a piece of text must be in
ies Printed
type before it can be copyrighted.
The author of this department, several years ago, caused
to be introduced in Congress by former Representative
F. E. Willis, of Ohio, a bill to protect movie manuscripts by copyright, doing away with subterfuges. The
bill,
for some reason, was buried in committee.
It
can be found in the legislative files.
However, no reputable concern is going to filch your
story, remember that.
Then why have it printed? In
the first place, it is a big expense.
Secondly, it is an

D

n't "Hp

p

"

and some editors are

Also,
these stories that look like handbills, or printers' proofs,
are frequently printed in agate type, which is very small
and difficult to read. I venture the opinion that the
printed movie plot has not an equal opportunity in the
average editorial office with the neatly typewritten
manuscript.
indirect accusation,

sensitive.

After long years of experience, I am
firmly
convinced that the best way to
Brand
su bmit stories is for the author to preYmir<?p1f
pare them in a strictly professional
Amateur
form such as is described in detail in
our Guideposts booklet and to mail them direct to the
scenario editor of whatever producing company the
This is
author thinks might _ be interested in them.
old advice, but it cannot be repeated too often.
To

Don't

An

—
—

send a manuscript, written in longhand or accompanied
by a long letter, which stamps the writer as an amateur,
is simply to kill all chances of having your script even
glanced at. Since the scenario editors know that only
one script in about a hundred of those which come pouring into their offices each day is worth even considering,
they become very adept in telling at a glance whether a
story is worth looking over or not. They figure, and
rightly, that if a writer has gone at the business of writing a screen play seriously enough to have investigated
the fundamental principles of the art, he or she cannot
failed to find out, at the same time, how a professional writer prepares and submits a manuscript.

have

Every editor in the business knows
the registered letter with the "return
Registered
receipt demanded."
This letter generally is couched in the following form:
Letter
"You have kept my story for two
weeks, not even acknowledging same.
Please return
it immediately, or I shall take the matter up with the
post office." Nine times out of ten, when investigation
is instituted, the manuscript is discovered to have no
name or return address, or it has been returned to the
address given on the manuscript, but the writer moved
elsewhere, and no one knows where.
Keep a carbon
copy of your stuff; don't send in registered letters. If
the script fails to return to you after six weeks, write
briefly and in a proper manner, asking for a decision.
Inclose return postage with your manuscript. Remember that the film producers are not advertising for ma*Y»

You send your own stories at your own risk,
and so you should be lenient with an overworked editorial force if your cherished masterpieces turn up
missing.
It may be your fault.
terial.

Action certainly speaks louder than

—

Action!

words in the movies. The plots are
demanding more and more action, and

it is a prize essential.
To those who
are ambitious to write screen dramas,
remember that action and yet more action is demanded.
Formerly one could put over a screen drama with about
three reels of action and story, and two reels of introduction, atmosphere, and pretty photography. The public appreciates the atmosphere; is resigned to the introductions when necessary, and has now an artistic
But when
eye trained to enjoy the pretty "shots."
action is sacrificed for all the above, the public resents
it.
There must be something doing from the very first
and there must be no lags or lapses or halts or digressions in the rapid unfolding of the plot.
Producers will tell you that the motion-picture pubThey know how it is
lic has become highly educated.
done trick photography and all. So they must have
a plot and action and thrills and love interest to keep
them on edge. Otherwise the public walks out on the
production, and this is ruinous to the producer and all
concerned.

—

As I have often stated, the titling
Q £ a motion-picture play is a separate
the
and distinct art. There should be men
an^ women as highly trained in the
Action
titling art as in the writing of the
drama or in the direction of the action thereof. The
best title writers at times will predicate the action
that is, they will tell in the title what subsequently is
going to happen. This takes away surprise, suspense,
and interest. The public knows what is going to happen, and the three or four hundred feet of "business"
(Continued on page 86)
is virtually useless.
,.

rTeaicating

—

Of course she sang

The

And then
ting for Corinne Griffith.
well, then the very unexpected
happens, as it usually does at the

—

Very Unexpected
It

happens
in

By

end of an O. Henry

to Corinne Griffith

"The Garter

Girl."

a curious, appealing

little

thing

— Rosalie

Ray, the heroine of O.
Henry's famous story, "The

Memento," and she

loses

none

of her appeal when Corinne
Griffith brings her to the
screen in "The Garter Girl,"
as the pictured version of the
story is called.
As the dainty actress who
each night swings far out over
the audience
in
flowera
decked trapeze and kicks a beribboned garter into its midst,
she's a slangy, decorative, hardworking
member of society,
wholly the product of her envirpnm"it. You may not quite approve
of her, but you can't help liking her,
and admiring the pluck with which she

A

her way through life alone.
But she tires of her mode of living; of
the dingy theatrical hotels, where "a dressing
sack or a cul-de-sac may bring you up short"
we quote from O. Henry, of course. She hates the
audiences
"clapping, yelling, crowding like a lot of
wild beasts, with their eyes fixed on you, ready to eat
you up if you come within reach of their claws." And
so she takes her savings, goes to a little country town,
and makes herself over to fit her new surroundings.
She sings in the choir at church and, of course, falls
in love with the young minister.
They have a beautiful, sweet, simple little love affair,
one of those idyllic episodes that form so perfect a setfights

—

story.

wouldn't be fair to tell
what the ending is, and it isn't
necessary to tell much about
the charming Corinne's work
You can easily
in this role.
image her in the gold cloth
and spangles of her stage
costume, and as easily picture her in the simple frocks
she wears during her sojourn
in the country town, where
she recited for the sewing
It

Caroline Bell

SHE'S

in the choir.

—

decorative,

hard-

working member of society.

and went rowthe water
lilies with the young
minister. They'd have
and
married
been
society

ing

among

lived in the parsonage,
if

the

pected
pened.

very
hadn't

unexhap-

Too Good a Steak
for "Polly
Mrs. Sidney

Drew

finds

such

a good role that she can't
resist

it.

By
Louise Williams

REALLY,
re
1

mind;
-

myself

of

story

Sidney

jused

t

about a

o

a

woman

who went

a very

beefsteak.
replied,

Drew has

little since the

into

a restaurant and
asked the proprietor
if
he

had

Mrs.

changed very

tell,

day s of the
Henry and Polly
_

good

fS

comedies.

M

He

'Ma-

dame, if I had
/\
such a thing I'd
eat it myself !'
And there you are I directed two of
this series of pictures, starring John Cumberland, and
then, when I found that the third had an awfully good
part for a woman, I decided to play it myself simply
couldn't resist so good a beefsteak !"
The gay voice paused to laugh and then suddenly
caught itself up to exclaim, "Oh, here they come;
'

„

:

;

;

me now sure as shooting!" And I whirled
around, wondering if an escaped convict was at large
in that part of the Pennsylvania terminal, but saw
only a young woman with very black hair and very
blue eyes, facing a throng of people who, like the
Greeks of old, came bearing gifts.
Some carried ornate "going-away baskets'^those
capacious affairs which contain everything from jars
of jam and tea balls to substitutes for the kitchen stove;
others brought fruit
from guavas and sapodillas from
the tropics to the latest brand of sugared prune. And
there were flowers, too
corsage bouquets of orchids,
button-hole nosegays made up of three violets and two
sweet peas; golden masses of daffodils even a little
pink azalea tree had been brought to the station to
speed this young woman on her way.
But she held off her friends and their tributes with
outstretched arms.
"You're all going to hate me," she assured them, but
the twinkle in her eyes discounted her seriousness.
"You see, I'm not going to California to-day at all
not till two weeks from this afternoon
But I couldn't
possibly £et extras for the going-away scene of this
picture who'd look as grand, awful and sublime as you
they'll kill

—

—

—

!

do, so I just

you'd come

announced that

I

was leaving to-day

down and be background

so

in this picture
!"

and now you can shoot me if you want to
But they didn't want to not at all. After one
amazed exclamation of "Oh, Mrs. Drew !" they gathered up their gifts once more and grouped themselves
in front of the camera.
And Mrs. Sidney Drew explained to me how it happened that she's returning

—

to the screen.
"It's for the first scene of 'The Emotional Miss
Vaughan.' " She began flapping over the pages of a
bulky manuscript as she talked. "That's the third of
the series based on Julian Street's book, 'After Thirty,'
and I'm not in this part. I'm the girl he falls in love
with after his wife's gone to Florida. She's just leav-

ing

New York

in

these

scenes.

Now

!"

let's

— oh,

Johnny
It was John Cumberland who called forth that outburst.
Probably you remember him in "The Gay Old
Dog" or perhaps in "The Charming Mrs. Chase" or
"The Stimulating Mrs. Barton" the first two of this
new series of Drew comedies.
Overcoat hunched
around him, he stood glowering at the spectators.
"Got your make-up on, Johnny?" Mrs. Drew's voice
was solicitous, but held an undertone of laughter. And
then, as he replied with a disgusted grunt which tried
hard to be polite, "Don't vou care; nobody's looking

—

at

you!"

"Humph !"

Cumberland swept the crowd with

glance of righteous indignation.
they aren't!"

"I'd like to

a

know whv

—
Too Good

As
From

matter of fact,
the camera, where

they

a

we

were.

stood, to

the gate at the head of the stairs lead-

ing to the railway tracks, they formed

and very narrow lane.
you've been wondering why the
a

solid

York end of your business
been delayed

—

lately, I

can

New

you the

John

Cumber
l

^fper

Drew direct a picture. If you
"The Emotional Miss Vaughan"
you may recognize some of them,
for, when Mrs. Drew called for
volunteers from the sidelines to
Sidney

see

rush out in front of the camera
and catch an imaginary train,

many

a good

American made

his debut in motion pictures.

You

won't see anything but
on the screen,
won't
care
but
they
they've been in the movies
"I really am going to
their backs
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"This is awful," he told me feelingly, with
"Yes,
a gesture toward the attentive crowd.
for
years
and
made
a
I've been on the stage
pictures
I
not
to
have
stage
many
ought
good
But I hate curious
fright or whatever this is.
crowds now, if all these people were just
The other night
extras, it would be different.
Mrs. Drew took one of the theaters after the
evening performance, engaged an audience for
it, and we worked there till morning, but that

—

made

reason the people most concerned in ate.
it spent precious minutes in the Pennsylvania Railway Station, watching Mrs.

Steak for "Polly"

;

If crowd

affairs has
tell

The

a

.

crowd was
have

right.
And you should
Mrs. Drew.
She's very
)^ou know, and has never been
all

seen

clever,

funnier in her life than she was
that evening."
I
learned some other things
about Mrs. Drew that afternoon not that the information that she was clever was
news.
It goes without saying that any woman who
adapts
stories
the
for

—

screen,
well,

!

week

California,

next," Mrs.

Drew

after

told

me,

as she finished arranging
her friends at the gates
and directing their fictitious
"Mr.
farewells.

Cumberland
on the stage

appearing
'The Girl in
the Limousine,' and when
the show goes to Boston for
eight weeks, I'm going West
With my brother. And after
that I'm going to build a
studio somewhere near New
York, though I haven't decided
yet on the location.
Let's seewhere's Johnny?"
is

in

Cumberland joined us like a lamb
being led to the slaughter.

casts

them and
is

and

acts in
clever.

directs

them
But

as
I

learned that hers is the
sort of disposition that
can be kind to a leading
lady who indulges in the
luxury of being an hour
late when every moment
precious
sunlight
is
of
and getting the use of the
ocation again is doubtful
it is no easy thing to obtain permission to "shoot" in
a place like the Pennsylvania

—

Station.
And I learned, too,
that there is still about her
something of the girl who came
from Sedalia, Missouri, not so
terribly long ago, and
pictures
in
worked
She's in CallDrew
for
Sidney
with
fornia resting—
on
page
90
Continued
and studying studios.
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Men

For

Only!

you'll
if you happen to belong to the opposite sex
want to read this story of how the male film stars
Los Angeles spend their "one big night of the week."

But
still

of

By Charles Condon

T

I

was a Tuesday

night,

time as nights go,
Los Angeles.

But

there,

if

J^Sj tS!

and an ordinary enough
had been any but

the place

To the
a night apart.
wives, mothers, and sweethearts
of the male population of filmland it means a lonesome evening
on the home veranda, for on that
man
night every

Tuesday night

is

Jack

connected
screen

from

o

tiers

hard

f

converg-

seats

ing in the center
about a fourposter arena,
was playing, as
usual, to capac-

Long

ity.

lines

o" automobiles radiated from the entrance, parked on
both sides of the streets for blocks around. The erstwhile barroom, which graced the corner of the pavilion,
gaped helplessly at the crowds on the sidewalk and

The men were formed

street.

and

in

little

groups here

upon subjects ranging from influenza to the night's program, and touching lightly in
spots upon the matter of motion pictures.
there, chatting

Tom Mix stood out like a house afire in one group,
adorned with high boots, a big sombrero, and an aggressive, gray-checked coat, upholstered at the collar with modest red velvet.
At a short distance,
Dustin Farnum had gathered about him his brother,
William, Harry Carey, Al Jennings, and Lou Cod}'.
On the steps were gangs of short-trousered youths,
boys who had secured this vantage point at ah
early hour and who paid homage to stardom only
if a celebrity had an extra ticket.
Before us, in the aisle, tramped Tom Meighan, Jack
Pickford, Owen Moore, and Elliott Dexter, delaying
matters generally by their attention to a large acquaintance

list.

first bout was just getting under way as we
found our seats, located in the second row, midway
between Al St. John and the Mayer studio congregation, composed of Louis B. Mayer, Rudolph Cameron,
and Bennie Zeidman. Directly in front of us were
Wallace Reid and Theodore Roberts.
The latter, crouched in his
seat with a big cigar gripped between his teeth, looked
as though he might
be doing a scene

The

dinner
off

starts

and
in

his car with a

"No

questions

asked" notation
on his pass.

Los Angeles, though a merry little town, is not quite
tuned up to New York pitch when it comes to revelry.
There's no opportunity of indulging in a general high
carnival going on seven nights of the week.
But as
regularly as Tuesday night comes around, the clans
gather at the neighboring town of Vernon to attend
the boxing matches that are held there.
On the particular night of which I write I had
joined Bill Russell at the athletic club, to go with him

We

as his guest to the weekly exhibition.
started early,
but not before Bill had had time to look about and

Jim Kirkwood, Herbert Howe, Emmett Flynn,
his director, and George Stewart to fill up his car.
In the days of old meaning prior to January 16,
1920 Vernon was the scintillating spot of life in
Southern California. Less than an hour's ride from
the center of Los Angeles, its cabarets and wine cellars used to act like a magnet on the young bloods of
the larger city. Having had such a running start, it
is still a hilarious place in comparison to the lawshackled towns in its vicinity.
On the particular Tuesday night in question, the
Vernon Athletic Club, an old wooden building with
invite

—

—

for a

De

Mille

special.

"Step on

Joe!

it,

Let

'

i

m

know

you're

there!

At-

taboy,"
came hurt

1

i

n g

through
the

air.

The

words
weren't
much, but
the

voice

com-

Men Only!
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We

spied its owner in the person of
Roscoe Arbuckle, located directly across the ring, and
so close to the platform as to appear to be double
chinning it. He was chaperoning Adolph Zukor, the

manded

respect.

Paramount-Artcraft-Famous
the
master mind of
who
had arrived from New York
forces,
Players-Lasky
before accepting Arbuckle's
dinner
just in time to have
invitation to Vernon.
As though in answer to the comedian's yell, Joe
Miller nearly left his vivid blue tights in getting out
of the way of a mean swing from Ray Booker and
then laid that worthy young man away with a right
to the jaw.
William Duncan, coming down the aisle as the ap<.
p 1 a u s e

reached
peak,

its

took

off

his hat

and

smiled graas
response to
ciously

if

m

tremendous

a

ovation.
As a
yearly subscriber
to
seats at the
club,
the
serial
star is a privileged person, and
his little joke was
received
with

much

laughter

into

the

and held up
hand for

his
si-

lence.

"Boys,"
he
"a chauf-

said,

feur in a Hollywood studio has met with some hard
His wife died last
luck and a great deal of sorrow.
night and left new-born triplets to face hardships in
Are
living that are a problem to an able-bodied man.
small
bit
going
kiddies
suffer
when
a
you
to let these
from each of you will make 'em feel at home in the
world? There's my hat. See who can go in it." Immediately a shower of money started, the coins flying
from all points of the house. Within a minute and a

over six hundred dollars was collected.
The event following went along quite smoothly.
Jack Dempsey made mental note of the fast footwork

half,

and clean

hitting,

and nodded approvingly

at the finish

and many shouted
greetings.

The second
bout was short
and snappy. After
dancing about the
ring a bit, one of
the

fighters

es-

sayed a jab at his adversary's ribs, missed, and onestepped right into a terrific uppercut.
"Extra bout! Extra bout!" yelled Eddy Polo.
"Extra bout! Extra bout!" echoed Eddie SutherCharlie and Douglas
land and Wallace MacDonald.
Gerard, Frank Mayo and Walter Long followed up the
cry.
Three hundred other pairs of lungs from the
rear voted on it unanimously, and finally the announcer
sidled to the middle of the ring and responded favorably.

Alfred E. Smith, the conservative, sedate president
of Vitagraph, retained his dignity until that part of the
third event in which Henry Gastine began to lay down
a heavy barrage on his opponent's face. Then he cast
off the bonds of propriety
and made his admiration

known

in sincerity,

what

they lacked in vol-

Tony Moreno

ume.
his

host, seemed

equally
moved by
the occasion.
He
confined his expression to a smile that

echoed clear back to
Spain.

In

the

intermis-

preceding the
fourth bout, Carter
de Haven climbed
sion

to
ion,

sounds that made

in

up

rP4

f lmi

his

compan-

Doug

banks,

Fair-

who,

by

the
way, only
yelled twice during the engagement. Tom Moore, seated next to him, limited his encouragement of the affair to a few Irish whoops and
a concluding chuckle, which he emphasized by giving

Casson Ferguson a nudge like a mule's kick.
"See that little fellow getting up ?" said a man sitting
next to Tony Moreno, as the fifth bout was announced.
"That's Walter Bannon. He and his sister are proteges
of Mrs. Vernon Castle. She became interested in them
while she was working out here and did much to reContinued on page 95

Just

Dad

Clara's
He

is

more than Clara Kim-

Young's father, however,
for he is a motion-picture actor
himself. He had a long career
on the legitimate stage and has
taken worthy parts in such
screen features as "Magda,"
"Eyes of Youth," "The Common Law," and other pictures
ball

of his daughter's. He is being
starred now in Richard Gold-

"Old Jed Prouty" at the
Garson studio.
Many cinema stars received
en's

their

earlier

legitimate

training

but

stage,

on the
few of

them began as far back as 1877
and continued on the stage for
thirty-four

Edward

years.

Kimball did. And he stopped
only because of his age and
his daughter's wish to have
him play in motion pictures
with her, so that they could be
together.

"You know how daughters
are,"

he

smiled

"You

just

have

paternally.
to

listen

to

them because they won't stop
talking until you do."
"You and Clara are pretty
good pals, aren't you?" I asked
him.
"I should say

Kimball

we

are,"

Mr.

answered

emphatically.
"You should see us
working in our garden together,
/

found

mm

a lovable

old''

She made him give up the stage, so thev could
be together.

EDWARD
what

KIMBALL?"

I

vainly tried to recall

knew about the portly, white-haired
gentleman who was being introduced to me
I

by the Garson studio

publicist.

I

connected

it

some-

how with a midnight-haired beauty of the screen.
"Oh !" I burst forth at length with more enthusiasm
"You are Clara Kimball Young's father!"
might have been a faux pas but it wasn't.
There was a straightening of plump shoulders and
a proud gleam of the twinkling blue eyes.
"Yes," he admitted instantly, with a smile. "I'm
just Clara's dad.
I've almost given up hope of ever
having any individuality of my own but I don't
mind, in fact I'm proud of my title."
Mr. Kimball is a lovable "young-old" man, almost
six feet tall, but so rotund that you forget his height
and think only of how much he resembles a kewpie

than

tact.

It

—

—

doll,

a pink-cheeked, blue-eyed, double-chinned, white-

ringleted kewpie.

man.

young-

—

But

Edward Kimball
proud of the

rather

is

title.

By Selma Howe

the back porch, or
weeding the lawn, and you'd
I have a beautiful
believe it.
rose garden in which I get my

painting

exercise, taking care of the
flowers, picking the worms off

the shrubs and pruning them
It's better
the shrubs I mean.
exercise than any game ever
invented," he assured me, and
I couldn't doubt his word because this veteran is the picture
of vigorous health.
"Is it harder to show feeling
on the screen than on the
stage?" I queried, anxious to
steer the conversation back to
screen subjects again.
"No, I don't find it so," he
"You
replied a little wearily.
know, everybody that has lived
as long as I have, has had some
great sorrow in his or her life

you think about it, will
produce grief mine came so
recently that it is all I can do
to keep it from being uppermost in my mind even at times
when I should register joy."
His blue eyes clouded suddenly,
and I knew that he was thinking of the recent passing on of
that, if

;

his lifemate

— Clara's

mother.

"Did you train your daughter from childhood to be an
actress ?" I asked quickly, fear-

ing that
in

my
"No,

I

had probed too deep

questioning.
I

had never given

"You should

it

see us working

'Yes," he admitted with a smile, "I'm just
Clara's dad."

together."

"She had been carried
thought," he replied.
few plays and was practically cradled in a
One night when she
trunk in the dressing room.
was about three years old, her mother and I were
I
playing opposite each other in a very sad scene.
was supposed to be blind, and Mrs. Kimball was on
The house was so still you
her knees beside me.
pin
drop,
and suddenly out in the
could have heard a
I
swelled to a roar.
that
titter
audience arose a
until
out
of
happened,
what
had
couldn't understand
the corner of my eye, my blind eye, I saw a tiny
figure in a little white nightie, trailing behind her an
old plaid shawl that had covered her while she slept,
and wearing on her head a white wig that she had
found on her mother's dressing table. She toddled
to her mother's side and, kneeling in identically the
same position as her mother, said loud enough for
Continued on page 91

much
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in a

Over the Teacups
Fanny the Fan proves

that gossip can be interesting and yet not be malicious

By The Bystander
HIIIIIIIIIIIII

then Louise Glaum came in,
wearing one of those brilliant Chinese

The monkey has a
sense of humor,
according to Joe

capes.

Rock.

afraid

thing is so gaudy that I'm
some traveling salesman will make
mistake and pick me up, thinking I'm

"This

a

a sample," she laughed.

"You're more
by

a

likely to

be gathered

in

Hopi

Indian," retorted Fanny.
"And by the way, is it true
that you're engaged to J.

Parker Read,

"Fanny

!"

Jr.
I

?"

remonstrated,

horrified at such brazen curiosity, but Louise just laughed
with those long, beautiful

to hurry; I have that dancing; leshalf an hour/' announced Fanny,
dumping her mesh bag and long gloves in a
tangled heap on the tea table. "Oh, don't pretend that
you've forgotten saying you'd go with me to Theodore
Kosloff's studio and join a class; you know that absolutely everybody in the colony is doing it.''
"I know somebody who isn't," I retorted.
"Mildred

eyes of hers, and went on her
to her own table.
"Did you hear of the dreadful thing that happened
to one of the Goldwyn companies a while ago?" I asked,
seeking to divert Fanny's attention before she pursued
the matter. "Reginald Barker, the director, had them
out on location to make scenes in 'The Branding Iron,'
and everything was going perfectly nicely when some
one gathered some poison ivy, somebody else followed
suit, and the first thing Barker knew the entire company

Harris Chaplin."

was down with

way

WE'LL have
son

"Poor

little

in

Carried away by her sympathy,

thing."

Fanny

quite ignored the waiter.
"Do you think she
and Charlie are really irreconcilably separated?"
"Well, it would seem so," I replied, "judging by the
accounts in the Los Angeles newspapers still, you
never can tell. But it did seem a pity that they couldn't
have had an unbroken romance there's something so
appealing about her, and everybody's so fond of him."
"By the way," Fanny interrupted, "did you know
Carlyle Blackwell has been sued for divorce? There'll
have to be a big crop of June marriages this year to
make up for the couples whose bonds of matrimony
have been untied. And some new stars will have to
be signed up, too, to fill the gaps left by those who
are playing hop-scotch and changing companies.
Bryant Washburn has left Famous Players-Lasky, you

—

it, and he just
had to wait till
their faces and
hands went

back to normal size."

;

know, to form a company of his own, and changes and
rumors of changes simply fill the air. Hedda Nova
and her husband, Paul Hurst, the director, have formed
a company. And even though I've been reassured on
that

subject so

Swanson

many

times

I

can't

feel

that

Gloria

permanent fixture at the Lasky
studio since she married the head of Equity I
look in the paper every morning for the news
.that she's to have a company of her own.
I'm told that her new apartment is simply
stunning, by the way it's in an enormous
is

at all a

;

;

building

owned by an

And

assistant director at

have you noticed the diamonds Gloria's wearing of late?
Cecil De Mille won't be able to
offer her anything on the screen
that she hasn't at home, if his
scenic artists and costumers don't

Lasky.

get busy."

"My

gra-

!"

Fanny

cious

glanced at her

watch

and

from

leaped
her chair
if

had

as

somebody
shot

at

—
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her. "We'll have to hurry. You
pay the check while I pursue a

We

taxi.

mustn't be late."

We

We

arrived just
weren't.
in time to see Gloria Swanson
and Mae Allison vanish through
the
erts'

doorway, and Edith Robcar stopped right behind

our cab.
"This dancing class reminds
me of another one that I went
to," laughed the little Universal
star, as we hurried tip the steps
"The teacher, a Rustogether.
sian, used to call off the steps
as he danced along ahead of us,
and the class followed him and
did the things as he called them.

He'd say 'Step, hop step, step,
hop hop, step, hop, step step,
And one day
step,
hop !'
mother, who was sitting on the
;

;

side

;

said to

lines,

next her,

an old lady

'Isn't this interesting?'

and the old lady answered, 'My,
wish I'd brought my

yes, but I

crocheting

he's calling off a per-

;

"

good pattern
Everybody's going to Kosloff
nowadays, as was quite apparent by the little group chattering in the dressing room. Bebe
Daniels, Enid Bennett, Mabel
Normand, Priscilla Dean, Ruth
Stonehouse who was a profesfectly

!'

—

sional

went
were

dancer before she
into pictures
listed

—

among

all

ever
of these

the brilliant

Russian's pupils.

Over at one side of the big
room, where a bar, placed about
waist-high from the floor, ran
along the wall, a bob-haired

woman was

Covyrieht:ed by Evans.

who recently announced
and her famous husband had
become estranged.

Mildred Harris Chaplin,

practicing.

that she

murmured, pausing to
She was as conscientious
about her work as any novice.

"Nazimova

to

watch

!" I

her.

"Yes, she's going to do 'Salambo,' and,
of course, won't leave the dancing to a
And by the way, a friend of
double.
mine has a maid who goes with a butler
who works for one of the Big Four
Griffith, Fairbanks, Mary Pickford, and
Chaplin."
"As if I didn't know that !" I interrupted scornfully.
"Well, the butler said that they entertained Nazimova
at dinner, partly for the purpose of discussing business
with her, but she replied, 'Why should I leave Metro,
when I have my own way in everything, and have none
"

of the business responsibilities?'
"She was right about that she's the czarina on that
that she gets
lot, without any doubt, and I've heard
that Metro
and
twelve thousand five hundred a week,
her house
of
rental
pays all her expenses, even the
and the gardener's wages."
"One is likely to hear almost anything," commented
Fanny, lacing up the ribbons of her ballet slippers. "I
do know that she's inclined to be aloof, but is awfully
;

good

to her

friends.

Why,

she gets a specially pre-

Over the
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"He's got the cutest monkey I ever saw, and I want to buy
one," I offered by way of explanation. "It really has a sense
of humor. And, speaking of that little attribute, did you ever
now any one with a keener appreciation of what's funny than
Katherine MacDonald? She was telling me, the other day,
about what she did when she first came to Los Angeles from
New York. She said that she acted in four companies at the
;ame time at the Horsley studio, and acted as property man,
too, for thirty dollars a week.
" 'When we needed pillows or special props of any kind,
1 used to take my little old car and dash home for them,' she

'More than once' has mother come home to dinner to
the dining-room table was among the missing, or
And then
that her chaise longue had gone into the movies.
I was fired because I wouldn't let George Ovey hit me in the
said.

find that

face with a pie

!'

"

"Can you imagine

it !" exclaimed Fanny, struggling into the
plaited dress that went over her dancing bloomers. "The
beautiful Katherine with her face covered with custard!"
"No, I can't because it never happened," I retorted. "She

little

;

but they engaged her again the next day, and now, of
course, she heads her own company, at a salary of thirty-five
hundred dollars a week and fifty per cent of the profits, I
hear; and if she's hit in the face with a pie it's because she
left,

wants

to be."

"I'm surprised that she's not going
abroad in some direction or other," Fanny
commented. "Everybody else is, and I'd
like to

know who

don't approve at

all

started
!

it,

Maybe

it

anyway I
was Fanny
;

Ward she's been writing the most glowing epistles from Paris and Monte Carlo.
Anyway, Marjorie Daw's going to England with the rest of Marshall
Neil an's company and Marshall, of
course
Mary Pickford Fairbanks
and Doug are going around the
world, and it's said that they've persuaded Charlie Chaplin to go along;
Peggy Hyland's already departed for
Egypt to make pictures Pearl White
sailed some time ago for the Continent Ethel Clayton may carry out
her plan to go to England and film
some of Dickens' stories, even
though she has just signed a longterm contract to continue to make
pictures for Famous Players-Lasky
oh, there's a great long list of
them.
"Well, I heard now remember,
I'm not saying this officially, because
I can't remember who told me
but
I heard that Viola Dana was going
to visit the Orient, just by way of
being original. But don't quote me
!"
on it
I'd never heard Fanny tie a string
to a piece of news before, but she
refused to untie this one, so it must
indeed be doubtful.
"Everybody's bent on going on the
;

•

—

x

;

y

;

;

—

—

—

PhJto by Hoover.

Egypt

is

Peggy Hyland's abiding place just non

pared make-up from France, which is quite wonderful, but is very hard to get since the war, so she gets
But last Christmas she
only a few jars at a time.
gave each of the woman stars at Metro a jar of it."
"I should think Joe Rock would start a physical-culture studio," I observed, inspired by the success of the
Kosloff one.
"He used to be a teacher of physical
culture in New York, and- later was physical director
of the Millionaires' Club of Pittsburgh. And he had a dancing school,
Rumor whispers
too.
Then he branched off and went that Viola Dana
into vaudeville, and then to Vitagraph
is going to China.
to

make pictures."
"Where did you

formation
tion

?

I

glean

all

this

in-

never heard you men-

knowing him before," demanded

Fanny.

stage,

apparently,"

she

went

on,

pausing by a bucket of water to dip
the toes of her slippers, to prevent
slipping. "Little Jane and Katherine
Lee are doing wonderfully in a
And they say
vaudeville sketch.
that Canada has gone perfectly wild
about Madame Petrova had you
heard about it ?"
"No, .but I knew that Theda

—

;
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Bara's play isn't all it might be, and is a lot of things it
mightn't.
Oh, no, not shocking, but just an awfully poor
play
the New York dramatic critics simply flayed it, and
They say that the audiences
didn't spare Theda, either.
roared with laughter in the most serious parts, and that
Theda's voice was not at all adequate, but rather like a schoolHer gowns are very costly and
girl's giving a recitation.
effective, of course, but that didn't seem to make people feel
However, the play
that her dramatic efforts were successful.
is booked at theaters throughout the country till 1921, they
tell me, so apparently neither Miss Bara nor the management
is at all disturbed by the laughter, but expect that her old
screen admirers will be interested enough in seeing the real
Theda to keep the production going."
"Well, I hope that won't happen to Wallace Reid when he
goes back on the stage in the fall." Fanny regarded my
amazement complacently. "Oh, yes, he's going to do it, but
he'll make pictures at the same time, the way Dorothy Dalton's doing.
And Lillian Gish may go on the stage, too;
she's had two or three offers, and is quite likely to take one
;

of them."

"Oh,

know some

I

scandal," I broke

in.

"It's

about Anita

Stewart."

"You can stop right now." Fanny faced me defiantly. "I
won't believe a word of it.
She never goes anywhere, and
is the dearest thing to people at the studio,
and well, you might as well tell me what
it was, I suppose, so that I can deny it."
"She was stopped by a policeman the
other day, while driving to the studio, because her driver had his arm around her.
It's against the law for a chauffeur to
hug while driving, and a policeman
"
stopped them, and
\"
"Her chauffeur
"Yes.
But well, the chauffeur happened to be her brother, George, and she'd
just promised him a motor boat or
something, which accounts for it all.
"I should say it does, and I wish I'd
been Anita," declared Fanny rashly.
"George has a regular Charlie Ray

—

—

and is
good looking
I watched him the
other day, working

personality,
so

'The Mollycoddle' with Douglas
in

He'll
Fairbanks.
land among the stars
before he's twenty-one,
I'll

wager."

"Hello,

Mabel Nor-

Bunch!"

mand dashed

room, peel-

into the

She
ing off her coat as she ran.
told as, between gasps, that she
had been devoting the entire day
to show-shopping; she never misses
a good picture, and always carries
a notebook in fact, has six memorandum books full of notes. They
say she is the harshest
and best critic of her own Ethel Clayton
pictures, and that when
has signed
again with.
any one tells her of a bad
Famous
place in one of her own
Playersreleases,
she invariably
;

says, "I

down

know

in

"That's
her,"

my

—

I

have

it

all

right

The

critics

flayed Theda Bara's stage play mercilessly.

confided the fact. "But if some of these
notes of their bad places in their pictures they'd have to haul their notebooks around
in a truck."
"Isn't it great that Louise Huff has come back
to the screen," I commented, seeking to divert her
from so dangerous a topic. "When she announced
that she was going to retire into matrimonial bliss

when

stars

I

made

been cheated, somehow."
"Bet you can't guess my favorite new
"His first stellar
star," answered Fanny.
role is in 'The Simp,' and he isn't really
good looking, but is very attractive, and has
an irresistible personality every one's simply
!"
crazy about him. It's Wesley Barry
And she flaunted away to her dancing les-

I felt that I'd

—

book."

remarked

Lasky.

Photo by White.

for

Fanny,

son.

;

Six-Shooters for Slapsticks
Fatty Arbuckle

deserts pie comedies and

takes to serious drama, in

"The Round-Up."

By Grace Kingsley

and gone in for melodrama
!"
hate for the villain
Fatty Arbuckle eased the six-shooter out of -his
belt, toying with it as a girl does with her vanity case,
as he peeked about for a quiet place where we could
sit down and chat, that day out at the Lasky studio.
"Equally at home with pistols and pies !" I gasped,
"scrinching" away from the range of the gun. "But
don't you miss the soft, sweet swish of the custard
through the air, or the dull, sickening thud of
the mince?''
"Can't say I do !" said Fatty, twirling the
the pies
YES,andI'vea parked
regular hissing

a way that made me nervous even if
assure
me it wasn't loaded. Oh, he's
he did
guy, is Fatty, since he
red-blooded
regular
a
became a hand-painted hero in "The RoundUp" bites knives in two, stops bullets with
his teeth, and everything!
pistol in

—

Comic hokum

is

the

eliminated from

script.

What's that?"

"Sh!

I

cried

as a noise came from the other
side of the set.
"Oh, it's just the villain struggling with the subvillain over
in the Grand Canon," explained
Fatty.
"A terrible accident

happened

to the

yesterday —

Grand Canon

flat on the
it
stage!"
"Do you like
I
laughed.
playing a sheriff?" I asked.
"And what's the difference between a comedy sheriff and the
regular dramatic one?"
"No difference, only the

comedy

He says

his horseback riding is the onlv stunt in the picture.

"I've just come in from killing a coupla outlaws," he remarked
!'
with his amiable grin, "but you see I'm scared to death of a woman
"Afraid of a woman !" I repeated as I took a chair.
"Oh, I mean in this picture !" grinned Fatty, sitting
A glimpse
down on a creaky rocker.
of his comCan you imagine Fatty being coy? Fatty, the erstedy past.
while ragtime Romeo of the comedies
The Fatty that
used to lasso his dames over restaurant counters or from
out of bathtubs
Fatty, the forward country lumpkin, who kid
naped the farmer's trustful pink-gingham daughter!
!

!

sheriff

fell

is

lots

rougher

!"

!

"Any

stunts in this picture?"
horseback riding."

my

"Just

confesses he has an awkeeping old king comedy out of
the scenes when he sees an opening for
the comic hokum, but says he conducts
himself with Spartanlike restraint at such

The chubby boy

ful time

moments.

"And I ain't used to these emotional
scenes," complained Arbuckle, twirling the
six-shooter skillfully around his trigger'"This morning Miss Scott, my
finger.
leading lady, cried so hard I felt so sorry
She cried
for her that I forgot to act!
married woman when she wants her
husband to buy her something real tears,
you know! Oh, my, yes, I do some soul
like a

stuff

—

picture, like

in this

and
him

the villain.

kill

giving the girl

which

to the other fellow, after

No,

I

go away

haven't killed
in Death Valley, so
I

do that up
!"
to bury him
There was a pause while from the adyet.

I

we won't have

joining set the so-called silent drama was
broken by a violent ripping sound. Then
the villain rushed past our set, backing away
hastily.

"Did you

kill

after him.
"Kill him?"

demanded

called

the villain.

—

out

"Did

pants? They they tore!"
never can tell what's going to cause

you hear

"You

my

him?" Fatty

a delay in the deathless drama

!"

remarked

Fatty.
Seriously, Fatty Arbuckle is a really fine
actor and a keen thinker, despite his professional tomfoolery.
"Of course, we're mighty glad to see you
in this comedy drama," I said, "but why
have you flitted— left the jazz comedy flat?"
"Well," explained Arbuckle, "I suppose
I ought to say it's because I felt the call of
But, to be truthful, it's because I'm
art.
naturally lazy, and drama is twice as easy
to do, doesn't cost any more, and you get
twice the credit." All of which is very fine
to say, if you don't happen to know, as I
do, what a prodigious worker he is.
"You
can work your head off in comedy," he
went on, "and people forget all about you
!"
the minute they're out of the theater

How

Fatty has changed!

I've just

come

in

from

killing

a coupla

outlaws."

Well, some of us would like to

be "forgotten" the way Fatty is
"Don't you enjoy doing drama
for a change?"
"I'm
"Yes, I do," said Fatty.
not going to talk about my art or
any of that junk, but I do like
playing a real role and doing it
!"
like a human being
And that remark of his gives you
a pretty good idea of what to
expect from

Up."

him

in

"The Round-

How

the President
Sees the Movies

Since he is unable to visit the
"Little Gem," he has been
shown, at the White House, the
same pictures which you see
at

your neighborhood theater.

By Donald MacGregor
!

with the presidency.
pearances, the office
hurrah, with glaring

To
is

all

ap-

grand
newspaper
a

headlines, private trains with flag-

platforms,
observation
draped
crowds, bands, and cheering. But
with this, in addition to the cares
responsibilities, comes the welldefined rule of dignity required,
the everlasting secret-service guard,
and the utter inability to go any
place without attracting a crowd.

and

The

last is

more wearisome than

it

seems.

Woodrow Wilson

confessed

at

the National Press Club in Washington one time that he chafed under the restrictions that went with
Among other
presidency.
the
The East Room,

where pictures
often are shown.

things, he said, he
missed going to the

movies.
Unlike

Moham-

med, who, when he
found that the mountain would
not go to him, went therefore to
the mountain, Mr. Wilson was able
Continued on page 90

NOW

that the quadrennial
presidential race is about to
begin again, it is interesting
to reveal the fact that whoever is elected in November
will
find
precedent
blazed for an entirely new
form of White House entertainment.
The next
president, the members of
his family, and their guests
will be able to feel right

home

at

at

movies

the

shown privately in the famous East Room of the

executive
mansion.

It

mes

J e ^f

r

j
u
the Pat he
from
is a new or- NewS)
deliver.
der of things ing celluloid
instituted by records of time.

W0 d
President %
to
the Z??
White
u
Wilson,
and
r .,

,

£

House.

certain
that it is a custom which
will become a permanent
feature
of
the
White

it

is

House.

Few persons stop to consider the restraints that go

—

!

What
On

the Fans Think

different subjects concerning the screen, as revealed

An Answer
To

the Editor of

The other day

to

"The Hooligan at the Gate."

Picture-Play Magazine.

picked up a magazine and read in it an
to thinking.
It was one of the most
amazing
I ever read, I think, and it was about the
movies. It was called "The Hooligan at the Gate." Certainly
it was the most venomous piece of writing I ever saw.
The author apparently is a dramatic critic, and, I take it,
one who thinks quite highly of his own opinion, though perhaps he has a very good right to.
I have read and heard a good many criticisms of the movies
in fact, I've criticised some things about them myself, but I
never read anything approaching his condemnation of them.
He charged the movies
with having done more than any other ten
forces to reduce the taste, sense, and general
culture of the American nation. According to
him, the movie magnates are the most ignorant
and vulgar of men, who have seduced the impressionable minds of children, who have sold
our youth into aesthetic corruption, who have
converted literature into rubbish, and imaginative actors into mechanical dolls
But the thing that seemed to alarm and exercise this critic of the movies most was his
belief that they were about to corrupt that
form of art in which he seemed to be most
interested; namely, the spoken drama.
With
loud wailing, he predicted that the tone of the
New York plays would be dragged down by
these movie magnates, who, he said, are closing in and taking control of the New York
theaters and the play-producing interests, that they may use
the theater for trying out only such plays as they believed
would be suitable to be adapted later for the screen. According to him, no more plays of the finer sort would be produced
plays of the sort that depend upon the cleverness of the
dialogue rather than action, if I understand it correctly.
As I said, I read all this, and then I started to think.
Our town is a rather small one, and I've lived in it for
well, quite a good, long time.
haven't been so poor but
what I could take advantage of a few amusements and ways
of improving myself, and we haven't been so rich that I could
get away and go to Chicago or New York in the winters. And
so it's happened that I've never seen any of the great actors
that I've heard and read so much about, and only dreamed
about seeing, for so many years until the movies came. And
ft seems to me that the spoken stage hasn't done very much
for me or for the thousands and thousands who live what I
might call "shut-in" lives.
had an old opera house before the day of the movies,
and we used to get plays, but I don't think they were the sort
which the author of "The Hooligan at the Gate" wanted to
keep from being contaminated by the movies. I didn't notice
"Uncle Tom's Cabin" in his list, nor "East Lynne," nor "The
Convict's Daughter," nor "Ten Nights in a Barroom."
Those
were the plays we used to get those and others about like
them.
And the companies! If the worst movies ever taken
article

that

set
articles

I

me

—

We

—

We

—

w ere

bad as most of the barn-storming companies that viswell, they certainly never have been shown at
the Bijou, which is our best movie theater now.
I'm not going to say a word in criticism of the author of
"The Hooligan at the Gate." He may be right for all I know.
Perhaps the poor theatergoing people in New York City are
about to suffer a terrible calamity because the movie producers are going to shut off the production of the finest stage
plays.
But I'd like to ask him if "Stella Maris," or Blackton's
"Missing," or even "Anne of Green Gables" if any one of
these wasn't worth more to our little community and thousands and thousands of communities like ours than anything
that was ever brought to us by the rag and bobtail troopers
sent out by the men who control the speaking drama? He can
talk for New York and wail as loudly as he wants to. I can't
dispute him, because I don't pretend to know anything about the
great theater center, and I don't care what happens to it.
It
never did anything for me.
But I do know the wonderful
things that the movies have brought to our town the vision
r

ited

—

as

our town

—

—
—
—

—

by

letters selected

from our mail pouch.

of the great life outside of our little community which they
have given me, sights that I never expected to see, and actors
and actresses whom I never dreamed of beholding. I almost
feel that I know Elsie Ferguson. And to think of having been
privileged to see the great Lionel Barrymore in "The Copperhead !" And I'm waiting now to see his brother John in "Dr.
Jekyll and Mr. Hyde" more eagerly than my small nephew waits
to see the circus train pull into town early on a summer
morning.
I hope you'll have room for this lengthy letter, or part of it,
For the movies have been my friend, and I want
at least.
C. R. G.
to stand up for them.
Wrennington, Ind.
A Plea for Surprise.

To

Picture-Play Magazine.
a question which I have
never seen adequately discussed from my point
I

the Editor of

want

to

raise

We

of view.
hear a lot about how "the story
has come into its own" how at last the producers are showing on the screen the great
works of fiction and the successful plays
and for this they seem to be getting nothing
but praise.
But I want to enter a protest. Yes, I went

—

"The Miracle Man," and I'll admit that
enjoyed it. But it is the only made-over or
secondhand play I have enjoyed so far.
I
have reached the stage and several of my
friends join me in this where I look for
screen productions based on new, original

to see
I

—
—

stories,

except in cases where

I

know

that I

have not previously read the story in magazine
or book form, or have not seen it on the stage.
I have no grudge against the authors
in fact, I rejoice that
they can make so much money by having their stories used
in so many different ways.
But I wish that some of them
;

—

could be made to write directly for the screen surely they
could get enough just for that. Then when we go to see a
picture there would be some surprise some unfolding of plot.
As it is, there is so little to look forward to. You know in
advance what is going to happen. Moreover, I go to such a
picture, thinking to see an old friend, and everything seems all
wrong different from my impression of the story and the

—

—

characters.
I believe that

if

the fans could put the matter to a vote, they
stories
not hashed-over ones.

—

would demand original
San Diego, Cal.

Betty Pearson.

Some Personal

Observations.
Picture-Play Magazine.
It is clever of The Observer to ask for the opinions of his
readers it gives one a "homey" feeling a sort of partnership

To

the Editor of

—

—

magazine.
The Observer

in the

—

me hard on

the star question I surely do
either the star or the producer seldom
from our home manager's notice. And but for your magazine
I
would have missed a rare treat in Douglas MacLean's
"Twenty-three and One Half Hours' Leave." Oh, that delightful, drive-away-the-blues, lovable, rollicking boy!
The "Little
Disturber" had best look to her laurels she has a formidable
And his chum did well her
rival in this charming fun maker.
select

my

hit

pictures

from

—

—

part.

We

Who

Stayed at
in "The Girl
hesitates to accept a find of the great master?
Can he not take the poorest straggler after fame and shape
her to his will? Most all give the palm to Cutie Beautiful
but to me the most touching bit of pathos in this picture is the

had two other "finds"

Home" — but who

—

young French girl, shrinking with horror from even the nearness of the German, yet with divine compassion answers his
call for "Mother," and holds the cup of water to his dying
lips.
Only Mr. Griffith gives this touch of the divine to his
human ideals. But holding a close second comes Mr. Tucker's
Its
wonderful allegory-parable-sermon "The Miracle Man."
lesson sank deep in our hearts and the cast was fine Lon
Chaney superb. In striking contrast to this came that weird
Nazimova in "The Brat" a great actress, but too uncanny to

—

—

—

—

Continued on page
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morning

constitutional

through Cen-

Park. "You see, playwrights and
scenario writers simply know no restraint.
With half their brains they
create heroines who can swim, ride,
play golf, and pour tea correctly, and
with the other half they create tomboys, toughs, and tricksters.
In the
tral

film you may have to be a perfect lady, with all the social graces up

same

your perfectly fitting sleeve and a
ten-dollar-a-week slavey who chews
gum with courage and conviction."
Her dark eyes were very serious,
and, remembering the days when I
read the first announcements stating
that Zena Keefe would be the 1920
Selznick star, and how blissful I'd
then supposed that her. existence must
marveled at my own density.
"In 'The Woman God Sent,' I was
a factory girl," she went on. "In the
be, I

"In 'The

Woman God

Sent' I

factory girl."

A Made-to-Order
No

Star

was ever trained more carefully
than was Zena Keefe for stardom.

debutante

for society

By Hortense Saunders

HOME
"To

at

once

the

— and drive through

the park."

Plaza."

"Take me

to

300 Fifth Avenue and then

call

for

my

husband."

That last order broke up the lesson, for these girls, though
were expected to make marriages that would place them

the)'

among the country's socially important matrons, weren't supposed to deal in futures quite so definitely as yet.
It was an interesting little scene
this beautiful old lawn, with
the limousine body mounted on a small platform, and a man in
correct livery standing at its door and respectfully receiving the
orders which each girl in turn gave him as she came forward
and practiced stepping into the remnant of a car. Still more

—

interesting were the girls sub-subdebutantes, sent to this famous
old finishing school to learn to walk and talk and sit properly—
no crossed knees, even in one's own room
They were much
thrilled that afternoon because rumor had it that "the limousine
;

!

body, which not so very long ago had supplanted an ancient
barouche, was to be supplemented by part of an aeroplane.
The school must never be represented in the world by a girl
who couldn't get into or out of any kind of equipage without
proper grace and savoir fair el
"Just getting ready for society seems to be the hardest thing
in the world !" I reflected as I left the school.
And the very
next day I learned my mistake. There's one thing harder, and
that's being trained to be a motion-picture star.
Zena Keefe

proved it to me.
"For a year I've been exercised, groomed, dieted, and generally finished," she confided to me. as we started out on her

was a

—

;;

A
picture we

Made-to-Order Star

71

re

making now, I'm
an Indian halfbreed a
dancehall favorite in a
mining town.
Well, I've had to
prepare for these
and many other
possible roles. In
this picture I've

—

had

walk

ski,

to'

snowshoes,

lin

and

fight wolves,

a

live like
tier

had

fron-

woman.
to

I've

fight

like

—

a bearcat and there's no telling what I'd
doing now if nature hadn't taken revenge
me and frozen my feet."
"But what about your training for stardom
tell me about that," I urged.
"It was as bad as a prize
Her clear-cut
fighter's— or a debutante's," she
features wiU aU
retorted.
"Of course, I knew
how to do a lot of things swim,
dance, ride all that sort of
thing. But for the screen you've
got to do them particularly well
you must strike an average of
about eighty per cent at least.
And you've got to do them in
an easy, decorative way. You've
got to keep your eye on the ball
and look well while you're doing
it.
I've worked for a year to
perfect my style, and am just
beginning to realize my limita-

—

—

tions."

"But acting
seems

me

to

started

in

isn't new to you
I've heard that you

when you were

a

youngster."

"Oh, I did—at the ripe old
age of three." She laughed as
'I

love

my

she
present Indian role"

paused

to

woman who

patronize

the

old

pinwheels and to
distribute her gayly colored purchases among the throng of urchins
near by.
"I don't remember just
what I did, but I believe I impersonated a kewpie. I've been on the
stage off and on ever since. And, of
course, I've always studied or supposed I did but I certainly never
studied in the old days as I have
during this last year or do right now.
sells

—

"Why, do you know"

—

we were
on a park bench by this time,
and she tucked one foot under her
and edged around so that she faced me "it gets to be such a habit, studying, that I can't get out of it ?
One of the places where I do it most seriously
sitting

—

—

the jazz-whileis in the Broadway cafes, particularly the very noisy ones
you-eat kind.
People who habitually frequent those places have the matter
of facial expression down to a fine art.
"You see, the band makes so much noise that conversation is impossible.
So the cabaret girl the guest, I mean, not the entertainer learns to talk
with her eyes, her hands, and even with her clothes. She may wear a hat
that will hold her escort's attention no matter what comes or goes, or she
may dress very plainly and depend on some other sort of magnet. She's
clever
she can get most anything over without uttering a sound she beats
(Continued on page 88)
And I've
the screen actress at her own game.

—

—

—

;
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Which Would You Rather

Do— Or Go

Fishing?
By

Celia

one and then the other with splendid imparAt the end of an epic combat of forty-five
minutes, the girls drew from the water not two, but
one good-sized tuna which had swallowed the bait on
Mildred's hook and became snagged on that of Louise.
So it is still a question between them as to who pays
the bet, and the chances are that it will go unpaid
until the end of time.
Mary Pickford used to be one of those persons
who thought fishing a "mussy" sport, but, when her
company went up to Big Bear Lake on location to
take scenes for "The Heart of the Hills," she became
and a most enthusiastic one.
a convert
She had
ample opportunity for fishing between scenes, and,
like the busy little bee, she "improved each shining
hour" and supplied herself and a
few favored ones of the company
with fish to eat throughout the entire
first

tiality.

—

—

stay.

Chester Conklin,
erstwhile
of
Sennett fame and now a Fox
comedian, spends his spare time capturing the denizens of the deep.
And you ought to see what he gets
His experience proves conclusively

Mack

Conklin' s prize catch seemed to have
the measles.

Louise Fazenda's a regular Miss
Ike Walton.

IF

this
call

were a
it

"A

scenario, I should
Fish Story in Three

Reels," "Spare the Rod and
Spoil
something
the
Reel" or
equally aquatic and fishy sounding.
However, this story has to do with
stars as well as fish, and the stars

—

swear there's nothing fishy about

it

so far as they're concerned.
Some studio genius afflicted with
a mania for statistics has proven
beyond a shadow of doubt that the

most popular hobby in screendom is
fishing; not for compliments or in- Tom Forman has his own
creased salaries or publicity, you P nvate fishin- reserve
-

understand, but fishing for plain,
plebeian fish with none disbarred on account of size,
color, or habitat.
This same statistician goes on to say
that if all the fish caught by screen stars were placed fin
to fin and left in the sun for twenty-four hours, the resultant effect on the olfactory nerves would but let us
cut short this lengthy introduction and get down to facts.
Mildred Harris Chaplin loves deep-sea fishing. When
she was at Catalina Island last summer, with Louise
Glaum, they went out on the bounding main, and this
is what happened
yes, it's a fish story, but there must
be some truth in it, for they both told it the same way:
Mildred and Louise made a bet as to who would catch
the first fish
five pounds of chocolates against three
pairs of gloves.
Mildred got the first bite and began excitedly hauling in.
Then Louise felt a tremendous tug at
her line and nearly upset the boat in an effort to land
her fish first. The fisherman who was with them helped

—

—

—

;

!

!

"Nothing !" is the proper
reply

—just

people

look at the

who make

it!

Brynn
niiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii^

have a sense
humor, although
of
science has not as yet
credited the discovery.
He goes out for tuna
and comes back with a
choice assortment of
that fish

starfish,

jellyfish,

eels,

stingaree, seaweed, and
kelp.
On one occa-

sion he drew from out
the briny deep a fish
that looked like a cross

between a camouflaged
submarine and an eel
with the measles. Having the courage of his
convictions, he had his
picture taken with it,
and, as yet, no naturalist
has arisen to
label his catch with a

Latin name.

And who would have
suspected

Bill

Mary

Hart of a

in

''The Heart

and woolly Westerner might have run Tke
close second as an enthusiastic
No, he
and accomplished fisherman.

—

Walton a

bathing

purposes,
and it may be a
shock to fans to
learn that the wild

doesn't shoot the fish, neither does he rope
them he uses a hook, line, and sinker
just like any ordinary mortal, and his
accounts differ in no respect from those
of the amateur about the big one that
got away, I mean
Louise Fazenda, the champion comedienne of the Sennett studio, takes fishing
as she does her screen work
seriously.
And can she catch 'em ? Man, listen
When the fishing season opened on May
first,
she caught the limit and did the
;

'TV
His megaphone's

learned to fish

of the Hills."

penchant for angling? One
never thinks of him, somehow, in connection with
water that is, aside
from drinking and

^

forgotten when

—

—

Tom Ince
reels 'em
in.

Monroe Salisbury swears

there's

nothing fishy about this one.

Continued on page 93

Let Hillyer
No

matter

who wants

By

AT

Hart's studio

Bill

when

somebody

begins a sentence
"We need a man

with

"

who

he never gets

a chance to finish it
his audience is certain
to cut in with "Let
Hillyer do it," and
the incident's closed.
And Lambert Hillyer
is pretty sure, at
to

least,

hand
of

Paul

what,

Do
Bill

It!

Hart's director

the

fills

Hubert Conlon

been
for

Bill

He

directed
picture
before

short
After

just

;

Motion

sketches — in

which
an

m

of

—

tion

to

a

sce-

in addi-

having

and

scenarios,

as befitted a
short-story writer
and
author
of
some vaudeville

racing-automobile driver who has
actually won a race, a
short-story writer, a baseball pitcher,
a crack'
shot with rifle and
revolver, a sprinter,
a boxer, an avi-

writer
narios

York
Picture

Company
wrote

amateur

ator, and

New

the

He was

cowboy,

his

vadirected

the first motion
picture made on
the New England
coast
went to

fourteen then, and
now his record states
that he's a football
a

that,

was

He

ried.

on

comedies.

career

twenty-six years
old.
He's been a
very busy young
man ever since
the days when he
and Dick Barthelmess went to
military school to-

star,

megaphone

the

He's an inter-

gether.

first

—

doing

;

years.

his

he was
twenty it was a five
reeler
called
"Partners of the Tide," and
as training for it
he had been holding

it.

esting chap

Hart's director

more than two

have a

in the

bill.

had

he
d

—a n d

also

ac

later

did the same
for Triangle.

thing

And
went

t

e

then, when Hart
to Artcraft, he

took Hillyer with him

and the
have been

as a director,

two

together

ever

"Sand,"
recently released, and
"The Toll Gate," which
since.

Hart says
best

is

picture,

his

are
ex-

two

m p les

a
of

their

team
work.

A

Forecast of Films
In which some forthcoming features
are uncorked for your inspection.

By

TO

Herbert

Howe

acquire a happy feeling nowadays you must

go to the movies. The screen has replaced the
bar as joy promoter. In the vinous days we
were content with two-reel comedies as aperitifs to
Now, bereft of the
the five-course dramatic meal.
demand
at
our
picture salons not
corner oasis, we
short
comedies,
fizzing features
effervescent,
but
only
as well.
All the producers are pouring out long ones. Mack
Sennett is serving them in sizes from two to six
Hampton Del Ruth, at the Fox Sunshine
spools.
brewery, is mixing a five-reel intoxicant which he
says will have a more powerful "kick'' than "Mickey."
Al Christie, too, is bottling in large sizes. And Charlie
Chaplin has brewed one that will foam over feature
footage.

Among

the best stimulants for the

risi

which I sampled before they went
to market is Charles Ray's mysterycomedy, "The Village Sleuth."
You

bles

Here's Charlie

can

calculate
the possibilities
of
Charlie in the sleuth business
He's the best Sherlock Holmes
ever graduated from a corre-

spondence school.
Applying at
the sanitarium for a job as house
detective, he gets one as janitor.
His professional chance comes
when a man is reported murdered.
Suspecting the man's
wife,
Charlie dons the deceased's clothes
lady's

and

chamber

frighten

forth

visits the
night to
confession.

at

a

The husband was

short,

and heavily mustached.

fat,

The

difference in physical proportions

does

not

young Sherlock.

daunt

He

our

puts a

pillow in the place where
trousers meet vest and assumes a lip ambush. When
the lady beholds him crouching in the shadows of her
chiffonier, she leaps out of

bed and rushes toward him
with outstretched arms, exclaiming,

"My

darling,

so

you are not dead !" Charlie
turns and beats it from the
room, the pillow in his pants
swinging like a pendulum.
This is but one of the situations conceived by the scenarioist,
Agnes Christine Johnson,
and elaborated by the star. The
sleuth, as vitalized by Mr. Ray, is as lovable as he is ridiculous. Winifred Westover plays his sweetheart, an ex-chorus

Ray as a Rube

The

detective in

Village Sleuth."

imagine where she chorused. Judging
it must have been a Methodist
church.
Otherwise, Jerome Storm's direction is
excellent.
"The Village Sleuth" may be indorsed
as one of Charles Ray's best.

girl.

I can't

by her demureness,

Film goods, bearing the label of Cecil B. De
are always of the champagne brand.
"Why Change Your Wife?" is a liqueur of rich

Mille,

bouquet.

It

sparkles with a dry,

subtle wit,

and it certainly is warming. It might as well
have been called "Why Change Your Clothes?"
Bebe Daniels and Gloria Swanson run the
gamut of sartorial emotion from chapeaus
For the first time, in my opinto chemises.
ion, Miss Swanson makes just claims to being an actress. As the blue-stocking wife in
the beginning, she gives a real and amusing
characterization. Wearing prim gowns, severe
coiffure, and bone-rimmed pince-nez, she resembles a de-luxe edition of a New England
But
schoolma'am. Fancy Gloria doing that
don't let this information deter you from see!

You'll see a great deal of her being her.
fore the picture ends.
Thomas Meighan appears as the husband who
wearies of his wife because she bothers him while
shaving and because she won't go around the house
looking like a Winter Garden favorite. The matrimonial crisis comes when she refuses to wear a
bare-back and legless negligee which he purchases
for her.
Then, too, she prefers a violinist who stirs
"
"
Fol !Les
th
oul
h
It
is easy to see why good
men go'wrong when Constance Talmadge starts

a-vamping
"In Search

such plays as
of a Sinner."

in

f: f
whlch

Meighan

t°

stirs

f

.

his

-

lom

so good-natured
I have the feeling he'd put
is

up with a wife who wore

A
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Forecast of Films
Lean's efforts are a trifle too evident,
bordering on two-reel tempo.
Miss

May, too, found it a little difficult
to fill in the time allotted her for some
scenes.
Measured by comedy standvery good entertainment
by MacLean and May
standards, however, it is gallons short
of
"Twenty-three and One Half
Hours' Leave" and "Mary's Ankle."

ards, this

is

measured

"Leave It to Me," with William
Russell, is a weak imitation of farce.
The director evidently thought that
rapid comedy meant people on the
run.
The heroine and her friends
William Russell is
always gallop.
better in serious drama, particularly
of Western location. He is too subLucille Cavastantial for this froth.
naugh, our favorite vaudeville danseuse, although new to the camera,
has more distinction than any other
girl in the picture.

Dorothy Gish's "Mary Ellen Cometo Town" has a one-hundred-per-cent
kick.
This risible disturber with the

short

hair

and shimmying eyebrows

seems funnier to

Her Mary Ellen

is

me

than Chaplin.
a sort of a synco-

She comes to
an actress and skids into

pating Sis Hopkins.

town

to be
a cabaret.

A

ludicrous scene

is

that

which she appears for her act wearing a decollete gown and a chest proin

tector.

Miss Gish does not depend on situfor comedy.
She can make
you laugh by walking across the room
or by measuring it, as she does, with
one arm and a leg. I saw her do the
cabaret scene before the camera. She
sang- her song" a dozen times in as
ations

"Jack Straw," with Robert Warwick,

red flannels.

home by Bebe

is

a "rubber stamp" type of movie.

In this play, however, he is lured from
Daniels. He gets a divorce and marries

and straightway, Bebe bursts his illusions by becoming a properly dressed wife. While at a seaside
resort he encounters his first wife in a one-leg bathing
costume and knows he made a mistake. Bebe becomes
jealous of the first wife and eventually gets a divorce;
hubby returns to his original spouse.
The fade-out reveals the maids bringing about a
reunion of their twin beds. "Why Change Your Wife ?"
is not for your grandmother or her grandchildren, but
you may like it. De Mille caters to the sophisticated,
and, judging by the crowds patronizing this picture,
we are a sophisticated nation. "Why Change Your
Wife?" is a rouged, gemmed, silk, and sensuous reher,

flection of artificial life.

It is elegant

— "smart"

is

the

right word, I think.

Fashionable," the latest comedy compound
from Douglas MacLean and Doris May, has a good
idea that never fermented. It might
have been an amusing, satire on the Dorothy Gish's
"Mary Ellen Comes
theory of newlywed social climbers.
Town" has a oneto
Too much footage is given to situaed-per-cen i
handr
tions, of which there should have
"Let's

Be

been more and shorter.

Mr. Mac-

kick.

A

Forecast of Films
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Her director did not need to make a single sugEach of her renditions was funny enough to make the studio
scream. Don't wear your chest protector tight when you go to see

many

different ways.

"The Dancing Fool"

gestion.
cat

Marx

Ellen.

You

are likely to

split

is

to be the next Wallace

Reid picture.

it.

Will Rogers helps you to down "Water, Water Everywhere" by his
introductory cocktail, a mixture of witty comments anent prohibiThe picture hasn't the humor of Will's literature. The
tion.
star is his Ichabod, self-marooned in a story as flat as the liquor
of the title.
I think a mistake was made in the advertisement of "Eminent
"
Authors' Productions." It should have been "Imminent Authors'
I have read two of their
so far as the screen is concerned.
pictures.
"The Street Called Straight" is a screen novel withI never saw such a talky silent drama.
out many illustrations.
It's a funny picture, but it will never make any one laugh.
"Dangerous Days" is not, as I thought, one of Mary Roberts
I have no right to review it since
Rinehart's comedy stories.

—

my

patience flivved at the reel where war is declared, and the
There are some interesting players in
spies flock on.
"extra" parts and some uninteresting ones in leading roles.

German

John

Emerson

and

Anita

have

Loos

given

Con-

Ta1stance
madge a refreshing satire, "In
Search of a Sinner."
It reverses the fictional
conventions as deftly as does
an O. Henry story. The heroine does
all the things a movie heroine is supposed
never to do, such as visiting a gentleman's
apartment at night in the hope that he'll
treat her rough.
Connie plays with the
sprightly witchery which is her style.
I
can understand why good men go wrong
starts a-vamping.
"In Search of a

when Connie
Sinner

is

nectar of distinctive flavor.

"Jack Straw," a William C. De Mille production,
with Robert Warwick, is obvious both in plot and
in comedy.
It goes stale as soon as it is uncorked.

Every move

is

discovery of

oil

anticipated,

as,

for instance,

the

which enriches the family and the

of the ex-waiter-iceman as the real
archduke.
There are movie patrons who enjoy
guessing plot puzzles, particularly when they guess
identification

For these, "Jack Straw" is as delicious as
lemonade.
Mr. Warwick wears the smile
of a Cheshire cat and the airs of a Pomeranian
duke. The production is as cheap as the comedy,
which makes bid for laughter with such antiques
as that of the "damaged" Winged Victory. "Jack
Straw" is the "rubber-stamp" type of movie.
right.

circus

"Silk Husbands and Calico Wives" is adapted,
are told, by Monte Katterjohn from "a" story.
It would have been more accurate to say the story,
since the theme has long been the common property
of screen writers. This version of it is excellent,
although a bolt or two of its fabric might have
been cut. House Peters and Mary Alden in the
leading roles are splendid. Here
"Let's Be Fashionare two players who reassure
th{
there h an art
a " in "
mfasuriVto'tVe
.
?
J™.
c
dividual art— of screen acting.
previous standard
set by Maclean
They make the picture worthy.
and May.
Continued on page 94
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Bob Bien— Do You Recognize Him?
By Robert

Carter

CALL

Robert Warwick "Bob Bien" some
time, and see him smile. It's a quaint little
name and happens to be the one he was
born with. Later, when he was studying for opera
in Paris, he took his mother's family name as his
own last one, and has been Robert Warwick ever

—

since.

But when the shadows lengthen and he turns
homeward, toward the many-gabled
house at the foot of the Hollywood hills
where he and his mother live, he's glad,
indeed, to remember that to her he's not
fifefjy
Robert Warwick, but just Bob Bien.
^Hh!

A

Tabloid

By
STUFF"

SHORT

is

the

more or

less

be-

term applied to the one and tworeel productions released during the present day. But it seems to me that these shorter
subjects are coming into their own rightful and
littling

In fact, many a two-reeler
"featured" place.
possesses more genuine entertainment value
than alleged productions of pretentions run-

ning close to five thousand feet.
Witness, for instance, Harold
Lloyd's latest opus, "Haunted
Spooks," and again, as another
example,
"Edgar and
the
Teacher's
Pet,"
initial
the
Goldwyn presentation of Booth
Tarkington's original comedy
series.
For unusual tricks and
gags, for hilarious surprises,
for real plot, you will search
long and far before coming
upon the equal of the Lloyd
picture, even among the Chap-

comedies.
In "Haunted
Spooks," Lloyd shows new

lin

trick after

new

trick.

His

at-

tempts at suicide, each one
winding up with a preposterously funny surprise, the rapid
action in the "haunted" house,

_^^fl^^_
j|£

;

Of some recent plays

Review

EflHBl

offered for

your guidance.

Peter Milne

ster.

You remember when you adored that
with the curls who sat across the

little girl

aisle in school, and the sting she caused
you when she stuck her tongue out at you,
and then how you imagined you'd treat her
if you were the band leader and she a
mere spectator of your glory? All this
and much more is shown in these two reels.
Just what Briggs does in his "Days of Real
Sport," so Tarkington does in this Edgar
comedy you are transported back to the

—

days when, with the exception of Saturday
nights, when the water was heated for the
bath, you were free
even though you

—

didn't think so.

And

with short-length subjects
to omit two of the recent
Sunshine
comedies.
"A Lightweight
Lover" is notable, if for no other reason
than that it shows a gentleman cracking
nuts on the crown of an Ethiopian's head,
while "Training for Husbands" brings to
light two remarkable performances, rendered by a dog on the one hand and a
it

7

in dealing

would be unfair

monkey on

the other.

—

"Sex" Here is one of the cleverest and
most dramatic of C. Gardner Sullivan's
many screen stories. He has shown us a

are scenes that for
nonsensical
comedy
attain
the topmost
heights.
And the biggest
laugh of the season, the
one in which the Jewish
gentlemen are revealed talking in the automobile, is
destined to go down in
J
screen history as a piece
of original tomfoolery

chorus girl laughing at the fact that she
has come between husband and wife, later
facing that identical situation, when she
has married the man she loves and has

par excellence.
the

"Sooner or Later" A comedy from the
S el Mick factory which, after an exceed-

is

ingly amateurish attempt in

these
sheer
value

"Edgar

and

Teacher's Pet"
a

picturization

of

the emoof
a

i

/

tions
real

Ameri-

.

can young-

become domesticated.
Skillful development shows in every one of the pictured
sequences. It is produced on a lavish and
spectacular scale and affords the star,
Louise Glaum, an opportunity to run the
full range of intense emotional expression.

—

its

early scenes,

develops into something closely approaching
a Mack Sennett mix-up, which is partially
successful in producing moments of hu-

mor.

Owen Moore

Owen

his leading lady.

is

the star and Seena

"The Heart of a Child"— After witnessing this production we offer a devout praver
that Nazimova, in future efforts, remains
friendly with the emotional roles that have
gained her her fame.
The present work
is merely a series of scenes designed to
show her in various capricious moods, with
the plot kept safely secluded in the background. Nazimova is too mature in face,
figure, and method of expression to denote
anything approaching childishness.
Booth Tarkington's

"Edgar" comedies
will

take you back
to childhood.

"The Mother of His Children"— In
which the producer, William Fox, in an
effort to evolve a new story from rather
Continued on page 97

Rejuvenating

Rod
By Charles Reed Jones

As
General
Grant.

bewhiskered characters. General
"According to the
Grant,
in
Code," was a great favorite of
his.
But it's a crime to keep a

young man down

—

especially with

a false beard or sideburns.

Some of our most charming
heroines have assisted in his rejuvenation; Madge Kennedy and
Mabel Normand took a hand in
it, and more recently he has apHe's younger than ever

A

FEW

years ago,

in

peared with Marguerite Clark in "Easy to
Get," and with Con-

"The Memento."

when Rod La Rocque was

a

stance Binney in "The
Stolen Kiss." And in
his newest picture,"The

senile

old man, he was considered too young to be a hero.
That has a paradoxical sound, but it's what th"
directors told him they'd take one look at the tall, young
man and promptly cast him for roles of somewhere between fifty and eighty, with the explanation that his
face was far too youthful for leading-man parts.
So Rod hid himself behind a mask of grease paint,
imitation whiskers, and wrinkles, day after day, until
finally he began to feel like the gay old dogs whom
he portrayed on the screen.
It looked as if
Father Time's bookkeeping had gone sadly
;

awry somewhere.

was

to

be,

news

came

that

Bryant Washburn, who was cast to play
the hero, was ill. And La Rocque, who is
of

somewhat the same type as Washburn
and dark-haired was given

— dark-eyed

#j

j
j;

younger than

swears he feels
ever.

Sideburns
helped to

keep him

down

Finally, one day, when he was waiting to
find out what the age limit for his next im-

personation

§

Memento," in which
he plays opposite
Corinne
Griffith,
he

—

the part.

Since then his age has progressed normally, and he's been
cast as leading man in all the
good old situations, instead of
playing grandfatherly roles. Not
that he didn't enjoy some of those

—
Advertising Section
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The Old Canoe—Moonlight
—and Us Two
easy to bring to mind the cozy scene ? The
swish of limpid waters; subdued voices; the seductive
Isn't

it

—

—

lilting notes— dreamy
of stringed instruments
elusive
crashing chords and syncopation, the
soothing as a sweetheart's touch
spontaneous expression of the tingling joy of life and youth.
Honestly,
whether it be in the memory or but half-acknowledged hope, don't you
thrill with the sweet intimacy of that cooling, moon-lit, music-caressed

harmony

—

solitude?

But

listen to a secret:

moon, nor the water
It

is

the

MUSIC — the
And

It isn't

the canoe

— nor

the

that plants the thrills in our hearts.

lingering melodies that haunt us with thoughts

the same in any setting.
Summer's shady
always
nooks; snugly evenings of early Fall; Winter's cheery firesides
and everywhere the music of the good old Gibsons seems to furnish the
indefinable "something" that just naturally eliminates formality, makes
hearts brighter, friendships more dear, and love the sweeter, and fills
memory's storehouse with precious thoughts. This is the secret, but
really there is no secret at all for anyone can own and play a GIBSON.
of

happy hours.

'tis

—

Instruments

GIBSON

Instruments are easy to play, and easy to pay for. They
bring self-performed music within the reach of everyone. They are the ideal
home and companion instruments, bringing into the lives of thousands, pleasure,
privileges, cultural and social advantages that would otherwise be inaccessible.

—

Gibsons have played a part in hundreds of little romances confihuman histories about which we shall be glad to tell you. Also the
Gibson book and free trial proposition sent for the asking. These will help you
to become better acquainted with the Gibson family.
dential

—

Teacher salesmen wanted; wonderful
Write us!
field;
ask for details.

GSBSON MANDOLIN-GUITAR COMPANY
Kalamazoo, Michigan
26 Parsons Street,
The only exclusive manufacturers of high-grade fretted
instruments. Developers of Mandolin Orchestras.

The
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Extra Specialist
Continued from page 46

man

without them lives a hand-toniuuth existence, but it is no more
strange than the fact that an individual who looks villainously vicious
is in more continuous demand at the
r-tudios than just an ordinarily goodThere's a good
looking individual.
reason for this, though the viciouslooking person is always needed for
gangster, yeggman, and rough-character parts, while the good-looking
man has no distinguishing characteristic and must take his chance
with all the other actors who are
just actors and not "types" or spe-

—

Specialization has reached a rather
movie world at the
present time.
There's a certain actor, for instance, who is known as
the best portray er of Chinese characters on the screen. He has made a
specialty of such roles with a vengeance.
He has a big library devoted
to Chinese dress, mannerisms, customs, et cetera, and, in addition, has
a large wardrobe of Chinese clothes.
When he is hired to play a mandarin,
for instance, he comes to the studio
line point in the

completely equipped with gold incrusted finger nails, absolutely correct costumes, and all the other de-

go to make a perfect repre>entation.
The studio is under no
expense to buy costumes for him nor
does the director have to worry about
tails that

the correctness of incidentals.
The
director knows that this actor has
everything as it should be.
Consequently, this actor never need worry
for fear of being out of work, and

he commands a much higher salary
than if the studio was forced to
supply him with costumes and to
'work out the details.
;

When

particularly hair-raising
stunt is to be pulled off, and the
star says "I won't do it," then a
a

hurry-up call is sent out for a
former vaudeville acrobat who is
now specializing in doubling for stars
in hazardous feats.
Anything from
leaping from a

cliff

to falling off a

runaway horse or dashing

into

a

burning building

is gravy for this
acrobat.
He works only once in a
while, but when he does work a

such large denomination is
added to his roll that further work
is quite unnecessary for a considerbill

of

able period.

When

comes

to doubling for
are several fearless young girls who take the greatest risks with the utmost nonchalance

women

it

stars, there

and never seem to mind
star

!

REGULAR COPS
(with their

•

own uniforms)

Supplied at short notice to motion-picproducers.
Our men are former
policemen and know their business. Don't
spoil your picture by using a comedy cop
instead of the real thing.
lure

cialists.

\

the opportunity to risk their necks
for the high salaries paid them.
You'd hardly think there was
much of a chance for any one to
specialize on cops, but some time
ago a company was organized by an
ex-policeman whose sole purpose in
existing was to supply regular cops
to movie producers
This is the
way the business card used by the
president of the company read:

gets

bravery.
specialists

all

They
and

that the
for their
are simply movie
apparently glad of

the

credit

it

"We've had

kinds of calls since
declared the
going
president, when asked about the ac"Our cops
tivities of his concern.
into

all

business,"

have worked

some of

the biggest
and he
the year"
named a few of them "and the
producers say they are much better
Our cops,
actors than the 'extras.'
of course, know what to do and
how to do it. If it's a runaway
horse they've got to stop, they've had

productions

in

of

——

If
experience in doing just that.
they've got to arrest a guy, they do
it the right way, and don't make the
picture look foolish by burlesquing
it.
help producers get the right
atmosphere for their pictures by giving 'em real cops when they need
'em."
Many movie studios and particularly those studios where pictures
are produced on a regular schedule
instead of sporadically, classify all
the skilled actors who apply for

We

other limited characterization, it is
next to impossible for him ever to
play any other sort of roles before the
camera. He will never be called on
by any of the companies for any
work except in the line he has been
"tagged," and, if he applies for workin any other sort of roles, he will
have to compete with people who are
as

much

he

is

specialists in that line as
a specialist in his.
"It's a shame, the way I'm tagged,"
said a certain actor, who has never
played anything but English types
before the screen. "On the stage I
was noted for my versatility. I was
a character actor, a 'heavy,' a juvenile
almost anything but now, that
I've entered pictures, I can't get a
thing to do unless they are in need
of an English type. If I should try
to work into a picture as an Indian
or a juvenile leading man or something like that, the casting director
would give me the laugh and throw
me out on my ear. I guess that as
long as I stick in pictures I'm

—

—

doomed

to continue doing just what
I'm doing now."

So when you
picture

see a butler in the

made by one company and

some time later, see the same
as a butler in the picture made
by a second company, and again see
the same butler in a third picture,
then,

man

you'll
you'll

why

it

realize that,

if

understand
also

is,

and

you

This classifying is most frequently
done in a regular card-index system,
and some of the descriptions under
which the names of the actors and
minute details concerning them appear are "Dancers," "Ingenues,"
"Male Heavies," "Female Heavies,"
"Italian Types," "Indian Types," et
cetera.
With such an index it is
an easy matter for the casting director to get in touch with those peo-

see
as a chauffeur in a picture, you'll pretty likely see him
again and again as a chauffeur in
other pictures if you live and continue to patronize the movies.
The agencies through which directors frequently engage extras and
actors for minor parts are expert at
classifying types. One such organization has a most interesting list of
types on file doctors, lawyers, village priests, nurses, detectives, politicians, nuns
their big scrap books
contain photographs and descriptions
of men and women in almost every
walk of life or rather, who fit the
generally accepted notion of how
persons in these various walks of life
should look.

ple who are most suited to the playing of some part.
Then, from the

their

work according

to their specialties.

of people

particularly adapted
he picks the actor who is best fitted for his needs.
While specializing in some particular line in which there is a good
lot

to this especial role,

demand and not much competition
means steady work for the otherwise
"extra," this specialization has most
decided limitations.
Once an actor
is "tagged" by the majority of the
studios as a "chauffeur" or a "butler" or a "school-teacher" or some

a

man once

—
;

—

All applicants are classified when
photographs and general descriptions are filed.
And if you'll
notice carefully the people you see
on the streets, in cars, stores, on
trains, you'll see how simple it is
to group people according to their
types.
One elderly woman is perfect for dowager roles, no matter
how poorly she is dressed; another
is representative of the nouveau-riche
class.
Being your own casting director is both illuminating and interesting.

'

.
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PICTURES THAT SELL
Learn at Home
ARTISTS

Men

are wanted by
Artists, Artiste,
newspapers for cartoon work, by large concerns to
illustrate their advertising,

!

by publishers to

illus-

trate books and magazines. Salaries are higher than
ever before the 48,868 periodicals published in
America, have come to realize the vast importance
GET ENOUGH.
of pictures and they
They are always in the market for more! Right now
the field of commercial art is less crowded and offers
greater opportunities than any other profession.

—

CANNOT

No Talent

Is

Needed

Don't be afraid of the word "artist". The old
theory that an artist had to'be born is exploded. By
our amazing new method of expert personal instruction we train you not only to draw, but to draw so
that you can SELL your pictures. It makes no
difference how little you now know about drawing.
Many of our former students, who today are well
known prosperous artists, could not even hold a
pencil properly before they received our first

Our wonderful new method makes talent
unnecessary. We start you in on basic principles.
You begin by drawing straight lines, then shading,

"Words are inadequate to
express my high opinion
regarding Mr. Chandlee's
etticieney as an instructor.
Anyone desiring

to learn illustrating could not do
better than to place himself
under his direction."

A. H. ENROTH,
Washington. D. C.
'

delighted with my
lessons. What I like so much
about your course ia that you
teach your pupils how to
become original."

"I

action, perspective, etc., follow in order, until alit, you are making drawings
that sell for §100 to $150 apiece. The course is so
logically arranged that you learn almost without study.

am

LUCEY

R. GILFILIAN,
Norfolk. Va.

"Your course has been of
inestimable value to me in

my

work.

'

COURTNEY

C.

ALLEN,

The Evening Star,

You

receive personal instruction. It is just as if
a teacher stood at your elbow and guided you. The
corrections not only show you how to improve your

WHY

work, but
the suggested changes DO improve
it.
Progress is unbelievably rapid. The course
covers every angle of commercial art. Many of
our students earn BIG
before they
complete the course.

MONEY

Learn In Your Spare Time
With our remarkable new method you can learn right
in your own home.
A few minutes of fascinating
study a day is all that is necessary to fit you for
T
a high position in the most interesting profession
in the world. Get into thin great game now.
Put drudgery and long hours behind you
WASHINGTON
forever. Be your own boss. Do the work
that never gets tiresome.
SCHOOL OF

A

4&

New Book FREE

Washington, D. C.

J>

Mail coupon for our valuable book

"Before

finishing

my

course, I was able to dispos e
of some of my work which
helped me pay for my
tuition."

VERNON COLEMAN

lesson.

most before you know

Personally Instructed

EVIDENCE

"How to Become an Artist." It
explains our- course, reveals
secrets of success in commercial art, and
done by our

'I have just sold to the
McClure Newspaper Syndicate of New York the first
installment of twenty draw'

ings*on a comic series."
J,

BALDWIN BUR WELL.
Staunton, Va,

students.
Don't delay— mail
the cou-

gqn

AT

ONCE.

^}

^

shows work

d9

//

1///

Name.

Address

,

"How

.

me

to

Inc.,

N.'

Street

w
Washington,

Please send

book
Artist.

<tfr

// .4p

ffSp

Jm^

ART,

H

1S01

'

W.

n
U. r
C.

your free

Become an

— Here you
JS.TheVICKS.
Oracle department
•

are, heading
on your first

offense
There is no set salary for motion-picture camera men.
They are paid
according to their ability.
I don't hap!

pen to know whether Mary Hart has any
photographs of herself to send out. However, it wouldn't do any harm to write
and ask her. There is no motion-picture
studio in Africa that I know of.
The
Universal Film Company has an expedition over there now.
It was led by the
well-known leading man, William Stow-

who was killed in a train wreck while
on his way to get some scenes. William
ell,

Hart has never been married. There
no way to get a pass to
visit any of the motion-picture studios.
The firms are so besieged with would-be
visitors that they have to be very strict
S.

practically

is

now

about not allowing visitors in the
Most of the firms furnish the
cameras for their photographers. Viola
Dana and Alia Nazimova are not related.
She has light-green eyes and dark-brown
studios.

hair.

K. June Bug.— "Heart of the Hills"
was taken in Bear Valley, which is up in
the mountains not far from Los Angeles.
Elaine was born in 1897. The fair Katherine does not give her age.

crop this

summer

How

is

the

Berrien County,
and did you see the Flying Rollers' band
in the news weekly, showing them when
they visited New York?
fruit

Dolores.

— Cleo

any

screen

more.

in

Ridgely

She

James Home,

not on the
married to
director, and it
is

is

the serial
of her time to look after the
little
twin Homes.
Julian Eltinge is
touring the world at the present time
with his big road show.
do not give
the addresses of our correspondents, as

takes

all

We

we

treat every letter to

was

first

installed

in

this

the name of her first feature.
Viola
Dana was born in Brooklyn, New York,
in 1898.
May Allison was born in the
same year. Norma Talmadge was born
is

in

Niagara

—

You

the addresses
at the end of The Oracle.

1888.

you want

M.

F.

Falls,

New

find

will

— George

had the lead-

Larkin

ing male role in the Pathe

Ruth Roland

Up."

is

serial,

working

"Hands

steadily in

answer in
ORACLE
THE
these columns as many queswill

tions of general interest concerning the movies as space will allow.

to a limited
number of questions such as will
not require unusually long answers
will be sent if the request is accompanied by a stamped envelope, with return address. Inquiries
should be addressed to The Picture
Oracle, Picture-Play Magazine, 79

Personal

replies

—

—

Seventh Avenue, New York City.
The Oracle cannot give advice about

becoming a movie actor or

actress,

since the only possible way of ever
getting such a job is by direct
personal application at a studio.
scenario
Questions
concerning

writing must be written on a
Those
separate sheet of paper.
who wish the addresses of actors
and actresses are urged to read
the notice at the end of this

department.
Pathe serials.
You can get his photograph by writing him for it. Better inclose a quarter with your request.

Dorothy Dare.

— Pearl

White is not playing in
serials any more.
She is now starring
in features for Fox.
"The White Moll"
O. H.

in

The Oracle with

the strictest confidence.
Cleo is just the
pen name of one of my correspondents,
who has been writing regularly ever since

The Oracle
magazine.

heard of any players who were born in
your city.
Madge Evans is the youngEvans is her mothster's correct name.
Darr^ll Burton Foss
er's married name.
was born in 1893. Niles Welch was born

York,

in

1897.

Jinks. It all depends on the color of
the eyes whether they will photograph
well or not. They must not be too light,
or they will hardly be seen on the screen.
Harold Lockwood was five feet eleven
and a quarter inches tall, weighed one
hundred and seventy-five pounds, and
had brown hair and blue eyes. I never

—Why

didn't

you obey

No, nobody knows who I am except the editor,
Your Viola Dana
and he won't tell.
question has already been answered in
that impulse

this

and write before?

issue.

Arlie.
opposite
Clay."

—Yes,

W.

Fannie
Yes,

E.

Lawrence played

Ward

Thomas

in

"Common

Meighan

was

leading man in that
picture.
It's a wonder you haven't caught
been
It's
"Mickey" before this, Arlie.
showing for quite a while now.

Norma Talmadge's

Elsie H.
business

Badgley
not in

—Thanhouser

has been out of

for several years, so Helen
not working for them. She is
am sure
I
pictures any more.
is

Viola would send you one of her photographs.
Virginia was in an auto accident quite a while back, but recovered. I
never heard of your friend Bessie. Who
told

you she was

in pictures?

—

Patsy. I distinctly remember answering your first letter, so you must have
Antonio
overlooked it in The Oracle.
Moreno is the gentleman's correct name.
Pearl White is also that young lady's real
as well as reel name.
I am sure they
would both send you their photographs.
Miss or Mr. is the correct way to address them. My picture was in that issue,
but as you didn't know who I was, how
Tony
did you expect to pick it out?

Moreno was born

in

1888.

Movie Lover— See addresses

at the

end

of this department.

Sparks.

—You

can

of

pictures

get

all

you name.

Norma

—

Talmadge's

Sydney

Aussie

Admirer. I know all three Talmadge
girls very well.
Alice Lake is not Natalie
Talmadge.
Natalie is the youngest sister.
She plaj'S in pictures every once in
Her last appearance was as
a while.

Norma's

sister in

"The

Isle of

Conquest."
are di-

Man- Pickford and Owen Moore
vorced.

—Yes, True Boardman
Scottie. — Eugene O'Brien was

Kelly.

is

dead.

born in
Denver, Colorado. Norma Talmadge has
dark hair and brown eyes. Your other
questions already have been answered.
Nearly every girl has aspirations to become a movie actress, but I do know a
few who are content to remain off the
screen.

—

Bobbie. I
don't think Tom Moore
plays the piano. If he does, he is kept too
busy to play much. Wallace Reid is the
Wallie
son of Hal Reid, the author.
made his first bow to the stage at the
age of four, when he appeared as a little
He
girl in the play "Slaves of Gold."
was the editor of Motor Maqazine when
he secured his first picture engagement
He secured the film
with Vitagraph.
rights to "The Confession," and sold it to
this company with the provision that both
he and his father play in it. He was with
Selig for a while and then joined Universal, after which he went with Griffith
and then to Lasky, where he is still working.

—

Tommy. See addresses
The Oracle.

at the

—

end of

Jeannette G. I should say that Bert
Lytell is very good to look at. His latest
picture is "The Right of Way."
Continued on page 99
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Brings You This
Stunning Dress of

Silk-Satin
and

Georgette
is a splendid bargain we can offer for
a limited time only. Send only $1.00 with the

Here

coupon and we

send this charming silk satin and
See it for yourself. Your money back
you ask for it after you see this dress. Don't
will

georgette dress.
instantly

be too

if

Send the coupon today.

late.

Rich Silk Embroidery
This stunning frock is designed in the most becoming style. Waist is of
fine silk satin, modeled in becoming circular neck effect and richly embroidered both in front and back. Both sleeves and overskirt aie of silk
Georgette crepe, edged with folds of satin. The overskirt is most elaborately embroidered while beneath is a liningof serviceable tussah silk. The
drop skirt is of satin to match the waist. Choice of Plum, Navy Blue,
Black or Taupe colors. Sizes 34 to 44 and Misses 16 to 20. Give color
wanted, also bust, belt, hip and length measurements.
Order by No. S-37. Send $1.00 with the coupon.
Monthly payment $4.85. Total price $29.95.

Six

Months
to

Pay

Open a Charge Account
Learn to buy the Elmer Richards way as thousands of other
people are doing. Our original easy payment plan brings anything you
want in clothing and shoes for men, women or children, and you pay in
small monthly sums so low you will never feel them. No charge for credit
no discount for cash. Latest styles and strictly dependable qualities
only. See for yourself. Order this special bargain on approval now.

—

Send Coupon
is a special bargain. Don't be too late to get your dress.
Remember, you take no risk. Dress comes on approval. Send the coupon

This

with a $1.00 P. O. order or a dollar bill. This offer is strictly limited. If
you are too late we won't be able to fill your order. Mail coupon— NOW.

Richards Co.
Elmer
A
West 35th

Dept.

FREE
Write for our
Free Bargain

Catalog

of

men's, women's
and children's

clothing and

111.

Elmer Richards Co. wi'ssis? Chicago, 111.
Send the
Bust

am

Silk- Satin

Belt

and Georgette Dress No.
Hip

S-37.

Color

Length

not satisfied with the Silk-Satin and Georgette Dress, I can return it
and get my payment back. Otherwise, I will pay the advertised price, $29.95
on your terms of $1.00 with coupon, balance $4.85 monthly.
If I

shoes. Everything on small

monthly pay'

Street, Chicago,

158

Name.

ments.
Address.
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Sure, But

"Married?

Wish

I

I

Weren't"
Continued from page 52

He handed me
his bride in her

Doyouseekaway
to remove hair
without

slightest

danger

to skin or complexion ?

of
I

understood then his lack of fervor.
Sarah may be good, and she may
be clever, but she certainly wouldn't
take any kewpic dolls in a beauty
contest.
I returned the picture to
thought
I
him without comment.
there were tears in his eyes.
"Well, anyhow," he said, trying
to conceal his emotion, "we have a
That is a
nice jungalow to live in.
great satisfaction to a simian of my
disposition."

artistic

He waved

a hairy

interior of his cage

paw toward the
which was lux-

uriously fitted up with a bed, a
sunken bathtub, a horizontal bar, and
a trapeze.

SCIENCE

"Yes, Borneo was never like this,"
he admitted, thoughtfully turning a

complexion
This with

"Still, I
banana peel inside out.
wouldn't advise young monkeys to
go into pictures a theatrical life
with a hand organ is much easier,
even though not so remunerative.

has finally solved the
problem of removing hair without slightest danger to the skin or

lotion, as

NEET, a dainty creamharmless and mild as your

favorite cold

cream

!

You merely spread

it on and then
with clear water. That's
will
the hair
be gone, rinsed a-

rinse
all;

it off

way, and the skin left refreshingly
cool, smooth and white.
Old methods, the unwomanly
blade and severe chemicals, have
given way to this remarkable preparation which is already the accepted method of well-groomed women
in every metropolitan center from

New York

Francisco.

to

San

Obtain

your supply today.

At all drug and department stores, or,
direct by mail upon
receipt of price; 50c or

three times the quantity $1.00

With

a photograph

wedding gown.

NEET,

rinse the hair

—

"My

"

Joe wrinkled
forehead in thought and lifted
himself up the trapeze where (he
career

his

swung head downward
ment.

when

for a

mo-

began seven years ago
was brought to America by

"It
I

'Curley'

Stecker,

my

trainer,

who

I was in vaudeville
pictures with Universal five years ago. I have played
in several hundred features, but it
was only last year that I was starred.
first big success was 'Monkey
Business,' and my next was 'The

belongs to me.

and went

into

My

vou

away !
Very Special

you cannot obtain NEET at your
dealer's, mail the coupon below
with 50 cents for the small size--or
$1.00 for the large — and receive your
supply by return post, in unmarked
wrapper.
If

Jazz Monkey.' Then I met Sarah."
He looked thoughtful for a moment.
"Of course, I get a great many fan

I
letters and gifts from admirers.
have received peanuts from almost
every country in the world," he went
on abruptly, "and several exclusive

recipes for flea killers.
"I have had a great

whom

many

leading

was very fond
Marie Walcamp was one, and Edith
Roberts was another. Clever girls,
both of them they got their start in
pictures through working with me."
Joe righted himself and gazed
ladies of

I

;

through the bars of his cage with an
apprehensive expression.
"I think I hear my wife returning
from location," he said, wrinkling
"I think you'd
his nose worriedly.
better go.
Sarah's a good girl and
all that, but a little jealous. Why, do
you know"- he lowered his voice to
a husky whisper "she even kicked

—

my

bachelor pal, out of

quarters?

He was some monk,

'Skipper,'

my

—

the jungle, and, before the

Iil tell

—

era, he and I
well, anyway,
Sarah said he set me a bad example,
and she canned him. Poor fellow,
he swings by his tail for hours and
won't even hunt for fleas.
If it
"
weren't for Sarah
I said hastily that I would go.
A
thirst

glimpse of Sarah's pictured counte-

nance had not inspired me with any
great desire to meet her at close
range especially if she were ad-

—

dicted

to

jealousy.

Joe extended a huge paw and,
after shaking my hand, kissed it gallantly.

"Come
dially,

in

a

again,"

he

invited

cor-

"and bring something with you
flask
that is, if Sarah isn't

—

here."

Hints for Scenario Writers

Neet
o7/u2

jVon- irritant

Continued from page 54

Sit

Down

and Write

Me

a

...

JUetter.

MAIL THIS COOPON

HANNIBAL PHARMACAL

approval
6-20

CO.,

60b Olive Street, St. Louis, Mo.
50 c

For the enclosed

NAME

.

$1.00

send

NEET

—

STREET
CITY

STATE

to

Our

Guideposts
seems t o
have filled a long "
felt
need, judging
booklet

from the

we have

letters of
received from our

readers. Apparently it is answering
practically all the questions which

beginners want to be informed about
is what it was intended to
do.
I
wish, however, that more
persons who are seriously studying
this craft would write me letters,
taking up more advanced points
points which are not covered in the
booklet.
It is only by keeping con-

— which

stantly in touch with my readers'
problems that I can help solve these
problems. I would prefer to answer
these requests in this department of
the magazine, but, for those who
wish personal replies, the same will
be forthcoming, provided a stamped
envelope
inclosed.
is
Suppose,
when you have finished reading this

number

Picture-Play Magazine, you sit right down and write
me a letter, before you forget it.
Only please be sure to take up points
of

that are not covered in the Guideposts.

—
—

™

1

!!
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Fade-Outs
Continued from page 5

however, and not suggested
by me. If you cannot do this, I'll
G'wan
never speak to you again.
now write to him!
tarily,

—

—o

We'd Never Pick A Piker!
Speaking of "She Loves and

—

which
Lies," Select asks the world
probably includes us "how would
you like to ask a man to be your

—

husband ?"
We have

much
given
never
thought to such a peculiar contingency, Select, but we will for a minwill relieve you any.
have met and admired many
men, but we cannot recall one of
whom we thought enough of to ask
to be our husband.
However, if it came to a pinch,
and it just had to be did we'd pick
John D. or J. Ogden.

ute

if

it

We

A woman's

—

—o

See

how

charm

white teeth enhance

it

APOLOGY:
ALL

(TO

—

—

for
see back numbers
an
dealers
uttered
by
we
aggrieved yelp in your direction re-

Recently

sale

—

all

garding something which we took to
be a personal affront.
For doing that, we now tender
you our chastened and what-youmay-call-it
apology

—

We'd grovel in the dust also, only
we don't know just how to go at it.
Some one has mailed us a sallowcomplexioned

little

volume

entitled

"Etiquette In Eating," price two bits,
in 1886 B. P. To our
unknown benefactor we voice our
heartfelt thanks.

and published

—

We

have read it through from
of the "Nick Carter" essays
in front to the liver-pad ad in the
rear, and we have found it to be
something we sorely needed.
The
the

women have found a way to
You meet them everywhere.
A new method of teeth cleaning
is now widely employed, and anyone who
Countless

whiter, safer teeth.

watches can se the results of
This

to ask that

is

you

it.

test

the results for ten days, then
yourself if you need it.

Watch

it.

judge for

—

It is the film-coat
that discolors
not
the teeth.
Film is the basis of tartar. It
holds food substance which ferments and
forms acid.
It holds the acid in contact
with the teeth to cause decay.
Millions of germs breed in it.
They,
with tartar, are the chief cause of pyorrhea.
All these troubles have been constantly increasing.

The tooth wrecker

Now

a

new method

well-brushed teeth
Tartar forms, and

Dental science, after years of searching, has found a way to combat this film.
Able authorities have amply proved its

those troubles are now traced
that viscous coat which you
It clings to teeth,
feel with your tongue.
enters crevices and stays.
The ordinary
tooth paste cannot dissolve it, so the tooth
brush leaves much of it intact.

leading dentists everyits adoption.
A new tooth paste has been perfected
to meet every modern requirement.
The
name is Pepsodent. And this film combatant is embodied in it.

Millions

find

that

discolor and decay.
often pyorrhea starts.

Most

to

of

To

film.

efficiency.

Now

where are urging

list

advice

—not the

And

so

liver-pad.
apologize.

we

tures, after

all,

were

Your

NOT

pic-

making

muddy

road, was entirely erroneous as the book clearly tells us.
So that's the reason why we have
never been allowed to eat twice in
the same restaurant
Oh, well live and learn

—

—

Hope

ist,

The

friends.

still

—

1919,
is

is

Pepsodent

tube

who

Thus millions have already
you have not, write for that

ask.

proved it.
tube today.

If

Pepsodent
digestant

is
based
albumin.

of

really astounding.

on

day combat

sent

pepsin,

the

film is alobject of Pep-

to

is

is

The

matter.
The
dissolve it, then

buminous
sodent

of

to

day by

it.

This method long seemed impossible.
Pepsin must be activated, and the usual
agent is an acid harmful to the teeth.
But science has discovered a harmless
CpS5>, CZ„

-

—-

REG. U.S.

fcl^^——

scientific

activating method, so active pepsin can
be every day applied.
The results are quick and apparent.
They argue for themselves, and a book
we send explains all reasons for them.
Send the coupon for a 10-Day Tube.
Note how clean the teeth feel after using.
Mark the absence of the viscous film. See
how teeth whiten as the film-coat disappears.
Judge by the clear results between the
old ways and the new.
Do this now, for
Cut out the coupon
it is most important.
so you won't forget.
an ,Ea aa la am

PAT OFF

film

now

combatant

m

as

m

as a&

I

bb

bq

93

1

Dept.. 475, 1104 S.

Wabash

Ave.,

Chicago.

Si

8

'

THE PEPSODENT COMPANY,
111.

Mail 10-Day Tube of Pepsodent to

advised by leading dentists
everywhere and supplied by drug-

gists in large tubes.

rai taa

Day Tobe Free

™»B»gs^—^^ret>

The New-Day Dentifrice

The

who ask

all

ten-day

o

always a feature of
the Eastern bungalow.
Cal. bungalows have no cellars.
cellar

A

!

we're

Gotta Have a Place To Keep It!
The number of film folks who
have moved from Cal. to N. Y. since
July

Sent to
to all

fun of the manner in which we absorb our soup. Our method, which
sounded like two horses galloping on
a

All statements approved by high dental authorities

producers, directors, and actors.)

Only one tube

to a family
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A
Are You Living
or Dying?
Answer this question!
Life either increases or

The

decreases.
of your
either

body

multiplying or
b ei n g

tissues

are

/

are

devo u red
by
t h e

millions
germs
which are
of

lying
you, ready
to become
active just

vitality

EARLE LIEOERMAN

weakens.

The Acme of Physical Perfection

Exercise

Means Increased

Life

Daily exercise builds up and increases
the tissues. It puts the entire lungs into
action, making better blood, quickens the
activity of the other vital organs, throwing off the hidden germs and filling the
whole man with renewed life, vigor and
ambition. Exercise then means increased
life, while the lack of it causes a weakened internal as well as external body
which slowly but surely spells DEATH.

What Does Your

Mirror

Look in the mirror this very night and
what it tells you. Would you be proud
have your picture produced in these
columns? How does it compare with the
illustration shown herewith?
Your outward physical appearance reflects your
internal condition.
If you do not show a
daily improvement outwardly, you must
not be deceived. Your body is being consumed and you are clogging up like the
stagnant pool. Stop then where you are.
Get a grip on yourself this very minute.
Let this be the start of new life and physical perfection, for it is yours if you will
it.

Be Properly Guided
The enthusiasm and sudden

desire for

the riches of perfect health and a powerful
muscular physique have led some men
without investigation to adopt the first
method of physical development which
presents itself
this is a fatal mistake.
Food means nourishment, but some foods
do more harm than good. Certain courses
of exercise cause hardening of the arteries,
a weakened heart and other dire results.
Physicians claim that the Liederman
method strengthens the heart and generally improves the entire organic system.
Come then, let this day mean the
beginning of new life to YOU.

—

Send for My New Book
"MUSCULAR DEVELOPMENT"
secret.
Handsomely illustrated with
photographs of myself and some of
world's best athletes whom I have trained.
Also contains full particulars of my splendid offer
to you.
The valuable book and special offer will
be sent on receipt of only 10 cents, to cover cost
of wrapping and mailing.
Sit right down now and fill in the coupon.
The
sooner you get started on the road to health and
strength the easier it will be to reach perfect manhood.
Don't drag along one day longer— mail the
coupon today.

2d

tells the
full page

the

Earle E. Liederman
Dept. 1406, 203 Broadway,
EARLE

E.

New YorK

LIEDERMAN.

Dept. 1406 203 Broadway, N. Y. City.
Dear Sir: I enclose herewith 10 cents for which
you pre to send me. without anv obligation on my
part whatever, a copy of your latest book, "Muscular
Development."
(Please write or print plainly.)
.

—

Name
Address
City

type of girl."

State

fashion"
I could imagine those long
braids
"and my costume is of deerskin, cut on the lines of one of our
fashionable chemise frocks, but perfectly and authentically Indian. And
I don't see why we can't wear clothes
like that all the time.
It's artistic

has color, line, and distinction. It's
comfortable, attractive, practical

—

Is

Show ?

see
to

It

pantomime and
from just that

——

soon
your

accept

learned a lot about
tricks of expression

—

within

as
as

Continued from page 71

Watching her as she talked, I realized that she had changed much
since the days when she used to appear on the screen in such features
as "The Perils of Our Girl Reporters," hence my next question:
"Now that you've been trained like
any sweet subdeb, do you yearn for
society parts altogther?"
"Indeed I don't !" she replied
promptly.
"I love what I'm doing
in a picture right now
playing an
Indian girl. I wear my hair in two
braids over my shoulders, squaw

growing

stronger and

Made-to-Order Star

She

in every way.
And so easy
get into
you just adjust your
girdle and hang some beads around
your neck, and there you are When
I'm an old lady I'll dress like that
all the time."
Perhaps she will.
But, as I
looked at the very beautiful and very
rich baby girls playing near us, with
their nurses, and thought of how

ideal

—

to

!

they would some day go to that beauful old school and be trained for
society, and then at the equally
beautiful and very poor little lots
playing almost equally near, who

might some day be trained for stardom, I felt inclined to doubt that
prophecy.

For Zena Keefe's

clear-

cut features are the kind that will

be beautiful
takes

her,

even when age over-

and

I

predict

that

this

habit of study, which she's acquired,
will

some day make her

learn to be

one of the stunningest dowagers on
the screen.

Lillian Russell's Successor?
Continued from page 49

port of me.

"My mother

Rork has nerve,
American Beauty

says, 'Sam
calling you the

;

was your
before you ever
that

sister Mary's title
saw a camera "
"Miss MacDonald, will you place
your signature on those papers going
!'

to

New York

the

office?"

inter-

rupted a secretary just then.
"Sure, right away," was the reply.
"I don't know what I'm signing, but
I guess it is all right."
She beseeched pardon and departed for the business office.
The next time I called upon Miss
MacDonald for a second call was
as inevitable as the second taste of
champagne after the first she was
in an old Italian bedroom with stone
floors.
An orange glow from a lantern in a far recess diffused a golden
ambient. Brocade of black and gold
covered the bed, four-posted and of
somber ebony. The room was more
in
consonance with Catherine de
Medici than with Katherine of the
MacDonalds. Yet there, before an
ultra-modern gas heater, sat the
ultra-modern beauty.
robe of

—

—

A

violet

chiffons

swathed her.

Over

her shoulders was a cape of citrine
shades bordered with deep sable.
Her negligee was thin and not very
long.
She wore no stockings
"This studio is so cold," she mur-

mured, drawing the fur collar closer
"I wish I had a
pair of woolen hose."
about her throat.

I was glad she hadn't.
She was
altogether
Venetian
ambrosial a
princess to inspire the raptures of a
Poe.
Her hair was a shower of
gold under the Klieg lights. It rippled over her shoulders and clustered about the exquisite oval of her
face
a face chiseled as finely as a
Cellini medallion, ivory lucent and
immobile.
Seldom does emotion

—

—

tremble through the composure of
her voice or face. She is singularly
still.
Now and then there was an
inflection of tone, of hands, of delicately irregular eyebrows.
I doubt
whether she will ever gain the dramatic eclat of a Bernhardt or Nazimova. I doubt whether she cares to.
Is it not sufficient to be the American
Beauty to receive the golden tithes
of Beauty's Queen?
Lillian Russell's fame was not of histrionism.
The loveliness of these two women
is above
ordinary pulchritude, because it is mental as well as physical.
Like Miss Russell, Miss MacDonald is a woman of versatility.
She
chatted of the porcelains, ivories,
and marbles used for her picture,
"The Guests of Hercules." She expressed enthusiasm for polo, which
she played with professionals in
"The Turning Point." Breeds of
dogs were discussed as easily as fashion modes.
She owns some very
fine kennels.
When she attained the
affluence of stellar position she at
once secured a French maid to re-

—

—

_

[
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the knowledge of French
acquired during' three years at Blairsville College, Pennsylvania.
Nadia, her maid, frisked into the
She
set during the conversation.
knelt before Miss MacDonald and
rapturously flung a bit of pink silk
and lace to our view. Only a French
girl would have displayed them.
I
chortled weakly, feeling sort of heliMiss
MacDonald only
otrope.
smiled and exclaimed: "Beautiful!
Nadia, moil Dieu! C'est tres charsuscitate

mant!"

And

Nadia, breezily bursting into

newly acquired English, danced
away, with her preview of Parisian
hosiery.
"I love

commented

the French,"

Miss MacDonald, amused by Nadia's

"They are

flamboyance.

Nadia

is

a darling.

her English

—

or,

I

so

frank.

am

rather,

what she knows already.

teaching
correcting
It

is

a

rather A. E. F. sort of English.

married

a

soldier

in

She
France and

came to this country with him. And
Nadia is my friend as well as my
maid. She would die for me. Where
else could I find

didn't think

such devotion?"'

so unusual, this devotion to so beautiful a woman.
"We adore her," fervently declared a member of her company.
"There has never been an unkind or
irritable word, never an unpleasant
moment during association with her.
Critics have called her cold.
She's
not.
She's very human, but reserved."
I

And

it

during her conversation, Miss
singled out people of

MacDonald
her company

for earnest praise. She
urged me to observe a young man
appearing with her.
"I believe he
has a great future," she said. And
of another, "He's a dear fellow
irresponsible, and vet entirelv reliable."

We

have not yet seen her to fair
advantage on the screen. Her oarts
in "The Thunderbolt," "The Turning
Point,"
and
"The Beauty
Market" elicited little sympathy

from the actress. She requires roles
and direction that will touch her as
surely as does the affection of Nadia.
Perhans she will have these in
"The Notorious Miss Lyle," which
foil ows "The Guests of Hercules."
Yes,

believe Katherine Macthe most likely successor
of Lillian Russell before the public
to-day.

Donald

When

"Here's an Extra $50!
money now! Yes, I've been keeping it a secret
pay day came. I've been promoted with an increase of $50 a
month. And the first extra money is yours. Just a little reward
for urging me to study at home. The boss says my spare time
training has made me a valuable man to the firm and there's more
money coming soon. We're starting up easy street, Grace, thanks
to you and the I. C. S."
Today more than ever before, money is what counts. You can't get along
on what you have been making. Somehow, you've simply got to increase
"I'm making real

until

your earnings.
Fortunately for you there is an unfailing way to do it. Train yourself for
bigger work, learn to do some one
TE
thing well and employers will he
INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS
glad to pay you real money for your
BOX 4576, SCRANTON, PA.
I

special knowledge.

You can get the training that. will
prepare you for the position you want
in the work you like best, whatever
it may be.
You can get it at home,
in spare time, through the International Correspondence Schools.

asked for her beauty

se-

crets, she laughingly replied, "I

use

a nickel cake of soap."
Surely the combination of frankness and beauty that measures up to
the Russell standard should go far
in helping her to win the title.

]

J

SALESMANSHIP
ADVERTISING
Window Trimmer
Show Card Writer

ELECTRICAL ENGINEER
Electric Lighting

and

lijs.

Wiring
Telegraph Engineer
Telephone Work
Electric

,

Sign Painter
Railroad Trainman

JHEC1IAN10AL ENGINEER

ILLUSTRATING

Mechanical Draftsman

Cartooning
BUSINESS MANAGEMENT

Machine Shop fraction
]

Toolmaker

]Gas Engine Operating
]CIVIL ENGINEER

the business of the I. C. S. to
prepare men for better positions at
better pay. They have been doing
it for 28 years. They have helped two
million other men and women. They
are training over 110,000 now.
And
they are ready and anxious to help
you.

] MINE FOREMAN or ENG'K
J STATIONARY ENGINEER

It is

Here
we ask— without cost,
without obligating yourself in any
way, simply mark and mail this
coupon.

Cert. Pub.

TRAFFIC

Accountant

MANAGER

GOOD ENGLISH

ARCHITECT

CHEMIST

Teacher
Common School Snbjeotf
Mathematics
CIVIL SERVICE
Railway Mail Clerk
AUTOMOBILE OPERATING!
Aoto Repairing BRSpsnlsb
AGRICULTURE gnFreneh

Navigation

Ponltry Raising JQItallan

.

Oontraotor and Hnllder
Arehltectnral llrattsmnn

I

Concrete Builder
Structural Engineer

PLUMBING AND HEATING
Sheet Metalworker
]

Stenographer and Typlsfc

Railway Accountant
Commercial Law

_] Marine Engineer
Ship Draftsman

I

Private Secretary

8 BOOKKEEPER

^Surveying and Mapping

Textile Overseer or Snpt.

is all

NameJ
'

!
8

Present
Occupation.
Street
and No.

-State.

City-

YOU HAVE A BEAUTIFUL FACE
BUT YOUR NOSE!

I

is

Explain, without obligating me, how I can qualify lo»
the position, or in the subject, before which I mark X.

In this day and ase attention to vour apnearance is an absolute necessity
you expect to make the most out of life. Not only should you wish to
appear as attractive as possible for your own self-satisfaction, which is
alone well worth your efforts, but you w ill find the world in general judging
you greatly, if not whollv.'by your "looks, "therefore it rays to "look your
best" at all times.
Permit no one to see you looking otherwise; it
will injure your welfare!
Upon the impression you constantly make rests
the failure or success of your life
which is to be your ultimate destiny?
My new Nose-Shaper "TRADOS" (Model 24) corrects now ill-shaped noses
without operation quickly, safely and permanently.
Is pleasant and does
not interfere with one's daily occupation, being worn at night.
if

—

W

rite

todaji

for free booklet, whieh

Noses without

M. TRILETY,

Face Specialist,

tells

you how

to correct

Ill-Sluped

cost if not satisfactory.

1408 Ackerman Bldg.

,

Binghamton, N. Y.
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Too Good

a Steak for "Polly"

Continued from page 57

a while before she married him and
became the Polly of the Drew comedies.

She has changed very little since
her Polly days she is thinner and
shows that she has more responsibility now than she had then
but
she is still delightfully young, and
the spirit of fun that bubbles so unceasingly through the pictures she
;

—

directs

would have been
if

Absorbine

as infectious as ever.

That afternoon Cumberland, aside
from being disturbed by the crowd,
had another worry on his mind. He
had just bought a brand-new ulster
and paid a scandalous price for it.
And he had brought it down to the
station in a box which he tenderly

Infection
prevented

is

Jr.

had been applied

when this " little accident" happened and the wound would
have healed promptly.

Absorb ine.J

deposited just in
front
of the
camera. But to the camera man one
overcoat more or less meant less
than the dust consequently, every
time he changed locations for a
close-up or a different sort of shot,
the coat was left where it lay. And
;

How

And

germicide

being a positive

makes any

it

infection quite

impossible.
Jr. is especially good for all the
hurts the children are constantly getting,
being made from herbs and essential oils and
therefore perfectly safe.

Absorbine
little

at your druggist or
postpaid.
Liberal Trial Bottle
sent for 10 cents in stamps.

$1.25 a bottle

A

YOUNG,

W.
38 Temple

F.
Street

Inc.

Springfield, Mass.

Send for Free Catalog
There are

128 illustrated

pages of

Diamond Rings, Diamond La ValDiamond Ear Screws, Diamond Scarf Pins, Diamond Studs,
lieres,

Watches, Wrist Watches; also our
wonderfully showy assembled Soli-

Diamond Clusters.
EVERY ARTICLE IN OUR CATALOG

taire

specially selected and priced unusually low.
Whatever you select will be sent prepaid by us. You see
article right in your own hands.
If satisfied, pay one-fifth of purchase price and k< ep
it, balance divided into eight equal amounts, payable

and examine the

Diamond Rings
~~

Solitaires

and Clusters,

$50, $75, $85, $100,

$150 and up. Credit terms,
one-fifth down, jalance in eight
equal amounts, payable monthly.
describes

all

the standard

world-renowned Watches— solid
gold and gold filled cases. Splendid bargains in 25-year guaranteed Watches on credit terms as

iT^.SO a Month.
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bring the movies to the White
House.
He installed a motion-picture machine to entertain the members of his family and himself, and,
for two years almost, it has been
a source of their keen enjoyment.
Especially did this prove true durto

ing

Mr.

Shut

off alone,

Wilson's recent illness.
unable to go outside
the White House, Mr. Wilson not
only was able to get a glimpse of
what was going on in the outside
world through the news films, but
to find diversion from the numerous
picture plays presented.
The motion-picture machine now
is as much a White House fixture
as is the Great Seal of the United
States at the entrance.
The spacious East Room, designed for formal
state receptions, is ideal for the projection apparatus. It is large enough
to permit of the best focusing adjustment, and excellent screen results are obtained.
Most of the films shown at the

LIBERTY BONDS ACCEPTED
The National Credit Jewelers
108 N. State St.
Dept. A92 7
CHICAGO, III.
STORES

IN

Stars

in all

the popular mountings, plain
and fanev engraved, at $40,

Watches
and

ing one of these spasms.
"An ulster I paid two hundred
dollars for it." His voice was tremulous, as he directed six porters in
a search for the missing box.
"Why, Johnny people have operations to remove ulcers !" she protested with shouts of laughter, while
the aggrieved Cumberland shrunk
still farther into his coat and pursued the search in deeper anguish.
And Polly, with another chuckle,
went to help him find it.

—

—

Continued from page 68

We are offering wonderful
values in Diamond Rings,

»SNN\\\\

Mrs. Drew investigated.
"What's the matter, Johnny
lose something?" she inquired, dur-

to wait.

the President Sees the Movies

and soothes, takes out the pain
and soreness and helps the injured
cools

tissues to heal.

—

land would have in a "My daughter,
And
oh, my ducats" sort of voice.
until
the coat was rescued and
placed once more like an altar in
front of the camera the scene had

!

THE ANTISEPTIC LINIMENT

It

then, just as everything was set, and
the scene was about to be taken, a
shriek of horror would rend the air.
"My coat my ulster!" Cumber-

LEADING CITIES

and

—

— —
—
—
Mae Marsh — modeling
Antonio Moreno — designing automobiles.
Wallace Reid—music, particularly
in clay.

the violin.

course, are loaned

by producing companies and man-

Out of courtesy, many of
them are made available for the
president before they are shown in
the theaters.
Because it is a desire
of the White House to refrain from
agers.

being exploited in the advertising of
any film, the names of the producordinarily are withheld.
is establishing
a film library, chiefly of news pictures, catalogued so as to be available whenever desired.
Some of
this material has been a gift outright, because of its historical value.
Many of the pictures relate to the
war others were taken in Europe
during the Peace Conference.
Before the last transcontinental tour
of the president, the news-film organizations, which sent photographers
en the special train, volunteered to
supply the White House film library
with prints of all pictures that were
tions

The White House

;

made.

their

—

Norma Talmadge dancing.
Betty Blythe golf.
Katherine MacDonald polo.
Charlie Chaplin charades.
Lillian Gish
reading.
Florence Deshon writing.

White House, of

Hobbies

—
Roscoe Arbuckle — singing his own
ZaSu
—buggy
Larry Semon — cartooning.
Lon Chaney— cooking.
Robert Gordon —
Bessie Love— singing.
Louise
Fazenda — baking
and
Madge Kennedy sketching.
Charles Ray shooting craps.

—

lyrics.

Pitts

riding.

tennis.

breaking

pies.

;

Just Clara's

;

!

Dad

Continued from page 61

everybody to hear, 'Mother, I want
It simply brought down
After that we created
the house.
bits for her, and soon she was playto act, too.'

ing regular parts.
"The cutest thing Clara ever did,"
he went on reminiscently in that
proud tone in which fathers, young
or old, describe the antics of their
offspring, "was when she was five
years old. She got a lot of applause
one night, and, as she came off stage
a member of the troupe said, 'Well,
!'
Clara, you sure made a hit
" 'No, I didn't,' Clara answered in
a disgusted tone, but about a week
after that we were playing in a town
where a country fair was going on.

•

THE

The boxes were filled with horse
owners and other well-to-do people
who go around with a fair, and when

TRUE ECONOMY RECKONS THE SERVICE
RENDERED THE LONG SERVICE THAT

finished her act they tossed
across the footlights to her.

Clara
coins

BVD UNDERWEAR

MAKES

GIVES

IT

her

THE ECONOMICAL UNDER.WEAR

running off stage, cried ex"
me, 'I've made a hit
I insisted on leaving that I must
have an autographed picture of Mr.

NO UNDERWEAR IS B VD- WITHOUT
THIS FLED WOVEN LABEL

She gathered them up quickly

in

skirt and,

!'

citedly to

made: for

the

B.VD.

Kimball.

"What

shall I

write?" he asked,

BEST RETAIL— TRADE
— ^ ^-^J

^n.

of the window as if
looking for inspiration there. Then
he suddenly bent over the picture intently and wrote something in a
quavery, old-fashioned script.

out

staring

©

e.V.D.COl

,

t

j—

i

——

—-

-

tTmiteMarfRig U&RnCfiaiwt Foreign Countries)
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COM
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PANV?
N EW^yOfCK.

"With my compliments," he said,
handing me the photograph with a
And this is the autocourtly bow.
graph that I read.
"With the best of luck from
dad.'"

'Clara's

The

Censor's

Ten Command-

ments
By Vara Macbeth Jones
First

The

Thou

:

shalt closely cover

and chair
Second: Thou shalt be most careful
legs of each table

No walls or floors are shown bare.
Third: Thou shalt shun garden
scenery
Lest we catch a glimpse of the hose;
Fourth Avoid woodland locations
Lest the limbs of trees you expose.
:

Fifth When filming the highlands,
breast of a hill never take
:

The

Sixth Thou may feature all creatures
Excepting the garter snake.
:

May

Eighth

But

Remember no

picture
disclose a dwelling's back
:

:

Thou may

it

:

!

6PP

Hermo "Hair-Lustr"
(Keeps the Hair Dressed)

FOR MEN AND WOMEN
LUSTR" has been applied. No moremussy, unAdds a charming sheen and

tidy looking hair.

luster, insuring the life of the hair, as well as its
beauty. Dress it in any of the prevailing styles,
and it will stay that way. Gives the hair that
soft, glossy, well groomed appearance so becoming to the stars of the stage and screen. Guar-

Two

film a Pullman,

berth details

Paramount Star

anteed harmless and greaseless.

must lack.
Ninth: Thou shalt use no subtitles
That reveal the naked truth,
Tenth Thou shalt never censure
Thy Board of Censors, forsooth
all

WALLACE KEID

The hair will stay dressed after Hermo "H AIR-

;

Seventh

GLORIA SWANSON
Cecil B. DeMiltc Artcraft Player

!

Sizes

—50c and $1
SEND FOR

Si size three times the quantity of 50c size.
in coin, money order, or U. S. stamps,
will send Hermo
AI R-LUSTR,
and the Hermo
Booklet, "Guide to Beauty," prepaid, under plain cover,
at once.
Use it five days and if not entirely satisfactory,
return what is left, and we will

JAR TODAY. Remit

"H

and we

I\ FUT-L.
will

'

REFUND YOUR MONEY
"HAIR-LUSTR" vou
SEND YOUR ORDER TODAY.

Once you use Hermo

never be without

HERMO

'

it.

CO., 542 E. 63rd

St..

Dept. 66,

CHICAGO

threads

employed
making of the VELVET GRIP
"Sew-On" is all you would expect of a

The

fabric

in the

hose supporter of such unusual attain-

ments — the very

best.

Look for the oblonpr rubber button—
" The Button that Talks for Itself
On Sale at all Shops of Quality

George Frost Company, Makers, Boston

Advertising Section

Get Busy and Dig!
Continued fr om page 33

ren^our Eyes
^motion
luxuriant,
silken lashes enhance the charm
of yonr expresLong-,

sion,

may

whatever

beauty
eyes."

it

"Real

be.

the

in

is

You can

better your
good looks by the use
of LASHLUX. It is
like no other
ration. It can

prepabe used

at night, or in the
harmless
day.

A

cream which darkens

years of good work had landed him
where he wanted to be. Love, in
"Every woman," was one of the roles
that
conscientious
digging-in
his
landed him, but Monte wasn't satisfied even with that.
"You can't ever make a star by
just using the billboards; not all the
advertising in the world will do it,"
he told me emphatically. "It's the
fans that make the stars who stay,

and makes them

every time.

out-of-door American; a man who
loves nature and forests and oceans
not a butterfly chaser or a fern
collector, but a regular fellow who's
got brains enough to realize howsmall man is in comparison with
the world he lives in and, because of
that realization, keeps striving to
perfect himself.
Does that sound

the screen

highbrow?

They know sincerity on
when they see it, and they
know when a fellow's doing his best.

—

I'm afraid of the fans they keep
digging, I can tell you."
Maybe it's his admiration for Lincoln that has made him substitute

me

so delicately scented.

Attractive brown
.

.

60c.

At drug and department stores or direct
from makers.

ROSS

CHEMICAL CO.
26 East 23d St.
New York City

[ASMLU
means

Luxuriant
Xashesy

was born

in

In

a

celluloid.

removing hair

It

Said

By

a leading

man, Monte's

still

digging

Garden

And

many of these painted
they can be called that,
are to be used in filming the "Rubaiyat," you can easily imagine what
a great saving will be effected in the
cost of the production.
Then, too, there will be no transporting of the company to distant
Persia is brought to the
locations.
as a great

"sets,"

if

rose-hung studio.
story to be enacted against
these unusual backgrounds is a most
An ingenious and
interesting one.
poetic drama has been built on the
"Rubaiyat," a Persian love story being introduced, with Omar in his
self-styled role of "mender of broken
hopes." The story of his philosophic
little

The

struggle, his soul's entrance into the
universe
"like
wind across the
wastes," his argttment "about it and
about," and his futile harvest of
learning, all are woven into the pictured version of the poem.

of a film he'd never seen.
is a picture, sure, that should appeal to me;
I'll bet it's all about a plumber man."
He hollered for his money back that day he went to see
The picture that was called "The Pipes of Pan !"

mixing cup and spatula.
At drug and department
10c

I

Did It Ever Happen to You?
Carney was a plumber, and he loved the picture play,
But recently Bill soured toward the screen.
seems Bill was attracted to a theater one day

leaves skin smooth,
white; for arms, limbs,
face; 50c, also $1.00
size, which
includes

Send

just be-

Bill

delicately
perfumed
powder; removes hair,

trial

it's

over in words

that during his new five-year contract with Famous Players-Lasky.
If not in that time, he'll do it later
for, in spite of his popularity as

Persian

which has perfectly plain hangings
as back drops, no settings being used
whatsoever.
On these films, only
By
the actors' figures are shown.
being photographed at a distance
much farther from the camera than
were the paintings, their figures are
revealed on the film in the same relative size as are the images of the
objects on the films made from the
paintings.
All that remains then is to combine the camera's records of the
This
paintings and of the actors.
is done by printing the two films at
the same time onto a third strip of

Depilatory

A

stores.

does,

put

Continued from page 35

of construction, too, for that matter.

for

it

hope to reveal in characteron the screen."
Maybe he'll have a chance to do

in.

—he

If

can't

I

ization

to go back home

There are many advantages about
method. Just think of the difference in cost between the paintings which are used and a set showing the same scene, for instance.
There's some difference in the time

FRENCH

what

—

;

this

"Famous

cause

long,

any complexion. Ever

PLEASURE

—

shovel for a rabbit's
foot
Monte says Lincoln has been
his favorite ever since he can remember. And his pet ambition is
theoretical

a

luxuriant, silky. Two
shades, Brown and
Dark, also uncolored.
Thus adaptable to

.

man

instantly

eyelashes

box

—

and put the Lincoln sort of
into pictures.
"I want to give the public a real

Indiana

for

the

Bill,

title

"Here

sample and booklet.

A

married man, named Henry Peck, known to his friends as "Hen,"
Could never chirp a cheep when he was home.
His wife did all the talking she was noisy as Big Ben
So Henry copped two-bits and went to roam.
While passing by a theater he saw a sign displayed;
!"
Said Henry, "There's my case as sure as Jim
He saw the picture, but he mourned the quarter he had paid,
"The Silent Pardner" wasn't meant for him.
H. J. Yellams.

—

HALL. &

RUCKEL

104 Waverly Place, N. Y.

—
Advertising Section
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Which Would You Rather
Do — Or Go Fishing?
Continued from page 73

same on six succeeding days
that was left of her vacation.

know

—

all

We

because she told us so
besides, we were along
herself,
one day, and, while we caught none
of the fish, having no talent in that
direction, we helped eat them.
Monroe Salisbury, of Universal
fame, is another of the screen twinklers whose hobbies have scales and
this

and

Your Skin

unless you know how to retain its beauty by use of proper creams.
To find exactly the cream your skin needs to restore the com»
plexion charm of Youth, stand in a good light examine your
select and use the cream indicated in the Chart.
Tiv face critically
Advice of Marinello Experts may be secured at our

—

M

there is Tom Forman,
who was seen to such splendid advantage in C. B. De Milk's production, "For Better, For Worse," and
as the juvenile lead in a screen version of "The Sea-Wolf," and is
now a rising young director. He
boasts not one, but two private trout
streams, both on his ranch in the
High Sierras of California. Tom
says the fish are so tame up there
that they will eat out of the hand
and will come for breakfast when
fins.

Your

Tells

And

—

—

Western

Office:

1404 Mailers Bid".

CHART OF MARINELLO

Office.

366 Fifth

Ave.

New York

Proved By Use In More
Than 4000 Beauty Shops

—

Chicago
Eastern

Acne Cream for pimples and blackheads.
Astringent Cream for oily skins and shiny noses.
Combination Cream — for dry and sallow skins.
Foundation

—

Cream— for

use before face powder.

Cream— for cleansing in place of
M^tor Cream — for skin protection before
Lettuce

Tissue

Cream— for

soap and water.
exposure.

wrinkles and crow's feet.
freckles and bleaching.

Whitenins Cream— for

called.
Bill Farnum is a constant and successful fisherman, having a written
record for catching tuna and sea
bass that looks like a healthy branch
of a family tree, and Jim Corbett
makes a specialty of what he calls
"attempted fishing" meaning to say
that many are called, but few are

C# 'BeautyJid
JbrfpeTTjJieed*
.

At Drug Stores, Department Stores and Shops

—

LEARN

hooked.

Even

directors

occasionally forsake the Klieg lights and leave the
actors to their fates while they go
down to the sad sea waves and coax
a fish or two from the salty brine.
Thomas H. Ince is particularly keen
about this form of diversion and is
reputed to be one of filmdom's most
successful
anglers,
while James
Home, who directs Jim Corbett's
pictures, has to his credit a few little things like a hundred-and-twentypound tuna, a sixty-eight-pound bass
and a six-foot swordfish.
Frank Lloyd, who is directing the
picturization of Rex Beach's "The
Silver Horde," up in Washington,
does a little hoarding between scenes

own account and has to his
twenty salmon caught in one
day in the waters of Puget Sound
or maybe it was twenty salmon in
one hour. I don't exactly remember
the details, and I don't' believe he
caught twenty, anyway; the picture
he showed me had only four in it,
and i think the other sixteen were
on his
credit

drawn from

his imagination.

Somehow it seems difficult to stick
to truth when speaking of things
but there are plenty of
eople who will vouch for the veracity of this account of stars and their
'kewalton hobbies.
iscatorial,

SEXUAL

Movie Acting!
A

fascinating profession that pays bipr.
Would you
to know if you are adapted to this work?
Send
lCc for our Twelve-Hour Talent-Tester or Key
to Movie Acting" Aptitude, and find whether or not
you are suited to take up Movie Acting.
A novel,
instructive and valuable work.
Send dime or stanvts
today. A lai-ge, interesting-, illustrated Booklet on Movie
Acting- included FREE

By Winfield

What every young man and

1

FILM INFORMATION BUREAU,

If

Sta. R,

Jackson, Mich.

Scott Hall, M.D., Ph.D.

SEX FACTS MADE PLAIN

like

!

KNOWLEDGE-i

ILLUSTRATED

!$1.00
Postpaid

Every young woman should know
What every young husband and
Every young wife should know
What every parent should know

—

—

many illustrations
320 pages
Cloth binding
Mailed in plain
commendations on reque.
wrapper. Table of contents
Philadelphia
Winston
Bldg.,
AMERICAN PUB CO., 636

&

You CanTell a Lachnite from
a Diamond^ Send It Back

man made gem that has the eternal fire of the diamond. It is cut like a
diamond, stands the diamond tests and is guaranteed forever. Over 150,000 people wear them.
Y/e will send your choice of the two illustrated above, mounted in solid gold on 10 days free trial*
Just send us the coupon with your name, address and
finirer size and we will send you either ring you prefer.
When it come9 make the first small deposit ($4.75J with
the postman. Wear it 10 full days. If you can tell it
Here

is

a

Send No Money
,

from_ a diamond send

it

fcnck

and

we'll

refund your

6

If yon decide to buy, merely pay the balance at $2.60 a
month. The total price of either ring is only §18.75.

Harold Larfunan Co. ,

_—
5JltCleir 1
waww^
•» OCicfcV

atrip of paper just long enough to meet over the
second joint of the finger on which you wish to wear the ring. Send
the coupon now— and not a penny in cash.

Send me. prepaid, Serf's' tins OD 10 day8 f ree trIa1 WheD
After ten
ft comes I will deposit S4.75 with the postman.
days I will eiLher return the ring or send you $2.60 a monto
until the balance haa been paid. Total cost to me, $18.75.
If I return the rinc hefore 10 days you will refund my 54.76
Immediately. I enclose my finger size.

Harold Lachman Co., Dept. A158

Name

•

Addres3....

•

deposit.
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A

Forecast of Films
Continued from page 77

A

Embarrassment or ZIPwhich will You Choose?

psychic and spiritistic phenomena.
detected no clew to "The Dark
1

guide to the best comedies of
the day would not be complete without reference to Wallace Reid and

PCBfLUOUS HAIR WITH

Mirror" mystery until toward the
It seemed to be the strange
experiences of a soul with two
bodies.
I felt a vague dissatisfac-

I
always
automobile stories.
considered
Wally
one
of the
have

his

last reel.

most

ingratiating fellows of the
screen. I had a particularly friendly
toward him because he
feeling
seemed so lazy. He never appeared
to worry about his "art" as an actor.
After seeing "Double Speed" and

ITS OFF Because ITS OUT

Permanently destroys the heaviest
growth of Superfluous Hair on face,
under arms or limbs without pain by
removing the Root With The Hair.

No

disagreeable odor.

Absolutely harmless
at

No

home.
If

;

caustics or electricity.
1

gUdly answer your questions and
send ZIP by mail.
Call to have Free
will

Demonstration, or write for Free illus"A Talk On Superfluous
Hair," sent in plain sealed envelope.

trated Booklet:

Correspondence

SXCadame. Berthe,

Specialist

New York

City, Dept. 7

12 West 40th Street,

"The Dancing

maI wanted to
remain mystified. The play would
have been greater had it advanced
a new theory for discussion. Yet in
so doing it would have been less
credible and perhaps not as acceptable to a practical public.
Even as

Fool" and "What's Your Hurry ?" the
next Reid releases. Our other male
stars will have to go some if they
keep up or catch up with Wally's

it stands,
"The Dark Mirror" is a
psychic mystery that arrests attention and induces speculation.
Miss
Dalton creates a remjarkablc dual

speed.

portraiture.

itualistic theory, inexplicable in

My

forecasts

strictly confidential.

explanation

of the psycho-analyst. The spiritual
communion of these two girls promised the exposition of a new spir-

Dust," I suspect him
of exertion. Certainly his work has
improved fifty per cent in a year.
So, too, have his assignments in the
way of plays. He has a fine direcAll of which
tor in Sam Wood.

"Excuse

easy to apply

your dealer cannot supply you,

tion with the plausible

much

for

terial

—

—

terms.

In a word,

She shows you the efenvironment upon two women
almost identical in appearance and
character.
While
giving
them
fect of

Although "The Dark Mirror," reDorothy Dalton again in a
dual role, is not comedy, it claims

flecting

different
deportment,
she
adroitly suggests the affinity of their
natures. I feel that Dorothy Dalton
has a potential power which she hertotally

space here for its engrossing story
by Louis Joseph Vance. The theme
is of the psychic affinity existing between twins. This subject is particularly interesting at the present
time because of the investigations in

lift off

What

Corns

bit

a genius.

Fans Think

Continued from page 69

with Fingers
Doesn't hurt a

the

self, perhaps, does not realize and
which may some time proclaim her

and "Freezone"

costs only a few cents

likely that "The Lottery Man" was new to
you while you were already familiar with
the story, "The Valley of the Giants."

be lovable when one has only a screen
knowledge of her she seems just some-

—
thing to wonder
Then my star— Mary Pickford in
"Stella
Maris"— faultlessly
beautiful
faultlessly
ugly — faultlessly
being — not
acting — both the exquisite child of a
at.

Of

re-

home and the uncouth child
slums. To me the most beautiful

of the
picture
ever screened as "The Birth of a Nation'' is the grandest
and I have seen it
four times!
I am a loyal daughter of
Uncle Sam but when that Ku-Klux
brigade dashes into view, all the rebel
blood of my ancestors comes to the front.
On one occasion here an old Confederate
an ex-Ku-Klux, I doubt not gave the
rebel yell, and my heart responded to the
"call of the blood."
Yet "the Stars and
Stripes" and the "Stars and Bars" are
accorded equal reverence in my home.
have had the "Uplifters" did you
like it?
It was so farcical and unnatural,
I thought.
"Lombardi, Ltd.," was tirefined

—

—

—

—

—

We

—

some and long drawn out. But I, who
have photo-play aspirations, should not
other plan's, especially when those
more capable of judging pronounce them
good only you asked for those I liked
and those I did not like and I gave them
Very sincerely,
to you.
Henrietta C. Capers.
The Hill, Augusta, Ga.

to 3'our own particular idea
of the character.
Personally, I try to forget any previous acquaintance with a story if I am goFor the
ing to see the screen version.
picture is bound to differ from the printed
word. And what doesn't please you may
appeal to your next-door neighbor.
There is no excuse for a genuine case
of miscasting, but I think that such cases
are the exception rather than the rule.
E. B. Majjll.
855 Wynnewood Road, Philadelphia, Pa.

measure up

j

criticise

You can

lift off

any hard

corn, soft corn,

or corn between the toes, and the hard
skin calluses from bottom of feet.
Apply a few drops of "Freezone" upon

the

corn

or

callus.

Instantly

hurting, then shortly you

some corn

lift

it

—

stops

that bother-

or callus right off, root and all,

without one

—

bit of pain or soreness. Truly!

No humbug!
Tiny bottle of "Freezone" costs
few cents at any drug store

Concerning Miscasting.

To

the Editor of Picture- Pi.ay Magazine.
"M. E. S. Chicago, Illinois," asks who
is to blame when the player doesn't fit
the part, and gives Wallace Reid, in "The

—

Man" and "The Valley of the
Giants," as a specific case in point.
In the first place, M. E. S., it is very

Lottery

course, there are plenty of cases of

genuine miscasting, but in the majority of
instances it is the fan's preconceived idea
of how the chief characters look and act
in the book or story that makes trouble
when they go to see the screen version.
For they fail to remember or understand
that two people seldom have the same
mental conception of a story So it isn't
always the actor's fault when he fails to

The Stars Shine Forever!
the Editor of Picture- Play Magazine.
I have just finished reading the article
claiming that the star is losing his boxI'm a regoffice power.
Not with me
ular movie fan and hare a number of
stellar favorites, who for me have an
appealing personality that makes me want
I go to see all their
to see them often.
new pictures as they appear, because I
know that I will like them. Of course, I
have seen good shows that hadn't my
favorites in them but I always wished

To

!

—

they had
L. D.

M.

— Boston,

Massachusetts.

:
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Continued from page 59
lieve their straitened circumstances.
At the exclusive previews of her pictures, she always made it a point to

see that Bannon and his sister were
invited and had a car placed at their
disposal for the evening."

"Taking any bets on the
event, Tom?" queried Robert
wick of Tom Forman, as the
bout was about to go on. "I

main

Warsixth

claim
going
win.
is
to
little
fellow
that
Good chance to pick off some easy

money."
"I believe you.

myself,"

Just bet on him
"I have a

answered Tom.

hunch that a certain person is going
to buy me a new hat to-morrow," he
continued with a significant glance
at Marshall Neilan.
"Why, that little runt hasn't got
"If
a chance," retorted the latter.
he were twice as big, the tall guy
ought to be ashamed of what he is
going to do to him. Wait a minute
and you can help carry your shrimp

UP

to the present time it has been almost impossible to get a face powder
to stay on the face longer than it takes
You powder your nose nicely
to put it on.
and the first gust of wind or the first puff
of your handkerchief and away goes the
powder, leaving your nose shiny and conspicuous, probably just at the very moment
when you would give anything to appear at
A specialist has at
your best.
last perfected a pure powder that
really stays on; that stays on unIt does not
til you wash it off.

contain white lead or rice powder

make

stay on. This improved
contains a medicinal
powder doctors prescribe to imIn fact,
prove the complexion.
this powder helps to prevent and
reduce enlarged pores and irrito

tations.

"Mickey" Neilan has a wayof being
some things, but this was
not one of them. The bout was fast
and funny. Even Charlie Chaplin,
is

found reason

The boxers were a Mutt and
combination.
Mutt pushed

Herbert Roystone,
East 18th

Write for catalog mentioning: stu^y desired to

IRWIN,

D.

225 W. 57th

St.

Secretary
New York C
Ladies Ring Solid Gold F. Mtg.

% ct. gera.

NINE MONTHS TO PAY
Immediate possession on our

on a high grade bicycle.

center when the little fellow
a hot one off the floor and
placed it on the point of Mutt's jaw.
It happened like a flash.
Expecting
to get three or four jabs on the nose
for his audacity, Jeff regained his
balance quickly and began laying out
a course of retreat. But Mutt was
all in.

The seconds were carting him off
before the crowd fully realized that
a David had once more found his
Goliath.
Jim Corbett, with professional comprehension, was the first
to leave the ringside

for the door.
Russell and Tony Moreno
were explaining the feat to each other
on the way out, Kid McCoy caught
Bill

lib-

Easy Monthly Payment pkin
—the most liberal terms ever offered
you money.

We

nr.'.ke

our bicycles

own new model factory and

in our

We

put real
direct to you.
quality in them and our bicycles
must satisfy you.
44 STYLES, colors, and sizes to
sell

choose from inour famous RANGER
line. Send for big beautiful catalog .
Many parents advance the first
payment and energetic boys by odd
jobs
paper mutes, delivery for
stores, etc., make the bicycle earn
money to meet t he small monthly Pavm
"

war

you— cash

or easy payments
lamps, horns, wheels, sundries and parts for all
TBSSE^
B BBHikw bicycles— at half usual prices. SEND NO MONEY
but write today for the big new catalog, prices and terms.

MEAD

CYCLE COMPANY

Dept.TlOl, Chicago

boxing matches to want him
some day and knock me'
cold with one of those pile-drivers.
They're awful when they land.
I
!"

stars gather at

Vernon.

Hundreds

Types Needed.

of All

Have
first
it is

Perfect

You

Screen-Features

time in the history of moving

now

possible for you to get
the big film directors.
live, We get your photograph before the directors, many of whom
are in urgent need of new "screen faces."
Ralph Ince, famous Selznick director, says

pictures
consideration

[Photoplay Ideas Bring $25 to $200
I
Yog can cash in your "happy thoughts'* and
earn big money right in your own home in spare
| time. Noprevlousoxperlonco necessary. Our
easy home course turns oat more successful
B seen arid writers tbnn ail other schools together*
I Writo now and fret by return mail FREE Booklet*

from

No matter where you

I valuable information. Special Price nnd Prize Offer.

:

"There are many young girls who could make
good in the movies. I will be very glad to take
advantage of your service." Marshall Neilan,
known everywhere for his production, "The
River's End" says
"I am convinced that
the service you render screen aspirants offers

BChlcagoPhotoplaywrightCoHego.Box27SXG Chicago

:

many new

Stubborn, wiry, mussy unruly
hair becomes silky and beautiful.
Gives it that lovely gloss characteristic of the hair of stage and
screen stars of both sexes. Fine
for the scalp— a tonic as well as a
beautifier
Favorite of both
and WOMEN. Guaranteed harmless
and greaseless.
BOTTLE,
postpaid, 50c. Larger size (three
times quantity) $1. Satisfaction or
price refunded. Order TODAY.

MEN

All of which proves that man's a
kid for a' that, stardom included.
It's a night of real sports when male

ScreenFaces for the Movies
For the

little

know

The Hair Root

is

Wanted:
May

iBookletFRE

turned," he said. "I get too much fun
out of picking on a millionaire in
to sail in

DIAMONDS

the only rival of the finest South African diamonds.
La Rayo is a marvelous new discovery.
It
has no paste or foil backing and cannot be distinguished
from the genuine diamond Avhen placed beside it.
This dazzling brilliancy is lasting.
Set in. these; finely modeled Solid

Genuine

the only way to prevent the hair from growing again.
Easy, painless, harmless. No scars. Booklet free. Write today
enclosing 3 stamps. We teach beauty culture.
D. J. Mahler.
18ii-X. Mahler Park,
Providence, R. I.

DELIVERED FREE on Approval am"
Select the bicycle you

Gents Ring, Solid Gold F. Mtg.
1 ct. gem. Special price $4.85

IM.

is

My method

—

that suit

$3.15

LA RAYO

Kill

1

TREAL.

Special price

Gold F. Mtgs. this ring will be a revelation to you when you receive it.
To advertise quickly only 10,000 will be sold at % catalogue price
as listed above. Tell us which you desire, ladies or gents ring. Be
sure to state finger size. Order at once. Send money order or
currency. Write for catalogue.
THE LEON BECK CO., Dept. 5
918 Calhoun Street
.
.
.
Fort Wayne, Indiana
Sole d stributors of La Rayo gems in America.

FACTORY TO RIOER prices save

up with them.
"I hope Jesse Lasky never meets
Jeff and learns how that trick was

our

York.

FDUI? SCHOOLS IN ONE. PRACTICAL STAGE

Jeff

lifted

New

TRAINING. THE SCHOOL'S STUDENT'S STOCK"™'
THEATRE AFfORD PUBLIC STAGE APPEARANCES

eral

the

St.,

STANDARD TRAIW/HO
SCHOOL FOR THEATRE ARTS

*1£ARS THE

Jeff

around the ring and back again, and
had just started to mess him up near

only twenty-five cents.
Dept. V, 16

for

sells

generally a very serious per-

for laughter.

As

any price.
There is also a
wonderful La-may talcum that
at

ALVIEWE SCHOOL/
DRAMATIC ARTS

right about

son in his social hours,

women.
All dealers carry the large sixty
cent box and many dealers also carry the
generous thirty cent size.
When you use
this harmless powder and see how beautifully
it improves your complexion you
will understand why La-may so
quickly became the most popular beauty powder sold in New
York.
We will give you five
thousand dollars if you can buy
a better face powder anywhere

It is also astringent, dis-

23

friend off."

who

it

formula

couraging flabbiness, crow's feet and wrinThis unusual powder is called La-may
(French, Poudre L'Ame). Because La-may
is pure and because it stays on so well, it is
already used by over a million American
kles.

TRIAL

Husgray Laboratories,

™ Chicago'"

personalities to moving picture directors." P. A. Powers, of Universal, says
"A new crop of film stars will be needed at
once to supply the insistent demand."
With the assistance of famous dii'ectors
and motion picture stars we have prepared
"The New Road to Film
a printed guide.
Fame," which tells you what to do and gives
full directions.
It also contains endorsements of our service
from famous people, statements from directors, portraits of celebrated stars, and direct advice to you from Mollie King.
This is a fascinating profession paying big
salaries. Send ten cents (Postage or Coin) to
cover postage and wrapping. Get it at once
it may start you on the road to fame and
fortune.
Address
Screen Casting Directors
Service, Dept. E-4, Wilmington, Delaware.

—

:

Unless you are sincere in your desire to get in
the movies, do not send for this printed guide.
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GIRLS!

DRAW A

What

a Picture Earns

MOIST CLOTH
Continued from page 18

THROUGH HAIR
Let "Danderine" save your
hair

and double
beauty

its

Farnum

on
are
working
contracts made before they reached

present

their

heights, or because
the exhibitor is getting their pictures

cheaply on an old
contract.

Cha

is

and

also

growing

in

popu-

getting one of the
biggest of pay checks. Another
Fox star, Tom Mix, has also
made big strides during the last
year.
Then there is a long list of
stars in which we find the
names of Clara Kimball
larity

is

Young,

Anita
Stewart,
Will Rogers, Dorothy
Dalton, Tom Moore,

r li

Mabel

Normand,

Ferguson,
Viola Dana,
Nj>
Bert Lytell, Antonio Moreno, Robert Warwick, Ethel Clayton, Mary
Miles Minter, May Allison,
Marguerite Clark, Pauline
Frederick, Priscilla Dean,
Elsie

Chaplin stands easily

as

among

first

the greatest of the
screen's d r a w i n g
cards
yet a score
of stars made more
;

money
last

during

the

Dorothy
Phillips,
Alice
Joyce, Louise Glaum, Olive

two years than

the comedian.

Thomas,

Katherine MacMildred Harris,
Frank Keenan, Bessie
Barriscale, William Dun-

There

is no conof opinion as to
Chaplin's
position
nor that of Ma ry
Pickford, who ranks

Donald,

flict

Oh, girls, such an abundance of thick,
heavy, invigorated hair; a perfect mass
of wavy, silky hair, gloriously fluffy,
bright and so easy to manage.

second

moisten a cloth with a little
"Danderine"
and
it
carefully
draw
through your hair, taking one small
strand at a time
this magically
re-

power

moves

Both

Just

;

excess oil and grease,
but your hair is not left brittle, dry,
stringy or faded, but charmingly soft,
with glossy, golden gleams and tender
lights.
The youthful glints, tints and
color are again in your hair.
all

dirt,

"Danderine" is a tonic-beautifier.
Besides doubling the beauty of the hair at
once, it checks dandruff and stops falling hair.
Get delightful Danderine for
a few cents at any drug or toilet counter
and use it as a dressing and invigorator
as told on bottle.

Master Barbel*

Adjusted for any length and for finishing
around tiie ears and neck.

A IS C ScWan

through your hair. Dene in a few minutes. Time
saved— lota of money too, at the price for hair cuts
nowadays. You ought to Eee some of the letters we
get from people who said it "couldn't be done."
Guess some of them ncverwould have tried a Cowan
if it hadn't been for our

3©
Slav TriaS Offfe**^
us your name and address
now and

we'll tell you how you can use the Cowan
Hair Cutter 30 days without risks to
you. Y ou II be mighty glad to keep it
because you'll save the price of it
before the o0 days axe up.
'

CO.

City.

it

is

said, will enter the

million-dollar class.

Third

both as to drawing
popularity, goes
Talmadge, with Nazimova

place,

power and personal
to Norma
close behind,

when

it

comes

to pulling

and quarters into the box
and with her own sister Con-

the dimes

apparently

next

to

her

in

and a close rival for third
"Connie" is one of the sen-

Douglas
Fairbanks ranked as one of the three
His pictures,
best money getters.
under their present selling plan, are
still
bringing in big money, but
Charles Ray seems to have sup-

HAIR CUTTER

Kansas

"Pollyanna,"

Mo.
Aaentt Wanted. aS

planted him in personal popularity,
although the former Ince star has
not been reaping the rewards of his
great vogue.

William S. Hart also has lost
ground both as a financial asset and
as a popular idol, and now takes
the dust from Wallie Reid as a
theater filler, although Wallie gets
a smaller salary than a dozen or

more

less

lights over a
theater
entrance
bring their respective followings in
varying numbers to see them on the
screen, and whose pictures bring in
gross returns ranging from fifty
thousand dollars to two hundred and
tric

hav-

sations of the last year.
Until a short time ago,

COWA N

Dept. 20

and

ing a universal
appeal.
Mary's

place.

haircut
I want
every time."
You can do the same
thing with a

COWAN HAIR CUTTER

to

Bessie

William Russell,
Shirley Mason, Wanda
Hawley,
and
others,
whose names in elec-

come

closest

stance

just the kind of

rirrht

she

Charlie

Kennedy,

Bennett,

Love,

popularity,

"I do. It's just as
easy as combing*. Saves
me a lot of time, money
and trouble, and I get

Simple as

Enid

an undisputed first in
personal popularity.

office,

CUT YOUR
OWN HAIR

—

Madge

can,

drawing
though still
in

popular

stars.

William

fifty

thousand

dollars.

The method of marketing photoplays is much too intricate to describe
here in detail. The usual way is to
charge the theater so much flat rental
for a day or a week, varying from
dollars a day for a two-yearold picture in a small-town theater,
to seventy-five hundred dollars a
week for a first run. Of late producers have been trying out releasing the best pictures in some of the
larger cities on a percentage basis,
and, on that basis, "A Dog's Life"
earned thirteen thousand dollars in
one week in a single New York
theater when it was first shown
So rapidly is the industry changing that it is impossible to look even
a little way into the future, regarding the earning power of pictures.
For this industry, in every department, will continue to be, as it has
been in the past, more surprising in
its developments than any fairy tale.
five

—
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Shooting "Snow Stuff"
Continued from page 37

"Wanted to?" he interrupted.
"They not only wanted to they did.
Naturally we were able to use a good
many of them as 'extras.' As you

—

can imagine, it would hardly pay to
carry all our extras all the way from
New York, especially as we were
taking such a long time to make the
That, of course, gave Mr.
picture.
Miller plenty of time to select and
train the local people.

"Well, we'd been there a few days
when, one night, on returning to the
hotel, we found that there wasn't a
single waitress in the dining room.

An

investigation

showed

that they'd

gone and gotten jobs as extras
in the company, and a nice fix we
were in until they were induced to
all

come back.

"You know

there

are

many

so

human things always happening when you're making
funny, interesting,

MIL
L/£Jiiiracie

a picture," he said, as he rose to go.
"I sometimes wonder if the folks
who go to see pictures ever think of

—

Every "Womans

'Dtpilafori/

of our work or if they
think
of us as actors not real
just
human beings like themselves when
they see us on the screen."
"I'm inclined to think that they
look quite a ways behind the mere
that

side

shadows,"

I

replied.

—

—

"They seem

appreciate it when we magazine
folks give them a peep behind the
^penes, and into the studios."
"That's a satisfaction," he said,
with a smile, as we separated on the
steps of the club. 'T hope you'll give
them a peep behind what they'll see
"
in 'The Law of the Yukon.'
And I hope I have.
to

Removes Hair
Immediately

A

T3 Y

Tabloid Review

_D

A

Brockwell

warmth into
attractive role.

her

Jimmy

"Alias

impart

to

fails

peculiarly

Valentine"

startles,

and

est

—The

Paul
from
O.

his clever-

Jimmy V alentine,

characters in

and Bert Lytell makes him live to
One of the most com-

the letter.
pletely

enjoyable

pictures

of

this

year.

"The Idol Dancer"— Most pro^
ducers have discovered by this time
that in dramatic works, at least, the
ratio of a picture's success is in proportion to its story. D. W. Griffith
in "The Idol Dancer" overlooks this.
He has made a very beautiful scenic,
a pretty little piece of poetry, a technically perfect work, but
Richard Barthelmess and Clarine Sey-

mour

and laughs by
most enjoyable
written by Rachel

"The

Inner

Voice"

—The

way

to remove it from
underarms or limbs.

melo-

arms,

face, neck,

Three sizes: 60c, $1.00, $2.00

dramatic possibilities lying in a plot
concerning a young miner who is
swindled out of his money by the
guardian of the girl he loves are
easily recognizable.
Elaine Sterne
has handled them very well in "The
Inner Voice," with the result that a
very entertaining picture is the result.
It is more than a pleasure to
record that E. K. Lincoln, the star,
is at last to be seen in a meritorious

At

all toilet counters, or direct from us,
in plain wrapper, on receipt of 63c.
$1.04 or $2.08, nihich includes war tax.

3»

iraeie

Dept.O30 Park Ave. andl29thSt.
New York

WRITE A SONG

"Lifting
Shadows"—The "papers," the "bolshevists," the drug
addict, the heroine who confesses
herself an unbeliever, a few bombs
and much waving of the flag. Choose
the nearest exit to your seat while
the band plays "The Star-spangled

Love, Mother, home, childhood, patriotic
music and
any subject.
I compose
guarantee publication. Send Words Today.

or

THOMAS MERLIN, 268

Reaper Block,

Chicago

Free Book
Containing complete
story of the origin
and history of that

Banner."

are the lovers.

is

you

Miracle is the most cleanly; aftei
use there is no mussy mixture to wash
away. You simply wet the hair with this
nice De Miracle sanitary liquid and it
is gone.
De Miracle alone devitalizes
hair, which is the only common-sense

suffi-

production.

Miracle

When

De

—a

team.
It
was
Crothers, which should be a
cient indorsement.

De

been endorsed by Physicians, Surgeons,
Dermatologists, Medical Journals and
Prominent Magazines.

Emma Dunn

un-

thrills.

Armstrong,
adapting
Henry, conceived one of

Tears by

Henry Harmon

father of all safe-cracking crook
plays made into a picture that grips,

amuses,

that respect something far out of
the ordinary.
Also something to
draw a few tears and many laughs.

any

actual test genuine

the safest and surest.

use it you are not experimenting with
a new and untried depilatory, because
it has been in use for over 20 years,
and is the only depilatory that has ever

Continued from page 79

run
characters
has
conventional
afoul of an unsympathetic plot.
touch of the spiritual makes some
of the scenes impressive, but Gladys

— safely

wonderful instru-,

ment— the

"Excuse My Dust"—Wallace Reid
meddling with automobiles and races
again.
A comedy from a magazine
story, but suggesting the advertising
pages as well. Bright and snappy

but

is

for

all

Wally going

to be a chauffeur

time ?

"Old Lady 31"

—The

"The Young Mrs. Winthrop"—
The husband who has time only for
business, the wife who is engrossed
social doings

—

SAXOPHONE
This book tells you when to use
Saxophone— singly, in quartettes,
in sextettes, or inregular band; how
to transpose cello parts in orchestra

-

these are familiar
screen figures, but in this picture
they do very human things and make
you believe in them. Ethel Clayton

like to know.
vjp
You can learn to play the scale in one hour's vXf
practice, and soon be playing popular airs. You \
can double your income, your pleasure, and your
popularity. Easy to pay by our easy paymentplan.

and Harrison Ford are the attractive

thing

in

and many other things you would

EV3AKES

AftS

\

^aI^,-^
<

$jM

SDEAL PRESENT

Send for free saxophone book and catalog of everyin True-Tone band and orchestra instruments.

i

romance of

a couple the other side of sixty!

In

couple.

BllF&tf*UFE9
D&Jb9vnECH

B NO INSTRUMENT CO.
Elkhart,
fl

2S4 Jackson

Street,

ind.
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Wrinkles
Gone!
Wonderful

You

shrewdies!
raevin '-picture
someinvent
gonna
When are you
thing so that us 'waybacks who hang
out sixty miles or so the other side
of sunrise can get a squiz at the

!

complexions of the .Japanese women. (You know

movies

how

and lovely
No matter
how lonsr you may have suffered from these blemishes,
no matter what you have
soft, satiny
their skins are.)

them

and me and Mo and my tabby.
go into town for the pig sal*
The last movie I saw was a bonzer,

Send.

A
FEW DAYS
And
Gone
Your Wrinkles

No Massage. No Plasters. No Masks.
No Rollers. No exercises. None of

Star, says of the

Princess Tokio

But a simple, easy treatmentyou
use in the privacy of your room. Only
a few minutes required. The skin miulo
young looking. Used
and recommended by society leaders
and prominent actresses everywhere.

Guaranteed
Our

demand.

did

I

bash-

feel

when

that pretty vampire tabby
kept geekin' me off all through the
ful

She
show. Fair dinkum, I felt shy
purposely gave the marble eye to
!

I

just apply Princess Tokio.and every trace of
fatigue strain and

BEAUTY B0OK
SENT

FREE

the other blokes in the theater and
chucked me the glad smile as though
she had marked me for her future
hubby. Although I was right up in
the peanut gallery, she picked me out
easy.
I haven't seen another movie

The whole story of the Princess Tokio
treatment told. The wonders it accomplishes. How complexions, once "hopeless," have been restored to youthlul
beauty. How years have been taken off

since then, but, dinkie die, I am longing to see her again next year.

binding money-back guarantee goes with each treatment. If the
Princess Tokio treatment should fail in
your case, taken according to our plain,
6i"mole directions, your monev will be
legal,

willingly

Treatment
"After a nard day

1

blimey!

oh,

hut,

Edna Hunter
Famous *'Movie"

these.

flawless, fresh,

ever get to see

I

once a year when dad and

'Liza,

you how to hav
the perfect skin beauty that
women lone for. Yours for the
free. It tells

All

is

mum

Princess Tukio treatment. Get
the Princess Tokio Beauty Book.

Don.

?

The only chance

tried, cet the information we
will gladly send
about the

It ia

and cheerfully refunded upon

roughness vanishes
like magic. I gave it to
a friend whose face was
becoming wrinkled and
she says it wiped the
wrinkles off in no time.
I wish you all the success you so richly deserve."

PrincessTokio

women's

looks. All this valuable, private
information is given in this book now ready
for distribution. Get your copy now.
(Sent in plain, sealed envelope.) Learn
the secret of a perfect skin. Learn how
the American woman can rival the complexion charms of the Japanese. No cost.
No obligation whatever upon you. It ia
free for the asking.

NOW!
Send Coupon

v

Princess Tokio Co.
159 N, State St.
Illaf sign
clrt-n and
anfl mail the coupon,
\Just
CHICAGO
Dept. 614
that ia aU._It will bring^yoii the
Princess Tokio Beauty Book by
Please send me, free and
Every woman
without obligation on my
return mail.
ought to have it. We want
part. Princess Tokio Beauty
you to have it. Don't put off
Boole in plain sealed envelope.
sending. Put the coupon in
.

\

the mail right now.

\

Name-

Princess Tokio Co.
159 N. State

%

Dept.

St.

614

CHICAGO,

ILL,

all

The only way

have of getting in
touch with the latest movies is by
going over to Mulga Bill's. He's an
abo sundowner who dosses next door
It's just a little gallop
to our place.
and I
a bare twenty-seven miles

—

IDEAL™

For the Hands
Soap,Oirjtment.Talcum,25c.everywhere. Forsamples
I address: Cuticura Laboratories, Dept.D F Malden,Maas.
I

me

dinkum oil
about the last movie he saw when
he walked into town a few months
get

him

to

give

the

Billy takes an hour or so
from scratching the old mud ball

before.
off

me

the

strength

when

First,

Billie's there

Wayback

;

IiVtomorrow

touch of imaginitis and tryin' to give
When he
leg a bit of a pull.

my

told me.

and make a special show

I've seen,
for his ben-

I'm not a suspicious yahoo, as
a rule, but I do think he's getting a
efit.

"Him bad

villun feller pull

big gasworks smokestack and
I
hit'um gin-plump on topknot."
didn't count him out, but as I tell
you I began to use my nut a bit. I
know these actors are shrewd-heads,
but I would like to see that stunt before I believe it was dinkum.
I heard one of you shrewdies was
inventing a machine to make the
movies talk, but that's napoo as far
as I'm concerned.
But couldn't you
—you movin'-picture shrewdies invent a sort of small machine about
the size of a spud, that could be carried about in the vest pocket, and of
an evening I could turn it on the
back of the barn, and my 'Liza and
me could enjoy the show on our

up

—

own ?
I

never get real struck on any of

sheilahs mind you.
good-o, but when it
comes to milkin' seventeen cows
morning and night like my 'Liza, I
think they'd come a thud, sudden.
Yes, seventeen, morning and night

your

flash

They

isn't

little

look

bad and makes

my

of

me

—my

Hoping you will
doorstep.
consider this suggestion, and if there
is any dough to come from the patent
I would be quite prepared to snaffle
off

it.

you want a corroboree with me
arrange things, you'll always find

If
to

Wombat within a few hundred
miles of the old Hunnomenjie pub in
Bill

Croadjingolong.

ALRIGHT

We

Live and Learn

In reel the third she wore a dress

That was a bird, as you will guess.
'Twas cut so low, both front and rear,
It looked as though her bath was near.

V

Gone was

As

my

I've confessed, her

composure.
back was bare,

Likewise her chest, so I declare.
I'll
say, also, I'm glad I went,
12?

-A

25<t

Box

I know just what is meant
By "Double Exposure !"

For now

Get a
S^/D-u£gist

awful proud

'Liza.

But I, for one, would be quite prepared to give a couple of bob for
In fact,
one of those machines.
talking business, if you made me an
agent for Croadjingolong district I
reckon I could sell six or seven of
them within a paltry fifty mile or
so
you might say without moving

they leave every-

thing in the shade that

W^TONIGnf

of the

he yanks out his old
clay pipe, stings a fill, and with his
woolly head wobbling and his black
skin shining like velvet he puffs contentedly at the shag and pitches me
the yarn in his own black-feller
lingo.
It seems funny, but the actors always do real marvelous things
show.

Cuticura Soap

I

—

and gives

Address

•IS

Australian

—

of Youth Restored

results
Wrinkles and apre lines
banished. Yes. this new
secret method works
marvels. You should
lenm about it right
now. Learn bow it
makes the skin as
smooth, clear
tind
beautiful as the imroua

An

Did you ever think of the people in the remote parts of the earth to
whom an occasional visit to the movies is almost as big an event as
a birthday or Christmas? Head this appeal, and then think how
lucky you are that you (an, in a few minutes' walk, reach the Little
Gem, the Bijou, or whatever your neighborhood theater may be.

New Wonderful WayCharm

Appeal From

"

!

Advertising Suction

WARNING!
Men and women. Your eyes are
under a constant strain. Artificial
ihist
read inn
motoring and
the movies and a thousand and one
causes
make your eyes heavy,
other
dull and listless.

light

—

—

m

scientific, harmless preparation that
should be on the dressing table of every
man and woman.
It will brighten and

Is a

refresh the most tired and irritated eyes,
bringing back the sparkle and fascination
that bright, healthy eyes alone possess.

Give Your Eyes a Chance to

At Your

made purposely

for

and

tired

was born.
B. Israel.

Send

Trial Bottle

for a large bottle of "Evebright."
Use it five days. At the end'of
that time you will find your eyes have
JjU.OO

magically refreshed and brightened.
will look better and they will feel
If they do not we want you to
send back the remainder of the " bottle
and we will cheerfully and immediately
refund your money. This is our guarantee
been

They

better.

that you must be satisfied.

225

404,

Ask your

Fitfh Ave.,

New York

too.

— Bryant

Chicago,

been

pictures

in

since

in 1889.
191 1.

He
He is

Name "Bayer" means genuine
Say "Bayer"

—

S.

to

tea.
•

Laura.

—Dorothy

Gish

is

the

young

lady who was featured in the Triangle
play "Atta Boy's Last Race."
You win
your wager.

H.

E.

— Richard

New York

born

in

feet

seven

inches

Barthelmess

in

1895.

He

is

was

Say "Bayer" when buying Aspirin.
Then you are sure of getting true "Bayer

—

Tablets
Aspirin" genuine
of
Aspirin
proved safe by millions and prescribed by
physicians for over twenty years.
Accept only an unbroken "Bayer package"
which contains proper directions to relieve
Headache, Toothache, Earache, Neuralgia,
Rheumatism, Colds and Pain. Handy tin
boxes of 12 tablets cost few cents. Druggists also sell larger "Bayer packages."
Aspirin is trade mark of Bayer Manufacture Monoaceticacidester of Salicylicacid.

five

He

has

— For

addresses

see

arn'35tol00aWee
BECOME A PROFESSIONAL

PHOTOGRAPHER

Oracle.

Big opportunities NOW.
Qualify for this fascinating profession. Three
months' course covers all

—

Only 25c the copy, but a
great pleasure and a big
surprise

I

and weighs one

tall

Harry.

The

the end of

Favorite Magazine

— Insist

has

Hart Fan. We are alhave our readers' opinions
Yes, my picture
about Picture- Play.
was in that number of the magazine, but
I am not the young lady who was watching the two actors and the actress having
William

Herpicide

PEOPLE'S

Aspirin

Washburn was born

Illinois,

hundred and thirty-five pounds.
dark hair and brown eyes.

dealer for

Genuine

six
feet tall, weighs one hundred and fiftyfive pounds and has dark-brown hair and
eyes.
Clara Grant is the maiden name of
Mrs. Charles Ray.
She is a nonprofessional.

B.
City

—You,

—

LA ROSE COMPANY
Room

film.

High School Lass. Theda Bara is
twenty-seven. Her real name was Theodosia Goodman, but she had it legally
changed by the courts to Theda Bara.
Her first screen appearance was in "A
Fool There Was." She has recently been
playing on the stage.

ways glad

Send for

Daniels docs

I don't know in just
Newburgh William S. Hart
Is there more than one part?

her latest
what part of

Ross K.

irritated

— Bcbc

"Don't Change Your Wife"

productions.
is

in

eyes.

Service.

not play in Harold Lloyd's comedies any
longer.
She is now appearing in Lasky

Beautiful!

Nature intended your eyes to be clear
and beautiful.
They are the "windows
of the soul."
But very few people are
wise enough to give their eyes the attention they demand.
That, more than
any other reason, is why 20,000.000
Americans wear glasses. Give your eyes a
chance by using "Eyebright."
An "absolutely harmless and scientific preparation

Picture Oracle

Continued from page 84

—

EYBEAUTIFUL EYES
Be

The

Marguerite L. Pauline Bush has retired from the screen.
"Hands Up" was
taken from the story by that name.
Twenty-five

cents
is
the
customary
amount to inclose with your request for
a player's photograph.

—

Lena

A. Thanks very much for all
things you have to say about
Picture- Play. I'm sure the editor agrees
with you.
the

nice

— The

Wowachingtanka.

branches

Motion Picture

:

— Commercial — Portraiture

Cameras and Materials furnished free
Practical instruction modern equipment.
Day or evening
classes : easy term*. Tne School ot Recoicnized Superiority.
Call or write for complete catalog No. 19.
;

N.Y. INSTITUTE of PHOTOGRAPHY
141 W. 36th St., N. Y.
505 State St., Bklyn.

Indians

thought up quite a long word to mean
patience, didn't they?
Darrell Foss had
the male lead in "The Red Lantern." I
like
Vivian Martin very much.
Nice
girl!
I

I

Mandolin, Guitar, Cornet or Banjo

Wonderful new system of teaching note music by ciaH. To first
CmpiU in each locality, we give a $20 superb Violin, Mandolin,
Ukulele, Guitar, Hawaiin Guitar, Cornet, Tenor Banjo or Banjo absolutely froe. Very small charge for lessons only. We guarantee success or no charge. Complete outfit free, Write now. No obligation,
SUNGE8UND SCHOOL OF MUSIC. Int. Dept. 29 CHICAGO, ILL

FRECKLES
Now

Is

The Time To Get Rid

of

These Ugly Spots
/
V

t//l!
jL^il'

There

'

no longer the slightest need of
feeling ashamed of your freckles, as Othine
~~doub\e strength is guaranteed to remove
these homely spots.
Simplv get an ounce of

/rf
ly.Ss

s

—

OTHINE
— from your

— double

strength
druggist, and apply
of it night and morning and you should
soon see that even the worst freckles have begun
to disappear, while the lighter ones have vanished
a

little

entirely.

It is

Peggy.

Ukulele, Hawaiian Guitar, Violin,

seldom

that

Walk Offs"
Desmond is

to

remove

under guarantee of money back u
freckles.

ii

fails

was born

in Atsingle.
"The
latest picture.
William

She

is

still

is

Priest" is his latest release.
a quarter with your request,
ish

— See

Harry Halperin.
end of The Oracle.
James

Inclose

addresses at the

—

Corbett Admirer. James J.
Corbett lives in Los Angeles now, where
he is making films for Universal. Ruth

Roland

J.

is

in

Los Angeles,

too.

James

has been married for twenty-five years.
Ruth is not married. Mary Pickford is
far from being dead.
She is very active
at present, making features for United
Artists.

Dimples.

is

this is sold

Allison

her
married. He is making features for Jesse D. Hampton.
"The Par-

more than one ounce

needed to completely clear the skin and gain a
beautiful clear complexion.
Be sure to ask for the double strength Othine as

— May

lanta, Georgia.

I
is

— Harrison

is

not married, so

you who his wife is. Neither
Elaine.
Casson Ferguson is not reContinued on page 100

can't tell

V:
QELECT your own sub- —
1

C3

— love, patriotism

ject

write

what the heart

dictates,

then submit your poem to us.
We write the music and guarantee publisher's acceptance. Our leading composer is

Mr. Leo Friedman
one of America's well-known musicians, the
author of many song successes, such as "Meet
Me Tonight in Dreamland, " "Let Me Call You
Sweetheart," "When I Dream of Old Erin,"
and others the sales of which ran into millions of copies. Send
as many poems as you wish. Don't Delay. Get Busy— Quick.

CHESTER MUSIC CC.^.fsui^Ils Chicago,

IIL

Advertising Section

100
lated

Elsie.

to

Elliott

Dexter had the

leading role opposite Ethel Clayton in
"Alaggie Pepper." Casson Ferguson was
born in Alexandria, Louisiana, in 1891.
If I told you whether 1 was a man or
woman it wouldn't give you anything to
Guessing' s lots
guess about, would it?
of fun, too, and 1 wouldn't deprive any
of my readers of their fun.

Albert Ray Fan.

—"Married

in

Haste"

an old picture of Albert's. He is not
with the Fox Film Company any longer.
His latest release is "The Honey Bee."
is

S—

Write to the editor, inM. M. M.
closing six cents in stamps for a copy
of the Market Booklet.

—

Francis Earle. See addresses at the
end of The Oracle.

Pi

— Not One
Now"

Muriel.

"

Gray flair.

"And my hair was quite gray a
short time ago!
"It was falling out, getting brittle and
stringy. My scalp was filled with dandruff
and itched almost constantly.
"A few applications of Kolor-Bak produced a wonderful improvement. The itching stopped instantly. There was no more
dandruff. And— marvel of marvels— it is
restored to its original color
not a
gray hair shows anywhere!"
Kolor-Bak is not a dye or stain. It is
colorless, stainless, harmless and restores
original color to gray hair simply by putting hair and scalp in a healthy condition.
Send for our special trial offer; also Free
Book on Hair which explains how KolorBak restores gray hair to its original color.

W.—And

Just

Marie.

Nagel

a picture on the coast.

is

now

There

is

a chance that he may do another picture
with Alice Joyce.
Wallace Reid has a
little

boy.

Lorraine.— A family group was published in Picture-Play quite some time

Tom Moore and Alice Joyce
ago.
divorced.
Anna is not married.
B.

HYGIENIC LABORATORIES

small photos of the Mack Sennett
bathing girls. Look for the ads of these
firms.
The way to get the photographs
you want is to write for them direct to
the players. Inclose a quarter with your

3334-3338 W. 38th

request.

St.,

Dept. 6317 Chicago

We

revise
Write the words for a song.
song-poems, compose music for them, and
guarantee to secure publication on a royalty
Our
basis by a New York music publisher.
Lyric Editor and Chief Composer is a
song-writer of national reputation and has
Mail your
written many big song-hits.
song-poem on love, peace, victory or any

Poems

other subject to us today.
are

examined

submitted

free.

BROADWAY COMPOSING STUDIOS
104 F

Fitzgerald Bldg.,

Broadway

at

Times Square,

NEW YORK

Moreno lives in Los
There was a fine interview with
him in the January issue, which will tell
you all you want to know about him.
Pearl White has a father. She lives with
The
friend husband and not her dad.
Ship Cafe article was in the March issue.
I am sure Tony would send you his phoR. L.
Angeles.

tograph.

Antigon K.

Don't send
let me prove

—

Pauline R.

It is

Iknow

it

will doali

want you

FREE

tell all

f i-ienus

about

it

— Pearl

White was born

in

Missouri,

thisand

Co.,3661 OgdenAve. Dep. 133 Chicago'

—

Dan

Lyon.

D.

—

J.

Warren Kerrigan

in Louisville, Kentucky, in 1889.
He is not married. Write to him at the
address given at the end of this department. Eugene 'O'Brien is just the same
off as on.

Pearl

L.

—Thanks

for the six cents in

stamps for the Market Booklet,
the editor is mailing you.

whi h

—

Harold
Lloyd
Admirer. Mildred
Davis has taken Bebe Daniels' place opposite Harold Lloyd in his comedies for
Rolin.
I think Harold would send you
one of his pictures. Antonio Moreno is
not married. Harold Lloyd was born in
Nebraska

in 1893.

— Pell

M. E .D.
Your other

Trenton is not married.
questions have already been

answered.
S.

—The

Tony you have heard
Mo-

so much about refers to Antonio
reno, the Vitagraph serial star.

"The
and "The Woman
Game" are Elaine Hammerstein's latest
Blanche Sweet had the leading
films.
role in "Fighting Cressy."
That title
Cousin"

Country

applies
nelli

Lon Chaney.

to

was

born

mova's hair

is

in
really

Dolores CassiYork.
Nazibobbed.

New

Lillian
in 1889.
Springfield, Ohio, in

Zingorallia H.

so long?

in

—What

Just see

pictures.

Charles

Ray

will

undoubt-

company.
Tsuru Aoki is now making
The
Japanese features for Universal.
Hayakawas have no children. That must
be an old picture. You would have to tell
me the name of the company, or at least
who played in it, before I could tell you
that.

Pearl White and Walter McGraii.
Admirer. Seena Owen is the wife of
George Walsh. Miriam Cooper is marAnried to her director. R?oul Walsh.

—

was

garding Pearl White have already been
answered in this issue.

mislaid.

5'

L. B.
Charles Ray has been in pictures
for six vears. He has just organized the
Charles Ray Productions, and will release
his future films through First National.
When Charles started in he was paid
thirty-five dollars a week, and now he
pays himself a salary and a pretty big
one, I understand.

Better write to him again.
Bebe Daniels is now with the Lasky Company.
"Ham and Bud" are not playing

Florence

just as

—

Moreno is a Spaniard. Pearl White
wears a blond wig in her features. Pearl
isn't going to do any more serials, but of
course there is a chance that Walter McGraii may play opposite her in one of her
forthcoming Fox releases. Walter's mus-

in

Dorothy Gish arrived in this world
1896.
Wallace Reid
at Dayton, Ohio, in T898.
was born in St. Louis, Missouri, in 1892.

be sent promptly in plain sealed envelope.

Foot Remedy

refer to Lawson
Frederick.
Tom

—

Gish was born

these 72.500 others are doinir. Write now. as this
announcement may not apnear in this paper acain.
Just send your name and addressand "Fairyfoot"
will

—You

Pauline

in County Meath, Irein California, as you imag-

and not

Springfield,

to send for "Fairyfcot"
because 1 know you will then

your

opposite

Theodore.

—

I

name.

own

ried.

the bunion and thus the ugly
deformity disappears all this
while you are wearinc as tijrht shoes

was

edly play other roles as well as his wellknown rural characters with his new

his

T. Betty Compson was born
Lake City, Utah. She has blue
eyes and light hair.
Betty is not mar-

absolutely^

Door"

steadily.

Arthur

a wonderful yet

the

taken from a short story written by Gouverneur Morris and bearing the same

kept you away
what you have missed.
The Chaplin baby was born in Los Angeles.
Mrs. Talmadge has not played

in

in Salt

home treatment which i

Edwin

—

you mean "Was
Before what?

pictures himself.
When there is an exceptionally dangerous
stunt which he does not care to do, they
have no trouble getting a double. These
stunts come so few and far between that
it
would not pay him to keep one on
stunts

ine.

relieves you almost instantly of
all pain; it removes the cause of

asever.

—Roscoe

Arbuckle has no
need of a steady double, as he does all

land,

,

—What do
— "Behind
F.

Marie M.

she married before?"

Muriel
to

Moore was born

i- to you as I have
done for over 72,500 others in the
months.
I claim that
"Fairyfoot" is an absolute succesful bunion remedy. Hundreds
of thousands say so and I want
you to let me send it to you
FREE, entirely at my expense.
I don't care how disgusted you
feel with yourbunion — you have
not tried myremedyand I have
such absolute confidence in it
that I am going to send you

FREE.

married

Gertrude D. Your questions have already been answered in reply to Antigon K.

Eloise Myers.

last six

simple

is

Marie Walcamp
Wallace McCutcheon.
married to Harlan Tucker.

Butt,

me one cent—just

this treatment

— Pearl White

is

the

Instant Relief

—

Ruth M. Wallace MacDonald is not
married. He is live feet ten and one-half,
and has brown eyes and brown hair.

sell

— Antonio

Write the Words
For a Song

home

was born

children.

Cora

P.
Picture-Play does not give
addresses of the players. Look
below for the studio addresses.
Your
letter will be sure to be received by them
at the addresses given.

are

—Norma Talmadge hasn't any
M. —There are several firms that

Elma

Gladys

the

—

you, also.

— Conrad

life, is

Frank K. Your question has already
been answered.

too.

Rose

making

—

now

—You,

Ham, who

is Lloyd V. Hamilbeing featured in Henry
Lehrman's comedies.

together.
ton in real

F.

— Perhaps

your

letter

tonio

tache

is

real.

Your

other questions re-

!

Advertising Section.

—

Crab Apples. Genevieve is no relation
Eddy Polo is his correct
of Dorothy's.
name. They are not married. "The Vanishing Dagger" is the latest Polo serial
for Universal, Plarold Lloyd is not married, so you see Bebe Daniels can't posMary Pickford has
sibly be his wife.
been on the stage ever since she could
Your letter wasn't any too long.
toddle.
In fact, I thought it rather short.

—

Elsie M. B. Both Harry Hilliard and
Herbert Rawlinson are working in pictures.
Herbert is making a series of short
detective stories for the screen, playing
the role of Craig Kennedy.
Harry Hilliard is not playing with any special com-

He works

for them all.
He has
picture at Universal,
with Claire Anderson in the leading feminine role.
pany.
just

J.

completed

a

didn't ask too many quesshould say. Ann Lit-

S.—You

tions.
Too few, I
tle isn't married.

The serial "Lightning
Bryce" and "The Roaring Road" and
"Excuse My Dust," the last two with Wallace Reid, are her latest pictures. She was
born in Sisson, California, in 1894. She
is five feet six tall, weighs one hundred
and twenty-three pounds, and has dark
hair and brown eyes. That ought to give
you a fair description of
married to Alan Forrest.

She was

her.

—

A. D. Thanks for all the compliments about Picture- Play. The editor
puffed all up with pride when I showed
I.

him your letter. You will find the addresses you want at the end of The Oracle.

—

Helena Helen. The curls that Mary
wore were made with a curling iron, but
the hair grew right into her head.
In
other words, they were natural.
Charles
Chaplin was born in Paris in 1889. "Judy
of Rogue's Harbor" is Mary Miles Minter's latest picture.
She is all that you
say she is and more.

—

Inquisitive. Mary
Pickford has to
have a secretary to take care of her mail
Mary does the dictating and
for her.
signing, and the secretary attends to the
rest.
Kathleen O'Connor plays the role
of Nell Morgan in "The Midnight Man"
with James J. Corbett. Your other questions have been answered.

Dark
to that
stance

Bob.

—

I

shall be

promised

Talmadge
She

Weeks."

is

looking forward

fudge.

very

I

much

certainly

liked
in

Con-

"Two

coming along

strides.
Dick Barthelmess,
forgot to ask any questions.
Couldn't you think of any this time?

with

great

too.

You

101

William Desmond is married to
Mary Mclvor. Wanda Hawley is marHenry is also.
ried.

pany.

Walter
Secret"

was

peared

in.

Your

McGrail

Fan.

—"The

Black

the last picture Wallace ap-

Kenneth

Harlan

is

single.

other questions have already been

answered.

Kendall

C.

—

guess she

I

is

same

the

Jane Novak that you knew, because she
She was born there
hails from St. Louis.
in 1896. She is five feet seven and weighs
one hundred and thirty-three pounds.

—

Lois Fuller. They are all sisters. Nais the youngest, followed by ConDorothy Gish is not
stance and Norma.
Marion Davies was born in
married.
Vivian
Brooklyn, New York, in 1898.
Martin was born near Grand Rapids,
Michigan. Marguerite Clark was born in
Cincinnati, Ohio, in 1887. Her latest pictalie

Harrison
ture is "Easy To Get."
the
leading role opposite
plays

"Mary Ellen Comes To Town"
thy's latest vehicle.
male lead in it.

is

Ralph Graves

Ford
her.

Dorois

the

— Try

any bookstore for those.
You must wish something terrible to happen to me, to ask me to name the three
H.

greatest actresses. If I should, the other
several hundred would be quite peeved,
and then I would be in bad. I'll pass
that up, as I like this little old world too
well to leave it in such a hurry. Anyway,

name them,

it
would be only
and there would be many
who would disagree with
me, and now you can see that it would

if

I

did

my

opinion,
other critics

me

a general fight with critics,
actresses, and fans, too.
fingers are
crossed

land

in

My

W. —Albert Roscoe is the
young man who played opposite Shirley
Mrs. E. E.

Mason

in

—

"Her Elephant Man."

Cutey. Harrison hasn't any, so I can't
you who she is. Bert Lytell is married.
Jane Novak had the leading feminine role in "The Eyes of the World."
Norma Talmadge's husband is not an
actor.
He is the head of Norma's com-

tell

1

.

Welch Fan, London. — Of

course
Niles
there is no objection to an English fan's
I have quite a
writing to The Oracle
few British correspondents every month,
and their letters are always most welcome. Dell Boone is Mrs. Niles Welch

GEM«MM
Ha
*'

Disco,

qtyg

Gem. Price $16.50,
only $4. 60 upon arrival.
nite

Balance $3 per month.

Put it Beside

!

His

in private life.

Luck of Geraldine
plays opposite

hard

aOIAMOND
Ti f nites have the pare white
color, flash and brilliancy of

—

latest picture is "The
Laird," in which he

Bessie Barriscale.

That's

to say.

—

Blonde and Brunette. That is Richard Barthelmess' correct name. He was
born in New York City in 1895. His latest picture is "The Idol Dancer," which
D. W. Griffith recently made for First
Tom Moore was born in
National.
County Meath, Ireland. His latest film
for

Goldwyn

He

is

Ladies*

Ring

No. 2. Solid gold latHas a
est mounting*.
guaranteed

genuine

Tifnite Gem almost a
carat in size. Price
$16.60, only S4.60 upou

Balance $3.00
per month.
arrival.

"The Gay Lord Quex."

is

is the only one of the lot you
Eugene
asked about who is married.
O'Brien was born in Denver, Colorado,
in 1884.
"The Figurehead" is his new-

White

Walter
the screen.
McGrail played the leading male role opHammerstein in "The
posite
Elaine
Country Cousin."
"Judy of Rogue's
Harbor" is the current Mary Miles MinCharles
ter
production for Realart.
Meredith, former leading man at the Morosco stock company in Los Angeles, has
the leading male role opposite her.
Mae
Marsh is married to Louis Armes, of New
est

contribution

diamonds stand all diamond
tests— fire, acid and diamond
file. No backing, no paste, no
foil. Only an expert can distinguish between them— and
yet they cost so little. Send
coupon and we will send you
your choice of the 3 Rings,
Scarf Pin or LaValliere to
wear free for 10 days.

Solid Gold

Mountings
gems

are such beauTifnite
ties that we could not think
of giving them any mounting
except solid gold wrought
into latest, most exquisite
designs. Remember a guaranteed solid gold mounting for every Tifnite Gem,

living in Los Angeles, California,
at the present time, and working at the
Goldwyn studios in Culver City. Pearl

—Just Coupon

No money— no references.
Just the coupon brings the
rival. Wear it 10
If satisfied, pay

ToothBelcherRing
No. 3. Solid gold sixprong tooth mounting.
Guaranteed genuine
Tifnite Gem almost a

carat in size. Price
$16.60, only S4. 60 upon
arrival. Balance 53.00

per month.

days free.

balance at
rate of $3 per month Otherand we
article
return
wise
will refund the money you
have paid. For ring size send
strip of

heavy paper drawn

tightly around second joint
of finger so ends exactly
meet. Mail coupon today.

THE TIFNITE GEM CO. S^tfesT^SS
— Scarf j~l LaValSemi on lOdays approval. — Ring
I—iNo.
l—JPin
marked X in
[

York.
The} have an eight-months-old
baby girl by the name of Mary Marsh
Armes. Mildred Reardon played the role
of Gloria Swanson's sister in the Cecil
B. De Mille production of "Male and
Female."
Thomas Meighan's forthcoming picture is "The Prince Chap," in
which he will make his debut as a star
Stewart will
Paramount.
Anita
for
shortly be seen in "The Yellow Typhoon."

Gem-

wonderful Tifnite

choice of Rings, Scarf Pin or
LaValliere. Pay 5 4 .50 on ar-

to

r

E.

Flat Belcher Ring
No. 1. Solid gold
mounting Eight claw
design with Hat wide
band. Almost a carat,
guaranteed grenuineTif-

I

I

I

O.

article

I

lliere.

If satisfactory, I agree to pay $4.50 on arrival and bah
ance at rate of S3. 00 per month. If not satisfactory, 1 will
return same within 10 days.

Name.
Address

.

.State.

City

JhadaH
Kinglet ^oId

—

Billie Boots. Jack Perrin is appearing with Kathleen O'Connor in the new
Universal serial called "The Lion Man."

He

has just been lent by Universal to
Edgar Lewis for one picture. Do you refer to Patricia Palmer?
She was for-

merly

"Into the
Marguerite Gibson.
Light" is her latest picture. George Chesbro is playing opposite Grace Darmond
in Stuart Peyton's new serial for Inter-

C.

dressing the back
and the ears. The effect is that of " bobbed " hair
growing longer in Ringlets. Designed for the famous
East Indian Frolic Dancer whose name it bears.
No. 72111. Price =12.50. Greys Extra.
Complete Catalog mailed FREE on request

HAIR GOODS
GUARANTEED
CUSTOM MADE— TO MATCH YOUR SAMPLE
Transformations. Pompadours, Switches, Wigs, Curls, etc.

national.

D.

Fetching and Novel Coiffure

M. and

good

heading,

None

that

I

B.

Vt.

whatever

know

of.

TOUPETS AND WIGS FOR MEN
MONEY BACK IF NOT SATISFACTORY

—That's
it

a very
stands for.

"The

_

Invisible

Frances Roberts
100 Fifth

Av

Co-
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Advertising Section
Hand"
Both

POSTPONE the day

is

Tony Moreno's

latest

serial.

and Dustin Farnum are
married.
They have never played together in pictures, but have appeared in
the same play on the stage.
Tom and
Owen have never appeared in the same
picture.
Thomas Mcighan is married to

when

beauty fades and youth's
complexion loses its charm.
Use only pure, dainty, harmless

fresh

William

Owen Moore

Frances Ring.

"Sooner

will be seen

or Later."
her efforts

The Freeman

Pearl
confined
almost
entirely to serials for Pathe in the past,
but from now on will do features only.
Tom Forman is not married. He has
given up acting in favor of directing.
Jack Pickford's forthcoming Goldwyn
feature is "A Double Dyed Deceiver,"
an O. Henry story'. House Peters is not
doing any films at present. Bill Hart has
a sister, Mary Hart.
He is not married.
Dorothy Dalton used to be Mrs. Lew

Perfume Co..

Cody.

shortly

reemans
FACE POWDER
Of

enchanting

rub

off.

A

White has

fragrance — won't

favorite for 40 years.

All tints at all toilet counters 50c {double the
quantity of old 25c size) plus 2c war
tax. Miniature box mailed for 4c plus Ic

war

in

tax.

—

Mickey and Johnnie. Priscilla Dean
was born in New York in i8q6. ZaSu
Pitts was born in Parsons, Kansas, in
Lila Lee was born in New York
1898.
in 1902.
Ben Alexander arrived on earth

Dept. 105

Nevada,

Goldficld,

at

Walsh was born

in

in

George

191 2.

New York

in

1892,

and Mildred Harris Chaplin at Cheyenne,
Wyoming, in 1901. Mahlon Hamilton's
birthplace is Baltimore, Maryland, and
Alia Nazimova's is Yialta, Crimea, Russia.
Dick Barthelmess is five feet seven.
Ralph Graves is six feet one.
Casson
Ferguson is five feet eleven.
Priscilla
Dean is five feet five.
Dorothy Gish
is five feet.
Norma Talmadgc is five feet

Freckles
your briphtnes3,your beauty. Why not
remove them? Don't delay. Use

is

four inches

Nazimova

sister.

four.

is

Priscilla's

and Billie Burke's is "Wanted
Your other questions
Husband."

latest film,

—The

editor is mailing you
Market Booklet, and you
should have it by this time. The reason
for the delay is that we ran out of the
booklets because of the demand, and had
to wait until a new edition was printed.
Thanks very much for all the nice things
you have to say regarding Picture- Play.

—

bints,

and describes a number of elegant preparations indispensable
to the toilet. Sold by all druggists

STILLMAN CREAM CO
Aurora,

—

Edgewood Demon. I am sure that
Mary Thurman would gladly send you

111

one of her photographs. Henry King has
not been acting for some time, devoting

Faces

himself exclusively to directing features
Olive Thomas
for Jesse D. Hampton.
was a member of the famous Ziegfeld
Follies before she went into pictures, and
I think Mrs.
lived in New York City.
Ray is very nice looking indeed.

Made

Young
secret of a

youthful facewillbe
sent to any

than

feet

Jaipee.
a copy of the

rWonldstThouBeFair?"

The

taller

five

"The Virgin of Stamboul"

Ay

Made especially to remove freckles.
Loaves the skin clear, smooth and without a blemish. Prepared by specialists with
Money refunded
years of experience.
60c per jar. Write
if not satisfactory.
today for particulars and free booklet

Dept. | J

is

have already been answered.

STILLMAN'ScreaT

many beauty

her

—A

are*'as a cloud before the sun." hiding

Contains

Constance

two.

M. M.
some time

woman

whose appearance

ing

shows

Mrs.

time or
illness or any other
cause is stealing from
her the charm of girlhood
beauty. It will show how
without cosmetics, creams, massage, masks,
that

plasters, straps, vibrators,

"beauty" treatments

for

N.— Sidney Drew

died quite
ago, so there is no use writscenarios for Mr. and Mrs. Drew.

Drew

is

now producing comedies

featuring John Cumberland,
"The Gay Old Dog."

Pathe

star of

Lydia M. O.

—Kenneth

Harlan

is

not

married.

or other artificial means, she can remove the traces
of age from her countenance. Every woman,
young or middle aged, who has a single facial
defect should know about the remarkable

Raymond W. The editor has mailed
you a copy of the Market Booklet.

Beauty Exercises

Teddy. Ashton Dearholt is married to
Helene Rosson, who used to star in pro-

which remove lines and "crow's feet" and
wrinkles; fill up hollows; give roundness to
scrawny necks; lift up sagging corners of the
mouth; and clear up muddy or sallow skins. It
will show how five minutes daily with Kathryn
Murray's simple facial exercises will work wonders.

This information

is

free to ail who ask for

it.

Results Guaranteed
Free Book which tells just what
to do to bring back the firmness to the facial
muscles and tissues and smoothness and beauty
to the skin. Write today.

Write

for this

KATHRYN MURRAY, Inc.
Suite 659

Garland Bldg.

Chicago

Illinois

—

ductions for the American Film ComHe was born
pany several years ago.

Milwaukee, Wisconsin. He is six feet
tall and weighs one hundred and seventyeight pounds. He has dark hair and eyes.

in

Alone.

—

I

receive

a

great

many letters from New Zealand fans,
and am glad to add you to the ever-inThe girl who rode in the
creasing list.
race in "The Whip" was not a girl at
all.

You

would have

She was doubled by a
will find the addresses

real

jockey.

you want

at

to travel.

—

Babe in the Wood. Wallace Reid had
a wife and a little Wally to look after.
Bill Hart was certainly very good in that
picture.
The Market Booklet gives the
names and addresses of all the producing
companies, and tells what type of stories
they are in the market for. I never get
tired answering questions because I always am loo busy to have time to be tired.
That's good logic, isn't it?
Why don't

you try

that

formula?

—

received your six cents in

Mique.

I

stamps for a copy of the Alarket Booklet,
but as you only signed yourself "Mique,"
and did not think to give me your address, I can't send you the booklet until

you write and

me where

tell

Daw

Marjorie
Fairbanks

played

to mail

it.

Douglas
Neal Hart is not

opposite

in that film.
related to Bill Hart. "Cabiria" was
in Italy by the Italia Company.

made

—

Pierson B. H. The scenes for "The
Cruise of the Make Believe," "A Fight
for Millions," and the W. S. Hart pictures

were

made

all

in California.

Your

other questions have been answered.

—

G. C. D.
The editor has mailed you
a copy of the Market Booklet for the
six cents in stamps you inclosed.

Casey H.

—The

M. B. has been mailed
was born in Paris,

you. Charles Chaplin
France, in 1889.

—Norma

Talmadge is very realshe? The best way to obtain
a picture of Mrs. Vernon Castle is to
write to her for one.
Buddy.

istic,

W.

isn't

—Wally

Reid F. C.

was born

in St.

Louis, Missouri, in 1892.
Blue eyes and
brown hair. Six' feet one. He is still
making features for the Lasky Company.
He has a Roamer & MacFarlane car. I
am sure he would send you a picture if
you wrote him for one.

—

Marie A. Harsh. It is against the
The Oracle department to give
the names and addresses of any of our
readers, much as we would like to accommodate you.
rules of

Guy
little

G. E.

tioned,
deed.

—Thanks very much
read

I

tip.

and found

for your
story you menvery interesting in-

the
it

—

Joseph B. T. Owen Moore is being
starred by Selznick.
Neva Gerber is
playing opposite Ben Wilson in his serials.
Dorothy Gish is being starred by
Francis X. Bushman and
Bayne are being costarred on
the legitimate stage by Oliver Morosco
in "The Master Thief."
Geraldine Farrar has left Goldwyn.
Charles Chaplin
is
still
making comedies.
Natalie Talmadge played in "A Country Hero" with
Roscoe. Olga Petrova and Maxine Elliott are not making pictures at present.

Paramount.
Beverly

N. C.

—

Phyllis

the end of The Oracle.
It should take a
couple of months to get a reply from a
star, considering the distance the letter

—James
used to

pion

of

Corbett is the same
be heavywetght chamwhole wide world.
J.

man who

the

—

Ann Pennington has deserted
Cecilie.
She is
the screen for a while, at least.
Mother
back on the stage at present.
I don't think
isn't.
That's her name.
Some
there is the slightest resemblance.
one who told you that must be jealous of
Wally's looks.

—Dorothy

Dalton is
on the stage in
New York, and making pictures at Paramount's New York studio.
J.

R.

S.

Duison.

at present being starred

Advertising Section

— Bobbed

hair

fessionally

introduced

by

four years

ago,
of

Mrs. E. H.

great

many

bobbed their

was

screen

proCastle
time a

first

Irene

and since that
the
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stars

have

Viola Dana and
have their hair short

tresses.

Shirley Mason now
cropped, and so has their studio partner,
Alia Nazimova.
Priscilla has never appeared in the films as yet. I don't think
it would be possible to get stills of those
British women who bobbed their hair
Write to the
to serve as lumberjacks.
Pathe Exchange, 25 West Forty-fifth
Street, New York City, and they will let
you know. It is not true about Anita

Stewart

—as

yet.

Burton W.

—There

is

no charge

at all

for answering questions, in The Oracle.
They aren't in the habit of putting actors
or actresses in the histories of the world,
so I don't think so.
Mary Pickford was

ATTHE START, W.L.DOUG LAS
WAS BUYER. CUTTER, SALES
MAN AND FREQUENTLY HIS

born in 1893.
She is five feet tall and
weighs about one hundred pounds. She
was born in Canada. She has blue eyes
and blond hair.
She was married to
Owen Moore and recently divorced him.
She curls her hair, of course. She was
on the stage before she went into pictures.
She is now at the head of her own com-

BOSTON CARRYING A ROLL OF
LEATHER UNDER HIS ARM

OWN EXPRESSMAN AS WELL. OLD'
BROCKTON RESIDENTS TELL OF
OFTEN SEEtNO HIM COMING FROM

FOR
MEN
AND

WOMEN

W.

Irene B.

The

—Jack

will find all

Mulhall

He

is
is

He

What

materials, workmanship and style possible to produce at the
price.
Into
every pair go the results of sixtyexperience
making
seven
years
in
shoes, dating back to the time when
W. L. Douglas was a lad of seven,
pegging shoes

much

played in anything but comedies prior to
joining the Lasky company. She appeared
in "Male and Female" as the favorite of
the king's harem, and in "Everywoman"
as Vice. Charles Ray's eyes and hair are

dark brown.

of W. L. Douglas to protect his customers.
W. L. Douglas name on shoes is
his pledge that they are the best in

not off the

very

gives the names and addresses of all
the film companies, and tells just what
kind of stories they are in the market for.
It will be sent to any reader upon receipt
of six cents in stamps.
let

Miss Ruby G.

—

The

stores direct

from factory
L. Douglas

W.

quality of W. L. Douglas product is
guaranteed by more than 40 years

—

How

to Obtain Beautiful, Rich,

Long, Eyelashes and Brows!

r

VERY

WOMAN

should be the rightful owner of beautiful eyes, the
are, First: Long, rich eyelashes* and Second: Wellcared-for eyebrows. No matter what color your eyes may be, — gray,
brown or blue, if they are shaded by thick, silky lashes, and well-shaped
brows, their charm is greatly accentuated.
Nowadays, no one needs to be the dissatisfied possessor of short, thin,
uneven brows and lashes; you can greatly assist Nature by simply applying
a little of M. T.'s Eyelash and Eyebrow Beautifier at night.
This scientific
preparation nourishes the eyebrows and eyelashes, causing them to become
imparting
sparkling expression to the eyes,
gradually thick and lustrous,
and added charm to the face.
M. T.'s Eyelash and Eyebrow Beautifier, which has been successfully
used by thousands, is guaranteed absolutely harmless: it is not a greasy,
sticky sfilve, but a clean, nicely-perfumed liquid, in a cut glass bottle with
glass stopper and applicatorThe cut represents actual size of bottle.
The active principle of this valuable article is a rare and expensive organic
concentration which is unequaled for the purpose of stimulating and
strengthening the particular follicles which produce rich, dark eyelashes.
B.-»

1 \y essentials of

which

—

MONEY REFUNDED

M.
M.
M.
M.
M.

son.
Theda Bara and William S.
Hart are both American born. Olga Pe-

M. TRILETY, K!j;!.„

little

own

experience in making fine shoes. The smart
styles are the leaders in the fashion centers
of America.
They are made in a wellequipped factory at Brockton, Mass., by
the highest paid, skilled shoemakers,
under the direction and supervision of experienced men, all working with an honest
determination to make the best shoes for
the price that money can buy. The retail
prices are the same everywhere. They
cost no more in San Francisco than they
do in New York.

Yes, George Chesebro
an actor.
He started off as l^adintj
man with Ruth Roland in the "Hands
Up" serial, but was called to war and
George Larkin took his place.
George
has been playing in Texas Guinan's films
since his return. Francis X. Bushman and
Beverly Bayne are married and have a
is

our

L. Douglas shoes are for sale by over 9000 shoe dealers
besides our own stores. If your local dealer cannot supply
you, take no other make. Order direct from the factory. Send
for booklet telling how to order shoes by mail, postage free.
CAUTION. Insist upon having W.
President
Douglas shoes. The name and price is plainly
W.L. DOUGLAS SHOE CO.
stamped on the sole. If it has been changed
194 Spark Street,
or mutilated, BEWARE OF FRAUD,
BROCKTON, MASS.

do you mean by gray?
Creighton

Anita Stewart Fan.—"The Fighting
Shepherdess" is the title of the latest
Anita Stewart Picture. "Revelation" was
taken from the story by the same name.
Why don't you try your best bookstore?
Anita Stewart was born in Brooklyn, New
York, in 1898. I think she would send
you one of her autographed photos if you
asked her for one. Better inclose a quarter with your request. The Market Book-

of

W.

twenty-eight years old.
Hale has fair hair.
is

107

All middlemen's profits are eliminated.

price on every pair of
shoes as a protection against high
prices and unreasonable profits is only
one example of the constant endeavor

addresses

on it, in fact. His latest pictures are
"Should a Woman Tell?" with Alice Lake,
and "All of a Sudden Peggy," with Marguerite Clark.
He is married, and has a
little Jack, junior.
Bebe Daniels never

L. Dooglas shoes are sold in

Stamping the

Oracle.

screen by any means.

^$9 &

$4.50
$5.00
$5.50

$9.00 and $10.00 shoes are absolutely the best shoe values for the money
V/. L. Douglas name and the retail price stamped on the
bottom guarantees the best shoes in style, comfort and service that can
be produced for the price.

Wheeler Oakman.

—You

™

BOYS'
SHOES

in this country.

—

G. W. G.
at the end of

$7

'THE SH§EW01T HOLDS ITS SHAPE "
$ 8 22
$10 22 SHOES
22

to the wearer.

E. Z. Mark.
Priscilla Dean was recently married in Reno, Nevada, to our
friend,

W LJiPUClLAS
MANUFACTURING

pany. I don't know how much she is
worth. I can't count that high. She does
not receive any special salary.
She gets
the profits, which mount way up. She is
the best-known actress in the world. She
lives in Beverly Hills, California. No, she
bites with her very own teeth, and not a
set of store ones.
Mary Fuller has retired
from the screen.
The Singer
Midgets are about the smallest people who
have ever appeared on the screen. You
certainly are a Pickford fan, aren't you?

handsome

W.L.DOUGLAS FREQUEN
WORKED 18 TO 20 HOURS A
^DAY — RETURNING TO HISFACTORY MANY A NIGHT TO LAY
OUT THE NEXT DAY'S WORK,
AFTER SPENDING THE DAY IN
BOSTON BUYING LEATHER
AND SELLING SHOES

IF

NOT SATISFACTORY

receipt of 75c in stamps, coin or Money Order, I will send yon postpaid, in plain wrapper, a bottle of M. T.'s Eyelash and Eyebrow Beautifier

Upon

together with

my

copyrighted booklet on Beauty Hints.

The

following preparations are of highest standard and well recommended:
T.'s Nature Beauty Cream, a wrinkle eradicator
$ .75
T.'s A.B. A. Lotion, for Pimples and Blackheads
$ .75
T.'s Depilatory to remove superfluous hair
$ .50
T.'s Freckle Cream, for stubborn freckles and tan
$1.00
T.'s Minerated Quinol, "The Incomparable Vanishing Cream"
$ .75
a.

Dept. 20,

Binghamton, N. Y.

Advertising Section
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trova was born in Poland.
Hart has a
new leading woman with each picture.
Olive Thomas is married to Jack Pickford.
Vou have quite a collection of
Don't mention it. The pleasfavorites.
ure is all mine.

—

Joya. True Boardman died nearly two
years ago. You must get some very late
pictures in your favorite theater if he is
favorite

the

him

very

shown there.
knew
"The Doctor and the

star

1

well.

Woman," with Mildred Harris, was* his
He made his biggest success

last picture.

"Stingaree"

the

in

series

released

by

There isn't any male star with
red hair. There is no reason why there
shouldn't be.
Red would photograph
black, anyway.
Kalem.

—

Hopeful. I don't see how you figure
that dancing lessons should give you the
necessary qualities to become a motionpicture actress.
It takes more than the
mere manipulation of one's feet to get
over on the screen nowadays. I'm sure
can't say whether you would get a
I

Diamond Solitaire Ring*

Ladies

Examination FREE

9

UAilTll
AW PIvN
|MvN I n
'

am

^

*

flLgj^

There is only one thing
do if you are bound to go to Califortry and see.
nia, and that is
chance or not.

This exquisite blue-white, perfectly cut Diamond, in ladies*
14K solid gold setting, will be
sent FREE of charge, all transportation charges prepaid, for
your examination. It satisfied
pay only $5.00 — balance at
92.00 a mo nth, for ten months.
Buying direct assures
you this
"
"ock
Itock Bottom Price, on easy
credit terms.
Take advantage

to

A

this

know whether Roy

Martin.

You had better inyour request for the

— That

is her correct name.
She is. Jack Pickford
is making films for Goldwyn.
"A Double
Dyed Deceiver" from the pen of O.

You

Free
Send Postal

don't

I

all the time.
close a quarter with
picture.

B.

Greatest

—

write

No Red Tape!
Gladly Trust You

No Security!

We

Cowboy.

Stewart and Marguerite Clark would answer a letter or not, but I am sure they
would send you their autographed photos.
The stars could never answer all the letters they receive if they did nothing but

amazing offer TODAY!
Only S2.00 a month after you have exflHfflgp
amined the ring anil find it all and more
than you expected.
We are the only
Jewelers in America that allowten months 'credit.
SWEET'S Policy: You must be satisfied or no sale.
->i

—

for
Qia-

I

i

are wrong.

Henry

is

his

Shepherd

of

follow "The Little
Kingdom Come." Frank

film to

Mayo played opposite Ruth in that.
Thomas Meighan is his real name.
"Watch Out William," which will prob-

mond, Watch
and Gift Book
ever Published

ably be changed to "The Village Sleuth,"
Charles Ray's latest film. Madge Kennedy is still playing in pictures. "The
Bloomin' Angel" is the title of her latest
picture.
Leonie Flugrath is
Shirley
Mason's correct name. She has two sisters, Viola Dana and Edna Flugrath.
I'll
tell the editor what you said.
Tom Mix

Let as send you, FREE, this beautiful Do Luxe
Catalog No. 50 L; also request blank which
enables vou to order ring described above, or any
other article of jewelry for FREE EXAMINATION. No Money in advance. Ten Months to pay
on Everything. Write today. Address Dept. 60L.
Sweet's Capital $1,000,000

is

"the house of quALiry"

LW-SWEET INC
BROADWAY, NEW
1650-1660

his real

is

name.

tet

—

California Scout Hal. The quaryou mention all work in Los Angeles,

but not in the same studio.
mustn't expect too much of your
little
paper at the start.
Give it time
to grow.
It takes lots of time to get a
paper established, you know. Grace Cunard is still working before the camera.
Lillian Gish is now working on D. W.
Griffith's production of "Way Down East."
Thanks for the copies of the papers.
They are very interesting.
California,

Fuller has not appeared on
for several years.

—

Star. If
you wanted the Market
Booklet you should have sent six cents
You also forgot to put your
in stamps.
address on your letter, so it couldn't have
been sent you, anyway.

—

Lynette W. The only way to get photos of Sessue Hayakawa and George
alsh is to write to these players perdo not keep a supply of their
sonally.
pictures on hand to mail out to their admirers. Sessue is married to Tsuru Aoki.

W

We

—

Marguf.rite
Douglas.
Marguerite
Clark played Bab in the "Sub-Deb"
stories by Mary Roberts Rhinehart.
You
should have had the photograph by this
time.

Maybe your

letter was lost in the
Better drop her another line and
her about it.
Twenty-five cents in

shuffle.
tell

stamps

is sufficient.

Ima Highbrow.

— They are not with any

They work
at present.
to picture, appearing in dif-

company

special

from picture

ferent plays for whatever company needs
them.
Novak played opposite
Jane
Charles Ray in that film. Yes, he is the
same Douglas MacLean who used to play
You will find all
in the stock company.
the addresses you want at the end of

The Oracle.
Macaroni and
can

is

H.

Judd.

—William

He was

married.
Scotland.

born

Dun-

in bonnie

—"My

Friend the Chauffeur"
has never been done in films. You will
find your other questions already answered.
C.

J.

Man.

Vic.

Pickford

—What

is

not

do you mean Mary
Mary Pickford? Cer-

and Jack are her
Wallace McCutcheon
He used to
is Pearl White's better half.
direct at the old Biograph before GrifHe married Pearl after
fith came there.
he came out of the big war a major.
Marie Walcamp is back once more in the
United States after shooting scenes for
her latest serial in nearly every portion
of the globe. Miriam Cooper played the
title role of Evangeline in the Fox production of that name. Raoul Walsh, her
director and husband, is credited with
tainly

she

is.

Lottie

and brother.

sister

adaptation as well as direcJ. Corbett's "Midnight Man"
serial should have been released in the
Philippine Islands by this time.

the

—

A

YORK.

Mary

King."

the screen

screen

James

tion.

You

fashion sat/s
the use

or

is necessary so lon& as
sleeveless &owns and sheer fabrics for
sleeves are worn. It assists freedom of movement, unhampered &race, modest elegance and
correct style. That is why

"they
Delatone

is

Anxious Al.

can't tell you where
you could go to get a position as a camera man, but_ I might suggest that before
you go applying for the position that you
learn something about a moving-picture

all use Delatone"
an old and well known scientific

preparation for the

quick, safe

and certain

removal of hairy

and

Just because you take excellent
pictures with your 3-A folding kodak
is no sign that you can step right out and
secure a job with a film company as camera man.
There's quite a difference between a kodak and a motion-picture cam-

hairless,

with no pain or discoloration.

Beauty specialists recomDelatone for

mend

era.

removal of objectionable
hair from face, neck or

I

Druggists sell Delatone;
or an original 1 oz. jar
be mailed to any
address on receipt of
*1 by

3

39 S.Wabish Ave., Chicago,

to do

more than merely

r

£3$

Bill Farnum's Fan.
is

still

Asked for by readers whose letters are
answered by The Oracle this month:
Francis X. Bushman and Beverly Bayne,
care of Oliver Moroseo, New York City, New
York.
Dorothy Dalton at the Century Theater,

New York

making

—William

special

Fox Film company.

features

City.

Farrar and Madge Kennedy,
Goldwyn Studios, Culver City, California.
Ruth Roland, the Horsley Studios, Los
Geraldine

Angeles,

California.

Dean, Universal City, California.
Lew Cody, and Eileen
the Gasnier Studios, Glendale, Cali-

Priscilla

Dustin
Percy,

Farnum,

fornia.

Ford Sterling and Phyllis Haver, the Scnnett Studio, Edendale, California.
Eric von Stroheim, Piiscilla Dean, and
Marie Walcamp. Universal City, California.
Jane and Katherine Lee, 1556 Broadway,

New York

His latest is
called "The Adventurer," and is a costume play. Another play on the same
type soon to be released is "If I Were
for the

Co.
111.

Am

Farnum

will

The Sheffield pharmacal

You have

press the bulb.

arms.

Dept. MB.

I

camera.

growths, no matter how
thick or stubborn. After
application the skin is
clear, firm,

—

Addresses of Players

City.

MacKatherine
Katherine
MaeDonald.
Donald Studios. Georgia and Girard Streets,
Los Angeles. California.
Louise Glaum. Doris May, Douglas MacLean, and Hobart Bosworth, Ince Studio,
Culver City, California.
Marguerite Clark. Harrison Ford, Billie
Burke, Elsie Ferguson, Ann Pennington, and

—

:
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John Barrymore, Famous Playcrs-Lasky, 485
Fifth Avenue, Now York City.
Peari White and Tom Mix, Fox Film Corporation, 130 West Forty-sixth Street, New
York City.
Kuth Roland, Horsley Studios, Main Street,
Los Angeles, California.
Zane Grey, The Tuna Club, Catalina Island,

California.

Ben Wilson and Neva Gerber, in care of
Edna Schley, Markham Building, Hollywood,
California.

Mary McAllister, Donald Gallaher, and
Mitchell Lewis, at Willis & Inglis, Wright &
Callender Building, Los Angeles, or Mabel
Condon Exchange, 6035 Hollywood Boulevard, Hollywood, California.
Mary Miles Minter and Alice Brady, Realart Pictures Corporation, 469 Fifth Avenue, New York City.

Norma and Constance Talmadge, Talmadge
Studios, 318 East Forty-eighth Street, New
York City.
Montague Love, June Elvidge, and Madge
Evans, at the World Film Corporation, 130
West Forty-sixth Street, New York City.
Bert Lytell, Alia Nazimova, Viola Dana,
and May Allison, the Metro Studios, Los
'

Angeles, California.
Billie
Burke, Elise Ferguson,
Harrison
Ford, Marguerite Clark and Mae Murray, the
Paramount Pictures Corporation, 485 'Fifth

Avenue, New Y'ork City.
Kathleen Clifford, Blanche Sweet, Dot
Farley. Vera Sisson, Emory Johnson, Bernard McConville, at either Willis & Inglis
or Mabel Condon Exchange, Los Angeles,
California.

Statement of the Ownership, Management, etc., required by the Act of
Congress of August 24, 1912, of the

PICTURE = PLAY

MAGAZINE,

published monthly, at New York,
N. Y., for April 1, 1920:

New York, County of New York, (ss.)
Before me, a Notary Public in and for the
State and county aforesaid, personally appeared George C. Smith, who, having been
duly sworn according to law, deposes and says
that he is Treasurer of Street & Smith Corporation, publishers of Picture-Play Macazine, and that the following is, to the best of
his knowledge and belief, a true statement
of the ownership, management, etc., of the
aforesaid publication for the date shown in
the above caption, required by the Act of
State of

August

24.

1912,

embodied in section 443,

Laws and Regulations, to wit
That the names and addresses of the
publisher, editor, managing editor, and business managers are
Publishers, Street &
Smith Corporation, 79-89 Seventh Avenue,
Postal
1.

"Windows of the Soul

"pYES — the most

noticeable feature of the face

to possess charm, beauty and expression, must be framed
with long, luxuriant Eyelashes and well-formed Eyebrows. They
add to the eyes as does a beautiful frame to a picture.

:

New

York, N. Y.

Seventh Avenue,

;

editor, Charles Gatchell, 79
New York, N. Y. managing
;

Street & Smith Corporation, 79-89
Seventh Avenue, New Y'ork, N. Y.
business
managers. Street & Smith Corporation, 79-89
Seventh Avenue, New York, N. Y.
That the owners are Street & Smith
2.
Corporation,
79-89
Seventh Avenue, New
editors,

;

applied nightly, will aid Nature in a marvelous manner in nourishing and promoting the growth of Eyelashes and Eyebrows.

:

York, N. Y., a corporation, composed of Ormond G. Smith, 89 Seventh Avenue New
York, N. Y.
George C. Smith, 89 Seventh
Avenue, New York, N. Y. Annie K. Smith,
89 Seventh Avenue, New Y'ork, N. Y. Grace
H. Smith, 89 Seventh Avenue. New York N.
Y.
George C. Smith, Jr., 89 Seventh Avenue,
New Y'ork, N. Y. Cora A. Gould, 89 Seventh
Avenue, New York, N. Y'. Ormond V. Gould,
89 Seventh Avenue, New York, N. Y.
3. That the known bondholders, mortgagees,
and other security holders owning or holding
1 per cent or more of total amount of bonds,
mortgages, or other securities are None.
4.
That the two paragraphs next above
giving the names of the owners, stockholders,
and security holders, if anv, contain not only
the list of stockholders and security holders
as they appear upon the books of the company,
but also, in cases where the stockholder or
security holder appears upon the books of
the company as trustee or in any other
fiduciary relation, the name of the person or
corporation for whom such trustee is acting,
is given
also that the said two paragraphs
contain statements embracing affiant's full
knowledge and belief as to the circumstances
and conditions under which stockholders and
security holders who do not appear upon the
books of the company as trustees, hold stock
and securities in a capacitv other than that
;

:

;

;

;

;

:

_

;

of a

bona

fide

owner: and this

affiant

has no

reason to believe that any other person, association, or corporation has any interest direct or indirect in the said stock, bonds, or
other securities than as so stated bv him

GEORGE

C. SMITH. Treasurer."
of Street & Smith Corporation, publishers.
to and subscribed before me this 25th
day of March. 1920. Francis S. Duff. Notarv
Public, No. 239, New York Countv.
(My
commission expires March 30. 1921.)

Sworn

another Maybell Beauty Aid, darkens the Eyelashes and Eyebrows
and makes them appear much longer, thicker and more luxuriant
than they really are. Easily applied; perfectly harmless. Try it.
Stars of stage and screen, society beauties, and hundreds of thousands of
women, everywhere, use and recommend these greatest of all beauty aids —
why not you? We guarantee you will be delighted, otherwise refund full
amount paid.

Lash-Brow-Ine
Price

50C

At Your Dealer's
01

^ect,

Avoid disappointment with

"The Maybell Girl"— as

below

in plain

package,

Maybeiline
?g c

Always look for ficture of
adorns every box of each preparation.

imitations.
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— the

you the

around the

life

of gayety

of fashion and

bright

Rome,

Manila,

takes you

lights

Monte

New

and

of

Carlo,

men

of

London,
Shang-

York.

Louis B.

Mayer

presents

Anita Stewart
Harold MacGrath's

in

"The Yellow Typhoon"
The
who

Ask when

it

story of a

woman

lived for excitement.

will he

shown at your theatre!
Directed by Edward Jose
Adapted

to the screen

by

Monte M. Katterjohn

A

First National Attraction

that so greatly enhances the charm of the naturally lovely complexion and lends to any woman
that enchanting pinkness of youth always so
captivating.

CARMEN
POWDER
COMPLEXION

The powder that stays on and blends

so perfectly

with the color and texture of the skin. It's such
faithful protection in sunshine and wind— so
soothing and refreshing and delightfully scented.
White, Pink, Flesh, Cream and Exquisitely

New CAR-

MEN BRUNETTE SHADESOc Everywhere

Trial Offer
Carmen Brunette Shade — The new charming
ation so popular

we

will

cre-

send you purse size box

containing two or three weeks' supply for 12c to
cover postage and packing, or we will send any
other shade you prefer.

Stafford-Miller Co., St.Louis, Mo.
The Final Touch
.-m.

n

mi

*A

Man

alive

Listen!
You can smoke Camels
till the cows come home
without tiring your taste

CAMELS bring to you every joy you

ever looked for in a cigarette They
are so new to your taste, so delightful
in their mellow mildness and flavor, and
so refreshing, you will marvel that so
much enjoyment could be put into a
!

cigarette

as unusual as
Camels expert blend of choice Turkish
and choice Domestic tobaccos which
you will prefer to either kind of tobacco smoked straight! No matter
how liberally you smoke. Camels never

Camels quality

will tire

You

is

your taste

marvel at Camels smooth
"body". And, your delight will also be
keen when you realize Camels leave no
unpleasant cigaretty aftertaste nor unwill

pleasant cigaretty odor!

For your own personal
proof,

compare Camels

with any cigarette
world at any price.

in the
j
e:

Camels are sold everywhere in scientifically sealed packages
of 20 cigarettes for 20 cents; or ten packages (200 cigarettes)

We

strongly recommend
in a glassine-paper-covered carton.
travel.
this carton for the home or office supply or when you

R.

J.

REYNOLDS TOBACCO

CO.

Winston- Salem, N.

C.

Advertising Section
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Now
By Being Your Own Salesman
Try the Oliver

Days at Our Expense

for Five

Makes

This Simple Plan

Easy to

Own an

Oliver

This sales plan is a legacy of the war, which taught us
economies ones we won't forget.

all

—

By

reorganizing our method of distribution,

It

we were

able to

new

make a

radical reduction in price.

We
sell

did not change the famous Oliver an iota. The machine we now
for $57 is the identical one formerly priced at $ioo our latest and

—

best model.

During the war we learned that it was unnecessary to have great
numbers of traveling salesmen and numerous, expensive branch houses
throughout the country. We were also able to discontinue many other
superfluous, costly sales methods.

You

Pre-war extravagances' were ended.
simpler.

judge

it,

Only $3.00
Per Month
Do

Oliver.
decide.

A

five days' trial

Besides saving you
ask no
$43, we make the payments easy.
advance payment. But merely $3 per month
until the $57 is paid.
Do not confuse this offer with those for second-hand or rebuilt typewriters. Our $57 Oliver

We

our brand

is

priced at $100.

new
It

by these savings.
plan of selling made

And our

_We send the Oliver to you for free trial, so that
in solitude, without being influenced:

you may

No Money Down

not buy or rent any typewriter until

you know the
will help you

benefit

identical Model 9, formerly
has not been changed in the

Merely send u9 the coupon.
We ship an Oliver to you. Try it for five
days.
Then, if you agree that it is the finest typewriter at any price,
merely send us $3 per month, until the $57 is paid.
If you do not believe that this is the greatest typewriter opportunity,
return the Oliver to us, express collect. We even refund the outgoing
transportation charges.
You have not placed yourself under any
obligation to buy.

When

the Oliver comes to you, you will admire its many advanceall the refinements made possible during 24 years of typewriter-making. A finer typewriter is impossible.

ments

slightest.

Over 800,000 Sold

—

The coupon below

gives you the opportunity to be your own
salesman and save yourself $43. Note that it brings EITHER
Check it
an Oliver for Free Trial, o» further information.

Some of the large
Olivers are in use all over the world.
accordingly.
concerns in the United States using Olivers are U. S. Steel
Corporation, National City Bank of New York, Diamond
Match Company, Pennsylvania Railroad, Hart, Schaffner &
Typewriter
Tfce
Marx, American Bridge Company, Encyclopedia Britannica, Otis
Oliver Typewriter Building, Chicago, Illinois
125-A
Elevator Company, Bethlehem Steel Company, Boston Elevated
Railways, New York Edison Company, and a host of others of
Canadian Price, $72 until August 1, 1920
equal importance.
business
Olivers
are
used
individuals
every
thousands
of
by
And
And every profession.
is represented among our users.
You can depend on this wide use of the Oliver as a guarantee of its worth.
THE OLIVER TYPEWRITER COMPANY,
125-A Oliver Typewriter Building, Chicago, III.
Ship me a new Oliver Nine for five days' free inspection. If I keep it, I will pay $57 at the rate of $3 per
month. The title to remain in you until fully paid for.

(pmtW

OLIVER

—

No

Finer Built

Examine the Oliver carefully. It is built in a model factory with a
And this accounts
heritage of ideals. Only the finest materials are used.
for the prolonged life of the Oliver, its durability, its inbuilt service. It is simplified
in construction and built to withstand the hardest usage. The Oliver in war service
proved its fine design and construction.
You can't buy a better typewriter at any price.
Mail the coupon now, for either a Free Trial Oliver or further information.

August 1, 1920, the price of the Oliver Typewriter will be $64._ We are
compelled to make this advance because of the increased cost of production. The
Oliver remains the same.
We will not lower its quality. The addition in cost
insures its superiority. The $57 price of the Oliver has been widely advertised.
•We want to be entirely fair-so-we notify you in advance of the change.

mm

m

My

shipping point is
This does not place rne under any obligation to buy. If
I choose to return the Oliver, I will ship it back at your
expense at the end of five days.
Do not send a machine until I order it. Mail me your
book— "The High Cost of Typewriters— The Reason
and the Remedy" your de luxe catalog and further information.

Name
Street Address

City

.Occupation or Business.

.

State.
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to

Perhaps you can do
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Anything
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from our readers.

The Film

Colonist

of news.

no more popular actor on the screen to-day
Richard Barthelmess.
For jnonths we have
been receiving inquiries as to why we had not run an
interview with him, or a personality story about him.
The reason has been that we have been waiting to get
a story from an intimate friend of his a person who
knows him "inside and out." The story has been written,
and will appear in the next issue of Picture-Play Magazine.
It is one of the finest character studies done in
words that we have ever seen, and after reading it you
cannot fail to feel a real acquaintance with Dick Barthelis

—

Every one who loves the screen and its folk is interested
about the film colony where they congregate
such as "The Ship," the boxing matches at Vernon, and

in the places

—

the like.

Herbert Howe, in his rambles around Hollywood, has
discovered most of these meeting places, and has written
a story about one of them a lunch room where the film
celebrities gather. His account of a luncheon there, which
we will print next month, takes a most informal turn, and
shows you a large group of screen favorites exactly as
they appear when out together.

—

mess.

—

Did you ever have a "crush" on a screen actor or
actress? Most growing girls know what it is to have this
experience, though their parents would be amazed to
learn just how common the epidemic is.
We are going
to print a very amusing and an amazingly interesting account of a girl's crush on a screen star told by herself
revealing all the symptoms of this pleasant malady, from
the sudden, unexpected beginning to its just-as-sudden
ending.
This, too, will appear in the next issue.
It is
called "My Crush on Gloria Golden."

—

Maeterlinck's contract to write a series of original pictures for Goldwyn has caused a revival of interest in the
author of "The Blue Bird," especially since his trip to
America and his long stay in Los Angeles. An interview
with the "Belgian Shakespeare" will appear in our next
There will also be interviews with half a dozen
issue.
including, of course,
or more stars summer pictures
photographs of the prettiest girls we can find, and well,
Until
that ought to be foretaste .enough for the present.

—

—

—
_

then,
issue.

you'll

find

some very

interesting

reading in this

—

By Walter Sayden
FROMdrawboyhood,

things.

to

I

have always wanted
suppose there are

I

hundreds of young fellows who

same way

as

I

did.

I

feel the

often said that if

should choose commerIt was not only the
cial art as a profession.
big salaries and independence enjoyed
it

were possible,

progressed
unbelievable

and

artists

ap-

that

toonists
pealed to me,

game

But
ly

it

fascination

the
the

I

was
of

itself.

could hard-

draw a

My

line.

car-

straight
friends

used to have laughing hysterics at my
attempts to sketch
He was Drawing
thin S s
Little Pictures
One morning, as
I was coming into town on the eight o'clock
train, I met Larry Stafford.
I had come
into town with him every day for years,
usually passing the time discussing the
-

morning papers.
But this particular morning he had a
pad and pencil in his hand. He was draw-

ra

pidity.

My

First Real
Drawing

I

by

with almost

I

One day

was talking

I

Remember-

with a buyer.
ing
Larry's

"idea-pictures," I drew some figures to illustrate the point I was trying to
establish. He looked at the pictures
and caught my idea at once. Before I left he gave me a larger order

than

had

I

from him.

ever before received
pictures had put my

My

idea over.

This worked so well, that I tried
again several times, in fact and
each time I got the same results

—

—

it

My

pictures seemed to make a
stronger appeal than my words, and
my sales increased tremendously.
But that was not all. Two weeks
later, I overheard a conversation that struck

me
it,

down,

as amusing.
I wrote it
and, just for fun, sent

A

humorous weeklies.

it

few

illustrated
to one of the
days later, to

my

great surprise and pleasure, I received
ing little pictures of things that looked like
a check from the art editor and a request
for more contributions.
a series of small animals.
From that time on, I sent
"What on earth are you
Mr. Charles Lederer,
doing?" I asked in amazein little sketches and jokes,
the well-known newsment.
more or less regularly.
A
paper cartoonist, after
Larry smiled.
few months ago, I received
"Don't be
years of practical workafraid.
an offer which startled me.
I
am quite sane.
ing experience, has deThese little pictures are part
The magazine for which I
veloped one great, simple rule for success in
of a scheme of mine.
had been drawing wished to
I am
all branches of commerillustrating an idea. They are
take me on the regular staff
This amazing
cial art.
supposed to be a graphic
at a much greater salary than
secret has revolutionrepresentation of a deal I am
I was then making.
ized the entire theory
putting over.
My love of drawing came
They speak
It means
of drawing.
louder than words."
strongly to the front and,
that drawing can be as
I watched him
easy for you as writing.
needless to say, I accepted at
amazed to
Out of his many years
see that he drew very well
once, and the first thing I
work-a-day experiof
indeed.
did was to tell Larry Stafford
As he proceeded,
ence, Mr. Lederer offers
and the drawings became
what his idea has led to.
This One Big Secret of
When he heard that I was
more lifelike, my curiosity
Drawing to all.
actually a successful artist on
,was aroused I asked him

—

—

about

it.

"Why,

am

surprised that you ask me!"
he answered.
"Look how easy it all is"
and he quickly sketched a few other figures and grinned at my amazement.
"There is just one little secret of the
whole thing, Walter," he added. "I never
drew before in my life, and you see these
little sketches really are not bad, are they?
You have always wanted to draw, and even
I

—

—

you don't become an artist, you will find
it a mighty convenient thing to know.
This
secret makes drawing as easy as writing.
Let's get together this evening and I'll show
you how simple it is I'll give you a little
if

—

lesson."

a real magazine, he gasped
with amazement.
I told him how the same One Great Rule
of drawing which had made it easy for
him to draw had meant even more to me
and how this simple home-study course
of the famous artist, Charles Lederer, which
we. had gone over that evening had given

—

me

the secret which had meant so much.

Larry laughed at my enthusiasm, but adi
i.i.
ill
mitted that such a remarkable success as
i..
mine was enough to make a man a bit
,

.

.

optimiStlC.

Easier than Learning to Operate
rra I VpeWriter

_
Through
,

The Greatest Surprise of My Life
That night I was astonished to learn that
there was but One Great Rule that covered
every sort of drawing. I mastered this rule
in just fifty minutes, and in two hours
found that I could draw. Think of it! It
was almost like magic. I had never before
been able to draw a recognizable object.
At this time I was a salesman, so that
the only time that I had to practice and
apply this secret, this Rule, was in spare
minutes when at the office or at home. But

,

.

.

,

.

.

this amazing system, drawing can
be taught as easily as anything else. In his
simple home-study course this world-famous
cartoonist, Charles Lederer. teaches you to
draw just as a business school teaches you to
keep books, or operate a typewriter or write
But it is a hundred times simshorthand.
pier than any of those accomplishments.
And the best part Of it all is. that the
course teaches you. to draw so that you can
That
sell your pictures right from the start.
is really the most important part after all.
that
is
sell
his
work,
and
wants
to
Every one
just what you can do, with Mr. Lederer's
great secret.
Don't misunderstand, I am not praising
myself.
The point is this, if I, who never
.

—

.

Most Fascinating Business

in

the World

was

able to draw at all, could achieve
really remarkable success, others can do
same, or better.
See for yourself, send for the course
If you can draw at all you
try it out.
probably get along even faster than I,
you will find modern commercial art,

—

this

the

and
will

and
the

most fascinating and delightful work imaginable.
Remember, that opportunities in this
uncrowded field are unlimited.
There is a
constantly growing demand for cartoonists
and illustrators.
If you like to draw, or If
you think that you would like to draw, don't
miss this wonderful opportunity to learn in
an evening or two of your spare time.

Five Days Free Trial
We want

you to prove to your own satisfaction the tremendous value of Mr. Lederer's
discovery.
It will not cost you one penny.
We want you to examine the Entire Course
our
expense
at
for Five days.
If you will
just fill out the coupon below, detach it, and
mail it to us, we will gladly send you the complete course for your approval.
We feel sure
that when you see the surprising simplicity
of this method you will agree with us that it
is the greatest discovery ever made in this
field.

—

Look it over, test it out then if after
days you decide that you want it, send
us $7.00. If you do not wish to keep it, return it to us and forget the matter.
But act AT ONCE.
Learn to draw
whether or not your aim is commercial art.
It is a big asset no matter what field you are
in.
Let us disclose to you the whole secret.
Detach the coupon and MAIL IT TODAY.
five

Independent Corporation
319 Sixth Ave.,
New York City

Dept. D-l 1 57

(FREE EXAMINATION COUPON)

¥_ j
j
Independent
Corporation
Publishera of The Independent Weekly

„
Dept. mi=v
D-1157

no

c- .la
m
i
319 Sixth
Ave.,
New v
York
City
You may send me the Course or Courses checked be•

.

Within five days after receipt I will either remall
low.
the course (or courses) or send you the price indicated
after each ln ful1 payment

The Lederer Art Course

n
"

O
"

By

($7).

Charles Lederer.

Super-Salesmanship ($7).
By Arthur Newcomb.
Both Memory Course ($7).
By David M. Both,
How to Bead Character at Sight ($7).

f
Bv

Dr.

K M H

Blackford,

Mastel

Frederick Houk Law.
rj Practical Course in Personal Efficiency
By Edward Earle Purinton.
Ferrin Home-Account System ($3.50).

($7).

XT wfek™ m"

LJ indepe

(52

issues— 15c

per copy),

wsme
Address
Pict. -Play 7-20
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SIMPLIFIED

Wanted:

SHORTHAND
LEARN

For the first time in the history of moving pictures it is
now possible for you to get
consideration from the big film

5 Evenings
Absolutely astounding
tile yuiCkneSS,
the cerwith
and ease
which you learn K. I.
Shorthand.
Spare-time,

directors.

get your photograph
before the directors, many of
whom are in urgent need of
new "screen-faces."

—

study
hero's
pastime
genuine
SIMPLI-

the

necessary

Mental

shading.

Taking Notes in
K. I. Shorthand

ruled

;

no
friction

WONDE11FUL SUCCESS.

and

eliminated.

Free lessons,

course sent on 30 days' approval.
Lesions of testimonials. Try lesson below.
full

Here's\

p and, this is

&

Write

To meke path you sim-

C th

s

ply write^o and with these two eosy

movements of your pencil, you have
16 pencil
ir.fde a word that needs
movements- when writteh in longhfnci,
Here's

^\

*"]

so it is cosy to wr'ite

t^

1

snc^

^"P

^

Ralph Ince, famous Selznick director, says
"There are many young girls who could make
good in the movies. I will be very glad to take
advantage of your service." Marshall Neilan.
known everywhere for his work in directing
Mary Pickford, says "I am convinced that
the service you render screen aspirants offers
:

SELECT your own subject

write

We

pat.

personalities to moving picture diP. A. Powers, of Universal, says
"A new crop of film stars will be needed' at
once to supply the insistent demand."
With the assistance of famous directors and motion
picture stars we have prepared a printed guide, "The
New Road to Film Fame," which tells you what to do
and gives full directions.
rectors."

If you have learned the above in 5 minutes you should learn the whole system
within 5 hours after which you develop
speed with pleasant practice.
$5,000 reward on superiority of K. I. Shorthand.
Whatever your occupation is you may add
to your value and do better financially if
you learn K. I. Shorthand.
It will improve your capability of action, your memory
and your general efficiency.
;

Take down speeches,

dictation,

telephone messages, orders, sermons

and others the Bales of which ran into millions of copies. Send
as many poems as you wish. Don't Delay. Get Busy —Quick.

CHESTER MUSIC C0jR3j3SlBS Chicago, III.

a fascinating profession paying big salaries.
Don't miss this opportunity. Send ten cents (Postage or
Coin) to cover postage and wrapping this new guide.
Get it at once it may start you on the road to fame
and fortune.
Screen Casting Directors Service, Dept.
E-5, Wilmington, Delaware.
is

—

Write the Words
For a Song

Unless you are sincere in your desire to get in the
movies, please do not send for this printed guide.

FREE
To prove

to you the
Simplicity of the genuine K. I. Shorthand we
would like to send you

FREE

new

the

with two
}/ou

as
like.
it

taking
K.
I.

as

fast
I

down

am,
in

SHORTHAND."

als,

brochure

and

testimonifurther in-

formation

about this
easily learned system.
Inexpensive as a box
of
or a few
cigars

of candy
Recommended by numerous readers of this magazine. Fill out
or copy the coupon below and mail to us
promptly.
You will be surprised and delighted. Mention "Picture-Play Magazine."

boxes

•!

Write the words for a song.
revise
song-poems, compose music for them, and
guarantee to secure publication on a royalty
basis by a New York music publisher.
Our
Lyric Editor and Chief Composer is a
song-wriler of national reputation and has
written
many big song-hits.
Mail your
song-poem on love, peace, victory or any

SUBMIT YOUR SONG POEM 5 ON ANY 5UBJECI
FOR MY PERSONAL CRITICISM AND ADVICE
ACCEPTABLE WORDS WILL BE REVISED, FURNISHED
WITH APPROPRIATE MUSIC, COPYRIGHTED AND
EXPLOITED UNDER MY ORIGINAL METHODS FOR
FACILITATING THE PUBLICATION OR OUTRIGHT
SALE OF SONGS. VALUABLE BOOKLET ON SONG
WRITING 3F^fJ_FRJ^0N REQUEST. WRITE TO ME TO-DAY
AUTHOR OF I'M Vying THE LEAVES SO They won't COM
down-'doh't forget old dixieland" and others

10

GAIETY THEATRE

Learn

BID.

How to

NEW

is

stories,
can learn

|T

•

YORK.

Write

There
Shnrt
Stories demand
«7f«VrC aSUriCS

a

You

how to write at home in spare time. Jack
London said so. He and other great writers have endorsed our home study course. Course in fascinating
and takes only a few of your spare hours.
d details of oar Limited Intro.
lA/rifa
tup f
roe hnnlr
Tree
DUUH an
Wriie fTQr
ductort Offer.
No obligations.
Hoosier Institute, S. S.
Ft. Wayne, Ind.
Dept 61SS

POPULARITY* FOLLOWS

.UKULELE
you play quaint, dreamy Hawa
music ur latest songs on the Uku
you will be wanted everywhere,
teach by mail 20 simple
lessons ; give you free a
genuine Hawaiian Ukulele,
music, everythin g— no
extras. Ask us to send the
story of Hawaiian music.
If

You

or

154 East 32nd

Address

at

Institute of

I

time.

I
I

easy

No prevlousexpeiioncetieee*»ary. Our

home

course turns out more successful

scenario vrltcrs than all other schools together.
IWritenowuid get b y return moll FREE Booklet,
'valuable Information, Special Pries and Brtw» Offer

Chicago Photoptoywrtght Colleg»,Box 278X7

Cl

WRITE A SONG
Love, Mother, home, childhood,

any

or

subject.

THOMAS MERLIN, 268

Words Today.

Reaper Block,

Chicago

3

Submit your Song-Poems on any subject for ouRADvicE.^fU
WE REVISE P0EMS.C0MP05E MUSIC OF ANY DESCRIP-^^3
TION.SECURE COPYRIGHT AND EMPLOY ORIGINAL
_^fCTI l^CONTAINS
BLIM
METHODS FOR FACILITATING FREE

J]

New

Yoi-k, N. V.

INSTRUC-

°N

EVEKTBRANCH

v£^0f this BSENTIALAND FACINATING PROFESS

'

kU^uLAR
^<mV
iLlj^WlDERSCOPEAND
SONG

fcX^^KNICKERBOCKER

Piano!

This Interesting Free Book
shows how you can become a
skilled player of piano or ortran in
yo t ow n home, at one-quarter usual
cost.
Dr. Quinn's famous Written
Method is endorsed by lead'ntr mns'c'ans find heads of Stnr.e Con servator'es. Successful 25 years. Play
chords at once and complete piece in every key, within 4 lessons.
Scientific yet easy to understand
Fully illustrated. For beginners or
Diploma granted. Write
teachers, old or yountr. All music free.
today for 64 -pace free hook. "How to I,earn Piano." M. L. Quinn

598 Columbia

patriotic

compose music and

I

OFSATISFAC-^f.1 |L>"^0N.M GREAT WORK ACCOriPLISHED BY THE POP

St.

Conservatory, Studio JT,

NEW YORK

isBookM

CONCERNS GUARANTEE-^

Music

Learn

STUDIOS

Times Square,

^

NEW YORK, N. Y.

Please send Free Brochure EK-1S1 of
K. I. Shorthand, with Two Lessons,
Guarantee and Testimonials.

Name

Broadway

_>flrflM 5>^WLUABLE
SMGS^ffC|^J^
T0MNNMmu

No

Dept. 4-H

submitted

TION OR OUTRIGHT SALE Of
UNDER THIS SUCCE55FUL^-^^<«g|il!lt^THETRUTHC0NCERNING

will love it.
oblig-atiort- absolutely free.
The Hawaiian

ILL.

Fitzgerald Bldg.,

guarantee publication. Send

1400 Broadway

CHICAGO,

Poems

free.

BROADWAY COMPOSING
104 E

Tl

8 South Wabash Ave.

examined

"

for short

photoplays and feature articles.

other subject to us today.
are

Photoplay Ideas Bring $25 to $200
Yon can cash Id your "happy thoughts'* and
learn big money right in your own home in spare

trial lessons,

guarantee,

"Talk

We

make

your memoranda quickly.
Improve your
efflcieni y.
K. I. Shorthand is used by professional and business men personally; and
by many practical stenographers.

is

Mr. Leo Friedman

It also contains endorsements of our service from fapeople, statements from directors, portraits of celebrated stars and direct advice to you from Mollie King.

talks,
;

write the music and guarantee pubacceptance. Our leading composer

one of America's well-known musicians, the
author of many song successes, such as "Meet
Me Tonight in Dreamland," " Let Me Call You
Sweetheart," "When I Dream of Old Erin,"

Already you have learned four K.I.
Shorthand si£ns you won't forget.
Wi'th the other signs and easy directions you can learn to iridic ate
every word in the di Ctio nary in
quarter to twentieth of the time "required in ordinary writing, as ra pidly as words are spoken!

AMAZINGLY EASY

dictates,
to us.

poem

lisher's

:

mous

This

—love, patriotism—^

what the heart

then submit your

:

many new

O

the two together., and you have
Here

No matter where you

we

live,

tainty

lines

Faces for the Movies
Hundreds of All Types Needed. You May
Have Perfect Screen Features

IN

FIED method. No

Screen-

Rd, Boston, 25, Mass.

IN

WINMNGTHE WAR

IS

ONLY AN INDEX TO THE tlUOt

GREATER OPPORTUNITIES AFFORDED BY PEACE,

STUD1OS201Ga1£TyBldg,N.YCitU

SONG WRITERS

catchy melody for your sons poem is
guaranteed for you do not pay for this work
until mss. has been examined by you and

A

pronounced

ITWITirt
iTIVILJllo

satisfactory.

Just

off

the press—'

How

to

We
write a Song Hit."
Send for it.
are holding a copy for you.
THE STORK MUSIC PUBLISHINC COMPANY
New York
DepJ. "C"
Gaiety TheMre Bldg.
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HELENE CHADWICK

-

CLARA WILLIAMS

-

LOUISE

FAZENDA

In "The Wonder Book for Writers" which we

way

Stars point out the easiest

to

-

RUTH

will send to

you

—

—

—

,

i

ROLAND

RUTH STONEHQUSE

-

ABSOLUTELY FREE,

these

-

MAY ALLISON

famous Movie

turn your ideas into stories and photoplays and become a successful writer.

Millions of People Can Write
Stories and Photoplays and
Dorit
It /

Know

THIS

the startling assertion reE. B. Davison of
New York, one of the highest paid
writers in the world. Is his astonishing statement true? Can it be possible
there are countless thousands of people
yearning to write, who really can and simply
haven't found it out? Well, come to think of
it, most anybody can tell a story. Why can't
most anybody write a story? Why is writing supposed to be a rare gift that few possess?
Isn't this only another of the Mistaken Ideas the past has handed down to
is

cently

made by

us? Yesterday nobody dreamed man
could fly. To-day he dives like a swallow
ten thousand feet
LETTERS LIKE THIS above the earth and
laughs down at the
ARE POURING IN
tiny mortal atoms
"I wouldn't take a million dollars for it. "--MARY WATSON
Fairmont. W. Va.
of his fellow -men
"Itis worth itsweightln gold."
below! So Yester-G. MOCKWITZ. New Castle.
Wash.
day's "impossibil"Every obstacle that menaces
success c an be mastered through
ity" is a reality tothorough syssimple

this

bat

tem."-MRS. OLIVE MICHAUX.

Charleroi, Pa.
"It contains a gold mine of
valuable suggestions." — LENA

BAILEY, Mt. Vernon,
1

'I

can only say that I

III.

am amazed

that it is possible to set forth the
principles of
short story and

photoplay writing in such a clear,
concise

manner. "-- GORDON

MATHEWS. Montreal,

Can.
"1 received yonr Irving System
some time ago. It is the most
remarkable thing I have ever
Mr. Irving certainly has
story and play writing
amazingly simple and easy."—
seen.

made

ALFRED HORTO,

Niagara

Palls. N. Y.

day.

"The time will
come," writes the same
authority,

"when

mil-

lions of people will be
writers
there will be
countless thousands of
playrights,
novelists,

—

magazine and
newspaper writers
they are coming, coming — a whole new world
of them " And do you
scenario,

—

!

"Of all the compositions I have
read on this subject, I find yours
the most helpful to aspiring
authors." — HAZEL SIMPSON
Literary Editor,

NAYLOR,

know what

these writare
doing
Why, they are

ers-to-be

now?

armies of
— —young
and

men

Motion Picture Magazine.
"With this volume before him,

the

the veriest novice should be able
to build stories or photoplays that
will find a ready market. The best
treatise of its kind I have encountered in 24 years of news-

old, now doing mere
clerical work, in of-

paper and literary work." -H. PIERCE WELLER.
Managing Editor, The Bdjgbampton Press.
"When I first saw your ad I
was working in a shop for $30 a
week. Always having worked
with my hands, I doubted my
ability to make money with my
brain. So it was with much skepticism that I sent for yonr Easy
Method of Writing. When the

System arrived,

I carefully stud-

it evenings after work. Within
a month I had completed two

ied

playa, one of which sold for $500,
the other for $450. I unhesitatingly say that I owe it all to the
Irving System.
KINDON, Atlantic
N. J.

"-HELEN

Cm,

them
fices,

keeping

books,

Belling merchandise, or

even

driving

running

trucks,
elevators,

street cars, waiting on
tables, working at barber chairs, following
the plow, or teaching
schools in the rural

and women,
young and old, by
scores, now pounding
districts;

typewriters, or standing behind counters, or
running spindles in
factories,

bending over

own Imagination may provide an endless goldmine of Ideas that bring Happy Success and
Handsome Cash Royalties. How new writers get

machines, or doing housework.
Yes
you may laugh
but these are The Writers of
Tomorrow.
For writing isn't only for geniuses as most people

sewing

—

order to become
two things are
BUT
a
to learn the ordinary

essential in
writer. First,
principles
of writing. Second, to learn to exercise your faculty of Thinking. By exercising a thing you develop
Your Imagination is something like your right
it.
arm. The more you use it the stronger it gets.
The principles of writing are no more complex than
the principles of spelling, arithmetic, or any other

Thousands of people imagine they need a fine
education in order to write. Nothing is farther
from the truth. Many of the greatest writers were
the poorest scholars. People rarely learn to write at
schools.
They may get the principles there, but
they really learn to write from the great, wide, open,
boundless Book of Humanity! Yes, seething all
around you, every day, every hour, every minute,
in the whirling vortex—the flotsam and jetsam of
Life
even in your own home, at work or play, are
endless incidents for stories and plays a wealth
Every
of material, a world of things happening.
one of these has the seed of a story or play in it.
Think! If you went to a fire, or saw an accident,
you could come home and tell the folks all about it.
Unconsciously you would describe it all very realistically. And if somebody stood by and wrote down
exactly what you said, you might be amazed to find
your story would sound just as interesting as many
you've read in magazines or seen on the screen.
Now, you will naturally say, "Well, if Writing is as
simple as you say it is, why can't J learn to write?"
Who says you can't?

—

names into

How

ABSOLUTELY
GET

chance they had first learned the simple rules of
writing, and then given the imagination free rein,
they might have astonished the world!

simple thing that anybody knows. Writers learn
to piece together a story as easily as a child sets up
a miniature house with his toy blocks. It is amazingly easy after the mind grasps the simple "know
how." A little study, a little patience, a little confidence, and the thing that looks hard often turns
out to be just as easy as it seemed difficult.

ARE

print.
How to tell if you
to develop your "story fancy,"
weave clever woi d-pictures and unique, thrilling,
realistic plots.
How your friends may be your
worst judges. How to avoid discouragement and
the pitfalls of Failure. How to WIN!
This surprising book is
FREE.
No charge. No obligation. YO UR copy is waiting
for you.
Write for it NOW.
IT. IT'S
YOURS. Then you can pour your whole soul into
this magic new enchantment that has come into
your life story and play writing. The lure of it, the
love of it, the luxury of it will fill your wasted hour3

their

a writer.

think. Don't you believe the Creator gave you a storywriting faculty just as He did the greatest writer?
Only maybe you are simply "bluffed" by the
thought that you "haven't the gift." Many people are simply afraid to try.
Or if they do try, and
their first efforts don't satisfy, they simply give up
in despair, and that ends it.
They're through.
They never try again. Yet if, by some lucky

dull moments with profit and pleasure. You
have this noble, absorbing, money making new
profession!
And all in your spare time, without
interfering with your regular job.
Who says you
can't make "easy money" with your brain!
Who says you can't turn your Thoughts into
cash!
Who says you can't make your dreams
come true! Nobody knows

and
will

— BUT

WILL TELL YOU.

THE BOOK

So why waste any more time wondering, dreamSimply fill out the coupon below

ing, waiting?

BUYING anything, you're getting it
ABSOLUTELY FREE. A book that may prove
the Book of Your Destiny. A Magic Book through
you're not

which men and women young and old may learn to
turn their spare hours into cash!
Get your letter in the mail before you sleep toWho knows it may mean for you the
night.
Dawn of a New To-morrow! Just address The
Authors' Press, Dept.J56, Auburn, New York.

—

BooKFREE

Tfiis

—

^^>m Book
/•"Writers

book has recently
LISTEN! A wonderful FREE
subject— book that

a
been written on this very
about the Irving System a Startling
of Writing Stories and Photoplays. This amazing book, called " The Wonder Book
for Writers," shows how easily stories and plays are
i

1

tells all

New Easy Method

—

How many
conceived, written, perfected, sold.
who don't dream they can write, suddenly find it
out. How the Scenario Kings and the Story Queens
live and work.
How bright men and women, without any special experience, learn to their own
amazement that their simplest Ideas may furnish
brilliant plots for Plays and Stories.
How one'a

I

THE AUTHORS' PRESS,

I

Send me

Dept. 156, Anburn, N. Y.

ABSOLUTELY FREE "The Wonder Book for

Writers." This does not obligate
j

Name
Address

.

I

I
I

City

and State

.

me

in

any way.
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ELAINE HAM MERSTEIN

Remember when you

played

and
buried treasure? That

pirates as a youngster

dug

for

was the quest of adventure.
It's just as keen today. You're
always looking for it "just
around the corner. " And you'll

EUGENE O'BRIEN

F

find

it

at

the nearest theatre

where Selznick Pictures are
shown.

ZENA KEEFE

That's

why

PICTURES

Create

At

Theatres

Happy Hours
Where Quality Rules
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New?

revolution has been going on in the "pie and slapstick" studios.

—

n

Out

of

it

is

and with much
beginning to
the fate of which'"' you, Mr. and Mrs. Fan, by your
of the old burlesque left out
approval or disapproval, will soon be called upon to decide.

emerge a new kind of comedy

—

five reels in length,

By Charles Phelps Cushing
denly arrived at a resolution, and the wrinkles of
brow smoothed into a glistening expanse of

his

smooth

paint.

With a determined effort and much grunting he
wedged his bulk inside a little telephone booth and
managed to get the door closed after him. Those
were the happy ante-bellum days, when everything
functioned always as it should, so he must have suc-

ON

a broiling summer morning in the dog days of
1916 the solitary figure of

ceeded in getting the desired telephone number. For
presently he emerged, grimly smiling.
Half an hour later two heavily laden pie wagons
rumbled into the park and backed up to a deserted
lunch counter. The fat young man stood by, rubbing his hands in satisfaction, and watched the
drivers unload a cord and a
half of fresh custard pies. The
white bulldog, meanwhile, sat
He had just completed a hair-raising scene in
upon his haunches and, looking
which he and his fair companion had been
up piteously at his master,
whirled down a roller coaster.

a fat young man in grotesque raiment, with a brown derby hat three
sizes too small for

him and

whined.

Two young women
flapper

shoes three sizes too large, might

have

observed pacing

been

rest-

up and down the deserted
boardwalks of an amusement park
lessly

from

New York

City.

He had

and

In the
the

just comwhich he

his fair companion had been whirled
a roller coaster, and now, following

down

the custom of that day, in which comedies
were largely "made up as they went
along," he was trying to figure out a new
piece of business, something that "would

knock 'em

stiff."

Ker-flip
ker-flop
ker-flip
ker-flop
went the shoes upon the protesting
boards, while the fat young man meditated,
his
grease-smeared countenance
wrinkled in a soliloquy as grave as
any of Prince
!

!

!

A

Hamlet's.
white
bulldog trailed behind, shak
ing his head in solemn sympathy and sometimes indulging
in

an agitated

sniff.

Evidently enough, this was
the eve of a crisis in the fat young
gentleman's life.
Many a battle has
been fought here at Fort Lee, and this
doubtless was one of the most memorable of its kind.
It ended, however, not in our hero's
pitching himself off of the dizzy crests
of the Palisades upon the jagged rocks
below, to become a large grease spot
and a tearful memory. For he sud-

the

type,

tations.

near the crest of the Palisades of
the Hudson, just across the river
pleted a hair-raising scene in

of

accompanied by
two comically attired young men,
arrived in a flivver and greeted
our hero with respectful salu-

flatboat

!

fat

still, summer morning
young man turned to

them, bowed, swept an

arm im-

pressively toward the rising
rampart
of
custard

and spoke with
deep emotion:

pies,
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below! So Yesterday's "impossibility" is a reality today.
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come," writes the same
authority,

"when

mil-

lions of people will

—
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writers
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newspaper writers

—
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—
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doing
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young
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and old, by
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now pounding
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bending over

sewing

machines,

you may laugh
Tomorrow.
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— but
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Yes
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ulty of Thinking.
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By
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The principles of writing are no more complex than
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to piece together a story as easily as a child sets up
it.

Who
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education in order to write. Nothing is farther
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Old Comedies— Or
A

New?

Out of it is
and with much
the fate of which 'you, Mr. and Mrs. Fan, by your
of the old burlesque left out
approval or disapproval, will soon be called upon to decide.
revolution has been going on in the "pie and slapstick" studios.

beginning to emerge a

new

kind of

comedy

—

—

five reels in length,

By Charles Phelps Cushing
denly arrived at a resolution, and the wrinkles of
brow smoothed into a glistening expanse of

his

smooth

paint.

With a determined effort and much grunting he
wedged his bulk inside a little telephone booth and
managed to get the door closed after him. Those
were the happy ante-bellum days, when everything
functioned always as it should,' so he must have suc-

ON

ceeded in getting the desired telephone number. For
presently he emerged, grimly smiling.
Half an hour later two heavily laden pie wagons
rumbled into the park and backed up to a deserted
lunch counter. The fat young man stood by, rubbing his hands in satisfaction, and watched the
drivers unload a cord and a
half of fresh custard pies. The
white bulldog, meanwhile, sat
He had just completed a hair-raising scene in
upon his haunches and, looking
which he and his fair companion had been
up piteously at his master,
whirled down a roller coaster.

a broiling summer morning in the dog days of
1916 the solitary figure of

a fat young man in grotesque raiment, with a brown derby hat three
sizes too small for him and flatboat
shoes three sizes too large, might
have been observed pacing restlessly up and down the deserted
boardwalks of an amusement park
near the crest of the Palisades of
the Hudson, just across the river

from

New York

City.

He had

just

whined.

Two young women
flapper

tations.

com-

his fair companion had been whirled
a roller coaster, and now, following

the custom of that day, in which comedies
were largely "made up as they went
along," he was trying to figure out a new
piece of business, something that "would
stiff."

Ker-flip
ker-flop
ker-flip
went the shoes upon the
boards, while the fat young
!

tated,

his

!

grease-smeared

wrinkled in a

!

ker-flop
protesting
!

man medicountenance

solil-

oquy as grave as
any of Prince

A

Hamlet's.
white
bulldog trailed behind, shaking his head in solemn sympathy and sometimes indulging

an agitated sniff.
Evidently enough, this was
the eve of a crisis in the fat young
gentleman's life.
Many a battle has
been fought here at Fort Lee, and this
doubtless was one of the most memorable of its kind.
It ended, however, not in our hero's
pitching himself off of the dizzy crests
of the Palisades upon the jagged rocks
below, to become a large grease spot
and a tearful memory. For he sudin

still, summer morning
young man turned to
them, bowed, swept an arm impressively toward the rising

In the

the

down

knock 'em

the

our hero with respectful salu-

pleted a hair-raising scene in which he

and

of

accompanied by
two comically attired young men,
arrived in a flivver and greeted
type,

fat

rampart
pies,

of

custard

and spoke with

deep emotion:
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Or New?

"Fatty," as we knew him then, that same "resourceful cinematician" who since has attained renown in near-legitimate
comedy as Mr. Roscoe Conklin Arbuckle was as good as his
word about those pies. He hurled them on that broiling summer afternoon until his facial make-up washed off in rivulets
of sweat over his expansive sky-blue shirt front, until the white
bulldog looked like a yellow mongrel, and the supporting quarThe
tet of comedians became unrecognizable forms of saffron.
white amusement park was stippled with custard from the landing stage of the scenic coaster to the bottom of the swimming
pool when "Fatty" finally departed in yellow glory, shortly before sunset. He had transformed the park sparrows into wild
canaries. He left the sidewalks so spattered with slippery custard that for weeks thereafter nobody could be induced to pay
real money for an admission to the Slide for Life.
The memory of that Rattle of the Pies forcefully brings home,
by contrast, a realization of how times are changing in the
realm of film comedy. A veritable revolution is in progress.
The other day we were reintroduced to Mr. Arbuckle in the
stockade of the Famous Players-Lasky studio in Hollywood.
The plump figure that leaned gracefully against a sheet-iron
wall, posing for a still portrait, could never at first sight have
been recognized as our old friend "Fatty" of Fort Lee, the
world's champion heavyweight pie hurler.
Gone was the brown derby, gone the flapping wall-tent
trousers and the flatboat shoes, dust-covered exhibits now in a
property room's museum of motion-picture antiquities. To-day
Mr. Arbuckle affected a gray felt sombrero of conservative
width of brim, a blue bandanna neckcloth, a cowboy vest
adorned with a sheriff's star, and a brand-new pair of welltailored corduroy trousers.
Just before the shutter of the
camera clicked, he registered a benign smile and cocked a
shootin' iron.

The

man

gathered up the legs of his tripod and trotted
away with the camera over his shoulder.
Chic Sale, idol of the vaude- Mr.
Arbuckle's countenance then reville stage, has been drafted laxed into its normal gravity.
to play a real story in the
drew near and bashfully accosted
new type of comedy now Sheriff "Slim" Hoover, hero of a fivebeing made at the Christie reel film version of the "Round-Up."
slanstick factory.
This was the play, you may recall, that
disproved the saying "nobody loves a
still

We

man."
Mr. Arbuckle lightly dismissed our
natural wonder at the transformed character of his roles.
All of the famous
old time two-reel slapstick clowns, he assured us, were this season turning to
more serious five-reel comedies.
"Autre temps, autres moeurs," he
fat

observed impressively, waiting for the
idea to sink in. "Evolution progress
do you get me? You will hear the
same story everywhere you go. Talk

—

—

Mack

to

fa.

Drop

fr'mes

ftave

Prevost, a typical

she

was

changed!

at Christie's, or call on
Henry.
Here on our own
lot, Sid Chaplin has just finished
a
new five-reeler called 'One
Hundred
Million.'
Brother
Charlie, too, is said to be planning to do longer features,
It's
the
stories with plots.

Here

Mack Sennett

is

Marie

beauty, as

often seen in the two-reelers.

"L
al and long sufferin' friends,"
he declaimed, "look and get an eyeful
I'm gonna use so many dadburned custard pies in this new comedy that Charlie Chaplin will never
have the face to heave one again in

summer style for 1920."
Though the news about the

!

the course of a lifetime."

The young women winced.
men visibly shivered.

young

in

Gale

Copyright Mack Sennett Comedies.

How

Talk to the Fox
Ask Lyons and Moran.

Sennett.

people.

The
The

bulldog pleadingly pointed his nose
to the merciful heavens and howled.

early
I

Chaplin operations is still kept
somewhat a mystery, and it is
too early to do more than make
a mere announcement about
Gale Henry, we checked up on
every other point of this sur-

—
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declaration and found that every count was true.
Greater length and less slapstick is the fashion.
Property men, the most reliable witnesses of all, testify that
their orders for custard pies, buckets of paint, bananna peels,
and stepladders are falling off with amazing rapidity. There
is even a decline in the call for wild animals and one-piece
bathing suits. Meanwhile, from the studio dressing rooms, the
demand is constant and heavy for six-shooters and corduroy
trousers, gingham aprons and sunbonnets, farmers' straw hats,
denim overalls, and mail-order-house ready-made suits of circusy
cut for small-town parts and farce.
In other words, the producers of the familiar type of tworeel slapstick comedy are yielding to a powerful urge to try
something more ambitious or at least something longer and
than their staples of the past. In sudden array,
less riotous
destined to blossom forth upon the screen all at about the
same time, you shall see a luxuriant growth of fivers springing
up from soil that for many years has borne no heavier fruit
than twos.
Behind this urge, as many as three important influences appear
to be at work. The first, by general agreement, is the pressure of
the heavy hand of that ever-present ogre whose initials are
H. C. L. The high cost of producing two-reel comedies is out
of all proportion to the income they derive, as compared with
prising

—

—

the costs and possible profits of five-reelers.
The exhibitors
are unwilling to stand for a hike in the price of shorter features
so, naturally enough, the makers of two-reel offerings turn
;

hopefully toward an attempt to produce something that may
pay better on the investment.
A second consideration, which the consumer is more eager
to point out than the manufacturer of films is to confess, is
the fact that a great many picture fans are growing more and
more dissatisfied with a steady diet of custard pies and banana
peels. The old gags are not so funny as they used to be.
Half
of the spectators
for women are half of the world
seldom
care for slapstick comedy.
Femininity fails to
appreciate this form of humor.
Thousands of

—

—

these
steady patrons
of the picture
theaters are not at all amused, and often
are mildly disgusted, by an old style Mack
Sennett knockabout, or even by a milliondollar Charlie Chaplin.
And finally the producers themselves, and the actors as well, are
growing heartily tired of the mankilling frenzies of the rough-and-tumble.
They sigh for a slower tempo,
a medium more restful, and a
chance to prove that they have the
technical skill and the histrionic
art to do work more ambitious.

From a Christie
comedy of the
old' 'rough-and-

tumble" type.

For one example, when Arbuckle
was asked how he liked his
.

new

job,

he sighed

in

deep

sat-

isfaction.

"Speaking spirituously," he
replied, "I'll say I get a great
'kick'

out of

Now we

it."

You might laugh to hear the
news, but Mack Sennett says
the same thing.
He laughs as
he

it, and you laugh with
you listen for if ever,
a man had a contagious laugh,

tells

him

as

that

man

—

is

Erin's son,

Mack

Sennett; but behind the jocularity you cannot fail to discern
the
seriousness
with
which Sennett is plunging into
the making of his new five-reel
feature, "Down on the Farm."
Trailing him in and out of the

see

Marie as she appears in the new
"Down on the Farm." And

Sennett production,

they hope to

make a

maze of doors of

success of

it!

—

for
his trick studio
Sennett never can be found at his desk
you listen as you leap and take your notes
on the jump, praying that he who runs

may

read.

Now

if all that the maker of a twoknockabout had to do to become a
successful producer of fives were to add
"more of the same" without changing the
character of the comedy, Mack Sennett
would have no worries, and his recent

reel

Or New?

Old Comedies
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"So long as
is

furious,

the pace

you

can

go crazy," said
Hampton Del Ruth.

just

helped largely to support "Yankee Doodle," and an appeal to patriotism involved in the scenario aided to
draw the applause. Though this film was a financial
success, Sennett has wisely decided not to chop his
newer production off of the same block.
"Down on the Farm" is described as having something which might be recognized as a plot; a story akin
to those of the sunbonnet comedies of the legitimate
Slapsticks have not been omitted from it, but
stage.
they no longer work overtime.
The cast is familiar
Louise Fazenda, Marie Prevost, Jimmy Finlayson,
Harry Gribbon, Bert Roach, the well-known small boy;
Teddy the dog, Pepper the cat, and the rat, which I
believe is nameless
but Sennett solemnly avers that the
production is a distinct departure from anything he
has ever offered in the past. One thing is certain he
has put his heart into it, along with a good deal of
time and money.
A sharp contrast in temperaments strikes the eye of
the casual visitor when he adjourns from an interview
with Sennett to drop in on Hampton Del Ruth at the
Hollywood studios of William Fox. Sennett is vivaDel Ruth rarely smiles. He greets
cious, exuberant.
you in an office where the shades are drawn and the
furniture is somber mahogany. He is phlegmatic, philo-

—

—

:

sophic. But though he differs radically in temperament
from Sennett, his conclusions regarding longer comedy
and its needs are substantially the same. And he is

working not upon a

More

plot

five-reeler, but a six!

?

"Yes.
This has the best story of any picture I
ever made."
slower tempo?
Also more character development.
"Yes, again.
More angles of approach. In two-reel slapstick you
don't
have

A

pay much
plot and
to

attention

"Yankee Doodle

in Berlin"

would stand as

a final an-

swer to slapstick comedy's vexatious question of "what's
the world coming to ?"
But Sennett himself is the last man to cherish
any delusions about "Yankee Doodle." He
knows that it did
not constitute a fair
test of whether five
reels of unrelieved
slapstick can stand
up unbolstered on

M

their

own

legs.

The

shapely legs of the

famous
girls,

bathing

positively

ap-

pearing in person at
every performance,

"Our new comedy
different from
anything we've
made before," Del
is

Ruth added. You'd
hardly think that

the

handsome

young officer is the
convict standing
erect in the picture

above.

%

to

characterizaSo

tion.

long as the
Continued on

vage

80

"Come On
Of course the water's
just

see

the

shine on

stars

—-and

in

—

In!
fine;

who
it!

Hill!

California's proud of its sea gulls; the San
point with pride to the way the
birds keep the bay clean, and the San Diegans
boast that the gulls refuse to go farther south

Franciscans

Well, here we have
than their charming city.
Vivian Rich attempting to win a bet that a gull
ivill
go south of San Diego if he's carried,
that is.
But Vivian forgot that in a case like
A beach
this you must first catch your gull.
luncheon without salt and a golden afternoon
without a dip in the surf were the sole results
of her endeavors she used all the salt to put
on the birds' tails and all her time trying to
catch them.
And so the story stands as yet
no gull has gone south of San Diego.

—

—

—

A star, she would a-traveling go, whether the fans would let
her or no, and since the fans most emphatically felt that Pearl
White ought not to go abroad till she'd made some more pictures,
she hied away to Europe with just "The White Moll" and "The
Tiger's Cub" ready for release
and didn't tell anybody that she
was going till she asked her friends down to see her sail. Here's
the smile with which she broke the news.
And she wouldn't tell
when she was coming back, just by way of making things more
interesting.
However, with everybody else rushing abroad to make
pictures, it wouldn't be surprising if Pearl fell into line and made

—

a

few over there

—

herself.

Charlie Ray's been in the swim for a long time; even confirmed
movie haters have walked miles on rainy nights to see his pictures, and since he formed his own company and bought stories
ranging all the way from the old Hoyt farces to "Forty-five Minutes from Broadway" he's been regarded as quite the model young
man of the motion-picture world in many ways. But give the
perfect Charles a cotton bathing suit and an old swimmin' hole,
and you'd never know him for the beloved hero rube of the

—

screen.
He's perfectly capable of tying the other fellow's clothes
in hard knots and hiding 'em under the bank, and we'll bet that
even "Skinnay" couldn't remain as adamant as he does in Clare
Briggs' famous cartoons and movies, but would have to "Come
on over" when Charlie Ray wanted him to go swimming.
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"Come On

In!"

Give Blanche Sweet a
pool on a hill top, with
a sky as blue as her eyes
reflected in the water, and

you and Omar Khayyam
can have all the jugs of
wine
beneath
all
the
boughs you wish. For the
air that sweeps in from
the Pacific has a stimulating quality all its own.
and nobody needs regular
boughs when there are
plenty of rosebushes
handy.
If
you've been
wondering why you didn't
see Blanche more often on
the
wonder no
screen,
longer she'd rather gaze

—

into

this

pool than into a

camera any day.

Years of villainy have left their imprint on Joe Ryan
even
the hero of a serial and given a perfectly nice
little costar like Jean Paige he didn't know how to treat her.
Instead of following the approved pattern and being a model of
gallantry for the first time on the screen, he took Jean out into
the watery depths and then made her get out and walk back. The
fact that he had the scenario on his side hardly excuses him.
"Hidden Dangers" may be a good-enough story to thrill all serial
fans, but those of us who expected to see Joe Ryan undergo complete reformation can never forgive and forget.
;

when he was made

It takes more than a little water lo quench Dorothy Dalton's smile— and a whole ocean merely enhances the charm of her dimples, as you can see
for yourself. Dorothy is very glad to get this chance

go swimming, for, until recently, she's been
playing evenings in "Aphrodite" and making pictures, days, at Famous Players-Lasky's New York
to

studio,

as

everybody knows.

But you can't keep

a good man down, or a good swimmer away from
the water when summer comes.
And anybody
who's curious about Dorothy's fitness to qualify
under that second heading is invited to see her
swim a bigger reward than any skeptic deserves!

—

—
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We asked Marion Davies who was her favorite
dressmaker, expecting to hear her name one of
the famous modistes who have designed all sorts
But she promptly
of stunning creations for her.
replied, "Annette Kellermann," and gave us this
Furthermore, she announced
picture to prove it.
that water polo is her pet sport, and that she
hopes they'll let her play it in a picture some day.
We hope so, too and we're all ready, with a crown
of brand-new laurels, for the camera man who
took this picture told us privately that we'd need
them. He added that she looks better in a bathing suit than in any other kind of costume, in his
opinion so beware!

—

—

It's

to

nice to go South, so that you'll have fine weather as an aid

making

exteriors.

Alma Rubens knows, because she

New

tried

it,

Orleans chose to have a little flood, and
when you walked the streets you did it in a rowboat. However,
Alma had no need to complain, with Gaston Glass who stands
just behind her
and Robert Vignola to handle the oars, and
Montagu Love to sit beside her and play lookout. Alma's contribution to the success of the expedition was an umbrella, taken
along with faith in the rule that it would keep away the rain.

with this result.

—

Make it moonlight and
honeysuckle and Corinne
Griffith sitting at the edge
of a flower-bordered lagoon, feeding swans, if
you want a formula for
a prefect
summer evening. Leave out the moonlight
and honeysuckle
yes, omit even the swans
and the lagoon,
sary and you'll

—

if

neces-

still

have

the essential
For, though it
that

make

one
a

ingredient.
may be true
swallow doesn't

summer,

one

pretty girl sometimes goes

a long way toward making or marring the success
of
a summer
evening.

From what we know

of

Corinne, we're sure that
her presence never has

marred one.

—

lady

production,

"The

Highwayman,"

and

his

in

Lincoln

George

Stewart,

Anita's

brother, whom he brought into
the limelight in "Shod with
Fire."
His discovery of Lu-

Cavanaugh wasn't at all
interfered with by the fact that
she was of the opinion that
she'd left the public eye to stay
the first thing she knew, she
was signed up for a Russell
cille

"Leave It to Me."
you live in a city which

picture,
If

boasts a "big-time" vaudeville
theater, you've settled back in

your
ment

seat and left your amuseto Lucille more than once
past, probably

in the

—and,

if

no doubt you are of the
opinion that her thousand a
so,

week was honestly

earned.
the charming Lucille is
making discoveries all her own.
The other day, after watching
her finish a scene, I sauntered
across the set just as repowdering time arrived and asked

And

"How
naugh

new

?

it,
Miss CavaLearning
anything

about

in the films?"

"Yes

—

make-up,"
she
answered, with vivacity that was
truly Gaelic, despite that Irish
name of hers. "I never had to
pay attention to my face be-

fore

Copyright by Hixon-Connelly.

Portrait of Lucille Cavanaugh.

Off With the Dance!
By Helen Ogden

UP

toes, in vaudeville, Lucille Cavanaugh
a thousand-a-week headliner, and when

on her

was

she indulged in musical comedy more than
one first-nighter bought himself a sort of ten-ride
ticket in order to see the charming young Calif ornian
dance.

But now she's been discovered for the movies,
after a brief season of retirement and enjoyment of
static domesticity as the wife of a wealthy San Francisco real-estate man.
William Russell did the deed
he who is giving Christopher Columbus and D.
W. Griffith a run for their money. Just recently he
discovered beautiful Lois Lee, whom he made leading

—

— nobody

ever noticed

!"
it

CONSTANCE BINNEY
dons many a quaint costume in "The Stolen Kiss;" this ia one of the
moat charming of them ail, and we're aure that little Miaa Binney ia
aa winsome and demure in it aa the maiden of a bygone day for
whom it was intended in the first place.

•
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Marie Tries Surf
boarding
By Roy Frohman

SHE

came

swooping

after us across the
water, a slim, purfigure,
poised
ple-clad
like a winged Mercury
on the surfboard that did
a double shuffle
feet.

It

under her

bucked,

and bounced

swerved,

— the spray flew

directions, even sprinthose
of us who sat ia
kling
the stern of the launch that drew
the "Sennett speedster" and mar
veled at the flying mermaid behind.
And Marie Prevost's blue eyes danced,
and she shouted with laughter as the

in all

board stood first on one corner and
then on the other.

But Teddy wasn't so hilarious. You
know Teddy, of course, the Great
Dane who appears in so many of the
Sennett comedies. Teddy had been told
to ride the surfboard with Marie,
it's

his business to

and

obey when Joe Sim-

kins gives an order, for Joe's his trainer
and king of the realm generally. But
Teddy was sure that Joe had made a
mistake this time. He'd rehearsed the
stunt with a crack driver riding the
board, and managed to stand it, turns
and everything. But when the board
was towed out into Balboa Bay again,
and Marie got on it, Teddy grew uneasy.
When he was placed in front
of her, and the launch began to speed
up, he growled in both first and second
bass and said he'd get off and finish
the trip on foot.
And then, the next
time the board tried to hurdle a wave
and duck under it at the same time, he
did get off jumped into the water and
swam straight toward the propeller of
the launch in which Joe Simkins sat,

—

along with the camera
of us.

man and

the rest

—

Now Teddy's a valuable dog too
valuable to be made into one hundred
and seventy pounds of sausage de luxe.
Joe's language shattered the atmosphere.
But Teddy gleefully paddled
alongside and was hauled into the
launch by willing hands, whereupon he
straightway turned himself into a giant
rotary shower bath for our benefit, and
Joe touched him up with a club and
gave some warnings regarding future
conduct.

Alice Unreserved
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But they did no good. After
the trip back to shore, even daring
way waving one hand in the air,
thing the expedition retraced its

—
—

say

its

waves

?

And

Marie had finished
to do stunts on the
and all that sort of

—

steps
or should I
once more Teddy declined the

honor of riding with Marie and finished the trip in
defiance of Joe's shouted commands.
Marie had an inspiration then, and the next trip
was made out from shore instead of toward it, with
Joe remaining on the beach. If Teddy chose to join
his master he'd at least run no danger of encountering
And as Teddy ungallantly
the whirling propeller.
voted to stick to Joe no matter whether he was coming or going, he let himself in for a half-mile swim
back to shore, while Marie wailed with horror, convinced that he was just going down for the last time,
and the hundred-pound surfboard, with its steel and
lead "innards," bucked more wildly than ever.
She got back to shore to find Teddy enjoying an
alcohol rub, and gave up hers for his sake, while she
This was a
ran off to a neighboring cave to dress.
proceeding,
the
only
doorway
between
hazardous
as
Marie and the outer world was an overcoat, held outHowever, a change of cosstretched by her mother.
tume under unusual circumstances means nothing to
the fair Marie, and soon she came running down the
beach toward her master, the camera, clad all in white

bathing suit, pompon-trimmed turban,
white fox fur- -to be worn on her wrist, of course.
And then Marie changed costumes again and posed
some more. Even the camera man was inspired.
"That's chic !" he murmured, as Marie tucked her
brown curls up under her hat and posed most fetchingly
Pretty good for the camera man,
atop some piling.
wasn't it?
But he regretted it later, when she seanymphed it on a rock at the edge of the bay. For
he couldn't say it twice, and didn't know what else
silver-edged

to say.

The sun disobligingly got lower and lower, but Marie
posed on and on and the camera man shot and shot.
"Now we'll get you on that rock, just ready to dive,"
he suggested finally. "Guess we can't, though it'd be
a time exposure, and I don't believe you could hold it
until I counted six."
"Yes, I can wait till I get my feet fixed on the rock."
"One two three" ever so slowly, but at last "six"
came, the sun dropped and so did Marie, into the
chilly waters of Balboa Bay
and Los Angeles and
home sixty miles away.
What about Teddy? Oh, he sat by and admired the
posing. He'd bitten Marie only once during the scrimmage on the surfboard, the second time he made his
escape and ruined quite a bit of film by jumping for
safety and his master there was nothing to worry him.

—

—
— —

—

—

—

—
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Robert Gordon proves his point that
few of us know the real Alice Joyce.

By
not at
SHE'S
don to me.

Louise Williams

all like that, really,"

"But every one says she
Gordon.

"They say

is,"

said

Robert Gor-

said I to Robert

impossible to get behind that
calm, serene reserve of Alice Joyce's and discover the
real personality behind it."
His brown eyes twinkled.
"I'm going out to the Vitagraph studio to-morrow
to see about this new picture in which I'm her leading
man. Want to go along and get acquainted with her?"
he asked.
Naturally, I did.
And I saw the real Alice Alice
unreserved. Also I got a cross section of Robert Gordon's character that was equally interesting.
You'll catch a glimpse of that Alice in the first part
of "Dollars and the Woman," in the scenes where she
and Gordon they play the parts of a young married
couple come home from the dance. This is a new Alice
Joyce an Alice wdio dances around
He's to appear soon
the room, and flirts with her husin "Robert Gordon
band who plays with a light, halfit's

r

—

—

—

;

;

Productions."

humorous touch

that

is

delightful.

;
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She was working in a scene
from "The Prey" when we
arrived at the studio, and as
we watched her Gordon
passed on to me a few ideas of
his own.
concentration that peois reserve in Miss
"She's alJoyce," he said.
ways absolutely intent on the
thing she's doing at the moWatch her while the
ment.
enexplains
that
director
she's like a
trance to her
youngster in school, and when
he gets through she'll know
wants
what
he
exactly
that
of
there'll be no retaking
know
didn't
scene because she
It's mentalwhat he meant
work
over on the
ity that gets
a pretty
know
screen, you
bebrains
any
without
face
hind it can't make an actress
And
a success in big roles.
"It's

ple think

;

!

;

Miss Joyce has a real mind,
and uses it."
She left the set just then
and crossed over to where we
sat.

And

the

aloof

calm,

manner which we've always
associated

with

Alice

Joyce

was gone, replaced by a frank
charm that did indeed banish
the barrier.

You'd have

thought

that

she and Robert Gordon had
made faces over the back
fence when she was in pinafores, and he wore kilts
yet
they'd been acquainted only
since the beginning of their
work on "Dollars and the
Woman." However, they met
on an unusual basis. In the
first place, nobody on earth
could help being friends with
Robert Gordon; he's one of
those radiantly friendly people who like the world so well
that the world reciprocates.
And in the second, Alice
Joyce had wanted to screen
that story for years.
"I read it when it ran in a
magazine, a long time ago,"
she told me.
"And then,
when Ethel Clayton did it, a
few years back, I had all I
could do not to be absolutely

—

jealous.

So

delighted I

just imagine

was when

it

how
was

given to me.
I like it better
than any other picture I've
ever made."
Gordon felt much the same
way about it. And so they
met within the background of
the story, in a way, with the
thought of the roles they
were to play well in mind.

'She's a talented actress as well as a beautiful

woman."

Ulllllllllllllllllllllll
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"We had such a lot of fun while we worked," Miss
Joyce told me. "We'd work out things between scenes;
little bits of action that we'd thought of which seemed
in naturally, and good entrances, and all that
Of course, our ideas weren't always
of thing.
good ones, but some of them worked out beautifully.
Now how's the new company?"
"Fine," Gordon told her.
It was "Robert Gordon
Productions" that she referred to, and she asked him
about it as interestedly as if she'd been his sister.
was furnishing the capital? What kind of pictures

to

come

sort

—

Who

was he planning

to

make ?

"Well, everybody's always remembered me as Huck
Finn, in 'Tom Sawyer,' and as the Tennessee Shad, in
'The Varmint' and I want to go on playing that type
of American boy.
I'm crazy about character work,"

—

he told us. "Though I like just straight roles too, like
"
the one I had in 'Dollars and the Woman.'
That's the picture they both kept going back to
they couldn't help it. I don't know that I blamed them,
they'd put so much of themselves into it.
People say
it's the best thing Alice Joyce has ever done, and I'm
inclined to agree with them.
"The people with whom you work make such a difference," Miss Joyce told me.
"Of course, my leading men have to be changed according to the story;
for instance, in 'The Prey,' the man who played opposite me had to be of an entirely different type from
Percy Marmont, for example, who played opposite me
in 'The Sporting Duchess' and several other pictures.
And each person has just his own idea of a picture.
Mr. Gordon's and mine seemed to harmonize in 'Dollars and the Woman'; we both saw the characters in
about the same way."
Just before she finished speaking her director called
her, but she waited until she had finished what she
was saying before she
rose to go.

"That's
perfectly
characteristic of her,"

Gordon
remarked.
"She always finishes
whatever she's doing, no matter how
small it is, before she
goes on to the next
thing.

It's

one

thing at a time

with
her,
always.
That's
another reason
why people have
always called her
reserved,

I

scenes,

when

playing

a

ter

be-

Between

lieve.

that

she's

characcalls
for

big acting,
she just stays
right in that
lots of

character
she'll sit by herself and think about it
concentrate on it. Why, sometimes when we're working together I've completely forgotten that she was any
one but the character she was playing."
She joined us again then, and they told me amusing
little things about some of their work together.
"I had one terrible day while we made 'Dollars and
the Woman,' " Gordon said. "I did nothing but eat all
day long.
First thing in the morning we made the
scene in which I take a wealthy capitalist to dinner.
The whole meal had to be shown everything from
clams to coffee including baked potatoes, of which
finished that just before luncheon.
I'm very fond.
Right after luncheon we did a scene in which I took
Miss Joyce to dinner another complete meal including baked potatoes. Later in the afternoon we did another meal.
And finally we did the one in the first
part of the picture, where we come home from the
dance, and Miss Joyce asks if she can't make some tea
By that time I was through with food forfor me
ever, but she did manage to nibble a cake or two, just
by way of adding reality to the scene. I went home
trying to avoid the very sight of restaurants and found
!"
that my wife had ordered baked potatoes for dinner
He's very proud of his lovely young wife, Alma
Francis just about as proud as Alice Joyce's husband,
And as
James Regan, Jr., is of her, I imagine.
the husband and wife who were present exchanged
inquiries about the two who weren't there I couldn't
help wishing that those who paint life behind the screen
in lurid colors might have been at the Vitagraph studio
that day. They'd have found an Alice Joyce who has
stood apart from the public, not because she wanted to,
and
but because she put her work before all else
they'd have met a Robert Gordon who is in real life
the clean-cut, young American that he likes to play on
the screen. Real people, both
;

—

—

We

—

—

!

—

;

;

—

of them likable Bob Gordon
and Alice Joyce, unreserved.
And in "Dollars and the

Woman,"
see

a

them
best.

real

both

story,
at

you
their

—

John Chinaman
X
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Ethel Clayton's travels
in

China helped out
''All

in

in

a Night."

modern realism and to
the demand for Oriental dramas,
the Celestials on the Western
Thanks

to

coast are having their inning at

appearing

in pictures.

By Gordon Gassaway

E

VERYBODY

said

going to be a

—and

lot

it

know

you

was

of fun

how

those things always turn out;
it's a lot of fun for everybody
else.
Never again will I take
a group of fashionable Los Angelesians to a movie studio.
I tried it
just the other day, and it proved my
undoing. As we stood on the sidelines

at

Ethel

Lasky
and

the

Clayton

lot,

a

watching
group of

Chinamen make

a scene from "All
Night," one of the women uttered a piercing shriek and clutched
my arm.
"There he is !" she cried dramatically. "My Wong! I'll never see him
again!" And she burst into tears.
No, he wasn't her Chow dog, nor her husband in disguise, but
which she seemed to think more important
—he was her cook. It might be more accurate to say
her former cook. But he merely regarded her blandly
and went right on being atmosphere in a street scene
Shanghai, despite her attempts to beguile him into
coming home with her to manage the dinner partv she
was giving that evening. No more of that for "him.
The dramatic urge had seized him, and he was in the
in a

—

m

movies

to stay.

Seriously, the movies have proved a menace to the
housewives of California in just this way—but not half
as much of a menace as have the Chinese to the movies.
The screen is being swept by a great tidal wave of
yellow— note "The Yellow Typhoon," with Anita
Stewart, the Ethel Clayton picture just mentioned, and
"The Invisible Hand," Tony Moreno's serial, by way of

proof.

And

these Oriental extras

just fifty per cent

—

demand and get
more per day on the little old pay

check than do the white extras. Where five dollars
a day will compensate the Caucasian extra for a day's
work without evening clothes, the citizen of the Flowery
Kingdom will listen to nothing less than the clink of
seven and a half. They simply can't understand English when you quote lower terms.
Paul Powell, who directed "All in a Night," has
somewhat to say on the subject of this inability to
understand.
He indicated to me a picturesque native
who was fondling a newspaper with screaming headlines that ran on the bias.
"That's the man who always has the greatest difficulty in understanding what I say to him via the interpreter," he told me.
"Any attempt at flippity-flop
English gets as much response as a signal to Mars.

Yesterday I heard him chatting with another Chinaman.
He was remarking 'Well, I don't care what they say,
I don't do it for three and a half, and that's all there
:

is

to

it.'

Yes, these Orientals in their simple foreign

way

are about as mentally inefficient as foxes."
Like John Brown's soul, the movies have gone march-

ing on in this matter of Oriental atmosphere.

Two

years

ago the director who tried to get real Chinese atmosphere generated by natives was out of luck. But for
this picture Powell reproduced Shanghai on the Lasky
lot so that it looked more natural than Shanghai itself,
and as a result Chinatown was as deserted as it has
been on certain occasions after police raids.
In reproducing the business section of Shanghai for
"All in a Night," some long technical conferences were
held.
Ethel Clayton, who traveled in China last summer, was called in, as were the technical experts of the
studio.
On this foundation of opinion the sets were
built.
Just as the camera was about to turn, out to
the studio came Tom Gun, noted Chinese aviator.
"Hai-yai !" and likewise "Wot the 'ell !" exclaimed
Tom, lamping the much-conferred-upon set.
"Where you catchum Japanese blidding in China?"
he asked.
It was discovered that a fine example of Japanese
architecture reared itself in the center of Shanghai.
Sixty-two haughty Chinese extras had to be sent back
to their lottery games until the Japanese menace was
expurgated.
This leads us to another interesting aspect of Oriental
atmosphere. On a day when the lotteries were making
heap yen for all who played them, only about onethird of the needed number of extras showed up.
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Miss Clayton's assistance in discovering technical
errors was invaluable in producing "All in a Night."
The Japanese arrived and were presented with neat
Just as we arrived, she stripped the shirt off a young
Chinese boy who was fishing in a Shanghai bund, or
and nifty Chinese suits in which lo camouflage themwhatever they call water wells over there. At least,
selves.
Hot dog! Banzai!"
Off it came, for it
she ordered the shirt stripped.
"Saki! Goodness gracious
The dressing-room walls bulged with Nipponese seems that the Far East fishing costume is decollette
screams.
to the waist, and consists of little below that line.
"Put on Chinese
The hours of the
should
Chinese
extra
clothes?
are
!"
spent in a most Occisay not
Dress to Suit
And would they?
dental way. The panGLAUM,
in an interview in this issue, entitled "Are
IOUISE
They would not, and
talooned ladies of the
You a Velvet or a Calico Girl?" calls attention to the
forgather t o
so there was nothing
value of choosing your costume to suit your type.
Louise Williams, who wrote the interview with Miss Glaum,
gossip with a vigor
to do but inject a lot
has begun a series of fashion articles for PIC TURE-PLAY each of
the
which
carries
of wild Japanese into
which will deal with a specific type of girl. Every girl will find
audithe busy marts of
conversation
on
her own type in one or another of these articles.
wait
Shanghai
or
waves as far
tory
Each article will take for a model a celebrated screen star
who represents a distinct type of feminine beauty, and will be
until the run on the
away as Wally Reid's
illustrated copiously by photographs of the star in her latest
lotteries
was over.
dressing rooms. And
gowns.
The Lasky forces
were they discussing
May Allison has been chosen by Miss Williams as being
waited.
the servant problem
typical of the blond girl of debutante age who can wear the
very smartest styles of strictly American design. She will be
But if a director
or the high cost of
the subject of the first article, to appear in our next issue.
They
wants a Chinese exchow mien ?
Everything about Miss Allison's costumes, from the top of her
Nor
we
not
did
tra suddenly to unwere
hats to the tips of her dainty boots, will be discussed and
or
likee"
derstand some delistop
"no
a
commented on.
Don't miss this series!
cate bit of business
"no sabbee" or "allee
"Get some Japanese and

in

fill

with them," ordered

Powell.

!

We

Do You

Your Type?

.

mob

!

samee" or any other
vegetable-vender's exanent cigarette smok-

and

to execute it with
the finesse of a
Walthall, he has only to set him to work opposite a
The light which illumines the Chinese inJapanese.
telligence is blinding, and his acting ability, for the
moment, unparalleled. He becomes Lew Cody, Norma
Talmadge, Nazimova, and Conway Tearle all in one.
all

Remove

his

Japanese exam-

and

ple

light
out.

the

be-

comes a Chinese

extra,
nothing

more.
Which
be

all

;

drink."

flickers

He

pression. The conversation was
ing as a practice for perfect ladies, and how much
higher they were going to be worn this summer, and
matrimonial mishaps among the white film crowd.
"Can that stuff," remarked one lotus-blossom lady.
"They want me to do a fall in the water for a dollar.
They must think I'm a down-and-out Mack Sennett
Nix on the water stuff it's bad enough to
beauty.

that

Do you know the difference between a "lens louse"
and "a film hog?" So do the Chinese, and they prove
it on even possible occasion, according to Paul Powell.
They know that a lens louse is an actor who negotiates
himself into the full eye of the camera and cozes his
confreres into the background, and that a film hog is
an acting person who will delay every gesture and

saves Lew
Cody, Norma
Talmadge et al.
from being permanently

out-

classed.

An

interpreter isn't

always

as necessarv as he seems.

facial expression just as
long as possible in order
to use up as much film as
director
will
allow.
the
The Chinese are champions
at lens-lousing and
film-hogging.
year was spent
by Director Powell
among the Crow
Indians of New
Mexico or Wy-

A

:

—

;
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wherever the Crows nest. During that time he studied
these repressed people, and now he has evolved the
startling' theory that the Chinese extras are derived
from the same racial root as the Crows. They are
leaves off the same plant, he says.
Promise a Crow a dollar at eleven-thirty a. m. tomorrow and that Crow expects that dollar at eleven-

He

does not expect it at eleven-twenty-nine or
thirty.
he exat eleven-thirty-one, but at eleven-thirty.
flimsy
not
piece
of
a
pects a round, hard, metal dollar,

And

Promise a Chinese extra eight
green, engraved paper.
dollars at six o'clock in the evening and at six o'clock
said extra will be barking for said eight. Likewise, tell
a Chinese extra to execute a flank movement in a cerYou
tain way before the camera, and then shut up.

make him do differently. It has percolated into
mind as though into a pool of hardening cement.
To get it out and change it you would have to crack his
can't

his

head.

Take

a

good

—

him
he slipped one

look at

"The Invisible
Hand" subjected
Tony Moreno

over on Director

Paul Powell.

to the Oriental

menace.

But far be it from me to disparage the
Oriental actor. For his bad traits he shares with
his white brothers, who have been at the game
longer than he has, and so are more adept at
shaping its tools to fit their own hands. And
the Chinaman has many a good characteristic
Furtherto discount the effect of his bad ones.
more, there are some remarkably good actors
among the Chinese. It is safe to prophesy that
at some not-far distant day we will have a
Chinese star or two for Hayakawa and Tsuru
Aoki have already proved what the Japanese can

—

and as has been remarked, that's
Chinaman needs to put him at his acting,

do

in that line,

all

a

ambitious best.
lllllllllllll!l!ll!!l!l!!li!llll!lll!llllllllll!!lllllll!IIIIIIH

The
TN

order to be full of thrills,
Hair-raising stunts, and spinal
Each serial I've wisely learned
Quite all of this will need

—

chills,

Serial
A

revolution in full swing,

A
A
A

shaking throne, a quaking king,
treasury robbed, a village burned,
country to be freed

One hero with at least nine lives,
One villain armed with glistening knives,
A vamp whose hectic love is spurned,
One heroine in need

Two

A
A

A

trains derailed, a sinking ship,

Three aeroplanes wrecked

at

one

clip,

Four automobiles overturned,
At least one maddened steed;

;

rajah, shah, a mandarin,

and pandarine,
(With what these are no one's concerned,
sultan, czar,

They

help the tale to speed!)

Scenes under water by the score,
bunch o' bombs, s'teen guns or more,
And a plot too deep to be discerned
By^the wisest fan indeed!

Vara Macbeth

Jones.

Mildred
Harris

Chaplin
Child Wife
"The bells are
The birds

ringin' for

me

are singin' for

and my
"

gal,

AND

it
was right there, swinging her ukulele, a vision of long, flying, golden curls, pink-dimpled
cheeks, and laughing blue eyes, that she catapulted
into me, headfirst, as she bolted out of the door of a
dressing room at the old Griffith studio.
That's how I
somehow always remember her. She laughed first, and
then / decided not to be mad either, so we both laughed,
and the child flew along on her merry way.
That's when she was Mildred Harris, child actress, only
a few short years ago, and now she's Mildred Harris Chaplin.
Maybe it's that change of name and its implications
that make all the difference in her now, for, since that
day four years ago, she's been a wife and mother.' That
birth and death of her baby were the deepest things in her
life, and though she's a child still, frank, ingenuous, yet
there are moments when her face wears the wistful look
of a dreamer whose life has somehow missed its rightful
fufillment.
child wife, that's Mildred Harris Chaplin, and I'm sure
that if Charles Dickens were looking for somebody to play
Dora, it would be Mildred Chaplin he'd choose for the

A

part.

When Charlie Chaplin, king of comedians, married Mildred Harris, after a joyous whirlwind courtship, everybody thought what a happy marriage it would be. Charlie
built Mildred a wonderfully beautiful home, an Italian
villa, on top of a Hollywood hill
now occupied by Anita
Stewart and her husband and there the two dwelt in happiness, so far as the world knew.
But soon there were
whispers of matrimonial discontent in the big house on the
hill, rumors of temperamental unfitness between the two,
and perhaps that's what was the trouble. Charlie is brilliant, moody, temperamental, high-strung, while Mildred,
seventeen years old, the only child in her family, perhaps
wanted to keep right on being the baby, though she tried
in all sorts of plaintive little ways, it is said, to win her
brilliant husband from his moodiness.
Like little Dora, she
"just couldn't make the figures add up," and she shook
her curls and screwed her forehead into knots in vain,
trying to understand what it was all about, because of her
love for Charlie, and then, giving up in despair, went back
to her singing and dancing, like the child she really is.
Then we learned there was to be a baby, and she retired
from the screen, spending long, sweet, brooding hours preparing for the coming of the little one who was to make
everything right once more for her and Charlie.
It did
indeed seem as if the advent of his child would make every-

—

thing

come

right,

for Charlie

—

was overjoyed, they

said.

Probably the coming of a prince was never looked forward
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Like Dickens' Dora,

she just couldn't

make

the figures add up.

By Grace Kingsley

There are moments when her

face wears the wistful look
of a dreamer.

to more eagerly by more people than was the expected
arrival of the comedy king's baby.
But alas the little
one lived only a few hours.
And since that other day when I saw her on the
!

grown from a player of childish parts
but she's just the same unassuming, ingenuous being that she was in the old days. She's
always just Dora.
Now she's devoting herself to her work, going out
little, except, of course, that she accepted Lady Stuart
Mackenzie's invitation to meet the Prince of Wales at
San Diego, when they gave the big ball for him at the
Coronado Hotel, and while she still laughs and sings
and trips gayly on her way, there are long, long moments when she sits absorbed in her own thoughts, with
that tinge of wistful sadness on her young face, which
her friends are beginning to know. They say that Lady
Stewart Mackenzie is planning to carry her off to
Griffith lot she's

into a

star,

England for

a nice two months' rest this summer, and
Mildred declares herself that she needs the change.

So the other
her bungalow, which is a
miniature dwelling, at the Mayer studio, she was drinking one of the five glasses of milk which she forces herself to drink every day, in order to acquire sufficient
plumpness for picture requirements. And between sips
she told me all about her career.
In fact,
day when

she's

I

grown very

called

She was born

in

on her

thin of late.

in

Cheyenne, Wyoming, in 1901, and

her dad was division superintendent of the railroad at

She went to school there, and finally came
All through
lived in Oakland, California.
her school days she used to play at acting, though there
were no theatrical people in her family. Then they
that place.

West and

dwelt in Oregon for a time, and later, Mildred's father
dying, she and her mother came to Los Angeles. Mrs.
Harris became wardrobe mistress at the Griffith studio,
and Mildred used to play child parts.
Her first real picture role was with Vitagraph, in
"How States Are Made." Later she
Mildred's studio
bungalow.
Continued on page 84

A Movieland
In which

we take a personally con-

of the unusual spots around

By

are searching for speed, pep, and vim
Together blended in a screen hero,
We can advise you just the place to go,
This is the proper spot to look for him.
Here you will find him leaping from the rim
Of one roof to another, just as though
It were a very simple thing to throw
Oneself about the heavens to and fro.
In all the daring stunts where he has starred
He's never lost his balance nor his smile.
Photographers will never find it hard
To picture him in action, break-neck style,
Nor any scene that shows a gripping thrill.
But how, I wonder, do they take a "still"?

Los

Clara

IF you
*

Here, on

PYD

and

lots

of it—just to go

swimming
this !

It

—

in

a place

doesn 't seem
does it?

like
fair,

left,

ladies

you enjoy the briny

stuff?

Let's go

With Annette Kellermann, the mermaid queen,

Down

A

To be paid real money

your

and gentlemen, are the
famous studios of Douglas
Fairbanks, and on the right,
the more famous Douglas
greets you with his most
famous smile.

to her wet
roofless lair, all

and rocky studio;
trimmed in kelpy green,

Lighted by Sol's effulgent system, so
Dispensing with the Kliegs' bedazzling sheen.
Here Neptune's daughter floats or swims below
The deep blue ocean's bosom, to and fro
With finny neighbors perfectly at home
Where seals bask in the sun or billows foam.
In company with clivers scaly friends
And fishy properties, her time she spends
;

In picturing the pleasures of the sea,
That dry folks may enjoy them equally.

Travelogue
ducted sight-seeing trip to some
Angeles, where pictures are made.

Orvvig

YV/HEN
Ride 'em cow-

Whoop-eel

boy!

Thai's the sort

yell that's
this place

heard

of

gone up about

till,

the

if

you'd ever

racket,

you'd

wonder how the roof ever

managed

to stay on!

T^HIS

place looks like an English village street
Outside, but is unlike within the walls,
For here the great comedian treads the halls
Or struts about upon the funniest feet
That ever man disported just to cheat

and gloominess delete.
Here, clad in threadbare garments, ancient hat,
And trimmed with brief mustache and slender
He films the comedies that have a kick
And scores a hit each time he goes to bat.
Lo eveiy man or woman, girl or boy,
On seeing them will register pure joy
And merriment. From Maine to Singapore
A weary world applauds and cries for more.

you are in the mood for seeing strife
plain and desert, thrilling cowboy ait,
The red-hot Western drama, have a Hart
Production, showing well the kind of life

On

Endured by pioneers who overcame
The wild and woolly country in the name
Of progress, making land and savage tame.
The hero is a plain, upstanding man,
Six feet one; fearless, cool, and highly skilled
In handling shooting irons. They say he's killed

More "varmints" that afflict the human race,
Both man and beast before the camera than
The census man could count. Here is the place
Where scenes of lesser violence grow apace.

—

Dull, carking care,

!

stick,

Quaint, isn't it? But we
must hurry on, lest a pie
come hurtling through the
window, for us to dodge.
And now, ladies and gentlemen,

our

little

finished.

trip

is

—

Bab's

Candidate
He

way

orated his

into

politics

-and she gum-

shoed

him out

again.

By
C.

you

Edson

L.

me you
have kept out of

really loved

IF would

A

cloud came
politics."
across the blue of Barbara's
threatening a
eyes,
bright
rainfall of tears.
David Darrow arose from

and came forward as
embrace his fiancee:

his desk
if to

you,"

because
he said

tones,

"tbat

"It

is

I

love

I really

in

oratorical
forced to

am
He

put out
enter politics."
to him,
gather
her
his arm to
her
flung
back
Barbara
but
his
evaded him
the
brushed
hand
awkward
brim of her orange straw hat
and disarranged the blue ribbons and the perfect coiffure
of her brown hair. She shot
a reproving glance at him as
she stepped back, and still
holding him with a business-

head and

;

like stare, said

When I
"Please don't.
to be hugged, I will not
I've
to your law office.
something else as a reason for
being here. What I want to
know now is Why are you in
politics?
And how soon are
you going to get out?"
"Why, Barbara, dear, you
know why I have taken this
But if
plunge into politics.
you wish me to restate the
case, I'll do so, and do so
want
come

:

succinctly. The senator
has forbidden me to marry
you.
His only objection is
He's
that I talk too much.
the political boss of this State,
but he cannot dictate whom I
And because he
shall marry.
has tried to boss my heartbeats in addition to bossing
the elections, I have entered
this political race to show him
that he can't control even his

most

Barbara wanted

to

marry a winner

the winner David.

— and

to

have

own

bailiwick, either in poli-

or in affairs of the heart."
With a sweeping gesture he

tics

went

on,

raising

his

voice.

I

"
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"Our

forefathers braved the storms of an uncharted
the savage wilds of an inhospitable forest, the
poisoned arrows of a ferocious foe, and after years
of struggle with the untamed wilderness they founded
upon these shores a free and independent nation, where
sea,

"Bab's Candidate"
Adapted from a story by Forrest Crissey, and produced by
Vitagraph with the following cast:

"

every man, however humble
"Hush, David," interrupted Barbara, "I know your
Please please which do you love
oratorical ability.
most me or the sound of your voice?"
"You or my own voice? Barbara, that question

—

—

—

Barbara Marvin

Corinne

Senator Merrill Treadwell Marvin

George Fawcett

Griffith

David Darrow
Webster Campbell

—

hurts."
"I want

it

I

don't blunt

say.

I

to hurt.

put the cutting edge on what
with the wind cushions of
it

I

oratory."

you

already

are

beaten

your

in

race for office?

"Why, Barbara, are you calling me a windbag, too?
That's just the thing your father said, and that's what
I'll show him that a windbag
sent me into politics.
when it gets loose is a whirlwind and that my voice,
which he has ridiculed, may be the voice of the people;
and the voice of the people is the voice of God. It
was the genius of the common people that cradled
Lincoln.
Go with me to a little cabin on the frontier
"
of Kentucky
"Go nowhere with you !" interrupted Barbara pet"You are always and forever drifting out on
ulantly.
that tide of oratory.
I love you, David, but you are
I came here to talk with you about
so disappointing.
this political mess you're into.
I want you to get out
;

—

know

"I

I'm not
the

beaten,"

young lawyer
said

firmly.

"And surely
you know
it,

too."

"Surely
I

know

what ?"

f

of politics."

"Why?"
"Because an orator never succeeds in politics, and
want to marry a winner."
Henry laughed long and heartily.
"So that's all the proof you've got that I'm going
"An orator never
to be defeated, is it?" he asked.
succeeds in politics
Who says so? Old Close-mouthed
Marvin, the gum-shoe senator your dad
I'll show
whether orators succeed. Go with me into the pages
of history, back to the days of Patrick Henry,
I

!

—

when

!

——

go with you for once," taunted Barbara, "I'll
the way with you on that oratory proposition.
Patrick Henry was never elected to anything; but that
old gum-shoe statesman, George Washington, was made
president.
The boy orator of Nebraska began orating
in 1896, the year that I was born, and he has never
been elected to anything. Oratory doesn't go in this
nation, and it doesn't go in this assembly district."
"Well, what does go?" asked David challengingly.
"Talking little and sticking straight to business."
"That's the recipe for success in this town, eh?"
"I'll

go

all

"Yes."
"All right, Barbara, let's examine some of the
zens in that light. There's Harry Dawes."

"That

;

going to win."

"If I knew that you were going to win," Barbara
asked, with raised eyebrows and wide-open, candid
eyes, "why should I come here and ask you to withdraw from the race?"
"Because you are a true daughter of your father,"
"Family pride has
David answered patronizingly.
caused you to try to save your father's face. He knows
he's licked, and he has sent you here to compromise
the thing before the polling begins."
"Not at all," protested the girl. "You've got an en"

tirel}

"He forbade me

to propose to you," Darrow interwe're engaged.
He picked Eben
Sprague for the assembly, and now I am going to beat
Sprague at the polls. I am delivering a double blow
For Sprague, the man your
to the gum-shoe boss.
father indorsed, is going to quit cold he is going to
retire from the ballot, leaving me without any opposition whatever."

"Now

rupted.

—

"Why?"

citi-

"Yes what about Harry Dawes ?"
"He was the most industrious man in town. For
fifty years no man was more diligent than Harry."
"So I understand."
"And he was close-mouthed. He never talked about
his affairs nor of anybody else's.
Now according to
your recipe, he ought to be a shining success. The
fact is that at fifty he's a pauper.
Furthermore he is
the only pauper in town, and the town has to feed and
clothe a healthy old man. Now look at Shakleton Hobbs.

am

I

"Because he has been discovered to be

unfit for the

office."

"Does papa know it?"
"No, and neither does Sprague. And the election
But they will know
is only twenty-four hours away.
all about it soon.
I telegraphed your father at Washington yesterday, ordering him to be here.
He will
arrive at two o'clock."
"You ordered my father! To come here?" Barbara showed her amazement without any attempt to

— —

He's a garrulous old miser who has always been talking
and kicking about taxes and public works, and according to your recipe he ought to be a failure but he's
the richest man in town, aside from the senator, your

conceal it.
"Yes, that's once when the big boss has met a man
He'll be right here in this office
that can boss him.
Barbara, dear, this fight
at two o'clock this afternoon.
Now
started when I asked your father for your hand.

father."

it

;

"Then you

don't

believe

my

argument?"

pouted

Barbara. "You don't believe I have given you a true
report on your political outlook you don't believe that

—

is

a

conflict

—

between

me and your

father's

whole

family his politics, his future, everything is at stake.
You are lined up with him in this final struggle, but
!"
I am the one who is going to win

Bab's
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Candidate

That afternoon Senator Marvin and his daughter
were in the consultation room of Attorney Darrow's
office suit.
The senator lost no time in coming to
the point.

"Well, David," he began abruptly.
"Let's have a
show-down. You claim to have to-morrow's election
sewed up, and you want me to save my face by withdrawing my indorsement from your opponent.
You
must have something pretty good up your sleeve."
"I have," the younger man said, with cold
decisiveness. "And I think I am doing the
decent thing by you in giving you this
chance to get from under.
Eben

Sprague

is

a thief.

I've got

evi

"He

resigns,"

"How

will

he

said

pointedly.
"I will notify him myself."
"That's good."
"But he will not resign in your favor."

"He

There is no one else in the
doesn't need to.
But if he wants to resign in somebody's favor,
he might mention Henry Dawes, the town pauper. He
stole a thousand dollars from Henry while
le was holding office, and that's why Henry
is on the town."
"How long are you going to hold
off with the exposure?" asked the
race.

!"

dence to prove

it

The

senator paled a bit, and
stepped back, but he did not
lose his steady calmness.
"A thief, "eh?" said the

gum-shoe

^

senator.
"If
clear

he withdraws, and you
your skirts of him, I
promise that I will let these

boss.

"He's a
a forger,

the boss.

know he has resigned?" asked Darrow

a burglar,

thief,

i

and an embezzler.

charges rest until a week
after the election."
"It's a bargain," said the
senator, wiping the sweat

from

Perhaps he also milks his
neighbor's cow before sunup, and sucks eggs
but
if he does he hides
the

—

county administrator.
I
have gone over his record
with
fine-tooth
a
comb. Here's the result."
David handed him an
abstract of the evidence he
It

was

"So you

see,

"That's once when gumshoe politics was whipped
to a hoarse whisper by a
boy orator backed by the

so

threat of the people's will."
The door closed on the departing boss, and his daughter
lingered only long enough to
say, with tearful eyes
"David, if you are elected to-

Eben Sprague

not go to the legislature."

young lawyer said," he will
go to the penitentiary."
Senator Marvin handed back the

"Are you

and remarked

complete that there was no
evading the issue.
will

face.

she would remain.
As
the senator nodded goodby to Darrow, the young
lawyer looked the older
man straight in the eye

But he didn't successfully hide his tracks
in the years when he was
shells.

had gathered.

his

going out now, daughter,
or will you stay a while?"
Barbara indicated that

the

^

morrow our engagement

is broken.
give you back your ring."
Now, Barbara," he pleaded as she
"What do you expect me to do?" he
started to go, "don't tie me up with such
asked in a tone of surrender.
impossible conditions.
"Withdraw Sprague from the race."
You know I can't
"I talked it out
help
being
"That will let you win by default," said
elected
to-morrow.
Ask me someof papa— by
thing
easier."
the senator.
gum- shoeing."
He remembered afterward feeling a little
"I can stand it," replied Darrow grimly.
puzzled at the quizzical, mischievous look which she
"But you can't stand it," said the senator sturdily.
gave him. But she did not take back her threat.
"This election will ruin you."
"Well, you want me ruined," sneered David.
Election day dawned with blue and cloudless skies
"No, I don't, young man. You've got stuff in you.
the wind, which was light, came from the west, and
You're pulling something big right now. It takes nerve
lent an invigorating magnetism to the perfect day.
to sandbag me, the most powerful man in the State.
Barbara noted it.
So did Candidate Darrow, who
I'm not boasting of my power, but the fact stands that
And I got there by will power. Boy, breakfasted early and was on the point of starting for
I am the boss.
the polls when the telephone called him.
you've got will power. I hand it to you. Your nerve
The voice
was that of Barbara
wins my respect. But your oratory has made you the
" 'When the wind's in the west, they bite the best' "
town fool. If you ever go to the legislature, you will
she quoted seductively the old fisherman's rhyme.
overdo this oratory. The State papers will get it, and
"Do you mean by that," Darrow asked, "that you
their humorous writers will ride you to death.
Do you
agree that I have made a sucker out of Sprague ?"
believe I am your friend now?"
"I mean," Barbara said sweetly, "that to-day is a
Darrow realized that he had lived through the greatest moment of his life.
He was proud of his victory, sublime day to go fishing. I am having my lunch put
up now, and I wanted to know if I should put in
but his pride was mixed with chagrin, for he realized
enough for two?"
also that his prospective father-in-law had told him

typwritten sheets.

I shall

:

the truth.

"But we are not talking about my political future
now," reminded the younger man, "but about the future
of Eben Sprague. Does he resign from the ticket ?"

"Why, Barbara,
to stay

I

and watch the

"Watch

the polls?

can't

go fishing to-day.

I've got

polls."

Sprague has announced

Continued on page 90

his with-

!

!

:

The problem of motion-picture censorship is going to come up in a number
Censorship of States eighteen, to be exact this
fall.
The would-be censors are organizing.
believe they are in the great
minority, but they will make more noise than those
persons who believe censorship is wrong and against
Perhaps some of them will
the right of free speech.
succeed in their attempt to turn their State into a
Chicago or a Pennsylvania, where censors cut films to

—

—

We

their

own

pattern.

have met a number of advocates of censorship,
and to each we have addressed the question
"Why do you want censorship?"
One admitted frankly that she wanted a job as censor, and that she thought it would be a lot of fun.
Others answered, "Because censorship will improve
the morals of the community."
To which we reply, "Have you any evidence to show
that censorship of books, the press, or of motion-picture
films ever has improved the morals of any community ?
Hasn't it, as a matter of fact, brought about graft and
political fusses, and hasn't it turned many fine, worthy
motion pictures into stupid, banal piffle?"
To which they reply, "Oh, nobody can argue with

You're prejudiced."
Which, of course, proves that censorship

is

right.

A

motion-picture company recently
received a letter from a New Jersey
Helt> the
preacher.
"I heard," he wrote, "that
,
± readier
a V ery immoral picture was shown at
our theater last week. I am preparing
a sermon in favor of censorship, and I wish you would
give me some details regarding the picture, which I
understand was one of yours. The most objectionable
scenes showed girls in bathing suits, in which the}'
ran around on the beach. Won't you please send me
a piece of the film showing these scenes, so that I
can display it to prove my point?"
The unfortunate part of the story is to come. An
ill-advised person who saw the letter got a picture of
which was
a bathing girl, wrote on it "To Alexander"
"from Isabelle," and mailed
the preacher's first name

—

—

Mrs. Alexander
Fortunately an executive in the company heard of
ihe prank and hastily wrote a letter of apology and
explanation.
No answer to the letter has been reto

Perhaps,

alas,

it

arrived too late

In "Desert Love," according to the
Tom Mix in one
then
scene "lassos an old tree and swings
«
j-fT-j
Hat
across a chasm, pitches headlong down
Ihe precipice, lands on a trestle and
races to the mill, jumps fifteen feet to the mill, crashing through a window frame fifty feet above the ground,

And

W

-^

.

;

;

—

ox press department,

be tired."

Whatever she

says, we're going to see that picture

A

few years ago we heard much
complaint against motion pictures, because many were produced by unintelliPllblic
§ en1i P ersons I0r unintelligent persons.
nt
We are not entirely free from that class
of picture to-day.
never shall be.
But we are
.

.

What trie

W

We

getting really fine productions, and the quantity and
quality will continue to increase.
The reason isn't so much that more intelligent persons are interesting themselves in the production of

motion pictures.

It

is

because a more discriminating

becoming interested in seeing motion pictures.
The public makes the pictures, and now that the
public is demanding that some taste and discernment
be used in pictures, it is being put in.
There will always be stupid pictures for stupid people, but intelligent people have begun to go to the box office and put
down their money for tickets, and so the quantity of
stupid pictures has decreased, and the quantity of betpublic

you.

ceived.

in

;

We

it

room where he has a fierce battle with the villain,
which he goes through a window, lands on a shed
roof, rolls off to the roof below, falling from there to
the ground unconscious discovers a gun, and with a
mighty effort shoots the villain, in window crawls to
a leader pipe, climbs up the side of the mill, swings
over the edge of the roof, down into the room once
more to find that his last shot had reached its mark
and that the girl is SAFE !"
But the girl ? What of her ? Perhaps she pulls forward a chair and remarks "Sit down, Tom you must
into a

is

ter pictures increased.

You have gone out and demanded better pictures,
and you are getting them. Five years ago you weren't
demanding them. You went to see motion pictures
only now and then.
You didn't support a fine production when it came along usually because you didn't
know it was worth seeing.
Only a few years ago "The Bluebird" was a failure.
"Joan the Woman" didn't draw enough to pay for it.
Several very fine Triangles, including "Macbeth," were

—

The public those pictures should
wasn't the public that was going to

released at a loss.

have appealed

to

motion-picture theaters then.

The public now, however, is the kind that is supporting that sort of production. The biggest successes
in

New York

recently have been

John Barrymore

in

"Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde"— not the Sheldon Lewis
Three years ago
version and "Huckleberry Finn."
these pictures would have been failures because they
would not have appealed to the majority of motionpicture fans of that day.
Now they are playing to
tremendous crowds. The producers deserve some credit
for providing these pictures, but more credit is due to the
public which, by its demands, forced the change.

—

The Observer
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It seems to be the fashion now to
pick on D. W. Griffith.
Just because
he has not produced a series of pictures
Pick on
each one as good as "The Birth of a
Griffith?
Nation,"' The Observer is getting many
letters inquiring "What's the matter with Griffith ?"
The motion-picture industry owes a great deal to
Mr. Griffith. He was the first producer to make folks
look at motion pictures and say "Perhaps this is something more than a toy, after all." He was the first man
the first to put on
to put real people into his stories
a screen scenes that made his audience weep.
That's all the eulogy Mr. Griffith needs.
He took
a camera and a strip of celluloid and two or three
people, and brought real tears to the eyes of thousands.
do not believe that Mr. Griffith's day is done.
Others have perhaps caught up with him. Others are
making, now and then, finer productions than the majority of his, and he no longer stands alone at the
peak of producers. But it is because others, profiting
by the path he made, have caught up with him not
because he has stepped down.
We're still expecting great things from Griffith'.
There is more than "The Birth of a Nation" and
"Broken Blossoms" in the heart of a genius such as he.

Why

—

We

Result

— more

advance

A

.

controversy

is

going on between

theater managers and producers over
The prothe
cost of motion pictures.
Too
is
production
ducers
say
the
cost
of
?
Hia/
*
so high that they must charge more for
their pictures
and they're doing that. The theater
managers say the producers are ruining the motionpicture business by forcing theaters to charge higher
prices for admission.
The best New York motion-picture theaters are. getting as high as one dollar and one and a half dollars
for their best seats. In most cities the price is around
fifty cents, for the cost of upkeep of a theater is less
on Main Street than it is in the high-rent district of
'

—

Broadway.
How do you feel about it? Are you getting your
money's worth? Are you going less often than you
did when you paid only a dime to see a ten-reel show?
The Observer is keenly interested. How about prices
What do you pay to see "Male and
in your town ?
Female"? What do you pay for "When the Clouds
How much does it cost you to see
Roll By"?
Nazimova's new ones ? And what did you pay in the
old days when Mary Pickford was appearing in "Tess
of the Storm Country" and Marguerite Clark in "Miss
George Washington" ? And do you wish that the old
five and ten-cent days were back again?

Libraries
Cn-nfiprnfp
"

The American Library Association,
which did such excellent work during
the war in supplying books for soldiers,
^las
start e d a "Books for Everybody"
campaign and is working with motion-

picture theaters to help it along.
Nearly every librarian in America belongs to the
A. L. A., and this great strength is back of the campaign to "see the book and read it." Motion pictures
are visualizing so many great books now that the A.
L. A. campaign has much to work with.
When the theater advertises a picture made from a
good book, the local librarian starts to work. In the
library is advertised the motion picture and the fact
that the book can be had in the library.
The theater
manager and the librarian work together. "Go to see
the picture," advises the librarian.
"See it, then read
it at the library," suggests the theater manager.

more

And

see-ers.

a general

throughout the country.

Stevenson's "Dr. Jekyll and Mr.
Plyde"
is
not copyrighted.
Anybody
Two
who wishes to can produce it as a
Kmas
It has been propj av or as a picture.
duced in motion pictures several times,
but John Barrymore's characterization of the twocharacter man is not only the finest portrayal of the
part but perhaps the finest acting the screen has ever
presented.
If you should accidentally happen to see
one of the other versions of this play it will help you
,

what a splendid actor John Barrymore is,
and what a credit he is to motion pictures.
If your theater advertises just "Dr. Jekyll and Mr.
to appreciate

—

—

Hyde" leaving out the name of the star better find
out whether or not it is the John Barrymore production.

We

, ,

Money

recently

saw a picture

$123,000 worth of scenery

;

Prices

readers,

in culture

in

that
it.

had
That

was

the cost of building the sets in the
studio and of taking the
Scenes
company to Florida for the exteriors.
It is probably the most beautiful production yet made.
The story is not unusual, and the cast is not more
than good. But it is a feast for the eye.
One of the reasons the cost of pictures is going up
is that the public is demanding costly settings and expensive gowns and these as you know if you have a
a wife and are building a house cost money.
But perhaps the producers are running amuck. Perhaps they're spending more money than is necessary.
Do we demand luxury, sumptuous settings must the
life we live, in the motion-picture theater be the life
of a squandering billionaire?
What do you think?
must admit we rather like
Fifty cents an hour to be rich is cheap enough.
it.

in

New York

—

—

—

—

We

Now

Ray

has left
one of those
1
happy individuals who have their own
,j
producing companies, he has started
,
n
Crowd
i
b uv well-known stories not written originally for motion pictures.
Ray's first picture for First National is to be "Fortyfive Minutes from Broadway," which George Cohan
wrote as a musical comedy, and in which Fay Templeton sang that "Mary is a Grand Old Name." Although
"Forty-five Minutes from Broadway" glorifies New
Rochelle, New York, and has a great deal to say about
"Mary," it was written before the Thanhouser motionpicture studio had helped to make New Rochelle famous, and before Mary Pickford had made the name
"Mary" mean just one person on earth.
Unless our memory is worse than usual, Charlie Ray
has never before starred in a story that had not been
He believes so much in
written expressly for him.
getting out of the old ways that he plans to buy more
stories and plays that have already established a reputation.
He's following the crowd. Perhaps it is well,
for it may take him out of the beaten path and give
him stories different from the type with which every

Charlie
RaV Fol-

Ray

fan

is

that

Thomas H.

Charlie
Ince and

is

familiar.

But we wonder what the ultimate outcome will be.
A good many screen patrons probably feel like giving
But do you remember when
three cheers for Charlie.
Bill Hart dropped his typical Western roles for a
The
time and took to "different" characterizations?
real Hart fans howled so loudly that he soon returned
to the tvpe of role with which he had so long been
identified.

Edith of the
Elves
She's rather shy and a bit wild, and
therefore,

altogether charming.

By Emma-Lindsay Squier

DON'T know why

Edith Roberts
makes one think of an elf but
I, she does. Perhaps it's because
her eyes are brown and laughing and

—

turn up at the corners, pixylike; perhaps it's because she's so tiny in figure
and stature that you're sure she could
swing o' nights on a cobweb in the
moonlight, or maybe it's the trick she
has of looking out and beyond a person as if she were seeing something
that ordinary mortals couldn't, then
coming "back to earth" with a delicious, apologetic laugh and a quip at
her preoccupation. Anyway, that was
what I dubbed her, "Edith of the
Eives," the first time I met her; and
though I don't expect every one to
agree with me, there will be quite a
few people who will think the description accurate
the people who know

—

Edith

best.

When
first
little

erts

saw

I

the

Robperson,

who has

just

been starred
by Universal,

will

an§ Sffio
appear
series

of

fea-

She has a

trick

of looking out and beyond a person.

tures which will contain some of the same emotional possibilities
as "Lasca," she was dressed in a Western riding habit, with sombrero tied under her chin, a brace of pistols, too large for her,
fastened about her slim waist, and her dark, abundant curls falling about her face. She proudly exhibited a red mark on the palm
of each tiny hand, explaining that the day before, in making a

scene from

"The Daring Duchess," she had ridden a runaway

horse, refusing a double to do the stunt, and had come off victorious, but with the traces of conflict with the hard-mouthed mount
bitten into her hands by pulling at the reins.
Her voice is very soft, and, until she knows one, she is undeniably shy. She laughs with a little squeak at the end, and has
a way of putting her head down and looking up at one from
under long, dark lashes that would be positively ruinous
to the heart of a masculine interviewer. Even I, being hopelessly feminine, felt its appeal.
The story of "The Daring Duchess," she told me, was
written for her by Tarkington Baker, at that time general
manager of Universal, and had been called, until the com.

P. P. 3
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There

is

something about her that goes straight

mercially minded office in New York got busy, "Her
Five-foot Highness," which cleverly and adequately described the character played by Edith.
"I'm wild, and I like it," she confided in a shy little
voice that seemingly belied her statement.
"In the
first part of the picture I live on a ranch in Texas
and ride and shoot and everything. Then I find that
I am the heiress to an estate in England, and I go over
to do a job of duchessing.
Of course, I upset things
dreadfully"— the little laugh with the squeak slipped
out "but everything ends all right, and I love the picture because it gives me a chance to do things.
I
hate being idle in or out of the pictures."

—

—

to the heart.

"Did 'Lasca' measure up to your idea of something
do?" I asked, and she drew her breath ecstatically,
as if in the presence of a delightful and vivid memory.
"Oh, I loved it !" She italicized with an enthusiasm
"I felt as if I
that left no doubt as to her sincerity.
had found myself in that picture. You see, I had, up
to that time, done nothing but sweet, namby-pamby
leads.
I suppose they thought I was too young to do
I'm just eighteen, you know"
real emotional parts
"and they wouldn't let
this with confiding importance

to

—

me

— cut

"Now

loose
all

—

!

my

pictures are going to have emotional
Continued on page 92
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introducing

M. Georges Carpentier
champion heavyweight of Europe,
and now a star in American screen productions.
Idol of France,

His wife approves his
activities
cinema

—

even his making love
to Faire Binney.

By Jerome Weatherby

to see a prize fighter

No,
said

it

on

the

Never

!"

it

—

wasn't a
it

screen

?

woman who
And

was a man.

he wasn't prudish, either he
was a hard-headed business
man who had perfectly
sound reasons for his opin;

ion.

^

a

"I'd walk miles to see
good prize fight, or to
hear Caruso sing," he
said.
But when I go
to the movies I want
'

1

to see real, genuine
actors."

He was

right, gen-

erally speaking.

a

smiling,

But

blond,

—

!
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young chap has recently come over
here from France to try to prove
that he can be a champion pugilist
and a real actor as well. His name
Georges Carpentier, and after winning all the pugilistic prizes France
had to offer he met England's
heavyweight champion, Joe Beckett,
not long ago and emerged
from the encounter victorious.
Now that he is expected to meet
Jack Dempsey, America's champion
is

heavyweight, in a contest for the
world's title, there is a good deal
of interest in him on the part of
Americans. So, of course, he Avas
induced to appear on the screen.
I met him at the studio in Fort
Lee, where he was making a picture for the Robertson-Cole Company, called "The "Wonder Man."

And

he produced his private stock
of English and told me all about
himself rather reluctantly, 'tis true,
but with a frankness which some
of our native-born actors would do
well to emulate.
"I was attending a school where
Francois Descamps was physical
director," he began.
"And, though
I was just a youngster, he thought

he saw in

me

the makings of a
my parents
wished to take me out of school
and put me to work, he intervened.
They told him that I could earn
about two francs a day, so he arranged to pay them that sum if
they would let me remain with him
and be trained to fight.
I was
overjoyed, of course and imagine
my pride when I won my first fight,
at the age of fourteen, and took the
prize money home to them
They
fighter.

So,

when

—

!

were astonished at the sums which
I earned
huge amounts of money,
it seemed to all of us
and there
were no more objections."
The flyweight title was the first
he won, and he soon fought his way
Copyrieht Lomiere.
straight up to the very top; he's
He has none of the battered -bulldog look which most of our knights of tlie
only twenty-six now, incidentally.
squared circle carry.
Fannie Ward, who was in Paris
when the news of his victory over
England's champion was made public, wrote back that
This venture of his into motion pictures is an inthe resulting celebration could be compared only with
teresting one.
that over the signing of the armistice at the end of
"I am enjoying this very much," he confided to me,
the war.
France adores Carpentier, and the people
"although it is not my first picture. I made several in
went, wild when the)- knew that he could claim the
France, but there is no comparison, of course. Amerititle of pugilistic champion of Europe.
He is receiving can methods are so superior that even the French will
an unusually hearty reception in the United States. To
pay more to see American pictures than for those
any one acquainted with the type which the average
made in their own country."
professional pugilist represents, Carpentier presents an
There's some one else who appreciates his motion-picagreeable surprise. He has none of the swagger none
ture work his bride, a pretty little French girl named
of the battered-bulldog look which most of our knights
Georgette.
Perched on a trunk just off the set, she
of the squared circle carry.
And if he fulfills the calmly watched her husband making love to Faire
promises of his backers by his work on the screen
Binney in front of the camera and chatted about him
the more credit to him
with me in halting English.
Carpentier deserves the adoration of his country.
"The cinema is gentle," she said. "I feel that Georges
He was among the first to offer his services when war is safe, and I do not have cause to worry about him.
was declared, and made a record as an aviator. He Also, I can be with him all the time."
was twice decorated for bravery.
Which every girl who sees Carpentier will appreciate.

—

—

—

—

The Young Actors
Or, a chat about myself and

my

work.

By

Carol Jackson

(With an introductory preface by
the editor.)

THE

"owner

of the
guaran-

copyright"

A"

"The

that

tees

Young Actors"

unaided effort in writing of an
authoress of seven years.
the

is

"Effort,"
however,
seems
hardly the word to use, as
you may see by studying the
face of the author in the ac-

companying picture, which
was taken immediately upon
her having finished this piece
of work, and while it was
being inspected by Alice
Lake.
That quizzical, expectant look is not shared by
the adult magazine contributor. To the latter it is just
part of the day's work. But
you can see that to Carol
this departure into writing
had all the romance of adventure like playing in "the

—

other sets."

•

One charm
Young Actors"

of
lies

"The
in

its

frankness. There is no false
pride about Carol
no cautious weighing and deciding

—

it would
be judicious or not to make this
or that admission. I am inclined to doubt that many
of her fellow performers of
the gentler sex would state
for publication that their
curls were the product of
mother's curling iron. It is
probable, too, that a restraining sense of what is conventional in interviews would

whether

cause
other

them

which

to

one

select

some

attribute

with

to

characterize a director than by the observation that "he never chews

Yet how remarkably
impressionistic
one
touch seems to sum up the

gum."
this

man

And, after

!

all,

what

could be paid
him unless it might be that
he never wore puttees and
finer

—

tribute

silk shirts?
I

am

inclined,

however, to

think the greatest interest in

The Young

Actors
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r.

Pi
$9
E

9-

/

I

m

this

the

of

bit

fact

self -revelation

that

children

are

—

is

the

and Unci, Nat, in a scene from the
Metro production of "Shore Acres."

Carol, "Itchie,"

same the world over in the
studio, on the stage, in the home
that they have the same interests, the same love of
play, the same unassumed fondness for those who are
near to them. And the knowledge of that is always
a good thing for us to keep in mind when we see children like Carol on the screen. Probably you will have
a good many chances to see her.
Already she has
played more roles than some stars. Among the screen
productions in which she has appeared are "Intolerance," "Should a Woman Tell ?" "Shore Acres," "Old
Lady 31," and "Dangerous to Men." She has also
appeared on the stage with David Warfield in "The
Auctioneer" and with Ruth Chatterton in "Daddy LongLegs."
She lives with her mother in a bungalow a
few blocks from Metro's Hollywood studio. But now

—

for her

own

story.

T JUST

wish evry little girl and boy could work in the
Studio for a day even, then they would know why
I love to work so much, when we are not on the set
we can play in the other sets and Make-believe we are
the reol ones.
I like to be a dressed up lady in
beauful dresseds because I never play dress up parts
they allways want me in rags. My hair isnt really curly
Mother does it up. Shore Acres was lots of fun. Nancy
and Itchie and I went to a real farm where they killed
a pig. We saw them do it all. all Mr. Ingrem* does
*She refers

to

Rex Ingram,

the director.

and think of funny things
us to do I like to work for
him very Much, he never chews
[s

git

f or

Uncle Nat was Mrs. Conin Mr Brenons picWe go to her church on Sundays Frank
Brownlee he was Martin We love him best of all he
is our Father he was in a Company with My Mother
a great Meny years ago on the real stage, he has a
fine car. he plays very heavy parts, he is a good actor,

gum.

nelys Father he
ture Rasputin

was

in

New York

is Alice Lake, she doesn't care if I Watch her som
people think she is a lady she is'nt she is a Metro star.
Mother said she worked very hard she will be very
hight up very soon.
I liked my part in "Should a
Woman Tell" ?" the scene where Alice went away was

so

and when

gave Itchie his bath, Itchie isn't
is the way he can say Richard, he is so
little. I love Mr Ince he is the best director in the
whole world, he loves me I know, he wanted me to
sing,
you know I cant sing Much but I can dance.
That is why I always want to watch Madam Nazimova
she dances in her pictures sometimes.
She is a wonderful actrss she has beautifyl hands maybe I will be
able to act like her some day, when I Meet her I want
Mother wont let me. she
to look at her all the time.
the best,
his

Name,

I

it

says its rude.
Do you know Viola Dana is almost as
small as me. she is very cute. I want to grow up and
play good parts and get big chechs with lots of Money
in them so I can buy Mother a house and a car and a
fur coat and a diamomd ring- just the way Viola Dana
Mother is good too.
does for her Mother, for

My

Fade-Outs
By Harry

Attention— Voters
Inasmuch as none of the many

SKETCHES BY
DKUCKLIEB

Smalley

J.

H. L.

political parties at

present infesting our, so-as-to-say, peaceful country
have seen fit to put a ticket in the field that would
appeal to movie fans we shall do it ourself.
While it may be remarked that Fade-Outs is rather
infantile to paddle in politics, being but twenty-two
back
old
months
numbers for sale by
we are
dealers
all
precocious.
profusely

—

—
—

And

so we launch our
filmocratic boomlet

self."
At the time of its appearance we believed that
wheeze to be about as silly as the rest of our stuff
but you never can tell
It has come true.
Lewis Stone, in "The River's End," pursues himself
!

for five reels, thus proving that the impossible

ways probable.

—

"On With The Dance," Mae Murray, as a
wore a mask to conceal her identity.
From where we sat first row and judging
In

aret dancer,

—

costume, that's about
awful to be blind

He's
a

like

ruler,

not
but

any one would have
a hard time getn g around
t
i

Yep,

a

in

For

Vice
No
:

The

President takes up so much room there's
for a V. P.
Anyway, there'd be no place
for vice in our film ticket.
If Fatty should be elected we solemnly pledge ourself to use our powerful influence with him to build
the following Cabinet
Secretary of State Robert McKim.
bad-man for
a bad job. Bob is so accustomed to getting the worst
of it in the films, that should
the President fire him 'twould

one.

none

left

They Kept Us Home Evenings!
way we miss F. X. B. and Theda from

little

Their pictures always afforded us a grand
opportunity to become better acquainted with our

flat

and

furniture.

—o
D.

to

make

three years.

—o
Random Remarks.
(Suggested By Current Titles

"Alarm Clock Andy."
Big Ben's country cousin.
"Jes' Call Me, Jim!"
whatcha got?
All right
m

—

"My

it.

—

of The
Navy
Mack Sennett. The man who
brought the Pacific Ocean and its ornaments to your
very doors. He has done more to make water famous
than the wholeblamed Prohibition party.
Secretary of Agriculture
Comment
Charlie Ray
unnecessary.
Secretary of The Interior: Tom Ince. He knows the
game from the inside.
Secretary of Commerce: Charlie Chaplin. He "goes"

«-**"«

Secretary

:

—

AND

—

—

West

as ambassador to Ujihoji, which is the
farthermost island of the Fiji's. No one ever returns
from Ujihoji.
o
Billy

—

Ain't

In a former issue
licist's English which

Grammar Great?
we kiddingly referred to a pubmade Harry Morey "chase him-

Lady's Garter."

Rubber
!"
"Excuse My Dust
As the turtle said to the flivver.
— —
"The Strange Boarder."
He paid a month in advance
»

"Black Is White."

Not

in

Memphis.

—o

Song: "The Rye Is Through Coming!"
Oh, "Empty Pockets" and "Empty Arms"
Are two dramas fine, I think;
But empty bottles and empty bars
Are tragedies black as ink

:

everywhere.
Secretary of The Treasury Fade-Outs.
And with this sublime Cabinet in session, again would
we be in a position to exert our aforesaid muscular influence to put over
Marie Prevost as The Goddess Of Limberty.
The Deportation of all Censors.
The Decapitation of nuts who read subtitles aloud.
last
still most important
the appointment of

C?

Leah Baird's "The Capitol" reveals a lot of queer
things.
But when you come to think of it, that's just
what the Capitol has been doing for the past two or

not worry him a bit.
Secretary of War: Dave
Griffith.
He has shown 'em

how

her

must be

the screen.

A

:

It

cab-

—o

him.

President

—

she did conceal.

all

:

built

al-

o
Well, That's Something!

For President Fatty
Arbuckle.

is

Chorus
rather be Miss Mary P. than homely;
rather be E. Bennett than enamel
I'd rather be Will

I'd
I'd

Rogers
comely

than

be

Cuban than a camel

I'd rather be a

—o

Fast

Wimmin

"The
Duchess."

Sporting
(Vita.)

"The Vamp."
(Par.)
On
"Sylvia
Spree." (Metro.)

A

——

—

!.

—

—

—

!

!

:

!!

!

Fade-Outs
"Du

Barry." (Fox.)

"All-Of-A-Sudden-Peggy."
( Par.-Art.)
"The Captive Bride." (Western.)

—o

That's

Why They

A

Call It

Lottery

!

Regarding "The Fortune Hunter" 'tis remarked:
"A man went forth seeking an heiress for a wife and
married a poor girl. Such is dove!"
Ye-ah, and such is tuffluck, too
The girls oughta
have signs on 'em! Why. once we did some seeking
like that and had to marry six poor girls before we
found one who was an heiress.

Answer

Roy
Ohio

woman

er

JUMP!

sole

pet!)— exit.

The Day That

Delight

:

Akron,

Jennings,

Glad

to

—

as

so,

(All right,

to Correspondent

hear you and
Mrs. Wife like us. You married the right girl. Here's
the idea: If you like Fade-Outs, tell Mr. Gatchell.
If
you don't like 'em keep it a secret. No, the billiewests
are never glad over the things we say about them.
They are glad over the things we refrain from saying
about them. Think it over. Perhaps they realize that
some actors, like eggs, must be sat upon to produce
anything worth while. Love to Mike. Call again.

rules the

sir

if it is

to

—o

my dear!) — — we were about
— DO
(coming, darling!)
believe
surely
—
say we
we
—when a woman puts down her
—
yes,

haven't as yet seen

—

publicity.

to

We

temper.

the one we
tried to pet in the garden one
day it has a red-hot ending

It Is!

believe that the soul of a

world?" asks Fox's
(yes,
Well, hard

safety razor.
gas range.

any relation

—o

"Do you

Our
Our
Our

"The Honey Bee," but

!

Aw — You Know How

49

Dawned

should be observed, celebrated, and
hilariously hurrahed throughout this land as a national

June seventh

Struggling Actors.

James O'Neill played "Mukoki," the Indian guide, in
"The Courage of Marge O'Doone." In one scene he
is supposed to be attacked by a pack of starving sled
dogs. To make the scene strong, the dogs were actually

holiday.

Upon

—

that day, in 1900,

Mary Pickford appeared in
Maker of Cremona"

her first picture "The Violin
(Biograph)
o
Deception!
Cruel
A

—

\\\

s

Eugene O'Brien, in "His
Wife's Money," becomes real
angry with his wife when he

starved for three days.

f

,

\

I

,

/

make

/ /

O'Neill
fccrrr !!!

©

the

—

ing

wed

it

and

filled

more
his

To

huskier,

shirt

with

teeth-and-fur

cyclone

which had frolicked with him,
he had lost consciousness and

"5^

was badly lacerated in the extreme and elsewhere.
A remarkable occurrence
The nearest approach to it
was the time we went to
Truckee to make a congealed

—

disillusion-

must be for a man

still

raw meat so the doggies
would be really interested.
They were. When O'Neill
was finally unscrambled from

discovers she is rich.
Let that be a lesson to you
young fellers who leap before
you look into the pocketbook.
Ah, how dreadful; how utterly shocking

it

to

a girl believing her poor,

and then to discover that she
has money
Well, it could never happen to us
the very first question we'd ask 'em.
o

That would be

—

Universal Astronomy.

Universal publicity refers to Priscilla

Dean

"a

as

!"

We

feature.
didn't make the picture for the same
reason that Lady Godiva didn't get sun burned.
It
snowed that day. Also the next several days. The
only thing we shot was a lot of new words into the

cuss-dictionary.

ever talked like that back in the dear old
campus-days our astronomy Prof, would have kept us

And we ran out of the makin's. Then we located
an extra who had 'em, and who was hoarding them for
his exclusive inhalation.
He had the makin's inside

after school.

his

meteor whirling in
If

A

its

orbit

we

busts into, and
clamorously clutters up the orbits of the steady and
well-behaved planets, but a meteor itself wouldn't know
an orbit from a

meteor has no

orbit.

It bisects,

surcingle.

And anyway,
meteor
ing

is

star

Priscilla

She's
other
time !

a

a

fall-

most inside

they pried us off him his inside shirt was
mostly outside, and we had the makin's. But that extra
He yelled so loud it
never lost consciousness' once.
brought on another snowfall of six feet, and one of
our eyes was black until St. Patrick's Day! Ye-ah, he
retained his faculties, all right
o

—

—which

going

way

Well, Doesn't She?

NOT

is

all

shirt.

When

"Oh, Love makes the world go around!"
That means Bessie Love, I'll be bound!

the
the

Go

"Dangerous Hours"

For is it not true,
Doesn't Bessie make you
around where her pictures are

—

(Ince.)

Our
Our

bulldog.

mother-in-

law.

Our homemade hootch.

found?

o

Time

Is Money.
Speaking of precious hours and priceless moments,
what do you think of Charlie
as a poet will do at times
Ray paying fifty thousand dollars for "Forty-five min-

—

tites

From Broadway"?

(Continued on page 82)
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Bessie

Claims Her

Own
By Edna Foley

by these glimpses of "The Midlanders," her first
release under the new regime, whether you think
your opinion is going to be the same as hers.
The public has been most enthusiastic about
her when she appeared in variations of the Cinderella theme.
And Bessie has obligingly given
us more than one dear little tatterdemalion who
stands out clearly among memories of screen

characterizations.
It is said on good authority
that she plans to do "The Old Curiosity Shop"
within the year, which should give us a Bessie
more beloved, if anything.

by miserable
WEIGHTED
and incompetent

stories

direction,

little

Miss Love has struggled on her
starry way, sustained only by her personality and talent. With just fair cooperation,
soul-eyed child will far surpass anything she has yet done."
That's what Herbert Howe said in "A
Forecast of Future Films," some months
ago, in Picture-Play. That's what a good
many fans thought, too. And Bessie Love
thought they probably were right so she
formed a company of her own, and now
we're about to see just what sort of story
and what sort of production Bessie feels
Perhaps you can tell
she ought to have.
this

;

——

!

;

minimi

"The Truth"
Adapted from a mystic spirit message received by the Goldwyn star
in the play of the title

quoted above,

while amusing herself between the
shooting of

some scenes

production,

at

Museum

I

for

the

Metropolitan

Natural

of

New

By

the

History, in

York City *

C. L. Edson

ITTLE Madge Kennedy
(List to my threnody)

Di'opped a few tears
For the old spook di-no-don,

Whose
For

bones stood corrodin'
millions of years.

Oh, what could be sadder

Than her (on a
All

ladder)

weepy with gloom,

With Di-no

beside her
(Like Muffit's "big spider"),

Perched there

"Wee

in his

tomb

witherin' beastie"

She quoted

(at least he
withered enough)
"Poor creature primeval,
The moth and the weevil
Have treated you rough.

—

Was

"Alas, you poor Yorick,
In days prehistoric,
You wandered about
There was nothing worth seeing,
No pleasure in beingAnd now you're snuffed out !"

The poor

old di-no-don
near to explodin'.
"My dear, do not grieve,"
He said; "this old chappie
Is not so unhappy
As folks might believe.

Came

"While 'statesman' and grafter

Keep driving you

dafter,

From pillar to post,
And profiteers bleed you
By mail, phone, and ouija,
I'm glad I'm a ghost.

"No H.
Can add

Why,

C. L. flurries
to my worries.

say! you don't

know me?

Tho' I'm a Silurian,
I'm some Missourian,
And you've gotta show me."
*The author, not the editor, assumes respousibilit}' for the authenticity of this message.

r

If

You Can't
Why

not start at the bottom

By Charles
liiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiM

THOUSANDS

of persons,
scattered all over the
wondering
are
world,
how they can get into the movies.
The great industry, with its
many branches and the wonderful possibilities it offers, holds
a greater attraction to-day than
perhaps any other line of human
And most persons
endeavor.
who think about getting into the
movies think only of becoming

scenario writers or famous stars.
Yet there are many other departments, some of them seldom
heard of, which offer large re-

Here we have the draftsman, at
work designing a set. The training he
brought with him when he joined the
picture industry is that of any architect.
But instead of planning permanent
buildings, he designs edifices, quite as
elaborate, but built '"only for a day."
There are big possihilities in this line
of work, now that sets have become so
faithful in detail and so artistic in
their conceptions.
And the designer
of sets who becomes art director for a
large producing organization, need not
be so very envious of the high-salaried
star or director.

wards. And there is scarcely a
job around a studio which may
not lead to big things if the person holding it knows how to take
advantage of opportunity when
it stops and beckons him.
You remember, perhaps, that

Bobby Harron began
boy

at the old

as

office

Biograph studio,

when D. W. Griffith was beginning his work there? Well, his

The draftsman comes to the studio with a
education.
Not so the cameraman.
He begins as assistant cameraman, and receives,
technical

twenty dollars a week. For
a time he is an apprentice, keeping record of
the shots as they are made, attending to all the
details
even to lugging the heavy tripods so
as to leave his "boss" free to work with the
director and to think of nothing but the actual
photography.
If the assistant is alert, he'll
soon find himself in charse of a camera.
at first, as little as

—

—

Scene painters who work for the movies are
from being the humble artisans you might

far

take them to be.
They are trained artists,
jealous of their craft, and highly paid.
Their
helpers are not called apprentices, but students,
and they are obliged to supplement their training by studying in the art schools.

IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIillllllllH

Begin onTop
or slip in through a side door?

Carter

is not an isolated case.
I know
of another lad who began in a
similar capacity and who is now
general
company, and of others who are
on their way toward the top.
They are in every studio,
these ambitious youngsters who
are destined to achieve big things
within a few years
not always
*
recognize them,
for
their
present
jobs

are

in

many

>tfy

stepping stones,
with the big
before
ture
him

man

cases

The builder

of miniature sets, like
draftsman, is a trained architect.
Perhaps, he, too, will some day become
an art director. The purpose of miniature sets, by the way, is to give the
director an idea of how the finished
For, when the miniset will appear.
ature is complete, the director can
visualize the finished work, and it is
cheaper to order the changes in the
models than it would be after the large
sets were completed.

mere

and

the

the

gest fu-

may
est

kind of work and wearing the most soiled clothes
to-day.

But let's peek inside of
few studios and see a few of
the occupations that offer a

chance for congeemployment.

nial

Since Jesse Lasky began his professional life as the leader of an orchestra,
and Maxwell Karger, director general
of Metro, was formerly first violin at
the Metropolitan Opera House, isn't it
natural to conclude that there's some
subtle connection between music and
the art of the screen? At any rate the
young violinist in the accompanying
picture, who is engaged to play in the
studios, seems to be extremely interested
in his work. He may become a director
general some day!

Studio electricians are craftsmen who come
the studios fully trained for their work.
Usually they are recruited like the scene
painters, from the theaters. Probably no greater
improvements have been made in connection
with the art of the screen than in the lighting,
and there are still more big things to be
achieved in this line. Perhaps, the lad in this
picture will contribute his share, and become
famous.
to

The carpenter shop
opportunities, perhaps,
ment, hut when a man
the building of all the
that that is quite a
well-paid one.

Ah!
To be

doesn't offer so many
as the scenario depart-

have charge of
you can see
responsible job and a
rises to

sets

— well,

—

—

Here's a job that of wardrobe mistress.
responsible for all the gowns of a studio
is no small undertaking.
Once learned, it becomes a job for a lifetime. And though the
rewards do not equal those of the star they
are more permanent.

—

Among

studio trades that are seldom
that of the sculptor.
Architectural
decorations, such as the artist is working on in
the picture above, are modeled in clay, from
the designs of the draftsman, as you can see.
Like the scenic artist, this sculptor has studied
in one of the art schools.
This is a comparatively simple piece of work he is on now.
But
he may be called upon next to model a Venus
or a Hercules.

heard of

the

is

The cameraman rivals the director in being
responsible for the fine effectiveness of a picSometimes he shares the credit. He is
ture.
not so highly paid as his superior in puttees,
since he receives a mere one hundred and fifty
But thenor two hundred dollars a week.
think of the fun he has!

Even if you have no trade at all you can find
some way to get connected with the industry
in some such department as the film-cutting
room.

Then,

find a

way

if

to

you have other talents, you
be transferred.

may

least, you can help move properties!
It
not be a very lucrative job, but it will get
you inside the studio. And that, after all, is
the main thing.
But remember that, though
there are several other trades, professions, and
jobs connected with the making of the movies,
beside those we have mentioned here, the only
way of getting a foothold in any of them, is. to
be on the spot. Writing letters of application
for a job will do you no good.
You can only
get one by applying in person at the studios,
for the competition in this alluring field is
tremendous, and only the most persistent ones

At

may

survive.

A Cynic

of

the Screen

Conway

Tearl loves to make very surprisingly frank
remarks such as stars are not supposed to indulge in.

By Frances Gray
preaching
YES,vorite
indoor

now my

is

fa-

sport."

spoke
Tearle
Conway
with that inflection of tone
and voice which betokens the typiHe is starring,
cal New Yorker.
rector in
English
you know, as the
Angel,"
and
His
Lost
"Michael and
in
correctly
garbed
though he was
England
Church
of
cloth
the
the
of
there was something about him that
suggested a corner in the Lambs'
lightly,

Club, a

game

of cards, or,

if it

were

in the old days, a cocktail or a highball.

Conway Tearle

is tall

and wonder-

dark brown eyes and
wavy black hair just the kind that
you if you are a girl would like
to run your fingers through but with
a detatched air of dignity and reserve that would forever banish the
thought from even the boldest feminine mind.
I found him on the set doing a
scene with his secretary. It was an
exquisitely appointed library, furnished, as novelists would say, "with
fully built, with

—

—

—

;

elegant simplicity," old mahogany
furniture, rugs, and draperies of
rose and dull blue, and a few good
reproductions of paintings by the old
masters on the walls. The furnishings for the set, he told me later,
were designed by Clara Kimball
Young, who puts her personality into
interior decorating quite as effectively as she does into her own acting.
"I'm afraid I'm going to be terribly uninteresting to interview," he
began apologetically as he strolled
off the set at the end of the scene.

"You

see I

have only played

fifteen pictures, so I

He has dark brown

eyes and

wavy

am

in

not at

about
all

a

veteran at the game."

black hair,

llllf!l!!llllllllllllllllllll^
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This

Way,
By Vara

I'VE

read about the screen producers' troubles

To find "real" types to fit their
Of how they're forced scenarios to

And

different plays,
alter,

change their

scripts a dozen different
bold to offer this suggestion,

ways.

I make
As Baedeker for types 'twill aid their tour:
They need not search the highways and the bvways,

So

Their hunt

will

end right on our

street,

I'm sure.

Now

if they're looking for a real Beau Brummel
Just stop and note the barber on our street;
His marcelled hair style debonair and blandness
Could polished Chesterfield with him compete?
And when they need a brigand, there's our grocer,
With the glitter of malevolence in his eye
He can stage a highway robbery with a cabbage,
And never yet has victim gotten by.

—

—

A

—

!

;

Cynic

—

of the Screen

tell me what your hobby is," I suggested hopefully.
"Well, I hardly know," he replied. "I'm very fond of boxing though
I'm not in Doug Fairbanks' class, by any means. And then I love to
tinker with anything, from trying to fix the spring in the kitchen clock
to taking my car to pieces and being unable to put it together again."
By just such a tinkering man has many a well-ordered household been
upset, I thought inwardly, but, of course, I didn't mention it aloud—
Conway looked too sort of aloof for any such frivolity.
So I waited in expectant silence while Mr. Tearle applied more powder
to his already cosmeticked countenance.
"This California weather takes all my pep," he wearily complained.
"I don't see where people get all these stories about California climate
being so much more wonderful than any other.
I prefer New York
myself. I don't see why all motion pictures can't be made there. That

"You might

is

—

the real theatrical center."

"How

long do you expect to be out here, then?" I ventured.
"Only long enough to complete 'Michael and His Lost Angel' and one
other picture. I love the snow, and by the time I get back to my home
in Westchester, New York, it will be all gone."
I surmised that what he really loved more than the snow was Gotham's
gay winter season, and he admitted it, his clerical garb notwithstanding.
"You have been on the legitimate stage quite a long time, haven't you ?"
"Yes, and I never mean to quit it," he emphatically replied.
"Of
course, there is less money in it than in the screen, but there is a great
deal more thrill. I've played with Ethel Barrymore, Ellen Terry, Grace

George, Billie Burke, and Viola Allen. I only leave off long enough
make one or two pictures and then hurry back to the footlights. My
first picture was with Marguerite Clark
'Helene of the North.' Later
ones have been with Mary Pickford in 'Stella Maris,' with Clara Kimball
Young in 'The Common Law,' Constance Talmadge in 'The Virtuous
Vamp,' and with Anita Stewart in 'Mind the Paint Girl.' "
He pronounced "paint" with Just enough of the English tang to make
it sound like pint, and when I mustered up courage to chaff him about
it, he replied that he was not the first to say "Mind the Pint,"
since
quarts are a thing of the past.
"The thing I detest from the very depths of my soul," he went on, "is
getting up early in the morning. You don't have to do that when you're
on the legitimate stage, you know. Your mornings then are your own
except for special rehearsals, but in the pictures your mornings and your
afternoons and any other time that he wants are the director's. I have
strong constitutional objections to putting on my dress clothes at seventhirty in the morning and wearing them all day," he finished, with con-

—

to

viction.

"Do you expect ever to retire from the screen?" This cautiously
from me.
"Well," said Mr. Tearle. "I can't say anything definite on that score.
hear that Mary Pickford
million dollars, but I won't
I

is

going to retire

when

she has

made

six

make any

reckless statements, because no
matter what mark I set I would probably die of old age before I reached
You ask me if there is any thrill to the picture business. Yes,
it.
But aside from that," he
there is, and that's the weekly pay check.
finished in his perfectly modulated, though world-weary voice, "it's a

drab world; that's
And from the kind of
imagine it is, at that.
dull,

IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIUIII

all."

life that

the cultured

Conway Tearle has

IHMIM

He wears

a clergyman's garb

in his first

starring vehicle.

led, I
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Director!
Macbeth Jones
And

And

for a grand dame, I propose the lady
That condescends to sell me lingeree
Her majestic air would paralyze a mummy

Ne'er such hauteur did royalty display.
Or if they wish a maiden quite alluring,
Coy, coquettish, and delectable to view,
There's the girl that juggles sundaes at our drug
She could surely put the "new" in ingenue.

A
The

store,

right beneath my rooftree is a vampire,
siren wished on me by dire Fate;
original home-wrecker, I assure you

She's wrecked my nerves, my bank book, and my plates
And not content, she now has ruined my husband
Gastronomically he'll never be the same;
Oh, if it is a vampire they are needing
cook can out-vamp any in the game!

My

!

w

.11

;
3

We

kSO

my

SHE was
any

A Modern
"grow up," and
back, every now and then,

never really

m

—

was Lady Falkland I needn't
standard of comparison for her beauty,
because she is played by Mae Murray on the
screen, and so comparisons are unnecessary.
And she
had had a very unhappy past, before the picture began,
with ugly shadows all through it, cast by the wealthy
beautiful,

set

father

who, eager for power,

her to

forced

marry the man who could give it to him, and
also by that man himself, who tilted the silver
cup of her

life

so that she tasted only

its

bitter

dregs.

George Fitzmaurice, the Famous PlayersLasky director, didn't care much for that
wretched, sordid past that the heroine of "The
Man Who Killed" had to look back upon, and
he didn't
either.

feel

that you'd

care

But Ouida Bergere,

much about

his wife,

and

it,

also

one of the cleverest of scenario writers, obligingly had an inspiration that would sugar-coat
the disagreeable bit of a background and yet
give you all its facts when the story opens. She
knew the potency of fairy lore of knights in
armor and fair ladies in dire distress, and so
she let the story of that past be all silvered over

—

iiiiniiiii

iiiiiiii
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Fairy Tale
wise directors, knowing it, take us
irto the land of romance.
J.

j
J
1

Bent

of the costume drama, while rejoicing that it can be
put over in the picturization of such classics as "Treasure Island" and "Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde." But he
is not producing it in tabloid form as consistently as
has Cecil De Mille; the picture on which he is working now has no trace of it.

Each of the
characters in the main story was given an allegorical role, such as "The King of Power," "The
King of Wealth," "The Ice Lady"— and they
enact the story of the heroine's past as she tells
it, in the form of a fairy story, to her little son.
It is interesting to see Fitzmaurice's use of the
material of which costume plays are made, and
to speculate as to whether he has unconsciously
been influenced by Cecil De Mille's use of that
same material in somewhat the same way.
Everybody remembers the "vision" scenes which
have marked the De Mille productions "Old
Wives for New," "Don't Change Your Husband," "Male and Female" the gorgeous miniature costume plays that were introduced in
them easily found a place in one's memory.
Mr.- Fitzmaurice regrets the enforced absence
with the magic of olden times.

;

—

and the music of muted

violins and,
case at least, bronze and green
and blue peacocks proudly displaying
their beauty. For her eyes are remarkable.
They are very large and a yellowish brown, with a hint of green, in
color.
They are the sort of eyes you
see once or twice in a lifetime.
talked about peacocks, Miss
Glaum and I two great metal ones on
an electric sign just across from the
hotel brought up the subject.
"It was nice to have them here to
welcome me when I arrived," she
laughed, "I have two at home, you

in

my

We

;

know

;

they're

my

favorite pets."

She spoke of them as casually as
if

they'd been kittens.

And

I

repeated

"two" quite inanely, because my mind
was busy with pictures of the stunning
Louise in a California garden, with
her birds posing beside her.
"Yes, they're very interesting, except
when they run away. One of them
got out the other day

and

flew

trees,

into

and

had

I

the
a

terrible time pursuing
him, with all the small
boys in the neighborhood joining in the
chase.
I almost sent
for Bill Hart to come

"I'm the velvet-and-soft-satin type of person" said Miss Glaum.

Soft lace and satin

make an

Are You a Velvet or a

effective

negligee.

Calico Girl?
Don't wear one

if

you're the type to wear the other,

says Louise Glaum.

•

/

By Louise Williams
was

IT pink

in

Algiers,

,

on a golden day, when the

and blue and green houses slept in the
and the sea slapped lazily against the wall

strained

J

city's

sunlight,

that

re-

to the rescue with
his lasso."
transition
The

from peacocks to
was a short
one and came
clothes

it.

A peacock came across the grass toward me, with proud,
slow gait and then suddenly stopped and spread his tail
so that its green and royal blue made a vivid half circle
against the walls of the old palace behind him. And I
looked from his brilliancy to the Arab attendant near by,
with his white burnoose and bare brown feet, and wondered
if in the future anything would ever bring back to me in a
sudden vivid sweep of memory the atmosphere of that
languorous, colorful afternoon.
Recently I went to see Louise Glaum in her suite at a
New York hotel, and, when I met her, that bit of old
Algiers was brought back to me.
The background had
nothing to do with it; it was just a typical hotel living
room, looking down on strident, blatant Broadway. Nor
was it due to anything that Miss Glaum did, consciously, to produce an unusual effect.
She does
not try to be exotic or temperamental yet, the
moment you look into her eyes, you are reminded of all sorts of things that are foreign
moon-flooded lagoons C.
to just plain America
;

—

/

about through my
reference to her

little

odd

silk

—

blouse a Persianpatterned one of
design
interesting
and dull green and
blue coloring.

"Women
to

know

ought

the tex-

own

ture of their
characters,"

she

declared,

after

we'd discussed the
fact

she

that

signed

h

tumes

for

as

she

many

er

decos-

"Sex,"
for
has
other pro-

—
Are You

a

!

Velvet or a Calico Girl?

61

ductions of hers.
"I mean that they ought to know just what their own type
is and then bring it out by the fabrics they wear as well as by the designs and
colors they select.
"For example, don't you know women whose coloring and features and brisk,
alert type of mind suggest smart, crisp frocks of taffeta and freshly pressed
serge suits and white blouses with crinkly frills? They ought to wear materials
of that sort, instead of slimpsy crepe de Chine things or soft materials, like
duvetyn, for instance.
Then, there's the girl whose face is of the quaint,
old-fashioned type; the girl who loves home making and nice, simple things
and doesn't care for my pictures," with a little laugh. "She's what I call a
calico girl
she ought to wear simple little dresses of English print or plain,
dark stuff, with ruffly hchus.
;

"It's tremendously interesting to classify women and select characteristic
For instance, there's the tailored woman,
fabrics for them.
Just try it yourself.
the athletic girl, the vivacious, piquant one, the solid, dignified type, the motherly
girl, the smart, sophisticated one
always wears hats with loads of black bird
of paradise feathers, you know, and sleek satin frocks, and even sleeps in her
earrings, I'll wager
and the one who's just girlish and refuses ever to graduate from sailor collars and bow ties."

—

—

;

I

—

"And how about you where do you fit in with this theory or don't you ?"
asked.
So often those who make general rules for other women's clothes

She predicted

shawl's
to

favor.

Silk Jersey
let

the

return

and a scar
wear

sash for sports

exempt themselves as you doubtless know
"Oh, I do I'm easy to classify," she answered quickly. "I'm the velvet-and-soft-satin

—

type of person.
I don't mean that the heavy,
clinging things suit me best what you'd think
of as a Madame Petrova gown would never
express my personality at all, of course. But
the softer materials, that are supple and drape
beautifully
they are the ones that are appropriate for me when I'm just myself. Of course,
in pictures I have to consider the type of
woman I'm playing; that makes a great deal
of difference.
Continued on page 80
;

—

Anything—
to Get a
Picture!

GET

ready to jump

"Not

till

!" shrieked Viola.
they take our picture !"

made grim

Shirley

She

reply.

clung to her sister till the camera had
clicked, then both tumbled to the ground
just as their steed caromed off across the
inclosure.

Having your picture taken on ostrichback is no joke, and if you've never been
one of the hundreds of tourists who try
it
you can't imagine how exciting it is.
They put a blindfold on the somewhat
you to his back, hastily
remove the bandaging handkerchief, snap
your picture, and you get off just as fast
as you can, or else have a wild ride that's
erratic steed, help

faster than
I

won't

Shirley

it

is

tell

Mason

pleasant.

you how Viola Dana and
got off

;

if

they could do

same stunt on the screen some of
our professional comedians would be
green with envy, but the well-known
Metro star and William Fox's recent
stellar acquisition both swear they'll never
repeat it, never not on any provocation
So your chance is gone forever -you
should have been at the ostrich farm the
day we were there, and you'd have remembered Viola's agility and Shirley's
acrobatics all your life.
"What do we do now?" demanded
Shirley, who was bound to see all there
was to be seen. They'd already had a safe
and sane ride in the little cart that one of
the birds draws, and Viola vouchsafed the
that

—

It's

easv enough to look pleasant while the
still
but oh, boy, when he

ostrich is standing

—

Shirley had it all figured out that
when she landed it would probablv be on top
of Viola, and Viola's mind hastily arranged
a backward flip that would make Shirley act
bolts!

as cushion. Incidentally, neither plan worked.

Any

who

thinks he's busy ought to
Mason. She drove an ostrich
five minutes and has been talking ever since
about what the crossing policemen would
have on their hands if the ostrich took the
place of the Ford. ""Garbage instead of gasit'd be cheap— but,
oline no tires to buy
oh, so swift!" said Shirley.
traffic

cop

talk to Shirley

—

—

—

What
do

these stars won't

order to appear in

in

jj

a novel setting.

By
Caroline Bell

"You feed him first, "urged
Viola.
So her sister did
and if you want to know
what happened then you'll

—

have

to

read

this

story.

Furthermore, if you ever
see Viola Dana surreptitiously leaving home with
a watermelon under her
arm, just follow her to the

ostrich

farm;

it isn't

to let her take such

safe

a

trip

alone.

information that she didn't care to
try

any more rides that were closely

connected with ostriches.

"They don't know how to change
speeds they do everything in high,"
she commented. "And they haven't
any reverse gear. I couldn't find the
brakes on that one that I rode, and
when we were driving we went so
fast that I expected a collision any
minute. No more for me !"
"Why not feed them?" suggested
Shirley. "It's nearly time for tea."
So they acquired a supply of
oranges and tried it. The first experiment was almost disastrous. Accompanied by Viola, who clung to
her arm in case a speedy withdrawal
was necessary she told me afterward that she fully expected that
"the beast," as she called it, would
swallow her sister's arm along with
Shirley advanced ginthe orange
gerly and held up her contribution.
It was accepted; yea, even gulped.
And then shrill soprano shrieks
rent the air.
"He'll strangle he'll choke
save
him, somebody !"
You could have
heard Viola at the Alexandria Hotel,
miles away.
"He didn't chew it he took it
whole," howled Shirley, covering her
eyes with her hands so that she
wouldn't see the ostrich's suffering.
But she peeked through her fingers,
Continued on page 82
;

—

—

"They do

everything in
high; haven't any reverse

mechanism

how

to

—don't know

manage speed. And

I couldn't find the

That's

Viola

brakes."

Dana's

de-

scription of her attempt to

ride an ostrich. She's never

been quite the

she tried

same

since

no automobile's greatest speed
seems more than a crawl
it,

either;

to her.

H

O

—

—

—

—

Her Private Stock
By
Elizabeth Benneche Peterson

"Aren't they wonderful?" she demanded, as she showed
photographs by the dozen. "Of course, I don't own all
this stock yet, but some of it belongs to me, and some of it
The rest would if I had everything I
is going to, I hope.
want but I haven't not in the line of prize stock, at least.
"People say I ought to specialize on just one kind of cat"That's
tle," she went on, pausing in her photographic orgy.
what I started out to do, but I could no more resist one kind
of animal than I could another.
First I said I'd make it
horses but then somebody showed me some baby pigs, and
Besides, the bigger hogs look so awI couldn't resist them.
fully prosperous, don't they?
in terms of chops and pork
roasts, I mean. Why, once I wanted to have a whole roast
pig, with an apple in its mouth, for

me

—

—

—

—

NO,

you're wrong.
Gladys
Brockwell's private stock
isn't the kind you think it

Christmas dinner, and

at all.
She hasn't roped off a
corner of the cellar next the preserve shelves and installed there the
demijohn which her father
brought back from the World's
Fair, nor is she experimenting
with home brew in the attic.
There isn't even a
bottle of vichy on the
/
brand-new ranch which /
she's just bought, and
A
is,

the

very

it's

too,

let

you

is

—

stock

—and

private,

me

tell

out in the
barnyard.

A
a

§
1

'

comes, not in demijohns, but in Jerseys.

—

well,

Chinas and Percherons every other sentence or
so, I saw the sweetest Jersey

cow

!

And somebody

gave

me

a lesson in milking that
If
absolutely finished me.

you've never milked your

own cow
^Wggpsb

\

—well,

in a clover field

you

can try it
with one of

mine

some

day, and you'll

know why
sisted

Her private stock

cost

I

Poland

/

all

it

ever want to sell some little
pigs I only hope the market price
will be half as much
"Then, just as I had my vocabulary all geared to bring in

if

I

in-

buying

on

cows."

And

I

I'll

think
accept

her invitation.

A scenario editor takes into account Now remember that it will take six weeks to make the
not only the value of a story and its
picture, and you will see that expenses mount alarmworth to some particular star, but he
ingly.
also considers the approximate cost of
So if you would prosper in the movie-writing game,
tion Costs
producing a story. The writer should
judge the cost of expense to put on your story in
guard against calling for a large number of expensive
regard to locations. The exterior of the millionaire's
interior sets and a large number of expensive exterior
mansion is inexpensive to "shoot," but the interior,
locations.
To call for too many elaborate sets is a which means the building of elaborate sets, is another
weakness that many a writer never overcomes. One
Try to cast your action logically, of course,
matter.
of the best-known screen writers of to-day has this
but without summoning private yachts ad lib. If the
weakness, and it is taken into consideration when his
producer wants to put added money into your story,
well and good.
But give him a
plots are considered.
Don't call for a fleet of batplot that can be filmed within
tleships, a flock of aeroplanes,
the bounds of financial reason.
concerning scenario
five or six differently furnished
writing, addressed to this departballrooms, the entire interior of
This is the day
ment, will be gladly answered, when aca millionaire's mansion, from
°^ specialization,
Specialcompanied by a stamped and addressed
in movieland, as
den to drawing-room spectacureturn envelope. Beginners, however,
lzing
few
elsewhere.
lar scenes calling for "thousands
are advised first to procure our "Guideof
years ago the conpersons,"
private
trains,
posts for Scenario Writers," a booklet
tributor of plots just fired at
ocean liners, and the like.
covering all the points on which beginrandom, and was reasonably
Consider the motion-picture
ners usually wish to be informed, which
certain to hit some mark or
stories you have seen on the
will be sent for ten cents. Those who
screen.
other.
The members of the old
Maybe you have not
wish the names and addresses of the
noticed it, but here is a fact in
General Film organization, which
principal producers, with statements of
most productions you will find
included Kalem, Edison, Vitathe kinds of stories they want, may
graph, Selig, Lubin, et cetera,
two or three really big interior
procure our Market Booklet for six
sets.
Maybe there will be a
each had half a dozen or more
cents. Please note that we cannot read
large ballroom set, a throne
companies, comedy and dramatic
or criticize scripts.
room— if it is a "Graustark"
stock, and all of them were crystory
ing for new material. It was the
a street in Bagdad
at
any rate, there will be two or
same with the independents of
that period Imp, Thanhouser, Powers, Yankee, Reliance,
three big sets that are built especially for the play, but
and Champion. Everything from split reels to five-reel
seldom more than three. When a good scenario editor
features was in demand, and anything was grabbed up
considers your plot, he considers it with an eye to expense.
Of course, there have been a few notable ex- and used. The writer had a large market to select
from and could "free lance" in the truest sense of
ceptions, in which the cost of production is ignored.
sucthe
word.
But these are very few. If your plot calls for a
It's
rooms,
different to-day.
The one, two, and three-reel
cession of massive sets, streets, palace reception
features
gone.
have
The
you.
demand is for feature maet cetera, the play will surely be returned to
terial to run five thousand feet or more and suitable
for the talents of some particular star.
You don't
Let's consider for a moment some
o
write so much for the general movie market any more
production costs. Street sets, ballroom
Interesting"
you aim at some star. The contracts of most of
sets, palatial reception halls, et cetera,
these
apiece
stars call for their approval of all stories in
cos
f
rom
thousand
dollars
ten
^
Figures
which they are to appear, and so business must be
upward. And the sets are not the only
items.
written in by which said star is everything, and all else
There is the star's salary, twenty-five hundred
dollars weekly or more.
The supporting cast will cost subservient.
five thousand dollars a week, perhaps, for the principals,
Each star has limitations and peculiand as much again for the extras. You must pay the
TTsp St r
arities
which must be taken into condirector five hundred dollars or more a week. Camera
Y
Must Fit sideration. Each one has little indimen, frequently two of them, will draw one hundred
vidual tricks and characteristics which
and fifty dollars or more a week apiece. The contithe Stat
must be played upon. To put a star
nuity writer must be paid one hundred dollars a reel.
The cost of a story is from five hundred dollars up- in the wrong sort of story is dangerous both to the
ward. To all this must be added the cost of costumes,
star and to the play; hence the star's contract clause.
They put Edith Storey in Westerns once, and it didn't
cost of studio staff, cost of distribution, et cetera.
Don't Forget Produc-

—

QUESTIONS

.

;

A

:

—

;

:

_

.

—

Hints for Scenario Writers
shall I take a chance?"
vampish roles. Tom Mix

66

—

pay she needs the high-class,
tried to play the lead in a "six best seller" for Selig,

and
Submit

picture was shelved and never shown.
anything to the managers of Mae Marsh but the "ragsand-tatters" scripts, and they will be immediately rejected.
Why? Because she does better in that sort
of atmosphere, as does Bessie Love. Have you a good
story for Lew Cody?
If so, send it to him.
This
means an above-the-average vehicle suited to his pe-

the

culiar qualifications.
He excels in the "male vamp"
atmosphere a plot in which Mr. Cody is made to appear a "devil with the women," but which develops to
show that he has saved a home from disruption or
teaches a foolish swain a lesson or impels a too romantic
maiden to keep in the straight and narrow. There must
be a lot of pretty girls in the Cody stories, and preferably high-class society drama with sex interest.
It's the age of specialization, I repeat.
The one who
is to succeed in writing the motion-picture- feature plots
must study the screen not for the finished screen

—

—

—

technic leave that art to the studio-trained writer of
continuity
but to study the capabilities of the stars,
male and female. They all have their strong points,

—

and they

all have their weaknesses.
ods, their favorite tricks of acting,
expressions.
Pay attention to the

Study their methand their favorite

types of tales in
which they appear. You will find, with some notable
exceptions, that they all have plays calculated to make

them appear
they do best.

at their best,

We Uncon-

and

to develop that

which

Great minds may run in the same
channels
but not in motion-pictureSciously"
Every one has a na"tural
phot writing.
Co " y ur tendency, either
ur
consciously or uncont-,
Favorites
sciously, to embody plot, action, or
style first originated by some other author.
Submit
to me a motion-picture scenario, and nine times out of
ten I can tell what kind of an education the writer has,
even if I do not know the scribe personally. I can
easily ascertain whether he is well grounded in the
classics, partial to the "six-best-sellers" type of fiction,
or the Bertha M. Clay sort of novel. The influence of
the kind of reading one has indulged in will be apparent in his handiwork.
The lover of Dickens will develop characterization along Dickens' lines. This does
not mean that the author is attempting to imitate
Dickens.
It is only the unconscious influence of the
favorite authors on the writer.

—

Q
.

There

are, however, some authors, real and near,
take another course. One very successful moviescenario writer cannot sell me anything at all. Why?
Because on three occasions this happened: He sent
in motion-picture plays that were founded on a thread
of more or less original plot, but all the big situations
literally were "cribbed"
from various
to put it mildly
authors.
This scenario writer played no favorites in
a literary way. In one story of his I detected a little of
Dickens, more of Wilkie Collins, one excellent situation
from a B. M. Bower Western story, and a touch of John
Galsworthy. Now the writer might have encroached successfully upon the old-timers like Collins and Dickens,
but contemporary writers, such as Bower and Galsworthy, are rather inclined to reserve the right to their
own stuff. This particular writer submitted to my company a third story, which seemed almost entirely origi-

who

—

—

nal.

It

was

good

a

story, too.

However,

I

was

fear-

consulted with the powers,
saying "This chap has sent me a fine and dandy story
his other two manuscripts were steals this seems entirely original
I haven't read everything in the world
and cannot swear that it is not another adaptation
ful of taking a chance.

I

:

;

;

I

was instructed

to reject the

Later it was produced by another concern, and
a lawsuit developed for infringement of a copyright.
story.

The

Plaei
*>

arist Is Soon

Detected
cruited

^

e

aDOve

c i rcums tance

is

related

just to show that a reputation for honesty is just as necessary in selling movie
plots as in any other walk in life; that
scenario editors nowadays are not re-

from the ranks of stock

actors, but are widely
that to attempt something doubtful is likely to bar your particular work from the studio
for all time and yet some really talented authors, who
have tried to put over steals, wonder why their stuff
comes back. It reminds me of the well-known writer
of movie continuity who, exceptionally talented in every
detail of the art, yet insisted in "borrowing" continuity titles from Jack London. By some strange mental
quirk this continuity writer seemed to think he was
the exclusive reader of London, and seemingly he could
not resist copying that author's word pictures for movie
titles in other plays.
Keep plugging away but be

read

men and women

;

;

—

honest always

What

is that "hunch" that whispers
ex P er ence d scenario editor that
"here is a good story" as he wades
-' s
4*through a bale of manuscripts? The
editor will go along reading script after
script in a half-hearted manner, for usually something
tells him, even before he finishes the initial paragraph,
that there is something lacking in the story.
Then
he takes up another manuscript the same as the rest
in appearance.
He reads the first few lines, and he
feels the interest surging up within him
that indefinable something that foretells that he has "found
something." As he reads he has misgivings that the
plot will "peter out" in the final wind-up.
He hopes
that the interest will keep up, but he is afraid it won't.
As he reads page after page, and the story moves faster

What

*°

^e

>

—

and

faster, his eyes brighten,

and a smile plays around

He is as pleased as an
And when he finishes the

urchin with a new
story he jumps up
and shows it to every one in the shop that they may
rejoice with him because a good one has been unearthed.
It makes no difference who is the author of the story
the fact that it is a good story for the screen is the
prime essential. Is it second-sight, psychology, or what
that gently whispers to the editor right at the very beginning of the manuscript that "perhaps here is a good
one at last?" Any experienced editorial reader will tell
you of this strange premonition, and none will explain
his

mouth.

bicycle.

it

satisfactorily.

Manuscripts will occasionally get lost
e k est regulated scenario
even * n
Losing"
Sometimes the author is to
offices.
Manuscripts blame by forgetting to send his or her
complete address, by putting down a
wrong street number, or by writing illegibly. Sometimes, of course, the scenario department is to blame.
It is a wonder that more scripts are not going astray

^

.

consider the large number that are congoing in and out of every motion-picturescenario department. You should always retain a carbon copy of your story, so if it is lost the story can
be recopied. If your script goes astray don't jump to
the conclusion that the entire movie company is engaged in a deep, dire conspiracy to steal that story of
yours. In the first place, if any one desired to steal a
story he would be sure to return your manuscript, but
Continued on page 92

when you
stantly

!

Vive La

Vampire
She was not dead, she was
away. And now she's
making the world safe for sin
in several siren pictures which
just

soon be forthcoming.

will

By

Herbert

MY
what

fellow

Howe

Pan

of this

magazine, Mr. Peter
Milne, alluded some-

flippantly last

month

to

my

exposition of the spiritual
This fellow, Milne,
drama.

knows me
to let

off press.

He

used

me pay

his check at the
Rector's before that

famous

gilded place became a parfait

Hence he knows

parlor.

that

am a cosmopolite
treating impartially both with
the spiritual and the spiritHaving been thus unous.
surpliced, I feel free to pulpit
in taste,

I

the vampire.
solon of the studio realm
proclaimed to his cabinet recently
"The vampire is dead.

A

:

What we want now

is

pure

pictures mit a punch."
But it is just as hard to get
a substitute for the vampiric
punch as for other kinds.
Thus it is gratifying to know
that the vampire is not dead,
.

she was just away.

Vive

la

vampire

No star will admit the title
"vampire," because obsequies
of that creature have been

—

Every posture of Clara Kimball Young as she appears in "The Soul of Rafael'
pronounced and who wants
is a picture.
to be a dead one ? But a vampire by any other name may
There have been evil-working ladies
be as deadly.
land, receiving their education in motion pictures, need
since the time the serpent visited Eve's boudoir, and
never be fooled. Any child knows the deadly symptoms
there always will be.
the rolling eyes, the quivering bosom, the smoky lip,
Maye Yohe, erstwhile Lady Francis Hope, tells of and the debilitated gown.
a luncheon in London, at which various celebrities, including herself, Lily Langtry, and Oscar Wilde, were
I never considered the vampiric potentialities of
discoursing upon sin and its horrors. The famous
Anita Stewart until I saw her in "The Yellow Typhoon."
Langtry famous for her devastating beauty was
Now I realize what would happen to us men if such
arraigning sin as conscientiously as any board of cengood girls went wrong.
sors.
This was sesame to the wit of Wilde. He said:
Miss Stewart plays a dual role twin sisters for
"Eve discovered sin. Cleopatra passed it on. And one price of admission. I'd be willing to pay grandopera prices if she played triplets. She has more charm
sin in the future, my dear Lily, is safe in your hands."
Our favorite stars are making the world safe for in her slight one hundred and ten pounds than can be
sin by uncovering it.
In so doing they uncover a lot
found in all the operatic tonnage of a "Lucia" sextet.
Her twins, one blond and bad, and the other brunet
more than sin. But that's just to show that sin may
inhabit a divine form. Verily, I say, the youth of our
and good, are startling in their lack of resemblance.

—

—

—

—

—

Vive La Vampire
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major percentage of credit is owed Mr. Willat. This
siren is wise enough to fool Solomon or Lew Cody.
Miss Darmond is too clever to be at large. I've wondered what handicap keeps her from stardom.
It's
not apparent on the picture-sheet.
The salty atmosphere in the first reel is charged with
drama, which builds steadily to the last foot of film.
Mr. Bosworth is superb as the sub-mariner, and the
is his equal.
This picture has more vitality
than any other I've seen for some time. Luther Reed
is responsible for its dramatic sinew.

entire cast

C. Gardner Sullivan and Thomas H. Ince are a combination you can't beat.
Add Enid Bennett, star, and
Fred Niblo, director, and you have such an excellent
picture as "The False Road."
The regeneration of
evildoers through association with good people is not
Mr. Sullivan, however, has the Shakea new story.
sperean faculty of pouring new thought into old receptacles.
I have never before seen Miss Bennett so beautiful
or so mesmeric. She vamps open bank vaults as well
The character is exquias men's hearts and pockets.
sitely wrought.
Her husband-director, Fred Niblo, does
as well by her as she by him. This is their best work.
Lloyd Hughes plays with a quiet, square-jawed force.
Edith Yorke, who also played the mother in "Below
the Surface," should elicit filial love from every
mother's son. You'll be well entertained if you follow
"The False Road" with the luscious Enid.

Apropros of the ubiquity of the vampire
convoy dumped some twenty thousand of us

:

When

a

in Brest,

France, in 1917, the first familiar thing to greet us was
scarlet poster of Louise Glaum in "The Wolf
Woman." The Y. M. C. A. didn't sell many cups of
chocolate that night.
Louise's latest picture bears the
name of "Sex." They say this picLouise Glaum's
ture cost a lot to produce. I believe
latest picture
it after noting the number of cigabears the name
rettes Miss Glaum smokes.
of "Sex."
a

There ends the startling virtue of
"The Yellow Typhoon." If vou
are

a

devotee

of

Siren

Stewart,

believe most every one is,
will rejoice to find your faith
in her acting ability confirmed. She

and
you

I

salvages an obvious melodrama.

In"The False Road,"
Enid Bennett unlocks
bank vaults as well
as men's hearts and
pockets.

Edward

Jose,

the

director, doesn't tire the mind of the moviegoer with
subtleties.
His direction has a Diamond Dick charity.
Without Miss Stewart "The Yellow Typhoon" cer-

tainly

of her

would be an

ill

— and so are the

She is beautiful
and photography.

wind.
sets

—both

"Below the Surface,"

in contradistinction, is masterIrwin Willat is one of our finest
picture and "Behind the Door" are

ful in its subtleties.

directors, if this
fair criterions.

Grace Darmond is the lady who vamps up the
trouble.
Hers is the most convincing vampire I have
seen.
In fairness to the male, I must say I think a

Vive La Vampire
a vulgarization of a strong story by C. Gardner
Miss
is lost in ribaldry.
gives a literal reproduction of the cabaret flapper,

"Sex"

Sullivan.

Glaum

69

is

The dramatic purport

as common as beer once was. De Mille has presented some
highly perfumed, violet-hued sex studies, but to J. Parker
Read belongs the honor of hanging the red light on the
photo drama. It is not unlikely, I fancy, that the film will
be considerably trimmed in places before reaching the
public, at least in

some

States.

Every man who served

in France owes it to himself to
Green." It does not concern the
man in war but the man returning to the life he left behind
him. Buck Private Green spent forty-five minutes in Paris,
and his knowledge of French is typically A. E. F. He can
say "Voules-vous promenade avec moi cc soir" and "Vous
Nevertheless, he was in
etes un morceau de fromage."
Paris, and that's something to live up to.
Like all other fellows who returned, he finds things
changed. His dog has died. His girl gives him the ice.
His home town idolizes him and demands that he speak
French and speak it fluently. One of the best scenes is
that of his renewed acquaintance with mother's flapjacks.
Mother says, "I don't suppose you'll be satisfied with my
cooking after all those fancy French dishes."
This remark is good for a mighty A. E. F. roar.
I may be particularly partial to "Paris Green," but no
more so than two million other fellows will be. In my
opinion it is one hundred per cent entertainment and the
most enjoyable comedy, so far, of the year.
The Observer beat me to it in calling Charles Ray the

see Charles

Ray

in "Paris

greatest actor on the screen. Mr. Ray is a genius.
I doff
the chapeau also to Jerome Storm, his director, to Julien
Josephon, who conceived this classic of the man who came
back, to Ann May, who shows the world that all French
girls are not vampires, to Bert Woodruff, the dear old
dad, to Gertrude Claire, the lovable and tender mother,
to all the players who infuse their characters with the semblance of life, and
Anita Stewart plays
to that supervising genius, Thomas H.
a dual role in "The
Ince.
at

There

is

my command

not enough white paper
for listing all the good

Yellow Typhoon."

Bebe

Daniels

ap-

pears with Wallie
Reidin "TheDancin'

Fool"

With
points of "Paris Green."
stellar
utter
a
pride,
I
prophet's
prediction for Ann May, who plays
opposite Mr. Ray in this picture
and in "Peaceful Valley," which he

now

is

making.

silken, peacock-plumage vamme, give me that slapsticking siren in
I prefer to die laughing.
calico, Louise Fazenda.
Even the geese chase her in "Down on the Farm."
This Sennett special has the same gags and live stock
M. Sennett's
as a Sennett two-reeler, only more.
harlequin supremacy is based on the law that to spare
the shears is to spoil the film. Brevity is the soul of
This rule is not observed to the limit in
slapstick.
"Down on the Farm." Reduced to three reels, it
would create more hilarity. All the Sennett stars are
present, including Teddy, the dog, and Pepper, the
cat, whom, I'm told, is Mr. Sennett's favorite actress.
Continued on page 89

You may have your

pires, but, as for

in a play of all

A

male charac-

that only a
could have acted in the
romantic key in which the
production was pitched
in
other words, that, had a boy
been
would
employed,
he
ters.

third

is

girl

;

have appeared so realistic and
modern as to have made a
jarring note in this fanciful
of romance.

bit

However
"Treasure

may

this

Island"

is

a

be,

de-

lightful picture.

Island"— "Treas"Terror
ure Island" is a veritable
treasure of a picture "Terror
;

Island," a terror of a picture.
With Houdini, the escape artist, in the principal role, it resembles a fifteen-episode serial
jammed helplessly into five

thousand feet of

film.

The

stunts are not thrilling, but
ridiculous the plot not melo;

dramatic, but impossibly popeyed.

—

Tourneur's

'Treasure Island"

is

so picturesquely staged as

to

"Humoresque" Here is a
of
Fannie
picturization
a
Hurst story that is destined
to take its place with the best
that the screen has produced.
It is a simple tale of a Jewish

merit no small

measure of praise.

A

Tabloid

Review

Of some recent
offered

By

for

plays

your guidance.

Peter Milne

TOURNEUR'S picturization of RobMAURICE
Louis Stevenson's "Treasure Island"

is so
suggestive of the original work and so picturesquely staged that it merits instant attention and
no small measure of praise. All the vicious old pirates
are brought to life on the screen by such capable and
popular players as Lon Chaney who carries two parts
Charles Ogle, Bull Montana, and Al Filson.
The
island used is a real treasure-trove that delights the
eye.
Tourneur may have discarded some of the random spirit of adventure and romance bound between
the covers of the book, but at least he has endowed his
screen opus with artistry, imagination, vivid color, and
varying characterization.
That he saw fit to alter materially the plot in a few
places has been objected to by some lovers of the book.
Yet I have heard others craftsmen in the writing
game who defended the changes, arguing that, for the
purpose of making a play, Tourneur was justified in
abandoning the random romance, and in changing it
so as to heighten some of its dramatic moments.
What caused the greatest roar was his having a girl
play the part of Jim Hawkins!
This from the male
admirers of the book, and a mighty roar they have
made. There are many explanations which have been
put forward in regard to this.
One is that he was
following the stage tradition.
Another was that it
was an attempt to work in a bit of feminine interest

ert

—

—

—

—

family, of the mother's all-consuming happiness when
she discovers that her youngest son has musical talent,
of his success before the American public, of the parting of the two in a great crisis, of his return with hope
and love and faith gone, and of his redemption through
a great love.
Never before, it is safe to predict, has such a perfect atmosphere of reality been communicated to the
screen.
Any fine work of art must have the power of
drawing the spectator into its very center. This "Humoresque" accomplishes. The life of the Jewish family
You
is your life while you sit and watch the screen.
are as much a part of it as your teeth are a part of you.
That is why the joys, the sorrows, the humor, and
the laughs of "Humoresque" strike way down deep
within you. For this truly great work of art we have
Frank Borzage to thank for transferring Miss Hurst's
story to the screen with such fidelity and such a sure
dramatic touch. The continuity of Frances Marion's
must, too, be praised. And, last but not least, the work
of Vera Gordon and Dore Davidson, as the Jewish
father, is work that will never be forgotpredict that it will live for years, and will be
held up as a standard for aspiring artists to aim at.
"Humoresque," the picture, penetrates to the heart
through the eyes, even as music does through the

mother and

ten.

I

ears.

—

"The Inferior Sex" Proving by means of comedy
and rather inconsequential drama that the right way
for a wife to hold her husband's love is to be demonstrative, not toward him, but toward another man.
Proved by Mildred Harris Chaplin and Milton Sills.

—

"The Amateur Wife" Proving by means of comedy
and rather inconsequential drama that the right way'
for a wife to hold her husband's love is to be demonContinued on page 88

Over the Teacups
Marriages,

new

stars, trips to

Europe

— everything

come

to the ears of

Fanny the Fan.

By The Bystander

WE'RE going

for Goldwyn, and the people in it sent a chest of silver.
to one of Margaret Ettinger's office
And Lew Cody, with whom Betty's been playing, sent
Really I don't know when I've seen
a sort of cradle-shaped basket full of roses and candy
Fanny more interested than she was when
and champagne ! Imagine having that champ he-vamp
she bounced into my living room the other day. "Hurry
send you champagne!"
up and put on your best hat she's a writer and knows
"Nothing's too good for Betty Blythe!" I declared.
the whole colony you may expect to meet any one
!"
"But what worries me is the thought of her shopping
from Cecil De Mille to Pepper, the Sennett cat
for her trousseau and the costumes for
"And there'll be news of engagements
her
role as the Queen of Sheba in that
I
and weddings till the air is pink,"
Fox
picture she's to make soon. Comshe
warned her, pinning on my hat as
Mabel borrowed the steed
plications
might arise, and something
hustled me out of the front door.
when its owner wasn't
was
disastrous be the result, if she forgot
looking and then
"Yes, as some one was saying at
"
afraid to get off for fear
which sort of clothes she was supposed
Fanny
Betty Blythe's wedding
he'd catch her.
to be buying. Where are the Scardons
paused just there to straighten her veil
going to live?"
and cast a wary eye at me. But I re
"At the Hollywood Hotel till
fused to be impressed, even though I
their house is done.
Betty's alrealized that she'll act superior for two months at least,
ways been able
on the strength of having been there.
to make even a
"It's so nice" to have a screen star indulge in a reghotel
ular old-fashioned wedding, without any secrecy or debedroom
look like home,
nials or anything like that," she went on, a few minutes
later.
"And Betty certainly did it up
so I'm eager to
brown. She'd known her fiance, Paul
see what she'll
Scardon, for two years, you know;
do with her
they met at the Vitagraph studio in
new house. And isn't
Brooklyn, when he was directing
it funny ? Just before
Harry Morey's pictures, and she was
she left New York
playing in them.
for the
And they've been
Coast last
engaged a long time. So there was
summer she wrote
me that she was really worried benothing sudden about it.
cause she didn't know where she
"The wedding was at the Church
was going to live, and I said, 'Don't
of the Angels, at Garvanza, and was
you care
simply stunning. Betty wore a gown
something perfectly
lovely is sure to turn up for you !'
of blue chiffon, just like the June
few more instances like that and
skies"
Fanny can be awfully
I'll turn fortune teller."
poetic sometimes
"and carried
j
"Betty Bouton got married, too,"
American Beauties she's tall
I volunteered, not wanting to be
enough to get away with
outdone in the matter of sentiment.
flowers like that.
And you
"Her husband is Arthur Jackson,
should have seen the wedding
presents.
Mr. Scardon's
the scenario writer, and
teas."

—

;

—

;

—

A

—

;

been

directing
'Milestones'

mm

she's

going
to

go
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Over the Teacups
Jack Pickford, so she stopped and said, 'Look,
Jack isn't this a peach?' and he answered, 'It
ought to be— it's mine.' She'd borrowed it when
he wasn't around, and she said if she got off
and depended on herself for rapid locomotion he
might catch her and demand restitution.
Oh,
wasn't that too bad about Clarine Seymour, I
mean." She broke off as we passed a theater
w here "The Idol Dancer" was advertised. "I was
so shocked when I heard of her death.
She was
ill
such a short time, you know only about a

—

—

—

—

week

or so
and was in the hospital just four
or five days.
Griffith considered her one of his
greatest finds, they say, and certainly she had a

wonderful start toward stardom.
She was to
have been married after 'Way Down East' was
completed,

We

I

heard."

walked on

silently for

was thinking of the

a

few moments;

I

dark-haired girl
who had caught the public's eye as Cutie Beautiful in "The Girl Who Stayed at Home"; that
name always stuck to her. I remember, when the
Griffith forces came to New York for the opening of "Broken Blossoms," having Dick Barthelmess say to me "Cutie Beautiful' s here don't
you want to meet her?" and wondering for an
instant if that was the girl's real name, before
I realized that he meant Clarine Seymour.
"Have you seen Bill Desmond's baby daughter yet ?" asked
Fanny presently. "She's an April
arrival, you know, and big enough
lithe,

little,

;

now to receive callers.
named Mary Joanna,

And

she's

the 'Mary'

being for her mother, who used
to be Mary Mclvor.
Bill's so
proud he's on the verge of explosion."

"He's no prouder than

Madge Kennedy

of the

is

denim dress she made,"
I retorted.
"It's awfully
pretty, and cost only four
dollars
that is, if you

—

Photo by White.

on making pictures, the way
all these screen people do
since The sadden death
she reached the highest point of of Clarine Seyher screen career so far by playing mour is a cause
in Marshall Neilan's picture, 'Don't of sincere regret
Ever Marry,' she's so wedded to
to every one.
pictures that marrying a mere husband can't tear her away from them."
"I know one star who's going to let home and

don't count Madge's time

right

;

the fireside take her away from the screen for a
while, at least.
Gloria Swanson insisted that she'd
go right on, but she told me the other day that she'd

decided to retire until September or October I only
hope she won't decide to make it forever."
"Don't you worry about Gloria she'll be back,"
prophesied Fanny.
"That reminds me that I met
Mabel Normand the other day, riding a motor cycle
;

—

—

-strictly in

the privacy of the

Goldwyn

lot,

of course

and she swore that she was going to leave the screen
and be a stunt man in a circus. She stood on her
hands on the handle bars for me, just to prove that
she was capable, at least, and for a moment I almost
Really I think she's the peppiest person
I know— and if she rides a motor cycle in a picture
pretty soon don't be surprised she was so wedded to
that one that she could hardly be enticed away from
it.
She said she was afraid to get off, because a few
minutes before, as she was riding around, she met
believed her.

while she made it if you
at the rate she gets
per day for acting, one
made of gold tissue by a fashionable dressmaker would be
ever so much cheaper."
"Then it's hardly likely to
inspire an orgy of home dressmaking among the film stars,
;

do,

is

it?"

"Though

commented

Fanny.

colony is
getting so domesticated that
I'm ready to expect almost
anything.
Everybody seems
to be getting so happy-everafterish that I think all this
talk
about the wild lives
screen stars lead is more misleading than it ever was before.
Yes, I know about
Jane Novak's divorce but on
the other hand, look at Mae
Murray and Bob Leonard.
really, the

—

;

Chic Sale, one of vaudeville's
funniest men, has been cap-

tured by the screen.

Over the Teacups
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since they came back here
Well,
that new company?
they were as delighted to get into their own home
once more and see what the people who rented
East had done to it as any
it while they were
suburbanite who's been to the shore for the sumWhy,
mer. And look at the recent marriages.
Josephine Hill and Jack Perrin are a happy-enough

Have you seen them
make pictures for

to

and groom to make all Universal City look
Niagara Falls though Josephine is shedding
some of it on the Metro lot these days, while she's
working in 'Parlor, Bedroom, and Bath.'
But

bride

—

like

Jack's
there."

still

at

Universal

;

so the spell

still

holds

—

"That reminds me wasn't it interesting about
Sylvia Breamer and her fiance?
He was Lieutenant F. C. Lewis, you know, of the Intelligence
Corps, and went overseas two years ago with the
army. And he'd been reported dead, and nothing
more was heard of him till he appeared in Los
Angeles
Isn't that romantic ?"
"Sort of startling for Sylvia, it seems to me.
And speaking of Universal, wasn't it funny the
!

way

Priscilla Dean and Edith Roberts swapped
stories?
Priscilla was to have done 'Marimba,'

a Hawaiian story, and then somebody insisted
that 'The Cat that Walked' was much better for
her, and so she handed 'Marimba' over to Edith.
But she wouldn't do it till
she found out whether the
cat referred to meant her
or not."

"Swapping stories is never
as interesting to me as swap-

—

ping companies and everybody's doing that now, as
usual.
Sessue Hayakawa
left

own

Haworth to form his
company
Madlaine
;

Traverse and Gladys Brockwell and Vivian Rich left
Fox; Pauline Frederick left
Goldwyn I swear I think
fate
plays
checkers with
movie
stars,
the
with
squares on the board repre-

—

senting the different companies."
"But on the other hand,
just see how many stars
sign up again with their
felt
old companies.
I
so relieved when Billie

Photo by Ev a n S

/

Scardonisone
of our newest
/

brides.

/ JHI

her, if

f

little

story for

around the world with his vaudeville act,
you know. And he's having a gorgeous time and

trip
all

kinds of success."

"But what a time he'll have catching up on the
Here's what
news of the movies when he gets back
happened while I was up in the mountains for a week:
Anita Stewart's brother George and Robert Harron
were both booked for stardom, that Louise Huff signed
as a new Selznick star, Monroe Salisbury formed his
own company, and it was announced that Bebe Daniels
was to follow Wanda Hawley as the latest Realart
!

f

1

remarked.
"When she
closed her stage play and
declared that she was going to take
a rest and go to Japan my heart sank
within me. But then, with everybody
I

Madge Kennedy's homefrock.

would make a nice
were properly handled."

were

years more.
And little
Lila Lee has signed again
with Famous Players, too."

made denim

it

"The members of Marshall Neilan's company
notified some time ago that they'd have to
work before the camera even when they were on
the briny deep," Fanny told me.
"And that reminds me that I had a post card the other day
from Julian Eltinge, from Manila. He's on a

-J

Burke promised to love,
and obey Famous
Players-Lasky for a few

Here's a glimpse of

rushing abroad to make pictures,
j suppose that ought not to matten And maybe she'll be moved
to ^ Q some thing for the movies
while she's away. 'The Lady of

the Decoration'

/
,

honor,

"I wish I felt certain
that a little thing like a
contract would guarantee
our seeing Elsie Ferguson
on the screen again soon,"

.

Blythe

Betty

star.

I

"

"Here we are," Fannie interrupted. "I do hope we'll
Nothing seems to have
learn something interesting.
happened of late."

sonal question," Gloria shot back,
with a disconcerting glance from
those wonderful sea-green eyes.
"If you're trying to be funny
about home brew and things
which isn't at all funny to a lot
of people I can't say that I am,
personally.
If you mean psychic
"
things

—

"That's what I meant," I repausing.
"And I wasn't
trying to be funny."
She gave me a rather searching look from those strange eyes.
"Sit down," she said.
"I never
thought much about this sort of
thing until lately. And even now
I don't know what to think about
it.
And I don't especially care
to talk about it.
But I had a
strange experience on Santa Cruz
Island. .Thinking about it has recalled several other experiences

plied,

much

less

pronounced, which I've

had from time

to time, ever since
childhood.
If you've never had
any of them you probably know
people who have for instance,
such things as walking down a
strange street in a strange town
and suddenly feeling a strong
conviction that you've been there
before.
"Well, as I said, I've often had
'psychic twinges' of that sort,

—

Santa Cruz, where the shipwreck scenes from "Male and Female" were taken,
the rockiest little chunks of land in the Pacific.

is

one of

Gloria, the Occult
many persons, Gloria Swanson has a chapter of her own to add to the
mass of evidence concerning mystic matters. Whether you're credulous,
or whether you scoff, you can't help being interested.
Like so

which

—

great

I

never thought much about
Santa Cruz,

until this affair at

you know, where we went

to film

'Male and Female.'"

By Gordon Gassaway

I

remembered quite well

that Santa
lying off the
California shore, where the shipwreck
and tropical scenes from that most interesting play were made
is
one of
the rockiest little chunks of land in
the Pacific.
So much for that.
"Those rocks," continued Gloria,
"seemed to be charged with an abundance of warmth as old as the ages.
Their very touch affected me curiously.
I seemed to be absorbing

Cruz—that

a way,
IN You

see,

spiritism

of faking

is

I

didn't like to write this story.
who devoutly believe in

even those

and the. occult know what a lot
done that is claimed to be gen-

And as for those who are
skeptical
well, I know just about what they'll
say.
So please understand that I'm not telling
this story to try to get any one to believe it as
uinely supernatural.

—

an evidence of anything supernatural. I don't
know that I do myself I mean that perhaps it could be explained on the

—

the
subconscious
coincidence or
something along that line.
basis

mind

But

of
or

understand

this,

Gloria didn't especially want to tell me the
story.
I know that, because I had finished my
interview and had said
good-by.
As I was about to leave
her dressing room on the Lasky
please.

.

lot,

it

to stop

just

and

popped

into

my

he?

ask.

"By the way, Miss Swanson,
you at all interested in spirits ?
most every one is these days
"
one way or another
"Well, that's rather a per-

i

J

J

little

island

—

HMHfek

something
from
which loosened
If

them
some-

you remember

the

was wearing a
torn gown which was
not exactly made

picture, I

of flannel."

thing in me which had been bottled
picture, I was wearing a torn evening

up always. If you remember the
gown which was not exactly made

In fact,
of flannel, and so often I was very close to those rocks indeed.
the rocks and I became almost as intimate as a barnacle and the under
side of a ship.
"In the company there were two persons who were not exactly friends.
One day, as one of them was sitting
Their natures were antagonistic.
apart playing mumblety-peg or something, a sudden idea came over me to
make those two friends, and so I 'willed' that the younger, a boy whose
name I cannot tell you, should carry a cup of hot coffee just made at
the camp fire to the other.
"Honestly, as soon as I held to that thought, the boy acted as though
he were in a daze. He picked up a steaming hot cup of coffee and seemed
undecided what to do with it. Then reluctantly he walked toward the other,
stopping to take a sip on the way. I could see that he was going against
He gave the other the coffee, apologizing
his will, but in accord with mine
for having tasted it.
"The next day I was sitting on a rock beside Major Beith, the writer,
when suddenly, as clearly as could be, I had a vision.
"I turned to the major and said: " T know what you are thinking!'
"He laughed, but I was serious. I told him that he was thinking of a scene in his next book or scenario or whatever it was.
There were three people supposed to be in it a man, his wife,
and the 'other man.'
" 'You
Those rocks seemed to be
are wondering,'
'whether or not to have this scene charged with an abunacted out between only the man and dance of warmth as old
as the ages. Their very
the wife, or whether to have the
touch affected
"third ingredient" present.
I'll
tell
jjHK
you you must have the other chap me curious lv."
!

—

'

—

present.'
" 'By

Jove

!'

he exclaimed,

'that

just what I was thinking, and
"
I believe you are right, at that.'
Gloria, by this time plunged
is

seemed
wonderful
a

in her narrations,
to

glow

like

/

A picture of Gloria as
a

child.

Perhaps she

was having

her first
"psychic twinges"
at about the time
this photograph
was being taken

As you know, she uses very little make-up in the De
e pictures,
and her heavy, deep-brown hair frames a face which reflects every passing
thought as clearly as a phonograph transcribes the voice. I sat silent while

jewel.

she continued.
"In the meantime, the boy,
had gone to the mainland.

whom we

will call

Sam, since that

is

not his name,

when we were all grouped about the fire, talking of this
had another vision my last, as you shall see. I told it aloud to
another of the company as it passed before my eyes.

"And

and

that night,

—

that, I

" T can see Sam to-night ashore. He is visiting at the house, in Hollywood,
He is standing by the piano, and he is running his
of a famous sculptor.
fingers over the keys aimlessly.
Now he is going to the kitchen alone. Now
!'
Lots of them
he is' and this really seemed absurd 'he is eating radishes
"A few days later we returned to Hollywood, and in company with those
who had been around the camp fire when I had seen his actions, I asked Sam

—

—

!

what he had been doing on

"'Oh/ he

—

that certain night.
didn't do much of anything.
mentioning the famous sculptor.
replied,

so's house'
" 'Did you play

"

T

can't play.

T

any musical instrument ?'

You know

I

I

went over to So-and-

asked him.

that.'

"Like a Spanish inquistador I went on. 'Were you near any instrument?'
" 'Yes,' he said, T fooled around the piano some
ran my fingers up and
{Continued on page 81)
down the keys.'

—

P. P.
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What
On

the Fans Think

different subjects concerning the screen, as revealed

An

Exhibitor Speaks.
To the Editor of Picture-Play Magazine.
I have been associated with my lather for the past four years
in operating a string of picture theaters in the Middle West,
and during that time there certainly has been a shake-up of
movie conditions. For one thing, \vc exhibitors are looking
more to fan magazines like Pictuke-Play than to trade papers
Now that
for our news, especially our criticisms of pictures.
you have reviews in advance of the picture's showing, we can
count pretty well on whether the picture is worth booking and
how much it is worth playing up in advertising. We also gain
through a fan magazine an idea of who the really popular
stars are, and we get advertising ideas from your stories.
I am interested in what the fans say.
theaters have played practically all the different companies' releases. In our opinion the screen has been asleep for
the past couple of years, but there is a tendency just now for
a little awakening. Back in the days of Triangle we had some
of our best pictures from Ince and the old Griffith-Fine Arts
Ince still holds
place, pictures with fine casts and real stories.
up the best. The mistake companies are making is that they
all are rushing out to buy novels and plays for picturization.
Few novels and plays make good pictures. As for the author's
name bringing us business that's the bunk. There are not a
half dozen authors in the world whose names have any percentage of drawing power worth counting. I heard a woman
in our theater the other night remark during the showing of
a picture featuring the author, "Which one is So-and-so?" naming the famous w riter. "I never have seen
him, that I know of."
The gentleman
with her said, "I dunno any of these picture players, except Fairbanks and Chap-

That's

why

Our

—

and

records,
pictures

—

In Reply to "Mary's Admirer."
To the Editor of Picture-Play Magazine.
Your department is great I do enjoy reading other fans'
opinions of the plays and players.
But I cannot understand
how "Mary's Faithful Admirer" can ever think that Nazimova

—

not like a real person.
I am sure she has not seen "Toys
of Fate" or "The Brat."
Even little Mary
never did better work than Nazimova did in
the latter.
She fairly sparkles with life, and
mirrors every changing thought in her expres-

is

Ray.''
Looking back over our
find that the best drawing

sive face.
I am sure that after "Mary's Admirer" has
seen these two she will love Nazimova.
But

we

have been from original stories.
Such men as C. Gardner Sullivan know
how to write screen drama, which is dif-

I do hope that some one else will come to
aid in defense of this delightful star.

An

ferent from novel writing, or play-writing for the stage.
Rex Beach is about
the only novel writer who has box-office

Too Much

And

—

he's slipping of late,
interest.
But as for the rest,
the electricians.

some

feature

Griffith

is

all

right

and De Mille exyou might as well

Once again I express my regards for your magazine. It
gives us real tips on who's who and what's what.
Glad to see more general stories of interest, instead of all
about players, their homes, et cetera. Yours truly,
C. B.
St. Paul, Minnesota.

—

Just Half and Half.

To
I

Picture-Play Magazine.
have become much interested in "What the Fans Think!"

the Editor of

Name!

if

I

had known

it

was

to

my

husband wanted to see this
"No." You know, often
it
is up to the wife to decide which picture
to see.
This was a first release then, but I
didn't want to see it because of its awful name.
Last night I saw it, and haven't stopped raving yet. The story was great, the picture was
action from beginning to end, and the playerswere wonderful.
I say that such pictures as "Don't Change Your Husband"
are nice to look at, but they leave your mind almost as soon
as you see them.
Not so with "When Bearcat Went Dry."
Last winter

;

cites

do you know,

picture,

these can't put over many poor ones and
keep up their averages.
We need new personalities on the screen. The public cerPriscilla
tainly does tire of the same old names and faces.
Dean has a new style that puts her over. John Barrymore will
go big if he keeps at it so will Lionel. Among other newcomers that are beginning to attract some are Douglas MacLean and Doris May, Shirley Mason, Larry Semon, Betty
Blythe, Harrison Ford, and Dick Barthelmess just as your
magazine has stated. Sometimes we pick these people out of
the cast and feature them, providing the company doesn't do it.

—sometimes —though

a

Canada.

be shown I should never have gone to the
theater? Why? Because the name is terrible.
Yet it was one of the finest, if not the finest,
pictures I ever saw.

Charles Ray, Chaplin, Anita Stewart, and

good night!

in

—Toronto,

the Editor of Picture-Play Magazine.
"What's in a name?" Too much, sometimes.
Last evening I saw a picture which I can only
compare to that wonderful "Miracle Man."

maybe the Talmadges. Dorothy Gish is
coming along fast into that class. But even

for featuring directors

Interested Fan.

my

To

since his stories happen to make
good pictures because of their action.
Of course, the story is the thing. There
are about a half dozen stars who have
real value.
I mean so far as our boxoffice records show.
As for the rest, they
all hit about the same, and a picture without a star will draw just about as well
as one with an ordinary, so-called "star."
There are a few players who will put
over any picture on the strength of their
personalities.
I'll say this for Nazimova,
value,

As

from our mail pouch.

letters selected

think that well-known stars and pictures derived from
I
popular stories draw the crowds equally. For instance, when
Mary Pickford played in "M'liss" the star was just as popular as she was before.
But a popular movie theater on the
West Side was practically empty when it was on. When
"Amarilly of Clothesline Alley" was shown, seats were not to
be had.
This shows that people are interested in what the
picture is and not just in the star.
Clara Kimball Young is one of the most popular stars in
this district.
All her pictures are booked from ten days to
two weeks. Mary Pickford, Nazimova, and Norma Talmadge
are well liked, but their pictures run for only three or four
days.
Plays like "The Miracle Man," "Male and Female,"
and "For Better, for Worse" are booked for five or six days.
This would seem to show that features by Mr. De Mille and
Mr. Tucker are more popular than Mary Pickford. Yet Miss
Young is more popular than even these releases so, on the
other hand, that would prove that a star is more popular than
a good story, a good director, or an all-star cast.
W. E. L.— Chi cago, Illinois.

7

lin

by

and

I

said,

This ''husband" stuff gets my goat.
I fell for the name of
that picture, as did a good many others but never again
The other was just the sort of picture I like but the name
kept me away.
A Busy Movie Fan. Utica, New York.

—

—

—

Let Us Have Something New!
To the Editor of Picture-Play Magazine.
Why don't producers go in for filming legends and fairy
stories more? The screen has such wonderful opportunities to
do things of that sort where the stage has not. There are
unlimited possibilities for scenic effects, magic actions, and
In my opinion, the screen has a better chance to
like.
develop in a pictorial way than in any other.
There is a
sameness about "sets." Even the stage has innovations, such
But the screen is all for realism. Why
as Urban settings.
not give us "The Arabian Nights"?
The stage couldn't at
least, not with the effect the screen could.
Instead of simplicity of settings which suggest mystery, like those of Urban,
Continued on page So
the

_

—

r

!
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Annette's Aquatic Rival
Tony Moreno

is so expert at water sports
they are used in his new serial.

that

By Charles

Carter

time at the hippozoo
grunts,
splashes, dull thuds— then a wild yell,
!"
a gong, and a voice shouting "Time
changed the grunts to shouts of laughter.
"I always thought water polo was a gentle, cooling little game," Tony Moreno remarked to me, climbing out of the pool and
shaking himself, so that the water shot off
in sparkling drops from his body, that looked
like tanned ivory.
But look at my nose

sounded

IT potamus

like feeding

house

in

the

:

though it were inflating like a
and my leg wow it feels dark
blue.
This bunch of fellows are the members of the crack water-polo team from the
Los Angeles Athletic Club."
Tony is the screen's aquatic rival of Annette
Kellermann, and for that reason his feats in the
It

feels

as

—

—

balloon,

water are often filmed.
The polo game, which is one of the athletic
events that open the new Moreno-Vitagraph
serial, was photographed by three cameras placed
on the edge of Tony's tank in the Vitagraph lot.
It is a

pool of

many

purposes, this tank.

Deep

enough for submerging a submarine, and large
enough to float a yacht it can be used for many
;

purposes.

Recently a cliff of plaster was constructed on
edge.
This was a background for certain
"close-ups" which could not be filmed in the rush-

its

ing mountain torrent, where the rest of the action

was

filmed.

Moreno not long ago performed some genuinely hazardous stunts in the Pacific Ocean, off

Balboa, California.
He learned a lot about submarine topography

when he went down

in a diver's suit.
But it was
impossible to get a camera in range for a good
close-up of some business he did in the water, so
again the pool was brought into use.

i

If
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A New

Fad?
Well, Not

Much!
Those who advocate donning overalls
are merely catching up to the screen stars.

By Ted Evans

MAYBE

you're one of
collar"
"white
persons who has rejoined a Cheese Club
the

cently

to wear overalls
a protest against
cost of clothing, or

and promised
every day as
the

high

maybe you're

a vertebra in the

backbone of the country, one of
those who wear them ever)'
morning when they get up to
milk the cows and feed the
chickens. In either case, you've
got the best sort of company.
For instance, take little Jean
Paige, up above in the corner.
Jean adores overalls simply

—

swears by them.
Every time
she gets a chance to rush back
to the home farm near Paris,
Illinois, she scrambles into her
favorite pair.
As for Bessie Love, who's
managing the mammoth canteen in the other corner
blue

—

denim trouserettes are Bessie's
favorite garb for beach picnics.

We

caught her in those days
when she and her mother and
father

were

picnicking,

and

Bessie made no apology at all for
her very becoming garb.
Charlie Ray's stellar overalls
are justly famous, of course;
some day they'll be exhibited in
hall
a
of
fame along with
Gloria Swanson's headdresses and

Thomas Meighan's

butler clothes.
Charlie's trying to prove to the
public that his ability can be
quite as well in more
sophisticated garb as in blue jeans
but whether the fans will accept him de-overalled remains to

housed

—

be seen.
Lots of other stars wear these
economical garments, of course.
The driver's suits that Wallace
Reid dons in his whiz-bang automobile pictures are one version of
them, and Mary Pickford once
wore a pair, with ruffles around
the ankles and a big, frilly collar
Pickfordesque.
Shirley
Mason got into overalls recently
for pictorial purposes, and her sister, Viola Dana
well, surely you

—quite

—

remember "Blue Jeans"?
So if you yearn to don denim
you'll

have plenty of company.

inn

!

A

Star at Seventeen

The Far East was after Alta Allen, but Fate intervened and snatched her into stardom.

By Selma Howe
HINA'S

a nice place, of

we've always
yearned to go there and
sampans,
sail in
course

;

accepted, since it meant only two hours'
evening. And then along came Shanghai.

That much I know.
Here's what I guessed
what I observed. She's what you might

rather,

—

Alta Allen

which poetic outburst is inspired by the ingenuous youth
of little Miss Allen.
The Sunshine Special in which she makes her bow
on the screen is a sort of movie musical comedy, and

way

a while ago, and when the
Chinese consul in San Francisco made her an offer from
the Oriental Hotel, in Shanghai, to become an entertainer
there, she said she'd go.
But along came Fate in the

—

Winof an Irishman
Sheehan by name, high
administrator of the William
Fox Company by profession.
He saw little Miss Allen dancguise

field

ing in the "Follies" at the FairHotel, in the Golden Gate
He promptly asked for an
City.

mont

"a

ripple of a brook into which brown leaves and buttercups glance, and cheeks like apple blossoms all of

—

she's delighted with

it.

"I've sung in the Gilbert and Sullivan operas," she
told me, with a watchful eye on the press representa"And so I
tive.
feel quite at home
I'm
in this part
a prima donna,
Will yours

—

*M

know.

you

And

do

I

lots

more
than

M

was transferred from the steamdocks to the
Angeles, and

Los
brand-new Fox

Some day she may

first

now

train
she's

for

a

making her

being on

promade under the
Sunshine Comedy brand.

the stage.
I'm looking for-

star,

first five-reel

met her

in

company

the purveyor of
regret that she dispublicity for the Westclosed her real age!
ern activities of the Fox
company, and she was
very much embarrassed, because she didn't know what
you're expected to say in an interview, and when she
said what wasn't supposed to be made public the publicity man cast her a warning glance, and she promptly

with

ward

>

,

to

k'

wm

'

bigthe
gest thrill

my

of

— getting
from

And

life

my

letter

first

a

fan.

won't

it

nice

if

became dumb.

some one

in

"I'm seventeen," she began bravely, not aware that
You see, no
such data is the state secret of stars.
matter how young you are, there is a time coming when
you will want no clews to your age to be public property.
A frown from her escort nipped her confes-

Scotland

sions in the bud right then, so I'll tell what I learned
and guessed of her.
When she was eleven she played Beth in "Little
Women" during an Easter vacation, with an Oakland,
California, stock company, and she was much encouraged because her schoolmates came to see the show,
and all cried when she died. But her mother insisted
on her going back to school, despite this promising be-

ginning, so she confined her dramatic activities to being
star and director of all the school cantatas and plays.
When she left school she had some offers to go into
vaudeville, but her mother frowned on those
later,
the engagement at the Fairmont Hotel was offered and
;

be

writes to

—
i

I

n

me

was born
Dundee,

you see."
So it's up

who

lives

in

to somebody
the land of

the heather to take pen in
hand and see that this
naive young person gets a
Perletter from Scotland.
haps when she replies she'll
tell all the things that the
press representative would
not let her tell the day I

met her;

if

%

V;,

think it's going
to
be

fun

'

interview, and made an offer that
made no mention of Shanghai.
The result was that her baggage

I

call

meadow girl" eyes like violets at dawn when the
dew shines on their petals, hair that has the sheen and

felt just that

bow in the
duction

— or

learn the gentle
art of eating with
chopsticks,
and
all
that sort of
thing.

ship

work each

I

thought

she would, I'd sail for
Scotland to-morrow

be her first
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Old Comedies— Or New?
Continued from page 14

pace

you cau

furious,

is

But you
same stuff which

just

go

the
is the life of
a
two-reeler into a length of five or
six.
It would crack under the strain.

crazy.

can't

stretch

wise to inIn a long
troduce comic
make
use of
well
to
comedy it is
haven't
named
relief.
serious
our new comedy feature yet, but
you won't mistake it when you see
it.
It's wholly different from anything we've ever produced before."
Director Del Ruth's eyes twinkled
In a long tragedy

is

it

relief.

We

at

last,

and something

fluttered for life as

"What

like a

smile

he concluded

will surprise

you most

will

be the beauties of it."
Rumor has it that these "beauties"
are not all clad in one-piece bathing
Some of them wear dresses
suits.
real novelty
of stiff cardboard.
of photographic effect is promised.
At the Christie studio near by, the
same news of an expansion from
two-reel comedies to a flyer in fives
was told, and the same general philosophy of methods described, but
with even more emphasis upon the
Mr.
necessity of a sound plot.
Christie cheerfully announced that
he has bought the picture rights of
Irvin Cobb's magazine story, "The
Smart Aleck," and has invaded
vaudeville's domains to hire the inimitable Chic Sale to play the role
of hero.
While we talked, an informal
parade of small-town characters,
with Chic himself leading the scarlet-coated band, marched down Hollywood's principal boulevard to the
"lot," paralyzing the motor traffic.
Every one was in high spirits, Chic
enjoying the lark most of all.

A
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A
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"We

don't make as much money
as Rockefeller," observed one of the
marchers, "but we sure have a lot of
fun."

And that sounded the note of the
occasion.
Every one was joyously
putting his heart into an effort to do
something bigger than the company
ever has tried before.
Universal City, in a distant canon
of the suburban mountains of Los
Angeles, was our final port of call
on this long cruise of investigation.
Here we met, as we long have hoped
to do, the famous Hibernian twins
of filmdom, Lyons and Moran.
Their headquarters were discovered in what to an ex-soldier appeared to be the barracks of Officers'
Row. In fact, it was a film cantonment's equivalent of this "Direc-

—

tors'

Row."

For Lyons and Moran,

leading men of
own company, are also their
own directors. Which was Eddie

being the

besides
their

and

was

which

Lee

your

corre-

Nor
spondent shall never know.
does it matter much.
The main issue, as explained sometimes in chorus by Lyons and Moran,
is

making a

that they, too, are

five-

comedy, with a certified plot, a
slow er tempo in action, more characterization
and you know the rest.
The scenario is based upon Edgar
Franklin's magazine serial, "Everything But the Truth."
With more
time to do the work, more money to
spend, and a real story to play with,
reel

T

—

they look forward, like their various
rivals in the comedy field, to making
five-reel productions which shall far
eclipse former efforts limited to two,
and which they hope will bring
greater proportionate returns.
Thus the revolution in film comedy
spreads.
By the time this magazine
is in circulation, the film public will
be called upon by its patronage or
lack of patronage
to decide the future of the movement. And shortly
thereafter the revolution will know
its joyous or unhappy fate.

—

—
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a Calico Girl?

Continued from page 61

"I think it's because colors fascime so that I like fabrics that

frock or in the shade of the

satin

nate

fabric

make good backgrounds,"

most

she went
on after a moment, playing with
the sash of her peacock-colored
"You can't use what might
blouse.
be called an obtrusive material and
bright coloring and material that's
noticeable in itself all in one gown;
it would be too much like trying to
listen to a good orchestra and a jazz
band and a violin solo all at once.
And it's the color that I love to emphasize; in embroidery on a dark

itself,

color

is

always what
can express

You

interests me.

in color; any mood, or
characteristic trait
people often do
it
unconsciously.
Why, I know a
nice, peaceful, retiring sort of man

anything

—

whose wife nearly drives him crazy

—

wearing red bright, shrieking
much. Her nature simply
revels in that shade it's a keynote

by

red

— so

to

everything she does.

;

And

he's

got a disposition as calm and unexciting as the deep green of water

Advertising Section

Now, could
in a cave by the sea.
you expect those people to be happy
together ?"

She went on to
gowns she wears

about

talk
in

''Sex"

;

the
the

wonderful "Sequinade," as it is
an evening- gown made enthe gortirelv of sequin-sewn net
geous white costume which she
wears as a dancer; the stunning
black dinner dress of tulle and velvet
cleverly combined.
"But color deserts you on the
screen; what do you do in place of
called,

;

asked.
entirely on difference in
I
have
a sort of a scale of
fabrics
it?" I

"Depend
;

correspondences

—

my

in

mind, you

certain clothes suggest certain
see
But it's involved, and
colors to me.
I don't always follow it consistently,
so let's not bother about

we

it."

In fact, Miss
Glaum didn't bother about anything.
But I did then and still do I bother
a lot about those green-yellow-brown
eyes of hers.

So

didn't.

—

Gloria, the Occult
Continued from page 75

"

'What else,' I asked, 'did you
was out of the ordinary?'
"He laughed. 'I went out in the
kitchen and ate two bunches of fresh
radishes
the gardener
had just
brought in, if you think that's funny.
They were the most wonderful raddo, that

"

have ever tasted
"There you are," smiled Gloria.
"What's the answer?"
"Are you still— er rockult?" I
ishes I

!'

—

ventured.

"No," she replied, a frown showing a bit, "I lost it all the next night
after that vision.
I was prostrated
with electric pains which wakened
sleep.
It was like a play,
and I thought I must be playing a
part.
And since then I have never
experienced anything like the power
that was in me for the five days on

me from

the island."

And

expectant reader, is the
her dressing room below the Lasky stage.
Just then her maid came in, carrying
a very wonderful robe indeed, all
shimmery gold and green, and quietly
announced that Mr. De Mille would
like to have Miss Swanson get ready
for an afternoon in front of the
camera. So I was shooed out, with
the nicest of Swanson smiles and a
pleading that I never, never should
tell what she had told us that afternoon. But I decided that whether
I believed it or not
it had interested
me very much, and that it probably
that,

tale that Gloria'told us in

—

would

interest

you

—

as well.
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Fade-Outs
Continued from page 49

While you are figuring out how
per minute this is, we'll gab
along with the wheeze that 'twas a
good thing for the Ray bank roll
that New Rochelle is not an hour
and forty-five minutes from Broad-

The idea of the theory is that this
gland juggling will allow a man to
live to be as old as a monkey, which
Peris a couple of hundred or so.
haps during the last hundred years
he'll become as handsome as Joe

way.

Martin

much

—o
Personal

the publicists who perpetrated the paragraph below kindly
send the solution to Fade-Outs?
We've tried to dope it out from
every angle, but it seems as if it

Will

just can't be did.
If it's a puzzle
it?
If it's a riddle,

you use DeMiracle
WHEN
no mussy mixture
apply
is

wash

there
or

to

Therefore

off.

the nicest,
easiest way to remove
ready for instant use and

it

we

do you do
eagerly give

up.

"After the strenuous time he spent
making 'Wait Till the Clouds Roll

it is

By,'

Doug

tion.

A

and

decided to take a vacavacation to Doug would
mean hard work to the average person, for it was fifteen hours on a
ranch that he spent for a week."

new and untried depilatory when
you use DeMiracle, because it has
been in use for over 20 years, and is
the only depilatory that has ever been
endorsed by eminent Physicians, Sur»

That theory of the transplanting
of monkey glands into the anatomy
of a used-up citizen appears to be

cleanliest
hair.
is

is

and

It is

the most economical because there
no waste. Simply wet the hair

with this nice, original sanitary liquid
it is gone.
You are not experimenting with a

geons. Dermatologists, Medical Journals and Prominent Magazines.

Use DeMiracle

just

once for remov-

ing hair from face, neck, arms, underarms or limbs, and if you are not
convinced that it is the perfect hair remover
return it to us with the DeMiracle Guarantee
and -we will refund your money. Write for

—o—

Scientific Stuff.

gaining

strength.
It is attracting
attention among the scientists
rubber-necks.
come in with

much
and

we dunnow
we cannot Understand

why any guy wants to live to be two
hundred, and have to keep on working every day, but, as usual, we
ramble.

What we're getting at is this.
'Twill be a great thing for directors.
director, to be real good, must be

A

—how

The Perfect Hair Remover

;

Personally,

We

the last bunch.

one hundred years old. Owour inclement weather, or

at least

ing

to

doctors,
or
something— directors,
like the rest of us mortals, are presented with a halo or an asbestos
ulster at about fifty or sixty, and led
to the exit.
Now, a director never has perfectly good sense until he is forty.
Then he spends the next ten or fifteen years puttering around trying
to get the sense he has accumulated
onto the screen.
At sixty-five he has become qualified to produce really commendable
pictures.
Yes, and then his teeth
fall out, and he can't yell at the actors
Come on, you monkey glands
!

free book.

Three

Sizes: 60c, #1.00,

#2.00

Anything—to Get

At

all toilet counters or direct from us, in
plain 'wrapper, on receipt of 63c, $t 04.

or $2.08, which

Wax

includes

Tax.

I

St.,

noticed,

made

iraelc
Dept.P30Park Ave. and 129th

New York

its

and

then, as the orange

way down and down and

down, steadily and

in the most orfashion, there were no more
shrieks.
Viola gazed in open-eyed
wonder, and Shirley quite unconsciously followed, with her hand on
her own throat, the progress of the
orange down the ostrich's.
And
then, when the bird's five-o'clock tea

derly

DIAMOND
RING OFFER
advertise our famous Hawaiian im.
diamonds— the greatest discovery the world
has ever known. We will send absolutely
free this 14k sold f. ring-, set with a l-2k
Hawaiian im. diamond— in beautiful ring
box postage paid. Pay postmaster $1.48
C. O. D. charges to cover postage, boxing,
advertising, handling, etc. If you can tell
it from a real diamond return and money
refunded. Only 10,000 given away. Send no
money. Answer quick. Send size of finger.
.lust to

KRAUTH &

REED, Dept. 412

Masonic Temple

Chicago

Freckles
are "as a cloud before the sun," hiding
your brightnesSjyour beauty. Whynot

remove them? Don't delay.

Use

STILLMAN'ScKE
Made

especially to

remove

freckles.

Leaves the skin clear, smooth and without a blemish. Prepared by specialists with
years of experience.
Money refunded
If not satisfactory.
60c per jar. Write
today for particulars and free booklet

—

"WonldstThouBeFair?"
Contains
I

I

many beauty

hints,

and describes a number of elepant preparations indispensable
tothe toilet. Sold by all drugtjixta

STILLMAN CREAM CO
^^aaTo^l* Dept.
Aurora, 111

H

a Picture!

Continued from page 63

Shirley cut short his labored explanation with a chuckle, but Viola's
I wouldn't
face was determined.
have trusted her with a melon at

moment.
"We've had such a gorgeous time

that

Shirley

told

was no longer visible, they turned
Viola
and stared at each other.
smiled, and Shirley giggled.
"Wish I could see him tackle a
watermelon !" remarked Viola long-

being out here together,"
me as we sauntered
away. "In the movies families are
so likely to be separated, of course,
and we think we're awfully lucky
to be working on the Coast at the
same time. I'm doing 'Love's Harvest' now, and zvhat do you suppose
is the name of Viola's picture? 'The

ingly.

Chorus

Girl's

stand by with a shoehorn if
you want to feed him one," offered
Shirley obligingly.
But the attendacting
who
was
as escort hasant
tened to divert their attention he
was quite obviously worried.
"Perhaps it wr ould be best not to
try it to-day," he suggested anxiously, trying to shoo them toward
the gate. "It's a little late in the afternoon for ostriches to eat watermelons before ten o'clock

simply wild?
But they'll probably
change it before it's finished."
On the way home we fairly shot
through space, it seemed to me.
whizzed past street cars and whirled
by other automobiles till my hair
curled with horror. But Shirley settled down with a little sigh of content, and Viola murmured happily:

"I'll

;

:

——

this year,

Romance'— isn't

that

We

"Isn't

slow!"

it

lovely to go so nice

and
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Classified Advertising
Patents and Lawyers

Agents and Help Wanted

GOVERNMENT POSITIONS

are desirable.

Let our expert former Government Examinerprepare you.
Write today for free booklet
Patterson Civil
giving full information.
Service School. Box Y. Rochester, N. Y.

HOW MUCH GASOLINE CAN YOU

AT

2c.

PER GALLON?

World

SELL

tests for four

Secure exclusive rights
to prove it.
"Carbonvoid," Box "2,"
vour county.
Bradley Beach, N. J.

years
for

WE START YOU

IN BUSINESS, furnishing everything men and women $30 to $100
'weekly operating our "Specialty Candy Fac;

anywhere.
Booklet
Box 98, East Orange, N.

tories"'

Co.,

BE A DETECTIVE.

free.
J.

Ragsdale

Excellent opportunity,

good pay, travel.
Write C. T. Ludwig, 436
Westover Building, Kansas City, Mo.

SELL our hosiery and underwear direct to
consumer.
Large line good profits prompt
deliveries
guaranteed.
Samples
ready.
Write.
The C & D Co., Dept. 15, Grand
Rapids, Mich.

—

MEN—Age
Travel

sary.
ports.

—

Experience unneces-

17 to 55.

make

secret investigations, reSalaries expenses. American Foreign
Detective Agency. 114. St. Louis.
:

;

DO YOU WANT TO EARN

$3,000 to $5,000
a year?
You can do it easily.
See Advertisement Anderson Steam Vulcanizer in

INVENTORS

desiring

Songs, Poems, Etc.
patenia

secure

to

should write for our guidebook "How To Get
Your Patent." Send sketch or description for
our opinion of its patentable nature.
Randolph & Co., Dept. 412, Washington. D. C.

PATENTS. Write

for Evidence of Conception Blank and free guide book.
Send
model or sketch and description for free
T-Tio'bpSinninion
of 1LS
lfs
njifpntjihlp llillUlC
n'ltnrp
'11
'['ill
\J
lllgU O L
references.
Reasonable
Prompt Attention.
1

'

I.

1

,

1

t

1

1

1

!

!

1

i

i

'

'

1.

!

Terms.
Victor J. Evans & Co., 767 Ninth,
Washington, D. C.
PATENTS. Highest references. Rates reaPromptness assured.
sonable.
Best results.
Booklet free.
Watson E. Coleman, Patent
Lawyer, 624 F Street, Washington, D. C.

PATENTS,
most word

Trademark,

—

Copyright foreas patent
charges very reasolicited.
Results

Long experience

free.

Prompt

solicitor.

advice,

Correspondence
Metzger, Washington, D. C.

sonable.
procured.

PATENTS PROMPTLY PROCURED.

Per-

sonal. Careful and Efficient service. Highest
references.
Moderate fees. Send sketch or
model for actual search and advice. George
P. Kimmel, Master of Patent Law, 18 H,
Loan & Trust Bldg., Washington, D. C.

PATENTS — Send

for free book.
Contains
valuable information for inventors.
Send
oiveiLU ui youi luveuLiou iui v Lee wiJiuiuii ut
its
patentable
nature.
Prompt
service.
(Twenty years experience.)
Talbert & Talbert, 4307 Talbert Bldg.. Washington, D. C.
_

_

this issue.

Duplicating Devices

SALESMEN— CITY

"Modern" Duplicator A Business Getter.
50 to 75 copies from pen, pencil,
$1.50 up.
typewriter no glue or gelatine. 40,000 firms
use it. 30 days' trial. You need one. Book-

—

;

OR

TRAVELING.

Experience unnecessary. Send for list of lines
and full particulars. Prepare in spare time
to earn the big salaries
$2,500 to $10,000 a
year. Employment services rendered Members.
National Salesmen's Training Association,
Dept. 107, Chicago, 111.

—

WORTH

$10.00
of finest toilet soaps, perfumes, toilet waters, spices, etc., absolutely
free to agents on our refund plan. Lacassian
Co., Dept. 427, St. Louis, Mo.

RAILWAY TRAFFIC INSPECTORS

let

No

age limit. We train you. Positions furnished under guarantee.
Write for Booklet
CM 28, Standard Business Training Institute,
Buffalo, N. Y.

Amr

—dtpT

XrQ
o—

siTTivfArT^T?
ss^mn
t t?t>
XT> I
o U IVllVLjOiiX qtt*t
oHjijijl^K.
OODlcconcentrated soft drinks.
Just
add water delicious drinks in a jiffy any
time, anywhere. Big sellers for home, picnics,
parties, socials, etc. Guaranteed under pure
food laws. Carrv in pocket.
Agents coining
money $6 to $12 a day. Write for free outfit offer today.
American Products Co., 2344
American Bldg., Cincinnati, Ohio.
,

'\r
AVjrXLilM

thing

r

new

'

—

;

;

—

DETECTIVES EARN BIG MONEY. Travel.
Great demand.
We train vou. Particulars
Write American Detective System, 1968
Broadway. N. Y.
free.

Wanted

to

Buy

WE PAY THE HIGHEST

PRICES for
diamonds, platinum, watches, old or broken
jewelry, old gold, silver, magneto points, old
false teeth, gold and silver ores or nuggets.
War Bonds & Stamps. Mail them to us today.
Cash by return mail. Goods returned
in 10 days if you're not satisfied.
The Ohio
Smelting & Refining Co.. 253 Lennox Bldg.,
Cleveland. Ohio.

Reeves

&

Pitts-

Co.,

WRITE

the

Words

for a Song.

We

write

music and guarantee to secure publication.
Submit_ poems on any subject. Broadway Studios,

150C Fitzgerald Building, New York.
words for a song. We write mu-

WRITE

guarantee publisher's acceptance,
Submit poems on patriotism, love or any. subject.
Chester Music Co., 920 S. Michigan Av.,
Room 323, Chicago.

sic,

i

WRITE WORDS FOR A SONG— We
music, publish and secure copyright.

write

Submit

The Metropolitan
poems on any subject.
Studios, 914 S. Michigan Avenue, Room 120,
Chicago.

FREE!
advice.
examination.
We

SONG-WRITERS GUIDE
Contains

Submit

valuable

SENT

instructions

song-poems

for

and

furnish music, copyright and facilitate
Knickerbocker Studios,
publication or sale.
301 Gaiety Bldg., New York.
will

HAVE YOU SONG

1 nave best
102, 4040 Dick-

FOli-Mbr

D

proposition. Ray Hibbeler,
ens Ave., Chicago.

WANT your song poems accepted? Send today for best offer, immediate publication and
Song writing booklet free.
free examination.
Authors & Composers Service Co., Suite 530,
lA*?! RrniHrniv ^pw ^ nrk
IF YOU WILL WRITE The words for a
song, I will write the music and guarantee
Poems on any subpublisher's acceptance.
ject acceptable. Ethwell Hanson, Room 102,
3808 Broadway, Chicago, Illinois.
T

YOU Write the Words for a Song. We'll
compose the music free and publish same.
B. Lenox Co., 271
Send Song-Poem to-day.

Candy

St..

New

THE RANK PAYS

you 4%. Would you be
Bankers Finance Co.,
interested in 18%?
S02-4 Western Indemnity Bldg.. Dallas, Texas.

For Sale

Short Stories and Photoplays

PHOTOPLAYS wanted. Big prices paid.
We show you how. Get free

Great demand.
particulars.

Rex Publishers, Box 175

—

P. 10,

Chicago.

prize

weekly
— $100 11CC

York.

Business Opportunities

Super-Chocolates Assorted lb. box
Best you ever
$1.25 P. P. prepaid, insured.
tasted or the box with our compliments.
Cheri, 142 S. loth, Phila.

$50
questions free. Franklin Institute, Dept. S2,
Rochester, N. Y.

Durkin,

CHERI

T-Mnvc;
IrtJiJ.

Sample examination

mother, home, child-

Chicago.

W. 125th

J-

Commence $110 month.

LT,

free.

burgh, Pa.

earn

from $110 to $200 per month and expenses.
Travel if desired.
Unlimited advancement.

— Love,

hood, patriotic or any subject. I compose muand guarantee publication.
Send words
today.
Thomas Merlin, 222 Reaper Block,

sic

—

—

AGENTS $40-$l 00 week. Free samples.
Gold Sign Letters any one can put on store
windows.
Liberal offer to general agents.
Metallic Letter Co., 431 T. N. Clark, Chicago.

Write a Song

writing Moving Picture
tiMill
nn

Opt" f tpp lionlr
vfilmililp
"fVti*m a
iiiiwi
VJCL
U\J\Ja
V til UuUlC in
offer.
Photo Playwright College,
*

I

,

I

I

»-|

I

*
,

PAINT

and iron, guaranteed stops
Exterior pure white linseed oil paint,
gallon containers sold re60
1, 5, 10, 20, 40,
tail and wholesale, to dealers, jobbers, consumers by paint specialists. Dept. 42, Martinek Paint Co., 405 Lexington Avenue, New
for roof

;

leaks.

York

City.

Box

278 XY13, Chicago.

Vaudeville

FREE to writers — a wonderful little book
of money-making hints, suggestions, ideas
the A B C of successful Story and Movie
:

writing.
Absolutely Free.
Just address
Authors' Press, Dept. 89, Auburn, N. Y.

WRITE News Items and Short Stories for
pay in spare time. Copyright Book and plans
free.
Press Reporting Syndicate (406), St.
Louis, Mo.

THE

Experience unGET ON
STAGE
necessary.
Send stamp for instructive bookSta. 255,
LaDelle.
About
Vaudeville."
let "All
Jackson. Mich.
!

Personal

DO YOU WISH TO KNOW

whether you

are to gain success, win friends, be .happy,
Scientific, convincing inor the reverse?
Wonderful results claimed by
formation.
"Key to Success" and personality
patrons.
sketch for 10 cents and birthdate. ThomsonHeywood Co., Dept. 300, Chronicle Bldg., San
Frnncisco.
-

A WEEK.

Writing Stories and
Send for Special Free Offer.
Department "S," New York Literary Bureau.
145 W. 36th St., New York City.

$50 to $150
Photo Plays.

WRITE PHOTOPLAYS: $25— $300
any one for suitable

paid
Experience unProducers

ideas.

necessary complete outline Free.
League, 439 St. Louis.
;

Shorthand

SHORTHAND. Best practical system, K. I.
Shorthand, learn in 5 hours speed with easy
practice.
Proof lessons, brochure free. King
Institute, EA-26. Station F, New York.
;

Ask your

Michigan Farm Lands
LAND
ON CREDIT. — In Michigan's
GOOD

Big money in
counties.
best hardwood
10 to 160 A.
grains, stock, poultry, fruit.
Good towns,
Only $15 to $35 per acre.
or stones.
swamps
No
schools, churches.
Easy monthly terms.
Small down payment.
Your credit is good. Big booklet free. Swigart Land Company. X1256 First Nat'l. Bk.
Bldg., Chicago. 111.
•

dealer for

PEOPLE'S FAVORITE MAGAZINE
Only 25c the copy, but a great pleasure and a big surprise
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Mildred Harris Chaplin— Child Wife

Wrinkles
Gone!

Continued from pag e 35

H.

Ince, at his old studio at inceville, a ramshackle old place situated
on several thousand acres of land
where wild West pictures were

New Wonderful WayCharm

Youth Restored

of

Wonderful
Wrinkles and

made, and which fronted on the sea.
Mildred owned a Shetland pony, in
those days, on which she used to

results
acre lines

banished. Yes. tins new
secret method works
nmrvels. You s ould
learn about it right
1

how

Learn

now.

makes

it

ride

btatitil'u!

didn't get

complrxlons of tho Japanese women. (Ymi know

how

aoft, satiny
their ikins are.)

how

and lovely
No matter

1 >ntr you may h:ivo Buffered from thsso blemishes,
no matter what you have
tried, net the information wo

will gladly send
about th<
Princes Tokio treatment. G
the Princess Tokio Reauty R<
It is free. It tells

you how to ha

the perfect skin heauty that
Hit* for. Yours for tht
pon. Send.

women

FEW DAYS
A
And
Gone
All

Edna Hunter

Your Wrinkles

Famous "Movie"

No Massage. No Plasters. No Masks.
No Rollers. No exercises. Nono of

Star, says of the

Princess Tokio

But a simple, easy treatment you
use in the privacy of yourroom. Only
a few minutes required. Tho skin mad©
flawless, fresh, young looking. Used,
and recommended by society leaders
and prominent actresses everywhere.
these.

Treatment

binding money-back guarantee goes with each treatment. If the
Princess Tokio treatment should fail in
your ca^e, taken according to our plnin,
simple directions, yciir money will be

becoming wrinkled
she says it wiped the
wrinkles off in no time.
arid

I wish you all the success you so richly deserve.

and cheerfully refunded upon

'

demand.

BEAUTY BOOK

Princess Tokio

SENT

FREE

The whole story of the Princess Tokio
treatment told. The wonders it accomplishes. How complexions, once "hopelets," bave been restored to youthiul
beauty. How years have been taken off

women's

looks.

All this valuable, private

information is given in this book now ready
for distribution. Get your copy now.
plain, sealed envelope. 1 Learn
(Sent
the secret of a perfect skin. Learn how
the American woman can rival the complexion charms of the Japanese. No cost.
No obligation whatever upon you. It la
_ free for the asking.

H

Princess Tokio Co.

\^Send

St!,,
15
n
. ??.;
?-lj'cAGO
CH.CAGO
714
Dept.
Plea-e send me, free and
without obligation on my
ivbiu Beauty
rilllcc^a Tokio
part
Pari, Princess
Book in plain scaled envelope.

^

NOW!

3uat sign and mail the coupon.
that ij all. It will brine: sou the
Princess Tckio lieauty Book by
Every woman
return mall.
vvc Hrtiii
ll.
nave it.
to have
ought
)UgnC TO
you to have it. Don t put off
'

Put the coupon in
the mail right now.

sending-.

Princess Tokio Co.

.

Name*

Coupon

A
^

*

A

159 N. State
Dept.

St.

714

CHICAGO,

home

way

to

Sometimes she

until late at night,

but then some kindly cowboy always
saw to it that the small, blond beauty
got safely back to her mother. One
night it was William S. Hart himself who brought her home, and as
it was a particularly dark night she
got a bit frightened, leaned over and
grabbed Bid's horse by the forelock and has that bit of the forelock
yet that she pulled out in her ex-

I

fatigue strain and
roughness vanishes
like magic. I gave it to
a friend whose face was

legal,

willingly

:

"After a nard day

just apply Princess Tokio and every trace of

Guaranteed
Our

three miles daily each

and from her work.

j

the skin ns
and
clear
as the fnnous

smooth,

Thomas

played children's parts with

citement.

But Mildred wasn't satisfied. She
wanted to play grown-up roles. So
she borrowed some grown-up clothes
one day from an actress friend of
hers, and went down to the photographer's to pose. But she forgot
all about her shoes, so there peeped
out from beneath her dress her

own

childish,

"Mary

spring-heeled

Janes."
Pretty soon, whether the photographs helped her or not, she began
to get grown-up parts to play, and
you doubtless remember her as
Bobby Harron's sweetheart in one of
the Triangle films. When Mr. Griffith left for Europe he had a contract with her, but she didn't want

remain inactive at home, and as
he could not take her with him she
went down to see Tom Ince, and
once more became one of his players,

to

1LS

Address

but in his handsome new studio this
time.
She played a couple of leads
with William S. Hart, and also two
with William Desmond. And when
Mrs. Smalley Lois Weber wanted
somebody to play the lead in "The
Price of a Good Time" she tried
scores of girls, but none of them
would do. Then some one suggested

—

—

Mildred Harris, whereat Mrs. Smalexclaimed
"What, that baby?" remembering
her only as the child actress.
But when she saw her, she at once
cried out: "The very girl."
And from that time on Mildred
was made. She played leads in seven
pictures with Mrs. Smalley, the most
notable one being "For Husbands
Only."
But back of it all, Mildred had
a wonderful training, for, while she
was with Griffith, he rehearsed her
ley

the leading roles for his pictures, but she was somehow always
too little and childish for the parts.
But she says that while she was bitterly disappointed at the time in not
getting any of those big parts, she
wouldn't give up that training for
anything.
in all

An

amusing

little

thing happened
seek

when Mildred first went to
work with Thomas H. Ince.

She

was

a very little girl then, only
twelve, I think. Somebody had told
her she should learn to dance if she
wanted to be graceful on the screen.

So she studied

classic

work, prac-

and her small
When
feet were bruised and sore.
Mr. Ince asked her what she could
do, she didn't say a word, but just
picked up her skirts and did a wonderful little pirouette, and Mr. Ince
patted her on the head and told her
he guessed she'd do.
But even the picture success isn't
enough for Mildred. She seems to
be immersing herself in work, and it

ticing until she wept,

is

whispered that she is shortly to
a stage appearance in Los An-

make
geles.

Having sipped the last drop of
milk, Mildred smiled, and, as the
director called her back to work, she
gave me her hand, ran out of the
door, looked back over her shoulder
at me, and threw a kiss in quite her
old Doralike way.
And Dora to me she will remain
to the end of the chapter.

Everybody— a Drama
With our own
ject

— love, patriotism-

Beauty

what the heart dictates,
then submit your poem to us.
write

We

write the music and guarantee pubacceptance. Our leading composer

lisher's

is

Mp. Leo Friedman
one of America's well-known musicians, the
author of many song successes, such as "Meet
Me Tonight in Dreamland, " "Let Me Call You
Sweetheart," "When I Dream of Old Erin,"
and others the Bales of which ran into millions of copies. Send
Bs many poems as you wish. Don't Delay. Get Busy— Quick.
CHESTER MUSIC CO. 9
Chicago, Ml.

-"^^^

— Charles Rav.
—Betty Blythe.
Vivacity—Anita Stewart.
Pep — Douglas Fairbanks.
Ennui — Elsie Ferguson.
Sophistication— Gloria Swanson.
Daring— iVntonio Moreno.
Spirituality — Bessie Love.
Hilarity — Charlie Chaplin.
Mischief —-Dorothy Gish.
Delicacy —
Gish.

Youth

SELECT your own sub-

specially selected All-Star Cast.

Lillian

—
—
Loveliness— Florence Vidor.
Roguishness — Olive Thomas.
Geniality— Tom Moore.
Strength — William Russell.
Dean.
Witchery —
Charm — Mary Pickford.
Wistfulness — Mae Marsh.
Innocence — Madge Kennedy.
Reserve— Alice Joyce.

Coquetry Constance Talmadge.
Mystery Nazimova.

Priscilla

Advertising Section
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Think

Continued from page 76

we have

a cluttered

mass of

stuff,

real-

no doubt, but not impressive. "The
Red Lantern" and "The Virgin of Stamboul" offered wonderful opportunities for
backgrounds and lightings.
suggestive
Instead, we have just the ordinary "sets"
The
seen a thousand and one times.
screen seems bound by convention. Griffith may produce some bad pictures, but
at least he gives us everything that is
new. Witness his fuzzy close-ups. They
are all using it now. "Broken Blossoms"
istic,

was a

step in the right direction so far
as poetic expression in setting, lighting,
Can't
and atmosphere are concerned.
some one invent something new besides

Mrs.

Griffith?

K.

J.

— Chicago,

Let the Leading

Men

Illinois.

Alone.

To the Editor of Picture- Play Magazine.
Here's something that strikes me as
Why is it that as soon as a
peculiar.
leading man has shown himself entirely
capable, his producer takes him out of
his natural and proper environment, and
makes him a

How

Here are Eugene
Dexter, and now Con-

star?

O'Brien, Elliott
Tearle, doubtless three of the most
popular leading men that ever graced the

To

way

O'Brien is a star, Dexter will
screen.
be seen in his own pictures, Tearle is

now working on

port of a feminine star.
To cite a case
in point, I have seen all the pictures in

which Eugene O'Brien has starred, and
not one of them even approaches anything he ever did when he was appearing
in support of Norma Talmadge.

in

course, there is a distinction in being a star instead of merely a supporting
character. But when better performances
are given in support, why make pictures

weaker by separating a cracking good
team like the Talmadge-O'Brien combination? And good leading men are all too
scarce on the screen to-day. Wouldn't a
way out of the difficulty present itself by
having the producer costar his feminine
luminary with his masculine lead.
Or
won't most of the famous ladies permit it.
A. Fan San Francisco, California.

—

beautify the teeth
Millions of germs breed in
with
tartar,
are
the
chief
pyorrhea.

Millions
a hew

of people are cleaning teeth
way.
They are getting new
results you envy, maybe. In every

results

—

circle

nowadays you see pearly

Why

folks get them.
Try this
for ten days and see what your own

method

teeth show.

dissolve
so brushing has left much of it intact.
Thus millions of people' have found
that brushed teeth discolor and decay.

film

Now,

stays.

The method

Film

is

the

basis

of

tartar.

called

It

holds food substance which ferments and
forms acid.
It holds the acid in contact
with the teeth to cause decay.

A

ten-day

Pepsodent proves itself.
The results
are clear and quick.
So the policy is to
send a 10-Day Tube to everyone who asks,
and a book explaining all its unique ef-

To

Plea for the Screen Father.

the Editor of Picture- Play

There

Magazine.

a certain thing in pictures that
as being rather peculiar, and
I've never heard it explained.
Why is the screen father so old? While
the heroine is invariably depicted as being eighteen or twenty, her father is generally shown to be sixty or seventy.
In real life all around us we find
daughters of that age whose fathers are
only forty or forty-five which is not
considered old these days.
Why do we
not see them on the screen ?
Is the screen father shown aged just
to give the character actor a chance? Restrikes

is

me

—

spectfully,

G. D.

—Lake
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A scientific film combatant combined with two other modern requisites. Now advised by leading denall

Forest, Illinois.

show

teeth whiten as the film-coat disappears.
You will be" amazed. In ten days you
will know the way to whiter, safer teeth.
Cut out the coupon, else you may forget.

The New-Day Dentifrice

tists

embodied

—a

how

combat it.
Pepsin must be activated, and the usual
agent is an acid harmful to the teeth. So
pepsin long seemed barred.
But science

—

science

Compare the results with old methods
and let your teeth decide.
Send the coupon for a 10-Day Tube.
Note how clean the teeth feel after using.
Mark the absence of the viscous film. See

is based on pepsin, the diof albumin.
The film is albuminous matter.
The object of Pepsodent is to dissolve it, then to day by day

fa

searching,

applied.

Pepsodent

U.S..

of

activating
has
discovered
a
harmless
method, so active pepsin can be every day

fects.

REG.

is

Pepsodent

test will

gestant

A

years

in a dentifrice
tooth paste made to
It has
meet every modern requirement.
brought to millions a new era in teeth
cleaning.

this film-coat that discolors, not the

teeth.

after

Able
has found a way to combat film.
authorities have amply proved its efficiency.
Today leading dentists all over America
are urging its daily use.

—

and

fail

dentifrice cannot

film,

Dental science has found a way to combat film on teeth.
And film causes most
tooth troubles.
Film is that viscous coat you feel it
with your tongue. It clings to teeth, enters
is

ways

old

The ordinary

They combat

crevices

They,
cause of

it.

teeth.

how

Find out

It

Of

pays

it

All statements approved by high dentat authorities

his first starring picture.

Wouldn't a boxing promoter be censured if he took a champion lightweight
and called him a heavyweight just for the
additional publicity such an act would
receive? Not that all our screen leading
men are lightweights in any sense of the
word, but they often are not "heavy"
enough to stand alone without the sup-

well

!

10-Day Tube Free

\

THE PEPSODENT COMPANY,
Dept.. 580,

S.

Wabash

Chicago,
Mail'

:

-

!
a

|

Ave.,

|

111.

|

10-Day Tube of Pepsodent to

I

B

8

everywhere and supplied by

druggists in large tubes.

1104

-

-

Only one tube

to a

family

i

WINIFRED

DOVE.— What's

the
Picture Oracle
for your friend in the U. S. to write to?
I assure you it is no trouble at all to
L.

matter with

The

answer your questions. Robert Warwick,
Earle Metcalfe, Richard Travers, Jack
Pick ford, Kenneth Harlan, Larry Peyton,
Wheeler Oakman, Jack Jaccard, Albert
Ray, and Eugene Pallette are a few of
them.
I don't see how you figure you
took up "so much of your time." Short
and sweet, I call it.

Anita Stewart's Faithful Admirer.
Stewart was never on the stage

—Anita

before entering pictures.
She used to
pose for calendars and illustrated song
slides while she was still attending Erasmus Hall High School, in Brooklyn, New
York.
Ralph Ince, her brother-in-law,
was directing at Vitagraph at the time,
and Anita went down to the studio one
day.
They thought she ought to photograph well, so they gave her a part in
one of Ralph's pictures. There were two
girls in it
a nice girl and a mean one
and Anita was given the mean girl to
portray.
Zena Keefe played the nice
Anita continued to play small parts
girl.
until T913, when she was given the leading role in "The Wood Violet," and she
made such a hit in it that they raised
her salary from twenty-five dollars to
thirty dollars a week. She continued with
Vitagraph, playing leads until she left
that concern to be starred by Louis Mayer
in First National features.

—

—
Blondie. — You

E.
this

B. P.
See addresses at the end of
department.

will have to write to
editor about pictures in the magazine.
I
haven't anything to do with
that end of it. Beverly Bayne is not playShe is on the stage
ing on the screen.

the

with Francis X.

Bushman

in

"The Mas-

ter Thief."

—

Frank Mayo Lover. It is hard to say
whether or not Francis X. Bushman will
Frank
ever return to the screen again.
Mayo is still making features for UniverHis latest is called "The Peddler of
sal.
Lies."
Julia Dean is not appearing in
pictures any longer.
Yes, it will seem
like old times to have Lottie Pickford

answer in
ORACLE
THE
these columns as many queswill

tions of general interest concerning the movies as space will allow.
i te d
Personal replies to a 1 i
number of questions such as will

not require unusually long answers
will be sent if the request is accompanied by a stamped envelope, with return address. Inquiries
should be addressed to The Picture
Oracle, Picture-Play Magazine, 79
Seventh Avenue, New York City.
The Oracle cannot give advice about
becoming a movie actor or actress,
since the only possible way of ever
getting such a job is by direct
personal application at a studio.
scenario
Questions
concerning
writing must be written on a

—

Honor Bright.

—

I have been writing
Picture-Play for five years, ever
since it started.
Mr. and Mrs. Carter de
Haven are still making comedies, which
are now released by Famous PlayersLasky. I don't know whether Constance
will have a chance to answer your letter
or not.
She receives hundreds of similar requests every week, and she surely
can't possibly attend to them all.
Rich-

Yes, it is quite right to inclose
to you.
six cents in stamps. Viola Dana is marElaine Hammerstein is the lady's
ried.
right name. She is the granddaughter of

Norma

the late Oscar Hammerstein.

madge was born

A

in

Tal-

1897.

Roland Admirer.

—Ruth

Roland was

Fannie Ward is in France
She is going to make films
at present.
over there. W. Lawson Butt was "Bad
Anse" Havey; George Anderson was
Roger Malcolm, and George Cooper was
Jeb Havey in "Her Man" with Elaine
Frank Keenan is still
Hammerstein.
making features for Pathe. "Smoldering Embers" is one of his latest plays.
He was born in Dubuque, Iowa. He
doesn't say when.

born

in 1893.

—

Harold Lockwood Fan. I agree with
you that the screen lost one of its most
pleasing personalities with the passing of
Harold Lockwood. Harold started out to
be a business man and went to business
college after he left Newark High School.
He secured his first job with a wholesale
dry-goods company, but was let out by
the firm when they ran into a slack seaHe tried for several weeks to land
son.
another job, and failing, secured a position as chorus

man

in

"The Broken

Idol,"

Those
separate sheet of paper.
addresses of actors
and actresses are urged to read
the notice at the end of this

He worked his way
with Otis Harlan.
up very quickly until he was playing juHe secured
veniles in stock companies.
his first picture engagement with the Rex
Company, and in 1910 joined the Nestor
Company, going from there to the New
York Motion Picture Corporation and
then to Selig. He went to the American
Film Company after playing with Mary
Pickford and Marguerite Clark at Fa-

department.

mous

who wish the

Then came his starring
Players.
vehicles for Metro, and he was with that
concern

June Elvidge is five
Eileen Sedgwick is

back on the screen.
three

inches.

two and one-half

five feet

Radium Mystery"
fering.

It is

Millie.

is

"The

inches.

her latest screen of-

a serial.

— William

Farnum

Ray-

and

mond Nye

Nye
are both married.
born in Tamaqua, Pennsylvania.

;

for

m

—

feet

—You

refer to Charles Murray
in "Puppy Love," with Lila Lee, and not
Mack Sennett. The largest studios are
Tom Mix was a
located in California.
ranger, a sheriff, and almost everything
else in Texas before he went into motion
pictures.
It isn't a question of age
it's
one of ability.

U. No.

ard Barthelmess was born in New York
Niles Welch was born in 1888.

in 1895.

Mildred

S.

—You

will find

was

Mary's ad-

dress at the end of this department.

—

Pattie Interesting. Rena has not
played in pictures for several years. She's
quite a big girl now, and can't play the
kiddies she used to do.

—

Kitty. The editor couldn't send you
the "Market Booklet" because you didn't
put down your last name, and he didn't

know whom to send it
full name to him and

to.
it

Send
will be

in

your

mailed

when

on 'October

Bunny.

—

his untimely death occurred
1918.

19,
I

should be delighted to hear

from you again. No, Santa didn't bring
me any of the things you mentioned, although nearly all of them would have
been quite acceptable. It's rather late to
talk of Christmas, isn't it? Gladys Smith
has been known as Mary Pickford since
she

first

went on the stage

as a tiny tot.

Her mother changed her name because
it a
better one for professional use.
I saw Hobart Bosworth in
"Behind the Door" and enjo3'ed it. It

she thought

is too bad it was not produced during
the war, as it would have been one of
the best propaganda pictures conceivable.
Send six cents in stamps to the editor for
a copy of the "Market Booklet."

Continued on page 96
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A Human Dynamo
Make You

Will

I

LOOK LIKE ONE
ACT LIKE ONE
BE ONE
world
TODAY
and
man
the

is

r

calling for the

ginger

pep,

of

A

/

action.

The man who is on his toes every
minute — ready to jump in and do things.
The big man of powerful physique and
untiring energy.
The man who is
bubbling over with

life,

having the keen,

and
This is

alert brain, the bright, flashing eyes

the spring and step of youth.
a

day

of critical events

coming

in rapid

succession.

EARLE LIEDERMAN, The Acme

Are You

HEALTH
V
lllVe
Will
IOU STRENGTH
VUYC 1UU
IT

9
1117*11 f*

Fit?

lift

How

do you measure up to these requirements ? Can you feel the fire of
youth surging through your body ? Do
you have the deep full chest and the huge
square shoulders, the large muscular arms
that

mean you

are

you go through

100%

efficient

?

Can

—

before you are thrown aside as a failure.

It

some

tells

the secret, and

is

make

new man

a

I will

fill

"MUSCULAR DEVELOPMENT"

handsomely

of the world's best athletes

will

your whole body so that you will be admired and
sought after in both the business and social world.
I will give you the strength and power to do things
that others would not even attempt to do. And I will
do all this in so short a time that you will say, "I did
not think it possible." I have already done this for
thousands of others and my records are unchallenged.
What I have done for them I will do for you. Come,
then, for time flies and every day counts.
Let this
mean
the
beginning
very day
of new life to you.

a good,

My New Book

DEVELOPMENT

of you in a remarkably
out your chest so that every
breath means increased life, purifying your blood and
filling you with vim and vitality.
I
will develop
I

short time.

hard physical
tussle and come out feeling fresher and
better than when you started ? If not, you
are unfit.
Get busy steam up at once

Send for

of Physical Perfection

whom

illustrated
I

have

with 25

trained,

full

page

photographs

also full particulars of

my

of myself and
splendid offer

/

/

/s

4

/LIEDERMAN
earee e

D f pt UT„ „.
The valuable book and special offer will be sent you on receipt of onlv 10 cents, to
to you.
J
N.Y. City
* 203 Broadway,
,
-r
COVer COSt of Wrapping and mailing.
.^Dear-Sirrl enclose hereThe sooner you get started on the road to <r with 10 cents for which you
Sit right down now and fill in the coupon.
Don't drag along
health and strength the easier it will be to reach perfect manhood.
ohfigatioiTon my Tart°\>ha£
one day longer mail the coupon today.
c\\°£
(Please write or print plainly.)
„ _ - _ _
_
,

EARLE

203 Broadway

E.

Dept.

/
/
S »^

LIEDERMAN
1407

New York

City
&f

./Name
.AAddress.

City

State.

-
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H air

jjvery

Tabloid Review
Continued from page 70

Dissolved

strative, not

toward him, but toward
Proved by Irene Cas-

another man.

Away.

W

and

tle

illiam Carleton.

"The Miracle of Money"— Romances of old and middle age are
sometimes more touching than those
known

for the

perfluous hair
that sooths and
softens the skin
-that is sweetly

perfumed — and
dissolves the

hair instead of
" burning "
it

That

sixteen.

If

a

director

he can make them so.
Hobart Henley does. And his "Miracle of Money," dealing with love
and middle age, is another pictorial
achievement that stamps him as one
of the original and distinctive direc-

knows

removal of su-

off.

sweet

of

There is only
one preparation

life

tors of his time.

is

"The Orphan"

—William

Farnum

one of the most enjoyable "badman" pictures ever produced. Highly
melodramatic, it is made engaging
because of the star's personality and
in

Hair Remover
No

matter

how

thick or bristly the hair
growth is. it melts away as if by magic
when Fresca is applied.
Any druggist can get it for you— but some
of them are not yet supplied.
If you wish just send the coupon and receive FRESCA direct by mail.
The price is One Dollar.

—

"The Love Expert" Constance
Talmadge in another "innocent vam-

Please send me. postage 'paid, a bottle of Fresca
Hair Remover— for which I enclose One Dollar.

Name.

titles,

W.

Address

Bldg., Chicago, Illinois

Now

Is

>

The Time To Get Rid
These Ugly Spots

f
:

Mrf1
iX/y

There's no longer the slightest need of
ashamed of your freckles, as Othine
strength
is guaranteed to remove
f/ffl
SMI these homely spots. Simply get an ounce of
feeling

— double

(<£)

OTHINE

little of it night and morning and you should
soon see that even the worst freckles have begun

a

to disappear, while the lighter ones have vanished
entirely.
It is seldom that more than one ounce
is needed to completely clear the skin and gain a

beautiful clear complexion.
Be sure to ask for the double strength Othine as
this is sold under guarantee of money back it u fails

"Don't Ever Marry"—A Marshall
Neilan chocolate sundae, frapped
with nuts, cherries, orange, and all

J

a

confectioner's concoction

is

to

a

schoolgirl's taste.

"Bullet

Proof"

attractive to the
first

-Ha rrv Carey

m

Fool

and

His

Money"—

Eugene O'Brien in a moderately engaging romance that has nothing

comb,

neat and

whatsoever to do with the picture's

attractive

title.

Miss Betty Parker

Jay Dillon

Featured in Jack Norworth's "Odds and Ends'

Adopted by-Screen-Stage-Society
Because Hair-Dress will make the most stubborn hairstay the
way you comb it andretain a smooth, dressy appearance the enevening. With Hair-Dress you can comb your hair any
fashionable style— straight back— any way you want it. HairDress will also give to your hair that beautiful lustre so much
tire

in vogue with men and women of the stage, the screen
society.
Is harmless and acts as an excellent tonic.

Send for Trial Jar

M
and

—

it isn't just what you have been looking for
send
Your money will be cheerfully returned to you.
Send United States stamps, coin or money order. Your jar o f
delicately scented, grease less Hair-Dress will be promptly
mailed postpaid. Send forthis wonderfultoilet necessity today.
Send $1.00 for Thrae Months' Supply.

If

back.

HAIR-DRESS

small boys in the

rows.

"A

stubborn
hair easy

it

—

—A

"The False Road"
crook picture starring Enid Bennett supported
that

shows

C.

his best as a con-

tinuity writer but at his weakest as

an author.

her best.

accentuates gun
a Western
that
fights and neglects" plot.
Principally

days.

lacking in the qualities that make a
good production is likely to revive
the censorship question once again.

entertainment as presented herein,
with the gentlemanly Earle Williams

which constitute a virtuosity

remove freckles.

to

<n

—

in

sorts of yum-yum.
Really the most
amusing mixture of all sorts of comedy, from the sublime to the ridiculous.
Neilan. cares little for law
and order in his pictures, and this
one is as varied and as appealing as

—

— double strength — from your druggist, and apply

to

Brit-

in the title role.

FRECKLES
.[

—A

"Captain
Swift"— C.
Haddon
Chambers' play of English society
and the Australian bandit is rather
old-fashioned, but it makes moderate

themselves, and with some novel
tricks of production, it matches with

•

"

the North"

pire" role.

Scarff Co.,

595 Thompson

"Carmen of

ish-made picture introducing Anna
Bos, who outthedas Theda Bara at
Miss
her most vamping darndest.
Bos has both charm and a seductive
figure.
She knows how to use both,
picture
and use them she does in
which though almost storyless and

by Lloyd Hughes,
Gardner Sullivan at

the author's originality.

Blessed with the star's
irresistable
buoyancy,
the
John
Emerson-Anita Loos brand of sub-

Fred

in this day.
Can the Eminent Authors branch of the Goldwyn company produce nothing but feature
after feature dealing with the war
or with highly colored slants on labor questions ?

CO., Dept.47 ,

920 Windsor Ave., CHICAGO

"Would You Forgive?"—William
Fox and Ivan Abramson take turns
asking the screen public somewhat
hackneyed questions, and then pretend to answer their own queries by
means of more or less isolated melo-

dramatic cases. The general characFox's latest may be sounded
when it is stated that the wife is
asked to forgive her husband after
she has discovered the child she had
adopted is his by another woman.
The material is not expertly handled.
ter of

—

"Desert Love" Here is another
Western with thrilling stunts and
gun fire, but with small semblance of

"Rio Grande"

—

doubling as the tenderfoot Easterner

and the Western bandit.

The com-

plications resulting are cleverly han-

dled and productive of

comedy and

—

is

A

wrong from
Mexican

"The Cup of Fury" Rupert
Hughes' story of German spies and
labor unrest seems quite out-of-date

the

general idea
akin to a Sennett
comedy. Putting this idea into melodrama is rather dangerous work.
"Rio Grande" lacks conviction and
is not told in the best manner.
novice can spot the continuity as all
technique.

surprise.

is

—The

of Mexico to-day

"Slam Bang Jim" A Western
comedy-drama, with William Russell

Tom Mix

convincing story.
hero in the case.

the standpoint of true

Rosemary Theby

is

the

and Allan Sears the
Irish-American sheriff who wins her
and alters her viewpoint on the
"gringo."

girl,

;
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Vive La Vampire!

The Famine

Continued from page 69

"The Heart of Twenty" is a lackand amateurish picture,
somewhat enlivened by ZaSu Pitts,
who displays more verve and versaadaisical

Stars and producers are searching the country for new,
workable motion picture stories. Literary genius is not a prime
They want new story-plots told in the language of the
factor.
screen. 95% of the book material is unsuited to motion picture production.
Learn how this new opportunity can be
mastered more easily than you may think.

than she has in previous plays.

tility

Sarah Y. Mason seems to have given
Director Henry Kolker a story with
a rather ingenious plot and amusing
situations, but Mr. Kolker mislaid
the plot until the end, at which point

you are too

tired to be

interested.

Paul

A

Schofield

year ago he was

rank

a

He

outsider.
the

studied

In Photoplays

Palmer Plan. Today he is under a
2-year

contract as

staff
writer
with
Thos.H.IneeStudios

Too much

footage is given each sitConsequently the humor
goes stale by attenuation.
uation.

"For the Soul of Rafael"

is

—

drama.

Of late, Clara Kimball Young
seems striving only to be beautiful.
succeeds

she

Every posture
emotional

is

—beautifully.

a picture.

The

old

has crystallized like
At times she is as lovely, and

lava.

fire

quite as cold, as a marble Madonna.
Bertram Grassby, as Rafael, supplies
the only histrionic warmth in the
picture.
He is a Daedalian worker
in characters.
Art director Ben Carre and pho-

tographer

Arthur

Edeson

have credit for giving
distinction.

They

invest

this
it

should
picture
with the

Wanted

Stories

If the Motion Picture Industry

chromatically rich, but dramatically tenuous.
It is optical entertainment
rather than mental.
With a glamourous texture of violet and blue and
green moon gold, overcast with romantic shadows, it has the charm of
a painting and just about as much

And

5000 New

to Survive

is

(This -figure does not include material needed for religious, commercial or educational films.)

many times
the
few years
HOW
have you
that you could write a
in

Then you begin the

last

work with

real

This
Service Bureau.
Bureau gives you personal constructive
criticisms of your manuscripts free and
Every critic in
unlimited for a year.

Advisory

our

felt

hetter plot for a story than some you
have seen in the motion picture theatres?
Well, perhaps you could.
At least
there are many people who could.
And
this bureau is an experienced photoplay
producers want you to make the atwriter.
tempt. For there has been a big change
in motion pictures in the last few years.
Special Contributors
People don't go for the noveltv anv'more.
They want to see a story with 'a good
Included in the I'almer Course is a
plot.
A scene with fat women rolling series of lectures by twelve leading figdown hill no longer packs a theatre. The
ures in the motion picture industry.
star is no longer able to carry a poor
They cover every technical phase of mostory to success.
tion picture production.
But at the present time producers canYou can judge their value from the
not
enough
fact that they are conget
good
Over 5,000 are
tributed by such notables
stories.
as frank Lloyd and Clarneeded each year. 95% of
ence Badger, Goldwyn dibook material is not suited
Council
Advisory
rectors
Jeanie Macrherto the screens.
And at
son, noted Lasky scenario
present there are simply
policy
educational
The
writer
not enough men and women
Col. Jasper Ewing
of the Palmer Photoplay
writing for the screen, even
Brady, of Metro's scenario
Corporation
is
directed
though
prices
staff
Denison Clift. Fox
incredible
scenario editor George Beare being paid. More must,
by the biggest figures in
be trained if the industry
ban. celebrated actor and
the industry. They are
producer; Al E. Christie,
is to live.
So if you have
Cecil B. De Mille, Direcpresident Christie Film Co.
a spark of creative imagitor-General of Famous
nation, if you have any
Hugh McClung, expert cinriayers-Lasky Corporastory-ideas, the opportunity
ematographer, etc., etc.
tion
Thomas H. Ince,
is golden.
Our Marketing Bureau,
headed by Mrs. Kate Corhead of the Thomas II.
formerly photoplaybaley,
Studios
Ince
Lois
Literary
wright for Mr. and Mrs.
Weber, America's greatSidney Drew, helps you sell
Essential
est woman producer and
your work.
In constant
Rob
Wagner,
director
The Palmer Photoplay
touch with the studios, she
well-known motion picCorporation makes no exknows their needs. When
travagant claims. It meremembers so desire, she subture writer for the Satmits their plays to Direcly points to the list of sucurday Evening Post.
cessful photoplaywrights it
tors and Scenario Editors
in person.
has developed through Correspondence.
People from
all walks of life
mothers with children
for This
to support, ministers, clerks, magazine
writers who failed when they tried for
Investigate
the screen.
In short, we have demonstrated that anyone with good ideas can
For those who are really interested in this
great new opportunity, we have prepared "The
write photoplays, once he learns the

—

;

;

;

:

:

;

Genius Not

;

;

panoply of romance, the romance of
the Spanish epoch in California,
when the mission was the sanctuary
of civilization. There are scenic bits
in this cloisonne that shine forth like
Louvre gems.
Thus at times the
characters seem mere figurines, their
motives subordinate to the pictorial
beauty.

—

Secret of Successful Photoplay Writing," which
lays hefore you the Palmer Course and service in
greater detail.
If you have any story-telling ability, you owe
it to yourself to write for this book.

fundamental principles.

$2,000 for a Story Not
If

— meaning, of
—have been

fans
nine

course, the femi-

at all fickle to
lace Reid, they will be vamped

Wal-

back
by "The Dancin' Fool." There may
be dissension as to America's Queen
of Beauty, but even the men will

award Wally the

king's

title.

You

behold him in the rube attire, evening
clothes, apache garb, and leopardand-Reid-skin
in
"The Dancin'
Fool," and even the leopard spots
become him. This story is not as
swift or joyous as his recent automobile yarns.
In fact, Mr. Reid him-

most of the good humor.
Then there is that glowing peony,
Bebe Daniels, who achieves something more than a De Mille poster
self supplies

effect.

never

ability

Producers now pay $100 to $500 for a
comedy $250 to $2,000 for a fivemanuscript.
One of our students, formerly a min-

clever

;

reel

ister, sold his first

story for $2,000.

that many photoplaywrights have
a line for periodicals.
Literary
what is wanted.
Producers want
outline plots written from a knowledge of their
specific needs.
A simple story with one good
new thought is enough.
There is one peculiar thing to remember about
Unlike any other course in
the Palmer Plan.
special training, one single successful effort immediately pays you for all your work.
In this new uncrowded field success is rapid.
The need is growing greater every day.
Never
were rewards greater and quicker than in the new
art.
At least investigate.
Mail the coupon.

Remember

Uncommon

any of the better half of the

The

success of Douglas Fairbanks.
"His Majesty the American." and tinplay, "Live Sparks," in which .1. Warren
Kerrigan starred, were both written by
Palmer students.
James Kendrick of
Texas has sold six stories since enrolling
less than a year ago.
Many of our members have taken staff
positions in studios, four in one studio

recent

,

written
is not

PALMER PHOTOPLAY CORPORATION
Department
753

alone.
I

W. Hellman

I.

753

Most of our successful students begin
to sell their photoplays a few months
after enrolling.
For you start to work

I

on your manuscript almost immediately.
We teach by direct example.
We furnish you with the Palmer
Handbook, with cross references to
scenarios that have been produced.
We give you a glossary of studio terms
and phrases.
In short, we bring the

I

I.

Los

new

bers,

etc.

.
-

Name
Address

g
•

Cal.

of

Education,
Building,

W. Hellman
Angeles,

California.

obligation, your
book, "The Secret of Successful Photoplay Writing."
Also "Proof Positive." containing Success Stories of many Palmer mem-

Please

g
-

of Education.
Building, Los Angeles,

PALMER PHOTOPLAY CORPORATION.
Department

Not a Tedious Course of Study

studio to you.

Book and

Send

City
State

.

send

me.

without
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Bab's Candidate
Continued from page 40

drawal you have no opposition. And
this is doubtless the last day you
will ever spend with mc as my
fiancee.
You won't go fishing with
;

me?"
Darrow

knew

about Barbara's
habit of curing jangled nerves by

What Language Lies"
BEAUTIFUL eyes are woman's richest heriThe

tage.

speaks

As a frame
lashes

its

soul shines forth

and the heart

message through the eyes.

beautifies the portrait, so luxuriant

and perfect eyebrows lend a charm.

LASH TONIC as an aid to Nature, nourishes
and promotes the growth of eyebrows and
lashes when applied each night.
Beautifulwomen of the theatre and of Filmdom
have experienced marvelous results obtained by
the use of Lash Tonic, and YOU, TOO,
should learn the secret of making yourself more
attractive with the assistance of this absolutely
harmless and chemically pure preparation.
Price 50c at your dealer's or sent
postpaid direct in plain cover.

PEARL LA SAGE, Inc.,
4325 Drexel Blvd.

Suite 14

CHICAGO,

ILL.

Write the Words
For a Song
We

Write the words for a song.
revise
song-poems, compose music for them, and
guarantee to secure publication on a royalty
basis by a New York music publisher.
Our
Lyric Editor and Chief Composer is a
song-writer of national reputation and has
written many big song-hits.
Mail your
song-poem on love, peace, victory or any
other subject to us today.
Poems submitted
are

examined

free.

BROADWAY COMPOSING STUDIOS
104 F

Fitzgerald BIdg.,

famous

for

Broadway

at

FRENCH

Times Square,

NEW YORK

Depilatory

removing hair

put her into.

in favor of the pauper."

go fishing with
"Of course,
you," Darrow vowed warmly. "I am
more than pleased to have the invitation."

A' few

moments

later

Barbara's

coupelet, driven by that able young
woman herself, rolled up to the curb
by the post office, where Darrow
awaited her.
"You haven't voted, have you?"
Barbara asked.

"Sure.
helps, even

Why

Every vote
when there is no opposinot?

perfumed powder;

removes hair, Isaves skin smooth,
white; for arms, limbs, face; 50c,
also SI. 00 size, which includes

mixing cup and spatula. At drugand department stores. Send
10c for trial sample and booklet.

HALL & RUCKEL,

104

Waverly

Place, N. Y.

"I wrote in the name of the town
pauper, Henry Dawes," she replied,
without, hesitating.
"Why did you do that ?"
"Because you suggested it. You

said that

"You

Sprague ought to withdraw
stick close to the organizayou ?" laughed Darrow.

tion, don't

"That's politics," declared Barbara solemnly as she helped herself
"And if I had thought
to an olive.
of it in time, I could have defeated

you

in this election."

"How?"
"By going among
telling

them

all

to

the voters and
write in Harry

Dawes' name.
You see, it would
have lessened the taxes if the voters
had sent the pauper to the legislaLighter taxes

the only cry

tion."

ture.

"Oh, pshaw," cried Barbara disappointedly, "I didn't want you to
vote.
I wanted to pair with you,

that can reach the voter's heart in
this bailiwick.
It costs the town two
hundred and fifty dollars a year to

as they say in Congress. That's why
I planned for us both to go fishing."
"Sorry I didn't see the point,"
Darrow apologized laughingly as he
climbed into the car beside his sweet-

feed and clothe Harry. By electing
to the legislature the State would
pay him a salary to live on. It would
be money in the town's pocket instead of money out-of-pocket."
"But you don't suppose that this
assembly district is so lacking in civic
pride as to elect a pauper to the legislature.
Why, they would not dare
elect a pauper to that august body.
He couldn't qualify he hasn't got
the necessary education."
"Who hasn't?" demanded Bar-

heart.

"But now I must vote," Barbara
announced, "since you have already
voted."

"But

have to vote for me."
explained, "and that's worse
than not voting at all."
"I'll not vote for you, silly," Barbara declared. "Ill scratch out your
name and write in some one else's.
That's legal, you know."
She ran to the booth, and three
minutes later she was back at the
wheel, and the coupelet was bounding along the hill road toward Cedar
you'll

Darrow

from the shore.
"Gum-shoeing,
delicately

"Whose name did you write in on
your ballot ?" Then he laughed as
if he had caught Barbara by surprise.

Brook.
Sure enough the trout were biting
that day, and before noon Barbara
had caught five. Darrow had no
luck whatever, as he was not familiar with fly casting.
Barbara wore
hip boots and waded above her
knees in the purling stream while
Darrow did his unsuccessful fishing

A

suddenly

whipping the brook for trout. She
bad got herself into a nervous complex by vowing she would break
their engagement if he won the election.
She would need the day's fishing and his company to pull her out
of the hole that her hasty tongue had
I will

"In One Soft Look

The trout were cleaned and cooked
camp fire. While the appetizing
lunch was being eaten, Darrow said
at a

booting,

or rather gumsuccessful in this kind of
Darrow joked as Barbara
is

work,"
hooked her

town

is

.fifth fish.

where

I

"But back

am making my

in

hard

to-day."

Barbara smiled, but said nothing.

is

him

;

bara.

"You're wrong.

know Harry Dawes.

You

don't

Harry is eduand is qualified

cated and well-read,
for the legislature. Furthermore he
He has money
is not a real pauper.
hidden away, but pretends to be
penniless because the town beat him
out of a thousand dollars, and he has
spent four years boarding on the
town to get it back."
"Why didn't he put in a claim?
I'd have pushed it free for him."
"Because he didn't want oratory

he wanted his money. So he gumshoed and got it."
"Good heavens, Barbara
You're
wise to everything. How do I know
that you haven't gum-shoed to the
voters and got 'em pledged to put
Harry across? How do I know that
!

this fishing trip isn't part of a put-up
job on me."
"You don't know it yet, but when
you get the returns and find that you

—

;

:
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have got
ballot
will

Harry Dawes

know

my

the votes but

all

for

that I

—then

have not used
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lone

you

my

gumshoeing tactics to defeat my own
nance for office."
That evening Darrow was silent
and nervous as Barbara carried him
back to town. Arrived at the post
office, Darrow jumped out and ran
to the office of the weekly Clarion.
There they showed him the election

He

returns.

hardly believed his eyes

when he read the figures.
For David Darrow 2.
For Harry Dawes 485.
The distracted candidate bolted
out of the office amid the laughter of

—
—

the hangers-on, and climbing into
Barbara's car he let her drive him
out to her country home.
"Now do you believe that the people like your oratory?" Barbara
asked gently.
"You did it, didn't you?" David
asked,
hot
with
humiliation.

"Why?"
"Because you were trying for a
career in politics, and in politics you
are a flivver. Your future is in the
law, as I have always said, and father

Hurray
of the many beautiful
stage and screen stars, who
use and highly recommend

One

has said, also.
I told you that I
would not marry you if you won this

Yet foolishly you

election.

May bell

tried to

BEAUTY AIDS.

be a politician at the cost of being
a real lawyer

and marrying me."
"But I can't stay in this town,
now, and resume my law practice,"
Darrow bewailed. "I'm everlastingly
cooked here."
"I arranged for all that.
Will
you accept a job in the department
of justice at eighteen thousand dollars a year."

"Would

But how could I get
now that I have opposed

I ?

such a job,
the organization?"
"I've got it for you.
I talked it
out of papa but not by oratory
by

—

An

Ideal,

Harmless Preparation for Darkening
Eyelashes and Eyebrows

With the use of MA YBELLINE you can darken your eyelashes
and make them appear much longer, thicker, and more luxuriant
than they really are. It adds wonderfully to one's beauty, charm
and attractiveness for the eyebrows and lashes to be darker than the natural
color of the hair. Its use will make your eyes appear much larger and will
give to them that deep, soulful, sparkling expression which so fascinates
everyone. Each box of
YBELLINE contains mirror and brush for applying. Very simple to use, merely moisten brush with water, rub over cake
of
A YBELLINE and apply. One box will last for months. Two shades:

MA

M
Black and Brown.

—

gum-shoeing."

As Darrow kissed Barbara good
night some hours later, he remarked
"I wonder who that other fool was
that voted for me?"
"Why, it was my ballot," the girl
said, "I knew that no one else would
vote for you, so it would be just
two against the world."

we

has long been recognized as the most beneficial preparation for
nourishing and promoting the natural growth of the eyebrows and lashes.
Stars of the stage, and screen, society beauties, and hundreds of thousands
of women everywhere, use and recommend these greatest of all beauty aids
why not you? We guarantee you will be delighted, with these preparations, if not, the full price paid will be refunded.

—

At Your Dealer's

Maybelline

or direct,

Price 75c

"The May bell Girl" — as below —

MAYBELL

On

Lash-Brow-Ine

50c

To avoid disappointment with

LABORATORIES

Impressions

mpl^n package,

imitations, always look for picture of
which adorns every box of each preparation.

4305-47 Grand Blvd.,
Chicago

goodly curves I rest my eyes.
marvel at the ceiling's size.

And

The orchestra plays something
By Grieg, I think. I feel my

sweet,
feet

Lurch somewhat, pause and dip and
shake

Ah— on

the screen, a ship, a lake

Old friend Adventure

And

points

Land.

the

way

lifts

a

hand

Romance
Lyn Tallman.
to

Ufie

MAYnELL aim

9%
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Edith of the Elves
Continued from page 44

— and

the one

I'm per'Marama,' a
Hawaiian story. 1 wear shreddedwheat skirts and beads, and 1 do the
hula on the beach and I'm crazy
possibilities

fectly

wild

do

to

—

!"

to begin

is

it

When

Edith forgets to be shy her
enthusiasm is as natural and as contagious as that of a child. But it was
not until the day's work was finished,
and we were confidentially curled
up on the divan of her dressing room,
that
she felt acquainted enough
really to tell me of her stage and
screen career and, what was more
important, to give me a glimpse into
the heart of a little girl who has not
been spoiled by adulation or honors,
and who takes her recent rise to
stardom with a wondering humility.
"To think that people really want
to see me!" she said in awed tones,
her eyes very wide and intense.
"But I'm so glad and so thankful
you can't guess how hard I've

—

worked

Money Saving

See the

Bargain's in

DIAMONDS
money

saving diamond bargains which the

gTeat house of Basch still offers in this book, in Spite of
rising prices.
carat at $4^.75; % carat at $72.00 Every
diamond sentonfreeexamination;money back guarantee.
Get this book; see what Basch offers before
Write you
buy a diamond. Big bargains in jewelry and
watches, too. A post card brings it free. Write today.

H

^-**»

*

Streets. Chicago,

Science Has Discovered

Illinois

How to

End Gray Hair
way is
And women

that

color less liquid

through your hair, in
from 4 to 8 days
every gray hair is
gone.

Hair Color Restorer

Make This Test
Send

in the coupon.

Mark on

it

the exact

color of your hair.
It will bring you a free
trial bottle of this remarkable hair color restorer and our special comb.
Try it on a lock of your hair. Note the

And how

result.

dyes.

Send

it

in the

MARY

differs

from old-fashioned

coupon now.
T.

GOLDMAN

1936 Goldman Bldg.,

St.

Paul, Minn.

no Imitations— Sold by Drugnista Everywhere
^aaDBiiBasaQVBHaaDBaBBnHifli
Accept

I

I

g
g

Mary T. Goldman, lf)36 Goldman Bldg„ St. Paul. Minn.
Please 9eD(l me your free trial bottle of Mary T.
Goldman's Hair Color Restorer with special comb.
m notobligated in any way by accepting this free
*
J?
offer. The natural color of my hair is
black
jet black
dark brown

medium brown

ri

I

light

brown

Name
Street

J

Co.

—

I

always

loved the stage, and when I was
twelve years old I was in vaudeville
with my cousin, Dave Stamper, in a
singing and dancing act. Of course,
my mother was with me she always
is
she comes to the studio every
day, and I hate to have her out of

my

Town
State

couldn't even guess at.
"I will make good," she said suddenly, with profound conviction. "I
get 'hunches' that are always right if
I follow them, and when mother and
I work the ouija board"
she hesitated for an expression of disbelief

—

on

my

She

sight.

is

the dearest mother

that

She
"But about the pictures."
flashed back to the original topic. "I
made my debut as an Oriental girl,
in
an old Universal two-reeler,
'Three Wise Men from the East.'
I played in 'The Toymaker of
Leyden,' and my first lead oh, will
I ever forget how it thrilled me?
was with Lyons and Moran in
comedies.
"But you see, I was very little
more so, even, than now" the brown
eyes sparkled at me
"and they had
me playing grown-up parts, so I had
to pad my straight-up-and-down figure with 'fats,' as they call them.
And now and then in a particularly
exciting comedy moment they would
slip, and my figure would creep up
around my neck or slither around
over my backbone.
"I thought I would never get out
of comedies. I was in them nearly
three years, and all the time wanting
so much to do real things.
I played
opposite Charles Ray in 'Bill Henry,'

Then

—

and then, when I came back to Universal and played opposite Frank
Mayo in 'Lasca,' they said I could
be a star and I do hope I'll make

—

good

!"

assured her that there wasn't
the slightest doubt of it it was my
honest opinion, too.
But I found
I

;

—and

part,

when

was not

it

forthcoming "we get the most wonderful messages. Please don't think
I'm silly," she begged, "I really believe in guiding powers that we can't
see but can sometimes get in touch
with."

Whatever part the ouija board

may have

played in the shaping of
Edith's career, it is certainly true
that she is on the highroad to becoming one of the screen's stellar
favorites.
There is something about
her that goes straight to the heart,
an old-fashioned sweetness mingled
with a certain elfin charm. If you

are skeptical, or if you don't believe
go out to Universal and
meet "Edith of the Elves." I'm sure
you'll be convinced.
in fairies

—

Hints for Scenario Writers
Continued from page 66

—

— —

found.
longer
hesitate.
no
For simply by combing this clear, pure,

Scientific

see,

—

For years science
has sought a way of
restoring
gray
hair
to its natural color.

Now

You

it.

—

Bagch Book

of

for

that she was listening in a detached
sort of way, her eyes fixed on something a thousand miles away, that I

would copy it before mailing. The
fact that your script has gone astray
is the best evidence in the world that
Don't write init has gone astray.
sulting letters to the editor; don"t
appeal to the post-office department
to "put an inspector on this case at
once." Be nice write a kindly letter
to the editor, stating that you regretted the misplacing of the manuscript, that you have a carbon copy,
that you can appreciate that these
things are bound to happen sometimes, and
when you send your next
story to that concern you will find
the editor has appreciated your attitude, and he will take a personal interest in some one who does not do
When you submit
the usual thing.
;

—

most film companies you
your own risk, especially
when sending to concerns that do not
stories to

do so

at

advertise, asking for scripts.

We

know one

ex-

picture
pensive
carrying an all-star

"Love
Stuff"

cast, wonderful sets,
and beautiful photography that is "shelved." That is,
no market can be found for it,

though

Why?

it

is

a

costly

production.

Because the director paid

minute attention to every detail except the most important one of all

—the

love

interest.

a prime
make-believe.
is

Love

essential in the

interest

world of

!
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Film Gossip
By

the Film Colonist

"Don't Ever Marry" is the title of
Marshall Neilan's latest picture. Al
Cohn says Hollywood is an ideal
locale for the story.

made

Charlie Chaplin has
reel feature picture.

a sixregular
series of

It is a

drama, we're

told, not a
"gags."
No information is being
given out concerning the nature of
the story, save that it does not deal
with matrimonial relations, that story
having been released already by Mrs.
Chaplin.

Following

Mary

nouncement that she
Mary Miles Minter

Pickford's anwill go abroad,

issues an edict
stating her intention of going overseas,
too
the Orient.
to
Mary

"The proudest moment

—

Pickford announces she will receive
the King of England.
Miss Minter
hasn't offered to receive
it

is

any one, but

probable she will give audience
mikado and a coupla maha-

to the

said that Cecil B. De Mille
sue Metro for producing "Parlor,
Bedroom, and Bath."
Every
one knows Cecil discovered the bath
and has held exclusive screen rights

Tis

may

"Billions"

be

will

the

title

of

Monte Blue and John Bowers are
added attractions for "The Mountain
Europa," by John Fox, junior, in
which Mary Miles Minter will make
her entrance on the back of a bull.
That is, she will if she follows the
story.

Anita

Stewart

has

purchased
"Sowing the Wind" for her vehicle
following "The Yellow Typhoon."

W.

had come!"

"We sat before the fireplace, Mary and I, with Betty perched on the arm
of the big chair. It was our first evening in our own home
There were
two glistening tears in Mary's eyes, yet a smile was on her lips. I knew
what she was thinking.
!

we had started bravely out together. The first month had taught us the
two cannot live as cheaply as one. I had left school in the grades to go
to work and my all too thin pay envelope was a weekly reminder of my Jack of training. In
a year Betty came — three mouths to feed now. Meanwhile living costs were soaring. Only
my salary and I were standing still.
"Five years before

to me. 'Jim.' she said, 'Why don't you go to school againhome? You can put in an hour or two after supper each night while I sew.
to do some one thing. You'll make good— I know you will.'
"Well, we talked it over and that very night I wrote 1o Scranton. A few days later I had
taken up a course in the work I was in. It was surprising how rapidly the mysteries of our
business became clear to me — took on a new

"Then one night Mary came

right here at

Learn

fascination. In a little while an openingcame.
I was ready for it and was promoted
with
an increase. Then I was advanced again.
There was money enough to even lay a little
aside. So it went.

—

it.

Nazimova's picture from the story
"L'Homme Riche," which deals
with Spain. Later she will produce
"La Maison du Dances."

D.

lives

old, old lesson that

rajahs.

to

our

of

Griffith also

was

"And now the fondest dream
come true. We have a real home

of all has
of our own

with the little comforts and luxuries Mary
had always longed for, a little place, as she
says, that 'Betty can be proud to grow up in.'
"I look back now in pity at those first blind
stumbling years. Each evening after supper
the doors of opportunity had swung wide
and I had passed them by. How grateful I
am that Mary helped me to see that night the
golden hours that lay within."
In city, town and country all over America there
are men with happy families and prosperous homes
because they

let the International Correspondence
Schools come to them in the hours after supper and
prepare them for bigger work at better pay. More
than two million men and women in the last 28 years
have advanced themselves through spare time study
with the I. C. S. Over one hundred thousand right
now are turning their evenings to profit. Hundreds
are starting every day.
You, too, can have the position you want In the
work you like best. You can have a salary that will
give your family the kind of a home, the comforts,

the little luxuries that you would like them to have.
Yes, you can No matter what your age, your occupation, or your means— you can do it
All we ask is the chance to prove it. That's fair,
!

Then mark and mail this coupon. There'sno
obligation and not a penny of cost. But it may be the
most important step you ever took in your life.
isn'til?

a bidder for

riNTEfiNATIONAf CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS
BOX 4577, SCRANTON. PA.

Explain, without obligating me, how I can qualify tor
the position, or in the subject, before which I mark X.
SALESMANSHIP
ELECTKICAI. ENGINEER
ADVERTISING
Electric Lighting and ltjs.

Q

Electric

Window Trimmer
Show Card Writer

Mechanical Draftsman
Machine Shop Practice

ILLUSTRATING

Wiring
{Telegraph Engineer
Telephone Work
UE01UNI0AL EN61NEF.ll

Toolmaker
Gas Engine Operating
CIVIL ENGINEER

Sign Painter
Railroad Trainman

O CartooningMANAGEMENT

Snrveying and Mapping
MINE FOItEMAN orENS'll

BUSINESS

Private Secretary

BOOKKEEPER

Stenographer and Typist
Cert. Pub.

Accountant

MANAGER

STATIONARY ENGINEER

TRAFFIC

Marine Engineer
Ship Draftsman

Railway Accountant
Commercial Law

Contractor and Knllder
Architectural draftsman

Teacher
Common School

Concrete Builder
Structural Engineer

CIVIL SERVICE

GOOD ENGLISH

ARCHITECT

Subjects

Mathematics

PLCMHINU AND HEATING

Sheet Metal Worker
Tei tile Overseer or Snot.
_0IIF.MI8T
Navigation

Railway Mail Clerk
ADTOMOItU,!'. OPERATING!
Aoto Repairing inSpaoitb
AGRICDI.TURK ICJFrcnoh
Ponltry Raising iDItollan

Name
Present
Occupation.
Street

and No._
State-

City

the story.

^••^•••••••IIMH^^
Betty Blythe has signed a contract
to play the leading role in First National's "Nomads of the North," by
James Oliver Curwood.

Tom

DIAMONDS

WATCHES

ON CREDIT

ON CREDIT

Diamond
Terris

is

the latest director

RlliyS

be starred. He will make "Tom
Terris Productions" for Vitagraph.
His first is Gouverneur Morris'
to

Catalog

Designs

illtbepopular mount
ings, plain and fancy
engraved. Green,
White and Yellow
Solid Gold, very
special at $85,$ 1 00,
$150 and up. Credit
terms. See Catalog.

"Trumpet Island." Then he
plans to do "The Great Ruby," a
Drury Lane melodrama, and "The
story,

Great Divide."

SeEBd for Free

•Ring
I

Stores

LOFTIS BROS.
in

Leading Cities

&

There are

128 pages of
Diamonds, Watches, Jewelry,
priced unusually low.

all

Whateveryou

selectwill be sent

prepaid by us.

You see and

examine tho

article right in your
If satisfied, pay
own hands.
one-fif ch of purchase price and
keep it, balance divided into

equal amounts, payable
monthly. Send for Catalog today.
eight

CO.,
Dept.

The National Credit Jewelers

B-927

108 N. STATE

ST.,

Pearl Necklaces,

$15 to SSOO.
Sea Catalog.

CHICAGO, ILLINOIS
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Antonio Moreno

another who
for Europe.
When he completes his serial by Albert E, Smith and Cleveland Moffett,
he expects to sail for Spain to make
a picture for Vitagraph.

Genume

threatens

Aspi rin
—

quit

is

lis

Our celluloid cupid says that
Louise Glaum will become the bride
of J. Parker Read, junior, the producer, who sponsors the Louise

Name "Bayer" means genuine
Say "Bayer"

to

Glaum and Hobart Bosworth
Insist!

pro-

ductions.

Sam Goldwyn

offer of two hundred
thousand dollars for the screen rights
to "A Tailor-Made Man," which

Goldwyn purchased of George
Cohan for one hundred and four
thousand dollars. Tom Moore will
star in

it.

The

present contract expires with Metro,
that organization will resign the star
and give him carte blanche with his
own company. He is leaving for
New York to make his future pictures at the Metro, studio in Long

drama

faith

flourishes.

George Mel ford is to do "The Faith
Healer," from the play by William
Vaughn Moody, for Paramount-

He

Artcraft.

"Bert Lytell Productions" are imminent, we hear. When Mr. Lytell's

down Doug

turned

Fairbanks'

make "The

will also

Translation of a Savage," by Sir
Gilbert Parker, and "The Shulamite,"

from

drama.

Edward Knoblauch's

Milton

ing roles in

Sills will

play lead-

all three.

Florence Deshon has
Maurice Tourneur.

left

Goldwyn

for

Island.

"Oh, Dad!"

Say "Bayer" when buying Aspirin.
Then you are sure of getting true "Bayer

Ferguson

will have the
the son, in Goldwyn's production of "Madame X,"

Casson

—

Tablets
of
Aspirin" genuine
Aspirin
proved safe by millions and prescribed by
physicians for over twenty years.
Accept only an unbroken "Bayer package"
which contains proper directions to relieve
Headache, Toothache, Earache, Neuralgia,
Rheumatism, Colds and Pain. Handy tin
boxes of 12 tablets cost few cents. Druggists also sell larger "Bayer packages."
Aspirin is trade mark of Bayer Manufacture Monoaceticacidester of Salicylicacid.

role of

Raymond,

Ray

paid fifty thousand

dollars for "Forty-five Minutes from
Broadway," the George Cohan musical comedy success. He will prodttce
it as the second of his First National

Richard Barthelmess

Men and Women

Cover the entire body or
any part.
Endorsed by
leading, physicians.
Send
for illustrated Booklet.

Dr. Jeanne G. A. Walter
New York

Long Letty," the famous
musical comedy success of Oliver
"So

353 Fifth Avenue,

Building, 4th Floor\
\Ent. on 34th St., 3d Door East,/
Pacific Coast Representative:
Adele Millar Co., $45 Stockton St.,
/Billinprs

San Francisco

,

Mary

—

remain

1924, according
to terms of a contract now said to be
consummated. The salary and percentage of profits will place him in
the star millionaire class.

Rubber Garments

Bust Reducer, Pries $6.00
Chin Reducer, Price $2.50

millionair-

the screen,
will be leading woman for Charles
Ray in "Peaceful Valley."

Walthall

— comes

a Griffith star until

Reducing

For

will

Anne May, the young
who quit society for

"Homespun Folks" is the title of
the second picture in which Lloyd
Hughes, the new Ince star, appears.

Exactly where desired
by wearing

Famous Medicated

picture.

Val-

ley."

Dr. Walter's

of Mildred

title

new

Charleson Mrs.
Henry
back to the screen
as leading lady in "Crossed Claims,"
with Harry Carey.

following "Peaceful

pictures,

Reduce Your Flesh

the

ess

Pauline Frederick starring.
Charles

is

Harris Chaplin's

Morosco, has been purchased for
forty thousand dollars by the Chris-

Cal.

ties

fashion says

for

production.

film

Besides

comedy activities, the Christies
are making ambitious plans to enter

Jack Mulhall has signed to play
leading roles

Famous

for

Players-

Lasky.
Charles Hutchinson is to
four more serials for Pathe.

make

LJniversal announces that Anne
Cornwall will be starred in "Virginia," by Ida M. Evans.

their

the use of*

the

arena

of

special

multiple-reel

Hobart Henley

is

now under

con-

tract to direct pictures for Selznick.

features.
so lon£ as
and sheer fabrics for
sleeves are worn. It assists freedom of movement, unhampered £race, modest elegance and
correct style. That is why
is
necessary
sleeveless kowrts

"they
Delatone

is

"The Queen of Sheba"
tc the screen,

and certain

removal of hairy
growths, no matter how
thick or stubborn. Alter
application the skin is
clear, firm and hairless,
with no pain or discoloration.

Beauty specialists recom-

mend

Delatone

for

removal of objectionable
hair from face, neck or
arms.
Druggists sell Delatone;
or an original 1 oz- jar
be mailed to any
address on receipt of
*t by

will

339 S.Wabash Ave., Chicago,

111.

Will Rogers says he will not send
his pictures to fans.
Instead, he
sends ropes. Will and his rope have
been inseparable
hence the star
thinks a rope represents him better
than a photograph.
;

The Sheffield Pharmacal Co.Dept. MB.

hear, as a spectacu-

William Fox production comparable to "Cleopatra" and "Salome."
J. Gordon Edwardes, who directed
the Theda Bara spectacles, is planning to start work on it in June. The
Solomon
cast has not been selected.
in all his glory, with his five hundred
wives, may be expected to appear.

preparation for the

quick, safe

come

C3fl

Thomas

Santschi

is

to

star

in

a

Western picture for the Cathrine
Curtis Company and direct it as well.

lar

all use Delatone"
an old and well known scientific

we

will

I

Another Hawaiian picture Hope
is the heroine, and Waikiki
Beach plays an important part as a
!

Hampton
setting.

Claire Whitney has a three-year
contract as a star with the Tri-Star

Company.
Madlaine

Traverse

announces
as her
the head of

"The Stain of Innocence"
first

picture as a star at

her

own company.

—

!
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The Monroe Salisbury Players
will make their bow on the screen as
an organization in "The Barbarian."
Tane Novak and Barney Sherry are
among them, and their first picture
will be made in the Mount Shasta
region.

Chautard has been engaged
a series of special producfor Fox.

Eirril

to

make

tions

Robert Warwick's lawsuit was
not the conventional one for divorce,
but one against Famous PlayersLasky for breach of contract, a wel-

come

novelty.

And now it's Louise Lovely who
comes forward to announce that she
has formed her own company, and
will go to work on a schedule of six

T THE

seashore or at home, whether the water is
hard or soft, girls who are careful about their hair
agree that the most easily used and effective hair cleanseris

t-S J~

pictures a year as soon as she finishes the two which she is under
contract to make for Fox.

The
has at

CANTHROX
SHAMPOO

Film Corporation
work
on its filming
begun

Historical
last

of the Bible, the first picture being
based on the Epistle of Paul to

Proper care makes and keeps the hair
the

life,

Philemon.

Martha Mansfield will be seen
from now on in Selznick features.

Free

Trial

Of
for
verier

To show

its

The Lord

Northcliffe Press of
to publish the story of

England is
Antonio Moreno's
book form.

life in serial

and

of

the raer .
it

time giving such a massy flumness to the hair that it appears
much heavier than it really is, while each strand has silky
bright softness and the scalp is left pliant and comfortable.

is

all ways a most
satisfactory hair

wash,

For Sale at

we send one

shampoo

on the

New York

stage

all

season.

Geraldine Farrar's screen appearances will henceforth be made as an
Associated Exhibitors' star.

H. S.

Doro's

new

is

Marie

picture, a Pioneer pro-

duction.

thoroughly, after which the hair dries quickly.

PETERSON

&

CO., Dept. 143, 214

m

\

Only 25c the copy, but a
great pleasure and a big
surprise

111.

Beautiful genuine photos 5x7 ins. of all
popular stars, 20c each, C for $1.00. Others
have been pleased. So will you. Order to-day.
KatherineMacDonald
Nazimova
Mabel Normand
Eugene O'Brien

Mary Piekford

to use
Saxophone singly, in quartettes,
in sextettes, or inregular band; how
to transpose cello parts in orchestra

Ethel Clayton

Dorothy

Dorothy Dalton
Douglas Fairbanks

and many other things you would
like to know.

Dorothy Gish
William S. Hart

Chas. Ray
Wallace Reid
Anita Stewart
Gloria Swanson
Constance Talmadge

when

Lillian Gish

You can learn to play the scale in one hour's \s$
practice, and soon tie playing popular airs. Yoa ^g^n/ug,
can double your income, your pleasure, and your ^^liig
popularity. Easy to pay by our easy payment plan. ||g|pg

BUESCHER

Favorite Magazine

Chicago,

Marguerite Clark
Mrs. Vernon Castle
Dolores Cassinelli
Harry Carey

MAKES AN IDEAL PRESENT If

PEOPLE'S

St.,

Alice Brady

Send for free saxophone book and catalog of
in True-Tone band and orchestra inBtru

dealer for

Kinzie

Are Among' Them

story of the origin
and history of that
wonderful instru
ment— the

thing

Ask your

W.

IYotir Favorite Stars

Free Book

—

Gambols"

Drug Stores

A

Containing complete

This book tells you

"Midnight

all

Canthrox costs about three cents a shampoo. No good hair
wash costs less.
few minutes only are required for its
use.
You simply moisten the head with Canthrox and rinse

perfect
free to any address
upon receipt of two
cents for postage.

it

Ethel Barrymore will star in the
film production of "Declasse," the
play in which she has been appearing

develops

their hair, because it so rapidly softens and entirely removes
every particle of dandruff, excess oil and dirt, at the same

Canthrox and

prove that

to
in

attractive,

and natural wave and gives a clean, luxuriant
appearance. Canthrox has been for years the favorite of those who want to bring out all the beauty of

luster

BAND INSTRUMENT
284 Jackson

CO.

Street, Elkhart, Ind.

Norma Talmadge
Vivian Martin
Olive Thomas
Antonio Moreno
Pearl White
Mary MacLaren
A and 100 other popular stars. Check off those
d you want and enclose Cash. Stamps or Money
Jf
Order with advertisement and mail to
KEYSTONE ART CO., Dept. D, 280 Pearl St., N.Y.

Shake Into Your Shoes
Sprinkle in the Foot Bath

ALLEN'S FOOT=EASE
The

Antiseptic Healing
for the Feet,

Powder

Swollen, Tender Feet, Corns,
Bunions, Blisters, Callouses. It freshens
the feet and makes walking easy. 1,500,000
pounds of powder for the feet were used
by our army and navy during the
Ask for Allen's Foot-Ease.
war.
Sold everywhere.
for Tired,

Phillips

Advertising Section
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The

regarding

Continued from page 86
D.

11.

the

— See above.

Nell

answered

Lockwood was

lady.

—

answer only questions pertaining to motion pictures.
Mrs. U. G.—The "Market Booklet"
Flo D.

I

has been mailed to you.
Girlie.
They are not married.

—

Neva
"The

Gerber and Ben Wilson were in
Voice on the Wire." They are not
Francis

lated.

MacDonald

re-

his right
in pictures.

is

He is still working
always grouchy. Baby Marie Osborne is not the youngest. Mr. and Airs.
Leon T. Osborne are her parents. William S. Hart is not married. I have been
The Oracle for five years.
name.

Leon

is

—

Anita Stewart Admirer. There is no
way of keeping track of "extra" people,
so I can't tell you who the maid was. You
will find all you want to know about

New

Easy

Anita Stewart in another answer in
month's replies to questions.

Way

C.
ciple

To Learn Drawing
you can earn big money in
Commercial Art, Illustrating De,

Cartooning, without
being a "genius," and regardless
of your present ability.
or

signing,

Never was there such

a need for artists
Business, revitalized, needs
Illustrated catalogs, adver-

today
thousands.
as

!

tisements, posters, circulars, trade-mark
designs countless pieces of art work are
needed by the busy business world. 48,868
periodicals are published in America
every one of them needs the services of
at least two artists for each issue.
You
can't begin to realize the gigantic amount
of art work that must be done and the

—

—

demand

is dead.
The reason
get the idea that they
want to retire don't do so is because there
is an even greater demand for their pictures when the public learns they are
thinking of leaving the screen for good,

Della

increasing daily.
Big money
is gladly paid
and big money is waiting
for anyone with foresight enough to prepare for this pleasant profession.
Thru
our new easy method of teaching,
can earn $40 to $100 a week as an artist,
regardless of your present ability.
is

—

YOU

Miss

Bobbie

played in

Fox

Learn

in

Spare Time

This new method is like a fascinating game.
No matter how little you may know about
drawing, no matter whether people tell you.
"you have no talent," no matter what your
present ability may be
if you can
write we
can teach you to draw.
The new method
simplifies everything
all the red-tape, "art
for art's sake" teaching,
and superfluous
theory is taken out and in its place is put
definite, practical instruction so that you will
make money in the art game. The course is
the work of an expert
Will H. Chandlee, an
artist of over 35 years' practical experience.
And all your instruction is under the personal
supervision of Mr. Chandlee.

—
—
—

Write for Interesting Free Book
interesting and handsomely illustrated

"How to Become an xVrtist." has been
prepared and will be sent to you without cost
if you mail the coupon below.
Mail coupon
NOW for this attractive free book and
full
details about our FREE ARTIST'S OUTFIT
OFFER. No obligation whatever. Address,
booklet,

Washington School of Art
1

506 H

St, N. W.,

Washington, D.

C.

WASHINGTON SCHOOL OF ART, Inc.
1506 H St., N. W., Washington, D. C.
Please send

"How

to

me without

obligation, free book

Become an Artist" together with

particulars of Free Artist's Outfit Offer.

Name
Address

full

McC.

—Marjorie

never

features.

—

It

was

You

Lillian.

refer

to

Tom Powers in "The Auction Block."
He is now on the stage in New York.
Ruby de Remer played

the feminine lead

in that picture.

0. Roosevelt A.

— See

addresses below.
in Crimea, Yialta,

Nazimova was born
Tom Moore was born

Russia.

in

County

Meath, Ireland.
Marguerite Clark was
born in Cincinnati, Ohio, in 1887.

—

K. You are all wrong about Pearl
White. Antonio Moreno is not married.
I don't know their exact salaries, but
they receive plenty.

U.
May.
ret.

Hill

S.

Ray.

—Doris

Lee

is

now Doris

Her correct name is Helen GarShe was born in 1902. Josephine
is

playing in Universal two-reelers.

Martha

—Irene

Castle is now Mrs.
think both the Lee kids and
Irene would send you a picture.
E.

Tremaine.

I

Edith A. Graves.

—

That's perfectly all
Allison is not married. Viola
Dana is married.
Her hair is dark
brown. Charles Ray is twenty-nine and
Albert Ray is twenty-six. Constance Talmadge is not married. The stars don't often
give away their old clothes when they
have used them in a picture, as there
usually comes a time when they will be
called upon to play a part in which the
clothes will just suit.
No pun intended.
Maybe if you write to the editor he will
put the pictures of Jack Pickford and
Albert Ray that you want in the gallery.
I have nothing to do with that end of it.

May

right.

1.

C.

U.

—

I

can't

tell

Her

you where and

—

Lonesome Sue. Corinne Griffith is
married to Webster Campbell. Lila Lee
is five feet two and weighs one hundred
and twenty-five pounds. Anita Stewart
was born in Brooklyn, New York, in
1896.

Otto

J.

— Pearl

White was

born

in

Springfield, Missouri, in 1889.

—There

was a

picture of Mae Marsh and her baby in
She was on the
the March number.
cover in June, 1917 and in the magazine

June and August, 191 7, and May, Feband November, 1918, and January',
Mary Pickford was on the cover
1919.
in April, 1916, and September, 1917.

in

ruary,

—

Elinor F. Allen. Mary
Pickford
any children and Mabel Normand

hasn't
is

not married.

— Ann

Little

has been the

most consistent leading lady for Wallace
Reid,
like
most male stars, he
but,
changes his leading women with nearly
Elaine Hammerstein was
every picture.
on the stage before going into pictures.
She is the granddaughter of the late Oscar Hammerstein, the well-known theatrical and opera producer.
Norma Tal-

madge was born
York. She was

in

at

Niagara Falls,
Saranac Lake.

New

—

I
don't wonder that Pearl
didn't
answer your letter.
It
seems to me that your questions were a
little too personal, and Pearl might have
thought that they were nobody's business

Mickey.

White

but her own. Her father was not a policeman.
"The White Moll" is her first
starring vehicle with Fox.

Doris Ohler.
tives

—No,

in comedies.

go blind and

kill

haven't any reladid not
herself.
That's someI

Theda Bara

Theda is now starring
"The Blue Flame," a legitimate play,

body's nightmare.
in
at

the Shubert Theater, in New York.
Charlie Chaplin probably doesn't like to
wear a mustache, so he doesn't raise one,
even if it would save him a lot of trouble gluing on a phoney one each working day. Wallace Reid is wed to Dorothy

Davenport.
Charley Ray is married to
Clara Grant. Your Viola Dana question
has been answered.

—

Sahara. E. K. Lincoln and Elmo
Lincoln are two entirely different persons.
Geraldine Farrar is an American.
Hcr
father, Sid Farrar, used to be a well-

known

ball player.

—

Gladys A. You should have inclosed
a self-addressed, stamped envelope if you
wanted a personal reply. May is twentytwo.
I do not send out pictures of the
stars.
You will have to write to them
personally for their photographs.
It is

mate

stage

never

New

York.

the Shubert Theater in
Charles Chaplin was married in October, 1918.
Theda Bara was
recently married to a theatrical producer.

pic-

latest

That's their names.

how Theda Bara died, because she is still
very much alive and playing on the legitiat

issue.

Swanson lived in Chicago. In fact, she
was born there. She is five feet three
and weighs one hundred and twelve
pounds.
Ethel Clayton was born in
Champaign, Illinois, in 1890. She is five
feet five and one-half inches tall and
weighs one hundred and thirty pounds

Ima Daisy.

Pearl
White
Inquirer. You
have
mixed up with Lillian Lorraine. Pearl
did not play in the serial "Neal of the

Navy."

this

is

He is now going to star in his own right.
He was born in New York in 1880.
Hummel. —Yes,
Gloria
Jeannette

you.

S.

An

who

and they are induced to remrin at work.
The "Market Booklet" has been mailed
to

in

"In Search of a Sinner." Conway
Tearle has always played leading roles.

ture

Kwizes on Mae Marsh.

—
B. — Earle

the actresses

How

this

C.
Elsie Ferguson had the prinrole in "Barbary Sheep."

H.

—

Your questions
C. Admirer.
Constance have already been

and

C.

Picture Oracle

—

Now and Forever.
not true about the wolfhound. He

Lockwood Fan,
had

one.

*en in "Victory."

You

refer

to

I'm sorry, but

Seena
I

am

not allowed to give any names and addresses of any of my correspondents.

—

:
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—

Miss Herman E. Mary Pickford was
to Douglas Fairbanks on March
She has no children. Your
28, 1920.
other question has already been answered
married

in this issue.

—

Fan. After writing to
those stars whose addresses you want
I don't see why you want to join a corThat ought to keep
respondence club.
you occupied for some time. Look for
the addresses at the end of this depart-

Dorchester

all

ment.

—

Elaine and Juliet. I should say it
did take you a long time. Edith Roberts
California.
Marlives
in Hollywood,
guerite Clark and Theda Bara were both
born in Cincinnati, Ohio.
Niles Welch
living.
He is playing opposite
is still
Bessie Barriscale at present.
Rchard
Barthelmess was born in 1895.
Niles

Welch was born in 1888. Earle Williams
was born in 1880. What do you mean
short life?
Write the editor about pictures in the magazine.
job is only to
answer questions about the movies and

©

My

movie

E

6A/.D CO.

folk.

—

Conway's
married
ville
and
is

to

Admirer. Conway Tearle
Adele Rowland, the vaude-

O

musical
comedy headliner.
Tom Santschi played opposite Kathlyn
Williams in "The Adventures of Kathlyn."
You certainly think nice things
about me even if they aren't true!

MATERIALS OF ENDURING
STRENGTH AND WORKMANSHIP OF SCRUPULOUS CARE
MAKE B VD WEAR FAR BEYOND

—

—

Luella
mind a

will

I

WHAT

Hart
Waiting for three years

don't think William S.

bit.

WEAR

N

IT IS

FAIR TO EXPECT

NO UNDERWEAR

THIS RED

won't help you get into pictures.
You
should have been busy those three years

IS

B

VD WITHOUT

WOVEN LABEL

getting experience.

—

Fra nces W. What Walker do you
mean ?
Blanche Kasheta. You refer to
Darrel Foss opposite Ora Carew.

—

Margaret D.

—George

Larkin played in
serial.
Pearl
White is married to Wallace McCutcheon.
William Duncan is not married to
Edith Johnson.
the last of the*

"Hands Up"

Jerrydene.— Nazimova

is

married

to

Charles Bryant. That is her right name.
Francis Ford is making serials.
He is
married.
Your other questions have already been answered.

Zafina.

—

Kathleen Clifford played opDouglas Fairbanks in "When the
Clouds Roll By." You did very well for
your first attempt on a typewriter.
posite

Eileen Percy Admirer.

—

Eileen Percy
costarred with Warner Oland
in a new serial for Pathe.
She is married.
She works at the Gasnier Studios,
in Glendale, California.

is

being

—

Mary Regan. Wheeler Oakman is
married to Priscilla Dean.
Marguerite
Clark was born in 1887. Dick Barthelmess was born in 1895. Dorothy Gish
was born in 1898. Wheeler Oakman was
born in 1890.
He is five feet eleven
inches and weighs one hundred and
ninety pounds.
Richard Barthelmess is
five feet seven inches and weighs one
hundred and thirty-five pounds.
Mary
Pickford is five feet and weighs one hundred pounds. Dorothy Gish is five feet
and weighs one hundred and ten pounds.
Constance Talmadge was born in 1900.
She is five feet six inches and weighs
one hundred and twenty pounds. Nazimova weighs one hundred and twentyfive pounds.
"Mary Ellen Comes to
Town" is Dorothy's latest. "The Virgin of Stamboul" is Wheeler Oakman's.
"A Modern Salome" is Wyndham Standing's.

"Civilian

Meighan's.

Clothes"

is

Thomas

Ukl

TENOR BANJ0 Mandoiin, Guitar, Goroet or Banjo
I

Wonderful new system of

teaching: note

music by

niail).

To first

pupils in each locality, we give a $20 superb Violin, Mandolin,
Ukulele, Guitar, Hawaiin Guitar, Comet, Tenor Banjo or Banjo absolutely free. Very small charge for lessons only.
guarantee success or no charge. Complete outfit free. Write pow. No obligation.

We

SLINSE8 LANP SCHOOL OF MUSIC.

Dept.

Inc.

CHI CAGO. ILL.

29

LEARN

Get out into the open
-have healthful
sport on America's
finest and best-built
the Black
bicycle,
Beauty. Write for our catalog, select your model from
our 40 styles and tell us. We'll
f

1

To make the
ship at once.
Tvheel yours, pay a small de-

then $1 a week (or $6 a
Made at our own
month).
big factory. Wholesale direct

Movie Acting!

posit,

A

Would you
work? Send
our Twelve-Hour Talent-Tester or Key

18 Wonderful Features
The Black Beauty is built of the

to Movie Acting Aptitude, and find whether or not
A novel,
you are suited to take up Movie Acting.
instructive and valuable work.
Send dime or stamps
today. A large, interesting, illustrated Booklet on Movie

America. Its equ ipment includes
$10 Firestone Blue Non-Skid tires;

profession that pays big.
you are adapted to this

fascinating:

like to
10c for

know

if

1

FREE
NFORMATION BUREAU,

Acting included

FILM

I

!

Sta. R,

Jackso n, Mich.

afn*35to*H)0aWe^
BECOME A PROFESSIONAL

PHOTOGRAPHER
Big opportunities NOW.
Qualify for this fascinating profession. Three
months' course covers all
branches

Motion Picture

— Commercial-

rtraiture

Cameras and Materials furnished free

Day or evening
Practical instruction ; modern equipment.
classes: easy terms. Tlie School of Recognized Superiority.
Call or write for complete catalog; No. 19.

N. Y.
141

INSTITUTE

W.

36th

St.,

N. Y.

of

PHOTOGRAPHY
505 State

St.,

Bklyn.

price.

highest grade materials by the
largest exclusive bicycle house in

New

Departure Coaster Brake;
motorbike saddle and pedals;
handlebars that are triple plated
over copper to prevent rust, etc.
Seamless steel tubing, racy lines,
dazzling nickel and enamel finish.

FDBEI
" Ci fc»

Repair Kit, Tool
Case and Stand

5-year guarantee and six months
accident insuranc e. Take advantage now of our offer of the wonFrom
Beauty.
derful Black
maker to rider direct. Write for
catalog today.
Snnrlrips Get our factory prices.
ggiiSElglLowest in the country.
Tires, rims, bells, lamps, etc.
Send for Free Sundries Catalog.

Haverford Cycle Co.
Dept. 577

Philadelphia

|

Advertising Section

98

Falk.

Susie

— Alary

Miles

Alintcr

is

making features for Realart and not the

World

Film

A

Corporation.

vamp

doesn't have to have dark hair and eyes.
I
know of lots of blond ones, with big
blue eyes, and several red-headed ones.

TABLETS

Roscoe Arbuckle is not married to Bebe
William and Dustin I'arnum
Daniels.
have never appeared on the screen together.

Nurse.

GLORIA SVVANSON
Cecil

IS.

AI.LACIi KEID

\\

DcMillo Artcrn.fi Player

Hermo

I'aramounl Star

.

Hair-Lustr

'

(Keeps the Hair Dressed)

FOR MEN AND WOMEN
Thehair willstay dressed after Hermo "H AIR-

LUSTR" has been applied. No moremussy, unAdds

a charming sheen and
luster, insuring the life of the hair, as well as its
beauty. Dress it in any of the prevailing styles,
and it will stay that way. Gives the hair that
soft, glossy, well groomed appearance so becoming to the stars of the stage and screen. Guaranteed harmless and greaseless.
tidy looking hair.

Two

Sizes

—50c and $1

1 1 size three times the quantity of 50c

JAR TODAY.

Reniit in coin,

money

size.

SEND FOR

order, or U. S. stamps,

send Hermo "HAIR-LUSTR," and the Hermo
Booklet, "Guide to Beauty," prepaid, under plain cover,
at once.
Use it five days and if not entirely satisfactory,
return what is left, and we will REFUND YOUR MONEY
IN FULL. Once you use Hermo "HAIR-LUSTR" vou
will never be without it. SEND YOUR ORDER TODAY.

and we

will

HERMO

CO., 542 E. 63rd

St.,

Dept. 87,

CHICAGO

—

distinctly

I

remember answer-

ing your letters, so you must have overlooked them.
Monte Blue is married.
Dustin Farnum is not married to WiniYour other questions
frcd Kingston.
have already been answered in this issue.

Headaches
Neuralgias
Colds and La Grippe

— Cleo

Ridgely and Edna Good-!
rich are not acting on the screen.
Cleo
is Mrs. James Home, wife of the serial
director, and it takes up all of her spare
time now looking after their twins.

Mae.

—

Admirer. Josephine
is "Burnt Wings,"
appears with Frank Mayo.
U.

picture

Women's Aches and Ills
Rheumatic and Sciatic Pains
Ask Your Druggist for A'K Tablets

Hill's
latest
in which she

(If

—

G. C. E. M. B.
Caroline Harris is
Richard Barthelmess' mother. She used
to be on the stage, and also in pictures,
but a nervous breakdown compelled her
to retire and let Dick carry on the acting honors for the family.
Barthelmess
is his correct name.
His first part was
a small one in a picture with Herbert
Brenon.
When he was very young he
was on the stage at various times, once
being dressed up to play a little girl,
much to his disgust and resentment.
Later on he used to usher in the Fourteenth Street Theater on Saturdays and
holidays just to get a chance to watch

he cannot supply you, write us)

Small Size

Dozen Size

yjpjB

25c

lOc
See

Monogram Jj^ on

the Genuine

The Antikamnia Remedy Company,

St. Louis,

Mo.

Write for Free Samples

the actors.

—

O. C. I forwarded your letter to EiPercy, as directed.

leen

F. E. B.

—-Thanks

IMPROVE YOUR APPEARANCE

for the compliments.

That is Nazimova's own hair. She wore
two wigs in "The Red Lantern," when
Bend no money. Just bsk 09 to send yon either of the^e
wonderful, dazzhnfr, genuine Tifnite Gem rings to wear for
10 days. If you can tell it from a diamond, send it back.
No. 2. Solid gold
No. 3. Solid gold
No.1. Solid gold
mounting. Eight- Ladies' newes t six-prong tooth
Has a mounting.
claw design flat mounting.
Guargenu- anteed genuineTifwideband. Almost guaranteed
a carat, guaran- ine Tifnite Gem, nite Gem, almost a
carat in size.
teed Tifnite gem, almost a carat.
___ sending, send strip of paper fitting around second joint
of finger. If satisfied upon arrival send $4. 50— then J3 monthly
until the price, $16.60, is paid for either one. Otherwise return the ring within ten days and we will refund any payment
made. This offer is limited. Send while it holds good.

The

Tifnite

Gem Co.,

Dept. 705

YOU CAN BE QUICKLY CURED,

Chicago,
If You

III.

Have

•

last

i

its original form— Order One To-Day
PRICE "PostPaid" $2.00. Send for FREE BOOK

FACIAL SPECIALTY CO.

Blackheads, Acne, eruptions on the face or body,
enlarged pores, oily or shiny skin. Write for

cured myself after being afflicted for 15 years.
E.S. GIVENS, 237 Chemical BEdp, Kansas City Mo.

I

.

3

Francis

NjjTONIGilf
ALRIGHT

—JoeHe
present.

Lane.

Warrantor! Street BOSTON, MASS.

GET WELL-BE YOUNG— GROW TALL

j

|

—

Lena Clark. I think you are wrong
on both Harold Lockwood and Dorothy
It must
Phillips as childhood friends.
have been some one with a similar name.
Dorothy is a Baltimore, Maryland, girl.

66

i

hazel eyes.

FREE booklet, "A Clear-Tone Skin." It tells how

look

forehead to

serial.

M. M. M.—Bert Lytell is quite popular,
and even more so since his picture "The
Bert was
Right of Way" was released.
born and educated in New York City.
He is five feet ten and one-half inches
tall and weighs one hundred and fiftyHe has brown hair and
five pounds.

small" are deceitful marks that
weak, ugly and many years older
WHY NOT REMOVE THEM-can be done in a few nights
by using a FOREHEAD WRINKLE REMOVER
which elasticly press and smooth the skin of the

"No matter how
make you

she played the dual role.
Charles Ray
does not always play the awkward country boy.
Most of his plays have been
of this type because there is such a demand by the public for him in "rube"
parts.
"The Black Secret" is Pearl

White's

WRINKLES ON YOUR FOREHEAD
OR BETWEEN YOUR EYEBROWS

j

I

This University discovery is the most important health invention of
the century. It remakes and rejuvenates the Human Body.
It produces normal spines. It frees impinged and irritated nerves, corrects
contracted muscles, shortened ligaments, eliminates congestion,
improves circulation and drainage of the body. It will increase the
body's length.
THE PANDICULATOR CO., 312 Advance BIdg., Cleveland, O.

BEAUTY
is

not at beck and

—

call

playing in
Beauty can be preserved helped. The skin
pictures at
may return to can be made soft and smooth. The complexion
can
be kept fresh.
the silver sheet, however.
These are beauty qualifications, and "Nacarine" is the one aid every one needs.
It
Miss Victoria F. I am sure William removes
tan and freckles, makes the skin
Russell will send you one of his photo- fresh, clear, youthful.
You will particularly appreciate the healgraphs.
Tom Moore was born in Ireisn't

—

ing,

land.

—

Virginia Ltbke. Richard Barthelmess
has appeared in "Scarlet Days" and then
in "The Idol Dancer," both Griffith photoplays,

since

soothing,

beautifying

qualities

wonderful lotion and aid to perpetual

you saw him

in

LOOK FOR

THIS

of

this
beaut.v.

TRADE MARK

"Broken

Blossoms."

—

£1

Get a
254 Box

Your
Druggist

Maysworth N. C. They never heard
anything about your friend Dorothy's
signing with them at the Fox Film Corporation.
Mary Jane Irving was born in
She
Columbia, South Carolina, in 1914.
will send you a picture.
The Theatre
Magazine editor will be glad to answer
any questions regarding players on the
legitimate stage.

'Ts in the Leaf

THE NACARINE CO.

621 W. 135th

Street.

New York

City

The Lone Wolf. — You

say you want
be a cowboy actor and want me to
tell you if you have a chance of getting
into that line of work.
My advice to
to

you is that you learn the first requirement for an actor of that type, something which you don't seem to think se-

—

riously about learn to ride. .You admit
that you can't ride a horse and yet you
expect to become a cowboy actor.
It's

not being done, Lone Wolf. Look at the
end of this department for the addresses
you want.

—

P. A.
It costs a little over a cent a
foot to develop. Your other question has

been answered.

—

Pearl White Fan. That's her real
name. Your other questions have been
answered.
Just Me.

— Constance

and Harrison are
Pearl White is.
She has
Your other questions have

not married.

no children.

been answered.

—

Irene G. Space is limited, so I can't
give you the names and addresses of all
the children in pictures and where and
when they were born. Let me know the
ones you are interested in and I will give
you the information you require.
Shirley Mason and Viola Dana are sisters.
Constance,
Norma, and Natalie Talmadge are all sisters. Harold Lockwood
has been dead nearly two years now.
Pearl White will make no more serials.
Mae and Marguerite Marsh are sisters.
Wanda Hawley was Beauty. Frank has
a different leading woman in each picture.

M.

— Your

Pearl White questions
been
answered.
Theda
Bara is married.
She is an American.
William S. Hart's latest picture is called
L.

S.

already

have

Choice

smart

the

of

appearing,

SATIN SKIN

well-

You can make no
mistake in selecting Satin Skin Cream and
Satin Skin Powder, for your own toilet
groomed and

POWDER

"Perfection

for

complexion" is heavier than ordinary face
powders, because made to adhere. It does
not fall upon the apparel, or blow away,
but holds, serves the purpose intended;
does what a fine powder should do.
Satin Skin is best for party and theatre
because of its adhesiveness and the appearance of completeness bestowed, it is

refined.

table.

As dew feeds the flowers, Satin Skin
Cream brings new life and satiny smoothness to your skin.
Usually described by
friends as the "classy cream," Satin Skin
is in a class by itself.
Fragrant blossoms,
herbal extracts and honey of flowers make
Satin Skin Cream what it is in quality.
Without costly advertising Satin Skin has
quietly won its way, become the standard
for others, the admiration of all.
its

the only real "full-dress"
For the street use, the

Skin

new shade Satin
simply stunning in
neutralizing the glare of daylight with

NATURELLE

effect,

powder produced.

is

Four other finest tints:
a satiny, soft glow.
Flesh, Pink, White, Brunet.

At night apply Satin Skin Cold Cream to wet skin.
Day and evening use Satin Skin Greaseless Cream.
Choice of 5 tints.
Satin Skin Powder gives satiny finish.

I.

II.

III.

SATIN SKIN LABORATORY,

Sold by druggists.

Mnfr., Detroit, U. S. A.

DESTROY
HAIR
AND ROOTS ON FACE OR BODY
PERMANENTLY WITH

"The Toll Gate."

William Farnum and
Franklyn Farnum are not related.

—

IT'S

Your
question
concerning
Talmadge sisters have already been

Snippy.
the

answered

in this

issue.

When

they get

that young, they are considered.
As to
who is the most beautiful and the best
actress, that is a matter of opinion on
which very few critics would agree. If
I should tell you who I think the best it
would only be my own personal opinion and riot a universally recognized fact.

To

OFF Because

IT'S

OUT

dissolve only the surface hair

heavier growths

powder and

ZIP

result.

is

useless,

is

which merely burn

solvents

because

totally unlike caustics,
off

the surface

hair leaving the roots to thrive.

One

ZIP will instantly and completely
undesirable hair without pain, leaving even
the most sensitive skin soft and smooth.
Fragrant,
absolutely harmless and easy to apply at home.
remove

application of
all

dealer or write for FREE illustrated
"A Talk On Superfluous Hair." Call to
FREE PERSONAL DEMONSTRATION.

Ask your
Booklet:

Harry Lee.— Thanks
to

my

attention.

Walter MacNamara
"Traffic in

for calling

that
to credit
with the direction of
He wrote the story,
all the credit for it,

I did not

Souls."

and Imp gave him
_

mean

leaving Tucker, who directed it, without
screen credit.
The tale of his trials
while producing the picture is well known
to me.

—

E. G P. Frank Mayo is not related to
Edna Mayo. Your other question has

been answered.

—

A. D. S. Donald Crisp played the role
of Battling Barrows in "Broken Blossoms." Norman Selby, or "Kid" McCoy,
as_ he is better known, played the other
_

prize fighter.

—

Billie S. William S. Hart has brown
hair and blue eyes.
Quite the opposite
from what you pictured him, isn't it?
Louis Bennison has dark hair and gray
eyes.

Bill

Monique

Tom Mix

is

single.
S.

—Your

questions

Louis

is

not.

Pearl White and
have already been

"The Perils of Thunder
Mountain" was made in California.
Bobby Connelly was born in Brooklyn,
New York, in igcx). He lives in Los Angeles.
Bob White is not Pearl's brother.
He is the only son of George Beban.
answered.

have

MADAME BERTH E,
West
1

2

40th

St.

::

Specialist,

Dept.

New York

::

How

7

City

to Obtain

Beautiful, Rich,

Long, Eyelashes and Brows!
WOMAN

VERY
should be the rightful owner of beautiful eyes, the
j""^ essentials of which are, First: Long, rich eyelashes- and Second: Wellcared-for eyebrows. No matter what color your eyes may be, gray,
brown or blue, if they are shaded by thick, silky lashes, and well-shaped
brows, their charm is greatly accentuated.
Nowadays, no one needs to be the dissatisfied possessor of short, thin,
uneven brows and lashes: you can greatly assist Nature by simply applying
This scientific
a little of M. T.'s Eyelash and Eyebrow Beautifier at night.
preparation nourishes the eyebrows and eyelashes, causing them to become
imparting
sparkling
to the eyes,
lustrous,
expression
gradually thick and
and added charm to the face.
M. T.'s Eyelash and Eyebrow Beautifier, which has been successfully
used by thousands, is guaranteed absolutely harmless; it is not a greasy,
sticky salve, but a clean, nicely-perfumed liquid, in a cut glass bottle with
glass stopper and applicatorThe cut represents actual size of bottle.
The active principle of this valuable article is a rare and expensive organic
concentration which is unequaled for the purpose of stimulating and
strengthening the particular follicles which produce rich, dark eyelashes.

—

—

MONEY REFUNDED

IF

NOT SATISFACTORY

receipt of 75c in stamps, coin or Money Order, I will send you postpaid, in plain wrapper, a bottle of M. T.'s Eyelash and Eyebrow Beautifier

Upon

together with

my

copyrighted booklet on Beauty Hints.

The
M.
M.
M.
M.
M.

following preparations are of highest standard and well recommended:
T.'s Nature Beauty Cream, a wrinkle eradicator
$ .75
T.'s A.B. A. Lotion, for Pimples and Blackheads
$ .75
superfluous
T.'s Depilatory to remove
hair
$ .50
$1.00
T.'s Freckle Cream, for stubborn freckles and tan
T.'s Minerated Quinol, "The Incomparable Vanishing Cream"
$ .75

M. TRILETY, S?#

sites

Dept. 20,

Binghamton, N. Y.

100

Alma Reubens Fan. — Alma Reubens
with International. That was Robert
Vignola whom you saw directing her.

is

Alma was

interviewed in the June, 1919,
I am sure Alma
would send you one of her photographs.
He has only been in the movies a short
time.
Grace Darmond is not married.
Don't know what has become of Alton.
Victor Moore is not Tom Moore's brother,
and he isn't dead, either.
issue of Picture- Play.

—

Smiles. Your questions have already
been answered.

—

Eva S. The "Market Booklet"
been sent to you, as requested.

— Eddy

has

the way he
an Austrian.
Whatever put that into your head?

A.

K.

G.

spells

Polo

He

now.

it

is

not

is

—

"Peaceful Valley" is the title
Charles Ray's newest film.
"The
Night Riders" is Albert Ray's newest.
Ai.nes.

of

W.

McK.

B.

Scenario

—The

"Guideposts for
been mailed to

has

Writers"

you, as you requested.

—

The

Mystic Rose. Evidently you
I
care so much for Eugene?
should say you were quite fortunate. The
editor is a pretty good fellow on Satdon't

It must have been on
day.
Saturdays that he wrote you those nice
Grace Darmond, Mary Miles
letters.
Minter, Wanda Hawley, and Winifred

urday—pay

OR RANCH
ACHROMATIC TELESCOPE MADE UPON

NEW

Westover are a few of the blondes. Olga
Petrova and Pearl White have auburn

You
very nice to meet.
about Mildred's playing
in "The Wizard of Oz."

SCIENTIFIC PRINCIPLES.

DEPT.

75.

172 E. 93d
w

Comfort Baby's Skin
With Cuticura Soap
And Fragrant Talcum

NEW

STREET,

25 yEARS

THE

Elizabeth

TRAIA//HG

Write for catalog mentioning

St.

It

curl\'.

have

in-

—

—
—

You
Betty G. Charles is married.
have to write him for his picture.
Meanness. Never heard of Carrine.

will

FOUR SCHOOLS IN ONE. PRACTICAL STAGE
TRAINING. THE SCHOOLS STUDENT'S STOCKED
THEATRE AFFORD PUBLIC STAGE APPEARANCES

225 W. 57th

should

trick.

STANDARD

IRWIN,

—You

Her hair is not naturally
takes a curling iron to turn the

Florence T.

YORK.

ALVIENE SCHOOL
DRAMATIC ARTS
D.

P.

closed a self-addressed, stamped envelope
if you wanted a personal reply.

SCHOOL FOR THEATRE ARTS

For sample Cuticura Talcum, afascinatingfragrance,
Address Cuticura Laboratories, Dept. D, Maiden, Mass.

is

right

quite

are

We

CO.,

Pearl

hair.

Positively such a good Telescope was never sold for this price before.
Eastern Telescopes are
made by one of the largest manufacturers of telescopes in America; we control entire production;
measure closed S inches and open over 2M> feet in 4 sections. They are nicely brass bound, with
Guaranteed by the maker.
scientifically ground lenses.
Every sojourner in the country or at the
seaside resorts should certainly secure one of these instruments, and no farmer should be without
The scenery just now is beautiful. A Telescope will aid you iu taking views. Objects are
one.
brought to view with astonishing clearness. Sent by mail or express, safely packed, prepaid, for
only 99 cents. Our new Catalogue of Watches, etc., sent with each order.
This is a grand offer
warrant each telescope just as represented or money refunded.
and you should not miss it.
Send 99 cents today. To dealers 6 for Four Dollars.

EASTERN NOVELTY

,

Clarine has been in pictures a little while.
She was born in Brooklyn, New York.
Richard Barthelmess plays opposite ClaCasson Ferrine in "The Idol Dancer."

slutiy desired to

Secretary
New York City

He has brown
Pauline Starke
was born in 1900. Your other questions
have already been answered.
guson was born

in 1891.

hair and blue-gray eyes.

TRIAL
30 DAYS FREEprepaid
"RANGER''

any

on

and freight

bicycle.

Write

hasn't

—

Factory-to-Rider prices.
Boys, be a "Rider Agent" and

Make your voice a success-maynet, a friend-winThis wonderful new I
ner
method enables anyone to
clear,
strong,
develop a
powerful voice of surpassIn an amazing beauty.
ingly short time you can have wider range of tone,
more volume, more resonance a rich vibrant
voice that everyone will admire.
Method Ordinary methods
Wonderful

make

1

—

big money taking orders
for bicycles and supplies. Get our
liberal terms on a sample to introduce the new "RANGER".
Tires, equipment, sundries and
everything in the bicycle line at
half usual prices. Write today.

Electric

Lighted

Mo tortlike

CYCLE COMPANY

of voice training
fall short because they do nut teach scientific control of the organs which actually produce the
Learn about the famous Feuchtina.tr method.
voice.
Just a few moments' daily scientific, silent exer-

Vz Price

easily

make

Rnnlr Fr»o

it

A

perfect.

handsome.

Illustrated

PERFECT VOICE INSTITUTE
1922 Sunnysirle Ave.
Studio B-1SS

IF You
GENUINE

life.

DOOK ITee book tells all about this
wonderful, scientific discovery of the
secret of a perfect voice. It will be
sent to you without cost or obligation
if you write for it at once.
Send
postal today.
Address:
Chicago,

III.

$2.59

NO MONEY
SEND Can
From a

of the vocal organs bring amazing results
Endorsed by leading European
immediately.
helped
speakers.
It has
actors and
singers,

cises

Do You Stammer?

i

J

—

MEAD Dept.T10I, Chicago

New

Stammering, stuttering, lisping, and
impediments in speech are
other
quickly overcome by the Feuchtinger
method.
Huskiness, harshness and
weakness are banished.
No matter
how poor your voice is now you can

I

Barthelmess Admirer. I am sure
would send you one of his

that Dick
pictures.

Makes Every Voice Perfect

thousands in their professional and social

don't think she's
I
concern.
Harry's ideal leading woman; she just
happened to be in two of his films. Harry
Carey was born in New York in 1880.

iwith that

1

Ranger

—

Fanning for Harry. Gladys
been on the screen for several
Sidney is still playing in pictures.
vears.
played opposite
can't tell you who
[
Gladys in that picture, for you tell me
nothing about it not even the name. I
can tell you for sure, however, that it
wasn't Jack Pickford, for he was never
Tust

at

for our big catalog and special
\ offers. Select from 44 styles, colors and
sizes in the "RANGER" line.
a
EASY PAYMENTS if desired, at
small advance over our Special Factory-to-Rider cash prices.
You cannot afford to buy without
getting our latest propositions and

once

Tell it

DIAMONDSenditback

Snow White Dorchester.—Why don't
you write to Maurice Tourneur and tell
The editor has mailed
him yourself?
you a copy of the "Market Booklet."
Madge

is

not playing in pictures at pres-

MEXICAN DIAMOND closely ent. Monte Blue was born in 1890. EuRoscoe
resembles the finest genuine South African Diamond (cost- gene O'Brien was born in- 1884.
ing 50 times as much), with same DAZZLING RAINBOWYour other
FIRE, (Guaranteed 20 yrs.) we will send this Ladies Solitaire Arbuckle was born in 1887.
Ring with one carat gem, (Catalogue price $4.98) for Hall
have already been answered.
Price to Introduce, S2.50, plus War Tax 13c. Same thing questions

To prove that our blue-white

but Gents. Heavy Tooth Belcher Ring, (Cataloge price $6.26)
for $3.10, plus WarTax 15c. Mountings areour finest 12 karat
FOR 20
gold fille-l. Mexican Diamonds are
YEARS. SEND NO MONEY. Just mail postcard or this ad.,
state size and we will mail at once C. O. D. If not fully
BACK, Ies3 handling
pleased, return in 2 davs for
charges. Act quick; offer limited: only one to a customer.
Write for FREE Catalog. AGENTS WANTED.

GUARANTEED

MONEY

MEXICAN DIAMOND IMPORTING CO.

Las Cruces, N. Mex.
Exclusive controllers Mexican Diamonds!

Dept. CD2
I

M. R. O.

—Alia

Nazimova was her own

She
not her married name.
Mrs. Charles Bryant in private life.

name and
is

Howard

F.

C— That

firm intended to

That

start,

but never did.

letter

was returned unclaimed.

is

why your

!

!

Advertising Section

—

Pearl's Faithful Friend. Pearl will
send you one of her photographs. Better
inclose a quarter with your request. Your
other questions regarding" Pearl have already been answered in this issue.

Harry and
the taller.

He works

Judd.

Bill

—William

Russell

Hart hasn't any

is

set salary.

for himself, so he makes what-

ever the profits come to on his pictures.
Eddy Polo was born in Los Angeles, California.
He was a trapeze performer before he went into pictures.

Mesie.

made

—"The

Souls" was
"Easy to Get" is

Auction of

101

"She Loves and Lies" was a fairly recent release with Norma Talmadge. Roy
Somerville, the scenario writer, 'is in

New

York, and not in California. Several of
Ralph Connor's books have been con-

He
tracted for for screen presentation.
did not appear in "Little Miss Hoover."
Look
Yes, I saw the "Thunderbolt."
through the other replies and you will
find your other questions answered.

—The

concerning Katherine MacDonald were gathered from
the lady herself, so they must be right.

Miriam.

—

His Friend. The Oracle is always
open to be shown an error, as such things
If we
happen in the best of families.

lin had a little son, but it died when
three days old.
Lew Cody was born in
Waterville, Maine, in 1885.
Your Pearl
White questions have all been answered.

didn't all make mistakes, they wouldn't
put erasers on lead pencils, would they?
Sometimes the type setter is to blame,
and sometimes it's an oversight. In this

California.

—

Jack G. I don't remember receiving
your other letter. Ann Little's latest picture is "Excuse My Dust." She was born
in Sisson, California, in 1894. She started
her screen career with Thomas H. Ince
in the old New York Motion Picture
Corporation days.

— See addresses at the end of this
department.
B.
EE. —You can obtain a picture of
Amy.
S.

Lillian

Gish *by writing to her for one.

She was born in Springfield, Ohio, in
1896.
She has blond hair and blue eyes.
Billy Johnson.

who played

the

"The Trey

o'

—

was Cleo Madison

It

two

sisters in the

"Peg

Hearts."

serial,

My

o'

Heart" has never been done as a serial
on the screen. Wanda Hawley made it
for the Famous Players-Lasky Company,
but because of litigation it has not been
released yet.
Enid Markey played the

Elmo Lincoln

feminine lead opposite

in

"Tarzan of the Apes."

The Vamp. — There
chester or Boston.

Nazimova

in Doris five feet

Dot Gish Admirer— It

alwavs best
to inclose a quarter with your request
for a photograph.
is

old

picture.

What

Margery was born

in

a

lot

Grace.v,

of

Fad.— You mean "Smiling"

sons and not "Laughing"

Bill.

Bill
Bill

—

One of Bill's Admirers.- No, we
haven't a number for sale with Bill's
picture on the cover.
Yes, one of his
early releases for Fox was called "The
Nigger."
I don't think he is planning
to retire for quite a while.
He hasn't

issue.

Brown

Eyes. R. M. D.— William Duncan and Edith Johnson are still making
serials together. We do not give the home
addresses of players.
Earle Williams is
still
with Vitagraph.
Anita Stewart is
making features for Louis B. Mayer.
What ever kept you away so long? ~ A
whole year
at

the end of

The

—Grace

played the leading role opposite Wallace
Reid in "The Valley of the Giants." Arline Pretty is her screen name.
Colleen
Moore had the feminine lead opposite
Charles Ray in "The Egg Crate Wallop."

Bill

Fairbanks

Hart
is,

not married. Douglas
to Mary Pick ford.
is

She is five feet seven.
Marie Provost was born in Sarnia, Canada, in 1898.
She is five feet four. Yes,
I like hazel eyes.
What's the answer?
souri,

in

near

answered.

tive

—

Use Lashlux — 2 preparations in one.
Applied after powdering,
it supplies to the roots
of the lashes and brows
the natural oil which

stimulates

to see the diminu-

Beryle, Ottawa. No objection at all
to changing your heading.
You can do
so every time you write, if you wish.

their

growth.
In addition
Lashlux darkens the
eyebrows and lashes
immediately.
In 2 shades— Brown
and dark; a" so Colorless for use on reti-ing.

PLEASURE

Delicately scented, in
dainty brown box,

a

50 cents.

At drug and department? stores, or direct
from the makers.

ROSS CHEMICAL
CO.,

26 East 23d Street,

NEW YORK

SORROW

means
luxuriant lashes

YOU KNOW
James Oliver Curwood's
Movies

1896.

most

who would like
Ann once more.

ful.

— Phyllis

Haver was born in
Kansas, in 1899.
She is five
feet six.
I am sure that she will send
you one of her photographs. Better inclose a quarter with your request. Photos
just took about a twenty- five per cent increase a little while ago.
Marion Davies
was born in Brooklyn, New York, in
She is five feet four and a half.
1898.
Jane Novak was born in St. Louis, MisJustice.

Douglas,

Olive.
Ann Pennington will
likely return to the screen in the
future.
There are a great many

fans

luminous and meaning-

FRIGHT

—

has just signed to .star in
features for Realart. "Peg o' My Heart"
has not been released as yet. Your William Farnum questions have already been

film

eyes

Hope Hampton's

Lr-ng dark
appeal.
lashes make the eyes

Darmond

Wanda Hawley

and

your

"register" emotion

it.

Catherine Jackson.

Oracle for the addresses yon want. Olive
is considered by Harrison Fisher,
the artist, to be the most beautiful girl in
America. I know both Norma Talmadge

Thomas

*

eyes do so tellingly in
these photos — your
eyes p'ay an important
part in exp' essing your

years.

tures.

months ago. Jane and Katherine
making comedies for the Rodgers
Film Corporation.
You will find your
other questions already answered in" this

N.— Look

"

M

several
Lee are

Natalie

—

Doris. There aren't many girls of
fourteen years of age, who have never
seen the inside of a motion-picture studio
or back of the footlights, who are being
sought by motion-picture producers to become stars. I guess about the only thing
you have in your favor is the inclination.
And it seems to me that you can't be very
ambitious about it when you have only
seen twelve pictures in the last three

died

Eileen has blond hair and blue eyes.

A

chusetts, in 1876.

Par-

nots

Kentucky.

\X7HFN

— as

The Oracle

Beatrice M. Gloria Swanson played
the lead in "For Better, for Worse." Elliott Dexter was the doctor, and Tom
Forman played the young soldier Gloria
married.
Wanda Hawley was the girl
who secretly loved Forman from afar,
and finally got him in the end.
Mary
iles
Minter, Douglas Fairbanks, and
Dorothy Gish are all making new pic-

Eileen
Percy's
Admirer— Margery
Wilson is not married. Edith Johnson is
not married to William Duncan.
Bill is
not a real Indian. "Desert Gold" is not

Eyes RgQiste?
Emotion

William Farnum's older brother.
Dustin was born
at Hampton Beach, Maine, in 1874. William Farnum was born in Boston, Massa-

no studio

four.

an

case, however, it is neither.
is right.
Dustin Farnum is

said anything about

is

ydur

facts

Harrison Ford's last picture. Lew Cody
was Mr. Dorothy Dalton. Charles Chap-

in

'he)

Are

among

the best

THEN READ ONE OF
HIS BEST STORIES
Which begins

in the

—

Oscar. Some one's been spoofing you.
There's no such star as Ima Good.

Gwendolyn C. S. H. B. — You haven't
really that many names, have you?
If
so, it's

the longest I've ever heard of.

Western Story Magazine

JUNE

20th

ISSUE

ADVERTISING SECTION

1UZ

FREE

Lawrence

To

Photoplay Writers
A wonderful book

that literally takes
you on tour of the great Motion Picture
studios, gives you a real peep into
Illustrated with more
movie land.
than 100 photographs of studio scenes,
photoplays in the making, stars,
directors and producers.
This book which is ABSOLUTELY FREE should be
in the hands of every man, woman, boy or girl who
wants to capitalize their spare time, coin it into real
money, and win fame and honors in the Screen writing

profession.

you

how

Authority-

ADRIAN JOHNSON,

—

Mrs. L. Got'em. Houdini
Dorothy Gish is not.

Nazimova Admirer.

Send No Money
something to preserve, for permanent reference and
Get It today and learn how "unknowns" and
persons with no finer intelligence or imaginations than
you possess, are jumping into Fame and Fortune in
It is

study.

this fascinating profession.

THE ADRIAN JOHNSON PHOTOPLAY SYSTEM.
No.

10

— Alia

married.

is

Nazimova

is

—

if

J.

you wanted a personal

—William

Stowell, who
opposite Dorothy PhilHeart o* Humanity," was

Anthony
played the

reply.

K.

lead

in "The
killed in a train
lips

wreck while he was in
South Africa on a film expedition for

Universal.

yours for the asking.

is

is

married. She hasn't any sisters or brothMaers. Charles Bryant is her husband.
bel did not wear a wig in "Mickey" and
She is a brunette.
she hasn't red hair.
So is Elinor Fair.

scenarist,

This beautiful souvenir book

Ray

E.
You should have inclosed a self-addressed, stamped envelope

the master
author of 300 produced photoplays, has, by
followable system,
formulating
a
simple,
practical,
brought this profitable profession to your very door.
Mr. Johnson's system comprises a course of 20 lessons,
a Dictionary of studio language, 2 Model scenarios of
produced photoplays, and teaches you the fundamentals,
the basic laws of photoplay writing.
tells

— Charles

born in 1891. He is five feet eleven. Jack
Pickford was born in 1896. Robert Gordon is six feet. Monte Blue was born
in 1890.
He is six feet two.

Enrique

By the Foremost
it

M.

K.

Albert Ray is twenty-six.
twenty-nine.
Albert is just
Charles is six feet one.
six feet.
The Willis & Inglis Studio has
been taken over by Charles Ray Productions,
Inc.
Casson Ferguson was

American Theatre Building. New York

Inc.

City.

—

M. E. G. Florence Turner is still
making pictures. She can be seen in the
opposite Sessue
Hayakawa in "The Brand of Lopez" and
with Albert Ray in "The Ugly Duckling."
Sigmund Lubin has retired from the picture game.
John Ince is directing for
Metro.
Romaine is not working in pictures at present. Harry Meyers is working with Bessie Barriscale.

leading

feminine

role

—

Art and Art. You refer to Harvey
Two-gun Billy in "Six Feet

Clark as
Four."

—

—

Sava Earle. Inclose a self -addressed,
stamped envelope for a personal reply.

Send for FREE Catalog No. 50M
showing the largest assortment
of the most exquisite Jewelry,
Genuine Diamonds, standard
makes of Watches, Silverware
and French Ivory Toiletware.
Everything at rock bottom
prices
ten months to

Kathryn

—

pay on anything.
Address Dept. 50M.

Haworth Company.

Sweet's Capital $1,000,000
I.

W. SWEET,

Inc.

— Send

six cents in stamps
to the editor for a copy of the "Market
Booklet," which will give you the names
and addresses of all the film companies
now in the market for original scripts.
Enid Bennett was born in Australia. It
is when you use a curling iron on it.
Edith Storey is making features for the

1650-1660 Broadway,

C.

N. Y. City

—

Hedda Nova Fan. William S. Hart
sister, Mary Hart, who is not an
Hedda Nova is twenty-four.
actress.
Her right name is Hedwiga Leonie KusShe was born in Odessa, Ruszewski.
_

has a

sia.

She

is

—

S.
Bastedo. You must have overlooked your answers.
Pearl White answers as much of her fan mail as she
can, but of course it is impossible to

answer the tremendous stack of letters
she receives every week.
She is signed
up with Fox for two years.

—

Brady is married to
Q. T. Alice
James Crane. Anita Stewart is Mrs. Rudolph Cameron. Corrine Griffith is wed
to
Webster Campbell.
Fred Niblo is
Enid Bennett's husband.
Elaine and
Phyllis

The fans want

the players

— not

to

know

my

tell

all

about

That's some
questions have already

about me.

Your other

story.

Why

married.

aren't

name?

been answered.

—

There is no standard salJos. F. V.
Each is paid acary for cameramen.
cording to his worth.
"The History of
the Movies," in the April number of Picture-Play, tells who invented the motion-picture camera and all about it.
Your face has nothing to do with your
being a cameraman.
It's what's inside
your head that counts.

—

Billie.
Douglas Fairbanks, not
liam S. Hart, played in "The Man

Dick
Painted Post."
not play in "Luck in

Wil-

From

Barthelmess

did

Pawn" with Mar-

guerite Clark.
That was .Charles Meredith you saw in that picture.
You seem
to have the players quite mixed up, don't

you?

—

Lois or Jimmie. Of course I have a
name. I'm called lots of them some of
You have
them are worse than others
evidently run across some mighty good
pictures, judging from the list you have
seen.
Your Charles Ray and Betty
Compson questions have already been anDorothy Dalton was married
swered.
once to Lew Cody.
She was born in

—

!

—

Chicago,

Illinois,

in

1893.

Mary Jean Tucker. —Viola

Dana's

lat-

picture is called "Head and Shoulders."
It was adapted from a magazine
story of the same name.
The Dolly sisters are not playing in pictures at present.
Alma is still working before the
est

know

camera.

Yes,

don't see

where you

I

Louise Lovely.

I

figure that she looks

Mary Pickford, however.
Anita
Stewart has a sister, Lucille Lee Stewart.

like

married to Paul C. Hurst, her

director.

—

G. K. B. Harold Lockwood is dead.
Your William
Carlyle Blackwell isn't.
S. Hart question has already been answered.

Our Composer
write

trie

music

will

— we'll

have complete sonfe
printed and copyrighted
in your name, according to
our special plan.

Submit Poems to
Us on any Subject
Edouard Hesselber^,
Our leading Composer is

a
world's famous pianist, appearing in concerts with
such celebrated singers as

Sembrieh, Nordica and de
Reszke. Amonfe his greatest sonfe successes are,

w I

"IF I

WERE A ROSE"

of which a million copies
have been sold.

Don't let another day £o
by without suhmiitin& a

poem to us. Do it today.
The Metropolitan Studios
Department 137
916S. Mich. Ave.,Chica6o

How

Can
You Read?

—

Seattle. Yes, I remember the film you
It was a Vitagraph
describe very well.
Alvarez."
"Captain
production
called
William Desmond Taylor, who has been
directing Mary Pickford, Mary Miles
Minter, and other special productions,
played the leading role in that picture.
He decided that he would rather direct
than act, so he retired from the front of
the camera to get behind it.

Renee.
Salt
ried.

—Betty

Lake
She

is

Compson was born

in

She is not marnow working for the Betty

City,

Utah.

You are
Compson Productions.
about the color of her hair. I don't know
whether she would have time to answer
your letter, but I am sure she would
send you one of her photographs. Yes,
a thrift stamp will do just as well. Olive
Thomas was born in Brooklyn, New
York, on October 20, 1898. Shirley Mason was born in the same place, in 1901.

Fast

The person who can read fastest has
the greatest chance of acquiring knowledge. Professor Edward L. Thorndike,
Columbia University's famous psychologist, tells you how to improve your
speed in reading by scientific methods,
June-July issue of

in the

PEOPLE'S

right

Favorite
25 cents the

Magazine

copy

$2.00

a Year

|

Advertising Section
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G—

M.
"The White Moll" is Pearl
White's first starring vehicle for Fox.
This will be followed by "The Tiger's
Cub." "The Screaming Shadow" is Ben
W ilson and Neva Gerber's newest serial.
Mollie King is still making pictures.
"Women ilen Forget" is the title of her
Neva Gerber is not married.
latest.

-to

—

Billy F. Write to the editor about inNorma Talmadge
not to me.
She has black hair.
is
an American.
Mahlon Hamilton is married. He does

—

(Xam^ crt$xt^ -^aCi ^^ur^jbt,

terviews

not play opposite any special star. Norma
began as an extra at Vitagraph. Gloria
Swanson is married. Bebe Daniels was
born in Dallas, Texas, on January 14,
Monroe Salisbury is not married.
1901.

—

Pauline. So you run in Phyllis' famby marriage? I suppose you saw her
when she visited the old home town about
a year ago ? It is against the rules to
give the names and addresses of any of
ily

my

correspondents.

Charles

Ray

is

mar-

ried.

Dorothy

S.

—You

have

certainly

a

long list of favorites. You refer to Cullen Landis as the Curly Kid in "The Girl
From Outside." Picture-Play does not
recommend any schools of acting to its
readers.

A

Marie Walcamp Admirer.

—Alfred

Whitman played the leading role opposite
Marrie Walcamp in "Tongues of
Flame."
Marie is married to Harlan
She has just
Tucker, her leading man.
returned to Universal City after touring
the Orient making scenes for her new
serial.

—

Margaret M. B. Mae Marsh married
Mollie
Armes two years ago.
King is Mrs. Alexander. Natalie Talmadge is the youngest of the Talmadge
Louis

sisters.

—

Appleblossom. You can get Pearl
White's book, "Just Me," at almost any
bookstore.
You certainly have a collection
of photographs to be envied.
June Caprice was born in Arlington, Mas-

She is five feet two
and weighs one hundred and
five pounds.
She has light hair and blue
eyes.
Now do you think you resemble
sachusetts, in 1899.

inches

tall

her?

H. R., Okla .— Neal Hart is not. He
is no relative of William S. Hart.
Viola
Dana and Bert Lytell are not related.
Pearl never lived in Shawnee.
Marie
Walcamp starred in "The Red Ace."

UP TO

powder
L'Ame)

the present time it has been almost impossible to get a face powder
to stay on longer than it takes to put it
on.
You powder your nose nicely and the
first gust of wind or the first puff of your
handkerchief and away goes the powder,
leaving your nose shiny and conspicuous,
probably iust when you would give anything
A specialist has
to appeal at your best.
perfected a pure powder that
really stays on; that stays on un-

is
.

because it
by over a million American women.

All
dealers carry the large sixty-cent box and
many dealers also carry the generous thirtycent size. When you use this harmless powder and see how beautifully it improves your

complexion you will

may

York.
Women who have
all kinds of face powder
say they cannot buy a better powder
anywhere at any price.
There is also a wonderful Lamay talcum that sells for only
thirty cents.
Herbert Roystone,
Dept. V, 16 East 18th St., New
York.

Ardent Admirer of Walter Mcthe mustache Walter wore
in "The Black Secret" with Pearl White
is his very own, and not a made-up one.
I
never heard of the engagement you
speak about. He was born in Brooklyn,

New York, in 1888. His latest plays are
"Blind Youth" and "Invisible Divorce."

—

Katie Grossman. I looked all through
the envelope and letter, but could not find
the stamp you mentioned.
Look at the
end of this department and you will find
the addresses you want.
Ira

S.

— Grace

Desmond played

opposite Wallace Reid in "The Valley of
the Giants," and not Wanda Hawley.
Wallace Reid was born in St. Louis, Missouri, in 1892.
Ethel Clayton was born
in

Champaign,

Illinois,

in

Talmadge was born in
stance Talmadge in 1900.

1890.

1897

La-

tried

—Yes,

Mrs.

why

so quickly

New

you wash it off. It does not
contain white lead or rice powder
to make it stay on.
This improved formula contains a medicinal
powder doctors prescribe
to improve the complexion.
In
fact, this powder helps to prevent and reduce enlarged pores
and irritations.
This unusual

An

understand

became the most
popular beauty powder sold in

til

Grail.

called La-may (French Poudre
Because La-may is so pure and
stays on so well, it is already used

—

Winifred F. You certainly have seen
about all of Mary Pickford's pictures.
The only ones you seem to have missed
are "Caprice," "Heart of the Hills," and
"Stella Maris."
C.
See addresses at end of
department.
Kiwi, New Zealand. Glad to hear
that you are getting along so famously
with your stage work.
Success to you!
I see you aren't too busy to remember
The Oracle and see a few pictures on the
side.
If Pearl gets that letter you will
no doubt hear from her.
Lillian Gish
She was born in Springis not married.
field, Ohio, in 1896.
Your other questions have already been answered.
Do
write again.

—

Norma

and Con-

—

Kathryn

this

Daisy

B.

—Send

a

for a personal reply.
in

New York

stamped envelope
Harrison Ford is

at present.

J.

—

Cecil N. If your friend who used to
sing in the church choir is in pictures
she is keeping mighty quiet about it, because I have never heard of her.
She
may be playing extras and bits, but not
any regular parts of any consequence.

H. D.
working
in

New

— Bert

C.
at

the

York.

Lytell

is

in

California

Metro Studios, and not
Helen is five feet three.

—

Send the Coupon and We'll
Send You a Lachnite

V. R. T. You will find addresses you
at the end of this department.
Hal

want

Cooley was born in New York in 1888.
Alan Forrest was born in Brooklyn, New
York, in 1890. Emory Johnson was born
in New York, in 1804.
Philadelphia is
Doug MacLean's birthplace.
Conway
Tearle was born in New York in 1880.
May Allison was born in Georgia in 1898.
Pearl White will most likely send you
her photo if you ask for one. Better inclose
J.

a

Don't send a penny. Upon yoursimplerequestwe'IIsendyouagenuineLachnitegem mounted
in either of these solid yold rings on 10 d iys trial. These exquisite gems have the eternal fire of diamonds.
Over 150,000 people have accepted this offer and have found the way to own beautiful j ewelry at a trifling cost.

If

the ring comes make the first small deposit ($4.75)
with the postman. Wear it 10 full days. If you can tell it froina
diamond send it back and we'll refund your deposit. If you decide to buy merely pay the balance at $2.50 a month. The
total price of either ring

quarter.

R. Vest.

ing in any

—

Billie Ritchie is
comedies at present.

You CanTell It From a Diamond Send It Back

When

— No

Money

Send us your name and address today. Use the coupon or

last

a letter or a post card. Be sure to send your finger size. To do thia
cut a strip of paper just long enough to meet over the second
joint of the fingei on which you wish to wear the ring. Send
the coupon now and not a penny in cash.

"A

—

He

will in all probability return to the screen
again in the new Lehrman comedies.

only $18.75.

Send Coupon

not play-

His
appearance was in Henry Lehrman's
Twilight Baby" for First National.

is

HaroIdLachmanCo.,Dept B168

ok

^K^E,^

6'

U»„
Dept. B159 12 N. Michigan
«,|.—-_ f*«
A I 3 ILacnman
CO. ? Avenue, Chicago, Illinois
naroIO
J

B
ring on 10 c^ayo' free trial. When
Send me, prepaid,
e |f, J
After ten
it comes I will deposit $4.75 with the postman.
days I will either return the ring or send you $2.60 a month
until the balance has been paid. Total cost to me, $18. T5.

^

If
I

I

return the

enclose

Name..

rinfr,

you

will

my linger size.

refund

my

$4.75 immediatei?

Advertising Section

Norma

and

also began their careers.
married to Rudolph Cameron,
who used to be one of her leading men
at the Vitagraph. She was born in Brooklyn, New York.
Eugene O'Brien is not
married.
Earle Williams is married to
He was born in SacraFlorine Walz.
mento, California, on February 28, 1880.
Your other questions have already been
answered.

Anita

BEAUTIFUL EYES
LA ROSE'S EYEBRIGHT,
make them

weak and
and

clear, strong, bright,

tired

eyes,-

the day

is

You

read

in this

and

of the

care of your hands, face, hair, eyelashes, but nothing
the most important and beautiful organ of the

is

—

A Constant Reader. We had an interview with Will Rogers in the January
number of Picture- Play. We certainly
must print that story about Lou Cod}'
right away.
Thanks for reminding us
about it

to take

said about

human body —

is

Americans wear
glasses, mostly because

against

eyes.

a

expensive

F. W.
Metro has recently completed
Jack London story. It is called "Burn-

your

.,,

eyes

,

cheerfully

will

your money

if

100%

EYEBRIGHT

j*"—*""

return

LA ROSE'S
does not sat-

in every

Rose Co.

ILa
225

FIFTH AVENUE,

NEW YORK

—

I

1 seu ^ herewith

j

|

assure you.

—

right.
are
quite
Interested. You
Mary McLaren's real name is MacDonald, and Katherine MacDonald is her sis-

correct name.
Katherine was married to Malcom Strauss, the artist, before
she went into pictures. Glad to hear that
you like Picture-Play so well.
ter's

—

M. W. and E. C. You can't get a job
in motion pictures by merely going to a
certain place.
It takes more than the art
of traveling to be an actor. Clara Kimnot married.

407, N. Y. City

one dollar for one bottle

of I,a Rose's Eyebright

you agree

to return

If

—

Your Albert Ray and William
Hart questions have already been an-

Abie.
S.

swered.

not satisfactory

mone}- upon request.

Miss

E.

uses

Mildred Rear-

H—Yes,

born in Newburgh,
not married.

Name

it

is

true that

William
pictures.

New

York.

S.

Hart

He was
He is

—

Address

don played the
"Everywoman."

role

of

Marjorie

Conscience in
Bennett was

born in York, West Australia, in 1898.
Ethel Clayton was born in Champaign,
Illinois, in
She was married to
1890.
Joseph Kaufman, her director, who died
suddenly two years ago after an attack
of pneumonia.
Interested.

were

N.

Drew is dead.
his own name in

Sidney

I

I

is

Room

I

No

Young

225 Fifth Ave.,

(

have forwarded your
to William S. Hart.

I

—

Wendell L. George Larkin opposite
Compson in "The Terror of the
Range." "A Fight for Millions" was not
Belt}'

taken from any novel.

letter

as requested
trouble at all,

serial.

will

|

I

H. M. Hart.

— ——— — — —— — — — —
It

I

way

dollar to

perfectly harmless.

TEAR OFF THIS COUPON

|

Send one

is

.

'

you

Mitchell

—

first

isfy

features

it

"The Million Dollar Mystery" was her

LA ROSE'S EYEBRIGHT
„/
We

and

G. B. C.
Marguerite Snow is not in
pictures any longer. In private life she is
the wife of James Cruze, the director.

eye

specialists.

improve

Pickford

being

ing Daylight"
Lewis.

you not only add to
You strengthen them

many

and

—Jack

Thomas Meighan

1896.

—

they neglect their eyes.
and brightness of your
possible
future weakness

in

Mother," an old Vitagraph film.
Jack
Pickford played in "Freckles."
Robert
Harron and Lillian Gish in "The Escape." Don't believe all you hear. Your
other questions have already been answered.

20,000,000

the beauty

N. T. Forever.

pictures with Norma.
Tom
starred by Lasky, so I guess
there is little chance of seeing him with
Norma again. Smith is the family name
of the Pickfords.
Lucille Lee Stewart
played with Anita in "Sins of the

then expensive specialists are necessary.

ball

&

G. G.

Nature intended your eyes to be strong, bright, and beautiful,
but hardly anyone takes care of their eyes until too late, and

LA ROSE'S EYEBRIGHT

—

tures.

was born
made two

using

Mac

is

eyes.

By

— Wallace

Doris May's correct
Jr.
Helen Garret. Charles Lynn and
Charles Conklin arc one and the same.
Doris was born in Seattle, Washington,
in 1902, and not Canada.
Charles played
in "Uncle Tom Without the Cabin."
I
am sure they would both send you pic-

alert.

and other good magazines on how

Reader.

not married.

is

Joe Wheeze,

name

Lady Beautiful, and LA ROSE'S
EYEBRIGHT will serve to make her more so by giving her
a preparation which will beautify her eyes, and make the "windows of her soul" clear and shining.
This

Monthly

Donald

a simple, absolutely harmless

preparation, will positively strengthen

help to

A

:

is

my

— At

first

I

thought

you

interested friend above, but I
soon saw my mistake.
It seems quite
funny to have two with the same headings so close together. Talmadge is their
correct name, so is Anita Stewart's her
very own. Anita first entered pictures at
the Vitagraph Studio, where Constance

Adrah Bordertown. The players all
use make-up, but they don't all use the
same color. Some use the yellow grease
paint with pink powder and some use
pink grease paint with pink or yellow
powder.
Those scenes you saw in the
"Iron Test" were not faked.
Frank
Mayo is married. Antonio Moreno is
not.

—

G. W.
You don't have to be a singer
or dancer to be a motion-p cture star. Of
course, the dancing helps.
Earle Foxe
opposite Pearl White.
Send all questions pertaining to the writing of photoplays in a separate letter to William Lord
Wright, editor of Picture- Play's scenario department.
He will be only too glad
to help you in any way he can.
Your
Pearl White and Mary Pickford questions have already been answered.
:

Advertising Section

Addresses of Players
Asked for by readers whose letters are
answered by The Oracle this month:
Viola Dana, Bert Lytell, Eugene Pallette,
Darrell Foss, May Allison, Casson Ferguson,
Carol Holloway, Helen Ferguson, and Alia
Nazimova, at the Metro Studios, Cahuenga

Avenue, Hollywood, California.
Frank Keenan, Dustin Farnum, Earle Williams. Kenneth Harlan, J. Warren Kerrigan,
Mary Pickford, Lew Cody, Niles Welch, Bessie Barriscale, Olive Thomas, Kathleen Clifford, Eileen Percy, Mary Jane Irving, Mae
Marsh, Harry Meyers, and Betty Compson, at
Brunton Studios, Melrose Avenue, Los AnCalifornia.

geles,

Homing, Bryant Washburn, Elliott
Mildred Reardon, Gloria Swanson,
Warwick, Thomas Meighan, Roscoe
Arbuckle, Bebe Daniels, Ethel Clayton, Lila
Lee, Wallace Reid, Tom Forman, Seena Owen,
Donald Crisp, Jack Holt, Harry Houdini, and
Kid McCoy, at the Lasky Studios, Vine Street,
Hollywood, California.
Priscilla Dean, Wheeler Oakman, Harry
Carey, Grace Darmond, Pauline Starke, Edith
Roberts, Art Accord, Pete Morrison, Hoot
Gibson, Helen Gibson, Frank Mayo, Kathleen
Violet

Dexter,

Robert

O'Connor, James

J.

Corbett, Eileen Sedgwick,

Marie Walcamp, Josephine Hill, Ben Wilson,
Neva Gerber, and Eddy Polo, at Universal
City, California.

William Farnum, Pearl White, William RusTom Mix, Virginia Lee Corbin, Shirley
Mason, Raymond Nye, Louise Lovely, Wallace McCutcheon, and Buck Jones, at the
sell,

Fox Film Corporation, New York City.
Mabel Normand, Madge Kennedy,

Tom

Moore, Joe Moore, Milton Sills. Pauline Frederick, Helen Chadwick, W. Lawson Butt, Will
Rodgers, and Jack Pickford, at the Goldwyn
Studios, Culver City, California.
Irene Castle, Marguerite Clark, Elsie Ferguson, Harrison Ford, Marion Davies, Dorothy
Dalton, Alma Rubens, Lina Cavalieri, and
Billie Burke, at Paramount Pictures Corporation, 485 Fifth Avenue, New York City.
Albert Ray, Charles Ray, Charles Chaplin,
and Antonio Moreno, at the Los Angeles Ath-

Los Angeles, California.
Barthelmess,
Dorothy
Gish,
Richard
Clarine Seymour, Robert Harron, and Lillian
letic Club,

Gish,

New

at the
York.

Griffith

Studios,

Mamaroneck,

Hobart Bosworth, Enid Bennett, Lloyd
Hughes, Douglas Mac-Lean, and Doris May, at
the Ince Studios, Culver City, California.
Charles Murray, Phyllis Haver, and Marie
Prevost, at the Mack Sennett Studios, Edendale, California.

Eugene O'Brien, Elaine Hammerstein, and
Walter McGrail, at the Selznick Pictures Corporation, 729 Seventh Avenue, New York
City.

June Caprice Margarita Fisher. Arline
Pretty, and Ruth Roland, at the Pathe Exchange, 25 West Forty-fifth Street, New York
City.

William
Desmond, Mary Mclvor, and
Blanche Sweet, at the Jesse Hampton Studios,
Los Angeles, California.
Marjorie Daw, at the Hollywood Studios,
Hollywood, California.
Wanda Hawley and Mai y Miles Minter, at
the Morosco Studios, Los Angeles, California.
Theda Bara, at the Shubert Theater, New
York City.
Francis MacDonald and Grace Cunard, at
the National Film Corporation, Santa Monica
Boulevard, Los Angeles, California.
Mildred Harris and Anita Stewart, at the
Selig Studio, Eastlake Park, Los Angeles,
-

California.

Marie Osborne, in care of Leon T. Osborne

Long Beach, California.
Mr. and Mrs. Carter de Haven and Edith
Storey, at the Sunset Studios, Sunset Boulevard. Hollywood, California.
William S. Hart, at the Hart Studios, Sunset Boulevard, Los Angeles, California.
Douglas Fairbanks, at the Clune Studios.
Melrose Avenue, Los Angeles, California.
Clara
Kimball Young, at the Garson
Studios, Edendale, California.
Norma and Constance Talmadge, at 318
East Forty-eighth Street, New York City.
Alfred Whitman, at the Morosco Theater,
Los Angeles, California.
Studios,

Lincoln, at the L-Ko Studios, Gower
Los Angeles, California.
Geraldine Farrar, at the Metropolitan Opera
House, New York City.
Beverly Bayne and Francis X. Bushman,
in care of Oliver Morosco, Morosco Theater,
New York City.
Alice Joyce, Robert Gordon, and Corinne
Griffith, at the Vitagraph Company, East Fifteenth Street and Locust Avenue, Brooklyn,

Elmo

Street,

New

York.
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The Most Remarkable

Story of

Our Time

Around the World
Eighty Hours

By WILLIAM
Opening Chapters

in

WALLACE COOK
in the July

1

5th Issue of

TheTop-Notch Magazine
{Out on the date that

To

be obtained

for

a

little

it

bears)

while wherever magazines are sold.

Fifteen cents a copy.

It

is

a brisk

seller.

N

added charm of Florient Talc is the color of the powder.
This is most unusual and distinctive just off the white. The

—
—

and delicate fineness of the powder itself also
explain the popularity of Colgate's Florient the new superfine Talc
rara Oriental fragrance

lorienf
lowers ofthe Orient

you will remember, gained first place in an International
Perfume Contest. As the pure delight of its fragrance won favor
so will the grace and beauty of the new box in which Florient
Talc comes to you.
Florient^

An

attractive

miniature

box of Florient Talc will be
sent upon request if you
mention 'Picture cPlay.

—

COLGATE
The

8C

CO.

Est.

1806

New York

exquisite fragrance of Florient is now embodied
also in Toilet Water, in Face Powder, and in Sosp,

Pathe'

Motion Pictures

At Their Best
"Let's go to the theatre tonight and
see the latest episode of that Pathe
Serial!" That remark is made weekly
It is
in over a million American homes
estimated that over ten million persons
see each episode of every Pathe serial.
An entertainment that has such a vast
following must have merit!
Theatre Managers report that their highest
attendance is on Pathe serial days audiences
of every age and class. The whole world is
The
akin when it comes to Path£ serials.

—

romance and adventure, the excitement, the
thrills, the mystery and suspense with which
they are

filled strike a

common chord

in

every

heart.

There
Pathe

a theatre
serials. It will
is

NOW

near you which shows
be easy for you to find it.

SHOWING:

Stuart Holmes and Miss Frankie Mann in
''Trailed by Three:" Jack Dempsey in ''Daredevil Jack;" Warner Oland and Eileen Percy
in "The Third Eye."

COMING:
George

and Marguerite Courtot in
"Velvet Fingers;" Juanita Hansen in "The
Phantom Foe:" Ruth Roland in "Ruth of the
B. Seitz

Rockies."

PATHE EXCHANGE, INC.
Paul Brunet, Vice-Pres.

& Gen.Mgr.

West 45th Street,

New York

25
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OLIVER
BRAND NEW

A

Finer Typewriter
at a Fair Price

Latest and Best

Price A dvances A ug.

Model

1920

1,

to

$64

FroeTriahNo MonoyDown
No money

in advance.

No

deposit.

No

The coupon below
obligation to buy.
brings the Oliver for free trial in your
home or office.
When it arrives, let it
prove its superiority and saving. You be
the judge, with no salesman at your elbow to influence you.
If you agree that it is the finest typewriter regardless of price, and want to
own it, then pay us at the easy rate of $3
a month until the $57 is paid. If you do
not want it, ship it back, express collect.
even refund the outgoing transportation charges. So you can't lose a cent on
the free trial.

result is that we can afford to sell
$57 the very same Oliver formerly priced
at $100. A clean cash saving to you of $43!

The

at

Only 10c a day
You may pay for the Oliver on easy
terms only $3 a month, which averages
And you have the use
about 10c a day.
of the machine while paying.
Since it is so easy to own a brand new
Oliver, why should anyone think of renting
or buying a second-hand machine?

—

We

A

saving of $43

For $57 you now obtain the identical
Oliver Typewriter formerly priced at $100.
We are able to save you nearly half because of our radically new and economDuring the
ical method of distribution.

war we learned many lessons. We found
that it was unnecessary to have such a vast
number of traveling salesmen and so many
branch houses throughout the
We were able to discontinue

expensive

country.
other superfluous sales methods.

many

1920, the price of the Oliver TypeWe are compelled to make
writer will be $61.
this advance because of the increased cost of
We
production.
The Oliver remains the same.
The addition in cost
will not lower its quality.
The $57 price of the
insures its superiority.
We want to
Oliver has been widely advertised.
he entirely fair so we notify you in advance of
the change.

August

Our

latest

and best model

In every particular this Oliver 9 is the
finest that 24 years of experience can produce.
A better typewriter is impossible.
Its
It has all the latest improvements.
durability and workmanship have given it
It has a standard
world-wide fame.
keyboard, so anyone may turn to it
without the slightest hesitancy.
You can't buy a more satisfactory
But we do
typewriter at any price.
not ask you to take our word for this.
We believe that an ounce of PERbeats a ton of promise.
That is why we say, "Try an Oliver 5
days free."

FORMANCE

1,

not

Just
any money now.
the coupon and mail it

fill

if

five

days free

If you decide to keep the typewriter
you can pay for it on terms so easy that
you won't miss the money only $3 a
month. If you prefer to have further in-

—

formation before ordering,
pon for our free catalog.

fill

in the cou-

Check the coupon for free trial Oliver
or the catalog, just as you wish. Clip the
coupon now and mail it at once.

Canadian price $72

fRe

OLIVER

until

Aug,

1,

1920

Typewriter (prnoanj

125-B Oliver Typewriter Bldg.,

Chicago,

II!.

THE OLIVER TYPEWRITER COMPANY
125-3 Oliver Typewriter Bldg., Chicago, III.
Ship me a new Oliver Nine for five days free
inspection. If I keep
rate of S3 per month.

you

it. 1

will

The

pay $67 at the
remain in

title to

until fully paid for.

My shipping point is™—
This does not place me under

any obligation to buy.
back at
I choose to return the Oliver, I will ship it
your expense at the end of five days.
Do not send a machine until I order it. Mail
me vonr book-' 'The High Cost of Typewriters
—The Reason and the Remedy," your de luxe
If

3£

and further information.

catalog;

Only the coupon
Remember you need

wish to get the Oliver for
trial in your own home.

r-ui

Wame

send
out

you

B

.

<3

Street Address
City

State.
1001

N3
Occupation or Business

OB
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TORE- PLAY MAGAZINE
CONTENTS
AUGUST,

The Movies' Magic Tank

.

There's a surprise waiting for you here;
big scenes.

The

Spirit of the

Northland

you mind the summer heat,

If

.

1920

Melvin H. Riddle

.

.

it

change your ideas of a

will

.

.

lot

.

11

of

Jerome Weatherby

.

.

you need.

this is just the relief

Maeterlinck and the Shadows
A

FOR

Edwin

.

Schallert

glimpse of one of the world's great writers.

...

Favorite Picture Players

.

.

.

.

Portraits of screen favorites in rotogravure.

The Filming
W.

D.

Well,

"Way Down

of

East"

They Ought

to

Be Happy!

Charles Gatchell

.

Griffith's "infinite capacity for taking pains"

.

is

shown

in detail.

.

Ted Evans

.

Peter White

Which, of course, concerns Doug and Mary.

"But Don't Go Near the Water!"
Yes, of course

Flappers

Is

Louise Williams

wardrobe

Allison's

.

bathing girls again.

—Beware!

May

Annette

it's

is

Back Again!

too sophisticated for you to read about!
.

.

.

.

Selma

.....

Howe

.

This time she's to come in person as well as in pictures.

The Observer
Editorial

My

comment on timely

...

Crush on Gloria Golden
It's

quite possible that you

may have had

I.

Shanghai held many a

thrill for

Fade-Outs

,

.

Herbert

Howe

portrait of this favorite of the screen.

Gentle gibes at the fads and

The

.

......

drawn pen

K. McCleary

Gail Ellis of the U. S. A.

The Real Dick Barthelmess
finely

.

a similar experience.

Crooked Streets

A

.

topics concerning the screen.

follies of the screen,

Secret of the Submarine Kiss

.

Harry

J.

Smalley

with sketches by H. L. Drucklieb.
.

B.

Henry Smith

See what happens when you combine Conrad Nagel and Robert W. Chambers!

Would This Have Been Your Choice
If not, you're

Edna Foley

not like Bessie Love.

Continued on the Second Page Following
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EVERY NIGHTS A BIG NIGHT

Contents —Continued

On

the

Golden Stairs

Betty Blythe

Every one who wants to go into the movies
to pieture fame.

will

he interested in this story of a

Coming! The Million-a-year Scenarioist
C.

Gardner Sullivan predicts his

The Nephew

arrival,

tells

of Seven Stars
call Tommy Meighan

Eddie Sutherland could

"How Are Your

Legs?"

Gordon Brooke

....
and

.

.

54

.

.

56

.

58

.

59

.

.

61

.

.

64

girl's rise

why.

Tom" — but

.....
......
"Uncle

Jerome Weatherby
doesn't.

Emma-Lindsay Squier

That's what the producers insist on asking Clyde Fillmore.

A Broadway Cowboy
He found

that

it's

Introdueing Every
Lew Cody

A

Stuart Rivers

a far cry from the stage to Montana.

Woman's

"Little Devil"

.

Gordon Gassaway

swears that she has one.

Tabloid Review

Peter Milne

....

.66

.

some current productions.

Brief reports on

Some Pre-Release Impressions

......

Herbert

Howe

.

.

67

Caroline Bell

.

.

70

The Bystander

.

In which you are given a foretaste of forthcoming films.

The Glorious Teens
Marguerite de

Motte

la

is

Over the Teacups
Fanny the Fan

The

making the most
.

.

as full of

is

.

..

....

news and gossip as

Patricians of the Screen
Both brains and breeding aid

"East, West,

of them.

in

.71

ever.

Jane McNaughton Baxter 74

making them.

Home's Best"

Peter White

76

That's William Farnum's slogan.

William Lord Wright

Hints for Scenario Writers

....

.

77

Information and advice for the amateur writer.

A

Sure Bet on the Screen Track

Charles Carter

.

.79

Robert Gordon sprints to health and fame.

What

the Fans Think
In which our mail bag

The

Actor's

80
is

opened for your inspection.

Day

E.

W. Kemble

81

The Picture Oracle
Answers

.......

to questions

Screen Gossip

TTX ONALD MACGREGOR,

j
a_'^

Picture-Play's

Washing-

a few weeks ago called on
George R. Goergens, of the United States department of agriculture. He found the "father of government motion pictures" hobbling about on a pair of
ton

representative,

crutches.
"T got a bit bunged up falling out of an aeroplane in
California," Goergens explained.

"Joy riding?" inquired MacGregor.
"No," replied Goergens; "taking

pictures

showing

work for forest-fire prevention. The pilot dropped
us from three hundred feet above the ground, and I
patrol

got hurt in twentv-seven different places."
That started MacGregor off. He began finding out so
many interesting things that Uncle Sam is doing in the
way of motion-picture making that he decided they were
worth retelling. That article will appear in the September issue of Picture-Play Macazine, and will teach you
some things about your government's activities in motion
pictures that you probably have never known.

Then, jumping to Los
account of the manner in
tain popular eating place
meal. The story is told

88

from our readers.

Angeles, you will be given an
which the stars gather in a cerin Hollywood for their noonday
by Herbert Howe, and as Mr.

The Film Colonist

90

Howe knows all of the movie folk intimately, you may be
assured that he missed nothing that went on during the
half hour which he has reproduced.
It is a vivid picture
of the players off duty
so vivid that you will think you
were a member of the party.
Stories of difficult achievements are always fascinating.
Eric Stroheim recently came to New York and told us a
tale of how he fought his way past almost unsurmountable difficulties to the position he now occupies. You'll
admire the author-producer-star of "Blind Husbands"
after reading his story.
There will be stories and interviews with several other
stars and well-known players, of course; stories about
Thomas Meighan, Agnes. Ayers, B?rt Lvtell, Constance
Binney, Ann May, Florence Vidor, Bebe Daniels a truly
remarkable story about Bebe, written by Grace Kingsley,
who has known this dark-eyed beauty ever since the new
Realart star was a baby, and a most unusual interview
with Naz-mova by Herbert Howe, which will serve as a
key to unlock for you the secrets of her mysterious personality.
Of course, there will be another article on
"Dressing to Suit Your Type," by Louise Williams.
Altogether, it is to be an unusually interesting number. Don't fail to read it!

—

—

—

;.
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Wanted:

7

Screen-

Faces for the Movies
Hundreds of All Types Needed. You May
Have Perfect Screen Features
For the first time iu the history of moving pictures it is
now possible for you to get
consideration from the big film
directors.

Dorothea Nourse

G. Lcroi Clarke
After studying the

Plan

Palmer

No matter where you

of

Photoplay Writing
he sold, his first

we get your photograph
before the directors, many of
whom are in urgent need of
new "screen-faces."
live,

story for $3,000.

Ralph Ince, famous Selznick director, says
"There are many young girls who could make
good in the movies. I will be very glad to take
advantage of your service." Marshall Neilan,
known everywhere for his work in directing

A

Diamonds"

Thos.

a

the photoplay "Live Sparks"

outsider.

studied
the
Palmer Plan. Today he is under a
2-year contract as

for J.

H.

Warren Ker-

rigan, one of scores
of new writers we
are developing "by
correspondence instruction.

with

writer

staff

after

enrolling.

ister.

rank

Mrs. Caroline Sayre

Wrote

He

and

Mr. Clarke was
formerly
a
min-

Paul Schofield
year ago he was

Attributes her success as a motion
writer
picture
to
the Palmer Plan.
She quickly sold
"Daffodils

Ince

Studios.

:

Mary

Pickford, says
"I am convinced that
the service you render screen aspirants offers
many new personalities to moving picture directors."
P. A. Powers, of Universal, says
"A new crop of film stars will be needed at
once to supply the insistent demand."
With the assistance of famous directors and motion
picture stars we have prepared a printed guide, "The
New Road to Film Fame," which tells you what to do
and gives full directions.
:

:

also contains endorsements of our service from fapeople, statements from directors, portraits of celebrated stars and direct advice to you from Mollie King.
It

mous

This

a fascinating profession paying big salaries.
Don't miss this opportunity. Send ten cents (Postage or
Coin) to cover postage and wrapping this new guide.
Get it at once it may start you on the road to fame
and fortune.
Screen Casting Directors Service, Dept.
E-6„ Wilmington, Delaware.
is

—

Unless you are sincere in your desire to get in the
movies, please do not send for this printed guide.

The Secretnew of a Perfect
\

Amazing

If lt3€£

a Vu,( e of
'

5000 New Story-Ideas
Wanted

for Motion Pictures

(The above figure does not include material needed for religious, commercial and educational films.

The motion picture industry is confronted with a grave dearth of storyProducers will pay you well for
any workable story-ideas. 95% of book
plots.

unsuited to their needs. And
as yet not enough people are writing
for the screen to supply the demand.
material

is

Somewhere

$250

in.

America

this year, scores

mering, lisping banished.
FREE BOOK ex lains the wonderful Feuchtinger secret of a
perfect voice. Write for it today. See how you can easily have
a beautiful singing and speaking voice.
No cost or obligation.

PERFECT VOICE INSTITUTE
1922 Sunnyside

III.

Piano!

skilled player of piano or organ in
your own home, at one-quarter usual
cost. Dr. Quinn's famous Written
Method is endorsed by leading musicians and heads of State Conservatories. Successful 25 years. Play
chords at once and complete piece in every key, within 4 lessons.
Scientific yet easy to understand. Fully lust rated. For beginners or
Diploma granted. Write
teachers,, old or young. All music free.
today for 64-page free book, "How to Learn Piano." M. L. Quinn
Conservatory,, Studio JU, 598 Columbia. Rd, Boston, 25, Mass.
i

People with merely good ideas for
who are willing during spare
hours to learn how motion picture directors want their plots constructed,
can succeed.

is not a prime factor to success
motion picture story writing. If you
have a story-idea as good as some you
have seen produced this opportunity
is wide open to you.

genius

in

—

Motion

ceeded.

this high-

paid art in spare time
The famine

in story-plots first

acute about two years ago.
changed. Play-goers began

demand

real

Fox, Triangle and
Anally assemUniversal)
bled a corps of experts who
built a plan of study which
new writers could master
fhrough correspondence. It
stone,

is

called

— love, patriotism—

y,_

1

what the heart

dictates,
poem to us.

write the music and guarantee pubacceptance. Our leading composer

Metro's
scenario

staff

The Palmer Plan

CHESTER MUSIC G032S.?£8g?g£ Chicago, III.

Fox

;

The educational policy of
the Palmer Photoplay Corp-

Free Elaborate

oration is directed by the
biggest figures in the industry. They include Cecil
B. De Mille Director-

Book
you have ideas for motion
picture
stories
you
know are better than some
you see on the screen
mail this coupon today. It
tells all about the Palmer
Plan in greater detail. If
you desire to consider the
opportunity
unusual
in
If

General of Famous
Players-Lasky Corporation
Ince, head of
theThomas H. InceStudios;
Lois Weber, America's
greatest woman producer

Thomas H.

and director: Rob Wagner,
motion picture writer for
the Saturday Evening Post.

this

new

field of art serithis book will be
to you free.

—
mailed
ously

PALMER PHOTOPLAY CORPORATION
Department
754

f

I.

Los

printed lectures covering every phase of
photoplay plot construction. These special contributors include Frank Lloyd
and Clarence Badger, Goldwyn directors
Jennie MacPherson. noted Lasky scenario
of
writer
Col. Jasper Ewing Brady,

I

I

new

bers,

etc.
.

Address
a

Angeles.

Cat.

of

Education,

W. Hellman Building,
Angeles,

send

me.

California.

without

obligation,

your

book. "The Secret of Successful Photoplay Writing."
Also "Proof Positive," containing Success Stories of many Palmer mem-

Name

;

Education.

PALMER PHOTOPLAY CORPORATION,

Please
I

of

W. Hellman Building, Los

I.

Department

Twelve leading figures in the motion
picture industry have contributed special

;

Cliff,

E. Christie,
president
Christie Film Co.
Hugh
McClung, expert cinematographer, etc., etc.

Advisory Council

Special Contributors

and others the sales of which ran into millions of copies. Send
as many poems as you wish. Don't Delay. Get Busy— Quick.

;

;

is

one of America's well-known musicians, the
author of many song successes, such as "Meet
Me Tonight in Dreamland," " Let Me Call You
Sweetheart," "When I Dream of Old Erin,"

Denison
George

Beban, celebrated actor and producer

754

Mr. Leo Friedman

;

editor

Al

Photoplay Writing.
It
endorsed by every big
is
producer and star. We have
developed scores of new writers. Many
have taken staff positions in studios.
One of our members was paid S3. 000
.Tames Kendrick of
for his first story.
Texas has sold 6 stories since enrolling
a year ago.
of

Q ELECT your own sub- *\

became

Public taste

stories.

unsuitable.
For writers didn't know
how to adapt their stories
for the screen. Pew people
could come to Los Angeles
to learn. A plan for home
study had to be devised.
Frederick Palmer (formerly staff writer of Key-

f

then submit your

Producers will pay flOO to $500 for
comedies; $250 to $2,000 for five-reel
dramatic scripts.
People who never
saw a motion picture studio have suc-

I

Plenty of manuscripts were
submitted, but most were

lisher's

writ-

Literary

publication.

for

line

Learn how you too can master

to

We

a

be de-

will

Story Plots

This Interesting Free Book
shows how you can become

ject

ten

writers

them have never

of

to $2,000 for Workable

stories,

Chicago,

Ave.,

Learn

O

Many

easy method quicklv gives you
beaut. for singing and

speaking. Mak^ayour vice s'ronger, clearer,
in range. Through the wonderful Fetich tinker secret of
vocal control, anyone can now have a perfect voice.
Simple,
silent exercises in spare moments at home. Stuttering, stam-

write

new photoplay

siiriiajsiiifr

wider

Studio C-1 58,

of

veloped.

)

City

$100?? A

MORE THAN

DAY

LARE BRIGGS,

the man who draws "When a Fellow Needs a
Friend," receives more than $100 a day.
There are many other
cartoonists whose income would look good to a bank president.
If you have ideas and like to draw, you may have in you the making of a grea cartoonist.

V_>

dure

Brik'gs

drawing

"When

one of hia

a

Fellow Needs a
Friend'
cartoon

Developing natural ability is the surest road
Through the Federal School of Applied
Cartooning, the 30 most famous cartoonists of America teach you.
What this
school will do for you by mail in your
spare time is told in the 32 page book,
A Road to Bigger Things." It contains
studio pictures of Briggs, McCutcheon,
Sid Smith. Fontaine Fox and the other
stars on the Federal Staff, Write for
your FREE COPY today. Just tear out
this advertisement, put your name and
address in the margin and mail it now.

to success.

'

WRITE FOR THIS BOOK TODAY
FEDERAL SCHOOL OF APPLIED CARTOONING
0822 Warner Building, Minneapolis, Minnesota

HIGH SCHOOL

COURSE

TWO

IH

YEARS

YOU ARE BADLY

if

you lack
igl s h ° o1
?

iiMnvi%Mri'sv
HANDICAPPED ?training.
-

You cannot

attain business or social

prominence. You are barred from
a successful business career, from
the leading professions, from wellpaid civil service jobs, from teaching
and college entrance. In fact, employers of practically all worth-while
positions demand High School training. You can't hope to succeed in
the face of this handicap. But you
can remove it. Let the American
School help you.

Poems

other subject to us today.

This book tells yoa when to use
Saxophone singly, in quartettes,
in sextettes, or in regular band; how
to transpose cello parts in orchestra

—

and many other things you would
know.

like to

You can learn to play the scale In one hour's „
practice* and hood be playing popular aira. You
can double your income, your pleasure, and your
popularity. Easy to pay by our easy paymentplan.

MAKES AN IDEAL PRESENT

submitted

Bend for free saxophone book and catalog of everything in True-Tone band and orchestra instruments.

are examined free.

Diireruro
DUL^VflLII

BROADWAY COMPOSING STUDIOS
104 E

Fitzgerald Bldg.,

Broadway

at

Times Square,

and the knowledge
repay the time spent

in study.

YOU RUN NO

afn*35to 100aWee
BECOME A PROFESSIONAL

On

yourself to

make

We

absolutely

Big opportunities

METHODS FOR FACILITATING FREE r^BLIM^rflgM
INSTRU
TION OR OUTRIGHT SALE OF
m[mlfsmmti
UNDER THIS SUCCrl55FUL^^^^^«lJlili^^THETRUTHC0NCtfiNlNG EVEKYBRANCJ1
CONCERNS GUARANTEE-^
IF
ESSENTIAL AND FACINATING PROFESS

S0N^^fjW^J^

Of

NOW.

'

WDRK ACC0nPU5HE0 BYTHE POP

'^<tT?i^klP^UlARSONGINWINNINGTIIEU'ARBONLYANINDEXTOTHE flUQI
lU^-^WIDER SCOPE AND

Qualify for this fascinating profession. Three
months' course covers all

ftlli^KN ICKE RB0CKER

GREATER OPPORTUNITIES AFFORDED 6Y PEACE.

STUD1OS201 Gaiety BLD0.,N.Y.Cmj

branches

Motion Picture

— Commercial— Portraiture

Cameras and Materials furnished free
Practical instruction : modern equipment.
Day or eveninff
classes; easy terms. The School of Recognized Superiority.
Call or write for complete catalog No. 19.

N. Y.

INSTITUTE

W. 36th

St.,

of

N. Y.

PHOTOGRAPHY
505 State

St.,

Bklyn"

fr SitOrt

I

a
StOdeS There
demand
.

Jack London

course

is

fascinating

and

.

big

for sTiort stories, photoplays and feature articles. You can learn
to write at home in spare time.
said so.
and other great writers have endorsed our home study course.

takes only a

C_„ rt D _ _K

and

how

He
The

few of your spare hours.

details of

our Limited I ntro

Wnte IOr ITee BOOK ductory offer. N o oblation.
HOOSIER INSTITUTE, S. S. Dept. C168 Ft. Wayne, Indiana

rwffiooklet

POPULARITV FOLLOWS

Photoplay Ideas Bring $25 to $200
Yoa can cash in your "happy thoughts" end
earn biff money right in your own homo in spare

TIIEf

UKULELE tkJ

Nopravloua experience nec«aaary. Our
easy home course turns out more successful
scenario vrltcra than aH other scboola together*
and ffet by ntapy jn&O FREE Booklet,
now
Writa
time.

you play quaint, dreamy Hawaiian
music or latest songs on the Ukulele
you will be wanted everywhere. We
teach by mail 20 simple
lessons ; give yoa free a
genuine Hawaiian Ukulele,
music, everythin g— no
extras. Ask us to send the
story of Hawaiian music.
If

You will love

No

it.

obligation- absolutely

free.

The Hawaiian Institute of M u sic
Broadway
Dept. 4-j

1400

New York

Easiest Shorthand
Learn

in

5 evenings home

Study; then acquire speed with
K I. Shorthand. Amazingly
simple, easy. Approved tiy
experts. Write dictation, messages, etc., rapidlyas spoken,,
.

that basis you

the

owe

it

to

test.

after brief, pleasant practice.

full

ANERICAN SCHOOL

,-.

Dept. H. C. 76

Chicago,

Explain how I can qualify
for the position checked.
High School Graduate
Lawyer
Electrical Engineer
....Business Manager
Elec. Light&Power Supt. .....Certified Pub. Accountant
...;.Hydroelectric Engineer
Accountant and Auditor
Telephone Engineer
....Bookkeeper
Telegraph Engineer
Stenographer
Wireless Operator
..Fire Insurance Expert
Architect
.....Sanitary Engineer
Building Contractor
Master Plumber
Civil Engineer
Heating & Vent. Engineer
Structural Engineer
Automobile Engineer
Mechanical Engineer
Automobile Repairman
.....Shop Superintendent
Airplane Mechanic
Steam Engineer
.General Education Course
..Draftsman and Designer
Common School Branches
,. f

..

...

-r
'

Illinois

mmsssEmttsnESaz

-

^Favorite method for personal
fuse: make notes at lectures,
confidential
meetings*
feeep

"
diary. Used in Army, Navy, courts, commercial schools; by public and private stenographers, teachers.
Slight cost.
. Shorthand --'for busy people, including YOU.
Let us mail you Proof Lessons with Kerund Guarantee and
Address:
Brochure FREE, postpaid.
KING INSTITUTE. EL-151, Station F,
YORK CITY

OF CORRESPONDENCE

NEW

Submit Poems to
Us on any Subject
Edouard Hesselber&,
Our leading Composer is a
world's famous pianist, appearing in concerts with
such celebrated singers as
Sembrich, Nordica and de
Reszke. Araonfe his greatest son£ successes are,
"IF I WERE A ROSE"
of which a million copies
have been sold.
Don't let another day go
hy without submitting a

poem

to us.

Do

it

today.

The Metropolitan Studios
Department 137
916 S. Mich. Ave.,Chica&o

Address..

THIS

SATISFAC-^]'] Il^lON.TliE GREAT

T 0N

guarantee

Check and mail the coupon NOW for
particulars and Free Bulletin.

Name

Ind.

*<g ^9
kscrip-^^3 N^nt
ORIGINAL
^f^Tl l^CIMAINS

J

PHOTOGRAPHER

So that you may see for
yourself howthorough and
complete our training is,
we invite you to take ten lessons in the High
School Course— or any course of specialized
training in the coupon below— before deciding whether you wish to continue. If you
are not then satisfied, we will refund your
in full.
satisfaction.

AND EMPLOY

TI0NJ5ECURE COPYRIGHT

s

RISK

money

284Jacki>on Street,

NEW YORK

11/ *i_ t

your present handicap within two years. You

^

co.
band instrument
Elkhart,

SuBnrr your Song-Poems on any subject for 0URADviCE
>1
We revise poems, compose music of any

141

Most people idle away fifty hours a week.
Probably you do. Use only one-fifth of your
wasted hours for study and you can remove
will enjoy the lessons
you will gain will well

Btory of the origin
and history of that
wonderful instru
ment— the

We

YOURSELF FOR A
Course,
BIG FUTURE This
which has been

USE SPARE TINE ONLY

Containing complete

revise
Write the words for a song.
song-poems, compose music for them, and
guarantee to secure publication on a royalty
Our
basis by a New York music publisher.
Lyric Editor and Chief Composer is a
song-writer of national reputation and has
Mail your
written many big song-hits.
song-poem on love, peace, victory or any

FIT

prepared by some of America's leading professors, will broaden your mind, and make
you keen, alert and capable. It is complete,
simplified and up-to-date. It covers all subjects given in a resident school and meets alt
requirements of a High School training.
From the first lesson to the last you are
carefully examined and coached.

Free Book

Write the Words
For a Song

SUBMIT YOUR SONG POEMS ON ANY SUBJECT
FOR MY PERSONAL CRITICISM AND ADVICEACCEPTABLE WORDS WILL BE REVISED, FURNISHED
VITH APPROPRIATE MUSIC, COPYRIGHTED AND
EXPLOITED UNDER MY ORIGINAL METHODS FOR
FACILITATING THE PUBLICATION OR OUTRIGHT
SALE OF SONGS. VALUABLE BOOKLET ON SONG
yR\l\HQ^^^^^^^m\J^J.VRm~iQ ME TOD/tf
AUTHOR or I'MTYINS THE LEAVES SO TmEY WOmV COMQ
OOWW-'dohT forget OLD dixieland" AND others.*
10 GAIETY THEATRE BLD. NEW YORK.
1

—

—

!
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Advertising Section

HELENE CHADW1CK

'

CLARA WILLIAMS

-

LOUISE

FAZENDA

In "The Wonder Book for Writers," which we

way

Stars point out the easiest

to

Stories

the startling assertion reE. B. Davison of
New York, one of the highest paid
writers in the world. Is his astonishing statement true? Can it be possible
there are countless thousands of people
yearning to write, who really can and simply
haven't found it out? Well, come to think of
it,most anybody can tell astury. Why can't
most anybody write a story? Why is writing supposed to be a rare gift that few posIsn't this only another of the Missess?
taken Ideas the past has handed down to
us? Yesterday nobody dreamed man
could fly. To-day he dives like a swallow
ten thousand feet
LETTERS LIKE THIS above the earth and
laughs down at the
ARE POURING IN
tiny mortal atoms
"I wouldn't take a million dolis

made by

"--MARY WATSON,
Fairmont. W. Va.
lars for

it.

"It i3 worth

its

weight in gold,"
New Castle.

~G. MOOKWITZ.
Wash.
"Every obstacle

that

menaces

success can be mastered through
this simple but thorough sys-

tem."— MRS. OLIVE MICHATJX.
Charleroi, Pa.

"It contains a gold mine of
LENA
valuable suggestions.
BAILEY, Mt. Vernon, III.
'I can only say that I am amazed
that it is possible to set forth the
short Btory and
principles of
photoplay writing in such a clear,
concise manner. " — GORDON

"—

MATHEWS, Montreal,

Can.

"I received your Irving System
Borne time ago. It is the most
remarkable thing I have ever
seen. Mr. Irving certainly m has
made story and play writing
and easy." —

amazingly simple

ALFRED HORTO,

Niagara

Falls. N. Y.

"Of all the compositions I have
read on this subject, I find yours
the

most

helpful

to

aspiring

- HAZEL SIMPSON
N A Y L O R Literary Editor,

authors."

.

fellow -men

of his

below! So Yesterday's "impossibility" is a reality today.

"The time

will
come," writes the same

"when millions of people will be
writers
there will bo
countless thousands of
playrights,
novelists,
scenario, magazine and
authority,

—

—

newspaper writers
they are coming, coming — a whole new world
of them!" And do you

know what

these writare
doing
Why, they are

ers-to-be

now?

armies
— —young
and

men

Motion Picture Magazine.
"With this volume before him,

the

the veriest novice should be able
to build stories or photoplays that
will find a ready market. The best
treatise of its kind I have encountered in 24 years of news-

old, now doing mere
clerical work, in of-

paper and literary work." —
H. PIERCE WELL.ER,
Man.
aging Editor, The Bingbampton Press.
"When I first saw your ad I
was working in a shop for $30 a
week. Always having worked
with my hands, I doubted my
ability to make money with my
brain. So it was with much skepticism that I sent for your Easy
Method of Writing. When the

System arrived,

I

carefully stud-

it evenings after work. Within
a month I had completed two
plays, one of which sold for $500,

ied

the other for $450.
ingly say that I owe

I

unhesitatto the

it all

System."— HELEN KINDON. Atlantic City. N. J.

Irving

them
fices,

of

keeping

books,

selling merchandise, or

even

driving

running

trucks,
elevators,

street cars, waiting on
tables, working at barber chairs, following
the plow, or teaching
schools in the rural

and women,
and old, by
now pounding

districts;

young
scores,

typewriters, or standing behind counters, or
running spindles in
factories,

will send to

you

turn your ideas into stories

Dorft
cently

RUTH

ROLAND

RUTH STONEHQUSE

-

ABSOLUTELY FREE,

these

and photoplays and become a

MAY ALLISON

'

J

famous Movie

successful writer.

of People Can Write
and Photoplays and

Millions

THIS

-

9

bending over

Know It /

own Imagination may provide an

sewing machines, or doing housework. Yes
you may laugh
but these are The Writers of
Tomorrow.
For writing isn't only for geniuses as most people

—

mine

Handsome Cash

ABSOLUTELY
YOUR

YOURS. Then you

can pour your whole soul into
magic new enchantment that has come into
life
story and play writing. The lure of it, the
love of it, the luxury of it will f-U your wasted hours
and dull moments with profit and pleasure. You
will have this noble, absorbing, money making new
profession!
And all in your spare time, without
Who says you.
interfering with your regular job.
can't make "easy money" with your brain!
Who says you can't turn your Thoughts into
cash!
Who says you can't make your dreams
this

your

things are essential in order to become
a writer. First, to learn the ordinary principles
of writing. Second, to learn to exercise your faculty of Thinking. By exercising a thing you develop

Your Imagination is something like your right
The more you use it the stronger it gets.
The principles of writing are no more complex than
the principles of spelling, arithmetic, or any -other
simple thing that anybody knows. Writers learn
to piece together a story as easily as a child sets up
it.

arm.

come

THE BOOK

why

Who knows — it may mean

night.

for

you the

Dawn of a New To-morrow! Just address
Authors' Press, Dept,i57, Auburn, New York.

The

BookFREE

ffis

book has recently
LISTEN! A wonderful FREE
subject — book that

How many
conceived, written, perfected, sold.
who don't dream they can write, suddenly find it
out. How the Scenario Kings and the Story Queens
How bright men and women, withlive and work.
out any special experience, learn to their own
amazement that their simplest Ideas may furnish
How one's
brilliant plots for Plays and Stories.

— BUT

waste any more time wondering, dreamSimply fill out the coupon below
you're not BUYING anything, you're getting it
ABSOLUTELY FREE. A book that may prove
the Book of Your Destiny. A Magic Book through
which men and women young and old may learn to
turn their spare hours into cash!
Get your letter in the mail before you sleep to-

So

—

—

Nobody knows

ing, waiting?

—

a
been written on this very
about the Irving System a Startling
New Easy Method of Writing Stories and Photoplays. This amazing book, called " The Wonder Book
for Writers," shows how easily stories and plays are

true!

WILL TELL YOU.

a miniature house with his toy blocks. It is amazingly easy after the mind grasps the simple "know
how." A little study, a little patience, a little confidence, and the thing that looks hard often turns,
out to be just as easy as it seemed difficult.

tells all

ARE

How

How

>

•

endless gold-

Happy Success and
How new writers get

worst judges. How to avoid discouragement and
the pitfalls of Failure. How to WIN!
This surprising book is
FREE.
No charge. No obligation.
copy is waiting
Write for it NOW.
for you.
GET IT. IT'S

>UT two

1

Royalties.

How

thought that you "haven't the gift." Many people are simply afraid to try.
Or if they do try, and
their first efforts don't satisfy, they simply give up
in despair, and that ends it.
They're through.
They never try again. Yet if, by some lucky
chance they had first learned the simple rules of
writing, and then given the imagination free rein,
they might have astonished the world!

—

that bring

their names into print.
to tell if you
a writer.
to develop your "story fancy,"
weave clever woid-pictures and unique, thrilling,
realistic plots.
your friends may be your

think. Don't you believe the Creator gave you a storywriting faculty just as He did the greatest writer?
Only maybe you are simply "bluffed" by the

Thousands of people imagine they need a fine
education in order to write. Nothing is farther
from the truth. Many of the greatest writers were
the poorest scholars. People rarely learn to write at
schools.
They may get the principles there, but
they really learn to write from the great,. wide, open,
boundless Book of Humanity! Yes, seething all
around you, every day, every hour, every minute,
the flotsam and jetsam of
in the whirling vortex
Life
even in your own home, at work or play, are
a wealth
endless incidents for stories and plays
Every
of material, a world of things happening.
one of these has the seed of a story or play in it.
Think! If you went to a fire, or saw an accident,
you could come home and tell the folks all about it.
Unconsciously you would describe it all very realistically. And if somebody stood by and wrote down
exactly what you said, you might be amazed to find
your story would sound just as interesting as many
you've read in magazines or seen on the screen.
Now, you will naturally say, "Well, if Writing is as
simple as you say it is, why can't / learn to write?'
Who says you can't?

Ideas

of

I

THE AUTHORS' PRESS,

I

PenH

Dept.157 Auburn, N. Y.

me ABSOLUTELY FREE "The Wonder Book for

Name
Address

.

City and State

,

Advertising Sixtion
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The
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of his
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The Movies' Magic Tank
Within its inclosure have been created some of the most effective scenes ever shown
on the screen, some of which you will be amazed to learn were "made to order."

By Melvin H.

ON

lot, in Hollywood, there is a huge
which
tank
has furnished the mechanical foundation for more really marvelous screen illusions than perhaps any other piece of studio equipment in the world.
In and around this tank have been built a succession
of scenic wonders, most
of them combination
land and water scenes,
each one of which has

the Lasky

figured
very
nently in some
play of note.
attend most of

Riddle

ing of the Lusitania.
As you
this production there was a
dancing in the saloon- of the
was struck by a torpedo. The
on rockers, and when the ship

tions

you

rocked

of

it

violently

by

specially

screen

mechanism. After these
scenes had been filmed

If

you

constructed

the
debris
was removed, and another set,
showing the side of the
ship from without, was

will recall the

which

when

liner

promi-

big
far
this tank has made possible,
and the thing
which will amaze you,
as your mental impression of these scenes is
recalled, is that they
could have been created
on a studio lot.
For
nearly every one was
the truest sort of an
illusion,
the sort of
scene which you take
for granted was made
out on some location.
scenes

ill-fated

saloon was constructed
was supposed to lurch
to one side and water was shown gushing in the room'
through the portholes
and doors, the whole
set
was tipped and

the big
motion-picture produc-

majority

probably remember, in
scene showing people

the
so

erected.

This

broad-

side was forty-five feet
shown
high.
It was

under the impact of the
torpedo, and then, as it
lurched to one side, the
passengers were hurled

down

the inclined side
of the ship and plunged
into the surging water.
After that the tank
was not used again
until C. B. De Mille
again made use of it
for "The Woman God
Forgot," with Geraldine Farrar.
If you
saw that picture you

There

is nothing unabout the tank
itself.
It is merely a
concrete-lined excava-

usual

will

remember

the

mag-

eleven feet deep,
thirty-five
feet
wide,

nificent court scene of

and

posed to be the Aztec

tion,

sixty

feet

Montezuma, then sup-

long,

lying out in the open
under the blazing Cali-

ruler

fornia sun, save when
the
shielding
canvas
shades are drawn over
it on the
wires
stretched above.

court scene was constructed
around the
tank, and the tank itself was the beautiful
bathing pool which was
so
effective
on the

It

was

0**

built in 1916.

*

At

that time the Lasky
studio consisted of one
big stage, and the site

screen.

Look well

— here's

the birthplace of

remarkable

where the tank now is
was a vacant lot, several hundred feet from the studio.
The land was bought, a fence put around it, and the
tank was built for the scenes of
ture,

"The

Little

of

Mexican

Mary

Pickford's pic-

American," which showed the sink-

many of

illusions.

the screen's most

was

ancient

the
race.

A

This

platform
bottom

laid at the

of the tank, so that the

was lessened,
making it possible for the bathers to stand on the bottom of the pool without going beneath the surface. It
depth

is interesting to note the special inventions and developments which have been caused by the various uses

The

12

Tank

Movies' Magic

the engineers worked, and
the steam continued to shoot
No change.
into the tank.
And then, in dismay, the director summoned Miss Young
and explained what was hold-

ing up the picture.
"Why, I'd just as soon take
a cold plunge as a warm one
in fact, I'd rather; why on
earth did you go to all that

—

trouble?" she demanded. And
the scenes were shot without
further ado.
Far different was the next
use of the tank, though it was
for another water scene. No

One

resulted from this picture, for at
tropical garden which is now a
permanent adjunct of the studio was planted, as a
background for the bathing pool.
The tank seemed to be slated for shipwrecks during
its early career.
Clara Kimball Young picture demanded one, and difficulties promptly arose in connection with it. For the star had to plunge into the water,
and, as this was during the winter months, the water
was icy cold. Something had to be done, and so, of
course, something was done those who have charge of
the sets in a modern studio don't know that there is
such a word as "impossible." So they went to work.
large boiler was brought from the studio and set up
at the edge of the tank, and for twenty-four hours
steam gushed through a connecting pipe into the icy
water.
But at the end of that time the temperature
of the water remained unchanged. For two days more

of the tank.
time the

this

famous

Some of

the

loveliest

of "The Secret
Garden" were shot there.

scenes

one who saw De Mille's picWhispering
"The
ture,
forget the
will
easily
Chorus,"
on the
eerie
scenes
weird,
which Raymond
island,
in
Hatton fished up the dead
man's body from the icy
waters, and, dragging it to a
deserted cabin, maimed and
disguised it so that it would
look as though he himself had
been murdered. It was one of
those scenes that make your
and to imagine the
flesh creep

—

A

men who made
ing

it

that picture tak-

on some island far from

any human habitation increased
It's
the effect immeasurably.
too bad to take away some of

;

A

The

Sahara— oasis

pyramids, and
to

the

all

— came

tank for

"The

Woman Thou Gavest Me."

the thrill at this late day, but,
as a matter of fact, the island
was constructed in the Tasky
tank, and the chunks of ice that
floated in the water were really
not ice at all, but great pieces

of a special preparation invented
by one of the men at the studio
another case where necessity
was forced to become the mother
of invention, you see and found
to be better than ice, since it
would not melt in the water as
ice would, and yet could not be
distinguished
from the real
thing when
seen
through a
Special lighting
camera lens.
effects were used, of course, and
the scene made far more weird
than if it had actually been shot
where it was supposed to take

—

—

place.

The tank came to
Mille's aid again, in

Cecil

"We

Have Everything,"

in

the

De

Can't
ter-

storm scenes wherein Kathlyn Williams and Elliott Dexter
drove up to a condemned bridge
and, after being wrrned by the
guards that the bridge will soon
collapse and be carried down the
raging torrent of water sweeping
along beneath it, got out of the
car and
walked across the
bridge, which fell in when they
had barely reached the other
rific

a

The

Movies' Magic

Tank

For these scenes the

side.

house set was constructed on the edge of the
tank, and the bridge built
road

across

Many

it.

persistent labor

and

nights

of

by De Mille

his staff finally obtained

the proper effect, when they
resulted in the construction of
a gulley and the use of powerful
propellers
and
water
wheels, the water being made
to rush in a torrent through
the gulley and under the
bridge. It took months to put
this
tion,

mechanism into execuand the work expended

it made it one of the biggest tasks ever put up to the
engineering
forces
of
the
studio, although to see it on

on

the screen one would never
suspect that anything unusual
had been done. However, the
very fact that every one supposed that those scenes had
been shot at some outside location goes to show how perfect
was the building of this set.
One of the biggest exterior
settings ever constructed in a
studio was built in and on the
edge of the tank for a picture
starring George Beban. An entire open stage adjoining the
tank was made to resemble a
pine forest
huge trees were
transported and set up on the
stage, and earth and vegetation
were so placed that one would

Rose-decked gondola and

Venetian

canal

—they

combined with the tank
in
Old Wives for New."

;

built.

made specially to get that bit of
scenery.
In the forest many
log cabins were constructed,
and at the edge of it was a
beautiful lake, on which was a
twenty-five-foot sailboat.
terrible storm, punctuated by
lightning and gushes of rain
raged over lake and forest
brand-new experience for the
tank, but one which it went
through admirably.

A

—

"The Woman Thou Gavest
Me," which Hugh Ford filmed
from Hall Caine's novel,
seemed to demand a trip to the
famous Shepherd's Hotel in
Cairo, Egypt. To take an allstar cast to that distant spot
would, of course, involve a
tremendous amount of time

—

money and
nothing
could be simpler than to build
pyramids on the edge of the
tank and let a pseudo River
Nile flow through it. All who
and

saw
the

that
vista

picture

will

recall

showing the pyra-

mids, the Sahara, the river,

Beautifully carved bridges arched over the water,

and moonlit promenades brought the romance of Venice
the beautiful to the Lasky tank. A rose-decked gondola
floated on the water, bearing Florence Vidor and Elliott
Dexter a gondola thirty-five feet in length and possessing a history of its own, since it was one of the
four brought to America from Venice for the World's
Fair in St. Louis in 1904, and later purchased by a
company in Venice, California, and secured from them

—

;

have sworn, when it was thrown
on the screen, that a trip to the
Canadian Northwest had been

—

and an oasis the century-old calm of Egypt seemed to
have found its way into the picture.
Italy had its innings in the tank when "Old Wives
for New" was screened by De Mille. A Venetian set
was needed one showing a canal, and beautiful buildings, typically Italian, on either side.
And so it was

Any

architect designing

a fashionable

hotel could

have learned things from
this set

for "

Why Change

Your Wife?"

by Famous Players-Lasky for this production.
For "Everywoman" the tank served a double purpose, and the settings built for it went to two extremes

The
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Movies' Magic

Tank
of artistic skill— great beauty and the most relentless realism were reproduced.
The first
settings showed the beautiful garden in the
courtyard of Everywoman's home, with fountains and flowers of remarkable beauty. Nine
out of every ten people who saw the' picture
set it down as part of some great estate near
Los Angeles, and wondered who owned it.
After the scenes laid in the garden were completed it was removed and another set built
—the one toward the end of the picture showing a dreary portion of the New York docks
along the lower water front, on a bleak, wintry
night.
Dull brick warehouses filled the background, and snow covered the pavement

and

in drifts on window sills and in
and depressions in the pavement. It
was indescribably drab and gloomy. To the
edge of the docks came Theodore Roberts, as
Wealth, and Bebe Daniels, as Vice. Irving
Cummings, playing Passion, followed them,
and in a jealous rage attacked Wealth. The
two fought furiously, and finally, locked in a

lay

crevices

plunged into the dark waters of the
As it happened, this scene bordered
on real tragedy, for both men wore heavy
fur coats, and as these became saturated with
water, they bore the wearers down as if they
had been leaden weights, and Roberts and
clinch,

river.

Cummings had

a serious time of

Quite a different sort of

set

it.

was one of

De

Mille production,
in the
the Babylonian king
forced the Christian slave girl to go down
The great den, with
into the den of lions.
its huge brazen gates, was built in the bed of
the excavation. Gloria Swanson, who played
the role of the girl, descended the steps of
the den and posed under the paw of one of
and has confessed that it was the
the lions
moment
of her whole life, and that
scariest
the lion to make a meal
fully
expected
she
of her at any moment, despite the assurance
of everybody who didn't have to play the part
that nothing of the sort could possibly happen.
Gloria also appeared in the other scene of
this production for which the tank
was used that showing the cabin
of the yacht after the boat was
wrecked. The cabin was built on
rockers, as was that used in "The
Little American,," and when the
water poured through a jagged
hole in the side of the ship the

those erected

for

the

"Male and Female."
vision scene in which

It

was used

—

—

Shanghai?

Certainly

reproduced

in California,

They couldn't film this

with the tank as an ac-

panic on a wrecked ferry
in
San Francisco but

cessory.

—

they could on the
lot.

Laskv

;

entire

room

listed

and swayed, and

struggled desperately
The other shipwreck
to escape.
scenes of the picture were made at
Santa Cruz Island, off the California coast, but were no more
realistic than those done in the tank
at the studio.
No more attractive set has ever
been built in the tank than one used
for "Why Change Your Wife?" in
which a swimming pool in a fashionable hotel was constructed in it.
runway was built out across the
water, so that the swimmers could
dive from the edge of it, or dancers
Continued on page 84
the
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The

1

Spirit

of the

Northland
By
Jerome Weatherby

A

HOT

street

— sizzling

hot,

with the asphalt

pavement soft enough to show the marks
of weary horses' hoofs, and fire escapes
in the tenement districts heavy with sagging mattresses
makeshift beds where the city's poor vainly
try to catch some breath of air.
Not a pretty picture
Well, the highways of a
great city don't pretend to be pretty in the dog
days, when the heat sticks closer than any brother
ever did. You can get away from it, though you
can go straight into the frozen North for a blissful
hour, if some theater in your town is showing
"The Courage of Marge O'Doone," a Vitagraph
picture.
Here is a quotation from James Oliver
Curwood's story, on which the picture is based and
some scenes from it and if they don't bring you
the real spirit of the Northland you'll never be

—

!

—

—

—

cool

"He felt, suddenly, that a dark and purposeless
world had slipped behind him. Here was the sun.
A sky blue as sapphire. A great expanse, a wonder-world.
Into this he had escaped to see the
real Northland in action.
There was almost the
They were the survival
spirit of the epic about it.
these men and dogs."
of the fittest

—

—
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Maeterlinck and
How

the Belgian master of mystic thought has

By Edwin
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii^

sionally

rehearsing some Merlinish fantasy superinduced by

the harmonious surroundings.
When I actually arrived at the house I found that my conclusions regarding the forest meditations of the dramatistphilosopher were more or less true, and I began to feel better
contented with the world in general, and M. Maeterlinck in
particular.
I still retained a speaking acquaintance, if not an
actual friendship, with some of my illusions. But all was not
sweetness and light, for I was assured immediately upon my
arrival that Maeterlinck regarded interviewers as leagued with
the devils of the dramatic world, and that I must be exceedSo I humbly
ingly wary and not bore him with questions.
hastened onto the porch to
be introduced.

'"T^HERE
--

is

something of

far greater significance

than a mere expenditure of

Mme. Maeterlinck plaved

the part of "Tyltyl" in

the French production of

YOU

who

"The Blue Bird."

familiar with the
of
"Pelleas
and
"The Blue Bird,"
and "The Intelligence of Flowers,"
would naturally imagine him as inhabiting some strange enchanted palace in
the midst of a forest. The eerie depths
of his retreat should be lighted by sunshine drifting down through masses of
overhanging foliage. You would expect
to find about his habitat mysterious
flowers with countenances like human
beings almost speaking to you as you
passed.
In the straying surrounding
pathways, half lost in the dusk of the
shadows, you would look for whiterobed and sad-eyed princesses, linking
hands with sweet-visaged children in a
never-ending search for intangible azure

are

Maeterlinck
Melisande,"

birds.

Had I not been forewarned, I know
should have started a quest of him in
some such place, were it to be located.
I

But
and

self,
I

!

along with the bungalow.
discovered for myself that the

Goldwyn Company,

for

whom

money in

of

the

What Maeterlinck has been doing
we predict, a forerunner of what
many a great writer will do in the
future, for there are many indications
is,

that the next big

change

in

motion

pictures will be the development of

a group of writers of the first rank

who

will write, with understanding,

directly for the screen, instead of

merely taking huge sums for the
screen rights of their works, to be
"adapted" by some trained, but uninspired, continuity man.
For that reason all students of the
screen will be especially interested
in the

forthcoming

Maeterlinck, and

we have

for

had prepared

pictures
that

by

reason,

this scholarly

and thoughtful impression of the
man.
EDITOR.

upon

my

removing

my

hat,

a very natural token of respect toward Maeterlinck
and his wife, the dramatist immediately displayed
great and typically French
perturbation lest I should
catch cold.
"Voire
chapeau,"
he
said.
"Put it on," almost
before I had done shaking
hands.
I
subsequently learned
that this quaint mixture of
his customary speech and
English is what he frequently
employs
when
speaking rapidly.
When
he is at full speed ahead
the English reverses and

comes

to a stop.

On

the other hand, I
learned
Madame
that
Maeterlinck, that diminutive personage, known as
the "child wife"
auburnhaired, black-eyed, a sparkling Frenchified personality from the ends of her
fingers to the tips of her
toes
can
bubble
along
with English in a way to
make you sorry you didn't
leave your rusty old apparatus of foreign-language

—

—

home in the attic.
You may remember that she was

study at
officials

he came West

of the
to write

cinema drama, had seen to it also that he was
located on the- edge of a canon in whose depths there
were some of the seemingly necessary overhanging
trees.
This helped materially in adjusting my perspective.
I could imagine the man of recluse temperament spending his time in philosophic speculation, amid
the quiet of wandering pathways, and perhaps occahis first

sum

Gold wyn Company's experiment of bringing Maurice Maeterlinck, the "Belgian Shakespeare," to
Los Angeles, where he has been
studying the making of motion pictures in order that he may the better
write for them.

my

directions were quite definitely,
I thought, unpoetically, to go to the
palisades overlooking the sea at Santa
Monica, and that there I should discover
the genius of symbolism sequestered in
a California bungalow, "with flowers."
The flowers, I was informed, had been
especially ordered by the dramatist him-

a large

1

But in two minutes I
gained back the self-esteem
I had previously lost, for

the Tyltyl of

"The

Blue Bird" production in France, and I thought as I
looked at her that she had remained for the poetphilosopher a sort of dream child, whom, of the many
people he has created, he has kept for himself.
Madame
Maeterlinck the name seemed hard to repeat when I
responded to the introduction; I wanted to call her
Tyltyl or Myltyl— seems still a part of the "Blue Bird"
fantasy. She even wears boy's clothes similar to those

—

IlilillllllllllllilllllH

the
become the

Shadows
apostle of the silent drama.

Schallert
llllilllllllllilllH

she donned on the stage. In this garb she attires
when she is "playing," I was told, which
is now chiefly at tennis, with the visitors who come
to the house.
As we went into the great living room of the
white house I could not but marvel while looking
at the heavy-set, white-haired man, at how peculiarly this abode contrasted with my preconHow remarkable, too, was the
ceived notions.
divergence between his solemn, deeply thoughtful
yet illuminated countenance and the bright vivacity
which shone forth laughingly from the tiny face
They say that his love for her
of his girl wife
partakes of the paternal, and that he is also her
instructor in that he is ever desirous that she be
delving into the study of subjects which seem
far beyond the ken of any ordinary human being,
let alone this child of twenty-three years.
The house, however, now interested me. I
looked in vain for those infallible signs of the
temperament of the man which I remember as
being so well described as they are seen in his
Paris residence by James Gibbon Huneker in his
book, "Iconoclasts." No, this was the typical, furnished dwelling supplied with all elegance and
refinement admittedly, but not with Maeterlinckian lares and penates.
herself

!

—

"The Blue Bird," Maeterlinck's stage play, of world-wide renown, was adapted and shown on the screen two years ago.
The eerie depths of his retreat
be lighted by sunshine
drifting down through masses
should

of overhanging foliage.

The dramatist made

the

remark some time during
the course of our talk that
the house was "like a violin," because every sound
vibrated through the whole
structure. "All your houses
are like that in the United
"So
States," he went on.
many things everything in
fact seems built for noise
excitement haste.
"It is the same with your
screen plays. You do not

—
—

—

seriously enough
are too hasty in the
treatment of this great new

take

them

—you
art.

very surprising to
to discover that in the

"It

me

is

United States the motion
picture is relegated to being what you would call a
That is
second-rate art.
farthest from my own conception. To me it appears
as the art of the future,

II

Maeterlinck and the Shadows
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The flowers were especially ordered by the dramatist himself, along with the bungalow.

for

it

is

—those
the

democratic arid belongs to the unsophisticated
speak of as the naive, as well as to

whom we

educated.

"Because it is new and popular, it is classed unfavorably by the so-called artistic.
Nothing irritates
me so much as the ideas expounded by a certain type
of writers who have adopted the notion that in order
to breathe the higher strata of air one must dwell in
an ivory castle, as far as possible from the ordinary
pursuits of humanity. As a matter of fact, the quest
for truth and beauty is along unexpected ways, whose
beginning is in the hearts of men, women, and children."

This viewpoint expressed by a

man who

is

suspected

the clouds struck me
with surprise. I began to feel as if after all there is
no really deep idealistic thinker without his strong sense
of practical humanness.
It became quite apparent as we continued that in
his own screen work Maeterlinck is seeking to bring
this human practical force to bear upon his ideal theme.
He has been evolving his subject in various ways and
has finally resolved to create something that shall combine both his power as a symbolist and his concept of
realism. The finished story will perhaps assume a hue
more like "The Blue Bird" than any other of his plays,
or else it will be something far removed from any of
his past achievements.
It is with painstaking care that Maeterlinck, typically a Gallic thinker, has studied the details of cinema
making and presentation. He goes back and forth between his residence and the Goldwyn studio to be
present in the projection room when pictures are run
off.
He has watched the taking of scenes and then
come back to see the "rushes." He is ever the seeker
after the essence.
He wants to know all about the
new medium, so that he can properly adjust his own
scheme of writing. For the cinema is entirely a new
venture for Maeterlinck.
While he has had a great

of always having his

mind

in

—

drama he has never yet essayed
Not until he came to
for the silver sheet.
New York a few months ago did he expect to bring
his gifts to the youngest child among the arts.
Maeterlinck is destined to write a story a year for
the Goldwyn Company as long as the contract runs.
He will probably remain in California until he completes the first, and it is possible that he will return to
the coast next season, all the way from France, to
"do" his second.
Every day a little French stenographer comes to the
Maeterlinck residence to take the poet-philosoper's diction. And when she is not present and he wants to write
he uses the typewriter just like any ordinary newspaper
Here again
reporter or magazine writer. Typewriter
I had an earthquake shock the realm of my illusions
and preconceptions. Another strange combining of the
idealistic and practical, I said to myself.
Naturally, not all of his work in California is concerned with the pictures. Much of it deals with those
intangible topics of metaphysics which continually absorb the Maeterlinckian mind.
Some of the time is
perhaps taken up with the spoken drama, the most
popular form of Maeterlinck's writings.
Throughout the interview it was difficult to associate
the shadowy mood of so many of those plays with the
quickly voiced answers and expressions of opinion of
the man opinions essentially down-to-earth and thorinterest in the screen

to write

!

—

oughly

comprehensive.

In

Maeterlinck's

much that conveys the deeper meaning
You who are conversant with "Pelleas,"

is

dramas

so

left unsaid.

"Alladine and
Palomides," and "The Death of Tintagilcs" know how
often the dialogue reverts to those peculiar broken
sentences, which suggest as in a flash varieties of significance.
It often seems with Maeterlinck as if language were not sufficiently great in power to formulate
the expression he wished, yet he is a master of finer

method

in expression.
Continued on page 99
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KATHLEEN CLIFFORD
had much chance to come into her own on the screen, though
she did it long ago on the stage, as every one knows. But she met
hasn't

success face to face in "When the Clouds Roll By," with Douglas
Fairbanks, and now is starring in "Boy Blue."

Viiiiiiiiiiii^

C.

Alfred Cheney Johnston

CORINNE GRIFFITH
has developed an interesting habit of changing the color of her hair
with each production her collection of wigs is constantly growing.
However, for photographs like this one, Corinne clings to her

—

natural crown of glory, which

is

fortunate.

MI
M

Alfred Cheney Johnston

MARJORIE

DAW

must have gone fishing successfully, if interesting experiences were
what she wanted. To be Mary Pickford's only bridesmaid, tp go
abroad as star of Marshall Neilan's company, to have every one want
her as leading lady—all these things happened to Marjone.
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Evans

RHEA MITCHELL
new

but not a new arrival on the screen, by any means.
Her most recent appearances have been in Sessue Hayakawa's pictures, and now she is to be seen in stellar roles in the productions
of the new Screen Arts Corporation.
is

a

star,

illinium
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MONA

LISA

was thought by those who chose her screen name to have something
of the cryptic expression of the famous painting, "Mona Lisa/' by
Leonardo da Vinci, which hangs in the Louvre, in Paris. They
said—— "The eyes have it" and we're inclined to agree.

—

The

Griffith studio.

The wooden structure on the right

wing on

The Filming
For

six

months D.

W.

of

Griffith

is

the

the old Flagler mansion, to which the studio proper, the large
left,

was added.

"Way Down

East"

has been at work on what promises to be another
is an impression of the immensity
which the dean of directors works.

of his monumental productions.
The following
of the undertaking, and of the peculiar method by

By Charles

Gatchell

IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIillllllllllllllllM

ON

Long

Island Sound, not far
an estate of sloping lawns shaded by giant elms, on which Henry
M. Flagler, the former Florida railroad magnate/ once
planned to have erected what he hoped would be the
most beautiful country home in America. It was to
have been a monument to the success of a multimillionaire, as distinctively the last word in dwellings
of its kind as the Woolworth Building and tower was
the last word in its type of city architecture.
On this same estate, D. W. Griffith is now completing a film production which I believe will be, in, its way,
a monumental work, the last word in a certain phase
through which motion pictures are passing; a phase
which is marked by the purchase, at fabulous prices,
of the great stage successes of former days, and of
their transformation, by amazing expenditures of time
and care and money into plays for the screen.
The play in question is "Way Down East," a vehicle
well chosen for such an endeavor, for the record of
its phenomenal run still stands unbeaten by any similar
stage production, and the purchase price of one hundred
and seventy-five thousand dollars for the screen rights
stands, at this writing, as the top figure for such a
transaction.
Impressive as this figure is, the story of

2PP

the north shore of

from

New York

City, there is

its filming is, to me, even more impressive.
I shall not
attempt to tell the entire story of this undertaking, but
T am going to endeavor to show something of the infinite pains with which the work is being done by the
impressions of a single day spent at the Griffith studio.

It

was a day

set apart for

work on

interior scenes,

filmed on the set representing the
dining room and kitchen in the old New England home
of the Bartlett family.
The set, which stood in the center of the spacious
studio, was, to all appearances, complete to the last
finishing touch.
The fire-stained pots and kettles hung
above the charred logs that lay across the andirons.
All the rustic properties from the Seth Thomas clock
to the farmer's almanac had been carefully put in place
Twelve of these
as indicated on the detailed sketch.
sketches had been made, from which but one was to
be chosen twelve finished pieces of work, each a different design, combining, together, all of the most char-

which were

to be

;

acteristic bits of home atmosphere which Mr. Griffith's
art director, an Oxford-trained authority on architecture and design, had found in a trip through
was later to learn that before this
I
England.
set finally had been decided upon as satisfactory,

New

The Filming

2cS

A

Griffith rehearsal, in

which every

bit

of business

four other sets previously had been built

"Way Down

of

is

gone over time

and torn

down.

Any one accustomed to the methods of other producers would have concluded, from the appearance of
the studio, that everything was ready for action. From
overhead, the set was bathed in the diffused light of
the Kliegs.
Through the open doorway at the right
entrance came a flood of yellow sunshine thrown by
that marvelous invention, the sun-ray arc, whose
beams reproduce so literally those from which they
take their name that if they shine upon you for long
you will be burned as you would be by midsummer
sunshine.

Standing in place, ready for the long interior shots,

were the two motion-picture cameras, manned by the
camera men and their assistants, while near by was
stationed the "still" photographer with his big bellows

camera.

As

was in readiness for
personally directing the
production, had taken his position in the open space
between the cameras and the front of the set a distinctive figure
his rugged height accentuated by the
short raincoat which hung, cape-wise, over his broad
shoulders, and by the large derby hat which, tipped
far back on his head, vaguely suggested the pictures
of the Mad Hatter in "Alice in Wonderland."
But no command was given to the waiting camera
men. There was no expectant hush, as when a conductor mounts the dais before an orchestra.
The
members of the cast, fully costumed and made up,
knowing the methods of their chief, stood or sat about
in little groups, as they had for several days, patiently
The studio orchestra, for no particular reawaiting.

action,

a final indication that

Mr.

Griffith,

—

all

who was

—

East"

after time, until .the desired effect is obtained.

son, was softly playing "Turkey in the Straw," to
which Martha Perkins, a prim and severe-looking New
England spinster, was executing, with grotesque solemness, a very creditable, though strangely incongruous,
buck-and-wing shuffle. The atmosphere of the entire

studio was that of a highly trained organization, ready
to spring to instant action, but resigned to await the
order, forever, if need be.

"I don't quite like that door," said Griffith, suddenly
breaking the silence he had maintained for several
minutes. He called for one of the decorators.
"The edge of it,
"It looks too new," he explained.
don't you know, in a house like this, would be worn
down, and the paint darkened near the knob by years

of use."
The decorator nodded understandingly and started
for his tools.
"Be careful not to batter it up any," Griffith called
"1 don't want anything to look mistreated,
after him.
but to have just the appearance of long years of careful use."

"Now, how about those chairs?" he went on,
addressing the art director this time.
He walked on to the set, seated himself in a rocker,
rose, and returned.
"That chair's comfortable enough,
doesn't
look
comfortable
enough for the effect
but it
I want.
I want this room to radiate from every last
touch the feeling of being homelike a home of comfort and welcome and coziness.
Let's get some cushions for the backs of the chairs."
The art director groaned.
"A hundred dollars' more time to be charged up while
we put them on," he began. "But we'll do it," he added

—

—

—
The Filming

of

"Way Down

gave him a look that said, "Huh
a hundred dollars' worth of time,
about
care
a lot
or ten hundred dollars' worth, if I get the result I'm

him work.

after."

what

hastily, as Griffith
I

"Now

went on. "There's something
Oh, Miss
It's flowers
lacking something I know.
Gish, how does the idea of having some flowers on
the table or on the mantelpiece strike your feminine

—

let's

see," he

—

!

taste?"
Lillian Gish, who has had some experience of her
as a director, looked thoughtful for a moment,

own

and then voiced her approval.

By

time several decorators were at work again
making the changes that had been suggested.
But Griffith was not yet satisfied. I am not
going to attempt the tedious task of recounting in detail the suggestions that followed, but for the rest of
the morning the work had begun at about ten o'clock
one thing after another was criticized, discussed, and
debated scarcely a detail of the set was overlooked.
The floor, it was decided, was a shade too light, and
the painters were set to work on it again. The bunches
of seed corn were taken down from the ceiling beam
on which they had hung, and were tried in almost every
possible place from which they could be suspended.
The pots in the broad fireplace were rearranged. The
figured tablecloth was removed and replaced by a plain
white one.
And not until the technical staff had rethis

on the

set,

—

—

;

ceived enough instructions to last them until late into
the afternoon did Griffith consent to consider the work
as even temporarily completed.

"This business of getting the exact pictorial effect
of the greatest importance," he said when at last he
left off, and walked over to where I had stood watching
is

East"
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"And it might interest you to know that
believe that to be a matter to which the average dramatic critic who is sent out to review pictures is someI

blind.

critic obviously doesn't pay much
attention to stage pictures," he went on, speaking earnestly and with emphasis.
"In the spoken drama the
pictures are only incidental. At the best they are poor
reproductions of nature, mere backgrounds which may
even be dispensed with.
So your critic devotes his
attention
and rightly so to the play the drama
the story, if you will.
"But a moving-picture production is a different thing.
It lacks the chief element of the stage play
the spoken
word. It is or should be as its very name implies,
a series of wonderful moving pictures. The values you
see are completely reversed.
But does your dramatic
critic recognize that?
Usually he does not. He comes
and views our work with but one of his two eyes. He
looks upon it from the same point of view from which
he considers a stage play.
"Take, for example, my picture, 'The Idol Dancer.' "

"Your dramatic

—

—

—

—

—

—

There was a note of impatience in his voice. "We went
to such great trouble and expense to reproduce a certain phase of nature and of life, and I think we succeeded in our attempt.
But the reviewers, many of
them, dismissed that succession of beautiful screen
paintings with a word, and spoke disparagingly of the
Perhaps the story was not unusual, perhaps it
story.

was

Should they, on that account, dismiss the
slight.
entire production as of little consequence?"
Moved by the eloquence of the Griffith argument, I

—

my head in mute agreement though I could not
help thinking, at the same time, that I had heard a
good many persons who were not dramatic critics speak
shook

4*

One might think that

Griffith

had been hunting

locations for "Uncle Tom's Cabin," instead of

"Way Down

East."

The Filming
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of

"Way Down

East"
a

rehearsal,

to

see

and
"

it

if

you care

Griffith

said,

with the courtesy and cordiality which is shared by the
entire personnel of his studio.
A Griffith rehearsal was

something
had
which
I
wanted to see for some time,
and I followed him and the

members

of the cast into the
which
Flagler
home,
would not be standing to-day,
old

had

former owner's dream

its

This rambling
materialized.
old mansion connects with the
studio proper it is used for
dressing rooms, and by the
executive and scenario staffs.
;

The rehearsal was to be
held in the former state dining room of the late magnate,
a magnificant room overlooking the sparkling waters of
the Sound, its massive walls
hung with dark, rich, handtooled leather, and its ceiling
decorated by carved beams

And
brought from Europe.
there, where groups of men
representing the wealth of the
nation had often gathered to
dine,

a

company of

actors

ranged themselves about an
imaginary table, prepared to
enact a dinner scene in a
humble, old-fashioned country home.
They were far from being

humble

folk,

though,

these

and Richard Barthelmess, two of the

actors. Lillian Gish

regular

I replied that he did, and it occurred to me that what
he had said was worth setting down and remembering,
as a means of understanding better what Griffith is

striving to attain in the

making of a

"While we're waiting for the

picture.

set I

am

going to hold

players
roles,

who
on

production are to begin separate
starring engagements with salaries that will place them
in the first rank of featured screen players.
Creighton
Hale, who plays a character part, has been a wellknown star. And the other members of the cast, who
were engaged solely for this production, had been chosen
with more care than the furnishings of the famous
room in which they had gathered. Accustomed as I
was by this time to the convincing evidence of the
infinite pains which were being taken in this production,
it hardly
seemed credible though I was assured of
that a list of nearly
this by Mr. Griffith's personal aid
considered
in the selecone hundred actors had been
tion of the man who was to play the part of Lennox
Sanderson, the villain of the piece, and that before
the part had finally been given to Lowell Sherman
who is playing a similar role in "The Sign on the
Door," an all-year Broadway stage success twentyeight other actors had actually been tried out.
The rehearsal was but a variation of the Griffith
method which I had previously seen applied to rearranging the details of the set in order to heighten the
This time the action,
desired effect, or feeling.
which the players evidently had rehearsed many
times before, was criticized and altered in as minute
Each bit of busidetail, with the same object in view.
ness, each expression, each gesture was done over, time
Continued on page 82

Dick Barthelmess and Lillian Gish, waiting to be called.

disparagingly of "The Idol Dancer" and many another
production, finely wrought from a pictorial standpoint,
because the story had not satisfied them. But I was of
no mind to argue the matter; moreover, I felt, at least,
respectfully inclined toward this point of view, which,
it occurred to me, I had never given much consideration.
"For myself," Griffith went on, after a moment's
pause, "I hold that if we but reproduce beautifully one
single effect of the movement of the wind upon the
water, the swaying branches of a tree, or even an
etching on the screen of the wrinkled face of an old
man in the shadows, we have done something that
the stage, at its best, cannot do, and something which,
in itself, is an artistic achievement.
"I do not mean to disparage in the least the value
of a good story," he added, "I merely offer a protest
against the ignoring of every other phase of a production by some of our reviewers. Do I make myself
clear ?" he concluded abruptly, with a smile and a whimsical bow, as though apologizing for having delivered
so serious a lecture.

Griffith

have the principal
the completion of

—

this

—

—

Well,They Ought to Be Happy
Doug and Mary had
ding

trip,

to give

up

their

wed-

but they don't seem to mind

it.

By Ted Evans

PRESUME

you think of such movie stars as Mr. and Mrs.
Douglas Fairbanks as being able to do practically anything
in the world they want to.
For
But, bless you, they're as tied down as any one else.
example, the trip to Europe, which they had planned for a honeymoon was called off and abandoned and without any regard to

I

—

their personal wishes, either.

You

Doug and Mary form one

half of the United Artists'
"Big Four," as the company is called. And
when it was found necessary for the Fairbanks family to deliver
a certain number of pictures this summer, there was nothing to
do but to cancel steamship and hotel reservations, and to set to
work, so that the only trip thev got was a short "flyer" to New
see,

Corporation

York

— the

City.

There are compensations, though. Most of us wouldn't mind
going even without a honeymoon if we could enjoy a home such
as the Fairbanks mansion, with its mountains, broad lawns, and
a river running by, some views of which are shown in these
pictures.
And we probably wouldn't mind keeping on working,
if we were paid the Fairbanks family income.

Go

But Don't
And

the Bathing Beauties

By

Peter

—

Enza Leigh, Jessie Fox, and Bessie de Palma every
one of them, as I was saying, does her part nobly in
keeping screen comedies from becoming too highbrow. You've
heard a lot lately, if you've been keeping up with current events,
about the change comedy is undergoing; they're attempting to
Prevost,

single

THE

the bathing suit may not be
here expressed, in a
manner of speaking, but the
spirit certainly is
short, chic,
and, shall we say snappy?
And who cares if some of
these bathing beauties who
appear in Christie and Sennett
letter of

—

;

comedies

swim

can't

a

and that all of them
wear frills which would wilt
if they came in contact with
stroke,

Anybody
a dipper full of water, let alone a whole ocean full ?
can wear clothes that will stand meeting the wild waves face
to face, but few can appear to such good advantage in three
ostrich feathers
Lot's wife and
again.

and two yards of
Dick Whittington,

silk,

will

so that audiences, like
look and turn to look

Despite the fact that they don't bother to go swimming, these
bathing girls are life-savers. Every single one of them of
course, they're single if you doubt my word communicate with
them and find out the names of those pictured here, given for
your convenience, are Florence Long, Genevieve Berte, Marie

—

;

;

Photo by

Evans
lllllllllllllllll
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Near the Water!"
swear they never

1
g

will.

White

|
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park the pies, take the slap out of the good old slapstick, and
turn peppy two-reel laugh makers into five-reel affairs with
Well, that's all very well in its
real plots woven into them.
way; but there's one thing the uplifters will never be able to
do; the bathing girls will remain the same fluffy-ruffled, be-

Copyrighted by Evans

witching young persons, with

none too many
haps,

but

with

ruffles,

plenty

perof

charm.
They're life-savers in another way, too. Perhaps you
don't know it, but the salaries
of chorus girls have gone up
right along with the cost of
living, and nowadays the manager who wants to send a
musical comedy on the road
is

hard put

to

it

to find girls

who'll go along.
They don't want to leave the big cities, and
don't want to make one-night stands.
Here's where the bathing beauties come in. The pictures in
which they appear are shown in every town in the country, or
nearly every one.
Even the most retiring of retired New
Yorkers can still imagine he's back on Broadway, and the snap
and go of the theatrical season's smartest revue can be brought
into even a crossroads town.
So don't lament your inability
to be on hand for the first nights of all musical comedies in the
future the girls in the screen comedies will gladly make up f or
;

all

you

lose

Copyrighted
by Evans
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Flappers

She's

the kind
that spends the

summer house
partying

May

along

the coast.

Allison

knows

The

example.

first

— Beware!
—

just how to dress
but you mustn't follow her
of a series on dressing according to your type.

By Louise Williams
Illlllllllllllllllllllllllllll'lllllllllilllllllllllllllllllllllllllilllllllllllUIII
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Now, you may

not have as much money to spend on your clothes
Allison spends on hers; therefore all the more does it behoove
you, if you're of her type, to find out what she knows about how to
For the smaller one's wardrobe is, the more carefully selected
dress.
must it be, and the girl who supports herself on twenty-five dollars a
week and the one whose dress allowance runs into the thousands must
obey some of the same general rules.
May Allison knows them, particularly as they
apply to blondes who are at the far end of their
teens or just nicely started on their twenties.
And though you may not happen to have blue
eyes, yellow hair, and pink cheeks, you'll find
that to talk with her about clothes is a liberal
education.
"Please let me launch a whole lot of 'Don'ts'
just general ones, at girls everywhere, to begin with," she urged, the afternoon we met to
settle the question of clothes once and for all.

as

May

—

Photographs
copyrighted
by Evans.

You may not have as much money

to

spend on your

clothes as May Allison spends on hers; therefore, all
the more does it behoove you, if you're her type, to find
out what she knows about how to dress.
\

you're just the right age to be May Allison's little sister
you're not to read this— absolutely not What age is that?
Well, it's, the. age. at which you'd be fox-trotting at the
country-club dance with" the boys just home from prep school
while sister May was playing bridge, or being the bright particular belle of a big dinner dance, or hieing along the coast or
the lake shore from one summer resort to another, linking together all the season's very nicest house parties. And when
she came home on flying visits, to catch up on her beauty sleep
and her supply of clothes, you'd have the fun of rummaging
in her wardrobe trunks and seeing all the gorgeous frocks and
wraps and everything else that she'd bought everywhere.
But not for the little sister are those enticing things those
fans, made from a single, curving jade-green ostrich feather,
those seraphic hats, those gay dancing frocks, with rosebuds
holding the frail laces together, and silver and old-rose ribbon twisted into love knots just where they'd be most effective.
For they belong to the May Allison type of girl quite obviously not the flapper, but not the awfully sophisticated type
either; rather, the debutante who's been out just long enough
to have lost the stupidity of guilelessness and retained all its
charm. She's the kind of girl you see playing golf at the
country clubs, or having tea at the most exclusive hotels.
You meet her at dinner parties the hostess always selects
her for the partner of the eligible man from
out of town, whom her husband is anxious
Pale pink coral
to keep on a friendly footing. That's the type
beads
go well
Perhaps
Allison"
it.
vou
May
just
fits
and

IF

!

.

—

;

—

—

do, too.

me.

If so, you'll profit

by what she told

™£

bLond coi -

—
Flappers

— Beware!
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"They're such important ones. Don't ever buy
good materials last so much
anything" cheap
used again and again, while
can
and
be
better,
slazy ones make a dress look shabby when it's
Don't change
been worn only a few times.
your color scheme every season because fashion does find out whether you're the sort of
girl who ought to wear grays and dull blues and
soft greens, or browns and yellows and orange
and then stick to that general scheme. That
will mean that quite often you can apparently
be extravagant, because it means being economiI know a girl who pays a
cal in the long run.
staggering
price
for her footgear
perfectly
pale coffee-colored suede shoes, and bronze
;

;

—

straight from Paris, and amber buckles,
and embroidered stockings that just match her
shoes but she is careful of those things, and
as her frocks always follow the same general
color scheme, she has those same things season
Now, that's true economy.
after season
"And it's economy, too, to know exactly what
type of things you can wear; what models are
best for you, I mean.
The girl who works,
whose whole day is taken up, as a rule, hasn't
much time for shopping, and so must make selections quickly, without looking about much.
Now, she has to save both time and money.
And if she knows just what she can wear she
can decide instantly whether a frock is what'
she wants or not. A short time ago, for in-

pumps

—

!

'A perfect hat

is

the exclamation point that finishes a costume.

all my gowns for 'Fine Feathers,'
was decided that that wouldn't be a good
I had
story for me, and I was given 'Held in Trust' instead.
first
one I
The
frocks.
buy
seven
which
to
days
in
just two

stance, after I had
my next picture, it

selected,

bought

an evening gown, a negligee, an afternoon frock, and
I could do that because long ago I learned just

a sable coat.
what I could

wear best."
"But let's talk about you in particular; about why you wear
what you do, and how."
"That
"I wear background colors," she began obediently.
is, my coloring doesn't need vivid colors to bring it out; it's

better for me to select a black taffeta street frock, for instance,
than a bright green or vivid red one. A girl with black hair,
a very white skin, and no color, could wear the green dress,
and look wonderful in it, but it wouldn't do for me. Neither
would red, except some of the 'off' shades. The
girl who is neutral in coloring can indulge in gay
" / wear back- colors, but not the girl of my type, except on rare

—

ground colors
a black taffeta

street frock, for

instance."

occasions."
"Start at
"Let's go into detail," I suggested.
shoes,
short-vamp
the
new
with
the beginning,
layer."
right
along
to
the
top
and
go
lingerie,
and
Continued on page 86
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WE
Annette

Back
Again!

Is

After a long absence

from the screen, she
has come back in a
new comedy.

By
Selma

Howe

the

around the
stretched out in
deck chairs or sitting on
lounged

pool,

marble

ledge,

feet in the water.

dangling
It

was

our

at the

Turkish baths in one of New
York's largest and supposedly
most exclusive hotels, and every

woman there was trying to be
just as exclusive as the hostelry.
Such language.
Never an "r"
sounded, and French and Italian
phrases dropped wherever they'd
do the most good, especially by
the women who'd never sailed the
ocean blue.
And then a dark-haired girl
sauntered down the steps into the
pool and began to swim. Nobody
paid much attention to her at first,
but when she'd gone the length of
the tank twice under water, every
maid, matron, and flapper was on
her bare feet to say nothing of

—

the attendants.

"Annette

Kellermann

!"

we

cried with one accord.

And

Annette

Kellermann

it

was, and not at all surprised at
being recognized, since her name
has been for several years a
household word, from Fifth Avenue in New York to Euclid
Avenue in Cleveland and then on
out to the heights of the highest
hill in San Francisco's smart residential section.

Almost every one is informed
on her personal history -the story

—

of her struggle for health when
she was young, which was won
through her learning to swim and
dive.

After appearing as a professional

swimmer

in

Australia,

and America
she went on the stage and then

England,

France,

into
the
movies,
"Neptune's
Daughter" being her first picture,
and "A Daughter of the Gods"
her second. She's not been seen
in pictures for some time until recently, however, when she returned to appear on the screen in
a new five-reel comedy in which
her swimming and diving ability

be displayed to as great advantage as ever. And it is said
that she will make personal appearances in some of the large
cities where the picture is shown.
will

.

The

industry
has
an interesting point in its
career. It has plenty of good actors, almost
enough first-class directors. The
to School
theaters worthy of presenting properly
an expensive and artistic production are increasing daily.
But the offices of the scenario editors have become
Lean and hungry are the scenario
a land of famine.
editors, panic-striken are the production managers
/

•

n in £
the Authors

motion-picture

reached

who

are seeking material, pale from want of nourishing plot are the directors.
There is an abundance of
chaff, but very little wheat.
There are not enough expertly written stories for
the screen to go around.
So the few authors who can
turn out a rattling good motion-picture yarn are rapidly getting rich.
Dramatists who own the rights to
plays that look as if they might be good for pictures
are making so much money they have quit working,
thereby decreasing production and putting prices up
even higher.
1 am talking now about stories that can be classed
as motion-picture masterpieces, such as "Old Wives
for New," "The Cheat," "The River's End," "The
Miracle Man," "Blind Husbands," some of the works
of Rex Beach and of Zane Grey
stories that stand
up and wallop you between the eyes because of their
sheer fiction value stories that put a picture over without the assistance of a leading man's mustache, or a
leading woman's bare back.
They're mighty hard to get, these stories.
The
woods are full of fellows who are turning out ordinary
stories, but name me a man or a woman who is dealing out the real stuff even half of the time if you can.
There are many good writers of motion-picture plays,
but so far there has been no great writer.
The screen has, as yet, no writer who compares with
George M. Cohan, Augustus Thomas, Clyde Fitch, or
no need going further. There isn't a man or a woman
of great story-telling ability who is regularly delivering first-class stuff direct to the greatest medium ever
invented for expressing human thought.
Motion-picture producers are doing everything in
their power to develop good writers for the screen.
Goldwyn, Metro, Famous Players, and others are paying
good salaries to important playwrights and are sending
them to school in the studios in the hope that they
will learn the technique of the screen drama and will
turn out a few stories of high caliber that will help
for a time to supply the demand for better plots.
Famous Players, it is reported, bought Charles Frohman, Inc., not because Adolph Zukor had a hankering
to produce spoken dramas, but because through this
holding he and Jesse L. Lasky could get on better terms
with dramatists and coax them to study motion-picture
writing in an effort to develop better writing for the
screen.

—

;

—

Even Maeterlinck, one of the greatest writers of the
present generation, was not above going to Los Angeles,
when he contracted to write a series of screen stories
for Goldwyn, to study diligently and under the guidance of experienced craftsmen, the technical process
through which the modern motion-picture story is developed.
This business of recruiting playwrights, and trying to turn them into
.
writers of pictures by a special course
D
rropnecy
f s tudy is interesting.
Whether or
not it will be the answer to the producers' great need remains to be seen. Like every other
new move in the picture industry it is somewhat of
an experiment. Incidentally, it is asking a good deal
of a man who has always thought of stories in terms
of tvords suddenly to begin thinking out stories in
For that is what writing for the
terms of pictures.
screen means.
At any rate, it appears to be an experiment in the
right direction.
So long as present conditions obtain,
most screen productions will have to be prepared as
they are at present the original story being done by
an outside writer who has fresh, inventive, story-telling
talent, and the continuity being made from that story
by a studio-trained technical expert. But the ideal way
for the story to be written would be for the writer of
the original plot to be able to lay out the story scene
by scene, just as a dramatist writes a play, with all the
Such a
stage directions and light effects indicated.
method, we predict, will be employed in writing the
great screen masterpieces of the future.
:

Already the big American companies
are completing plans for selling AmeriandNLotlOfl can pictures in Germany.
Through
Switzerland, neutral counSweden
and
Pictures
tries, the pictures will be distributed.
In turn, Germany is said to have ambitious plans
If the
for distributing German pictures in America.
pictures are any good, The Observer is willing that they
make that statement after learning
shall come in.
from experts that the German pictures are not much
good from our point of view.
have little to fear from the importation of Ger-

p

y

We

We

man

Even English and French producers
pictures.
have failed to do much in the way of making productions that suit our taste here, so it is hardly likely that
Berlin will send us anything that can compete with our

own

productions.
possible that some producers may further anger
the Germans by taking away from them what motionThe salaries in Germany
picture experts they have.
England, and Sweden
France,
and
low,
very
are
take
best directors, writers,
planning
the
to
be
said
to
are
and actors that Germany has.
It is
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In the theater in Vienna and Berlin there is a lack
of talent, because the best artists have left Austria
and Germany. So it may be that Germany soon won't
have anything left of motion-picture production but
the idea.

America is the heart of motion-picture production, and it now looks as

Dom-

To

mate

the

American producers intend to domiwor (l- Famous Players are

if

nate tne

World

'

now producing

pictures

in

and Fox and Goldwyn are making plans

to

England,
do like-

Famous Players will open a studio this fall
to make pictures primarily for distribution

wise.

India

in

in

India.

The

foreign countries are in about the same condition in regard to motion pictures as the United States
was seven years ago.
So the opportunities seem
great.

Had The Observer known

seven years ago that the
motion-picture industry would develop as it has done,
he would have bought himself a motion-picture theater
and by this time would have become quite wealthy.
Perhaps the thing to do now is to go to Shanghai,
where they're ten years behind us, and open an airdrome.

Some day some producer

The List
of

show

Hired

that he

wants.

He

knows what

will

is

going to

the

public

go to his studios and

announce that from that day on the
only persons whose names will be used

Hands

up the film will be the important members of
the cast, the director and the author of the story.
This producer will say: "For ten years the public

to clutter

has been laughing at me, and I have just found it out.
I have been allowing the names of camera men, art
directors, stage managers, scene painters, and costume
designers to injure my pictures.
"I thought I was a smart man.
I put these names
on the film because it was a good way to keep these
people happy and contented on a salary lower than
some other producer would pay them.
"At last I have found that I am starting every one of
my pictures under a handicap when I put all that junk

on the

film.

The

public laughs.

The

folks out in front

read this rot and say 'What a lot of fools these motionpicture people are,' and just at that moment my picture
:

begins, and I try to interest them in it.
"I have found that the public will protest so much
about the fact that a camera man's name was on the
film that they will forget to tell their friends how good
the show was.
I'm going to prove to the world that
I'm a real showman. Out with the superfluous names !"

Some day that's going to happen. When it does,
we hope to be able to get ouija-board connections with
the world and tell it that we predicted this phenomenon.
Where's
the

Several months ago we called attention to the fact that the motion picture
lacked real comedies, and what we said

^ as Deen echoed by a good many fans
who have written to us. Apparently
we have had little influence on the industry, however.
No exertion seems to have been put forth by Chaplin
"Fatty" Arbuckle has gone
to relieve the situation.

Comedy?

pictures that are to be
Sennett is paying more attention to five-reelers than he is to his short comedies,
which are no longer being done in the fine Sennett
in

exclusively

comedy dramas.

for

five-reel

Mack

manner.
Harold Lloyd and Larry Semon are the young

men

who seem

to

be

advancing

in

the

two-reel

comedy

held.

Once

was a time when John Runny was thought
funny as any man could be.
His place
was taken by Ford Sterling, who gave way to
Chaplin, who, because of inactivity is almost losing
there

to

be

his

title.

as

Will the comedy championship go by default? Is
it possible that it is about time to begin talking about
how Chaplin "was" a great comedian?

The story is nolcnn g U P t,ie star
these days, not the star the story. As
it is in motion pictures, so it is on the
stage.
just looked through the

What
Holds

-

the

We

Star?

advertisements of shows now in New
York. Exactly twice as many starless shows as there
are shows depending upon a big name to bring in the
crowds thirty-six without stars, eighteen with stars.
And many of those shows in which the name of the
leading performer is set in type larger than that of the
play itself, depend for success upon the story, rather
than upon the personality of the performer.
The ratio, of course, is all the other way in motion
pictures. There probably are ten times as many "star"
pictures as there are pictures wuthout stars
or "all
star" as the press agent sometimes labels a cast made
up of persons who never were starred, or who failed
But the trend is away from the star and
as stars.
toward the story. It's a battle between the star and
the author, and the star has been having the better of
the first ten rounds.

—

—

There

,

n/r
Nlary
ana

is

a

report

"Doug" may appear

in

that

Mary and

one picture

to-

Doug

gether, just as a stunt.
They are said
Costarred? to be looking for a story that will be
suitable for such a production, a sort of
"biggest show on earth."
For one production the idea is great for the stars
as well as for the public. Probably such a picture would
make more money than any other picture ever made.
It wouldn't do for more than one time, however.
The novelty would put it over. After one costarring
picture, back to the one-star pictures for the both of

—

them.
Outside of the

first production it is not likely that any
picture starring the two together would make as much
money as two pictures, with half of the Fairbanks
family in each.
However, it's said to be lack of a
story, rather than mercenary reasons, that now holds
up the production.

Some inquiring person has intimated
recently that no motion-picture star is
getting more than fifty thousand dollars
IVews
a year, actual cash money good at the
savings bank. This person figures that
the government takes most of the money the stars get,
and that the dressmakers and tailors get most of what's
left.

If Nazimova, for instance, were incorporated and
the net profits were computed, the stockholders would
get no more than fifty thousand dollars of the five
hundred thousand dollars or so that she gets for a
year's work.
That's what this fellow says.
In other words, according to his conclusions, Nazimova probably doesn't save more than fifty thousand
dollars a year, after paying all her expenses.
Every mail carrier and school-teacher
That's tough
knows how hard the big stars must work to make both
ends meet.
!

;

;

My

Crush on Gloria Golden
The

story of a

girl's

infatuation for a

Saturday afternoon, and, as usual, I
the movies with Sallie Roberts. Ordinarily we would have walked out home together,
but on this afternoon Sallie had to meet her mother
so I went on to attend to a few errands of my own,
one of which led me to the biggest jewelry store in
town to have mended the clasp on my white coral
beads, which I wanted to wear to the sophomore
reception. Every October the high-school principal has
a reception for the sophomores, and it was a big event,
perhaps not to girls who were going to the class dances
and football games and who had beaus, but to girls
like me, who were still a little on the outside of school
social life, the sophomore reception seemed
quite an affair.
It took the clerk several minutes to
find my beads, and while I was waiting
I looked idly at the back of the girl stand-

was on

IT had been ato

—

ing near

me

!

movie

star.

few people in this store now know
they've been in the store with," he said mysteri-

"I guess mighty

who

ously.

"Who was

it?" I asked.
"She's just in town for the day," he went on, enjoying my suspense.
"Who is she?"
"Gloria Golden."
I stared at him a moment, my mouth ajar.
No, he
was not joking. If he had said the woman was the
Queen of England or wife of the president or Sarah
Bernhardt, I should have smiled mild, polite interest
Without
and waited for my change. Gloria Golden
a word I turned and ran out of
the store.
!

She had

at the counter.

back, I was
sure that she must be pretty
and graceful. With the sixteen-year-old's
ever-ready
interest in clothes, I "took
in" the de-

of

wore;
girlish

other

dress,

down

A little
go like that.
boy was playing near the
curb, and I caught him
by the shoulder.
"Did you see a girl
down the street
go
here?" I demanded fran-

serge
sof-

white, hand hemthe
at
stitching
wrists and neck
the fluffy scarf of
some dark, rich
fur I did not recognize
the heavy
silk stockings and
trim, slim walking
She had
shoes.

tically,

—with
He

—

"a a girl with
a hat on?"
looked

up

and

With the sixteen-year-old's

the crowded street, then up
He wriggled
at my excited face.
free from my grip and retreated several

ever-ready interest

steps.

down

in

;

off

to the

corner,

looked up and

tened and "femifine,
nized"
by

drawn

down

It seemed
that street.
to me I could not let her

pom-

dark

and

back

the
little

street

little

in

the cross street,

;

cut,

the

was

there

slim,

up

the
straight, well-

po n

;

a
three - cornered
I
hat in sight.
hurried to the
looked
corner,

three - cornered hat,
with its ostrich

down

street

figure

she

thing

and
no

_

every-

I

looked wildly up

Even from the

tails

dis-

appeared.

clothes, I took in the details

"Say!" he inquired plaintively, "what's
the matter with you?"
I turned back to the avenue, and all
the afternoon I walked up and down the
in
street, in and out of the stores, looking for a girl
a three-cornered hat. As the afternoon shopping crowd
grew greater it made my search more difficult, but I
It began to grow dusk, and still I could
kept it up.
not bear to stop. To think that she was in our town
final'y
It was nearly seven o'clock and dark when I
dinner.
reached home. The family was at
"Where on earth have you been?" mother demanded.
"Mother, Gloria Golden is in this city!"
"And where on earth are your books?" mother went
on, as though the most astounding piece of news in the
world had not just been told her.

of everything she wore.

one

gauntlet glove, and her bare hand on the glass show
case was ringless, but so white and well kept that it
seemed a pretty ornament, rather than one of the useful but unattractive tools my hands had always been.
I laid my Dennison's "Plane Geometry" and "The
History of the Ancient World" on the counter and tried
to see her face.
Just then the clerk came with my
beads, and the pretty girl went out as I turned to speak
to him.
"Did you notice the girl at the corner there?" the
clerk asked me, as he took my dollar bill.
"Yes," I said.

My
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Crush on Gloria Golden

"Gloria GoldenI began again.
"You haven't been to the movies again?" mother de-

manded

accusingly.

eyed," was my brother's description. I could not believe
that the feeling I had experienced had been born in
the brief moment in which that close-up had flickered
on the screen. It was too huge. It seemed more as
though the feeling had been waiting there, full sized
and ready for me to find it.
That day began a period of several months that was
amazingly, bewilderingly happy for me and sorely tryI saw every play in
ing for the rest of the family.
which Gloria Golden played, not once each, but as many
times as my finances could possibly cover.
I always went to see her pictures alone, at least one;
it seemed as if I was so much more intimately associated with her when there
wasn't any one to interrupt
my thoughts by talking to me.
a
I cut out every picture of

"
And I told of having stood within
four feet of the real girl whose film shadow had scarcely
been out of my thoughts for weeks, of having brushed
so close to her that I might have touched her, might
have spoken to her and I had not even seen her face.
Mother did not sense the poignant tragedy of it, did
not feel the thrill that even so much had come into
my life. She was far more concerned over the fact
that I had walked out and left my books and the
change from a dollar on the store counter.
I couldn't eat any dinner to
speak of.
I went into the
living room and curled up in
a corner of the couch, wanting to be alone with my disScreen
appointment, to go over those
"She looked out of the screen and smiled
brief moments in the jewelry
straight at me. Then something strange happened. A tiny shiver ran over me, my scalp
store again and imagine all
seemed suddenly tight, I felt all cold and goosethe things that might have
fleshy. And when the close-up had vanished
happened if I'd only known
and for several minutes she did not appear
in time who the pretty girl
again I felt a lump in my throat and a tear
trickling down my nose."
near me was.
That is the way it begins. It's almost as
I picked up
the evening
among girls in their teens as mumps
common
newspaper
and
glanced
and measles with their little sisters, as every
through it, more for somewoman knows. And if you're acquainted
with any one who has the symptoms you'll
thing to do than because I
be
interested in this story.
was interested in the city's

"No, but

—

Would You Recognize
Crush?"

news.
And there was the
final touch that completed my

For on the front page was an account of the
meeting a reporter had had with Gloria Golden. It told
all about how she'd come to our little city, which isn't
so awfully far from New York, to take a few scenes
at a famous old bridge that couldn't very easily be
duplicated at the studio. And she had spent the afternoon the whole afternoon, till six o'clock going
about the city, without being recognized by any one
but the reporter who interviewed her, and, I presume,

—

—

who

me

about her.
Before I had seen Gloria Golden in the jewelry store,
I had had for several months the strangest feeling about
this pretty movie star.
It was such a strange, unaccountable sort of a feeling that it seemed as though
nobody but me could ever possibly have had it. And
told

yet I believe it
teens as measles

is

as

common among

girls

in

their

and mumps among their little sisters,
though it is not always caused by a movie star. But
it is,
in fact, so common that it has even been given
a name.
It is called a "crush."
I think, perhaps, that I had a particularly bad case
of it. I remember just how and when it started. My
brother and I had gone to see Gloria Golden in a
pretty little love-story film. I had watched her, mildly
interested, through several scenes. Then came a closeup, and she looked out of the screen and smiled,
straight at me.

A

Then something very strange happened.
tiny
shiver ran over me; my scalp seemed suddenly tight;
I felt all cold and goose-fleshy.
And when the close-up
had vanished and for several minutes she did not appear
again, I felt a lump in my throat and a tear trickling
down my nose.
Being an emotional little thing, I perhaps took that
sort of experience a little hard, but that was just exactly the way it affected me.
And every girl who has
ever had a crush knows that my description is not the
false thing it must seem to anybody who has
never had the feeling.
I came out of the theater in a sort of daze; "piehectic,

Some

of

these

some

I

tout

every one

;

framed

my room

in

I

mounted,

in passe-par-

I had up
some form.

in
I

even got up courage to write
and ask for a photograph of
her; just a polite but very
formal note, because I felt

sure she got loads of letters
from people telling her that
she was their favorite actress
and asking for her picture I
know a girl who wrote that
same letter to every single actress whose photo she
wanted! She sent me the most beautiful picture, with
"To my little friend, from Gloria Golden" written on
it; I'm sure it was her writing, because the writing on
the picture was quite different from that on the photomailer it was in. After that I never believed the stories
about her having a secretary who read and answered
all her mail.
And the very day the picture came I began
trying to write as she did even yet I make my capital
;

misery.

that clerk

her I found in a magazine,
newspaper, or advertisement.

;

"G's" that way.
I would go to bed early, so that I could lie, undisturbed, and think about her.
I always went to sleep
with her in my eyes. I thought of her during almost
Such time as I was forced
all of my waking hours.
That first
to study seemed to me a huge sacrifice.
close-up picture would come into my mind at mealtimes,
and such a surge of feeling would begin somewhere
near the pit of my stomach and tingle all over me
that I would not be able to swallow food.
My family was decidedly unsympathetic. Such a
gigantic preoccupation left me, naturally, a little absentminded, and my mother quite resented the vacant look
with which I helped with the baking on Saturday
morning, and the way I was always using saleratus
when it should have been baking powder. My father
did not approve, either, of my spending all my money
on movies and then coming to him for a quarter for
a history notebook or a dollar and a half for a French
dictionary.
My brother made fun of my new purof course, I had taken
chases in the way of clothes
to dressing as much like Gloria Golden as can be done
on a one-suit-and-hat-a-season average of spending
and assured me that the three-cornered hat I bought
made me look like George Washington.
But I weathered all the opposition patiently and
clung to my dreams. I continued to cook in a vacant
and dangerous manner. When my father cut off my
allowance entirely for a while, I conceived the brilliant
scheme of selling my schoolbooks and using my chum's
when she was not studying. My father, however, over-

—

!

My

Crush on Gloria Golden

me explaining the plan to her, and came down
with a most emphatic veto. Then I went over to my
married sister's every evening and washed her dinner
dishes at fifteen cents a night, spending the income,
And every girl who has
of course, on movie tickets.
hated to wash dishes knows what a labor of love that
was, and how much I cared for Gloria Golden.
I gathered up
I made money in other ways, too.
every scrap of old cloth or clothing that I could find
and sold it to the ragman even the doll clothes which
I had made so carefully a few years before went in
with the rest. I made candy and sold it to the Women's
Exchange, and spent the whole of one Saturday afternoon making a school emblem for my brother's sweater,
for fifty cents
I bought a frame for Gloria's photograph with that. And 1 walked all the way to the
movies and back three miles from our house to the
theater where they showed Gloria Golden's pictures
first.
But I didn't mind doing all those things the
glory of sacrifice appealed to me. I liked to think that
my idol would have appreciated the effort I was making to see her on the screen.
I wrote
I did all I could to boost her pictures, too.
to the managers of the different movie houses, asking
them to show Gloria Golden's releases, and once when
the movie critic in the newspaper said some very unkind things about one of her pictures I wrote him a
letter in her defense, signed "Gloria Golden Admirer"
and he printed it
Nobody could prevent my dreaming about her, wondering what she was doing, what her voice sounded
like, where she lived, and who were her friends.
Upon
the bare framework of real knowledge about her that
I was able to glean from the motion-picture magazines
and newspapers, I builded my air castle as fragile and
I walked as she
as brightly hued as a soap bubble.
walked, I wore my hair as she wore hers, and in trifling
little everyday occurrences I behaved as far as possible as I imagined she would behave.
Then came the exciting experience of really seeing
her, of almost brushing shoulders with her in the flesh.
I added the tasks of careful manicuring and hemstitching fine little collars and cuffs to my labors of love.
The very fact that I had not really seen her,
that my brief glimpse had been so tantalizingly
short, that she had vanished like a fairy queen,
the sweet poignancy of having been
so near her, all added fuel to the fire
of my infatuation.
It was romance,
mystery, adventure to me what wonder that I clung to my dreams and
would not give them up because older
people, who had doubtless had their
own, thought mine silly
heard

;

—

;

;

—

—

!

then, just as mother and
father were really beginning to
be seriously worried over my

And,

"crush,"
I

it

suddenly vanished.
to the sopho-

had gone

more reception, and a tall,
had
handsome
sophomore
asked to come home with me.
Blushing and quivering with
excitement,
I
had walked
home beside him, and when
he had taken my arm at a

snowy

a
strange
not unlike the one
that had come at the closeup of Gloria Golden, rippled
crossing,

little thrill,

down my arm and

my

very finger

tingled in

tips.

He
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me to go to a class dance, and mother
a wonderful pink dress to wear.
chum
coached me up on the new dances, my married sister
lent me her fan and scarf.
And without the least consciousness that a dream was slipping, I saved my dishwashing money for ten nights and bought a pair of
slipper buckles to wear to the party.
asked

My

made me

The

tall,

football

handsome sophomore took me

game and

to

a senior rally.

knew what had happened
little

outsider in

to the next

And

before

I

had ceased being a lonely
high-school social life; I had become
I

a part of the brilliance, the color, the gayety, the excitement of it all. Before his attentions had ceased to
seem a roseate wonder, his chum had begun to like me,
too, and then I tasted a new tingling, sparkling wine of
conquest, the Eve-old, thrilling, guilty intoxication of
playing off one man against another.

The tall, handsome sophomore took me to the movies
one Friday night, and just as we were seating ourselves in the whispering half darkness of the theater his
chnm appeared as though by accident and seated himself on my other side.
The sophomore put a dime in
the little patent box on the back of the seat ahead, and
brought forth a box of hard, dry marshmallows for
me.
His chum bought chocolate chips from an aisle
boy. Across the little three-cornered hat I held in my
lap the two boys plied me with candy and glared at
each other.
I turned from one to the other, while the warm
in
my
blood raced
veins and flamed in my
cheeks. I had not been
watching the picture at
all

—my

own romance

Continued on page 92

two

The
plied

me

boys
with

candy and glared
at

each

other.

Through the winding byways of Shanghai ran an
American girl, with adventure ever at her heels.

By

ALL

I.

K. McCleary

the pageant of the Far East made its way
past Gail Ellis
mandarins, stately and aloof
tourists, eager, wrinkled of clothing
beggars,
conjurers,, merchants, their hands slipped into their
wide sleeves, intent on their own affairs. But no detail
of the scene penetrated the girl's mind, as she stood
there in the hotel doorway, trying to catch the eye of
a ricksha runner; if she could only make her escape

—

;

before Professor Griswold and his son returned from

—

she disthe steamship office she would be safe if not
missed that unpleasant possibility with a shrug of her
pretty shoulders, and, beckoning to a coolie whose
face seemed dimly familiar, she gave him a little card;

board tag, covered with Chinese
him understand that she wanted
from which it had come.

lettering,

to

and made

go to the shop

—

I

;

Crooked
"And hurry
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!"

she urged, as she
stepped into his ricksha then, remembering that he probably couldn't understand, she drew her scarf closer about
her throat and settled back in a
reverie, reassured by his easy, tire
She would surely
less stride.
have plenty of time to accomplish her mission if they made
as good time as that all the

too late for her to be out alone in
this rather questionable district of
the city.
But at the doorway her fear
returned.
Her own coolie had
disappeared, and a crowd of
fek.

;

grinning Chinese surrounded
her ricksha, some of them
shouting at her and others
laughing at their companions'
witticisms.
She felt for her
revolver again, and then sank

way.
All of her trip to the Orient
passed through her mind as
the man sped along; it had
been so different from what
she had expected that Gail
could forget no bit of it. Beginning with Mrs. Griswold's
display of jealousy on the
steamer, it had been unpleasant; her son Lawrence's attempt to make love to Gail
that very afternoon had been

back

"Crooked

Rupert O'Dare

doorway,

useless

and

question,

brushing against her as he
turned to go.
Doubtless at
that very moment he was
serenely selling it but a few
streets away.
"Oh, dear I must get back
I mustn't be
to the hotel

Jack Holt

Professor Griswold

C. H. Geldart

Sailor

Hugh

—

head. The dim lights made her nervous, and she felt
for the little revolver which she always carried.
"Might I might I be of assistance ?" It was a very
English voice, just at her elbow, and Gail whirled
man of her own
around eagerly, welcoming it.
it
kind, in this place that so suddenly seemed eerie
made her feel safer at once.
" she began quickly,
"I wanted the proprietor
Only that afterthen stopped as she saw his face.
noon he had tried to make her acquaintance in the
lobby of the hotel; she could not accept the help of a
She turned away and slipped out
man of that type

—

A

—

!

with a sense of disappointment obliteratthought of fear; if he had only been the right
Now
sort of man it would have been such a help.
she would have to give up her search it was growing
to the street
all

;

—

Josephine Crowell

Mrs. Griswold

How

pp

the

•

;

a

some

Ethel Clayton

Gail Ellis

—

ing

Streets"

Written from the picture based on "Dinner at Eight,"
a story by Samuel Merwin, and produced by Famous
Players-Lasky with the following cast:

quite as unwelcome, and as
uncalled-for.
And Professor
Griswold's actions his purchases of so many vases and odd bits of pottery
good cloisonne and blue and white, of course, but not
remarkable and his insistence that they be concealed
in safe places
even an ardent curio hunter would
hardly be so eager to hide his treasures. Making the
trip as his secretary had been no easy task, yet now
that it was over and the next morning would see them
all bound for home, she almost wished that it were not
going to end quite so soon.
Old China spread its charms all around the girl as
she slipped back to recognition of what lay around her
China, redolent with the strong odors of sweating coolies
and queer things to eat. It was early evening, and
the street was dimly lighted by lanterns down by the
water front the girl could see hundreds and hundreds
of matting-roofed sampans, closely packed together.
"Oh, I love it !" she exclaimed with a quick little
thrill of pleasure.
"I'd never have seen it this way with
!"
I wish I didn't have to go home
the Griswolds.
But her coolie was stopping before a shop which
she recognized as the one she was seeking, and she
hurried over to its doorway, quite businesslike again,
and forgetful of her own personal preferences. So intent was she on her errand that she did not notice the
tall, unusually stalwart mandarin who followed closely
She looked about for the proprietor of
at her heels.
the shop, anxious to finish her business with him and
leave, but he was nowhere to be seen, and she began
to look about for him, stepping between the great blue
and white jars that rose higher than her pretty yellow

—

against

white with fear; now she remembered her coolie's following her into the shop to ask

Frederick Starr

;

afraid !" she told herself determinedly, but she was trembling so that she could hardly stand, and her heart
seemed to have stopped beating.

The mandarin's voice, oily, suave, cut in across her
turbulent thoughts at that moment; suddenly she remembered having seen him before, when she had come
she
to this shop to buy curios with the Griswolds
shrank away from him, as she caught the insinuating
glance of his slant eyes and the furtive stretching out
of his long yellow hands. The next moment she was
fleeing madly down the street, frantically brushing
aside the foreign sailors and Chinese who crowded
the way. Go with him to a tea house that was what
the mandarin had proposed and had reached out one
Fear
long, sinewy arm to grasp her by the shoulder.
lent her wings, and she darted wildly up an alley and
into another street, caroming into a huge, drunken
sailor, who caught her arm and, guffawing with delight at her beauty, swung her up on a fruit vender's
;

—

—

cart.

"Ah, mademoiselle

—to

you!" he

cried,

bowing with

a grace that went oddly with his bulky, thick body.
"I dreenk your healt'." And almost before Gail knew
what was happening he had pulled off one of her slim
little pumps and was pretending to drink a toast to her.

Cowering down
to scream.
midst of the throng of shouting, boisterous men
that promptly surrounded her, she hardly knew that
the mandarin was pushing his way through them to
her, or sensed the trend of events when the sailors
who had applauded their companion's gallantry turned
on this newcomer and engaged in a scuffle with him
that landed the mandarin and several sailors in the
For the Englishman who had spoken
sluggish river.
to her in the shop was at her side; how or when he
had come Gail did not know, but he had brushed the
huge sailor aside and was arguing with him in French
too rapid for Gail's American ears to follow.
Finally he turned to her, flushed, apologetic, but
with a courtliness that even in her fright made her
She was too frightened

in the

wonder.
"I have talked with him," he

said,

indicating the

brawny sailor with a nod of his head. "You can see
that they outnumbered us, these men that there is but
one way to get you away from them, and that is to
do what they say. And they have agreed with me
;

—

Crooked
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Cowerino

in the

midst of the throng of

boisterous men, she

can take you back to the hotel if I fight with him
and win; otherwise you go with him."
"Oh, no!" she cried, "I can't have that; I can't
let you fight for me."
"There is but this one way." He was quietly help"They are
ing her down from the cart as he spoke.
drunk we cannot argue with them. He is bigger than
I
but I have speed, and some skill and he is drunk.

—

—

Now

;

shall

—

we go ?"

Needless to ask that question; the sailors, jostling
each other, were sweeping them down that street,
around a corner, and into a wide, low-ceiled room,
misty with smoke and lined with couches.

"An opium den," Gail's companion murmured in a
matter-of-fact voice.
"Now, if we can find a place
"
for you somewhere out of the way
But when a rope had been hastily fastened about
four of the posts in the middle of the room Gail found
herself pressed close against it; she did not quite knowhow she got there, yet knew that she couldn't have
possibly stood it to have been in the background. And
to hold the Englishman's watch and fob and talk with
the battered, unshaven, young man who was to act as
his second seemed the most natural thing in the world.
"I'll look after 'im," the battered young man was
saying to her.
"I'm an old hand at this worked at
a gym in New York three years."
He looked away
hastily then, and Gail's heart warmed with a quick
compassion as she guessed at the reasons that kept him
in this gutter of the world when his eyes confessed his

—

longing to go home.
And then they fought the sailor, big, battered of
face and head, solid of muscle, and the Englishman,
lithe, quick, far lighter of weight than his companion.

—

Streets

was

too frightened to scream.

girl's whole being was centered on those two halfnaked bodies, shifting and ducking in deadly silence,
while the crowd of men around them murmured in
admiration or disgust, and back against the wall the
Chinese, complacent, lay sunk in slumber or "cooked"
fresh opium over their little lamps.
As the girl watched, her deadly fear gave way slowly
to pride in this champion of hers; easily outweighed,
he was keeping up his end gallantly, and between rounds
she helped the nondescript little man who, far from
that New York gymnasium that had known his happier
days, used now the training he had gleaned there, and
kneaded the shoulders and back of the Englishman,
while Gail fanned him with a towel.
It seemed to the girl that she had been there hours,
and would stay in that stagnant, smoke-filled place all
the rest of her life, when a shout from the crowd,
coming as suddenly as a slap in the face, made her
realize that she had lost sight of the fighters for an
instant
her heart turned to water within her as she
saw the Englishman stagger back against the ropes,
while the sailor, still groggy with drink, reeled toward

The

;

him.
"Finish him

was

yelling,

off,

Frenchy

and the

—

sailor

finish

him

off !" the

stumbled forward,

crowd
lifting

And then, almost too quickly for Gail to see
just what happened, the Englishman straightened, and
his arm swung out and up; the thud of the sailor's
body on the floor and a howl from the fickle crowd
interpreted the result for her.
The Englishman crossed the floor to her slowly,
one arm.

shock to Gail to see how
it was a
smiling a little
bruised his face was, and how wearily his shoulders
sagged. The nondescript little man helped him to dress,
;

—

!

Crooked
Turning half
his coat for him.
as he thrust his arm into the sleeve,
he failed to notice the cardcase that fell from it to
the floor, but Gail, gathering- up the cards which slipped
cut, felt as if one of the sailor's blows had struck her.
For even in that brief instant she had caught the sig-

and Gail held out

away from her

—

words engraved on them and she followed
frowning a little in bewilderment.
Why had Rupert O'Dare of the British secret service
followed her into that curio shop and then fought
for her with a French sailor in an opium den?
Her question was answered as they waited for a
Rupert O'Dare was
coolie to bring up his ricksha.
nificant

him

into the street,

—

there to arrest her for smuggling, as he told her very
To
politelv and regretfully, but firmly nevertheless.
Gail Ellis, an American girl who would as
arrest her
soon smuggle as she would commit murder
He turned from her just then; the sailor who had
fought with him had followed him into the street for
a handshake, by way of proving that there was no
ill
will, and, as the handshake ended in the sailor's
insisting on kissing O'Dare on both cheeks, Gail hastily
beckoned to the little man who had acted as O'Dare's
second in the fight, and slipped out of her ricksha
into the dark street.
"Quick take me to the commissioner of police
or whatever he is here," she ordered, racing down the
street and around the nearest corner, while he panted
along at her side. "I'll explain as soon as we can find
!"
a ricksha hurry
But O'Dare made no attempt to follow them instead,
fifteen minutes later, he entered the Griswolds' apartment at the hotel just as they were to depart for their
ship, and announced that they were under arrest, the

—

—

—

;

charge being smuggling. Mrs. Griswold promptly
lapsed, and the professor
and his son angrily protested, but O'Dare silenced
their objections

col-
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followed her, when the door was abruptly opened, and
by two policemen, hurried into the room.
"The evidence must be right here if you'll just
come with me," began Gail, leaving one policeman on
guard over the astonished Griswoids and turning toward the bedroom with the other. And there, bound,
she discovered the man who had fought for her.
She dropped to her knees to cut the cords that
bound him, and to hear and make explanations as
Gail, followed

—

well.

"I've just had the Griswolds arrested for smuggling,"
she told him as she freed his hands. "I went down to
that shop this evening to follow up a clew I had.
I
came over with them from the States because they
were suspected, but never until to-night could I get
enough evidence you forced my hands, as it was."
"Had to they were leaving to-night," he answered,
and went on to explain his official status.
"Yes I know," she answered.
"I should have
known before, I suppose I'm Ellis of the United
States internal revenue department."
And she left a very much astounded Englishman to
stumble to his feet unassisted, while she went into the
hall, where the policemen had opened a great packing
case, knocked the bottom out of one of the vases it
contained, and disclosed a small box of opium.

—

;

—

;

"A little while ago I thought I never could leave
China without wanting to come back," a yellow-haired
girl remarked some weeks later, as she waited on the
hotel porch for a ricksha, and watched all the pageant
"But now somehow I don't
of the Orient sweep by.
mind going a bit." And, as the tall Englishman at her
side signaled to a
her.

coolie,

husband down the

Gail Ellis

steps.

by drawing

his revolver.
"If you'll just telephone
down to the desk and ask
them to send up a police-

man

"

he suggested

to

the professor, still as suave
as he had been with Gail.
"I'll do nothing of the
kind; I'll see you in
Griswold began furiously;
then, as he caught sight of

something behind O'Dare,
his face suddenly changed,

and the Englishman turned
Mrs. Griswold
just
as
pressed close behind him,
the cold metal of her revolver chilling his neck.

"Now

—

Lawrence

—

!"

come on
The professor
forward,
O'Dare's

rushed

despite
struggle,
his
hands and ankles were tied
with the curtain cords,

and,

while Mrs. Griswold stood
by and taunted him with
his inefficiency.

She turned toward the
door almost before the last
knot
was tied; hastily
catching up their hats and
bags, her son and husband

You really forced

my hand,"

she told him, laughing.

O'Dare followed

That no man

is a hero to his valet is aphoRichard Barthelmess is an exception
to prove it.
He would be a hero even to his
press agent. His natural reserve is a barbedwire entanglement to the approach of familiarity.
So exclusive is his nature that I sometimes wonder whether he is on very intimate
lerms with himself.
While familiarity may not always yield contempt, it invariably dwarfs the heroic stature
of one with whom association is intimate.
I
have known Mr. Barthelmess sufficiently long
to call him "Dick," and I assure you that
such is not the daring of a month. Dick belongs to that school of gentlemen where one
does not take license with nicknames until
friendship has been established.
We met at a luncheon in the New York

ristic.

club of Psi

U

fraternity, shortly after Dick's

appearance in a Triangle picture called "For
Valor."
He was considering a return to
Trinity College, where he was then a junior,
and I boast some credit for dissuading him,
realizing that he had brought to the screen a

—

none-to-common quality the quality of intellectual refinement and good breeding combined.

Dick is a graceless subject for the casual
interview.
He has the boldness of a turtle,
whose cranial withdrawal is no more rapid or

consummate than

his.

Yet even on a casual

— despite his guarded reserve— one
gains
the impression that he
a
gentleman— a gentleman
the Chesterfieldian
meeting

at

least

is

in

sense.

Photo by Abbe

He

likes careless-looking clothes,

and always wears white

shirts.

The Real Dick Barthelmess
An

intimate study of one of the most interesting
of our "stars of to-morrow" in which something
more than surface impressions are recorded.

By Herbert Howe
;

,
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SELDOM
there an

the course of interviewing events is
opportunity for real portraiture. Even
a highly sensitized reporter catches but one or
two surface high-lights of personality during the. hour
in

from appetizer to demi-tasse, which constitutes the
short span customarily allotted the interviewer. Rare,
too, are subjects with such positive individuality that
they are worthy of any real contemplation.
Richard
Barthelmess is one of the select.
Without attention to foibles or follies or biographical
details, I am going to try to project a close-up of his
personality. It may be slightly out of focus,
A touchstone to his
but in this it will harmonize with the Griffith
character is his instyle.
There's a certain charm in the indefinable,

votion to his mother.

If

you

recall

Lord

Chesterfield's req-

—

:

The Real Dick Barthelmess
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for
gentility,
you
know that to be a gentleman
requires something more than
uisites

expertness with teacups and
conversation. It demands an
innate desire, as well as ability, to please others.
Unless
courtesy emanates from the
heart it is an affectation.

Dick
all
is

is

sturdily

immune from

such rococo. His reserve
never aloofness.
He has been fortunate in

life.

Even

the forces which

our natal allotments
were in favor of him. I agree
that a major part of his succontrol

cess is due the fortuitous circumstances which gave him a

mother of natural
a

nobility
inspires affec-

woman who

tionate reverence not only for
her attitude toward life, but
for a mind of versatile re-

sources and attainments.

She

has been Dick's mentor constantly.
touchstone to his
character is his devotion toward her, not merely an acquiescent filiality, but a love
and solicitude manifested in

A

loyalty,
ship.

service,

She

is

companion-

his best critic,

and, despite her pride in him,
singularly impartial one.
She once characterized him in
a sentence "Dick is cautious

a

:

—almost wary

—about

form-

ing friendships, but once he
has done so nothing in the
world can shake his faith or
loyalty."

He

is

not impulsive.

Once

Photo by Abbe

As

the beachcomber in

"The

Idol Dancer."

he loosed some rare profanity upon a man who was kicking a dog.
paper happened to witness Dick's espousal
of the canine cause. The next day the incident was recounted as
Instead of pleasing the young man, the
a tribute to the Griffith star.
article vexed him, almost paralyzed him with embarrassment.
To
commentators he said
"I think I must have been drinking to make such a scene."
The apology for his impulse is typical. He is curiously unemotional
for one of his profession.
It is repression, rather than any lack of
emotion, which makes him a stoic. The deeper a man's feelings the
more intense they are, the more exclusively masculine and the more
Lionel Barrymore
impressive when actually brought to the surface.
You
as Milt Shanks in "The Copperhead" seemed a man of stone.
concentrated for a sign of emotion. When he so much as twitched
a muscle the effect was startling.
I believe it possible for Dick to invest the name of Barthelmess with
as much histrionic dignity as distinguishes the name of Barrymore.
He resembles John in some phases of technique and temperament.
It requires a fine mental equiI say that he has such possibilities.
librium in a young man to withstand the adulation attending sudden
fame in the profession of pictures or in any other
At one time he
profession.
If he is not careful he will find his time
wasn't quite so
All
an(J initiative sapped by sycophantic associates.

A columnist of a New York

—

serious.

Continued on page 92
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Fade-Outs

t.

By Harry

SKETCHES BY
DRUCKLI EB

Smalley

J.

H. L

S'more Attention — Voters
month,
Last
(b n f s b a d) when we launched our
boomlet we thought it kinda
film
presidential
little
However, after more serious and
nifty at the time.
mature study of the situation, we have decided to alter
our, so-as-to-say, mind.
Not that any pressure, kale, or influence has been
used on us, y' understand; nothing like that.
Fact is, well,
we had no idea
Fade-Outs had
!

Secretary- of iRe Navy,

!

so many suffragette
readers.
Yessir
they can write
letters, tool

And

!

with

So,
what's

left

of

our dignity,

ef-

and
w

ate

and

former

frontery,
blaseness,
e
hastily
repudilikewise bust our

and in its stead
we tender you another. Does
this

slate,

square us, girls?

For President

Mary

Pickford. She leads the ticket
as she does her profession; first in the hearts of her
countrymen 'n everything! As there are not enough
words in all the languages of all time to do justice to
her beauty, charm, and mentality, we will let it go at
that.
vote for Mary is a boost for joy!
For Vice-President Bebe Daniels. Everyman
will vote for her after seeing her as Vice
:

.

sleeves and their garden and pick cucumbers and
strawberries
Secretary Of The Treasury: Fade-Outs. We're not
exactly a perfect lady, but we'll do our best to be one
for the sake of the job.
o

—

Strange Doings

— Female"

The "Help Wanted
York press during the

348,756 yelps for feminine assistance.
Yessir
And in spite of this the heroine in "Tarnished Reputations" couldn't get a job of work and
darnnear went on the rocks
!

Who's

blame for this shameful state of affairs?
Manhattan so utterly unanthropopathical as to stand idly by while an able-bodied
heroine is nearly bumped off from under-work?
Or couldn't she read? Perhaps the scenario writer
and director had something to do with it. Anyway, its
mighty peculiar, to say the least.
to

Is the municipality of

—o

"M££-AN."

You wonder why Tom Meighan
'Tis

They call him "Meegan," "Mygan," "Mayne," and
"Maygan/'
And even "Mine" and other stabs as pagan
At his monicker they aim.

—

No

To

"Everywoman." And everywoman
should vote for Bebe 'cause she's nice.
After our President has moved into
the White House, and she has finished
her sweeping and dusting, and Bebe has
told the cook just what Mary likes for
three of us will

And

if

be

mind

Of

State

:

turn

our

—wisht,

pronounced

poem you will find it
Tommie is on top.

—

—

—

Of The Navy: Annette Kellermann.

my

o
Embarrassing.

Marguerite

Snow. She is chosen in case the President attempts
snow cannot be fired f
to follow precedent and, well
Secretary Of War: Pearl White.
There'll be no
slackers when Pearl calls: "Come to arms!"
Secretary

is

it's

The Polly Moran two-reelers are advertised as being funnier than near-beer.
Everything in all the world is funnier
than near-beer.
Near-beer is a tragedy.

cabinet

Secretary

right, if Irish

it ?

this little

Right where

Mary and

shall

this

d'ye

Above

it

be, if not,

untangle you, kerswop

His name, sure,

in

—the

trick at all to get

You're fortunate to
wish

:

breakfast

looks so sternful?

caused by guesses wild of fans unlearnful
Mis-pronouncing Tommy's name.

A

to affairs of state.
Bebe listen to us

columns of the New
past six months uttered exactly

Her

appointment would not be merely a matter of form
she has learned more about water than we could in a
million Saturday, nights

Secretary Of Commerce: Dorothy Gish. If any one
can keep things moving, Dorothy can.
Secretary Of The Interior: Lois Weber. Famed for
her "interiors." Ask Universal or anybody.
She
Secretary Of Agriculture: Mabel Normand.
could wink at a desert and forthwith would it produce
watermelons and bananas. Let her but smile upon a
genuine January North Dakota blizzard, and the next
morning the geoponics could go out in their shirt

While watching "The Inferior Sex," this subtitle
pranced before our eyes "It really is surprising that
so many adorable men have remained single."
Gracious how we wish
we were not so modest and
:

!

self-conscious.

Why, we blushed so loud
everybody in the optience
turned and looked at us.

—o

"Stronger

Than Death"

(Metro.)

Undertaker's Bills.
German Cheese.

Wood

Alcohol.

Garlic.

Elmo

Lincoln.

— —— ———

—

!

—

!

!

———

:

:

!

•

!
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Fade-Outs
Answers To Correspondents.
Abie: Yes, we think "The Birth of a Nation is a
Considering its age.
lively picture.
Seedy: All words used in Fade-Outs are in the dicThat's what surprised us
Ee Ef No, we never mean what
something" nice.

Whadda Y' Mean— "Fault" ?
From an ad for "The Tattlers"
"Her husband had but one

He had

—o

tionary.

:

is

Gee Haitch

:

"B

bers for sale by

all

N F

S

we

say.

Unless

Go

dealers."

to

it

No one
never wear hats.
look
at
them.
would stop to
Kay Ell You'll have to consult an entomologist regarding billiewests. We're not up on 'em.
Em En There being no thermometers nor refrigerators in the desert it gets just as hot as it wants to.
Eye Jay

:

Bathing

girls

:

:

Ask

Qirishy Queries.

it

B A D" means "Back num-

Fatty.

—o
(As some of our best — and worst —people are doing
these days) — Ben Turpin and Charlie Murray might be
Politically Speaking:

referred to as "Sennettors," and
Allison fans as "Mayors," and
Priscilla Dean admirers as "Priscidents," and
In closing, we can state authoritatively
that aldermen wax enthusiastic over the
Bathing Beauties.

fault.

a wine cellar."

Emma-Lindsay Squier, the most
of
absorbful
writer
screeny events, recently
authoressed an essay on

"Foolish

Questions"

fired at the stars.

Which

us an excuse to
tell our troubles.
The
question
that
daily drives us to sundaes and sadness is

gives

"Where do you

get

your

ideas ?"

What's your pet interrogative horror, Emily?
"How did your name get that way?"

it's:

Betcha

—o

The

Airy, Bounding Mabel.

Mabel Normand wears a rubber dress in "The
Slim Princess." As an optromatic 'tis not to be
compared, however, with the "rubber" costume
she unwore in "Mickey" during those bathing
scenes.

The

Rise Of Jane.

'Member it? Yes, the same that caused that
awful epedemic of male eye-strain which swept

The usually gentle editor of PicturePlay made Jane Novak step some and high
when he thusly captioned a recent rotogravure

the country at that time.
Hope they re-issue "Mickey" every month.

—o

of the charming lady "Since playing opposite
Hart in 'Selfish Yates' she has climbed the ladder of Fame several rungs at a time!"
Ah, well we cannot all rise to the top, and,
anyway, if Jane's trip was all that the editor so
glowingly depicts, 'twas indeed recompense for
the poor fellows at the foot of the ladder.
o
Cruelty to Coppers.
:

Admirers of the allophanic Lon Chaney, remembered for his remarkable characterization of The
Frog in "The Miracle Man," will no doubt be
shocked to learn that Lon is on his uppers.
Yep he plays a legless man in "The Penalty."
o

—

—

—

—

Why,

The Painesville, Ohio, police force indignantly denies it has threatened to strike
on account of being obliged to work overtime every time a big film hits the burg.
have received letters from half the
Painesville police force, and both officers
claim the loss of their hirculus is due to this —they are
kept so tarnation busy handling the crowds, that they
cannot get a chance to see the show!
o

your local papers will join in the chorus, and
"
will say
'De Mille always does it

—

you

We

—

Some actors are born to trouble. Some achieve trouSome have trouble thrust upon them. And some
insist
on starting their own producing

ble.

companies.

A

is

news-item
says
"A mountain charged
with dinamyte is blown up,
:

etc."

gentle

the crime.
tain

precedent,

considering
If the

was

guilty

:

—

"Was

she a

clever

thief

or was she innocent of

He

didn't know."
course, he didn't know.

—o

He was

a detective

Random Remarks.
(Suggested By Current Titles.)

"Nurse Marjorie."
but what ails her?
"Shore Acres."

—
She did —to the chiropidist.

moun-

"Easy To Get."

of the

Not without a prescription.
"The Skylark."
The Full Moon.
"While New York Sleeps."
She has some swell dreams
(We met one yesterday)

heinous thing with which
it
charged,
it
was
been
should have
life-sengiven
a
tence instead of a
mere bawling-out.
;

but

banks, Roscoe Arbuckle, and J. Warren Kerrigan.
o
From "Partners Of the Night."

Certainly

The punishment was
too

given

publicity seems not a bit gallant thataway.
In advertising Mr. Kerrigan they name the four most
popular male stars thusly Charlie Chaplin, Doug Fair-

Of

Universal

usually

Hodkinson

Terrible Crime

An

!'

—o —

Last But Prettiest.

Beauty

crime?

—o

Cecil!

From Paramount-Artcraft publicity to exhibitors:
"When you show 'Why Change Your Wife?'

Continued on page 96

Now, Robert W. Chambers had
wonderful time writing about
submarine kiss, but Conrad
Nagel is ready to wager that he
never tried to do the trick. I have
a

this

Nagel's

word

marine kiss

is

for

it

that the sub-

heaps sportier than

the subrosa kiss that
as well as an art.
;

it is

a science

seems he could find the girl,
she was Anna Q. Nilsson because he can open those
wide, gray eyes of his and see perfectly under water
and a chap
like Conrad Nagel can always find
It

all

right

—

—

—

a girl.

He could embrace her, all right,
because he had a year in the navy
during the war, and that's an important part of naval training.
Then, too, he had just married a
charming Chicago girl and was up
to the top notch in lovering.
But to keep on kissing for thirty
[don't suppose you live in the pages of
a Robert W. Chambers novel.

The

Secret of the
Submarine Kiss

And

a few things that are not
secrets about Conrad Nagel.

By

OF

B.

Henry Smith

course, you can't all have the cameo- faced
Adonis, Conrad Nagel, or the radiant
Anna Q. Nilsson as the case may be

—

for a kissing partner. You can't all have a wonderful palm-shaded pool in a millionaire's summer
palace in the Adirondacks because I don't suppose you live in the pages of a Robert W. Chambers novel, or in filmland.

—

But maybe you know somebody who will do,
if so, you probably will try it in the next
lake, pool, sea, or river you happen to go swimming in. Don't, however, be disappointed if it
isn't quite as idyllic the first time as it looks on
Before you go diving off into the
the screen.
first pool you come to let me tell you a few
things I saw at the Lasky lot when they shot the
submarine osculators in "The Fighting Chance."*
Conrad Nagel swims like a merman. He had
and,

an idea that he could dive right down into the
water, find and embrace his lovely ladylove who,
in the story, had just turned him down for a
rich, rich man, and give her a farewell kiss that
..
she wouldn't soon forget.
„e
b
hus,

*This scene was taken in the
Lasky tank described at length
on page u of this issue.

.

,

Mrs. Nagel gave her
band some suggestions
about that particular bit

of action.

The

Secret

of

the

Submarine Kiss
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or forty feet of film when the camera had
only one little peep-hole in the bulkhead
that was
that held the water in the tank
the trick. I wonder, too, if Conrad Nagel
was just a bit nervous because his dazzling, brown-eyed bride, who used to be
Ruth Helms, was looking on, for it happened that when this bride appeared at
the Lasky studio with her husband the
director didn't do a thing but offer her
such a big salary to take a part in this
very picture that she coaxed Conrad into
letting her do it.
She was just out of
Northwestern University a Delta Gamma,
by the way with trunkfuls of trousseau,
and it was rather a lark to do a picture
that took her honeymooning all over California. It was at her house party
in the
picture
that the two lovers stole their
underwater farewell kiss.
Incidentally,
she gave her husband some suggestions
about that particular bit of action.
It's one thing to kiss for fun, and quite
another to kiss as part of the day's work.
And so these two tried swimming head
on into the camera, kissing. Then they
tried swimming past the camera's peephole head first, kissing.
Then they tried
passing feet first, kissing.
After every
trial in that icy water, Conrad Nagel went
home to bed for the rest of the day, to
learn next morning that the picture was
a failure.
Then somebody hit upon a new plan.
big iron ring was fixed in the concrete
bottom of the tank. Conrad Nagel dived
down and grasped the ring, Miss Nilsson
swam down to him, and, kissing, they
swam upward giving you the perfect picture of the soul of a modern merman
speaking to the soulless modern mermaid
who preferred dollars to love.
Conrad Nagel is the newest type of
screen hero.
The day of the romantic -

—

—

—

—

—

A

Rehearsing the

kiss.

Photo by Evans

Conrad Nagel

is

the newest type of screen hero.

Photo by Scott

heroic type is past; so far past that some of the favorites of five years ago are begging for jobs at a quarter
the salary they once had. Now we have this clean-cut,
clear-eyed, straight-haired, crisp, young conqueror of
and, incidentally,
the world, the flesh, and the devil

—

end of the last reel.
Conrad Nagel came out of the Middle West, the
boy wonder of Highland Park College of Des Moines,
graduating at seventeen with honors academic and
athletic.
He had chosen his college course with referAnd when Fay
ence to just one thing the stage.
graduation
and put
from
fresh
Baynton picked him
looked
down
grandmothers
living
him on the stage, his
in
over
turning
general
was
a
there
their noses, and
ancestors
preacher
Baptist
line
of
long
of
a
their graves
extending back to Roger Williams.
But Conrad Nagel is chock-full of preacher blood.
He has enough ideals and principles and moral standards to stock a church convention, and it makes you
love him from the pongee-colored crown of his head
to the soles of his feet to hear him tell what life and
the

girl,

at the

—

Continued on page 99
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Would
If,

like

This

Have

Bessie Love, you had been
to go anywhere

By Edna
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put on a raggedy pair
wander around the
mountains behind her home.
It's nice out in the California sunshine, you know, with just enough
breeze blowing, and flowers all around
prise

of

OF

course, you've heard that
old saying about not being able to have everything ever since you were born
all of us have.
So it's interesting to see just what happens
when somebody is given a chance
or shall I
to have everything
say anything? and find out just
what he or she chooses.
Bessie Love was offered anything in the world a while ago.
She'd finished one picture and

—

didn't
right

—

have to begin on another
away, and she richly de-

served the best that could be had.
Travel, weeks at big summer resorts, dancing, motoring, swimming, pretty frocks, and all sorts
of chances to wear them
all
were laid at her feet, as it were.
And she chose this may sur-

—

—
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overalls

to

and
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Been Your Choice—
offered a chance
for a vacation?

to

do anything or

Foley
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you as far as you
want to go home
stick an apple in
up under a tree

see.
If you don't
for luncheon you can
your pocket, and curl
somewhere to eat it.
And I'm inclined to admire Bessie for
preferring this to a party in a crowded

can

dining room, where the
on
threaded
is
conversation
she
dear,
my
strands of "And,
hasn't spoken to him since," and
hotel

similar confidences.
Of course, she abandons her
overalls occasionally, in favor of
a frock, or a gingham dress.
She has a lot of favorite oc-

cupations

that

she indulges

in

whenever a breathing space
comes along between pictures.
For one thing, she paints mottoes on the bedroom walls of
her home exquisitely done bits

—

work, the letters all interwoven with flowers. In fact,
she does all sorts of interesting
of

—but

what the
I'm
choose,
average girl would
just
could
have
afraid, if she
anything she wanted.
things

in
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Dyck's "The Children of Charles I.," "Angel
Faces," "The Golden Stairs" by Burne-Jones.
Every one inspired fantastic romance.
I
liked
"The Golden Stairs" best. I wondered where those
figures were going
those with the bowed heads,
those erect and glad. They seemed to be entering a promised world, a world filled with beauty
and riches and everything glorious.
My first step on the stairs was taken when a
kind sister told me I might sing in the cathedral

—

She

choir.

told

me

I

had a lovely

given white vestments, which

I

voice.

I

was

thought beauti-

And there in the choir far in the rear of
the great cathedral, the light mellowing through
stained-glass windows, I sang with all the joy
and hope that was in me.
Two years later I returned to my home.
grand piano was purchased for me. About that
time I saw another picture. It was of the opera
a tiny figure with arms outflung on a lighted stage
a "long shot," from the gallery, we would call
it in picture language.
I wondered how that little
figure got on and off the stage.
It conjured all
sorts of visions for me.
One day my mother sent me with a basket of
fruit to the home of an
old colored woman, who

ful.

A

—

had been employed in
our house. I saw my
chance for a public appearance.
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Golden

the

Stairs

It is
If you have dreams, this story is for you.
a simple, direct story of struggle and achievement
told by one of the coming stars of the screen
whose career promises to be of even greater interest than it is at present.

By

ALL

Betty Blythe

the world's a motion picture, and one

many

in her time plays

Some

lives

Broken Blossoms.

are

Most,

woman

parts.

slapstick.

however,

And some
blend

joy

are
with

sorrow.

Every incident of my life seems to resolve itself into
a picture. From a child I lived, veritably, in a kingdom
of painted dreams.
In a convent at ten; compared to my present surroundings, what a bleak, dreary place it was yet how
sweet those sisters were, and how devoted to a beauty
I could not see.
But to me there was no beauty there.
all wore severe little gray frocks.
There were no
pictures, no candy, no flowers, no fragrances.
dreadful it seemed
At the age of ten one does not
appreciate spiritual beauty.
day of the week was given for visitors. With
eyes bulging from our heads we gathered in the courtyard hoping for our mammas. I'm afraid my eagerness was as much in the hope of candy or pretty pictures. One day my sister brought a little book of prints
cheap copies of famous paintings.
heart seemed
to leap and laugh with pure ecstasy.
Those pictures
gave spark to my imagination. There were the madonnas of Raphael, Correggio's "The Holy Night," the
"Countess Potocka," "The Man With the Hoe," Van
;

We

How

!

A

—

My

fust after her convent days.

"Do you want me to sing
for you?" I cried as I burst
through the door.
"

'Deed

I

does, honey," re-

plied the old lady, her eyes

the

on

fruit.

I sang with ardor and sense
Then a door
of freedom.
opened, and a woman entered.

She was

tall

and

stately.

I

thought she looked very grand
in her black silk.
She said

"Who was

sing-

ing?'

"Me,"

I piped.

"Do you live
here ?" she asked.

Ready for
a hike
with her
dog.
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Stairs

her "no" and gave her my
She called the next day and
told my mother she had never heard
a voice that promised so much. The
lady was a graduate of the Boston
Conservatory of Music. She insisted
that I become her pupil for gratuitous
I told

address.

lessons.

In looking back this incident seems
of fairy lore. At the time, I accepted
You see I had visioned
it as natural.
so much that I actually believed in
my dreams. My future was clearly
pictured. I saw myself, a tiny figure
with arms outflung in opera. When
I was sixteen, my sister, then in Paris,

—

wrote for

two years
servatory.
literature

me
I

—

to

come

to her.

read the French classics on
to

For

studied at the Paris ConMusic, languages, dancing,
I
I
studied constantly.

and from school.

Then

my way
a longing

my

sweet little mother brought
to America.
Shortly afterward there were financial reverses.
My mother, a widow,
had made unfortunate investments.
lost everything, even our beautifor

me back

We

She
ful
I

home.

penetrated

It

still lives

somewhat

was for me

my

picture

an actress.
WTiat disillusionment

I

!

in

a kingdom of dreams.

support the two of
went behind the scenes

to

Then

us.

to

become

—

the dirty brick walls, the boarded
dressing rooms smudged with grease paint, the cracked mirrors, the electric bulbs in wire protectors, the vulgar people
swearing and quarreling. It was just a vaudeville engagement
on one of the poorest of circuits. The death of my sister soon
brought an end to this tour. When that tragedy lifted from
my mind, I again sought work. Day after day I wearily interviewed pert little office boys and flippant girls, endeavoring
Finally I forced
to see vaudeville agents or stage producers.
my way to Oliver Morosco. I said I had a letter to him. He
was very nice.
"You said you had a letter?" he remarked with interrogative
!

inflection.
I

blushed.

"Oh, no, you must have misunderstood,"
no letter. But I must have work."

I

lied.

"I

have

He referred me to his assistant, who told me to report the
next day. I came with Sudermann's "Magda" under my arm.
I always read
in the street cars, walking, at home, everywhere.
J- was given a part in the chorus. That shocked me. I felt
myself fitted to do something better than that, and above assoAnd' then we were sent
ciating with the others of the chorus.
Something was
to the wardrobe department for our costumes.
flung at me. I looked at it and blushed with

—

Even now she

aZved'Tr
v i s i ons
Photo by Apeda
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—

ghame
that all?" I quavered.

"What do you
"a sealskin coat?"

expect," shouted the man,
Continued on page 91

and I had congratulated
forthcoming vacation, I
began digging up the memories of
some of his old successes, beginning
plained,

him on

his

with "The Coward."
"Yes, that's a play

that I have
fond recollections of," he began. "A

good many people remember that
play for the reason that in it Charlie
Ray showed that he was destined for
stardom.
Of all the Ray plays I
wrote since then, however, my favorite is 'The Pinch Hitter.' Of the
William S. Hart pictures I wrote,
I

like

my

'The Arayan'

'Hell's Hinges'

contest

as

the

a popularity

Hart

best

Around here we were

although

best,

won

story.

enthusiastic
about 'Civilization.' By the way, it
really was a prophecy of the manner
in which the World War would end.
I
don't claim to be a seer
but it
all

;

happened

my

way, anyhow."
"Then since you are a prophet
and mapping-out campaigner," I demanded, "tell me how you started
voyaging.
All interviews
with where-were-you-born-and-

scenario
start

why."
"Stillwater,

honor of being

Minnesota,

my home

has

the

and

that of
the State penitentiary," returned the
writer with the Emerald Isle sparkle.
"From there I drifted to Sioux Falls,

South Dakota, to work on the Daily
Life after that was just one
newspaper after another the St.
Paul Pioneer Press and the News,
the
Chicago
Tribune,
Cleveland

Press.
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Plain-Dealer, Pittsburgh Press, Philadelphia Times, New Orleans Times-Democrat, and the
New York Journal."
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Coming! The

Million-

a-year Scenarioist
C.

Gardner Sullivan declares scenario writers

earn as

much

as stars.

will

He's already doing

it.

By Gordon Brooke

C

GARDNER SULLIVAN

—

speaks with some
authority from his editorial sanctum at the
Ince studios.
He has conceived stories and
written the continuity for more successful pictures than
perhaps any other screen writer.
So take heart, ye pink-slip collectors, for this screen
Shakespeare eight years ago sold his first story to
Edison for twenty-five dollars.
When I sought audience with the holder of the quill
scepter he was scrutinizing a world map.
"Funny place to find a plot," thought I.
But it developed that he wasn't hunting a plot. He
was laying out the world campaign for himself and
for Mrs. Sullivan.
Mr. Ince had given him a two
years' leave of absence in which to do what Columbus
started out to accomplish.
It's only natural that when you go to interview a
man you begin by talking about his work. So, after
the purpose of the geographical study had been ex-

"Did you do fiction?"
"No. I had the distinction of being the only newspaper man on the Journal who had never written a
short story or a play.
One day, while a bunch of us
were smoking, with our feet on the desk, after the
hectic copy dead line for the day had been crossed,
we saw an advertisement of Lubin's offering money
for

screen

plays.

'Soft

picking,'

said

we.

'Here's

where the beer flows free.' I wrote 'Her Polished
Family' and sent it to Edison.
Twenty-five dollars
promptly rolled back. That's often the luck of fools
and beginners. I thought there was nothing to it I
wrote all kinds of them, polished and unpolished.
They all came back minus checks. Then I did 'The
Lieutenant's Last Fight' and sent it to the old InceBison Company. Mr. Ince sent me a check for thirtywonderfully encouraging letter.
five dollars and a
After I sent him 'The Cup of Life,' he sent for me
and put me on his staff. That was six years ago.
I've bunked my typewriter in his studio ever since.
"I really owe most of my success to Mrs. Sullivan.
She used to drag me to the movie shows up in the
Bronx in New York. That was when I was a reporter
on the Journal. I hated movies, considered it a blamed
impertinence to have disinfectant squirted on me.
That's what they used to do in the old dinky
Fact
movie houses. That disinfectant very nearly killed the
But Mrs. Sullivan
scenario germ in me, all right.
would go. She seemed to have a wonderful capacity
;

!

for disinfectant, to say nothing of the equally nauseat-

—

::
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I learned a great deal
ing pictures.
about screen technique during" those

"Do you think the scenario germ
has a better chance in these days
than in the disinfectant?"
"I should say so! The day of the
is certainly comProducers are learning that not
all books and stage plays make good
pictures.
They really have known
it right along, but because the exhibitor could be bunked into the belief that pictures adapted from famous stories would attract the public, we have made a lot of them that
should never have been made."
"How about the pay?" I asked

original scenarioist
ing-.

NAZIMOVA SPEAKS!
'~pHE SPHINX OF

SHADOWS—
—

so she has been called because of
her mysterious silence will open her lips and her heart to her
thousands of followers in the September issue of PICTURE-PLAY

MAGAZINE.
Breaking her resolution never to receive interviewers,

Nazimova has given Herbert Howe

Madame

the privilege of truthfully re-

vealing her to the public.

"Expose me,"

said she.

"Describe

me

as

you

really find

me

has seldom been done."
In her own frank revelation of herself, she will explain the
reasons for her unusual silence.
She will tell of many intimate things:
it

suspiciously.

Of receiving the first love letter written by a young
take less than
male star whom you all know;
one thousand dollars for a story
The
secret of her ability to create illusion — to dance;
now. If it's worth acceptance it's
To appear tall, to be whatever age she chooses;
And that's the miniworth that.
mum.
writer can get far more
Her opinions of Lenine, of Kerensky, of Russia;
after he's sold a few scripts."
Of her ambitious plans both for stage and screen;
"You refer to stories in synopsis
Of her seclusive life away from the studio;
form, not continuities ?"
Of
the days when she was learning to speak English
"Yes. It is a mistake for outside
in a tiny room in Washington Square.
writers to submit a continuity. They
can't possibly write a script that a
In a word, you have the opportunity of meeting and knowing
director could use, and then, too,
a genius one of the most fascinating women of all time.
every studio has a different style. I
Lifting up her hands, she said:
would advise a very complete syn"Look at that hand. It is not an artistic hand. It is not a
opsis, however, amounting to a story,
pretty
hand. It is the hand of a workman and it has worked."
with plenty of color and detail perNazimova
the genius and workman— will talk to you intimately
tinent to the action. Of course, diamonth
next
in
PICTURE-PLAY.
logue and other story material not
pertaining to photographic action
should be excluded.
"Not only are salaries going up,
"Newspaper work gives you a background of incibut the percentage system is coming in. As with stage
dent, an insight into human nature and facile writingdramatists, I predict the motion-picture writer will repower.
That is
You learn character as you will in no other
ceive a percentage of profits on the picture.
work, because you see it revealed as you never could
surely coming.
Staff continuity men receive on the
in any other business.
average of from two hundred to five hundred dollars.
"For practical reasons I would advise a scenario
Mind, that is average. There are some who receive
writer to write his play with a certain star in mind for
far in excess of five hundred dollars, and some receive
The star system is rapidly diminishing
a leading role.
less than two hundred dollars.
Jeannie MacPherson at
in importance, but while it is here it must be recognized.
the Lasky studio must receive a tremendous salary. At
"Concentrate on character.
There is the great opleast, she's worth it.
She is a big factor in the success
of the De Mille pictures.
The day of the writer is portunity for individuality. Nearly every plot has been
certainly coming.
He will receive eventually as much done. The only opportunity for doing something different is in the twists you give the plot, the manner of deor more than stars of equivalent ability."
livering the story, and by characterization of the people.
Charles
which
This statement reminded me of one
"Avoid mechanical movie thrills. Let the studio take
Ray had made to me a few days before. He said
"The day of the star is over. This is the day of the care of that. They know their facilities better than you
do.
Besides, we are getting away from that sort of
writer."
thing.
Mr. Sullivan delivered some interesting and sane ad"Nearly all successful newspapers and magazines
vice for those ambitious to write scenarios, and that
have a wise newspaper policy of making a special appeal
number includes just about the entire world. He said
to women.
"Either you're a writer or you're not. If you are,
The same policy should be observed by
picture writers and picture makers, because women
you'll write that's all there is to it.
Nothing will keep
deliver thumbs up or thumbs down on the photo play.
you from it. You'll plug away until you land someThey take the men and the children.
where, either in pictures, magazines, or newspapers.
"I like to go to a picture theater for the purpose of
"No work depends so entirely upon the individual
listening to the comments.
as writing.
Either you have the goods or you haven't.
I learn a great deal about
likes and dislikes of fans."
player may get by with good direction or because of
While watching the steady stream of C. Gardner
a good story.
writer stands on his own.
"If I had a son I would set him at newspaper work
Sullivan plays during the past four years, I've been
as soon as he was out of school.
No other training moved to wonder how this writer kept up his standard.
in the world so fits a man for all kinds of work.
There seems no limitation to his fund of ideas. He
For
the writer, it is especially valuable.
Continued on page 87
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writer need
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A

A

older than Sutherland, and is the
husband of Frances Ring, the
well-known actress, Eddie's aunt.
Her sister, Blanche Ring, famous
as a comedienne, brings him another talented relative in Charlie
Winiger, her husband, who is appearing with her in a clever skit
at the New York Winter Garden.
And Cyril Ring, seen in the musical

comedy

"Linger

Longer

Charlotte
Greenwood, happens to be Eddie's
Letty," with his

wife,

uncle.
The list is completed by
you've
his aunt, Julie Ring,
perhaps seen in "Up in Mabel's

whom

Room." His father was the late
Al Sutherland, a famous theatrical agent, and his grandfather was
the celebrated Jimmie Ring of the
Boston Museum stock company.
The last time I saw Eddie he
was lamenting the loss of a favorite powder puff, while Thomas
Meighan, Tony Moreno, Monte
Blue, and Harrison Ford jeered
at him
he, the husky participant
in "The Sea Wolf" and "The
Round-Up," who boasted that he
was sleeping in a bath at the Los
Angeles Athletic Club rather than

—

spend the night

in a

less

exclu-

sively masculine abode.

"Well,

it

was an heirloom," he

protested.
"I've carried it for
eight years, and it's brought me
luck."
It certainly has, and he's made
the most of his opportunities.
One of his latest vehicles in his
pursuit of the fame enjoyed by
his family is the role of the youth
in
"Conrad
Youth" that

Photo by Evans

;

The Nephew

of

Seven Stars

Eddie Sutherland claims that

By Jerome Weatherby

title.

before

the

Quest of His
he plays Conrad
quest, and Thomas
in

is,

Meighan plays him afterward.
So Conrad is kept in the family,
so to speak.

As he appeared with Fatty Arbuckle
"The Round-Up."

SUTHEREDDIE
LAND swings
from a
family tree like
Rankin, whose
with the Drews
;

Barrymores was

famous
Arthur
kinship

and the
told

at

length in a recent number
magazine,
of
this
he
comes from a family of
stage folk, and even in the
cradle was destined to
tread the boards and face
the camera.
It's a tale glimmering
with the light of seven
stars, this account of his
relatives.

Meighan,

There's Thomas
his
uncle by

marriage,
just
who's
about four or five years

in

.

I

minimi"!
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Are Your Legs?"

That was the question put to Clyde
more when he set out to become a

By Emma-Lindsay
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them— and

Fill-

star.

Squier
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they're perfectly

wonderful'."

you were

IF your

man

a

credit,

with six feet and one inch to
and were the possessor of a mati-

—

nee-idol face
to say nothing of a dimple in the
and hands that a sculptor might envy and had
in addition to all this masculine pulchritude, a mellow
speaking voice and a figure that would run a close
second to the late Apollo Belvedere if you were all
this, I say, and went hunting for a job on the stage
or screen, would you expect a manager to give you
a casual once-over, and, apparently without noticing
3'our good points, put his cigar in the side of his
mouth and demand curtly "How are your legs ?"

—

chin,

—

:

That's what happened to Clyde Fillmore when he
invaded the film Rialto several years ago looking for
a chance to hitch his wagon to stardom.
Was fie
shocked? He was! He had always thought of legs
well, that is, as being the exclusive
as belonging to
property of chorus girls and Winter Garden beauties.
It never occurred to him that a man would

—

be called upon to display

—

well,

anyway,

it

was an

astonished young man who rolled up his trousers cuffs
and allowed a businesslike manager to pass upon the
quality of his well-turned calves.
And it was a very
flabbergasted young man who came out of the manager's office with the part of the garter man in the
Broadway success, "It Pays to Advertise," stowed
away safely in his pocket.
"I never knew I had legs before," said Mr. Fillmore, with the wide responsive smile that is characteristic of him.
"But I've found it out a good many
times since. When I was engaged to play the leading role in 'Civilian Clothes' at the Morosco Theater

4PP

60

it

How

Are Your Legs?"

here in Los Angeles, they wanted to look at my legs,
because one of the main features in the play is that
the captain looks so well in his butler's uniform, and
they all comment upon his 'beautiful legs.' And when
1
first went into pictures and played the 'Millionaire
Pirate' with Universal, they wanted to know how my
legs were.
I've grown used to it now, but at first it
made me feel exactly like a chorus girl."
Clyde Fillmore is one of those persons that you take
on first sight. It isn't so much that he is handsome or
distinguished-looking as the fact that there is no pretense about him, that he is a gentleman in every sense
of the word, with inherent breeding, a keen mind, and
He has gray eyes and a dimple in
a sense of humor.
his chin that is not in the least feminine.
The old adage about an ill wind being a good scout
somewhere along the line holds true in his case. He
came to the coast with Maude Fealy, playing opposite
her in "The Little Teacher." Then the "flu" epidemic
struck Los Angeles, and all the theaters closed. Many
of Miss Fealy 's company were taken ill, and she returned to New York. Mr. Fillmore, on the advice of
friends, decided to stick it out, and applied for a job
He didn't get in right away, but
in motion pictures.
brought him out to the coast was
ill
wind
that
had
the
still looking out for him, and finally wafted him to

Fox studio, where he was promptly engaged as
Madlaine Traverse's leading man in "The High Flame."

the

He played a second picture with her called "When
Fate Decides," and made "The Millionaire Pirate" for
Universal.

Then

his legs came to the fore as they had done in
York, and secured for him the engagement at the
Los Angeles Morosco Theater in "Civilian Clothes,"
which ran for thirty-seven weeks at the same time, he
played the lead in Von Stroheim's latest feature, "The
Devil's Pass Key," as an American captain with a record for heart-smashing, who finally meets his Waterloo
in Paris at the hands of a virtuous wife.
Recently he
played opposite Mary
Miles Minter in "Nurse

New

;

Marjorie."

He
actor.

tried just about everything before he became an
And now that he's found the profession he was

meant for he's going to stick till he's too old to act any
more, so he assured me.
"Which is a long time ahead," I predicted hopefully.
"Pray Heaven, yes!" he devoutly responded.
Well, certainly he's safe as long as his legs hold
out

;

I

fectly

saw them

and they're perhim that, but being

in "Civilian Clothes,"

wonderful.

I

wanted

to

tell

a lady, I didn't.
I'll let

him read

it

instead.
in

"JUST FOR
man,
RICH
You can

"
poor man, beggar man, thief
have your fling at being any one of
them for a while in the movies the man who
tried being king just for a day should have been a
;

motion-picture actor!
If I were choosing a role for twenty-four hours, I'd
take a tip from Harry Morey, who surely must have
had the time of his life when he was turned loose with

minimi
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A DAY"

the wheel of a sea-going boat in his hands, and all
Salt-tinged
the wide, dancing Atlantic ahead of him.
his
beneath
wind and flying spray and a scudding boat
in
with
him
changed
places
feet
who wouldn't have
Rider"?
"The
Sea
those scenes of
The fishing smack which he used went down with
the captain and some of the crew on its very next trip,
but by that time Morey was working on another picture!

—

With a popular actor for a beau Betty became famous

among

her school friends.

A Broadway Cowboy
The

story of

how

a

girl's

crush on a leading

By

gang was too many for him. With a rush
they 'swung Randolph on a horse, slipped a
noose around his neck, and tossed the other
end of it over the branch of a tree just above his head.
"Any last word to send to yore sweetheart?" one
of his captors asked sneeringly.
And then came Randolph's great line as he calmly
faced certain death.

"Not by you

—

you skunk!"
on the flank and the horse leaped forward,
but not to lose Randolph from the saddle. Up in
the branches of the tree a girl had waited with poised
knife, and as the horse jumped she cut the rope, allowing Randolph to ride gloriously free into the wings,
half the time almost running over Jimmy, the call boy,
who stood forever fascinated by that last act.
And Broadway ate it up. It had pep in it, and
3<"Oung Burke Randolph knew what it meant to wake
up famous. He was talked about, written about, and
they even said that he had once been a cowboy on the
iWestern plains, and had only been discovered as a
This
stage genius by a rare stroke of good fortune.
slap

developed into a real romance.

Stuart Rivers

THE

A

man

amused Randolph very much, because he had never
been west of the Hudson River in his life.
While he was being discovered as a remarkably good
actor, he was also discovered by Betty Jordan, who
saw "A Western Knight," with a crowd of girls from
the fashionable boarding school which she was attending.

"

'

•

took Betty back home to the little fleaIt
bitten cow town where she had been brought up.
lost
Betty
was like a breath from her native hills, and
no time in letting Randolph know that he had become
her hero.
There was something about the letter she wrote him
that charmed Randolph.
He read it a hundred times,
then got into his new touring car and went out to the
school to see "his cousin from Montana," as he told
the ferret-eyed schoolmistress who questioned him.
With a popular actor for a beau, Betty, in turn, became famous among her school friends while she fell
in love with Randolph
and all would have gone well
had not one of their drives ended by Randolph's acci-

That

last act

—

dentally

dumping

—

their chaperon into the river.

And

A
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Broadway Cowboy
He put the picture behind his back, and
Betty, with crimson cheeks, made a grab
for it.
"I know y'u're powerful anxious !" the
sheriff decided, and forthwith proceeded to
shove the photograph inside his shirt.
Betty wailed and cried and threatened, but
she didn't get back the photograph. Instead
Pat took it with him to his office, which connected with the jail, and held a conference
with McGuire, his one prisoner.
"Look here, Mac?" he wanted to know,
holding the photograph off at arm's length
and scowling into the smiling face of Randolph.
"Is that bird any better lookin' than
me ?"
Mac

scratched his chin and gave judicious
thought. "Well," he finally drawled, "I guess
he is.
'Cept he' looks like a hoss thief, in

them clothes."

"You guess he is, do you?" Pat roared.
"Well, you can just get back in the cell, and
!"
stay there
"Hands up!" It
After Mac's departure, Pat continued his
was a girl's voice
study
of the picture, reaching the comforting
that shouted it.
conclusion that the man in the photograph
was about as homely as a Mexican donkey
But this thought didn't help
or a skew-bald pinto.
out that Randolph
then it came
him.
No, this here son of a gun was roaming loose
cousin, and poor Betty
was not her
somewhere through the country. Probably working
was expelled
on some of the near-by ranges, and it would not be
her father, president of the
Colonel Jordan,
long before he rode into Winslow and called at Colobig man of his own town,
bank, and quite the
nel Jordan's.
Then Betty would have another audihopeless to try to scold
stormed, but it was
ence for the jazz.
was to smile at him, with
Betty; all she did
They were not pleasant thoughts, and Pat searched
and going in her cheeks,
her dimples coming
vainly through his mind for some way to forestall such
ended up by his taking her
and his blustering
and then a
a contingency. If he could only stop him
in his arms and kissing her, being, as he told Sheriff
!"
brilliant scheme entered the sheriff's head.
He would
McGann, "dog-goned glad to get her back
stop him all right, stop him for keeps.
From then on, instead of driving with Betty, Randolph wrote letters to her, and finally, the day that the
With this end in view he had some copies made of
show went on the road, he sent her a picture of himthe photograph and on the backs of these he wrote:
self dressed in all his Western regalia,, big hat, six-gun
"Burke Randolph Wanted for Murder. Arrest on

—

hanging from his hip,
"I'll be in Winslow
now," he said in his
going to eat or sleep
No one was in the

and leather chaps.
some time about two months from

"And until then I'm not
letter.
or breathe until I see you again."
dressing room, so he kissed the
letter, almost believing that it was the first letter that
had ever been kissed, and fondly hoping that Betty would
know about it.
The photograph appeared, as if by magic, on the
piano in the colonel's "parlor," where Betty could
look at it while she played jazz for the admiring sheriff.
There was no doubt, in Pat McGann's mind, that
he had the inside track to Betty's affections, and when
his manifold duties would allow it, he spent his time
in dreaming of a home where she would x:ook his flapjacks and coffee, thus freeing him from the "eatin'
place," of Winslow.
He was a good man, and a perfectly honest sheriff, but like many a good man before
him, the little green-eyed god of jealousy blurred the.
path of duty, and he fell.
The photograph was responsible.
In his long, lanky way, Pat wasn't very
quick, and it took him six weeks to discover the photograph standing on the piano.
"Huh !" he exclaimed, as he picked it up. "Who is
this guy ?
hoss thief ?"
"A horse thief !" Betty gasped indignantly. "Well,
I like that
He's well, it's none of your business who

A

!

it is

!

Give

"Huh

!"

anxious."

—

me that photograph
Pat grunted again.

!"

"Y'u seem powerful

and notify Sheriff Pat McGann, Winslow."
Sticking each one into an envelope and addressing
them to the different sheriffs about the county, he
walked over to the post office and dropped them in
the box.
"That cow-puncher'll have a fat chance of reachin'
Winslow," he observed sourly. "And if I see him,
me an' him are goin' to have an argument that'll be
the last one he'll ever take part in!"

sight

In the meantime "A Western Knight" had made
the same popular appeal to the country at large that

had on Broadway. Things had been going well until
one day when a hasty stage hand grabbed Randolph's
trunk out of his dressing room, slipped it on a truck,
and it was trundled away to the station and so aboard
a train, before Randolph had changed from his stage
it

costume.

"No one will pay any attention to you," the manager
said, when Randolph, the following morning on the
demanded that something be done.
"You mean to say," Randolph howled, "that I've
got to wear this confounded rig into Winslow? And

train,

be seen by

"

manager wanted to know.
"Shut up!" Randolph exclaimed, and walked

"By who ?"

the

to the

other- end of the car as the train slowed down at a
station that seemed to be more than usually woe-be"Moose Run!" he read on the sign over the
gone.

A
station,

and added under

his

breath

:

"I

Broadway Cowboy
don't blame

the moose."

A

brakeman shoved

his

head

in

at

"\"

the door.

eat here!" he bellowed, and disappeared.
Randolph found that the manager was right. No
one paid the slightest attention to him. With Steve
and Tommy Lathrop, who played two of the bandits,
he walked into the eating house, "shot some grub into
him," as Steve said, and walked hack toward the
station.

After that the manager wasn't right at all, because
Randolph became the center of attraction.
Sheriff
Sims caught sight of him, hastily compared the face
under the big hat to a photograph that he unearthed
from an inside A*est pocket, and a moment later the
heavy hand of the law rested on Randolph's shoulder.
"
"Well?" Randolph said. "What th'
!"
"Hands up
Sims ordered quietly, and Randolph
felt the muzzle of a forty-five
a vicious-looking darn
thing, he thought
being poked into his belt with a

—

—

vigor that left nothing of Mister Sims' intentions to
the imagination.
"You're wanted," the sheriff explained, "for murder."
r
d!" It was the call of the conductor,
"All aboa
standing on the steps of the train.
Randolph saw half the troupe leaning out of the

——

windows beckoning
started

to him
then, jerkily, the train
and disappeared, leaving him struggling in the

mighty grasp of

;

"Come on," Sims interrupted, and he dragged his
prisoner to the jail, threw him into a cell, and turned
the rusty key in the rustier lock.
" Randolph panted, as he dropped
"Well, I'll be
on the cot. "Will some one kindly tell me what the
deuce

"Any

last

word you'd

"If

like to

all this

means?"

McGann could have told him, but Pat
chanced to be in Winslow, where a telegram from Sims
reached him shortly after.
It was brief, and to the
point.
"I have your man," it said, and Pat grinned
as he read it.
A castaway on a desert island was in clover, compared to the way Randolph felt, in jail, in what was
to him a foreign country, accused of murder.
"Good night !" he breathed, and began to whistle
through his teeth as he scowled at the bars across the
window.
He spent the afternoon and the best part of the night
in consigning Sheriff Sims to a land from whence no
return tickets are sold, and gained some small comfort
from the thought that he would hire a regiment of
United States cavalry to tear Sims limb from limb,
when, as he was getting drowsy in spite .of himself, he
heard a tapping on the wall outside the barred window.
A hand appeared, holding a gun, butt first, and Randolph snatched at it with eager fingers. At the same
moment Sims' step sounded in the outer room, and
Randolph dove for the cot, covering himself with a
Sheriff Pat

tattered blanket.

his captor.

"Is this a joke?" Randolph demanded with heat.
"
it is, it's a mighty poor
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a

The key grated in
moment he scanned

say?" another of

the lock, and Sims entered.
For
his prisoner, then turned to go out.
Continued on page 83

the

men asked.

Introducing

Every

Woman's

"Little Devil"
to have been almost anywhere on
Saturday night.
liable

He flicked the ash of his cigarette into
the empty coffee cup and fixed the gaze
of his gray eyes on the distant gleaming
roofs of the studio world.
I fixed my
gaze on this magnetic young man to watch
the evolution of the thoughts I had hoped
would come. He had invited me, a strange
reporter, two days previous, to this Sunday-morning "brunch," thinking, I suppose,
to combine two evils and so have both over
with, at one and the same time.
But from

moment

the

that

Chow Wee had

disap-

peared into the upper regions of the big
house with the card, and the cheerful "Be
down in a minute" had floated down the
stairs, the atmosphere of home and hospitality had permeated the situation like
an incense. Lew himself one feels familiar, just like that, right off the bat with
him appeared in a few moments and led
the way to the grapefruit without hesita-

—

—

tion.

"This 'little devil,' " he continued, coming back from the view below, "is the spice
in the food of life.
He is the caviar; the
"
'hero' is really only the 'ham-and
'

"Do you

deny, then,"

you

characters

Change
Clothes,'

Your
and the

I

asked, "that the
in
'Don't

have played
Husband,'
others,

'Borrowed

are villains and

'he-vamps' ?"
"Absolutely !" His expressively debonair
little black mustache, which somehow is the
Cod}' trade-mark, fairly bristled.
"If there are two terms I cannot abide
they are 'villain' and 'vamp.'
How many
''He

There

was luxury

in

every line of the purple

dressing gown.

TO

sit at an open window almost as big
as a barn door, in a house on the
tiptop of a Hollywood hill, on Sun-

is an ideal way of breakfasting,
especially with Chow Wee frying cakes in
the kitchen, and the most fascinating home-

day morning

breaker of the screen as one's host. It sounds
peaceful and innocent and un-idea-like until
"You see, every woman has had a 'little
devil' in her life, and she always loves him,
"
a little, in the naughty niche of her heart
Lew Cody, for he was the host, and I had
been contemplating the Hollywood landscape
through the open window, in a Sunday morningly meditative sort of way.
One is so

is

the spice in the food of life."

—

Lew Cody

breakfasts

and

comments

upon the characteristics of the "Beloved
Cheater" type of character, which he so
admirably portrays.

By Gordon Gassaway
or 'vamps' do you meet in everyI have never known any."
He
gathered the loose folds of his gorgeous
purple silk dressing gown, luxury in every
line, more closely about him, and tilted back
in his chair, lighting a fresh straw-tipped
'villains'

day

life?

cigarette.

"It may be that I have been successful
in evolving a more true-to-life portrayal of

what the public has for years considered
the 'villain in the play' and maybe not.
Some disagree.
"On the stage, and for a long time on
the screen, characters were portrayed, not
as they are, but as the public had been
taught to expect them.
The alleged 'villain' was everything bad and nothing good.
The 'hero' was everything good and nothing bad. There was no 'in-between.' But
they were not the real sort of people that
we meet in drawing-rooms or at a dance.
"Every one of us has known men who
were a little good and quite a little bad.

—

—

Most women have known men who were
thoroughly

law

— and

bad, according to the moral
they were also fascinating. But

this 'little devil' which I have started to
portray, and which I shall continue to develop, is never unfairly 'bad,' nor is he
'bad' outside his own stratum of society,

whatever stratum that may happen to

be.

His work in the De Mille productions slated him
for stardom.

You remember him in "Don't Change
Your Husband."

"He

is

a diplomat with a quick wit,
over the 'hero' in
it all

and he has

He

does not 'ruin' young girls.
red address book is not an
index of ruinable innocence it is
rather a 'blue book' of sparkling society ladies who are willing to 'play
the game.' But please remember that
he is not a pretender, and, above all,
he does not pretend to be good!"
Chow Wee, the gray-haired factotum of the Cody household, indicated
that it was time we moved if he was
ever going to get any work done
that.

His

little

—

around there, and so Lew in his sandals and with his pantherlike grace
with him, one has a feeling of being
the presence of a strong, coiled
spring again took the lead and the
"little devil" was resumed in front of
the fire, away from the temptations
of the Hollywood view.
Some way, I couldn't help thinking
in sitting there, with the open case of
Continued on page 84
in

—

A

Tabloid

Review
By

Brief

criticisms of

some current

releases.

Peter Milne

lllllilllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll^

LONDON'S "The Sea Wolf," produced
JACK
Paramount- Artcra
by George Melford,
ft

is

for
but

one of quite a list of stories and plays of which
two successive productions have been made. Offhand
I can recall "Alias Jimmy Valentine," which Maurice
Tourneur made in the old days, with Robert Warwick
as star, and which Metro only recently produced with
Bert Lytell in the title part, "The Squaw Man," which
Cecil De Mille produced twice, and "Shore Acres,"
produced by the defunct Alco company and recently
revivified by Metro.
There are others coming, such
as Paramount's second production of "The Old Homestead."

Why

Several reasons
this duplication of pictures?
are offered, the principal ones being the lack of new
material, and the; greater appeal of pictures to-day as
compared with those of four or five years ago, due to
the improved methods of production. The first reason
is one of the producer's -favorites, but one, which, to
my mind, is questionable in. veracity. The other is
more truthful. Pictures are better "than thev used to be.
But take the case of "The Sea Wolf." Mr. Melford
has taken certain liberties with the London work that
|

are hard to understand.
He has made a strong, really
virile picture, but some details of it are his own.
Why
a director will openly court criticism by unnecessarily
changing noted works is hard for me, and for most
other persons, to comprehend.
I met the man who
made the scenario of the first "Sea Wolf" in the theater
London had worked
after the premier of the second.
with him on his adaptation, and nothing was changed
This man- had Jack London's viewpoint,
in the picture.
and he couldn't countenance the liberties that Mr. Melford had taken.
Which reasoning, however, doesn't get us very far.
The new version of "The Sea Wolf" is strong, full of
color, and enriched by sincere characterizations rendered by Noah Beery in the title part, and by Tom
Forman and Hedda Nova as the lovers. The ferry
wreck is finely staged, but this raises the critical point
again. The wreck casts both boy and girl on the Wolfs
mercy, whereas originally it brought only the boy into
the story.
Despite the changes I liked the Melford production
better, because in the first I saw too much of Hobart
Continued on page 97
Bosworth.

Some

Pre-

Release

Impressions
Together with some

critical

comments on a few
coming

forth-

features.

By Herbert Howe

TO

one set of mortals is
ordained the privilege
imBurns
which
plored; namely, to see themselves as others see them.
Previews of pictures are
held for the purpose in Los
Angeles and its filmbourg,

Hollywood.

Upon

the com-

pletion of a film it is exhibited
for the perusal of its participants and their friends, their
servants, and their best enemies. You can tell how successful a player has been in
procuring attendance by the
applause he gets when he appears on the screen. An extra
may get a bigger hand than
the star, being more industrious as a procurer.
Inherently
modest,
the
player attending a preview of
his work always sits in the
rear
of the theater.
Of
course, courtesy demands that

he speak to his best friend.
Best friend always sits in the
front row
hence the player
must, shout greetings or walk
;

down

the aisle and chat for
few minutes, remembering
all the time his best camera

a

.

angle.
If the player is feminine gender she wears a veil
so as not to be conspicuous.
No one else ever wears a veil.
You can't miss her, especially
since her veil serves its purpose as effectively as Salome's
seventh.
After the performance the
players rush up the aisle in
order to get out of the theater before any one sees them.
Something always blocks their
progress.
Usually it is the
door.
Thus, against their
wilb they have to line up and
receive the congratulations of
their friends, who have been
unable to express their feelings
heretofore except in whispers.

Photo by Grenbeaux

Betty Blythe adds much interest to

Lew Cody's work

in

"The

Butterfly Man.

Some
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Pre-Release

Impressions
They

tography.

are

optic

luxuries.

Betty Blythe is one of the
scorned by "The Mischief Man." She need not be
perturbed no other male with
his right eyesight will scorn
her.
After seeing her in this
picture I'm not so sure Kath-

women

;

erine MacDonald is
Russell's
successor.

Blythe

Lillian

Miss

vibrant, magnificent creature, a superb emotional actress.
Eleanor Fair
is

a

supplies a dainty lump of
saccharin.
She is pretty and
natural.
Picture fans will be
interested, no doubt, in seeing
Cleo Ridgley, who has been
away for months.
Lillian

Rambeau,

mother

of

Mar-

cast.

adds interest to the
Lloyd Hamilton does a

droll

character

jorie,

that

causes

one to search the program to
identify
him.
Barney
J.
Sherry, boutonniere elder of
the screen, is as suave and
histrionically polished as ever.

Betty
pulchritudinous
But
and precocious Bobbie are the
real wonders of "The Mischief

Man."

Bessie Love enlivens "The Midlanders" with the sparkle of her youth.

Having overheard the whispers, I wonder how
and words can so alter by audible repetition.

feelings

The preview of "The Mischief Man," starring Lew
Cody, was a midnight affair in the fiery-purple suffusion of Grauman's Rialto theater.
Among the celebrities present, ye society editor observed Pauline Frederick and Antonio Moreno, besides the stellar employees.
Tony Moreno came to applaud his dog, Bobbie,
whose emotional work will receive more comment than
that of the less versatile players.
I promised Mr.
Moreno I would say this.
^ "The Mischief Man" imitates the theme of "The
Great Lover" played on the stage by Leo Ditrichstein.
It has forgotten to imitate the purpose and the tech-

nique.

The

lady who sits next to me remarked
does Cody get that way, thinking he can throw
all the women in the world without getting

"How
down

bumped?"
Ladies are venomous
pride.

They may

when some one steps on
Lothario get away with

their

bluebearding in real life, but they will never stand for
him on the screen.
will admit an Anatol in the
person of John Barrymore, who has the personality,
features, and amorous magnetism of Adonis, but there
let

a

We

only one Adonis and only one John. Mr. Cody has
none of the godly attributes, nor does he manifest
ardor or any other emotion.
The only conclusion,
then, is that women are fools. If such be true, Heaven
help the movie star who tries to prove it.
Certainlv
the ladies are not going to pay twenty-seven cents of
good butter-and-egg money to be so informed.
Whatever Mr. Cody's failing as a he-vamp, his generosity to the members of his cast is admirable.
He
deserves more generous treatment from scenario
writers.
He is prodigal, too, with settings and phois

Had "The Midlanders" been
presented to the public as I saw it at a preview, "If"
and Bessie Love would once more have shown an
I left the projection room vowaffinity for each other.
ing once again that if Miss Love were given good
stories and directing she would shine forth in the first
rank of the screen's portrayers of girl characters. Not
that I want to claim that she would take Mary PickBut she needs
ford's place; that would be ridiculous.
only the right sort of vehicle to establish a place for
herself close to the Pickford level.
Yet even so badly assembled a picture as was "The
Midlanders" at the time I saw it was so enlivened with
Miss Love's sparkle of youth and sensitive, vibrating
She never
personality that the picture was salvaged.
delightful
colorand
buoyancy
such
with
has played
ing, and I felt aggrieved that she had been given a
story which, it seemed to me, could not have been more
tangled if the author had rolled in the continuity.
But it is not always safe to judge by a first showing;
for the picture has been reassembled, and I understand
So I
that my first criticism no longer holds good.
shall be interested in seeing "The Midlanders" again.
King Vidor
His

is

the great humanist of the photo play.
of Millet, Daudet, and Dickens, is

forte, like that

the illumining of homely

life.

"The Jack-Knife Man," created from the novel by
Parker Butler, is his new celluloid. It will be one
All box-office
of the distinct novelties of the year.
There
formulas as to what "gets over" are ignored.
is not a volt of sex motive, no lovely heroine, no brave
hero, and no deep-laid plot. When I saw it in a small
For all this,
projection room it had but few titles.
"The Jack-Knife Man" is entrancing. The first requisite of dramaturgy is this power to take the spectator out of himself and place him in the world conceived by the artist.
Ellis

Some Pre-Release Impressions
Interest is focused on three strange characters
I dare say that Peter
old men and a little boy.

— two
Lane

and Booge and Buddy will be remembered and loved
long after plots are forgotten. They are as individual
as characters from Dickens.
The theme, like that of any good story, may be told
"The Jack-Knife Man" concerns the
in a sentence.
rehabilitation of human driftwood under the influence
of a child who is left a foundling in a Mississippi
boathouse. The spiritual warming of old Peter Lane,
the boatman, and of Booge, the rollicking tramp, is
rendered with a feeling that works a reflex in the
This

spectator.

preciated by all concerned, and he walks on his backscratching way never to be seen again.
The plot is light filament on which several amusingsituations are strung.
Helene Chadwick is not a
sprightly comedienne, but she makes her points. Lloyd
Whitlock appears to belong to his role.
He plays
without actory effort.

While "The Round-Up" lacks a theme to make it
memorable, it is invigorating entertainment for the
hour.
Roscoe "Fatty" Arbuckle, who has been capitalizing his

corpulence in two-reel comedies, turns to

drama as the sheriff. He seems funnier than
when he was expected to be funny, which may be the
He's quick on the draw of both guns
reason he is.

serious

is art.

Fred Turner gives an exposition of gentle senility
equaled only by Frank Bacon in "Lightnin' " on the
stage. F>obbie Kelso doesn't play Buddy; he is Buddy.
Mr. Vidor did not permit the boy to act. He photographed him unawares as he awakened from sleep,
played with his toys or cried at the noise of lightning
manufactured by the studio machines. Harry Todd's
Booge is a lovable roisterer. It is a fine characterization.
The only feminine embellishment is supplied by
Florence Vidor, who does not appear until after the
climax.
Although she is present but for a moment,
the picture is better for her
passing through. Other character bits, such as that of
Buddy's mother and of the
sobbing sister, shine forth as
bright jewels in the cloisonne.

"The Jack-Knife Man"
a texture
smiles.

—

and grins quick as Hart or Chaplin. Mr. Arbuckle
might never have carved immortality in custard, but
as the sheriff he puts his notch in the hilt of film fame.
Although Sir Roscoe is star of "The Round-Up,"
Tom Forman is equally brilliant in his shaded way.
It is hard to understand why Mr. Lasky passed up
such a safe stellar bet. Perhaps it is not his fault that
Mr. Forman prefers directing to starring. This prefContinued on page 98

is

of tenderness and

No

fragment of

more

life

human

has been film-

incarnated.
If a spectator is
not moved there is something
wrong with him, not the picture.

"Scratch My Back" introduces a vaudeville player and
vaudeville methods of "kidding the show."
T. Roy
Barnes is the player, and he
puts over his suave gusto as
effectively from the screen as
the stage.
The subtitles do
the kidding with such lines
as "Now we must do something to bring our hero before
the heroine."
This style of

comedy
which
drama.

shatters
illusion,
the
purpose of

is

"Scratch

My

Back"

thing

of patches, but
patching is neatly done.
original

novel,

by

a
the

is

The

Rupert

Hughes, concerns a man who
always does as he pleases. He
becomes a hero when he
scratches a lady's back at the
opera.
Later she solicits his
aid to get her out of a lesser
trouble.

A

ballet

69

instructor

has a picture of her in tights,
which he intends to show her
husband. Husband knows all
the time that wife once did
the tight fantastic.
Nevertheless, the hero's action in
reclaiming the picture is ap-

"Scratch

My

Back"

is

an adaptation from a Rupert Hughes novel.
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The Glorious Teens
Marguerite de

Motte is
making the most of them.
la

By

Caroline Bell
Photographs by Witzel
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WHEN

I'm twenty" is the starting
point of many a conversation, as most
of us know but behold one young
person who didn't have to wait even till she
was eighteen to write her name in Fame's big
book and for whom the teens have indeed

—

—

For Marguerite de

been glorious.

interesting career

la

began a long time ago

back when

Motte's
—
"way

I was fourteen," she'll tell you.
She was a dancer in those days a pretty
good one, too expert enough to be accepted
as a pupil by the great Pavlowa
and if you
don't know what an honor that was you must
have been out of the world all the years that
famous little Russian has been in the limelight.
It was while she was still "just a dancer," ac-

—

—

;

cording to her story, that the motion-picture
world's doors opened wide to her, with a part
in "Arizona," with Douglas Fairbanks.
And those doors have never closed behind
her.
Bessie Barriscale's production of "Josselyn's Wife" gave her her second chance to appear on the screen, and then came leading roles

— with

Jack Pickford in "In Wrong," oppoH. B. Warner in "The Pagan God" and
"For a Woman's Honor," and in two pictures
with William Desmond "The Sagebrush Hamlet" and "Dangerous Waters."
All-star casts
include her now— Metro's "The Hope," B. B.
Hampton's "The U. P. Trail," and Emerson
Hough's "The Sagebrusher" are three of them.
Verily, this golden-haired, brown-eyed seventeen-year-old has made the most of the glorious
site

—
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Even

at

a beach tea

Fanny

the

Fan

finds time for gossip.

By The Bystander
IihIIIIUIII

RESPLENDENT in a brandbathing

new,

red

Fanny

left the rest of the

soon as he finished those releases
he was going to buy a ranch in

suit,

New Mexico

beach tea party and joined me on
the rocks, brandishing a hot-dog
sandwich in one hand and carefully balancing a cup of coffee in

for life."
"If this

"Lillian Gish
a Griffith player any more,
or won't be after 'Way Down
East,' but will be a Frohman
star,

—

with

contract
and Mr.
Griffith and she are on perfectly
good terms, and his general manager made all the business arrangements for her."
"Well, that wasn't what I

from the 'Follies.' "
"Now Fanny, I hate to interfere with your news, but
well,
last year every one said Dick
Barthelmess was engaged to Constance Talmadge, and the year before it was some one else, so I
wouldn't take this rumor too seriously. Then, too, with a big starring contract on hand I don't believe that he'd add matrimony to

May— the

was

she

get

married

in.

It

is

to

—

lieve it;

Starred at

last! Lillian

tennis

settled,

Down

East' I
of Mr. Grif;

:

—

has a contract to make five more pictures for Famous
Players-Lasky, and he's working on the first one now
at least, he was till his pinto pony threw him and
broke some of his ribs and he told me that just as

—

—

Richard Bar-

—

and that she's to be a member
fith's company from now on."
"Well, you seem to be much more up on news than
I am," commented Fanny, perking up the rubber flowers
on her bathing cap. "But here's something that I'm
perfectly positive you haven't heard, because I got it
myself straight from the man in the case Bill Hart's
really going to retire
isn't going on the stage at all,
He
even though the newspapers did say he would.
that,

she's like

thelmess people are always reporting her engagement, yet she
seems to go right on, heart whole
and fancy free."

though, that Mary Haye is to
have Clarine Seymour's role in 'Way

know

Oh, and that same

cousin of mine insists that Constance really is engaged to a man
who hasn't anything to do with
the stage or the movies or anything like that. But I don't be-

six-

him

said

very thin.

—and there's

plenty of time ahead of

;

New York

in

his other responsibilities; he's just
barely twenty-five, you know
in

my

cousin saw her
not long ago, and
that Constance looked

needs a rest

—

it

for retirement

—

ster

teenth, I think

down

letter told me that Mrs. Talmadge
and Natalie had sailed for Europe, and that Norma would soon
be over to do 'The Garden of
Allah'
won't she be gorgeous in
that ? And Constance plans to go
with her, which is certainly a good
thing, for she's been overworking
all winter and spring and surely

meant," remarked Fanny dryly.
"In fact, that's a scoop so far as
I'm concerned. I meant Richard
Barthelmess' engagement to little
Mary Haye, that cunning young-

had a birthday

craze

settle

noticed the sailing lists recently?
It's simply appalling to see how
many of the screen folk are leaving us. Elsie Ferguson no sooner
announced that she would sail in
June for the Orient, pausing on
the way home some time in the
dim future to make a picture in
Hollywood, than Bessie Love told
me that she was surely going to
England to do 'The Old Curiosity
Shop.'
And then a New York

isn't

two-year

and

our native heath pretty soon," I
prophesied gloomily. "Have you

instant's hesitation.

a

some other favor-

and going abroad keeps up we
won't have a movie star left on

the other.
"My dear," she began, establishing herself where she could
dangle her feet in the ocean and
be hit' by an occasional wave,
"have you heard the news?"
"I have," I replied without an

Amusement Company

or
spot of his

ite

won't have time for

"Somebody

now.

told

me Mabel Nor-

mand was

going on the stage,"
"Her convolunteered Fanny.
tract with Goldwyn is almost up, they say, and the
same man who put Theda Bara on the boards made her
an offer, I was told. But, of course, it's just a rumor.
And little Virginia Lee Corbin has followed the Lee
children's example, and is to be seen in a theatrical
production next September. Even the children get it,
don't they?"
"They do," I agreed. "Little Pat Moore is to have
and, of
his own company, I heard the other day
course, you know all about Wesley -Berry's- starring
contract- I'm waiting anxiously till Bryant. Washburn's
youngsters and Wallie Reid's young son are big enough
they're perfectly certain to go on
to face the camera
And, by the way, did you
the screen, you know.

—

;
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from that flying trip they took to New
York in May, and not even any one who
looked exactly like her could be as stunning as she was," declared Fanny enigmatically.
"I also saw Bert Lytell just
before he started East, and although he
said he was going to make four pictures
there and just possibly might go on the
stage, I'm perfectly certain that he'll settle down in New York and never come

—

So many players do that the
and the Talmadge girls and
Bobby Harron have all left the coast
this last winter.
Oh, that reminds me
did you hear that Metro is to release
Bobby Harron's pictures after he's
Mr. Griffith thought
starred, I mean?
back.

Gishes

—

—

I'm so glad he's
that best, apparently.
starred, for he's been working for Griffith ever since he was fourteen, and
surely deserves all sorts of honors."
"I'd rather have somebody just discover me and make me a star right
"I saw Barbara
away," I declared.
Bedford the other day the girl Maurice
Tourneur claims is such a find she's
just sixteen, and came from somewhere

—

;

Middle West to visit in Los
geles with her parents.
Tourneur
her at some sort of social gathering,
in the

An-

met
and
'Caleb West, Mas-

offered her a part in
ter Diver/ his next picture, but as soon
as she began work he saw what talent

she had and gave her the feminine lead.
Sounds like a fairy story, doesn't it?"
"It does," agreed Fanny, "and I'm
always interested in these brilliant newAl

Ray can

direct comedies

and act

in

them

with equal ease.
Photo by Evans

You'll see little

Mary Have

in

"Way Down

Clarine Seymour's role in

East."

that the Hal Reid who died not long ago in New York
was Wallie's father? He used to write for the stage, and it
was through him that Wallie got a start in pictures; Mr.
Reid wrote a scenario and sold it on condition that Wallie
should have a part."
Fannie, finishing her sandwich, gazed pensively out to sea
Then
till a wave hit her and roused her from her reverie.
she remarked: "Speaking of the stage, I hear that Olga Petrova is coming back to the screen this summer, when she
finishes her tour in vaudeville
I don't know any of the details, but according to my information she's actually at work
now, in an Eastern studio. I would love to see Petrova again,
but I hope she won't wear the kind of clothes she used to
those tailored suits positively moved me to tears, they were
so archaic looking." And she spread out the very short skirt

know

;

of her bathing suit complacently.
"Speaking of clothes and things, have you seen Gloria
Swanson's double ?" I asked, more to divert her attention than
for any other reason my bathing suit, having seen a hard
season at the winter resorts of southern California, was somewhat bedraggled looking. "She looks ever so much like
Gloria, and Charles Ray is said to be really interested in givHowever, I'd like to
ing her a chance to prove her ability.
see her signed with De Mille, just to find out how much she'd
look like Gloria if she wore the same kind of clothes and
headdresses and played the same kind of roles that Gloria does."
"Well, I saw Gloria and her husband when they got back
;
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—but somehow

comers, of course
to

my

old favorites.

Al Ray

now

them, and I'm waiting

is
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I cling-

one of

to see

him

a two-reel comedy
in which he's featured.
He leaves the
screen every little while and takes a turn
at directing, you know
he's directing
Fox comedies just now. Usually I run
on to his pictures just by chance, but
I'm forewarned about this one.
"It's terrible to pursue a
favorite
screen actor's releases
they've always
just shown it at the theaters in your
in

'Springtime'

;

it's

;

;

neighborhood, and you never can find
it anywhere else.
And speaking of favorites
aren't
you glad that Alice
Brady has decided to give up the stage
for a year and just make pictures ? They
say that Realart wanted her to, and, of
course, since she was so ill in the spring
she's seen that she couldn't burn the
candle at both ends and still keep going.
I wonder if she's going abroad this summer she and her husband planned last
spring that they would, I know."
"Then probably she will everybody
does.
I'm surprised that Tom Forman
and his wife aren't starting for Europe
with their brand-new baby; I don't see
how they escaped the general craze to
go. By the way, did you hear who Tom
Forman, junior's, godparents are? Bessie
Barriscale and Eddie Sutherland. He's
starting out well, isn't he ?"

—

—

;

"He surely is," I agreed.
"And I have some more news
cently

of new
continued Fanny complathat's her favorite form of gos-

too,"

stars,
;

They say she's Gloria Swanson's double—
what do you think about it.
Photo by Hoover

Photo by Abbe

Constance Talmadge

is

said to be

engaged— the rumor

usually comes

out at about this time of year.

"Justine Johnson is the newest Realart star.
you interested in Bebe Daniels' first picture since
Realart starred her?
She has the part of a cigar girl in a
big hotel, who's decided to marry a millionaire, and does it.
sip,

And

believe.

I

aren't

Of

course,

any

difficulty

—

but trust
it leads to all sorts of complications
without
engineer
heroine
straight
through
them
Bebe to
the
!"

know something

interesting about Justine Johnson," I
"She used to be
as she paused for breath.
famous as a Follies girl, you know, but she wanted to do
something more than just look beautiful, so she went off to
"I

contributed

—

and they say she
a stock company
Then I
everything, playing all sorts of parts.
believe that she appeared in plays at her husband's theater in
Philadelphia or Pittsburgh I'm a little hazy on that part of
the story.
But, anyway, now that she's to be seen on the
screen we'll have a wonderful chance to see what she can do
I should think that would be
in the way of straight work.
a little

worked

town and joined
like

;

good way for girls who wanted to go into movies to get
experience; a summer of stock would certainly give them a
chance to find out whether they could act or not, wouldn't it?"
"Yoo hoo come on down and hear the latest news The
most exciting thing yet !" shouted somebody from the beach.
"Bill Hart's married !" guessed Fanny as she scramb!ed
over the rocks.
"Charlie Chaplin's going to do 'Hamlet,' " I speculated.
Next month I'll tell you what the news was.
a

— —

!

'

If

The

you think

there's

Patricians
no aristocracy

in

the movie

By Jane Mc

BUTheard
I

wouldn't want

my

daughter

go into the movies!"

to

I

a perfectly nice mother say the other day.
"They're
all such
well, such queer people."
And I spent the next half hour telling that stately dowager
what I'm going to tell you that they are not "queer'' at all. I
admitted, of course, that it took all kinds of persons to make the
movies, as it takes all kinds to make up the world. I confessed
that many of those who had reached the topmost rungs of the
ladder had fought their way up from the humblest of beginnings
which she had to admit was much tc their credit. But I also
showed her, somewhat to her surprise, that among the successful
artists of the screen there is an aristocracy, based on social position, culture, and education, or on all of these qualifications combined.
To begin, there is Kitty Gordon, known in England as Lady
She is
Beresford, thanks to a marriage with one of its peers.
our best-known screen star who has a title in her reticule, though
more than one nobleman and titled woman has looked into the

—

—

—

camera.
Katherine MacDonald, our lovely American beauty, was given
good birth and lots of ability and heaps of brains when the fairies
came to her christening party. She can trim a hat or write a
thesis on the nebular hypothesis with equal facility and is proving
that, as a star at the head of her own company, she has business
sense as well. She had just
finished college when her
father died, and she and her
sister, Mary MacLaren, then
in a convent in Virginia,

One of the most cultured women
of the screen, is Nazimova.

were

called

upon

to

help

girls

Then,
were

support the family.

Louise Glaum

though the two

specializes

representatives of one of the

costume

in

most

famous
American
Daughters of the
Revolution, whose male ancestors had all distinguished
themselves and become offi-

design.

families,

Kat herine
MacDonald

cers

in

and

Civil

the

Revolutionary

Wars, and, though
their uncle was a judge in
the higher courts of Penn-

has dozens o f
distinguished
ancestors.

sylvania,
they
put
thenpride in their pockets and

went to work.
first

in

Both worked

the chorus of

New

York musical shows, afterward graduating into pictures.

One of the most cultured
women of the screen is Alia
Nazimova is and always has been a brilliant student.
she studied and became proficient in French, German, and
music while attending school at Montreux, Switzerland. Later she
studied vocal music at the St. Petersburg conservatory in Odessa,
Russia, and, when still a very young woman, was
graduated from a dramatic conservatory in MosNazimova.

At

ten,

cow.

She

is

an accomplished linguist and an

authority on literature in several tongues.
Elsie Ferguson has often been called "the
aristocrat of the screen," a title which has never

'

=

the Screen

of

world, look at these extracts from our Blue Book.

Naughton Baxter

been disputed. Miss Ferguson was born in New York City and attended
normal college before she went on the stage. She is the patrician off
Her home is on Madison Avenue, in New York,
the screen as well as on.
which will not mean much to you, unless you know that it is the last stand
of the old Knickerbocker families and quite impregnable if one doesn't
happen to be just the right sort of person to live there.
Once upon a time, there was a pretty little blond girl attending the
University of Washington, who was specializing in music, and who dreamed
Her name was Wanda Petit, and she
of becoming a grand opera singer.
studied at the university for two years, then went to New York and
was graduated from a conservatory of music. The very week she reShe was very miserable for .a
ceived her diploma, she lost her voice
while, even accompanying Alfred Spaulding, the violinist, didn't console
!

the opportunity came to play a small part ill a picture.
She
Now she's a star.
accepted and has been in the silent drama ever since.
You know her as Wanda Hawley. Secretly, 'tis said, she hopes and hopes
that some day her voice may return to a condition where she can depend
upon it and achieve her big dream after all.
If May Allison hadn't been just too cute and fluffy and gay for grand
opera, that highbrow form of art probably would have caught her, too.
She admits that she used to want to be an opera singer back in the old
days when she was graduated from the Centenary Female College of
Birmingham, Alabama, where .she took a special course in music. Afterward she studied music in Boston and in New York, too. But all of a
sudden the family needed

Then

her.

'The aristocrat of the screen"

money, and so May went
In
musical comedy.
fact, she and Blanche Sweet
and Lois Meredith were at
one time all together in the
same chorus. Later on she

Wanda Hawley

mu-

almost reached the

farce, but

operatic stage.

into

distinguished herself in

comedy and

sical

— Elsie

Ferguson.

go into pictures with Metro.
left the stage to

A

lovely and picturesque
figure
was that of
Tsuru Aoki as the only

little

Japanese girl at Stanford
University the year she entered.
Miss Aoki, who is
the niece of Sada Yacca, the
famous Japanese actress,
was sent to this country by
her aunt to be educated.

She studied

first

in

vent, but afterward

a con-

went

to

Stanford University.
"But I was so lonely," she

me

told

from

all

pathetically,

my

and

"away

family and the

friends of the convent that I only stayed a
I went back to my father."
Betty Blythe took two years of collegiate training at the
University of Southern California, then spent two years studysisters

while.

little

girl

Then

ing voice in Paris.
Once she thought to be a writer, and
later she had ambitions to be a physician, but she listened to
the siren call of musical comedy, and she's played everything
from front row of the chorus to "Ophelia" on the legitimate
stage.
But, no matter what her minor ambitions were, she
(Continued on page 85)
always attended closely to her musical
.

TP.

R

May

Allison

had a good
musical

edu-

cation.

East,

West— Home's
Best"
By

Peter White
minim

while,"
things

or "This

we needed

pay

room would be very comfortable, but the
for it are all in storage, and it wouldn't

send for them."
believes that it pays to be at home, every time and
if what he wants is halfway across the country, he either sends
So, when the
for it or buys something else to take its place.
Fox company decreed that he was to make a number of pictures on the Coast, he bade farewell to his beloved place down
at Sag Harbor, Long Island, and telegraphed a friend in Los
Angeles to buy for him a house there, which he had seen on
really

to

Farnum

;

a former sojourn in the West.
And now that house is a home where you are made so welcome that you don't mind your climb up the Santa Monica

Mountain, on which it nestles. From its broad verandas you
can look down over Los Angeles, and then up again to the
Its garden is aglow with clove pinks, California
distant hills.

IT'Syoua

be a home lover; if
believe it, just ask William
and his wife. I've sometimes

terrible thing to

don't

Farnum

suspected that they have moments of longing
to be the kind of people who can camp out
in a hotel suite, unpack the family photographs and three pet sofa cushions, and be
perfectly comfortable.
But they aren't the
stalwart William simply has to have a regular home, where you can poke your head
into every single corner without hearing a
chorus of "Oh, we haven't unpacked the
books we didn't feel that it would be worth
;

;

poppies, and even with orchids im-

What
ported from South America.
convinced me of the Farnums' feeling about homes was the group of
plants which would not bloom until
the following year. When people take
out a little mortgage on the future in
that way they cease to be transients,
real home people.
at the studio entertains

and become

Nobody

any

Farnum's
about
love of his home, for every one knows
the alacrity with which he jumps into
his long, gray racing car as soon as
misapprehensions

the day's work is done, and the number of times he has been held up for
speeding toward home is an old tale.

—

:

Lord Wright

W^

Go slow on the dual-role stuff
mistaken identity idea. Every one
the
Dual
StorylsCom- Photoplay Corporation, believes with
has been working the latter trick since
Roles
us ^at t ie or gi na l story is coming
long before the days when Alexander
ins Back
back. His reason for that belief, which
Dumas got his hunch and wrote "The
we have already stated in this department, is that the Corsican Brothers." Shakespeare used the idea, and
present tendency on the part of authors, publishers, and
he got it from the Roman playwrights. Of late it has
play producers to boost prices of published works will
been overworked. Right offhand I can name a dozen
create a demand for originals with merit regardless of
So when you see
pictures in which it has been used.
their advertising value. Mr. Wolper recently expressed
the story of the two men looking so much alike that
his views on the subject as follows:
one cannot be told from the other on the screen, refrain from going and writing something along the same
Price does not necessarily make a
line.
There are a few dualstory.
Proof of this lies in the fact
role film features as yet not rethat two of the biggest screen sucleased, and the market is already
cesses
De Mille's "Don't Change
concerning scenario
crowded with them.
Your Husband," and "The Miracle
Man" were not high-priced stories.
writing, addressed to this depart"Don't Change Your Husband" was
ment, will be gladly answered, when acI
I
think
an original, while "The Miracle
companied
stamped
and
by
a
addressed
behave
stated
Man" was practically unknown as
Five-Reel
return envelope. Beginners, however,
fore that coma book and certainly not a great sucComedies
cess as a play.
Yet both these picare advised first to procure our "Guideedy is the most
tures
were sensations, artistically
posts for Scenario Writers," a booklet
difficult
form
and from a box-office standpoint.
covering all the points on which beginof writing for the screen.
Beners usually wish to be informed, which
ware the story that reads huThe Mayflower president bewill be sent for ten cents. Those who
morously.
Nine times out of
lieves that the prevailing pracwish the names and addresses of the
ten it will prove a sad performtice of paying fabulous prices
ance indeed. It is the idea beprincipal producers, with statements of
for screen vehicles is but a passthe kinds of stories they want, may
tween the lines that will act huing fad that the money exprocure our Market Booklet for six
morously. As those of you who
pended purchases advertising
cannot
note
that
we
read
Please
read
cents.
"Old Comedies or New?"
and publicity value only.
He
scripts.
or
criticize
in
the
last issue of Picturesays
Play already know, there is a
Take, for example, a story which
movement well advanced to get
costs
the
producer one hundred
away from the pie-throwing
thousand dollars. At least seventyFor
five thousand dollars is paid for the publicity value.
brands of film comedy, and to get into a higher class
actual merit, only twenty-five thousand dollars is laid out.
of comedy with a logical story and natural situations.
Consider the case of the screen rights for such novels as
Companies that have been making one and two-reel
Harold MacGrath's "The Luck of the Irish."
comedies are now making five-reelers feature comSuch novels are bought at very high figures because they
have an established advertising value. Both authors and pubedies, if you will.
lishers are boosting prices to a point now where they themNow if you have comedy ideas your time is coming,
selves will break the market.
They will slay the goose which
provided
these five-reel comedies receive public approval.
lays the golden eggs.
For money cannot be made on a proComedy to run five reels must have plot and story. It
duction when the story costs one hundred thousand dollars
or more, which is the high-water mark said to have been
can't be made up "as they go along."
If you want to
touched in the purchase of "The Tailor-Made Man," "Turn
do comedies try to do something that would make a
to the Right," and "Way Down East," and a few other such
five-reeler.
Don't waste your time writing ideas for
works.
short-length comedy. The film comedy of to-day conIf a story costs one hundred thousand dollars, acsists of one slight idea and is built tip as work progresses
any one having a "hunch" for funny business
cording to Mr. Wolper, not less than one hundred and
handing
it
along to the director. Your script stands
fifty thousand dollars should
expended to insure

Thonrimnoi
ineunginai

e aVt
to note
olper, president of the

that

Isaac

Mayflower

'

—

QUESTIONS

—

—

—

—

be
This means, he says, that when
the picture is published it must gross at least half a
million dollars to cover the cost of prints, distribution,
and exploitation, and even then the matter of profit
will be doubtful.
Which is a convincing argument
for the original story even if the original story for
screening is not, in the end, the worthiest story of
'em all.

proper production.

—

very

little

Stuff

chance.

Must

Be Better

Your ideas must not be as good as
the other fellow -they must be better.
This is a fact that must invariably be
faced by the free-lance writer of movie
plots.
There are a lot of professional

—

—

fellows on the "inside" staff writers and the like, who
can submit the usual thing, done with an understand-

Hints for Scenario Writers
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The producer
ing of the practical side of producing.
can always turn to them in a pinch, and it is absolutely
unnecessary to go into the general market for the usual
thing.
Obviously, then, the outsider who wants to
break in must give better, more original stuff than the
staff writer.
This can be done, and is being done from
time to time by a few persons of real talent. The outside writer, many times, comes to market with a new
vision, with a fresh invention, and his stuff fills a longfelt want.
The producer's problem is to find new and original
ideas.
The writers of continuity the staff men, are,
almost without exception, pretty well written out.
They can furnish the technique, the mechanics, but are
shy on invention. Some one must supply fresh ideas,
and it is up to the outsider -to do it.

—

There

is

a

market for a new kind

The film serial thriller
°^
appeals
to
many,
but, in the estimation
the oerial^
f t ie producer, the serial audience is
composed principally of those who only
enjoy the "dime novel" type of literature. An endeavor
is to be made to change this, and George Kleine, pioneer
film manufacturer, the man who presented such film
masterpieces as "Quo Vadis," "Cabiria," et cetera, to
the American public, is the man who is making the
attempt.
Mr. Kleine has gotten back into the art with
a vengeance, and Mr. L. C. Wheeler, treasurer of Kosmick Films, Inc., of which Mr. Kleine is president,
says
sei 'i a ^ plot.

Imnrovine"
.

j

Mr. Kleine and I believe that serial stories must be improved. The average serial story consists of hundreds of
Some one runs after some one else through
feet of chases.
thousands of feet of film. The first two or three episodes
contain plot and some good sets, and then the story is absolutely forgotten until the final episode, when all the threads
are gathered up as well as they can be, and the serial is
ended.
think we have a plot that will hold up as well
in the middle of the serial as at the beginning or the end.
Our company is in the market for high-class serials.
want them in synopsis form. They must have enough plot
to hold up the continuity through fifteen two-reel episodes
at least.
do not want "masked marvels," scientific sleuths,
want a strong story, full
hypnotic wonders, et cetera.
of thrills and love interest, preferably written around a girl,
and cast in unusual environment.

We

We

We

We

I
completed my first effort for two years, and am
going to try and come back. What is the proper thing to
submit at this time, entire continuity or synopsis?

to-day

Mr. Coffin can write good continuity, but our advice
submit synopses
is the same as to the beginner
I would certainly like to hear from other memCampbell Hall, Shannon
bers of the "Old Guard"
McCloskey,
Pop Hoadley, Giles R.
Fife, Lawrence
rest
all
the
1
want
Warren, and
to hear from you!

—

to him
only.

—

—

.

You

.

Writing
Begins at

Home

can write best about the people
y OU know the best. If you
filled
with your subject, soaked

ancj
are

pj aces

w

a t mos P nere 01 a cert ain locan better impress your
unconsciously. Kipling and India,

^

cality,

you

You do it
Dickens and lower middle-class English types, Scott
and the Scottish highlands, and so on through the list
reader.

of writers of worth.

Too many would-be authors roam far afield for their
color.
They write of the South Seas when they have
never seen salt water they dash off long stories about
English aristocracy when they have never met a butler;
they write volumes about New York or Chicago, when
Fort Wayne, Indiana, is the largest metropolis they
really know.
Write about the people and the places
you know. It is not necessary to write of far-away
things.
Maybe you live in a country village. Why
not cast your plot among the types of that village and
It's as entertaining to city people as
its environment?
city life is to you
as interesting to "high society," soHeart interest
called, as "society drama" is to you.
can be made just as dramatic in Walnut Hills as it can
;

—

in

Bombay,

India.

In the old days screen authors selgiven credit.
I don't mean
Author's
by the grocer, but by the producer, on
With
e mam title of the picture.
Credit
Hoadley,
Giles
W.
Sargent,
Pop
Epes
Warren, and other old-timers, I did what I could to
wage war in behalf of those responsible for the founFirst a few
dation of the motion-picture structure.
of the authors were given grudging credit in very small
type on the screen then all authors were given smalltype credit, and finally all authors are given credit in
fair-sized script on the main titles of the pictures.
And now we want an "extension of credit."
art
in favor of credit for all authors on posters and in
trade journal and magazine advertising. It is true that
certain authors are now given poster credit
but not
all of them.
The novelist with the widely known name
is given credit, first because he demands it in his contract; secondly, because his name is considered of poster
value.
But the unknown author, the man who writes
His name
his name is rarely printed.
his first story
may not have poster value, it is true. Neverthless he
originated the idea, without which that particular production would never have been made.

As

to

dom were

;

And

we

repeat this statement of endeavor to put
out a new kind of serial, and to put serials in more
portentous theaters should be interesting to authors.
so

am

beginning to receive many letrom
tne "Old Guard"
writers
Old-Timers
who won success in the game four or
Returning'
fi ve
y ears a g 0> but who dropped out
during the period of the Great War.
Maibelle Heikes Justice, Cora Drew, Clarence Frambers, Marc Edwin Jones, and others, who have won
I

* ers

—

^

.

iheir spurs, are again turning their attention to movieland, and it is well.
need fresh ideas, and these

We

old-timers

in

knowledge.

game have

the

Here's one from

surely

been storing up

Edwin Ray

Coffin,

You

—

doubtless be surprised to hear from me if you
at all
but until «a couple of years ago I was
quite successful as a motion-picture writer and used to correspond quite a bit with you and friend Epes Sargent, while
Have done no writing
located on a ranch in New Mexico.
for nearly two years about two years ago -I left Los Angeles,
where I had been writing for Tom Mix and others, and joined
the army. After being mustered out I went to Iowa and
bought a general insurance agency, sold out at a good profit,
and am now in Omaha in the insurance business. In the
army no one could concentrate enough to write anything, but
will

—
;

—

—

who

several years ago was among the most successful of
the younger writers for Shadowland.

remember me

We

We

A New

have recently been getting

state-

ments from the producers concerning

Market

their needs, in the
the next edition

way

of stories, for

Scenario
of our
This new
Writers' Market Booklet.
edition, which will be ready by July 15th, will be an
up-to-the-minute guide, telling exactly what each producer wants and does not want at this time. All of
the new companies and changes in the personnel of the
It will be sent to any address for six
stars are listed.

Booklet

—

cents in postage.

—

mill!

A Sure Bet on the Screen Track
Robert Gordon is keeping fit throughout a summer in the city,
and incidentally, is nearing the end of his dash to stardom.

By Charles

heard of the hot
YOU'VE
pavements and the sweltering canons of the City

of

Dreadful

Night

— New

York

in July.

But Robert Gordon argues that
if you want to make the effort
you can get fresh air and healthy

Carter

and takes a

sprint through the
climbs a tree or two in
rivalry with the squirrels, dashes
home for a cold shower and
breakfast, then off in his car for
the motor trip to the studio.
schedule like this doesn't allow for much skylarking at night,

park,

A

exercise

and both Bob and

crowded humanity.

wife enjoy staying quietly at home
in the evening to any sort of di-

even in that place of
Perhaps this
philosophy has made possible the
beautiful apartment overlooking
Central Park, which he shares
with the beautiful "Pink Lady"
of musical comedy fame Alma
Frances, who last year became
Mrs. Robert Gordon.
Bob misses the mountains and
sea of his California home, but
he contents himself with the substitute
in miniature
which
spread out just below his windows.
His routine for the day
is not unlike that which he followed while in the army.

—

At

six-thirty

:

uniforms himself

reveille.

He

in a track suit

his

charming

version which the great city offers, for they're wisely planning
to make hay in the heyday of
their youth, in order that they
may have an orange ranch in
California later on.
And incidentally, while Bob is
keeping fit by this healthy mode
of living, he is also sprinting
along at the head of the screen
profession, competing with such
champions of characterization as
Dick Barthelmess, Robert Harron,

A

and others.
group of wealthy men, after

a careful examination of the
screen stadium, decided to stake
their money on Gordon as the best
bet in the stellar race.
He is to
have a company of his own to
produce stories dealing with characters similar to Huck Finn, which

he played in "Huck and Tom"
with Jack Pick ford, and such
vigorous roles as the one he filled
in "Missing."

Illlllllllllllll

A

picture of Mr. and Mrs.
Gordon snapped in Central
Park late in the spring.
Above, an action picture,

caught while Rob was taking his morninp- "constitu-

What
On

the Fans Think

different subjects concerning the screen, as revealed

Cecil

Shall

De

Mille

Be Censored?

the Editor of Picture-Play Magazine.
I'm the mother of a fifteen-year-old girl, and I want to protest vehemently against such pictures as "Why Change Your
I'll
admit that I see some good in them and that
Wife?"
I
enjoy seeing them; their extravagance and exotic atmosphere are such a relief from my three-meals-a-day-and-darningin-the-evening existence.
I learned something from
that one,
too after I saw it I came home and cut out three new house
dresses for myself, and when my husband suggested that for
our vacation we go on a boat trip with some of our friends,
instead of to a Chautauqua, I gave up my plans and accepted
;

—

my daughter saw that picture and she sat through
three times she cut all her summer dresses down as low
as she dared in the back, and now she keeps a bottle of grape
juice under the cushion at one end of the porch swing and
a plate of fudge under the other.
She uses so much perfume
that her clothes fairly reek with it, and she hasn't had a petticoat in the wash for three weeks.
Of course, I know that it isn't really the pictures of this
type that are at fault, but the fact that young girls like my
daughter haven't good-enough judgment to accept them for
what they are. These girls know nothing of life, and think
what they see on the screen is real. If they'd accept the principle of that picture and adapt it to their own lives it wouldn't
be so bad, but they take the actual details of its practice instead—and just now, when their whole foundation of life is
being laid, it's positively injurious. Isn't there some way of
censoring these extravagant productions not merely Mr. De
Mille's
so that they will have a less dangerous effect?
Mrs. R. J. D. Winsted, Connecticut.
But after

it

—

—

—

—

In Defense of D.

To

the Editor
zine.

W.

Mary

in public favor.

A

:

;

Richard Barthelmess
"Broken Blossoms" was wonderful.
shows great promise, and I don't know of any one who can

Why
To
I

F.

does.

— Nashville,

Tennessee.

Mary Grow Up?

Can't Little
Picture-Play Magazine.
any one else was as disappointed

the Editor of

wonder

if

was with much

in

"Polly-

anticipation that I went
But who, after seeing
to see Mary Pickford in this picture.
the stage production, would ever imagine Pollyanna looking as
she did on the screen?
I am sure she never possessed such
a wealth of curls, at any rate.
I have always longed to see Mary as a real, grown-up young
lady, and I hope that some day she will give us a story which,
all the way through, is like the fourth reel of "Heart of the
Hills."
To my mind, she was never more winsome than then.
Quite recently I had the pleasure, for the first time, of see-

anna" as

I

was.

It

little

say.

too,

—

E. S.

—Oklahoma

An Argument Against
To

Oklahoma.

City,

Types.

the Editor of Picture-Play Magazine.
must take issue with what Mr. Herbert

I
Howe said in your
magazine some months ago about one of our leading players.
For one, I do not believe Wallace Reid has "reached his height."
In his present type of vehicle, perhaps so, for it seems impos-

sible to depict more perfectly the
young American than he does. But

happy-go-lucky
who has carefully watched Mr. Reid's career, and noted
his steady, consistent, conscientious growth,
it seems
that there are many possibilities
before him yet, if he is given the opporclean-cut,
to any one

tunity.

I think that D. W. Griffith is unquestionably the greatest director.
He leads and
the others follow. He is the great creative
genius of filmdom, and a genius he certainly is, with a great deal of the poet also.
Of all the many, many pictures there are
comparatively few which are really fine
and appeal to intelligent people everywhere. "The Birth of a Nation," "Intolerance," "Hearts of the World," and especially "Broken Blossoms" are at the head
of these few. In England, during the past
few years, Griffith's plays and his actors
have probably been the most popular of all. I had the pleasure of seeing several Griffith plays in London and I noted their
reception.
About the actors I think Lillian Gish, Richard Barthelmess,
Lillian Gish is certainly an
and Mary Pickford have led.
artist
no one can come up to her. Her portrayal of Lucy in

E.

my

Canada.

think that the leading man or woman should be let
alone. As a leading man for Norma Talmadge Eugene O'Brien
was great, but I do not hear any one raving over him now.
I see that they are going to star Thomas Meighan.
I think
that will be another mistake.
And Gloria Swanson surely
money is being wasted on her, for she cannot act, and people want to see something besides an ornament with a hideous
headdress.
I believe the time has come when the people want a good
story, well acted, with a good cast, regardless of the star.
For
very often the star is outshone by some one in the cast.
I wish I could see Nigel Barrie play with Norma Talmadge
I believe they would make a good pair.
I,

Maga-

Mary Pickford

Fan —Toronto,

Devoted Movie

Let Well Enough Alone!
To the Editor of Picture-Play AIagazine.
As a motion-picture fan I would like to add

I have just finished reading "What the
Fans Think" in the last copy of your
magazine.
I
think it is most interesting
and sincerely hope you will continue it.

play child parts better than

from our mail pouch.

Mary Miles Minter. It was in "Anne of Green Gables,"
and she certainly gave an adorable characterization of redheaded, freckle-faced Anne. 1 hope it will not be long before
ibis charming young star will be starring equally with Little

Q.

Picture-Play

of

letters selected

ing

To

his.

by

It is rather a pity for an actor to associate himself so completely with a type
that his audiences refuse to see him in any
other.
Charles Ray, for instance, certainly
has the "divine spark," and yet lately I
find myself choosing other pictures, I am
so tired of the kind of play he always ap-

pears

in.

No

doubt it is asking a good deal of
an actor to want him to forsake deliberately a sure-fire "best seller" of the sort
he always succeeds in but with an established reputation, a long contract, or one's
own company, it would be only a reasonable risk and would make enormously for
San Francisco, California.
G. W. A.
;

versatility

and

art.

—

The Comedies Get

It

Again.

To

the Editor of Picture-Play AIagazine.
S. O. S. voices my opinion of the screen comedies.
doesn't some one can the pies, water hose, wicked black musThey are all worn
taches, and the skirts that won't stay put?
People do tolthreadbare and should be in ancient histor}-.
erate them in the absence of better, but watch and see how
a good humorous story, minus the senseless buzzing around,
great many comedies are hopeis appreciated by every one.
Larry Semon's are usually good,
less, but not all of them.
There is usually something to
and Lyons & Moran's, also.
follow in their plays. I think the others will surely drop the
old stuff soon; they will have to, or be left behind.
I have been very much interested in the little announcements,
from time to time, that different comedy producers were try-

Why

A

ing a

much

new kind of five-reel comedy. I shall be
interest to see these new comedies.
R. S.

What

Sioux

Falls

watching with

— Greeley,

Nebraska.

Thinks.

the Editor of Picture-Play Magazine.
In this town the people are thoroughly
alive and keen for the best of things, and

To

f
I

Continued on \

page 100

J

The

Actor's
By

As

if

used

E.

to be,

Day

W. Kemble

when he acted on

the stage

The Filming
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of

"Way Down

Continued from pa»e

after

proper

time, to give everything
value
and
relative

its

em-

effect,
perfecting
the
in
phasis
the feeling, which Griffith had in
mind, and toward which he was pa-

He was like a comtiently striving.
poser who, having written a piece of
music, was going over the score, indicating the accents, the tempo, the
mood

of expression.
this scene to he played

want

"I

—

—

smoothly smoothly smoothly," he
said to Barthelmess and Miss Gish,
as they were working over a tiny

And

bit of action.

I felt that I

was

beginning to understand, better than
I ever had before, how, through his
shadow pictures, he is able so skillfully to play upon the emotions, the
feelings, of an audience.

30

Yet the picby no means near completion.
not be finished before mid-

battlefields of France.

ture
It

is

will

summer."
paused, while
impressive statement
swallow of coffee.

gulped that
down with a

I

"Our vouchers show," he went on,
"that scouts traveled six thousand
miles in the mere preliminary work
of obtaining photographs of New
England life.
Pictures of every
sort were taken, including photographs of about four hundred New
England homes.
"Eve no idea of how many scenes
appear

in the

completed produc-

tion, but for the interior scenes alone

forty-four
used.

different

There were

sets

three,

will

be

you may

recall, in the stage version.

"Up

reels of film

keeping with the

the greatest

quite

in

general atmosphere of the studio. I
should like to visit the Griffith studio
often, just to join the company at
luncheon.
I sat" at a small table with Mr.
Griffith's personal aid and listened
to a recital of incidents and figures
concerning the filming of "Way
Down East," which would be almost
unbelievable were they not backed
up by the knowledge of Griffith's
former undertakings.

"This picture," said

my

host, "is

personal production for the United Artists, and, of
course, we hope to see it mark another step in the development of

Mr.

Griffith's first

motion pictures, as so many of Mr.
Griffith's pictures have done in the
though, of course, the proof
past
of the puddding is in the eating," he
added hastily, as he laid down his
fork, and solemnly knocked on the

—

underside of the

"But
thing
ment.
nected

if

table.

counts

effort

for

any-

He

paused for a mo-

"No one

not intimately conproduction can

"

with

this

really appreciate the effort that is
being expended on it yet, perhaps
I can give you a tabloid impression
of the mere hugeness of the under;

taking.

"Already more time has elapsed
we began in January than was
spent on any Griffith production
since 'Hearts of the World,' and even
more time than on that one if you
eliminate the months spent on the
since

two hundred and ten
have been exposed, and

to date

Luncheon followed the rehearsal.
It was a leisurely sort of "family
affair,"

number of times

any one scene has been taken
thirty-one."

the camera men. The scenes which
had been worked over so painstakingly

in

He

is

that

only

said this as though

were a mere commonplace to photograph one scene thirty-one times.
"But none of the really important
close-ups have been taken yet," he
added. "Those always require much
more patient effort in order to get
a perfect result."
"And the cost?" I inquired feebly.
it

"Oh, six hundred and fifty thousand dollars, according to the present budget," he replied, as though
that were the least important item.

Luncheon finished, we returned to
the studio.
But the alterations on
the dining-room set were not nearly
completed, so, after watching Dorothy Gish work in another part of
the studio for a while, I came back
and chatted with Lillian, who is as
etherial and appealing in person as
she is in shadow.
"I hope," she said, "that the snow
scenes will be worth the suffering
they cost us.
I don't think I ever
experienced anything as severe as
what we went through. Some days
it was so cold that the cameras froze,
and we had to stop work. We were
out in blizzards for hours until,
some nights, it was hours and hours
before I felt really warm, though I

was home early in the evening."
She was interrupted by another
call for the company to assemble.
The workmen had finished the alterations.
But the call did not include

rehearsal

the

room now

to be rehearsed again

were

lie

will

East"

—

a dress
were. And, as a bus
was just leaving for the station, I
thought it best to start back for New
rehearsal, as

it

York.
be

interested in seeing
East," interested in
seeing what the reviewers say about
it, and even more interested in seeing whether or not it will take its
place as another of the Griffith milestones along the march of progress
of the motion picture.
For in predicting that it will be
a monumental work, I do not mean
to prophesy that it will ma'rk a distinct step in picture making as did
"The Birth of a Nation" and
shall

I

"Way Down

"Broken Blossoms."

That remains

to be seen.

But

it must be obvious to any one
has read this account, that as
an example of the present phase of
frenzied scrambling and high bidding
for popular plays and novels, to be
turned into lavishly produced and

who

sensationally exploited pictures, this
of "Way Down East"

production

must tower above most,

if

not

similar endeavors, at least as a

-

all

huge

undertaking.
strange undertaking, in a way,
too
strange that such an attempt
should be made to make a monumental thing out of this simple,
homely play it seems almost as incongruous as though some one were
to try to develop "The Old Oaken
Bucket" into a grand opera.
But there is something splendidly
audacious about these big undertakings of Griffith, about every one of
them. He is a very canny combination of showman and artist combined.
He knows pretty well what
type of thing will catch and hold the
public interest at any given time, and
I have a shrewd idea that he had
his hand on the pulse of the moviegoing public when he chose this vehicle for the first of his new series,
and decided to "go the limit" on it.
So, without having seen a foot of
the finished film, I shall venture one

A
;

;

more prophecy
East"

— that

"Way Down

on the screen will
repeat the wonderful record which
made on the stage, two decades
it
ago.

in its revival

—

A

Broadway Cowboy
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Continued from page 63

"Hands up !" Randolph exclaimed,
and the sheriff, before he knew what
was taking place, found himself
bound, gagged, and a prisoner, with
Randolph grinning at him from the
outside of the cell.
"I'll leave a call for you, sheriff,"
he laughed, and with that he was
gone.
Outside, Steve and Tommy Lathrop were waiting for him.
"We saw you get arrested," Steve
"And we let the train
explained.
go without us. Come on, we'll hide
train
goes
midnight
until
the

through."
Randolph's eye scanned the unprepossessing street of Moose Run,
and he shook his head. "Nothing
stirring!" he exclaimed.
"I'm going
to take one of those horses and leave
this part of the world behind me.
You fellows wait and catch the train,
they haven't got anything on you.
!"
I've got to get out of town
It was a mangy-looking little roan
he picked, dejected and sad, but the
pony's attitude underwent a change
with Randolph in the saddle it came
to life, and with a dozen jumps
started like a shot for
somewhere.
;

—

A

Randolph cared.
He was
headed in the same direction the
train had taken, and Winslow was
somewhere ahead, which was suffilot

cient.

Dawn

found him still in the sadwiser by much knowledge of the
ways of Western ponies. It was all
very well to ride a horse in the third
act from the tree to the wings, which
was never more than forty feet now
he was confident that he had traveled
something like four hundred miles.
He stopped for a rest and disdle,

;

mounted. "Enough!" he said feelingly, and looked up to find himself
staring into the muzzle of a gun, over
which he could see a man's face,
and beside this man were other men,
all on horseback.
"Good morning," Randolph began
pleasantly.

"It's a little

"

"Hands up !" the man said, and he
cocked the gun.
One of the other men unfastened
a rope from his saddle and slipped
the noose over Randolph's head.

They were

all

sinister,

quiet,

and

purposeful.
"Look here !" Randolph exclaimed,
as they forced him to mount the
horse, which they led away in the
direction of a big tree that clung to
an overhanging bank. "What's the
meaning of all this?"
"You took that horse, didn't you?"
the one with the rope asked.
"Yes," Randolph admitted. "But
I

"

"They ain't no buts," was the ungracious answer, and he threw the
free end of the rope over a bough
of the tree.
"Any last word you'd like to say ?"
another of the men asked, as he
fastened the rope to the horn of his
saddle.

"Yes !" Randolph exclaimed in
sudden anger. "I want you to wire
the manager of 'A Western Knight'
Company, at Winslow, and tell him
to put more pep into the last act,
it isn't realistic enough as it stands.
I don't suppose you will believe me,
but I'm an actor in that company, so
Now go ahead with what
I know.
"Gidap !" one of the men said, and
with a smack he whanged the roan
across the rump.
Gathering itself together, the pony
Randolph braced
leaped ahead.
himself for the jerk of the rope,
half wondering if he would live long
enough to feel it, and he found himself still riding, ten yards from the
tree, twenty yards, the pony jumping
under him like a shot from a gun,
while Randolph, breathless and unbelieving, finally began to realize
that

the last act of his

turned into a glorious

"Hands up

!"

It

was

show had

reality.

a girl's voice

shouted it, somewhere behind
him, but as this was perfectly absurd, he laughed grimly and ducked
as he slewed the pony off the trail
that

and started madly down a long- slope.
An instant later he found himself
out of the trees, and, before he could
check his mount, he was thrown,
head over heels, down a steep sandy
the horse tumbling after him.
His reception at the bottom was,
to say the least, unexpected, for he
brought up, filled with sand, almost
in the arms of two men who were
standing in front of an automobile,
arguing and cursing at the top of
their voices.
With one accord they
turned upon Randolph, and before
he could catch his wind he was in

hill,

wide with astonishment.
"Why
how did you catch them ?"
"I didn't," Randolph laughed as

why

—

he held her hand.
"They caught
me!"
"They are the men who robbed
Dad's bank
The whole country is
looking for them. I heard you had
been arrested, and started for Moose
Run, and on the way I saw those
!

men

catch you."

"Robbed the bank ?" Randolph re"
peated.
"Then
He shot a
glance at -the machine, and, walking
to it, peered into the tonneau.
He
was rewarded by a sight of two fat
suit cases, and with a grin slowly
spreading over his face, he turned to
the men and bound them hand and
foot.

The posse, with Sheriff Pat McGann at its head, straggled back to
Winslow.
A dozen voices hailed
them, but received only discouraged
grunts in answer.
From the other
direction an automobile appeared and
slowly drew up in front of the bank.
Pat looked once, recognized the
.

driver and passenger, and felt the
urgent call of other business. The
posse, however, rode on, and with a
whoop of delight saw that the girl
beside the man at the wheel was
Betty.
,

"Here's your money !" she gasped.
"Mr. Randolph found it for you !"

And

she pointed into the tonneau,
suit cases reposed on top
of the bandits, almost like a weight

where the

them down.
They didn't believe her until they
had looked for themselves, then they
to keep

opened their mouths to yell, but
Sheriff Sims came between them and
the car, and the yell died into a gasp
of surprise as Sims rested his hand
threateningly on Randolph's shoulder.

"Look here

!"

Randolph demanded.

"What makes you
man?"

think

I

killed a

Sims extracted the photograph and
shoved it under Randolph's nose.

he told only to one person he said
that he hadn't the slightest idea how
he accomplished what he did, or even
escaped alive all he knew was that
he came out of the windmill of legs
and arms to find that he had knocked

"Does that look like it?" he asked,
pointing out the writing on the back.
"Sheriff Pat McGann !" Betty read
aloud.
"Well, of all——"
She
turned to the posse and shouted.
"Boys Pat's been trying to get an
innocent man hung! What are you
going to do about it ?"

Then anthe two men out, cold.
other horse came tearing down the
slope, and Betty fell out of the saddle and into his arms.
"I was up in the tree and cut the
"Just like in
rope!" she gasped.
your play !" She glanced at the men
on the ground, and her eyes opened

What they did about it was to
catch Pat and line him up in front
of the machine, but instead of running him down, as they wanted him
to do, Randolph leaned out and
shook him by the hand.
From that moment Randolph beContinued on vage. 94

the biggest fight of his

Afterward

—

this

life.

was a

secret that

—

;

—
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The Movies' Magic Tank
Continued from page 14

When
ydur

room.
ing

your eyes
VyHEN
^* "register" emotion
—as Hope Hampton's
eyes do so tellingly in
your
these photos
eyes play an important
part in expressing your

—

Long dark
appeal.
lashes make the eyes
luminous and meaningful.

Use Lashlux— 2 prepAparations in one.
plied after powdering,
it supplies to the roots
of the lashes and brows
the natural oil which
stimulates th ei r
growth.
In addition
Lashlux darkens the
eyebrows and lashes
immediately.
In 2 shades— Brown
and dark; also Colorless for use on retiring.

PLEASURE

Delicately scented, in
a dainty brown box,
50 cents.

At drug and department stores, or direct
from the makers.

ROSS CHEMICAL
Street,

NEW YORK

SORROW

any

;

else.

In "The Sea Wolf" the wrecking
of a ferryboat had to be shown. Exteriors for this scene were filmed in
San Francisco, but scenes showing
the interior of the boat, with the
passengers struggling frantically to
escape, could hardly be made there.
And so a duplicate of the wrecked
ferry was built in the Lasky tank,
and the panic took place there quite
as effectively as it could have taken
place in the neighborhood of the
Golden Gate.

Like Egypt and

found

its

way
new

Italy,

China has
Ethel

to the tank.

"Crooked
Clayton's
Streets," is laid in Shanghai, some
of the scenes taking place on the
water front. And the waters of the
tank were cast to play the role of
a sluggish river of the Orient, and
did it most acceptably.
Far more fashionable was the set
picture,

"The Fighting Chance," refrom the novel by
Robert W. Chambers. The tank became a swimming pool in a million-

built for

cently screened

CO.,

26 East 23d

set,

it
supplement the ballThis was an unusually strikand would have done credit

real hotel whose manager had
foresight enough to make use of a
similar arrangement
as it was, the
setting did duty most effectively for
this one picture, and then was destroyed to make room for something

to

Eyes KgQistQ?
Emotion

FRIGHT

make

could

aire's home, and the scene of one of
the most striking stunts shown in a
current production the submarine

—

described

kiss,

elsewhere

in

this

Incidentally, this marked another feat on the part of those who
make possible the demands of imagiissue.

in

—

a new development
underwater photography.

native authors

Of course, these pictures aren't
the only ones for which the tank has
been used; not by any means. "The
Secret Garden," in which Lila Lee
appeared some time ago, had some
scenes in a very beautiful garden, at
the edge of a lily-filled pool, which
were also laid in the tank. You'll
probably be able to remember many
others which, now that you know
how these things are done, you can
be pretty certain were made there
instead of out on location somewhere, in a place where permission
to shoot had to be obtained and
where, if the shots turned out badly,
it would be rather difficult to repeat
the performance.
Between pictures the tank does
duty as a swimming pool when he
was working at the Lasky studio,
Ffoudini
frequently practiced his
stunts in it, and more than one noted
star has found it a welcome refuge
when the Klieg lights were sending
the mercury in the thermometer skyrocketing, and a solid day and night
But,
of work loomed up ahead.
refuge though it may be, that tank
is the graveyard of many an illusion
as to long trips to beautiful locations. However, its uses are interesting enough to make the mere shattering of illusions of small account.
;

Introducing Every Woman's "Little Devil"
Continued from page 65

cigarettes

means
luxuriant lashes

between

us, that I

was

lis-

tening to what would be the epitome
of the attractive young man who was
speaking.
The words came with a
gentle, almost foreign twist.

"Every young

girl

wants to meet

— and

every older
woman remembers hers perhaps
that little smile in the gray-haired
after years is in memory of the delicate love she still bears for the
twinges of pain he gave her.
"To-day, as always, he is a brainy,

her

'little

attractive,

human

famous

for

FRENCH

Depilatory

removing hair

A delicately perfumed powder; removes hair,
leaves skin smooth, white: for arms, limbs,
face; 50c, also $1.00 size, which includes cold
cream, mixing cup and spatula. At drug and
department stores. Send 10c for trial samrle
and booklet.

HALL & RUCKEL,

104

Waverly

Place, N. Y.

—

well-groomed

Please

ing.

X-BAZIN

devil'

being.

remember

He

is

human
he

likely

is

to

bea

be

more brainy than the

hero, and as
clever and intuitive as a woman.
"He is not 'sugar-coated.' this
character I am trying to make live
in place of the model 'villain,' but he

He wants
sugar-coat life.
to see the beautiful velvet of the couch
not the dust and
dirt under it.
When he has his fail-

tries

his

to

woman

—

ures, and he does, he hides them
gayly, but he is careful that other
people shall advertise his successes.

He

never

boasts,

and

he

never

gloats."

Then the clock butted in, and
the purple silk dressing gown disappeared up the broad stairs, its
owner announcing that "he would be
right down" and to "wait a minute,"

From his
I did, and he was.
glossy, straight, black hair to the tips
of his shiny tan boots, and in his
and

snappy summer suit, Lew Cody was
ready for a Sunday afternoon drive
in the long, low roadster waiting outside in the drive.

His grasp was firm and warm in
saying good-by, and as this perfectly

groomed, dark, and handsome young
man with the wickedly small mustache irised out in the snorting car
down the Hollywood hill, one won-

dered

—

well,

how

"little

devils" be-

haved on Sunday afternoon drives
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Patricians of the Screen
Continued from page 75

education.

She

is

a very fine pianist

and singer, and might even have
grand opera ambitions if she chose.
Seena Owen is a graduate of high
school and of a girls' college in Denmark, where she was born.
Ann

May
high

is

a graduate of a Cincinnati

school

academy.

and

Of

of

course,

a

dramatic

Ann May

her real name.
She belongs
one of the old families of her
home city, and she is an heiress in
her own right.
Pauline Frederick
is a graduate of a girls' seminary in
isn't

to

Boston.

Among the many stars who have
developed a talent for some form
of art other than just acting is
Louise Glaum, who, after graduating
from high school, discovered an interest in costume designing which
now monopolizes much of her time
when she's not at the studio. And
another star who loves "art for art's
sake" is little Madge Kennedy, who
fully expected to earn her living with
her pencil when she studied at the
Art Students' League, in New York,
before she went on the stage and
so into the movies.
Bebe Daniels, Marguerite Clark,
Mary Miles Minter, and Mary Pickford, all studied with private teachers.

Most of the young women stars
are going on with their education,
usually specializing in French and
music. Bebe Daniels, Anna Nilsson,
Mary Pickfcrd, Mary Miles Minter,

Margarita Fisher, Billie Rhodes,
Alice Lake, May Allison, Viola
Dana, Priscilla Dean, and dozens of
others study French during their
spare moments.

There are many more patricians of
the screen; to name them all would
take many pages that are not available.
list

is

Your
Millions

have

Stars

and Their Hobbies

——palmistry.
designing
Ford Sterling—photography.

Rupert Julian
Louise Glaum

clothes.

of

teeth

done

not

now

they

as

see

them

It holds the acid in contact with the
teeth to cause decay.

acid.

everywhere.

method of teeth cleaning has,
in late years, come into very wide use.
Thousands of dentists are urging it. Multitudes of people have proved it and

And

it.

every person

fered a free ten-day

The purpose

is

now

is

tartar,

the film

the film-coat that discolors, not the
is the basis of tartar.
It holds

Film

food substance which ferments and forms

and ap-

Everyone who sees them will desire them.
So, to spread the facts, a 10Day Tube is sent to anyone who asks.
Pepsodent is based on pepsin, the

parent.

digestant

of

albumin.

buminous matter.
is

to dissolve

bat

it,

The

The

film

is

al-

object of Pepsodent

then to day by day com-

usual

REG. U.S.
US

a

patoff

j

of

much

of

it

intact.

The method

is

called Pepsodent.
are now enjoying

who

teeth.

But

embodied

And

in a dentifrice
millions of people

its benefits.

asks

now

method enables us

a

harmless

activating
the

to constantly fight

film-coat in this way.

Send the coupon for a 10-Day Tube.
Note how clean the teeth feel after using.
Mark the absence of the viscous film. See

how

the teeth whiten as the film-coat disappears.

now, for few things are more
The results may be life-long
extent.
Cut out the coupon so you
this

important.
in

won't forget.
'

392

Day Tube Free
fca^M»««««HII^™M^^™™""l

I

The New-Day Dentifrice
A scientific film combatant com
» ^
inuuiiiui
other modern requibined
uuicu with
mill two
denleading
sites. Now advised by
tists everywhere and supplied by
all

py-

Dental research has for many years
sought a way to fight this film, and the
way has now been found. Many clinical
tests have amply proved its efficiency. And
now leading dentists everywhere are urging its adoption.

Do
discovery has made pepsin posPepsin must be activated, and the
agent is an acid harmful to the

t%

of

Very few escape

it.

A new
sible.

They,

it.

cause

Very few people have escaped some

Sent to any one
results are quick

in

chief

orrhea.

left

is to

The Pepsodent

the

are

these tooth troubles, despite the daily
brushing.
The ordinary tooth paste does
not dissolve film, so the tooth brush has

combat the film which
causes most tooth troubles. Film is that
viscous coat you feel. It clings to teeth,
enters crevices and stays. In the months
between your dental cleanings it may do a
ceaseless damage.
It

with

of-

test.

To combat

teeth.

germs breed

Millions of

A new

adopted

also glisten

approved by high dental authorities

glisten

You

before.

may

teeth

All statements

But this mere beginning of the
enough to convince even so

conservative a person as the one
with whom I talked that all actresses
are not "queer people."
It
should also suggest to the
thousands of girls who yearn for a
screen career that they cease to lament the time spent on lessons when
they would rather be at a movie or
standing in front of their mirror pretending to be an actress. For every
one of these successful ones will tell
you the same thing: that the stars
of the future are going to be the
ones who have brains and know how
to use them.

Days

After 1

druggists in large tubes.

u

B

\

THE PEPSODENT COMPANY,
Dept. 647, 1104

S.

Wabash

Chicago,

I

g

Ave.,
111.

|
I

Mail 10-Day Tube of Pepsodent to
a

J
8

Only one tube

to a family
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Beware

Flappers

"All right— I love the little French
shoes," she laughed.
"But not the
extreme ones. Mine are sort of betwixt and between
I think the very
short ones are ridiculous
and I vary
them with those cut with longer

—

—

vamps, because it's unwise to cling
one last for your shoes. I
think your feet tire of it.

to just

"As

for

which

is

lingerie

made on

—

I

prefer

tailored lines,

that

and

embroidery for
trimming rather than bows and ribhas

inset lace or

flat,

bon

Worn

the

flowers
ruffles
lingerie
or
should be unobtrusive, and let your
frocks fit their best, and too much
trimming on your lingerie, of the
sort that sticks up and calls attention

World Over

is likely to be bunchy.
"I've told you how I select the
colors of my gowns. I can't give any

For more than forty years Boston Garter
has been a friend to men the world over.
It not only keeps the old but makes many
new ones each year. Most men ask for
Boston Garter as a matter of course

— the

two

words go

GEORGE FROST

CO.,

so

well

to itself,

together.

BOSTON

Makers,

;

(Continued from page 35)

!

the lightest green jade is good, as a
rule.
But I don't like the appearance of striving for effect wearing
beads and dangling earrings and a
hat pin all of the same color is almost as bad as wearing a signboard
saying 'I know that this color deepens the color of my eyes,' it seems
to me. You know, if you're going to
add the little touches of color that
are most effective, you've got to do
it
so deftly and unobtrusively that
;

people will exclaim in amazement,
'How beautifully that chain and
pendant go with your coloring!'

never dreaming that that's just why
you wore them
"That reminds me of something
else.
You simply must be consistent
about a costume never wear acces;

sories that belong with one sort of
outfit with another.
Why, I've seen

general advice about lines, because
that's a thing every girl has to work
out for herself; she and her modiste
can experiment with draperies and
learn whether she can indulge in bustle effects or bouffant hip draperies,
or whether she looks best in a skirt
that has a flatter effect about the

a girl wearing earrings with a riding habit A tulle hat wouldn't have
Riding
been more out of place.
clothes must be trim!"
Remembering the jauntv little
habit she wore in "The Walk-Offs,"
I credited her with living up to her

waist."

theory.

!

"How

"And how about

accessories?" I
asked, yearning to find out everything that May Allison knew about
clothes, so that I could pass it along
to you.
"I
love
'em,"
confided.
she
"Gloves that just match a costume,
and beads that give the right touch
of color to a frock oh, I adore buying those things. But I find that as

Send for FREE Catalog No. 50N
showing the largest assortment II M Stygg
T'S
of the most exquisite Jewelry,
JJ^ "JjJjJWVo"
Genuine Diamonds, standard
makes of Watches, Silverware
and French Ivory Toiletware.
Everything at rock bottom

V

prices

— ten

—

months to

pay on anything.

a rule

Address Dept. 50N.

gloves

(Capital $1,000,000)

"The House of Quality"
L.

W. SWEET,

Inc.,

Ciwr-ivlit. 1920 by L.

16

16 6

^W

W. Sweet.

v o^S

ro

c1?r

Inc.

y

practical to stick to white
short, heavy ones for street

it's

—

wear with

and softer, lightweight ones for wear with afternoon frocks or in the evening.
White gloves are so easily cleaned,
and as a rule even pale-colored ones
change tints in the cleaners' hands.
suits,

—

"As for beads one has to be so
careful
They're fascinating to buy,
but so many lose all restraint and go
about looking like Indians on the
warpath, wearing two or three
strings of different colors.
Pale
coral beads are good with yellow
hair so are amber ones, if they are
very pale.
Lapis lazuli is such a
beautiful deep blue that it is effective for the blue-eyed girl
but only

—

SELECT your own sub-

"Hats

The movie
is

Of

Mr. Leo Friedman
one

of America's well-known musicians, the
author of many song successes, such as "Meet
Tonight in Dreamland," "Let Me Call You
Sweetheart," "When I Dream of Old Erin,"

Me

and others the sales of which ran into millions of copies. Send
as many poeniB SB von wish. Don't Delay. Get Busy— Quick.
n

CHESTER MUSIC

W.*'-

Si£\'&?

Chicago,

actors now suggest
exhibition made
articles of interest

An

III.

Connected with their trade.

A

lock of Mary Pickford's hair,
Charlie Chaplin shoe,
bead that Bara used to wear,
pie that Fatty threw.

A

A

A

—-are

struggle.

I

hats!" she remarked
"Each one is a separate
don't have them made

because they're
so likely to be disappointing then.
I just start out with the shape and
coloring I want firmly fixed in my
specially, as a rule,

—

mind and keep looking till I find
it.
The perfect hat is the exclamation point that finishes the costume,

you know."

And as a maid came in just then
with an armful of handboxes whose
contents said everything from "Oh,
my dear!" to "Stop, look, and listen !" I took my departure.
Now, May

Allison's clothes

may

be too sophisticated for the girl who's
but Constance
still
in her teens
Talmadge's aren't. And Constance
has just been indulging in a shopping
orgy, preparatory to her trip to
Europe with Norma.
What she
bought, and why she bought it
that's what I'm going to tell you
next month.

—

A MOVIE MUSEUM

—

ject
love, patriotismwrite what the heart dictates,
then submit your poem to us.
We write the music and guarantee publisher's acceptance. Our leading composer

about hats?" I demanded,
burst of interrogation.

final

cryptically.

!

;

one

in

A

By Harold Seton

gun by Hart long

A

bit

utilized,

of Eltinge lace.

Two

rubber soles by Fairbanks prized.
Miss Frederick's whalebone brace.

An

A

ancient Bible ought to yield.

certain yellow page
which the secret is revealed
Of Fanny Ward's real age

On

:

Advertising Section
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Million-a-year

Scenarioist
Continued from page 57

comedy
bright
drama with equal skill.
builds

discover

the

secret

I

and dark
wanted to

source

of

his

ideas.

"I stimulate my imagination by
reading," said he.
"I don't trouble
myself with the modern writers to
any extent. I read Dickens, Balzac,
Maupassant, Hugo, and our old
friend Dumas.
"I always know my story before
I write it.
I make out a sort of
hypothetical
case,
argue all my
points, find a reason for everything
a character does. When I have the
story completely evolved in my mind
I write it."
At the Ince studio I was shown
some of the Sullivan scripts. They
read like novels, so complete are the

E

HIP

R. S

ANYTH INC
CAN ONLY BE GAINED BY
I

P IN

aUALITY MAINTAINED

REGARDLESS OF MARKET
CONDITIONS OR COSTS. THE
QUALITY OF B VD- UNDERWEAR
IS UNBUDGINGLY
UPHELD.

stories is being put into action.
He
believes an author should have some
supervision over production, collaborating, at least, with the director.
Mr. Sullivan gave some other
sharp pointers to writers. He said
"Human interest is necessary

NO UNDERWEAR

IS

BVD WITHOUT

WOVEN LABEL

THIS RED

B.VD.

all.

"The fewer people

D

LEADERSH

details and atmosphere.
Mr. Sullivan himself is on the "set" a great
deal of the time while one of his

above

A

L E

BEST RETAiL TRADE
in a play, the

(7mde Mari

better.

"The fewer complications, the

TH E

bet-

USfbLO^ondRrrvignCounlries)

BVD

-

CO M

P

n e \x/yo R.K.

AN

V

ter.

"Live with your characters, revolve your story in your mind, put
it into a mental picture before you
write it.

"We

receive from two hundred
three hundred manuscripts each
week at the Ince studio," he went on.
"They go first to the four readers,
who enter the date of arrival, the
author's name, and the title of each
in a book.
On those worth considering a report is made and delivered
to me or to Mr. Ince.
If the report is favorable, one of us reads
the story and makes a decision.
It
is too bad we
cannot read every
script, but that's a physical impossibility.
Every story delivered to
this studio is read, however.
"The day of the original scenario
writer is certainly at hand, and great
are to be the rewards thereof. Note,
I say original scenario writer.
I
mean this in its fullest sense."
Mr. Sullivan is now off for his
to

world

tour.

While

kiosk to igloo he
four stories to be
Sullivan special
rest of the time

flitting

from

will write three or

picturized as Inceproductions.
The
he will just "see
things," which is his way of replenishing
the
mighty idea-reservoir
from which arise his screen visions.

QJt*
YY/OMEN are talking about awonderful

new, improved kind

powder made by the
created the popular

It

it

is

two

articles

can be used for everything for

which talcum
and

who

La-may Face Pow-

This new invention

der.

in one.

of talcum

specialist

now

is

used

has double value

purpose and that it is also an excellent
high grade toilet talcum.
It is healing,

Of

soothing and delightfully fragrant.
course,

age

is

it

is

also

tive that'

it

called

new.

The

La-may.

The

makes a

box

is

pack-

so attrac-

beautiful dressing

table ornament.

you use

this

When

new La-may

is

Talcum you will understand why it is almost

the souring of perspiration

impossible to get enough

in

preventing the souring

of

perspiration.

that people

who
so

perspire

objection-

freely

find

able.

Women who

this

new talcum

wonderful

It

say

for

use
it

is

this

boxes to supply the great

demand.

If

your

druggist has not got

local
it

yet

he will cheerfully order
it

for you.

KNIES. — Somebody's

spoofing
been
Anita Stewart has no chilThe
dren in Spain or anywhere else.
Fairbanks twins are not related to Doug.
Conway Tearle is married to Adele Rowyou.

land.

Gail

Henry

So you want

is

woman, not

a

become

to

a boy.
an actress in the

worst way? The way you suggest would
be about the worst way I know of. Margaret

not playing in pictures at pres-

is

ent.

A
tainly

Beaverite.

— Picture-Play

mighty

a

fine

any extent. They may speak a little
A. E. F. French, but that's about all.
to

—

Addie M. D. Bill Hart has not retired
from the screen. Sessue Hayakawa was
born

three

You are wrong
Pickford are married.
Anita Stewart was born
dates.
No
in Brooklyn, New York, in 1896.
wonder you like Eugene for a name.
Theda Bara is married to a theatrical
producer named Bodkin.
May Allison,
Richard Barthelmess, Eugene O'Brien,
Dorothy and Lillian Gish are not married.
Anita Stewart is Mrs. Rudolph
Cameron.
Lucille Lee Stewart is .Mrs.
Ralph Ince.
Pearl White is Mrs. Wal-

feet
Priscilla

inches.

—

not require unusually long answers
if the request is accompanied by a stamped envelope, with return address. Inquiries
should be addressed to The Picture
Oracle, Picture-Play Magazine, 79

McCutcheon, and Alia Nazimova is
Bored? Quite the
opposite
your letter was very interest-

Seventh Avenue, New York City.
The Oracle cannot give advice about

;

ing.

—

becoming a movie actor or actress,
since the only possible way of ever
getting such a job is by direct

Nogie. The cut-outs from the various
films are burned up and not saved, so I
guess it is impossible for you to get even
a small piece of film, unless you know
some one in the cutting room of the
The clipping is quite right.
company.
Pearl White is married.
letter

m

—will be sent

Mrs. Charles Bryant.

personal application at a studio.
scenario
concerning
Questions
writing must be written on a
Those
separate sheet of paper.
who wish the addresses of actors
and actresses are urged to read

was

read, but then went in the waste basket,
as you predicted, but only because you
forgot to ask any questions.

have

those

five

tions of general interest concerning the movies as space will allow.
i te d
Personal replies to a 1 i
number of questions such as will

lace

questions

one-half

all

is

will

on both

—Your

for

ORACLE
answer in
THE
these columns as many ques-

bed,
around when you are
it?
Douglas Fairbanks and Mary

isn't

Abie.

and

—Thanks

Evelyn Nesbit

Dean is five feet five. Constance Talmadge is one inch taller than Priscilla.

have

to
confined in

—Your

Irene.

kind words.

cer-

is

magazine

Miss Sarah MacM.

Tokyo, Japan.

in

Edith

the notice at the
department.

already

been answered.

end of this

—

V. A. M. Eliott Dexter was born in
Houston, Texas. He was in stock and
productions on the stage before he entered pictures with the old Triangle. He
He has
is the husband of Marie Doro.
been off the screen for nearly a year,
following a nervous breakdown, but has
returned to the fold again, and will soon
be seen in the new Cecil De Mille film.

—

Pearl P. You should have inclosed a
stamp if you wanted a personal reply.
Dorothy Gish was born in 1898.

Betty

Barstow.

—That

was

a

pretty

"A
only one question.
Modern Salome," with Hope Hampton,
has been released by Metro.
long

A

letter

for

—

Lassie From Parts. I never heard
of a theatrical producer by that name.
Neither Charles nor Pearl speak French

Neal Hart has been playing in two-reel
Western pictures for the Capitol Film
since he left Universal. Wanda
certainly getting very popular. "Lightning Bryce" is a fairly recent serial. Ann
Little and Jack Hoxie play the leading
roles.
Picture-Play is due on the stands
about the first of every month.

Company

is

_

D.— Ann

had the title role of
Nan in "Nan of Music Mountain."
Nancy L. Frank is married.
Norma Talmadge Admirer. You can
get pictures of your favorites by writing
Inclose a quarter with your
to them.
P.

—

Little

—

Tell the editor about the picrequest.
tures you want printed in Picture-Play.
Alice W. You can add Corinne GrifLottie Pickford, too.
fith to your list.

—

—

De Norville. Jewel Carmen had the
leading feminine role opposite William
Farnum in "A Tale of Two Cities." Lillian Gish was the girl in "The Greatest
Question."
Herbert Heyes and Anna Q.
Nilsson had the leading roles in Rex
Beach's "Heart of the Sunset."
Dolly.

— Eddie
His

pictures.

versal

"The

is

Sounds

Polo

is

playing in
for the Uni-

still

serial

latest

Vanishing

Dagger."

doesn't it?
Geraldine
Farrar is not divorced. Lottie Pickford
Mrs. Rupp.
Grace is not dead.
is
Charles is playing opposite Anita Stewart in her latest feature for First National.
Pearl White did not play in "Neal
of the Navy." Lillian Lorraine and William Courtleigh, Jr., had the leading
roles in that serial. Jean Paige was born
in Paris, Illinois, in 1898.
thrilling,

Spider,

Canada.

—Anita

The information
1896.
stars themselves.
Olive

was born in
comes from the
was born in 1898.

—

Admirer of Edith's. Olga is not playing in pictures at present.
Edith Storey
drove an ambulance

War.

during the

She certainly did her

part.

World
The

Edison Company

is not in business any
Pearl White has red-gold hair
Edith
Olga Petrova's is auburn.

longer.

and

Roberts was born in New York City. She
She began her
educated there.
She is
stage career at the age of six.
five feet one inch tall and weighs one
hundred and five pounds. She has brown
hair and eyes. "Dodd, His Diary," is her
latest release, but the title will undoubtedly be changed by Universal before it

was

is

released.

—

Dorothy Dalton Forever. It would
be a physical impossibility for a star to
give a personal reply to all the letters
from the fans. It is all they can do to
see that their admirers get autographed
You will find the addresses you
photos.
want at the end of The Oracle. Thurston Hall has finished his run in "Civilian Clothes" and is returning to the
screen.

D. F. B. Movie
are not related.

Bernard

in

Fan.—Vivian and Irene
You refer to Dorothy

Maurice Tourneur's

"Little

Women."

A

—

So you know where
your Picture-Play on time now?
Glad to hear you enjoy it
That's "fine.
so well. A quarter is equal to your shilYour letter was most interesting,
ling.
and I hope to hear from you soon again.
You should have seen the new Blanche
Sweet film by this time.
Liverpool Girl.

to get

Continued on page 95

—

'

'
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August is the Month
of Fulfillment

rJ ROWING

*

things
are reaching perfection and the Harvest
Moon turns the world
to gold.

This August is marked
by the fulfillment of
Selznick's promise to
give you the stars you
want in the kind of pic-

you like to seepictures that charm
with sentiment^ lure
tures

with mystery-, thrill with
adventure; delight with

romance.
That's why two new
stars have been added
to the Selznick firma-

ment and why

I

Create

Happy
Hours

Illllil
gltala|rals|iGi|yrEi|g|iGi[[2i!g]l©|

EUGENE

i

O'BRIEN

a
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Screen Gossip

Genuine

By

Aspirin
Name "Bayer" means genuine
Say "Bayer"

— Insist!

Film Colonist

the

The Nick Carter stories, which
furnished thrills to young America
long
before
anybody had even
thought of movie serials, are to be
screened by Broadwell Productions,
Inc., in the form of two-reelers, with
Thomas Carrigan, who was Checkers in the screen production, as Nick,
"The
and May Easlon as Patsy.
One Hundred Thousand Dollar
Kiss" will be the first "Nick Carter"
story to be filmed.
Swanson

Gloria
five-year

recently signed a

with

contract

Famous

Players-Lasky.

—

VZ Price $2.&P

SEND NO HONEY

IF You Can Tell it From a
GENUINE OlAMONDSenditback

To prove that onr blue-white

MEXICAN DIAMOND closely

resembles the finest genuine South African Diamond (costing 50 times as much), with same DAZZLING RAINBOWFIRE, (Guaranteed 20 yrs.) wewilleend this Ladies Solitaire
Ring with one carat gem, (Catalogue price $4.98) for Hall
Price to introduce, S2.50, plus War Tax 13c. Same thing
bntGents. Heavy Tooth Belcher Ring, (Cataloge price S6.26)
for $3.10, plus WarTaxlSc. Mountings areour finestl2 karat
gold fillei. Mexican Diamonds are GUARANTEED FOR 20
YEARS. SEND NO MONEY. Just mail postcard or this ad.,
state size and wo will mail at once C. O. D. If not fully
pleased, return in 2 days for MONEY BACK, less handling
charges. Act quick; offer limited; only one to a customer.
Write for FREE Catalog. AGENTS WANTED.

MEXICAN DIAMOND IMPORTING CO.

Dept. CD2

Las Cruces,
{Exclusive -controllers Mexican Diamonds)

N. Mex.

is
necessary
sleeveless feowns

freedom of move-

It assists

ment, unhampered &race, modest elegance and
correct style.

"they
Delatone

is

That is

why

all use Delatone"
an old and well known scientific

now

is

a

Pathe

Florence Deshon, who recently
finished her work in Tourneur's production of "Caleb West, Master
Diver," is playing the leading feminine role in "Twins of Suffering
Creek," a Fox picture.
Colleen
role in

Berry

Moore

will

"Penrod,"

in

have a leading
which Wesley

stars.

screen "A Successful Calamity," the stage play by
Clare Kummer in which AVilliam
Gillette appeared a few seasons ago.

King Vidor

will

preparation for the

quick, safe

and certain

Thurston, the magician,
is spending the summer making a
picture called "Eternity," following
his twenty-fifth season on the stage.

in

dancer,

the

Metro's

will

production

Hugo
screen

Druggists sell Delatone;
or an original 1 oz. Jar

be mailed to any
address on receipt of
$1 by

ago.

and his
have formed a
own, and will

Ballin, the director,

Mabel
company of

growths, no matter how
thick or stubborn. After
application the skin is
clear, firm and hairless,
with no pain or discol-

arms.

of
pic-

Florence Vidor will be seen in a
role in "Beau Revel," a
Thomas Ince production.

wife,

Beauty specialists recommend Delatone for
removal of objectionable
hair from face, neck or

be

leading

removal of hairy

oration.

—

tute life belts for saddles.

One

of the screen's deepest-dyed
Robert McKim, has a brandson to follow in his footsteps.

"The God of His Fathers" will be
the next Jack London story screened
by Metro, with Mitchell Lewis playing the lead.
Rupert Julian, who directed "The
of the Beast" and many other

Mark

special productions, will make four
pictures a year for the new company

organized by Arthur Kane. Julian
to be both star

The

first

Phillips

and

picture

Ballin,

their

Achmed

Abdullah's

Honorable Gentleman" as their

"The
first

production.

George Larkin has left serials for
a time and is appearing opposite
Frances Esmonde in "Peggy Wise."

is

director.

made by Dorothy
Holubar

and Allen

since

leaving Universal has James Kirkwood as leading man.

Marguerite Clark says that she has
not left the screen, and may organize
her own company and make pictures
again if she can find suitable stories.

"The Untamed"

Howard

"The Passion Fruit." Her last
ture was made for Pathe a year

so lon& as
and sheer fabrics for

sleeves are worn.

H. B. Warner

starred

the use of*

Irene Rich, of the Goldwyn forces,
has introduced a new sport on the
riding the surf
California beaches
on horseback. Moze, her steed, enjoys it as much as she does, but some
of her friends have found their favorite horses less willing to substi-

star.

Doraldina,

fashion says

completed.

new

of Jeopardy," the story
by Harold McGrath, will be Anita
Stewart's next picture.

Tablets
of
Aspirin" genuine
Aspirin
proved safe by millions and prescribed by
physicians for over twenty years.
Accept only an unbroken "Bayer package"
which contains proper directions to relieve
Headache, Toothache, Earache, Neuralgia,
Rheumatism, Colds and Pain. Handy "tin
boxes of 12 tablets cost few cents. Druggists also sell larger "Bayer packages."
Aspirin is trade mark of Bayer Manufacture Monoaceticacidester of Salicylicacid.

—

most fittingly, after "Away
Goes Prudence," which she recently
released,

villains,

"Drums

Say "Bayer" when buying Aspirin.
Then you are sure of getting true "Bayer

Burke's next picture will be
to be

Billie

"The Frisky Mrs. Johnson"

Tom

is

the

name

of

Mix's next picture.

Jackie Saunders appears opposite
William Farnum in "The Scuttlers."

"The Prisoner of Z.enda," Anthony Hope's story which was filmed
some time ago, is to be screened
again, with Bert Lytell playing the
lead.

Winston Churchill's famous novel,
"The Inside of the Cup," is being
filmed by Albert Capellani for Cosmopolitan Productions.

Geraldine Farrar's
for Robertson-Cole is

Woman," made from
the

first

picture

"The Riddle
the

play

of

same name.

When "The Great Lover" is produced by Goldwyn, John Sainopolis,
well known as a character man, will
have the leading *role.

will

The Sheffield Pharmacal
Dept. MB.

Mabel

Co.-,

339 S.Wabash Ave., Chicago. 111.

{Sfl

"Buried Treasure"
Marion Davies occupied

is

keeping

at present.

will

be

Normand's next picture
"Head Over Heals," made

from a musical comedy.

!

—

-

,
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HI

Alice Hollister, who appears in
the Goldwyn production of "Milestones," claims fishing as her favorite sport,

and

an honorary member

is

of thirty fishing clubs.
ir

Ethel Clayton's vacation schedule
includes the making of several pictures while she is in England.

Winifred Westover

will

appear

in
'41

screen versions of books by Ibsen
and Selma Lagerslof while she is in

Sweden.
Metro's production of "Clothes,"
the play by Channing
Pollock, will have Olive Tell in the
leading feminine role.

made from

rumored

It is

I,

"$100 a Week,

that Estelle Talor,

now working in Fox's "Milady's
Dress," may be starred before long.
"Coincidence"
production
Harron.
Lieutenant
devil

Locklear,

first

five-reel

the

"The president called me in today and told me. He said he
picked me for promotion three months ago when he learned I
was studying at home with the International Correspondence
Schools. Now my chance has come— and thanks to the I. C. S
I'm ready for it."

comcomedy.

at last

Thousands of men now know the
joy of happy, prosperous homes

"It's a Great Life," the Goldwyn
picture made from Mary Robert
Rinehart's book "Empire Builders,"

because they let the International
Correspondence Schools prepare
them in spare hours for bigger work

has Casson Ferguson as leading man.

and
Betty

Compson

_

pictures a year as

company.
be the

one, and

is

now under

to

make

Telephone

Mark and mail

County, Oregon, recently nominated

Hart for

this

BUSINESS MANAGEMEfl*

.

„

Private Secretary

BOOKKEEPER

Stirveylng and Happing
MINE FOREMAN or ENU'll

Cert. Pub.

STATIONARY ENGINEER

TRAFFIC

Stenographer and Typist

Accountant

MANAGER

D Railway Accountant
Commercial Law
GOOD ENGLISH

ARCHITECT

Teacher
Common School

Architectural Draftsman

Concrete Builder
Structural Engineer

Eableets

Mathematics

CIVIL SERVICE

PLUM RING AND HEATING
Sheet Metal Worker

Railway Mail Clerk
AUTOMOBILE OPERATING)

Textile Overseer orSopt,

into Repairing inSpsnlsa

CHEMIST

AGRICULTURE lUFrenoh
QPonltry Bailing Italian

Name
Present
OccupationStreet

and No
City_

-State-

sheriff.

Freckles

27, 1924.

are "as a cloud before the sun,'* hiding
your bri^htness-your beauty. Why not

The second Realart production
starring Wanda Hawley presents
Harrison Ford and Lester Cuneo in
roles.

SgS

remove them? Don't delay. Use

^aagll-«MI»l»

In

ck e

Solid Gold

Send Your Name and We'll
Send Yon a Lacnnite
eend a penny. Jost Bend your name and Bay: "Send me
DON'T
a Lachnite mounted in a Bolfd trold ring on 10 days' free
trial." We wiU send it prepaid right to your home. When
It

Mr. and Mrs. Carter de Haven
are working on a five-reel production
of

mark X.

ILLUSTRATING

Contractor and Bnllder

Eugene O'Brien's contract with
Selznick has been extended to April

important

I

Q Cartooning

Navigation

coupon

"Twin Beds."
PP6

comes merely deposit $4.75 with the postman and then wear the
ring i or 10 full days. If you, or il any of your friends can tell
tt from a diamond, send it back. But if you decide to buy it
— send ue $2.60 a month until $18.76 baa been paid.
d/VSti-sO. rPsrkfl1«KV Send your name now. Tell as which of the

WW i fllC

lUUdJ'

aolidRoldrlngBilluBtratedabo-Toyouwlab

Be sure to Bend finger size.
(ladies' or men's)
Harold Lachman Co., 12 N. Michigan Av. Dcofc C275 Chicago
3"}
.

"m

Sign Painter
Railroad Trainman

Marine Engineer
Ship Draftsman

Yes, you can do it! More than two million have done it in the last twenty- nine
years.
More than 100,000 are doing it
right now Without cost, without obligation, find out how you can join them.

1

Show Card Writer

Work

Toolmaker
Gas Engine Operating
CIVIL ENGINEER

your present occupation.

The democrats of Hood River

Itjs.

HE0II4 NI0AL ENGINEER
Oleobanlcal Draftsman
Maohine Shop 1'i'actioe

the position you
like best and the

in the

—— — —

SALESMANSHIP
ADVERTISING
Window Trimmer

Telegraph Engineer

work you
I. C. S. will prepare you for it right in
your own home, in your spare time
you need not lose a day or a dollar from

title role.

Bill

O Electric Wiring

better pay.

want

another appearance on the screen, this time in
serial form, in "The Son of Tarzan,"
filmed by the National Film Corporation.
Gordon Griffith has the
still

TEAR OUT HERE

III0AL ENGINEER
B ELECT
Eteetrlo Lighting sod

them to have?
You can do it ! Pick
is

———

the position, or in the subject, before which

don't you study some one
thing and get ready for a real job, at
a salary that will give your wife and
children the things you would like

way.

Tarzan

——

INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS
BOX 4578, SCRANTON, PA.
Explain, without obligating me, how I can qualify fo»

Why

make four
head of her own
will

"Prisoners of Love" will

first

me Superintendent— and

doubled my salary!
we've dreamed of—
our own home, a maid for you, Nell, and no more worrying
about the cost of living!

daresigned by
for special productions.

Sydney Chaplin has
pleted his

"They've made

Now we can have the comforts and pleasures

has been

aviator,

William Fox

Think What That Means to Us!"

the name of the
starring
Robert

is

first

Nell!

STILLMAN'Scre a m

Made especially to remove freckles.
Leaves the skin clear, smooth and without a blemish. Prepared by specialists with
years of exDcrience.
Money refunded
If not satisfactory.
60e per jar. Write
today for particulars and free booklet

—

1T |TI
r r
Contains mnny beauty hints,
rR1 c5K^l
Bnd describes & number of o!oI
m) II
Mte^i^^-j-'T^s*^ Jl (-'ant p reparation 9 indtflpensnble
^° the toilet. jS'ivfct!
a/t <2/*Uj7^ia£a
pn^T
|P

'

^^f^Tf^^K^^I

^

IvSj^-T^aWn STILLMAN CREAM CO.

Bg^r^g^^l

Dept.

Aurora,

111.
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My

Crush on Gloria Golden
Continued from page 41

was so much more interesting than
an affair of moving shadows when
suddenly a close-up attracted my attention.
Gloria Golden was smiling
straight at me.
"Pretty, isn't she?" I said.
My cavaliers gave the screen a
fleeting glance, then came back to
our infinitely more important inter-

stand

"M-hmm,"

they said carelessly.
not until I was in bed at

home and had gone over and over
flavor of
a little, did
find time to think of Gloria Golden

the

evening,

last

its

till

memory was weakening
1

National Bob
am

again.

"Well, isn't it queer?" I thought
drowsily just as I was dropping off.
My "crush" had smiled straight at
me, and I had not had a thrill.
This happened quite a few years
ago. I can look back on it now and

wearing
Youth and fashion is everything— that's why I
the latest National Bob. It's foo lovely for words with it's
that
slip
the
combs
teasingly
over
falling
soft, wavy hair
so easily through my hair. Everyone thinks the Bob's my
a
and
never
sacrificed
I
matches
so
perfectly
it
very own
hair. I use invisible pins to attach the ends and its on and
How
aid
I
charm.
shows
the
Bob
picture
jiffy.
My
in
off
a
get it? I sent a strand of my hair with $1 0.00, and it was
I'm as happy as a child with a
promptly sent— Postpaid.
new toy and I never looked so well— you'll like it too.
Exclusive Agencies Given to Dealers and Beauty Parlors

NATIONAL HAIR COODS CO.
368 Sixth Avenue

Dept. L,

New

see

York

Originators of the Bob

how funny

it

was

—

as the affair with the

But

sophomore.

just as

tall,

funny

handsome

happened

it

re-

cently enough for me to appreciate
the way I felt then, and I think that
one of those affairs was just as
natural, and just as harmless, as the
Neither was mere silliness
other.
both were the result of an emotional
hunger which the average girl has
and doesn't recognize until something
comes along that satisfies it. The
;

Keeps

it

Dressed?

Stubborn, wiry, mussy. unruly
hair becomes silky and beautiful.
Gives it that lovely gloss characteristic of the hair of stage and
screen stars of both sexes. Fine
for the scalp— a tonic as well as a
Favorite of both

beautifier

MEN

"something"

and WOMEN. Guaranteed harmless
and greaseless. TRIAL BOTTLE,
postpaid, 50c. Larger size (three
738 J u

"crush" on an actress.

e race

c BfcAG 6

End Gray Hair
Show You How

Let Science

Now

way

the

found

for

has

been
re-

scientifically

We
trial

urge you to
It

test.

will

make
cost

a.

you

nothing.

Hair Color Restorer
Free Test
Cut out the coupon. Mark on it the exact
Mail it to us, and we will
color of your hair.
Scientific

A

send

vou

free

a

bottle

trial

MARY

of

T.

one of our special combs.
Note the
on a lock of your hair.
Then you will know why thousands
results.
scientific
this
used
already
have
of women

GOLDMAN'S and
Try

it

hair color restorer.

MARY

T.

GOLDMAN

193 7 Goldman Bldg.,

St.

Paul, Minn.

Accept no Imitations— Soldby Druggists

E™™™^™^

Mary T. Goldman, 1937GoldmanBldg., St. Paul, Minn.
Please send me your free trial bottle of Mary T.
Goldman's Hair Color Restorer with special comb.
I am not obligated in any way by accepting this free
offer. The natural color of my hair is
dark brown
black
jet black

—

medium brown

light

brown

Name
Street

Co.

__

-

Town
-

State.

And

I

have

told about this experience, and have
tried to analyze it, as nearly as I
could, because I have come to learn
that it is very common among girls
in their early teens, and because I

storing gray hair to its natAnd it is offered
ural color.
to women in Mary T. Goldman's Scientific Hair Color
Restorer.
No treatments are reYou apply it yourquired.
quickly
and
easily,
self,
surely.

be a paper-backed

novel, a puppy-love affair with the
freckle-faced boy next door, or a

times quantity) $1. Satisfaction or
price refunded. Order TODAY.
Husgray Laboratories,

may

The

it

and

all

treat

—

ests.

And

parents should underit sympathetically.
I don't regret my adoration
of
Gloria Golden.
I still admire her;
if for no other reason, I should admire her for the way in which she
won her way to the top, by hard,
sincere work.
I respect her for it
and I'm quite willing to admit
that not long ago, when I first began
to plan my own wedding, I went to
see my favorite in her latest picture,
to find out how she'd draped her

believe that

—

veil

in the

wedding

scene.

My

crush on Gloria Golden was
good for me. I'm glad that I learned
to walk as she did, for instance.
And my imitation of her had its
place in my development we all get
our ideas on externals from somewhere, and if my three-cornered hats
were not becoming, neither was the
style of hair-dressing that my mother
copied from the minister's wife.
I'm not sure of how much I know
of the real Gloria Golden, despite all
I've read about her. No matter how
much you may read about a person,
I presume the real man or woman
;

would seem different from what you
had imagined when seen for the first
time in person. But my ideal of her
was all that was fine and womanly
and gracious. It was the ideal Gloria
Golden that I imitated in the real,
secret things that nobody but myself knew.
And in trying to live up
to it, I was trying to live up to my
own better self. I realize that now,
and though when I see Gloria Golden
on the screen these days she seems
like an old, much-loved friend, that
ideal of her
heart, too.

is

tucked away in

my

Real Dick Barthelmess
Continued from page 4 7

sorts of social

made upon

and

politic claims are

him.

Dick's conservatism and adamantine will are capable of resisting false
claims if he recognizes their falsity.
And his perception, bred of introspection and reflection, virtually insures that.
I have presented a rather serious
study of Barthelmess. He is a rather
Of frivolities
serious young man.
others may write more enthusiastiThey are superficial. For the
cally.
benefit of those who believe that the
really important facts about a man's
character are the unimportant ones,
I shall add that he is a worshiper of
beauty in literature, art, music, and
femininity, and the last is not the
least important in his estimation. He

the bad habits worth while.
One of these with which I am particularly in sympathy is the habit of
going to bed after midnight and always reading among the pillows, the
cigarette ashes falling where they
His disposition is temperate
may.
except when awakened too early,
and any time before noon is too
He
early when he's not working.
likes careless-looking clothes, always
wears white shirts not silk and
black neckties, will not tolerate
tinted or silken pajamas, only likes
one brand of cigarette, but likes that
one well enough to make up for his
indifference toward the others, is
positively provincial in his love for

has

all

—

New

York, approves sophistication,
is so urbane he al-

but not cynicism,

a
fit

.....

Advertising Section
most missed a part

in

"Way Down

appreciates Rupert Brooke,
Oscar Wilde, Boccaccio, D. W.
Griffith, the Autobiography of Benjamin Franklin, Gilda Grey, the
Barrymores, the Follies especially
this year's edition— the Metropolitan
opera, thinks Horace Greeley's advice very bad, and D. W. Griffith's
particularly good, has a profound
regard for Robert Harron, Lillian
and Dorothy Gish, and a filial affection for Mr. Griffith, is determined

East,"

DESTROY
HAIR
AND ROOTS ON FACE OR BODY
PERMANENTLY WITH

ZIP

—

have one hundred thousand dollars and a wife by the time he is
thirty, holds an orthodox view of
matrimony, is in love with his mother
has good tastes in other directions,
and has a sardonic sense of humor,
which permits him to laugh at himself.
Oh, dear, yes, he is handsomer
in person than in shadow, and if
you stare at him long enough he'll
give you a back view.
He never used to read motionpicture magazines.
I dare say he
does now, although I hope for the
sake of friendship that he won't read
this particular issue.
Exasperated
once by his lack of interest in picto

—

-

ture affairs, I demanded to know
the periodicals he did read.
He named a single publication
weekly magazine which gives a condensation of the world's news and
of man's scientific, literary, and ar-
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IT'S

To

OFF Because ITS OUT

dissolve only the surface hair

heavier growths

powder and
hair

ZIP

result.

is

which merely burn

solvents

because

useless,

is

totally unlike caustics,
off

the surface

leaving the roots to thrive.

One
remove

ZIP will instantly and completely
undesirable hair without pain, leaving even

application of
all

most sensitive skin soft and smooth.
Fragrant,
absolutely harmless and easy to apply at home.
Ask your dealer or write for
illustrated
the

FREE
"A Talk On Superfluous Hair." Call to
FREE PERSONAL DEMONSTRATION.

Booklet:

have

MADAME BERTH E,
2 West 40th

1

St.

::

Specialist,

::

Dept.

New York
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WOMEN— CONSPICUOUS

Bar

TABLETS

Face Powder

for complexions always smooth and velvety, that never
lose their youthful attractiveness, that seem to be impervious to exposure, to sun and wind, are users of that
great beautifier—LABLACHE.
It prevents that oily,

hH

THE BEST LAXATIVE
Used for 30 years

appearance.

It is

cooling^

refreshing, harmless.

Refuse Substitutes
They may be dan-

\v

X

k

gerous. Flesh,White,
Pink or Cream, 50c.
a box of druggists or
by mail. Over two
million boxes sold
annually. Send 10c.

—

tistic

7

City

for a sarnpie box*

BEN.

LEVY CO.

French Perfumers, Dept. 16
125 Kingston St., Boston, MilB

achievements.

My

ejaculation

was more

pictur-

esque than printable.
"It's a very good magazine," he
insisted with his bland obduracy.
Richard Barthelmess is an aristocrat of democratic tastes. In reference to his character, as well as his
deportment, he deserves, I think, the
title of "a prince."

JUST

WHAT

YOU WANT

ONLY
99 Cents

OR RANCH
ACHROMATIC TELESCOPE MADE UPON NEW SCIENTIFIC PRINCIPLES.

Positively such a good Telescope was never sold for this price before.
Eastern Telescopes are
made by one of the largest manufacturers of telescopes in America; we control entire production;
measure closed 8 inches and open over 2V2 feet
4 sections. They are nicely brass bound, with
scientifically ground lenses.
Guaranteed by the maker.
Every sojourner in the country or at the
seaside resorts should certainly secure one of these instruments, and no farmer should be without
one.
The scenery just now is beautiful. A Telescope will aid you in taking views. Objects are
brought to view with astonishing clearness. Sent by mail or express, safely packed, prepaid, for
only 99 cents. Our new Catalogue of Watches, etc., sent with each order. This is a grand offer
warrant eacli telescope just as represented or money refunded.
and you should not miss it.
Send 99 cents today. To dealers 6 for Four Dollars.

m

We

From

a Director's Dictionary-

Emotion

—The

violent heaving of
a lady's breast
a man pacing the
room clasping and unclasping his
;

hands behind him.
Children

—

Little creatures usually

employed to bring about a happy
ending.

—

The Human Touch Scenes introduced in a film as contrast from
shooting, rapine, drunkenness, and
sundry brutality.
Kittens
Four-footed, hairy little
animals employed to. express the

—

"human

touch."

Puppies

Wet
used

— See "Kittens."
—Asphalt

Pavement

specially

skid on.
Paris

—A

every one

is

for

blasted
hearts.

2

CO.,

How

DEPT.

75,

172 E. 93d

STREET,

NEW

YORK.

to Obtain Beautiful, Rich,

Long, Eyelashes and Brows!
^ VERY WOMAN

should be the rightful owner of beautiful eyes, the
[> essentials of which are, First: Long, rich eyelashes; and Second: Wellcared-for eyebrows. No matter what color your eyes may be, gray,
brown or blue, if they are shaded by thick, silky lashes, and well-shaped
brows, their charm is greatly accentuated.
Nowadays, no one needs to be the dissatisfied possessor of short, thin,
uneven brows and lashes; you can greatly assist Nature by simply applying
a little of M. T.'s Eyelash and Eyebrow Beautifier at night. This scientific
preparation nourishes the eyebrows and eyelashes, causing them to become
gradually thick and lustrous, imparting sparkling expression to the eyes,
and added charm to the face.
M. T.'s Fyelash and Eyebrow Beautifier, which has been successfully
used by thousands, is guaranteed absolutely harmless; it is not a greasy,
sticky salve, but a clean, nicely-perfumed liquid, in a cut glass bottle with
The cut represents actual size of bottle.
glass stopper and applicatorThe active principle of this valuable article is a rare and expensive organic
concentration which is unequaled for the purpose of stimulating and
strengthening the particular follicles which produce rich, dark eyelashes.

I

—

—

SATISFACTORY
IF
receipt of 75c in stamps, coin or, Money Order, I will send you postpaid, in plain wrapper, a bottle of M. T.'s Eyelash and Eyebrow Beautifier

MONEY REFUNDED

NOT

Upon

my copyrighted booklet on Beauty Hints.
following preparations are of highest standard and well recommended:
$ .75
T.'s Nature Beauty Cream, a wrinkle eradicator
$ .75
T.'s A.B. A. Lotion, for Pimples and Blackheads
$ -50
T.'s Depilatory to remove superfluous hair
$1.00
T.'s Freckle Cream, for stubborn freckles and tan
$ .75
T.'s Minerated Quinol, "The Incomparable Vanishing Cream"

together with

European

city

where

perpetually gay.

New York—An

entirely

road
automobiles to

EASTERN NOVELTY

American

city

paved with broken hopes,
ambitions,
and bleeding

The
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A

Broadway Cowboy
Continued from page 83

GLORIA S\V ANSON

WAH.ACIL KEID

Cecil B. UoMiUoArtcruJ'l Player

I'aramount Slar

Hermo "Hair-Lustr"
(Keeps the Hair Dressed)

For Men,
The hair

will

LUSTR"

Women

and Children

May dressed

after

Hermo "HAIR-

has been applied.
No more mussy, untidy
Adds a charming sheen and luster, insuring the life of the hair, as well as its beauty. Dress it in
any of the prevailing styles, and it will stay that way.
Gives the hair that soft, glossy, well groomed appearance so becoming to the stars of the stage and screen.
Guaranteed harmless, greaseless and stainless.
looking: hair.

Two Sizes— 50c

and $1

three times the quantity of 50c size. SEND
FOR JAR TODAY. Use it five days and if not entirely
satisfactory, return what is left, and we will REFUND
IN FULL. Once you use Hermo
"HAIR-LUSTR" you will never be without it. ShND
$1 size

YOUR MONEY
YOUR ORDER TODAY.
HERMO

CO., 542 E. 63rd

St.,

Dept. 68,

gan to realize that the second act
of "A Western Knight," during the
scene where the cowboys greeted one
of their number just returned from
the East, had been sadly lacking in
local color, but to make it anywhere
true to nature he decided it would
need a few rapid-fire guns and a
cannon or two.

"Boys
jumping

The Colonel

saved himself,

just

and they stared after the machine as
disappeared

cloud of dust.
than fifteen minutes later Betty was looking up into
Randolph's eyes as the car apparently stopped of its own accord under some trees.
it

Something

in a

less

"Now," she was

saying, "I sup-

Colonel Jordan shouted,

pose you'll have to run off and join

to the running board of the
machine. "Do we want this man for
our sheriff?"
"I'm sorry," Randolph answered,
when he could make himself heard.
"I can't accept, but I'll give myself
to you as a son-in-law instead. And
"
now
He threw in the gears.
"
"If you will excuse me

your company?"
She pouted as she said it, the most
charming pout in all the world, and
Randolph caught her in his arms and

!"

kissed her.

"I'm

off this

Western

for-

stuff

ever!" he gasped. "Me for Broadway and a nice quiet parlor drama

— and you

!"

CHICAGO

On

the Golden Stairs
Continued from page 55

I
It

Just ask oa to send yon either of tne^e

Send no money.
wonderful, dazzling, prenuino Tifnite Gem rings to wear for
10 days. If you can tell it from a diamond, aend it back.
No. 2. Solid gold
No. 3. Solid gold
No.1. Solid gold
mounting. Eight- Ladies'neweet six-prong tooth
Has a mounting.
Guarclaw design flat mounting.
genu- anteed genuineTifwideband. Almost guaranteed
a carat, guaran- ine Tifnite Gem, nite Gem t almost a
carat in size.
teed Tifnite gem. almost a carat.
In sending, send strip of paper fitting around second joint
of finger. If satisfied upon arrival send $4.50 — then $3 monthly
until the price. $16.60, is paid for either one. Otherwise return the ring with n ten days and we will refund any payment
made. This offer is limited. Send while it holds good.

looked again at the garment.
was a one-piece bathing suit

I

Sudermann's "Magda" fell to the
floor.
Tears of angry shame came

my

to

eyes, then a quick resolve.

"Nothing
ing makes it

is

wrong except

so," I argued.

better than the others.

I

"I

have family." I was brutally chasThat bathing suit was my

tened.

sackcloth of humility.

The chorus work was terminated
I was sitting in the wings

suddenly.

think-

am no

must work.

one day reading and did not hear the
stage director's call. He approached
me, seized the book from my hands,

:

The Tifnite Gem Co., Dept. 83d

Chicago,

I

kept saying over to myself,

III.

mother, so
W

25 YEARS

THE

SCHOOL

F0UI? SCHOOLS IN ONE. PRACTICAL STAGE
TRAINING. THE SCHOOL'S STUDENTS STOCK*"
THEATRE AFFORD PUBLIC STAGE APPEARANCES

D.

IRWIN,

Secretary
New York Cily

St.

I

all

right.'

for

'It's

"

suffered no one knows.

came from a home of culture.
friends were of college circles.

I

My
My

were inspired in the convent
by music and paintings of the masideals

:

Write for catalog mentioning study desired to

225 W. 57th

How

STANDARD TRfUMNG
THEATRE ARTS

WR
SCHOOL
ALVIENE
DRAMATIC ARTS

it's

ters.

I

had read the

best literature.

—

Flower Drops, the most concentrated andexquisite perfume ever
produced. Made without alcohol
A single drop lasts a week.
Bottle like picture, with long
£lass stopper. Rose or Lilac $1.50;
,ily of the Valley or Violet $2.00;
Romanza, our very latest Flower
Drops, $2.50. Send 20 cts. stamps
or silver for minature bottle.
Flower Drops Toilet Water,

5-oz. bottles, SI. 50; Talcum glass
jars, 50c; at druggists or by mail.

my mind I saw Mrs. Jamaica
Dome gazing through her lorgnette
at my bathing-suited person depicted
In

in the newspaper, and saying "So
!"
Mrs. Dome
this is Betty Blythe
used to give teas at which Russian
music was discussed and worse
played, and at which I used to

—

sing.

ffowcrtfrops
Mon Amour per ounce

S1.50; Garden Queen $2.00;
zar S2.25; Parfum Rienzi $2.50;
Honolulu Boquet $1.00. At drug-

Alca-

gists or by mail. Nothing finer.
Send $1.00 for souvenir box of
five 25c bottles, different odors.
.

RIEGER

& CO.

(since 1872)

with a significant smile to the director, who grumbled something. Soon
afterward I was given a part.

.

And then a one-piece bathing suit
the chorus caroling "For this is
!"
a jolly summer day, tra-la

Rieger's

and flung it in my face. At that moment the manager of the show entered.
He picked up the book and
glanced at the title. It was Shaw's
"Man and Superman." He passed it

164FirstSt, San Francisco

Yet this experience in the chorus
was the most valuable of my life. It
ground my pride under its heel. I
had been a miserable little snob. My
sister would say: "Betty, you have
no right to be so proud; pray who
I would retort: "Well,
are you ?"

In

New York

I

was engaged

for a

Oliver Morbsco's dramatic
Slowly
production, "Experience."
success came to me. Another vision
role

in

was

realized

when

I

to play Ophelia in a

repertoire.

tor engaged

contract to

Then

was privileged
Shakesperean

a Vitagraph direc-

for a picture.

A

play leading parts

re-

me

have since appeared in
"The Golden Goal," "Beauty Proof,"
"The Silver Horde," "The Third
Generation," "Burnt Wings," "The
Mischief Man," and others.
I hope and believe that I'm still
We never quite achieve
climbing.
our visions. Had any one told me
when I was earning my twenty dolsulted.

I

Continued on page 96

—
Advertising Section
Ima Knutt.

— Wallace

Reid was born

in St. Louis, Missouri, in 1892. His stage
career consisted of a part in his father's

sketch in vaudeville,

Ranger."
He
the Vitagraph

"The

broke into

Girl

and the

pictures

Company when

with

his father

sold them a scenario, and suggested that
they get "Wally'' to play the juvenile
lead in it.
He then traveled from Vitagraph to Selig, to Universal, to Griffith's,
and then to Lasky's, where he has been
He recently signed a conever since.
tract with them for five 3*ears. He wears
his hair parted on the left side, and
brushed back.
Are you sure that you
sent your letter to Norma Talmadge at
the right address?
If you inclosed the
quarter you should have had the picture
long before this.
Better sit down and
write to her again, explaining all, and
I'm sure that you will receive the picture
in short order. See addresses at the end of
The Oracle. Some actors put water on
their hair to keep it down, while others

coconut

use

—

Alberta M. Dolly Larkin used to be
George Larkin's wife, but they have been
divorced. George is now married to Ollie
Kirkby.
Edith and Mabel Taliaferro
are sisters.
Pearl and Caroline are not
related.
Florence Turner has been making

pictures

Florence

Universal.

make

Shelby
name.

Metro

of old
of them are as far back as the old Edison days. Brownie Vernon is not playing opposite Franklyn Farnum any more.
Clara Kimball Young was starred in "My

Marsh

Margaret

Wife."

Sob.

— Anne

Little

is

certainly a

very clever actress, and it is a wonder
that she hasn't been starred.
She is being costarred with Jack Hoxie in a new
serial,
"Lightning Bryce," just released
by the National Film Corporation.
I
agree with you about her Indian characterizations they are exceptionally good.

Mary Miles Minter's correct
is
You must have been seeing a lot
pictures from your letter.
Some

Official

sure of getting the pictures.

;

Continued on page

and

J

00.

oil.

—

Flossie

last

for

Ruth Stonehouse had the leading femimine roles in "The Master Mystery."
You can obtain pictures of the stars you
want by writing to them at the addresses
given at the end of The Oracle. Better
inclose a quarter with your request to

Lawrence has permanently retired from
the screen. Jewel Carmen and Cleo Madison are still making pictures.
Juliet

Georgiana C. Pearl
was "The Black Secret," which should have been showing in
your local theater by this time. She has
given up making serials, and is now being starred in features by the Fox Film
Katherine MacDonald and
Corporation.

Miss

White's

95

serial

Mary MacLaren

are

BEAUTIFUL EYES
LA ROSE'S EYEBRIGHT,

:

a simple, absolutely harmless

sisters.

preparation, will positively strengthen

help to

make them

weak and
and

clear, strong, bright,

tired eyes,

and

alert.

Lady Beautiful, and LA ROSE'S
EYEBRIGHT will serve to make her more so by giving her
a preparation which will beautify her eyes, and make the "windows of her soul" clear and shining.
This

is

You

the day of the

read

in this

and other good magazines on how

care of your hands, face, hair, eyelashes, but nothing
the most important and beautiful organ of the

is

to take

said about

human body

eyes.

Nature intended your eyes to be strong,

bright,

and beautiful,
late, and

but hardly anyone takes care of their eyes until too

then expensive specialists are necessary.

Americans wear
glasses, mostly because

20,000,000

For Sunburn

they neglect their eyes.

hour on the beach, a speedy
hour on the tennis court or a round
after a lazy

of the golf links, splash the
skin freely with

burr.ed

By

Absorbine, J
THE ANTISEPTIC LINIMENT

It

j;

and soothes instantly — takes
soreness and inflammation. And

using

LA ROSE'S EYEBRIGHT

against

future

possible

you not only add to
strengthen them

You
and many

the beauty and brightness of your eyes.

weakness

expensive

eye

specialists.

cools

out

all

the next day, only a slightly deeper coat
of tan as a reminder of the day's sport.

Absorbine Jr. is used with absolute safety
and with equally beneficial results on the
rugged skin of the athlete or the most delicate complexion of the debutante.
No vacation kit is safely complete without
a bottle of Absorbine Jr. for its healing uses
are so many and so efficacious.

LA ROSE'S EYEBRIGHT
improve

We

your

will

100%.

cheerfully

return

|

LA ROSE'S

I

your money

if

EYEBRIGHT
isfy

you

in

does not sat-

every way.

is

f

eyes

LA ROSE

most druggists or

Send one

delivered. A Liberal Trial Bottle
will be mailed to your address
upon receipt of 10c in stamps.

[

W.

F.

YOUNG,

38 Temple Street

•

La Rose Co.

Inc.

Springfield, Mass.

I

dollar to

225

FIFTH AVENUE,

NEW YORK

CO.,
Room

225 Fifth Ave.,
I

j

will

407, N. Y. City

send herewith one dollar lor one bottle

La Rose's Eyebriglit. If not satisfactory
you agree to return money upon request.

|

|

It

TEAR OFF THIS COUPON

of
$1.25 a bottle at

perfectly harmless

Nami

|

4 Addr
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week

a

lars

What Would It Mean
To You —to Have
Muscles Like These?

—

It
would mean
mendous strength,

tre-

put-

ting you in a class above
your fellows. It would
mean that you could
outdo them in feats of
strength
and be a
leader of men.
It
would mean
a

nacle.

My

away from

the studio is
I
so simple as to be uninteresting.
do not care for society that thing of
teas and balls and dinners. My few
friends I appreciate and love.
I go
to the opera when it is available, to
lectures, to all the best pictures. I'm
life

—

my

tastes.

-A

B

m

m

the speedy Doug
would be the first to utilize the slowmotion camera for comedy.
Next thing we know Will Rogers

Whoever thought

busi-

ness and

be wearing beauty cream and
white collars.

social

will

It

EARLE LIEDERMAN
The Acme

of Physical Perfection

lung power, unlimited

and perfect health; removing

vitality

fears
of constipation, indigestion, etc., which
undermine the average man and make
him old long before his time.
all

These Things
Are Yours

All

absolutely guarantee to do all this
for you.
I have found the short
cut to physical perfection and applied it
I
on my own body, proving its results.
have personally trained many of the
same
this
men
by
strongest
world's
I

and more

method. Why waste your time and money
with old-time worthless methods? If you
are desirous of being a real robust man,
follow the path of those who have alCome now, get
ready made a success.
busy', for every day counts.

Send
"
It

for

MY NEW BOOK

And Warren

the secret.

tells

Handsomely

illus-

with 25 full-page photographs of

myself and some of the world's best athAlso contains
letes whom I have trained.
full particulars of my splendid offer to
The valuable book and special offer
you.
will be sent on receipt of only 10c. stamps
or coin, to cover cost of wrapping and
mailing.
Sit right
Don't miss this opportunity.
The
down now and fill in the coupon.
road to
on
the
started
sooner you get
health the easier it will be to reach perfect manhood.
Don't drag along one day
longer mail the coupon to-day.

—

EARLE

E.

LIEDERMAN

Dept. 1408, 305 Broadway,

EARLE

E.

New York

And

our stenographer

a decrease in salary
o

—

Answering

—

Dear Sir: I enclose herewith 10 cents for which
you are to send me, without any obligation on my
part whatever, a copy of your latest book, "Muscular
Development."
(Please write or print plainly.)

demand

An

Ad.

;

And

so,

Myrtle's

"Aw,

we answer for Myrtle in
own peculiar language

I'd bust the shell

and

climb up the golden stairs
a philosophy of life
can't state better than to quote

has given
that

I

me

Whittier's words
"Then give to the world the best
you have,
And the best will come to you.
Give love, and love to your heart will
flow,

A

strength in your utmost need
Have faith, and a score of hearts will

show
Their faith

in

your word and deed."

we call your attention to the
"Shore Acres." Tis a-busting with berries
Seven of 'em
If so,

cast of

!

Wonder

they didn't retitle
Berry Patch."
o

We

An

ad

it

"The

Really Don't Believe

"Bubbles"

for

It!)

remarks:

riot until

Dan

Cupid takes a hand and stops the
!"

show
There you are
"Needles and

pins, needles

—

Givem

and"

it.

Air.

Better take lotsa air with you when
vou ooze forth to observe the Selig

"The Lost

City."

Address

State.

story

that

the

spectators

are

hardly allowed to recover from -one
gasp before another is forced upon

them

!"

him for our daily coolgiddapped.

just slipped

ness

—and

—

Oh, well things are often different in the movies than at home.
o

—

Nothing

To Worry

About.

title, so close in point of resemblance to their "Dangerous Days"
that the dear public would be deceived, confused, and exceedingly

to

flabbergasted.

Goldwyn based

their

claim on the fact that "Dangerous

—

— or

whatever it is we figure with twenty-four hours must be there before
a day is here.
But that's neither
here nor there.
Lotsa people saw
both pictures and survived.
Probably many others saw neither and
are just as happy as ever. If half
the dear public saw "Dangerous
Days" and the other half "Dangerous Hours," do you imagine each
half sat down and bawled because
they hadn't seen what they didn't
see

"Sensations are so crowded into
this

mentioned "disguise" to
him he muttered "Dis guy's a nut !"
glommed the bale of bills we had

Days" was first.
According to our geography

—

"Fun and laughter run

!

When we

latter's

Folks Puttin' Up Any Preserves
This Year?

(But

In Real Life

In "Jack Straw," starring Robert
Warwick, the hero is an archduke
disguised as an iceman.
During a
lull in our attic activities we grasped
at this straw hoping 'twould lead us
to a wheeze.
Therefore we investigated our own
chill bringer to ascertain if he perchance was a Lord Deliverus, or
something.
His name, Ave learned,
was J. J. Sullivan, and his middle
name was James.
Yes, you've
guessed his first one

Goldwyn sued Ince because the
"Dangerous Hours" was, as

—

You

Aw, There's No Romance

let "the

nut out for an airing!"
o

serial,

Namo

will

!

—go ahead and finish
o

LIEDERMAN,

will get his

The exhibitor's ad for "Lifting
Shadows" asked: "Girls, what would
you do if you had a husband who
was a drug-ridden shell of a man?"
Myrtle, the ticket seller at "The
Madlin," when approached by us on
"Aw, you
the subject, remarked:
tell 'em
my mouth is full of teeth !"

Dept. 1408, 305 Broadway, N. Y. City

City

Kerrigan

face dirty.

Muscular Development

trated

my dog.
And this

Continued from page 49

thereby as- 1
suring you |
of success
in both the

would
mean
added

with its cool fragrance of roses and
orange blossoms in the moonlight. I
put on walking shoes and a polo coat
and go for an exhilarating hike with

Fade-Outs

a audi n g
a p p e a ra n c e , j

world.

I

not working I often dedicate entire days to solitude. At home
in a room with windows facing the
mountains, I read and write and philosophize. And then evening comes

strong personbecause
C

chorus that

a

When

ality

your

in

catholic in

,

of

the

in

few years, be able to
draw a thousand I suppose I would
have been dazzled by the golden pinwould,

?

Not on your life
They simply
went on a-wondering when the next
Chapfilm would appear, and forgot
!

all about the various and dangerous
degrees of time. Didn't you, Public?

A
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A

Tabloid Review

Continued from page 66

m

"The Man Who Lost Himself"—
Here is William Faversham displaying his ability as a comedian in the
most delightful piece of nonsense I
have recently seen. If Mr. Faverchose, I feel sure that he could
rise to such heights of popularity
during the coming year, that the Big
Four would ask him to join hands
with them and make it a quintet.

sham

hope Mr. Selznick keeps him
comedy.

in

I

Simple Rules of
Learned
Easily
at Home

Drawin

A

"Thou Art the Man"— story of
the South African diamond mines
that should never have been attempted on the screen, because of
its frequent lapses of time that break
into the train of your interest. Robert Warwick deserves better than
this.

Man"— Personally
fancy prize fighters on the
screen, no matter how gentlemanly
they are.
I would much prefer to
in
see
Georges
Carpentier
the
real squared circle than "knocking out" a picture villain.
For the
same reason I prefer to watch base"The Wonder

I don't

on the diamond and,
would prefer being held up
on a train by a bandit than watch
him capitalize his record of outlawry
on the screen. For all that, "The
players

ball

verily, I

Wonder Man" proves

that Carpentier is a better actor than Jack
Dempsey, which decision an eager
world is doubtless awaiting.

Become an Artist
you have ever wanted to become an artist here is the opportunity
We have brought the principles of
you have been waiting for
drawing right down to fundamentals. Through our wonderfully simple home study course in art hundreds of men and women have become high salaried artists. And so can you! A few hours a week
If

that

of study

woman

—

—

men

A

duced, and acted.

and

a

written,
prostory by Al-

—

—

cil.

will

be astounded

at

your

Many of our sturapid progress!
dents have gotten as high as $75 for a
single drawing even before they finGet into this field
ished the course.
No profession is
of big opportunities!
more fascinating or better paying.

Hundreds
Artists

of Trained

week.
You can do as well! A little
study in your leisure moments each

day

is

been

"How

Never before have
such big demand as they are right now
today.
Magazines and newspapers
cannot get enough of good cartoons.
Designers are at a premium. Business
concerns are actually bidding against
each other for the services of men and
women to handle their art work. Every-

where there

in

crying scarcity of
trained artists. There are hundreds of
vacancies in all parts of the country.
Follow the footsteps of our successful
graduates and students! Many of them
are now making from $75 to $250 a
is

contains many interesting stories of our
students, telling of their remarkable
progress.
Shows how you can quickly
step into one of the big-paying artist's
positions now open. Gives you full par-

go
do

Man"— If Lew

his popularity
straight to oblivion all he has to
is

this.

to
It

This amazing book

FREE!

is

lounge-lizard.

the

picture like
of a

glorification

Send

for

is

it

new

students.

yours absolutely
before you

NOW—

The Washington School of Art, Inc.
H Street, N. W.,
Washington, D.

1520

a

C.

^

FREE COUPON
Washington School
1520 H

Please

send

to

me

my

obligation on

"How

of Art, Inc.

Street, N. W., Washington, D. C.

without cost or
your free book,

part,

Become an

Artist," also full

information about your special low

offer.

Name
Street

City

.State.

.

WATER-WAVE
YOUR HAIR
Naturally wavy hair is within
the reach of every woman.

Water-Maid Wave»s

The Best Diamond
Bargains in 75 Years
Never in nearly of a century business existence have
we offered such amazing bargains as against prevailing prices.
This diamond banking house rated at over $1,000,000 Of) lends
money on hiorh grade jewelry. Unpaid loans must be sold.

Why Pay Full

all

make another

LOW OFFER

ticulars of our SPECIAL
to a limited number of

(Patented)

a natural beautiful
ripple wave that will remain in the
hair
a week or longer,
straightest
even in damp weather or when perIf hair ia fluffy only use the
spiring.
wavers once after every shampoo.

Will

%

"The Butterfly
Cody wants to see

Become an

to

Write for this wonderfully interesting
book at once! It explains in detail our
wonderful new method of teaching, and

—

The

Ocean.

necessary.

Artist"— FREE!

Martians have the Greek habit of
wearing white robes, they converse
with the visitors from the earth in
the "language of the soul" and are
shocked at a show of roughness.
The earthly crew make the trip to
Mars in a cute little shell of an airship that doesn't look as if it could
make the short run across the Pacific

all that is

do another thing!

Needed
artists

be noted

foolishness.

You

own

cipal roles.

its

New Method

possible for anyone to learn IllustratAll suing, Designing or Cartooning.
perfluous technique and dry theory is
omitted. You enjoy studying it's actuIn a few weeks you
ally fascinating!
should be drawing pictures that you
can sell pictures that you never before thought could come from your pen-

Payson Terhune is its basis.
George Terwilliger directed it while
Alice Joyce, Crauford Kent, and
Robert Gordon are seen in the prin-

Mars"— To

required.

This amazingly simple method makes

bert

"A Trip to
principally for

all that is

it

—

story
two
excellently

is

Wonderful

"Dollars and the Woman"
very human version of the eternal
triangle

!

Prices
Everything oent

Customers letters prove tremendous savings.
on approval.
Try to match for 60 per cent more.
Write lor Latest Bargain List. Send your name and addreBB
for latest bargain list. No obligations. Write today—now.

Jos.

De Roy & Sons,

2965 De Roy Building

"
Pittsburgh, Pa.
Only Opposite Post Office
R»fer«nc*8 fn/ permi-aion: Bank of Pittsburgh, N. A Marine
National Bank. Union Trust Company. Pittsburgh. Pa.
. .

produce

for the Water Wavers today and stop burning
your hair with hot irons or twisting with curlers
which tends to break the hair. Absolutely sanitary.
Put up six individual wavers to a set. and sent by
mail to any address in the U. S.. with full directions
upon receipt of $2. oo. Order today.

Send

WATER-MAID WAVER

117-BWest 7th Street

-

CO.

Cincinnati. Ohio

Advertising Section
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—

"Sherry" The story of a reformed drunkard who makes good.
Slightly out of date and not strong
as to story, even though George Barr
McCutcheon's name is down as au-

player on the screen.

thor.

ther

"Romance"

—A

screen version of
become perennial

the play that has
I

BEAUTY

is good fortune
bequeathed by kindly

fate

and

is

possession.

woman's most precious
Protect it. Use only

I

in England, and which is still remembered here for its success and popularity during a long New York run.
Doris Keane has her original role of
the Italian opera singer, and Basil
Sydney appears as the minister. The

picture

freeman's
FACE POWDER

pair,

romance of this
was an extremely
picture to make.
But if

is

solely the

and as such

difficult

you like pure,
mance, you will

Pure, wholesome, delightful.
All tints at oil toilet counters 50c (double the
quantity of old 25c size) plus 2c war tax. Miniature box mailed for 4c
plus 1c war

it

unadulterated
like this.

It

pictured that
some
might object to the kisses.
well

The

"Nothing

But

rois

so

censors

—

Lies" Taylor
version of a
stage farce which at best was only
passable, and which has been ravished beyond recognition by the producers.
picture comedy with the

Freeman
Perfume

Holmes

Company
Dept.lQj
Cincinnati

in

a

screen

Will Rogers would be, perhaps, the

and best-known eccentric

best-liked

"The Return of Tarzan"
adventures

— Fur-

the career of
Tarzan of the Apes, the principal
features of which are two scenes in
which Tarzan grapples with lions that
are realistically wild.
in

"Wits Versus Wits"— Which takes
the prize as the worst picture of the
year. I will award a brown derby to
the person who discovers what it is
All I made out was Marall about.
guerite Marsh.

—

"The Courage of Marge O'Doone"
I

sat

through

this picturization of

James Oliver Curwood's story, which
contains a bear fight toward the end
and a man and dog fight, too, without ever discovering just what made
Marge so courageous.
However,
there is plenty of good snow stuff
and reference to the "great outdoors."

A

comedy missing.

Write the Words
For a Song
We

revise
Write the words for a song.
song-poems, compose music for them, and
guarantee to secure publication on a royalty
Our
basis by a New York music publisher.
Lyric Editor and Chief Composer is a
song-writer of national reputation and has
Mail your
written many big song-hits.
song-poem on love, peace, victory or any

other subject to us today.
are

examined

Poems

submitted

free.

BROADWAY COMPOSING STUDIOS
104 F

Fitzgerald Bldg.,

Broadway

at

Times Square,

NEW YORK

TABLETS

Headaches
Neuralgias
Colds and La Grippe
Women's Aches and

Ills

Rheumatic and Sciatic Pains
Ask Your Druggist for
(If

A~K

Tablets

he cannot supply you, write us)

"The
Traverse

Me

Jim"—Will Rogers
"Jes' Call
another just as good as "Jubilo."
If it were possible for them to get
such a story for Rogers every time
in

— and

it

oughtn't to be so hard

Dozen Size

lOc

25c

Monogram Jjf^ on the
The Antikamnia Remedy Company, St.
See

Genuine
Louis,

Write for Free Samples

Mo.

Heart"— Madlaine

The only

picture of the sort I have
seen which doesn't paint the workers
as a group of lazy and hopelessly insane characters, in an effort to be
antibolshevist.

Some Pre-Release

Impressions

Continued from page 69

erence has withdrawn an actor with
ability and appeal comparable to that
of Charles Ray.
No other player,
with the exception of Mr. Ray, can

sympathy when performing unsympathetic acts. The major
honors of "The Round-Up" go to
Mr. Forman, because he performs a
so trick the

double service, that of writing the
continuity as well as playing a principal role.
Director George Mel ford
has encompassed the story with
scenic grandeur and endowed it
with vigorous action that never
wearies in its climactic sweep.
It is unfortunate that the term
"all-star" has been perverted.
"The
Round-Up" deserves it.
Wallace

Beery gives an

oily,

sinister

scription of the half-breed.

film-

'"Irving

Cummings

infuses with emotional
strength a role which might easily

have

been overbalanced by sentimentalism. Edward Sutherland has
the metal of which the best characactors are made, and in "The
Round-Up" he qualifies for a place
among the few young players of that

ter

Small Size

Iron

in a story of big business.

genre.
His sullen presence
tentous even when in the

porbackground. "The Round-Up" is almost
entirely masculine.
Mabel Julienne
Scott is realistic in her emotional
is

climax.

At other times she

lacks

distinction.

"Homer Comes Home" gives
Ray a chance to manifest

Charles

some Cohanesque snap and

initiative.

He

delivers an impassioned speech
to the citizens of his home town on
the occasion of the laying of a corAside from Charles'
ner stone.
spunk, there is little new in the pic-

The idea of a young man returning to his home town to make
a splurge with three hundred dollars
amusing, and.. Director Jerome
is
Storm has developed its comic posture.

sibilities to

the

maximum. Mr. Storm

an authority on small towns. I
wouldn't advise him tb- return to his
natal burg.
He probably would be
run out of it for revisionins? its inis

Ray pictures. The con"Homer Comes Home" is

habitants in
tinuity of

not well oiled. There are several interrogatory jolts. One marvels that
the inhabitants of Mainesville fall
for Charlies' line to the extent that
they intrust him with their money.
These flaws are minute and well
glossed by comedy. It is refreshing

Mr. Ray showing assertion and
pep as the boy who always has "a

to see

!

Advertising Section
great idea."

Let's

hope he has some

more.

nonskid hairpins. This action supplies the title "Hairpins" for C.
Gardner Sullivan's latest photo play.
Miss Bennett appears as a flannelet

me.
"He
reduce the
high cost of living, and when he gets
her he ditches her in order to run
around with a fricasseed chicken."
Here again we have the story of
the sweetheart who ceases to look
or act like one after she becomes a
wife. It's an old story made over by
lady

wants

Enid Bennett is about to be put
on alimony when she takes the advice
of a smart lady friend and gets some

femme whose

literary

diet

is

Economical Recipes for the Thrifty
Housewife. Because she cares more
about the price of rib roast than she
does about a permanent wave she
loses her husband's attention.
"Just like a man," commented the

who sits next
a woman who

99

to

will

the deft Mr. Sullivan, so that "it's' as
good as new, my dear."
Miss Bennett as the lady whose
hairpins won't stay put is tremendously funny in a subtle, elusive
way. With a few more such roles,
she will be established as a distinctive comedienne.

Maeterlinck and the Shadows

The

Continued from page 18

him whether
it might not be that the silent drama
was the medium for him to express
that which he had left unspoken in
I

was tempted

to ask

—

if, by action or gesture,
he could not better convey the speech
that it was impossible to put into the
drab form of words. And when I
finally did put the question, he smiled
one of those rare illuminating
smiles which scintillate like sunshine
dancing on mid-ocean.

his plays

—

"I believe there are

many

things

that can be expressed in the photo
play which cannot be said in any
other art," he replied.
"It is not a

simple thing for the man who has
never written for the screen to compose a scenario, and it is not my intention to attempt this. But writing
a story for the cinema should hardly
prove any more puzzling than writ-

The

The laws
ing for any other form.
of logic are the same for all."
It was approaching the twilight
Maeterlinckian
hour, the perfect
And I felt it
hour, by this time.
was the moment to leave to take with
me the proper mental picture of the
man. I felt that with the lengthening shadows his personality gained
an even deeper

was revealed

significance, that

he

of colossal
welding of mysterious forces and of
the clear vigor of practicality from
the twentieth century. As I left the
white house on the palisades, and
gradually began to return to the
jangle and noise of present-day life
it seemed to me that although the
man appeared curiously disassociated
with that noise and bustle, yet he
as a

sort

work of R. W. C. before they could
get him to play in these parts.
The Nagels are still, so much in;
love with each other that they find
enough to walk
it quite wonderful
out toward the sunset when the
day's work is done and then to sit
together after the sun is gone occasionally going _to_ see- a movie.
They have been playing at housekeeping in a doll-size apartment in
Hollywood, but recently Conrad
Na^el was given a five-year starring
contract by Jesse Lasky, whereupon
they dashed out and purchased a
lovely villa surrounded by flowers

—

and

fruit trees.

~

50c Everywhere
Trial Offer— Send 12c to cover
postage and packing for purse
size box with 3 weeks' supply

Powder

—

state shade preferred.
'STAFFORD-KILLERCO. St. Louis, Mo.

Rider Agents *»Wanted
*

Everywhere to ride
bit the

and exhi-

new Ranger "Motorbike"

completely equipped with electric
light and horn, carrier, stand, tool
tank, coaster-brake, mud guards
and anti-skid tires. Choice of 44
other styles* colors and sizes in
the "Ranger" line of bicycles.

EASY PAYMENTS

if

desired at

a small advance over our Special

Factory-to-Rider cash prices.
DELIVERED FREE on approval

and30 DAYS TRIAL*

TipCC
It«

Lamps,

Wheels,

Sundries, and parts
bicycles— half usual prices.
SEND NO
but tefl us exactly what
you need. Do not buy until you get our prices,
terms and the big FREE catalog.
I

for

all

MONFY

EAD

CYCLE COMPANY
Dept.

T

1

1

,

Chicago

YOU CAN BE QUICKLY CURED,

If You Havi

-

Mrs. Nagel

his

and me and everybody else in town,
the directors have had to take a
good, sharp pruning knife to the

Shade.

jCARMEN
Comp

sion.

Continued from page 51

work mean to him. His work
"The Fighting Chance" got him
the leading role in the Mayflower
Mr.
Chambers'
production
of
'Athalie."
And just between you

CARMEN-BRUNETTE

beheld our days and methods with
the eyes of a very fine comprehen-

Secret of the Submarine Kiss

in

Final,. T;QHch
Improves the faulty complexion —protects
thebeaijty of the perfect one— and stays on.
White, Pink, Flesh, Cream and the New

is

Blackheads, Acne, eruptions on the face or body,
enlarged pores, oily or shiny skin. Write for
FREE booklet "A Clear-Tone Skin." It tells how
I cured myself after being afflicted for 15 years.
E.S. GIVENS, 237.Chemical Bldg, Kansas City.Mo.

dreadfully sorry she

didn't take the advice of her grandmother, who wanted her to learn to

She says Conrad swears he
likes everything she sets before him
of course, she knows he's fibbing,
cook.

—

but she thinks it sweet of him just
the same but she can never invite
the same people to dinner more than
twice, as she only knows how to cook
two things really well breaded veal

—

WRITE A SONG
Love, Mother, home, childhood,
or

any

THOMAS MERLIN, 268

when

"The

Fighting

released I'm afraid not
a frog or fish in the country will have
and, oh, pity the
a peaceful summer
Owners of private swimming pools
Still, neither they nor Father Neptune supplies iron rings for lovers
perhaps that
to cling to as ballast
will counteract the evil effects of

KRAUTH &

is

—

—

this exposition of the newest brand
of lovemaking.

diamond

RING OFFER

E.

free this I4k gold f. ring, set with a l : 2k
Hawaiian im. diamond— in beautiful ring
box postage paid. Pay postmaster $1.48
C. O. D.. charges to cover postage, boxing
advertising, handling, etc. If you can tell
it from a real diamond return and money
refunded. Only 10,000 given away. Send no
money. Answer quick. Send size of finger.

that this story is done I'm
over having
conscience-stricken
bit
a
it;

Chicago

to advertise our famous Hawaiian im.
diamonds—the greatest discovery the world
has ever known. We will send absolutely

Now"

Chance"

Reaper Block,

'.lust

and lamb stew.

written

and

Words Today.

rn
rr
f»
C

B~

patriotic

compose- music

guarantee publication. Send

—

cutlets

subject.

I

REED, Dept. 42

Masonic Temple

Chicago

GET WELL-BE YOUNG— GROW TALL

invention of
This Universitv discovery is the most important health
It proIt remakes and rejuvenates the Human Body.
the century
corrects
ducer normal spines. It frees impinged and irritated nerves,
contracted muscles, shortened ligaments, eliminates congestion
the
improves circulation and drainage of the body. It will increase

n

V
THE 'pAN DICULATOR CO., 312 Advance

Bldg., Cleveland, O.
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Advertising Section

What

Think

the Fans

Continued from page 80
what's more, they soon know a good
thing when they see it.
Perhaps
can
give you an idea of the types of pictures
liked by the fans here.
There's the type that includes "The
1

Broken

Melody,"

"Broken

Richard Barthelmess, and Conway Tearle.
even have little gold rings with their
initials on, and the dues are three dollars a month.
Lots of fun
D. K. Sioux Falls, South Dakota.

We

Blossoms,"

"Scarlet Days," "The Miracle Man," and
others of equal fame.
Then comes the
extremely frivolous kind good for a
tired business man's soul
Wallace Reid
in "Hawthorne, U. S. A." and "Excuse

—

The
To

—

My

Dust" and Norma Talmadgc in "She
Loves and Lies." Regarding that one I
heard such comments as: "Why doesn't

Norma Talmadgc stick to these light
plays? She's spoiling herself for comedy,
and a sparkling, vivid girl like her was
never built for heavy stuff."
Constance
Talmadge

" IVe Must Fly To-night"
Out of a deep sleep he woke her. She
thought she knew him so well.
Vet
now, at two in the morning-, he burst
on her with this terror this mystery

— this what

—

?

It's the beginning of one of the best
mysteries ever solved by the great de-

tective

CRAIG
KENNEDY
American
^he

_

SherlockHolmes

in

"Two Weeks" was

satisfied.

Sioux Falls was terribly disappointed
in Zane Grey's "Desert Gold."
We were
all keyed up to it, and then when it came

—well,

there's nothing to be said, except

that it fell flatter than a pancake with
no baking powder in it.
In closing I might add that a bunch
of us girls have a dandy little club devoted to boosting Constance Talmadge,

ARTHUR B REEVE
^tgpF

.

The

She American ConanDqyle
'

He is the detective
He lias taken science

genius of our age.
science that stands
allied it to the mys-

—

L. E. Holder.
Edith is not married.
Albert Ray is married. He has been playing in pictures, off and on, for the last
ten years.
Never heard of your friend

suspense with
real,
people moving through the

Douglas Fairbanks is his right
"Forbidden Trails" is the title of
the latest Fox feature with Buck Jones.
Marie Doro will soon be seen in a new
"12.10" is her latest.
feature.
"The Tiger's Cub" is Pearl White's latest film.
I don't know whether Theda Bara will
return to the screen or not.
She is now
on tour with "The Blue blame."

—

maelstrom of life
Frenchmen
have mastered the art of ter!

ror

English
writers
have
whole nations by
their artful heroes. Russian ingenuity has fashioned wild tales
of mystery.
But all these seem
old-fashioned
out-of-date
beside the infinite variety
the
weird
excitement
of
Arthur
B. Reeve's tales.
stories.
thrilled

—

BtHuI

SteSBSl-t

—

—

PO
E
Volumes

En

10
To

those
who send the coupon
promptly, we will give FREE a set of
Edgar
Allan
Poe's
in
works
10
volumes.
When the police of New York failed
to solve one of the most fearful murder
mysteries of the time. Edgar Allan
Poe far
off
in
Paris found
the
solution. The story is in these volumes.
He was a detective by instinct he
was a story-teller by divine inspiration.
Before or since no one has
ever
had his power to make your
hair stand on end to send chills up
your back to hold you in terror
horror!
This is a wonderful combination.
Here are two of the greatest writers

—

—

—

—

—

—

of

mystery

stories.

a

and

scientific

You can

get the
price and
for a short time only.

remarkably

low

FREE
HARPER & BROTHERS,

^
Harper

TYlcCdl

detective

Reeve

at

the

Poe

Established

1817

jU^-Wa^

&

Brothers, 106 Franklin Square, New York
Send me, all charges prepaid, set of Arthur B.
Beeve in 12 volumes.
Also send me. absolutely free,
the set of Edgar Allan Poe in 10 volumes.
If the
hooks are not satisfactory I will return both sets within
10 days at your expense.
Otherwise I will send you
$1 within 5 days and $2 a month for 14 months.

—

Name
Address
Occupation

—

of Picture-Play

Maga-

You picture fans in New York have
one advantage over us who live on the
western Canadian coast 3011 see all the

—

plays before we do.
However, they
eventually come our way, none the worse
for their trip from the eastern to the
western brine.
have been treated to
a lot of good plays of late, but sometimes
a bunch will come along that make you
wonder how they ever found their way
to the screen.
I was treated to a thrill
the other evening as I watched William
Farnum portray the character of Jean
Valjean not the thrill one gets as the
silent figures flit across the screen in a

We

—

serial.
It was more lasting and more
humane and intense. I haven't been so
thrilled since I saw Theda Bara in "Romeo and Juliet." The acting was wonderful in both cases but still, "The play's

—

the thing."
P. D.

— Pentiction,

B.

C, Canada.

Picture Oracle

for this ago
and
tery and romance of detective fiction.
Even to the smallest detail, every hit of
the plot is worked out scientifically.
For
marly ten years, America has been
watching his Craig Kennedy,
marvelling at the strange, new,
startling things that detective
hero would unfold.
Such plots

—
such
vivid

the Editor
zine.

Thing.

the

Play's

Continued from page 88

—

—

another

play of this kind. In this her leading man,
Conway Tearle, won many a feminine
heart. And at the finish of this play you
felt

!

—

Graham. Rosemary Theby

is

who

the girl

used to play opposite Harry Meyers.
A.

J. S.

—

name.

—

Dorothy M. and Kathryn G. George
Larkin took the place of George Chesebro,

when

Pathe

the latter

serial,

went to war,

"Hands Up

!"

Pearl

in the
is

So are Mary and Doug.

ried.

marRuth

Roland has been married. She is at the
head of her own company, making serials

for Pathe.
of Shirley

"Love's Harvest"

is

the

Mason's newest picture.
married to Bernard Durning.
"Oh, Boy!" is an old release. If I told
you who and what I was it would spoil
all the fun of guessing, so I'll keep it a
secret as long as I can.
You will find
the addresses at the end of The Oracle.

title

She

is

—

Merci. You must have overlooked
your answers before.
Bert Lytell and
Hoot Gibson are both married. Hoot
is still playing in two-reel Westerns for
LTniversal.
"A Double-Dyed Deceiver"
is Jack
Pickford's latest Goldwyn feature.
Cullen Landis is seen opposite
Mabel Normand in her new picture, and
is now being featured by Goldwyn.

—

Pauline's Little Sister. I get quite
few letters from Picture-Play readers
in England.
Pauline Frederick has certainly gathered a huge following for herself in London, hasn't she?
Don't blame
me for not having the pictures you want
in the magazine.
That's up to the editor.
I should say she's been very kind to you.
"The Woman in Room 13" is her latest.
a

Goldwyn Company, and
make features for the
I
think she
Robertson-Cole Company.
would receive it, all right.
She has

is

left the

now going

Tembani.

to

—That certainly was very nice

of Mary. Tom Chatterton costarred with
Juanita Hansen in "The Secret of the
Submarine."
Eugene O'Brien opposite

Tom Powers and
"The Auction Block."

Norma Talmadge.
Ruby de Remer

in

Harrison Ford opposite Constance Talmadge, William Stowell opposite Dorothy
Phillips, and Allan Forrest opposite MaryMiles Minter in the pictures named. You
refer to Arnold Daly in "Exploits of
Eileen Percy with E. K. LinElaine."
I
get quite a few letters from
South Africa. Do drop me a line again
when you have nothing better to do, as
I would like to have another one of your

coln.

newsy, chatty

letters.

—

Clara Horton played the girl in
C. L.
the Rex Beach feature, "The Girl From
Your Cullen Landis question
Outside."
has already been answered.

Evelyn
have

to

B.

—A

private

party

would

pay the same rental as a mo-

tion-picture

theater

There is no
pends on the

to exhibit a film.
set rental price.
It all defilm and the size and loca-

tion of the theater.
It was a mistake
in the advertising of those two Hart pic-

The

tures.

title

O. K. for the

"The Gun Fighter" was

first

was "The Sky
bel Julienne

but the second
refer to Ma"The Barrier."

one,

Pilot."
Scott in

You

—

Movie Weekly. The Pathe Journal in
France
the Gazette in England
the
Journal in Italy, and the Pathe News in
the United States and Canada are one and
;

;

the same.
They just use different titles
for the various countries.
It appears all
over the world wherever pictures are
shown, and is especially popular in Japan.
The Pathe News was started in 191 1 as
the Pathe Weekly. Four years ago it was
changed to a daily, and became the Pathe

News.

;

Advertising Section

Classified Advertising
Patents and Lawyers

Agents and Help Wanted

GOVERNMENT POSITIONS

are desirable.

Let our expert former Government Examiner
prepare you.
Write today for free booklet
giving full information.
Patterson Civil

Box

Service Scbool,

Y, Rochester, N. Y.

2c.

years

PER GALLON?

World

SELL

tests for four

prove it.
Secure exclusive rights
for your county.
"Carbonvoid," Box "2,"
Bradley Beach, N. J.
to

WE

START YOU IN BUSINESS, furnishing everything men and women $30 to $100
weekly operating our "Specialty Candy Fac;

anywhere.
Booklet
Box 98, East Orange, N.

tories''

Co.,

BE A DETECTIVE.

Ragsdale

free.
J.

good pay, travel.
Write C. T. Ludwig, 436
Westover Building, Kansas City, Mo.

SELL our hosiery and underwear direct to
consumer.
Large line good profits prompt
deliveries
guaranteed.
Samples
ready.
& D

Write.
The C
Rapids, Mich.

MEN— Age

—

Co.,

17 to 55.

Dept.

15,

Grand

Travel

;

:

DO YOU WANT TO EARN $3,000 to $5,000
a year?
You can do it easily.
See Advertisement Anderson Steam Vulcanizer in

Songs, Poems, Etc.

secure

patents

model

Evidence

for

Con-

of

and free guide book.
Send
sketch and description for free

Blank

ception

or

opinion

patentable nature.
Highest
Prompt Attention.
Reasonable
Terms.
Victor J. Evans & Co., 767 Ninth,
Washington, D. C.
of
references.

its

PATENTS.

Highest references.

Rates rea-

Best results.
Promptness assured.
Booklet free.
Watson E. Coleman, Patent
Lawyer, 624 F Street, Washington, D. C.
sonable.

most word

Copyright— foreLong experience as patent

Trademark,

free.

Prompt

solicitor.

advice, charges very

rea-

Correspondence solicited.
Results
Metzger, Washington, D. C.

sonable.
procured.

PATENTS PROMPTLY PROCURED.

Per-

sonal. Careful and Efficient service. Highest
references.
Moderate fees. Send sketch or
model for actual search and advice. George
P. Kimmel, Master of Patent Law, 18 I,
Loan & Trust Bldg., Washington, D. C.

Experience unneces-

make secret investigations, reSalaries expenses. American Foreign
Detective Agency, 114, St. Louis.

sary.
ports.

to

should write for our guidebook "How To Get
Your Patent." Send sketch or description for
our opinion of its patentable nature.
Randolph & Co., Dept. 412, Washington, D. C.

PATENTS,

Excellent opportunity,

—

desiring

PATENTS. Write

HOW MUCH GASOLINE CAN YOU

AT

INVENTORS

PATENTS— Send

for free book.

Contains

valuable information for inventors.
Send
sketch of your invention for Free Opinion of
its
patentable
nature.
Prompt
service.
(Twenty years experience.)
Talbert & Talbert, 4307 Talbert Bldg., Washington, D. C.

this issue.

Duplicating Devices

—A
copies

AGENTS— $40-$l 00

week.
Free samples.
Gold Sign Letters any one can put on store
windows.
Liberal offer to general agents.
Metallic Letter Co., 431 T. N. Clark, Chicago.

SALESMEN— CITY

OR

TRAVELING.

Experience unnecessary. Send for list of lines
full particulars.
Prepare in spare time
to earn the big salaries
$2,500 to $10,000 a
year. Employment services rendered Members.
National
Salesmen's Training Association,
Dept. 107, Chicago, 111.

and

"Modern" Duplicator

WORTH

RAILWAY TRAFFIC INSPECTORS earn
from $110 to $200 per month and expenses.
Travel if desired.
Unlimited advancement.

;

Candy
Super-Chocolates Assorted lb. box
Best you ever
$1.25 P. P. prepaid, insured.
tasted or the box with our compliments.
Phila.
Cheri, 142 S. 15th,

CLERKS

WANTED.

Sample examination

DETECTIVES EARN BIG MONEY.

Travel.
Great Demand. Experience unnecessary. Particulars free. Write, American Detective System, 1968 Broadway, N. Y.

introducing our big line of fast
ers.
The greatest line on earth.

day

easy.

Complete

furnished to workers.

outfit

summer sellMake $10 a

and automobile

Write at once for ex-

territory.
American Products
American Bldg., Cincinnati, O.

clusive

2345

Co.,

manufacturer
hosiery, underwear,

wants

agents to sell
shirts,
dresses, skirts, waists, shoes, clothing, etc.
Write for free samples.
Madison Milis, 503

WRITE WORDS FOR A
We write
music, publish and secure copyright.
Submit
poems on any subject.
The Metropolitan
Studios, 914 'S. Michigan Avenue, Room 120,
Chicago.

SONG—

valuable

SENT

GUIDE

SONG-WRITERS
Contains

instructions

and

FREE!
advice.

We
examination.
will furnish music, copyright and facilitate
publication or sale.
Knickerbocker Studios,
301 Gaiety Bldg., New York.
song-poems

Submit

HAVE YOU

for

SONG. POEMS?

proposition. Ray Hibbeler,
ens Ave., Chicago.

D

I have best
102, 4040 Dick-

YOU Write the Words for a Song. We'll
compose the music free and publish same.
B. Lenox Co., 271
Send Song-Poem to-day.
W. 125th St., New York.
BE A SONG WRITER — You write the
I will compose the music and guaranAmong my great hits is
tee publication.
words,

Submit poems on any subject.
Ethwell Hanson, 3S10 Broadway, Room 102,

"Desertland."
Chicago.

YOU WRITE SONGS

New

if

York.

Business Opportunities
you 4%. Would you be
Bankers Finance Co.,
802-4 Western Indemnity Bldg., Dallas, Texas..
in

18%?

PHOTOPLAYS wanted. Big prices paid.
We show you how. Get free

Great demand.
particulars.

$50

offer.

278 XY18,

Rex Publishers, Box 175

—

For Sale

P. 13,

TAINT

weekly writing Moving Picture
free book
valuable information
Photo Playwright College, Box
;

;

Chicago.

FREE to writers — a wonderful little book
money-making hints, suggestions, ideas
the A B C of successful Story and Movie

for roof and iron, guaranteed stops
Exterior pure white linseed oil paint,
1, 5, 10, 20, 40, 60 gallon containers sold retail and wholesale, to dealers, jobbers, consumers by paint specialists. Dept. 42, Martinek Paint Co., 405 Lexington Avenue, New
;

leaks.

York

City.

of

writing.
Absolutely Free.
Just address
Authors' Press, Dept. 89, Auburn, N. Y.

WRITE News

Items and Short Stories for
pay in spare time. Copyright Book and plans
Press Reporting Syndicate (406), St.
free.
Louis, Mo.

$50 to $150 A WEEK, Writing Stories and
Send for Special Free Offer.
Photo Plays.
Department "S," New York Literary Bureau.
145 W. 36th St., New York City.

—

WRITE PHOTOPLAYS $25 $300 paid
Experience unany one for suitable ideas.
Producers
necessary complete outline Free.
League, 439 St. Louis.
:

AGENTS—Large

write

WRITE words for a song. We write muguarantee publisher's acceptance.
Submit poems on patriotism, love or any subject.
Chester Music Co., 920 S. Michigan Av.,
Room 323, Chicago.

interested

Short Stories and Photoplays

.

AGENTS —TO TRAVEL BY AUTOMOBILE,

We

THE BANK PAYS

prize

MAIL

for a Song.

Get
write us.
you want quick results from pubTurn your ideas into money. New
lishers.
York Musical Bureau, 315-P 1547 Broadway,

CHERI

Buffalo, N. Y.

RAILWAY

Words

sic,

IF

— $100
Plays.
Get

questions free. Franklin Institute, Dept. S2,
Rochester, N. Y.

the

159C Fitzgerald Building, New York.

dios,

our plan

Chicago.

Commence $110 month.

WRITE

music and guarantee to secure publication.
Submit poems on any subject. Broadway Stu-

'

No

age limit. We train you. Positions furnished under guarantee.
Write for Booklet
CM 28, Standard Business Training Institute,

Getter.

from pen, pencil,
$1.50 up.
50 to 75
typewriter no glue or gelatine. 40,000 firms
use it. 30 days' trial. You need one. Booklet free. LT, Durkin, Reeves & Co., Pittsburgh, Pa.

—

$10.00
of finest toilet soaps, perfumes, toilet waters, spices, etc., absolutely
free to agents on our refund plan. Lacassian
Co., Dept. 427, St. Louis. Mo.

Business

—

Write a Song Love, mother, home, childhood, patriotic or any subject. I compose muand guarantee publication.
Scud words
today.
Thomas Merlin, 222 Reaper Block,
Chicago.
sic

;

Personal

DO YOU WISH TO KNOW

TELL

ASTROLOGY— STARS

LIFE'S

story
Send birth date and dime for trial
Eddy, 4307 Jefferson, Kansas City,
reading.
Missouri, Apartment 74.

—

CLASSY
sixteen
leaf,

Broadway New York.

whether you

are to gain success, win friends, be happy,
Scientific, convincing inor the reverse?
Wonderful results claimed by
formation.
"Key to Success" and personality
patrons.
sketch for 10 cents and birthdate. ThomsonHeywood Co., Dept. 300, Chronicle Bldg., San
Francisco.

St.

pictures
2 beauties 25c;
girl
Roserefunded if dissatisfied.
$1
Louis, Mo.
;

Shorthand
Miscellaneous

Wanted

to

SHORTHAND.

Buy

Best practical system. K. I.
Shorthand, learn in 5 hours speed with easy
Proof
lessons,
brochure free. King
practice.
Institute, EA-26, Station F, New York.
;

IT'S LIKE FINDING MONEY when you
mail us false teeth (with or without gold fillings)
old
or
broken jewelry,
diamonds,
watches, old gold, silver, platinum, magneto
points, gold or silver ores and nuggets
War

—
prices

SOAP

let "All

land, Ohio.

Jackson, Mich.

GET ON THE STAGE

!

25c

alcohol

from

;

3c pound

;

guaranteed make money.

Experience un-

Send stamp for instructive bookAbout Vaudeville." LaDelle, Sta. 255,

necessary.

manufacture

expert chemist's formula,
Golden, Box
12 Uptown, Pittsburgh, Pa.

Vaudeville

Bonds and Stamps.
Highest
paid.
Cash by return mail. Goods returned in 10
days if vou're not satisfied. The Ohio Smelting & Refining Co., 253 Lennox Bldg., Cleve-

FARMERS

wheat-straw. 5c gallon, formula, $1.00 Spirit
Circular free.
hydrometers.
$2.50 prepaid.
Golden, 605 Wylie, Pittsburgh, Pa.

STILLS

water, liquids, all drinking purprepaid.
hour
$25
gallon
half
European Supply, Box 1682, Pittsburgh, Pa.

poses,

;
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R. C.
Arlinc still plays in picElsie Ferguson is not what you
would call the "pretty girl" type. She
represents what the artists might call refined and beautiful womanhood.
Marguerite Clark's husband is not in pictures, and never was.
He was a lieutenant in the United States army.
Matt
C.

tures.

Hudson River
Night Lines

Moore
She

m

ager of the Lasky Studios. Mary Pickford has no children.
Ruth Roland is
working on a new serial for Pathe. Herbert Heyes is playing the male lead oppo-

dm

Daily

N.

R.,

(at

9 P. M.

hour

&

&

31,

7 P. M.,

M. &

Holidays, 6 P.

West 132nd

St.,

(Daylight

half

saving

6 o'clock follow-

From Troy

ing morning.

8.30

from Albany 9 P. M. and
P. M., due New York 6

P. M.,
11

o'clock following morning.

Direct

rail

Ne wburyport. — Yours

from Newburyport.

Nazimova

always a delight to me in her pictures.
"The Heart of a Child" is her latest.
Richard Barthelmess is with D. W. Griffith.
So you have given up Eugene
O'Brien as your favorite for Ralph
Graves?
Rather
fickle,
aren't
you?
Ralph is not married. Herbert Rawlinson recently played in "Passers-Fy," a
Blackton picture.
The Market Booklet
gives a complete list of all the motionpictures companies in the United States

who

time.)

Due Albany

first

in California.

is

Desbrosses Street).

later.

the

working

is

From

Blondie
is

Weekdays, 6 P. M.
Sundays

She

site her.

from Pier

sailings

not Kathlyn Williams' husband.
married to Charles Eyton, man-

is

is

connections to

all

are in the market for scenarios.

—

Elsie B. Good. No, the "Birth of a
Nation" did not have the greatest collection of stars ever assembled in one picture.
For stars and leading artists,
Griffith's "Intolerance" had them all beat.
The stars he had in this production were

Mildred Harris, Mae Marsh, Lillian Gish,
Miriam Cooper, Alma Rubens, Bessie
Love, Pauline Starke, Robert Harron,
George Walsh, Constance Talmadge, and
Elmo Lincoln. Just think of it Eleven
present-day stars in one production
To
say nothing of such leading artists as
Margery Wilson, Eugene Pallette, Tully
Marshall, Elmer Clifton, Alfred Paget,
Seena Owen, George Seigman, George
Fawcett, Eric von Stroheim, and Winifred Westover. The leading lights of today are the stars of to-morrow, so one
would naturally expect that some day we
will have another picture with just as
!

Express

points.

Freight

Ser-

Autos Carried.

vice.

Hudson Navigation Company
Phone Canal 9000.
Ask your

many

dealer for

Personal Magnetism
Is the secret of Mary Pickford's charm - Charlie Chai
lin'& wistful fun— Douglas Fairbanks' smile and BiL_
»1
Sunday's appeal. The compelling force of successful
!

business men is personal magnetism. Your success, your
happiness, your ability to make friends, to be popular,
depends on your personal magnetism. You can develop

wonderful power by studying and practicing.

" The

Art and Science of
Personal Magnetism

written by that marvelous French Scientist Theron Q.
Di'mont. Study this book chapter by chapter. Read It
in your own home nights. Practice these wonderful lessons day by day.
Every young man, every young
woman, every husband and wife should take advantage
of this special offer.

DAY

TRIAL
OFFER
We

Send only $1 .50 for this great work
on personal magnetism. Study it
five days.
Then if you are not
sure that

it

is

going

to bring
into

more power and happiness

back.
Your
money will be instantly returned.
guarantee this to you and to the Picture-Play
Magazine. Send coin or money order to

H. E. GRIFFIN,

4652

your

life,

and

it,

—

Only 25c the copy, but a great pleasure
and a big surprise

FIVE

just as many leadSee addresses at the end of

stars in

ing people.
this department.

People's Favorite Magazine

this

!

send

Lottie C. Douglas MacLean appeared
both "The Hun Within" and "Mirandy
Smiles."
Ashton Dearholt appeared opposite Ruth Clifford in "The Cabaret
Girl," and Albert Ray had the leading
male role opposite her in "The Game's
Up."
in

—

A

Little Girl. That is her real name.
answers all the letters that she can.
I like May very much on the screen, and
off, too.
I'm not angry a bit. Each studio
in Los Angeles has
own casting director, who hires the people for each produc-

May

tion.

Lillian
opposite

P.

—James

CHICAGO

written.

—

Leon Griffin. You certainly have
some collection of photographs from your
Dustin Farnum was born at
favorites.

Hampton
1874.

Skin Troubles

With Cutictira

J-

Beach,

New

Hampshire,

Warren Kerrigan was born

in
in

Louijville, Kentucky, in 1889.

—

—

Jennie C. What do you mean tell
you a picture of May Allison's looks?

May
ISoap, Ointment, Talcum, 25c. everywhere. Samples
free of Cuticura Laboratories, Dept. D, Maiden, Maes.

played
Eagle's

Mate," Eileen Percy opposite Douglas
Fairbanks in "Down to Earth." Richard
Barthelmess is twenty-four years old. No,
he isn't married, or wasn't when this was

it

N. Campbell Ave., Dept. 10,

Kirkwood
in "The

Mary Pickford

Allison

is

five

feet five inches

tall,

one hundred and twenty-five
pounds, has light complexion with blue
That's the best
eyes, and golden hair.
picture I can write you of her looks.

weighs

—

Geokgiana B. Look for addresses
end of The Oracle.

at

the

Ex-Oracle.

—

Yes, the stars
but they cannot write
They write to just as many
No, that isn't her reel name,

write to the

fans,

to

them

all.

as they can.
but her real
Hurry?" is the title

name. "What's Your
of Wallace Reid's latest picture.
Mary
Pickford is Mrs. Douglas Fairbanks. The
picture of The Oracle was published in
a recent issue of Picture-Play with said
Oracle's honest-to-goodness name underneath

You

it.

expect to find the

didn't

"The Picture Oracle" printed
underneath, did you?
I
won't tell you
whether it was a woman's picture or a
man's.
That would give away part of
picture with

my

identity at least.

Do you mean

Vere.

Don't know a Viola
Viola Vale?
You

might be able to get a picture of Harold
Lockwood from the Metro Pictures Cor-

New York

poration,

cerns

up

in

City.

have them for
the magazine.

Several con-

sale.

Look them

—

Brown

Eyes. Norma Talmadge is of
descent and Eugene O'Brien
is of Irish descent.
What does O'Brien
sound like? No, I don't know that Clara
Kimball Young ever gave one of her
dresses to a fan who asked her for one.
If she did, it would only take one morning's mail to clean out her wardrobe
completely, and Clara has some wardrobe.
She is not married to any one.

American

—

Miss V. Cook. You will find all the
addresses you've asked for at the end of
this department, and a lot more besides.

—

If you knew all the stars, I
sure that you would like them just as
Ashton Dearholt isn't
well as I do.
working at present in any picture. He inherited a lot of money, and is taking a
Write to Herbert Howe in
vacation.
are all the
care of Picture- Play.
oil fields in Taft.

Teddy.

am

How

Miss

I.

Hope you

—Thanks

L.
will

as helpful as I

your letter.
Market Booklet
think you will.
for

find the

—

Juliet Sheldby. William Russell was
featured in the American Film Company's production of "Where the West
Begins."
Doris Lee and Doris May are
one and the same. She began using the
latter name when she was first costarred
She
in pictures with Douglas MacLean.
played in support of Charles Ray in
"Hay Foot, Straw Foot." May Allison
Jack Pickford is
was born in 1898.
twenty-three, and Charles Ray is twentyeight.

A

—

Bert Lytel is marMiles Minter looks just the
same off the screen as she does on. Jack
Pickford is married to Olive Thomas.
Mildren Harris Chaplin is far from dead.
She is busy at work on her pictures for
the First National. You didn't ask many
questions for all the space it took you
to write your letter. What was the trouble, did you run out of them?
ried.

Toronto Reader.

Mary

—

Elsie. Write to the stars themselves
for their pictures. It is best to inclose
a quarter with your request to cover the
Madge
cost of the photo and mailing.
Evans isn't working on any picture at
present. She was born in New York City
Of course the stars care to rein 1909.
ceive letters from the fans. It is the only
way they have of telling how their pictures are liked. Of course you may write
There's always room for one
again.
more in The Oracle.
_

—

Vivian Martin was born near
C. B.
See end of
Grand Rapids, Michigan.
The Oracle for her address.

Advertising Section
Cleo.

— No,

I've never seen anything
stationery of yours. Where

new

like this

do you pick them up?

Charles Ray's

first

release for First National will be "Fortyfive

Minutes

From Broadway."

—

Tom Mix

Admirer. The editor has
charge of putting all the pictures in the
magazine, and not me. All I do is answer the questions that the various readers ask.

him what you

tell

I'll

said

and

leave the rest to him.

Guy

O.

— Of

the players like
They are always
anxious to find out what the fans like

to hear

and

course,

from the

dislike.

It

the Chinese

in

Blanche Sweet

fans.

was Norma Talmadge
and not Constance.

role

not married.

is

—

Jimmy. I am sure Ruth will send you
the picture you want, especially as you
inclosed twenty- five cents with your request.
Herbert Heyes has the leading
male

role in "The Adventures of Ruth."
Eugene O'Brien and Edna Mayo had the
leading roles in "The Return of Eve."

—

P. D. Q
Baby Marie Osborne is still
making pictures. I think Pearl and Pauline would send their photographs to you.
Helen Holmes has just completed a new
railroad serial. Eddy Polo is still making
serials.

His

latest for

Universal

is

called

"The Vanishing Dagger."

—

Stella G. Richard Barthelmess is not
married, or wasn't at the time this was
written.
Neither is he lame. Who told
you that? That's a great piece of poetry
3-ou wrote, even if it doesn't rhyme.

Queen Elizabeth.— I

don't think Dor-

othy Davenport intends to remain off the
screen for good. That was very nice of
Wallace, I should say.
You must have
overlooked your other answers. Wanda

Hawley was born

ton, in 1897.
tall.

She

in
is

Seattle, Washingfive feet six inches

—

Comedy Fan. "Mickey" did more for
Mabel Normand than any other picture
she ever made.
Yes, she was born in
Boston.
Charles Chaplin was born in
Paris, France, in 1889.
Roscoe Arbuckle
was born in Kansas in 1887.
Elnora R.— Mary Pickford hasn't any
children.
There are several firms who
have pictures of Harold Lockwood for
sale.
You will find them in the advertisements.
Beverly Bayne has retired from
the screen, for the time being at least,
and is playing with Francis X. Bushman
in the stage play "The Master Thief"
for Oliver Morosco.

Marguerite's Admirer.

— She hasn't

brothers or sisters, and that

is

any

her right

name.

Peggie.—Ethel Grandin

is

not playing

in any pictures at the present time.
I
don't know whether she intends to return
to the screen or not.
George Walsh is
married to Seena Owen. His latest picture is called "The Dead Line," a Kentucky feud picture.

"Texas Admirer."— That is her right
Look at the end of The Oracle

name.

for addresses.

H. W.

W. — There

is no Elsie in picElsie Ferguson is the
Paramount star. I'm sorry, but—1 am
afraid I can't help you locate your acquaintance, as I never heard of her in
pictures.
Nora Bayes is still playing the

tures by that name.

Orpheum

circuit

in

vaudeville.

I

don't

think she is going to make any pictures.
There are several studios in Fort Lee,
New Jersey. There used to be one in
Baltimore, belonging to the National Film
Corporation, but thereTsrt't one in operation there at present.
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S.vookie.
Clara Horton has been in
pictures for several years. She began by
playing child parts, but is ingenueing
these days and leading-ladying.
Lucille
is the oldest.
You didn't have very many
questions lo ask on your first attempt.

ing the

Were you

answered.

Elaine.
in

the
the

bashful

—Yes,

?

shown

the picture being

Canada ami foreign countries under
title of "Hawthorne, Adventurer," C
same as the one the Paramount re-

leased in the United
thorne, U. S. A."

States

"Haw-

as

—

Admirer. What do
you mean "her anxious hubby?"
Mary
Anderson is married to Plinney Goodfriend, a cameraman.
She has just completed work in a serial with Franklyn
Farnum, called "Twisted Trails," which
is just being released.
She was born in
Brooklyn, New York, on June twentyeighth, 1897.
Her screen career began
with the Vitagraph Company in Brooklyn, New York, and when that firm decided to send a company to California

Mary was selected to be the leading lady
make the trip, and she has remained
California ever since.

—

Mary V. Kitty Gordon has left the
screen and returned to the stage. She is
now headlining in vaudeville with some
new songs and the well-known wardrobe
with the famous back.

Your Dip

Before

You should remove unsightly
from any part of the exposed body with DeMiracle,
because it is the safest, nicest,
cleanliest and easiest way to remove hair from face, neck,
arms, underarms or limbs.
When you use DeMiracle there is no
hair

mussy mixture

to apply or wash off.
ready for instant use and is the
most economical because there is no
waste. Simply wet the hair with this
It is

nice, original, sanitary liquid
is

and

it

gone.

Write for free book.
Three Sizes: 60c, $1.00, $2.00

At
in

all toilet counters or direct
wrapper, on receipt

plain

$1. 04 or $2.08, which includes

from us
of 63c,

War Tax.

_

Cherry.

—William

S.

Hart

is

not mar-

Eddy Polo used

to be an acrobat
in a circus before he went into pictures
with Universal.
That's his real name.
They probably think it a better name for
theatrical purposes.
Anita Stewart has
been in pictures since 1915.
Snub Pollard is a married man.
ried.

Thomas W. — Edith Johnson had
leading

feminine

Duncan

in

"The

Lillian A.

the

role opposite William
Silent Avenger."

—Antonio

Moreno

B©pt.G-30PapkAve.andl29thSt„NewYork

mak-

ing his serials at the Vitagraph studios
in Hollywood, California.
I am sure that
he wouldn't mind your asking him for
a photograph.
"The Invisible Hand" is
the title of his latest serial.

Ruth Roland Admirer. — Fannie Ward
has not left the screen.
She is now in
England, making feature productions.
You are right about Ruth's hair and eyes.
Hope Hampton has her own company
and is making features for Metro. Helen
Ferguson was born in Decatur, Illinois,

New

in 1001.
Priscilla Dean was born in
York in 1896. Anna Q. Nilsson was born
in Ystad, Sweden.
Your other questions

ATHLETES
Golfers, Tennis

and Base Ball Players use

ALLEN S FOOT-EASE
The Antiseptic, Healing
Powder to shake into the
shoes and sprinkle in the
foot-bath, because it takes
the friction from the shoe,

freshens

the

feet and
delight.

makes walking a

Shake Allen's Foot-Ease
into your shoes in the

morning and notice the
difference in yourcomfort
during the entire day.

The Government supplied 1,500,000 lbs.of Powder for the Feet to the
troops during the war.
Be sure to get
Allen's FootEase. At
dealers everywhere. Sample Free by mail. Address
Allen S. Olmsted,
Le Roy, N. Y.

have already been answered

Ruth
Bab"

is

Roland

in this issue.

A»m irer. —"Broadway

the newest" ''^uth Roland serial

being filmed by this serial star.
It may
be changed in name before it is released, however. She is not married now.
Ruth is one of the old-timers in point
of service in motion pictures. She made
her start with the old Kalem Company
in comedies, under the direction of Marshall

Neilan.

—

Film Fun. Charles Chaplin
Englishman and not an Italian.
brother,_ Syd,
nationality as

Helen
Doris

H.

is,

an
His
naturally, of the same
is

Charles.

— Douglas

May

MacLean

and

are not married to each other.
married but Doris isn't.
Thomas H. Ince has split up the team
of MacLean and May, and, from his
statement intends to star them separately.
He will start MacLean out first
on his own. Write to the editor about
the pictures you would like to see in Pic-

Douglas

is

ture-Play Magazine.

—

Katherine T. Your question regardTalmadge sisters has already been

—

Inquisitive
Chums. You certainly
Florenz Ziegfeld is the husband of
Bilhe Burke.
"Smiling" Bill Parsons is
dead.
"The Flapper" is the title of the
newest Olive Thomas feature.
Bryant
are.

is still in

the films.

"Airs. Temrelease.

Telegram" is his current
Mary Pick ford was born in 1893.

ple's

She

is

Anita Stewart's brother has
begun his screen career. He appears in
Douglas Fairbanks' new picture, "The
Mollycoddle," and is now playing opposite
Mildred Harris Chaplin in "Old
Dad." Mary Pickford is now being seen
in "Suds," her latest for United Artists.
Wesley Berry did not play with Mary
Pickford in "Heart of the Hills." Harold
Goodwin was the boy in that. Irene Castle is now Mrs. Tremaine.
Lillian Gish
is now playing in " 'Way Down East."
five feet tall.

She

Frohman

is

to

be a

picture

is

finished.

star

when

this

M—

Anne B.
Write to Billy Scott for
one of his pictures.
That is the only
way to get one. Better inclose twentyfive cents with your request.
F. G.

J.

—"Texas"

Waco, Texas,

Guinan was born

in

in 1891.

—

John R. M. I don't know of any films
your friend Mildred has ever appeared
in except " 'Way Down East," in which
she

just doubling in

is

some

scenes.

—

Daisy
H.
B.
Madlaine
Traverse,
Charles Clary, and Wheeler Oakman had
the leading roles in "The Splendid Sin."
Billy Scott was the convict in the Gladys
Brockwell

is

_

iraeie

Y.

Washburn

Mary Anderson

to
in

Z.— Norma, Natalie, and ConTalmadge are Americans. Baby
Marie Osborne was born in 191 1.
X.

stance

"Broken CommandDana and Irving Cum-

feature,

ments. "

Viola

mings

"Some

in

Bride."

—

K. The L-Ko does not make comefor any program but Universal.
"L-Ko" stands for Lehrman Komedies,
which was established by Henry Lehrman
when he left the Sterling Company. He
sold out his interests in L-Ko, but they
still keep the brand.
J.

dies

—

Shirley. Another newcomer.
Welto our midst
And don't forget
your warning. "The Joyous Liar" and "A
White Man's Chance" are two of J. Warren Kerrigan's releases. No harm guessing at all.
See addresses at the end of

come

The

!

Oracle.

—

Muriel. I think they would all send
you pictures. Write and see. Bob Leonard has retired as an actor, but is busying himself directing features for the
screen.
He has not acted in a picture
Ella Hall has a little
for several years.
baby of her own, which occupies much of
her time, but she is to return to the screen
very soon in a new serial, being produced
Burston Studios in California.
at the
Johnny Hines was born in Golden, Colorado, in 1895.

He

is five

feet nine inches

and weighs one hundred and fifty
pounds.
He has dark hair and brown
tall,

eyes.

Snickle
Flea.

Fritz

—Your

title

John,
is

The Human

certainly

a

lengthy

Ruth Roland is not married. She
was until a few months ago. George
one.

Larkin is married to Ollie Kirkby.
Gloria Swanson is married to Mr. Somborn, president of Equity Pictures. Betty

Compson was born in Salt Lake City.
Swanson was born in Chicago.

Gloria

—
Advertising Section
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Addresses of Players
Asked for by readers whose letters are
answered by The Oracle this month:
Constance and Norma Talmadge, Talmadge
31S East Forty-eighth Street, New
York City.
Address Charles Ray at the Charles Ray
Studios, Fleming Avenue, Hollywood, CaliStudios,

fornia.

William Farnum, Louise Lovely, Bill RusGeorge Walsh, Peggy Hyland, Pearl
White, and Virginia Lee Corhin at the Fox
Film Corporation, New York City.
Norma, Natalie, and Constance Talmadge at
the Talmadge Studios, 318 East Forty-eighth
Street. New York City.
Albert Ray, Antonio Moreno, Owen Moore,
and Wallace McDonald at the Los Angeles
Athletic Club, Los Angeles, California.
Priscilla Dean, Frank Mayo, Hoot Gibson,
George Chesebro, Grace Darmond, James J.
Corbett. Marie Walcamp, Eddie Polo, and
Kathleen O'Connor at Universal City, Calisell,

fornia.

William S. Hart at the Hart Studios, Los
Angeles, California.
Viola Dana, Alia Nazimova, Alice Lake,
May Allison, Antrim Short, Darrel Foss, Bert
Lytell, and Pell Trenton at the Metro Studios,
Hollywood, California.
Bessie Love at the Hollywood Studios, Los
Angeles, California.
Richard Barthelmess, Creighton Hale, Lillian and Dorothy Gish. and Ralph Graves
at the D. W. Griffith Studios, Mamaroneck,
New York.
Louise Glaum, Doris May. Enid Bennett,
Marjorie Bennett, and Lloyd Hughes at the
Ince Studios, Los Angeles, California.
Lottie
Pickford,
Mary Thurman, Niles
Welch, Ben Alexander, Margery Wilson, Norman Kerry, Betty Compson, Casson Ferguson, Florence Reed. Mahlon Hamilton, Mary
Pickford, and Kenneth Harlan at the Brunton Studios, Melrose Avenue, Los Angeles,

Priscilla Dean
Universal Star Delights in Wearing

California.

Mae Marsh, Dustin Farnum, Cleo Ridgley,
Eileen Percy, and Lew Cody at the Gasnier
Studios, Glendale, California.
Mary Miles Minter at the Morosco Studios,
Los Angeles, California.
Gloria Swanson, Mildred Reardon. Conrad
Nagle, Charles Meredith. Roscoe Arbuckle,
Kaihlyn Williams, Tom Forman, Thomas
Meighan, Wallace Reid, Bebe Daniels, Ethel
Claytton,
Ann Little, Bryant Washburn,
Marjorie Daw and Anna Nilsson at the Lasky
Studios, Vine Street, Hollywood, California.

Tom Moore, Pauline Frederick, W. Lawson
Butt, Jack Pickford, John Bowers, and Naomi
Childers at the Goldwyn Studios, Culver City,
California.
Harrison Ford, Marguerite Clark, Dorothy
Dalton, and Marion Davies at the Paramount
Pictures Corporation, 485 Fifth Avenue, New

York

City.

Fay Tincher, Colleen Moore, Bobby Vernon, and Paul Willies at Christie Film Company, Gower Street, Hollywood, California.
Grace Cunard at the National Film Corporation,
Santa
Monica Boulevard,
Angeles, California.
Theda Bara at the Shubert Theater,

c

X

/fyftrtZeqffi

Veils

—from

France

fflcnniCffi Veils embody all the delicacy, flattering
charm, beguiling designs and soft silken meshes, favored

V

by the smart Parisienne.
The slender silk elastic keeps them

trigly in place
without tying, pinning or knotting.
A wonderful convenience, especially when motoring.
Fascinating designs in chenille and silk embroidery.
If you have never worn a fficnnZbffi, get one today and
experience a new veil joy. Prices 10c, 15c, 25c and 50c.
For sale at Department Stores and Drug Stores
everywhere. If your dealer cannot supply you send
25c for the veil Miss Dean is wearing. Pat. No. 119.

The

^^e^5

222 Fourth Avenue
Also Importers of the famous

Co., Inc.

New
]fy?irf£&-($

York, N. Y.
Hair Nets

Lop

New

York City.
Constance Binney, Alice Brady, and Miriam
Cooper at the Realart Pictures Corporation,
469 Fifth Avenue, New York City.
Douglas Fairbanks at the Clune Studios,
Melrose Avenue, Los Angeles, California.
Charles Chaplin at the Chaplin Studios,
Hollywood, California.
Marvel Rea and Charles Conklin at Sennett Studios, Edendale, California.
William Desmond, Blanche Sweet, Henry
King, and Nigel Barrie at the Jesse D.
Hampton Studios, Los Angeles, California.
Olive Thomas,
Eugene O'Brien, Elaine
Hammerstein, Walter McGrail, Selznick Pictures Corporation, 729 Seventh Avenue. New

York

City.

William Duncan, Edith Johnson, Carol
Holloway, and George F. Cummings at the
Vitagraph Studios, Hollywood, California.
Harold Lloyd at the Rolin Film Company,
Culver City, California.
George Seitz, Doris Kenyon, Dolores Cassonelli, and Ruth Roland at the Pathe Exchange, 25 West Forty-fifth Street, New

York City.
Evelyn Greeley and Madge Evans at the
World Film Corporation. 130 West Fortysixth Street, New Yr ork City.
Clara Kimball Young at Garson Studios
Edendale, California.
E. K. Lincoln, Doris Kenyon, and Leah
Baird, at the W. W. Hodkinson Corporation,
527 Fifth Avenue, New York City.

IMPORTED FROM FRANCE

%st Slip it on !

Advertising Section

A Magazine That Will Make
You a

Man

Better Business

The current issue of People 's rounds out its first year i?i large-sized, illustrated form (and its 14th year of existence
You can best judge its
hi a year it has
future character by its present and recent performances,
become one of the most widely quoted magazines in America.
).

CONCERNING RECENT ISSUES:

Do You Know
How

—

takes a brainy man to reach the top ? where the counin industry and finance were when they were thirty?
B. C. Forbes told their story in February People's.
Forty-eight
out of fifty were insignificant at thirt}-.

long

try's biggest

I
I

Concerning
Future Features:

How
health

a

it

men

man

beginning to lose his grip can fight back to redundant

?

Herbert Corey told

in

March

People's.

The magazine has already

How

hit a strong pace.

It will be
stronger during the coming
year, from every viewpoint.
A few of the outstanding
features that can now be
promised are
More of Dr. Frank Crane's

crystal-clear

and

vital

an insignificant

little, intangible little, anybody's property litidea has been turned into a million in half a
dozen modern careers in America?
Hugh Fullerton told the story in April
People's.

tle

Why

a
spiritualism

edi-

majority

of

scientists

reject

?

Prof. Joseph Jastrow, of the University of
Wisconsin, told why in May People's.

torials.

More

of H. C. Witwer's
mirth-provoking series of short stories about movie

How you can increase your speed in reading?
of B. C. Forbes' intimate, firsthand articles
Obviously the person who can read most rapabout the country's biggest men in finance and inidly has the greatest chance
dustry, and what their experience has taught that
to acquire knowledge.
Photo by
others can use.
Prof. Edward L. ThornPaul
More short stories by Arthur Crabb, the extraordike, Columbia University's
Thompson
dinary Philadelphia business man who started writeminent psychologist, told
B. C. Forbes
ing as a means of relaxation three years ago, and
how in the last issue of
who, continuing his business duties, has had more
People's.
than one hundred and fifty short stories published
under a carefully guarded nom de plume since that time. And within
a few months his first full-length novel will appear serially in
People's.
A noteworthy series of short stories about Chicago's Chinatown,
by Hugh Fullerton. His baseb?ll stories are famous the first three
"Arthur Crabb"
of this new series are now in hand, and look even
better than his baseball stories.
Richly human fiction by long-established writers,
such as Frank R. Adams, Royal Brown, Courtney
Ryley Cooper, Stuart Rivers, and a score of others
in addition to stories by People's newest "finds."
folk.

More

g
g
B

B
g
g

—

g
g
g
g
g PEOPLE'S contains more text per Issue than you
3 buy in the average 350-page novel, and more lull§§

text pages than most magazines.
for the ambitious.

It is

Hugh

the maga-

TTie Current Issue

g zine

Fullerton

Speaks for

Itself.

Read PEOPLE'S regularly—time spent

B You can do us a favor — tell your personal friends
B about the things that you read in PEOPLE'S.
B And read it regularly— time spent with PEOPLE'S
g is time pleasantly used.

with

it is

time invested.

People's Favorite Magazine
79 Seventh Avenue,

New York

From

City.

"Mr. Braddy's
Bottle"—
next issue.

25 cents a copy

The "press
agenl"

in

H. C.

Witwer's short

stories, now

running

in

PEOPLE'S.

To be

sure of receiving

ularly send in your

address today with

S2

full year's subscription.
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PROPER SHAMPOOING
hair beautiful.
lustre, natural

is

what makes your

It brings out all the real

wave and

color,

and makes

and luxuriant.
Your hair simply needs frequent and

life,

it soft,

fresh
ALICE

BRADY
WATKINS
COCOANUT

"I consider

MULSIFIED

OIL SHAMPOO an ideal
shampoo. It can be used
with such little effort and
keeps my hair in wonderful condition."

regular

washing to keep it beautiful, but it cannot stand
the harsh effect of ordinary soap. The free alkali,
in ordinary soaps, soon dries the scalp, makes the
hair brittle and ruins it.
This is why leading
motion picture stars, theatrical people, and discriminating

women

use

WATKINS

inshb
.

U. S.

PAT.

OFF

This clear, pure, and entirely greasproduct cannot possibly injure,
and does not dry the scalp or make
the hair brittle, no matte? how often
you use it.

less

Two or three teaspconsful will cleanse
the hair and scalp thoroughly. Simply
moisten the hair with water and rub it
in.
It makes an abundance of rich,
creamy lather, which rinses out easily,
removing every particle of dust, dirt,
dandruff and excess oil. The hair dries
quickly and evenly, and has the appearance9 f be ingmuch thicker and heavier
than /is. It leaves the scalp soft and
the hair fine and silky, bright, freshrlooking and fluffy, wavy and easy to
manage.
You can get Watkins Mulsified
Cocoanut Oil Shampoo at any drug

A

store.

4-ounce bottle should last for

months.

Snlendid for Children

THE

R.

L."

WATKINS CO.
Cleveland, O

t

mulsified
foCOANUT Oil

SHAMPOO

,

OHIO u 5

Each Hoi lie Xo:c Packed

in a

Ca rtoii

The

Best on the -Beach!
At the end of a perfect swim — "Whistle".
It's

great!

And refreshing! And

Something to be glad about?
It's

dee-licious!

You

said

it!

bottled sunshine.

some nearby place where you
can pucker up your lips and
Just drift to

1

